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THE UNITED STATES AND ST. MAR-
GARET'S, WESTMINSTER.

WHEN the time shall come (and it is

rapidly approaching) for the records of
the nineteenth century to be written, no
inconsiderable space will have to be de-
voted to the changed aspect of the rela-

tionship between the United States and this

country. The heritage of hate and the
general bad feeling left at the close of the
War of Independence have gradually year by
year grown less until at the present time they
are virtually non-existent. The victories of

peace, which are no less renowned than those
of war, have effected this

; peaceful arts have
caused the two countries to understand one
another, and the cousinship has now reached
the confines of brotherhood. Legal luminaries
from the States have come here and dwelt
among us, and many of our judges have
crossed the Atlantic, to meet only with the
greatest kindliness and consideration

; men
of science come to us bringing the learning
of America to us, and we in return send ours
to them. Our actors go to America at frequent
intervals, and Sir Henry Irving and scores
of others are as well known and quite as

much at home in America as William Gillette
and other American actors are from Land's
End to John o' Groat's. The artists of the
States come here and stay with us

;
and if

ours do not go quite so much to America, I
think their pictures do, and stay there, some-
what to our loss. The daughters of the States,

queens at home, come here, and as
" our con-

querors
"
reign arid remain queens in the old

country. Our Churchmen go and visit the

great Republic, notably Deans Stanley of

Westminster, Hole of Rochester, and Farrar
of Canterbury (when Archdeacon of West-
minster, and rector of St. Margaret's) ;

and
in return there have been sent to us Bishops
Whipple of Minnesota, Phillips Brooks of

Massachusetts,
x nd many more. Thus we

may clearly see that peaceful efforts have

brought about a state of things that would
most likely never have been accomplished by
wars and bloodshed.

St. Margaret's Church possesses most di-

verse memories, but none are so completely
happy as those found in the fact that it con-
tains several memorials intimately associated
with the United States, and to them it is

now my pleasing privilege to direct attention.

They are to be found in the windows erected

by the pious forethought of lovers of the old

country generally, and of this church par-
ticularly, which has been a great feature of
the religious life of London for many cen-
turies. The first is a window over the door

leading from the south aisle of the church
into the vestry. The tracery is much older
than that of any other window in the build-

ing, and of more graceful design, and was
filled in 1882, by an American lady, to the

memory of that unfortunate princess the

Lady Arabella Stuart, who lies in the closely

adjacent Abbey. She was wife of Charles
Lennox and cousin of James I., arid her body,
as stated by Dean Stanley, was

"after her troubled life brought at midnight by
the dark river from the Tower, and laid with no
solemnity under the coffin of Mary Stuart her
own coffin so frail that through its shattered frame
the skull and bones were seen by the last visitors

who penetrated into that crowded chamber."

This is accounted for by Keepe, who says
that "to have had a great funeral for one
dying out of the king's favour would have
reflected on the king's honour." She was of
the blood royal, being a descendant of Mar-
garet, the elder daughter of Henry VII., by
her second marriage with the Earl of Angus.
Her life story is so well known that it is

unnecessary to repeat it here. In the upper
lights of her memorial window are four
shields : Nos. 1 and 4 bear the quarterings
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of the house of Stuart, Or, a fess chequy,
azure and argent ;

No. 2 has the arms of the

Province of Canterbury, Azure, an episcopal
staff in pale or, and ensigned with a cross

pate'e argent, surmounted by a pall of the

last charged with four crosses formee-fitchee

sable, edged and fringed or ;
while on No. 3

will be found the arms of the See of London,

Gules, two swords in saltire argent, pommels
or. In the three lights are represented
three saints : in the centre St. Barbara, and
on either side SS. Dorothea and Perpetua,
all holding the palm, typical of martyrdom,
in their hands. The whole of the design
is exquisitely beautiful, and exceedingly
well carried out by the designers, Messrs.

Clayton & Bell. The anonymity of the giver,

so far as I know, has never been penetrated,
but it is believed that the

" American lady
"

thought herself to be a descendant of the

unhappy princess ;
but this I give with all

reserve, and not as being a fact for which I

can vouch.

Upon the lower or bricked-up portion of

the next window has been placed a memorial
in "opus sectile" work to the memory of

Phillips Brooks, D.D., sometime Bishop of

Massachusetts, who was well known and
greatly respected in this country. The
process used for this memorial has been

happily described as the "revival of an
ancient Roman process, differing in one re-

spect from mosaic, inasmuch as the material
used is opaque glass, cut to shape to resemble
stained glass." The cost was mainly borne

by English people, but some few American
citizens, mainly resident here, assisted by
their contributions. The bishop was a unique
personality, and Dean Farrar, who knew him
as well as, perhaps better than, most people
on this side of the Atlantic, said that he was
"of all modern ecclesiastics the most famous."
Of him it has been justly written :

Great bishop, greater preacher, greatest man,
Thy manhood far out-tower'dall church, all creed,
And made thee servant of all human need,

Beyond one thought of blessing or of ban,
Save of thy Master, whose great lesson ran" The great are they who serve." So now, indeed,

All churches are one church in loving heed
Of thy great life wrought on thy Master s plan.
As we stand in the shadow of thy death
How i>etty all the poor distinctions seem,
That would fence off the human and divine !

Large was the utterance of thy living breath ;

Large as God's love thy human hope and dream ;And now humanity's hushed love is thine !

Mrs. Sinclair, in her little 'History and
Description of Windows of the Parish Church
of the House of Commons,' thus describes
the tribute placed thereon :

"Above is the text
'' Comfort ye My people, saith

your God
'

;
below are the words ' Jesus said unto

him, Feed My sheep.' In the centre panel our
Lord is represented as the Good Shepherd, holding
a crook. Dean Farrar considers

' the Good Shep-
herd represents to us the joyful, cheerful side of

Christianity, Luke xv. 1 to 7, John x. 1 to 18.'

St. Peter is represented kneeling at his Master's
feet : on the right two other apostles, St. John and
St. Thomas, are depicted ; while on the left are

sheep and a shepherd-boy. In the background is a
small ship with sails. Underneath are the words
'In memory of Phillips Brooks, D.D., Bishop of

Massachusetts, honoured and beloved, A.D. 1894';
and again below this has been placed a quatrain,
in Latin elegiacs, written by the late Dr. Benson,
formerly Archbishop of Canterbury, to the follow-

ing effect :

Fervidus eloquio, sacra fortissimus arte,
Suadendi gravibus vera Deumque Viris,

Quaereris ad sedem populari voce regendam,
Qusereris ad sedem rapte Domumque Dei.

This touching tribute has been most happily eng-
lished by the son of the writer :

True priest of God, whose glowing utterance stayed
The failing feet, the heart that was afraid,
Pastor and Friend, beloved, most desired

Thy people called thee, but thy God required."

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

BURTON'S 'ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.'
(See ante, pp. 181, 222, 263, 322, 441.)

As regards quotations from Juvenal, it

should be added that although on p. 396 of

vol. i. Shilleto's note to
" Crambe bis cocta

"

is "Juv. vii. 154, quoted memoriter," while
on p. 436 he calls "crambem bis coctani

apponere" "an adaptation of Juv. vii. 154,"

yet on p. 19 in his note on "cramben bis

coctam apponere
"

he rightly refers to

Erasmus's 'Adagia.' (The absence of any
thorough system of cross-references is one of

the serious faults in this edition.) Compare
*'

Quid, si apponeret cicutam aut cramben
recoctam 1

"
Erasmus,

*

Colloquia,'
*

Synodus
Grammaticorum '

(p. 562 in the Variorum
edition of 1729). Perhaps in "a Poet? esurit,
an hungry Jack," vol. i. p. 322, 1. 12 (Part. I.

sect. ii. mem. iii. subs, xi.), esurit may be

regarded as a quotation from Juvenal vii. 87.

On the latter line of the couplet which
occurs near the end of the *

Argument of the

Frontispiece,'
For surely as thou dost by him,
He will do the same again,

Shilleto comments,
"
Probably this line should

be * He '11 do to thee the same again.' For it

halts both in sense and rhythm." Unfortu-
nately I possess no copy at present of the
third edition, in which I understand that the
engraved title * page first appeared ; but in
the fourth these two lines occur in the same
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form as in the sixth. I venture to think that
the sense is perfectly clear, and that the
deviation in the second line from the normal

type (its "initial truncation") has nothing
surprising in it. Indeed, the variety in the
line helps to emphasize the meaning.

Vol. i. p. 415, 1. 8 from foot (Part. I. sect. ii.

mem. iv. subs, vii., p. 163 in the sixth edition) :

Concussis cecidere animis, ceu frondibus ingens
Silva dolet lapsis.

Burton's marginal note is
"
Maph.," to which

Shilleto adds, "Possibly Maphaeus, who,
according to Hallam, added a thirteenth
book to Virgil's

*
^Eneid.'

"
Presumably. See

Julius Caesar Scaliger's
'

Poetice,' bk. vi.

chap. iv. (pp. 785-6 in edition of 1 586), where
five and a half lines (ending at "concussis
cecidere animis ") are quoted from Maphaeus
Vegius's addition to the '^Eneid,' and highly
praised.
A propos of the

*

Poetice ' a curious error
in Shilleto's edition may here be mentioned.

Vol. iii. p. 305, 1. 6,
"
Scaliger, Poet. lib.

cap. 13, concludes against women. Besides

their inconstancy, treachery, suspicion, dis-

simulation ," &c. Shilleto gives Burton's

marginal note to this as follows :

" Ideo :

mulieres praeterquam quod sunt infidae,

suspicaces...," &c. To those acquainted with
the 'Poetice' a moment's consideration will

show that * Ideo
'

should probably be '

Idea,'
the title of Book III. of that work

; and an
examination of the sixth edition of the
'

Anatomy
'

(p. 597, Part. III. sect. iii. mem. i.

subs. ii.). of which Shilleto's edition is pro-
fessedly a reprint, with some alterations in

spelling (see publishers' note on p. v), will

show that Idea is clearly printed. The
number of the chapter, however, which
Burton gives as 13, ought to be 14. See

'Poetices,' Liber iii. chap. 14, headed 'A
Sexu.' (Did Burton misread xiiii. as xiii. ?)

Vol. i. p. 439, 1. 15,
"
nescis quid serus secum

vesper ferat" (Part. I. sect. ii. mem. v. subs, v.,

p. 178 in ed. six). Shilleto calls this
" a re-

miniscence of Virg. Georg. i. 461." Surely
the "

nescis
"
points to the title of Varro's

'

Satira Menippea
' " Nescis quid vesper

serus vehat "
(see Aulus Gellius, xiii., xi. 1,

and p. 196 of
% Varronis Menippeae,' printed

at the end of the third edition of Biicheler's
*

Petronius ').

Vol. i. p. 446, 1. 16 from foot,
" as Felix

Plater notes of some young Physicians, that

study to cure diseases, [that they] catch them
themselves

"
Shilleto would appear to be

wrong in inserting
" that they." It is true

that the text of the sixth edition (p. 183,
Part. I. sect. iii. mem. i. subs, ii.) cannot well
stand ; but the right remedy is to be seen

from ed. four, which reads " that studying to
cure diseases,'' &c.

Vol. ii. p. 14, 1. 10 from foot, "or that
Golden Legend of Jacobus de Voragine"
Shilleto's foot-note states that Jacobus de
Voragine died in 1292. He died in 1298 (see,

e.g., the introduction to
' La Legende Doree

traduite du Latin par Teodor de Wyzewa,'
1902). If 1292 is not a mere slip or a mis-

print, the curious might guess how Shilleto's

error arose by examining the account of
Jacobus de Voragine in the 'Encyclopaedia
Britannica.

'

Vol. ii. p. 191, 1. 5 from foot (Part. II.

sect. iii. mem. iii.) :

Ipse deus sinaul atque volet me solvet, opinor.

The reader of Shilleto's edition finds the

following mysterious foot-note to this line :

"Leonides." The line is, of course, with one
slight change ("volet" for "volam"), from
Horace (Epist. I.

xyi. 78) ; but why
"Leonides"? In the sixth edition, p. 334,
the "reference" (a t) which directs the
reader to the note *' Leonides "

is prefixed to
the line "Ipse deus ," while there is no
"reference" before the next quotation in
verse :

Servus Epictetus, mutilati corporis, Irus

Pauper : at hsec inter carus erat Superis,
and the error has been repeated in the
present edition. Shilleto has a note "

See
the original Greek of these lines in Aulus
Gellius,

' Noct. Att.,' ii. 18." Any one, how-
ever, consulting Hertz's critical edition of

Gellius, or his text of the same author in
Teubner's series, will fail to see the Greek
lines. The short section containing this
Greek couplet, which was printed by many
editors at the end of Gellius, ii. 18, is taken
from Macrobius, 'Saturnalia,'!, xi. 45, where
it is immediately preceded by this chapter of
Gellius which Macrobius has "conveyed."
See also

' Anth. Pal.,' vii. 676. The lines are
anonymous ; their ascription to Leonidas is

apparently due to an error in the 'Anthologia
Planudea.' One cannot help noticing that
Burton's English rendering of the Latin
version is strangely incorrect.

EDWARD BENSLY.
The University, Adelaide, South Australia.

(To be continued.)

EPITAPH ON QUEEN ELIZABETH.
Miss AGNES STRICKLAND in the fourth

volume of her 'Lives of the Queens of

England,' which treats of Queen Elizabeth,
writes on p. 784 as follows :

"Among the complimentary epitaphs which were
composed for her, and hung up in many churches,
was one ending with the following couplet :
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She is she was, what can there more be said ?

On earth the first, in heaven the second maid."

The writer furnishes no authority for her

general statement, which seems to be devoid

of any foundation. It would appear to have

been suggested by a passage m Granger s

^graphical History of England
'

(second

edition, published in 1775, vol. i. p. 178),

which runs thus :

" Shpe was shee is, what can there more be said,

In earth thftirst, in heaven the second maid.

These lines, which are under the head, are the last

verses of an inscription on a cenotaph of Queen

Elizabeth which was inov. Theophil Gibber

tells us in his
' Lives of the Poets' (vol. v. p. 16)

t thev are an epigram of Budget's upon the

death ofa very fine'young lady, and that he did

not remember to have seen them published.

It is no wonder that Granger was somewhat

puzzled with the spelling of the word "shee

to which he appends in a foot-note the

expression" Sic Orig," and that he doubted

the ascription of the lines to Eustace Bud gel,

who, born in 1685, died in 1736,
This authors

of course, could have had nothing to do with

the composition of the piece, inasmuch as it

was in existence at least three-quarters of a

century before he appeared on this sublunary

scene It therefore follows that, it he

employed the two verses in an elegy on the

untimely death of a fair young creature who

would be better entitled to the compliment

than the aged Tudor queen, he was a

plagiarist. The poem, if it deserves the name,

was however, actually written in memory of

Elizabeth by H. Holland, as we learn from

Camden, who quotes it in full in the second

edition of his
'

Remaines,' published in 1614.

I subjoin an exact copy of it for tuture

reference in these pages :

Weeue greatest Isle, and for thy mistresse death

Swim in a double sea of brakish water :

Weepe, little world, for great Elizabeth ;

Daughter of warre, for Mars himselfe begat her ;

Mother of peace, for shee brought forth the later.

Shee was and is, what can there more be said?

On earth the chiefe, in heaven the second maide.

The great queen, who was not deficient in

taste would assuredly have been displeased

with such fustian stuff as this, and yet it is

one of the best epitaphs that Camden could

find written about her. What she really

wanted may be gathered from Bacon's

'Character of Queen Elizabeth,' where he

says she

"would often discourse about the inscription sh(

had a mind should be on her tomb : she gave oul

that she was no lover of glory and pompous titles

but only desired her memory might be recorded ir

a line or two which should very briefly express he

name, her virginity, the time of her reign, the

reformation of religion, and her preservation of the

ace."

Camden quotes the two Latin inscriptons

'vpon the stately monument which King
lames erected to her memorie," in which we
ind four of these points eloquently described ;

3ut of the second no mention is made, unless

Lt be implied in the words "pietatis

studiosissima."
It is very strange to learn from Henry

^hettle's 'England's Mourning Garment'*
low silent were the great writers on the

death of the famous queen. At that epoch
were living Daniel, Chapman, Ben Jonson,

Shakespeare, Drayton, and others, and yet
what does he say ?

Nor doth one poet seek her name to raise,

That, living, hourly strived to sing her praise.

This is a most interesting subject, which I

hope to treat, if allowed, on some other

occasion not far distant, as I have gathered

many notes about it. JOHN T. CUKHY.

PKESIDENT LOUBET. The Sun appears to

have stated that the name of Loubet should

rime with "may," and Mr. G. R. Sims seems
to have come to the rescue of a correspondent
who said that it did not. It is difficult

indeed to say that any French word rimes
with any English word, and Loubet certainly
does not rime with "may." But the Sun
now seems to think that Loubet "

is one of

the few names in France which is pronounced
as it is spelt," and its writer goes on to say
that, while in Paris and the North the t is not

sounded, this is wrong. There is, in fact, no

right and wrong about French names. Suffren

is an example. The avenue in Paris and the
man-o'-war are both named after the same
distinguished person, but they are differently

pronounced. The practice of the extreme
South, to which from his citizenship of

Montelimar President Loubet belongs, is to

sound the final letter. But in the case of the
President this would lead to the unfortunate
result that his name would mean " the silly

fool," lou being the substitute for le at
Montelimar ; arid, except by his enemies
when lie was first in office, long before he
became President, the name has never been
so pronounced. The accentuation, however,
being on the first syllable, the second syllable
is swallowed in such fashion that to make it

rime to
"
may

"
is a cockney absurdity.

P. L.

* Published in 1603. The author died in the
following year. I quote from the reprint in

' The
Harleian Miscellany,' vol. ii.
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" To MUG." (See 9th S. xi. 278.) Is not

MR. DIBDIN in error when he says
" the verb

'
to mug

'

is employed in reference to drinking,
as *

I mugged him ' "
1 In Yorkshire it has

quite a different meaning, and "I mugged
him "

signifies I punched his mug or slapped
his mug "mug" being face. A "mug" is often
the equivalent of a "

muff," or one who will

tamely submit to be punched or slapped.
H. SNOWDEN WARD.

"OUT OF RODEX." Mr. F. W. Raymond,
of Yeovil, told me that " out of rodex " was
commonly used at the end of the nineteenth

century in Somerset to describe a cartwheel
that is out of repair. Dr. J. Wright does not
in his 'E.D.D.' mention the phrase as used
in Somerset. He says that rodex means '* a
state of good repair

"
in Cornwall, and that

roddick or roddeck or roddock means "the
groove of the axle of a wheel

"
in Somerset.

The two expressions seem to be related. From
a cartwheel that is out of gear the term has
been transferred to anything else that has
broken down. Would Latin rotce cm's=axle
of a wheel, or rupta c&m=broken axle, have
passed through Anglo-Norman, by popular
caprice, into roddocks, or roddicks, or rodex ?

jRadachse, the German feminine noun for

axle-tree, wheelshaft, is, of course, a cognate
word, formed from fiad=wheel and Achse
axle, axle-tree. Does any German dialect

possess any expression formed from this

word meaning the same thing as *' out of !

rodex"? E. S. DODGSON.
. Oxford.

HAMMERSMITH. The serious London anti-

quary will not turn for information to the
little volumes which are now being issued
under the general title of

" The Fascination
of London." Not only dp they abound with
errors which may be charitably classed under
the heading of misprints, but statements are

deliberately made in them which a little

inquiry would show to be unfounded. The
latest issued volume, 'Hammersmith, Ful-
ham, and Putney,' opens with an assertion of
this kind. "The parish of Hammersmith,"
we are told, "is mentioned in Doomsday
Book under the name of Hermoderwode, and
in ancient deeds of the Exchequer as Her-
moderworth." There is no such place as
" Hermoderwode "

in the Middlesex Dooms-
day. The place in the mind of the writer is
'

Hermodesworde "
;
but this, so far from

being Hammersmith, is Harmondsworth, a
village in the western part of Middlesex.
The writer then goes on to say that the
name is

"
undoubtedly derived from Ham,

meaning in Saxon a town or dwelling, and

Hythe or Hyde, a haven or harbour,
'
there-

fore,' says Faulkner, 'Hamhythe, a town
with a harbour or creek.'

"

The defect of this derivation is that it

leaves unexplained the middle portion of the

word. It is not likely that in the course
of time Hamhythe would become length-
ened into Hammersmith. The process, to

use a colloquialism, is usually the other way.
Brighthelmstone is shortened into Brighton,
to give an every-day example. A more

plausible etymology, for which, however, I do
not vouch, may be found. The earliest re-

corded form seems to be "Hamersmyth,"
which, split up into its constituents, would
be " Hamer's myth." The A.-S. myfta is a

derivative of m?7S, a mouth, and signifies the

place where a small stream joins a larger
one i.e., a creek, such as that inlet of the

Thames that divides the parish of Chelsea
from that of Hammersmith. The shortening
of mithe to mith is permissible and regular.
The proper name Hamer does not so far

appear to be found in Anglo-Saxon, but
Hsemar for Heahmser is recorded (Searle's
'Onomasticon Anglo -Saxonicum,

3

p. 283).

This appellation probably accounts for other

place-names in which Hamer or Hammer
forms a constituent, such as Hamar-loda in

Kemble, Hammer - den, Hammer - wick, in

Staffordshire, and the family name of Hamer-
ton or Hammerton. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

ORANGE BLOSSOMS AS EMBLEMS OF PURITY.
In an allusion, under 'Notes on Books'

(9
th S. xi. 440), to L'Intermediaire a corre-

spondent of the French ' N. & Q.' is quoted
as mentioning an ancient mourning custom

apparently not generally known. He says :

" In Perche, formerly, if the daughter of a farmer
had yielded to seduction, her family wore mourning
for her honour during two years. Has this noble
and touching custom disappeared, or does it still

exist ; and, if so, in what cantons ?
"

It may be of interest to state here that fifty

years ago, and possibly even to-day, in

what was formerly the province of Franche

Corate, an act of imprudence, implying even
a suspicion of taint upon the chastity of a

maiden, was punished by the use of the

orange blossom at her wedding being sternly
forbidden. Should any one attempt to wear
it upon the occasion of marriage, she would
be encountered at the church door by the

village lads, violently seized, and the emblem
of purity, no less than of generosity and

fecundity, degradingly torn from her hair,
nor would the ceremony be suffered to pro-
ceed until all trace of the flower thus

profaned had disappeared from her person.
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Not only was it the orange-blossom crown
that the mother of a natural child dare not
assume on her wedding-day, but also the
white dress and veil habiliments appro-
priated exclusively to the chaste. On the
other hand the orange blossoms were a testi

monial, not only to the purity of the bride

herself, but to the integrity and morality of

her relatives. In almost every village or
small town in France the bride entitled to

wear the crown of orange blossoms had this

beautiful certificate of her purity either

framed or placed under a glass shade, and it

was religiously preserved, if possible, even

through generations, as an indisputable testi-

monial of character. One may ask, with the

correspondent of L'IntermJdiaire, to what
extent the observance of this striking cus-

tom has ceased. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

[DR. MURRAY at 9th S. x. 6 stated that a French
scholar had informed him that orange blossoms
"have nothing to do with female purity, but merely
indicate the attainment of matrimony." See also
the references given in the replies at 9th S. x. 94.]

"BRACELET."! find this term is applied
by London nursemaids to the deep wrinkle
which lies between the arm and hand of a fat

baby. I have neverfound the word used in this

sense in Ulster
; there we call a fat baby's

wrinkles its lerks, or lurks. It was in Lincoln's
Inn Fields, a few days ago, that I heard the
term " the bracelet

"
used in the above sense.

W. H. PATTERSON.

THE HOTEL LAUZUN, OTHERWISE PIMODAN,
PARIS. The Municipal Council of Paris has
purchased the Hotel Lauzun, latterly known
as the H6tel Pimodan, from the heirs of
Baron Pichon. It is situated on the Quai
d'Anjou on the He St. Louis, and it is in-

tended to convert the building into a Museum
of Decorative Art, after the model of our
South Kensington Museum.
The building, which has had a somewhat

chequered career, was originally erected by a
certain Charles Gruyn, the son of a fashion-
able cabaretier,

^
who, having amassed a

fortune in business, gave his son a good
education and launched him on the world.
By dint of successful speculations, he
was enabled to purchase a site in the lie
St. Louis, on which he built himself a lordly
pleasure house, which was completed in 1658.

Gruyn married well, and changed his name
to Des Bordes, the name of a property he
had acquired near Loigny ; but, having been
convicted of malpractices, he ended his days
in prison in 1661.

In 1681 the dashing Due de Lauzun, who
secretly married Mile. Montpensier, the

cousin of Louis XIV., in spite of the opposi-
tion of the Court of Versailles, purchased the

otel from Gruyn's heirs and considerably
_nlarged it. From Lauzun the hotel passed
into the possession of the Marquis de Riche-

ieu, who had married Mile, de Mazarin,
^rand-niece of Cardinal Mazarin and daughter
of Hortense Mancini. The next occupant
was Ogier Christian name not known
receiver to the clergy, who spent large
sums in decorating the building ;

after him
came the Marquis de Tesse ; and then the

Marquis de Pimodan, who was arrested as a

suspected person, but managed to escape to

Trieste, where he supported himself by giving
lessons in drawing. The Marquis de Pimodan's

son, Georges de la Vallee de Rarecourt,
followed his grandfather, Baron de Frenilly
(who was devoted to the elder branch of the

Bourbons, and shared their exile), to Styria,
in Austria. He was educated at the Jesuits'

College, Friburg, where he was fellow-student
with Count Raousset de Boulbon, who was
shot in South America. The marquis entered
the Austrian army, and served in the cam-
paigns of Italy and Hungary in 1848-9, and
contributed articles on the war to the Revue
des Deux Mondes. He was taken prisoner at

Peterwardein, and on the collapse of the

Hungarian revolution in 1855 he resigned his
commission and volunteered for the Papal
army under Lamoriciere, and was killed at a
reconnaissance nearCastelfidardo, 18 Septem-
ber, 1860.

After the restoration of the Bourbons the
Hotel Lauzun, which came to be known
as the Hotel Pimodan, was tenanted by a
succession of unknown persons until 1842,
when it was purchased by Baron Jerome
Pichon, a celebrated bibliophile, who, before

taking possession, let it to a group of authors
and artists, many of whom afterwards
achieved celebrity, and who lived together in
a free-and-easy manner, much to the scandal
of the graver inhabitants of the quarter. On
the death of Pichon in 1896 his library was
dispersed, and the hotel was acquired by the
city of Paris. It was in a house in the
Impasse du Doyenee, since demolished, and
not in the H6tel Pimodan, that the celebrated
supper took place which was the talk of tout

Paris, and for which Adolphe Leleux, Celestin
Nanteuil, Corot, Chasseriau, Camille Rogier,
Lorentz, Marilhat, and Gautier himself
undertook the task of decorating the walls,
greatly to the indignation of the landlord
of the house, as related by The'ophile Gautier
in his biographical sketch prefixed to the
complete edition of Gerard de Nerval's
works. JOHN HEBB.
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SHAKESPEARE'S BOOKS. (See 9th S. v. 329
;

vi. 144, 283, 464
;

vii. 163, 423
;

viii. 78, 180,

321 ; xi. 64, 203.)

Pistol. He hears ivith earn.

Evan*. The tevil and his tani ! what phrase is

this, ," He hears with ear
"

'! Why, it is affectations.
'

Merry Wives,' I. i.

Nurse. I saw the wound, I saw it with mine eyes.
' Romeo and Juliet,' III. ii.

Shakespeare in these passages refers to
"
pleonasm us," the vice of surplusage, thus

described by Puttenham :

" The Poet or makers speech becomes vicious and

unpleasant by nothing more than by using too much
surplusage : and this lieth not only in a word
or two more than ordinary, but in whole clauses,
and peradventure large sentences unpertinently
spoken, or with more labour and curiositie than is

requisite. The first surplusage the Greeks call

Pleonasmua, I call him too full speech, and is no

great fault, as if one should say, I heard it with

mine eares and saw it with mine eyes, as if a man
could heare with his heels, or see with his nose."

The words which Evans and the Nurse use,
" He hears with ears

" and I
" saw it with

mine eyes," are the words which Puttenham
uses in illustrating this ornament. I think
Evans also refers to cacozelia (see 9th S. viii.

79). W. L. RUSHTON.

(To be continued.)

"CABINET " IN A CONSTITUTIONAL SENSE.
Historians have often explained that the

Cabinet is not an officially recognized part
of our Constitution. That, however, can no

longer be considered to be entirely the case,

for the account of their Majesties' Court, held

at Buckingham Palace on 28 May, officially

supplied to the newspapers, contains the

subjoined :

" The following members of His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the Cabinet attended the Court : The
Marquis of Londonderry (President of the Board of

Education), the Earl of Onslow (President of the
Board of Agriculture), Lord George Hamilton
(Secretary of State for India)."

POLITICIAN.

Qnttitt.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in orderthat the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

LUSHINGTON. It is commonly stated in

slang dictionaries that luxh, meaning drink,
is an abbreviation of lushingion, and that
this is a use of the surname of

" a once well-

known London brewer." What evidence is

there of the existence of a London brewer of

this name, and when did he live ?

In 9th S. iv. 523 ME, J. HOLDEN MACMJCHAEL

gives some account of a tavern club called

the "
City of Lushington," of which, he says,

the Prince Regent, Sheridan, and Kean were
members. Unfortunately he gives no autho-

rity for his statements. I should be glad to

have references to any contemporary mention
of this club. The date 1741 in MR. MAC-
MICHAEL'S article is (as I learn from 4th S. ix.

381) a misprint for 1841. The error has caused

me some loss of time.

The name of an Alderman Lushington
appears in some of the jocular phrases at one
time proverbially current with reference to

strong drink. This is presumably merely a

Eim.
But what is the date of Alderman

ushington's tenure of office, and had he any
particular celebrity or notoriety 1

HENRY BRADLEY.
Clarendon Press, Oxford.

CRABBE'S MSS. Can any of your readers

tell me if the MSS. of Crabbe's 4

Village,'
4

Newspaper,'
* Parish Register,'

*

Borough,'

'Tales,' and 'Tales of the Hall' (these last

sold for \l. 6s. in 1846) are still in existence?

Does any surviving member of the family of

Mr. Samuel Hoare, the banker of Bath and

Hampstead Heath, still possess Crabbe's

letters to Miss Hoare ? R. HUCHON.
67, Rue Jeanne d'Arc, Nancy.

MOTTOES. What is the meaning of the

mottoes "From Caf to Caf" and "Sohou,
Sohou "

? The former is given as the motto
of General W. M. Cafe, V.C., the latter of

George Cawston, Esq., of Cawston, Norfolk.

I quote from Mr. A. C. Fox-Da vies's
' Armorial

Families.' JAMES HOOPER.

"NlGHTRAIL AND NOTABLENESS." What
is the meaning of the words italicized in the

following passage ?

" Does it not look as if she would have been an
useful creature in the days of nightrail and notable-

ness, had she been a wife in good time?" Lady G.
in 'Sir Charles Grandison,

5
vol. v. letter xliii.,

M. H. C.

[Nightrail is a loose robe worn over the other

dress, also a nightgown, and, yet again, a species
of headgear in use in the seventeenth century. ]

MARAT IN LONDON. Marat, as he himself

relates, resided in London ten years and in

Dublin one year. In 1776 he was living in

Church Street, Soho, the dedication to the

Royal Society of his treatise
' On a Singular

Affection of the Eyes caused by the Use of

Mercurial Preparations,' dated 1 January,
1776, bearing that address, as is duly noted
in 'London, Past and Present' (i. 400). The
house in which Marat lived} has not been
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identified, and I should be glad if anj
reader could assist me in discovering Marat's

place of abode. It is possible that when
he lived in Church Street the houses were
not numbered, the practice of numbering
not having obtained before 1760, and it wat
a long time before it became general ;

bu
there were various ways by which houses
were distinguished. Dr. Cabanes, in his in

teresting brochure 'Marat Inconnu,' draws
the inference that Marat's address in Soho,
" un des quartiers elegants de la Cite," testifies

that the medical practitioner Marat must
have enjoyed a certain reputation among our
neighbours on the other side of the Channel.

JOHN HEBB.

MACLEAN. Can any of your readers kindly
say if the Alexander Maclean mentioned in
Bancroft's *

History of the United States
'

as
the active agent of Governor Martin, of Caro-
ina, in raising a regiment among the High-
landers settled in that colony during the
American War of 1775, is identical with an
officer of that name who married a Margaret
Dubois in New York or Wilmington? Can
any reader say where a copy of a book can
be seen entitled 'Record of the Family of
Louis Dubois, who emigrated from France in
1660

'

(Philadelphia, privately printed, 1860) 1

ALASDAIR MACGILLEAN.

DUMAS ON CATS AND DOGS. Will some
one kindly oblige me with the reference to
the passage wherein one of the two Dumas
compares the character, habits, <fcc., of cats
with those of dogs, very much to the dis-

advantage of the latter? L. L. K.

"THAT POWER THAT KINDLY SPREAD THE
CLOUDS." Who is the author of the following
lines ?

That power that kindly spread the clouds,
The signal of impending showers,
To warn the wandering linnet to the shade,
Beheld without concern expiring Greece.

W. H. PEERS.
96, Cottenham Street, C.-on-M., Manchester.

QUARTERINGS. At 5th S. vi. 312 a reply
from the late MR. EDMUND M. BOYLE respect-
ing a query about '

Seize Quartiers
'

appears,
in which he writes, in answer to a corre-
spondent styling himself INQUIRER, thus :

"If INQUIRER cared, I could show him many
pedigrees exhibitingseize quartiers and a book
attempting 4,056 [st'cV' This wonderful num-
ber, I take it, must be a slip of the pen for
4,096, the number of a person's direct ancestors
in the twelfth generation. Can any one giveme an idea where I could gain particulars
now of these "many pedigrees exhibiting

seize quartiers," i.e
,
set out as such ? for pedi-

grees almost invariably concern themselves
with exhibiting a long line of descent in one

family, not extending far from those of the

family who come in the direct line of descent.

Has any one information as to what became
of MR. BOYLE'S genealogical collections after

his death ;
or could you assist me in any way

to learn the titles of those books or tables of

pedigrees in which the seize quartiers of the
latest descendant of the family were made
such a prominent feature ?

I should be specially interested in learning
something more about the pedigree "attempt-
ing to show 4,056 [or 4 096]

"
direct ancestors.

Any further information about these tables of

seize quartiers will greatly oblige. In this

remote part of the world one's only hope for

securing copies of literary curiosities of this

sort is in knowing exactly all possible par-
ticulars of what is sought for before instruct-

ing any dealer or collector to endeavour to

procure it. JOSEPH COLEMAN.
Hampton Street, Goodwood, South Australia.

GRAHAM =APPELBEY. Extract from Regis-
ter of Marriages at St. Peter's Church, Corn-
hill, London :

'

1706, 1 September, John Graham, of Sunbury,
co. Middlesex, and Ruth Appelbey, of St. Stephen's,
Coleman Street, London."

Can any reader give me, by letter, informa-
tion regarding these two persons 1

A. W. GRAHAM, Col.
67, Gipsy Hill, S.E.

"LIMERICKS" OR " LEARICKS "
? The May

number of Pearsons Magazine ends with a
short paper by Miss Carolyn Wells, entitled
Limericks.' She begins by asking how that
name has been given to a five-line stanza,
which (as some one has said) has been made
rnmortal by a young lady who rode on a
>iger. But where lias this playful little poem
3een called a "

limerick
"

? The first and only
time that I saw this term before reading the
article in question, I thought it was a mere
misprint for learick bad writers and rash
compositors have between them achieved
greater changes than ea into ime. As for

earick\ or rather learic, I think I am the
nventor of the term. I used it in print in

February, 1898, as a visitor to the British
Museum can see at p. 87 of the twenty-sixth
7olurne of the Irish Monthly :

"A learic. is not a lyric as pronounced by one of
hat nation who joke with deefficulty, but it is a
ame \ve have invented for a single-stanza poem
lodelled on the form of the ' Book of Nonsense,'
or which Mr. Edward Lear has got perhaps more
ame than he deserved."

'he Academy (29 July, 1899) and Truth. put
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the word in circulation by proposing com-

petitions on the model of my *

Irish Literary
Learics,' which they named expressly. I

had reprinted them meanwhile in 'Idyls of

Killowen,' published by Mr. James Bowden
in July, 1899. MATTHEW RUSSELL, S.J.

St. Stanislaus's College, Tullamore.

[See 9th S. ix. 188, 314.]

"TORY." What does the word tory mean
in the exclamation by the servant Leonelo in

Edward FitzGeraid's version of Calderon's
* The Painter of his own Dishonour '

:

" Peace to this house ! and not only that,
but a tory besides

"
1 POLITICIAN.

ENGLISH GRAVE AT OSTEND. At Ghistelles

(Gistel), Belgium, is the following inscrip-
tion :

" Sacred to the memory of George , Esq., of

Skelbrook Park, Yorkshire, died at Ostend 9 March,
1843, aged 64 years."

I should be glad to learn his name.
C. T. DAVIS.

Wandsworth.

"UNRAM."
(9

th S. xi. 188, 230, 277.)

DR. MURRAY, in answer to a question
whether " unram " and similar compounds of

un- should be found in
*

N.E.D.,' inclines to a

negative reply. He says they are too multi-

tudinous, and may grow out of any present
participle, out of several classes of adjective,
and out of all abstract nouns derived from
them. The haul swept in by the net of

lexicography which caught all vocables with
the un- prefix would become " double its

existing mass," and the endeavour would be
alike impossible and useless, &c.

No wonder DR. MURRAY, after an embar-
rassment of riches for three decades, pants
for the goal where he can spend the Sabbath
of his years in golden uncontrolled enfranchise-

ment, and hence must now prefer contraction
to expansion.
But DR. F. J. FURNIVALL (9

th S. xi. 277) sees

a use in what DR. MURRAY would reject as
refuse. He holds that the locutions where
the prefix un- has been actually found are
much fewer than the enormous host it can be
set before in theory. Nothing also has sur-

prised him more than the early date at which
many of these finds are used. Early dates
are the old wine of language. Accordingly,
he would have '

N.E.D.' " contain a dated
list of all the un- words sent in

"
by all its

army of readers (a noble army),
" even if space

will not allow of each word being defined."

The Delegates of the Oxford Press, as

DR. FURNIVALL believes, are too generous to

grudge 100^., if need be, to give the. dates
and authors) he proposes.
In looking at the compounds of un- in Shake-

speare, where, thanks to Schmidt and con-

cordances, they are open to observation, one
is inclined to side with DR. FURNIVALL rather

than with DR. MURRAY. Few Shakespearian
students will not confess that the German's

explanations of words having the un- prefix
and there are hundreds have taught them

something, occasionally something not clear

in translation, and so given in the original.
See words which Schmidt pronounces

"
diffi-

cult," or where he marks his definitions with

an interrogation as conjectural or probable ;

thus, unbonneted, uncoined, undetermined,

unkind, unstanched, unadvised, uncompre-
hensive, &c.

Shakespeare's formations beginning with
un- must approach a thousand. How far did

he make them, and how far copy earlier

writers 1 How far did he enrich the language
1

?

Many of his un- compounds have been adopted
by followers, as

"
unsphere

"
by Milton, &c. ;

and more of them will be resurgent, as other

vocables have risen again. But no helps for

forming opinion on these points exist, or will

exist, comparable to the unprinted cards in

the custody of DR. MURRAY. Many a single
word among the class of innocents the Doctor
would dismiss may give us pause ;

for in-

stance, we read (' Romeo,' III. iii. 112),
" Un-

seemly woman in a seeming man ! And ill-

beseeming beast in seeming both !

"

How did Shakespeare come by "unseemly"?
He makes a fourfold play on " seem." Did
he make up unseemly for the nonce ? or have
' N.E.D.'s

'

searchers found it earlier? How
did James's translators get it in 1611 1 They
only of the Hexaplists use it at all (1 Cor. xiii.

5
;
Rom. i. 27). Did they contract it from

the Geneva "unbeseming" (sic) of 1557, or did

they copy it from the dramatist of 1592?

The golden grain we here crave may lurk in

DR. MURRAY'S rejected materials.

I am surprised DR. MURRAY can dream of

holding an army of dates imprisoned. He
would thus throw away the dearest thing he
owns as 'twere a careless trifle. What page of

his 7,000 could he have written unaided by
verbal dates ? What is it but dates which,

differentiating his word-book from all prede-

cessors, entitle it to be called by way of

eminence New and Historical ? Nor can any
editor foresee what verbal dates will be

linguistically epoch-making, or which, if any,
will prove of no significance.
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The first pages of 'N.E.D.,' when printec
twenty years ago, reached me at once in this

nook then an utmost corner of theWest anc
I have looked for every succeeding issue with
more eager eyes than they that watch for th

morning. As soon as the first volume was
bound I provided it a shelf in my study
where it became a ledger, in a sense markec
obs. in

' N.E.D.' i.e.,
" a book that lies per

manently in some place," as the church Bible
did from 1538. That shelf shows now five

volumes, and yet there is room.
So soon as Carnegie sees what "unvalued

jewels
" words are, he will place

'

N.E.D.' in

every single one of his legion of libraries,
and that with room to lie open. Satisfied

that linguistic fragments, if each alone a

glowworm, yet in constellations illume the

pages of
' N.E.D.' more than any pictures

could, I trust that that unique con-

glomeration in no point scarce half made
up will come forth to its last page consum-
mate a Krrjfjia es aet, because derived from
all early sources and exhausting them all.

JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison, Wisconsin.

DR. MURRAY'S statement "
that -un may,

when occasion calls, be prefixed to any
adjective of quality, to any abstract noun
derived from any adjective or participle, to

any verb expressing an action that can be
undone," wants restriction surely from the
standpoint of the living language. Nowadays
one can only say dishonest, dishonourable,
disorder(ly), displeased, discontented; fur-

ther, only incapable, inexplicable, infrequent,
inglorious, illegible, inimitable, inexplicable,
impracticable, improper, improvident, in-

sanitary, insupportable, invaluable, invari-
able, involuntary, indignity, injustice. The
English language is riot so whimsical as it
seems in its choice of the prefixes -in and -un :

the former is used where either the Latin or
French had it already, whereas the latter is
added if the formation took place on English
soil e.f/., unavoidable, unendurable, unin-
teresting, unmoved, unjustifiable, unnatural,
unpronounceable, unrecognizable, unsuitable,
unusual. Exceptions from this ruling prin-
ciple are very few, such as unjust (though
injustice), unintelligible, indestructible.

G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

Unstung as an adjective or past participle
may be found in "A Catalogue of Books
Printed for and sold by Dormaii Newman,
at the Sign of the Kings Arms in the
Poultrey," as printed at the end of "The
Work of Jesus Christ, as an advocate...

By John Bunyan, Author of 'The Pil-

grims Progress.' London, 1688." In that
bit of bibliography there is mention, among"
the Works of Mr. James Janeway," of

" Death Unstung, A Sermon preached at the
Funeral of Tho. Moseley an Apothecary.'
Unram does not appear to be correctly used

in the quotation which opened this pros-
pective consideration of a seemingly unending
task. To unram a gun ought to mean, not to
unload it of what has been rammed into it,

but to deprive it of the instrument used for

ramming the charge in. E. S. DODGSON.
[The quotation MR. DODGSON sends for unwarrant

had already been given by him, 9th S. xi. 387.]

JEWS AND ETERNAL PUNISHMENT (9
th S.

x. 229, 334
; xi. 153). In Philip Abraham's

'

Curiosities of Judaism '

is quoted, as an
extract from *

Paroles Eemarquables Orien-

taux,' the story that Jews at Constanti-

nople, disputing with Turks, said that no
one would be permitted to enter Paradise
but themselves, and to the Turks' question," Where do you mean to place us 1

"

answered, "You will be outside the walls."
This answer is said to have been made
of use for the imposition of a tent-tax
in addition to the ordinary tribute, the
Grand Vizier saying,

"
Since the Jews leave

us outside the walls of Paradise, it is quite
right that they should provide us with tents,
so that we be not exposed to the sun or the
rain."

There is no lack of more trustworthy
evidence of the Jews' estimate of themselves
n comparison with Gentiles which this

itory illustrates. For the hostility towards
jrentiles which Jews have undoubtedly enter-

tained, Maimonides seems to have found justi-
ication in traditional teaching ascribed to

Moses, and he refers to both temporal and
eternal consequences to the heathen accord-
ng as they should observe or neglect the
irst principles of morality. By the Abbe
Fleury ('Mceurs des Israelites') Maimonides
is quoted as saying,

" We are obliged to kill
all the Gentiles who refuse to keep the
commandments of Noah, if they are in em-
power," while he is also represented to have
ieclared :

" Whosoever engages to keep the
Commandments of Noah, and is exact in his
observance of them, has a right to the rewards
>f a future state." There is no doubt, I
)elieve, that in his own day the liberality
if this learned Jew was less acceptable to
lis co-religionists than it is at the present
ime. I find Dr. Hermann Adler (in a sermon
>rinted in 1869), to support his contention
hat Judaism is not a proselytizing faith,
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quoting Maimonides as saying that "the
sincere and virtuous professors of every
religion may hope to enjoy future bliss."

While gladly recognizing that some of the

rabbis have expressed liberal and kindly
sentiments towards Gentiles, we canno

ignore the too-abundant evidence of narrow
ness and prejudice. A well-known instance
of the application of a contemptuous term to

a Gentile will be remembered as confirmation
of a saying in the Midrashim that "the
nations of the world are likened to dogs."
Writers who have made special study o;

the Jews and their history repeatedly refer

to Jewish hostility towards Gentiles anc
mixed races. One writes that the Gentile
had seemed to the Jew "

worthy of contempt
more often than of any softer feeling

'

(Hosmer's
*

Story of the Jews'). Another
concludes that Jewish exclusiveness, justifi-

able at times, became under the Roman
Empire "a hateful and anti-human feature
in the life of the race

"
(Morrison's

* Jews
under the Romans'). When reviewing the
Mosaic regulations about strangers, Ewald,
in his

'

Antiquities of Israel
'

(Solly's trans-

lation), writes :

" National antipathy to the Egyptians was formed
in the cradle of the community, and was succeeded
by the same feeling towards the Canaanites and
Philistines ; this again, after the days of David and
Solomon, by aversion towards the smaller kindred
tribes which surrounded them ; and, finally,
towards the great heathen dominions in the three
continents of the old world.'"'

Dean Milman, in his
'

History of the Jews '

(book ix.), when describing the characteristics
of the nation after the return from the

Babylonian captivity, assigns to this period
the commencement of
"
that unsocial spirit, that hatred towards mankind,

and want of humanity to all but their own kindred,
with which, notwithstanding the extent to which
they carried proselytism to their religion, the Jews
are branded by all the Roman writers."

Proselytism seems to have been the result
rather of the wish of Gentiles to become Jews
than of Jews to make converts. According
to Lightfoot ('Hebrew and Talmudical Exer-
citations upon the Gospel of St. Matthew '),

the evils attendant on proselytism gave rise
to the maxim "Proselytes are dangerous
to Israel." From the Babylonian Talmud he
quotes the saying "Proselytes and Sodomites
hinder the coming of Messiah." Rules were
properly made for strict inquisition as to the
motives of a Gentile in seeking to be recog-
nized as a worshipper of the God of Israel ;

but the Sanhedrim did not encourage prose-
lytism, and the stricter Jews would never
regard the proselyte as on an equality with

themselves either as to present privileges or

prospects for the future. No ceremonial
initiation could obviate the permanent dis-

advantages entailed by the fact that he was
not of the seed of Abraham. There were,
however, among the later rabbis those who
regarded other than racial characteristics as

entitling their possessors to be accepted as
of the seed of Abraham. It is said in the
Talmud :

" He who possesses these three virtues is of the

disciples of our father Abraham, and he who is

possessed of the three opposites is of the disciples
of the wicked Balaam. The disciples of our father
Abraham possess a benevolent eye, an humble
spirit, and a contented mind. The disciples of
Balaam have an evil eye, a haughty spirit, and a
narrow mind."

To the question,What is thedifferencebetween
the one and the other

1

? it was answered :

" The disciples of our father Abraham eat of the
fruit of their good works in this world, and inherit
the future one ; but the disciples of the wicked
Balaam inherit hell, and descend to the pit of
destruction." Barclay's 'Selections from the Tal-

mud,' p. 235.

Some habits of pagans doubtless called
forth many of the rabbinic directions, but
into the observance of these directions by
the ignorant and ill-conditioned among the
Jews might be introduced easily the male-
volence expressed by Shylock's words, "I
will buy with you, sell with you, talk with

you, walk with you, and so following ; but I
will not eat with you, drink with you, nor
pray with you." Not less suggestive of

animosity are such directions in the Talmud
as that which provides that if the ox of an
[sraelite bruise the ox of a Gentile the
[sraelite is exempt from paying damages,
aut should a Gentile's ox bruise an Israelite's

the Gentile is bound to make full recom-

pense ;
or that which provides that if lost

property is found in a locality where the

majority are Israelites proclamation must be
made, but if where Gentiles are the majority
the discovery need not be divulged. Even
more serious injustice was permitted, for the
abbis prescribed that in order to secure the

-cquittal of an Israelite involved in a law-
uit with a Gentile adroit pretexts should be
used, and that if there were no fear of dis-

covery of deceit recourse should be had to
alse evidence. (See the references to

* Bava
ama ' and ' Bava Metzia

'

in Hershon's
Talmudic Miscellany.') Curious stories are
old in the Talmud illustrating the various

ways in which the rabbis allowed that
entiles might be cheated. By example, as

well as by precept, these teachers inculcated

njustice towards the non-Israelite ; and self-
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esteem that allows oppression of the innocent
would be encouraged by the Jew's daily
prayer, in which he thanks God that he was
not made a Gentile, or a slave, or a woman.
(These benedictions are quoted in notes on
'Pirqe Aboth,' i. 5, in Taylor's 'Sayings of

the Jewish Fathers.')
The abominations of idolatry might be

referred to as justifying many of the rabbinic
restrictions with regard to association with

idolaters, use of their belongings, and pur-
chase of their commodities ;

but something
more of the nature of prejudice and animosity,
than care not to contract ceremonial defile-

ment, seems to be required for explanation
of the language of Juvenal (Sat. xiv. 103)
and Tacitus (' Hist.,' v. 5).

Questions as to the fate of the heathen
after death would naturally be debated by
the rabbis

; and when we' find it to have
been determined that the generation of the

Deluge, that the Sodomites, that the children
of Esau and the children of Ishmael, that
even the generation of Hebrewswho journeyed
through the Wilderness and the Jews of the

Dispersion, are to have no portion in the world
to come, we are prepared to learn that pagans
are excluded from Paradise. What the effects
of this exclusion were conceived to be is

indicated when it is said that those Israelites
and Gentiles who have transgressed with
their bodies shall be punished in Gehenna
for twelve months, after which "

their bodies
will be destroyed and their souls consumed,
and a wind shall scatter their ashes under
the soles of the feet of the righteous." But
there are some condemned to Gehenna who
are there to be "

judged for generations upon
generations," and who, when Gehenna itself
shall be consumed,

"
shall not be burned up

in the destruction
"

(* Rosh Hashanah,' quoted
by Hershon).

It is not intended to suggest that Jews of
the present day allow such teachings as have
been referred to to affect their integrity in
transactions they may have with Gentiles,
nor has this particular illustration of the
subject of inquiry been undertaken because
of sympathy with such feeling as is repre-
sented by the twelfth-century Hep. Searchers
in the pages of

'

N. & Q.' should find direc-
tion to sources of information, and I have
attempted but a humble contribution to that
end - F. JARRATT.

QUOTATION FROM BYRON (9
th S. xi. 490).

This line forms part of the sixteenth stanza
of the first canto of

'

II Morgante Maggiore,'
which Byron translated from the Italian of
Pulci. The translation was made at Ravenna

in 1820, for in a letter to Mr. Murray, dated
from that place on 21 February, 1820, the

translator says :

*'
I have finished my translation of the first canto

of
' The Morgante Maggiore

'

of Pulci, which I will

transcribe and send. It is the parent, not only of

Whistlecraft, but of all jocose Italian poetry. You
must print it side by side with the original Italian,
because I wish the reader to judge of the fidelity :

it is stanza for stanza, and often line for line, if not
word for word."

Mr. Murray seems to have suggested some
alterations, as Byron, writing again on 23 April,

says :

"About the '

Morgante Maggiore,' I won't have a
line emitted. It may circulate, or it may not ; but
all the criticism on earth sha'n't touch a line, unless
it be because it is badly translated. Now you say,
and I say, and others say, that the translation is a

good one ; and so it shall go to press as it is. Pulci
must answer for his own irreligion : I answer for

the translation only."

Byron was so satisfied with his translation
that on 28 September, 1820, he wrote to Mr.

Murray :

" The Pulci I am proud of : it is superb ; you have
no such translation. It is the best thing I ever
did in my life."

Murray, however, did not see his way to pub-
lish the poem, and it at last appeared in the

pages of a journal called the Liberal. The
complete stanza reads as follows :

And with the sword he would have murder'd Gan
But Oliver thrust in between the pair,

And from his hand extracted Durlindan,
And thus at length they separated were.

Orlando, angry too with Carloman,
Wanted but little to have slain him there ;

Then forth alone from Paris went the chief,
And burst and madden'd with disdain and grief.

S. J. ALDRICH.
New Southgate.

1 PASSING BY' (9
th S. xi. 489). This fine

flower of Elizabethan or rather Jacobean

song occurs in Thomas Ford's * Music of

Sundry Kinds,' 1607. The stanza quoted by
MR. JOSEPH JONES should run :

There is a lady sweet and kind.
Was never face so pleased my mind ;

I did but see her passing by,
And yet I love her till I die.

The song is anonymous. There are seven
stanzas, but Mr. Quiller - Couch (in his
* Golden Pomp ') gives only four, and Prof.
Arber (in his 'Shakspeare Anthology ') only
five. L. H.

MR. JONES will find the poem on p. 31 of
A. H. Bullen's

*

Lyrics from Elizabethan Song-
Books,' 1889 edition, where it is described as

being "from Thomas Ford's * Music of Sundry
Kinds,' 1607," and a note says : "Printed in
' The Golden Garland of Princely Delights,'
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1620, and other collections." The transcrip-
tion to which MR. JONES refers is, judging
from the first verse as given by him, full of
errors. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

PANTON FAMILY (9
th S. xi. 447). In Daniell's

excellent
'

Catalogue of Engraved Portraits
'

occurs one of Capt. Edward Panton,
"owner of Panton Street, temp. Charles II.,
which he won by gambling, 4to, Is." I sup-
pose he is identical with the author of the
book called

*

Speculum Juventutis ' named in

MRS. PANTON'S query. C. KING.
Torquay.

While on another quest I have happened
on the following particulars of the Panton
family. They are necessarily disjointed, but
may be of use to MRS. PANTON, and suggest
to her further sources of inquiry :

John Pantoun, of Pitmeddan, had a grant
from James IV. of the lands of Wester
Corse, in Aberdeen, on 6 March, 1506/7.
Alexander, his son and heir apparent, was

witness to a charter in 1511.

Isobelle Pantoun was wife of Ranald Udny,
of Udny, and had a confirmation of lands in
Aberdeen in 1511.

Alexander Pantoun, whose wife's name was
Marjory Barclay, sold Wester Corse to Thomas
Fraser in 1531.

Arthur, his son, bought lands in Aberdeen
in 1532.

Mr. Oliver Pantoun, of Cowhill, was on an
assize in 1548. He had a son called Arthur.
These are from the Great Seal Register.
Alexander Pantoun was on 18 November,

1612, served heir of Henry Pantoun, of Craig,
1 c* i i

his father.

William Pantoun, writer to the Signet, was
served heir of James Pantoun, of Blackhouse,
Aberdeen, his father, on 26 September, 1688.

Henry Pantoune owned Hilton, Aberdeen,
in 1693. He married Anna Irvine.
These are from the Scots Retours.
William Pantoun was minister of Muckart,

Perthshire, in 1586. J. L. ANDERSON.
Edinburgh.

Panton is probably^ white town, a hybrid
between Gaelic ban, baine, and -ton ; cf. Pan-
mure=white moor. H. A. STRONG.

Your correspondent will find pedigrees of
this family in Burke's 'Colonial Gentry,'
vol. ii. p. 476, and Berry's

'

Sussex Genealo-
gies,' p. 371. CHAS. H. CROUCH.

5, Grove Villas, Wanstead.

KEYS TO THACKERAY'S NOVELS (8
fch S. vii.

89, 229; viii. 33). -In 'A Biographical Dic-
tionary of the Living Authors of Great

Britain and Ireland '

(London, 1816, Colburn),
appears the following:

"
Costigan, Arthur

William, Esquire, formerly Captain in the
Irish Brigade in the service of Spain.
'Sketches of Society and Manners in Por-

tugal,' 2 vols. 8vo, 1788." May it not be

possible that Thackeray noticed this 1 Sixty
years had elapsed between the publication
of the above author's book and the issue of
'

Pendennis,' and no harm would be done

through the appropriation of the name. At
any rate, it is a coincidence to find that a

Capt. Costigan did in fact once live.

W. B. H.

INNS OF CHANCERY (9
th S. xi. 448). Twelve

chapters on the '

Origin and Progress of

Barnard's Inn,' by "An Antient of the Society
"

(Charles Pugh), appeared in 7 th S. ii., iii.

Peter Cunningham in his
* Handbook of

London '

says :

" Barnard's Inn, called also formerly Mackworth's
Inne, was in the time of King Henry the Sixth a

messuage belonging to Dr. John Mackworth, dean
of Lincoln, and being in the occupation of one
Barnard at the time of the conversion thereof into
an Inne of Chancery, it beareth Barnard's name
still to this day. The arms of this house are those
of Mack worth."

Is it not probable that the old records from
which "An Antient" composed his history
may be found in the Horary of Lincoln
Cathedral ? EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

"THE TEMPLE SHAKESPEARE" (9
th S. xi.

407). Messrs. J. M. Dent & Co., who have
adopted the title

" The Temple" for many of
their publications (e.g.,

" The Temple Classics,"
"The Temple Dramatists"), are the pub-
lishers of "The Temple Shakespeare, of
which they say that the text is, by kind per-
mission of Messrs. Macmillan & Co. and W.
Aldis Wright, Esq., that of the "

Cambridge
"

edition. This has perhaps misled MR. BUTLER
into thinking that the two editions are the
same. C. C. B.

TRAGEDY AT HEPTONSTALL (9
th S. xi. 423).

It by no means follows that what took place
in the church and churchyard of Heptonstall
was of an extraordinarily grave character. In
the Middle Ages, when bloodshed had occurred
in a church or churchyard, or either had been
polluted by certain other wicked acts, or by
the burial of some one who had died under
sentence of excommunication, or when the

greater part of the sacred building had been
destroyed by fire or some other terrible

catastrophe, reconciliation was required.
See Maskell's * Monumenta Ritualia Ecclesise

Anglicanse,' edit. 1847, vol. iii., Preliminary
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Dissertation, pp. cxlv - clii. The form of

service which was used on these occasions is

given in the same volume, pp. 308-17.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

DE BATHE FAMILY (9
th S. vi. 269

;
viii. 20).

May I again appeal for any information

that might connect the De Bathe family with

the estate called Bath, in North Tawton,
Devon 1 In Assize Roll 175 (28 Hen. III.),

m. 23 d, I find a Walter de Bath surety for

Roger Perer in a case about land in Black-

toriton ;
and my curiosity has been stimulated

by the discovery of a statement in an early

eighteenth - century (incomplete) copy of

Risdon's
'

Survey of Devon '

(Add. MS. 33,420)
that Bindon, in Axemouth, was granted to

Roger Weekes (son of Richard Wykes, of

Xorthwyke and Cocktree) "by Nicholas

Banth alias Bath." In the printed work the

name is "Bach," as also in Stowe MS. 817,

which, however, in certain other entries that

I have compared, differs from the printed
version where the Add. MS. tallies with it.

The letters t and c being often indistinguish-
able in MSS. of the period, a mistake might
easily have been made.
In Palmer's

'

Index,' vol. ii. p. 20, referring
to Close Roll 15 Hen. VII., No. 8, there is

the record of a grant to Will Stampford,
Richd. Pilford, and others, of land, &c., in

Bath, Newlond, Wyke Doune, Hetz Park,
&c., Devon. Newland is near to Bath, in

North Tawton. ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

SHEFFIELD FAMILY (9
th S. xi. 328). Dr.

George W. Marshall, Rouge Croix, in the

'Genealogist's Guide' for 1893, gives under
the name Sheffield the following books :

Harleian Society, iii. 19.

Peck's 'Account of Isle of Axholme,' 82.

A Character of John Sheffield, late Duke of

Buckinghamshire, with Pedigree of Sheffield Family,

Gentleman's Magazine, Ixxx. i. 203 ; ii. 34, 586, 630.
Visitation of Middlesex (Salisbury, 1820, fol.), i.

Burke's 'Commoners,' i. 651.
' Collectanea Topographica et Genealogica,' i. 171 ;

iv. 259.

Ord's 'History of Cleveland/ 309.

Read's '

History of Isle of Axholme,' edited by
T. C. Fletcher,' 160.

Betham's '

Baronage,' iii. 249.

Banks's ' Dormant and Extinct Baronage,' iii. 541.
The Genealogist, vi. 281.

A. R. BAYLEY.

THE AUTHOR AND AVENGER OF EVIL (9
th S.

ix. 22, 229 ; x. 35
; xi. 35, 455). It may per-

haps deserve to be recorded that the Old and
Middle High German folk-word Scrato, Schrat,
or diminutive Schretel (faunus, wood-dsemon)
has not yet become quite obsolete in German.
According to Grimm's great hjstprical Ger-

man dictionary, Schrattel and Schretzel still

linger in various South German dialects

(especially in Bavarian and Swiss), being

applied to a hobgoblin or similar superstitious
creature. But the editors confess they are

at a loss how to explain its origin (" vollig

dunkler Herkunft "). I think we may now
take it for granted that it is identical with

English
" Old Scratch," and closely akin to

Cech Skritek, as well as to Russian Chort

(the author of evil), as clearly shown by MR.
MARCHANT and M. Leger. H. KREBS.

With regard to the last reference, one gets
nearer to

" Old Scratch
"
in the O.K. German

Scrazza, incubi (Steinmeyer and Sievers's
*

Glossensammlung,' 589, vol. i.) : this gives
modern German Sckratz = hobgoblin, which
is not obsolete, though marked provinc. in

Fliigel's
'

Dictionary.' H. P. L.

BOADICEA'S DAUGHTERS (9
th S. xi. 449).

The names of these ill-starred women appear
to be unchronicled ;

but there is a legend
thao the elder became Mrs. Marius by marry-
ing her step-brother. J. DORMER.

DEPUTY -MAYOR (9
th S. xi. 489). When

I served as Mayor of Lostwithiel, 1899-1, and
as Deputy-Mayor, 1901-2, this point never
arose. Had it done so, I should have con-

sidered that, though only acting in the
absence of the mayor, the deputy would be

correctly addressed at any time by the title

conferred upon him under the hand of the

mayor, and recorded in the minutes of

council. This is what occurs, I fancy, in the
case of a deputy - lieutenant or a deputy-
sheriff. R. BARCLAY-ALLARDICE.

Lostwithiel, Cornwall.

THE GROTTO AT MARGATE (2
nd S. vi. 527 ;

8th S. iii. 7, 96; vi. 347, 437, 471). Until

recently this very remarkable object appears
to have been ignored by guide-books. At
8th S. vi. 471 (1894) MR. ARTHUR MONTEFIORE
furnished a full description, but it would be

interesting to learn more of its probable
origin than has yet appeared. The late Mr.
Mackenzie Walcott, in a passage twice quoted
in your columns, attributed the work to an
artisan since emigrated to America

;
but every

other theory 1 have been able to find goes
back to much earlier times. Beyond one or
two magazine articles, little seems to have
been written about it, though it must have

engaged the attention of many whose opinions
would be of weight. W. B. H.

THE LIVING DEAD (9
th S. xi. 427, 497).

The symptoms described by MR. MARCHANT
point tp intoxication by Canwhis iw3,ico<
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rather than by opium or absinthe. They are

just what might be expected after the use of
this drug, especially in Eastern countries,
where its action appears to be more potent
than here, probably on account of deteriora-
tion. Under the name of

"
haschisch "

it has
been extensively used by the Arabs for many
centuries, and it is possible that the 'Arabian
Nights' themselves may be in some degree
indebted to its influence. The vivid reality
of A.'s dream -state after swallowing the

pill is very characteristic.

If words mean anything at all, certainly a
man who believes himself to be dead has an
halluci nation, and is insane beyond the power
of sophistry to explain away. Whatever we
call the state, the mental balance is gone.
Of course insanity may be temporary, or it

may be due to certain extraneous causes, such
as drugs or hypnotic suggestion. Still it is

open to doubt whether any one who has

yielded to the seductive influence of haschisch,
opium, or absinthe continues to be "

in statu

quo ante" when the immediate effects have
passed off. The difficulty experienced in

relinquishing the habit seems to suggest the

contrary. The inference is that the power of
self-control is permanently weakened.

Still more doubtful is it whether the mind
ever completely regains its normal power
after the paralyzing effects of hypnotism. I
have always maintained that it does not.

J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

REYNOLDS PORTRAIT (9
th S. xi. 347, 396, 471).

In suggesting that Miss Potts, the mother of
the Landseers, was "probably a daughter of
the distinguished surgeon," I sinned against
my own knowledge, for everybody knows his
name was Pott. I blundered through read-

ing, just before I wrote to
4 N. Q.,' two

passages in the diary of George oelwyn
(' George Selwyn : his Letters and his Life,'

1899, pp. 133, 134), as follows :

"[1781] March 14, Saturday. Mr. Potts has just
left me. I have been freer from pain these last
29 [or 24?] hours";
and
"
I was to have gone for a day with Lady Fitz-

w[illiam] to Roehampton if these damned spasmodic
complaints ne m'etoient pas survenus. However,
Potts assures me I shall be well again, but I must
take more care of myself."

No one supposed for a moment that Emily
Pott, Reynolds's model, was connected with
the surgeon's family. O.

RICHARD NASH (9
th S. xi. 445). The

D.N.B.' is probably perfectly right, accord-

ing to the modern calendar, infixing Nosh's

death in February, 1762. The Gregorian
calendar was not made statutory in England
till 1751 (24 Geo. II.). Previous to that, the

year was reckoned as beginning on the Feast
of the Annunciation, 25 March. It was
some time before people became accustomed
to the change ;

the Bath Town Council seem
to have taken ten years to do so, and the
date they minuted as 14 February, 1761, Old

Style, was equivalent to 25 February, 1762,
New Style. Under the statute referred to,

eleven days were struck out of the calendar
after 2 September, 1752, much to the dissatis-

faction of many people, who considered that

they had been robbed of these days by the

Government. Scotland anticipated England
by a century and a half, having adopted the
New Style in 1600. The change not having
been simultaneous in the two countries has
been the cause of no little confusion of his-

torical dates. HERBERT MAXWELL.

Goldsmith writes :

" He died at his house in St. John's Court, Bath,
on the 12th of February, 1761, aged eighty-seven
years, three months, and some days. (This account
of his age, which contradicts that given us by Dr.

Oliver, was copied from Mr. Nash's own hand-

writing by George Scott, Esq., from a book in the

possession of Mr. Charles Morgan, at his coffee-

house at Bath.)
"

Goldsmith, note, first edition ;

not in second.

Dr. Oliver wrote a panegyric, dated Bath,
13 February, 1761, stating, "This morning
died Richard Nash, Esq., aged eighty-eight."
This is given in Cunningham's edition of
'

Goldsmith,' vol. iv., as also Dr. Harrington's
Latin inscription on Nash's monument in the

Abbey Church, Bath, where he is stated to

have died in 1761, aged eighty-seven.
ADRIAN WHEELER.

" THE POLICY OF PIN-PRICKS "
(9

th S. iii. 46,

115, 238, 278 ; x. 372, 412, 518). I have lately
met with the following quotation :

" Pour moi, dut-on blamer ce gout-la, je prfere
ces militaires brutaux, qui degainent leur sabre
et qui marchent droit sur vous, a ces rh^teurs
doucereux qui vous assassinent a coups d'epingle."

Chapter and verse are not given, but the
author is stated to be Cormenin (L. M. de
la Haye, Vicomte de). As he died in 1868

(born 1788) this is evidently an earlier

example than that in Daudet's * Tartarin de
Tarascon '

already referred to. It may have
been written years before. Did Daudet take

the phrase from Cormenin 1

EDWARD LATHAM.
61, Friends' Road, E. Croydon.

TRANSLATION (9
th S. xi. 481). GENERAL

MAXWELL will find the art of translation

dispussecl with scholarly amplitude in the
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*

Essay on the Principles of Translation
'

by Alex. Fraser Tytler (third edition, 1813,

Edinburgh, Constable), dedicated to James

Gregory, M.D., F.R.S., Royal Physician in

Scotland. He defines good translation to be
" that in which the merit of the original work is

so completely transfused into another language, as

to be as distinctly apprehended, and as strongly
felt, by a native of the country to which that lan-

guage belongs, as it is by those who speak the lan-

guage of the original work."

He proceeds to lay down the laws :

1. That the translation should give a com-

plete transcript of the ideas of the original
work.

2. That the style and manner of writing
should be of the same character with that of

the original.
3. That the translation should have all the

ease of original composition.
The book abounds with specimens of good

and bad translations, chieflv from the classics,

as well as some comparative renderings of
1 Hudibras ' in French by Voltaire and Col.

Francis Townley, and of
' Don Quixote

'

by
Smollett and Motteux. Translations of

Hadrian's lines, "animula, vagula, blandula,"
&c., are given (pp. 234-6), in Greek by Casau-
bon, French by Fontenelle, English by Prior,
with a note upon Pope's imitative *

Dying
Christian to his Soul.' These citations will

indicate the scope of this thoughtful and
suggestive work.
Humours of translation are on record. My

excellent friend Mr. W. F. Kirby, F.L.S., a
veteran of science and rare literary lore, tells

me of a French version of Hamlet's speech,
"Angels and ministers of grace defend us,'
fee.

Mon Dieu, qu'est-ce que c'est que cela?

The translation of poetry has from time
out of mind possessed a fascinating power to

men of genius. Tytler thinks that a superior
degree of liberty is allowed to a poetic trans-
lator in amplifying, retrenching, or embellish-

ing his original, especially in the case of

lyrics, as compared with the more exacting
demands upon a translator of prose. Here
are the opinions of some masters. Dr. Samuel
Johnson says (Boswell, iii. c. i.) :

"
Poetry, indeed, cannot be translated, and there

fore it is the poets that preserve the languages."

Matthew Arnold, in an address on Milton
remarks :

" Verse translation may give whatever of charn
is in the soul and talent of the translator himself
but never the specific charm of the verse and poet
translated.''

M. le Vicornte de Vogue, in his 'Roman
Russe,' speaking of Russian lyrical poetry
writes :

Les poetes russes ne sont et ne seront jamais
raduits. Un poeme lyrique est un etre vivant

d'une vie furtive qui reside dans I'arrangement des

nots ;
on ne transporte pas cette vie dans un corps

stranger."

A Russian reviewer of a small effort of my
own in this way spoke of the curious effect

produced by English sibilants on Slavonic

jars.

The Oxford Professor of Poetry, Dr. A. C.

Bradley, in his inaugural lecture, 'Poetry
for Poetry's Sake,' delivered two years ago,

says that in true poetry it is strictly im-

possible to express the meaning in other

words ;
a translation

"
is a new product, some-

thing like the poem." As an instance he
takes Virgil's line

Tendebantque manus ripae ulterioris amore,

and shows how the concise beauty of expres-
sion is inadequately rendered in a longer
English form.
What Dr. Bradley finds here Goethe en-

counters in English poetry (Eckermann,
30 December, 1823) :

"Wir sprachen darauf von Uebersetzungen,
wobei er mir sagte, dass es ihm sehr schwer werde,
englische Gedichte in deutschen Versen wieder-

zugeben. 'Wenn man die schlagenden einsilbigen
Worte der Englander,' sagte er,

' mit vielsilbigen
oder zusammengesetzten deutschen ausdriicken will,
so ist gleich alle Kraft und Wirkung verloren.'

"

I understand that Coleridge's translation

of Schiller's
' Wallenstein

' was executed in a

spirit of distaste, a portion being omitted,
which was translated by Sir Theodore Martin
in one of the reviews a few years ago. Atten-
tion was directed in 'N. & Q.' not long since

to Shelley's defective rendering of a portion
of Goethe's 'Faust.'

It is an old, sad story that translations of

sacred books and hymns are a fertile source
of logomachy and misunderstanding, e.g., the

history of the different versions of the Eng-
lish Bible and the still unsettled questions of

language and consequent exegesis.
FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.

Brixton Hill.

CLARE MARKET (9
th S. xi. 309). The shops

of old London were frequently distinguished
by duplicated signs, like that of the

" Two
Negroes' Heads " in Clare Market, merely, it

seems, for the sake of added pictorial interest.

Other specific reasons there no doubt were
for the employment of two objects as, for

instance, where such objects were derived
from the arms of one of the City companies :

the "Two Guns," a sign in Bloomsbury in

the eighteenth century, from the Gunsmiths'
arms

; or the "Two Lions and Wheatsheaf,"
near Temple Bar, which seems to have been
a reversal of the arms of the Starchmakers'
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Company namely, a lion and two wheat-
sheaves.' Similar signs to the "Two Negroes'
Heads " were the

" Two Black Boys
"
in Fen-

church Street (Daily Advertiser, 26 November,
1741). This occurs again on a London trade

token, where two black boys are represented

shaking hands. The "Two Heads" in

Coventry Street, Haymarket, was the sign of

a dentist who, in the London Evening Post of

July, 1 760, pays a poetic tribute to hisown fame.

Other duplicate signs, not mentioned, I

think, in Larwood and Hotten's .* History of

Signboards' (1884), are the "Two Kings" in

Fleet Street (Weekly Journal, 21 October,

1721); the "Two Black Posts," a quack's in

Little Hart Street, a turning out of James
Street, Covent Garden (Bagford, Harl. Coll.

5931, fol. 74, 206), perhaps the same with the

"Black Posts" named in Etheridge's play:
"Our lodgings are in James Street, at the

Black Posts, where we lay last summer"
(Act I. sc. i. p. 7, ed. 1735). At the "Two
White Posts," a bagnio in Brownlow Street,

"the back side of Long Acre, Cupping and
Bathing are perform'd after the best manner;
likewise commodious Lodgings for Gentlemen and
Ladies ; and all other useful Accommodations, by
their most humble Servant, Mary Banks, From
the Crown Bagnio, King Street, Covent Garden."

Daily Advertiser, 26 June, 1742.

There was another "Two White Posts" in

Great Rider Street, St. James's (Daily Adver-

tiser, 30 April, 1742). The "Two Lamps"
was the sign of Mrs. Elizabeth Careless's

coffee - house, the corner of Drury Lane
Passage, Bridges Street, where "Gentlemen

may be accommodated with very rich

strengthening Jellies," &c. (Daily Advertiser,
28 May, 1742). The " Two Stone Balls" was
the sign of the

" Dorchester Beer Warehouse
in Jewin Street, near Aldersgate Street"

(ibid., 23 December, 1741). The " Two Golden
Balls

" was the sign of
" an old accustom'd

Pawnbroker's Shop, near Aldgate Church-

Yard-Wall, Houndsditch" (ibid., 27 March,
1742), and also of a tailor in Great Hart

Street, the upper end of Bow Street, Covent
Garden, where "you may have good Druggets,
Sagathie, and Duroy Suits......German Serge
Suits Horsemen's great Coats ready made
at 10s. a Piece ; Morning Gowns, Callimanco
both Sides, at 30s. each

;
blue Cloak Bags,

ready made, at 16s. each ;
blue Rocklers

ready made "
(Craftsman, 8 September, 1733).

There was a " Two Swans " without Bishops-
gate (Daily Advertiser, 26 November, 1741) ;

and also a "Two Sugar Loaves," facing the
"
King on Horseback "

at Charing Cross, the

sign of a mercer who sold

"Florence and English Sattins, Italian and English
Mantuas, strip'd and fiower'd Lustrings, black

Dutch Mantua Silk, Fleurettas [presumably some
flowered material or garment], Turkey Silks,

Shagreens, Thread Sattins, Black and colour'd

Paduasoys, Cottonnees, and Fine Worsted Camblets,
water'd and unwater'd Tabbies, Persians, Sarsnets

[Saracen's silk, a thin silk so called], Burdets,"
kc. Craftsman, 11 December, 1731 (?).

See also London Journal, 15 December, 1722,
,and Beaufoy,

'

Tokens,' Nos. 266, 286, and 538.

The "Two Nuns" was the sign of a linen-

draper at the corner of Charterhouse Lane
in St. John's Street (Daily Advertiser,
5, 19, 28 April, 1742).

The fact of the "Two Negroes' Heads"
being carved in such a durable material as
stone is the reason that its existence has
been secured to the present day ; and as to
its origin, that may, no doubt, be traced to
the parish of St. Clement Danes and Clare
Market having formerly been a fashionable
residential neighbourhood, a stepping-stone
of fashion westward. Newspaper advertise-
ments of the period are constantly soliciting
information respecting runaway slaves, the
advertisements dating from the fashionable
coffee-houses in this interesting neighbour-
hood. "Blackamoors" they were called to dis-

tinguish them from "Tanny" or "Tawny"
moors. Blackmoor Street still exists close

by the "Two Blackamoors' Heads," and is

represented in old maps as a continuation of
Clare Street to Drury Lane. It was at
Clifton's Eating - House in Picket Street,
close by, on the north side of St. Clement's
Church (a street which has long since dis-

appeared), that Dr. Johnson had an argu-
ment with an Irishman about the cause of
a negro's black skin, a point which has since
been elucidated by the scientific belief that
a negro's skin is the effect of the sun in a
burning climate, which causes an excessive

development of the black matter, or pigment,
which forms under the epidermis (see Lenor-

mant). We are again reminded of the associa-

tion of this once fashionable quarter of Lon-
don with slave-owning by the curious figure
of a negro, kneeling, and bearing upon his
head a sundial, formerly in Clement's Inn
Gardens, but now in the Temple Gardens.
When I last saw the " Two Negroes' Heads "

it was the sign of a baker's. May it not be
that when the sign was first put up it was to

distinguish the shop of a confectioner 1 The
fact of so much sugar being used in the con-
fectioner's trade, and the association of the

negro with the cultivation of the sugar-cane,
may well have suggested the adoption of the
sign, although, of course, the negro was
identified also with the tobacco trade.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
161, Hammersmith Road, W.
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ROBERT SCOT (9
th S. xi. 268, 334, 452). The

following notes may be of service to MR.

SOUTHAM, though they do not answer his

question.
Swedish leather cannon during the Thirty

Years' War :-
"The cannon were, singularly enough, com-

posed of cylinders of iron, cast thin for lightness,
then wound round tightly with rope, from breech
to muzzle, and covered at last with boiled leather.'

J. K. Hosmer,
* Short History of German Litera-

ture,' 1879, p. 218.
**

Weeme, a Scott, and master gunner of England,
who was taken in the Parliament service at Cropredy
Bridge,

* had a good sum of money given him for

the invention of making those leathern cannon.' "-

Sir Richard Bulstrode's 'Memoirs,' 100, as quoted
in Southey's

'

Commonplace Book,' iii. 57.
" Gustavus Adolphus, who was always seeking

to supplement his cavalry divisions by troops who,
by their fire, could throw the enemy into confusion,
and thus prepare the way for the charge of his own
horse, hit upon the expedient of making guns of

light metal tubes strengthened with leathern jackets.
These were very mobile, could keep up with the

cavalry divisions, and were, in fact, the origin of

the modern horse artillery." Lieut. -Col. T. S.

Baldock, 'Cromwell as a Soldier,' p. 30.

AsTARTE.

MRS. SAMUEL PEPYS (9
th S. xi. 486). The

complaint of MR. PAGE as to the absence
of any notice of Samuel Pepys, and only a
slender one of his wife, in the account of
St. Olave's Church, Hart Street, in Godwin
and Britton's 'Churches of London,' simply
reiterates one made by the Rev. W. J. Loftie
in an article entitled

*

Pepys and St. Olave's
'

that appeared in Long Ago, vol. ii. (1874)
42-3. In the 'Annals*' of that church, by
the Rev. A. Povah, published in 1894, will be
found an excellent illustration of a " monu-
ment of white marble on a background
of Kilkenny marble," containing "a bust of
Elizabeth Pepys, looking in the direction of
the Navy Commissioners' pew in the south
aisle." It bears a Latin inscription, written

by her husband, which "briefly records her
history, and perpetuates the memory of her
virtues and beauty." A copy of this is given
in full, together with the following extract
from the burial register :

"1669, Nov. 13. Elizabeth wife of Samuell Pepys
Esqr one of his Matie" Comishon" of y

e Navy obit
novemb. & buryed in y

e Chaunsell xiii Instant"
(pp. 88-9).

Samuel Pepys died on 26 May, 1703, nearly
thirty-five years later than his wife, and was
interred in the same church by her side
('D.N.B.') on 4 June, thus recorded in the
register: "1703, June 4. Samuel Peyps [sic]
ksq. buried in a Vault by y

e comunion table "

(pp. 101, 193).
In 1874 Mr. Loftie (in the article above

cited) called attention to the circumstance

that this entry in the register was
"

all the

memorial which a grateful country has raised
"

to perpetuate his memory ;

" a handsome
encaustic pavement" indicating the site of

the grave,
" but not so much as a '

piece of

brass
'

points the pilgrim to the spot
"
(p. 43).

This was rectified in 1883 by a mural monu-
ment of alabaster (designed by Sir A. Blom-

field, and containing in its centre a bust of

the great diarist) being
"
erected by public

subscription." It
"
is placed at a most fitting

spot, close to where the Navy pew door

formerly was, by which, 200 years ago, Pepys
used to enter the church from the Seething
Lane side." A good illustration of this

monument, with an accompanying descrip-

tion, and an account of the ceremony when
it was unveiled, are included in Mr. Povah's
work (100-108). T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.

BYRONIANA (9
th S. xi. 444, 492). There were

no quotations to verify, only dates to check.

This I have done, and I am absolutely certain

that they are correct. Count Szechenyi
states in his diary in the evening of 26 July,
1818 :

*'
I am going to see Tasso's prison and

Ariostp's chains to-morrow "
;
and on the

following morning we find the entry: "I
have seen Tasso's prison But I must now
go to have my breakfast." The two sentences

quoted here are separated by a long dis-

quisition on the author of 'Gerusalemme
Liberata,' the favourite poet of the count.
We must not forget that we are dealing with
a diary, and not random recollections written
down many years after the visit. I must
therefore respectfully suggest that it is now
your correspondent's turn to prove to the hilt

that Byron had not been in Ferrara before
the beginning of June, 1819. L. L. K.

R, T. CLARIDGE, ESQ. (9
th S. xi. 30).

Richard Tappin Claridge took out a patent
for asphalte pavement on 25 November, 1837

(No. 7489), in which he is described as of

"Salisbury Street, gentleman." This patent
was of considerable importance, and an in-

fluential company was formed for the purpose
of bringing it into use. In 1839 the offices of
the company were at Stangate, Westminster,
as appears from an advertisement in the
A thenceum of 4 May, 1839, p. 342. Trials were
made of the pavement in 1838 on the foot-

way in Whitehall, and subsequently on the

space at the bottom of the steps leading from
Waterloo Place to St. James's Park. There
was some litigation in respect to this patent,
for an account of which see the Meek. Mag.,
vol. xxxii. pp. 394 and 399. Claridge was
also interested in another patent dated
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26 April, 1842 (No. 9331), for preparing canvas
for covering roofs or for use as floorcloth.

He is described in the patent as of
"
Wey-

mouth Street in the County of Middlesex,
gentleman."

Claridge was the first to introduce asphalte
pavement into England, but he was not the

inventor, except in the restricted legal sense
of that word. R. B. P.

RlVER NOT FLOWING ON THE SABBATH (9
th S.

xi. 508). Izaac Walton says,
"
Josephus, that

learned Jew, tells us of a river in Judea that
runs swiftly all the six days of the week, and
stands still and rests all their Sabbath."
This may be a clue for K. P. D. E. to follow

up. E. MARSTON.

NEWSPAPER CUTTINGS CHANGING COLOUR
(9

th S. xi. 89, 217, 297, 491). Of late years I

have generally used starch for mounting
photographs or for sticking newspaper
cuttings into my scrapbooks. It is pleasant
to spread and clean withal, and thus far the
effect produced is all that could be desired ;

but, of course, Father Time may have a

laugh against me one of these days, and my
heirs and assigns may wish that I had

employed something more robustly adhesive.
ST. SWITHIN.

LADY HESTER STANHOPE (9
th S. xi. 466).

I have in my possession a copy of the ' Life
and Letters of Lady Hester Stanhope,' by the
late Duchess of Cleveland (her niece), London,
1897, from which it appears that her eldest

brother, then Lord Mahon, escaped from
semi-imprisonment in his father's house at

Chevening, about the year 1800, and went to

Germany
"
in order to be placed at a foreign

universityatErlangen "; there theMargravine
of Brandenburg Baireuth took him into her
favour. Lord Mahon returned to England
in 1803. H.

LONG MELFORD CHURCH, SUFFOLK (9
th S.

xi. 367, 472). The church of the Holy Trinity,

Long Melford, is well known to me, as I have

paid many pilgrimages to it* and spent long
hours within its walls. The replies to CROM-
WELL'S query make no mention of a book
by E. Lauriston Conder, entitled

' Church
of the Holy Trinity, Long Melford, Suffolk :

a Monograph
'

(London, Dryden Press, 1887).
This book contains a fine series of archi-
tectural drawings.
There is some magnificent fifteenth- century

painted glass preserved in the east and two
west windows of this church. A description
of the figures will be found in an article by
C. Baily, read at the evening meetings of the

London and Middlesex Archaeological Society,
1871. There are also two exceptionally fine
brasses to ladies of the Clopton family, c.

1480. They wear the butterfly headdress,
and are robed in heraldic kirtles and mantles.
These are mentioned and described in Boutell,
Haines, and other books on monumental
brasses. In Neale and Le Keux, 'Views of

Collegiate and Parochial Churches,' Melford
Church is described, and an interesting list

of the utensils and furniture belonging to the
church in 1529 is reprinted.
Within the last two or three years the

brick tower, date 1725, has been replaced by
a noble structure worthy of the building.
Unfortunately, for want of funds, it lacks

completion. Q. MONTAGU BENTON.
157, Chesterton Road, Cambridge.

CARDINALS (9
th S. xi. 490). Richelieu was

created a cardinal priest on 5 September,
1622, and Mazarin attained the same rank
on 10 December, 1641, but in neither case is

the title known (see Cristofori, 'Storia dei
Cardinali di Santa Romana Chiesa,' Roma,
1888, p. 270). The '

Biographic Universelle,'
xxviii. p. 3, and the 'Nouvelle Biographic
Generale,' xxxiv. 563, give the date of
Mazarin's elevation to the cardinalate as
16 December. If he ever received sacred
orders, which is doubtful, it must have been
late in life (Intermediaire des Chercheurs it

Curieuoc, xii. 359, 408, 429). Antonelli became
cardinal deacon of the title of Sta. Agata
alia Suburra on 14 June, 1847 (Cristofori,
p. 234). He is said in the * Annual Register

'

for 1876, p. 210, to have been ordained priest,
but no date is given.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
Antonelli was not a priest. It is well to

bear in mind that a cardinal is not neces-

sarily an ecclesiastic, but is a prince of the
Roman (Pontifical) Court. THOS. WHITE.

BALLADS AND METHODISM (9
th S. xi. 442).

Some years ago one of the innumerable sects
in Dublin, acting on the dictum of one of the
Wesleys

" that the Devil should not have all

the good music," began to publish hymns
set to public airs : the thing took for a time,
till unfortunately a hymn beginning,

How sweet to spend the evening hour,
was published set to the very popular air
'

Carolan's Receipt for Drinking.' This, how-
ever, was too much

; the multitude went into
convulsions of laughter, and the publication
ceased. K. J. J.

CARSON (9
th S. xi. 488). John Maxwell, of

co. Tyrone, gent., was married in St. Peter's

Church, Dublin, 12 February, 1728, to Rosanna
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Carson. This lady may have been a member
of the family inquired after by H. R. C.

am interested in both personages, and have

for a length of time been endeavouring to

ascertain their ancestry and descendants.

According todocumentary evidence a llosanna

Maxwell, of Drumbo (?), co. Down, was mar-

ried to Edward Cash, of Ballymacaret,

Belfast, circa 1795, possibly a grand-daughter.
The chart pedigree of the Carson family of

Shanroe gives no help in either case.

WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The New Volumes of the Encyclopedia Britannka.

Vol. X., being Vol. XXXIV. of the Complete
Work. (A. & C. Black and the Times.)

VOLUME by volume we have noticed the appearance
of this all-important work, and we have even con-

gratulated the directorate upon its conclusion (see

9th S. xi. 399). In consequence of certain difficulties

in the way of production, however, the present
volume is later in reaching us than was its pre-

decessor. Consisting as it does principally of maps,
the mounting of which occupied much time and

labour, its preparation and binding involved the

management in some delay. In many respects this

constitutes the most useful volume of the series.

One hundred and twenty-four maps, covering each

two pages, clearly printed and finely coloured, are

followed by an index, including no fewer than a

quarter of a million entries. The work thus con-

stitutes an atlas of all but unprecedented riches.

and, owing to its size, of unparalleled facility of

reference. Besides giving all the names on the

various maps, alternative names are frequently in-

serted in the index, including many which are now
obsolete. By means of inset maps it has been found

possible to give not only all the principal divisions

of countries, but the principal cities of the world,
and even places such as the Yosemite Valley. The
maps of American States are singularly full of

details, and we know no other work in which
information so full and so up to date can be
obtained. An inspection of them will be to most
men an education. A long preliminary training is

indispensable to those who would turn to best

account the education imparted. The time occu-

pied in this will, however, be well expended, since

the information there placed at the student's dis-

posal is practically inexhaustible. Nowhere else

than in this volume can equal opportunities be found
of studying the latest developments of Africa, upon
which, for one cause or other, all eyes are now
greedily fixed ; and nowhere can so well be con-

templated the stature, size, and importance of the

empires that European nations have carved out.

Quite impossible is the task of conveying to the
reader an idea of the amount of information to be

reaped from the volume. So far as the index is

concerned, we have sought for obscure villages, and
have never failed to find them. We can but con-

gratulate the management upon the accomplish-
ment of an arduous and a national task, and the
subscribers upon the possession of a work of inex
haustible interest and value.

King Edward and his Court. By T. H. S. Escott.

(Fisher Unwin.)
MR. ESCOTT has quickly followed up his valuable

work of reference, 'Gentlemen of the House of

Commons,' by this entertaining and useful volume,
ull of word-portraits of almost all those who have

to do with politics or the Court. He does not bore

is with a long preface, but at once opens chap. i.

by giving the words of welcome accorded by the

French press to the Heir-apparent on his visit

to Paris in October, 1881 :

" Behold the first cosmo-

jolitan Prince of Wales produced by the reigning
House of England." Mr. Escott s interesting

jages include many subjects which have already
Deeu discussed in

' N. & Q.' : the amusements in the

early fifties, the Egyptian Hall, with Albert Smith's

entertainment 'Mont Blanc,' the German Reeds
at the Gallery of Illustration in Waterloo Place,

with Parry as their colleague, succeeded by Corney
Grain, who continued his well-known musical

sketches till his death in 1895. The clubs of London
and their origin are also treated. These include the

Athenaeum, the Carl ton, and the Garrick, its first

three meetings being held in Drury Lane Theatre ;

its earliest domicile was Probatt's Hotel. 35, King
Street, Coven t Garden. Here, February 13th, 1832,

with the Duke of Sussex in the chair, the Garrick
was opened with a dinner. Thackeray joined a year

later, but Dickens not till the January of 1837.

The transportation of convicts appears to have

originated with the French, who supplied Cartier

with prisoners to coloni/e America. Mr. Escott
devotes a chapter to the subject of the fusing of

English and French intellect, quoting Buckle's

declaration that " the marriage of the French with
the English intellect was the most important fact

between 1700 and 1800," and in tracing its progress
to the present time makes reference to Mr. J. E. C.

Bodley s having
"
forged another link in the inter-

national chain by his standard work on contem-

porary France." Mr. Escott's volume is well up to

date, and includes a tribute to the preaching
powers of the Rev. R. J. Campbell, the successor

to Dr. Parker at the City Temple. The volume

possesses a good index, and an excellent portrait of

the author faces the title.

Qotittz to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-

ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to

which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate*"

L. D. F. We have no List of Books.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher

" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
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SIR FERDINANDO GORGES, LORD
PALATINE OF MAINE.

SIR FERDINANDO GORGES was one of that
remarkable body of men who existed in a

period of English history which is worthy of

notice not only in itself, covering as it does
the reigns of Queen Elizabeth, King James I. ,

and King Charles I., but for the number of
illustrious individuals who assisted in adding
more pages to the intellectual and progres-
sive records of what is now the British

Empire than in any other cycle of years
since the Norman Conquest.
The subject of this brief sketch was the

friend and companion of such men as Robert
Devereux, Earl of Essex, Sir Robert and Sir
William Cecil (Lords Salisbury and Burleigh
respectively), Sir Walter Raleigh, Sir John
Hawkins, and other shining lights that carne
and went as meteors across the horizon of
British history, but, unlike those celestial

wanderers, leaving an imperishable track
behind.

Sir Ferdinando Gorges, like the majority
of notable men of those days, was both
soldier and sailor in one, and blessed with a
large amount of Court influence, as most
the Gorges family at this time were closely
connected with Court life, especially so his

great-uncle (who, however, was only twenty
>dd years his senior), Sir Thomas Gorges,
ogether with his wife, the Marchioness of

Northampton, who were both intimate friends
nd valued courtiers of Queen Elizabeth, and
he builders and owners of Longford Castle,

co. Wilts, the present home of the Earls of

Radnor.
Sir Ferdinando, as lord of the manor of

Birdcombe, co. Somerset, by descent, was the
second of the two sons of Edward Gorges,
squire of Wraxall, co. Somerset (descendant
through the female line of a famous Norman
family prior to 1066), by his wife Cicely,
daughter of William Lygon, of Madresfield,
co. Worcester (ancestor of the present Earl

Beauchamp). Born in the year 1566, he died
at the advanced age of eighty-one on 14 May,
L647, and was buried at Long Ashton, near

Bristol, the beautiful seat of the Smythe
'amily. At the age of twenty-five he was
jnighted at Rouen in 1591, and became a
nember of Parliament for Cardigan in 1592.

Sir Ferdinando was married four times.
His first wife, by whom he had six children

(Capt. Robert Gorges, Col. John Gorges,
George Gorges, Capt. Thomas Gorges, and
Ellen and Honoria Gorges), was Anne,
daughter of Edward Bell, Esq., of Writtle,
co. Essex, and of Newland, co. Gloucester.

They were married at St. Margaret's Church,
Westminster, on 24 February, 1589. (She was
buried in St. Sepulchre's, London, 6 August,
1620.) His second wife was Mary, daughter
of Sir Thomas Fulford

,
and widow of Thomas

Achim, of Hall, co. Cornwall, Esq. ; she died
in 1623. Four years after this lady's decease
he married as his third wife, at Ladock,
co. Cornwall, 6 December, 1627, Elizabeth,
daughter of Tristram Gorges, the widow,
twice over, of Edward Courtney, and John
Blythe of Ladock. She did not, however, live

long, for on 28 September, 1629, he was again
married at the family church of Wraxall to
his fourth wife, who was Elizabeth, daughter
of the Sir Thomas Gorges already mentioned,
and widow of Sir Hugh Smythe, Knt., of

Long Ashton, near Bristol, the entry in the

register of Wraxall Church being as follows :

" Sr Furdinando Gorg de Kinterberrye
(co. Devon), Knight, and Madam Elizabeth

Smyth de Long Aiston (co. Somersette), W.,
28 Sept., 1629." She survived her husband
twelve years, dying in 1659. He had no issue

by his last three wives.

We find young Ferdinando Gorges at the

age of twenty-one, before his first marriage,
as a prisoner in Spain, having been one of
the few Englishmen captured by a ship of
the Spanish Armada; but it was not long
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before he was released from this bondage by
an exchange of prisoners, and in September
of the following year he was appointed to the
command of 135 vsoldiers, accompanied by Sir

John Burgh, Knt., and Sir Nicholas Parker,
Knt., each being in command of a similar
number of men, to act as reinforcements for

the army of Henry IV. of France, which were

provided by our Queen Elizabeth. In 1591
ne is with John Dytcher and John Gorynge,
as a captain of the Sussex levies, patrolling
the south coast for any signs of an enemy ;

and this year also he was summoned to
London arid consulted as to a means of
defence for Pendennis Castle, which he
strongly fortified under great difficulties,

especially in getting the money to pay for
the work of such building. He then pro-
ceeded on a special mission to Normandy,
and was soon afterwards knighted. Proceed-

ing to the Low Countries, he was recalled
to England with his men in 1596, and a

royal patent was immediately issued making
and confirming him captain and keeper of
the important castle and fort at Plymouth,
and also captain of St. Nicholas Isle,

" with
all the fees, wages, &c., of such offices, to be
taken out of the Customs upon the trans-

portation of pilchards from counties Devon
and Cornwall," also authorizing him "to
muster and call together the militia of

Devonshire, in defence of the fort when
needed."

During August of this year he fell seriously
ill ; and in the following September Sir Robert
Cecil was sent by the queen from London to
visit him at Dartmouth, and also to inspect
the plans and arrangements Sir Ferdinando
had made for the defence of Plymouth and
Dartmouth. There are two entries in the
State Papers relating to Plymouth Fort at
this time under date 18 February, 1597 :

"Account of ordnance, powder, shot, and
other munition required by Sir Ferdinando
Gorges for the supply of the New Fort at
Plymouth and St. Nicholas Isle, total
1,611J. 8s. 10d."; and again on 9 March, 1597:
"There will not be enough of the revenues
of Devon and Cornwall due at Lady Day to
satisfy the half year's pay due to Sir Ferdi-
nando Gorges."
In June, 1597, Sir Ferdinando Gorges

accompanied (together with Lord Thomas
Howard, Vice-Admiral, Lord Mountjoy, Sir
Walter Raleigh, Sir Francis Vere, and Sir
George Carew) the Earl of Essex on what is
known as the famous ".Islands Voyage," or
expedition to the Azores, during which time
he commanded the ships Dreadnought and
Warspite. During his absence on this remark-

able voyage, an account of which was written

by Sir Walter Raleigh, he left, with the

queen's consent, his elder brother, Capt.
Edward Gorges, of Wraxall, in his place as

Captain of Plymouth Fort and the Isle of

St. Nicholas. On his return to England he

again proceeded, under the command of the
Earl of Essex, to Ireland to quell the rebellion

raised there by the Earl of Tyrone : and once
more returned to England to take up his

duties again as Governor of Plymouth, where,
in conjunction with the Earl of Bath and Sir
William Courtenay, a muster of 6,000 Devon-
shire men was made in consequence of a fear
of invasion.

Then came the revolt, imprisonment, trial,
and execution of the Earl of Essex, with
whom, unfortunately, Sir Ferdinando's name
was mixed up. There is in the British
Museum a very curious MS. entitled * A
Defence of Sir Ferdinando Gorges against
a Charge of having betrayed the Earl of
Essex.' The following, taken from the Carew
MS., is worth recording here. Under date of

March, 1601, Sir Robert Cecil wrote to Sir

George Carew :

"The 19th February the Earl (of Essex) was
arraigned (together with Southampton) in West-
minster Hall before 25 Peers. The Lord Trea-
surer (Buckhurst) sitting as Lord Steward. At
the bar the Earl laboured to extenuate his fault
by denying that he ever meant any harm to her
Majesty's person, and by pretending that he took
arms principally to save himself from my Lord
Cobham and Sir Walter Raleigh, who (he gave out)
should have murdered him in his house on Saturday
night. He pretended also an intention he had to
have removed me with some others from the Queen,
as one who would sell the Kingdom of England
to the Infant of Spain, with such other hyperbolical
inventions. But before he went out of the Hall,
when he saw himself condemned and found Sir
John Davys, Sir Ferdinando Gorges, Sir Charles
Davers, and Sir Christopher Blunt had confessed
all the conferences that were held at Drury House
by his directions for the surprising of the Queen
and the Tower, which argued a premeditated
treason (which he laboured to have had it proved,
only a sudden putting himself into strength, and
flying into the City for fear of being committed
overnight, when the Lords sent for him, which
upon my faith to you, to whom I will not lie, was
only to have reproved him for his unlawful assem-
blies, arid to have wished him to leave the City and
retire into the country), he then break out to divers
gentlemen in these words,

' that his confederates
who now accuse him had been principal inciters to
him, and not he to them, even ever since August
last, to work access to the Queen with force.'"

The result of this trial of Robert Devereux,
Earl of Essex, the queen s favourite, does not
appear to have affected the career of Sir
Ferdinando Gorges, for he immediately re-
turned to his important charge at Plymouth.
On the accession of James I. in 1603 we find
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him superseded by Sir Nicholas Parker as

Captain of Plymouth Fort in the month of

July; but it was not for long, as in the follow-

ing September he was restored to his former

post
" with a pay of 56s. per diem." This

year also his elder brother, Edward Gorges,
was knighted at Bedington by King James I.

Sir Ferdinando retained the governorship of

Plymouth until 30 June, 1629, and remained
there guarding one of the most important
defences of the country at this period, and
the scene of the departure of many interesting
naval expeditions and voyages of discovery.
It was during these years that he matured
his great plans for the colonization of certain

parts of America, and sank large sums of

money in sending many shiploads of emigrants
and merchandise to the New World. He
received a concession and charter of the
Province of Maine, and also spent large sums
in planting the colony, and later on he was
constituted Governor - General over New
England ; but the Civil War occurring pre-
vented his going over to America to take up
his post, as he was serving the king in his

wars in England. He was also President of

the Council of Plymouth, and, as such, the
chief proprietor of Massachusetts. The
charter he received from the king and
Council was opposed by the Virginian Com-
pany, which had been started by Sir Walter

Ealeigh ; but after considerable controversy
Sir Ferdinando's claim was upheld. His sons,
and especially his grandsons, had also a great
deal to do with these vast properties, and
were in their turn Governors of Maine, and
their names continually appear in the State

Papers with reference to this province, which
seems ultimately to have been lost to them.
Sir Ferdinando's name and memory are

apparently much honoured even at this

period of time in the United States, many
places being named after him in that portion
called New England.

It was in the year 1639 that he was created
Lord Palatine of Maine, though he had
never been able to make the voyage across
the Atlantic, for the reason already given.

THOKNE DRURY.
(To be concluded.)

THE BORROWING DAYS.
THE Northern jingle concerning the in-

clemency of the closing days of March, or, as
I should have guessed, of the opening days of

April, is perhaps familiar to most of us :

March said to Averil :"
I see three hoggs on yonder hill ;

And if you '11 lend me dayis three,
I '11 find a way to gar them dee."

The first o' them was wind and weet;
The second o' them was snaw and sleet ;

The third o' them was sic a freeze,
It froze the birds' feet to the trees.
When the three days were past and gane,The silly poor hoggs came hirpling hame.

Less known in our land is the version of the
story told in Provence, though I should pro-
bably be wrong if I said it had never found
its way into the pages of ' N. & Q.' It begins
with February. I quote from the notes to
Mistral's

l

Mireille,' pp. 263, 264, 309 :

" Les paysans du Midi ont remarque que les trois
derniers jours de fevrier et les trois premiers de
mars amenent presque toujours une recrudescence
de froid, et voici comme leur imagination poetique
exphque cela: Unevieille gardaitune fois ses brebis.
C etait h la fin du mois de fevrier, qui cette annee-
la n'avait pas 4te" rigoureux. La Vieille, se croyant
echappee a 1'hiver, se permit de narguer FeVrier de
la maniere suivante :

Adieu, Febrie ! 'Me" ta febrerado
M'as fa ni peu ni pelado !

Adieu, Fevrier ! Avec ta gelee
Tu ne m'as fait ni peau ni pelee !

La raillerie de la Vieille courrouce Fevrier, qui va
trouver Mars :

' Mars ! rends - moi un service !

'

Deux, s'il le faut !

'

repond 1'obligeant voisin.
'

Prete-moi trois jours, et trois que j'en ai, je lui
ferai peaux et pelees !

'

Presto-me leu tres jour, et tres que n'ai,
Peu e pelado i farai !

Aussitot se leva un temps affreux, le verglas tua
1 herbe des champs, toutes les brebis de la Vieille
moururent, et la Vieille, disent les paysans, regim-
bait, reguignavo. Depuis lors cette periode tem-
petueuse porte le nom de Reguignado de la Vieio,
ruade de la Vieille Quand la Vieille eut perdu
son troupeau de brebis, elle acheta des vaches et
arrivee sans encombre a la fin du mois de mars, elle
dit imprudemment :

En escapant de Mars e de Marseu
Ai escapa mi vaco e mi vedeu.

Mars, blesse du propos, va sur-le-champ trouver
Avril :

Abrieu,n'ai plus que tres jour: presto-me-n'en quatre.
Li vaco de la Vieio faren batre !

Avril consentit au pret ; une tardive et terrible
gelee brouit toute vegetation, et la pauvre Vieille
perdit encore son troupeau."

This ill - conditioned old person reminds
me of the blackbird referred to by Dante,
which cried to God,

" Omai piu non ti temo,"
when a little sunshine made it think that
the winter had passed away, leaving it
unscathed (' Purgatorio,' xiii. 122). A note
to Longfellow's translation of the passage
says :

"The warm days near the end of January are
still called in Lombardy

'
I giorni della merla,' the

days of the blackbird
; from an old legend that

once in the sunny weather a blackbird sang,
'

I fear
thee no more, Lord, for the winter is over.'

"

ST. SWITHIN.
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DEAN DONNE AND THE DONNES OF NORFOLK.
Dr. Jessopp in his 'Life of Dr. Donne'

(1897, p. 225, Appendix B) says :

" My belief is that neither of Dr. Donne's sons

had any male offspring. It is hardly conceivable

that if at the end of the seventeenth century any
descendants of the Dean entitled to perpetuate his

illustrious name had been still living, the fact should

have remained undiscovered down to our own time."

Now Dean Donne died 31 March, 1631, and
in a pedigree given in 'Letters of Lady
Hesketh to the Rev. John Johnson' (1901),

by Mrs. Catharine Bodham Johnson (nee

Donne), the first record runs :

"Roger Donne, of Ludham, Norfolk, Gent., born

April 17 th
, 1675, died Nov. 9th

, 1722, son of Wm.
Donne of Letheringsett, Norfolk, born 1645, died

1684, descended from Dr. Donne, Dean of St. Paul's."

The pedigree from which the above is an
extract is copied from one made by the

Heralds' College for the poet Cowper in 1792,

and Cowper always spoke of the Dean as an
ancestor. But that the later Norfolk Donnes
are actually descended from the Dean remains
to be proved, and, so far, only rests on a

persistent family tradition. Some writers

on what authority I know not state that

the Dean on his father's side was sprung from
an ancient knightly family of Wales, "the
Dwnns of Dwynn in Radnorshire," says
Dr. Jessopp ;

and I have been informed by
one of the family that the arms of a certain

Owen Dwn in the fifteenth century are
identical with those of the Norfolk Donnes,
viz., Quarterly, 1 and 4, Azure, a wolf salient

argent ;
2 and 3, Gules, a chevron ermine

between three birds. But Mr. Fox-Davies
asserts that no authority for the use of these

bearings has been established at the College
of Arms.
The name Donne has from very early

times been common in Norfolk : thus in the
fourteenth century I find David Donne, a
landowner at Rougham in 1321

;
John le

Donne, of the same place, in 1346
;
and John

Donne, instituted to Matlask, with Branweth,
York, by the prior and convent of Merton,
24 October, 1386. I do not find such a place
as Branweth, but quote from Mr. Walter
Rye's 'Rough Materials for the History of
the Hundred of North Erpingham, Norfolk,'
p. 619.

Sir John Fastolf, writing to John Paston,
3 July, 1459, refers somewhat spitefully to
a Laurence Donne, in connexion with the
church of St. Olave (South wark, no doubt) ;

and Sir John Paston, writing 25 August,
1478, complains that one Donne had falsely
testified that the Duke of Suffolk was patron
of Fastolf's benefice of Dray ton, nearNorwich.

In my casual seeking I have not come
across any Donnes in Norfolk in the sixteenth

century, but they emerge again in the seven-

teenth, and I find Daniel Donne, rector of

Ickburgh, 1626 ; of Caldecote, 1636 : and, I

presume, this same Daniel, vicar of Besthorpe,
1630-46. In 1685 died Thomas Donne, of

Holt, at the age of seventy, as is recorded on
his memorial in the dilapidated church of

St. Peter, Hungate, in Norwich.
In 1705 Thomas Donne was presented to

the rectory of Sculthorpe by Robert Donne,
Gent. ;

and Tkomas Donne, probably the

same, was rector of South Creake from 1710

to 1739, to which the presentation was also

made by a Robert Donne. In 1732 we find

Roger Donne, brother of Cowper's mother,
rector of Catfield ;

he died 13 July, 1773.

It is noticeable how, from before Chaucer's

time, members of the Donne family have
ranked amongst the clergy of Norfolk.

I have no pretensions to be a student of

genealogy, but send these loosely connected
notes in the hope of eliciting further infor-

mation.
The origin of the name Donne seems to be

rather obscure ; Bardsley does not mention it.

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

MR. LANG AND HOMER. In the long con-

troversy respecting the authorship of the
Homeric poems, Mr. Lang's

' Homer and the

Epic,' which appeared about ten years ago,

occupies a very important place. The
Athenceum reviewer remarked that it was not

quite clear whether he was a chorizont in the
matter of the two great poems traditionally
ascribed to that name

;
and the author

acknowledged, in answer, that he was not
clear on that point himself, as it really

depended upon whether they were of nearly
the same date. That the '

Odyssey
'

is some-
what later than the *

Iliad
' has been almost

universally held
;
and I may here call atten-

tion to an able little work by Miss A. M.
Clerke, 'Familiar Studies in Homer,' which
appeared in 1892, and has some thoughtful
remarks on this point. The first impression
made on reading Mr. Lang's book is that he
is not a chorizont

;
but he speaks ambiguously

throughout. At p. 3, for instance, we read :

"
If we were offered the unhappy choice whether

we would lose Homer and keep the rest of Greek
poetry, or keep the rest and lose Homer, there
could be little doubt as to our choice. We would
rescue the Iliad and the Odyssey."

The last sentence would lead one to infer
that both were by Homer. But the inad-
vertent expression in the first sentence is very
amusing, equivalent to "Shall we lose A. and
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keep B., or keep B. and lose A. 1
" which is no

exactly an alternative. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

THE RIDDLE OF THE SPHINX. The answe
returned to this riddle by (Edipus we raaj
pass over as too well known. De Quincey ir

one of his essays, 'The Theban Sphinx,
elaborately proves that the real answer was
(Edipus. Emerson has his answer, as also

Dumas in
c The Countess de Charny.' Though

far from "equalled with them in renown," I

too, have an answer. The Sphinx was not sc

foolish as to commit suicide on the strength
or weakness, of a false answer. The answer
as given by (Edipus ("Man!") is correct
but solved as follows : In the morning, in

primal times, he goes upon four feetPithecils
intelligent or by whatsoever name he may be
called ; in the noontide on two feet, as man
did for many ages ; and in the evening, or in
modern times (as prophets talk of

"
these

latter days," &c.), on three : his own two, plu
the bicycle.
This seems quite as sound as many a read-

ing of the Apocalypse. THOMAS AULD.

"BY-WORD." It is startling to find "by-
word "

used in a good sense
; yet so it was

in the Yorkshire Herald of 15 October, 189-
(figure illegible), which, in recording the
triumphs of the Sheffield Musical Festival,
declared :

"Dr. Coward's unremitting labours and extra-
ordinary success call for more than ordinary con-
gratulation. His somewhat unusual method of
chorus-teaching has worked wonders, which will
make his name a by-word among chorus masters,
and we shall look forward with pleasurable antici-
pation to the next sample of his training."

ST. SWITHIN.

LONG LEASE. Leases for 999 years are
not infrequently met with, but the extract
below (from the Evening Standard of 4 July)
seems worthy of perpetuation in the pages of

"A freehold estate, Kingsfold, near Billingshurst,
feussex, comprising a substantial family residence,
believed to date from the fifteenth century (the title
commences with an indenture of lease for 10,000
years from the second year of King James I. at a

i
renh f one red rose )> and 166 acres was disposed of
by Messrs. Fox & Bousfield for 6.400^."

R. B.
Upton.

IMMUREMENT ALIVE OF RELIGIOUS. In
an article which I published last year on
the 'History of Lindisfarne' I mentioned
the above subject, with special reference to
bir W. Scott's account in

' Marmion '

of the
trial and punishment of Constance Beverley,

in the following terms :

" There is no doubt
that the punishment of immurement alive

was awarded in the Middle Ages to such of

the religious as broke their vows."

My statement was challenged as being an
uncharitable and unfounded aspersion upon
the character of the religious men and women
of that age, and I replied by quoting Sir W.
Scott's note upon the passage in

*

Marmion,'
in which he refers to the fact that
"
among the ruins of the abbey of Coldingham

were some years ago discovered the remains of a
female skeleton, which, from the shape of the niche
and position of the figure, seemed to be that of an
immured nun."

That such practices were not altogether
unknown, even in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, may be discovered by a
reference to Temple Bar for May in the pre-
sent year. In a striking story entitled

' A
White Night' is given an account of the
burial alive of a nun in a Spanish church,
which was unexpectedly witnessed by two
English gentlemen and an English lady in

the year 1876, and I think it is worthy of

mention in
* N. & Q.'

In this case the unhappy victim was not
immured in the wall, but was buried alive in

a grave previously prepared in front of the

ligh altar, after the burial office had been

performed with all the gorgeous ceremonial
of the Roman Church.

It would be interesting to ascertain whether

any documentary evidence contemporary
with the event exists, testifying that this

punishment was actually inflicted in some
)articular case previous to the Reformation.

H. J. DUKINFIELD ASTLEY.
East Rudham.

[See 6th S. iv. 426, 473 ; 8th S. iv. 168.]

SUNFLOWER. Dr. Brewer in his
' Reader's

landbook
'

states (under
* Errors of Authors,

?hos. Moore') that

'the sunflower does not turn either to the rising
r setting sun. It receives its [English and German]
ame solely because it resembles a picture sun. It

s not a turn-sun or heliotrope at all."

hat may be so ;
but what about girasol

n Spanish, tournesol in French, girasole in

talian, napraforg6 in Hungarian, &c. 1 all

f which prove that there are many people
>esides the author of 'Irish Melodies' who
rmly believe that the sunflower does turn
owards the sun. L. L. K.

[George Wither (' Emblemes ') ascribes to the

marygold the habit of turning to the sun. See also

le numerous articles in 5th S. ii., viii., ix., xi. ;

h S. L]

JOHN WILKES BOOTH, PRESIDENT LINCOLN'S
ASSASSIN. In the absence of an American
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'N. & Q.' I append this curious clipping,
taken from the first page of the Chicago
Daily News for Tuesday, 2 June :

"A special to the Globe-Democrat from Enid,
O. T., says Junius Brutus Booth, the actor, and

nephew of John Wilkes Booth, the assassin of

President Lincoln, has fully identified the body of

the man known as David E. George as his uncle.

George, or Booth, committed suicide here Jan. 14

last, and in his effects was found a letter directed to

K. L. Bates, of Memphis, Tenn. Mr. Bates came
here at once and fully identified the body as John
Wilkes Booth. He then went east, and has obtained

positive identification of the body from the dead
man's nephew and from Joseph Jefferson, Miss
Clara Morris, and a score of others who knew him
in his early days."

According to Mr. Bates's story, he had acted as

Booth's confidential agent and attorney for nearly
forty years. After Lincoln was shot the assassin

escaped to the Garrett plantation in Virginia.
According to Mr. Bates, the man who was killed

was named Ruddy. Being warned, Booth left

Garrett's and was taken care of by friends in

Central Kentucky. He later settled at Glenrose

Mills, Tex., where he conducted a store for several

years as John St. Helen."

I have often heard the opinion expressed
that President Lincoln's assassin escaped
death. EUGENE F. McPiKE.
Chicago, U.S.

JOHN GILPIN : SHAKSPEARE IN 1790.

Many vulgar errors, whether exposed by Sir
Thomas Browne or in ' N. & Q.,' continue to

be accepted as truth. Reading in a weekly
journal, what has been shown to be untrue,
that John Gilpin

" was one John Beyer, who
lived in Cheapside and died in Bath in 1790,'
I have turned over the pages of the Bath
Chronicle, for 1790 and failed to find the name
of Beyer among the deaths. Christopher
Gilpin did die in that year, but there is no
reason for concluding that he ever lived in

Cheapside and was a citizen of London.
The following paragraph, which I also

found, seems to me worth reproducing. Il

appears in the number for 11 March, 1790 :

"
Tuesday last the collection of Shakespeare'?

plays,
1623 (commonly called the first folio), wa

sold at Mr. Eg
The Dukes of Grafton and Roxburgh were the com

Mr. Egerton's Auction-Room for 35^. 14,

petitors for this volume. The latter was victorious
At the same sale

' Romeo and Juliet,' 4to, 1589, wa
purchased for 11. fw., and '

Hamlet,' 4to, 1604, fo
17/. 6s. Qfl. A three-guinea subscription receipt fo.

Alderman Boydell's
'

Shakespeare
' was likewis

disposed of at the same time for QL 8.s."

FRASER RAE.

COLERIDGE AS A TRANSLATOR. Coleridge'
translation of the

*

Piccolomini
' and ' Wa]

lenstein's Death '

is certainly open to criticism
but the judgment delivered at 9th S. xi. 48
leaves much to be desired on the score o

leniency. The hypothesis that the "
glamour

hich surrounds Coleridge's name accounts

or the estimation in which his version is

eld is somewhat difficult to accept. Its failure

n publication may have been because so ex-

iusively German a theme militated against
bs popularity. One suspects that it owes the

majority of its readers to Carlyle's enthusiasm
or German literature. But apart from this,

oes the translation
"
bristle

" with palpable
rrors 1 No better authority need be sought
ban the late Prof. A. Buchheim, who termed

; '

excellent" a strange epithet to use,

ruly, if the accusation be well founded.
)n the other hand, it is evident on casual

nspection that Coleridge's version differs

onsiderably from the printed German text.

3ut this difference consists mainly of omission
,nd addition. Some years ago, on comparing
he translation (ed. Eossetti) with the 1834

ext in Schiller's 'Sammtliche Werke,' I

irrived at the conclusion that some five

mndred lines were unrepresented in English,
ind that some two hundred did not appear
n the German. Thus there are nine scenes

vanting over twenty lines apiece (e.g., the

Piccolomini,' I. ii.). This, of course, indicates

much greater divergence from the German
:han Coleridge's apologies in his prefaces and
lotes would lead one to expect. The only
explanation would seem to be that the Ger-
man manuscript he used differed considerably
:rom the text as printed. Whether this MS.
copy still exists I do not know, but it is

evidently of cardinal importance in judging
the fidelity of the translation. For Coleridge
would hardly have the temerity to say in his

preface that he had endeavoured to render
bis author literally if he were responsible for
all the apparent deficiencies, redundancies,
and rearrangement of scenes which occur in
his version. Where, however, his rendering
follows the accepted text, the verbal blunders
that have been detected seem remarkably
few, considering that the translation was
accomplished in so short a space as six weeks;
and such trifling defects do not seriously
detract from the merit of a version which so

admirably retains the spirit of the original.
J. DORMER.

"DAKMAKER." (See 9th S. xi. 397.)-! have
not been able to find this word in any dic-

tionary, but no doubt the letter k in its first

syllable is unusual. Thinking that k might
be a misprint for g in Anderson's * Guide to
the Abbey of Holyrood

'

(p. 86), I visited the
Chapel Royal a few weeks ago, and found
that the word is spelt

" dakmaker " on the
slab referred to. The date on the slab is

1592, and it is plain from the carving on it

of a hammer surmounted by a crown that
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dagmakers belonged to the craft of hammer-
men. Steps should be taken to preserve this

interesting old slab, which is daily trodden

by visitors to the abbey. The inscription
and emblems on Wotherspone's slab, which
is dated 1520, have been almost entirely
obliterated.

I do not know the date of the incorpora-
tion of the Canongate hammermen, but the
hammermen of Edinburgh were first erected

into a body corporate in 1483, when they
included smiths of all sorts, saddlers, and
bucklers or armourers. Dagmakers are

seldom mentioned in the Burgh Records of

Edinburgh, and it is probable that their

trade was a small one, dags being imported
from the Continent in large numbers. For

example, a list of articles shipped on one
occasion from Flanders to England in 1559
includes

"
18,000 dagges" (see Scott's 'British

Army,' vol. ii. pp. 198, 301).

Among instructions from the Privy Council
to the citizens of Norwich in 1584 we read
that

"light horsemen's saddles should bee light,

according to those of the Northern light horsemen,
and yet suche as a case of daggs may be fastened to

the pommell thereof."

The dag was a kind of pistol, about two feet

long. W. S.

FIRST FOLIO FACSIMILE. In Mr. Sidney
Lee's introduction to the facsimile of the
First Folio there occurs a slight error : in a
foot-note Mr. Lee mentions a sixth edition of
<

Henry VI.,' 1622 ;
it should be 'Henry IV.'

MAUKICE JONAS.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-
mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in orderthat the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

FLEETWOOD FAMILY. Hester Fleetwood,
a daughter of Sir William Fleetwood, of

Cardington Manor, Beds, Receiver of the
Court of Wards, married before 1600 Sir
Oliver Lambart, created afterwards Lord
Lambart, Baron of Cavan. On the death of
her husband in 1618, Hester, Lady Lambart,
became entitled to a life interest in his West-
meath estates

;
and on 13 July, 1628, when

residing in the family mansion in Kilbeggan,
co. Westmeath, she presented to the perpetual
curacy of Kilbeggan the Rev. Thomas Fleet-

wood, who had obtained deacon's orders on
15 April, 1628, and priest's on 12 July, 1628.

Information is sought as to the parentage of

this Rev. Thomas Fleetwood. He was the pro-
genitor of a branch of the Fleetwood family
that continued to live in or near Kilbeggan
until the beginning of the nineteenth century.
The Fleetwood pedigree contained in Browne's

'History of Stoke Newington
3

('Bibl. Top.
Britann.,' vol. ii. part ii. p. 28) shows that

Hester, Lady Lambart, had, amongst other

brothers, a Thomas Fleetwood and a John
Fleetwood. Was the Rev. Thomas Fleet-

wood a son of either of these ? A John Fleet-

wood, apparently a son of the Rev. Thomas,
was living in Kilbeggan in 1664.

Has the pedigree of the Fleetwood family
compiled by Mr. J. P. Earwaker (referred to

in 'D.N.B.' in the article on Charles Fleet-

wood) been published 1 It would be of great
value to those interested in the history of

the Fleetwoods. EDMUND T. BEWLEY.
40, Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin.

" KAIMAKAM." I wonder whether any of

your readers could help me to a quotation I

wish to get illustrating the word kaimakam
or caimacam, a lieutenant or deputy. It

appeared in a song which Ronconi used to

sing, with much applause, from Mozart's

opera
*
II Ratto dal Seraglio,' and the words

were like these :

Kaimakam e Pappataci
Mangiare, bere, e poi dormir.

Possibly some one may have the song, or
even the Italian version of the opera, and be
able to quote the name of the song and a few
lines suitable for my purpose.

W. BROADFOOT, Major.

WESLEY QUERIES. Can any of your readers

put me upon the track of illustrative or ex-

planatory material connected with Wesley's
references in his

' Journals '

as noted below 1

1. Santon Barsisa and his story (vol. ii.

p. 79).

2. Joseph Rule, the White Quaker (vol. iii.

p. 81).

3. Mompesson's ghost at Tedworth (vol. iii.

p. 325). Addison's " Drummer of Tedworth,"
introduced into Hogarth's

'

Credulity, Super-
stition, &c., a Medley,' must be an entirely
different matter.

4. A pond, between Wincaunton and Bris-

tol,
" in which a great man, a few weeks

since (circ. 14 Oct., 1765), put an end to a
wretched life. And is death more welcome
than life, even to a man that wallows in gold
and silver?

"
(Vol. iii. p. 238.)

The references are to Wesley's 'Works,'
ed. 1829, London, 8vo. F.

"
CYCLOPEDIA

"
:

" ENCYCLOPAEDIA." We
are all familiar with these words, either of
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which is used in English for a dictionary of

general information, for which the German
equivalent is "Couversations-Lexikon." But
which is preferable 1

'

Rees's,' the *

Penny,' the
' American '

(Ripley & Dana), all have "
Cyclo-

paedia," not to mention that series of works
so well known in its day, "Lardner's Cabinet

Cyclopaedia." The longest modern work of
the kind is the *

Encyclopaedia Britannica.''
'

Chambers's,' the 'Globe,' and others adopt
this form, whilst the famous French 'En-

cyclopedic,' edited by Diderot, gave rise,

from the tone of thought of the writers, to
the expression

"
encyclopedist."

Now if we turn to Murray we are told that
"
cyclopaedia" (of the use of which the first

example he quotes is of date 1636) is "a
shortening or modification of Encyclopaedia
(itself due to an. erroneous Greek read-

ing), perhaps intended to convey more
obviously the ostensible sense 'circle of learn-

ing,' from Greek KVK\O<S and TraiSeia." Under
1

Encyclopaedia
' we find the first example in

Elyot's
*

Governour,' date 1531. It is said to
be a late Latin word adopted from the pseudo-
Greek eyKVKAoTTcuSci'a, "an erroneous form
(said to be a false reading) occurring in

manuscripts of Ouintilian, Pjiny, and Galen,
for tyKVK\ios Tratoet'a,

'

encyclical education.'
"

Perhaps it may be worth while to refer to
the fact that 'Chambers's Cyclopaedia,' or
'

Encyclopaedia,' did not in the first instance

originate with the great Edinburgh firm.

The publication of the first edition of their

truly valuable 'Encyclopaedia' commenced
in 1859

;
the last appeared, fully brought

up to date, in the present century. But
Ephraim Chambers, a native of Kendal,
in Westmoreland, published the earliest

English work of the kind in 1728, under
the title 'Cyclopaedia.' Whilst the second
edition was in the press (it appeared in 1738)
Bowyer, the learned printer, called upon the
author and begged him to change the title

to
'

Encyclopaedia,' urging that that was the
form used by the best writers, and that
whereas "Cyclopaedia might denote the in-

struction of a circle, as Cyropaedia is the
instruction of Cyrus if he wrote Encyclo-
paedia, it determined it to be from the dative
of Cyclus, instruction in a circle" (Nichols's
*

Literary Anecdotes,' vol. v. p. 659, note). It
seems to me that cyclo- is clearly enough the
dative of KVK\O<S without the prefixed eii- ;
but the argument prevailed with Chambers.
A query was asked about ' The First En

cyclopaedia
'

in 5th S. xi. 447. The reply at
the following p. 478 is headed 'The First

Cyclopaedia.' This is stated to have been
written in Provencal by Brunette Latini, the

master of Dante. An Italian translation was

printed at Treviso in 1474, but the original
did not appear in type until 1863, when it

was printed at Paris from manuscripts in the

Bibliotheque Imperiale. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

NAVAL PRONUNCIATION. Has the peculiar

pronunciation of certain words in naval
circles ever been discussed 1 Amongst these

are helium for helm, tackle for tackle, lieu-

tenant as spelt. There are no doubt others,
and a complete list would be interesting.

REGINALD HAINES.
Uppingham.

DOG WHICH FOLLOWED THE DlJC D'ENGHIEN.
A propos of the note (9

th S. xi. 401) on the
' Place of Execution of the Due d'Enghien,'
I lately read a short story in Le Petit Journal,

Supplement Illustre, 29 March, pp. 98-9, en-

titled 'Moholoff,' concerning a dog so named
which accompanied him in his journey from

Strasburg to Vincennes. As I was always
very much interested in the sad fate of the

duke, I am curious to know whether the

story of the dog is entirely fiction or not.

Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' kindly inform

me ? E. LATHAM.

PORTABLE DWELLINGS. I should be grateful
to any of your correspondents for informa-
tion as regards the suitability or otherwise
of portable buildings as permanent places of

residence if they are warm in winter and
cool in summer, durable, pretty, and worth
the money they cost to erect. Are they
wind-proof ;

and do they keep out the damp
sufficiently to ensure their being healthy ?

ANXIOUS.

ROMAN PITS. I remember reading some
years ago of the discovery of certain pits,

which, it was said, were made in the time
of the Romans or earlier. It was suggested
that they were used to store grain, but
nothing certain was known of their use or

origin. Can any of your readers assist me
with information ? J. H. JUDSON.

(See the articles quoted under '

Dene-hole, Dane-
hole,' in the 'H.E.D.']

SQUARE CAP. The Augustinian canons
wore a square cap, according to the article

on * Costume '

in the
'

Encyc. Brit.' Was this

the familiar college cap or
" mortar-board

"
?

FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
Care of British Vice-Consul, Libau, Russia.

[Is the biretta intended ?]

RAILWAY LITERATURE. I remember many
years ago hearing a quotation from an
article against the then proposed introduction
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of the railway. I think it was published in

one of the leading quarterly magazines. It

ended by enumerating the terrible effects

which would be produced on life and pro-
perty if railways were permitted to be made,
but came to the conclusion that the public
need have no fear, as the very weight of the

monster, referring to the engine, would pre-
vent its moving. I should be glad if any
correspondent of

' N. & Q.' could inform me
where this article is to be found.

HELLIER R. H. GOSSELIN-GEIMSHAWE.
Errwood Hall, Buxton.

"CRYING DOWN CREDIT." The following
cutting is from a local newspaper of 31 March.
Will some reader kindly explain what is this

proclamation "crying down the credit" of
the battalion 1

" The 2nd York and Lancaster Regiment, which
has just come home from India after nineteen years'
foreign service, has during the past few days re-
vived the ancient custom of

'

crying down credit.'
The fife and drum band, headed by the drum-major,
marched through Dover, and taking up their stand
in the Market Square played until a large crowd
assembled, when the drum-major read in a loud
voice a proclamation 'crying down the credit' of
the battalion. The proceedings terminated with the
National Anthem."

RICHARD LAWSON.
Urmston.

[See 8* S. v. 506 ; vi. 76 ; vii. 331.]

"ACCON." In a letter from "Suratt," dated
25 October, 1630 ('Selections from Letters,
&c., in the Bombay Secretariat,' Home Series,
ed. by G. W. Forrest, 1887, i. 11), I find
the following :

"In wch intrim the Vice Kings sonne was con-
vayed aboard but soe narrowly escaped that the
party who provided for his safety was himselfe
taken prisoner in the accon"

I do not find accon in the *

N.E.D.'; but
Smyth, 'Sailor's Word-book,' gives, "Aeon, a
flat-bottomed Mediterranean boat or lump,
for carrying cargoes over shoals." Is this the
same word, and what is its origin ?

EMERITUS.

SHAKESPEARE'S RELIGION. An anonymous
correspondent writes :

"Not long ago one of the Montreal papers
contained some correspondence on this subject,
but no allusion was made to certain documents
which, it is said, were lately discovered in the
Vatican Archives bearing on the subject of the
great dramatist's religion. The first and the only
time the writer saw the interesting documents
mentioned was last year in an article on Shake-
speare in the Italian magazine La Letteratura, pub-
lished in connexion with the Corriere della Sera.
In treating of Shakespeare's religion the Italian
magazine said that that long-disputed question was
once for all settled by the late discovery in the

Vatican Archives of documents conclusively proving
the immortal dramatist to have lived and died a
Catholic."

Is there anything in this ? W. F. P. S.

[See 6th S. x. 334 ; xi. 72J

U AND V : VV : DOUBLE-!!. It has long
been customary to print v where of old u was
written. Has not this led sometimes to the

fixing of a factitious pronunciation ? In

proper names (as in the name of the letter

w) the sound has survived the literary varia-

tion. York was anciently Euorac, which
later appears as Evorac or Eborac. Howden,
i.e., Houeden, became Hoveden. I apprehend
that "York" and "Howden" were never

pronounced much otherwise than as at pre-
sent. But take such a word, e.g., as laverock.

Here the v, I believe, always has its modern
sound. Would not this originally be lauerock,
i.e., lark 1 As one without knowledge I write
for information. W.

WILLIAM BLYTHE'S DESCENDANTS. I am
desirous of information respecting the de-
scendantsof William Blythe,of Norton, Derby-
shire, the father of the bishops of Lichfield
and Salisbury, and of the marriages, par-
ticularly of that branch of the family re-

maining resident at Norton. I shall be glad
to learn where such knowledge may be
obtained. JOSEPH KODGERS.

St. Hilda's, Whitby.

INFANT SAVIOUR AT THE BREAST. In the
cathedral of St. Nicholas, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
there is a -precious little scrap of mediaeval

glass representing the Blessed Virgin, half-

figure, with the child Christ at the breast.

Has any list ever been made of examples of

the same treatment of this subject, either on
glass or otherwise ? I know of the examples
by Italian masters in our National Gallery.

CHARLES SWYNNERTON.

KING, BANKER. Can any reader of 'N.& Q.'

kindly tell where I should be likely to find
a notice of William King, of London, a

banker, stated to have had a daughter Sarah,
born 1714, who married the Rev. Thomas
Baldwin, vicar of Leyland, Lancashire

1

?

(Miss) MARY DRYDEN.
275, Upper Richmond Road, S.W.

EARLIEST ENGLISH NEWSPAPER. Can any
one inform me where I can see the Weekly
Neives dated 2 August, 1622, published by
Nathaniel Butter? In modern works upon
this subject some difference of opinion seems
to exist as to which pamphlet may rightly
be termed the first English newspaper. If it

is a sine qua non that it should be the first of
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a regular periodical publication, the pamphlet
mentioned above would appear to fulfil that
condition. Some few sheets with a similar

title came out during the earlier part of the
same year, but these are classed by most
authorities not as newspapers, but as stray

news-pamphlets. Nathaniel Butter was pro-

bably the first to conceive the idea of a

regular weekly issue. By the following ex-

tract from his Weekly Newes of 23 August,
1622, it appears that Butter published his

first Weekly Newes on 2 August :

"If any gentleman or other accustomed to buy
the weekly relations of Newes, be desirous to con-
tinue the same, let them know that the writer, or
transcriber rather, of this Newes, hath published
two former Newes, the one dated the 2nd, and the
other the 13th of August, all of which do carry a
like title and have dependence one upon another;
which manner of writing and printing he doth pro-
pose to continue weekly by God's assistance, from
the best and most certain intelligence : farewell
this twenty-third of August 1622."

Is it known where a copy of this first number
can be seen ? I have thoroughly searched

through the wonderful Burney collection of

early papers in the British Museum, but it is

not there. Moreover, there is nothing to
show that writers upon this subject have
ever seen any number before that for
23 August. HENRY ARTHUR.

JAMES HEATH, ENGRAVER, 1757-1834.

(9
th S. x. 268.)

MY query as to the parentage of this
eminent engraver, which you kindly inserted
last October, has resulted in complete proof
that, so far from having been (as stated
in the '

D.N.B.') "the eldest son of George
Heath, a yeoman farmer at Horton, in
Staffordshire," he was really a younger son
of George Heath, citizen and stationer, of
London, and was born almost within the
shadow of St. Paul's.

My thanks are due in the first place to Mr.
Robert Hovenden, F.S.A., who wrote to tell
me that his wife's father, George Heath
(1791-1858), was the elder son of the en-
graver's brother George. Mr. Hovenden not
only gave me all the information in his
possession about the family, but also made
several searches in City registers. My thanks
are also due to Mrs. H. E. Maiden, niece of
Sir Leopold Heath, for much help, and for
having personally visited Nottingham; as
well as to Mr. Charles 11. Rivington, clerk to
the Stationers' Company, and Mr. William
Lempriere, of Christ's Hospital, who each

supplied valuable evidence in answer to
direct inquiry.
The pedigree now stands as follows : The

engraver's grandfather was Joseph Heath,
a bookseller and publisher in Nottingham,
whose shop was in the South Parade. Mr.
James Ward, the Nottingham antiquary, has
a copy of the catalogue of his lending library,
the annual subscription to which was 2s.;
and he also has a small print of the shop as
it existed in 1749, and several books printed
by him, one dated 1744. Joseph Heath seems
to have died or retired about 1748-9, and the

shop was kept on by a Mr. Dunn, who had
been his partner. Neither the marriage of

Joseph Heath, nor the baptism of any of his

children, is recorded in any of the Notting-
ham parish registers. He had issue as
follows :

1. George Heath, the engraver's father.
As son of Joseph Heath, of Nottingham,
bookseller, he was bound apprentice 5 Sep-
tember, 1738, to Eleazer Duncombe, of Duck
Lane, London, bookbinder, for a premium of
211. He was made a freeman of the Stationers'

Company 1 October, 1745, and admitted to
the Livery 2 June, 1761. He was in business
in Butcher Row, Newgate Street, as a
stationer and bookbinder. I have traced

nothing of his first wife, unless he is the

George Heath who married Abigail Carroll,
of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, 28 June, 1746,
at St. George's Chapel, Hyde Park Corner.
His second wife was named Mary, and after
her husband's death, which must have
occurred between 1771 and 1774, she was
married again to William Hensman, of
Butcherhall Lane, by whom she had a

daughter, who became Mrs. Teulon.
2. Joseph Heath, of Nottingham. Mr.

Ward has a book printed by "Joseph Heath,
Junior, Bookseller, Nottingham," but it is

not dated. His will is dated 25 February,
1785, with a codicil 6 February, 1787; but the
date and place of its proof are not known. He
is described as

"
of the Town of Nottingham,

Gent." He leaves various properties in the
town to his wife Mary. To his sister, Mrs.

Stanley, he leaves his "silver cup marked

j
He mentions, in addition to nearer

relatives, his cousins Hannah Wood, of
Lenton

;
Denis Clipsom, of Market Har-

borough, hosier
;
Hannah Lewis, wife of Mr.

Lewis, of London ; and Mary, wife of Mr.
John Littleton, watchmaker, of London. He
also mentions, without specifying the

relationship, William Clipsom, of Kettering,
joiner and cabinet maker : John Clipsom, of
Market Harborough, wool-stapler; Joseph
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Heath Clipsom, son of William Clipsom, of

Kettering ;
and Thomas Kestin, of Great

Bowden, co. Leicester, farmer. He also

makes a bequest to the Kev. Mr. Plumb
minister of the Castle Gate Meeting in Not-

tingham, and to the debt on the house

recently erected for him in Castle Gate by
some of the Protestant Dissenters. He
evidently had no issue.

3. William Heath, of Nottingham. I have
learnt no more of him except that he was a

hosier, not a bookseller, and was Sheriff of

Nottingham in 1774.

4. Hannah Heath. She was married
25 October, 1763, by licence, at St. Nicholas's,
Nottingham, to John Stanley, of St. Mary's,
Nottingham.
George Heath, of Butcher Row, Newgate

Street, by his second wife Mary (Humball ?)

had issue :

(1) Joseph Heath, born 9 July, baptized
8 August, 1754, at Christ Church, Newgate
Street. He was alive about 1820, unmarried.

(2) William Heath, born 18 December, 1755,

baptized 8 January, 1756, at Christ Church
;

buried there 24 September, 1758.

(3) James Heath, the engraver. He was
born 19 April, 1757, and baptized 13 May,
1757, at Christ Church, Newgate Street. He
was bound apprentice 1 October, 1771, at
Stationers' Hall, to Joseph Collyer (1748-1827)
the younger, of Plough Court, Fetter Lane,
engraver, to whom his father, described as

George Heath, of Butcher Row, Newgate
Street, bookbinder, paid a premium of 2l.
James Heath was admitted a freeman of the
Stationers' Company 6 July, 1779. I have
not discovered where he was buried.

(4) Hannah Heath, born 8 November, bap-
tized 21 November, 1758, at Christ Church.
She was dead in 1774.

(5) Sarah Heath, born 12 October, baptized
8 November, 1759, at Christ Church, and
married there 15 September, 1779, to John
Botheroyd (not Boutflower), of All Hallows,
Barking, bachelor. His will, as of Tower
Street, City of London, carpenter, dated
3 December, 1782, was proved in P.C.C. 25 May,
1813, by Sarah Botheroyd, the relict and execu-
trix, who remarried Anthony Lord, and was
living in 1819 at Robinson's Row, Kingsland.

(6) Robert Heath, born 21 November, bap-
tized 19 December, 1761, at Christ Church ;

buried there 12 July, 1765.

(7) William Heath, born 7 April, baptized
3 May, 1763, at Christ Church. He was dead
in 1774.

(8) George Heath, born 2 January, baptized
29 January, 1766, at Christ Church. He was
admitted into Christ's Hospital 9 February,

1774, on the presentation of Dr. William Pit-

cairn, and discharged 3 January, 1780, by
William Hensman, his father-in-law (i.e., step-
father). He was apprenticed 7

April, 1780,
for seven years to Joseph Taylor, or St. Mar-
tin's-in-the-Fields, carpenter, as son of George
Heath, late citizen and stationer of London,
deceased. He became a builder, living in

Bishopsgate Street. He died 31 May, 1821,
and was buried at St. Botolph's, Bishopsgate.
He married 21 September, 1790, Mary,
daughter of George Fielding, of Enfield. She
died 20 October, 1843, aged eighty-two, leav-

ing issue.

(9) Ann Heath, born 13 June, baptized
16 June, 1768, at Christ Church. She was
dead in 1774.

George Heath, the father, was not buried
at Christ Church.
The will of Joseph Heath, of Nottingham,

provides evidence that his father's family
probably came from the borders of Northants
and Leicestershire, from the Kettering and
Market Harborough district. If any genea-
logist in that area could give some particulars
of the Clipsom family, further light might
be thrown on the early history of the Heaths.

I may mention that the portrait of James
Heath formerly in the possession of Mr.
Parr has been acquired recently by Mr. Cuth-
bert Eden Heath, of Portman Square, a son
of Sir Leopold. ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corner, Blundellsands.

"CABINET" IN A CONSTITUTIONAL SENSE
(9

th S. xii. 7). There is nothing new in Court

recognition of Cabinet rank. At Levees and
Drawing-Rooms throughout recent reigns a

special position has been occupied by Cabinet

Ministers, who have not only invariably had
the entree and passed the Throne after the

Corps Diplomatique, but have been directed
to remain in the Throne Room while the

general company passes. Ex-Cabinet Minis-
ters retain the privilege of the entree and the

right to drive through the Horse Guards, to

which had formerly to be added, until it was
thrown open to the public, the right to drive
down Constitution Hill. The special position
of ex-Cabinet Ministers, as well as of Cabinet

Ministers, was recognized at the Coronation

by their being given seats together in the

choir, instead of among the Privy Coun-
cillors. Members of the Administration who
are not of the Cabinet have not the privilege
of the entree at Court, and it will be seen that
the recognition of Cabinet rank at Court is,

and long has been, full, and that there is

nothing new in the account of a recent Court
communicated by POLITICIAN. C. I. C.
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Miss GUNNING, DUCHESS OF HAMILTON
(9

th S. xi. 468). The picture of the three
Miss Gunnings was painted by Miss Caroline

Read, and engraved in 1771 by R. Laurie.
The engraving was in an oval form, and was
published by Robert Sayer, 53, Fleet Street,

price 5s.

The painting was lent by the Duke of

Argyll to the Dublin Exhibition of 1872, and
is doubtless still in the possession of the

family. There is an account of Miss Gunning
in the Cornhill Magazine, vol. xvi.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

The portrait inquired for is probably the

first one under-mentioned :

Eliz. Gunning, Duchess of Hamilton, afterwards
of Argyll. Bust, small size

; white close headdress
trimmed with blue ribbon

; oval, crayon. Paper,
17 x 14i in. By Francis Cotes, R.A. Lent by the
Duke of Argyll.

Another. Half -

length, as a laundress
;
low

figured dress. Canvas, 30 x 25 in. By Henry
Robert Morland. Lent by the Earl of Mansfield.
Another. To waist ; low dress, full face.

Canvas, 25 x 21 in. By Gavin Hamilton. Lent
by Sir W. G. Gordon-Gumming, Bt.

The first two were in the second exhibition
of National Portraits, 1 May, 1867, at South
Kensington Museum ; the last was in the
third exhibition, 13 April, 1868.

ADRIAN WHEELER.
FOUNTAIN PENS (9

th S. xi. 390, 438, 450).
Samuel Taylor, in his

*

Universal System of
Shorthand Writing,' London, 1786, says at

p. 98 :

"
I have nothing more to add for the use or

instruction of the practitioner, except a few words
concerning the kind of pen proper to be used for

writing shorthand. A common pen must be made
with the nib much finer than for other writing, and
something harder, with a small cleft. For expedi-
tious writing, some use what are called fountain

Sens,
into which your ink is put, which gradually

ows when writing, from thence into a common
pen cut short to fit the smaller end of this instru-
ment ; but as it is a hard matter to meet with a
good one of this kind, I would recommend a steel
or silver one that will write fine, without blotting
the curves of the letters."

J. H. Clive, in his
'

Linear System of Short-
hand' (edition 1830), at p. 24 speaks of a
"well-made metallic or agate pen" : but in
the 1810 edition he speaks of "a silver pen

"

(p- 20). MATTHIAS LEVY.
118, Chancery Lane.

The following description of what was
evidently a fountain pen is from James
Henry Lewis's 'System of Shorthand,' first

published in 1812 :

"We have been particularly fortunate in having
discovered and patented an instrument which

appears to give great satisfaction, and has obtained
the patronage and approbation of every individual

in the stenographic profession. The self-supplying

petrified pen is peculiarly adapted for the purposes
of shorthand, as it not only forms the characters

with greater elegance and correctness, but also

enables the stenographer to write with twice the

rapidity he could possibly do by any other means ;

for, as the petrified pens never require mending,
and the elastic tube to which they are attached
furnishes a constant supply of ink for a whole

day's writing, the artist is not subjected to the
inconvenience and loss of time occasioned by con-

tinually taking off the pen to procure ink, but is

enabled to pursue, without interruption, the most

rapid flights of the most vehement orator, and to

sustain a continued and most vigorous attention

during his loftiest and most extended efforts."

The date of the above is not given, but it

probably first appeared about 1820.

ALEXANDER PATERSON.
Barnsley.

4 'ENGLISH TAKE THEIR PLEASURES SADLY"
(7

th S. viii. 466). I presume Ouida alludes to

Faujas de Saint Fond (Barthelemi), but he
has written a number of works and she gives
no reference. I thought that his

'

Voyage en

Angleterre,' &c. (1797), would most likely
contain the phrase, and have glanced through
the book, but without finding it. If this

were brought to the notice of the author of
'

Ohandos,' she might possibly oblige with the
exact reference to Saint Fond. Failing this,

perhaps some reader of *N. & Q.' may find

!
time to continue the search. I certainly found

I

in the work named (chap. xiv. vol. ii. p. 276)
the following :

" Je suis persuade qu'elle [cette atmosphere
humide, &c.] est une des causes de cette melancolie

j

sombre* qui attaque si souvent les Anglois."

He also alludes to the English custom of

conveying food to the mouth with the fork
in the left hand, whereas, he says, the French,
after cutting up meat, take the fork in the

right hand to convey it to the mouth. I am
riot sure, but believe this difference to exist

still. EDWARD LATHAM.

CRAKANTHORP, BY WORDSWORTH : "VILDE-

soN"(9th S. xi. 469, 498). There can be no
doubt that the form "Vilsedon" represents
Willesdon, a parish in Middlesex bordering
on Paddington and Hampstead. There was
a celebrated image of the Virgin in this place,
to which pilgrimages were made. In 1538
this image, together with those belonging to

Walsingham and Ipswich, and many other

places in England and Wales, which were

specially brought up to London for the pur-
pose, were burnt at Chelsea as monuments of

* I presume that which our neighbours call
"

le

spleen."
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idolatry. From the will of Master William

Lychfeld, whose brass still survives in the
chancel of Willesdon Church, it would appear
that the image of Our Lady of Willesdon was

suspended above the high altar. An excel-

lent account of this image by Mr. J. G.
Waller will be found in the Transactions of

the London and Middlesex Archaeological
Society, iv. 173. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

"HooK IT "(9
th S. xi. 348). The 'H.E.D.'

has, s.v.
*

Hook,' v. :

"
3. intr. To move with

a sudden turn or twist. Now slang or dial.

To make off. Also hook it." The illustrative

quotations are more or less to the point, but
this hardly seems to cover the whole ground,
as the variants take your hook and sling your
hook have to be accounted for. It would, I

suppose, be thought unscholarly to connect
the latter with Dryden's
From rivers drive the kids, and sling your hook :

Anon I '11 wash them in the shallow brook [!].

Virgil,
'

Pastorals,' iii. 150-1.

C. C. B.

When I began Baskish I thought "hook
it "might be derived from Baskish hoakit=
go thou for me, but the '

H.E.D.' makes it a
nautical term from hook in the sense of turn,

just as it turns us from any inclination to
connect heriot with Baskish herio = death.

E. S. DODGSON.

PRIMROSE SUPERSTITION (9
th S. xi. 448).

The superstition, if such it be, that the root
of the primrose, if planted upside down,
will produce a darker-coloured flower than
usual, is a curious one, since a similar belief
is current in at least two other counties
besides Somersetshire, namely, in Kent
and Norfolk. In Kent it is believed that
the inverted root will produce a reddish
flower. I myself have seen a variety having
a pink blossom, and in South Wales it is said
to be common. Again, a writer in the Leisure
Hour of April, 1890, under the title 'About
Primroses,' says :

"In some parts of Norfolk the idea is current
that the primrose and the cowslip may be changed
the one into the other. I well remember years ago
carrying out the directions of the country folk, and
planting a row of the former upside down, in the
hope of effecting such a transformation. I was not
disappointed ; probably because in a few days I was
doing something else, certainly not because my
efforts were perceptibly successful." P. 389.

Can this belief be through the root being
planted where, and about the time, the cow-
slip is due, the darker hue and similarity of
the petals of the latter to those of what
Chaucer calls the "primerole" being well
known ? I do not think intelligent gardeners
believe in this wonderful transformation

;

but I knew a gentlewoman lately deceased

possessing both culture and common sense,
who, as she said, "was silly enough" to try
the experiment. Hers, however, never came
up at all. J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Some of the children here profess to believe
that if a cowslip is planted upside down it

will grow into a primrose. I have also heard
it stated that a common yellow primrose
nurtured with bullock's blood will afterwards
bear pink or red coloured flowers. I do not,
of course, believe the former, and have never
tried the latter, but I may say that I have

growing this year in my garden a scarlet

cowslip, the root of which I obtained from a

labouring man a short time ago.
JOHN T. PAGE.

West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

A gardener in Somerset was known to say
some twenty-two years ago that if you
planted yellow primroses with their roots

upwards on Good Friday they would bloom
red the next year. E. S. DODGSON.

HISTORICAL RIME (9
th S. xi. 209, 330).

There is a *

Poetical Chronology of tne Kings
of England,' by T. M., Esq., in the Gentleman's

Magazine, 1773, xliii. 454, 511, 571, 613, 655 ;

and I have "
Poetical Chronology of Ancient

and English History, with Historical and
Explanatory Notes. New Edition, with Index.
12mo. London, printed by A. J. Valpy, 1825."

In the advertisement, signed R. V. (i.e., Richard

Valpy), allusion is made to Hooke's * Chrono-
logical Verses of Ancient History.' There is

also "English History in Rhyme from
B.C. 55 to A.D. 1872. By Edward B. Goodwin,
late of Caius College, Cambridge."

ADRIAN WHEELER.

FATHERS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS (8
th S.

ii. 327
;

iii. 34
;
iv. 249, 418 ;

vi. 74 ; 9th S. viii.

147). The following extract from the *
Poli-

tical Notes' of the Times for 29 June effec-

tively supplements and brings up to date the
earlier information given on this subject :

"
By the death of Sir Joseph Pease the title of

'Father' of the Liberal party in the House of Com-
mons has passed to Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman,
who entered Parliament at the general election of

1868, simultaneously with Lord George Hamilton,
Mr. Chaplin, Mr. Talbot, Mr. Round, and Sir A. H.
Brown. Sir Wilfrid Lawspn first appeared at
St. Stephen's as a member in 1859, when, as Mr.
Lawson, he was returned for Carlisle in place of

Mr. W. N. Hodgson ; while Mr. Labouchere and
Sir Arthur Hayter entered the House in 1865. But
all three have gaps in their Parliamentary service,
whereas Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman has sat con-

tinuously for the Stirling Burghs for nearly 35 years.
Sir William Harcourt and Sir Charles Dilke, who
entered Parliament at the same time as Sir Henry
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Campbell-Bannerman, have also had breaks in the

continuity of their attendance at Westminster. It

may be added that Sir William Hart Dyke, who
has sat without interruption since 1865 first for

West Kent, secondly for Mid-Kent, and since 1885
for the Dartford Division now comes next in

point of seniority to Sir Michael Hicks Beach, the
'Father' of the House of Commons. The oldest

Parliamentary veteran, however, is Sir James Fer-

gusson, who entered Parliament as far back as 1854
whilst serving in the Crimea, being elected for

Ayrshire in succession to Col. Hunter Blair, who
fell at Inkerman. Sir Francis Powell was first

returned in 1857 ; but neither he nor Sir James
Fergusson can boast of an unbroken period of Par-

liamentary service of more than 17 years and a few
months, whereas Sir Michael Hicks Beach has

nearly 39 years to his credit. Other old Parlia-

mentary hands are Mr. Finch, who has represented
Rutland since the succession of Mr. Heathcote
(now Lord Ancaster) to the peerage (as Lord Ave-
land) in 1867; Mr. James Lowther, Col. Saunderson,
and Mr. Jasper More (1865) ; Sir John Gorst (1866),
and Sir Charles Dalrymple (1868). All of these,
however, except Mr. Finch, have gaps in the con-

tinuity of their service. Mr. Balfour entered the
House of Commons in 1874 and Mr. Chamberlain
in 1876."

POLITICIAN.

"TRAVAILLER POUR LE Roi DE PRUSSE"
(9

th S. xi. 289, 392, 437, 496). I had expressed
astonishment at the above phrase not being
mentioned in any of the current collections
of historic sayings, to which MR. LATHAM
replies that there is no reason for such
wonder, as they are not concerned with
proverbs. But it is anything but a pro-
verb. This is the summing-up of the similar

experiences of unnumbered thousands of
successive generations ;

it is the crystallized
wisdom of the million. How many ages
it took to form a proverb nobody can tell.

Mr. Walter Robert - Tornow (1852-95), to
whose care Georg Biichmann's *

Gefliigelte
Worte' were entrusted after the author's
death, gave this definition of a "

winged
word "

: a winged word is a saying, expres-
sion, or name, no matter of what language,
which is constantly and generally quoted,
and of which neither author nor origin can be
traced. Now, it should be generally known
that the first Prussian king began to reign on
the 18th of January, 1701, from which terminus
a quo we must infer that our expression
cannot be older than two centuries. Secondly,
a genuine proverb can only be couched in the

Our phrase is French in form
; thus, if it were

a real adage, the French nation must have
had numerous opportunities of working for a
Prussian king, wherein they had their labour
for their pains. If nothing else, the very
form would show that it must have had a
purely literary origin, being the product of

a French esprit, and, further, it is clear that

he belonged to 'the eighteenth century. And
to which king does the phrase refer 1 The

founder of the Prussian royal dignity, Frede-

rick I., is out of the question. He spent
more than he had, and rewarded the services

rendered him over-munificently, to the ruin

of his country. To him succeeded Frederick

William L, a coarse man, but whose quiet

greatness his own countrymen have come

only lately to appreciate, who as an adminis-

trator was superior to all his successors, even
to his great son, who learnt all that he did

in that line in his father's hard schooling.
He who studies the reign of that reviled and
railed-at monarch recognizes with a feeling
of reverence that never a prince deserved
more the title of pater patrice. He had to

be economical and mind every penny if he
wished to heal the wounds of his little king-
dom, cruelly wasted by plagues, fires, and,
above all, the reckless dissipation of his pre-
decessor, mimicking Le Roi Soleil. From a

superficial point of view he may be styled
stingy ;

but as he never allowed a Frenchman,
or, in fact, a foreigner, to work for him,
politically or otherwise, they had no occasion
to complain of his stinginess. So only
Frederick the Great remains as the possible
object of the squib under discussion. He
was economical, too, but not to Frenchmen,
whom he paid very handsomely ; Voltaire
received a princely remuneration for deigning
to reside at the Prussian Court. Therefore,
it can only have arisen in his political rela-

tions with France, and it is highly probable
that, as has been supposed, it was applied to
the Due de Soubise, who, by allowing himself
to be beaten so piteously at Rossbach, may
be said, in a mariner, to have worked for the
Prussian king. In conclusion, MR. FRANCIS
KING is perfectly right in his suggestion that
the source may be hidden among the political
memoirs of the eighteenth century.

G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

UPRIGHT BURIAL (9
th S. xi. 465, 514). In

Oliver Hey wood's 'Register' is the following
entry:

"
Oct. 28, 1684. Captain Taylor's wife,

of Brighouse, buried in her garden, with head
upwards, standing upright, by her husband,
daughter, and other Quakers."
In Marvin's ' Last Words of Distinguished

Men and Women '

(edition of 1902, p. 44) is a
notice of Mrs. Norton, of Pawling, N.Y., who
was buried sitting upright in a rocking-chair.

S. Baring-Gould, in
4

Curiosities of Olden
Times' (also quoted by Marvin), gives an
account of a man in Normandy who was
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buried "at night in his bed, comfortably
tucked in, with pillows and coverlets, as he
had died." GKISWOLD S. BURR.
Troy, N.Y.

To the instances of upright burial men-
tioned by ME. HAEEY HEMS may be added
that which occurs in the church (originally
an ancient structure) of All Saints, Narburgh,
in Norfolk, which contains some ancient
monuments to the family of Spelman. En-
closed in one of the pillars, so that the
inscription is directly against his face, is

the body, in an upright position, of Clement
Spelman, Recorder of Nottingham, who
died in 1679. Was it to typify the vigilance
of the soldier that captains in the army
were anciently buried in the upright posi-
tion ? The body of the eccentric Capt.
Backhouse was deposited in the coffin in an
upright position within a niche or recess
in the western wall of a sepulchre which
was erected in his own grounds under his
own superintendence, about a mile from
Great Missenden, in Buckinghamshire. His
remains were, however, interred seven years
later in the churchyard of Great Missenden.
The following is quoted from Hearne's *

Col-
lection of Antiquarian Discourses,' vol. i.

p. 212, by Mr. England Hewlett, F.S.A., in
an interesting essay on '

Burial Customs '
in

the Westminster Jteview, 1893, p. 169 :

" For them above the ground buryed I have by
tradition heard, that when anye notable captayne
dyed in battle or carape, the souldyers used to take
his bodye, and to sette him on his feete uprighte,
and put his launce or pike into his hand, and then
his fellowe souldyers did travell, and everye man
bringe so much earthe and .laye about him as
should cover him, and mount up to cover the top of
his pike."

Thomas Cooke, who was a Governor of the
Bank of England from 1737 to 1739, and who
had formerly been a merchant residing in

Constantinople, died at Stoke Newington,
12 Aug., 1752, and by his directions his body
was carried to Morden College, Blackheath,
of which he was a trustee ; it was taken out
of the coffin and buried in a winding-sheet
upright in the ground, according to the
Eastern custom. See Robinson's 'History
and Antiquities of Stoke Newington,' ibid.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

SHAKESPEAEE'S SEVENTY - SIXTH SONNET
(9

th S. x. 125, 274, 412, 495, 517 ;
xi. 96, 249,

493). When Ben Jonson said that Shake-
speare wanted art he stated what every
student of Shakespeare has felt to be true.
The poet did lack the faculty of creating effec-
tive dramatic situations ; witness the frequent
use he makes of the feeble device of disguise

by
of one character by another. When Jonson

expressed the wish that Shakespeare had
blotted out a thousand lines, he was but

uttering the wish of a scholar that Shake-

speare had taken more trouble with his work,
for then the result would have been nearer
that perfection which appealed to the

scholarly mind of Ben Jonson. ME. STRONACH
terms these criticisms

" severe strictures." I

confess they do not appear to me to have any
special severity. On the contrary, I have

always been glad Ben Jonson uttered them,
for they help to humanize Shakespeare, rais-

ing him, on the one hand, from the dull clod

the Baconians would have us believe him to

have been, and, on the other, bringing him
down from that position of fleshless abstrac-

tion in which he is viewed by Teutonic
critics. They have this merit also : they at

least prove that Shakespeare was an author.

Surely it is self-evident that the word
"sweat," to which ME. STEONACH attaches

seeming importance, has a purely figurative

meaning. The word is intended to convey
the idea of intense mental effort. Compare
Dickens's account of his feelings after he had
written the death of Little Nell. Dickens
had a ready enough pen, but 1 should say he
sweated in the Jonsonian sense over that

portion of the ' Old Curiosity Shop.'
As for Leonard Digges, I agree with ME.

STEONACH that it is no wonder the editors

refused his lines admission to the Folio ;
but

if the lines were rejected because of their

obvious untruthfulness, is not that a good
reason for believing that the lines which did

appear in the Folio were true 1 In the First

Folio, at the head of Jonson's lines, appear
these words :

" To the memory of my beloved,
the author, Master William Shakespeare, and
what he has left us." As the Folio was pub-
lished in 1623 and Bacon died in 1626, how
could the last six words refer to a man who
was still alive 1

It is here that the Baconian argument
appears so utterly weak. Here is one of the

strongest bits of evidence against the whole
Baconian theory, and yet we are asked to

believe, without any evidence adduced, that

when Jonson wrote the word "
Shakespeare

"

he really meant "
Bacon," or (to use a plain,

ugly, but exact word) to believe that Jonson
was simply a liar. Really, if we are to adopt
this method of argument, it will be quite

possible to prove anything about anybody.
And this brings me once more to ME.

CEAWFOED'S articles. ME. CEAWFOED says
Jonson copied from Bacon. Well, not being
a Baconian, he could scarcely say anything
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else, But why is such an explanation ac-

cepted by the Baconians'? Bacon gives ex-

pression to a thought, and the same thought,
possibly expressed in slightly different lan-

guage, occurs in Shakespeare. Bacon gives
expression to another thought, which is

found expressed in exactly the same terms
in Ben Jonson. Why should we make a
different deduction in the one case from the
other? To say that Bacon died in 1626 and
the *

Discoveries
' was published in 1641 does

not meet the case, for you have only got to
assume that Bacon handed the work to his

secretary, with instructions to publish it

fifteen years after his death, and the whole
thing is explained ;

and it must be remem-
bered that the making of assumptions cannot
be limited to one side in an argument.

W. E. WILSON.
Hawick.

I doubt whether Shakspeare read, or
could have read, Cicero, Horace, Juvenal, and
Plautus in the original. He understood a
little Latin, but he could not have read these
authors freely. He seems to have had some
knowledge of one play of Plautus. Dr.
Farmer, in commenting on an observation
of Warburton, said :

" Had Shakspeare read Juvenal in the original
he had met with

De temone Britanno
Excidit Arviragus,

and
Uxorem, Posthume, duds'*

We should
^

not then have had continually in
'Cymbeline' Arviriigus and Posthumus. Should it
be said that (juantity in the fornier word might be
forgotten, it is clear from a mistake in the latter
that Shakspeare could not possibly have read any
one of the Roman poets."

Poets accidentally hit upon the same
thoughts, and an English poet may get at
the thought of a Latin poet otherwise than
by reading Latin. Shakspeare, apparently,
must have known something of Plautus when
he wrote 'The Comedy of Errors'; yet no
translation of that date of Plautus, I believe,
has been discovered. Shakspeare may have
known the 'Menaechmi' in a way similar to
that in which Byron knew 'Faust.' Byron
did not know German, but he got a know-
ledge of Goethe's '

Faust,' which he utili/ed,
from Shelley, who did know German. I
believe that Shakspeare's classical attain-
ments were very limited. His knowledge of
the Trojan war was derived chiefly from the
Troy Book ' and Chaucer, and he may have
got something from Ovid's 'Metamorphoses.'
If he had seen a translation of the '

Iliad
'

he
could not have studied it. I doubt whether
his knowledge of yEneas and Dido was

derived from Virgil. In ' Timon of Athens '

and 'Troilus and Cressida' he paints with

the colours of his own genius; but we see

that the characters which he draws are not

Greeks, and that the writer of the last-named

play could have had little or no knowledge
of the 'Iliad.' It has been remarked that

Thersites must have been taken from that

poem, because he is not mentioned in the

English works on the Trojan war from which

Shakspeare drew his materials ; but two
lines in Ovid's 'Metamorphoses' mention
Thersites by name and portray his character.

Steevens observed that ignorance of Virgil is

shown in the lines from 'The Merchant of

Venice
'

:

In such a night
Stood Dido with a willow in her hand
Upon the wild sea-banks, and waved her love
To come again to Carthage.

This is very pretty, but it is not Virgil.
Shakspeare, however, gets nearer to Virgil
in the following from * Midsummer Night's
Dream,' if by fire he means the funeral pyre;
but I think that he means the fire of love or

indignation :

And by that fire that burned the Carthage queen
When the false Trojan under sail was seen.

However that may be,
' Midsummer Night's

Dream' is a complete anachronism with its

convents and fairies, and its mention of
/Eneas and Dido in the time of Theseus. In
'Cymbeline' there is a reference to Sinon
which is sufficiently accurate. The accounts
of the awakening of Priam in

'

Henry IV.,'
and of his murder in 'Hamlet,' are almost
burlesque. In 'Antony and Cleopatra'
Antony, m expressing a hope that he will
meet Cleopatra after death, says :

Dido and her ^Eneas shall want troops,And all the haunt be ours.

Anybody who has read the 'yEneid' knows
that Dido showed horror and detestation of
vhneas, and fled from him when she saw him
in the infernal regions. It is easy to alter
yhneas to Sichseus, and the mention of ^Eneas
might be thought inadvertency in Shak-
speare, were there not similar errors in his
plays.

I have noticed some resemblances between
hhakspeare and the Latin poets. I believe
them to be quite accidental. I will pointthem out m case no one else has done so.
Juvenal, m the tenth satire, has these lines :

Unus 1 ellaeo juveni non sufficit orbis
/Kstuat mfelix angusto limite mundi

'

r^^*f?J* Par.^e Seripho.

fUWUVUB V3HU

In the '

First Part of Henry IV ' thp Prin
when he kills Hotspur, speaks thus :-

'
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Ill-weaved ambition, how much art thou shrunk !

When that this body did contain a spirit,

A kingdom for it was too small a bound ;

But now two paces of the vilest earth

Is room enough.

Shakspeare has in
*

Cymbeline
'

a line with
a thought similar to one of Horace, though
differently expressed :

Cowards father cowards, and base things sire base.

This will remind readers of a stanza in one
of Horace's odes :

Fortes creantur fortibus et bonis :

Est in juvencis, est in equis patrum
Virtus ; neque imbellem feroces

Progenerant aquilse columbam.

Horace may be remembered in 'Twelfth

Night':
My master loves her dearly :

And I, poor monster, fond as much on him :

And she, mistaken, seems to dote on me.

Somewhat so :

Insignem tenui fronte Lycorida
Cyri torret amor : Cyrus in asperam
Declinat Pholoen, &c.

Shakspeare and Virgil have hyperboles
which resemble one another :

Surges
Which wash both heaven and hell.

'Pericles.'

Tollimur in coelum curvato gurgite, et idem
Subducta ad Manes imos desidimus unda.

Book III.

Rush on his host as doth the melted snow
Upon the valleys ; whose low vassal seat
The Alps doth spit and void his rheum upon.

'

Henry V.'

Although the image is somewhat altered,
the above lines remind one of the verse of
Horace :

Furius hibernas cana nive conspuet Alpes.

E. YARDLEY.

WESLEY'S PORTRAIT BY KOMNEY (9
th S. xi.

447, 516). Neither of the portraits men-
tioned at the latter reference is the original
engraved portrait by Romney to which
Wesley refers in his

'

Diary,' although both
may be described as versions of the original
(with considerable variations, however), which
was engraved by Spilsbury in 1789, and of
which an excellent reduced photographic
reproduction is given as a frontispiece in
Messrs. Hutchinson's recently issued edition
of Southey 's

'

Life of Wesley.' If the querist
will communicate with me I may be able to
assist him. W. ROBERTS.
Royal Societies Club, S.W.

1 am much obliged to the contributors of
the two replies to my query which appear at
the second reference, and to MR. PIERPOINT

especially for information privately supplied.
I am told by another private correspondent,
on the authority of an article in the Wesleyan
Methodist Magazine for 189G, pp. 176-8, that
Mr. Walter R. Cassells has the original por-
trait by Romney, having purchased it at
Christie's for 500Z., and that the one at
"
C.C.C., Oxford "

(sic), is a replica. I sup-
pose that "

C.C.C." here is an error for Christ
Church. The portrait in the possession of
the Rev. G. Stringer Rowe is said to be
another replica. C. C. B.

HIUNG-NU OR HUNS (9
th S. xi. 509). I pre-

sume MR. ACKERLEY knows De Guignes's
'Histoire Ge'nerale des Huns' (1756-8). He
first propounded the theory that theHiung-nu
of the Chinese annals were the same people
as the Huns, which drew forth the remark
from Voltaire that "

c'est une etrange entre-

prise de vouloir prouver par des pieces authen-
tiques que les Huns yinrent autrefois du
nord de la Chine en Sibe'rie." A great deal
has been written about the subject since, but
in my opinion very little has been added to
our knowledge on the subject. Friedrich
Hirth communicated a paper entitled

' Ueber
Wolga-Hunnen und Hiung-nu' to theBavarian
Academy in 1899

; but, owing to typographi-
cal difficulties, the full text of his paper
could not be published at Munich, but
was to be printed by the St. Petersburg
Academy. Mr. E. H. Parker, British Consul
at Kiuugchow, in his

' A Thousand Years of
the Tartars

'

(Shanghai, 1895), has translated,
so he states, everything to be found in Chinese
sources about the Hiung-nu. L. L. K.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles.
Edited by J. A. H. Murray. Vol. VIII. Part II.
R Reactive. By W. A. Craigie, M. A. (Oxford,
Clarendon Press.)

THE latest instalment of the 'New English Dic-
tionary,' issued under the direction of Mr. Craigie,
contains 112 pages, and constitutes virtually, though
not absolutely, a double section, sixteen pages
which belong to it having been previously given
with the letter Q. It contains 1,434 main words,
this number being increased by subordinate entries,
combinations, &c., to 3,703, against 257 in Johnson
and 1,440 in the '

Century.' Illustrative quotations,
moreover, number 14,182, against 1,731 in the best
equipped of competitors. Few words com paratively
having, we are told, required extensive treatment,
the number given is above the average. A notable
feature is also, it is said,

" the prevalence of groups
of monosyllabic words having the same form, but of
different origin and meaning." Striking examples
of this are supplied by race, rack, rag, rail, rake,
rap, rape, rash, rat, rate, rave, and ray. The first
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thing that strikes us is that the part was printed a

week or two too early to include the word radium,
the latest important introduction into the language.
So much is it likely to be used that we regret it is not

in its place, though an encyclopaedia is, of course,

the proper work in which to look for it. Very
interesting is the history of the letter r itself, which
in England is generally untrilled. The connexion of

r with the months during which oysters are in

season is dwelt upon, and some particulars are

supplied as to the manner in which, in words such

as dtrk and sergeant, the sound of er became ar. This
is commonest in proper names, such as Berkeley,

Hervey, Derby, &c., but Parson is really 2)erson

(persona). The three R's reading, writing, and
arithmetic are also the subject of comment.
Kal)bit used expletively,

" Rabbit it,'' is held to be

probably a fanciful alteration of rat in od 'ra^ = drat
it. Under rabble, rabblement, &c., nothing is said

concerning rdble, the broad back of a peasant, so

we suppose there is no connexion between the
words. /tore=running, rush of water, &c., is of

obscure etymology. In the case of many monosyl-
labic words in general use similar uncertainty as to

origin prevails. It is curious to find early forms of

racoon in rahaugcurns, raugroiiffhcums, arathconc,
rarowcnn, &c. A quotation from Motteux's Rabe-
lais gives raddlt '/ fuddled, which is said to be of

obscure origin. Might it have the sense of raddled,

coarsely coloured ? Drink has sometimes this effect.

Kayc is held to be kindred with rabbia. l\aid, a
hostile and predatory incursion, an armed foray, is

said to owe its revival to Scott. Hail., a woman's
garment, furnishes opportunity for valuable com-
ment. Kail, to use abusive language, is said to be
of uncertain origin. Hail-way is h'rst used in 1776'.

Jtalcf=si man of loose habits, is an abridgment of

rakehell, also written rakfl ; rakeshame is an uncom-
mon form introduced 1599 and sanctioned by Whit-
tier. Ramble is said to be of obscure formation, and
is compared with rumble. Kampageous is not met
with until 1822. Rank in its various senses repays
close study. Under ranxom consult the proverbial
phrase "a king's ransom," r..7., "A peck of March
dust is worth a king's ransom." Under such deriva-
tives from rant as rantipo/e, ran(tr,&c., much curious
information is given. The Primitive Methodists
were called Ranters so early as 1823. 7frryy

= a small
coin "not worth e rap" is another word of
obscure origin, and rascal yet another. The vary-
ing meanings of the latter word are of great
interest. Before Milton's rat In- primrose we have,
in

'

England's Helicon,'
"
the rathe and timely

primrose." In 1813 Scott, in
'

Rokeby,' also speaks
of rathe, primrose. Lowell applies rathe to the
anemone.

Memorial* of Old Northamptonshire. Edited by
Alice Dryden. (Bemrose & Sons.)

Miss DRYDEN, in this valuable addition to the
history of Northamptonshire, does not seek to
encroach upon the provinces of the county history
or guide-book ; she has included her father's notes,
which have hitherto only been accessible to a
limited number in the pages of the Architectural
Societies' reports. These have been cut down so as
to bring them to a level of more general interest
without impairing their value. The contents are
by several writers. Miss Dryden's contributions
include '

Northamptonshire Villages,' and she claims
that the term " undiscovered

"
would almost apply

to the county, "so little is known of its beauties

and associations by the general public. A good

many know it as the home of the Pytchley, famous

amongst packs in a famous fox-hunting district;

the student of architecture may know it as the

setting of some of his fairest gems ;
but it is quite

unusual to put Northamptonshire as a happy hunt-

ing-ground for lovers of pretty scenery and good
buildings, having historical associations to ennoble

and sanctify them both." Pleasant as the scenery

is, "the buildings of the past, both ecclesiastical

and domestic, are the glory of the county. North-

amptonshire has been specially fortunate in pro-

ducing everything requisite for building, and having

always been rich, its inhabitants have left behind
them such grand legacies to posterity as Peter-

borough Cathedral, the monumental work of the

Fenland monks; Burghley House, built by the

great Cecil ; Kirby Hall, now, alas ! in ruins, a

palace of Sir Christopher Hatton ;
Rushton Hall,

the home of Sir Thomas Tresham "
; and many

others included by Miss Dryden. Norden, one
of its earliest historians, said the county contained
" more spires and more squires than any other

county." One has said of it
" more mires

"
; another,

" more haughtiness and less hospitality
"

; and
another, "springs and spinsters." Norden has also

written,
" No Shire within this Realme can answere

the like number of Noblemen." The numerous
villages contain well-built stone houses, many of
them being of the seventeenth and latter part of
the sixteenth centuries. Of the market crosses, an
interesting one is in the centre of Brigstock, a well-

preserved structure of Renaissance design. It has
engraved on two sides of its head the royal arms,
and on the other two "E.R., 1586," marking the
date of its erection. On the shaft, in commemora-
tion of our other queens, is cut "A.R., 1705," and
"V.R., 1887." At Helpston there is a "

charming
cross of fourteenth-century work," a solid octagon
on circular steps, with pilasters and crocketed
gables. The shaft is a tapering octagonal monolith.
Astrop, at the southern end of the county, seems,
through the discovery of the virtues of a mineral
spring, to have been at one time a fashionable
resort, and to have attracted so many visitors that
assemblies for cards and balls were rife Some
curious old lines, published in 1786, on the abolition
of the Goose Feast there, would show that the
wells were then out of date :

Where were ye, cacklers of the Wells,
Ye brilliant beaus and lovely belles ?

Astrop, once esteemed so clever,Now sinks for ever and for ever.

Miss Dryden also writes on 'The Northampton-
shire Homes of George Washington's Ancestors '

4 Ihe Royal Forests,'
'

Sir Christopher Hatton and
his Homes,' and '

Queen Eleanor's Crosses,' North-
amptonshire possessing two of the original (ofwhich there are now but three remaining), one at
Geddmgton and the other at Northampton. Of
these illustrations are given. Mr. M. Jourdain
contributes ' The History of Northampton Town,'Ihe Gunpowder Plot,' 'feir Thomas Tresham and
his Symbolic Buildings,' and 'Fotheringhay and
}m,

Me
,
mor

}
e8 -'

r
The subjects of other papers are

The Castle of Tichmarsh,' by the late Sir H.
Dryden ; The Monumental Effigies,' by Mr. Albert
Hartshorne

; The Northamptonshire Militia in the
Reigns of King Henry VIII. and Queen Elizabeth,'
by Sir H. Dryden ; Fawsley,' by the Lady Knight-
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ley;
*

Hospital dedicated to St. John the Baptisi
at Northampton,' by Sir H. Dryden ;

' John Dryden
in Northamptonshire,' by Mr. Percy Mundy ; anc

'Drayton,' by Mr. W. Ryland Adkins. The book
contains a number of beautiful illustrations, anc
should be read by all interested in Northampton
shire, while there is much of interest for the anti

quary and general reader.

MR. MALLOCK writes in the Fortnightly on * The
Secret of Carlyle's Life,' and vindicates Froude
from the accusations recklessly brought against
him. We hold no brief for Froude, but knew the

man, and were convinced that a vindication of his

conduct would be supplied. Prof. Butcher sends
some very interesting recollections of Dean Bradley.
Mr. Maurice Gerothwohl analyzes 'Joyzelle,' the
latest drama of M. Maurice Maeterlinck. Part iii.

of Mr. Churton Collins's 'Had Shakespeare read
the Greek Tragedies?' concludes the series, and
suggests that he had read them in Latin transla-

tions. An account of the remarkable 'Goncourt
Academy

'

is given by M. J. H. Rosny, who is him-
self a member. In ' The Old Thatched Rectory
and its Birds,' contributed to the Nineteenth Cen-

tury, are some delightful descriptions of avineways.
The author commends the word nunny-watch to the
editor of the '

Dialect Dictionary.' Dr. Wright has,

however, passed the point at which it should have
been inserted. It is a curious word, for the mean-
ing of which we must refer the reader to the article.

Mr. Ernest Rhys deals with ' The Masques of Inigo
Jones.' Mr. C. L. Eastlake sends in "an

appre-
ciation" of Thackeray, and Mr. C. M. Gaskell
writes hopefully on ' The Pollution of our Rivers.'

One who seeks to cleanse the streams of the West
Riding needs an active faith, since he will have to

"remove mountains" of filth. In the Pall Mall
Mr. Outram Tristram describes

' Hever Castle and
Anne Boleyn.' In addition to views, interior and
exterior, of the edifice, there is a portrait, after

Holbein, of the ill-starred queen. 'The Queen's
Quair,' by Mr. Maurice Hewlett, is continued.
Articles appear on ' M. Paul Cambon,'

'

Literary
Geography,' and '

Bjornstjerne Bjornson.' Mr.
Aflalo's

'

Prisoners at the Zoo '

is readable. In

describing Compton Wynyates, in the Cornhill,
the Rev. W. H. Mutton says Thomson's ' Castle of

Indolence' is a work no one reads to-day. How
far are men justified in making such assertions?

We read it, know it, and could quote stanzas.

Mr. Stephen Gwynn gives an account of Father

Dolling, E. V. B. describes pleasingly
' The Weeds

of the Garden,' and Sir Herbert Maxwell writes on
4 The Annals of our Army.'

* Letters to a Young
Writer' arouses curiosity as to the writer. Among
other subjects Mr. Lang, in 'At the Sign of the

Ship' in Longman's, writes on the unfortunate

Froude-Carlyle controversy, and is gentle and judi-
cious in statement. Mr. Paul Fountain describes

'Canada in the Sixties.' In an excellent number
of the Gentleman's

'

Elephant and Camel Lore '

will appeal most directly to our readers. The
most interesting part of Scribner's is General
Gordon's description of the war, the present instal-

ment of which consists of an animated account
of the battle of Gettysburg. Mr. Arthur Hem ing
has a well-illustrated account of 'The Canadian
Rivermen.' Mr. Leary describes 'The Cedars of

Lebanon,' the illustrations to which are from

photographs. Some reproductions in colours are

attractive.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.
THE catalogue of Messrs. R. D. Dickinson & Co.

consists mainly of modern theological works. We
note among others a '

Selected Library of the Nicene
and Ante -Nicene Fathers,' 14 vols., 1886, and
McClintock and Strong's 'Cyclopaedia of Biblical,
Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature,' 12 vols. ;

'Spurgeon's Sermons,' 43 vols., in fine bindings;
and various Baptist publications. Works of more
general interest to our readers are Behmen's '

Mystic
Works,' translated by Law, 4 vols., 4to, 1764, and
a complete set of 'The Survey of Western and
Eastern Palestine by the Palestine Exploration
Fund,' 14 vols., many of which are now out of
print.

Messrs. Parker & Sons, of Oxford, also send a
theological catalogue, which includes many Bibles
and Testaments, with concordances, Hebrew, Greek,
Latin, and English. Patristic works follow, many
of them in ancient editions, which, though fallen
from their former high estate, still fetch fair prices.
Collections of bulls, decrees of councils, &c., are
mentioned, some of them in many volumes, and
of great interest to the ecclesiastical historian.
Works by Newman, Pusey, &c., abound, as do those
on Palestine and kindred subjects.
Much more miscellaneous is the collection of

books catalogued by Mr. James Roche, of Oxford
Street. These comprise an original subscription
edition, in five volumes, fine condition, of Lavater's
'

Essays on Physiognomy,' with plates by Blake,
Bartolozzi, &c. ; a complete edition of Pistolesi's
' Ancient Rome '

; a collection of speeches in Par-
liament by Pitt, Erskine, Burke, &c., forming
twenty-eight volumes ; Pearson's dramatic reprints ;Maidment and Logan's

'

Dramatists of the Resto-
ration

'

; a large-paper series of British Novelists '

and ' British Essayists
'

; Oxberry's
' New English

Drama,' in 15 vols. ; Hayward's
'

Essays
'

; Hipkins's
Musical Instruments '

; and many scarce illustrated
works of a class which the book-lover expects to
find in Mr. Roche's collection. A reprint of
the 'Monument du Costume' of Retif de ]a Bre-
tonne, 1876, is advertised as Moreau's masterpiece.
The first edition of this, when it can be found
which is not often, is now worth some thousands of
Francs.

'

Archaeologia Scotica,' 9 vols., 4to, 1792
bo 1890, is described as very rare, as is Bunsen's
'

Works,' library edition, in 18 vols. There are manyworks on India, some of them scarce ; and a good
copy of Wilkinson's '

Londina Illustrata.' A num-
jer of entries under Scotland and Thackeray may
be studied with advantage. Boydell's

'

Shakespeare?
announced as a magnificent copy, is priced 18^. 18s.

Mr. T. Thorp, of Reading, always commands
he regard of the bibliophile. He dra\vs special
attention to some early editions of the works of
Vliss Burney, many of which are in great demand.
Five volumes of 'The Wanderer' in the original
boards are priced 121. 12.9., and other works are
jroportionately costly. Chaucer, 1598, is priced
81. 10s., which contrasts with the sum for which it
was sold a few years ago. Coryat's

'

Crudities '

with a plate wanted, is 91. 15s.
' Le Moniteur de la

Mode,' in 40 vols., contains the coloured fashion
)lates for which a demand has recently set in
Delony's 'Garland of Good Will,' first edition we
assume, is now very scarce. We do not recall
;he sale of a copy. Duckett's privately printed
Charters, &c., of Cluny' will interest archaeologists
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It is amusing to see Flatman, happily named,
treated as a poet. For this Mr. Gosse is perhaps
responsible. There are several illustrated Gram-
nionts : some heraldic books and M$5s : a Kelm-
scott Chaucer; a 1762 'Contes' of La Fontaine;
some scarce works of law ; Blomefield's

' .Norfolk ;

Mr. Wheatley's edition of Pepys ; Pyne's
'

Royal
Residences,' 22/. 10*. The Retrospective Review has

fallen sadly out of demand, but deserves to lift up
gain its head. Rousseau's 'Emile,' 1771, large

paper; Shaw's ' Dresses of the Middle Ages,' 1843;

Shelley's 'Prometheus Unbound,' first edition, and
some interesting works on sporting, Scotland, &c.,

are also to be found.

Mr. Ireland, of Torquay, catalogues some scarce

engraved portraits by Bartolozzi and others, and
chromos of the Arundel Society. A Bacon's

'Advancement of Learning,' 1633, has, somewhat
superfluously, a mention of Shakespeare between
brackets. The two men are not yet accepted as

identical. Priced at 6V. 6V is Barclay's
'

Apology for

the Quakers,' the first English edition. Readers

seeking to complete
' N. & Q.' may be referred to

' articles 399-402.
' Scotland Delineated,' with views

by Turner, Stanfield, Creswick, &c., seems cheap at

7/. 10x. Under India, Scotland, and other headings
are works of interest.

Another catalogue of Messrs. Rim ell deals with
illustrated books on the fine arts, and overflows
with attractions. To do justice to it we must
examine most of the classes. We extract a few
only for mention : the works on architecture of

J. and R. Adam; the '

Dictionnaire Raisonnc' of

Viollet-le-Duc ; Meyrick's 'Ancient Armour '

; Brit-
ton's 'Cathedral Antiquities' and other works;
illustrated catalogues of the Burlington Fine-Arts
Club ; a complete set of Royal Academy catalogues ;

Tempest's 'Cryes of the City of London'; Martinet's
' Galerie Militaire,' and countless books of costume ;

Pergolesi's
'

Designs of Vases,' &c. ; Duplessis-
Bertaux's 'Tableaux Historiques de la Revolution';
Chippendale's 'Gentleman and Cabinet Maker's
Directory,' 1754-62 ; Gray's

'

Poems,' inlaid and
extra- illustrated ; a set of Lacroix's works on
the Middle Ages ; Japanese picture books ; many
costly works on miniatures ; views of French
castles and mansions ; Knight's

'

Gallery of Por-
traits

'

; Young's
' Turkish Portraits

'

; Hodgkin's
'Rariora'; Ackermann's ' Microcosm of London';
Ruskin's 'Modern Painters' and 'Stones of
Venice '

; Boydell's
'

Shakespeare
'

; Strange's
'

Col-
lection of Historical Prints '; Rogers's 'Italy' and
other works illustrated by Turner, and a series of
Whistler etchings.

The catalogue of Mr. Richard Cameron, of Edin-
burgh, is principally noteworthy for Scottish anti-

quarian and genealogical works : Douglas's
'

Peerage
and Baronage'; Stodart's 'Scottish Arms'; Mac-
Gibbon's

'

Castellated and Domestic Architecture of
Scotland

1

; Gordon's 'Genealogical Account of the
Earldom of Sutherland '

;

' The Somers Tracts '

;

Drummond's 'Ancient Scottish Arms'; 'National
MSS. of Scotland, 1867-71

'

; and Kay's
'

Portraits of
Edinburgh Characters.' Under Burns, Scott, and
similar Scottish headings are many works of
interest.

Mr. Thin, also of Edinburgh, catalogues a large
collection of books on Scottish history and poetry,
Shakespeariana, philology, and other comprehensive
headings. A cheap copy of 'The Encyclopedic
Dictionary

'

also appears.

In the latest of Messrs. Sotheran's monthly cata-

logues we find a good library set (119 volumes)

of 'The Annual Register'; a priced catalogue of

the Perkins sale; 'The Restoration Dramatists,

large paper on vellum, one of four copies, priced

60 guineas ; Napoleon's great work on
(
Egypt,

Temple de Gnide,' 1772, large paper, with double

set of illustrations, bound by Lortic, priced 951. a

copy of the quarto issue, also in a binding by Lortic,
was sold for 7,900 francs in the Mortier sale (this

information is from Cohen's
' Guide de 1'Amateur ') ;

Montaigne, by Florio, 1632, priced 6^. 15s. ; Motley's
'Works,' extra -illustrated, 28/. lO.v. ; Hodgson's
'Northumberland,' large paper; 45 vols. of the
Ibis ; the Palaeographical Society Publications ;

Pater's 'Works'; Smith's 'Rabelais'; Ranke's
'

Historical Works,' and Drake's ' Eboracum.'

Mr. James Colemari, of Tottenham, has an inter-

esting catalogue of manuscripts of early court rolls,

deeds, and charters. It also contains a good many
pedigrees.

Mr. Charles Higham's Midsummer catalogue in-

cludes a selection from the library of the late Dean
of Canterbury. Among the items is a copy of Dr.

Pusey's
' What is of Faith as to Everlasting Punish-

ment ?
'

This contains a three-page autograph letter
of Pusey's, thanking Dean Farrar for his courtesy
and kindness expressed in a letter to the Guardian,
and also dealing with the question of

" Eternal
Hope." The catalogue contains a number of works
on missions, foreign and colonial, also a consider-
able quantity of Roman Catholic literature.

Mr. William Bryce, of Edinburgh, has a special
catalogue of books in theology and religion, philo-
sophy and classics.

THE first four volumes of the Clarendon Press
edition of

' The Letters of Horace Walpole,' edited
by Mrs. Paget Toynbee, will be ready in November.
There will be sixteen volumes in all. Mrs. Toynbee
has obtained the use of over 400 letters not included
in the latest edition of the collected letters. Many
of these have never before been printed. Passages
suppressed are restored. The notes, except those
written by Horace Walpole himself, have been
compiled anew by Mrs. Toynbee, who has also
prepared an analytical index. The work will be
illustrated by photogravure portraits of Walpoleand his circle and by facsimiles.
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SIR FERDINANDO GORGES, LORD
PALATINE OF MAINE.

(See ante, p. 21.)

IT is advisable at this point to make some
mention of !Sir Ferdinando's son and grand-
son, to show their connexion with the Province
of Maine. I also give some notes taken from
the public records.

Sir Ferdinando's eldest surviving son John
(afterwards Col.) Gorges was born on 23 April,
1593. He was a member of Parliament
for county Somerset in 1650, and for Taunton
in 1654. He died on 6 April, 1656, and was
buried at St. Margaret's, Westminster (his
will proved 1 June, 1657). He married first,

at St. James's, Clerkenwell, on 31 July, 1628,
the Lady Fynes, daughter of the Earl of

Lincoln, and secondly Mary, daughter of Sir

John Mead e, of Wendon Loftus, co. Essex,
who died a year after her husband, and was
also buried at St. Margaret's, Westminster,
on 15 September, 1657. Unlike his father,
Col. John Gorges served under Cromwell
during the Civil War. He had five children

by his second wife, but the only one that will

concern us is the eldest, named Ferdinando,
after his grandfather. This Ferdinando

Gorges was born at Wendon Loftus, co. Essex,
on 19 August, 1630 [?], and died at Ashley,
co. Wilts, on 25 January, 1718, aged eighty-
nine years. He married as his second wife

Mary, eldest daughter of Thomas Archdale,
of Loats, near Chipping Wycombe, co. Bucks,
Ssq., at St. Bride's Church, London, on
22 May, 1660. There is a monument in

Ashley Church, co. Wilts, with the following
nscription :

"Near this place lieth the body of Ferdinando
Gorges late of Westminster Esquire sometime
jrovernor of the Province of Maine in New Eng-
and. He was born at Loftus in Essex, grandson
and heir to Sir Ferdinando Gorges of Ashton Phil-

ips in the County of Somerset, Knight. He mar-
ried Mary the eldest daughter of Thomas Archdale
of Loats in Chipping Wycomb in the C Bucks
Esquire. They were eminent examples of virtue
and entirely happy in their mutual affections and
lad many children of whom only two survived
jheir indulgent and tender parents. He was
charitable and patient courteous and beneficent,
zealous and constant to the Church and a great
admirer of learning. He is interred in the same
grave in which Sir Theobald Gorges was buried
Anno Dom 1647 2nd son of the Marchioness of

Northampton and uncle to the Right Honourable
Richard Lord Gorges. Obiit Anno Dom 1718 set 89.

Virtus post funera vivit."

Evelyn, in his
'

Diary,' under date of 4 July,
1671, quotes :

" To Council, where we drew up and agreed to a
letter to be sent to New England, and made some
proposals to Mr. Ferdinando Gorges for his interest
in a plantation there."

In the State Papers under date of Decem-
ber, 1677, is the following :

"Case of Ferdinando Gorges presented to the
Lords of Trades and Plantations. Recapitulates
the grant of Maine to his grandfather Sir Ferdinando
Gorges, the sum spent in planting the Colony, the
loss of the Province owing to the troubles in Eng-
land, the restitution of the Province according to
the King's Order of 11 June, 1664. Seizure of the
Province by the Boston Government after three

years' quiet possession, contrary to the King's Man-
damus of 10 April, 1666. The disobedience of
several of the Bpstoners in refusing to come over at
the King's bidding. Prays that the Province may
be restored to him, that the persons who had dis-

obeyed the King's commands be sent over, and that
satisfaction be given to those who have suffered

only for acting according to the King's orders. Sir
Ferdinando Gorges was constituted Governor-
General overNew England, but the rebellion stopped
his going over, he serving the King in his wars in

England."

Again, under date of October, 1680, occurs
the following entry :

"Petition of the General Assembly of Maine
to the King The Massachusetts Government,
being owners by late purchase from the heirs of Sir
Ferdinando Gorges, His Majesty's Lieutenant and
their Chief Proprietor, and having notified the oath
of allegiance to them and having letters, and



having settled a Government according to Gorges'

Charter, pray
"

This is all that need be recorded here con-

cerning the descendants of Sir Ferdinando

Gorges and what they did in regard of this

vast property.
I must now refer back to the period of

twenty-five years between September, 1603,

and June, 1629, whilst he is still governing at

Plymouth, and constantly in communication
with the Government. I give a few excerpts.

In 1611 he informs the Earl of Salisbury that

English pirates are congregated off the Scilly

Isles, that several London merchants have

been captured by them, and that, in con-

sequence of measures he has taken to

disperse them, the pirates have sought

refuge in Ireland, and talk of joining the

Duke of Florence. Again in 1617 he writes

to Lord Salisbury, informing him that the

merchants of Plymouth think a small fleet

will not be of much use as a convoy against
the pirates of Algiers and Tunis, that their

trade is much injured, and that the only
means of suppressing the pirates is to make
war by sea and land against the Turks. He
writes in 1621 to Secretary Calvert, inform-

ing him of a French plot to land troops in

Ireland, and advises that all the coast towns
be put in state of defence, which is done.

In 1624 he communicates with the Earl of

Buckingham about the warlike preparations
of the King of Spain, and acquaints him
that dangerous factions have arisen in Ireland

and parts of England
"
will not presume

to offer advice, though sometimes thought
worthy to be consulted by the queen," but

suggests the importance of providing in peace
for war, points out the ruinous condition

of the forts and castles, which are utterly

defenceless, and grieves that he should have
lived to see the present state of Plymouth, &c.

In 1625 he is aboard his ship the Great

Neptune off Beachy Head, and conveys the

French ambassador to France; and on 16 May,
1626, he writes to Secretary Conway that
"
there are 80 great ships between the Lizard

and Looe, verily thought to be Spaniards,"
and that he "had ordered all the troops on
the coast to be ready on the first sound of

the drum," and had "given like directions

to the fleet in the harbour." On the 24th of

the same month he again writes :

"The captains assigned to keep the coast after

the departure of the fleet have complained of their

great want of men ;
he had furnished them with

70 or 80 musketeers, which he desired to have con-
firmed by the Council."

The mutinous clamours of the soldiers and the

murmurings of the country people had been

set forth by letters of the Commissioners to

the Council. On27 July, 1627, Sir Ferdinando

writes to Secretary Coke, reporting on the

military condition of Devon: It tne

king will aid them with 12 or 14 demi-

culverins for the defences along the coasts,

the county will supply the rest."
^Hemen

ions

the state of the trained bands, and says,

"It is four years since the Commissioners

reported the state of the Fort and the Island

(in Sir Ferdinando's charge),
" but nothing has

been done, and all things are further decayed.

There is neither port nor drawbridge but

must be new made, as no doubt the king

will recollect." The guards ought to be

strengthened, as "the French will hourly be

practising how they may be quittance of us.

They make great preparations for defence of

their own coasts." Desires leave to attend

the Lords to
"
give account of the particulars

referred to, and to urge on suggested designs

on the West Indies, deemed necessary to

advance our decayed honour." On 23 August
he again writes :

" There are on the coast six sail of great ships of

the French king, and two Biscayners lie off and on,

between Scilly and the coast of France, taking and

sinking all our nation that comes athwart them.

Within 12 days they have taken 8 of our colliers,

sinking 5, and carrying away the rest. Trade will

be impossible, to the destruction of the country,
and dishonour of the king's state and Government."

He writes many more letters

"states that the garrison of Plymouth have been

unpaid for 3^ years, that the soldiers are dying of

famine in consequence, that there is terrible sick-

ness amongst the crews of the neet, that the Fort is

a ruin and unguardable, that the soldiers say they
are used like dogs, that they have

rip
means to put

clothes on their backs, much less relieve their wives
and children."

Sir Ferdinando, finding all his applications
for monetary aid, munitions of war, and other
matters ignored, threw up his appointment
in disgust on 30 June, 1629, being suc-
ceeded by Sir James Bagg as Captain of Ply-
mouth Fort. Sir Ferdinando, however, took
command of a troop of horse in Devonshire,
but shortly after severed his long connexion
with the county in which he had done so

much, and been assisted so little, and retired
to Long Ashton, Bristol, where he carried on
his colonization scheme for America.
When in 1641 the Civil War came to a

climax Sir Ferdinando Gorges, now well
advanced in years, adhered to the king, and
concerted measures for the defence of the
city of Bristol, in consequence of which he
was denounced by the Parliament as a delin-

quent. Early in 1645, before the final battle
of Naseby had taken place, Sir Ferdinando,
who was then residing in Bristol at "the.
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Great House" (Sfc. Augustin's Back), enter-

tained King Charles I. and Queen Henrietta
Maria during their stay in that city.
In concluding this short sketch of a re-

markable man, who spent the whole of his

long life in the service of his country, through
three reigns, and whose work would fill a

volume, it may be well to append a copy
of his short will, taken from the Probate
Court of Wells, 1647, and entitled

' The Will
of Sir Ferdinando Gorges, Founder of the
State of Maine ':

" In the name of God Amen : The Ffourth day
of May in the yeare of our Lord God one thousand
six hundred fortie and seven. I Sir Ferdinando
Gorges of Long Ashton in the Countie of Somerset
Knight being sick of body but of good memory
thankes be given to God revoking all former wills
and testaments do make this my last will and testa-

ment in manner and form following. First I be-

queath my soule into the hands of Almighty God
my maker and redeemer hoping assuredly through
the death and passion of my Saviour Jesus Christ
to have remission of my sinnes and to be made par-
taker of life everlasting. And my body I commit
to the earth from which it came. Item I give unto
the poore the somme of Twentie pounds to be dis-

tributed att such time and in such manner as my
exrs herein named shall thinke fitt. The rest of all

my goods and chatties, debts and duties owing to
me whatsoever I do freely give and bequeath unto
my dearly beloved wife Dame Elizabeth Gorges
whom I do hereby make my sole exc of this my last
will and testament and I do desire my loving friends
John Bucklandof West Harptry and Samuel Gorges
of Wraxall in the Countie of Somerset Esquire to
be overseers of this my last will and testament and
to be assisting to my said exr as she shall have
occasion. In witness whereof to this my last will
and testament I have hereunto sett my hand and
seal even this fourth day of May Anno Dpm 1647.
" Memorandum that the fourth word in the first

line was interlined before the signing and sealing
hereof and was afterwards signed sealed and pub-
lished in the presence of S. Gorges, Jo Buckland.
Edward Bell, William Satchfield.-F. GORGES/''

THOKNE GEOKGE.

[Reference should also be made to the life of Sir
Ferdinando contributed to the * D.N.B.' by Prof.

Laughton and the authorities cited. We regret
that the name of CAPT. THORNE GEORGE was unfor-

tunately misprinted last week as " Thorne Drury."]

BRIDGE CHANTRY IN THE WEST RIDING.
ONE February morning, quiet and leaden

coloured, some months ago, I stood on a

sandy strip of ground beside the bridge
over the river Calder at Wakefield. Here,
more than four hundred years ago, the last

picture
of life stamped itself vividly in a

boy's dying eyes ; for it was here that,

according to tradition, the young Duke of
Rutland met his death after the famous
battle of 1460. A stone's throw across the
river stands the unique chantry on the

bridge, the finest of its kind in all England ;

indeed, there is now but one other extant,
according to Dr. Walker, F.S.A. Under the

bridge, with its nine arches, the river ran

yellow and turgid. Behind the millstream
frowned the tall white Soke mills, standing
as majestically to-day as when, many a year
ago, they were placed here to witness to the

quaint old feudal law of "multure," which
obliged the citizens of Wakefield and five

adjoining townships to send all their corn to
them to be ground. This multure gave the
miller in payment one-sixteenth of the corn
and one-thirty-second part of all the malt
ground, in return for which the owner was
compelled to have the corn ground within

twenty -four hours, however much might
be brought to him. In 1853 these rights
were bought up by the inhabitants of Wake-
field.

At the time of the Conquest there was
a church at Wakefield ; the city was in the
hands of the Crown, and was "

part of
the royal demesnes of Edward the Con-
fessor."* In Domesday Book the name
occurs as " Wachefeld." Dr. Walker derives
it from "wacu," vigil, A.-S., and "feld,"
a clearing of the forest, also A.-S. He
adds that the "wake"t was one of the
most ancient festivals, dating from before
the advent of Christianity.

Wakefield has long been noted for its

sports. So early as 1204 the Earls of Warren
obtained grants for fairs to be held in the

place, as their own revenue was much
increased thereby. In 1379 Wakefield was
more than double the size of Leeds, owing to
its being then a great centre of the woollen
manufacture. It will be remembered that
in 1340 Edward III. invited over many of
the Flemish weavers to settle here, a plan
followed much later by Henry VIII. Now,
however, the city is in the same position as

Rye and Winchelsea, for the commercial tide
has left it stranded high and dry, a quiet, old-
world city, which, as regards the manufactur-
ing activities which distinguished it above its

fellows so greatly in the Middle Ages, has
been left behind as the sea of trade has
retreated from it. Leland has much to say
about Wakefield :

" Wakefield upon Calder ys a very quik market
towne and meatily large : well served of flesch and
fische both from the se, and by rivers whereof
divers be thereabouts at hande, so that al vitaile
is very good chepe there. A right honest man shal
fare wel for 2 pens a meale."

(Which, indeed, cannot be managed to-day,

* '

History of York,' by Thomas Allen,
t A " wake" corresponds to our "fair."
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even if one makes allowance for what
**
2 pens

"
formerly stood for.)

" In this towne is but one chefe church. There is

a chapel beside where was wont to be ' anachoretu

in media urbe undo et aliquando inventa fiecunda.

There is also a chapel of Our Lady on Calder

bridge wont to be celebrated a peregrinis.

Leland says of Wakefield that
"

it standith

now al by clothyng"; and again, "Al the

hole profile of the toune stondith by course

drapery." Of the famous battle he writes:

"There was a sore batell faught in the south

feeldes by this bridge ; & y" the tlite of the Duke
of Yorkesjparte, other the duke hymself or his sun

therle of Rutheland was slayne a little above the

barres, beyond the bridge going up into the toune
of Wakefield that standeth full fairely upon a

clyving ground."

Dr. Walker says that in digging the founda-

tions of Portobello House, between Sandal and

Wakefield, bones, spurs,
broken swords, &c.,

were found, which led to the conclusion that

it must have been the scene of the battle

of the Roses.
It has been erroneously thought by some

that the chantry on the bridge dates from
Edward IV.'s reign, and that it was built

then in commemoration of those who fell in

the battle of Wakefield ; but Thomas Allen,

among other authorities, gives the lie to

this by proving that it was the splendid
generosity of the townsmen in Edward III.'s

reign that caused its erection
;
and Leland,

who used to go to the chantry while celebra-

tions still were held there, says it was built

"of the fundation of the townesmen, as sum
say, but the Dukes of York were taken as
founders for obteyning the mortemayn."
There was, according to old records, always

a ford over the river, but the date of the
earliest wooden bridge is not known. In

1342, when the bridge was "
rent and broken,"

the bailiffs undertook the rebuilding of it :

"Feb. 18, 1342. Edward III. granted to the
bailiff's of the town of Wakefield tollage for three

years on all goods for sale, and animals passing over
the bridge,

'

as a help towards the repairs and im-

provements of the said bridge, which is now rent
and broken.' Three years later the bailiffs

compounded with the king for 40 wlidi, so as to
have the right of toll over the bridge." Dr. Walker.

It was about then that the townsfolk came
forward so liberally to erect the chantry.
Leland says :

"I especially notid in Wakefeld the faire

bridge of stone, of nine arches, under which rennith
the ryver of Calder. And on the est side of this

bridge is a right goodly chapel of our Lady two
cantuarie prestes foundid in it of the fundation of
the townesmen, as sum say."

It appears from old accounts that the two
" cantuarie prestes

"
lived in a little house on

the Wakefield side of the river, near the

chantry, which was pulled down in 1840.

From late in the fourteenth century there

is mention of donations and estates beingleft

to the chantry that masses should be said for

the repose of the testator's soul and for others

named. Dr. Walker gives a quotation from

an old record which shows that by "decree

of Archbishop John Kempe, on Nov. 20, 1444,

the chapel was wholly built of costly stone-

work by inhabitants and community of

Wakefield." But he adds that it is probable
that the completion of the chapel may have

been delayed on account of the devastations

of the Black Death, which in 1349 carried off

about one-half of the inhabitants.

Allen mentions a "bridge with eight

arches
"
as having been built in Edward III.'s

reign, and says that the "chapel was ten

yards in length, and eight in breadth, and
that the east window was filled with beautiful

tracery." He adds :

"The west front exceeds it in richness of orna-
ment. It has crocketed pediments and pointed
arches, having spandrils enriched with crockets.
The chapel was built by Edward IV. in memory
of his father Richard, Duke of York, and those of

his party who fell at Wakefield."

It appears, however, that a "
chantry chapel

was built on this bridge as early as the reign
of Edward III., and dedicated to St. Mary."
Sir Robert Knolles was chiefly instrumental
in this, according to one of the authorities
before mentioned. In the fifteenth century
the sanctuary was raised one step above the
level of the floor. Beneath the window was
a stone altar marked with five crosses.

"At each side of the chantry were three square-
headed windows, with labels suspended from the
cornice above, reaching half way down the window,
terminating in carved heads. These windows
were of three lights with beautiful tracery.
At the east end was at a higher level a
small two-light

'

high-side
'

window. Dr. Walker.

Chambers says that these chantries almost
invariably have the founder's tomb placed in
the midst, before the altar. He gives as the
derivation of the word "chantry" the French
"chanterie," from "chanter," to sing; for
these chantries were built in order that in
them masses might daily be chanted for the
testator's soul and for those others named
in his will the bequest, of course, in part
going towards the maintenance of the
chantry priests. Besides this object, how-
ever, there were others, such as, in time of
plague, the using of the building for the
sick and "those attending to them," that
they might go there and not infect the
parish church.
To this chantry came the merchant on the
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point of starting on a long and, it might be,

perilous journey ;
and before the day began

there would be the quiet stepping aside to

enter the chantry. Sometimes, too, his goods
would be brought inside the chapel for a

blessing on them as well as on himself.

Then would follow the prayer for a safe,

prosperous journey and return
;

then the

rising from his knees to pay for the burning
of the light before the representation of the
saint whom he held in most reverence, which
was to be kept alight until his return to his

home and city. There are fewer, far fewer,
Hezekiahs to-day than was the case in
mediaeval days.

I remember being impressed on entering
a foreign church some years ago to see the
reverence with which many a poor woman
would come quietly in at a side door, lift off

her heavy pack of fruit and vegetables from
her back, and drop on her knees for a short

prayer. When presently she rose to go out
there could be no doubt that she had left

something behind her on that step which
would not follow her out and worry her again.

Surely the light ever burning in the

"high-side" window of these chantries the

gleam across the dark waters of the river
beneath was of peculiar significance, of

very real suggestiveness to the homecoming
traveller. Do we not all look for lights in
one way or another? it may be in the eyes
of some friend, or it may be from some
idea that acts as our light across the water
in the business of life. Some, indeed, keep
the lamp of remembrance always burning
in their hearts before the shrine of some
departed friendship. To-day in the chantry
on the bridge there are no "

high - side
"

lights any longer ; no one comes to pay for
them

;
to most people, indeed, they would be

meaningless signs, and their cost would
seem like pure waste of money.
But there are occasional -services, though

there are no longer chantry priests to serve
them

; no longer lights ; no longer daily
services chanted. The year of desecration,
of spoliation, of robbery -can one truthfully
call it

"
the year of grace

" 1545 1 effectually
stopped all that

; for that year gave to the

king every chantry in the land, and this

particular chantry was valued at no more
than 14^. 15s. 3d.

Things never go by halves in these matters,
and so, apparent!}', the authorities

" that
were "

in charge of affairs were careless about
the bridge also. We read on 3 April, 1638,
the local magistrates were told of the

"great ruyne and decay of the stone bridge at
Wakefield standing over the river Galder, and the

chappell adjoyneing unto the said bridge, which is

a great staye and helpe to the same."

The repairs took 80., and it is ordered that
"
the said chappell be hereafter kept decentlye

and that noe persons whatsoever be suffred
to inhabite therein." Nevertheless, not much
less than sixty years later the same "in-

habiting" began again. The chantry was
let for twenty-one years, in 1696,

"
to a man

called Bever." Later on it was used as a
cheesecake shop, as a corn factory, as a ware-
house, as an old-clothes shop, &c.

;
and finally,

when at last it came into the minds of men
to devote again to spiritual uses a building
originally erected for such purposes, it was
restored by Sir Gilbert Scott in 1842.

I. GlBERNE SlEVEKING.

PERSIAN LEGEND OF THE FIRST FLESH-
EATER. There is a famous passage in
Plutarch where, in reply to one who asked

why Pythagoras abstained from flesh meat,
he expresses his wonder as to what manner
of man he was who first ate of the slaughtered
bodies of animals as part of his daily food.
Others have had the same feeling of curiosity,
for the late learned Michele Amari has given
a curious legend current amongst the
Persians as to the man who first indulged in
animal food* :

" The offspring of an Arab prince and of a maiden
of the blood royal of Persia, Dahhak was enter-

prising, valiant, and of so fierce a nature that, in
the words of the Eastern writers, the simoon of his

fury would have transformed mountains into liquid
fire, and hailstones into live coals. Humanity is

indebted to him for the invention of flagellation,
torture, and the scaffold. He conquered the world,
and afflicted it a thousand years. Satan, who was
his familiar spirit, persuaded him to commit two
excesses, which are spoken of as differing little in

atrocity namely, to eat animal food, and to put
his own father to death. The devil then obtained
Dahhak's permission to kiss his shoulders ; and
behold, a hissing serpent, or a cancer, appeared
upon each, which could only be appeased by the
brains of human beings, to obtain which two
prisoners were daily put to death, until at length
the supply was exhausted, the measure of his guilt
was filled up, and he was forewarned in a dream of
the impending revolution. The astrologers pre-
dicted that it would be led by Prince Feridim, and
DahHak caused diligent search to be made for him,
but failed to secure his prey. At this juncture a
deliverer rose from the lowest ranks of the people.
Gawah, or Kawah, a blacksmith of Ispahan, seeing
his two sons about to be sacrificed to the tyrant,
closed his forge, stirred up the people, displayed

* This account of Dahhak is given in a note to
Amari's translation of the * Solwan' of Mohammed
ibn Zafer, which will be found in the English
edition (vol. i. p. 319). Dahhak (sometimes written
Zohauk) is said to be the Arabic form of Deh-ak, or
Ten Vices.
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his leathern apron as a standard, slew the governor

appointed by Dahhak, seized the arsenal and the

treasure, marched through the provinces, every-

where dispersing the troops sent forth against him,

and advanced with a powerful army to Rai, the

same spot where, twenty centuries later, was fought

the battle which gave the Caliphate to Manmn.

Before joining the battle, Kawsih proposed the

election of a king, and, after himself refusing the

crown offered to him by the Persian nobles, finally

placed it UIXMI the head of Feridun, a descendant

of the Paishdadian dynasty. The tyrant was

defeated and taken prisoner, and his skull fractured

with the blacksmith's club."

If this is nob very trustworthy as history

it is at least interesting as folk-lore.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

"CABAL." A distinctly earlier use of the

word "
cabal," as meaning a secret or private

intrigue of a sinister character, than that

given in
*

H.E.D.,' is to be found in the Coke
MSS. (Royal Historical Manuscripts Com-

mission, Twelfth Report, Appendix, part i.

vol. i. p. 400). In "Mr. Fincham's relation

read to His Majesty [Charles I.] 27th January,

1G29[30]," the belief was expressed of certain

intriguers in France that they would "labour

tooth and nail to make a cabal both in Eng
land, Scotland, and Ireland, for their parts,

as well with the laics as with the priests and

Jesuits." ALFRED F. ROBBING.

4 BISCLAVRET.' This singular name is well

known as the title of one of the '

Lays
'

of

Marie de France. We are told in the open-

ing lines that this is a Breton word, and that

it means " wer wolf." But I can find nowhere

any explanation of this form
;
and it is quite

certain that the word, as it stands, means

nothing of the sort.

What is wrong is that the / has found its

way into the wrong syllable. Turn flisclavret

into JHiscavret or Bliscauret, or turn the

Norse form Bi&daret into Jiliscaret, and the

etymology is no longer quite hopeless. JHiscar

et is formed with the French suffix -et (as 1

suppose) from Jlliscaro, which is not a very

great travesty of the Breton bleiz-yaro, which

Legonidec translates by
"
loup-garou." It is

easily explained. It is made by substituting
Bret, bleiz, a wolf, for F. loup in the compounc
Imip-yarou, and that is all. Bleiz is cognate
with Welsh blaidd, a wolf

;
and r/arou

merely the French form of the Middle Higl
German werwolf. The sense is partly re

duplicated, the literal meaning being
* 4 wolf

werwolf," as in French.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

LiEUT.-CoL. J. G. SIMCOE. This Englisl
officer's 'Military Journal,' second edition

New York, 1844, contains some inaccuracies

sstfftz a? ^p

il
?lST&^?T^

ve yards off; they consisted of thirty men

ommanded by Mariner, a refugee from New
/ork and well known for his enterprises Nyitn

whale-boats." The command of the American

)arty was vested in Capt. Moses Guest, of

he New Jersey militia. A bibliography

ollows :

Poems and Journal
'

(Moses Guest), two editions,

t i 1 S'^S-4

Memoirs 'of the War,' &c., second edition,

^'cfntennial History of Somerset County, N.J.'

A. Messier), Somerville, N.J., 1S78.PP- 102- K
'Annals of Staten Island' (J. J. Clute), New

^Historica^Collections of the State of New Jersey
'

Barber and Howe). New York, 1844, 455.

Jersey in" the"Revolutionary War,' Trenton, N.J.,

American Monthly Magazine, Washington, D.C.,

Tales of our Forefathers,' Albany, N.Y., 1898.

' This enterprise [of Simcoe] was considered by
Doth armies among the handsomest exploits of the

war. Simcoe executed completely his object, then

deemed very important." Lee's
' Memoirs of the

War,' &c., second edition, pp. 192-3.

EUGENE F. McPiKE.
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.

BREAKING THE GLASS AT JEWISH WED-
DINGS. I have often been asked by Christian
friends to account for that dramatic finale to

the marriage service in the synagogue when
the bridegroom crushes a wineglass under
foot. Many fanciful statements have been

made, some of them more ingenious than
true. My own view of this singular custom
may be quite as fanciful as the rest ;

how-
ever, it clings to the chains of tradition,
one of the most hallowed principles (perhaps
the most sacred) in Judaism, and can claim
kindred in that respect with the modern
chdlouth (Sabbath loaves), the types and
symbols of the lechem haponeem of the

Sanctuary, and with the Sabbath-eve lighting
of candles, associated likewise with the neer
tamid (perpetual lamp). On these traditional
manners of the Hebrews much remains to be
written. However, in Bible times it was
usual on making a contract or on striking a
bargain to kill a beast. The person was then
said korath berith (to cut a covenant). The
Greeks and Komans were not strangers to
this rite, as their idioms 6'pKia re/^vctv and
fcedus icere prove. The substantial act was
one of "

striking a blow," which would
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impress the mutual obligations of the con-

tracting parties upon the minds of the spec-
tators. As a rule the slain animal became
a sacrifice in whole or part. Outside Pales-

tine sacrifices were not countenanced ; hence
the glass out of which the contracting parties
drink and swear eternal fealty assumes the

character of a "sacrifice" by being ''struck,"

thereby perpetuating an old Palestinian cus-

tom. M. L. R. BRESLAR.

CURES FOR EPILEPSY AND THRUSH. In the
Southern Daily Mail of 22 January we read
that

"on a recent Sunday a farm labourer stood in

the porch of the parish church of a village on the
banks of the Tamar and collected half-a-crown in

coppers from different members of the congregation,
the thirtieth donor giving the half-crown and taking
the twenty-nine pence as a climax to the weird

ceremony. From the consecrated coin thus quaintly
acquired the labourer has manufactured a silver

ring, which he will wear as an infallible remedy for

epilepsy."

And in the Devon Evening Express for

27 January :

"A few days ago (says a Daily Mail correspond-
ent) an instance of Devonshire superstition was
published. Another case of strange local belief

comes to light. A cure for
*

thrush,' a child's com-
plaint, is supposed to be effected by reading the

eighth Psalm fasting to the patient, and a case of

'cure' is reported within the last few days. In
some localities the Psalm is read over the child's

head three times, three days in the week, for three
consecutive weeks. Another cure for ' thrush

'

in

North Devon is to catch a duckling, place its mouth
wide open within that of the affected child, and as
the sufferer inhales the duck's breath the complaint
will disappear."

Of the true
" inwardness "

of the first and
third cures here mentioned, for epilepsy and
thrush respectively, I can give no explana-
tion, unless the former has a connexion with
the sum for which our Saviour, the universal

healer, was sold.

For thirty pence our Saviour was sold
To the false Jews, as I have been told,

says the pretended Abbot of Canterbury to

King John in the ballad.
With regard to the second, I presume the

second verse of the beautiful Psalm used,
and perhaps the sixth verse, are the effective

cures (in addition to the magic number three
which governs its use): "Out of the mouth
of babes and sucklings hast Thou ordained

strength," and "Thou raakest him [i.e., man]
to have dominion of the works of Thy hand,"
&c. Perhaps some of your readers can cast

light on the hidden meanings or original

superstitions involved.
W. SYKES, M.D., F.S.A.

Exeter.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers maybe addressed to them
direct.

THE HAPSBURGS AS EMPERORS OF GERMANY.
I have in my possession certified copies of

three diplomas or letters patent bearing the

sign manual of the Emperor Leopold I.,

King of Hungary, &c., creating members of

my family nobles of the Holy Roman Empire
and of the kingdom of Hungary. I tran-

scribe the style of the Emperor used in these
documents :

"
Leopoldus divina favente dementia electus

Romanorum Imperator semper Augustus, ac Ger-
manise, Hungarian, Bohemias, Dalmatiae, Creative,
Sclavonic, Ramce, Service, Gallitise, Ladomericv,
Rasciffi t CumanicK [in one Lumaniw'], Bulgaria que
Rex, et Archidux Austriae, Dux Burgundise, Bra-
bantise, Styrire, Carinthise, Carniolite, Marchio

MorayijB, Dux Luxemburgise ac superioris et in-

ferioris Silesise, Wurthembergise et Thehe, Princeps
Suevise. Comes Habspurgi, Tirolis, Ferreti, Kyburgi,
et Goritice, Landtgravius Alsatiae, Marchio Sacri
Romani Imperil supra Anasum, Burgo vice, ac utri-

usque Lusatiiv, Dominus Marchire Sclavonics,
Portus Naonis et Salinarum, etc., etc."

Some one learned in deciphering the

phraseology of such documents and with

greater historical and geographical know-
ledge than I possess may perhaps be willing
to explain in what part of the world the

places printed above in italics are situated
and by what nomenclature they are at pre-
sent known, and such a one may be also

perhaps able to complete the style of the

Emperor by expanding the "etceteras" which
stand at the end of the above recital. The
complete style of the old Emperors of Ger-

many ought to find a place in these columns.
These letters patent are countersigned by

individuals described therein as follows :

" Reverendissimis ac venerabilibus in Christo

patribus dominis prsenominato Leopoldo dictse

Sanctse Romans Ecclesis tituli Sancti Hieronynii
Illyricorum presbytero Cardinale a Kollonich jam
fats metropolitans Strigoniensis et fratre Paulo
Szechey Colocensis et Bacientis Ecclesiarum
canonice unitarum Archiepiscopis."

The said cardinal is described in another

part of the documents as
"
Archiepiscopi Strigoniensis locique ac comitatus

ejusdem supremi ac perpetui comitis, Prirnatis

Hungaris, Legati Nati, summi et secretarii can-
cellarii necnon consiliarii nostri intimi."

Can any one tell who these prelates were ?

F. DE H. L.

VENISON FEAST. I have for some time
been endeavouring to obtain information
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respecting a feast which is held in this

neighbourhood. It takes place annually,

and is known by the name of "Venison

Feast." I find similar feasts are held in

various other parts of England, but, so far,

I have received details concerning one only,

that held at Farnham, in Surrey. Another,
I believe, is held somewhere near Man-

chester, though I cannot get any precise idea

of the place. Can you through
4 N. & Q.'

assist me in my search ? The points
I want

to get at are : 1. The names of the different

E
laces throughout the country where this

3ast is held. 2. How long each has been
in existence. 3. What was the origin of the

feast : does it commemorate any special
event : and if so, what ?

C. H. PHILLIPS, M.D.
Hanley, Staffordshire.

LUCRETIUS. To what did Lucretius allude

in this passage (v. 1135) 1

Ergo, regibus occisis, subversa jacebat
Pristina majestas soliorum, et sceptra superba ;

Kt capitis sunitni praiclarum insigne cruentum
Sub pedibus volgi magnum lugebat honorem :

Nam cupide conculcatur nimis ante metutum.
Res itaque ad summam fsecem, turbasque, residit.

When and where in antiquity was kingly
power subverted and usurped by the rabble 1

I have not been able to find any annotations
on the passage. G. T. SHERBORN.
Twickenham.

MR. CARNEGIE'S FREE LIBRARIES. Can any
list be procured of the places in which the

liberality of Mr. Carnegie has established
Free Libraries ? BISHOP COURTENAY.

99, Hereford Road, Bayswater, W.

COLUMBARIUM IN CHURCH TOWER. A short
time ago, on examining the bells in the church
tower of Sarnesfield, co. Hereford, I dis-

covered that the upper part of the tower had
been constructed as a columbarium. There
are six tiers of nesting-holes and a few above
in the angles, built in the thickness of the
walls, about 105 in all. Each tier has an
alighting ledge. Can any of your readers
tell me of a similar case ? The tower is all

of one period, and dates from about 1250.
Would this columbarium have belonged to
the lord of the manor ?

GEORGE MARSHALL.
The Batch, Weobley, R.S.O.

" LAMBETH." In Ministers' Accounts (Re-
cord Office, 829, 1), 2 Ric. II., under Brade-
nassh (qy. Bradninch), Devon, is the entry :

"Etde redd' j burg'qui fuit lambeth accident
d'no p' defectu' he'd'. What is the significa-
tion of the term " lambeth "

here (repeated

in another account), and might it throw any

light on the place-name in Surrey ^^T'

tor Rolls (printed), p. 22 A.p. 1201, I find a

grant to H. Cant' Arch' with assent of G.

Roff. Ep'i, of the manor of Lamhei, formerly

granted to the church of St. Andrew, Roff.,

&c. Darent, Helles, and CHve are mentioned.

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

BRIGHTON MANOR COURT ROLL. I wish to

see the manor court roll relating to a property

on the Knab at Brighton belonging to my
family. Can any of your readers tell me
where it can be inspected 1 The property

consists of several small houses and shops

situated at Nos. 44, 45, 46, and 50, Market

Street, 43, Meeting-House Lane, and 5 and 6,

Brighton Place. H. CRAWFORD.
94, Redcliffe Gardens, S.W.

PATTON : PEYTON. Can any of your readers

kindly tell me whether the Sir Robert Patton,

of the City of London, Knt., whose daughter

Mary married, in 1688, John Philipson, of

Calgarth, is likely to be the same person as

the Sir Robert Payton mentioned in both

Le Neve and Metcalfe's
'

Lists of Knights,'
neither of which contains any notice of the

name of Patton 1

Whom did Sir Robert marry? Is he, by
any chance, identical with the Robert Peyton
who married Elizabeth, daughter of Sir

Richard Anderson, of Pendley, Herts 1

(Miss) PATRICIA CURWEN.
8, Bickerton Road, Highgate, N.

HOLBEIN PORTRAITS. Can one of your
correspondents give information concerning
portrait painting on wood, or tell me if in

any book I can find an account of the por-
traits painted on wood by Hans Holbein the
elder about the year 1494?

ALWAYS FAITHFUL.

HUMAN SKELETON IN ALUM ROCK. It is

written in Lionel Charlton's 'History of

Whitby,'p. 355:
" About the year 1743 the Rev. Mr. Berwick and

others found in our allum-rock the complete skele-
ton or petrified bones of a man, which they dug up :

But though they used the utmost caution, it was
broken into many pieces, and greatly mutilated,
before it could be taken out. However, in the
condition it then was they sent it to one of our
universities as a great curiosity."

I would ask, To which of them 1 and I should
like to know what men of science thought of
the find. ST. SWITHIN.

CHRISTIAN NAMES AS EVIDENCE OF RACE.
Is there any publication dealing with

Christian names in England in the Norman
and early Plantagenet periods and the evi-
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dence they afford as to the nationality of

their bearers ? In particular, I wish to know
what is the probable inference to be drawn
as to the English or foreign origin of two

persons apparently related, but of whom
nothing else is known occurring about 1200,
and bearing the names Clement and Ivo.

L.

FLATS. Where are the earliest blocks of

flats in London 1 S. P.

THE ALBANY. Is any plan published of

these chambers 1 S. P.

U BUT SHOULD FORTUNE PILL YOUR SAIL."

Can any reader give the lines which precede
the following 1^-

But, should fortune fill your sail

With more than a propitious gale,
Take half your canvas in.

A. T. B.-C.

ANATOMIE VIVANTE. Macaulay, in his first

essay on Pitt, says :

"It would be no very flattering compliment to a
man's figure to say that he was taller than the
Polish Count and shorter than Giant O'Brien,
fatter than the Anatomic Vivanle, and more slender
than Daniel Lambert."

Who was the Anatomic Viva,nte ?

DAVID SALMON.
Swansea.

ST. DIALS. This is a small, long since dis-

used and dismantled church in the parish of

Llantarnam, Mon. It is cruciform in plan,
standing within its more or less circular
enclosure of about an acre, but now entirely
ruinous and partly incorporated with the ad-

joining farm buildings. Who was St. Dials ?

Is he singular or plural? Not Celtic, surely,
for I cannot find him, or any one like him,
amongst the names in

*

Lib. Laffs.' or
*

Lives
of Saints'; nor Latin, as far as known to
me. Will some kind reader of 'N. & Q.'
please answer this query for me? I thought
at one time the name might have been cor-

rupted from Derval, to whom a small church
called Capel Llanderfal is dedicated (now
ruinous and disused), about a mile and a half

away ; but there would scarcely have been
two churches of the same dedication so near
together.
Within the dioceses of Llandaff and St.

David's there are many such disused, ruinous
churches known to me, where only the name
survives to indicate former usage. Most of
them are in extremely remote positions,
where by no possibility could there ever have
been a resident population large enough to
fill them. They are invariably dedicated to
an early Celtic, sometimes Irish, saint

missionary churches, literally fulfilling the

Baptist's definition of
" a voice crying in the

wilderness." Amongst the older people they
still retain an odour of sanctity, if I may use
the expression, rather than any actual tradi-

tion of worship. Surely they are deserving
of better treatment than the mean uses to

which they are now put. G. E. R.

KENTISH GAME. Brome, in his 'Travels,'

1700, pp. 264-5, describes, somewhat vaguely,
a Kentish game called

"
stroke-biass," which

was played in summer between the twenty
best runners of one or two parishes, who
challenged an equal number of racers within
the liberties of two other parishes.
"After several traverses and courses on both

sides, that side whose Legs are the nimblest to gain
the first seven strokes from their Antagonists, carry
the Day and win the Prize : Nor is this Game only
appropriated to the Men, but in some Places the
Maids have their set Matches, too, and are as

vigorous and active to obtain a Victory : And on a
Plain near Chilham there is an annual Tie, as they
call it, fixed in May for two young Men and two
voung Maids of the adjoining Hundreds to make a
Trial of Skill, which can course the nimblest for a
certain Stadium of 40 Rods, and the Person of both
Sexes, whose Heels are the nimblest, is rewarded
with Ten Pound each, there being a Yearly Pension
setled for that Diversion."

Were these games played on special days ;

and are they obsolete, or do they yet survive \

M. P.

"INGEMINATE."! have recently once or
twice come across the word "

ingeminate,"
used apparently in the sense of "engender"
or "promote," as in the phrase "ingeminate
peace" (e.g., "He joined it [the Liberal

League] in order to ingeminate peace and
unity "). See Hevieio of Reviews for May,
p. 462. As the word means, both etymolo-
gically and according to usage,

"
to redouble

or repeat," I shall be glad if you or any of

your readers can inform me if there is any
authority for its employment as above, or
whether it is an erroneous usage. It may
be that the meaning is intended to be that

peace is made doubly sure ; but this seems
rather far-fetched. DUBIOUS.

[Is not the meaning "reiterate," i.e., dwell fre-

quently on, correct and suitable? See '

H.E.D.,' s.-V.]

LORD JOHN RUSSELL AND THE ALABAMA.
The Alabama left the Mersey on 29 July,
1862. Can any reader refer me to letters, in

newspapers or elsewhere, giving an account
of the little intrigue practised by a lady of
Fashion upon Lord John Russell in South
Wales, which enabled this vessel to leave the

Mersey in spite of all efforts to prevent her

departure 1 (Mrs,) MARY FORD.
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BIBCH-SAP WINE.

(9
th S. xi. 467.)

"THE right way of making birch- wine" is

told by J. Worlidge in his
'

Treatise of Cider,

third ed., 1691, pp. 173-6, where also may be

found a list of other home-made "British

wines " of that time. See also Philips's poem
4

Cyder,' book ii. A Yorkshire farmer in 1711

mentions the making of it as a usual thing

( Yorkshire Archaeological Journal^ vii. 57). The
Rev. John Berridge used it in 1790 (' Works,'

1864, p. 436). It is briefly noticed already in
* N. & Q.,' 2nd S. vi. 8, 159 ;

5th S. iii. 434. In

the fruit-growing and market-gardening dis-

tricts of Worcestershire fermented liquors
are commonly made at this present time

from parsnips, rhubarb, and plums, also

grape wine from out-of-door grapes. In

Yorkshire I was familiar with nettle beer,

but many people looked upon it as medicinal.
W. C. B.

N. Bailey, in his 'English Dictionary,'

1759, seventeenth ed., states : "Where these

Trees [birch] are in Plenty the People tap
them and make a very pleasant wine of the

liquor." Charles Annandale, in his 'Imperial
Dictionary,' writes, under * Birch-water

'

:

" The juice of the birch, obtained, often in con-
siderable quantities, by boring the stems of birch
trees in early spring, when the sap is rising. It con-
sists chiefly of sugar with nitrogenous substances.
Fermented it forms an effervescent wine, drunk in

the Ham, Courland, Livonia, &c."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

Other " home-made wines
"
not made from

berry or fruit are primrose wine, coltsfoot

wine, comfrey wine, turnip and parsnip
wines, walnut wine, sweet basil wine,
(?) eschalot wine, and no doubt many others.
Was not Mistress Jane making elder-flower
wine when the laird of Cpckpen called 1

Birch wine, made from the juice of the birch

tree, boiled and fermented, is said in Red-
ding's work on ' Wines '

to be still used in

Norway. B. L. R. C., perhaps, does not
desire a list of home-made wines made from
fruit in which the flowers of certain plants
only form an ingredient; otherwise there is

Kentish wine, in which hops are used :

Maitrank (May drink), made from cham-

pagne, sauterne, and still and sparkling
nocks, in which the flowers and leaves of the
woodroof (or woodruff) are used; and heather
beer, which Dr. R. C. Maclagan has shown
could not be made from heather-blossom
alone, which probably only acted as. a

flavouring matter

hops.
J-

lean remember this wine being made by

boring a hole in the birch tree and running

off the sap by means of a tube ;
and at tne

present Umefl believe, the practice is common

enough in the Highlands of Scotland. Tom

Warton, in his poem the 'Progress of Dis-

content,' written in 1746, thus alludes to the

practice :

To make his character entire

He weds a Cousin of the bqmre ;

Not over weighty in the Purse,

But many Doctors have done worse :

And though she boasts no Charms divine,

Yet she can carve and make Birch Wine.

The poem, unsigned, may be found in the
1 Oxford Sausage.' My copy is undated, but

probably was published about 1773, and

contains very rude woodcuts.
JOHN PICKFORP, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

A " home-made wine
"

is manufactured in

this neighbourhood from dandelion blossoms.

FRANCIS R. RUSHTON.
Betchworth

GlLLYGATE AT YORK (9
th S. xi. 406, 457,

518). I am utterly at a loss to know what I

have done to make your correspondent

regard me so scornfully that he will not

even allow me to be a Scotchman. I do not

remember that the thought of race ever

crossed my mind when I took the trouble of

penning a reply to his query ;
and as for his

name, I will avoid mentioning it any more
for fear of having my taste again aspersed.
I did my best to set him right about Gilly-

gate, and then made bold to ask whether the

etymology he favoured had any foundation
more stable than assonance. I am
strengthened in the belief that it has not.

The references to Guicciardini, 'Quentin
Durward,' to a Scotch attempt to pronounce
July, and to a gala which is held somewhere
or other in June, seem to lack the relevance
which might make them valuable. Your
correspondent may be quite right as to the

age of the bricks in Gillygate, but he should
know that many a street is centuries older
than its houses. Other

points might be
noticed

;
but I stay my hand with the remark

that probably no one is more unconscious
than our tiro of the humour that permeates
his concluding paragraph. ST. SWITHIN.

" FOLKS "
(9

th S. xi. 369, 438, 470). If I had
referred to Edwards as an authority on
words there would be some point in PROF.
$KEAT' remark, but as I did not there is
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none. There is no reason to suppose that

Edwards misquoted Johnson, and for his

quotations alone did I refer to him. I venture

to think they were not uninteresting. May
I add that it seems a pity that those fortu-

nate people who have easy access to the
'

H.E.D.,' and can therefore without trouble

give us the last word on these etymological

questions, should so frequently hold aloof

until somebody less fortunate, but more

obliging, has done his poor best, and then
intervene with the air of the superior person 1

I should have quoted the 'H.E.D.' myself if

I could have done so ;
but though 1 began

to take the original issue at the letter H, and
have taken the reissue from the beginning,
the word "folk" unfortunately falls within

the gap I have yet to make up. C. C. B.

RIMING EPITAPH (9
tn S. xi. 487). The

Mirror, i. 255, 15 January, 1823, gives the

epitaph as in the query ;
but in

' A Complete
Parochial History of the County of Corn-

wall,' 4 vols., Truro, 1867-73, at vol. ii. (1868)

p. 126, parish of Gunwalloe, alias Winington,
it is stated that

"the following singular epitaph was on a monu-
ment which formerly stood in the churchyard :

We shall die all.

Shall die all we ?

Die all we shall ;

All we shall die !

"

R. Polwhole's '

History of Cornwall,' 1816,
v. 43-51, gives a number of Cornish epitaphs,
but not the above. The Mirror opens with
the words :

" On a tombstone in Gunwallaw,
near Helstone, in Cornwall. It may be read
backwards or forwards."

ADRIAN WHEELER.

FASTING SPITTLE (9
th S.xi. 466). I question

whether Limbird could name the author of

the curious pamphlet he published. Although
I am unable to do so, I may state that the

superstition is of long standing. Massinger,
in his play of

'

Very Woman
'

(1631), says :

Let him but fasting spit upon a toad,
And presently it bursts and dies.

Herrick, in his
'

Hesperides
'

(1648), furnishes
another instance :

They have their cups and chalices,
Their pardons and indulgences :

Their beads of nits, bels, books, and wax
Candles forsooth, and other knacks ;

Their holy oyle, their fasting-spittle,
Their sacred salt here not a little.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

THE ORIGIN OF THE TURNBULLS (9
th S. xi.

109, 233, 329, 498). Is this surname connected
with that of Adrian Turnebus, the king's

printer in Paris about the middle of the six-

teenth century 1 RICHARD H. THORNTON.

CORNISH RIMES IN AN EPITAPH (9
th S. xi.

146, 216). The Rev. W. lago, of Bodmin
(who revised or designed the seals of the

cathedral of Truro and its chancellor, ^of
the archdeacons of Cornwall and Bodmin,
and of the latter's predecessor), sends me, to

supplement the above notes, the following :

"A lady wrote to me from Kensington some
months ago, and sealed her letter with a seal in-

scribed ' Karenza whelas karenza,' and I then told

her that it was the Polwhele motto. It is printed
in the book I showed you, Dr. W. Pryce's

' Archseo-

logia Cornu-Britannica,' 1790, among the appendices,
under the heading

' Mottoes and Sentences in Vulgar
Cornish,' with this explanation,

' Mr. Polwhele's

motto, Lore worketh (or seeketh) love, his French
one being Amour veut amour.' A great many other
Cornish mottoes are given in the book also, such as

Lord Viscount Falmouth's (his name is Boscawen),
'Bosco Pascho Karenza Venza.' The 'Boscawen
rose' appears on his shield, his ordinary motto
being

* Patience passe science.' The translation of

his Cornish motto is not given."

Mr. lago tells me that in the inscription at

Polwhele House one should read whelas, not
"
wheelad," and that "

Llanhydrock
" should

be Lanhydrock, thus correcting what was said

on p. 146. I find among *A Collection of

Proverbs, Rhimes,' &c., at the end of Dr.

Pryce's book,
" Karendzhia vendzhia good

will (or love} would do it." Probably, as the

orthography of the Keltic tongues has never
been settled, this explains the second part of

the Boscawen motto. The Rev. W. lago
states with regard to the motto :

" ' Bos Pask '

is Cornish for Food of the Passover,
or Easter; and the translation of the Boscawen
motto seems to be :

* Paschal Food would [signify],
or should [produce] love [or goodwill]

'

; or, more
briefly,

' The Eucharist should be a feast of love.'
"

E. S. DODGSON.

SKULLS (9
th S. xi. 287, 474). The exception

that MR. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL makes for

the collection of skulls in the crypt (?) of

Hythe Church does not, I think, hold good.
Mediaeval churchyards in towns were often

very small. That at Hythe is known to have
been so. Most town churches had a charnel-
house attached to them, and there can be but
little doubt that this accounts for the great
stack of bones here. There are' considerably
over 700 skulls, and of these sixteen show
injuries inflicted before death. Most of these
are sword cuts or gashes, often multiple, and
three are pierced wounds. Two of the owners
have certainly survived some time, and one

may have recovered altogether. Considering
the many affrays that occurred here in olden

times, some 2| per cent, with broken skulls
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does not seem extravagant. There was

formerly a similar collection of bones at

the parish church of Folkestone, no doubt
of like origin. In connexion with these an

interesting fact has lately occurred. When
digging was going on in the old churchyard of

St. Nicholas, behind the School of Musketry,
many skulls and bones were found in a

good state of preservation. Three of these

skulls are now in the crypt, and will soon
be difficult to distinguish from the others.

This church fell into decay before the Refor-

mation, so these burials must have taken

place some 400 years ago.
A. RANDALL DAVIS.

Hythe, Kent.

1 can perhaps throw a little light on MR.
PEACOCK s query. The cranial bones are
much harder than the rest of the bones in

the human body, and consequently resist

decomposition longer. The Bradford Corpo-
ration recently acquired 730 square yards of

ground from the parish church authorities,
for the purposes of widening Church Bank,
with the object of laying train lines. At the
Ecclesiastical Court held in February last

it was stated that this would mean inter-

ference with 155 graves and 522 bodies.

Evidently the records at the disposal of the
authorities only partially cover the period
during which interments have taken place,
for close upon 3,000 remains were removed.
I was an eye-witness of the removal of some
of these, and I can unhesitatingly assert that
had it not been for the skulls it would have
been absolutely impossible to arrive at the
number with anything like accuracy, for in
scores of instances nothing remained but the

skulls, many of which had their full com-
plement of teeth, showing no signs of decay,
though many of the cuspids and molars were
much worn, as if from contact with some
hard material.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

POPE SELF-CONDEMNED FOR HERESY (9
th S.

xi. 67, 218, 409). The story told by your
correspondent A. W. is not in so complete a
form as I remember hearing it from Stephen
Rigaud (afterwards Bishop of Antigua) in
1840 or 1841. His version was "Et orabant
Papain ut se cremari

jju
beret. Et jussit

Papa. Et creraatus est. Et post cremationem
pro sancto habebatur." ALDENHAM.

BYRONIANA (9
th S. xi. 444, 492

;
xii. 18).

Your correspondent invites me to prove a
negative. He might just as well ask me to

prove that Byron never visited Paris. The
process, though easy, would be tedious.

Meanwhile, I see no reason to amend my
statement/most deliberately reiterated, that

Count Szechenyi (or someone else) is at fault

in stating that Byron made any inspection

of the Tasso MSS. at Ferrara in July, 1818.

If Byron visited Ferrara previous to June,

1819, that circumstance could easily be proved

by reference to Mr. Murray's latest edition ot

the 'Journals and Letters' of Lord Byron.
RICHARD EDGCUMBE.

Edgbarrow, Crowthorne, Berks.

The entry in Count Szechenyi's 'Diary'

relating to Byron's having been to Ferrara

in 1817 is fully borne out by the latter s own

letters; see the
* Works of Lord Byron: with

his Letters and Journals and his Life,' by
Thomas Moore, Esq. (John Murray, 1832),

where in vol. iv. letter 273, Byron, writing
to Moore from Venice on 11 April, 1817,

says :

"
I shall go to Bologna by Ferrara, instead of

Mantua, because I would rather see the cell where

they caged Tasso, and where he became mad and
than his own MSS. at Modena," &c.

And in letter 276 to Mr. Murray, dated from

Foligno on 26 April, 1817, Byron remarks :

"I wrote to you the other day from Florence,

inclosing a MS. entitled
4 The Lament of Tasso.'

It was written in consequence of my having been

lately at Ferrara."

Now Tom Moore, in a prefatory note to

'The Lament of Tasso,' tells us that the

original MS. is dated "The Apennines,"
20 April, 1817, and that Byron had paid a
visit of one day only to Ferrara, which must,
therefore, have taken place between 11 and
20 April of that year. S. J. ALDRICH.
New Southgate.

RlVER NOT PLOWING ON THE SABBATH (9
th S.

xi. 508; xii. 19). Are Izaac Walton and
Bailey correct in their reference? According
to Whiston, Josephus wrote :

" He [Titus] then saw a river as he went along,
of such a nature as deserves to be recorded in his-

tory ; it runs in the middle between Arcea, belong-
ing to Agrippa's kingdom, and Raphanea. It hath
somewhat very peculiar in it ; for when it runs, its
current is strong, and has plenty of water ; after
which its springs fail for six days together, and
leave its channel dry, as any one may see ; after
which days it runs on the seventh day as it did
before, and as though it had undergone no change
at all : it hath also been observed to keep this order
perpetually and exactly ; whence it is that they
call it the Sabbatic River that name being taken
from the sacred seventh day among the Jews."
'

Wars,' book vii. chap. v. L
This passage, reversing the statements of

Walton and Bailey, tells us that the river
flowed swiftly on the Sabbath and ceased
flowing all the other six days of the week.
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It is one of the many amusing and wonderful
stories of the "Middle" Ages. The work of

Josephus is a romance, or compilation of the

fourteenth or fifteenth century ; certainly
not authentic history: it surpasses history
in minuteness of detail and in impossibilities.
There never were any Jews in Palestine.

E. A. PETHERICK.
Streatham.

This fabled river is called the Sambatyon.
It is frequently mentioned in Jewish lore,

and the following notice from the apocryphal
travels of Eldad the Danite is abridged from
one of Dr. Neubauer's articles on the question
* Where are the Ten Tribes'?

' which appeared
in the Jewish Quarterly Revieiv. The river

"is full of sand and stones and this river of

stone and sand rolls during the six working days,
and rests on the Sabbath day. As soon as the
Sabbath begins, fire surrounds the river, and the
flames remain till the next evening, when the Sab-
bath ends. Thus no human being can reach the
river for a distance of half a mile on either side."

W. D. MACRAY.

[Many other replies received.]

ATKYNS (9
th S. xi. 448). Madam Charlotte

Atkyns, nee Walpole, "the pretty Miss Wai-

pole of Drury Lane Theatre," has been the

subject of a previous inquiry in
' N. & Q.'

(8
th S. iii. 47, 72). As your correspondent

dates his communication from Switzerland,
I will gladly send him a copy of the two
articles if he will communicate with me,

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

In the burial-yard of Llandaff Cathedral,
near the wall of the south aisle, is a slab flat

on the ground, thus inscribed :

" This stone is placed here in Remembrance of

departed Worth and to record the union of domestic
and more extended Virtues with very distinguished
Family connections in the Person of Mary Adkin
second Daughter of the Rev. Robert Adkin Rector
of Rainham in Norfolk England. She died 1st Octr

1805. For the good that she did while living may
her remains be undisturbed, until she is called to

happiness, we hope in Heaven."

JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.
Monmouth.

THE THREE RAVENS' (9
th S. xi. 485).

The interesting version of this ballad which
has been communicated by MR. EDWARD
PEACOCK was printed in 'N. & Q.' between
eleven and twelve years ago. It was sent for

publication by a correspondent signing him-
self E. L. K., in courteous response to an
inquiry of my own upon the subject (8

th S.
ii. 324, 437). Thence it crossed the Atlantic,
and was duly entered by the late Prof. F. J.

Child in his monumental work * The English

and Scottish Popular Ballads,' v. 212. There
is an interesting variant in the different ver-

sions of this ballad. In the earliest known
copy, which is found in Ravenscroft's

'

Melis-

mata,' 1611, the slain knight's lady-love is

represented under the figure of a fallow doe :

She lift up his bloudy hed,
And kist his wounds that were so red.

She got him vp vpon her backe,
And carried him to earthen lake.

She buried him before the prime,
She was dead herself ere euen-song time.

But in the Northern version, printed in the
'

Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border/ the lady
is faithless :

His lady's ta'en another mate,
So we may make our dinner sweet.

For the credit of human nature, it is pleasant
to find that in MR. PEACOCK'S Lincolnshire
version womanly love and devotion again
revert to the normal type.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

JOHNSON (9
th S. xi. 328). As my query at

this reference has not elicited any reply, I

may as well give the notes I possess which I

believe relate to the above :

Aspley Guise Parish Register.

John Johnson and Elizabeth Skevington married
together xxviii July 1587.

Farndish Parish Register.

1589, Nov. 16. Bapt. George, son of John Johnson,
Rector.

1591, Dec. 16. Elizabeth, daughter of John John-
son, bapt.

1594, May 2. Robert, son of John Johnson, bapt.
1596, Nov. 22. Phillis and Maria, daughters of

John Johnson, bapt.
1600, June 29. Joseph, son of John Johnson, bapt.
1603, June 26. Thomas, son of John Johnson, bapt.
1607, Jan. 28. Susanna, filia Johannis Johnson,

bapt.
1596, Dec. 8. Maria, daughter of John Johnson,

buried.

1597, May 15. Robert, son of John Johnson, buried.

1625, Sept. 27. John Johnson, Rector, formerly
Fellow of Magdalen Coll., Oxon., buried.

1622,
-

. William Jackson and Elizabeth John-
son married.

1622, Oct. 29. John Younger and Philis Johnson
married.

Copy of Brass Plate in the Chancel of Farndish
Church, Beds.

HIC IACET IOANNES IOHNSONUS, GENEROSUS.
DE ANTIQTJA FAMILIA IN NORT HCROWLEY
IN COM BUCKING, AC QUONDAM RECTOR
HUIUS ECL'I^E

; QUI CUM ANNOS FERE
CENTUM CO'PLEVERAT IN D*NO OBDORMIVIT
SEXTO DIE OCTOB : 1625.

The baptism of Tobias, the eldest son, has
not been found (see

'

Visit. Lon.,' vol. ii. p. 13,
Harl. Soc.) ; neither has the will of John
Johnson. THOS. WM. SKEVINGTON.

Ilkley.
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AUTHOR OF QUOTATION (7
th S. viii. 329 ;

8th

S. vi. 26). In the question referred to only
two verses are given, whereas in the Daily

Express of 3 July, 1902, a third verse is added
as follows :

La vie eat telle

Que him la tit,

Et, telle quclle
Elle suffit !

All three verses are accompanied by an Eng-
lish translation, said to be by the author,
M. Leon Montenaeken, himself, and stated to

be "incomparably the best." Should there

be three verses, and is the correct title
* Feu

de Chose et Presque Trop,' and not simply
'Feu de Chose'? I have not been able to

refer to any book of M. Montenaeken's to

verify these points for myself, but find that

in the article mentioned, entitled
' La Jeune

Belgique,' by William Sharp (Nineteenth Cen-

tury, September, 1893, p. 429), only two verses

are given ; nor does Literature (11 August,
1900) nor the Daily Telegraph (3 June, 1898)

give more. The lines (two verses only) were
used for a translation competition in the
Journal of Education (February, 1894, p. 114).

EDWARD LATHAM.

DUELS OF CLERGYMEN (9
th S. xi. 28, 92, 353).

From a long article on 'Duels' the follow-

ing is an extract :

"At that period duels were frequent among
clergymen. In 1704 the Rti\ Mr. Hill was killed in

a duel by Cornet Gardener, of the Carabineers.
The Rtcertiul Mr. Bate fought two duels, and was
subsequently created a baronet, and preferred to a

deanery after he had fought another duel. The
Reverend Mr. Allen killed a Mr. Delany in a duel
in Hyde Park without incurring any ecclesiastical

censure, though Judge Buller, on account of his

extremely bad conduct, strongly charged his guilt
upon the jury." Hone's ' Table Book,' i. 7*22.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

"TYRE" (9
th S. v. 516; vi. 76, 194). The

replies to my query as to the meaning of this

word were not very convincing, and I now
think that it must have some connexion with

weaving. In the Gentleman's Magazine for

1759, p. 517, there is a description of a
"machine for drawing the tire in a ribbon
loom." The following phrases occur in the
course of the article:

" A ribbon that

requires tire may be worked as a plain
course," and ** If two tire are only wanted, a
double or looped string from the cords to the
first and third tumbler, and from the second
and fourth, will answer." R. B. P.

BACOX ON HERCULES (9
th S. xi. 65, 154, 199,

352). MR. YARDLEY, following Ben Jonson,
maintains that "

Shakspeare had little know-
ledge of Greek and Latin "

because he puts

into the mouths of his characters ccelo for

coelum and "canus" for cams. It will take

something more than this to prove that the

author of the dramas had not an excellent

knowledge of Latin at least In the fort-

nightly Review Mr. Churton Collins has proved

pretty conclusively that Shakspeare was

familiar with the Latin language and with

many of the Latin classics. At any rate, it

appears that Shakspeare had as much know-

ledge of Latin as enabled him to take the

plot of his 'Comedy of Errors' from the

untranslated
' Mensechmi

'

of Plautus, and

MR. YARDLEY allows him a possible acquaint-

ance with Ovid in the original.

Shakspeareans are at loggerheads, however,

with regard to the dramatist's knowledge of

Greek. Years ago J. Russell Lowell suggested
that Shakspeare had used a "Grsece et Latine"

version of the classics. This idea has been

revived by Mr. Churton Collins, who main-

tains in the Fortnightly that he obtained his

knowledge of Greek through Latin transla-

tions, and that
" when we compare many of

the soliloquies and monologues in the Shak-

spearean dramas with those characteristics

of the Greek tragedies, we cannot fail to be
struck with their close resemblance in phrase
and diction, in colour, tone, and ring." The
instances cited by Mr. Collins are certainly

remarkable, and I commend them to the

notice of MR. YARDLEY and other Shak-

speareans who pooh-pooh the idea of any
classical learning in the plays.
Mr. Sidney Lee has refused to see any such

resemblances, holding that "the coincidences
were due to accident, and not to any study,
either at school or elsewhere, of the Athenian
dramas," that "the parallelisms are no more
than curious accidents proofs of consan-

guinity of spirit" and "close community of

tragic genius." It is to be hoped that Mr.
Churton Collins's able articles will also
instruct Mr. Lee as to the extraordinary
knowledge of the Greek drama displayed
by the author of the Shakspearean dramas.
With regard to Hercules, and Bacon's mis-

take as to his means of locomotion, I endea-
voured to prove that Bacon, in his 'Apoph-
thegms

' and elsewhere, was, like Shakspeare
passim, often inaccurate in his references.
For instance, Bacon says that there was a
king of Hungary who took a bishop in battle,
and sent a certain message to the Pope. The
message was sent not by a king of Hungary,
but by Richard Cceur de Lion. Then Bacon
credits Chilon with an apophthegm which
belongs to Orontes, the son of Artaxerxes ;

he confuses the battle of Granicus with the
battle of Issus ; he mistakes Antigonus for
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a Spartan, and the Emperor Hadrian for

Augustus Caesar ;
confuses a Greek with

Anacharsis, a Scythian ; Demosthenes with

Phociou, and Demetrius with Philip of

Macedon ;
and he made the same error as

Shakspeare that Aristotle held that moral

philosophy was not a proper study for young
men Aristotle referring not to moral, but to

political philosophy.
Sometimes the Bacon apophthegms and the

plays of Shakspeare correspond. Here are
two successive passages from the former :

(1) "Cocks may be made capons; but capons
could never be made cocks."

(2) "Chilon would say that gold was tried with
the touchstone, and men with gold."

In Shakspeare we find :

(1)
" You are cock and capon too."

(2)
"
Holding out gold that 's by the touchstone

tried."

GEORGE STRONACH.

[Our correspondent forgets that under ' Shake-
speare's Geography' he has supplied most of the
illustrations he now repeats (see 9th S. xi. 470).]

4 ' TONGUE-TWISTERS" (9
th S. xi. 269, 455,

493). Spain has herversion of the Archbishop
of Constantinople form of

" Peter Piper ":

"El Arzobispo Constantinopolitano quiere de-

senarzobispoconstantinopolitanitar. El que le de-

senarzobispoconstantinopolitanitare, buen desen-

arzobispocoustantinopolitanitador sera."

"The Archbishop of Constantinople desires to
divest himself of the archbishopric. He that
divests him of the Archbishopric of Constantinople,
a good divester of Constantinople Archbishoprics
will he be."

Also a variant :

"El Duque de Medina Celi quiere desenduque-
medinacelizarse. El que le desenduquemedinaceli-
zare buen desenduquemedinacelizador sera."

"The Duke of Medina Celi desires to divest him-
self of the dukedom. He that divests him of the
Dukedom of Medina Celi, a good divester of Duke-
doms of Medina Celi will he be."

ALDENHAM.

NIGHTCAPS (9
th S. xi. 489). The history of

nightcaps could probably be traced in the

pages of Punch. They figure in literature.
Tittlebat Titmouse wore one. Dickens, who
was fond of noticing headgear, made Mr.
Pickwick's nightcap to be as well known as
his gaiters (1836), and as late as 1861 he made
the Aged P. to be jaunty by reason of that
article of dress. It will be found, I think,
that nightcaps, which up to about 1860 had
been more or less common, disappeared in

consequence of the disuse of hair oil and
pomatum, and the substitution of less greasy
hair washes. When it became fashionable to

keep the hair very closely cut, and to strip
bedrooms arid bedsteads of nearly all carpets

and curtains, then nightcaps wholly ceased

and rheumatism and neuralgia increased.

But gentlemen whose natural head-covering
is scanty still wear nightcaps.

If folk - rimes have any historical value,

the use of nightcaps must go a long way
back. There used to be a jingle in Yorkshire:

Did you ever see the d-v-1,
With his wooden spade and shovel,

Digging in his garden with his nightcap on ?

The repetition of this nine times while the

reciter walked nine times round a certain

garden or similar enclosure was said to pro-
duce a vision of the person named, habited as

to his head according to the formula. In
Hull the enclosure was Kingston Square,
Jarratt Street, in which stood the dissecting
theatre of the Medical School. This. I believe,

led to the choice (1857). W. C. B.

I cannot answer your correspondent's

query, but a few years ago caps that could

be worn at night were part of the kit issued

to soldiers proceeding by sea, and are very

pleasant to sleep in in the open air.

In a book,
* Records of the Royal Military

Academy, 1741-1840,' published by Parker,
Furnival & Parker, Military Library, White-

hall, London, printed at the Royal Artillery

Institution, Woolwich, 1851 (no author's name),
there is a picture of a cadet of the Royal
Military Academy (R.A. R E.). The descrip-
tion of the plates is next to p. 152. Plate 2

is a view of a room in the Royal Military

Academy, 1810 and 1812. Fig. 7 is a cadet in

white regimental nightcap. R. B. B.

I am eighty-six years of age, but by no
means am one of the "bed-ridden people."
I wear a nightcap, for the simple reason that,

being very bald, I am obliged during the day
to use a velvet skullcap, hence I find a night-

cap necessary when asleep.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

MUHAMMED OR MOHAMMED 1 (9
th S. XL 509.)

The Semitic name immortalized by the

son of A'bdu'llah must necessarily be inter-

preted by and through the language to which
it belongs, i.e., Arabic. The root-form of it

is laamd= praising or praise. Of this \\amd
there is an "extended" form, viz., ta\\m\d ;

and mulmmmad is the
" noun of passivity

"

(ismu rnafu'l) belonging to talwnd. The re-

duplication of the medial m in the
" extended "

form muhammad throws into the name,
according to the rules of Arabic grammar,
a corresponding intensification of meaning.
Hence the form muhammad denotes, not

praise only, but praised repeatedly, or in

the highest degree. "Mahomet," of course,

is a mere corruptiqn, like Shakespeare's
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"matnmet" (in the sense of idol), Burns's
"mahound" or "mahount," and so forth.

The question of whether we should write
44 Mohammed "

or " Muhammad "
is quite

secondary. Neither the second nor the penul-
timate symbol in those two transcriptions

represents a letter at all in Arabic. The
initial m is marked in Arabic script with a
damwa= our u; while, in the same script,
the m introducing the last syllable is marked
with a zabar= our a, as in

**
rural." He who

would be classical should write
" MuAammad."

But even the barbarism "
Mahomet," it should

be remembered, has been well established in

Anglo-Saxon literature by writers as dis-

tinguished as Washington Irving.
The name Muhammad was known, although

it was not common, among the pagan Arabs
of pre-Islamite times. W. T.
Dumfries.

INQUIRER seems to think that the first of
these is Turkish and the second Arabic. This
is not the case. Arabic dialects vary con-

siderably in their short vowels. Take two
standard works, Hartraann's 'Sprachfiihrer

'

(1880) and Landberg's
'

Proverbes et Dictons '

(1883), and it will be found, for instance, that
wherever the former has i, the latter has u.

Muhammed and Mohammed may both be
heard from Arabs. Mahomet or Mehemet is

the specifically Turkish form, unknown to

Arabic, since the change of final d to t, regular
in Turkish, never takes place in the Semitic
tongues. Our older authors indulged in
still further corruptions, such as "Mahound "

(Beaumont and Fletcher),
" Macon "

(Fairfax),
fec. JAMES PLATT, Jun.

MILTON'S * HYMN ON THE MORNING OF
CHRIST'S NATIVITY '

(9
th S. xi. 88, 193, 475). I

have compared nearly a dozen different
editions of this poem, and find a comma after
%t him "

in about half of them. It seems clear,
however, that Milton did not intend this,
but meant the first comma of the stanza to
occur after "trim." The question remains,
how did he mean the passage to be read?
Here I am reluctantly compelled to differ
from MR. YARDLEY. "In awe to him "

is, to
say the least, a very unusual construction

;

and a pause after
" awe "

seems to me
required by the grave, sonorous movement
of the verse both here and throughout the
poem. The meaning, surely, would not
suffer I think it would rather be improved

C. C. B.'

ORANOE BLOSSOMS AS EMBLEMS OF PURITY
(0

th S. xii. 5). Whether garlands of orange
blossoms were torn or not by village lads as

a punishment for unchastity, it seems certain

that there was a similar custom, with which
that mentioned may have been confounded.
In * Hamlet ' the priest, speaking of the dead

Ophelia, says :

" Yet here she is allowed her

virgin crants." Kranz is the German for

garland ;
and a virgin was entitled to wear

it. When she lost her virginity, the garland
was torn. See Goethe's 'Faust.' In the
scene at the well Margaret's companion,
referring to the degradation of Barbara, who
has been seduced, says: "Das Kranzel
reissen die Buben ihr." E. YARDLEY.

Has not Sir Walter Scott told us something
similar of the Scottish maiden's snood 1e.g.,
in the 'Heart of Midlothian.' W. C. B.

"VICEREINE" (9
th S. xi. 430). Although it

is not an exact answer to your correspondent's
query, he may be interested in the following
extract from * The Jerningham Letters,' vol. ii.

p. 391, diary of Lady Bedingfeld, 1833 :

"I asked if he were related to the de Ligne
Princes this led to his discovering that I am
acquainted and have been intimate with many
Austrian grandees, from the circumstance of my
father's residing three years at Brussels (when I
was a girl) at the time that it belonged to Austria
and had his sister the Arch D. Mary Christine for
Vice-Heine."

Willesden, N.W.
LIESE M. SHEERING.

WYKES PEDIGREE IN COLBY'S *

VISITATIONS
'

(9
th S. xi. 465, 513). The Visitation in Raw-

hnson MS. B. 287, in the Bodleian Library,
appears to be that of Thomas Tonge, Claren-

cjeux,
in 1530-1. There is no mention in the

Wykes descent of a place called Moreton
Wykes, but a John Wike is described as
being of Stantonwike, Somerset. There is
no pedigree at all of Wykes in the Ashmole
copy (MS. 763) of Benolte's Visitation, but in
a collection of pedigrees taken in 1569 from
Visitations of Worcestershire, Herefordshire,
and Gloucestershire, in Ashmole MS. 831
(f. 216), there is mention of a William Wykes
of Morton Jeffery. W. D. MACRAY.

KLOPSTOCK'S 'STABAT MATER' (9
th S. xi.

89). 1 cannot see that Klopstock (1724-1803)wrote this poem. According to the '

Century
Dictionary

it was written about 1300 by
Jacobus de Benedictus (Jacopone da Todi).It has also been ascribed to Pope Innocent III.
See 'Cent. Diet.,' p. 5883. MR. OULD will
find a version in ' The Crown of Jesus ,' aW

?.
1 "

1

kn
?
wn RonQan Catholic prayer-book

edited (I think) by F. W. FaterTlSH 63).'

AW' 18
i/
an inter

r
estinS triglot version infraers Magazine for 1834. It is in Greek,

L,atm, and English, and is signed A. This is
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a production of David MacBeth Moir (1798-
1851).

If MR. OULD thinks that I can assist him
he may write to me direct.

THOMAS WHITE.
Scottish Liberal Club, Edinburgh.

MR. OULD will find a translation in the
metre he is seeking in '

Hymns Ancient and
Modern,' No. 117. C. M. HUDSON.

'

" To MUG "
(9

th S. xii. 5). Please let me
suggest, just once more, that the right book
to consult is the

*

English Dialect Dictionary.'
There are about ten words spelt mug ; and
the information fills more than a page. Mug
(1), sense 7, is "to supply with beer or

liquor"; and mug, verb (4), sense 1, is "to
beat, thrash, chastise." Mug, sb. (3), is "a
stupid, inexperienced person," &c.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

THE POPE AND THE MASSACRE OF ST. BAR-
THOLOMEW (9

th S. xi. 407, 512). Brantome,
according to Anquetil, related that the Pope
wept when he heard of the massacre :

" Je pleure, dit-il. tant d'innocents qui n'auront

pas manque d'etre confondus avec les coupables :

et possible qu'& plusieurs de ces morts Dieu eut
fait la grace de se repentir."

These words show pity for the victims, but
not disapproval of the act. The Pope re-

gretted that people who were not Huguenots
should have suffered, as they must have done,
in-, so huge and indiscriminate a massacre.
He also regretted that the Huguenots had
not the opportunity of renouncing their faith
or repenting their sins. But he went no
further. In Mackintosh's 'History of Eng-
land

'

is the following account of the celebra-

tion of the massacre
;
but this account was

not written by Sir James himself. It is in
the conclusion of the historj

7
,
added after his

death :

" At Rome the Pope and the cardinals returned
God thanks, in the church of St.. Louis, for this

signal instance of divine grace to Christendom and
the infant pontificate of Gregory XIII."

Ranke confirms this. E. YARDLEY.

"UTHER" AND "ARTHUR" (9
th S. xi. 327,

496). It may be worth noting, as I do from
'County Folk -lore/ vol. iii., 'Orkney and
Shetland Islands

'

(p. 270), that Arthur, com-
mon in Shetland now, is suspected of being a

corruption of the Old Northern Ottar :

"Last century 'Otto,' or 'Otho' or 'Ottie' was
a frequent fore-name here, and now no case of it

occurs. In our Northern Isles it has even been
Judaised into '

Hosea,' so that ' Otto Ottoson' was
transmuted into 'Hosea Hoseaeon 'so written, but
pronounced

'

Osie Osieson.'
"

ST. SWITHIN.

MAYORS' CORRECT TITLE AND THEIR PRE-
CEDENCE (9

fch S. xi. 389, 437). A mayor of a
cathedral city, as such, is not entitled to the

prefix ''Right Worshipful." Liverpool has
been a cathedral city since 1880, but the

mayor was merely designated
"
Worshipful"

till ten years ago he became the Right
Honourable the Lord Mayor. On the other

hand, the Mayor of Bristol was always the

"Right Worshipful" till he became a Lord
Mayor. I believe the higher title is used at

Exeter, Chester, and Norwich. I fancied it

was confined to boroughs which are counties
of themselves, but Shrewsbury disposes of
that theory. Not long ago I saw an
announcement that something would be done
by "the Right Worshipful the Mayor of
St. Pancras "

! W. DIGBY THURNAM.

This has long been a doubtful question.
I was always given to understand by my
father (Thomas Hughes, F.S.A.) that "the
Right Worshipful

" was only used by mayors
of towns which were counties in themselves
and had sheriffs. This is so at Chester and
Exeter, where there are sheriffs, and also at

Plymouth, where there are not. Certainly the
chief magistrates of all the county towns are
not "Right Worshipful/' e g., in this town,
Lancaster, though chartered in the reign of

King John and earlier, the mayor is only
<k the Worshipful." MR. SOUTHAM will have a

difficulty in placing his mayors. I fought
the point out for Lancaster on the occasion
of the church procession of the Royal Insti-

tute of Public Health at Blackpool in 1899.

The Ripon Town Clerk was there, with his

mayor and mace and bald rick, and claimed,
by virtue of a traditionary charter of King
Alfred, to take precedence next after the

Mayor of Blackpool and Lord Mayors.
I successfully contended, on the other hand,
that, as representing the county town, the

Mayor of Lancaster (Alderman Bell) took

precedence of any town represented except
Blackpool. There were no Lord Mayors there.

The safest way is to give the mayor of the
town visited the first place, and after him
the mayor of the county town, followed by
any Lord Mayors present in order of charter,
and then all other mayors in charter order,

mixing county and non-county boroughs. I

may mention that at Liverpool functions the

county town of Lancaster has always come
next after Liverpool.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Town Clerk of Lancaster.

The "eminent antiquary" whose opinion
your correspondent relies upon cannot have
very carefully investigated the subject as to
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the usage of addressing mayors of towns as
"
Right Worshipful," for in Shrewsbury, which

is not a cathedral town, the practice has been
followed for over two centuries and a half.

Prior to 1638, in which year Charles I.

granted to the town a new charter, it had
been governed by two bailiffs who were

always addressed as Right Worshipful, not by
the general public only, but in official corre-

spondence. Sir Henry Townshend, Knt., for

example, whp was a distinguished legal

authority in 1584, and recorder of the town,
invariably addressed the bailiffs of Salop as

the "Right Worshipful my loving friends"

(Trans. Shrop. Arch. Soc., Second Series,
vol. x. p. 337). When bailiffs were dis-

continued and a mayor was appointed by
the above-named charter, both he and his

successors were designated Right Worshipful.
Hundreds of examples might be given from
the borough archives, if needed, to prove
this. WILLIAM PHILLIPS.
Canonbury, Shrewsbury.
' Whitaker's Titled Persons,' under l Modes

of addressing Persons of Title/ gives the
title of all mayors as

"
Worshipful

"
or

"
Right

Worshipful" ;
Lord Mayors, "Right Hon."

When mayor of this borough (1899-1901), at

any collection of mayors I was given pre-
cedence according to the date of the

borough's first charter, without reference to
the size or importance of the place. I fancy
the principle is the same as holds good
respecting peerages. A peer takes precedence
according to the date of his patent, not the
number of his acres or tenants.

R. BARCLAY-ALLARDICE.
Lostwithiel, Cornwall.

FEES FOR SEARCHING PARISH REGISTERS
(0

th S. x. 148, 394; xi. 130, 252, 453). After

obtaining permission from clergymen to

inspect their registers, I considered my
extracts available only for correcting errors
in books of reference or well-known MSS.
Col. J. Lemuel Chester, the American anti-

quary, wrote to me, 1 February, 1868 :

"
I shall, of course, make no public use of the

parish register extracts, but beg to say that the
clergymen have no prescriptive rights as of fee

simple in their registers. They belong to the

public, and the clergy are only their custodians,
with the privilege of charging certain fees in certain
cases. The pretensions of some of the incumbents
are simply ridiculous. Strictly, they have no right
to make a charge for searching their registers and
taking notes. By law they can only make a charge
\vhen they actually furnish a certificate. I know
that a different impression prevails, but it is a
mistaken one."

I know the Act 6 & 7 Will. IV. respecting
marriages, and suspect that the colonel was

mistaken. Had he been a native lie would
have agitated the question. In conversation

he quoted a case where a party requested a

clergyman to search and supply a certificate.

The clergyman being unable to decipher the

entries, the applicant undertook the search

for him, and consequently refused to pay for

more than the certificate. The clergyman's
claim for more was disallowed.
As four correspondents require notice in

turn, I must not encroach on space now.
Parish registers furnish evidence for truth.

Where investigation is impeded by pro-
hibitive fees a change is necessary to keep
abreast of the times. H. H. D.

GENERAL RICHARD HOPE (9
th S. xi. 329).

With reference to this question, I beg to be

permitted to mention that the union of

Thomas Hope and Anna Maria Delamere, of

Killester House, Clontarf, co. Dublin, was
blessed with many children. With the

exception of one or two, all the sons of the
said Thomas Hope went to various parts of

the world (to England, to New York, &c.) to

seek their fortunes. As I have always
understood that Richard Hope (according to

an entry in my great-grandfather's Douay
Bible, printed in 1764, he was the fourth son,
and born on 27 May, 1777) entered the
service of the East India Company, I shall

indeed be glad to learn if there is any truth
in the statement that this friendless Scots-

man was rewarded by promotions reaching
to general's rank for war services in India.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
119, Elms Road, Clapham. S.W.

"HAGIOSCOPE" OR ORIEL 1 (9
th S. xi. 301,

321, 375, 491). Can LYSART be serious in

maintaining that, because a purely English
word is Latinized in Domesday, it loses its

native source? Bertona stands in Domes-
day for Barton. The only connexion between
dula and hall is that they have two letters

in common. It would be thought that the
merest tiro in etymology knew that the
initial letter of hall was a radical part of

the word, answering, in accordance with
Grimm's law, to the initial of Greek KaXia

(hut), Latin celare, O. Irish celim (I hide).
Aida = Greek avA^, probably from a7?/u

(blow). H. P. L.

MR. S. O. ADDY has discussed in a most

interesting way the etymon of oriel. It is

perhaps impossible to connect the word with

oratoriolum, even if the latter diminutive
could be shown to have been in use at any
time. But it may be worth while to bring
into view the Welsh ora=porch or balcony.
Oriel College, in Oxford, was founded by
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Edward of Caernarvon, the first Prince of
Wales. It has, however, I believe, been sug-
gested, if not proved, that his foundation
was an " aula regalis," from which oriel would
be derived. The consideration of the phonetic
connexion between aula and hall, often used
to translate it, is perhaps beside the ques-
tion. The use of aula in the neo-Latin lan-

guages would open a wide examination
probably. Aula in Italian means "

king's
palace, royal house, royal hall," and in Por-

tuguese and Castilian is used in the sense
of class-room, and even class, in a college or

university, and of "court or palace of a
sovereign." Aulam and haula may perhaps
mean " church "

in an inscription found in an
ancient chapel at Oviedo in 1898, and de-
scribed on p. 115 of

*

Inscriptionum Hispanise
Christianarum Supplementum,' by Dr. Emil
Hiibner (Berlin, 1900). E. S. DODGSON.

MOTTOES (9
th S. xii. 16). "From Caf to

Caf" is a common Arabian periphrasis for
the whole earth. Caf (Kdf or Kahf) is the
name given to the circular chain of moun-
tains supposed to encompass the world
in Arabian cosmogony. Perhaps Lane's
'Thousand and One Nights' is the easiest
accessible book to refer to on the subject.

W. F. KIRBY.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Poetical Works of John Milton. Edited by
William Aldis Wright. (Cambridge, University
Press.)

THE Vice-Master of Trinity is responsible for a

trustworthy and scholarly edition of Milton's
poetry, which appears in a handsome shape and at
a modest price from the Cambridge University
Press. It is but fitting that the sane and sound
scholar to whom we owe the generally accepted
edition of Shakespeare should be no less intimately
associated with Milton. Editions of the great poet
are numerous, and some, like that of the Rev. H. C.

Beeching, edited from the original text, and that
now issued, take up at once positions of authority.
The chief claims of the latest edition are found in a
pure text and in short, comprehensive, and valuable
notes. In respect to the text regard is generally
manifested for the early editions, various readings
being inserted in the notes. A claim to novelty is

furnished by the use that has been made of the
priceless MSS. preserved in the library of Trinity
College. In addition to the MS. of

'

Comus,' mainly
in Milton's own hand, which exists in the library
mentioned, that belonging to the Earl of Ellesmere
in Bridgwater House has also been consulted.
Three new readings have been adopted on the
strength of Milton's own writing. Line 10 of
*

Lycidas
' now appears

Who would not sing for Lycidas ? He well knew,
instead of

" he knew," Milton having twice written
the line as it now appears, and in a copy of the first

printed edition having in his own hand inserted
11
well." In Sonnet xiii., addressed to Mr. H. Lawes,

line 9, "verse must lend her wing" is substituted
for the "send her wing" of the first edition ; and
in Sonnet xiv., to the Christian memory of Mrs.
Catherine Thomson, line 12,

And spake the truth of thee in glorious themes
replaces

" on glorious themes." In each of these
cases the emendation is insisted upon by Milton,
and, though seemingly of no great significance, its

acceptance involves no difficulty.
In the speech of Belial in the Infernal Council

('Par. Lost,' ii. 146-7) the first edition has
for who would loose.

Though full of pain, this intellectual being ?

This Mr. AldisWrigh t, in common with most editors,
alters to "who would lose?" This is obviously
correct. A simple misapprehension of sound has
been made by the amanuensis. There is no question
of purposely loosing or casting off existence. In the
Trinity MS. of

* Comus '

are fifteen or more lines,
obviously of Milton, which do not appear in most
printed editions, though they are given by Todd,
and are quoted, presumably by Charles Lamb, in
the Miscellany, 1822 (see Lamb's

'

Works,' ed. Lucas,
vol. i. p. 377). They are now supplied in a note.
Many different readings in * Comus '

are given
in the various MSS. or printed editions. One of
the most important of these is the alteration in the
edition of 1673, in the errata, of " here "

into "hear "

in the line

And hearken, if I may, her business here.

Ample information is supplied by Mr. Wright on
bibliographical points, and the preface and notes
will repay close study. A chronological arrange*ment is, so for as possible, observed.

The Works of Charles and Mary Lamb. Edited
by E. V. Lucas. Vol. V. Poems and Plays.
(Methuen & Co.)

DEPARTING from chronological order, Mr. Lucas, in
this best of many competing editions of Lamb,
follows up the first volume with the fifth. This
contains the poems and the plays, an indispensable
portion of any edition of the Lambs, but not
the best part of their literary equipment. Several

goems,
chiefly acrostics, are now printed for the

rst time. Lamb seems to have had faith in his
own capacity for dramatic workmanship, and in
this matter to have taken himself more seriously
than was his wont. Five plays and eight pro-
logues or epilogues appear in the present volume.
Ut the latter three are for the first time includedm Lamb's collected works. These are bright
enough, but in such compositions Lamb has known
superiors. The notes, which occupy a hundred
pages, constitute the most agreeable portion of the
volume. They are drawn from various sources,
including his correspondence with Manning. Many
of Lamb's quotations are traced to their sources.
They are not conspicuous for accuracy. It is pos-
sible that some of these e.gr.,

Of summer days and of delightful years-
are inexact enough to put the searcher off the
scent. In many cases the information supplied
concerning a poem is elaborate. Take, for instance
the note (p. 277) on the sonnet " Was it some sweet
device of Faery ?

"
It might be noted that the line

If from my lips some angry accents fall,
on p. 283, written by Lamb in his "

prison house "
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(asylum), seems a recollection, as regards construc-

tion, of Pope's
If to her share some female errors fall.

The frontispiece consists of a reproduction of the

drawing by Robert Hancock of Lamb at the age
of twenty-three. The original of this is now in the

National Portrait Gallery. Another interesting

portrait is that of Hester Savory, Lamb's Quaker
sweetheart, using the term with becoming reserve

in the case of a woman to whom he appears never to

have spoken. Many title-pages of works by Lamb,
Coleridge, or Lloyd are facsimiled. There are

four designs for
* Satan in Search of a Wife ' and

the playbill of 'Mr. H.' at Drury Lane. Pic-

tures reproduced are Leonardo da Vinci's
'

Virgin
of the Rocks ' and '

Modesty and Vanity,'

Haydon's
*

Christ's Entry into Jerusalem,' and the

very interesting picture sent by Lamb to Bernard
Barton. In get-up, as in thoroughness, the work is

ideal. The red cloth cover with the white paper
label is exactly the kind of thing which the genuine
bibliophile loves, preferring it to all but the most
artistic binding. Not the least commendation of

the
" Aldine Poets" of Pickering was a cover of the

same kind, with the substitution of black cloth for

red. In this form appeared the collected Coleridge
and many works which are now regarded as

rarities.

The Authorship of Arden of Feversham. By Charles

Crawford.
FROM the ' Jahrbuch der Deutschen Shakespeare-
Gesellschaft

' Mr. Crawford, our well-known con-

tributor, has reproduced his valuable essay on
the above subject. In opposition to the views of

some authorities, Mr. Crawford proves that the

author of this fine drama is Thomas Kyd. This

parentage was advanced by Mr. Fleay, but received

with little favour. By a series of minute investiga-
tions and close comparisons Mr. Crawford estab-

lishes that Mr. Fleay's view is entitled to respect.
To himself his argument is conclusive, and we find

ourselves unable to contest its validity. It is a

matter for regret that the writer should have had
to confide to a German periodical work for which

English publishers should compete.

A Tale of Two Citiex ; Martin Chuzzlewit ; Hard
Times, Hunted Down, &c. By Charles Dickens.

(Frowde and Chapman & Hall.)

THREE more volumes, containing the works indi-

cated above, have been added to the cheap and
welcome " Fireside" edition of Dickens. The first-

named has sixteen illustrations and the second

forty by Phiz, the third seven by F. Walker and
Mr. Maurice Greiffenhagen. Rapid progress is

being made by what promises to be the most

popular edition of the master.

The Reliquary and Illustrated Archceologiat. Edited

by J. Romilly Allen. July. (Bemrose & Sons.)

THE first page opens with a beautiful illustration of
' The Orton Scar Brooch,' belonging to the Society
of Antiquaries. It was found, together with a

twisted silver torque, in 1847, in a crevice of the

limestone rock five feet below the surface, and
is of the Viking period. A full description of

it is given by the editor, who also has an interest-

ing article on ' Some late Survivals of Primitive

Ornament.' The chief objects described were
made at home with the simplest possible tools

by persons who had no art training whatever.

These include bone apple-scoops, carved wooden
spoons, knitting sticks, and stay-busks. All the
articles, with the exception of the apple -scoops,
were made for the special purpose of being given
away as presents from young men to their sweet-
hearts. The stay-busks were elaborately decorated
with initials, dates, and hearts. Mr. Allen cannot
resist a foot-note as to this : "Imagine a masher of

to-day laying a stay-busk such as one of those illus-

trated in Fig. 3 at the ungainly feet of a new woman.
She would probably use it as a golf club or a hockey
stick." 'Some Interesting Essex Brasses' are the
subject of an article by Mr. Miller Christy and
Mr. W. W. Porteous. Other subjects treated are
the ancient church of Bishopston, in Sussex, which
has been the subject of much debate as to whether
any part of it bears evidence to a Saxon origin;
and Tumblers,' by Mr. Arthur Watson. Dr. Cox
contributes a long review of

' The Arts in Early
England,' by G. Baldwin Brown, written

"
in no

carping spirit, for the writer of this notice fully
recognizes in Prof. Baldwin Brown a great expert
in Anglo-Saxon architecture, second only, probably,
to Mr. Micklethwaite."

t0 C0r*p0tt0jmis.
We must call special attention to the following

notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

S. S. ("I'm the loudest of voices in orchestra
heard "). For a suggested solution see 7th S. i. 517.
No satisfactory explanation is known. It is by
Bishop Wilberforce, and the whole is given 7 tb S. i.

449.

F. L. WRIGHT ("Omar Khayyam,
'

Rubaiyat,'
First Edition, J859"). A copy, richly bound, sold
at Sotheby's a year ago for 581. In 'March, 1902,
a copy brought 281. 5s.

VIGILANS (' United States and St. Margaret's').
MR. HARLAND - OXLEY'S article on the Raleigh
monument will appear next week.

W. E. ADAMS (" Furry Dance at Helston ''). We
are glad to know that this ancient custom still

lingers, but we have had too much about it to open
the subject out afresh.

CORRIGENDUM. The name of the well-known
bookseller Mr. Iredale, of Torquay, was misprinted
as "Ireland" in our last number, p. 40.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane KG.
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COLERIDGE MARGINALIA.

THERE are few writers whose smallest

scraps are so well worth preserving as those

of Samuel Taylor Coleridge. This has, hap-

pily, been recognized by the bibliographers.

Coleridge, as Thomas De Quincey has told

us,

"often spoiled abook ; but, in the course of doing this,

he enriched that book with so many and so valuable

notes, tossing about him, with such lavish pro-

fusion, from such a cornucopia of discursive read-

ing, and such a fusing intellect, commentaries so

many - angled and so many - coloured, that I have

envied many a man whose luck has placed him in

the way of such injuries."

Mr. J. P. Anderson enumerated no fewer than

sixty-six volumes containing precious mar-

ginalia by S. T. Coleridge in the Library of

the British Museum alone. Many other books

so enriched are known to exist elsewhere,

and some of them are mentioned in Shepherd
and Prideaux's 'Bibliography.' Now Dr.

John Louis Haney, of Philadelphia, is about

to issue a Coleridge Bibliography, m which

he gives references to 340 volumes contain-

ing such marginalia. The poet's habit of

annotation extended to the most diverse

kinds of literature. Nothing came amiss. A
dialogue on parliamentary reform, a funeral

sermon for George IV., received attention, as

well as Descartes; and 'Robinson Crusoe'
had its commentary no less than Donne's
' Poems.' The notes in the last named
explain and justify Charles Lamb, who
said :

"
Reader, if haply thou art blessed with a

moderate collection, be shy of showing it ; or, if

thy heart overfloweth to lend them, lend thy
books

; but let it be to such a one as S. T. C. ; he
will return them (generally anticipating the time
appointed) with usury, enriched with annotations

tripling their value. I have had experience I
counsel thee, shut not thy heart nor thy library
against S. T. C."

Dr. Haney, in his recent essay on 'German
Influences on Coleridge

'

(Philadelphia, 1902,

p. 43), observes that

"the story of Coleridge's intellectual development
awaits the pen of a critic whose conclusions will
stem the tide of biassed and superficial criticism.

Many of his letters are unpublished, the prose
works are for the most part badly edited, and he
still lacks a biography to serve as a fitting memorial
of his greatness."

And, whilst fully acknowledging the excel-

lence of Dykes Campbell's work, he says :

"It is this biography that we now await
from the pen of the poet's grandson, Mr.
Ernest Hartley Coleridge."

^

If the approach-
ing completion of the edition of Byron's
'Poetical Works' give Mr. Coleridge the

necessary leisure for such an enterprise it

will be a matter of rejoicing. Meantime,
it may be well to mention Mr. E. H. Cole-

ridge's essay on S. T. C. as a Lake poet which

appears in the latest issue of the Transac-
tions of the Royal Society of Literature. It
contains some hitherto unpublished memo-
randa, and is followed by a bibliographical
appendix differing apparently in some
respects from Shepherd and Prideaux. Not
the least interesting part of the essay is that
which points out certain partial anticipations
by Coleridge of one or two famous phrases in
Wordsworth. Certainly a critical edition of

Coleridge, accompanied by a biography also

critical, and dealing with his philosophical
and literary development as well as with the
external incidents of his remarkable career,
would be a boon ; and Dr. .Haney 's forth-

coming bibliography the amplest yet made
will be a great aid in such an undertaking.

Dr. Lloyd Roberts, of Manchester, is the
fortunate possessor of two editions of Sir
Thomas Browne's '

Religio Medici,
'

that of
1658 and that of 1669, each with marginal
notes by S. T. C. Mr. James Speirs of the

Swedenbprg Society has also some Coleridge
marginalia. I am not so lucky as to possess
any books "spoiled" by him, but I have a
relic from his library. It is said to be a very
scarce work :

" Smarra ; ou, les Demons de
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la Nuit, Songes Eomantiques, traduites de
1'Esclavon du Comte Maxime Odin. Par Ch.
Nodier. Paris, Ponthieu, 1821." On the
half-title is the inscription : "S. T. Coleridge,

Esqre
. From T. C. Grattan" a somewhat

remarkable conjunction of names. Appa-
rently these fantastic imaginings of Nodier*
did not appeal to Coleridge ; yet it would
have been interesting to have his opinion on
*Le Bey Spalatin

'

and ' La Femme d'Asan.'

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

BURTON'S 'ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.'
(See 9th S. xi. 181, 222, 263, 322, 441 ; xii. 2.)

THERE is a noticeable slip on p. 29 of vol. i.

in Shilleto's edition. Burton, after complain-
ing that "Any scurrile pamphlet is welcome
to our mercenary Stationers in English
but in Latin they will not deal," adds " which
is one of the reasons Nicholas Car, in his

oration of the paucity of English writers,

gives, that so many flourishing wits are
smothered in oblivion, lie dead and buried in
this our nation." Shilleto makes the author's

marginal note (1) state that this oration was
printed in 1676 !

In Cooper's 'AthenseCantabrigienses' (vol. i.

p. 263 ; cf. Mr. Thompson Cooper's life of

Nicholas Carr in the 'D.N.B.') is a list of
Carr's works, including

' De Scriptorum
Britannicprura paucitate, et studiorum im-

pedimentis oratio/ London, 8vo, 1576, edited

by Tho. Hatcher.
At first sight Shilleto's 1676 might be

regarded as a misprint pure and simple ; but
it is at least a singular coincidence that the
date is misprinted in the sixth edition of the

'Anatomy' (p. 11, note d), where it appears
as 1976.

I cannot but surmise. Forgive me, friend,
If the conjecture 'a rash, I cannot but
Surmise

that somebody hastily assumed 1976 to be an
error for 1676. Burton continues : "Another
main fault is, that I have not revised the

copy, and amended the style, which now flows

remissly," &c.
;
and there is but too much

evidence in these volumes of "remissness" on
the part of Burton's modern editor, or who-
ever was responsible for

"
revising the copy."

Vol. ii. p. 231, 1. 7 (Part. II. sect. iii. mem. vii.;

p. 357, 1. 16 from foot, in 6th edit.), "humanum
est errare." Shilleto's note is "An Cic. Phil,

xii. ii. 5? Cujusvis est errare." [Cuiusvis
hominis est errare : nullius nisi insipientis in
errore perseverare.J See, however, the inter-

[* Afterwards included in the same volume with
*

Trilby,'
* Les Tristes,' and

' H&ene Gillet.']

esting article in Biichmann's '

Gefliigelte
Worte' (20th ed., pp. 450, 451), where the

thought is quoted in the words of various

writers, the earliest being Theognis, and the
modern form "errare humanum est" derived
from St. Jerome's "errasse humanum est"

[" quia et errasse humanum est et confiteri

errorem, prudentis"], 'Epist.,' Ivii. 12. It is

instructive to compare the more fiery St. Au-
gustine's version which Biichmann cites,
"Humanum fuit errare, diabolicum est, per
animositatem in errore manere "

(' Sermones,'
clxiv. 14).

Vol. ii. p. 235, n. 20 (Part, sect., and mem.
as before ; p. 360, note k, in 6th edit.),

"
Bis

dat qui cito dat" (by quoting which John
Jobling, M.R.C.S., gained the reputation of

being a "classical scholar"). Shilleto adds
the reference "Alciatus, 'Emblemata,'No. 162."

The emblem is that of the three Graces, and
the words occur in lines 9 and 10:

Addita cur nuper pedibus talaria ? bis dat
Qui cito dat. Minimi gratia tarda pretii est.

(P. 241 in the edition in Latin and French
published at Paris, 1574.)
Here again Biichmann may be referred to

with advantage. After quoting (p. 400) the
line of Publilius Syrus (to whom Shilleto, it

should be noted, persists in giving the incor-
rect name of

" Publius "),

Inopi beneficium bis dat qui dat celeriter (245),

he traces the form '* Bis dat," &c., to Erasmus.
'Adagia,' I. viii. 91 "Memini, nisi

fallpr,
apud Senecam alicubi legere : bis dat qui cito
dat" observing that the saying is not found
in Seneca. [There is a somewhat similar

thought in Seneca's 'De Beneficiis,' II. i. 1,"
Sic demus, quomodo vellemus accipere. Ante

omnia libenter, cito, sine ulla dubitatione";
and 3,

" Gratissima sunt beneficia parata,
facilia, pccurrentia, ubi nulla rnora fuit nisi

in accipientis verecundia."]
Several editions of Erasmus's l

Adagia
' had

been published when Alciatus's * Emblemata '

first appeared, but. as I write in a state that
has been appropriately called "the Paradise of
the working man and the Sahara of scholars,"
the libraries in which contain few older books,
I am unable at this moment to prove that
Erasmus used the words before Alciatus.

Vol. iii. p..24, 1. 9 from foot (Part. III. sect. i.

mem. ii. subs, ii.),
" Ovid in [A. B. S. inserts

"
his "] Ibis, Archilocus himself, was not so

bitter." This is an instructive example of
the way the text has been handled in this

edition. Shilleto's proposed insertion of "his"
is due to the fact that he has failed in the
first instance to reproduce correctly the read-

ing of ed.
6,
which has (p. 421, 1. 10)

"
Ovid, in

Ibin, Archilocus himself was not so bitter"
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(ed. 4, p. 426, 1. 24,
" Ovid in Ibin, Archilochus

himselfe was not so bitter"). For the pre-
valence at one time of the less correct title
* In Ibin

'

instead of
'

Ibis,' see, e.g., Burmann's
Ovid, vol. iv. pp. 8, 17, and p. xi of the

preface of the edition of the '

Ibis
'

by Prof.

Robinson Ellis, who quotes, after Froude,
from an anonymous attack on Queen Mary
of Scotland,

Now all the woes that Ovid in Ibin
Into his pretty little book did write.

While changing
< Ibin' to 'Ibis' Shilleto has

left
"
in

"
in italics, though this might have

served as a reminder of the true reading, and
has not altered the misspelling of Ardiilocus.

Vol. iii. p. 66 (Part. III. sect. ii. mem. ii.

subs, i.; p. 448, 1. 16 in ed. 6), Shilleto's foot-

note (No. 2) to "colt's evil" suggests that
"colt-toothed" might be read in Chaucer,
'C. T.,' Prol. 470, instead of

"
gat-tothed."

(How would he have dealt with "gat-tothed"
in 1. 603 of

' The Wife of Bath's Prologue,'
" a

coltes tooth" having ended 1. 602?) But
see Prof. Skeat's note on p. 44, vol. v., of his
Chaucer.

Vol. iii. p. 178, n. 5 (Part. III. sect. ii.

mem. iii. subs. i. ; p. 519, 1. 25, in ed. 6,

where the member is wrongly numbered iv.

owing to an error by which memb. ii. subs. iii.

was headed memb. iii. subs, iii., the number of
the members after this down to the middle
of the last subsection of section ii. being
always too high by one. Shilleto has tacitly
avoided this ; but it is reproduced in an
aggravated form by the editions of 1813 and
1837, and is extremely confusing. Ed. 4 has
no such mistake, and the present division is

there numbered Part. III. sect. ii. mem. iii.

The additional
"
subs, i." is unnecessary, as

there is no other subsection in this member),
Shilleto on "

gubber-tushed
" remarks "Qu.

gubber-tusked." This suggestion is ill advised.
See the word in the 'H.E.D.'; tusk in Prof.
Skeat's

*

Etymological Dictionary
'

;
and tush

in the Rev. T. L. O. Davies's
'

Supplementary
English Glossary.' EDWARD BENSLY.
The University, Adelaide, South Australia.

(To be continued.)

THE UNITED STATES AND ST. MAR-
GARET'S, WESTMINSTER.

(See ante, p. 1.)

THERE is also another memorial on the
walls of the church, close by the one last
alluded to, not to a citizen of the United
States, it is true, but to the memory of Cyril
Lytton Farrar, third son of Dr. Farrar, at
that time rector of St. Margaret's. This
bright and engaging young man, with a

life full of promise, had been selected by
open competition for a post in the Chinese
Imperial Customs, and sailed for China in

April, 1889. He was stationed at Chin Kiang
for about a year, and in October, 1890,
was transferred to Peking. He became
seriously ill, and a telegram on 2 February,
1891, bore the sad news of his death, at the

early age of twenty-one; and we were assured

by Sir Robert Hart and others that his inter-
ment was attended by a very large gathering.
Nearly all the legations were represented, all

the British being present. Before the close
of the year a very fine alabaster memorial
tablet, with an inlaid mosaic border, was put
up by Dr. Farrar and the family, bearing the

following inscription :

"To the dear memory of
| Cyril Lytton Farrar

|

Born at Harrow, March 19th, 1869.
|
Died at Peking,

February 2nd
,
1891.

|

Afar he sleeps whose name is graven here,
Where loving hearts his early doom deplore ;

Youth, promise, virtue, all that made him dear,
Heaven lent, Earth borrowed, sorrowing to

restore. O. W. HOLMES.

Above the inscription in the centre is placed
the family crest, and on either side in orna-
mental squares are symbolical Greek charac-
ters. On the left hand are the letters IX0YC
(ichthus), a kind of acrostic made of the initials

of the sentence "Jesus Christ, Son of God,
Saviour," which spell the Greek word for
44
fish," an ancient symbol of our Lord. Three

fishes, in allusion to Christ and the Trinity,
swim in *a circle, emblematical of eternity,
among the characters. The other square con-
tains the well-known symbols Alpha and
Omega and XPI (Chri\ the latter surmounting
a circle enclosing a cross. For this description
of a very interesting tablet I am indebted
to the St. Margaret's Parish Magazine for

October, 1891, now long out of print and not
procurable. Considerable interest attaches
to it on account of the four admirable lines

supplied for it by Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
a personality as well known and as highly-
respected in England as in his native land.
With what force comes upon us the truth of
the aphorism that "one touch of nature
makes the whole world kin," as we find here
the veteran American man of letters offering
a tribute of affection to the son of his friend
and admirer ! Of course, here and at this
time it would be the merest affectation to

say much, if anything, about the genius of
the writer of these lines, but it was once
said in a lecture given in the parish of
St. Margaret, by Mr. H. Horton, that he is

"a philosopher, poet, religionist, highly versatile,
more sympathetically funny than Lowell, and does
not make you sigh while you laugh, but rather
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laugh while you sigh. As a poet he shines even
more than as a philosopher."

This is true, and we thank the poet for his

kindly legacy left to us upon this little wall

tablet in our church as bearing out the saying,
once made in my hearing, that "every
American is at heart more or less an

Englishman." May it always be more rather

than less !

The next memorial in this old church

intimately connected with the United States

is the great west window to the memory
of Sir Walter Kaleigh, placed there at a

cost exceeding 600. by the liberality of

American citizens. It was the outcome of a

casual remark made to an American gentle-
man by Archdeacon (as he then was) Farrar,
that Raleigh's headless body lay in St. Mar-

garet's Church beneath the chancel, with no
memorial save a small tablet. Not much is

required to keep such a man in mind, but
still it is pleasant to have such things. The
small tablet in question for many years
fulfilled its purpose, for by visitors from
all parts of the world it has been eagerly

sought after and carefully scanned. The
inscription tells us that

Within y
e Chancel of this Church was Interred

The Body of the
Great Sr Walter Raleigh, K4

on the Day he was Beheaded
in Old Palace Yard, Westminster

Octr 29th An Dom. 1618
Reader Should you reflect on his Errors

Remember his many virtues
And that he was a mortal.

This inscription is the ancient one from the
oaken tablet of 1618, which has been super-
seded and perpetuated by the ornamental
one as we now see it at the east end of the
south aisle. Walcott, in his

'

History of the

Church,' states that " the old wooden tablet

was replaced in 1845 at the expense of

several subscribers." It has been pic-

turesquely said, and with much justice, that

Raleigh's real monument is the Old Dominion
of the United States, and we of old England
can readily admit the truth of this, and
therefore see the verities of the case which

prompted the erection of this fine west win-

dow, showing, as Dr. Farrar plainly put
it, that England's

"
great traditions are their

heritage no less than ours," and that this

brilliant memorial commemorates nothing less

than the founding of the New World. This
window is a very fine specimen of the modern
glass-painter's art, arid I again am indebted
to Mrs. Sinclair's very useful booklet for the

description, which is as follows :

"The upper lights show two banners held by
angels, containing respectively the arms of the

United States of America, and the royal arms of

Great Britain. Below are two shields to the left,

containing the arms of Edward the Confessor:

Azure, a cross patoncee between five martlets, four
in the cantons of the cross, and one in base, or ;

and those of the See of Westminster, Azure, a cross

patonce'e between five martlets or ;
on a chief of the

second, a pale quarterly of France and England,
between two united roses of York and Lancaster.
Next to these are two angels holding respectively
the Tudor badge : Vert, a '

portcullis with chains

pendant, and in chief a crown or, a device used

by all the descendants of John of Beaufort, Earl
of Lancaster, son of John of Gaunt, third son of

Edward III. ; and the emblem of Ireland : a crowned
harp ; and two shields to the right bearing the arms
of the City of Westminster : Azure, a portcullis or ;

on a chief of the first, a cross patoncee between five

martlets, four in the cantons of the cross, and one in

base, or, between two roses, seeded and barbed vert ;

and those of the Abbey of Westminster : Azure, on
a chief indented or, a crown on the dexter, and a
mitre on the sinister, both gules. Five elaborately
ornamental tabernacled niches hold portraits of
the following great personages of the period, with
their respective coats of arms above their heads.
In the centre stands Queen Elizabeth in a most
elaborate toilette, with ruff and ornaments of the

period, a red rose on her breast. On the right of
the Queen is Sir Walter Raleigh ; next to him is

his friend and patron, Henry. Prince of Wales, son
of James 1. ; and it is most instructive to note the

points of difference in his escutcheon from that of
his kinswoman Queen Elizabeth. On the left of

the Queen, Spenser occupies one panel, and the
other represents Sir Humphrey Gilbert, Raleigh's
half-brother, the celebrated navigator. The arms
of Queen Elizabeth were : Quarterly, first and fourth,
azure, three fleurs-de-lis or, for France ; second and
third, gules, three lions passant guardant or, for

England. Raleigh's shield is emblazoned : Gules,
seven lozenges in bend argent. The arms of
Prince Henry were: Quarterly, first and fourth, the
arms of France and England as above ; second, or,
a lion rampant within a double tressure, flowered,
counter-flowered gules, for Scotland ; third, azure,
a harp or, stringed argent ; a label of three points
argent for difference. Spenser's: Quarterly, argent
and gules ; on the second and third quarters a fret
or ; over all, on a bend sable, three escallops of the
first. Gilbert's arms are Argent, on a chevron sable
three roses of the field. The panels represent : 1,

sailing of Raleigh for America ; 2, the landing of

Raleigh in America ; 3, Spenser presented to Queen
Elizabeth by Raleigh; 4, imprisonment of Raleigh;
5, burial of Raleigh."

Underneath are to be seen the lines (and
to many they constitute the chief charm of
the memorial) by the late James Russell

Lowell, sometime the American Ambassador
to England :

The New World's sons, from England's breast we
drew

Such milk as bids remember whence we came ;

Proud of her Past, wherefrom our Future grew,
This window we inscribe with Raleigh's name.

These lines are very beautiful, and express
most felicitously the thoughts suggested by
such a memorial, and it is to be regretted that
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space is limited and that here and now it is

impossible to render justice to the scholarly
pen by which they were produced, but it

may be said again, as in
* An English Estimate

of Lowell
'

it was said by Archdeacon Farrar,
that
" whatever sorrows came to him he bore them like
a good and wise man. He served his country ; he
benefited his race ; he welded one more golden link
in the amity of kindred nations. But above all

this, and more than all this, he set a high example
to his fellow-men of pure aims, of manly dignity,
of faithful friendship, of honourable service. By
his writings he '

lent ardour to virtue and confidence
to truth.' This is the highest praise which it is

given to our feebleness to win."

Englishmen had long held him in kindly
remembrance as a dear friend, and now have
to rejoice that St. Margaret's Church has a

stately memorial of him, given by friends
and brothers.

Ocean makes us two,
But heart to heart is true !

And love makes one the old home and the new !

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

(To be continued.)

" ORACLE." This word occurs four times in
the New Testament, but has quite a different

meaning there from that which it has in the
Old Testament, for if we identify a Divine
utterance or intimation with the place where
it is given, we might as well, for instance,
confound "orison" with "oratory." The
four places are Acts vii. 38, Rom. iii. 2, Heb.
v. 12, and 1 Pet. iv. 11. In all these cases
the word is plural, and is made to represent
the Greek Aoyta. Now the first version which
translated this by

"
oracles

" was the Genevan,
and that only in the first two of the above
places, all preceding versions having

" words
of life

"
or

" words of God," as also has the
Rheims version, and the Genevan itself in
the last two of the four places. The Autho-
rized adopted this rendering in them all, and
one cannot but regret that the Revised Ver-
sion has followed the Authorized in doing so.

Now with regard to the word also rendered
"oracle "in the Old Testament. It is TQ^
and occurs in no fewer than sixteen places,
half of which are in the sixth chapter of the
first book of Kings, one in the seventh

chapter, and two in the eighth ; one in the
third, one in the fourth, and two in the fifth

chapter of the second book of Chronicles.
In all these places the Septuagint leaves the
Hebrew word untranslated as Safaip. Our
versions have "oracle," but sometimes with
the addition (either in the text or as a
marginal explanation)

" even the most holy

place." The word also occurs once in the

first book of Psalms (xxviii. 2), and here

the Septuagint does
translate it, finishing the

verse ets vabv ayioV &ov. Both the Authorized
and Revised versions have in the text

"toward Thy holy oracle"; but each has a

marginal interpretation, the former " towards
the oracle of Thy sanctuary," and the latter
" toward the innermost place of Thy sanc-

tuary." In all the passages, then, in the Old
Testament it signifies a place (i.e., a "holy
place "), but in the New (plural)

"
words,"

meaning Divine words or intimations ;
and

it would surely have been better to have sub-

stituted this for "oracles," which not only
gives a false idea of the meaning, but pro-

bably now generally suggests the idea of

heathen oracles. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

HENRY FIELDING.
"Fordhook House, Uxbridge Road, Baling

[Acton?], which is in course of demolition, was
formerly the residence of Henry Fielding the
novelist. There he wrote * Tom Jones and
' Amelia.'

"
Weekly Dispatch, 28 June.

"
Wednesday, June 26, 1754. On this day, the

most melancholy sun I had ever beheld arose, and
found me awake at my house at Fordhook. By the

light of this sun, I was, in my own opinion, last to

behold and take leave of some of those creatures on
whom I doated with a mother-like fondness, guided
by nature and passion, and uncured and unhardened
by all the doctrine of that philosophical school

where I had learned to bear pains and to despise
death.
" In this situation, as I could not conquer Nature,

I submitted entirely to her, and she made as great
a fool of me as she had ever done of any woman
whatsoever ; under pretence of giving me leave to

enjoy, she drew me in to suffer, the company of my
little ones during eight hours ; and I doubt not

whether, in that time, I did not undergo more than
in all my distemper.
"At twelve precisely my coach was at the door,

which was no sooner told me, than I kissed my
children round, and went into it with some little

resolution. My wife, who behaved more like a
heroine and philosopher, though at the same time
the tenderest mother in the world, and my eldest

daughter followed me ; some friends went with us,
and others here took their leave ;

and I heard rny
behaviour applauded, with many murmurs and
praises to which I well knew 1 had no title ; as all

other such philosophers may, if they have any
modesty, confess on the like occasions.'

1
Fielding's

*

Voyage to Lisbon.'

Fielding reached Lisbon, but survived only
about two months, dying on 8 October, 1754,
in the forty-eighth year of his age ; he was
buried in the English cemetery. See *

D.N.B.'
ADRIAN WHEELER.

THE FORMATION OF CLOUDS. William

Cobbett, in his
' Rural Rides,' p. 538, notices

the following phenomenon under date of
23 October, 1826 :
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" I am now going to speak of clouds coming out
of the sides of hills in exactly the same manner
that you see smoke come out of a tobacco pipe,
and, rising up, with a wider and wider head, like
the smoke from a tobacco pipe, go to the top of the
hill or over the hill, or very much above it, and
then come over the valleys in rain. At about a
mile's distance from Mr. Palmer's house at Bolli-

tree, in Herefordshire, there is a large long beautiful
wood, covering the side of a lofty hill, winding
round in the form of a crescent. It was here that 1
first observed this mode of forming clouds The
hill is called Penyard, and this forming of the
clouds they call Old Penyard's smoking his pipe ;

and it is a rule that it is sure to rain during the
day, if Old Penyard smokes his pipe in the
morning."

Cobbett goes on to say that he noticed the
same circumstance at Butser Hill, in Hamp-
shire, where he saw on some days thousands
of clouds come puffing out. One would like
to know the cause of the phenomenon, which
probably still continues.

RICHARD H. THORNTON.
Portland, Oregon.

OLD ROCHESTER Row, WESTMINSTER :

CHANGE OF NAME. The intention of the
London County Council has been notified as
under :

"The London Building Act, 1894, sec. 34 & 35.

Notice is hereby given that the Council proposes
after the expiration of one calendar month from
the date hereof to make an o^-der incorporating Old
Rochester Row with and under the name of Grey
Coat Place, and that such order may be issued oh
or after the 29th day of June, 1903. Any objections
made, in writing before that day, to the proposed
alteration will receive attention.

G. L. GOMME, Clerk of the Council.
County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W.

29/5/03.

The proposed change is not a bad one, for

the old city of Rochester is at present
kept in memory by Old Rochester Row,
Rochester Row, and Rochester Street, all

close together, so that one of them can be

easily spared. The name originated from
the fact that the Deans of Westminster were,
through eight incumbencies from 1663 to

1802, also Bishops of Rochester, the
united offices being held by Deans Dolben,
Sprat, Atterbury, Bradford, Wilcocks, Pearce,
Thomas, Horsley. With the appointment of
Dean Vincent the severance of the two offices

took place we are informed to the great
regret of King George III., who declared
that they "ought not to have been separated."
It is a noteworthy fact that only one of the
holders of the double office Atterbury, and
that only recently is commemorated in
Westminster

; while, as we are reminded by
Mr. J. E. Smith (the author of the 'Parochial
Memorials of St, John the Evangelist, West-

minster '), the dean with whose appointment
the separation of the two offices took place
is perpetuated in a "square," a "street,"a
"
place," a "

court," and a " row." Grey Coat
Place, under which the combined thorough-
fare is in future to be known, comes from
the Grey Coat School or Hospital, as it was
formerly called a foundation of 1698 "for
the education of 70 poor boys and 40 poor
girls

"
;
and although there have been many

changes, the old buildings have remained

very much the same as when founded.
There still remain the central building, its

old clock, turret, and bell, the royal arms
of Queen Anne, the motto "Semper
eadem," and the figures habited in the

bygone costume of the children; therefore

the name is one possessing a very respectable
antiquity. Altogether the change is one for

good, and, so far as I hear, there has been
no opposition to the proposal. This is just
one of the things which 'N. & Q.' should
record. W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.

C2, The Almshouses, Rochester Row, S.W.

INACCURACY IN ' BARNABY RUDGE.' In

chap. Ivii. (Household Edition) we read that

Grip peered into the straw with his bill,

"and rapidly covering up the place, as if,

Midas-like, he were whispering secrets to the
earth and burying them," &c. It was not

Midas, but his servant, who, discovering the
fact that his master's ears had been changed
to those of an ass, and fearing the con-

sequences of revealing the secret, made a
hole in the earth, and, after whispering
there that Midas had the ears of an ass,

covered the place as before, as if he had buried
his confidential utterance in the ground.
Curiously enough, the words " Midas-like

"

do not appear in the first edition of the

story, but were a subsequent interpolation.
F. G. KITTON.

"PRIOR TO "= BEFORE. We find this ex-

pression frequently employed in newspapers
and periodicals, whence it is creeping into

works of a more ambitious character.* But
is it good English ? If one of our smart
writers happened to be noticing a new edition

of a famous book, he would probably speak
of its chief character thus :

" Prior to his

marrying Squire Western's daughter, Tom
Jones had led a somewhat dissolute life."

If that will pass, so ought this, and perhaps

* The following example, taken from Mr. Augus-
tine Birrell's lecture on Edmund Burke, is a gem in

its way: "What I propose to do is merely to

consider a little Burke's life prior to his obtaining
a seat in Parliament," &c., 'Obiter Dicta,' Second
Series, p. 151, London, 1887.
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it does, or would :

" Posterior to leading a
somewhat dissolute life, Tom Jones was
married to Squire Western's daughter." Who
that loves his mother-tongue would not use

the simple Saxon words before and after
instead of these hideous equivalents 1

" Prior

to" would also appear to be objectionable in

another way, for as time is implied, not place,
would it not be more correct to write :

"Anterior to his marrying," &c.1 "Ohe!
Jam satis est."

The proper and legitimate use of the word

prior cannot be better shown than in the

following quotation from the sixth edition of

Johnson's
4

Dictionary/ published in 1785 :

" Whenever tempted to do or approve any-
thing contrary to the duties we are enjoined,
let us remember we have a prior and superior
obligation to the commands of Christ." Here
we have it, what it really is and nothing
more, an adjective in the comparative degree.
Of all the dictionaries I have examined,

the
*

Century
'

is the only one that gives the

phrase "prior to." It is there said to be
used adverbially, like

"
previous to," which is

a still more indefensible expression ; for why
should previous take the place of previously,

duly begotten according to the laws of

grammar? Some people seem to forget that
an adjective is an adjective, and an adverb
an adverb, and that the one cannot be the
other. From the two examples given in the

dictionary just mentioned, one would gather
that the phrase is of recent origin. They
are taken from G. P. Fisher's

'

Beginning of

Christianity,' and the Contemporary Review,
which was started in 1866. But in the

eighteenth edition of Roget's
' Thesaurus of

English Words and Phrases
'

(1865) I find it

grouped as an adverb with "anteriorly,

antecedently, erewhile," and so forth.

Whether it is in the first edition of that

work, published in 1852, I do not know, nor
does it matter, for I can give an example
long before (prior to !) that date. In Sir

John Sidney Hawkins's edition of Ruggle's
comedy

*

Ignoramus,' which was printed in

1787, we read on p. ix what follows : "Mr.
Ferrar appears, from this life, to have been
born on the 1st of Februarj^, 1591 ;

his settle-

ment at Cambridge, as above related, must
therefore have been prior to the 1st of

February, 1604."
^

In this and similar instances we cannot

regard prior as an adjective correctly

employed neither is prior to an adverb,
because the objective case follows ;

it is

nothing but a clumsy prepositional phrase,
which no one who wishes to speak or write
idiomatic English will employ instead of the

plain Saxon word before; and I hope the
Editor of *N. & Q.' and his learned con-
tributors will join in the chase and hunt the
odious thing to the death.

JOHN T. CURRY.

"A FLEA IN THE EAR." It seems worth
noting that in the supplement to Godefroy's
'Old French Dictionary,' s.v.

*

Puce,' it is

shown that the phrases
"
avoir la puce en

Poreiile," to be uneasy, and " mettre a

quelqu'un la puce en Foreille," to make one

uneasy, were both current in Old French
I can find in this expensive work no list of

authors quoted, nor any explanation of the
abbreviations employed. Surely this is a sad
omission. WALTER W. SKEAT.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers maybe addressed to them
direct.

EPITAPH ATTRIBUTED TO MILTON. In a
memoir of Mary Frith, alias Moll Cutpurse,
which I find in what appears to be (the title-

page is missing) a copy of Charles Johnson's
'General History of the Lives and Adven-
tures of the Most Famous Highwaymen,
Pyrates,' &c., London, folio, 1734, I have
come upon the following. Can any reader
tell me what is the authority for attributing
this epitaph to Milton? The lines present
some Miltonic peculiarities, and, though rather

rough and halting, are not more so than the

epitaphs on Hobson, the university carrier :

" When she was dead she was interred in

St. Bridget's [St. Bride's, Fleet Street] Churchyard,
haying a fair marble stone put over her grave, on
which was cut the following epitaph, composed by
the ingenious Mr. Milton, but destroyed in the great
conflagration of London :

[EPITAPH.]
Here lies under this same Marble,
Dust, for Time's last sieve to garble ;

Dust to perplex a Sadducee,
Whether it rise a He or She,
Or two in one, a single Pair,
Nature's Sport and now her Care.
For how she '11 cloath it at last Day,
Unless she sighs it all away ;

Or where she '11 place it, none can tell ;

Some middle place 'twixt Heaven & Hell
And well 'tis Purgatory 's found
Else she must hide her under Ground
These Reliques to deserve the Doom
Of that cheat Mahomet's fine Tomb ;

For no Communion she had,
Nor sorted with the Good or Bad ;

But when the World shall be calcined,
And the mixed Mass of Human Kind
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Shall separate by that melting Fire,
She'll stand alone and none come nigh her.

Reader, here she lies till then,
When truly, you '11 see her again.

I should also like to know how it came about
that so audacious and persistent a malefactor
as Moll Cutpurse enjoyed the honours of a

grave and " a fair marble stone," not to speak
of an epitaph by

" the ingenious Mr. Milton."

W. MOY THOMAS.

JOHNSON'S * LIVES OF THE POETS.' Johnson,
in the 'Life of Dryden' (ii. 153, 1783 ed.),

referring to 'The Hind and the Panther,' says
that "

Pope used to mention this poem as the
most correct specimen of Dryden's versifica-

tion." I cannot find his authority. No such

saying occurs, I think, in Elwin and Court-

hope's
'

Pope.'
In the * Life of Addison '

(ii. 388) Johnson,
criticizing

*

Cato,' writes :

"
Nothing here

excites or assuages emotion ; here is no magical
poiver of raising phantastic terror or wild

anxiety? The words in italics are apparently
quoted from elsewhere. Can any of your
readers inform me where they may be
found? H. S. S.

*LE VICAIEE SAVOYARD.' Can any reader
of

' N. & Q.' oblige me with the name of the
author of

' Le Vicaire Savoyard
'

1

CECILIA SIMEON.

"WANTED" v. "WAITING." Ante, p. 39,
I read,

"
Coryat's

'

Crudities,' with a plate
wanted." Is not wanted as here used a sole-

cism 1 Should it not be wanting ? What
authority is there for using the past instead
of the present participle in a case of this sort,
and thus violating the recognized idiom ?

LEOFRIC K. B. QUEX-PIFFLE.

BELL INSCRIPTION. Can any of your
readers suggest a rendering of the following
inscription on one of the bells at Preston-on-

Wye, or is it merely a collection of letters for
ornamentation? The church is dedicated to
St. Lawrance. The letters are Lombardic and
the M is crowned : MAVEBEG(?)INACEL(?Q)OB.

GEORGE MARSHALL.
The Batch, Weobley, R.8.0.

" THE GENERATIONS PASS," &c. Who is the
author of the following lines 1

The generations pass, the gods abide,
The beauty and perfections of the earth
Are due to silence ; in a little while,
And other things displace them, fair as these.
The hearth is broken where the children played.

G. A. M.

'THE COGERS' CHRONICLE AND GENERAL
ADVERTISER.' On 23 December, 1889, there
was registered a. journal having the above

title. No copy is to be found in the British

Museum Library. Can any reader tell where
a copy can be seen ? W. H.

COFFEE MADE OF MALT. .Robert Pollok,
the author of 'The Course of Time,' in a
letter to his brother David, written in 1825,
which is given in the latter's life of the poet
(1843, p. 263), speaks of coffee made of malt,
which he regarded as a most pleasant beve-

,

rage. Was this a drink which was popular
for a short time and then went out of fashion ;

or is it manufactured at the present time ?

K. P. D. E.

. BUNYAN'S * SOLOMON'S TEMPLE SPIRITUAL-
IZED.' Can you or any of your readers give
me information as to the date, value, &c.,

of the book called 'Solomon's Temple
Spiritualized,' by John Bunyan ? A memo- ,

randum in the book states that it was

bought at the auction 23 November, 1765, at

the "Rose and Crown," Deansgate, Man-
chester. The frontispiece is a portrait of

Bunyan. J. P. HACKFORTH.

[A copy of the ninth edition of this sold, with

many other Bunyan items, for 21. 2s. in 1889.]

ENEAS SILVIDS. Can anybody tell me if

any value is attached to the following book 1

Eneas Silvius, 'History of Bohemia,' in

Latin, dated 1475. There is no title-page.
" Eneas Silvius

"
is written on the first page.

There is the following preface :

"Enee Silvii Piccolomini seu Cardinal Sancte
Sabini ad Alfonsum Aragonum Regem Clarissimum
in Historiam Bohemicam prefatio incipit Legiso-
dicites."

There are no numbers to the pages.
F. C. S.

Kieff, Russia.

[Brunet calls the work rare, and cites the sale of

a copy for 60 francs.]

BREECHES BIBLE. Are the following
scarce or valuable? Bible (Breeches), date

1599, imprinted by Christopher Barker,
London

; Bible, 1597, imprinted by Chris-

topher Barker, London. A. D.

[Copies sell for from 30-s. to QL]

SOUTH SEA SCHEME. I shall be much
obliged if you or any of your readers can tell

me where I can see a complete list of the

subscribers to the South Sea scheme.
J. PILE.

55, Holland Park Avenue, W.

ZOLA'S * ROME.' Very frequently the key
is sought to the personages of popular novels,
such as ' Lothair

' and others. Can any one
inform me who is (1) represented in Zola's
1 Eome '

by Pierre Froment ? Mr. Gladstone
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was of opinion that it was Dr. Gumming.
Very likely it was. But (2) who was Cardinal
Boccavera 1 Is he, as Camerlingo, Cardinal

Rampolla, a possible candidate for the

Papacy 1 The identification would be

interesting, even though it be purely con-

jectural. Zola is no longer here to provide
the key, but Mr. Vizetelly might be able to

do so. J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

LEGITIMACY OF MONMOUTH ASSERTED BY
HIS HEIRS. In the Sphere for 16 May the

following sentence appeared :

" Not only have crowned heads visited Dalkeith
Palace,, but the heir of Dalkeith himself was
enthusiastically proclaimed king at Sanquhar in

1692, notwithstanding the severance of his father's
head (in 1685) for laying claim to the throne of

England and allowing himself to be proclaimed
king of England."

I am most anxious to learn where I may
obtain a detailed account of the above pro-
ceedings, and to know if it is the last occasion

upon which the family .have moved in the
matter. Any facts relating to a claim or
claims subsequent to 1685 will prove
interesting. GEORGE GILBERT.

9, Marlborough Place, Brighton.

ROYAL INFIRMARY, EDINBURGH. Maitland,
on p. 450 of his

*

History of Edinburgh
'

(1753),
after a few preliminary remarks upon the
want of a charitable foundation for tne relief

of sick poor, goes on to say that
"
divers well disposed Persons, having with great

Concern, observed this to be the Case of Edinburgh,
resolved to attempt to remedy this Defect; for
which Purpose, in the Year 1721, they published
an exhprtatory Pamphlet, setting forth the great
Necessity and Advantage of such an Hospital to
the Nation ; and published Proposals for raising a
Fund to accomplish so good a Work : But there

appearing so little Probability of Success, dropt
the Prosecution of their Scheme."

Can any reader give me information con-

cerning the "exhortatory Pamphlet" referred
to as being published in 1721 1 I am making
a search at the British Museum, but so far
without result.

CUTHBERT E. A. CLAYTON.
Richmond, Surrey.

BLACK CATS.
"A fine black cat, a pet, belonging to one of our

neighbours in the fort, had been knocked off a tree
in his compound and cruelly beaten to death by a
man who was passing with a bamboo in his hand. It
came out in evidence that the Mahrattas are fond
of eating black cats. Full of this story, I related
it to our English nurse, who, turning round to the
ayah,

5

said: 'Surely the Mahrattas do not eat
cats?' 'Yes, yes,' was the reply ;

'eat white cat,
but black cat best.'

'
Is it possible,' exclaimed the

European,
'

that you have ever eaten cat ?
' * Me !

no, no,' said the old lady, licking her lips ;

' but
black cat very good.' Other Hindoos would die

rather than eat cat, and the fact of its being done
by the Mahrattas goes to confirm the notion that

they are a people who have never been subdued by
conquest." Mrs. Guthrie,

' My Year in an Indian
Fort '( 1877), ii. 136.

Are these statements correct? I cannot
find any reference to them in Sir J. Camp-
bell's

' Notes on the Spirit Basis of Belief and
Custom.' EMERITUS.

PREMIER PRUDENT, A FRENCH OFFICE. In
the first volume of the Coke Manuscripts,
published by the Royal Historical Manu-
scripts Commission, is given (pp. 461-2) a
letter of 24 June, 1632, from Richard Bogan,
at Rouen, to Sir John Coke, Secretary of

State, in which reference is made to "the

premier prudent of this Parliament, who
)verneth this city in the absence of the
overnor." Is anything known of this office ?

Were the members of the Parlement at Rouen
known as prudenU, and the senior among
them as the premier 1 POLITICIAN.

PECULIARS. Can any reader of 'N. & Q.'
direct me to a book dealing with the question
of church peculiars, such as Hawarden once
was 1 There were many such parishes in

England in the past with special jurisdiction.
A list of them should be put on record in

your pages.
T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

Lancaster.

[At 9th S. vii. 421 and 463 the REV. C. B. MOUKT
gave a history of ecclesiastical peculiars and a
sketch of several of them. See also 9th S. viii. 71.]

ADVENT OF THE TYPEWRITER. Is it a fact
that the treaty of peace signed by the Boer
generals was "typed," and is the first such

treaty 1 The army on active service has long
found the advantages of typewriters, as is

evidenced by numerous drawings in the illus-

trated papers ;
the navy also seems to have

officially used the instruments for several

years. For the past ten years the registered
copies of wills at Somerset House have been

typewritten, and all copies of wills now issued
from the principal probate registry are in

typewriting. Only two or three of the pro-
vincial probate registries, have yet adopted
the system, the reason for delay being a
dislike on the part of the registrars to make
any changes in their staffs, the present clerks

having as yet not become typists. This is a
little surprising, considering that even that
conservative fraternity the solicitors are now
getting a great deal of their work done in

typewriting, and for many years wills have
been typewritten and admitted to probate.
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It seems impracticable to trace the earliest

typewritten will, but I understand that the
earliest cases passed the seal without any
difficulty being suggested. It is generally
admitted that such documents stand no more
risk of fraudulent alteration than those pre-
pared by hand. Typewritten cheques have
passed through the Bank. Is the typewriter
in use at the Record Office and the British
Museum? The King's Privy Purse depart-
ment and secretaries use the machines, and
doubtless they are in use in the other depart-
ments of the royal households. Was this
first introduced after the King's accession?
Dates of the actual introduction of type-
writing into the public departments will

oblige. FEED. HITCHIN-KEMP.
6, Beechfield Road, Catford, S.E.

[Probate of a will issued from the Personal
Application department at Somerset House only a
month ago was not typewritten.]

" KAIMAKAM."
(9

th S. xii. 27.)

THE Italian words quoted by your corre-

spondent occur (with a slight difference) in
the opera

"
L' Italiana in Algeri : Melo-

dramma Giocoso in Due Atti di Angelo
Anelli, posto in Musica da Gioachino Rossini,
e riduzione per Canto e Piano di Luigi
Truzzi," to be obtained of Ricordi at Milan,
and at 265, Regent Street, London.
The story of this opera is shortly as follows :

Mustafa, the Bey of Algiers, becoming tired
of his wife Elvira, wishes to have some
Italian lady brought to him. He decides to

marry Elvira to a young Italian captive and
favourite, Lindoro. But Lindoro is in love
with Isabella, an Italian lady, who, while
seeking Lindoro, is wrecked with her com-
panion Taddeo on the coast of Algiers, and
is carried before Mustafa, who is struck with
her beauty. She encourages Mustafa, and
finds he has a wife whom he wishes to cast off
and to marry to an Italian slave, who, when
introduced to Isabella, proves to be her lost
Lindoro. Taddeo, haying passed himself off
as Isabella's uncle, is made much of by
Mustafa. Isabella works on the suscepti-
bilities of Mustafa, and, after thoroughly
befooling him, pretending to invest him with
the office of Pappataci, and dressing him up
in a ridiculous costume, succeeds in obtaining
the liberty of herself, Lindoro, Taddeo, and
the other Italian

^
slaves, and departs with

her friends, leaving Mustafa to become
reconciled with his wife.

In Act II. sc. ii. Lindoro informs Mustafa
that Isabella, to render Mustafa more worthy
of her love, has formed a design, amidst the
solemnities of music and by the light of the
torches of love, to create him her Pappataci.
Then occurs the trio between Lindoro (tenor),
Mustafa (basso), and Taddeo (buffo). Mustafa

begins :

Pappataci ! che mai sento ? La ringrazio,
Son conteutp. Ma di grazia, Pappataci,
Che vuol poi significar ?

He is told
"
it is given in Italy to those who

never tire of the fair sex. Italian women
are amiable, and are born to be loved "; he is
" Kaimaka/i e Pappataci," and as such " Del

dormire, mangiar, e bere, ber dormire, e poi
mangiar," &c., to all of which Mustafa replies,
Bella vita! Oh! Che piacere

piu non so bramar."
1 know the music in this opera well, and

have sung in this charmingly graceful and
melodious trio in public several times with
Italians to the splendid accompanist, that

incomparable maestro Signer Romano, who
still lives in London.

I know of no Italian "song" with the

words in it as quoted by your correspondent.
Possibly he has confused Mozart with Rossini,
and the opera

*

II Ratto dal Seraglio
' with

* L' Italiana in Algeri,' in which Ronconi took

a role. C. MASON.
29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

U AND V : VV : DouBLE-U (9
th S. xii. 29).

It is impossible to discuss this in a moderate

compass. Of course the u in M.E. lauerock

was pronounced as the v in lave, or as the

/ (v) in the A.-S. Idferce. Why not simply
look out lark in the * H.E.D.' ? I should say
that the old pronunciations of York and
Hoivden were not the least like the modern
ones. It is a great mistake to pronounce
Latin like modern English ;

and it is still

more misleading to pronounce Middle English
as if it were modern English. The whole

question is a vast one
;
but a few elementary

notions, sufficient to avoid all the worst

errors, may be gathered from my very cheap
* Primer of English Etymology.'

WALTER W. SKEAT.

In the north of Scotland there are the

place-names "Kilravock
" and "

Avoch," pro-
nounced respectively

" Kilrauck " and " Auch."
R. B-R.

EARLIEST ENGLISH NEWSPAPER (9
th S. xii.

29). In reply to MR. ARTHUR'S query, the

only copy known to be in existence of But-
ter's Certaine Neives of this Present Week of

2 August, 1622, is in the extensive collection
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of Capt. Charles Lindsay. To this paper
must, on the grounds stated by your corre-

spondent, be assigned the honour of being
the first English newspaper. There is, as he

says, no copy in the British Museum. The
earliest of Butter's papers in my own collec-

tion is dated 7 March, 1623, the thirty-third
number, I believe, in order of date from the
first issue. J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

In ' Domestic Life in England,' published
in London, 1835, pp. 109-10, I find :

*' In England, the first example that occurs of a

newspaper, was a publication printed by order of

Queen Elizabeth, three numbers of which are pre-
served in the British Museum ; the earliest contain-

ing news of the Spanish armada being seen in the
British Channel. From the time of this publication
being given up, we find no continued vehicle for

political intelligence, with a fixed title, for many
years."

What is the name of this Elizabethan pub-
lication ? The article goes on :

" In the reign of James I. packets of news were
published in small square pamphlets, as they were
received from abroad; and these occasional pam-
phlets were subsequently converted into a regular
weekly publication, entitled The Newes of the Pre-
sent Week."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

"CABINET" IN A CONSTITUTIONAL SENSE
(9

th S. xii. 7, 31). I regret I did not make
my point sufficiently clear. There is, of

course, as C. I. C. reminds me, nothing new
in Court recognition of Cabinet rank ; but
what I wished specially to note was the

public and official announcement of the fact
in the words :

" The following members of
His

Majesty's
Government in the Cabinet

attended the Court." The phrasing may have
been used before ; but, if so, it would be

interesting to trace when it was first

employed, because of the general belief that
the Cabinet continues to be unrecognized
officially in our Constitution. POLITICIAN.

SINGLE TOOTH (9
th S. xi. 488). My library

of dental works, including periodical litera-

ture, is possibly the most extensive in the

froviuces
for a private collection, and though

have heard of such monstrosities as ME.
KUMAGUSU MINAKATA describes, I cannot
trace any account of them, and in my
endeavours to answer his question I have

carefully searched through many hundreds of

volumes in my possession, ranging from the
seventeenth century up to the present year.
If MR. MINAKATA would write to the Secre-

tary of the Odontological Society, London,
this gentleman might elucidate matters. I

am strongly of opinion that what are now
separate teeth were at one time a continuous

piece of bone, with, of course, their present
component parts, such as dentine, cemen-

tum, &c. CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.,
Doctor of Dental Surgery.

Baltimore House, Bradford.

CLARE MARKET (9
th S. xi. 309

;
xii. 16). In

reply to MR. W. R. B. PRIDEAUX, the piece
of sculpture at the corner of Clare Street and
Vere Street, Clare Market, is simply the sign

of " Two Negroes' Heads." The initials WSM
relate to the man who put it up in the year
1715. In analogous cases I have observed
that the initial letter of the surname is almost

invariably above, while that to the right
refers to his wife. In the early part of the

eighteenth, century few people had two Chris-
tian names. Some years ago I took a good
deal of pains to find out the history of this

sign, even to the extent of trying to commu-
nicate with the agents of the property, but I

was unsuccessful. I would add that it is

mentioned in my book on signs, where the
existence of Blackmoor (once Blackamore)
Street, in its immediate neighbourhood, is

referred to. Mr. W. R. Lethaby has written
an interesting volume on lead-work, in which
he describes the sign, being evidently under
the impression that it is of lead. In order
to clear up this point I examined it very
closely from a ladder, and was confirmed in

my previous opinion that the material is

stone
;
the occupant of the house believed

it to be of plaster.
At the risk of appearing somewhat egotis-

tical, I venture to add that with regard to my
little book on signs rather hard measure was
meted out to me. Published originally in

1893 as one of the " Camden Library
"

series,

it was called by me 'London Sculptured
Signs and Inscriptions

'

;
but in the process

of publication the word "sculptured" was

eliminated, so that it appeared as an account
of London signs generally, which I never
intended it to be. Thus the contents did not

fully answer to the title, but, whatever their

demerits, I think I can fairly claim for them
that, although experts may differ from me in

matters of opinion, as regards topographical
accuracy I can rarely be found tripping.
The only mistake of this kind that I call to

mind is a statement that the sign of Charles I.'s

gigantic porter and dwarf in Newgate Street

had disappeared, whereas it was really let

into the balcony in front of a central first-

floor window in the modern house numbered
78, Newgate Street, and, being painted the
same colour as the balcony, was almost invi-

sible, a fact which I discovered after the book
had gone to press, but before its publication.
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Ifroin that time I have kept note of everything
relating to the subject which has come to my
knowledge. I have also an almost complete
collection of drawings and photographs of
IJondon sculptured signs, and I would gladly
at any time have revised my writings, from
mere love of the subject. In 1897, however,
without my being in any way consulted, or
even made aware of the fact, except by
casually seeing advertisements, the book was
reissued at a cheaper price as one of the

"Antiquary's Library," with no indication
that it had been written four years previously.
It was generally considered by the reviewers
to be a new work, and some of them blamed
me for imaginary carelessness in ignoring
recent changes. I think I was even scolded
for not mentioning a sculptured sign which
I had just then discovered in a tradesman's
back yard, and which is now at the Guildhall
Museum. I have made the foregoing remarks
without any wish to impute blame to the
publisher who would say, no doubt, that in
its original form the book sold badly but
because, for the sake of my own reputation, I
wish the facts to be placed on record.

PHILIP NORMAN.
ANCIENT DEMESNE OR CORNWALL FEE (9

th

S. x. 443
;

xi. 153, 210, 449). It is clear from
the extracts quoted by Miss LEGA-WEEKES
that the South Tawton folk at various times
not only asserted that South Tawton was
ancient demesne, but also successfully claimed
the privileges of ancient demesne. All the
same, the evidence of Domesday is against
them, and Miss LEGA-WEEKES "appears to
have herself confounded the king's demesne,
otherwise known as the lands of the earls,
with ancient demesne. The Exeter Domes-
day first gives a list of ancient demesnes
u,nder the heading

* Dominicatus Regis ad
Regnum pertinens in Devenescira,' and
amongst these occurs a Tawton, which is

North Tawton. Then follow the Crown lands
set apart for the service of the royal family
and the earls, headed '

Dominicatus Regis in

Devenesira,' and among the latter is a Tawton,
which, as Miss LEGA-WEEKES says, is indis-

putably South Tawton. The latter group of

royal estates are rearranged in the Exchequer
book, Githa's, Queen Eddida's, Earl Harold's,
Earl Lewin's estates, &c., being sorted out

;

but it is in this latter group, not among
ancient demesnes, that South Tawton occurs.

Izacke, in his
'

Memorials of the City, of

Exeter,' p. 19, quotes an exemplification
under the Great Seal, dated 3 Feb., 39 Ed. III.,
which recites :

"
It appears from the book of

Domesday
'

remaining in the Exchequer that
Exeter fair belonged wholly to the Com-

monalty of the City.'
"

Nothing of the kind

appears in Domesday. A market is only
twice mentioned in Devonshire viz., at
Otterton and Okehampton, and never a fair,
and there is no mention of either at Exeter.

Again, shortly after the year 1280, as

appears from the Hundred Rolls, No. 9,

p. 67 :

" Emma de Hochesham came before the barons
of the Exchequer, and, in the name of her son,
prayed for the Hundred of Budleigh as held in

socage, and invited an investigation of Domesday,
and it was found that the king had granted it to
be held at will."

In Domesday there is not a word about any
grant of Budleigh, but it is described among
ancient demesnes.

It is evident that in both these cases the
examination must have been most perfunc-
tory, if, indeed, it was ever held at all. If

such astounding assertions could be made in
official documents, purporting to be extracted
from Domesday, one can readily understand
that the mere fact of a Tawton appearing
among royal estates was taken to be sufficient

evidence of its being ancient demesne, or the
Tawton which was ancient demesne viz.,

North Tawton was taken to be South
Tawton without further inquiry.
May I point out that the words " Hec

xix. maneria fuerunt in Dominis Regis Ed-
wardi et pertinent ad regem" occur at the
end of the ancient demesnes, and refer to

them, not to what follow 1

OSWALD J. REICHEL.

Of my evidence in favour of the claim of
South Tawton to rank as ancient demesne,
one piece is, I find, faulty, and I withdraw it

with an apology for my misinterpretation.
The heading "Hec xix. maneria fuerunt

in D'nis Regis Ed wardi & p'tinen' ad rege'
"

applies, MR. REICHEL tells me, to the pre-
ceding and not to the succeeding ones. I
had reckoned the former as about twenty-
four, I think, or more if including subsidiary
manors ;

but Sir Frederick Pollock explains
to me that " the names entered with '

rex
tenet,' not counting the boroughs of Barn-

staple and Sidford, do amount to nineteen."
He says also :

"
If the rolls you quote certainly refer to S. T.

[they indubitably do. E. L.-W.], that manor was
reputed to be ancient demesne in the reign of
Edward I. ; nevertheless its description in D.B.
does not answer the legal definition, as it was not
in King Edward's hand. I do not doubt that many
claims to hold in ancient demesne were made in

many parts of the country without adequate proof."

The explanation of the persistent description
of South Tawton as

"
ancient demesne " must

be, I should think, as MR. REICHEL has sug-
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gested (9
th S. xi. 210), that (though held T.R.E.

by Githa) it was originally included in the

Ancient demesne of North Taw ton.

In the thirteenth century and later it was
not merely a distinct manor, but a distinct
hundred (containing "only the one villa"),

being described as such in many ancient
documents. In the Pipe Eolls, 16' Hen. II,
1169-70, the hundred of Suthautone for a
concealed propestura owes two marcs. Ib.,
I JRic. I., 1189-90, the sheriff renders account
of Sudtautona hundred for a concealment,
40s.

. Perhaps one of the most authoritative of

my extracts is the following (from Ass. Roll,
182, m. 3 d) :

:

"
1280 A.D. Rad's de Tony summ' fuit ad r' d'no

Regis de p'lito quo War' tenet Hundr' de Suth-
haunton qu'a coronam dm Reg"

1

p'tinet Et

Reg', et.dicunt (n'llm ?) sp'iale p'tinens d'm Reg' et
dicunt (n'llm?) sp'iale inde ostend War' de d'no
Reg's petit Judicium [words worn awavl "

Will's de Gisellun, qui sequitur, etc., dicit q'd hun-
dred est quoddam Sp'ial p'tinens ad Coronam d'm

,

In the inquisition on the lands of Thomas,
Earl of Warwick, 21 Ric. II. (Forfeitures,
137, 3 a.), I find it stated that
"Thomas Comes Warr' tenuit maneriu' de &
hundr'm de Southtauton, cum D'mio Burgi de Sele
* de D'nis Rege, in capite, p' s'uic'm militare, ut
de Ducatu GornuV ; que quidem man'iu' hundr'm
& Burgus p'dca sunt de, antiquo d'mco Corone Angl\"

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

"I" PRINTED 'WITH SMALL LETTER (9
th S.

xi. 448). Another instance of
**
this peculiar

fad in English" is found in Bernard Romans's
* Concise Natural History of East and West
Florida,' published at New York in 1775.
This work was to have been in two volumes,
but, so far as is known, the first volume only
was printed. In his introduction Romans
says :

"I offer this humble attempt without any
recommendations, or praises, of my own ; only i beg
to assure my reader, that i have, through the
whole, adhered so strictly to truth, as to make no
one deviation therefrom willingly, or knowingly."
And at p. 1 we read :

" To reduce my work to some regularity, i shall

proceed from the East, Westward, and begin with
the Peninsula, dividing it into two parts, which i

will call climates."

Notices of Romans, who was a Dutchman by
birth, will be found in the ' D.N.B.' and
in Appleton's

*

Cyclopaedia of American
Biography.' ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, Mass.

A year or two ago it was stated in a con-
tinental periodical in French, I think that
the usage of printing and writing our pro-
noun "I" as a capital proved that we

islanders are arrogant egoists. Would one

go far wrong in supposing that it arose

merely from a wish to save the isolated wee
vowel from either escaping the reader's eye
or being taken for the number i 1

E. S. DODGSON.

CHARLES I. AND THE EPISCOPATE (9
th S. xi.

489). On 26 December, 1547, King Charles

agreed with the Scots, as the price of their

intervention on his behalf, to confirm the

Presbyterian establishment for three years
in England (himself and his friends not being
obliged to confirm), and on the expiration of
that term to consult the Assembly of Divines,
and in concert with Parliament to settle the
constitution of the Church of England
(Guizot, Bohn's ed., p. 369). He had thus
abandoned the cause of episcopacy. The
Scots invaded England in July, 1548, but
Cromwell completely defeated them between
17 and 25 August, both inclusive.

Negotiations were opened between Parlia-

ment and the king on 18 September, and
finally closed on 28 November. It is clear
that between these dates the king fully
believed that he would have been safe if he
had made two concessions, which, however,
he then steadfastly declined to make : and
they were that his leading supporters should
be punished for high treason, and that epis-

copacy should be abolished (Guizot, p. 369)."
I will be like that captain," the king said,

" that had defended a place well, and his superiors
not being able to relieve him, he had leave to sur-
render it ; but he replied,

'

Though they cannot/
relieve me in the time I demand it, let them relieve
me when they can ; else I will hold it out till I make
some stone in it my tombstone.' And so will I do
by the Church of England" (Warwick's

'

Memoirs,'
p. 327).

He expressed the same thing in verse :

Next at the clergy do their furies frown,
Pious episcopacy must go down,
They will destroy the crosier and the crown.

With propositions daily they enchant
My people's ears, such as do reason daunt,
And the Almighty will not let me grant.

They promise to erect my royal stem,
To make me great, t' advance my diadem,
If I will first fall down and worship them.

But on 30 November Charles was seized by
the army, who on 6 December destroyed his

enemy the Parliament, and thereafter there
was no .question of proposition or concession*
In order to condemn the king

"
it was necessary to strike the House of Lords out

of the Constitution, to exclude members of the
House of Commons by force, to make a new crime,
a new tribunal, a new mode of procedure,"

as Macaulay justly observes.
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" The whole legislative and judicial systems were
trampled down for the purpose of taking a single
head,"

and when this had been done, no abandon-
ment of the Anglican episcopate would have
saved the king ; but it is at least doubtful
whether an earlier abandonment would not
have prevented the triumph of the repub-
licans. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

AUTHORS OF BOOKS WANTED (9
th S. xi. 468).

'Novelty Fair' appears to be by Albert
Smith and Tom Taylor. 'D.N.B.' gives Albert
Smith as sole author of

' Valentine and Orson,'
Christmas, 1844

;

'

Whittingtori and his Cat,'

Easter, 1845
;
while it advances Tom Taylor as

sole author of 'Valentine and Orson,' March,
1844; 'Whittington and his Cat,' Easter-

Monday, 1844; and 'Cinderella,' Whib-Mon-
day, 1844. As all these are stated to have
been performed at the Lyceum, they would
seem, notwithstanding the difference of dates,
to have been written by Smith and Taylor
conjointly. ADRIAN WHEELER.

This is the complete title of Cokain's play :

"
Trapolin creduto Principe ; or, Trapolin sup-

posed a Prince, an Italian Tragi- Comedy,
printed in 8vo, London, 1658. The design
of this play is taken from one he saw acted
at Venice

;
it has been since altered by Mr.

Tate, and acted at the theatre in Dorset
Garden, 1684, under the title of

* Duke and
No Duke ' "

(' Memoir of Cokain,' 1753).
I should say there was little doubt of

Jas. Thorne being the author of
'

Knight's
Excursion Companion.' He wrote the

pleasant
' Rambles by Rivers

'

for Knight's
weekly volumes.
The style of the ' Life of Gresham '

is very
like Macfarlane's. He and Mr. Craik did a
great deal of literary work for Knight ; but
Mr. Craik's work, I think, always bears his
name. G. T. SHERBORN.
Twickenham.
'

Novelty Fair '

is by Albert Smith and Tom
Taylor ;

* Oberon '

(Drury Lane, 1826) by
George Macfarren. WM. DOUGLAS.

125, Helix Road, Brixton Hill.

"WELTER" (9
th S. xi. 369, 457).-! think

W. T. is right, that u swelter" is quite a
different word, being from the Saxon sweltan,
to die, to be faint with heat, with which are
connected "sweltry" and "sultry"; while
"welter" is from the Saxon weltan, to roll

or to wallow. What, then, is the sense of

"welter-weight" as applied to a racehorse,
or to one that runs in a steeplechase ? It
seems to apply to the action of a stout or

heavy-bodied animal as it swerves in its gait.

The famous horse Eclipse, which ran a four-
mile race in eight minutes, carrying 12 st.,

requiring neither whip nor spur, would no
doubt be called a welter-weight. Eclipse
died in 1789, and the only original portrait
of him used to be preserved in the subscrip-
tion-room at Tattersall's. If this can be
shown more decisively to be the meaning of
the word, then the *

Century Dictionary
'

is

decidedly wrong in saying that "in early
racing lists the first element in 'welter-

weight' is said to be 'swelter,' for which
'welter' would be a substitute. 'Swelter'
would allude to the overheating of the

heavily weighted horses." A propos of W. T.'s

allusion to Milton's use of the word "welter"
in his 'Lycidas,' it occurs again in his
' Hymn on the Nativity,' bearing, of course,
its original and true meaning :

While the Creator great

cast the dark foundations deep,
And bid the weltering waves their oozy channel

keep. Stanza xii. 1. 124.

Here the action of the waves is that of

rolling to and fro. The latest instance of the
use of the word is perhaps that by Mr.
Thomas Hardy in a poem entitled ' The Pine

Planters,' the second stanza of which
describes the trials that the tall pine under-

goes in its weather experiences :

Grieving that never
Kind Fate decreed

It could not ever
Remain a seed,

And shun the welter
Of things without,

Unneeding shelter
From storm and drought.

Cornhill Magazine, June, 1903.

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

SHAKESPEARE'S RELIGION (9
th S. xii. 29).

Shakspeare is included in Gillow's 'Biblio-

graphical Dictionary of the English Catholics,'
vol. v. p. 498. It is there stated that the

poet's father suffered much for adhering to

the ancient faith, and that Shakspeare's
practice of the paternal religion

" has been a

constantly cherished tradition among English
Catholics." Tradition also alleges that he
was brought up by an old Benedictine monk,
Dom Thomas Combe ;

and a near relative of

this monk, W. Combe, of Old Stratford, was
an intimate friend of the poet in his later

years. Shakspeare is said to have received
the last rites of the Catholic Church upon
his deathbed from a member of the Bene-
dictine Order. It is added that the hypothesis
of Shakspeare's Catholicism would throw a

light upon the mystery of his later years,
and upon the posthumous destruction of his
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manuscripts by his puritanical son-in-law.
The subject is discussed at length in 'The
Religion of Shakspeare,' by the Rev. Henry
Sebastian Bowden, of the Brompton Oratory,
and in Cardinal Wiseman's 'William Shak-

speare.' J. F. HOGAN.

INEEN DUBH (8
th S. vi. 68 ; 9th S. xi. 509).

The appeal to me at the second reference is

apparently the outcome of a query inserted

by me under my old literary initials so far
back as the first reference. Therein I stated,
concerning Ineen Dubh, what was apparently
misleading to the reader of the query, being
at that time from some cause or other under
the impression that that personage was
referred to in the Four Masters. I have,
since your correspondent's query appeared,
discovered no trace of her in that work
beyond a mention of her as the mother of

Hugh Roe O'Donnell. The only other
references I can so far lay hands upon are to
be found in the '

D.N.B.,' sub voce 'Hugh Roe
O'Donnell,' and in Burke's 'Vicissitudes of

Families,' vol. ii. p. 126, which is as
follows :

"
Hugh Roe O'Donnell was the son of Hugh,

Prince of Tyrconnell ; his mother, 'Dark Ina'
(Ineen Dhu), of the great dynastic house of the
MacDonnells of the Isles, was no degenerate
descendant of a race remarkable for their indomit-
able energy.'

An Elizabethan Irish song, 'Roisin Dubh,'
was englished both by Thomas Furlong and
James Clarence Mangan, under the respective
titles of 'Little Black Rose' and 'Dark
Rosaleen,' both of them legitimate renderings.
The song, though relating to Hugh Roe,
purports rather to be an allegorical address
from him to Ireland than to his famous
mother, but it is worthy of record. Ineen
seems to have constantly egged her husband
on to a ceaseless opposition to English rule,
and is generally regarded as the Irish Helen
MacGregor. J. B. McGovERN.

St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

F. C. W. will find several references to
this name (a woman's) in the index to
O'Donovan's Four Masters. In my pedigree
under the year 1494 (see also Four Masters
under that date) it is given as the name of
a daughter of O'Donnell, who married my
ancestor Niall Mor. THE O'NEILL.

VISCOUNT HAMPDEN'S PORTRAIT (9
th S. xi.

507). A brochure issued in 1898 for the
benefit of Great Hampden Church Restora-
tion Fund , and entitled ' John Hampden the
Patriot : Hampden House and Church,' gives
a photograph of the monument referred to

by MR. PICKFORD. But this gives "the

last male descendant of John Hampden (died
in 1754)" as "xxini. hereditary Lord of

Great Hampden," and not nineteenth, as MR.
PICKFORD states. CLIO.
Bolton.

THE GROTTO AT MARGATE (2
nd S. vi. 527 ;

8th S. iii. 7, 96 ; vi. 347, 437, 471 ; 9th S. xii.

14). In 1900 a note on this grotto was con-

tributed to the Home Counties Magazine, ii.

245, by Mr. C. H. Woodruff, FS.A., joint-

secretary of the Kent Archaeological Society.
Mr. Woodruff thus summarized the subject :

"The conception appears to have been clearly
derived from the shell grotto at Versailles, a print
of which may have fallen into the hands of the

Margate artist. Apart from external evidence,
examination of the grotto will leave no doubt that
the work is modern. A small row of houses called

Bellevue Place faces the Dane. The front entrance
of one of these has been walled up, and the base-

ment room forms the so-called chamber or temple
of the grotto, the original ceiling being retained.

From this room a tunnel has been driven upwards
through the garden of the villa, and access is now
obtained at the top of the garden. It will be seen
that this passage is exactly contained in the garden,
a most remarkable coincidence if, as the story goes,
a former proprietor discovered the grotto accident-

ally while digging in the garden I believe the
work dates from about 1820-30."

The opinion of a careful antiquary like

Mr. Woodruff carries the fullest weight, and
so far as my own observation of the work
extends, I see no reason whatever to doubt
the accuracy of his conclusions.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Ramsgate.

Your correspondent may be interested to

learn that an illustrated article on this grotto,
entitled 'England's Catacomb,' appeared in

a recent number of Pearsoris Magazine. I

am sorry I am unable to supply the exact
date of the issue. The writer of the article

is Mr. J. Malcolm Fraser, whose theory is

that the work is of Roman origin, and may
be roughly estimated as 2,000 years old.

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Had don, Northamptonshire.

"PENRETH" (9
th S. xi. 328, 411, 471). In

reply to the query of MR. ALFRED HALL, I beg
to suggest that the church which gave a title

to the Bishopric of Llandaff was the one

anciently known as Pentireth (Pentyrch). I

base my supposition on the following inqui-
sition (Exchequer Q.R. Roll 39, P.R. Office),

held at Llantrisant, co. Glamorgan, temp. 1260-

1280 A.D. :

" Extent of Llantrissen made by command of the
Lord the King. And there is the advowsori of the
church of Llantrissen, which is worth 20 marks,
and it pertains to the Earl [Gilbert de Clare, Earl
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of Gloster]. And the advowson of the church of

Pentireth, which is worth 4 marks."

The monastery of Pen-Rhys was not a
foundation of the Established Church. The
hamlet of Home-Pen-Rhys was one of three

(Clydach, Home - Pen - Rhys, and Middle)
which formed the parish of Ystradyfodwg ;

but the parochial church of St. Tyfodwg
was situate at Pentre, in the hamlet of

Clydach. AP RHYS.
. Baling, W.

Welsh topography is puzzling; for instance,

Penrhys appears as Penrice, an ancient
demesne with ruins of a castle attributed to

the Earls of Warwick. It will strengthen
the claim to include the site of Margam
Cistercian Abbey, founded circa 1150 A.D.

;

and with numerous Roman and prehistoric
associations, such as mynydd Margam, camp
on "Pen-dar," &c., and the " Via Julia

"
road-

way. ARTHUR HALL.
Highbury, N.

- SIR CHARLES NAPIER AND FIELD SPORTS
(9

th S. xi. 349). The following is from my
copy of the 'Life of General Sir Charles

Napier, G.C.B.,' by W. N. Bruce (Murray,
1885) :

" ' We are all,' he wrote in 1843 of himself and his

brothers, 'a hot violent crew with the milk of
human kindness, though. We were all fond of

hunting, fishing, and shooting; yet all gave them up
when young, because we had no pleasure in killing
little animals. It is not principle, therefore, on
which we act, it j.s painful feeling. A domestic
animal confides in you and is at your mercy ; a wild
animal has some fair play, a domestic one none.
Cat-hunters and dog-hunters are, therefore, not
only cruel, but traitors.'

"

"Charles Napier, the victor of Meeanee and
Hyderabad, closed his career with the feeling that
he was an ill-used man

; but the public good guided
him in suffering as in action. He expired like a
soldier on a camp bedstead. Easy was the actual
dissolution, however, and as the last breath escaped
his son-in-law McMurdo, with a sudden inspiration,
snatched the old colours of his regiment, the 22nd,
the colours that had been borne at Meeanee and
Hyderabad, and waved them over the dying hero.
Thus Charles Napier passed from this world."

I cannot refrain from remarking how
strange it is that questions are continually
arising which call to mind one's past ex-

perience. The above is a case in point. More
than thirty years ago, when I was a captain
of Volunteers, I learnt much from Sergeant-
Major Roe of my regiment, the London Irish,
about the battle of Meeanee and the fighting
with the old musket in India. Roe fought
in the great battle on 17 February, 1843. His
'regiment, the 22nd, on that occasion was
under 500 strong more than half being
Irishmen. The Beloochees numbered 30,000 ;

whereas only 2,600 men of all arms were
under the command of Sir Charles Napier.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
119, Elms Road, Clapham, S.W.

LUSHINGTON (9
th S. xii. 7). The statement

that I made, in giving some account of the
famous tavern club called the "

City of

Lushington," as to the Prince Regent, Sheri-

dan, and Kean having been members, seems
so thoroughly well established by tradition

that I had, and still have, no doubt as to its

accuracy. There are, however, two reasons
which may or may not be held potent for my
riot having given any authority. In the first

place the note was made long years ago, when
I had no thought of its possible use to readers

of 'N. & Q.,' and when it was published I

believed its accuracy sufficiently vouched for

from the existence of records relating to one
of the four

" wards "
of which the club was

formed, called the "Suicide Ward," which,
I am assured, with other records still in the

possession of Mr. Yockelson, the landlord of

the ."Harp" tavern, undoubtedly testify to

the association of these distinguished person-
ages with the club's history. These u Suicide

Ward "
records have since been either lost or

stolen. The others, I understand, have not
been lost, so that it should still be possible
to render the point a matter of certainty.

May I now suggest that the word "lush "
as

used by Shakespeare is an abbreviation of
"
luscious," and that instead of

"
lush

"
being

an abbreviation of "lushington," "lushing-
ton

"
was, on the contrary, suggested for the

name of the "club" by the sense which
" lush

" had acquired after Shakespeare's
time, as a slang term for drink

1

? While, at

present, it seems doubtful whether in modern
times there ever was a brewer named Lush-

ington, it may be noted that the name is not
an uncommon one.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Aubrey relates that Corbet, Bishop of

Norwich (1582-1635), would sometimes take

the key of the wine-cellar, and he with his

chaplain (Dr. Lushington) would lock them-
selves in and be merry.

" Then first he layes
down his episcopal hat ' There lyes the

Doctor.' Then he putts off his gowne
* There

lyes the Bishop.' Then 'twas,
' Here 's to thee,

Corbet,' and 'Here's to thee, Lushington.'"
Is it possible that the popular use of

** Lush-

ington
"
for a toper is derived from the jovial

chaplain 1 Dr. Jessopp remarks that "
Corbet,

like all wits, was slandered by the dull for

his buffoonery." In my young days in London
"the City of Lushington," at the "Harp"
tavern,by DruryLaneTheatre, wasone ofthose
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curious haunts generally discovered by youths
of inquiring dispositions. The words "lush-

ington
" and " lush " are both used by Borrow

in ch. iv. of
' Wild Wales.' JAMES HOOPER.

Norwich.

WALTER MONTAGU (9
th S. xi. 421, 482). An

interesting letter of Montagu's is printed in

an article contributed by the undersigned
to the Library, July, 1901. It refers to the
difficulties as ito the'licensing of the

'

Miscel-
lanea Spiritualia.' It is perhaps worth men-
tioning that

' Heaven Opened
'

(1663), by the

Capucin Father Cyprien, chaplain of Hen-
rietta Maria, is dedicated to Lord Walter
Montagu, who is styled her almoner. A good
life of Walter Montagu would be a useful
addition to our knowledge of the seventeenth

century. There are sufficient materials.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

In answer to the query at the bottom of
the first column of 9th S. xi. 422, the title of
" Honourable "

is not dropped at ordination,
as the living examples of the Hon. and Most
Rev. Edmund Stonor, Archbishop of Trebi-

zond, the Hon. and Right Rev. Algernon
Charles Stanley, Bishop of Emmaus, and the
Hon. and Rev. Basil Feilding sufficiently
show. I do not, however, know of any in-

stance of a priest styling himself Esquire,
unless Walter Montagu was one.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
BELL : LINDLEY : PERRY (9

th S. xi. 349, 495).
The Joseph Bell who was baptized at

Great Marlow on 26 September, 1751, seems
to have been a member of a family which was
founder's kin at Winchester College. The
College possesses a folio book containing
manuscript pedigrees of the founder's kin,
and, according to entries in this book, Joseph
Bell, of Aylesbury, Bucks, married Caelia,
daughter of Hugh Barker, of Great Horwood,
Bucks, and Elizabeth Whitehead, of Titherly,
Hants. Their children are stated to have
been : (1) Joseph Bell, Fellow of New College,
Oxford

; (2) Henry St. John Bell, who married
Elizabeth Hone, of London

; (3) Hugh Barker
Bell, who married Anne Philips, of Newbury :

(4) Elizabeth Bell
; and (5) William Bell, a

scholar at Winchester.
Of these five children, the first, Joseph Bell,

was admitted scholar at Winchester on
19 September, 1726 (College Register); became
vicar of Stowe, Bucks, on 16 May, 1760, and
rector of Radcliffe, Bucks, on 6 February,
1761 (Liber Institutionum) ; died on 9 Feb-
ruary, 1772 (Gentleman's Magazine), and was
the father of Robert Barker Bell, who was
admitted scholar at Winchester on 16 August,

1777 (Register). The third, Hugh Barker

Bell, had a son of the same names, who was
admitted scholar on 10 September, 1753

(Register). The fifth, William Bell, was
admitted scholar on 10 September, 1736, and
was deprived of his scholarship on 6 August,
1739, "propter absentiam ultra tempus in

Statutis Umitatum "
(Register).

The Joseph Bell who was baptized at
Marlow in 1751 is not mentioned in the

pedigree book, which is incomplete, but the

Register shows that he was admitted as a
founder's kin scholar on 7 September, 1765.

"Recessit sponte, Mar. 13, 1768." H. C.

POTATOES, WHISKY, AND LEPROSY (9
th S. xi.

428). Apropos, if a little irrelatively to the
main question, of MR. HOOPER'S interesting
communication, perhaps the following from
Chambers' Edinburgh Journal of 1 June,
1839, will be acceptable as bearing upon the

etymology of
"
usquebaugh

"
:

"Who would ever dream of any connexion be-
tween the words denoting the national beverage of

Scotland and the far-famed and dreaded Biscay?
As of old the Biscavans exhibit the same con-

fusion, or rather identification, of the sounds of 6

and v, a phenomenon which is also observable in

many other provinces of Spain. This singularity
of articulation, combined with their ancient cha-
racter as ardent votaries of Bacchus, led to the
well-known pun of a Roman Emperor : Apud
Biscayos vivere et bibere idem est. The correct
name for Biscay is Vizcaya, which, curtailed to its

first syllable, becomes Vizc, evidently identical
with the Celtic uisc, implying

'

water,' whence
Vizcaya denotes 'a maritime district.' The con-
nexion between uisc and ivhisky was explained in a
former article."

Camden, in his
*

Britannia,' quotes one
whom he takes to be J. .Good, a priest
educated at Oxford, and schoolmaster of

Limerick about the year 1566. This author,
in the course of his description of the wild
Irish of the Middle Ages, who lived in the
remoter parts of Ireland, says that " when
they are sharp-set they make no scruple to
eat raw flesh, after they have squeezed out
the blood ;

to digest which they drink Usque-
baugh in great quantities" (ed. 1722, vol. ii.

p. 1422). J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

KURISH GERMAN (9
th S. x. 406 ; xi. 90, 477).

I must thank your correspondent for his

courteous correction of my slip.
" Ausland "

is, of course, correct
; my version was a

gross instance of Anglo-Kurish carelessness

in grammar. DR. G. KRTJEGER makes a

strong point against me in the matter of

Lettish syntax in Kurish German, but in the
other matters on which he touches we are

practically in agreement. I gave instances
of dialectic German, and suggested that there
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were three possible sources for these : Lettish,
modern N. Prussian, and thirteenth-century
Prussian. It is interesting to learn that most
of my instances, if not all, can be paralleled
in different parts of Germany. I suggested
that tichmand or Sckmant came from Czech,
which I believe is equivalent to saying

"
of

Slav origin." He upholds my statement that
" Ich werde spazieren heute

"
is Yiddish.

Probably the Kurish vocabulary is in no
way due to Lettish, though, as I stated, the
circumstances of the history of Kurland
make it possible. There can be no doubt
that German words form a not inconsiderable

portion of the Lettish vocabulary. On the
other hand, the Kurland g has not yet
reached the "jut jebratene Jans "

condition.
Berlin German and Cockney English deserve
an Inferno of their own, where the German
(save the mark !) of my Lettish servant might
bear them company.

Since writing the above I have made care-
ful inquiries, and find that my statement that
Kurish German is tainted with Lettish

syntax is as incorrect as your correspondent
claims. I beg to withdraw the remark. I

am, however, not quite satisfied about the
German spoken by the country nobility.
Can it be that Yiddish influence produced
the " Ich habe sie gesehen heute Morgen

"

which fell from the lips of an educated lady
a few days ago 1 FEED. G. ACKERLEY.
Care of British Vice-Consul, Libau, Russia.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Jewish Encyclopedia. Isidore Singer, Ph.D.,
Editor. Vol. IV. Chazars Dreyfus Case. (Funk
& Wagualls.)

THE fourth volume of this important and erudite
publication reaches us. Each succeeding volume
has been noticed on its appearance (see 9th

IS. viii.

174 ;
x. 198 ; xi. 299). While the rate of progression

is accelerated, the character and merit of the work,
whether as a means of conveying special informa-
tion to those of Hebrew birth or for purposes of

general enlightenment, remain unchanged. Vol. iv.

opens with an account of the kingdom and race
of the Chazars, Chozars, or Khazers, a people of
Turkish descent, said to have embraced the Jewish
faith in the seventh or eighth century. Much
curious information is contained under 'Cherub,'
and a plate is supplied giving South Arabian, Phoe-
nician, Egyptian, and Assyrian forms of cherubim.
' Chess

'

is accompanied by portraits of many Jewish
masters and the view of a contest between Zucker-
tort and Steinitz. The game is said to have been
popular with Jewish women. Biblical and Tal-
mudic beliefs and customs concerning childbirth
form an interesting subject of study, the cradle
being said to have been first used in the time of
Isaac. Many of these things belong to some extent
to the domain of folk-lore, and their influence is

still observable among Christians. A child must
not be held before a mirror, or a second will come
within the year ; if its hair is cut it will get an elf-

lock. An unknown chapter of Jewish history is

opened out under '

China,' where a synagogue seems
to have existed from the twelfth century. 'J'he

title 'Chosen People' suggests less a claim to

superiority than an exceptional burden of respon-
sibility. The consideration of 'Christ' is deferred
until

' Jesus '

is reached.
'

Christianity
'

is, however,
treated, and there is, naturally, an all-important
article on the relations between '

Christianity and
Judaism.' This may and will be closely studied,
but may not, of course, be discussed here. The
chronological system of the Jews is, like most of
their science, derived from the Greeks. No exact

knowledge of the period between the Exodus and
the accession of David is possessed ; from that
period to the destruction of the Temple a full list

of the kings of Judah is furnished. The list of

kings of Israel ends with the destruction of

Samaria, 721 B.C. A long list of events from
the fall of Jerusalem to March, 1902, follows.
Under ' Church Fathers ' the influence of Hebrew
teaching upon the Fathers of the Church, and
especially upon Jerome, is exhibited. The alle-

gorical exegesis developed by the Jewish Hellenes
is dismissed, but in simple exegesis Jerome and
other Church Fathers " did excellent work."
Much important information as to the employment
of the methods of circumcision in ancient and modern
times is given, and must be studied in the volume.
The first among "classical writers" to mention
Jews is Theophrastus in the fourth century B.C.,
who speaks of them as a nation of philosophers and
astronomers. So early as the following century
unfriendly feeling was manifested to them, princi-

pally in Egypt. The first recorded coat of arms
belonging to a Jew was granted by the German
Emperor Ferdinand II., 18 Jan., 1622. A coloured

plate of the arms of Sassoons, Rothschilds, Monte-
fiores, &c., serves as a frontispiece. Many other
coats are embodied in the text : several of them are

naturally English.
'

Colophon
'

supplies many curious
facts which may be studied by bibliographers.
Passing by such important subjects as 'Command-
ment,' 'Commerce,' and '

Community,' all of them
sufficiently tempting, we find that the term con-

cordance is in Jewish literature confined to con-
cordances of the Bible and the Talmud. Jewish
converts to Christianity were numerous in the last

century. In a list of such we find the names familiar
in England of John Braham, Benjamin Disraeli,
Rachel Felix (Rachel the actress), Benedict, Lopez,
Palgrave, Ricardo, Rubinstein, and Ximenes.
A propos of

'

Cookery and Cooking Vessels,' it may
be said that the reason why meat may not be
cooked in butter or milk is, we fancy, found in

the injunction that
" thou shalt not seethe the kid

in its mother's milk," which is responsible also for

other Jewish observances. A valuable article on
'Costumes' is fully illustrated. A large coloured

plate exhibits many conspicuous and picturesque
dresses of periods from the twelfth century onwards.

Pp. 339-42 have in the copy sent us been badly
injured. 'Crucifixion' and the 'Cross' cover to
some extent the same ground. "A Jewish court
could not have passed a sentence of death by cruci-

fixion without violating Jewish law." Most of the
information on this subject is drawn from such
familiar authorities as Tacitus and Tertullian. In

respect of cruelty to animals, Jews seem to have
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gone in advance of Christians. Little is known
concerning the worship of Dagpri. In the important
article on 'David' attention is drawn to the part
the monarch plays in Mohammedan history. Rab-
binical legends concerning death are numerous and
significant. Matter of high interest may also be
found under ' Divination

' and '

Demonology.' The
volume closes with an article on the Dreyfus case,
one of the longest in the work.

THE Burlington Magazine, Vol. II. No. V., gives
' The Italian Pictures of the Fourteenth Century
in the Collection of Sir Hubert Parry,' and a
description of

' Mussulman MSS. and Miniatures,'
' The Pictures in the Collection of Lord Normanton,'
'The Plate of Winchester College,' 'The Dutch
Exhibition at the Guildhall,' &c. The illustrations
are of remarkable beauty, and the work retains its

value and interest. A process reproduction of Sir
Joshua's

'

Lady Betty Hamilton '

is the gern of the
number. There are also some admirable plates from
the South Kensington Museum, including a superb
Queen Elizabeth, a view of the Hotel de Ville at
Louvain, and a continuation of

' French Furniture
in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.'

THE Congregational Historical Society, noticed in
N. & Q.' August 23rd of last year, have reprinted

the tract A Treatise of Reformation without Tary-
ing for Anie, by Robert Browne, to which the Rev.
T. G. Crippen has written a biographical introduc-
tion. The original edition was printed in Holland
in 1582, and is extremely rare, only three copies
being known. A few years ago it was published in
a cheap form in America from an original at Yale
College, and the present edition is from the Ame-
rican reprint, carefully collated with an original
in the British Museum. Browne, among other
appointments, was in November, 1586, master of
St. Olave's Grammar School. In 1591 he resigned,
and was presented by Burghley to the rectory of

Achurch-with-Thorpe, a Northamptonshire village
of which the population can scarcely have exceeded
a hundred, but which afforded a comfortable in-

come. He was there for forty years, and there are
upwards of five hundred entries in the parish
register, mostly in his very clear handwriting. Mr.
Crippen claims for Browne that he established the
first really Congregational church known to history,
and for him "

there is the lasting honour of having
first enunciated the principle of

' A Free Church in
a Free State.'"

WE have received the Transactions of the Glasgow
Archaeological Society

r

, New Series, Vol. IV. Part III.

(Glasgow, MacLehose & Sons). It contains, as well
as the table of contents, the report of the Council,
a list of members, and the treasurer's statement of
the accounts. We are glad to find that the finances
of the Society are in a satisfactory condition, for
it is a learned body in the true sense of a term
which we have sometimes heard used incor-

rectly. The contributors to the Transactions are
all men of wide historical knowledge. It has
already done much for the archaeology of Scotland,
and there is promise of far more good work in the
near future. No papers have been issued in the
part before us.

WE have received also Alfred the Great, a paper
read to the Hull Literary Club, 9 March, by S. Harris
(Hull, Brown & Sons), which we esteem highly.We need not say that it is almost impossible to add
new facts to the life of our great Saxon patriot-

king. Unknown coins, or even charters, may turn
up, but such good fortune cannot often be looked
for ; but as to historic evidence of a literary kind,
it is safe to assume that we shall never possess
more than we have before us at present, though
it may, and we trust will, be better interpreted as
time goes on. Mr. Harris has, we believe, gone
through nearly everything relating to Alfred, and
has used the right he possesses of selection very
reasonably. Much far too much, indeed has been
said of Alfred in recent days. Speeches without
number some of which, we are constrained to
say, are the veriest babble have been delivered
by persons to whom the history of pre - Norman
times was, before they looked into a few books
of reference, as complete a blank as the lives
of the men who built the pyramids. Others were
the work of authorities who knew the time and its

environments, and produced excellent work. It
is on these latter only that Mr. Harris has relied.
He has, in consequence, produced a sketch which
we are sure must have been hearkened to with profit
as well as pleasure.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.
ME. THOMAS THORP, well known in Reading, has

taken the business of Mrs. Charles Hindley, at
100, St. Martin's Lane, whence he issues his earliest

catalogue as a London bookseller. The first item
in this is

' The Charters and Records of Cluni '

of
our old friend the late Sir George Duckett. A
collection of tracts by Albertus Magnus, 1507, not
mentioned by Brunet and in neither the British
Museum nor the Bodleian, follows. It is the second
part, and is in black-letter with coloured capitals.
Miss Burney's novels, early editions, are marked at
considerable prices, and a 1598 Chaucer is fetching
a price asked a dozen years ago for one of 1561.
Cruikshank's 'English Spy'; Cosway's 'Temple
of Flora,' coloured illustrations ; Croke's * Croke
Family'; a scrapbook of Crpme drawings;
a 'Gesta Romanorum,' 1494, with MS. notes;

Dodoens '

Herball,' translated by Lyte, 1568;
15 vols. of the Ibis, coloured plates ;

a Kelmscott
Chaucer (60 guineas) ; a Pyne's

'

Royal Residences,'
J819; Richardson's 'Clarissa'; Ruskin's 'Seven
Lamps

'

; Wayerley Novels, first and early editions ;

Swift's 'Gulliver,' 3 vols., first and early editions ;

and a collection of Doran's works are among the
gems.
In the monthly catalogue of Messrs. Sotheran

appear the '

Anatomy and Physiology
'
of Hofmann

and Schwalbe ; the Villon Society 'Arabian Nights' ;

Gould's ' Mammals of Australia
'

; Baxter's '

Saints'

Everlasting Rest
'

; Haslewood's reprint of Juliana
Berners's treatises of hawking, hunting, &c. ; a
large-paper Centenary Edition of Burns by Henley
and Henderson; Child's 'English and Scottish
Ballads,' an American edition de luxe ; Racinet's
' Costume Historique,' on large paper (rare) ; and
the large-paper

' Monasticon Anglicanum
'

of Dug-
dale and Dodsworth, price 551. Under drama
are extra - illustrated copies of 'Table Talk'
and * Memoirs of Perdita Robinson,' with an
original Garrick MS. Horsley's 'Britannia Romana '

has MS. additions by Sir R. Colt Hoare. ' Le Rom-
mant de la Rose '

of Guillaume de Lorris and Jean
de Meun, 1538, is priced 8 guineas. Some Ethiopia
and Egyptian works of Mr. Wallis Budge arrest
attention. One, a MS., No. 384 in the catalogue,

very curious. A set of
' N. & Q.,' with seven
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General Indexes, is priced 87^. 10s. Gould's ' Birds
of Australia,' with supplement, 8 vols. folio, is

priced ISO/. ; his
' Birds of Great Britain,' 551.

Other ornithological works which appear are only
less scarce. Ackermann's '

University of Oxford '

(from Battle Abbey) has the plates coloured by
hand. Nine volumes of Ruskin's chief works in

best editions are priced 151.

Mr. Bertram Dobell's catalogue opens with Ame-
cana, some of them scarce. Following this come a
London bookseller's catalogue, 1687, the first ever
issued ; Browning, Byron, Cruikshank items ;

works
on the drama, including Bellamy's

'

Apology,' 6 vols.

in 3; a Gray's 'Ode,' performed in the Senate
House at Cambridge, first edition (7^. 15s.) ; Baring-
Gould's 'Life of R. fe. Hawker'; Johnson's ' Ras-

selas,' Col. Grant's copy of the third edition ; a pre-
sentation copy from Lamb of his

' John Woodvil '

(price 251.) ; an English Montaigne, 1632, fine copy ;

and Wordsworth's 'Lyrical Ballads,' first and
secondeditions (Ql. 6s.). A collection of pamphlets
and works on Scotland are also mentioned.

Messrs. Pitcher & Co., of Manchester, offer Acker-
mann's 'History of St. Peter's, Westminster,' 1812,

price 121. 12s. ;
a first Bailey's 'Festus'; and 'One

Hundred Examples of Bartolozzi's Engravings
'

(only
100 copies). Weber's Beaumont and Fletcher, once
a drug, is now marked scarce and priced 51. 5s. ;

Bryan's
'

Dictionary of Painters,' extended to 4 vols.,

is priced 18Z. ;
and Burton's ' Arabian Nights,' 351.

Extra-illustrated
'

Life
' and ' Works '

of Byron are
14 guineas and 301. respectively. Tonson's ' Don
Quixote' is 51. 5s. A bound copy of the 'D.N.B.,'
in 66 vols., is offered for 6QZ. Ryley's

'

Itinerant,'
the whole 9 vols., is scarce and cheap. Dugdale's
1 Monasticon '

is 261. ; H. B.'s
' Political Satires

'

(a

set) is 85/., and Hamerton's '

Etchings and Etchers,'
extended to 7 vols., 1251. Houbraken and Vertue's

'Heads,' well bound, is 251. A fine copy of
' Martial Achievements of Great Britain

'

;

' Me-
moirs of Charles Mathews,' extra - illustrated ;

Nichols's 'Literary Anecdotes' and 'Literary
History,' 17 vols.

;
a unique extra-illustrated copy

of Mr. Wheatley's
'

Pepys
'

; Pyne's
'

Royal
Residences '

; Symonds's
' Renaissance '

; Payne's
' Arabian Nights

'

; and Drake's ' Eboracum. '

are

among the works that follow.

Mr. Albert Sutton, of Manchester, issues a cata-

logue of cheap books, including military literature.

Under headings such as Carlyle, Cruikshank,
Dickens, Thackeray, America, Australia, Lanca-

shire, Scotland, the student may find many works
he seeks.

Mr. George Winter's catalogue is miscellaneous.
Its most interesting items may be found under

Napoleon, Philological, and Shakespeariana. In the
Addenda appear one or two works of extra interest.

Mr. Frank Rollings, of the Turnstile, Holborn, has
a large collection of works from the Kelmscott Press,
some of them scarce, and all in great demand. He
catalogues also a series of autograph letters, many
of which might rank as curiosa. Among miscel-

laneous books are two rare works of Cotton Mather;
Nimrod's 'Memoirs of John Mytton,' second
edition ; Casanova in English, large paper ; Cole-

ridge's 'Poems,' 1796, and 'Remorse,' 1813;
Skelton's

' Charles I.'
;
Rowlandson's ' Sketches

from Nature,' coloured plates; Hissey's 'Driving
Tours,' a complete set ; first editions of Jesse's
' Historical Works,' Ainsworth's 'Jack Sheppard,'
and the '

Ingoldsby Legends,' with early editions of

Scott, Swinburne, Morris, Tennyson, Sheridan',

Shelley, &c., many of them now very much in

request.
Mr. Macphail, of Edinburgh, has engravings of

old Edinburgh and many works on Scottish

antiquities ; he has also a remarkable collection of

works on occult literature, astrology, freemasonry,
transcendentalism, &c.
Mr. James Irvine, of Fulham, catalogues works

on mountaineering, sport, botany, natural history,
Australasia, and very many'other subjects.
Messrs. Ellis & Elvey's catalogue contains some

old astronomical works, including a curious reli6

of early Elizabethan days, the original autograph
manuscript of Thomas Charnock's ' A Booke off the

Principle Rules off Astronomi begone An'o dom'i
1558.' The list is also rich in works on Australasia,
bibliography, music, Ireland, and Scotland. Ijb

includes a beautiful copy of the third edition of
' Paradise Lost,' bound by Riviere

;
More's '

Utopia,'
1518 ; and the " Tudor Translations," edited by the
late W. E. Henley, in the original plum-coloured
boards, uncut. There are also some interesting
portraits.
Messrs. A. Maurice & Co.'s July list opens with

an excessively rare item,
' The Restigouche and its

Salmon Fishing,' one of the entire edition of 105

copies, of which only 25 were for sale in Great
Britain. There are also the first edition of Mary
Howitt's 'Autobiography,' extra-illustrated, and
many books on occult sciences and gardening.
Mr. A. Russell Smith has just issued a catalogue

of nearly three thousand engraved portraits at

prices from sixpence to half-a-crown.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

MRS. COPE (' The Butterfly's Ball and the Grass-

hopper's Feast'). The attribution of this poem to
the Princess Mary, Duchess of Gloucester, was
disproved at 5ch S. ii. 372 by OLPHAR HAMST and
MR. W. E. A. AXON. The author was William
Roscoe.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondent!.

THE LETTERS OF DOROTHY OSBORNE.
(See 9th S. xi. 319, 385, 445.)

JUDGE PARRY'S new edition of these
'

Let-
ters

'

is certainly an improvement on previous
issues, but a careful examination of the book
reveals the fact that there is still scope for

the labour of a future editor. I will venture
to point out one or two matters which may
serve as indicia or finger-posts to any one
who undertakes the rather thankless task of

revising the work.
In letter xxv. of Mr. Gollancz's edition,

p. 109, answering to Mr. Parry's letter xxix.

p. 124, Dorothy writes :

"
Is not your cousin

Ranke left a rich widow 1 I was told so to-

day, and that she is very handsome too. A
fine house I am sure she has

;
it was my Lord

Paget's." When I read this passage, I made
sure that the name should be "Rante," and
I told Dr. Furnivall so before Mr. Parry's
edition appeared. I am glad to find that
Mr. Parry has printed the name correctly.
But neither editor gives any information
about "

cousin Rante." In letter liv. of Mr.
Gollancz's edition, p. 259, corresponding with
Mr. Parry's letter Ix. p. 239, Dorothy writes :

" That house of your cousin R is fatal to

physicians. Dr. Smith that took it is dead
already ; but maybe this was before you went
[to Ireland], and so is no news to you." Now,

assuming, as I think we fairly may, that
"
cousin Rante " and "

cousin R "
are one

and the same person, it seems clear that her
late husband was a physician, and I feel no
doubt that he may be identified with Dr.
William Rant. This gentleman was the

youngest son of William Rant, of Norwich,
by his wife Mary, daughter of Thomas Ward,
of Bixley, co. Norfolk. His elder brother
was Sir Thomas Rant, of Broomhill, who was
knighted in 1660, and died s.p. in 1671. Le
Neve, in his

'

Pedigrees of Knights
'

(Harl.
Soc., vol. viii. p. 98), states that

" William
Rant, of Morley, Norff. Med. Doctor, married

Jane, daughter of Sir John Dingley, Knt., of

Wolverton, in the Isle of Wight." This
statement is confirmed in the '

Allegations for

Marriage Licences issued by the Bishop of

London,' ii. 222 (Harl. Soc., vol. xxvi.), where
we find the following entry under date 24 June,
1635 :

" William Rant, Dr of Physic of City of

London, Bachelor, 30, and Jane Dingley of
St. Anne's, Blackfriars, Spinster, 19, daughter
of Sir John Dingley, Knt., of same, who con-

sents, at St. Anne's, Blackfriars." I cannot

explain the exact connexion that existed
between Temple and the Dingley family, but
we know that Mrs. Rebecca Dingley, who
lived with Stella in Dublin, was a relative of

Temple, and probably a niece of "cousin
Rante." From Smyth's

'

Obituary,' published
by the Carnden Society in 1849, p. 35, we
learn that Dr. Rant died on 9 September,
1653, and we gather from a remark made by
the writer that he was no great credit to
his profession. Judge Parry assumes that
letter xxix. was written on 17 July, 1653, but
if my identification is correct, the date should
be two or three months later. With regard
to the Dr. Smith mentioned in letter Ix., I
think he maybe identified with the "Edm.
Smith, dr. physick," who, according to Smyth,
p. 37,

"
died of a pleuresie in Shoe Lane," on

16 February, 1653/4. Mr. Parry dates his

letter Ix. 10 March, 1654, and this may be
taken as approximately correct. This entry,
it will be seen, gives the locality of

"
cousin

Rante's fine house."

I notice that both editors look on Temple's
aunt,

"
Lady R.," as connected in some way

with "cousin Rante." This may be so, but
identity of initial seems to be the only warrant
for the assumption. Both ladies may have
been related to Temple on his mother's
side. His father had only three sisters :

Catherine, who married first John Archdall,
of Archdall, co. Fermanagh ; secondly, Sir
John Veil, Knt., and died in 1642 ; Mary, who
married Job Ward, and died in 1627

;
and

Martha, who died unmarried. Our future
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editor will probably work out the Hammond
connexions.

Dorothy's cousin, Tom Cheke, is mentioned

occasionally in the
'

Letters.' He was slightly

younger than Dorothy, having been baptized
at Romford 9 October, 1628 (Lysons, 'Envi-

rons/ 1811, i. 696). He married a famous

beauty, Letitia, daughter of the Hon. Edward
Kussell, and sister of Edward, Earl of Orford,
the celebrated naval commander. She sur-

vived him, and married for second husband
her cousin Lord Robert Russell. Tom Cheke,
who was a colonel in the army, and Lieutenant
of the Tower in the reigns of Charles II. and
James II., died 13 April, 1688, and was buried

in the chapel at Pyrgo Park (Steinmann's
'Althorp Memoirs,' 1869, p. 23).

Dorothy Osborne in one of her letters

(Gollancz, p. 46; Parry, p. 63) mentions

Almanzor, whom both editors take for the

hero of some Spanish romance. This is likely

enough, but I doubt if this was the character

that Sir William Temple
"
placed among his

ancient worthies," notwithstanding the autho-

rity of Gibbon and Mr. Gollancz. The hero
that Temple had in his mind was, I suspect,
a different personage altogether, and his

career was described in a book which Temple
had doubtless read in his youth, the full title

of which is as follows :

"Almansor
i
The Learned

|
and Victorious

| King
that conquered | Spaine. |

His Life and Death
| pub-

lished
| By |

Robert Ashley, |
Out of the Librarie of

the Uniuersitie
|
of Oxford,

j
Seneca. Otium tuum

non emineat : sed appareat. \ London, |
Printed for

John Parker. 1627.
"

Any one reading this book, which will be
found in the British Museum, will understand
the ground of Temple's admiration for the
somewhat mythical hero whose victorious

career it describes. W. F. PEIDEAUX.

BURNS AND 'THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY.'
INEXPERT criticism on Burns is exceedingly

common, and the character of it causes no
surprise : but it is curious arid disappointing
to find two such enlightened and strenuous
Scotsmen as Christopher North and Lord
Heaves slipping in a reference to the poet.
In the charming monograph on * The Greek
Anthology

' which he contributed to Black-
wood's "Ancient Classics for English Readers,"
Lord Neaves quotes Merivale's version of
' The Lover's Wish,' which begins thus :

Oh that I were some gentle air,
That when the heats of summer glow,

And lay thy panting bosom bare,
I might upon that bosom blow !

"
See," he then proceeds,

" how modern feel-

ings are apt to run, as Christopher North

says,
'

into the same sort of amorous fancy.'
"

To illustrate this he adduces Romeo's aspira-
tion ('Romeo and Juliet,' II. ii. 24) :

O ! that I were a glove upon that hand,
That I might touch that cheek.

That alone would be quite correct and appro-
priate, but Lord Neaves goes on to say :

"Christopher also appropriately refers to Burns :

that my love were yon red rose
That grows upon the castle wa',
And 1 myself a drap o' dew,
Into her bonny breast to fa !

0, there, beyond expression blest,
1 'd feast on beauty a' the nicht,
Sunk on her silk-saf t faulds to rest,
Till fley'd awa' by Phoebus' licht."

North made the mistake that misled Lord
Neaves in the first of a series of character-
istic articles on ' The Greek Anthology

'

con-
tributed to Blackivood's Magazine in 1833.

Like his successor, he quoted from Shake-

speare, using the sprightly song of Dumaine
in 'Love's Labour's Lost,' III. iii. Then he
added, "And hear the Scottish ploughman,"
and forthwith quoted the lyric given by Lord
Neaves. He gave not a word of comment,
being satisfied, no doubt, that his illustration

would be sufficient to speak for itself. The
felicitous parallelism, however, appeals to

the later writer, who is at pains to point out
that Burns could know little or nothing of

the Greek anthologists, and then asks his

readers to notice "how he fell into their

style, and instinctively adopted their spirit."
After a further, and correct and very appro-
priate, reference to Burns, he concludes with
the reflection that "all these poets, Greek
and British, had the same schoolmistress,

Nature, who teaches her pupils a universal

language
"

(' The Greek Anthology,' pp. 93-4).

The only objection to all this is that the

exquisite lyric thus confidently assigned to

Burns is not his. It is one of those stray

pearls that David Herd gathered in literary

byways, and reverently placed in his choice

treasury. As given in Herd's ' Ancient and
Modern Scottish Songs,' ii. 4, it is without
title and anonymous, and reads as follows :

O gin my love were yon red rose,
That grows upon the castle wa' !

And I mysell a drap o' dew,
Into her bonny breast to fa' !

Oh, there beyond expression blest

1 'd feast on beauty a' the night ;

Seal'd on her silk-saft falds to rest,
Till flyed awa by Phoebus light.

Even this, it has to be pointed out, is not a

genuine antique as it stands. Only the first

stanza belongs to the original and somewhat

ambiguous song, the second being modern by
comparison. Taking it, however, as Herd
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presents it, Burns felt its charm, and, writing
to his friend George Thomson, said he con-

sidered it ''inexpressibly beautiful, and quite,
as far as I know, original." He had often,

he continued, tried to add a stanza to make
the lyric long enough for a song, but in vain.

"After balancing myself," he says, "for a

musing five minutes, on the hind-legs of my
elbow-chair, I produced the following :

were my love yon lilac fair,

Wi' purple blossoms to the spring ;

And I a bird to shelter there,
When wearied on my little wing ;

How I wad mourn when it was torn

By Autumn wild and Winter rude
But I wad sing on wanton wing
When youthfu' May its bloom renew'd.

These verses," Burns continues, "are very
far inferior to the foregoing, I frankly confess

;

but if worthy insertion at all, they might be
first in place, as every poet, who knows any-
thing of his trade, will husband his best

thoughts for a concluding stroke." Acting on
Burns's suggestion, Thomson inserted in his
'

Select Collection of Scottish Airs,' iv. 154,

a song entitled
" O were my Love yon Lilac

fair," using Burns's eight lines as his first

stanza, and Herd's two stanzas, arranged into

one, as a third, placing between them the

following by J. Richardson :

were my love yon vi'let sweet,
That peeps frae neath the hawthorn spray ;

And I mysel the zephyr's breath,
Amang its bonnie leaves to play ;

1 'd fan it wi' a constant gale
Beneath the noontide's scorching ray :

And sprinkle it wi' freshest dews
At morning dawn and parting day.

As Thomson carefully assigns to each contri-

butor his respective share in the production,
and adds in italics

" The last stanza is old,"
there should never have been any possibility
of crediting Burns with the anonymous lyric
of Herd's anthology.
The simile of the " red rose," however, is

splendidly appropriated by Burns in the

song which begins :

My Luve is like a red, red rose,
That 's newly sprung in June ;

My Luve is like the melodic,
That's sweetly play'd in tune.

With reference to this exquisitely tender anc

haunting love song, which was admired anc

worthily estimated by Hazlitt, Messrs

Henley and Henderson, in their edition of tht

poet's works, are at the trouble to observ*
that it is

" an arrangement, first and last, o
fancies and expressions current in popula
song long before Burns wrote." Lockhar
anticipated this criticism when, in a note t(

Scott's
' Border Minstrelsy,' iii. 314, he wrote

; For the originals of all these lover's wishes,
ee

' The Greek Anthology,' passim." In pro-
claiming the results of their learning the
ater editors appear to think themselves
n a position to discredit the poet's achieve-
ment. The argument, however, should go
xactly the other way. Love is as old as the

vorld, and lyric poets from time immemorial
lave been laboriously endeavouring to con-
secrate the passion in befitting verse. There
s therefore little wonder that the "fancies
and expressions

" had been pretty well used

up before it came to Burns's turn to handle
;he inspiring theme. His fresh, essentially

original, and absolutely supreme treatment
Dlaces him apart and alone. He comes into
leliberate competition with the poets who
lave utilized the "red rose" figure, and,
ike his own victorious toper, he is king
among them all. THOMAS BAYNE.

' BEOWULF.'
I HAVE lately had occasion to refer to the

ranslations of the Anglo Saxon poem of

'Beowulf,' and a great trouble it has been.
None of the numerous editions give a general
index. Thomas Thorpe (1855) has a contents,
or gives the story in his introduction, but it

is insufficiently paged ; and he supplies five

separate indexes, but none of them show me
the pages which I require, namely, all the
references to swimming. In the glossary,

p. 296, he indexes "swymman" with two
references, whereas at p. 295 under "sund"
he gives eight.
The passage I am more particularly con-

cerned with begins :

Art thou that Beowulf who strove with Breca
on the broad sea in swimming match,
when ye two for pride the billows tried
and for vain boasting in the deep water
risked your lives ?

*

But now I want to compare Thorpe's trans-

* Most of the editions subsequent to Arnold
allow the printer to hyphen swimming-match, thus
very much weakening the words and putting out
the metre : for the result of the hyphen is to make
the word one, swimmingmatch, the hyphen being a
device to show in the origin of the language they
were two words. I would caution authors to set
their faces resolutely against this hyphening system,
which, like everything the English take up, is now
monstrously over done. The way in which the
printers have been allowed to hyphen mechanically
words in this poem is to me most annoying ; soon
we shall not be allowed a single sentence without
hyphens. It springs, I presume, from some of the
printer's rules for hyphening mechanically. Anglo
Saxon is made trumpery by being hyphened ; if it

requires a hyphen (but it does not) it should be
written as the hyphen requires it to be pronounced,
Anglosaxon.
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lation with others. I find all the lines dif-

ferently numbered in Arnold (187G), who
gives no contents and no index. The passage
I want is in Arnold at p. 37, division viii.

1. 506. In Dr. J. M. Garnett's edition (Boston,

1882) the passage is in division iii. 1. 506.

Garnett gives a full bibliography and con-

tents, but no index.

Then Col. Lumsden (1883) calls his divi-

sion iv. (p. 24). His divisions he says (p. xxvii)
he owes to Arnold. This translation has a

very insufficient contents and no index. The
numbers are put at the top of the page, but
do not tally with other editions.

Lesslie Hall (Boston,* 1892) calls his divi-

sion ix. (1. 8, p. 19). He has no contents and
no index. I do not like his translation of this

passage (1. 506), though possibly it may most
resemble the original.

Prof. John Earle's translation (Oxford,
1892, p. 17) is divided as in Arnold. No
contents, no index, although it is a book
of three hundred pages.

'Beowulf,' translated into modern English
prose by Dr. Clark Plall (1901), seems in some
instances to be very modern, for I notice on

p. 34 that Beowulf "
despatched the beast/'t

Here there can be no pretence that it is an

army man's despatch a difference of mean-
ing some people pretend to give. The "

argu-
ment" might have served as a contents if

lines had been put. It has an index of names
and another of things, but no general index.

Numbering the verses at the beginning of

the lines gives the poem a dry mathematical

look, which I think would be somewhat
lessened if the numbers were put at the end
of the lines, and in much smaller figures than
all these books use.

But the greatest improvement of all would
be to print the verses as if in prose, without
initial capitals in the middle of sentences, as

Thorpe does, and as I have given it above.
What I think is wanted is an authorized

version of
' Beowulf '

for ignorant people like

myself, who have no time to study Anglo
* The practice of giving towns the same name is

confusing ; the Boston above is in America. It is

probably a most difficult thing to alter the name of
a town, but I think that this is what Boston should
do, now that it plays such an important part in the
world's literature and civilization. If this cannot
be done, could not their publications be marked
Bostona, which would well distinguish them ?

t Dispatch is from the Italian dispaccio. An in-

teresting account of how the corruption despatch
crept in will be found in Dr. Murray's

' Romanes
Lecture, 1900: The Evolution of English Lexi-
cography,' p. 40, a splendid outline ; but what a

pity Romanes did not leave enough money for the
thing to be done fully ! It should have been three
times as long at least, and have had an index.

Saxon, or even to read the poem. I am afraid
that such a thing is not to be got, so instead
I suggest that, notwithstanding the number
of editions, there is still room for another

(by a man who does not want to give his own
translation), with proper contents and one
index. The index should include everything.
If it is necessary to show that names of men
are not names of places, do it some way other
than the tiresome plan of giving five indexes.

Things are easily to be distinguished from

proper names by not using initial capitals.
RALPH THOMAS.

Clifford's Inn.

BRITANNIA ON THE COINAGE. In the
Journal of the Royal United Service Institu-

tion for 15 July there is an article on the
first appearance of Britannia on medals and
coins, by Mr. Charles Dalton, in which he
states that it will be a surprise to many to
know that the date is that of the Common-
wealth in a medal which bears on the obverse
the head of Oliver Cromwell. The seated
Britannia holds the shield, which bears the
cross of St. George. Mr. Dalton refers to the

quotation from * N. & Q.' made by Dr. Murray
in the ' N.E.D.' as to the earliest coin pre-

senting Britannia ; and, whatever its date,
it undoubtedly preceded the famous naval
medal described by Pepys as having Mrs.
Stewart's face. The trident did not appear,
according to Mr. Dalton, till

" about the
middle of George III.'s reign." Britannia

previously had held a spear. B. T. C.

" BLOOMEES." The bloomer costume, named
after an American lady, Mrs. Amelia Jenks

Bloomer, the originator, consisted, as we
know, of a skirt, reaching just below the

knee, and Turkish trousers tied round the
ankles. The ' N.E.D.' has several quotations
for bloomer, bloomerism, &c. The ladies who
wore the costume were themselves called

"Bloomers
"

; thus, e.g., there is a broadside in

verse in the British Museum with the title

"I '11 be a Bloomer," in which the following

expressions occur :

" The women one and all

are going to join the Bloomers "
;

" Bloomers
are funny folks

"
;

" The Bloomers all declare";
"The Bloomers have arrived." But nowa-

days bloomers, I believe, is the name of the
knickerbockers worn by ladies under, or

occasionally without, skirts. The 'N.E.D.'
does not give the latest meaning of the word.

L. L. K.

THE GROUND PLAN OF THE FOURTEENTH-
CENTURY SORBONNE CHURCH. I have re-

ceived from Paris a photograph of a scale plan
of Richelieu's quadrangle at the Sorbonne, to
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which has been added the above ground plan
as discovered by M. Nenot and reproduced
in situ in cement on the flooring of the new
quadrangle. The Rue de la Sorbonne build-

ings of that establishment cut across the
western end of the ground plan, so it cannot
be stated as a certainty that there were
towers on that front

;
but it is now clear

that the
"
tapestry map

:J view of the
Sorbonne in 1550 is wrong in one or two
important details, namely, the transepts and
the aisles, none of which existed, while the

apse was circular, and not three-sided. The
approximate inside measurements were 75 ft.

by 25 ft. The position of the chapel or church
is just north of the half-way steps of the new
quadrangle erected on the site of Richelieu's,
and the orientation truer than that of the

present church. JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

JAMES McNEiLL WHISTLER. The following
lines were written shortly after the abortive
action for libel brought by Whistler against
Ruskin. which resulted in a verdict for the

plaintiff, with damages one farthing :

It is greatly a question of names-
It is wholly a question of whim :

In Paris he poses as "James"
In London he answers to "Jim !

"

It is one of his favourite moves,
This quoting from papers and books

By which he conclusively proves
He 's not half such a fool as he looks.

His sensible conduct in France
Ne'er raised him a Ruskin or Holker,

But here he will caper and dance
So he passes as Jimmy the Joker !

Sir John Holker, the Attorney-General, was
counsel for Ruskin in the action for libel.

Whistler was at one time on intimate terms
with Oscar Wilde, and his influence on Wilde
is to be traced in the following lines addressed
to a friend :

The Thames-Nocturne of Blue and Gold
Changed to a Harmony in Gray ;

A barge with ochre-coloured hay
Stirred from the wharf : and chill and cold

A yellow fog came creeping down
The river, till the houses, walls,
Became like shadows, and Saint Paul's

Loomed, a great bubble, o'er the town :

And one pale woman, all alone,
The daylight kissing her wan hair,
Loitered beneath the gas-lamp's flare,

With lips of blame and heart of stone.

JOHN HEBB.

RHINOCEROS IN FLEET STREET. The Daily
Chronicle of July 28th states that the remains
of a rhinoceros have been found under its

offices in Fleet Street. The animal is sup-

posed to have existed a hundred thousand

years ago. The remains, now on view, in-

clude a skull (in a marvellous state of preser-

vation), half of the lower jaw, a portion of

the ribs, and part of a thighbone. Readers
of

* N. & Q.' a hundred thousand years
hence will no doubt be interested in this

note. It is anticipated that most of the
General Indexes will by that time be as

scarce as the Third. F. <J. J.

WATERLOO SURVIVOR. The following
paragraph was in the Derby Mercury of

13 May :

"John Vaughan, who as a lad of fourteen was a

bugler at the battle of Waterloo, is reported to be
still living at Rotherham, and, despite his 102 years,
is able to eke out his pension by hawking."

W. B. H.

DUKE OF WELLINGTON. The following
extract from a letter written by my grand-
father William James Reade to a friend,
some time in 1817, may be worth a place in

your columns :

"Your letter fills me with deep concern, and I

am sorry to add that all attempts in Town to pro-
cure a situation were unsuccessful, your sister and
I called at Apothecaries Hall and enquired but still

ineffectual ; they told us that the medical men in

Town were absolutely beset with as many as 50

young men a day in quest of situations, and that
their practise was so much diminished that they
were putting down their carriages and discharging
part of their assistants every day such is the dis-

tress that prevails in London, not only with pro-
fessional men, but Merchants and Mechanics of

every denomination. It is the opinion of most
persons with whom I have had any conversation
that things are not yet at the worst, yet notwith-

standing all this the same dissipation prevails
among the Court party, and the King, or at least

the Regent who represents his Majesty, and stands
first of the three in our unrivalled constitution (as

you were pleased to term it), continues regularly to

get Drunk twice a day. You may have heard of

the Plate that has been sent over to the Duke of
W-ll-ton from Portugal, the quantity is so im-
mense that there 'a never a room capable of holding
it

;
the Duke had a grand fe~te, and the Prince

Regent for his edification was invited to come and
see this plate ; the party, but more especially the
Ret. and D., got so beastly drunk they were obliged
to be carried forcibly to their carriages, there was
the Hero of the World, the bloodthirsty W ton, so

dead to every sense he did not know the Lord
Mayor from a post."

ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corner, Blundellsands.

DUNSTABLE COURT LEST. The following
appeared in the Standard of 27 June :

"The Corporation of Dunstable, as lords of the
ancient manor, held a Court Leet last evening,
when the steward reported that the ale-taster (Mr.
Alderman Langridge) had not carried out hia

duties. The ale-taster contended that, not having
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received a written warrant of appointment, he was
not liable to a fine. The jury over-ruled the objec-

tion, and he was fined ].s. 4c. He was re-appointed
with Mr. Councillor Garrett, upon promising to

assiduously carry out his duties in future. Five

jurymen not having previously served were filled

Is. each, 'colt' money, for ale; four leading
inhabitants were fined <d. each for failing to

answer their summons '

to do suit and service to

the Court Leet
'

;
and the steward received his

customary pay of 4d., his only salary, for carrying
out the duties appertaining to the manor. A new
town crier and bailiff was appointed at no salary,
the old crier having resigned. He said he was
starving, and was tired of his office."

In an old Midland borough I know well

there are or twenty years ago there were
searchers of flesh annually appointed, and
much mirth was occasioned once on 9 Novem-
ber, when a loquacious town councillor, upon
drawing attention to the adjournment taking
place before the appointment of town crier,

was himself proposed for the office, and
thereunto voted nem. con., the bell being
handed to him over the council table, and he

retaining the post of town crier for a twelve-
month. Fortunately for individual and

corporate dignity, the duties were nil.

THE SERVIAN DYNASTIES. A correspondent
of the Times (19 June) gives the supposed
origin of the name Kara George or Tserni

George (Turkish kara, Servian tsemi, black),
who was called a "

black villain
"
by his

mother. Mr. W. Miller ('The Balkans')
says that the name was derived from the
hero's dark raven locks. It is noteworthy
that the names Karageorgevitch and Obreno-
vitch are rather patronymics than regular
surnames. The terminations evitch and evna,
borne by the son and daughter of a man after

his own Christian name, are most consistently
used in Russia. Kara George was Petrovitch,

presumably a patronymic, but I do not know
if he possessed a surname. If so, it has not
been preserved by his descendants. Mr.
Miller states that the first Obrenovitch,
Milosh, was the son of Tescho, who married
the widow of Obren. If this be the true

genealogy, Milosh was scarcely Obreno-
vitch, but rather Teschovitch. I imagine that

the rigid usage of these patronymics has been

dropped in the Balkan countries, and am
aware that it does not prevail in Bohemia.
In Russia a man is often remembered by his

Christian name and patronymic after his

surname has been forgotten.
FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.

Brixton Hill.

SEX OF GEORGE WASHINGTON. Among the

very numerous volumes formerly the property

the Chevalier d'Eon, now in my possession,
are two containing; newspaper cuttings bear-

ng on his life in England, and in an especial
manner on the controversies concerning his

sex. These were assiduously collected by this

extraordinary being, and pasted by him
on blank pages in chronological order, often

accompanied by illustrative notes in his hand.
Whether their contents were friendly or

nimical to him, they received an equal wel-

come. For example, he does not scruple to

preserve a cutting from the Public Advertiser

of 17 April, 1771, which facetiously intimates

that a child dropped in the lobby of the House
of Commons was k 'a Foundling of most
illustrious Parentage, being the genuine Off-

spring of J n W kes Esq : begotten on
the body of Madame D'E n." Accounts
of androgynous persons had always a fascina-

tion for him. From the Daily Advertiser of

25 January, 1783, he has snipped the follow-

ing astounding paragraph :

' A News-paper received Yesterday from Ireland,
called 'The Dublin Register.' contains the following

improbable Article :

' The following is extracted
from the Pennsylvania Gazette of Nov. 11 :

"A Discovery has latelybeen made on this Continent
that will astonish the whole World. Our great and
excellent General Washington is actually discovered
to be of the Female Sex. This important secret was
revealed by the Lady who lived with the General as

a Wife these 30 years, and died the 6th instant at

the General's seat in Virginia, to the Clergyman who
attended her. What is extraordinary, the Lady
knew the Circumstance previous to the Ceremony
of Marriage, and both agreed to live together from
Motives of the most refined Friendship. Perhaps
there are fewer Instances in Female Nature of such

rigid Chastity than of manly Fortitude. The famous
Hannah Suell served as a private Soldier in the

British Army and was present at many Battles and

Sieges in the late War. The Chevalier d'Eon was
a Captain of Dragoons, Knight of the Royal and

Military Order of St. Louis, and Ambassador from
the Most Christian King to his Britannick Majesty,
and made herself celebrated by her repeated
Challenges to the Compte de Guerchy, her Successor
in the Employ. In more antient Times France

nearly recovered her Empire from the Hands of the

British Regency by the astonishing Bravery of the

Maid of Orleans ;
and now the Rights of America

have been asserted and her Independence established

through the amazing Fortitude of a Woman. Per-

haps it is fortunate that this Circumstance was not
known at a more early Period of the Contest."

'

J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

CRASHAW : A RECENT EDITION. The notes

to
' The English Poems of Richard Crashaw/

one of the volumes in Messrs. Methuen & Co.'s

attractive
"
Little Library," contain several

remarkable errors which a competent revision

might have removed.

On "the soft gold which
|
Steals from the

amber-weeping tree," p. 5, the editor observes:
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"Obscure, possibly an evergreen shrub, a

species of Anthospermum, whose leaves when
bruised smell sweetly." Surely the poet is

referring to the familiar fable of Phaethon's
sisters changed to trees, while their tears

became amber.
On p. 67 we are informed that Dionysius

the Areopagite was "the follower of one

Areopagus," and thereby pleasantly reminded
of that

" miserable fanatic
" John Presbyter,

who, according to Mr. Robert Dempster,
founded the sect of Presbyterians in the

reign of the monarch under whom Crashaw
wrote. Further, no explanation is given of

"the right-eyed Areopagite's
"

"vigorous
guess," though the words apparently refer to

Dionysius's legendary remark at the time of

the Crucifixion.
A note on p. 89 states that Geryon was

" a monster with three heads carried off by
Hercules." Geryon was killed ; his cattle

were driven off. Hercules carried off
"
three

gentlemen at once "
in the person of the three-

headed hound Cerberus.
On p. 145 Argus of the hundred eyes is

described as a son of Jupiter. Presumably
he has been confounded with the eponymous
hero of the city Argos.
The " conceit

" on p. 161 in
" The humorous

strings expound his learned touch
| By various

glosses" does not appear to have been caught,
if one may judge by the fact that "sounds" is

offered as an interpretation of the last word.
In one note on p. 87 the name Triopas

appears as Trispar, and in another Procne as

Proco, while on p. 89 Megaris should be

printed instead of Mageris. On p. xxi "ne
fasto

"
is for nefasto. One might protest

against grutch (p. 161) being described as a
"
corruption

"
of grudge, (see

' H.E.D. 7

).

In the introduction (in which, though the

year when the poet took his degree of M.A. is

carefully recorded, no date is given for his

death, or for the first issue of his
*

Steps to
the Temple ') the statement is made that the

Chapel of Peterhouse was "sacked by the
Rebels

" on 21 December, 1642. This should
be 1643. See Cooper's

* Annals of Cambridge,'
vol. iii. p. 364.

No sane person nowadays would maintain
that a "

classical education
"
by itself fitted

any man for the office of critic or commentator
on an English writer. On the other hand, it

is, I trust, not a piece of pedantry or prejudice
to affirm that for the satisfactory elucidation
of a modern poet whose thought or expression
or subject-matter depends to any appreciable
extent on ancient authors, some acquaintance
with Greek and Latin literature can hardly
be dispensed with.

More than one notable example could be
pointed out in recent days of the neglect of
this principle. In the case of the "Little

Library
"

the reader is inclined to be more
exacting because of its excellent get-up and
the statement of the publishers in their

prospectus that "the books will be edited
with the most sympathetic and scholarly
care." I have not examined the important
question of the textual accuracy of this

edition of Crashaw. The tone of the introduc-
tion is certainly sympathetic ; but the editor's

notes can scarcely be called scholarly.
EDWARD BENSLY.

The University, Adelaide, S. Australia.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-
mation on family matters of only private interest
Do affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers maybe addressed to them
direct.

"PADDY PERSONS." In Motley's 'United
Netherlands,' vol. i. chap. vii. p. 393, there is

incorporated in the text a passage from a
letter of 2 Jan., 1585 (

= 12 Jan., 1586, N.S.),
from Muster-master Thomas Digges, in the

Netherlands, to Secretary Walsingham, in

which the writer is cited as saying,
"
I doubt

not the flower of the pressed English bands
are gone, and the remnant supplied with
such paddy persons as commonly, in voluntary
procurements, men are glad to accept." The
queer phrase "paddy persons" appears to

have tickled Motley, on the principle, perhaps,
of omne ignotum pro magnified. He adopts it,

without inverted commas, in his next para-
graph, in which we are told that " the con-
dition of the paddy persons continued most
destitute." They turn up again as old

acquaintances in chap, viii., where "Alex-
ander Farnese and his heroic little army"
are in the same plight as "Lord Leicester
and his unfortunate '

paddy persons.'
" From

Motley the adjective was picked up by the

dictionary
- makers. Naturally it was gar-

nered by the editors of Webster, 1864, with a

quotation attributed to Digges (as given in

Motley), and one from Motley himself. It

was thence compiled into Ogilvie's 'Imperial,'
1882, and Cassell's

'

Encyclopaedic,' 1886, and
thence transferred back to the American
'Century,' 1890, and Funk & Wagnalls's
'

Standard,' 1895. If dictionary recognition
could establish the genuineness of a word,
paddy ought to be beyond suspicion. Seeing,
however, that all this long chain of second,
third, fourth, and fifth hand authority hung
upon the slender thread of Motley's quota-
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tion, I have thought it needful for the use of

the 'New English Dictionary' to have the

original letter examined in the State Paper
Office. The result, authenticated to us by
the Deputy - Keeper of the Rolls, is that

Motley's paddy turns out to be a misreading
or rniscopying, Digges's word being baddy.
The passage transcribed verbatim is as fol-

lows where observe that Motley has sub-

stituted
" doubt not "

for Digges's sixteenth-

century English doubt= fea,r: "I doubt the
flower of the pressed English bandes are

gone, and the remnant supplyed with such

baddy persons as commonly, in voluntary
procurements, men are glad to accept."

Paddy adj. thus drops out of the language,
though, like some hundred other bogus
"words" which originated in some misread-

ing, miswriting, misprint, or mistake of some
kind, it will no doubt be handed down in

paste-and-scissors dictionaries, compiled one
from another, ad inftnitum. Digges's word
baddy I have not met with elsewhere. Is it

a derivative of bad, like goody from good,
whity from white ? or could it be itself a mistake
for badde, the earlier form of bad ? Baudy or

bawdy (the first of our two adjectives so spelt),
in the sense

"
dirty," as in Lydgate's

" He
in the kechen laye with baudycoate," is

in some dialects pronounced with the same
vowel as bad, and may also be considered.
It may be added that there is said to have
been a local word paddy, meaning worm-
eaten, used in the isle of Thanet in the

eighteenth century, and registered by Lewis,
on whose authority it was included by Pegge
in his 'Kenticisms'; thence it has been un-

fortunately compiled into a modern 'Kentish

Glossary,' and, more amazingly, into a

Hampshire one, as a living word
;
but Prof.

Wright has found no living evidence for it :

all goes back to Lewis. Had Digges's word
actually been paddy,

" worm-eaten "
might

have been conjectured as a picturesque de-

scription of Leicester's miserable soldiers,
like a row of worm - eaten harbour - posts ;

but Digges's word is baddy, and baddy, not-

withstanding Motlejr and the queue of dic-

tionaries, is the word we have to deal with.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

WORDSWORTH QUERIES. Can any one in-

form me of the authorship of the following
quotations, made by Wordsworth in his

poems ? I give the name of the poem in
which each occurs with the date.

1.
" A prospect all on fire ": 'An Evening

Walk,' 1787-9.

2. "The blessings he enjoys, to guard":
'Descriptive Sketches,' 1791-2.

3.
" The dreadful appetite of death ":

' Ex-

cursion,' published 1814.

4. "Who never tasted grace, and goodness
ne'er had felt ":

'

Artegal and Elidure,' 1815.

5. "Poorly provided, poorly foliowed ";

ibid.

6.
" The murtherer's chain partake, Corded

and burning at the social stake": 'Ecclesias-

tical Sonnets,' part ii. xxxiv., published 1827.

7. "Cruel of heart were they, bloody of

hand ":
' Stanzas suggested off St. Bee's,' 1833.

I may add that I have failed to find the

alexandrine, No. 4, either in Spenser or in

Thomson. NOWELL SMITH.
New College, Oxford.

STORY OF FRENCH REVOLUTION. Can any
one kindly refer me to a story which, to the

best of my remembrance, appearea some

forty years ago in Household Words or All

the Year .Round, and which turned on events

in the French Revolution 1 It was a serial

tale running through several numbers, and
one of the chief 'characters was called

Lomaque, an ex-steward of a French noble.

C. B.

Moy Lodge, Pinner, Middlesex.

TALE BY ARCHIBALD FORBES. Can you
kindly inform me in which of the monthly
magazines, during, I believe, the past ten

years, a tale by Archibald Forbes appeared,
entitled 'How the Craytur got on the

Strength'? I believe, but am not sure,

it is published in a book called 'Barracks,

Bivouacs, and Battles,' by Archibald Forbes ;

but I want the name and date of the

magazine wherein it appeared by itself.

S. I. M.

WAS MARAT A JEW 1 Mr. E. Belfort Bax,
in his

' Life of Jean-Paul Marat, the People's

Friend,' writes :

" The register of his [Marat's] birth and baptism
is as follows :

' Jean-Paul Mara, son of M. Jean-

Paul Mara, proselyte, of Cagliari, in Sardinia, and of

Mme. Louise Cabrol, of Geneva, was born on the

24th of May, and has been baptized on the 8th of

June, 1743, having no godfather, and having for god-
mother Mme. Cabrol, grandmother of the infant.

His father thus belonged to the population of mixed
race and Italian speech inhabiting one of the most

interesting seats of early European civilization.

He was made a citizen of Geneva on the 10th of

March, 1741, having renounced his hereditary faith

in favour of the Calvinism of his adopted city.

"The name 'Mara,' taken in conjunction with
his native country, suggests some interesting reflec-

tions for the philologist and ethnologist. It is well

known that a strong Semitic element has always
existed in Sardinia, as the result of the colonization

in early ages of the neighbouring Carthaginian
coasts of Africa. The word Mara itself certainly,

as it stands, looks Hebrew and suggests the
* waters

of Marah.' In view of the characteristics of Marat
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himself in his revolutionary career, the name has a

queer significance, and might lead the curious to

speculate as to whether it was a cognomen bestowed
in remote ages upon some unknown ancestor of

Carthaginian race whose disposition reappeared in

the bitterness of the People's Friend. In the

absence, however, of any evidence, we are equally
at liberty to assume his distant forefathers to have
been valiant Roman legionaries, who, it may be,
served in the Punic wars and finally settled down
in the conquered territory." Pp. 15-16.

What was the hereditary faith which
Marat's father renounced in favour of the
Calvinism of his adopted city ? Was it

Catholicism or Judaism 1

The word "proselyte," according to Cham-
bers's 'English Dictionary,' signifies "one
who has come over from one religion to

another : a convert, especially one who has
left the heathen and joined a Jewish com-

munity.'*'
The portrait of Marat by David, taken

some hours after Marat's assassination,
exhibits a strikingly Semitic cast of features.

JOHN HEBB.
* Lois THE WITCH.' This is the title of a

powerful story in All the Year Round for

October, 1859, the scene of which is laid in

Salem, Mass., in 1691-2, the heroine being
an English girl, one Lois Barclay, daughter
of the vicar of Barford, Warwickshire. Who
wrote the story 1 R. B. P.

HAWKINS'S 'INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG
SPORTSMEN.' I am anxious to refer to the
first and second editions (1814 and 1816

respectively) of Col. Peter Hawkins's 'Instruc-

tions to Young Sportsmen,' in order to

ascertain whether a certain passage appears
therein. I have been unable, however, to

find a single copy of either edition in any
public library in London. I shall be, there-

fore, obliged if any reader who may possess
a copy of either will be so good as to

communicate with me. MILLER CHRISTY.
115, Farringdon Road, E.G.

DIALECTAL WORD FOR " SEE-SAW." I heard

recently a Lincolnshire child speak of a see-

saw by a word which sounded something like

highkle or ikle. Can any of your readers give
me the correct word 1 I have looked in Mr.
Edward Peacock's scholarly work on 'Manley
and Corringham Words, 'but without success,

although I have no doubt that this learned

antiquary has not overlooked the word.
A. R. C.

" ACCORDER." In ' The Narrative of Capt.
David Woodard and Four Seamen who lost

th3ir Ship while in a Boat at Sea, and
surrendered themselves up to the Malays in

the Island of Celebes' (second edition,

London, 1805), p. 43, I find the following :

"I immediately agreed with the accorder (or

captain of the proa) to take us to Solo."

Again in the same book (p. 120) we have :

i4 The captain, who is called an accorder:

the mate, jere mode : boatswain, jere bottoo :

and nine sailors, ourari." These are probably
Malay words of which I desire an explana-
tion. The 'N.E.D.' gives only accorder in

the sense of "one who accords, one who
agrees." Is it possible that in the above

passages accorder can be a corruption of Pers.

ndkhudd, "a skipper
"

1 See Yule's
' Hobson-

Jobson,' s.v.
' Nacoda.' EMERITUS.

"HEALEN PENY" : "GiNG STICK." In the

churchwardens' accounts of Camborne, Corn-

wall, I find, "1675. Reed ffor the healen peny,
17s 5cl

." Other years have similar entries, the

amount, however, varying.
"
1704. Pd Edward Hos-king for three ging

sticks for the bels, 1
s
." The purchase of ging

sticks was frequent, the cost being, as here,
4d. apiece.
What was the "healen peny," and what

a "ging stick"? YGREC,

VETO AT PAPAL ELECTIONS. A privilege,
"vested more by usage than by any formal
act of recognition

"
(Cardinal Wiseman, 'Re*

collections of the Last Four Popes,' London,
1858, p. 416), enables Austria, France, and

Spain (4
fch S. vii. 163, 269) to interpose a veto

before the votes of two-thirds of the cardinals

centre on any one person. In the Conclave
of 1829 Austria, through Cardinal Albani,
vetoed the election of Cardinal Severoli ;

and
in the Conclave of 1830-1 Spain, through
Cardinal Marco, vetoed the election of

Cardinal Giustiniani (Wiseman, op. cit,, p. 417).

It has been stated that in the election of

Cardinal della Gonga, who became Pope Leo
XII., France interposed a veto which was
inoperative. Is there any ground for this

statement
1

? Was there any veto in the
Conclave which resulted in the election of

Pius VII. 1 JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

GRIFFITH JONES'S PORTRAIT. Is there any
portrait in existence of Griffith Jones (1683-

1761), the rector of Llanddowror, and founder
of the Welsh Charity (or Circulating) Schools'?

DAVID SALMON.
Swansea.

MINERALOGIST AND BOTANIST TO GEORGE III.

I shall be glad if any of your readers can

say whether there ever was such an appoint-
ment as the above. If so, who were the per-
sons who held it ? Did a salary attach 1

MISTLETOE.
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SHAKESPEARE'S GEOGRAPHY.
(9

th S. xi. 208, 333, 416, 469.)

BOTH Bacon and Shakespeare (making
the allusion, no doubt, in a general way,
and without a specific reference) were jus-
tified in saying that Aristotle thought
that moral philosophy was not a study to

which young men should be formally intro-

duced. His theory was that they should be
made thoroughly practical before becoming
theoretical citizens, and he frequently includes
ethics under the wider term "

politics
"

or
"
political science." Thus, so far as Aristotle

is concerned, there is nothing surprising in

the references made to his opinion, whether
in

*

Troilus and Cressida
'

or the ' Advance-
ment of Learning.' The coincidence, of

course, is interesting, but that is all. A very
different question arises when we are asked
to believe that Bacon is the author of both

passages. The statement in the 'Advance-
ment of Learning' is defensible, and quite
worthy of the scholar and philosopher ;

but
it is incredible that the logical thinker should
have used such a reckless and brilliant

prolepsis as that which enables Hector to

refer to Aristotle. It is no explanation of

such a literary freak to say that Bacon
frequently lapsed in making historical

allusions, for the one aberration differs from
the other not merely in degree, but in kind.

Bacon, like other scholars in all ages, made
mistakes through neglecting to verify his

references, but it has to be proved that his

imagination was daring enough to make him
deliberately pitchfork mythology into the

sphere of history. It was only the sovereign
ease and indifference of Shakespeare that
could compass such liberties with perfectly
plausible and effective results. He, too, was
no doubt quite well aware that a fami-

liarity with Greek philosophy was never
within the possibilities of the plume-waving
Hector

;
but he was not on that account to

be debarred from making the convenient

assumption. The quick originality and the
boldness of the proceeding point to the
dramatist with his wide general knowledge
rather than to the philosopher making a
whimsical use of his exact scholarship. MR.
STRONACH, by the way, seems to have over-
looked the fact that the passage he quotes
from '

Troilus and Cressida '

is that to which
I referred. THOMAS BAYNE.

MR. STRONACH, in his reply at the last refer-

ence, remarks that it is curious that a Latin
quotation which occurs in Shakespeare's

'2 Henry VI.' also appears in Bacon's

'Promus,' from which, I suppose, he infers

bhat Bacon must have written the play. Is

it not a still more singular fact that a sentence

in MR. STRONACH'S letter, which occupies
seven lines, and on the face of it is not a

quotation, appears almost verbatim in a foot-

note to one of the apophthegms in "The
Moral and Historical Works of Lord Bacon.

With Introductory Dissertation and Notes

by John Devey, M.A.," published by Bell &
Daldy, 1868? This foot-note, referring to

the apophthegm,
" Chilon said that kings'

friends and favourites were like casting
counters ;

that sometimes stood for one,

sometimes for ten, sometimes for an hun-

dred," states that this was not the saying of

Chilon, but of Orontes, and concludes with

the remark,
"
It is difficult to know whether

to assign to this exclamation of Orontes, or

to the famous allusion in the
' Winter Tale,'

the origin of the modest expression of Lord

Brougham, that the Whigs were all ciphers,
and he was the only unit in the cabinet

which gave the ciphers their value." A.S MR.
STRONACH expresses himself in the same

words, are we, therefore, to conclude that

he also wrote the note in Devey's edition of

Bacon's works ? C. M. PHILLIPS.

MR. STRONACH ignores my reference to
' The Tempest,' which shows that Shakspeare
thought Milan to be on the sea. I said that

there was only one Latin quotation in 'Love's

Labour's Lost,' and I referred to "Fauste,

precor, gelid a," &c. A note to that play says
that it is the first line of the first eclogue of

Mantuanus, and that " the eclogues of Man-
tuanus were translated before the time of

Shakspeare, and the Latin was printed on
the opposite side of the page for the use of

schools." Supposing that I am wrong, and
that some of the simple Latin sentences

spoken by Holofernes may be found in

classical Latin, this would not prove Shak-

speare's scholarship. He may have picked
from a book a few words and sentences which

anybody with the slightest knowledge of

Latin could understand ;
but this would not

prove that he had read, or was capable
of reading, it. He has quoted in 'Timon
of Athens' "ira furor brevis est

" from
Horace ;

but that does not prove that he had
read Horace quite the contrary. When we
find him quoting something very simple or

very trite, and not quoting what shows real

knowledge of the author, we come to tfce

conclusion that he picked up the words which
he repeats otherwise than by reading the

works in which they are found. "Tantsene

ajrimis ccelestibus irse
"

is another hackneyed
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quotation, which might be known to people
who had little knowledge of Latin. There
are quotations less hackneyed than this to

be found in the
' Second Part of Henry VI.,'

a play which was not wholly written by
Shakspeare. There are no signs of classical

learning in his great plays ; these are only
found in the doubtful plays. Anybody might
have supplied the motto to 'Venus and
Adonis,' but there is not the slightest sign of
real classical learning in the poem itself.

References to Titan and Tantalus do not

argue deep learning. Shakspeare is supposed
to have had learning because Greek and
Latin authors have expressed ideas similar
to his own. If he got those ideas by reading
their works, how is it that his knowledge of
Greek history and mythology is so limited ?

Not sufficient attention is given to the
evidence of want of learning that is to be
found in his plays and other poems. In the
works which undoubtedly are altogether his
there is not a single passage which argues
real classical learning. I am sure that he
never read Greek. He has one passage very
like what Eteocles says in the

*

Phcenissse,'
and another like what is said in

'

(Edipus
Tyrannus

'

; but Eteocles, Polynices, and
Antigone were unknown to him. He knew
Agamemnon, but not Clytemnestra, Orestes,
Electro, and Iphigenia. He has shown
clearly in

'

Troilus and Cressida
'

that he did
not know about Briseis, and was ignorant of
the real cause of quarrel between Achilles
and Agamemnon. Patroclus says to
Achilles :

I stand condemned for this :

They think my little stomach to the war,
And your great love for me, restrains you thus.

A poet who was acquainted with the 'Iliad'

would have known this was not the reason

why Achilles kept himself in retirement.
MR. STRONACH has mentioned Bacon's mis-

takes concerning Chilon and others. I feel

sure that Shakspeare knew nothing of the

subjects about which Bacon makes mistakes.
Bacon's memory sometimes failed him, and
he evidently was not in the habit of verify-
ing his references

;
but his learning was

great, and that of Shakspeare was small.

E. YARDLEY.

It may be true, as MR. STRONACH says,
that the territory of Bohemia once extended
to the sea, and that it was, therefore, at one
time a maritime country. I do not think
that this fact, however, was known to Shake-
speare. It is certain that Ben Jonson was
unaware of it, or he would not have com-
plained to Drummond of Hawthornden that

Shakespeare in one of his plays brought in

a number of men shipwrecked on the coast

of Bohemia,
" where is no sea near, by one

hundred miles." The responsibility really
rests with Robert Greene, whose romance of

'Dorastus and Fawnia,' first published in

1588 as 'Pandosto
; or, the Triumph of Time,'

served Shakespeare for the plot of his
' Winter's Tale.' In the story, as in the play,
Bohemia is treated as a country bordering
on the sea

;
so that the poet, in adapting the

story for the stage, merely copied Greene.
E. F. BATES.

Pace MR. STRONACH, Shakespeare and Bacon
made no blunder about Aristotle's view of

youth and ethics. It
iajbrue^bhot

Aristotle's

words are rrj<s TroAiTi/dJs OVK eVrti/ oi/cetos

aKpoaT^s 6 i>eos, but they occur (* Nic. Eth.,'

I. iii. 5) shortly after^ his description of

ethics as TroAtri/o? TIS ovcra (I. ii. 9). He was
thus referring especially to this "kind of

politics." The identification of ethics with

politics is, as Sir A. Grant has pointed out,
to be found also in Plato's

'

Euthydemus.'
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

BYRONIANA (9
th S. xi. 444, 492

;
xii. 18, 52).

There is no conceivable excuse for the blunder
into which I have fallen by trusting to a too

treacherous memory. I must humbly apolo-

gize to your correspondents, and to readers
of

4 N. & Q.' generally, for stating that Lord

Byron had not visited Ferrara previous to

June, 1819. As MR. ALDRICH points out at

the last reference, Byron visited Ferrara in

April, 1817. The result of that visit, of "one

day only," was
' The Lament of Tasso.' My sole

excuse for having questioned your corre-

spondent's accuracy lies in the fact that

Byron certainly did not visit Ferrara in 1818.

Count Stephen Szechenyi writes in his
' Journal

' under date J uly, 1818 :

' * Lord Byron
has been here lately" <fec. Now, as I well

knew that Byron never left Venice or its

neighbourhood during the whole of 1818, I

foolishly jumped to the conclusion that
" some one had blundered." As a matter of

fact it was I who blundered. Byron visited

Ferrara just one year and two months pre-
vious to the date given in Count Szechenyi's
'Journal.' If this impertinence on my part
be forgiven, I promise that I will never again
presume to take a mote out of my neighbour's

eye while I have a beam in mine own.
RICHARD EDGCUMBE.

Edgbarrow, Crowthorne, Berks.

THE HAPSBURGS AS EMPERORS OP GERMANY
(9

th S. xii. 47). Ramse C?Romse)...Ladomerise,
i.e., Lodpmerise (kingdom of Galicia and
Lodomeria=the principalities of Halics and
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Vladimir) ; Rascise=the march of Servia, on
the Resca, a tributary of the Morava (Semen-
dria is its chief town) ; Cumamse=Moldavia ;

Thekse=Teck
;

Ferreti = Pfirt, in south of
Alsace ; Kyburgi, Kyburg, a county in Bur-
gundy, came to the house of Austria 1326

;

Goriti<e=Gortz, or Goritz, near Istria
;
Ana-

sum, i.e., Auarum, the Avars, against whom
Charlemagne set up the Marchia Auarum sive

Orientalis, now Austria
; Burgovise, Burgau,

about five miles south of the Danube, and
about twenty-five east of Ulm

; Lusatise=
Lausitz, between Saxony, Bohemia, and Silesia

(now partly in Prussia and partly in king-
dom of Saxony) ; Portus Naoriis=Pordenone,
a town in the Frioul or Friuli (Forum Julii) ;

Colocencis, adj. of Colocza, in Hungary, on
the Danube, halfway down the long north and
south reach ; Bacientis, of Bacz. lower down
the Danube

; Strigonensis, of Gran, also on
the Danube, not very far from Buda Pest.

H. L. O.

BRIGHTON MANOR COURT ROLL (9
th S. xii.

48). The Appendix to the Report of the
Local Records Committee gives the custodian
of the Rolls of the Manor of Brighthelmston,
otherwise Brighton, as Messrs. Upperton &
Bacon, solicitors, 5|, Pavilion Buildings ;

Manor of Brighthelmston Michelham, E. A.
Nicholson, Esq., Lewes, Sussex, or Messrs.
Glasier <fc Sons, 7, St. James Street, London

;

Manor of Old Shoreham, G. A. Flowers. Esq.,
solicitor, Steyning, Sussex.

GERALD MARSHALL.
RIMING EPITAPH (9

th S. xi. 487 : xii. 51)." We shall die all," &c., is not an epitaph. It
occurs in more than one Cornish churchyard,
and the wording shows that it was an in-

scription pertaining to the churchyard sun-
dial. The four words in the four lines read
as a "square," and are a punning play upon
the word "di-al." If read in straight lines,
the words are

" We shall die-all," etc. If read
corner- wise, the words are "We die ! we die !

All, all, all, all!" It refers to the passing
moments shown by the dial, and also, of
course, to all mortals. W. IAGO, B.A.
Bodmin.

LUCRETIUS (9
th S. xii. 48). Surely Lucretius

(v. 1135) need not have looked further than
his own country to witness the fall of kings,
and the substitution of a constitution which
some held to be aristocratic and some to be
democratic, but which unquestionably suffered
from occasional episodes of mob rule. He
may also have been thinking of Greece, or
again of petty princelings whom he may have
seen or heard of at Rome, refugees from
popular uprisings. Lucretius's whole account

of the rise of civilization is most valuable,
and is much more in consonance with the
ideas of modern philosophers than with those
of the French Encyclopedists.

HERBERT A. STRONG.
University, Liverpool.

Lucretius (v. 11 36) is explained by Munro
as a general description of transition from
royal to constitutional forms of government." Thus kings were overthrown and the rabble
scrambled for supreme power : till nations,
weary of violence, established laws and con-
stitutions." The poet was probably thinking
of the downfall of Greek tyrannies and Roman
kings. J. L.

The query does not seem to admit of a

satisfactory answer. Lucretius appears to be

describing the primitive course of events

quite generally, as he supposes it to have
run, without any definite historical allusion.

Had there been any such allusion, I should
think Munro would have recognized it. But
he merely gives the sense of the passage
without further comment.

C. LAWRENCE FORD, B.A.
Bath.

[Very numerous replies are acknowledged.]

"DuDE" (9
th S. vi. 450; vii. 16). In 'A

Dictionary of the Malagasy Language,' by
J. J. Freeman and D. Johns (An-Tananarivo,
1835), one reads,

"
Dodo, s., a spendthrift, a

prodigal, a thoughtless rake; a., daring, ad-

venturous, improvident, wasteful, boasting,
ostentatious, vain, showing off, prodigal."
Perhaps this explains why the dodo bird

(Didus ineptus}, whose relics at Oxford attract
so much attention, got its name in an island
not far from Madagascar, even if it is not the

etymon of dude. E. S. DODGSON.

WILLIAM BLYTHE'S DESCENDANTS (9
th S.

xii. 29). If your correspondent will refer to

9th S. x. 281 he may find some details which
may interest him, though certainly they do
not answer the exact question he asks. How-
ever, if he cares to communicate with me, I

may be able to help him in his search for

information. RONALD DIXON.
46, Maryborough Avenue, Hull.

DOG WHICH FOLLOWED THE DUG D'ENGHIEN
(9

th S. xii. 28). May one venture to believe
that it was an impossibility for a dog to act
as stated in Le Petit Journal of 29 March 1

When arrested at Ettenheim by a strong
party of dragoons under a colonel, the truly
unfortunate grandson of the Prince of Conde
was hurried with the utmost speed to the
citadel of Strasburg, and thence, after an
interval of two days, transferred rapidly to
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Paris. Without entering the city the un-

happy prince was taken to the castle of

Vincennes and murdered. The foulest crime
that stains the name of the great Napoleon
took from 15 March to 21 March to accom-

plish. It is only fair to remark that it was
said at the time that there was complicity in

the murder, for the reason that on the fatal

night of 20 March Talleyrand was seated at

a card-table in Caulincourt's house in Paris.

The party was about to rise from play when
the "pendule" on the chimneypiece struck
two. Talleyrand started as he heard it, and
then, turning to Caulincourt, whispered," Yes ; 'tis all over now.'

'

L'esprit se refuse
a 1'idee d'un pareil crime !

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
119, Elms Road, S.W.

I have an old print of the execution of the
duke. He is without coat or vest, no covering
before his eyes, and kneels before the levelled
muskets of the soldiers

;
his right arm is ex-

tended to the utmost to keepa dog, apparently
a large) poodle, as far off as possible. The
engraving is a tinted aquatint. This sort of

print was much in vogue in the earlier part
of the last century. G. T. SHERBORN.
Twickenham.

44 OVERSLAUGH" (9
th S. xi. 247, 331). If for

the derivation of the military meaning of
"
overslaugh

" a foreign language must be
resorted to, it would be as well perhaps to go
to the German as to the Dutch. We also use

uberschlagen, Low Ger. uberslan (long a), in

the sense of to skip, drop e g., eine Seite,
eine Marche, &c. Could not German soldiers

serving in the British army say Hano-
verianshave introduced the term, first as a
verb, which afterwards was made a substan-
tive? G. KRUEGER.

*LE VICAIRE SAVOYARD' (9
th S. xii. 68).

La profession de foi du 'Vicaire Savoyard,'
c'est le nom ou le titre d'une des parties de
4 L'Emile

'

de Jean Jacques Rousseau (sur
la religion naturelle). IGNORAMUS.

HORNE OR HEARNE (9
th S. xi. 188, 275).

There can be no doubt that these place-names
and families bearing these names in various
countries are of different, often entirely
distinct origin. Yet, nevertheless, the various
modifications of the word namely, Erne,
Home, Hearne, Hern, Herne, Hearon, Him,
&c. may be derived from one root. In the
Teutonic languages it is irren, to wander,
stray, err, or become outlaw, whence also
Hurenliebe. profligate love; Hum, copse,
cave or hiding-place; Aim, a departed or
deified ancestor

; Him, the brain or organ of

the wandering spirit or ghost; and Ehren,
nobles or wandering conquerors. The Latin
errare and Frankish errant, with the Celtic
Err names, are related, for the original root
must be far back in Indo-Germanic language.
Miscellanea Genealogica et Heraldica, pub-
lished by Mitchell & Hughes, and most of
the many good genealogical publications dis-

tinctly show different origins of the families

of Heron, Home, and Hearne, and in some
cases what may be termed onomatopoeic
origins of the words, or origin due to mispro-
nunciation or abbreviation of some entirely
distinct name. Early in last century a book
was published with some such title as
' Ancient Welsh and British Kings,' in which
Haern and Tara Haern or Treherne occur.

Herne the Hunter may have been no myth,
but a member of the Berkshire family to
which belonged Thomas Hearne or Hern, the

antiquary and assistant librarian to the
Bodleian Library in the eighteenth century,
and his cousin Edward Hearn or Hearne,
printer of the Morning Herald, which

preceded the present Standard newspaper,
whose descendants now reside in Mel-
bourne. The names Herne and Heroun
occur in the Roll of Battle Abbey. The Irish

Hearns, to whom belongs Lafcadio Hearn, of

Japanese fame, derive their name from the
abbreviation of one or more Celtic tribe

names, and are to be found wherever Irish

families have settled, especially in the United
States of America. They are apparently in

no way connected with the Irish families of

Erne, Heron, or Home racially, as these

appear to be of Norman or Lowland Scottish

origin. G. NEUMANN.
Leeds.

SPANISH BADGE (9
th S. x. 367). For history

see Dorregaray,
k

Historia de las Ordenas
de Caballeria,' vol. ii. part ii. pp. 329-30.

C.

"NOTHING" (9
th S. xi. 166, 333, 395, 452,

517). The riddle long known to me stands
thus :

That which contented men desire,
The poor possess, the rich require,
The miser spends, the spendthrift saves,
And all men carry to their graves.

ELIZABETH FOWLER.
" BLETHERAMSKITE "

(9
th S. x. 507

;
xi. 335,

490). Blethers (or bladders^ blown up,
dried, and attached by short strings to rods,
were the insignia of the old Court and other

privileged jesters. They were (and are at

Bidford-on-Avon) carried by the fool and the

hobby-horse of the rnorris dancers, to whom
is entrusted the collection of coppers, and
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who are considered privileged to beat the
onlookers, especially if they do not subscribe,
with their inflated weapons. Probably this

special use of the bladder, intimately con-
nected with frolic and foolishness, suggested
the use of "blether,"

"
blethering," and the

form common in Yorkshire, "blether-heead"or
"
blether-head." In some villages and country

towns (e.g. Bingley) a " blether-heead band"
of men playing incongruous unmusical
instruments, and dressed in fancy costumes,
is (or recently was) an important feature of
the annual wake or feast. I do not remember
"
bletherskite" in Yorkshire use, except where

it may have been imported.
H. SNOWDEN WARD.

Hadlow, Kent.

ENGLISH ACCENTUATION (9
th S. xi. 408, 515).

Referring to MR. MACMICHAEL'S com-
munication on this subject, I would ask
whether that gentleman is aware that in
Italian the word Lepanto has the stress on
its first syllable, thus Lepanto. In this
case Byron did not keep to the Italian accen-

tuation, but in order to make his line scan
he violated the pronunciation of the word in

question, throwing the stress, and this erro-

neously, on its second syllable. MR. MAC-
MICHAEL takes no notice of the circumstance.

PATRICK MAXWELL.

ARMS WANTED : ILLEGITIMACY (9
th S. xi. 8,

117, 195, 238). The question raised by your
correspondents as to the right of illegitimate
descendants to remove from the family arms
all reference to their origin is, as MR. MAT-
THEWS puts it,

" another nice heraldic point
for discussion."
One can but re-echo the complaint made

by the well-known writer on heraldry, Dr.

Woodward, as to the inadequate treatment
given by heraldic writers to the modes of

indicating illegitimate descent. Woodward
says (' Heraldry, English and Foreign,' ed.

1896, vol. ii. chap, iv.) :

" Nisbet (from whom Seton's remarks are for the
most part condensed), Montagu, and Planche" are the
only British writers who have treated it in anything
approaching a ^satisfactory way, and even in their
works four or five pages are all that are devoted to a
subject which is both curious and interesting."

One of the most popular of modern writers,
Bou tell ('Heraldry, Historical and Popular,'
ed. 1864), in the very meagre account which
he gives of this subject, states (p. 436) that
"in modern heraldry the abatement of ille-

gitimacy that has generally been recognized
is a bendlet or baton sinister." He goes on,
however, to say :

"But the early heralds, whatever their feelings
may have been upon this point, certainly never

promulgated as a law of heraldic usance any par-
ticular difference that should distinguish the arms
of persons not of legitimate birth, or those of the
descendants of such persons. It would appear,
indeed, that this abatement was generally, if not
always, determined in accordance with the wishes
of different individuals.
" Some abatement of illegitimacy was held and

admitted to be necessary ; and provided that the
abatement appeared on the shield, it might assume
whatever form might be considered best suited to
each particular occasion."

Boutell proceeds to give two or three

examples to illustrate the practice of the old

heralds, and concludes by saying that, except
in instances where the abatement is charged
upon the royal arms, there appears no reason
for transmitting the baton sinister with its

peculiar significance ;
in all less exceptional

cases some mark of cadency might very
properly be substituted in its stead, or all

traces of abatement might be removed from
their shields of arms by the descendants of

persons to whom arms had been granted
abated with a sinister baton.*

Dr. Woodward, however, devotes an excel-

lent chapter (vol. ii. chap, iv.) to the subject,
which he states with his usual clearness :

"
According to the correct ideas of former times,

the possession of coat-armour was the evidence of
the nobility of the bearer. Now, as a bastard has
no legal paternity, being in the eye. of the law Mius
nullius, the ancient jurisconsults were disposed to

deny the right of any illegitimate child, however
princely or noble his actual paternity, to the use of

arma gentilitia But in later times the custom
became general that the illegitimate children of a
noble (i.e., of one who rightfully bore arma genti-

litia) assumed their father's arms differenced in
some striking manner, e.g., by the addition of some
conspicuous charge to the shield, or in some of the

ways hereafter to be indicated."

However little of derogation may have
attached to the status of illegitimate off-

spring in the Middle Ages for the open way
in which the appellation

" the Bastard " was
used and the bearer of it himself received

would hardly seem to convey the same

reproach as would obtain at the present day-
yet the history of this subject nevertheless

shows, I think, a not unnatural tendency
gradually to efface, so far as possible, from the

paternal arms the stigma of illegitimate

descent, at least amongst those who had not

royal blood in their veins.

In the older days (say the fifteenth century
and later) there could have been no mistake

One modern writer, indeed, in his treatise

founded on Boutell, which I happen to have by me
here, states with reference to the baton that "

this

mark cannot be removed from coat armour, though
some heralds are of opinion that it can be removed
after three generations." But I have failed to

verify that opinion.
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about these marks of abatement or as to their

significance. The bendlet or baton sinister

could scarcely have been used to denote any-
thing else. This was, indeed,

"
differencing

"

the paternal arms "
in a striking manner."

Sometimes, indeed, instead of the paternal
arms being thus debruised, an entirely new
coat, the charges of which had plain reference

to the bastard's parentage, was granted.
Later, however, the bordure gobone or

compone', originally a mark of legitimate
cadency, became a recognized mark of ille-

gitimacy. During the last century the bor-

dure wavy has been the ordinary difference

or brisure employed by the officers of arms in

England and Ireland in grants to persons
of illegitimate descent. (See Woodward's
'Heraldry,' ibid.) It was Dr. Woodward's
opinion that there may be cases where the
"
brisures of illegitimacy

"
might, upon a fit

occasion, be removed by proper authority, as
in a modern instance, which he gives, of a
baronet who received a grant of the un-
differenced arms of his family on the occasion
of his being created a peer of the realm.
That applicants for relief did not always

wait for such preferment may, be gathered
from the fragment of a letter of about the
middle of the seventeenth century taken from
the Herald and Genealogist (ii. 151), and
given by the same author as showing the

laxity and venality which brought the old
heralds into disrepute in connexion with this

matter of marks of bastardy.
In the confident belief that the College

of Arms has long been purged of any such

charge of corruption, I cannot do better, in

conclusion, than commend the following
remarks of the learned doctor (p. 188) to

your correspondents, as embodying what
seems to me no less sound common sense than
true heraldic feeling :

" The bordure wavy, now so often used, may be
quite as fitting a mark of illegitimacy as the old

baton, or sinister bendlet, if only its import be
generally recognized ; but as the knowledge of

heraldry becomes more diffused, and the meaning of
the bordure wavy more generally understood, we
may expect that the complaisance which caused its

substitution for the older and better known brisures
of illegitimacy will again devise some other less
known mark, in disregard of the fact that armorial
insignia were intended to be plain and clear evidence
of descent, and to speak with no ambiguous voice
as to the origin of their bearers. It seems to me
that in the case of persons whose susceptibilities
are too tender to permit them to bear plain and
distinct evidence of their descent, the alternative
and ancient plan should be adopted, and a new coat
composed.* This is a course which does wrong to

" The writer here gives instances of several well-
known names in which this has besri done.

no man, and which seems, to me at least, more
honourable and straightforward than that of grant-
ing the paternal arms with such obscure differences

as (even if they continue to be carried) to confound
their bearers with the legitimate cadets of an
ancient family The ambiguity may, I admit, be

satisfactory to those who have cause to desire it ;

but it is not so, I think, to the legitimate cadets.

A cadet of a great house, bearing his coat armour

properly differenced, will hardly hear with satisfac-

tion that his illegitimate kinsmen, after, perhaps, a
brief use of the bordure wavy, have dropped it

altogether, and in painted glass and sculptured
stone set up for themselves the undifferenced arms
of the family, and so claim a position superior even
to that of the lawful cadets."

Of course the above remarks must be taken

throughout as referring solely to British

heraldry. J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.

Antigua, W.I.

11 SUFF " AND " STUFF
"
(9

th S. xi. 488). The
use of suff is common in Warwickshire, as

appears from Mr. Northall's
' Warwickshire

Word -Book' and from Halliwell. Both

glossaries enter it :

"
Sough, pronounced

suff." The term is also in common use in

northernmost England, where it is spoken
with a fractured vowel, as see-uf, and is

written seugh and sheugh. In Scotland it

occurs as seuch, or, more commonly, as sheugh.
When applied to a water-course it means one
that has been cut with a spade or other

implement, in contradistinction to a sike, or

natural channel. Jamieson cites an early

sixteenth-century example from the 'Bukes
of the Eneados,' by Gavin Douglas :

Eneas with ane pleuch
The ciete circulit, and markit be ane seuch.

'

^Eneid,' v. 755.

In ' Death and Dr. Hornbook ' Burns uses the

expression
" Trenched wi' mony a sheugh."

In verbal usage the word is always con-

nected with the act of trenching. Thus,
when temporary earthing is necessary, plants
or young trees are said to be seughed or

sheughed-in, that is, hastily delved in.

These Northern uses of the word with

specialized meaning may help towards a

solution of ME. DODGSON'S queries.
R. OLIVER HESLOP.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Without further evidence, stuff, in the sense

indicated, may be dismissed as altogether

mythical. Sough, pronounced suff, being

purely Teutonic, can have nothing to do
with sewer, which is Fr.-Lat. The word con-

notes a swampy place, and hunting men
know that an osier bed is a favourite kennel

for foxes. Sough, like sigh, is a word of

imitative origin, and may be compared with

swash, for which see Skeat's dictionary, 1901
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In Mid. Eng. the A.-S. swogan, to make a

rushing noise, gave
" the swoghe of the see

"

('Morte Art.,' 759), and "swounes the kynge
for swoughe [noise] of his dyntes

"
(ibid., 1127) ;

hence also the secondary meaning swoon e.g.,

swowe, 'William of Palerne,' 87, and sivogh,

Chaucer,
'

C.T.,' D. 799. To this group, of

imitative affinity, may be added surf.
H. P. L.

Buff, meaning a drain, has been familiar
to me for half a century. I was taught to

spell it sough. I am a Lancashire man.
THOS. WHITE.

The quotation from the Star at the above
reference merely means that a vixen was
driven from a drain, probably by fox-terriers.

Suffis a word well known in North Warwick-
shire in the sense there given to it. My
early years were spent in that part of the

country, and, although I have been away for

more than thirty years, I still find myself
using the word. I cannot see what it has to

do with stuff. ERNEST B. SAVAGE.
St. Thomas, Douglas.

BLUE ASSOCIATED WITH THE BLESSED VlRGIN
(9

th S. xi. 388, 496). Surely MR. WAINE-
WRIGHT is wrong in saying that blue (if it be
the blue associated with the Virgin Mary)
"is the ecclesiastical equivalent of black."
If so, it must be by relatively recent and
ignorant usage. The blue of the Virgin, like

the blue of Isis, her virgin prototype, whose
son was an immaculate conception, was
anciently the mystical equivalent of white,
and was the feminine colour, indicative of
the spirit (as contrasted with matter), and
of the conservative (or preservative) power,
in contrast with the creative energy. It is

associated with water, as when "
the spirit

of God brooded on the face of the waters "
;

and in the case of both Mary and Isis is

frequently associated with a position on the
crescent moon. It is a lucky and an unlucky
colour at the same time, an apparent contra-
diction explained by the fact that we are at

present (and have been well back into the
times when Isis was worshipped) in a material-
istic period, when the physical is in the
ascendant and things of the spirit are un-
fortunate (from the prevailing point of view).
Therefore the white (and blue) have been
held unlucky, and "' white " names are sup-
posed to be especially unlucky in the British

royal family. This led certain mystics to

suggest that the present king would avoid
misfortune by being known as Edward VIL,
rather than as Albert

;
and they pointed to

the White Ship, the white rose of York,
Charles I. (the only king crowned in white

robes), the Prince Consort, Albert (who died

untimely young), with many other instances.

It is quite true that the Virgin Mary is

represented as clad in black and other
colours

;
but admitting this is very different

from saying that the blue used in one case is

the "equivalent" of the other colours.

H. SNOWDEN WARD.
Hadlow, Kent.

THE AUTHOR AND AVENGER OF EVIL (9
th

S. ix. 22, 229
;

x. 35
;

xi. 35, 455
;

xii. 14).

In my 'Hero of Esthonia' (vol. i. p. xxxi)
I wrote,

" The Tont or House-Spirit goes by
various names ; among other Kratt or Puuk.
Kratt is perhaps a word of Scandinavian
or German origin ;

Puuk must be the same
as our Puck." And, further, a propos of the

story of the Treasure-Bringer (p. 167),
" The

Kratt seems originally to have been nothing
worse than Tont, the house-spirit, who robbed
the neighbours for the benefit of his patrons,
and it is probably only after the introduction
of Christianity that he assumed the diabolical

character attributed to him in the present
story," in which he becomes a sort of

" Bottle

Imp
"
or "

Artificial Elemental," whose only
object is to destroy his master, body and soul.

I also find a MS. note, "According to

Agricola (1551), Kratti was the name of the

God of Riches among the Tavasts ('Haraa-

laiset) in his time."
There are several references to the Schrat

or Schratzel (wood-sprite) in vol. iv. of

Stallybrass's translation of Grimm's 'Teutonic

Mythology.'
In Swedish the word kratta means a rake,

and -skratt means laughter.
I do not find more meanings in my small

Swedish dictionary, but Lonnrot in his

'Finnish-Swedish Dictionary' explains kratti

to mean a guardian of buried treasure, and
refers to the Swedish word skratt as having
a similar meaning.

All this illustrates the frequent difficulty
of settling the meaning of a word, or even
the language from which it was originally
derived. W. F. KIRBY.

SKULLS (9
th S. xi. 287, 474

;
xii. 51). I am

able to furnish an example which may in

some degree help to prove the correctness of

the theory advanced by MR. HOLDEN MAC-
MICHAEL at the second reference. The other

day I was conversing with a sexton concern-

ing certain gravestones which had
^

been
removed from the positions they originally

occupied. The sites of the graves they once
marked are now enclosed within the walls of

a new vestry on the north side of the church.
At the time the building was erected these
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graves were rifled of their contents, which
were returned in the churchyard. My good
friend the sexton informed me that the skulls

which were unearthed were all buried together
in one unmarked common grave, and that he
had no doubt some successor of his would
some day come across them and be quite
unable to account for their presence there.

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

"TORY" (9
th S. xii. 9). This appears to be

a "ghost-word," or misprint. The original

Spanish text has,
** Paz sea en aquesta casa !

y a este proposito un cuento," i.e.
" Peace to

this house ! and not only that, but a story
besides." I have not seen the English version,
but in the Spanish a short tale follows.

JAMES PLATT, Jun.

This word has appeared in all the series of
' N. & Q.' (excepting the fourth), and that on
twenty-sevenoccasions. Doubtless POLITICIAN
will find an answer to his question if he will

examine the indexes carefully.
EVERARD HOME GOLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

THE LIVING DEAD (9
fch S. xi. 427, 497 ;

xii.

14). ME. J. FOSTEK PALMER appears to think
that haschisch deteriorates when brought to
this country, but I do not see why it should.
The extract of Indian hemp used in medicine
will retain its virtue unimpaired for years in

any climate. The best description I know of
the effect of this drug in producing intoxi-

cation is that of Bayard Taylor in
* Pictures

of Palestine,' which may almost be compared
with De Quincey's account of his experience
as an opium-eater. The first effects of hemp
appear to be very similar to those of opium.
Says Taylor (I quote him at second hand) :

" The sense of limitation, of the confinement of our
senses within the bounds of our own flesh and blood,
instantly fell away. The walls of rny frame were burst
outward and tumbled into ruin, and without think-

ing what form I wore losing sight even of all idea of
form I felt that I existed throughout a vast extent
of space."

The description is too long to quote as a
whole. It is enough to say that with this

sense of illimitableness there came also that
of a
"
sensuous elysium which was perfect, because no

sense was left ungratified. But, beyond all, my
mind was filled with a boundless feeling of triumph.
My journey was that of a conqueror, not of a
conqueror who subdues his race either by love or
by will, for I forgot that man existed, but one
victorious over the grandest, as well as subtlest,
forces of nature I was master of the universe.
The fullness of my rapture expanded the sense of

time, and though the whole vision was probably not
more than five minutes in passing through my

mind, years seemed to have elapsed while I shot
under the dazzling myriads of rainbow arches."

The effect on some of his companions was,
however, quite different, and one of them
imagined, whileunder theinfluenceof the drug,
thathe was a steam-engine. Ludicrous images,
indeed, presented themselves to Taylor ; and
it is said to be an almost invariable effect
of the drug when taken in sufficient doses,
that it excites to laughter. Its power over
Europeans is, for some reason or other,
usually much less than over Orientals, its

action being greatly modified by both race and
climate. It is not immediately followed by
the hurtful effects of opium, but its continued
use, says my authority, induces both physical
and mental weakness.
In the notes to the English version of

Abulghazi's 'Genealogical History of the
Tatars

'

(London, 1729) there is no mention of
haschisch in connexion with the assassins of
the "Old Man of the Mountains," but they
are said to have been transported when in a
state of sleep to the most magnificent gardens,
which were afterwards represented to them
as a foretaste of the Paradise they were to

enjoy as a reward for their deeds. The name
"
assassin

" the translator derives from
"Arsacians," on the alleged ground that these

people traced their descent from Arsaces !

Opium is said by Rauwolff to be used by
Turks, <fec., much as haschisch was by the
assassins. C. C. B.

** NIGHTS,AIL AND NOTABLENESS "
(9

th S. xii.

7). F. W. Fairholt, in his
' Costume in Eng-

land,' 1860, describes it as a nightdress for
ladies. In Middleton's *

Mayor of Quin-
borough

'

it is said,
" Books in women's hands

are as much against the hair, methinks, as to
see men wear stomachers or nightrails." They
were worn in daytime in the streets in the

reign of Queen Anne (1702-14). Archdeacon
Nares, in his 'Glossary of theWorks of English
Authors,' gives the following examples of the
use :

Sickness feign'd
That your niyhtrails of forty pounds a-piece
Might be seen with envy of the visitants.

Massinger's 'City Madam '

(1659).
"
Upon her toilet the overplus of her complexion

in the print of three red fingers upon the corner of
a caliconiyhtrail." Gibber's ' Woman's Wit' (1697).

Here every night they sit three hours for sale,
With dirty nightrail, and a dirtier tayl.

Gould's 'Poems' (1689).
"

Q. What 's the necessary stock of our pro-
fession ?

" A. A tatter'd nightrail, a red top-knot, and a

pair of French ruffles, but one smock, and a clean

one, every day ;
a quartern of grounds, a paper of

patches, a pot of Tower-hill, and a pennyworth of
scochaneel.

' The Town Misses Catechism '

(1703).
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And to make short of this long story,
1 '11 let you see the inventory.
Two nightrails and a furbelow,
To tempt you to the thing you know ;

A gown of silk which very odd is,

A pair of stays instead of bodies.

'The London Ladies Dressing-Room' (1705).

A print in Walker's *

Historical Memoirs of

the Irish Bards,' 1818, represents a lady placed
in the stocks for wearing a nightrale. Under
it is inscribed :

The night Raile, 'tis a cunning subtle thing,
In summer its coole, in winter heat doth bring,
What same thing hot and cold : strange Paradox,
Can that be thick that 's thin, 'tis heterodox,
Yet will this lady have it orthodox ;

Wherefore wee '1 fairly put her in the stocks,
Ladies beware ! from pride this error came,
So sure as chalk and cheese are not the same.

See also 'N. & Q.,' 3rd S. iv. 246, 332, 439,
460. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

When Lord Glenvarloch enters the Temple
Walks, proposing to take himself to the sanc-

tuary of Whitefriars, he meets with Master

Reginald Lowestoffe, who accompanies him
to Alsatia :

" ' Semi-reducta Venus,' said the Templar 'I

know the face of yonder waistcoateer,' continued
the guide ;

' and I could wager a rose-noble, from
the posture she stands in, that she has a clean

head-gear, and a soiled nightrail.'
" ' Fortunes of

Nigel,' chap. xvii.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

MOTTOES (9
th S. xii. 7, 59)." Sohou, Sohou,"

is clearly the old hunting cry "So ho" or
" So how," originally Norman-French. See
7 th S. xii. 144, 198, 253, 296. Much more
difficult is the motto of the Comerford family,
"So ho ho dea ne" or "So hoo dea ne,"
which has been discussed without any satis-

factory explanation in the Intermediaire,
xxii. 199, 319, 336, 405, 433.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

Cunningham in his 'London' says, v.
l Soho Square,' that "So-ho" or "So-how"
was an old cry in hunting when the hare was
found. In the rate-books of St. Martin's-in-

the-Fields the word is often spelt
"
So-Hoe."

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

QUARTERING^ (9
th S. xii. 8). The genea-

logical collections of the late Mr. Edmund
M. Boyle are probably in the possession of

his widowed sister, Mrs. Quin, 14, Hill Street,

Berkeley Square, London, W., with whom he
lived. D. K. T.

There is now appearing in the Genealogist
a list of the

"
4,096 Quartiers

"
of King Ed-

ward VIL, by Mr. G. W. Watson.
BERNARD P. SCATTERGOOD.

' The Seize Quartiers of the Family of Bryan
Cooke, Esq., of Owston and of Frances

his Wife. 7 Printed for private circulation,
London, 1857.

'The Seize Quartiers of the Kings and
Queens of England,' by G. E. C. In the

Genealogist, New Series, beginning in vol. vi.,

1890. W. 0. B.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c
The Medicnval Stage. By E. K. Chambers. 2 vols.

(Frowde.)
MR. CHAMBERS'S 'Mediaeval Stage 'is not the less
valuable because its title is to a great extent a mis-
nomer. There practically is no mediaeval stage
until we reach the liturgical drama. What Mr.
Chambers essays to do is to show how much that
is dramatic survived in the performances of the
mimes, jugglers, and mountebanks generally who
travelled about from castle to fair, in folk-enter-

tainments, festival plays, May games, the proceed-
ings of mummers, and even in the church song of
the parted choir. He has produced a work of

stupendous erudition, which, thanks to an index,
useful, if scarcely adequate, may be consulted with
facility and advantage, but which almost defies
continuous perusal. A considerable portion of the
work goes over the same ground as Frazer's epoch-
making

' Golden Bough,' much of the information
in which is, with due acknowledgment, incorporated
in to the volume. Mr. Chambers is obviously sensible
of the truth of what we allege, not against, but
concerning him, and owns at the conclusion of the
first of his two volumes that he has wandered in
his discussions far enough from the history of the

All he claims is that from his labours "two or
three tolerable generalizations emerge." Consisting
as these do of the facts that " the drama as a living
form of art went completely under at the break-up
of the Roman world ; that the constant hostility
of Christianity and the indifference of barbarism,
which never imagined the theatre, accelerated the
processes of natural decay ; and that the deep-
rooted mimetic instinct in the people is revealed
"m the course of those popular observances which
are the last sportive stage of ancient heathen
ritual," little contradiction is to be anticipated.
How the book came to be undertaken is told in

the preface, wherein also it is stated that a pur-
pose was to explain

" the pre-existing conditions
which, by the latter half of the sixteenth century,
made the great Shakespearian stage possible." Of
four books into which it is divided the first to use
the briefest description shows how Christianity
and barbarism destroyed the organization of the
Grseco-Roman theatre, and depicts the establishment
of peripatetic minstrelsy ; the second presents the
growth of village sports ;

the third the methods by
which, through the dramatic elements in its ritual,
the Church developed the popular drama of the
miracle play ;

and the fourth shows the recovery by
the stage of an organization which it had lost since
the days of Tertullian. Those who seek to trace the
constant hostility of the Church to stage plays
need scarcely go beyond the monumental work of

Prynne. Dr. Frazer, as has been hinted, is a safe

guide to the development of folk-games, and may
be read side by side with Strutt and other English
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antiquaries. Edelestand Du Meril and Charles

Magnin, the earliest and the best writers on the
mediaeval development of the Latin drama, have
had many German and French successors in more
recent days. The fourth section, which is divided
into 'The Interlude' and 'Humanism and Medi-

sevalism,' is, as regards the second portion, prin-

cipally in the hands of German authorities, though
in France L. Petit de Julleville has done excellent

work. Very many writers have been diligently
studied, and a series of appendices has been added
which is of singular interest and value. Elaborate
as is th work now concluded, some interesting
features in the early drama are dismissed with
briefest notice. The six comedies of Hrotswitha,
the Nun of Gandersheim, written in the tenth cen-

tury in avowed imitation of Terence, though value-
less from the dramatic standpoint, deserve more
than the passing mention they receive. To the
ludi at Easter and Christmas Mr. Chambers traces

the spontaneous growth of drama out of liturgy.
The three plays of Hilarius, a pupil of Abelard,
which constitute one of the most curious surviving
products of the twelfth century, he assumes to be
not written for any special church, but to con-

stitute the repertory of a band of wandering
clerks.

Though the work is to be studied and used rather
than perused for pleasure, one could extract from
its learned pages much matter for mirth and solace

as well as for instruction. The task of quoting
such matter may not, however, be undertaken.
After describing the actors by whom the early
drama was established, and alluding to them as

"vagabonds, and liable to whipping," Mr. Cham-
bers concludes: "The time was at hand when one

player was to claim coat armour and entertain

preachers to sack and supper at New Place, while
another was to marry the daughter of a dean and
to endow an irony for all time in the splendid
College of God's Gift at Dulwich." It was not,

however, as an actor that Shakespeare obtained
coat armour or that Alleyn sought that "other

dignitie" which was not granted him. Not until

some three centuries had elapsed was the actor

held worthy of the knighthood on which a civic

sheriff who is content with an honour of the sort

can ordinarily count.

The Coronation of Edward the. Seventh. By John
Edward Courtenay Bodley, Corresponding Mem-
ber of the Institute of France. (Methuen & Co.)

MR. BODLEY'S latest work is aptly described in its

second title as 'A Chapter of European and Im-

perial History.' To some extent it is a condensed
account of the nineteenth century, a period still too

near us to be easily summed up and described in

the fashion in which we sum up and describe the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Four sepa-
-rate solemnities, each of highest importance, are

dealt with, the period they collectively coyer all

but constituting a century. The coronation at

Notre Dame of Napoleon Bonaparte took place
2 December, 1804, his elevation to supreme power
having anticipated his coronation by a couple of

years; that of Edward VII., deferred through
illness, on 9 August, 1902, a date which furnishes

Mr. Bodley with opportunities for a pregnant com-

parison between the London of that date and the

Paris of a hundred and ten years previously, when
the King and Queen of France,

"
besieged in their

palace of the Tuileries by their own subjects, were

awaiting the tocsin which at midnight they knew
was to toll the knell of the monarchy after eight
hundred years of hereditary sway, under which
France had grown into a great nation."
In addition to the two coronations which form

the magnificent portals of entry and exit of the
nineteenth century there stand out from Mr. Bod-
ley's survey the crowning of Queen Victoria on
28 June, 1838, and the proclamation of the German
Empire on 18 January, J871. In some respects the
last-named event which has no direct connexion
with Mr. Bodley's subject, and might almost be
said to be dragged in by the head and shoulders
is the most picturesque and significant of all. It
does not, like the coronation of our present monarch
and other recent functions, display

The wealth of Ormus and of Ind,
Or where the gorgeous East, with richest hand,
Showers on her kings barbaric pearl and gold.

It has, however, a picturesque, heroic, and appro-
priate, if lamentable environment. In the back-
ground is besieged and starving Paris in its death
agony ; the scene of the ceremony is the famous
Hall of Mirrors in the palace built by the Roi
Soleil to commemorate, as Mr. Bodley says, "the
ascendancy of France over Germany, of which the
proudest trophy was the annexed province of
Alsace"; the chief participants in the solemnity
are no "

carpet knights so trim," but grim and
trained warriors in the uniforms in which they
have drained the life blood of France more success-
fully than the Guisards during the massacres of
fet. Bartholomew or the Democrats during the days
of the Terror. Had neither of our monarchs been
crowned the security of the throne and the homage
of the people would not have been perceptibly less.
We should only have missed two splendid pageants.
The proclamation at Versailles marked the growth
of a world power and the transference of the
leadership in Europe from a bruised and bleeding
France to a united and triumphant Germany.
Next in interest and importance comes the

spectacle of united empire presented at the Coro-
nation of our present monarch, a pageant sur-
passing anything seen during or since the days
of imperial Rome, while the Coronation of the
youthful Victoria is treated by Mr. Bodley as
"the inauguration of a new era." It is in its

philosophic and political aspect that the volume
will appeal to most readers, there being few even
among statesmen who are capable of dealing with
these aspects of life in Western Europe. As
regards the mere description of the successive
ceremonials, there are many who could have given
us an equally animated picture. In this part
the sketches of the characters by whom the
various monarchs are surrounded have great interest
and value. It is, however, in breadth of survey and
acute perception of the relations and connexion of
things that the book is most important. It is at
once a companion and a supplement to the same
author's '

France,' and as such will occupy a per-
manent place in literature. Mr. Bodley's style is
concise and luminous. A main purport of his book,which is avowedly controversial, is to contrast the
great and spontaneous outburst of loyalty witnessed
during the closing years of the last century with
the revolution with which the previous century
closed, and to which, until sickened of its excesses
enlightened spirits turned with hope and faith!
Long extracts, such as we are prohibited from
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making, could alone do justice to or convey an idea
of the method of a memorable work.

Cambrian Notes and Queries. Vol. I. Parts II. and
III. (Cardiff, Western Mail Office.)

THE second and third parts of this useful periodical
have been issued in one cover. This has its advan-

tages, but it is rather hard on impatient readers who
have to wait so long for replies to their questions.
It is in a great measure compiled from the columns
of the Weekly Mail, a newspaper which circulates

widely in Wales and the adjoining counties. Some
few of the paragraphs would have been all the
better for revision before they were issued in a

permanent form
; but, on the whole, it is a most

satisfactory publication, for which we wish all

success, because, among other reasons, it testifies

to the great interest which the Welsh take in their

language and literature, as well as in the bio-

graphies of the many eminent men and women
whom the Principality has produced. The various
sizes of slates in the Penrhyn quarries and, we
believe, elsewhere are known as duchesses, coun-
tesses, ladies, and other such like honourable titles.

Mr. John Evans, of Aberbank, tells us that it is

believed these names were bestowed by General
Warburton in 1765. If this be true, it is interest-

ing. He, moreover, quotes some lines of a ballad

regarding these names which we have not seen
before. It is curious. We wish the editor had
found room for the whole ditty. At Tenby and
elsewhere a folk-lore custom prevails which, so far

as we have heard, rarely occurs in England. When
it is found here, it may well have been derived
from our Celtic neighbours. If a person removes from
one residence to another it is proper, before the
house is occupied, to put salt on the stairs, and
this rite must take place before any of the furniture
is taken indoors. It seems to be the custom for

the man who goes with the first load of furniture
to take with him a bag of salt, and,

" before putting
anything else in, he flings in a few handfuls, just
like sowing corn." We have no direct evidence on
the matter, but it does not seem improbable that
this practice may be a survival from pre-Reforma-
tion days of the Benedictio Domus Novce, We
cannot turn to any of the house benedictions, of
which there were several employed in this island
in early days, but the form now used among
Roman Catholics may be seen on one of the latter

pages of the Roman Missal.

MR. B. W. DEXTER'S Crickltwood, Historical
and Descriptive, has also a fully illustrated article
on Gladstone Park. It contains many facts which
we have not met with elsewhere, and has some
good illustrations. We wish, however, the author
had not quoted Richard of Cirencester as an
authority on Roman Britain.

THE July number of the English Historical

Review^ is interesting. The article on Gian Matteo
Giberti is concluded, and will afford most valuable
information on the group of doctrinal reformers,
Contarini, Pole, and their associates, in Italy in
the sixteenth century. Prof. Maitland has taken
the trouble to see what can be learnt by a study
of the actual parchments of the Elizabethan statutes
of Supremacy and Uniformity. His discussion of
the meaning of the various erasures and interlinea-
tions is most valuable, and sheds light on one or
two obscure points, while in one particular a con-

jecture of Froude's is confirmed. There is an

admirable criticism of Prof. Bury's inaugural lecture
at Cambridge. It is worthy of note that of the
three articles "simply and strictly so called," with
which the magazine opens, two are by women.

THE foremost papers in Folk-lore are 'Some
Remarks on the Folk-lore of the Ba-Thonga,'

' Folk-
lore of the Azores,' and Mr. Lang's 'Notes on
Ballad Origins.' In the collectanea a curious note
is given on 'Blessing the Geese,' a practice which
was observed some twenty years ago near Epping.
Fifth of November customs also receive attention,
but definite records of the use of autumnal bonfires

in England before the Gunpowder Plot seem
difficult to find.

THE later numbers of the Intermediate contain

many interesting notes, some on the origins of

Tartuffe, others on ecclesiastical celibacy, others,

again, on the blood of bullocks employed in mortar
and plaster, on marriage under the gallows, burial
face downward, and on the celebrated dog of

Jean de Nivelle,
Qui se sauve quand on 1'appelle.

Several communications also relate to the charivari,
from which it appears that the custom of serenading
those who break certain popular observances with
what in England is called "rough music" is still

well known in France. About twelve years since,

according to one correspondent, fifty people or so

were fined in a Northern town for taking part with

saucepans and other kitchen utensils in a charivari

corse, because a widower had married a woman
thirty years younger than himself.

We m\it call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-

ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to

which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

T. (" O formose puer," &c.). See Virgil,

Eclogue iii. 17.

CORRIGENDA. A nte, p. 70, col. 2, 1. 15, for
" Del "

read Dee; 1. 18, for
" To "

read lo ; p. 73, col. 2, 1. 13,

for "confirm" read conform.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not

print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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FRAUDULENT AMERICAN DIPLOMAS
AND DEGREES.

(See 1st S. v. 177 ; vi. 45 ; 4th S. vi. 175 ; x. 224 ;

6th S. xii. 477; 8* S. vi. 209, 273, 333, 436; vii. 36,
117, 217, 433; viii. 33; 9th S. xi. 506.)

THE question of these spurious productions
is an unsavoury one to handle, and yet it has
as living an interest as the hunting of skunks
has. Its importance as a nuisance has in

many ways been demonstrated, and an evi-

dent proof comes back to us from Europe
when some of the countries threaten to
refuse recognition to any of our American
degrees. But the problem is not an easy one
to solve, and our educational authorities have
been sedulously discussing it for a good many
years, with little hope of securing an effective

remedy. In the meantime a ruthless expo-
sure appears to have a temporary and partial
effect, and the hand of the law comes in at
times to grant a more permanent relief. The
Reports of the Commissioner of Education,
1880, p. clx sq.; 1889-90, p. 1681 sq.; 1897-8,
p. 1461 sq.; 1898-9, p. 1681 sq. ; 1899-1900,
p. 1962 sq.; 1900-1, p. 1738, will repay a
careful reading, and show the strong feeling
on the subject.

The first difficulty we meet with is in the
fact that all these degrees and diplomas do
not issue from fictitious institutions of learn-

ing ; they are not all without a legal authority
and value. It is too true that an impecunious
university is sometimes tempted to increase
its income by giving away degrees, and on
some pretext of charges receiving an equiva-
lent in fees. How far this is actually carried
on the general public can hardly know, but
the Report is generally accepted as correct
that a good many do. Even a greater abuse,
and one which it is difficult to explain, is

the action that can be taken upon a charter
which by purchase or otherwise has fallen

into private hands, or hands, at least, for
which it was never intended, and which
ought to have no legal sanction in the use or
misuse of it. Yet on the ground of holding
such a charter those who wish to make a

profit by it can, or at least do, issue diplomas
and degrees ;

and holders have been known
to possess a variety of such charters in order
to keep the mill always in motion. The
purely fictitious college and university is

said to be not uncommon in certain States,
and to do a lucrative stroke of business;

especially in diplomas and degrees sent to

Europe ;
as a matter of fact, a ten - dollar

LL.D. degree was reported two days ago as
offered to a lawyer in this county, and no
condition appears to have been necessary
but the remittance of the money to "William

Farr, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the American
National Nashville College of Law."

The reputable institutions are now far
more careful in the conferring of all their

degrees, especially of those which are recog-
nized as of an honorary character. There
has been a general agreement among them
that the Ph.D. shall not be given as an hono-

rary degree, but only after a proper exami-
nation. There is also encouraged the growth
of a healthy feeling which would prevent an
agricultural institution from giving a D.D.

degree, or a dental college from giving an
LL.D. According to the terms of some of
the charters, there seems to be little limit or

restriction in the degree- conferring powers,
and the institution has usually a high-sound-
ing title, which is used as a tempting bait.

Towards the suppression of the traffic there

appears to be no royal road, and so long as

vanity or interest and money combine to create
a demand, there will always be unscrupulous
men who make up a supply. University
charters for conferring degrees do not proceed
from any central Federal authority, but are
issued by the several States. In some of

these they are given according to the terms
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of general statute, and in some by special
acts of the legislature ; but in the granting
of them each legislature is a law to itself, so

that there can be no uniformity in the con-

ditions, requirements, and terms. The Federal
courts have no jurisdiction in the matter of

a State right, and the revocation of a charter

by a State court or legislature it is often
difficult to secure. Where prosecutions have
taken place, it has usually been upon the

charge of misusing the public mails, as pro-
moters of lotteries are prosecuted. From
some special features in the constitution or
laws of the State of Illinois, that State gives
unusual facilities for abusing what should be
a purely scholastic power, and a Chicago
diploma has come to have a doubtful repu-
tation.

It may interest the readers of
*
N". & Q.' to

look over a list of these institutions, as I have
culled the names from the Reports of the
Commissioner of Education, 1876-1900 ;

the
same thing, however, may appear under
different names :

American University of Philadelphia.
College of Pharmacy (in Philadelphia University

of Medicine and Surgery).
Eclectic Medical College of Pennsylvania.
Independent Medical College of Chicago.
Independent Medical College and the National

Law (School.

International Health University.
Livingston University of America.
Metropolitan College of New York.
Metropolitan Medical College.
National Eclectic Medical Association.
National University of Chicago.
New England University of Arts and Sciences.
New England University of Medicine and Surgery,
New York Medical College.
Perm Medical University or College.
Philadelphia Electropathic Institution.

Philadelphia University of Medicine and Surgery.
Richmond University or College, Richmond, Jef-

ferson co., Tenn.

Washington Medical Institution.

The Commissioner of Education lays it

down as a safe and practical rule that a
university which makes a charge, or looks
for a recompense, or grants a degree in

absentia, is spurious.
JAMES GAMMACK, LL.D,

West Hartford, Conn., U.S.

DRAYTON'S ' POLY-OLBION.'

HAVING lately had occasion to study this

work, I have discovered that, though its

scope is accurately enough given in books of

reference, there exists the most amazing
ignorance as to its length. For this a learned
critic of the last century must be held
accountable. Henry Hallam, in his

*
Intro-

duction to the Literature of Europe,' pub-
lished more than sixty years ago, informed
his readers that

"the '

Poly-Olbion
'

is a poem of about 30,000 lines

in length, written in Alexandrine couplets, a mea-
sure from its monotony, and perhaps from its fre-

quency in doggerel ballads, not at all pleasing to
the ear."

And then follows some very fair criticism, to
which no objection need be made. But the

statement, which has been so often copied,
as to the length of the poem, is altogether
wrong, as I shall now show. The 'Poly-
Olbion '

consists of thirty
'

Songs,' each con-

taining not a thousand, as Hallam guessed,
but only five hundred and fifty-four lines, as

I have ascertained by counting the first.

Now as the other twenty-nine are each of

apparently the same length, it follows that
"
this strange Herculean toil," to use Dray-

ton's own expression, numbers 16,620 verses,
all told ; or about as many as are in Homer's

'Iliad,' if we allow an average of 700 lines

to each of the twenty-four books. Even if

we add the '

Arguments,' each of about ten
short lines, prefixed to the thirty cantos, the
total will not amount to 17,000, a goodly sum
truly, but very different from Hallam's

estimate, which must henceforth be decreased

by 13,000, if my reckoning be correct. If any
one is disposed to challenge it, let him count
each particular line in the *

Poly-Olbion.'

Perhaps I may be blamed for not having
done so myself, but my excuse is that I cannot

spend my
" time in toys, idle questions, and

things of no worth," nor do I wish to be
enrolled in the list of those over-curious per-
sons of whom Robert Burton speaks :

"Your supercilious criticks, grammatical triflers,

note-makers, curious antiquaries, find out all the
ruines of wit, ineptiarum delicias, amongst the
rubbish of old writers : pro stidtis habent, nisi

aliquid sufficiant
invenire, quod in aliorum scriptis

vertant vitio : all fools with them that cannot find

fault : they correct others, and are hot in a cold

cause, puzzle themselves to find out how many
streets in Rome, houses, gates, towers, Homers
countrey, ^Eneas mother, Niobes daughters, an

Sappho publica fmrit? ovum prim extiterit, ^
an

yallina ? &c., et alia, quca dediscenda essent, si scires,

as Seneca holds what clothes the senators did wear
in Rome, what shews, how they sate, where they
went to the close stool, how many dishes in a mess,
what sauce ; which, for the present, for an historian

to relate (according toLodoyic. Vives), is very ridicu-

lous, is to them most precious elaborate stuff, they
admired for it, and as proud, as triumphant in the
mean time for this discovery, as if they had won a

city, or conquered a province ; as rich as if they
had found a mine of gold ore." 'Anatomy of Melan-

choly,' sixteenth ed., p. 68.

To that height of learning I do not attempt
to soar. With the Chevalier de Cailly, in an
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epigram which Burton would have quoted
had it been printed in his day, I exclaim :

Dieu me garde d'etre savant
D'une science si profonde :

Les plus doctes le plus souvent
Sont les plus sottes gens du nionde.

About all such matters we may say in the

words of St. Austin :

"Quid enim opus est, ut hsec atque huiusmodi
adfirmentur vel negentur vel definiantur cum dis-

crimine, quando sine crimine nesciuntur ?
'' 'En-

chiridion ad Laurentium,' cap. lix.

In conclusion, I must confess that these

quotations have to do with matters which
are vastly more difficult of solution than the

one I have mentioned. To discover the exact

number of lines in the
'

Poly-Olbion
'

is a
task which can be accomplished. I leave the

counting of them to others, being satisfied

with having read them, which I have shown
to be a less formidable operation than was

commonly supposed. But for either purpose
let me recommend the student to procure a

copy printed in larger type than the one

given in Southey's 'Early British Poets,'

which I have had to use.

JOHN T. CUKKY.

HEINE'S 'PRINCESS SABBATH.'

I LAY down E. A. Bowring's rendering of

this poem with mingled feelings of exultation

and sadness. At this time of day one can

hardly be expected to say anything fresh

about Heine ;
but as a fellow Hebre\y I may

add one or two notes worth considering.
For the Jew his coming and the date of

his advent were priceless events. It _would
take me too far to elaborate this point. I

will keep closely to the intellectual side of

Heine, which for every educated Jew is a
storehouse of pearls and rubies. Spenser has
been called the poet's poet : in precisely the

same sense I may call Heine the Jew's

poet. He is the poet of the Jews of modern
times, albeit not in the sense that Alcharisi,

Gabirol, and Hale'vi are. Yet in a political
sense his labours for his brethren were more
fruitful and permanent, owing to his fortu-

nately not aspiring to rival the poets I have
named. Nor do I believe that he ever

specifically regarded himself as the champion
of Jewry. Subconsciously, as the soldier

fighting the battles of humanity, Heine may
sometimes have plumed himself on his

varying success in that warfare on their

behalf. It may have settled in his mind as

a remote and ultimate by-product. I said,

however, that Heine is the Jew's poet. In
his writing Jeshurun once more can breathe

his natural atmosphere, freed from the

mephitic poisons of Ghetto life. In those airy
spaces he can sport, expand, and discover
that he has more than a local habitation and
a name. He becomes an articulate being stand-

ing, for the first, time possibly in his life, self-

revealed in the full panoply of manhood.
That is a joy which he can taste in
excess of his English confrere, who has long
enjoyed the sweets of liberty. Nevertheless,
English Jews owe a debt of gratitude to Mr.

Bowring for his rendering of the
' Hebrew

Melodies' of Heine; and English literature
is the richer by a translation of one whose
original metres gleam and flash like a Toledo
blade. All the varied glow and glitter, all

the rollicksomeness and the melancholy, the

spontaneity or the deeper notes, all the fun
and all the fury of those inimitable Hebrew
poems all these excellences and not a few of
the blemishes Bowring has caught with rare
finesse and accuracy. The twin character-
istics of Heine's genius, which are in fact the
characteristics of the Jewish mind, native or

cultured, and which have won for him the
name of the modern Aristophanes, are his

irrepressible spirit of diablerie and his keen
unrivalled sense of that Weltschmerz, of which
Jewry has borne its full share the outcome
of which is the Jew's rich chine (fun) and richer
rachmonous (womanly tenderness). These
characteristics find ample scope for illus-

tration in the
' Hebrew Melodies,' even

as they reached the highest state of frui-

tion in Heine's mind. It is to be re-

gretted that Bowring did not assist the
reader by a few foot-notes explanatory of the
Hebrew idioms introduced by the poet with
force and grace. For example, Heine, terribly" kicked

"
by the "feet" of the Egyptians-

poetical justice was possibly being done after
thousands of years to a scandalous descendant
of a scandalous race saves the situation "

by
his own hands "

alone, pairing off yadayim
(hands) with mizrayim (Egyptians). Perhaps
the reader of the * Princess Sabbath '

remem-
bers the uncouth line

" Lecho Doudi, Likras
Kallo," which is the refrain of a love song com-
posed by Solomon Halevi, and not by Jehuda,
as Heine avers on p. 468. Apart from the
indisputable fact that the author's name is

acrostically inwoven in his verses, always
the birth-mark of the minor poet, the work
itself discloses its origin by its scholarly
coldness and theological bias. It emanates
from the school of our northern pietanim
(poets), of whom the choicest Hower was
Kaiir. Gabirol and Jehuda Halevi belong to
a nest of singing birds whose tunefulness,
warmth, and passions are the offspring of
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sunlight, roses, and wine. Here are a few

stanzas, crudely transcribed, of the poem
entitled 'Come, my Friend, to meet thy
Brides-

Let us forth to greet the Sabbath,
Source and spring of all our blessings,
In the days of old appointed,
Last 'twas made, though ordered first.

Come, my friend, to meet thy Bride
And thy Sabbath greetings give.

Regal City, royal Temple,
Rise resplendent from thine ashes ;

Tears enough thine eyes have reddened,
Rise, forget thy years of mourning.

Come, my friend, to meet thy Bride
And thy Sabbath greetings give.

Cast away the grime of ages
And to raiment gay betake thee,
For thy soul shall find salvation

Through Bethlehem's son of Jesse.

Come, my friend, &c.

Weep no more : away all wailing ;

Why so downcast and distracted ?

Soon thy sons will rally round thee

And thy City be rebuilded.

Come, my friend, &c.

Come in peace, thou Crown of Women,
Come with joy and come with gladness
To the faithful, to the chosen
Sons of Jacob ! Come, Bride.

Come, my friend, to meet thy Bride
And thy Sabbath greetings give.

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

Percy House, South Hackney.

FARJEON. The death of this esteemed

novelist, a companion of mine in his youth,
affords me the opportunity of tracing his

origin. He was a scion of a notable Spanish
family, driven into exile in 1492 The original
name of the family was the Hebrew jims,

signifying a blossom. In transliterating it

the first letter assumed two forms with their

variants viz., Parchon, Pharchon, Farchon,
Farchon, &c. In later times it settled down
in the new form Farjeon. Salomon ben
Abraham Parchon was a famous grammarian
and lexicographer living in Calatayud anno

1160, and Farchon Cohen was a contem-

porary poet in Cordova. On his mother's

side the late novelist was a cousin of Mr.

Sidney Lee. M. D. DAVIS.

" POLDAVY." In Nares's '

Glossary
' we

find,
"
Polldavy or Poledavy, a sort of coarse

canvas." It occurs in Howell's 'Letters,' in

Cleveland, and in Taylor's 'Works,' as the

quotations there given show.
There is a good example in Amber's

'

Eng-
lish Garner,' ii. 166, where we find mention
of money being spent in Brittany "in all

sorts of canvas with other small wares, and

in lockromes, viterie, and dowlass, Pouldavis,

Olyraunce, &c." The 'Century Dictionary
3

gives poldavis and poledavy, also pouldavies,
and remarks that the origin is obscure.

I do not think it is very difficult. Seeing
that lockram and dowlas are both named
from places in Brittany, the chances are that

n^iavy
is of similar origin. Indeed, I think

ave seen this suggestion somewhere, but
I cannot remember where

;
and I have never

seen any proof of it. After a search in

several maps I failed to find any such place,
but reference to a French gazetteer was
quite successful.

There is a fairly good gazetteer entitled
*

Dictionnaire Geographique de la France,' by
Joanne. We there find that Pouldavid is

the name of a very small place, containing
only 250 inhabitants, in the commune of

Pouldergat, in the department of Finisterre ;

and there is also a little river named Poul-

david, which runs into the sea near DoUarne-
nez the last - named place is in Black's
' Atlas

'

so that it is not far from Daoulas,
which we spell Dowlas. As the Breton for
"
pool

"
is poull, the signification of the name

is obviously "David's pool."
The first syllable should be written pol- or

poul-, not pole- or poll-.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

CRUCIFORM TOWNS. It has been stated
that Bishop's Stortford was built on a cruci-

form plan. The same may, I think, be said
of Wells. To look abroad, Aracena, in the
Provihcia de Huelva, Spain, is very distinctly
laid out in the shape of a Latin. cross, and
was probably planned thus intentionally, in

order to commemorate the expulsion of the
Moors, E. S. DODGSON.

OMER : HOMER. Notwithstanding Exod.
xvi. 36, compared with Ezek. xlv. 11, Cruden
appears to have confounded the Hebrew omer
with'a homer, the latter as a measure contain-

ing a hundred times as much as the former.
The word omer, indeed, does not occur in
Cruden at all

;
but under ephah he says," Exod. xvi. 36, an homer is the tenth part of

an e" The word homer should be omer ; but
the latter does not occur subsequently in our
version. In the original it appears not as
a measure, but in the sense of "a sheaf"

(the R.V- retains that rendering), in Leviti-
cus xxiii. 10, 11, 15. Presumably to avoid
the risk of an homer being misunderstood
for an omer, the Revisers in Is. v. 10 have
inserted the word "but" before an ' ;

ephah."
For an omer of seed to yield an ephah would
indicate not great scarcity (which is here

intended), but great productiveness. But
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some of our almanacs seem to have made
the same mistake as Cruden. In the Jewish
calendar the thirty-third day of the offering
of the omer, or sheaf, is marked

; this in

the '

British Almanac '

for the current year
(when it fell on 15 May) is called "33 of

the Homer." I need hardly remark that in

Hebrew Homer would mean "the sheaf."

It is difficult to account for Cruden's con-

fusion. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

THE CAMERLENGO'S SILVER HAMMER.
The following; paragraph (which was pub-
lished in the Times of 21 July) may be worth

preserving in ' N. & Q.' :

** With reference to the traditional ceremony in
accordance with which the Cardinal Camerlengo is

said to strike three light blows on the temple of the
dead Pope with a silver hammer, pour constater le

deces, our Roman correspondent states that the
Pontifical Masters of the Ceremonies have said

definitely that no such office would be performed
on the death of Leo XIII. All standard authorities
on the ceremonial of the Vatican and its recent

history, such as Lucius Lector, Monsignor de
T" Serclaes, and Moroni ('Dictionary of Eccle-
siastical Erudition

;

), appear to testify to the exist-
ence of the ceremony; but the pronouncement of
the Masters of the Ceremonies with regard to it

being final, it may be presumed that it has not been
carried out at the deathbed of the late Pope."

TEMPORUM LECTOR.

" PEONAGE." The definition of peonage in
the 'Century Dictionary' is

U A form of

servitude existing in Spanish America. It

prevailed especially in Mexico." There is

yet time for 'N.E.D.' to include its newer
meaning, that being the holding of negroes
in semi-servitude in the Southern portion of
the United States. The heading

'

Peonage
in America' was given in the Standard of
18 July to a telegram from its New York
correspondent, thus describing the system :

"The Grand Jury of Montgomery, Alabama,
which has been investigating the charges of peonage
brought against landowners, planters, and Justices
of the Peace, for conspiring to hold hundreds of

negroes as slaves, has made a final Report of a
most sensational character. The evidence showed
that atrocities are practised exceeding those of
Siberia. Many negroes have been whipped to death.
Sand has been rubbed into their lacerated and bleed-

ing backs, which have been smeared with axle-

grease and sulphur. The slaves' clothing has been
stolen and worn by their masters."

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.
' HENRY VI.' AND TACITUS. To the follow-

ing passage in
'

3 Henry VI.' a parallel may
be found in the history of Tacitus. What is

mentioned by Tacitus is said to have hap-
pened at the battle of Cremona, where the
army of Vespasian defeated that of Vitellius.

The lines which I quote from *

Henry VL'
are supposed by Malone not to have been
written by Shakspeare. The resemblance
between them and the passage in Tacitus is

not remarked in the editions of Shakspeare
which I have seen. Perhaps it has escaped
the notice of all the commentators.

Ill blows the wind that profits nobody.
This man, whom hand to hand I slew in fight,

May be possessed with some store of crowns...
Who 's this ? God ! it is my father's face,
Whom in this conflict I unwares have killed...

And I, who at his hands received my life,

Have by my hands of life bereaved him.
Pardon me, God, I knew not what I did !

And pardon, father, for I knew not thee !

"
lulius Mansuetus, borne in Spaine, and called to

serue in the Legion surnamed Rapax, left a sonne
at home vnder yeeres, who growing afterwards to
mans estate, and being enrolled by Galba into the
seuenth Legion, by meere misfortune heere met and
encountred with his owne father

;
and hauing

wounded him deadly, going about to rifle him, came
into knowledge of him, and was likewise known by
him againe. Whereupon embracing the corpes,
which now was without sense or life, with teares
and lamentable voice he besought his father's ghost,
not to impute this impiety vnto him, nor abhorre
and detest him as a parricide."

I copy the passage in Tacitus from the
fifth edition of Sir Henry Sayile's translation
of Tacitus, which was originally published
in 1581, and the author or authors of
'

Henry VI.' might have read this translation.

E. YARDLEY.

ENGLISH CARDINALS. In 3rd S. xii. 2, 71,

was given a list of English cardinals since
the Conquest, which, from the date of its

publication (1867), necessarily did not include
the names of Manning, Newman, and
Vaughan. It would assist, therefore, to
make that list complete if there were added :

Henry Edward Manning, Archbishop of

Westminster, created by Pius IX., 1875, died
14 January, 1892, set. eighty-three ;

John
Henry Newman, created by Leo XIII., 1879,
died 11 August, 1890, set. eighty-nine ;

Herbert

Vaughan, Archbishop of Westminster, created

by Leo XIII., 1893, died 20 January, 1903,
aet. seventy-one. ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

RALEIGH IN AMERICA. Some one had the

audacity to make, a short time ago at a

meeting of the Royal Society, the astounding
declaration that Sir Walter Raleigh was
never in North America, whereas he made
no fewer than five voyages to Virginia, which
was so named by Queen Elizabeth, the former
name of the country being Wigandacsa, and
we know that he introduced tobacco from his

new colony, which still produces the best.

The first child born in the colony was called

Virginia, in honour of the country in which it
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was born. Raleigh's town is mentioned, no
doubt Raleigh in North Carolina. Roanoke
is also mentioned. In the '

Compendium of

Voyages,' edited by T. Smollett, vol. iii. p. 115,
there is a map of Virginia and Maryland
and part of Pennsylvania. He did not visit

Guiana till James I.'s time. By the way, his
name is generally mispronounced in the

present day ;
it is called Raleigh, but 1

believe the correct pronunciation is Rawleigh,
though he himself spells it

"
Ralegh."

BRUTUS.

[For Raleigh's surname see 7th S. i. 252, 396, 455.]

JOHN HARRIS, PUBLISHER. At Messrs.
Christie's was recently offered for sale a por-
trait which possesses a certain amount of
historical association, as it is of one who had
intercourse with many of the celebrities of
literature who adorned the eighteenth cen-

tury. It is that of John Harris, publisher
and bookseller, of the at one time existing
"Bible and Crown," St. Paul's Churchyard,
successor to the well-known John Newbery.
The following facts may prove interesting.
Newbery was first established at Reading ;

he then went to London and opened at " The
Bible and Crown, near Devereux Court," with
a branch establishment at the

" Golden Ball,
Castle Alley, City

"
;
he then amalgamated

the two at "The Bible and Crown, near the

Chapter House, St. Paul's Churchyard,"
22 December, 1767. It must have been about
this time that my great-uncle came in touch
with him. To this new place there flocked
numbers of the leading men of letters.

At the death of Newbery the business was
carried on for a time as Newbery & Carnan,
then as Newbery & Harris, and 500. per
annum was allowed to the widow by him

; he
then dispensed with the name of Newbery.
He was an eye-witness of the affray between
Oliver Goldsmith and Evans the publisher
in 1773. Evans had permitted a libel to

appear in the London Packet, and the author
felt aggrieved. The incident is somewhat
quaintly described in the London Chronicle,
27-30 March, 1773 :

"Dr. Goldsmith, supposing himself ill-treated by
a letter in the London Packet, went to the person's

shop who published it, and struck him across the
back with his cane. A scuffle ensued, in which the
publisher made uncommon use of his nails, and was
at length knocked down : he then arose, seized a
stool, and attacked his antagonist until, some people
coming in, they were parted. Thus ended the con-
test between the son of literature and the pub-
lisher : the latter bears a black eye, and the author
a scratched face."

During Harris's connexion with it the
firm became the recognized business patrons
of very many celebrated literati Dr. John-

son, Oliver Goldsmith, Dr. Dodd, Smollett,
and others, and many instances of relief

accorded to indigent authors and of help in

advancing their aims, quite irrespective of

business, may safely be attributed to Harris.
GERALD LOWE.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in orderthat the answers maybe addressed to them
direct.

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE COMTE DE PUY-
SAYE. Would an obliging friend be kind

enough to give -the following information ?

Having heard that the correspondence of the
Comte de Puysaye, the famous general of the
Vendean war, is in London, I should like to

know to whom I must write to obtain a copy
of it. (Madame) C. BARBEY-BOISSIER.

Valleyres, par Orbe, Vaud, Switzerland.

CESSION or WELSH COUNTIES TO ENGLAND.
I should be glad of information in regard

to any arrangement or understanding by
which Welsh counties have been or are to be

periodically ceded to this country. I have
seen it stated that some such arrangement
was entered into about the time of the con-

quest of Wales. If so, where are full details

to be found ? M. E. S.

CHRISTIANS. I should
of your readers could

FREE CATHOLIC
be glad if any
give me information respecting a religious
denomination known as " Free Catholic
Christians." The title was included in the
list of places of worship certified by the

Registrar
- General (' Whitaker'a Almanack,'

1890). I should like to be informed of the
tenets of the body and where their church
(or churches) is situated, if it still exists.

W. L.

ASH : PLACE-NAME. There are places so

called in Devon, Kent, and Salop, and pro-

bably elsewhere. In Domesday the Devon
Ash is spelt "Aissa." In old records the
name is written "Aysshe," "Aysh," and
"Esse." It has been suggested that it is

derived from " esca " = water. My own idea
was* that it merely meant the tree an idea

supported by the fact that a huge ash was
a salient feature in the Shropshire village.
Can any of your readers give me any infor-

mation'? B. C. F.

EVIL SPIRITS AND INKBOTTLES. In Frey-
tag's

'

Die Journalisten
'

one of the characters
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says to another :

"
Sie sind auf Ehre der

schlaueste Teufel, der je aus einem Tintenfass

gekrochen ist." In the same author's 'Soil

und Haben,' seventh chapter, reference is

made to a horrible spirit as developing from
the black smoke which comes forth from an

inkbottle, "as in that old story." Can your
readers give information as to where this

story may be found 1 With this it is interest-

ing to compare Luther's greeting the devil

with an inkbottle, and also Robert Louis
Stevenson's

' The Bottle Imp.'
CHARLES BUNDY WILSON.

The State U-niversity of Iowa, Iowa City.

BANNS OF MARRIAGE. I have seen printed
on the title-page of books wherein is recorded
the publication of banns of marriage a

copy of clause 6 of 4 Geo. IV., cap. 76,
'An Act for amending the Laws respecting
the Solemnization of Marriages in England.'
This directs that
" the church - wardens and chapel - wardens of

churches and chapels wherein marriages are
solemnized shall provide a proper book of sub-
stantial paper, marked and ruled respectively in

manner directed for the Register Book of Marriages ;

and the banns shall be published from the said

Register Book of banns by the officiating minister
and not from loose papers, and after publication
shall be signed by the officiating minister, or by
some person under his direction."

These instructions would seem to be explicit

enough, but only last Sunday I saw a clergy-
man publish banns which he read out from
a sheet of notepaper held in his hand. As I

have observed this done on several occasions

before, I am tempted to ask if, in the face of

the paragraph I have quoted, such a slipshod
method is not distinctly illegal. I may add
that I once examined a book of banns in

which the last entry was incomplete, although
the parties had then not only been duly asked
three times in church, but actually married
a month. This is what might reasonably be

expected from a habit of using slips of paper.
JOHN T. PAGE.

West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

A MISSING WORD. Says the Periodical of

July :

"The Bishop of Worcester was the guest of the
Authors' Club at a recent dinner, and, replying
to the toast of his health, his lordship said that
'there had been m reality but one event in his

literary career. He had once been accused of

wrongly using a verb, and, on turning up the word
in the " New English Dictionary," he found himself
confronted by the very quotation in question from
one of his own books a standing rebuke to him for
his bad grammar, as it was the only known instance
of that particular use of the word.'"

What was this distinguished verb 1

ST. SWITHIN.

DICKENS :

' PICKWICK.' In Bell's
' Standard

Elocutionist,' by David Chas. and Alexander
Melville Bell, new edition, 1883, on p. 65, is

given, "Gabriel Grub. Attributed to Charles
Dickens." If I am not dreaming, I think I

must have read of Gabriel Grub in 'Pick-
wick '

(chap, xxix.,
' The Story of the Goblins

who stole a Sexton'); but then, what is

the meaning of attributed? Is it pretended
that Seymour the artist (who, his friends

claimed, gave Dickens his ideas for this

novel), or any one else but Dickens, wrote
the story of Gabriel Grub? Perhaps some
reader of ' N. & Q.' can throw a little light

upon the matter. ADRIAN WHEELER.

MRS. MARTYR, SINGER AND ACTRESS :

C. H. WILSON. Where was Mrs. Martyr
buried ? She died in or near London, 1807.

The general details of her career are known
to me. Mr. Clark Russell ('Representative
Actors') quotes C. H. Wilson (1801) as a
critic on Mrs. Martyr's performances. From
what work is his extract taken? Charles

Henry Wilson (not mentioned in 'D.N.B.'),
of the Inner Temple, was author of

'

Poly-
anthea : a Collection of Fragments in Prose
and Verse,' 2

vpls. 8vo, London, 1804, in which
I find no mention of Mrs. Martyr.

ROBERT WALTERS.
Ware Priory.

" WAKE ''=A VILLAGE FEAST. In which of

the English counties is wake in popular use
to signify the village feast, anciently held to

commemorate the dedication of the church ?

It seems to me that antiquaries and other
students of rural custom have sometimes
made use of the term in connexion with

places where it is quite unknown to " the
folk." G. W.

"SHOT THE MOON." What is the origin of

this idiom ? M. L. R. BRESLAR.

[Consult Barrere and Leland under * Shoot ' and
'

Moon.']

COUNTY COUNCIL BOARD SCHOOLS. Can
any correspondent of 'N. & Q.' inform me
whether returns are published, Parliamentary
or otherwise, showing in detail the amount of
the parish rates received and how expended ]

The demands are not only excessive, but also

continuously increasing.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

NICHOLAS OF LYNN AND NICOLAUS DE LYRA.
In a curious, but somewhat feeble book,

entitled 'Vestiges of the Historic Anglo-
Hebrews in East Anglia

'

(1870), the author,
the Rev. M. Margoliouth, LL.D., Ph.D.,
devotes over three pages to proving thai
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Nicholas of Lynn, referred to by Chaucer in

the prologue to his treatise on the astrolabe,
is the same person as De Lyra, the voluminous

theological writer :

" a name which once rang through the halls of

learning all over Europe, during the transition of

the Church from a deformed to a reformed state ; a
name which furnished opportunity for more than
one Latin pun. Both Roman Catholics and the

early Protestants gave to that erudite and learned
writer the credit of Luther's illumination. Pflug,

Bishop of Naumberg, had improvised the couplet :

Si Lyra non lyrasset
Lutherus non saltasset.

A Protestant scholar played upon the name to the
same tune, but with a variation, and made the

couplet run thus :

Nisi Lyra lyrasset
Totus mundus delirasset."

Who was the Protestant scholar ?

Dr. Margoliouth goes on to say :

"I believe I am in a position to solve a biographi-
cal problem which has hitherto defied those
interested in such matters. I believe the cele-

brated '

Israelite indeed ' was an East Anglian, a
native of Lynn."

After questioning the statements of bio-

graphers that De Lyra was so called from the

place of his birth in Normandy, our author

proceeds :

"
I never could discover whether there is, or ever

was, such a place as Lyra in Normandy ;
but what

I did discover is this, that De Lyra himself, on the

title-page of one of his works, gives England as his
native country Bishop Bale, himself a native of
East Anglia, who flourished about a century after
Nicolaus de Lyra, positively states that the great
harbinger of the Reformation was an Anglo-
Hebrew Christian."

Referring to the mention of Nicholas of

Lynn, "in an old history of Norfolk," as a
learned monk native of that town, Dr. Mar-
goliouth says :

"That book tells me that that monk was a very
learned man, a great scholar, a great divine, a great
mathematician, an astronomer, and a great musi-
cian

;
that he was educated at Oxford, and that he

belonged to the Franciscan order. Exactly the
same is affirmed of Nicolaus de Lyra. If there were
two such persons, then Oxford must have been the
Alma Mater of remarkable twins, christened by the
same name! I do not believe in the coincidence.
There was only one Nicolaus at Oxford, my
'Israelite indeed,' but he was one and the same
with the Nicolaus of Lynn, and by reason of his
musical proclivities, his friends and admirers turned
De Lynn into De Lyra."

Some interesting notes concerning Nicholas
of Lynn may be found in Prof. Skeat's
4 Chaucer '

(vol. iii. p. 353). Warton describes
Nicholas of Lynn as a Carmelite, but Bale is

precise that he was Franciscanorumfamilice.
Bale also, in the preface to

* The Image of
Both Churches,' among the authors he con-
sulted names Nicolaus Lyranus, Germanus.

It is a pity that Dr. Margoliouth did not

quote from that title-page of De Lyra the
statement that he was an Englishman. Can
that statement be substantiated ? Has any
one given the smallest consideration to Dr.

Margoliouth's theory that Nicholas de Lynn
and De Lyra are identical? I do not find

any notice of Dr. Margoliouth's work in the
Athenceum volume for 1870.

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

BYFIELD HOUSE, BARNES. The historic

mansions of noblemen and rich merchants,
which a few years ago adorned the neigh-
bourhood of London, are now rapidly dis-

appearing, their grounds are being covered
with mean buildings, and our suburbs will

soon be appalling in their ugliness. York
House, Twickenham, has, I fear, small chance
of escape ;

and I notice that Sheen House,
East Sheen, with about twenty acres of land,
is now offered for sale. At Barnes, near the

church, a less important property is vacant,

by name Byfield House, which, although
externally without architectural pretensions,
is within old-fashioned and attractive, and
has a charming garden. Let us hope that it

will be taken for purposes of residence.

Perhaps one of your readers will kindly con-

tribute a short notice of this house, about
which I can find no authentic information,

though I think there was lately a paragraph
in one of the newspapers connecting it with
celebrities of the eighteenth century.

PHILIP NORMAN.

SALOP. Has this word, for town and

county, been satisfactorily explained ? In

Harper's
' The Holyhead Road ' one reads, ii.

63, that
"
it comes, say philologists, from the

ancient Erse words sa, a stream, and litb, a

loop, &c." This sounds too pat to be true, and,
in any case, Eng. loop is of Scand. origin.

Ibid., p. 9.6, it is stated that the Earls of

Shrewsbury are miscalled by that title, they
being Earls of Salop (county), according to

the original patent of nobility to Talbot in

1442. The author, curiously, suggests that

this may have arisen from the ill savour of

Fr. salope. H. P. L.

REV. ROBERT WELDON wrote a quarto pam-
phlet of 162 pages, excluding preliminary
matter, which was dedicated *'

to the Noble

Confessor, S 1
'

John Pate Baronet," and printed
for Richard Royston, 1648. Its title is

* The
Doctrine of the Scriptures concerning the

Originall of Dominion.' Weldon is described
as rector of Stony Stanton, in the county of

Leicester. I do not find his name in the index
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to Walker's great work, but he is noticed on

p. 400. How did Royston manage to print
such a pamphlet and to sell it at so troublous

a time ? RICHARD H. THORNTON.

DANTE PORTRAIT.

(9
th S. xi. 388, 510.)

THE question raised by MESSRS. WHITEHOUSE
& JAMES is fraught with interest. I think

there is no accepted portrait of Dante which

represents him with a beard, and I have
in mind those in the frescoes at Assisi ;

the one in the Strozzi Chapel of Sta.

Maria Novella at Florence ;
that on the

wall of the Bargello ;
a cast from the mask

taken after death
;
two differing cuts affixed

to editions of 'L' Amoroso Convivio' in 1521

and 1529
;
and a painting by if I mistake

not Giorgione which I saw, years ago, in

the collection of Mr. J. Morris-Moore. It

is strange that there should be no pencil to

perpetuate the poet's maschili penne. There
is a passage in the *

Purgatorio
' which might

be cited as some evidence that he had a beard,

though it could not be taken as conclusive,
for who in his circumstances could have
remained clean-shaven 1

Even as children silent in their shame
Stand listening with their eyes upon the ground,
And conscious of their fault, and penitent ;

So was I standing ; and she said :

"
If thou

In hearing sufferest pain, lift up thy beard
And thou shalt feel a greater pain in seeing."

With less resistance is a robust holm
Uprooted, either by a native wind
Or else by that from regions of larbas,

Than I upraised at her command my chin ;

And when she by the beard the face demanded,
Well I perceived the venom of her meaning.

Canto xxxi. 64-75 (Longfellow).

I have a photograph by Lombardi of a
cartoon to be seen in the museum connected
with the Duomo at Siena, which illustrates

the subject of the blind leading the blind.

Here the leader, who, staff in hand, conducts
another sightless being by means of a crooked

branch, which either holds in his left hand, is

strikingly like Dante, and is again smooth-
chinned. I have wondered if this were the

way in which some patriotic artist of the

place avenged himself on the poet who wrote
so scornfully of the people of Siena, e,g. :

Or fu giammai
Gente si vana come la Sanese?
Certo non la Francesca si d' assai.

'

Inf.,' xxix. 121.

Tra quella gente vana
Che spera in Talamone, e perderagli
Piu di speranza, che a trovar la Diana.

'Purg.,'xiii. 151.

But as far as I remember the cartoon was of

the fifteenth century, and perhaps the smart
had died away before then. It is not a little

curious that the great Florentine had recorded
of his fellow-citizens

Vecchia fama nel mondo li chiama orbi

(' Inf.,' xv. 67)

this, it is supposed, being a reference to

some story of their being taken in by the

Pisans, and an unfriendly reader might be
excused for including him in the same con-

demnation.
When shall we have a Dante Society by

which the whole of our nation may profit 1

There is the nucleus of one in London to

which, if you like, you may pay an annual

guinea in order that people may assemble to

hear orations on Leopard i and what not
; but

if you are a student yourself, and you live at

Bullock-Smithy, and have an idea that Dante-
lovers in the metropolitan area should be
able to do without your alms, you will spend
your one pound one on helpful books and
remain outside the Society. If, however,
the papers and speeches were fully reported
and published for the benefit of members, I

should not expect anything more of co-opera-
tion : I should regard with strictly Christian

envy dwellers within reach of Harley Street,
but gain maybe as much by reading as they
can get by listening. ST. SWITHIN.

MARAT IN LONDON (9
th S. xii. 7)." Where

Marat lived in Church Street, Soho, in

January, 1776," is obviously not easy to

answer. A careful perusal of the title deeds
of every house there in 1775 and 1776 is still

possible, might be successful, but probably
not. Your querist relies on Marat's relation
" that he resided in London ten years,
and in Dublin one." But Marat's auto-

biographical fragments and especially this

one, penned 4 March, 1793, when he was a
notorious revolutionary leader though effu-

sively paraded by all his devotees, are very
doubtful documents. It is, hbwever, true

that, excepting his visits to Edinburgh (1769)
and Amsterdam and the north of England
(1774), Marat was probably hiding in London
as a quack

"
Gleets and Eyes

"
doctor from

1765 to June, 1775, when his worthless
St. Andrews degree removed his medical

disqualification (vide a note in his
* Gleets '

tract of November, 1775, his 'Chains of

Slavery
'

letter in Paris, 1793, and his admis-
sion of "ten years' practice" in his 'Gleets'

tract). But there is no evidence that he was
ever in Dublin before 1776. He was there-

after, between March and September, 1776
in a very different capacity. Of that there
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is no moral doubt to a careful student of his

strange life.

Is your querist aware that, until he received
his M.D. without any test, he lived, during
these antecedent ten years, under a most care-

fully guarded incognito 1 and that in January,
1776, he disappeared from English life as

Dr. Marat? He reappeared (24 June, 1777)
on the staff of Count d'Artois in Paris, like a

meteor, as an M.D. of St. Andrews "
et

plusieurs facultes," which no man living not
even his various copious biographers, in-

cluding Mr. Morse Stephens has been able
to trace till this hour. Had your querist
desired, he could have discovered that all

the houses in Church Street, Soho, were
numbered, and their occupants named, in
1775 and 1776, the only period important
here ;

and that Marat's name is nowhere to
be found in the * London Directory

' between
1765 and 1776. His reputation in June,
1776, was presumably good in Paris, but he
had completely wrecked it even there by
1783, when he vacated his royal appointment
as worthless, and returned to the British Isles,
to flit from city to city, amid darkness and
difficulties, till Paris drew him back late in

1788, to rise to the crest of the revolution, and
perish five years afterwards. VIGILANS.

That most atrocious miscreant Jean Pan*
Marat must undoubtedly have enjoyed "a
certain reputation" while in England. His
residence in Church Street must have been
for a very short period. He was convicted
of stealing 200. worth of moneys and coins
from the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and
sentenced to five years' imprisonment in the
hulks at Woolwich. He also resided (under
various aliases) at Newcastle, Warrington,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Dublin, and ulti-

mately died under the hand of Charlotte
Corday on 13 July, 1793. See also 7th S. vii.,

viii., ix. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

See 7 th S. vii. 488
; viii. 76, 135

;
ix. 29, 78

;

8th S. iv. 125, and the further sources there
indicated. W. C. B.

4 AN ENGLISHWOMAN'S LOVE-LETTERS' (9
th

S. xi. 504). Though not very appropriate,
the heading which MR. UDAL gives to his

query must, I suppose, be used for any reply.
Quite recently we have had what looks very
much like another instance of the sort of

imposture he regrets. There has recently
been issued, by a London publisher of good
repute, what purports to be a 'Journal of
Arthur Stirling/ whom we are asked to think
of as an authentic, but unappreciated man
of genius. It is stated that he committed

suicide, and an obituary notice is quoted
from the Neio York Herald. From internal

evidence, one is inclined to doubt the
"editor's" good faith. As to the 'English-
woman's Love-Letters,' the short-lived sensa-
tion which they produced was surety brought
about more by the doubt as to their genuine-
ness than by any conviction of it. It is, no
doubt, a modern trick to write a preface
vouching for the truth of a work of fiction.

But as a matter of morality it is no worse
than the invention of lying stories for a news-
letter

;
and that, we know, is an expedient

for promoting sales as old, at least, as Defoe.
L. H.

[The obituary has been acknowledged as a "fake."]

The most notorious fraudulent preface is

that in the case of 'Drelincourt on Death/
attributed to Daniel Defoe. This may help us
to accept him as the compiler of 'Drury's
Journal/ 1729, a realistic account of Mada-
gascar ; and its graphic details evince the

capacity to write 'Robinson Crusoe/ while
the mystification which admits Harley to a
claim is only a part of Defoe's whole career.

A. H.

"WAIK," "WENE," AND "MAIKE" (9
th S.

xi. 249). Your correspondent at the second
of the references in the editorial note is

unjust to Jamieson in saying that he does
not help one in the matter, for if he refers,
not to waik, but to iveik, he will find that the
latter signifies a corner, or angle, and wein

(not ivene)a, pot, a scar, while maik=m&iQ
seems to suggest that gnome, or brownie, is

meant, for brownies certainly have "
neither

flesh, blood, nor bane." So that maike or
mate would appear to allude to one of the
"
good neighbours," or

"
good people," and we

consequently have :

In yon green wood there is a waik [corner],
And in that corner there is a wene [spot],
And in that spot there is a maike [fellow or

familiar]
That neither has flesh, blood, nor bane ;

And down in yon greenwood he walks his lane.

In that green wene [spot] Kilmeriy lay,
Her bosom happed [i.e., covered, heaped]

flowerits gay.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

CARSON (9
th S. xi. 488; xii. 19). Dr.

Herbert William Carson, F.R.C.S. Eng.,
L.R.C.P. Lond., is in practice at Welbeck
Street, London

;
Dr. Stewart Carson,

M.B.C.M. Edin., is in practice at Salvin

Lodge, Alston, Cumberland
;

Dr. Thomas
John Carson, L.F.P.S. Glasgow, is in practice
at Union Street, Oldham ; Dr. John Henry
Carson, L.R.C.P. Edin., L.R.C.S. Edin., is

in practice at Crumlin, co. Antrim, Ireland ;

wi' the
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and Mr. Robert Carson has been in business

in this city for many years as a chemist.

Some of these might give H. R. C. some
authentic information.

CHAS. F. FOESHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

1 PASSING BY '

(9
th S. xi. 489

;
xii. 12).

Referring to the comment of L. H. on the

number of stanzas in the pleasing madrigaj
commencing "There is a lady sweet and

kind," may I be permitted to direct his

attention to the fact that in my large-paper
copy of

'

Lyrics from the Song-Books of the
Elizabethan Age,' edited by A. H. Bullen

(Nimmo, 1887), there are six stanzas? They
end with :

Cupid is winged and doth change,
Her country so ray love doth change :

But change she earth, or change she sky,
Yet will I love her till I die.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
119, Elms Road, Clapham, S.W.

SQUARE CAP (9
th S. xii. 28). The square

cap worn by Austin canons was a barretum,
barretta, beretum, birretum, or birettumthe>
common headgear worn nowadays by the
Roman Catholic clergy. Cf. the articles
1

Augustiner
' and ' Barett

'

in H. A. Miiller
and Oscar Mothes's '

Archaologisches Wdrter-
buch '

in the Reference Library of the British
Museum. L. L. K.

BRIDGE CHANTRY IN THE WEST RIDING
(9

th S. xii. 43). Reference should be made to
Mr. Norrisson Scatcherd's pamphlet on the
1

Wakefield Bridge Chapel,' 1843
;
and to the

'Chantry Surveys' (Surt. Soc., 92), ii. p. 312.

The chapel was described in 1355 as
"
newly

built." In 1546 one chief "necessitie" laid

upon the chaplains was
"
to do dyvine service

in the tymes of the plage for the secke people
thither to resorte, that the rest of the paro-
chians may com to ther paroch church with-
owte danger of infection." W. C. B.

To MR. I. GIBERNE SIEVEKING'S interesting
> paper about the chapel on Wakefield Bridge
may be fitly added the sorrowful and public
confession of Sir Gilbert Scott :

"Designs were advertised for for the restoration
of the beautiful chapel of St. Mary on Wakefield
Bridge ; and I devoted myself with the greatest
earnestness to the investigation of the relics of its

destroyed detail. I was seconded by Mr. Burlison,
then clerk of the works to the church at Chester-
field, and by examining the heaps of debris in the
river wall, &c., we discovered nearly everything;
and I made, I believe, a very perfect design, illus-

trated by beautiful drawings, the perspective views
being made by my friend Mr. Johnson. My report
I viewed as a masterpiece. 1 succeeded, and the
work was carried out, and would have been a very

great success, but that the contractor, Mr. Cox, who
had been my carver and superintendent to the
Martyrs' Memorial, had a handsome offer made to
him for the semi-decayed front, to set up in a park
hard by. He then made an offer to execute a new
front in Caen stone, in place of the weather-beaten
old one, and pressed his suit so determinedly, that,
in an evil hour, his offer was accepted. 1 recollect

being much opposed to it ; but I am filled with
wonder to think how I ever was induced to consent
to it at all, as it was contrary to the very prin-
ciples of my own report, in which I had quoted
from Petit's book the lines beginning

Beware, lest one lost feature ye efface, &c.

I never repented but once, and that is ever since."
' Personal and Professional Recollections,' pp. 101-2.

The "small two-light 'high-side' window"
was not necessarily used as a beacon. A
"two-light" window is merely one that is

divided by a mullion up the middle.
ST. SWITHIN.

NEWSPAPER CUTTINGS CHANGING COLOUR
(9

th S. xi. 89, 217, 297, 491
;

xii. 19). During
the greater part of my life I have collected

scraps of all sorts, and possess a large number
of books compiled with the aid of "

scissors
and paste." For twenty years at least I have
invariably used Field & Tuer's "Stickphast
Paste" as the medium for fastening in my
scraps, but on examining several of my largest
volumes I do not find that in any case the

paper appears to have perceptibly changed
colour. Most of the cuttings look as fresh
as they did at the time they were fastened
down. I am certainly quite satisfied with

my experience in the use of this paste, and
should be very sorry to have to fall back
upon the sticky and unpleasant gum bottle.

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

"TRAVAILLER POUR LE Roi DE PRUSSE" (9
th

S. xi. 289, 392, 437, 496; xii. 34). DR.
KRUEGER says, "But it is anything but a
proverb." In this I do not agree with him;

t, at any rate, what I said was, "proverbs
or proverbial phrases as such "

(9
th S. xi. 392),

arid certainly admitting that the phrase is

not of earlier date than 1701 no one can

deny that the above is a "
proverbial phrase."

We need not, therefore, I think, discuss what
s or is not a proverb.
I endorse DR. KRUEGER'S remark that " a

genuine proverb can only be couched in the

anguage of the people where it has origin-

ated," and if he extends this to "proverbial
phrases" (a number of people do not draw
any distinction between proverbs and pro-
verbial phrases, but I am quite willing to do
so, although sometimes it is not such an easy
matter), surely the phrase in question,

although about "
le roi de Prusse," originated
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in France, or, at all events, among French

people. I should think that there is no
reasonable ground for calling this point in

question. However, no doubt we are both
at one in our object of trying to trace the

origin of the phrase, and here are some
further remarks I had written before seeing
' N. & Q.' for 11 July.
Although the general opinion seems to be

that this phrase refers either to Frederick
William I. or his son Frederick (II.) the Great
(some preferring the father and some the

son), and all agree that it cannot date further
back than 1701, when Prussia became a king-
dom, yet the origin does not seem, even among
Frenchmen, to be definitely settled. The
correspondence on the point that has taken

place in UIntermediate does not place it

beyond question. Therefore it is still open
for any one to hazard hypotheses. Here is

Loredan Larchey's opinion, and, as I am
inclined to agree with him in that the original
allusion is not to either king personally, I

have hunted up the author M. Larchey
quotes, and append the reference to Cogniard
to the quotation from Larchey's

'

Dictionnaire

d'Argot' (1880) and 'Supplement' (1889):
"Prusse (Pour le roi de) : Gratis.* Vient de ce

que cet Btat ne payait point le 31 du mois a ses

employes.
'

S'ils viennent, ce sera pour le roi de
Prusse '

(Cogniard, 31f)." P. 299.

Then in the 'Supplement' (p. 242) M'
Larchey says :

"Trayailler pour le roi de Prusse: Travailler
pour rien. A 1'appui de notre etymologie (?'.

Prusse, Diet.) on peut citer la facetie connue entre
joueurs de loto : 31, misere en Prusse!"

At the end of
" La Cocarde Tricolore

;

episode de la guerre d'Alger. Vaudeville
en 3 actes, par Hippolyte et Theodore
Cogniard" (first acted 19 March, 1831), I

find these lines :

On dit qu' 1'Autrichien et le Russe
Veul'nt revenir comm' autrefois.
S'ils vienn'nfe, pa s'ra pour le roi de Prusse,
Et nous leur donn'rons sur les doigts.

Dumanet.

Notice here the word travailler does not
occur

; perhaps the phrase began by
"
pour

le roi de Prusse," travailler being added later.

I do not know, but it may be so, I think.

Reverting to DK. KRUEGER'S remarks, I

think many readers of
* N. & Q.' would take

exception to the definition that " a winged
*
Not, as a correspondent puts it,

" labour in
vain "

(9
th S. xi. 437). One might, for instance,

answer questions in
' N. & Q.' and call it, jokingly,"

Travailler pour le roi de Prusse," meaning"
gratis," but usefully all the same, and not by any

means "
labour in vain."

f I.e., 1831.

word is a saying," &c., "of which neither
author nor origin can be traced." Then
what becomes of the large number of "

Geflii-

gelte Worte "
of which Biichmann gives the

origin ?
"
I pause for a reply."

EDWARD LATHAM.

DUELS OF CLERGYMEN (9
th S. xi. 28, 92, 353 ;

xii. 54). The Rev. Prebendary Hingeston-
Randolph, in his most valuable account of

the contents of the old Episcopal Registers
of Exeter (published by him in several

volumes), quotes a Latin version of a fight
which took place between a cleric and a

shoemaker, in the year 1260, at Bodmin.
I offer here a brief abstract which will

explain the circumstances :

"Concerning the fighting of Clergy. [On the
18th of September, 1260] at Bodmin, the Lord
Bishop [of Exeter] solemnly excommunicated all

those who decreed that William called Blund, a

cleric, should undertake and enter into a duel (con-

trary to canonical sanctions), and all those who
towards it did proffer counsel, aid, favour, or con-

sent, also all those who countenanced the same by
their presence [a great multitude of knights, youths,
and townspeople]."

After reciting that excommunication had
taken effect, and had led many to make due

acknowledgment of their guilt, and that

they had obtained absolution, the record con-

tinues that as to the rest,
" he [the Bishop] enjoined on those who came
together merely for the sake of what was to be

seen, that for penance they, ungirt, unshod, and
with heads uncovered, should proceed from the
conventual church as far as to the church of the
Friars Minor, in humility of spirit, reverently and
processionally, there receiving penitential and solemn

discipline. And so it was done."

The chief offenders seem to have been three

knights who absconded, but submitted two

years later. Their submission in 1262 in

London is suitably described. The actual

combatants were " William Blund, cleric, and
Bartholomew a shoemaker."

W. IAGO, B.A.

'BiscLAVRET' (9
th S. xii. 46). See 4th S.

viii. 303, 384
;

5th S. x. 107, 176. At the last

reference the derivation "bleiz-garo" is

given. W. C. B.

LEGEND OF THE SERPENT'S FEET (9
th S. x.

481
;

xi. 70). In Japan it is popularly held

that on occasion of the Buddha's entering
Nirvana beside the Bhadrika, all animals
came to the place to lament over the event,
but the earthworm neglected to attend the

assembly, on which account it was punished
with the enduring loss of its feet.

It is an old usage in many Buddhist churches
to exhibit on the 15th of the second moon
images of various animals that assembled to
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lament the day of Nirvana. From the group
the cat as well as the earthworm are ex-
cluded

;
the former is said to have laughed

at the Buddha's temporal end.
KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.

Mount Nachi, Kii, Japan.

ST. DIALS (9
th S. xii. 49). This saint is pro-

bably Deicola or Deicolus, which in Irish is

said to be Dichuill, and in French becomes
Diel, Deel, Desle, Die, and is also given as

Dielf, Deile, and Dieu
; see 'D.N.B.,' xiv.

295-6 ; Nicolas,
'

Chronol. Hist.,' 1838, p. 143.

W. C. B.

Would not this be a corruption of St.

Deiniol's ? St. Deiniol was, according to the
Rev. S. Baring-Gould in his

' Lives of the
Saints,' Bishop of Bangor in the seventh
century. In Alban Butler's

'

Lives of the
Saints' (23 Nov.) he is called St. Daniel.

Butler, however, says that he flourished in
the former part of the sixth century.

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.
- "WlCK" (9

th S. xi. 348, 495). "Wick "=
dairy may nay, does require explanation or

corroboration, but there is nothing whatever
"puzzling" in the suffixes of Droit-wich,
North-wich, &c. See Taylor's

' Words and
Places' (1882), p. 108. Canon Taylor may
have been shaky in his etymologies at times

;

but on this there is no doubt, as evinced by
the term "

bay-salt." The collection of the

evaporated saline deposit can be seen now
on any suitable summer evening on the viks
or wicks round the coast of Malta and else-

where. Similarly there is nothing recondite
about Ger. Halle= saltworks : it is only the
word Hall with a special meaning.

H. P. L.

HERALDIC SHIELDS : THEIR ORIGIN (9
th S.

xi. 8, 513). I believe that the woman-headed
serpent is Lilith. The first wife of Adam,
and the mother of Samael, who in the form
of a serpent tempted Eve, she herself was a
serpent, and assisted him in the temptation.
She has been represented in art as a serpent
with a woman's head, assisting in the tempta-
tion of Eve, and twined round a tree. I read
the article in the Nineteenth Century, and did
not see in it any mention of Lilith.

'

E. YARDLEY.

COLUMBARIUM IN CHURCH TOWER (9
th S.

xii. 48). Dovecotes on churches may be rare
now, but in former times they were pro-
bably not uncommon. Giraldus Cambrensis
tells us^at least of one, on the church of
St. David at Llanfaer, in Breconshire, upon
which he hangs a very instructive story. A

reprobate boy of the place, attempting to rob
it, had his hand miraculously fixed in the
hole into which he had thrust it for the pur-
pose, whence, notwithstanding the prayers
of his parents and friends, it was only-
liberated on the third day

'* Vinculo divini-
tus relaxato." The miracle, as was intended,
and might be expected, resulted in the youth's
reformation, who, growing up (in the words
of an unpublished metrical version of the

legend),
took to good ways

For the rest of his days,
And never more scoffed at religion ;

And, later in life,
Took a pub and a wife.

And set up the sign of
" The Pigeon."

The birds in this instance seem to have
been Church property, not that of the lord
of the manor. JOHN HUTCHINSON,,
Middle Temple Library.

At Collingbourne Ducis, near Marlborough
the interior of the church tower is constructed
to serve as a columbarium (' N. & Q.,' 1 st S.
ix. 541). Very many columbaria or dove-
cotes are recorded in

,
the various series of

' N. & Q.,' but the above is the only notice of
one being built in a church tower.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN. '

71, Brecknock Road.

OWL (9
th S. xi. 467, 517). I have before me

a book published at Berwick and undated,
which professes to be Buffon's 'Natural His-

tory Abridged.' It is in two volumes, and
the first of them affords generous space to
the "

ragging
"

of mistimed owls by lesser

birds, about which your correspondent in-

quires :

"As they [owls] are incapable of supporting the
light of the day, or at least of then seeing and
readily avoiding their danger, they shut themselves
up during the day in some obscure retreat If

they be seen out of these retreats in the daytime
they may be considered as having lost their way, as
having by some accident been thrown into the midst
of their enemies and surrounded with danger. In
this distress they are obliged to take shelter in the
first tree or hedge that offers till the returning dark-
ness once more supplies them with a better plan of
the country. But it too often happens that with all

their precaution to conceal themselves they are spied
out by other birds, and are sure to receive no mercy.
The blackbird, the thrush, the jay, the bunting, and
the redbreast all come in file, and employ their
little arts of insult and abuse. The smallest, the
feeblest, and the most contemptible of this un-
fortunate bird's enemies are then the first to injure
and torment him. They increase their cries and
turbulence round him, flap him with their wings,
and are ready to show their courage to be great, as

they are sensible that their danger is but small.
The unfortunate owl, not knowing where to
attack or whence to fly, patiently sits and suffers
all their insults. Astonished and dizzy, he only
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replies to their mockeries by awkward and
ridiculous gestures, by turning his head, and rolling
his eyes with an air of stupidity It sometimes
happens that the little birds pursue their insults
with the same imprudent zeal with which the owl
pursued his depredations : they hunt him the whole
day : but when night returns he makes his pursuers
pay dear for their former sports ; nor is man always
an unconcerned spectator. The birdcatchers have
got an art of counterfeiting the cry of the owl
exactly, and having before lined [limed?] the
branches of a hedge, they sit unseen and give the
call. At this all the little birds flock to the place,
where they expect to find their well-known enemy,
but instead of finding their stupid antagonist, they
are stuck fast to the hedge themselves : this sport
must be put into practice an hour before nightfall,
in order to succeed : for if it is put off till later,
those birds which but a few minutes sooner came
to provoke their enemy will then fly from him
with as much terror as they just before showed
insolence/' Pp. 348, 349.

To Sam Slick's observation that "there is

a great deal of human nature in man " we
might add and not a little in birds.

I may mention that one of the books of my
childhood was 'Mother's Fables,' which con-
tained a memorable picture of an owl being
baited in the sunshine. ST. SWITHIN.

Timseus, as quoted by Plutarch in his
'

Life
of Nicias,' evidently does not mean that the
Sicilians gathered about Gylippus for the
same reason that birds do about an owl, for
the owl is generally detested by other birds,

possessing as he does a character that is not
at all calculated to enlist a following, or to
create a gathering of the feathered tribe in

any way favourably disposed towards him.
He must have employed the simile only
by way of illustrating the manner of their

gathering, having regard, that is, to their

numbers, and to the close quarters at which
they assembled round the Spartan general.
The tricks of the owl by night render him
the terror of nearly all other birds, great
and small. This fact leads to his playing in
Northern Italy an extraordinary part in the

sports of the peasantry, who, having caught
and tamed one, chain him by the leg to a
small cross-bar at the top of a high pole.
The pole is then fixed in the earth near a
wood, in a position commanded by several
windows of some villa or farmhouse. Half
blinded by the light, he draws down over his

eyes the filmy curtain provided by nature for
the purpose, prepared to 'endure patiently all

the jeers and insults which the fast assem-
bling birds from the neighbouring groves and
thickets can launch at him as they scream,
chirp, and flit about their old enemy in the
effort to do him to death. But concealed
behind half a dozen darkened windows are the
"
sportsmen," with their fowling-pieces well

charged with shot
;
and when the dance of

death is at its height the guns are discharged
into the midst of the hosts of birds, when
the grass is strewn for many yards round
with the bodies of the slain. Thus what is

a "sport" of questionable "legitimacy" in
modern times in Northern Italy seems to
have come under the notice of the historian
of Sicily as one indulged in similarly by the
Sicilians. The antiquity, if not necessarily
the universality, of the custom is suggested
by MR. KUMAGUSU MINAKATA'S interesting
references to its occurrence in Japanese
literature and folk-lore.

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

The comparatively diurnal habit of the
little owl (Athene noctua) renders it par-
ticularly liable to be mobbed by small birds
in daylight. Continental birdcatchers often
use it as a lure on that account.

J. DORMER.

According bo the '

Mabinogi
'

of
" Math the

son of Mathonwy," the owl is really Blodeu-

wedd, the maiden created out of flowers by
Gwydion ap Don and Math ap Mathonwy to

be a wife for Llew Llaw Gyffes. Having
proved unfaithful to her husband, she was
by Gwydion transformed into an owl :

"And he said unto her, 'I will not slay
thee, but I will do unto thee worse than
that. For I will turn thee into a bird ; and
because of the shame thou hast done unto
Llew Llaw Gyffes thou shalt never show thy face

in the light of day henceforth ; and that through
fear of all the other birds. For it shall be their
nature to attack thee, and to chase thee from
wheresoever they may find thee. And thou
shalt not lose thy name, but shalt be always called
Blodeuwedd.' Now Blodeuwedi is an owl in the

language of this present time, and for this reason
is the owl hateful unto all birds. And even now
the-owl is called Blodeuwedd."

Is the owl still called Blodeuwedd in Welsh?

Lady Charlotte Guest mentions in a note to

the '

Mabinogi
' that Dafydd ap Gwilym has a

poem on the subject of this transformation
of Blodeuwedd. Is this poem accessible in

an English version 1 H. 1. B.

Highgate.

"VlTA POSSE PRIORE FRUI "
(9

th S. XI. 389,

436). The correspondent who asked for the

whereabouts of this quotation (which comes
from Martial, x. 23) might care to refer to

Andrew Amos's 'Martial and the Moderns'

(1858, Cambridge and London), p. 87, from
which he will learn or be reminded that the

last sentence of Martial's epigram,
Hoc est

Vivere bis, vita posse priore frui,

is the motto of the ninety-fourth Spectator,
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of Colley Gibber's
*

Apology,' and of Samuel

Rogers's 'Pleasures of Memory.'
Amos gives several other interesting modern

uses of the same words. EDWARD BENSLY.
The University, Adelaide, South Australia.

POPE SELF-CONDEMNED FOR HERESY (9
th S.

xi. 67, 218, 409 : xii. 52). See 3rd S. i. 170.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

BLACK CATS (9
th S. xii. 69). The Mahratta

does not eat cats of any colour, and the

Mahratta women do not take employment
as ayahs. This is the opinion of one who
has lived among the people in question thirty

years. G. M. W.

COUNSELLOR LACY, OF DUBLIN (9
th S. xi.

149, 213, 314). I should be greatly obliged if

any Dublin correspondent would give me a

copy of the will of Francis Lacy, of Dublin,

gent. It is dated 20 June, 1766, and was

proved in the Prerogative Court, Dublin,
28 July, 1766. FITZGERALD.

INFANT SAVIOUR AT THE BREAST (9
th S. xii.

29). Mrs. Jameson, in her 'Legends of the

Madonna,' says that on the facade of the

portico of the S. Maria-in-Trastevere at Rome
there is a mosaic of the Virgin enthroned and
crowned, and giving her breast to the Child ;

and that this is
" one of the oldest examples of a representation
which was evidently directed against the heretical
doubts of the Nestorians :

'

How,
3

said they, plead-
ing before the Council of Ephesus,

' can we call him
God who is only two or three months old ; or

suppose the Logos to have been suckled and to
increase in wisdom ?

' "

Mrs. Jameson adds :

" The Virgin in the act

of suckling her Child is a motif oiten since

repeated when the original significance was
forgotten "; but she does not give any list of

examples. C. C. B.

Many years ago I saw an exhibition either

at the National Gallery or the Royal Academy
of paintings by Old Masters. One room

was full of pictures of the Virgin and Child.

A very large proportion of them showed the
mother suckling the Holy Child. It was a

very proper way to teach people that Jesus
Christ " was made very man of the substance
of the Virgin Mary His mother." The Rem-
brandt Exhibition showed the same thing.

W. C. B.

A SEXTON'S TOMBSTONE (9
th S. x. 306, 373,

434, 517 ; xi. 53, 235, 511). A full-page copy
of Old Scarlett's picture and inscription, the
latter printed in capitals as on the original
in Peterborough Cathedral, appears in 4 Dib-
din's Biographical, Antiquarian, and Pic-

turesque Tour in the Northern Counties of

England,' &c., facing p. 13 of vol. i. The

S'cture
is copied in Chambers's ' Book of

ays,' vol. ii. p. 17, but the inscription is

in lower case. Dibdin's copy looks accurate,
and here is a transcription of it. It differs

slightly from the versions of both MR. LEEPER
and MR. PAGE. The u's are not invariably
v's in Dibdin's copy, nor are T and H always
conjoined, while the old man's name is printed
with an i instead of the first T as in other

copies, i.e., SCARLEIT.

YOV SEE OLD SCARLE1TS PICTVRE STAND ON HIE
BVT AT YOVR FEETE THERE DOTH HIS BODY LYE
HIS GRAVESTONE DOTH HIS AGE AND DEATH

TIME SHOW
HIS OFFICE BY HEIS TOKEN YOV MAY KNOW
SECOND TO NONE FOR STRENGTH AND STVRDY

LYMM
A SCARE BABE MIGHTY VOICE WITH VISAGE

GRIM
HEE HAD INTERD TWO QUEENES WITHIN THIS

PLACE
AND THIS TOWNES HOVSE HOLDERS IN HIS LIFES

SPACE
TWICE OVER BVT AT LENGTH HIS OWN TURN

CAME
WHAT HEE FOR OTHERS DID FOR HIM THE SAME
WAS DONE : NO DOVBT HIS SOVLE DOTH LIVE

FOR AYE
IN HEAVEN : THO HERE HIS BODY CLAD IN OLA.Y.

RICHARD WELFORD.
" BRACELET "

(9
th S. xii. 6).

"The Bracelets (Rascettes) are the lines which
encircle the wrist. It is, however, only those

placed close to the hand that are of any importance.
The Bracelets show length of life each line being
said to foretell some thirty years of existence and
health, wealth, and happiness A Bracelet of four

lines is called a '

royal Bracelet,' and signifies that

the fortunate possessor will gain all this world can

give," c. 'The Grammar of Palmistry,' by Katha-

rine St. Hill, London, 1889.

BENJ. WALKER.
Gravelly Hill, Erdington.

BREAKING THE GLASS AT JEWISH WEDDINGS
(9

th S. xii. 46). I performed this ceremony
fifty years ago, on the occasion of my marriage
at the Great Synagogue, Aldgate. The rite

is capable of an explanation much more

simple than that which appears at the

above reference. At all festal gatherings,
such as weddings, communal banquets, &c.,

Jews are enjoined not to be borne away
wholly by over -joyous sentiments, but to

spare a thought for the destruction of

Jerusalem, and the consequent loss of their

nationality. The bridegroom, in the presence
of his numerous entourage, gives a practical

token of thisprevailingsentiment,andsmashes
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a glass with the heel of his boot. At wedding
feasts arid other joyous banquets the cele-

brant who says grace after meals prefaces it

by either reading or intoning Psalm cxxvi.,
the guests joining in the aspiration,

" When
the Eternal will revert the captivity of Zion,
we shall feel as dreamers," &c. I have
witnessed the breaking of the glass, and
heard this melancholy chant, some scores of

times. M. D. DAVIS.

I have heard, but forget when, that this

is an allusion to the destruction of the

Temple. MARY JOHNSON.

RICHARD NASH (9
th S. xi. 445

;
xii. 15).

In 'Selecta Poemata Anglorum' ("editio se-

cunda emendatior "), published by J. Dodsley,
1779, is a very lengthy epitaph in Latin, or it

would be more correctly styled a most ful-

some panegyric, upon Richard Nash, covering
more than four pages. The name of the
author appended is Guliel. King, LL.D., 1761,
but whether this is the date of the death of
Nash or of the production is left an open
question. Dr. King was a well-known man
in his day, and formerly Principal of St.

Mary Hall, Oxford. The famous epigram
on the full-lengbh portrait of Nash placed
between the busts of Pope and Newton at
Bath is ascribed in

'

Elegant Extracts
'

to
Lord Chesterfield, though it is supposed that
there are other claimants for the.;m d'espril.
The portrait should be replaced' again be-
tween the busts for the sake of the epigram.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

HOTEL SIGN (9
th S. xi. 487). I remember

the following variation of the lines quoted by
MR. C. S. WARD being given to me quite forty
.years ago by an old Irish groom, who, I think,
told me they were on a signboard in the

neighbourhood of Lisburne, in the north of
Ireland :

Bibles and bacon,
Testaments and traycle,
Godly books and gimlets,
Sowled here.

M. N.

[Variants of this are numerous ]

" WORLD WITHOUT END "
(9

th S. xi. 448, 513).

Though I am unable to answer the queries
under this heading, it may be interesting to
observe that, if the Rheims version was
familiar to Shakespeare, it was also familiar
to Bacon. In his posthumous works pub-
lished in 1657 by Dr. William Rawley, p. 244,
I find :

"
I did ever allow, the Discretion, and

Tendernesse, of the JRhemish Translation* in
this Point : That finding, in the Original^ the

word 'Aycwny, and never epws, do ever trans-

late Charity and never Love ; Because of the

Indifferency, and Equivocation, of the word,
with Impure Love."

It is to be noticed that the expression" World without end " occurs in the first

Prayer Book of Edward VI.
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

STORY OP AN UNGRATEFUL SON (9
th S. xi.

226). Perhaps the foliowing Chinese version,

apparently very old, of this story may be
new to MR. A. COLLINGWOOD LEE and many
other readers :

" This story occurs in the
'

Pi-Shi.' Yuen Kuh's
grandfather becoming very old, his parents much
hated and wished to expose him. At the age of

fifteen he remonstrated against them in vain, and
at last was forced to achieve this evil deed. So he
constructed a sedan, put his grandfather on it,

and after deserting him in a wild, he brought back
the empty sedan. On being asked by his father

why he did not throw it away on the spot, he
replied,

' In a time to come, when you will be old

enough to deserve abandonment. I fear circum-
stances may incapacitate me from making a new
sedan, so I brought it back for use on that occasion.'

The father, being greatly moved by these words,
brought back and well looked after the old man."
4

Yuen-kien-lui-han,' 1703, torn, cclxxii. fol. J3 b.

KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.
Mount Nachi, Kii, Japan.

"SURIZIAN" (9
th S. xi. 287, 377, 417, 473).

With the gradual development of meaning
which suzerain may or may not have under-

gone at the hands of eminent writers and
orators and old French chroniclers, one is

not now concerned, except to ask whether
if the word really had originally a definite

and inalienable signification, and its etymo-
logy can be shown to be such as to render it

open to no other construction it would not
be well to abide by that signification, as it

seems to be a word that exponents of the

English language can by no means afford to

ignore. K. N. (7
th S. i. 233) thinks that

English writers would do better not to

concern themselves about it and to avoid it

altogether, but I believe the word, however
uncertain the meaning as intended by those
who employ it, is still current. I certainly
remember its being used, and I think

correctly, in regard to the international

relationship of the late president of the Boer

Republic to the late Queen Victoria before
the last Boer war. The purpose of ascer-

taining exactly how the word was understood
in France during the period intervening
between the tenth and fifteenth centuries

would be considerably advanced if Miss
BUSK would kindly oblige with chapter and
verse in citing her authorities for the follow-
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ing statement (7
th S.'i. 232) : "The word was

habitually applied to the king of feudal
times ;

but always, of course, to mark his

character, not of sovereign ruler, but of

lord paramount of feudal lords." For if

this be so, the fact may doubtless be con-

sidered to have afforded both Freeman and
Gladstone a precedent justifying such an

interpretation (see note by HITTIM, 7th S.

i. 147).

The fact of our word sovereign being the

anglicized form of souverain, and the equiva-
lent of supranus and supremus, of which
souverain appears to be but a euphonic and
convenient spelling, certainly points to that
title having been supreme as regards temporal
authority as it existed in France, although
neither Hugues Capet nor his immediate
successors appear to have possessed this

supreme authority over their grands-vassaux.
Tnis being so, to speak of suzerain as a

corruption of supra-souverain is to claim for

the word a redundancy that could only have

expressed the relationship of the Pope in

respect of his temporal or spiritual authority
to the French monarchy, giving the possessor
of the title a supreme instead of a subordinate

power. If the king himself had been a suze-

rain, his suzerainty must have been either
in the nature of a fealty to the Pope, or, as a

correspondent at one of the references kindly
pointed out by MR. WAINEWRIGHT seems to

think, to the Lordship-over-all of the Supreme
Being. But the etymology of souverain being,

according to the best authorities, unmistak-

able, what could be more likely than that a
noble who possessed in his own peculiar
region a supreme power should be designated
a sous-souverain ? It is certain that in all

French words where the first syllable sous is

followed immediately, not by a consonant,
but by a vowel, or even by an h, the second
s is pronounced hard like zsous-ambassade
for instance, sous-officier, and sous-aide. Roque-
fort says a suzerain was "un souverain

absplu dans son canton" ; and Menage, while

giving suzerain, sursum, susum, suzeranus,

suzerain, says also that a suzerain is under
one who is supremus. Diderot tells us :

" Du Tillet dit que le droit de ressort est un droib
de souverainete ; c'est pourquoi les modernes, pour
oter Pequivoque, appellant suserainete le droit de
ressort que quelques grands seigneurs du royaume ont

conserve: il faut avoir un titre pour cela." 'Diet,
de Trev.'

Again he says :

"
Loyseau a observe que les mots de suserain et

de suserainet^ n'avoient e"te faits que pour designer
cette portion de la puissance publique, et de la

souverainete qui a et6 usurpee par les particuliers,
et que ces termes sont aussi etranges, que cette

espece de seigneurie est absurde Les seigneurs
suzerains sont les dues, comtes, et autre grands
seigneurs."

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

WESLEY QUERIES (9
th S. xii. 27). 3. Glan-

vill, in 'Sadducismus Triumphatus,' gives the
account of the ghostly drum heard by Mr.
Mompesson of Tedworth in 1661

;
see more

in 3rd S. ix. 147. Addison took the idea of
his

' Drummer ' from this source.

W. C. B.

'The Enlarged Narrative of the Daemon
of Ted worth, or of the Disturbances at Mr.
Mompesson's House caused by Witchcraft
and the Villany of the Drummer,' is given in
Relation i. of

' Proof of Apparitions, Spirits,
and Witches from a Choice Collection of
Modern Relations,' which is appended to the
second edition of 'Sadducismus Triumphatus,'
MDCLXXXVIII. ST. SWITHIN.

1. The history of Santon Barsisa will be
found in the Guardian, No. 148, translated
from the ' Turkish Tales

'

by Steele.

3. Does this refer to the Rev. William
Mompesson, who was rector of Eyam, Derby-
shire, during the plague year

'

1666, where
259 died of that disorder out of a population
of 330? Mr. Mompesson was subsequently
presented to the living of Eakring, Notts,
where he died in 1708.

I do not possess a copy of Wesley's works
to which I could refer.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

The history of Santon Barsisa, taken by
Steele out of the 'Turkish Tales,' forms
No. 148 of the Guardian, 31 August, 1713.
It is the familiar story of a hermit tempted
to incontinericy by the devil, who afterwards
persuades the hermit to hide his sin by
murdering his victim and concealing the
body. ADRIAN WHEELER.

GOOD FRIDAY IN 1602 (9
th S. xi. 368, 412).

At the beginning of the Book of Common
Prayer will be found various tables for find-

ing Easter and dealing with Golden Numbers
arid Dominical Letters, but 'Whitaker's
Almanack '

contains a simple table of Easter

Days and Sunday Letters from 1500 to 2000.
From this I see that Easter Day in 1602 (Old
Style) fety on 4 April, so that (if I am correct:

please verify) Good Friday would, of course,
have been 2 April. In this connexion I may
mention that 'A Standard Dictionary of the

English Language' (Funk & Wagnalls Co.,

1900) contains, at the end of vol. iM 'A
Universal Calendar for every Year of the
Christian Era/ from which one can at a
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glance ascertain the day of the week for any
given date. It provides for both Old and

New Styles down to the end of the eighteenth

century. EDWAKD LATHAM.

There is some mistake here. If it fell on

2 April, Old Style, it could not fall on 5 April,

New Style, as printed. ADRIAN WHEELER.

NAVAL PRONUNCIATION (9
th S. xii. 28). It

might be worth while to collect such as
"
gun-

wale,"
"
rowlock," &c. Perhaps Smyth's

*
Sailor's Word-Book

'

deals with the matter.

In this connexion I should like to add that it

was usual for the captain to address the ship's

boy as "my son" or "sonny," W. C. B.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Cambridge Modern History. Planned by the
late Lord Acton. Edited by A. W. Ward, Litt.D.,
G. W. Prothero, Litt.D., Stanley Leathes, M.A.

Vol. VII. The United States. (Cambridge, Uni-

versity Press.)
THE seventh volume of 'The Cambridge Modern
History,' the second in order of publication, illus-

trates admirably the results to be anticipated
from the scheme of co-operative association which
is at the base of the work. To a certain ex-

tent the present volume departs from this as

originally announced. The conditions in America
are, however, different from those prevalent in

any other country likely to be treated. That the
United States should be treated as a whole
and the history brought down to modern days
was Lord Acton's expressed wish. Time has

naturally wrought havoc among those to whom
the work was originally allotted, and of the
thirteen writers to whom the book is due five

only are of Lord Acton's appointment. The open-
ing chapters, on the 'First Century of English
Colonization, 1607-1700,' and

' The English Colonies,
1700-63,' are by Mr. John A. Doyle, of All Souls',
Oxford. They are concise and consecutive, though
an appearance of fragmentariness is given by the

necessity of treating each State separately under
heads such as

'

Virginia,'
' The New England Colo-

nies,'
'

Maryland,' &c. Every one of these divisions
seems to exact separate criticism. In New England,
for instance, we see the desire for simple forms of

worship, and the sense that rulers were remote and
out of all sympathy with national aspirations, beget
a half-conscious republicanism which "

easily be-

came a reality when it found an appropriate
machinery existing ready to its hand." In every
case the sources of difficulty were the clumsiness
and mismanagement at home of ignorant and venal
officialdom.
Miss Mary Bateson treats in the third chapter of

' The French in America, 1608-1744,' and Mr. A. G.

Bradley, in the fourth, of
' The Conquest of Canada,

1744-1761.' In the chapter last named the record
becomes more stirring and picturesque. In the
dispersal of the Acadians it is shown that England
was innocent, and that the influence of the French
priests was responsible for the calamities. In the

following chapter,
' The Quarrel with Great Britain,

1761-1776,' Mr. Doyle reappears ; and in the sixth,
' The Declaration of Independence,' Prof. Bigelow,
of Boston University, takes up the story. In this

chapter the constitutional aspects are stated with
an impartiality amounting to detachment. An in-

teresting opportunity is furnished the reader who
chooses to compare the American view with the

Whig view as expounded by Sir George Trevelyan's
'American Revolution' (Longmans, 1899). Prof.

Bigelow is also responsible for an enlightened
chapter on ' The Constitution,' while the fighting
in the War of Independence is depicted by Mr.
Doyle, who sums up wisely and philosophically
the causes of British failure. Prof. McMaster
tells the story of the American struggle for

commercial independence and for the growth and
expansion of the nation, while Mr. H. W. Wilson,
of Trinity College, Oxford, describes the foolish and
mismanaged war of 1812-15. The President of

Princeton University has an important chapter on
'State Rights,' while the late John G. Nicolay
has four spirited chapters on ' The Civil War,
1861-1865.' On such later questions as 'Political

Reconstruction,' 'The United States as a World
Power.' and ' Economic Development,' the writers
are wholly American. A concluding chapter,
by Prof. Barrett Wendell, of Harvard, is on
' The American Intellect.' The views concerning
a Transatlantic World Power are calm, judicious,
and dispassionate. It is obviously impossible to

deal with these separate contributions. It is suffi-

cient to say that nowhere else in so convenient a
form has so much information been condensed.
The bibliographies are admirable, and the work is

encyclopaedic in many respects.

A New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare. Edited

by Horace Howard Furness. Vol. II. Macbeth.
Revised Edition by Horace Howard Furness, Jun.

(Philadelphia, Lippincott Company.)
IT has long been apparent that the Herculean task
to which Dr. Horace Howard Furness has devoted
the labour of a lifetime could not be executed by
his own unassisted hands. At the rate of progress
which has been maintained since the beginning of

publication in 1875 the middle of the present cen-

tury might possibly granting the continued life

and strength of the editor witness the conclusion
of his labours. It is pleasant to find assistance coming
from the source whence it was most to be hoped
from the son, that is, of the originator of the scheme,
whose zeal and competency are no less marked
than those of his father. As yet the labours of this

valuable recruit are confined to revision. Mr. Fur<

ness, Jun., is, however, engaged upon 'Richard III.,'

and a fair and not wholly unauthorized supposition
is that the historical plays generally will be con-

fided to his hands, in a sense 'Macbeth' and
' Lear' also belong to British history. Quite inde-

pendent of that fact are the reasons that have led

to the reconstitution of the text and the ampli-
fication of the notes in the second volume of the
' New Variorum Shakespeare.' It is almost in-

herent in the execution of a work "
of long breath "

that the labourer should, in its course, arrive at a
more definite idea of the manner in which the task

attempted may most easily and advantageously
be accomplished. At the outset Dr. Furness
aimed at no more than supplying the best text

to be obtained from a collation of editions of

authority, with the addition, in the shape of
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foot-notes, of the texts of the Folios and the

Quartoes, where such exist, and the suggested
readings of more or less responsible editors. Expe-
rience revealed, however, the advantage of accept-

ing as the basis the First Folio, with its orthography,
its punctuation, its capital letters, and its italics.

In this spirit 'Macbeth' has now been treated.

While a new edition was in progress it was natural

inevitable, even with a conscientious labourer
that use should be made of the exegesis of the past

Suarter
of a century. The writings of Mr. T. S.

aynes, Mr Cornyns Carr, Prof. Dowden, Mr. F. G.

Fleay, Dr. Furnivall, Mr. Kinnear, Mr. (Sidney Lee,
Mr. R. G. Moulton,

' N. & Q.,' Mr. Spalding, and
innumerable others English, American, German,
French have been laid under contribution, to the
notable enrichment of the comments. Numerous
articles on the practical mounting of Shakespeare's
plays and kindred subjects have been consulted in

magazines and periodicals. As a rule, no moderniza-
tion of orthography is permitted in the second
Variorum Edition. In Act III. sc. ii. 1. 18, all the

Folios, Rowe, and Pope read,
" We have scorch'd

the snake, not killed it." In common with Hud-
son, Theobald, and all the modern editors, Dr.

Furness, in his first edition, read "
scotch'd." The

reading of the Folios is now, of course, restored.

Again, for the "natures gerraens
"
of Dr. Furness's

first edition we have " Natures Germaine," which
is the reading of the Folio, but is "amended" by
most subsequent editors. No need exists further
to describe the nature of the changes that have
been made. With scholars the later edition will,

necessarily, have the preference. We congratulate
both Dr. Furness and Shakespearian students

generally upon the spurt that is given to a work
the importance of which obtains full recognition.

IN the Fortnightly Mr. Vernon Blackburn writes
on ' William Ernest Henley.' His utterances are
those of a disciple rather than a judge, but his

eulogy, though excessive, is in some respects
merited.

' Some Unedited Letters of Mrs. Thrale'
have pleasant domestic interest and an agreeable,
if occasionally stilted style. They are, naturally,

quite of their century. Miss Girard gives "an
appreciation

"
of Pierre de Coubertin, with

whose political writings the student of the Fort-

nightly is familiar.
' A Century of

"
Newdigates

" '

is a fresh subject. Heber's ' Palestine
'

is the one

poem selected, deservedly, for praise. The writer
advances from this the three lines about the build-

ing of the Temple
No workman steel, no ponderous axes rung,
Like some tall palm, the noiseless fabric sprung,
Majestic silence

which is good for a minor poet. In a similar and

preceding vein a major (or maximus) poet said :

Anon out of the earth a fabric huge
Rose like an exhalation, with the sound
Of dulcet symphonies and voices sweet.

That Novocastrian Minos, Mr. Walter Frewen
Lord, deals, in the Nineteenth Century, with
'Charles Reade's Novels,' and graciously concedes
Reade great merit of a kind. Miss Camilla Jebb
gives some interesting 'Facts about Mademoiselle
de Lespinasse.' 'Some Recollections' of Jowett,
by Cornelia Sorabji, an Indian lady, are fresh

and pleasing.
'

Civilization and Babylonia
'

is a
little article on a great subject. 'The Lost Art
of Singing' is concluded. There is abundant

interest in the number, but few of its contents
are of a kind with which we can deal. Mr.
Frederick Wedmore gives, in the Pall Mall, an
account of Fantin Latour. Maarten Maartens
sends 'The Nod: a very Dutch Story.' "An
interpretation" of Leo Tolstoi follows. Mr. Wil-
liam Sharp's 'Literary Geography' is concerned
with the Lake of Geneva. * Letters of Bismarck to
his Wife '

are translated.
' The Round Table '

is

interesting this month. Sir Algernon West de-

scribes, in the Cornhill, 'The Cosmopolitan Club.'

Many of the most distinguished members of
this are naturally dead, but not a few still

live and belong to similar institutions.
' Who

killed Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey ?
'

attracts Mr.
Andrew Lang, but his acute intellect, even, cannot
solve the problem.

'

Prospects in the Professions
'

deals with art. Mrs. Archibald Little describes
' How the Court came back to Pekin.' '

Rupert, the

Captive of Linz,' and
' Garibaldi's Englishman

'

are

interesting, and seem historical. Mr. Allan Fea
sends to the Gentleman's '

Realistic Peeps into the
Past.' A notice of Mr. Swinburne's '

Early Dramas
and Poems' is appreciative, perhaps a little juve-
nile.

' An Elizabethan Tourist
'

is, of course, Fynes
Moryson. The magazine improves arjace, and

' Peak-
land Jottings,' 'Sleep,' and 'William. Combe 'are
all worth perusal. In 'At the Sign of the Ship,' in

Longman's, Mr. Lang discusses, among other matters,
the murder of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey, on which
subject, as has been said, he writes in the Cornhill.

He also alludes, incidentally, to the appearance
of Mr. Chesterton's recent volume discussing
Browning.

'A Seventeenth-Century Duellist
'

deals
with the romantic adventures and sad end of the
Comte de Boutteville, an aristocratic Cyrano, who,
at least, did his best to merit the fate he incurred.
* Australia as the Flowery Land ' and 'A Summer
Morning' are both readable. The fiction in a Mid-
summer number of the Idler is blended with some
natural description. The August Scribner's is

called a fiction number, and so is outside our pro-
vince. All we find fitting to say concerning it is

that the coloured illustrations, which constitute
a special feature, are seen to advantage in the

description of
' The Sea Fight off Ushant.'

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.

THE fifth part of the catalogue of Messrs. J. & J.

Leighton, covering the letters I to M, is no less rich

in rarities and illustrations than the previous parts.

Among the gems are the
' Liber Intrationum,' by

Pynson, 1510, with some defects ;
a Latin transla-

tion of an Italian collection of voyages, Legnano,
1508 (30.); various editions of the 'Basilicon
Doron '

; first editions of Johnson's
'

Dictionary,'
1755 ;

the '

Plan,' dedicated to Lord Chesterfield,

1747; 'Irene,' 1749; 'Rasselas' (Wl. 10s.), with
other early works ; Ben Jonson's

'

Workes,' 1640

(18. 18s.); the 'Meditationes Jordani,' Antwerp,
1491 (211.) ;

first German edition of
'

Josaphat and
Barlaam,' Augsburg, Zainer, 1476(150^.); fine editions

of Josephus; Josselyn's 'New England's Rarities

Discovered
'

; Kip's
' Nouveau Theatre de la Grande

Bretagne' (40.) ; Lactantius, printed by Vindelin
de Spira, 147*2 ; Lamb, first collected edition, 1818 ;

Langland's 'Vision of Pierce Plowman,' 1550 and
1561 ; some fine ecclesiastical MSS. ;

' La Le'gende
des Flamens

'

; Le Fevre's
' Recueil des Histoires

de Troy,' 1544 (35M; a 'Lirar Chronicle,' Ulm,
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1484 (60Y.), sold ; a collection of Lever's works, 40Z. ;

a Luther's *

Enchiridion,' first edition ; some fine

Lydgates ; Mandevilles of various dates from 1497 ;

a MS. of Martial, dated 1477; 'Poems of Andrew
Marvell,' 1681 (21/.); 'Paradise Lost,' first edition
(two copies); 'Mirrour for Magistrates,' 1610; and
many fine Missals. These are but a few out of a
very large number of rarities. For the sake of the

reproduced illustrations the catalogue is a desirable

possession.
One hundred and twenty-five pounds are asked

by Henry Young & Son, of Liverpool, for a splendid
MS. Missal of 1494, and forty-five pounds for a fine

Hogarth, 1735-1808. Nat Lee's '

Works,' 1734, are
3 guineas, and a large-paper Middleton, 3/. Pope's
*

Works,' Elwin and Courthope, full bound, are
67. 6s. ; Robson and StephanofFs

'

Brandenburg
House,' 1820, 10/. The catalogue, which is general,
contains some interesting portraits, and many
works of great interest to the archreologist.
Miscellaneous is also the catalogue of Maggs

Brothers, as compared with that they sometimes
issue. A Brunet's 'Manuel du Libraire,' with the

supplements, latest edition, 1860-80, is priced
10/. ISa. It looks as if this were to be the last

edition, since we hear no promise of another. A
Burns of 18UO, on special paper, is charged 11. Is.,
and a '

Pilgrim's Progress,' 1796, 51. 5s. Campbell's
'

Works,' uncut, with Turner's plates, choice copy,
is 10/. 10$. There are lots of so-called "Court
Memoirs." Thirty volumes of the Monthly Mirror
(11. 18*.) have become very scarce. Other works
under drama repay attention. An extra-illustrated

Campbell's 'Siddons' is 9/. 9*., and one of Shep-
pard s

'

St. James's Palace
'

the same sum. A com-
plete set of first editions of Dickens is 2851. A
collection of Sir George Cornewall Lewis's works,
12 vols., is 26Y. Tracts concerning the French
Revolution comprise some curious works. The
Percy Society's publications do not now often
occur. Pickering s

'

British Poets,' wreath edition,
are priced 551. , and 21 vols. of Ranke, 17/. 17*.

Rogers's
'

Works,' with Turner's illustrations, and
Whistler's 'Gentle Art of making Enemies' are
valuable items in a catalogue full of such.
Messrs. Rimell <fc Sons have removed from Oxford

Street to Shaftesbury Avenue, whence they issue a
catalogue largely consisting of books on history,
sport, drama, travel, &c. Among interesting items
are a Matthew's Bible, 1549, a fine and well-bound
copy, price 16V. 10*. ; an 'Aurelii Augustini Opera/
1516, from the library of \Villiam Morris

; Burton's
'Arabian Nights' (34/. 10*.); Bonn's 'Extra
Volumes' (21. 16".) ; Burns's '

Poems,' third edition,
London, 1787 (51. 5*.); 'Cruikshauk's Illustrations
to Bentley, &c.,

?

India large paper; some scarce
early Dickens; Dorat's '

Baisers, pn-cedes du Mois
de Mai,' well bound, but not large paper (231 )

' Le
Centre de 1'Amour,' 1698, a book of emblems of
which we have not previously heard (28/.) a
Granger's

'

History,'" grangerized" ; 'Illuminated
Illustrations to Froissarf; 'The Heptameron

'

1780-1 (14/. 15-.); Parkinson's 'Herbal'; N &Q.''
93 vols., with Indexes (35/.); Nichols's 'Literary
Anecdotes '

; Seymour's
'

Trip to Margate
' ' The

Variorum Shakespeare,' 21 vols., extra-illustrated
(6): ihackeray'a novels, first editions (20/.)-
Prynne s Histrio-Mastix

'

(11. IK.).
What is most interesting in the miscellaneous

catalogue of Albert Sutton, of Manchester, must be
sought under headings such as India, Lancashire,
Military. There are also a Du Bartas, 1641 a set

of the Geographical Society's publications; and a
United Service Journal, 106 vols.

Mr. Thomas Thorp, whose London catalogue we
have recently noticed, issues a Reading catalogue,
out of the miscellaneous items in which some inter-

esting books may be selected.

Murray's Nottingham Book Store offers a Drayton,
1613, imperfect, priced 61. 6-s\ ; Gerard Legh's
'Accedens of Armory,' 1562 (121. 12s.); Lubbock's
' Hundred Best Books '

;
a curious collection of the

sextus parts of old madrigals ;
a Sandys's

'

Ovid,'
1632. A propos of an item

' Atalanta in Calydon,'
first edition, announced in the original red cloth,
we are rather fogged. We can only suppose Moxon's
reprinted edition is meant. There are a fine

' Com-
plete Angler,' 1824; Watts's 'Guide to Prayer';
and some early Bibles.

Mr. Francis Edwards issues a clearance catalogue
of books and coloured prints and mezzotint por-
traits. The former are principally, but not wholly,
of recent date ; and there are few headings
literary, artistic, or scientific under which the
searcher will not find desiderata.

Mr. Charles Highanvs August catalogue contains
selections from privately purchased libraries of
clergymen. It contains a number of works on foreign
and colonial missions, and interesting Wesleyan
books, including a set of the Wesleyan Methodist
Magazine from its commencement by the Rev. John
Wesley in 1778, under the title of the Arminian
Magazine, retained until 1797, when it became The
Methodist Magazine, the word Wesleyan being
added in 1822. The price of the set, 1778-1884, is

l&0tUt* tO C0JCW8^0^tttS,
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Stoics,

SAMUEL BRETT.
SINCE sending you my query about Samuel

Brestsenus (cf. 9th S. xi. 408), it has been
suggested to me that the Danish book
referred to may be Ludvic Baron af Hoi berg's
(Jodiske Historic' (2 bulky vols., Copenhagen,
1742), which certainly has a chapter of five

pages on the Council of Jews in 1650, but
cannot be described as " a detailed work " on
that subject. It has, however, enabled me
to identify the Englishman in question as
Samuel Brett, who published in London in
1655 a short pamphlet with a very long title,
from which it will suffice to quote the fol-

lowing :

" A Narrative of the Proceedings of a Great Coun-
cel of Jews assembled in the Plain of Ageda [vie]
in Hungaria about 30 Leagues distant from Buda
to examine the Scriptures concerning Christ, on the
12th of October, 1650. By Samuel Brett, there
present."

The pamphlet has been reprinted many
times,* it has been translated into several

* In a collection mentioned in the next foot-note ;

also in the Phenix, vol. i. 1707 ; B. R.,
' Memorable

Remarks upon the Jewish Nation,' 1786;
' Har-

leian Miscellany,' vol. i.
; and also so recently as

1876 by an anonymous well-wisher.

languages,* and has evidently created a great
stir, and led to a lively controversy in its

time.t And yet the whole story about the
Council seems to be a pure fabrication.

The author, whose life has not been in-

cluded in the '

Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy,' was, according to his own statement
in the preface to his pamphlet,
"a chirurgeon of an English ship in the Streights,
where for a cure that I did for Orlando de Spina
of Gollipulo [sic], an eminent man in those parts,
I was by him preferred to the captain of a ship at
Malta which was set out by the said Orlando and
committed to my command against the Turks in
the Arches in assistance to the Venetian service."

He spent thus nine months, till tempests
compelled him to return to harbour. He
took part in five fights at sea and in two on
land

;
was chosen by lot to make a raid into

the Turks' country with a certain company
of soldiers collected out of the Christian fleet,

to do some execution upon the borders of
the enemy and collect provisions for his

co-religionists' relief, in which undertaking
he was successful.

He next tells his readers that he spent
four years beyond the seas before and after
this employment, not staying long in any
place. He travelled in several countries,
the most eminent cities and towns, and
enumerates a long list of some thirty geo-

graphical names, among which we find

Dalmatia and Sclavonia, but, curiously
enough, not Hungary, in which country the

plain of **

Ageda
" was supposed to be

situated.
In his subsequent narrative our author

tells us a good many things about the Eng-
lish residents in Paris and their ritualistic

practices, at which the good French Protes-
tants were greatly shocked ; also about
Home and Romish superstitions ; about the

Grecians, who were neither pure Papists
nor pure Protestants, and were poisoned
with heresies ; and, finally, about the

Spaniards, who were more Eomanists than
the Romans themselves.

* Into Danish, German, Latin, Hebrew, and
Welsh. The last - named translation appeared
in a collection of which the first piece is

' Dwy
Daith i Gaersalem,' and which was published soon
after the English original appeared The title of

the latter was ' Two Journeys to Jerusalem,' by
H[enry] T[imberlake], 1692. There are several
other pieces in the collection. Cf. also Richard
Burton, 'Judseorum Memorabilia,' 1796; Charles

Butler,
' Horse Biblical 1799-1807 ; Owen,

'

History
of Images,' quoted by Baron Holberg.

t The * Narrative
' has been severely handled by

two Jewish writers, namely, by Manasseh ben
Izrael in 1656, and more recently by Selig Cassel
in 1845.
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He next gives a short but hopelessly wrong I

"
for the most part Germans, Almaines [sic],

account of the strangling of the Great Turk Dalmatians, and Hungarians," with some
by the Janissaries in Constantinople in 1648, Greeks, but few Italians, and not one Eng-
tells us some inaccuracies about the flowing lishman besides Samuel Brett himself that
of the river

"
Nylus

"
in Egypt and about he could hear of.

the Grand Cairo, and mentions also some- Our author was informed that the King of

thing about the pilgrimage of 8,000 people Hungary was not favouring the reformed
from Naples "poor souls" to Rome in religion, and therefore did not give en-
the year of Jubilee in 1650. couragement to any Protestant churches
He could have told us of many other to send any divines thither. That informa-

occurrences during his wanderings, but felt tipn was, no doubt, correct, and the absence

compelled to omit them, they being too of Protestant divines from Hungary proper
many to commit to writing ; and posterity quite natural ; but what about the Prince
would have never heard a word about the of Transylvania, George Rakoczy II., the
" Great Councel of Jews "

either, if many staunch champion of the Protestant religion ?

honest Christians had not desired that the All that Ferdinand III. did allow was,
account should be published which he "

did according to Brett, that some "assistants"
intend only to communicate to private should be sent from Home, and "their coming
friends (by conference)," the chief argument thither did prove a great unhappiness to

by which they "perswaded" him to do it this hopeful Councel."

being because they did conceive it to be a Brett interviewed one of the Council, and
preparative and hopeful sign of the Jews' was told that some of the Jews were inclined
conversion, and that it would be glad tidings to believe that Christ was come, but the
to the Church of Christ. Pharisees some of whom were present
Our author then proceeds to tell in great would not yield, for reasons duly set forth

detail all about that "Great Councel," in the pamphlet.
namely, how 300 "rabbies" had assembled The doings of the Council are faithfully
from several parts of the world to examine told day by day, and, oddly enough, the
the Scriptures concerning Christ. The plain

30 rabbis did not interrupt the proceedings
of "Ageda" was considered most convenient even to keep the Sabbath, which we can
for the purpose, as that part of the country hardly believe.

was not much inhabited because of the At last, on the seventh day, six of the
continual wars between the Turk and the Roman clergy who, of purpose, were sent
King of Hungary, viz., Ferdinand III., whom from Rome by the Pope to assist at the
he does not name. There had been two Council were called in. They were two
sanguinary battles fought on the plain so Jesuits, two friars of the Order of St. Augus-
at least he was informed. Both sovereigns tine, and two of that of St. Francis. Tney
granted the necessary permit to hold the set out their own views on the subiect and
Council there. Tents were erected for the their e.rpose must have fallen like a bombshell
accommodation of the delegates, and pro- among the Jewry assembled to iudge from
visions collected from other parts of the the effect it produced. We are told the good
country. One large tent was especially rabbis fell into high clamours, and their

ij
.1 i i_ it T i i *i

' cui-uwou nceuiuss i/o sav coat
not prove themselves to be Jews by record," the Council broke up. There was a short
or were unable to dispute in the Hebrew sitting on the eighth day, merely for the
tongue. The delegates were especially from purpose of adjourning the Councllfor three
Spain, Franc^

and those parts of Italy years, our author adding the informationwWh belonged to the King of Spam, that is, that it was to reassemble at rome SS?S
Naples and Sicily. Those who could not Syria.
prove their tribe and family had to stay "Ageda" has by the
outside with the Gentiles Out of 800 appli- writers, been identified i

cants 300 only were admitted
; but the Ida, but evidently without any reason if not

rest remained there with the strangers to without rime. The castle of that
see the issue of the proceedings. The crowd Kassa is famous
of Gentiles and rejected Jews outside the of the sad fate
railings consisted of above 3,000 personsif defenders in the
I understand our author correctlywho were began to boast too
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and were imprudent enough to call after the

retreating besiegers that their defeat would
have been more serious if the garrison's stock

of gunpowder in the magazine had not

given out.

In conclusion, it should be stated that

Hungarian history knows nothing about a
Council of Jews in 1650 at "Ageda," orNagy-
Ida, or anywhere else within the kingdom,
and Samuel Brett's account of it was evi-

dently intended for a pious fraud.
L. L. K.

THE UNITED STATES AND ST. MAR-
GARET'S, WESTMINSTER.

(See ante, pp. 1, 63.)

MOST of the memorials in this church are
of much interest, and although the career
of Sir Walter Raleigh marked him out as

very fitting for recognition at the hands of

the American people, yet I am not quite sure
that another great Englishman to whom a
memorial has been placed in this building by
the munificence of our kin across the sea does
not stand on a higher plane, for there are
few persons in the English-speaking world
who do not reverence John Milton as

one of the brightest among our many
sons of genius, and, great as the claims
of Raleigh undoubtedly were, greater are
those of the immortal author of

'

Paradise
Lost.' Of course, no real comparison can be
drawn between them, as both are men of

whom succeeding generations have been

proud, and both deserved well of posterity
deserved more, I fear, than either of them
got. It may be well, at starting, to point
out why St. Margaret's Church was particu-
larly suitable for a memorial of some
description to keep in mind the worth
of this famous man. Irrespective of his

celebrity (after the Lord Protector, he

surely ranked as one of the foremost
men of the period), he was a parishioner
of St. Margaret's, as he resided in one of

those substantial brick - built houses which

formerly stood in that historical part of Old
Westminster known as Petty France, now
York Street, from the Christmas quarter of
1651 till the year of the Restoration, 1660.

It was a pretty garden-house, next door to
Lord Scudamore's, opening into St. James's

Park, and had been in the occupation of
a Mr. Robert Roane and his wife Martha
until our poet purchased for 60. the interest
in the lease, and removed hither from his
old official residence by Scotland Yard, White-
hall. We find his name in the assessment
book for raising the Army and Navy Main-
tenance Tax in 1655, the item being "Mr.

John Milton, 2s. Qd. and 4s.," the first being
the assessment on his

"
rent," and the second

on his "estate." This house was in our
own times known as No. 19, York Street,

closely adjacent to the Niagara Hall, but
had been quite demolished by the middle
of the year 1882. It was here that Milton

performed the work devolving upon him
as Cromwell's Latin Secretary ;

it was here
that his great and unspeakable calamity
total blindness fell upon him ; and it was
here that he resided when he married his

second wife, Katharine, the daughter of Capt.
Woodcock, of Hackney. In the parish register
for 1656 is to be seen the record of the pub-
lication of the banns : "John Milton, of this

parish, Esq., and Mrs. Katherin Woodcocke,
of the parish of Aldermanbury, spinster, pub-
lished October 22, 27, November 3." The banns
were published simultaneously at St. Mary's,
Aldermanbury ;

and on 12 November Milton
was married before Alderman Dethicke,
J.P., probably in the Guildhall, London, as

per Masson's 'Life of Milton,' first edition,

1877, vol. y. p. 282. One daughter was the
issue of this marriage, the birth appearing in

the register under the heading
"
Births : dayes

of entrance," thus :

"
1657, Oct. 19, Katherin

Milton, d. to John, Esq., by Katherin." In

days gone by people seem to have had a

propensity for scribbling on all registers, and
some one has added the words,

" This is

Milton, Oliver's Secretary." Shortlived, in-

deed, was the happiness of the poet, for both
mother and child died soon after, and both
were buried in St. Margaret's Church. The
burial entries read :

1657, Feb. 10, Mrs. Katherin Milton.

1657, March 20, Mrs. Katherin Milton. C.

The C. of the second entry means child, and
the date according to the present calendar
is 1658.

Undoubtedly in this church Milton,
"Prince of Poets," frequently worshipped,
so that it will be seen that a memorial was
in no way out of order, but a thing to be

devoutly wished for. The lack of imposing
monuments to Milton in England has been

frequently commented on, and in 1886, in an
article from the pen of Archdeacon Farrar
on 'The Share of America in Westminster
Abbey,' subsequently published in Harper's
Magazine, these words were used :

" There are, perhaps, fewer memorials of Milton
than of any Englishman of the same transcendent
greatness. I am extremely desirous to erect a
worthy window in his honour in the church of St.

Margaret, close beside the Abbey. Our register
contains the record of his marriage to Catherine
Woodcock, his second wife, in 1656, and also records
in the following year her death and that of her
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infant daughter. It was to her that he addressed
the noble sonnet which begins :

Methought I saw my late espoused saint

Come to me, like Alcestis, from the grave.

Milton's connexion with the church of St. Margaret
was therefore very close, and if any of his American
admirers are willing to assist me in my design, I

shall on public grounds most heartily welcome their

munificence. They have already beautified this fine

old historic church by their splendid gift of a
window in honor of Sir Walter Raleigh, whose
headless body lies under the altar. Milton has
even higher claims on their gratitude and admi-
ration."

All the letters written upon this matter are

of much interest, but I fear too long to be

quoted at any length, therefore extracts will

have to suffice. One was written by Arch-
deacon Farrar to Mr. G. W. Childs, of Phila-

delphia, in November, 1886'. In this many of

the words just given were repeated, and to

it the latter gentleman replied by offering
to contribute such a memorial as his friend

should deem suitable. On 4 February, 1887,
the Archdeacon wrote from St. Margaret's
Rectory, 17, Dean's Yard, stating that he
did not * 4

write at once to express his

delight and heartfelt gratitude" for the offer,

as he wished to give full particulars. These
are supplied at considerable length, as well

as much information concerning the poet, it

being added that the formal acceptance of

the offer would be delayed until the donor
had been "informed of the cost and character
of the proposed window"; and further, that
the artist would not be set to work until

sanction was received in a subsequent letter.

It may be well to remark that something
said in a previous communication had been
misunderstood by Mr. Childs, for Dr. Farrar,
in this letter, says :

"
I did not say that Milton himself was buritd at

St. Margaret's, but that he was married in the
church, was closely connected with it through the
Parliament (for it is and always has been the church
of the House of Commons), and that his dearest
wife, the one to whom he wrote the immortal
sonnet which begins

Methought I saw my late espoused saint-

was buried in the church, as was his child, wholly
without memorial."

In this is a strange error for one like Dr.
Farrar, who was steeped to his finger-tips
in the lore of this old church, to have made.
As we have seen, Milton was not married
here, but in the City of London, in which
his wife was, and had been, a resident. Mr.
Childs was told that the window would be
worthy of Milton, worthy of the church,
and worthy of his munificence. To this was
received a reply, dated 1C February, in which
Mr. Childs states that he has but "one

thought with regard to the memorial, which
is that I am particularly anxious that you
should write the inscription," all other

matters being left to the
"
taste and good

judgment" of the Archdeacon. With this

came the draft for an amount which
covered the entire cost of the work. On
5 March this letter was replied to, and Mr.
Childs informed that the window,

" which
will be a very beautiful one, will be proceeded
with"; the writer going on to say:
" You cannot tell how much I am pleased that one

of the greatest, purest, and least commemorated of

English poets should receive one more testimony to
the immortal gratitude which is his due, and that the
memorial to this mighty Puritan should come from
the land of the Pilgrim Fathers, and be placed in
the church of the House of Commons, with which
he was so closely connected."

In another letter, written on 19 March, Dr.
Farrar briefly sketches the design and gives
a "

general conception of the mode of treat-
ment." He goes on to say :

" In the centre is Milton dictating to his daughter
the ' Paradise Lost

'

; underneath is a scene from
his student life, and his visit to Galileo. All
around are scenes from '

Paradise Lost ' and ' Para-
dise Regained.' Above are the rejoicing angels,
the figures of Adam and our Lord."

Westminster.
W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.

(To be continued.)

LEO XIII. : CHRONOGRAM. The Germania,
a German paper, has published the following
clever chronogram on the death of the Pope:

t LEO XIII.
QVI QVlNQVE ET VIolNTl

ANiVOS EX VITA FVlT
pONTlmX DE!

IVBlLAEl SVI ANNO
MORTWs EST.

REQVIESCAT IN PACE !

It consists of 93 letters (the age of the dead
Pope), forming 20 words arranged in 7 lines
(he died on the 20th day of the seventh
month), and the figures added together give
the year 1903. L. j^

PASQUIL AGAINST THE SURGEONS OF POPE
LEO XIII. The following pasquil, or pas-
luinade, which is said to have been affixed
upon the columns of St. Peter's in Kome on
the morning of 13 July, may perhaps find a
corner in your columns (although it appears
to be neither true nor ben trovato, considering;hat the Popes life was, indeed, prolonged
by his medical attendants' united efforts) f-

Si dice che la for/a deriva dall' unione
Infatii, due Somari uccidono un Leone!

?ndJ5
ay

t

tha
A
strei

]gth
is derived from union ;Indeed, two Asses kill one Lion [Leo XIII ]

H. k.
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"THE BEGINNING OF A NEW CENTURY."-
Dr. Moore, the celebrated Dante scholar,

makes a curious slip in his life of the poet in

the 1889 edition of 'Chambers's Encyclo-

paedia.' He says that Dante was one of the

six priors of Florence "in the ever-memorable

year 1300, the mezzo cammino of his own life,

when he was thirty-five years old, the begin-

ning of a new century, the year of the first

Juoilee at Rome." In writing thus the

learned doctor had momentarily forgotten
that the hundredth year, although the figures

change then, is but the completion of the old

century, not the beginning of a new one
Attention has often been called in ' N. & Q.'
to this fact, but as the slip occurs in a
standard work of reference it may be worth
correction. J. R.

QUAINT INACCURACY IN A MODERN NOVEL.

Recently, whilst an invalid, I read one of

Miss Braddon's novels, 'The Conflict.' The
hero of this daring story is represented to

have been (apparently in the late eighties)
an undergraduate at Balliol, and whilst there
to have kept a dog in his rooms in college.
The dog slept on his bed every night, and by
licking his master's face in the early morning
made it impossible for the said master to be
late for chapel. It -is thirty years and more
since I left Oxford, but I cannot believe that

during that time any relaxation has taken

place in the rule that sternly forbade the
admission of a dog within college walls.

J. B.

LOMBARD. It is noteworthy that this name,
as applied to Jews, occurs with great fre-

quency in ante-expulsion deeds and docu-
ments. It is strange, however, that no Jews
of Italian or Lombardian nationality ever
set foot on English soil. The solution of

the difficulty consists in this. The common
herd, impregnated with insular prejudice,
never took pains to discriminate between

foreigners and separate nationalities, and^to
them any alien possessing an abundance of

cash was naturally a Lombardian, seeing
that Lombardy sent hither many representa-
tives who flourished as money-lenders. The
application of the term is best shown with

regard to two wealthy members of the Jewish
race residing at Winchester, one at the end
of the twelfth century, the other some half cen-

tury later. The former appears as the Lum-
bard of Winton not his actual name for
in the Roll of 1194, containing the list of
Jews who contributed to the ransom of
Richard I., we obtain a glimpse of him under
the form of Aser (=Asher) Lumbard. In the
same way Samarias is often cited as a Jewish

money-lender, and in the Pipe Roll of 1240
he blossoms forth as Sarnarias Lumbard. In

Marlborough Solomon ben (son of) Solomon
appears often, and as variants we meet him
as Lumbard fil Solomon, Solomon fil Lum-
bard, but more frequently as Lumbard fil

Lumbard, that is to say Banker fil Banker.
M. D. DAVIS.

" FIRST CATCH YOUR HARE." The Mar-
chioness of Londonderry records a conversa-
tion she had at a dinner party with Prince
Metternich at Vienna in 1840, when, as to

good singers, the prince observed :

" Selon nioi, c'esb comme la recette pour faire la

soupe au lievre ; premierement il faut attraper votre
lievre ; done premierement, pour chanter, il faut
une belle voix."

' Narrative of a Visit to the Courts
of Vienna,' &c. (London, 1844).

It would be interesting to know whether the

prince translated Mrs. Glasse, or whether he
quoted from a French cookery book.

L. L. K.

DR, EDMOND HALLEY. (See 9th S. x. d61 ;

xi. 85, 205, 366, 463, 496.) In Nature for

8 March, 1894 (xlix. 442),
;'
Prof. Glasenapp

announces that the computing bureau estab-

lished by the Russian Astronomical Society
has undertaken the calculation of the true

path of Halley's comet, with a view to pre-

dicting the exact date of the next return."

Halley's charts. Nature, Hi. (1895), 79, 106,

197, 343
;
liv. (1896), 126, 196.

"The Picture of Dr. Edmund Halley
(Savilian Professor of Geometry) done exactly
like him by Mr. Tho. Murray, who gave it,

is lately placed in the Gallery of the Bodleian

Library." Cp.
* Remarks and Collections of

Thomas Hearne,' iv. 257, entry 13 November
(Fri.), 1713, printed for the Oxford Historical

Society, Oxford, 1898.

Incidentally, the writer takes occasion to

observe that Hearne's additional remarks,
doubtfully made in the same paragraph (q.v.\
have been refuted in

' N. & Q.,' 3r <1 S. v. 107-8

(1864).

Anticipating publication of Hearne's * Re-
marks '

for 1727, attention is called to that

portion of Sir R, S. Ball's popular memoir of

Halley (' Great Astronomers,' London, 1895,

177) which clearly disposes of Hearne's state-

ment (cp.
'
Diet. Nat. Biog.,' xxiv. 107) to the

effect that Newton's death was hastened by
a dispute with Halley, shortly before.

MS. life of Halley, by Israel Lyons (?).

Cp.
'

Diet. Nat. Biog.,' xxiv. 109
; xxxiv. 357,

358
;
Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical

Society (S. P. Rigaud), ix. 206, note, London,
1836. Is there more than one such MS. 1 If

so, are they preserved at Oxford or Cam-
bridge ?
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There is some reason to believe that Sir

David Brewster and Prof. S. P. Rigaud were

familiar with a manuscript record of the

birth of Dr. Edmond Halley's children. Each

makes a statement which is more specific

than has so far been discovered in any other

printed authority. An examination of the

Rigaud papers in the Bodleian Library, made
for the writer, did not reveal any such data.

"He had several children, both sons and

daughters, some of whom died in infancy
"

(Sir D. Brewster in
'

Imperial Diet, of Univ.

Biog.,'ii. 788, n.d.).

"In 1682 he married, and soon had a

family rising round him" ('Hist. Essay on

Newton's "
Principia,"

'

S. P. Rigaud, p. 36,

Oxford, 1838).
" Several other children, who died in their

infancy" ('Biog. Brit,' iv. 2517, London,
1757).

"II avoit eu de son mariage un fils & deux
filles ; le fils est mort long-temps avant lui,

les filles vivent encore, 1'une dans le celibat,

1'autre mariee pour la seconde fois, & toutes

deux fort estimees" ('Eloge de M. Halley,'
'Memoires de PAcademic des Sciences,'

Paris, 1742,
*

Histoire,' p. 188).

Small collections of
' Notes on Dr. Edmond

Halley,' comprising magazines, pamphlets,
photographic facsimiles of documents, &c.,

nave respectively been deposited in libraries

named below :

Bodleian Library, Oxford, 28 May, 1903.

British Museum, London, 13 June, 1903.

Chicago Public Library, Chicago, Accession
No. 209,179.
John Crerar Library, Chicago, 1 May, 1903.

These collections of
* Notes '

are not iden-

tical i.e., portions of each are not contained
in another

; yet there is no conflict of state-

ment.
Corrections :

' N. & Q.,' 9th S. xi., p. 85,
col. 2, 1. 6 from bottom, for

"
1902

" read 1903.

Ibid., p. 366, col. 1, 1. 3 from bottom, for
" Bazamville

"
read Bazanville.

EUGENE FAIRFIELD McPiKE.
1, Park Row, Room 600, Chicago, U.S.

ROSCOMMON AND POPE. In his 'Autobio-

graphy,' chap, xvii., William Bell Scott says
that he found this inscription on one of the

window-panes in the ancient vicarage of

St. John's Lea, near Hexham :

Indecent words admit of no defence,
For want of modesty is want of sense.

He explains that this was one of several

quotations written on the glass, and that in

each case the execution displayed "a crisp fine

hand contemporary with the poet quoted."
This is very interesting, but its value is

somewhat discounted by the autobiography's
further remarks. He attributes the couplet

to Pope (who, of course, says much about

sense here and there), and he accuses the
; ' bard of Twickenham," as he calls him, of

singularly inconsequent reasoning, seeing that

he here
"
suggests an excuse while he is tell-

ing us the fault admits of none." Scott s

editor, the late Prof. Minto, seems to have

been satisfied with the passage, as he leaves

it untouched ;
but surely, whatever be its

logical quality, it is a misquotation from the

Earl of Roscommon's 'Essay on Translated

Verse.' If one may trust a reprint, this is

the correct reading of the couplet :

Immodest words admit of no defence ;

For want of decency is want of sense.

Roscommon, though not illustrating high

poetic quality in his work, must be credited

with dexterous management of the heroic

couplet before Pope was born. Presumably
he acted on his own advice to translators

and fwrote
" with painful care, but seeming

easiness." THOMAS BAYNE.

RABBITS AND RHEUMATISM. The following
is from the Globe of 6 August :

" In the course of an inquest at Spitalfields yester-

day it was stated that the deceased had lived and
slept in one room in which several rabbits were

running about, her husband having been told that
'live rabbits were a good cure for rheumatism.'
This rivals some of the superstitions that are still

prevalent in Cornwall, where many of the villagers

firmly believe that the way to cure whooping-cough
is to tie a hairy caterpillar in a muslin bag to the
chest of the patient. When the caterpillar dies,
the cough is supposed to leave the sufferer."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

"CLAMEUR DEHARO": " CRIER HARO." In
the Intermediaire for 10 December, 1902,
there is an article by Capitaine Paimblant
du Rouil on the old Norman practice of

crying haro. The article contains a passage
which may possibly be of interest to anti-

quarian readers of 'N. & Q.
J The captain

says :

"This custom, without effect now in Normandy,
where the refere takes its place, has still the force
of law in the Anglo-Norman islands. In 1872 a
financier of a parish in Jersey considered himself
injured by the opening of a public road across his

property. Having repaired to the place concerned,
he knelt down, and, with crossed arms, cried out :

l Ah! A'ollon, mon due et mon prince, on me fait
violence! je demande justice: Haro! Haro!
Haro !

' At this cry the navvies, ceasing all work,
laid down their tools. The constable of the parish,
being warned, ran to Saint -Holier to fetch the
members of the court, and, soon after, sixteen
magistrates arrived with the bailli and the
procureur-gdneral. The tenancier had put all justice
in precipitate movement."
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Tenancies I may add, is a feudal term in

origin. It means one who cultivates land
held of a fief, a franc tenancier being a man
who holds such property with the rights
redeemed. Now, however, the word some-
times signifies the occupier of a small farm

dependent on a larger one.

A DESCENDANT OF DUKE HOLLO.

IMAGINARY OR INVENTED SAINTS. Writing
of St. Mirin of Paisley, Dr. Metcalfe says :

" Some have gone so far as to doubt his existence

altogether ; but there is no reason for doing so.

However wild the legends about a saint may be,
the saint himself is always the substantial element
among them. Imagination may invent the miracles,
but it does not invent the saint."

In a foot-note the writer adds :

"The imaginations of some railway officials,

however, have managed to do this. In Fife they
have invented a '

St. Fort.'
" ' Charters and Docu-

ments relating to the Burgh of Paisley (1163-1665),'
1902, p. xviii.

Another imaginary or ghost saint is well
known here in St. Enoch, who has been
evolved from St. Thenew, the mother of
St. Kentigern. There is also a modern parish
(quoad sacra) in Dundee called St. Enoch's,
and this is more mysterious, for there was no
cult of St. Thenew in Dundee.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.
Ramoyle, Dowanhill Gardens, Glasgow.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-
mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addresged to them
direct.

OSPREYS. When was the term "ospreys'
first used in place of egrets or aigrettes
that is, to represent the dorsal and ventral

plumes of the egret herons? These plumes
seem to be imported as "

egrets" and retailed

as"ospreys." R. HEDGER WALLACE.
[The earliest instance in the * H.E.D.' is from the

Pall Mall Gazette of 29 Jan., 1885.1

BEYLE : STENDHAL. I recently bought a

copy of the '

Lettres Historiques, &c., de
Henri Saint-John, Lord Vicomte Boling-
broke,' edited by General Grimoard, and
published at Paris in 1808 in 3 vols. It came
from the library of the Conte Cav. Domenico
Vestini, of Naples. On the front cover of
vol. i. and on the back cover of vol. iii. is

the following address :

"
Monsieur, Monsieur

De Beyle, Commissaire des Guerres, Bruns-
wick, troupes fran9aises," with a signature
which, I think, reads " B. Farre."

Henri Beyle was at Brunswick from 1806
to November, 1808. A note on p. 331 of

Stryienski's edition of the journal says that

Beyle was "Intendant des Domaines de
1'Empereur, a Brunswick." I am not aware
that Henri Beyle ever used the "De." Pro-

bably this was an addition by the bookseller
or some one who sent the books. As Beyle left

Brunswick in November or December, 1808,
these volumes may never have reached him.
The sort of life he led did not favour the
collection of a library. Is anything known
about his books ? J. F. R.
Godalming.

PETER THE GREAT IN ENGLAND.
"
Lorsque le Czar Pierre le Grand vint en Angle-

terre, il y vit M. Halley, et il le trouva digne de
la reputation qui le lui avoit annonce." 'Eloge de
M. Halley,'

' Memoires de 1'Academic des Sciences,'
Paris, 1742,

'

Histoire,' p. 186.
" M. Folkes, que ses talens et son scavoir ont

place a la tete de la Societe Royale, ami de M.
Halley, son successeur dans 1'Academie des Sciences,
et a qui nous devons la plus grande partie des
Memoires dont nous avions besoin pour cet Eloge

"Ibid., p. 181.

It would be interesting to know if the

original MS. drawn up by Folkes is still pre-
served in the Parisian archives. Can any
correspondent refer me to a bibliography of
the sojourn of Peter the Great in England ?

EUGENE FAIRFIELD McPiKE.
1, Park Row, Room 606, Chicago, U.S.

MODERN FORMS OF ANIMAL BAITING. The
following is taken from the Sun of 30 July :

"An illustrated contemporary has a double-page
drawing of a Chinese cricket match of a kind quite
unknown at Lord's or the Oval. The crickets are
of the domestic variety, and are trained to fight
single-round contests while betting proceeds briskly.
There are, by-the-by, many curious battles fought
in English villages of which the outside world
never hears. In a Buckingham spot in the hills

by Wendover recently I heard of a buck rabbit

duel; and 'Billy' Sprague tells a curious story
of beetle-killing contests by hedgehogs. And rat-

killing is almost a weekly occurrence in London."

So that a record may be made of the

"many curious battles fought in English
villages of which the outside world never

hears," will readers kindly note the details

about any that they have seen or heard of 1

R. HEDGER WALLACE.

HOLBORN CASINO. Will some reader of
'N. & Q.' kindly refer me to a book giving
some account of this casino? Does the

present Holborn Restaurant stand on any
portion of the site of the old Casino 1

B. N. T.

NATURE STUDY. When was this term first

employed to designate certain aspects of
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natural-history teaching in schools 1 I believe

it was first used in this connexion by the

authorities of Cornell University in the

nineties?. Perhaps some American reader

will note the history of this term, the subject

having been first introduced into schools in

the United States. R. HEDGER WALLACE.
University College School, London.

Miss CHARLOTTE WALPOLE. Would an

obliging reader answer the following query?
In what year and at what age was Miss

Charlotte Wai pole (later Mrs. Atkyns,
Duchess [?] of Ketteringham), according to

the records of Drury Lane Theatre for the

years 1750-1800, admitted as an actress in

the said theatre, and in what year did she

abandon her artistic career ?

(Madame) C. BARBEY-BOISSIER.
Valleyrea, par Orbe, Vaud, Switzerland.

SHOPS IN CHEAPSIDE IN 1650. In his settle-

ment of 20 February, 1649/50, Sir Peter

Osborne, Dorothy's father, included

I'all those five Messuages, with th' appurtenances
?n Cheap.side in the parish of St. Mary Colechurch
*n London, called or knowne by the several! names
of the White Harte, the Ball, the Woolsacke, the

Sugarloafe, and the Brush with all Shcpps, Cel-

lars, Sollars and the reversions and all

rents reserved or payable uppon demise,
leases, or grants.''

Can any one tell me anything about any of
these shops ? F. J. FUKNIVALL.

STAFFORD. It is stated in Kelly's 'County
Directory,' and also in Cassell's

'

Gazetteer,'
that Stafford is called by the name Betheney
in the 'Saxon Chronicle.' Such, however, is

not the case
;

that town appears in the
*

Chronicle
'

(A.D. 913) under its present name.
The *

Encyclopaedia Britannica
'

says that
*' the site was at first known as Berteliney
or Betheney, from the island on which the
earliest houses were built." No authority
is given for this statement. Keferring to
Camden (Gough's edition, vol. ii. p. 376, col. 2),
we read :

"From thence [the neighbourhood of Eccleshall
andEllenhall] the Sow passes by titafford, antiently
Stafford, but first by Betheney, where Berthelin
formerly lived the life of a hermit with the reputa-
tion of great sanctity."

This seems to mean rather that Betheney
was a small place on the river above Stafford
than that it was a former name of Stafford
itself. Capgrave mentions the building of
Stafford and other towns by Ethelfleda

; but,
like the

*

Chronicle,' he calls it by its present
name. Can any of your readers throw further
light upon this ? Perhaps residents of Stafford

may know whether there is now a small place

above the town called Betheney, or something

like it. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

"BETWIXT THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP SEA."

Can any reader tell me who is the author of

this phrase, or how it originated 1 The ordi-

nary works of reference do not mention it.

DUDLEY JAMES.

[Froude translates "Inter sacrum ex saxum,"
used by Erasmus in a letter to Pirkheimer, 'Be-

tween 'the shrine and the stone. It should be
" Between the victim and the stone knife/ This is

held by scholars to be the Latin equivalent for
" Between the devil and the deep sea. bee 8tn b.

xi. 264, 336.]

"COLD SHOULDER": "TURN THE TABLES."

Have the two phrases "to give a person
the cold shoulder

" and "
to turn the tables

"

on some one ever been satisfactorily ex-

plained ? G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

[The 'H.E.D.' suggests that "Cold shoulder"
comes from the cold shoulder being an unpalatable
dish. Suggested explanations of "Turning the

tables
"
are found 1 st S. iii. 276 ;

xi. 94.]

JOHN ANGLER. On behalf of a corre-

spondent at Boston, U.S., will you allow me to

ask for information concerning John Angier,
born 1629, and presumably son of the Rev.
John Angier, of Denton, Lancashire 1 A John
Angier graduated at Harvard College in

1653
;
he was in Boston, Mass., 1651 to 1655.

He married there and had two or three

children
;

in 1655 he disappeared with all

his family. There is evidence that he was
the son of the Rev. John Angier, of Denton,
but no absolute proof. Is there any record
of him in England from 1655, or of his

children ? What were the names of his wife
and children, and what the date and place
of his death 1

If they are of interest to any one, my
correspondent, Mr. E. H. Whorf, Room 17,

143, Federal Street, Boston, will gladly
furnish copies of the records on the other
side. W. G. WALTER.

WELSH DICTIONARY. I should be very
much obliged if any one could tell me
whether there has ever been published a good
dictionary of the literary Welsh language,
written in Welsh, for Welshmen.

COMESTOR OXONIENSIS.

THE MOTHER OF NINUS. Can any one
tell me the name of the mother of Ninas?
Reference is made to this lady by Camoens
in the 'Lusiads,' iii. 126, together with
Romulus and Remus. These three are
cited by Ignez de Castro as examples of
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persons to whom pity was shown by birds

and beasts of prey,
COMESTOR OXONIENSIS.

JOHNSON'S ' LIVES OF THE POETS.' Johnson
in the 'Life of Savage' ('Lives,' iii. 296,
1783 edition) has this sentence :

" Mr. Miller introduced him [Savage] in a farce

and directed him to be personated on the stage in a
dress like that which he then wore ; a mean insult
which only intimated that Savage had but one
coat."

Cunningham in his edition of the *

Lives
'

(ii. 414) says it was the facetious Joe Miller,
who died 15 August, 1738, but I cannot find

that he wrote any plays.
It seems more probable that it was James

Miller, rector of Upcerne, and author of
'The Humours of Oxford,' 'The Coffee-

House,' 'Art and Nature,' 'The Man of

Taste,' and 'The Universal Passion.' In
'The (Joffee-House

' one of the characters
is Bays, a poet, but he does not resemble

Savage, nor are there, I think, any directions
about his dress.

"
Julio, a Savage," appears

in 'Art and Nature,' but he can hardly be a
caricature of Richard Savage.

' Mr. Taste
;

or, the Poetical Fop' (2
nd S. xii. 293),

which caricatures Pope, was never, I think,
put upon the stage. Neither Baker nor
Genest makes any mention of caricatures
of Savage by Miller. Did James Miller write

any other plays, or was Johnson only giving
some fancied grievance of Savage's, the crea-
tion of his diseased and suspicious mind ?

In the 'Life of Garth' ('Lives,' ii. 298),

Johnson, alluding to Pope's belief that Garth
had "died in the communion of the Church
of Rome," writes :

"It is observed by Lowth that there is less
distance than is thought between scepticism and
popery, and that a mind wearied with perpetual
doubt willingly seeks repose in the bosom of an
infallible church."

It has been suggested that this is not
Robert Lowth, the bishop, but his father,
William Lowth, the author of a ' Commen-
tary upon the Prophets.' I should be grateful
for any light that will help me to trace
Lowth's observation. H. S. S.

"GARDENING, MAN'S PRIMEVAL WORK."
Any information regarding the source of the

following lines will be gratefully received :

Gardening, man's primeval work,
Is a most blessed toil

;

It cheers a man,
Makes him kind-hearted, social, genial,
Forms a serene parenthesis from care,
And his whole nature raises and improves.

G. M. WOODROW.
5, Huntly Terrace, N. Kelvinside, Glasgow.

HARLEY FAMILY. I seek information con-

cerning Thomas Harley, citizen of London,
or his brother Nicholas, the families they
married into, and the business they were

engaged in. Thomas Harley married firstly

Joan, widow of Ralph Olive or Cliff, citizen

of London ; secondly Mary, widow of Wil-

liam Kempster, citizen of London. In the

registers of St. Thomas the Apostle, London,
I have found the- following entries :

'"1641, March 5. Joane, wife of Thomas Harley,
burial."

"1636, August 3. Ralph Oliff or Olive, cooper,
burial."

In the registers of St. James's, Clerkenwell :

"
1646, June 21. Susanna, daughter of Nicholas

Harley and Sarah, baptized."

The above-mentioned Thomas Harley died
16 January, 1670, and was buried at Osga-
thorpe, Leicestershire. W. HARLEY HIND.

26, Swaine Street, Bradford, Yorkshire.

[This query was asked 9th S. iv. 209, and remains
unanswered. Inquiries after the same family were
made under the signature ALDKORANDUS, 1 st S. viL

454.]

AITKEN SURNAME. Can any reader of

'N. & Q.' give me information respecting
the derivation of the above Scottish surname?
According to some authorities it is derived
from the surname Arthur or a diminutive
thereof. Are there any old forms of the
name which would lead one to suppose that
such is the case? Information respecting
any genealogy connected with the name
would be welcome. KING ARTHUR.

LONGFELLOW'S 'WRECK OF THE HESPERUS.'
Where is the "Reef of Norman's Woe " men-

tioned in this poem 1 I have not been able
to find it in any atlas. If it is a real place
has it any connexion with the loss of the
" White Ship

"
in the reign of Henry 1. 1

ALEXANDER PATRICK.

GIBBON'S 'ROMAN EMPIRE' AND MEMOIRS.
What is the value of Gibbon's 'Decline

and Fall of the Roman Empire,' first edition,

quarto size, in good condition, dated as
follows : vol. i., 1776

;
ii. and iii., 1781

; iv.,

v., and vi., 1788 ? Also, what is that of 'Miscel-

laneous Works of E. Gibbon,' with memoirs
of his life and writings by himself, in 2 vols.,

first edition, dated 1796, in good condition ?

H. MADGE.
179, Grove Lane, S.E.

HAMBLETON TRIBE. Can any of your Trans-
atlantic readers kindly explain a reference
to ** Hambleton Tribe," used as if the name
of a district, in a presentment of the Bermuda
Assizes, 11 Nov., 1650?

E. LEGA-WEEKES.
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FLEETWOOD FAMILY.

(9
th S. xii. 27.)

I CAN reply to the last part of SIR E. T.

BEWLEY'S query. Mr. Earwaker's pedigree of

the Fleetwoods has never been printed. Upon
the last occasion when I enjoyed the privi-

lege of a visit to Mr. Earwaker he showed to

me the MS., which was then in but an early

stage of preparation. Some additions were
doubtless afterwards made to it, but I do not
think that they could have been very numer-

ous, inasmuch as Mr. Earwaker's lamented
death occurred not long afterwards.

A full pedigree of this interesting family
would indeed be of great value, but so far,

I believe, has never been compiled. I have
collected some notes of more or less value,
which I should be willing to communicate to

any one who might feel disposed to take the
matter in hand. The chief, but not the sole,

difficulty is with the descendants of Sir Wil-
liam Fleetwood, of Cardington, Beds, and
Cranford, Middlesex, who had a numerous
family, who founded several interesting
branches, and from whom most of the historic

Fleetwoods are derived. Of Lady Lambart's
brothers Thomas and John I have ascertained

nothing, beyond that Thomas was admitted
to Gray's Inn 11 March, 1600/1, as "son of
William Fleetwood, of Cranfield [sic], Midx.,"
and that John is said to have been knighted,
though there appears to be no definite evi-

dence of this. That one of these brothers
should be the founder of the Irish branch at

Kilbeggan is a most valuable suggestion,
opening up an entirely new field for research

W. D. PINK.
Winslade, Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

Thomas Fleetwood does not appear to have
been either at Oxford or Cambridge. There
is no work by the late J. P. Earwaker on
the Fleetwood family in the British Museum
Catalogue. It is to be hoped that his notes
will be published, as they are sure to be of
great interest. So little seems to be known
of the Fleetwoods in Ireland that I venture
to give a list of some I have come across, in
the hope that it may elicit information as to
their parentage and descendants, and possibly
clear up the Fleetwood ancestry of the Mark-
ham family (vide

'

Westminster Abbey Regis-
ters

' and ' Fam. Min. Gentium,' both Harleian
Society), which I believe is still doubtful.
William Fleetwood, one of the Lord Lieu-

tenant's gentlemen, 11 October, 1667 (Hist.
MSS. Commission,

* MSS. of the Marquis of
Ormonde '),

William Fleetwood, quartered at Athy :

lieutenant of horse, Life Guards, 10 July,

1680 (ibid.).

William Fleetwood and Gustavus Fleet-

wood,* brothers, mentioned in a letter of

Col. Cooke to Ormonde, 4 August, 1679. He
goes on to speak of the former "when his

infirme carcas reaches his Irish home againe
"

(ibid.).

Dublin ').

John Fleetwood, of Dublin, arrived in Cal-

cutta in 1788
; living in 1800 ('Bengal Kalen-

dar and Almanack,' 1792, and ' New Oriental

Register for 1800').
John Fleetwood, of Pragh, near Tullamore,

married in 1716 Lydia, daughter of Robert

Armstrong, of Gallen, King's County.
Elizabeth Fleetwood, daughter of Fleet-

wood, of co. Tipperary, married Charles, son

of Richard Maunsell, of Bally william, oo.

Limerick (Burke's
' Commoners ').

There were Fleetwoods residing in Dublin
in the early part of last century.

R, W. B.

The parish registers of Stoke Newingtpn
contain many entries of the related families

of Fleetwood, Hartop, Gould, St. John, Cooke,
and Hurlock, from the year 1672 to 1793,
which are given in 4th S. ix. 363.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

THACKERAY'S SPEECHES (9
th S. xi. 488).

MR. MELVILLE will find the
"
original draft'

of the speech delivered by Thackeray at the
dinner given in his honour before he started
for America in October, 1855, in George
Hodder's 'Memories of my Time,' pp. 261-4.

WALTER JERROLD.
Hampton-on-Thames.

SUNFLOWER (9
th S. xii. 25). There is no

evidence that our modern sunflower owes its

name to the fact that it was thought to turn
with the sun. Gerard, who is, I believe, the
first English writer who describes the flower,
says, indeed, that this has been reported, but
adds that he rather thinks the name was
bestowed upon it because the flower

"
re-

sembles the radiant beams of the Sunne."
It is, of course, unnecessary to say that our

sunflower is not the heliotrope of the ancients,
or related to it. Gerard figures four helio-

* Were these the sons of George Fleetwood,
Swedish general and baron ? Further, was Gus-
tavus (Miles) identical with Gustavus Fleetwood,
of Wandsworth, co. Surrey, who died prior to 1722?
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tropes, or
"
tornesoles,

" and Lyte two; but
even these were not so called because they
turn with the sun, but (as Gerard puts it of

one of them) "by reason it flowers in the
former solstice, at which time the Sun, being
the farthest gone from the Equinoctial!
circle, returneth to the same "

; and he adds
that in Italian the flower is called Turnesole

bobo, in French tournsol ; and that some
think it to be Herba Clytice., "into which the
Poets feigne Clytia to be metamorphosed."
The only flower (so far as I know) of which
Gerard says that it has the property of
14

turning or keeping time with the Sun "
is

the sun spurge. The names solsequium and
heliotrope were, however, given by our fore-

fathers to several other plants, as, for

example, to the endive and marigold.
C. C. B.

DEAN DONNE AND THE DONNES OF NORFOLK
(9

th S. xii. 24). I have always been under
the impression that this was a Welsh family,
and in my early days used to know very well

the Rev. James Donne, B.D., vicar of St.

Paul's, Bedford, whose father James Donne,
D.D., was for many years head master of

Oswestry School, and vicar of Llanyblodwel,
co. Salop. Their arms were Arg., four bars

azure, on a bend gules three arrows argent,
and their crest a bundle of arrows headed or
and feathered argent, banded gules.
Allow me to refer those interested in

the matter to 2nd S. vii. 241, where a long
letter is printed from Theqphilus Jones, the
historian of Brecknockshire, under date
21 June, 1804, to Dr. Donne, of Oswestry
School, containing a full genealogical account
of the Donne family, and mentioning their

descent from Tewdwr Mawr, Prince of South
Wales. Appended is the following note by
the Rev. James Donne, D.D. :

"This family remains still in Norfolk. Cowper
the poet's mother was a Donne of this family, and
was descended from Dr. John Donne, Dean of

St. Paul's. (Signed) JAS. DONNE."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

In connexion with this subject I venture
to mention that when, in 1856, 1 was a pupil
in the school conducted by the Rev. Robert
Dundas, D.D. (of whom I shall ever entertain
an affectionate remembrance as a really kind-

hearted, cultured gentleman), at No. 112,

Stephen's Green, Dublin, the mathematical
master was a person named Donne, a good-
looking little man

; but although very quiet
and unassuming in manner, he neverthe-
less was most proud of his hair, which
was black, long, and curly. I am not in a

position to assert anything anent his nation-

ality, but if Mr. Donne ever sang the praises
of beautiful Erin, it is not too much to
assume that he held at the same time the
fond belief that

In virtues nothing earthly could surpass her,
Save thine incomparable oil, Macassar.

Byron,
' Don Juan,' i. 17.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
119, Elms Road, Clapham, S.W.

KING, BANKER (9
th S. xii. 29). For Jenkins

(John) & King, bankers, 1698 - 1732, see
'London Bankers,' by F. G. Hilton Price,

F.S.A., 1890-1, p. 93. 0. MASON.
29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

HAWKER'S * INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTS-
MEN '

(9
th S. xii. 89). My query had reference

to this work, and not to one by Hawkins, as

my typist unfortunately gave the name. I

hope some one may be able to oblige me
with a sight of the first and second editions

(1814 and 1816 respectively).
MILLER CHRISTY.

115, Farringdon Road, E.G.

"SLEEP THE SLEEP OF THE JUST" (9
th S.

xi. 429, 475, 511). ! must thank H. K.
for kindly enabling rne to trace the quota-
tion from Racine, but I found it on p. 517

(not 519) of the volume mentioned.
E. LATHAM.

ROMAN PITS (9
th S. xii. 28). Some years

ago the Essex Field Club explored and care-

fully examined the "Deneholes" in Hang-
man's Wood, near Grays, Essex. In October,
1898, they invited those interested in the

subject to visit these wonderful subterranean
chambers. A special contribution by one
who accepted their invitation appeared in
the Daily Mail of 11 October, 1898. An
illustrated article on the 'Deneholes' was
published in the same paper on 4 October,
1897. JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

In addition to the article referred to in

'H.E.D.,' see 6th S. vi. 247, 414, 436 ;
vii. 145,

309
;
8th S. v. 427.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

IMMUREMENT ALIVE OF RELIGIOUS (9
th S.

xii. 25). This curious and long-lived sample
of Reformation folk-lore probably owes its

origin to : (1) The solemn immurement of re-

cluses in the Middle Ages ; (2) the occasional

discovery of human remains in or under the
walls of churches, where they were often so

interred after death ; (3) a memory of the

early pagan immolation of human victims,
and their burial under the hearth, to pro-
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pitiate the domestic gods ; (4) the liturgical
rites practised in certain religious orders of

women, on conferring the black veil and

making the final vows. It was a ceremony
of the last-named kind, evidently, that was
witnessed by the "two English gentlemen
and a lady" in a Spanish church in 1876. Such
a function is highly picturesque, and answers
its object of impressing upon the nun and
her friends the complete severance of her
life from that of

"
the world.''' The novice

lies prone on the floor of the chancel and is

covered with a pall, while the bell tolls as

though for a funeral. After a few moments
she rises a professed nun, dead to the world
and consecrated to God and His service. The
perversion of this into a brutal murder needed
all the combined ignorance and ingenuity of
which some people are capable. By-the-by,
how thoughtful of the bishop and convent
to invite three English tourists to witness
their nefarious deed and report it to Temple
Ear in

" a striking story," published twenty-
seven years later !

JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.
Monmouth.

This ridiculous myth seems to die hard.
The matter is discussed in two learned

pamphlets by the Rev. Herbert Thurston,
S.J., published by the Catholic Truth Society,
the first of which, 'The Immuring of Nuns,'
deals specifically with the Coldingham legend.
It was published in 1892, and is supplemented
by 'The Myth of the Walled -up Nun,' pub-
lished in 1895. As to the mummified man at
Arezzo (8

th S. v. 233), Fr. Thurston remarks
in the latter pamphlet, p. 21 :

'' With regard to this, I will content myself with
remarking that one would hardly expect immured
monks to be exposed for inspection in a cathedral,
while, on the other hand, there are well-known in-
stances of desiccated bodies being left open to view
in that way -the corpse (valuta) of Kttore or Astore
Visconti, who was killed in a duel in 1413, still
standing upright in the churchyard wall beside the
Cathedral of Monza, is a case in point.''

For the burial of persons in church walls
see I"

1 S. ii. 513
;

iii. 37, 156
;

2'" 1

S. ix. 425
x. 16; and for upright burial 4th

S. v 249
349

;
9th S. xi. 465, 514

;
xii. 34.

An opinion is scarcely well founded the sole
ground for which is "a striking story" in
Temple Bar. JOHN P.. WAINEWRIGHT.

There can, in my opinion, bo no doubt that
the stories about immuring nuns are folk-lore
or conscious fiction. I devoted a long time
to the investigation of this subject some years
ago. The result was an article on the subject
in the Dutjlin Review for January, 1889, and
another in the Journal of the Royal Archreo-

logical Institute for March, 1894. The Kev.

Herbert Thurston, S.J., has also written two

pamphlets on the subject, which have been

issued by the Catholic Truth Society.

So far as I have been able to ascertain, the

late Ven. Edward Churton, Archdeacon of

Cleveland, was the first person of authority
to call in question this belief. In a paper
read by him many years ago before the York-
shire Architectural Society he expressed his

disbelief in these stories in strong terms. He
was, as many of the readers of *N. & Q.' will

call to mind, one of the most learned eccle-

siastical antiquaries of his day.
I have not seen the article in Temple Ear

which MR. ASTLEY mentions, and do not

gather from him whether what is there written
is intended to be received as romance or as

fact. If the latter, I would remind those
whom it may concern that though the

Spaniards may be backward in some respects,

they have laws punishing murder.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

Wickentree House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

RAILWAY LITERATURE (9
th S. xii. 28).

"As to those persons who speculate on making
railways general throughout the kingdom, and
superseding all the canals, all the waggons, mail
and stage coaches, post-chaises, and, in short,
every other mode of conveyance by land and by
water, we deem them and their visionary schemes
unworthy of notice In a similar strain we
find a countryman of Mr. Telford writing thus:
' We shall be carried at the rate of 400 miles a
day, with all the ease we now enjoy in a steam-
boat, but without the annoyance of sea-sickness, or
the danger of being burned or drowned.' It is

certainly some consolation to those who are to be
whirled at the rate of eighteen or twenty miles an
hour, by means of a high pressure engine, to be told
that they are in no danger of being sea-sick while
on shore

; that they are not to be scalded to death
nor drowned by the bursting of the boiler ; and
that they need not mind being shot by the scattered
fragments, or dashed in pieces by the flying off, or
the breaking of a wheel. But with all these assur-
ances, we should as soon expect the people of Wool-
wich to suffer themselves to be fired off upon one
of Congreve's ricochet rockets, as trust themselves
to the mercy of such a machine, going at such a
rate ; their property, perhaps, they may trust

; but
while one of the finest navigable rivers 'in the world
runs parallel to the proposed railroad, we consider
the other 20 per cent, which the subscribers are to
receive for the conveyance of heavy goods almost
as problematical as that to be derived from the
Passengers ; we will back old father Thames againstthe Woolwich railway for any sum." Quarterly
/.Vrjr,/-, March, 1825, xxxi. 361, 362.

It is curious to contrast with the above the
tact that during the last few years steam-
boats up and down the river Thames have
ceased running, even the summer excursion
trattic, except to the seaside, having failed to
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pay expenses. As a mere means of loco-

motion, however, steamboats must fail as

against road or rail, on account of the un-
certain hours of arrival caused by tides, and
the longer time taken even when the tide is

favourable. Only at holiday periods are the

people now willing to travel by steamboat on
the Thames cheap fares, and greater speed
by road and rail, having attracted and
absorbed the business traffic.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

I have seen similar foolish things quoted
from the Quarterly Revieiv, and would there-
fore advise your correspondent to search in

that quarter and consult the index volume.
Hansard's '

Parliamentary Debates ;

will also

yield some choice specimens of prophecies
as to the havoc which was to be wrought by
railways. L. L. K.

One of the articles referred to against rail-

ways is in the Quarterly (see p. 199, chap. x.

of Stephenson's life, in vol. iii. of Smiles's
* Lives of the Engineers,' John Murray, 1862).
The article in the Quarterly Revieiv is called
' Canals and Railroads,' vol. xxi. No. Ixii.

R. B. B.

APPLE - BLOSSOMS (9
th S. xi. 506). The

custom referred to by MR. YARDLEY, of placing
apple-blossoms in a coffin with a dead body
just before burial, probably had a significa-
tion co-ordinate in its origin with that of
other and similar debris of the pagan worship
of Pomona. But it is equally probable that
such a custom nowadays is nothing more
than a tribute, in the language of flowers, to
the memory of the dead. The Welsh custom
may be but by way of a floral tribute to the
maidenhood of the departed, after the manner
of suspending funeral wreaths and garlands
iii churches, for the virgin who is overtaken
by death in the flower of her years is beauti-

fully typified by the frail apple-blossom, with
its promise of fruit cut off, as it often is, by
the winter which,

Lingering, chills the lap of May.
In the west of England the blooming of an
apple-tree after the fruit is ripe is a sure
omen of death, whence the couplet :

A bloom on the tree when the apples are ripe
Is a sure termination to somebody's life.

The fruit as well as the flower of the apple-
tree is identified with the life and destinies
of young maidenhood. At the martyrdom of
St. Dorothea, in the year of our Lord 303,
there appeared
"a faire childe clothed in purpure, barefoot, with
crispis here, whose clothes were all sprynkled with
sterris, berynge in his hande a litill panyer of golde

w* thre roosis and iii appils, and proffered them to
the virgyn Dorothea."

See *A Fifteenth-Century Life of St. Doro-
thea,' by W. E. A. Axon, Hon.LL.D., F.R.S.L.,
in the Antiquary, Feb., 1901, p. 53.

The custom of throwing the peel of an

apple over the head, and judging whether

single blessedness or the married state awaits
the person in the future, is very old, and still

known in England. That of decking a corpse
with flowers is alluded to in 'A Boulster
Lecture' (1640), and quoted in Brand's

'Antiquities': ''Marry another, before those
flowers that stuck his corpse be withered."
It may be observed that the connexion
between the flower and the fruit of the apple-
tree is so close that the apple is really but
an enlarged flower stalk. It is, in fact, the
stalk of the flower that is eaten. If we delve

deeper into the folk-lore of the apple-tree, it

will be found, as the Rev. Hilderic Friend, in

his admirable work 'Flowers and Flower-

lore,' says, that the apple has the widest and
most mystical history of all fruits. The
blossom of the apple-tree exists only briefly
because the stalk has another mission to

accomplish, while that of the rose has but
one duty, and when its beauty is fled nothing
is left but the perfume. For this reason, and
because of its intrinsic beauty, some value
the apple- blossom more highly than any other

flower, not excepting the rose. Other in-

stances of decking the remains of the de-

parted with sprigs of rosemary, a branch of
the evergreen box-tree, and other "gay and
gaudy flowers

"
are given in Brand's

'

Popular
Antiquities/ under the heading 'Following
the Corpse to the Grave.'

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
161, Hammersmith Road.

The old Keltic legends always spoke of the

"apple island
"

as a sort of happy hunting-
ground or Valhalla. It has been suggested
that the Kelts brought with them when
they came to the British Isles a memory of
some fertile continental home where apples
abounded. Then, later on, the stories of this

elysium grew vague, and were transferred to

some St. Brandan's Isle to the westward. The
occasional glimpses to be obtained about sun-
set of the peaks of Man from many parts of

Strathclyde and Cumbria, where Welsh litera-

ture first arose, and where the legendary
Arthur fought his twelve great battles, may
have suggested the location of the apple land
to the westward beneath the sunset. Pro-

bably the apple-blossoms in the coffin have
some reference to this "island valley of
Avillion." FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
Care of British Vice-Consul, Libau, Russia.
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FLATS (9
th S. xii. 49).-

" At present almost the only separate etage* to be

found in London are those in Queen Anne's Man
sions, a good number of sets in Victoria Street, a

few in Cromwell Road, and a single set in George
Street, Edgware Road. .

Of all these, however, the

last named, with a few sets in Victoria Street, are

the only examples of the real self-contained
'

flat,"

the inhabitant of which, whilst relieved of all the

responsibility and most of the troubles of an isolatec

house, yet enjoys to the full all the advantages of a

separate establishment." From a long article on

'Flats,' in Dickens's 'Dictionary of London,' 1879.

"Victoria Street, Westminster was openec
6 August, 1851 It was at a standstill for some

years and took slowly for building purposes, in fact

it was only completely tilled up in 1887. The street

is lined with lofty
' mansions' let out in 'flats

'

as

residences at the time of their erection a novelty
in London and large blocks of chambers." Wheat-
ley's

' London Past and Present,' iii. 435.

The oldest of these are, I believe, in Victoria

Street, the newest in the very lofty Queen
Anne's Mansions in Queen Anne's Gate, for-

merly Queen Square, Westminster.
ADRIAN WHEELER.

I believe one of the earliest blocks of flats

in London was Albany Square, near Wai worth
Road. W. L.

Was not the block of lofty dwellings im-

mediately outside the District Railway,
St. James's Park, which, if I remember right,
are twelve or thirteen stories high, the

pioneer effort as regards that egregious
departure in domestic architecture the Lon-
don flat ? J. HOLDEN MAL'MlCHAEL.

Although I cannot answer the question, it

is evident that flats must have been in exist-
ence before 1888. In that year Charles
Annandale issued the 'Imperial Dictionary,'
in which he describes a flat to be "a story
or floor of a building, especially when fitted

up for a single family." The history of the
flat movement has yet to be written.

EvKRAiiD HOME COLEMAX.
71, Brecknock Road.

THE FORMATION OF CLOUDS (9
th S. xii. 05).

In the nassage quoted by MR. THORNTON
Cobbett describes a normai phenomenon in
hilly districts, whereof the cause is perfectly
understood by meteorologists. A current of
warm air charged with vapour, /.c., invisible
moisture, which it carries in virtue of its
heat, moving along the sea or a plain and
meeting with rising ground, is raised to a
higher and colder level, and begins parting
with its heat. In proportion as it does so
it loses its carrying power ; the vapour begins
to be condensed into particles and becomes
visible cloud, just as a clear sheet of glass
ground to dust becomes a white powder

The higher the air current rises the lower
the temperature falls, and the cloud increases
in volume until, on reaching and passing the

summit, condensation becomes complete, when
the particles of moisture aggregate into drops
which fall as rain. Thus the rainfall is always
greater on that side of a range of hills which
is furthest from the direction of the prevail-
ing wind or air current,

HERBERT MAXWELL.

LONG LEASE (9
th S. xii. 25). Leases in this

neighbourhood are usually granted for ninety-
nine years, and in some rare cases for 999
years. I have lately dealt with a lease the
term of which, I believe, is unique, at least
in Devonshire, viz., 199 years. I should be
glad to learn if such terms are known or
usual in other parts of the country.

A. J. DAVY.
Torquay.

'' WAKE "= A VILLAGE FEAST (9
th S. xii. 107).

Such old-fashioned terms are fast decaying,
thanks to new ideas of education and facili-

ties for travelling. But I have heard more
than once in Oxfordshire, on the Banbury
side, this proverb on the lips of men inno-
cent of reading :

" Like Heyford wake, it
mends." HIPPOCLIDES.

TALE BY ARCHIBALD FORBES (9
th S. xii. 88).

-' How "
the Cray ture

"
got on the Strength

'

was reprinted in Forbes's Barracks, Bivouacs,
and Battles' (1891, Macmillan), from the
English Illustrated, vol. vi. p. 525 et seq. (April,
1889), and from the Living Age, vol. clxxxi.
p. 469 et seq. J. POTTER BRISCOE.
Nottingham.
' Lois THE WITCH '

(9
th S. xii. 89). This

is by Mrs. Gaskell, and is the last story
in

'

Cranford and other Tales
'

in Smith &
hlders eight-volume pocket edition of Mrs.
GaskelTs works. C. E. LEEDS.

62, Clyde Road, Addiacombe.

>
KLOPSTOCK'S 'STABAT MATER '

(9
th S. xi. 489;

xn. 50). I wrote my reply when I was away
trorn my books. I am doubtful about D. M.
Moir being the translator. Delete 1834. See
Erasers Magazine, 1836, p. 497. The Greek
version is signed A. 4>PENX.

THOS. WHITE.
Junior Reform Club, Liverpool.

"TORY" (9* S. xii 9, 97).-I have to thank
KB. JAMES PLATT, Jun., for having settled
he point concerning which I asked

; "but I
ail to see any relevancy in the reply of MR.
K

C
?
LE

i

M
xT
N '

f ,Surely one frequent con-
ributorto

'N.&.Q-' should do another the
ourtesy of believing that he knows what he
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is asking about. In point of fact, I have
searched for and, I oelieve, found every
allusion in 'N. & Q.' to the word "Tory";
and it is because not one of them affected

the special point I have now raised that I

Sit
a perfectly legitimate query, to which

R. PLATT has clearly replied. POLITICIAN.

ZOLA'S
* ROME '

(9
th S. xii. 68). There is an

unfortunate misprint in my query at this

reference, due probably to my hieroglyphic
calligraphy.

" Dr. Gumming
" was not what

I certainly wrote. It should be " De Lam-
menais," who, in Mr. Gladstone's surmise, was
the model of Pierre Froment.

J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

KING'S CHAMPION (9
th S. ix. 507: x. 58.

116).
" A ludicrous circumstance occurred at the coro-

nation of William and Mary. Charles Dymock,
Esq., who then exercised his right (Champion), cast
his gauntlet in the usual form, and the challenge
was proclaimed, when an old woman, who had
entered the Hall on crutches, took it up and quitted
the spot with extraordinary ability, leaving her
crutches, arid a glove, with a challenge in it, to meet
the Champion, next day, at Hyde Park. Accord-
ingly, the old woman or, as is generally supposed,
a good swordsman in disguise attended at the hour
and place named, but the Champion did not make
his appearance; nor is it recorded whether any
measures were taken to discover who had passed so

disloyal a joke/' 'Railway Anecdote Book,' p. 42.

The above book was published without
date by W. H. Smith & Son about 1850, and
again in 1852. I have not seen the story
ascribed to the time of William and Mary in

any other place ; perhaps some reader can
trace it to a much earlier published book.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

HOLBEIN PORTRAITS (9
th S. xii. 48). A por-

trait of Erasmus, by Holbein, is in Grey-
stoke Castle, Penrith, Cumberland ; another
of King Edward VI. in the Court-room of
Christ's Hospital ;

and a third of Anne of
Cleves in the gallery of the Louvre.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

"INGEMINATE" (9
th S. xii. 49). Charles

Annandale, in his 'Imperial Dictionary,'
explains this word to mean redoubled, re-

peated : "An ingeminate expression'"' (Jer.

Taylor) ;

" He would often ingeminate peace,
peace" (Clarendon).

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

To "
ingeminate peace," I think, can have

but one meaning, i.e., to act or speak in such
a manner as to promote her benign interests.

Nathaniel Bailey says "to ingeminate "= to

double or repeat often, and "ingeminated
flowers," among florists = when one flower

grows out of another (' Diet.,' 1740). Elisha
Coles says,

"
Jngeminatus--= doubled. Nobilitas

ingeminata = nobility on father's and mother's
side" ('Diet. Eng.-Lat. and Lat.-Eng.,' 1755).

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

CESSION OF WELSH COUNTIES TO ENGLAND
(9

th S. xii. 106). M. E. S. has probably found
a mare's nest, but Shropshire and Hereford-
shire were once ruled by Welsh princes ; and
Monmouthshire, which was English, has

recently been treated as Welsh for some
purposes. C. O. W.

RICHARD NASH (9
th S. xi. 445 ; xii, 15, 116).

As the following brief extract from the
'D.N.B.' contains certainly three, and pro-
bably four errors, and as it has misled SIR
HERBERT MAXWELL at the second of the
above references, perhaps the matter had
better be set straight :

" He long occupied a house in St. John's Court,
known as the Garrick's Head, and subsequently
rented by Mrs. Delany, but moved to a smaller
house near to it in Gascoyne Place before his death,
at the age of eighty-seven, on 3 Feb., 1762. The
Corporation having voted 50. towards his funeral,
he was buried with great pomp on 8 Feb. in Bath
Abbey." Vol. xl. pp. 100, 101.

Now Nash did not die on 3 February,
he was not buried on the 8th, and he
did not die in 1762. The correct year is

1761. How this error came to be made in
the 'D.N.B.' does not appear: but the mis-
take as to the day of Nash's death is easily
accounted for. In his

' Life of Richard Nash,'
1762, Goldsmith says : "He died at his house
in St. John's Court, Bath, on the 3d of Feb-

ruary, 1761, aged eighty-seven years, three

months, and some days
"
(p. 175) ;

but in the
errata at p. 234 the 3rd is declared to be a

misprint for the 12th. Mr. T. Seccombe,
who wrote the account in the 'D.N.B.,'
failed to note this correction. Curiously
enough, however, at p. 182, Goldsmith gives
the epitaph written by Dr. Oliver, which

begins as follows : "Bath, February 13, 1761,
This morning died Richard Nash, Esq., Aged
eighty-eight." Here, then, in the same book
we have two different dates assigned. Now
in the London Chronicle of 14-17 February,
1761, we are informed that "on Friday
morning [i.e., 13 February], about four o'clock,
died at Bath, Richard Nash, Esq." (ix. 166) ;

but in the same paper of 17-19 February we
read: "Bath, Feb. 16. About eight o'clock

last Thursday evening [i.e., 12 February] died,

aged 88, at his House in St. John's Court in

this city, Richard Nash, Esq." (ix. 173). This,
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was presumably taken from a Bath paper.

It appears, then, that Nash died either on

the evening of 12 February or on the morning

of 13 February, 1761. Obviously, therefore,

he could not, as stated in the 'D.N.B.,' have

been buried on the 8th. On 14 February the

Bath Town Council voted
" a sum not exceed-

ing 50/." for thej funeral expenses; and the

funeral took place 17 February, as we learn

from A. J. Jewers's 'Registers of Bath Abbey,

1901, ii. 449. The same date is also given in

the following extract from the London

Chronicle of 21-24 February, 1761 :

'

Tuesday evening [i.e., 17 February] the remains

of Richard Nash, Esq., were interred in the abbey

church, Bath. The funeral procession began about

half an hour after four o'clock, in the following

order : 1. The children of the charity schools, sing-

ing a hymn [this hymn is given by Goldsmith at

p. 176 of his 'Life'] ;
2. Mr. Nash's and the city

band of music, playing the
' Dead March '

in
* Saul ;

3. Three clergymen ; 4. The body, covered with a

black velvet pall, adorned with plumes of feathers,

and supported by the six senior aldermen. Messrs.

Wiltshire and Simpson, masters of the assembly-
rooms, followed as chief mourners, accompanied by
several of the corporation, and many other gentle-

men. In this manner they proceeded (the musick
and hymn being alternately continued) till they
came to the chancel. The first part of the service

being over, an anthem was sung, taken out of the

39th Psalm ;
that being ended, the musick again

played, and continued till they arrived at the grave,
where the body was interred. After the solemnity
was over, the ringers rung a funeral peal of grand-
sire triples, consisting of 1,260 changes, the clappers
of the bells being muffled on one side. And minute

guns were fired 87 times, denoting that the de-

ceased had entered into the 87th year of his age,

being born Got. 14, 1675." Vol. ix. p. 186.

Mr. Seccomjr>e's probable fourth error is in

saying that Nash died in Gascoyne Place,

whereas both the London Chronicle and Gold
smith state that he died in St. John's Court.

There is a curious discrepancy as to the

date of Nash's birth. Mr. Seccombe, follow

ing Goldsmith (p. 6), says that he was born
18 October, 1674. If so, then Nash died a

the age of eighty-six years and nearly fou

months, and not, as Goldsmith himself say

(p. 175), "aged eighty - seven years, three

months, and some days." Dr. Oliver and the

London Chronicle of 17-19 February giv
Nash's age as eighty-eight. But the Londoi
Chronicle of 21-24 February gives 14 October
1675, as the date of Nash's birth, and ye
says that eighty-seven guns were fired at hi

funeral because he " had entered into th

87th year of his age." If so, then he mus
have been born in 1674. An examination
the parish registers of Swansea would doubt
less show whether 14 or 18 October, 1674, wa
the true date of Nash's birth.

In conclusion, let me call attention to

urious epitaph printed in the London

Chronicle of 12-14 February, 1/61, ix. 158,

hich is much too long to quote m full, but

hich begins as follows :

For the London Chronicle.

Epitaph intended for Mr. Nash s Tomb.

Here lyes
Richard Nash, Esquire,

Who died the 24th pf January, 18o2,

Having liv'd 171 years, 2 months, and 5 days,

In one continued scene of felicity,

.his fills an entire column is very compli-

mentary, and is signed
"
J. T. fee. & mv It

doubtful whether, when this epitaph was

vritten, the author could have heard of

Cash's death. ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, U.S.

"To MUG" (9
th S. xii. 5). MR. H. SNOW-

MEN WARD is quite correct in stating that

'mug" is colloquially used for "face,' and

ilso for a simpleton, a person
who is im-

posed upon. I have not heard the verb " to

mug
"
in connexion with fighting, but I am

lot familiar with either the slang of pugilism

jr the Yorkshire dialect. I have, however,
:

requently heard it used in Liverpool in rela-

_ion to drinking ;
but I should add that it

was by a coterie in which there was a strong

East Cumberland element. That coterie no

onger exists, and the only member of it

with whom I had more than a casual ac-

quaintance is, alas ! beyond the reach of in-

terrogation. I fear he "mugged" himself,

or was "
mugged

"
by his friends, too often,

and the inevitable funeral followed.

E. RlMBAULT DlBDIN.
" KEEP YOUR HAIR ON "

(9
th S. ix. 184, 335 ;

x. 33, 156
;

xi. 92, 195). This expression

usually signifies "keep cool; don't lose

your temper." How it came to have that

sense does not appear quite clear
;
but lately

I came across what may probably be the

earliest use of the expression, though not

exactly with that meaning. It is in a letter

from Lord Chatham to his son William Pitt,

which is dated 9 October, 1773, and is given
in Bp. Tomline's

'

Life of Pitt,' vol. i. p. 15.

The father at that time felt a good deal of

natural anxiety about his son's health, and
at the end of his letter says,

"
If you acquire

health and strength every time I wish them
to you, you will be a second Sampson [sic],

and, what is more, will, I am sure, keep your
hair." The allusion is evidently to Samson's
loss of supernatural strength when his locks

of hair had been shorn off.

In 9th S. x. 33 the expression
"
keep your

hair on "
is traced to the times of wiggery

(not Whiggery, if I may indulge in a bad

joke)j and; supposed to mean "do not throw
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off your wig in a rage." I certainly well re-

member often hearing when a boy the ex-

pression, now, I believe, quite obsolete, "dash

my wig," referred to by MR. H. Y. J. TAYLOR.
But Lord ^Chatham seems to use the same, or

nearly the same, expression in a totally dif-

ferent sense. W. T. LYNN.

"ACCORDER" (9
th S. xii. 89). I should say

EMERITUS is right in identifying this with
Persian ndkhudd, captain, skipper. The
stress, which in Persian is upon its first and
third syllables, in Malay is shifted to the
middle one (nakhoda). The other terms about
which he asks appear to be corrupt or mis-

printed. The first element in two of them,
jere, is evidently Malay juro, master. Malay
bdtu means (1) a stone, (2) an anchor. Malay
ka-mudi means helm. Hence the compounds
"
jere-bottoo,"

"
jere-mode," in more scientific

orthography furo-bdtu, boatswain, the officer

in charge of the anchor, and juro-mudi, steers-

man, mate of a vessel. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

Charles Annandale in the 'Imperial Dic-

tionary
'

says this word is rare, and defines
it to mean one that aids or favours. He
attributes its use to Cotgrave (1634).

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

[Our correspondent's remark is scarcely to the

point.]

PECULIARS (9
th S. xii. 69). See 'A Hand-

book to the Ancient Courts of Probate and

Depositories of Wills,' by George W. Marshall,
LL.D., 1889. W. C. B.

COINCIDENCES (8
th S. viii. 124, 177, 270

334). When this subject was being con-
sidered in

' N. & Q.' in the year 1895 I was
allowed at the penultimate reference to
record two coincidences which occurred in

my own experience. May I now submit a
third, which happened to me a week or two
ago ? I was staying in the town of Cromer,
and on the Sundays included in my visit I
attended several services at the parish church.
The hymn-book used is Bickersteth's

'

Hymnal
Companion.' It is now many years since I
attended a church at which this was the case.

There is one hymn in this book, viz., Cousins's
" The sands of time are sinking

"
(set to C. J.

Vincent's tune *

Glory '), to which I am par-
ticularly partial. On the last Sunday evening
of our visit I said to my wife before the

service,
"
I wish they would have my favourite

hymn to-night," but when I arrived at the
church and saw the numbers on the boards I

found that such was not the case. The service

proceeded to the end, and when we were to

sing the last hymn the clergyman, for some
reason best known to himself, suddenly sub-

stituted for the number on the boards " The
sands of time are sinking." For the first

time in probably fifteen years I was thus
enabled again to join a large congregation
in singing this much - loved hymn. It may
perhaps be as well for me to add that when
I made the remark to my wife before the
service no one else was present, and that
I have never spoken to the clergyman (Mr.
Sheldon) in my life. JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

UPRIGHT BURIAL (9
th S. xi. 465, 514; xii.

34). In the vault of the Powletts, Barons
Bolton, in Wensley Church, co. York, is the
coffin of Mary, Marchioness of Winchester,
in an upright position, with the heart lying
on the top She was the eldest illegitimate

daughter of Emanuel Scrope, Earl of Sunder-
land, and brought the large Yorkshire estates
into the Powlett family, created Dukes of
Bolton.
In the church of Blickling, co. Norfolk, is

the vault of the Hobart family, now under
the organ, in which are their coffins in an
upright position in a vault of gauged brick-
work.
For many instances of "sepulchral vaga-

ries
"
let me refer your readers to Chambers's

'Book of Days,' vol. i. 627-8 and 804-8,
where there is also an account of the burial
of Capt. Backhouse in an upright position in
a mausoleum at Great Missenden, Bucks, and
an amusing anecdote in connexion. The
body, however, was afterwards rein terred in
the churchyard of the parish.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newhourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

The gravedigger in a certain churchyard
in Ireland near where I was once quartered
thought himself very 'cute until, as I was
told, he was discovered turning the coffins

up on end to save space.
HAROLD MALET, Colonel.

BALLADS AND METHODISM (9
th S. xi. 442;

xii. 19).
" The singing at Surrey Chapel was long a special

feature ;
and Mr. Hill is said to have once remarked

that he ' did not see why the devil should have all

the good tunes,' for in his lifetime and some years
afterwards it was a common occurrence to hear
certain hymns composed by Rowland Hill sung to
the tunes of 'Rule Britannia' or the 'National
Anthem.'" Walford, 'Old and New London,' vi.

375.
" In 1803 Mr. Hill preached to the volunteer

regiments which were raised when hostilities com-
menced between England and France, at the close
of the short peace of Amiens Mr. Hill composed
two hymns for the occasion. The first, commencing,

Come, thou incarnate Word,
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was SUCK before the sermon to the tune of
' God

gave the King.' The second, commencing,

When Jesus first at Heaven's command,

was sung at the close of the service to the tune of

'Rule Britannia.'" - Sherman, 'Memorial of the

Rev. Rowland Hill,
5

1851, p. 32.

Mr. J. Spencer Curwen writes i

" Rowland Hill, whether he called himself musical

or not, had a strong belief that
'

the devil should

not have all the best tunes,' and in the music of

Surrey Chapel the influence of this opinion can still

be traced." Quoted in Charlesworth's
' Rowland

Hill- his Life, Anecdotes, and Pulpit Sayings, 1876,

p. 156.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

"CRYING DOWN CREDIT" (9
th S. xii. 29).

I have only a *

Queen's Regulations
'

(army)

to refer to of 1893. In that par. 333, sec. vii.

p. 221 mentions it. The object seems to be

to warn people in a town that they give the

men credit at their own risk. I do not know
when the practice began whether it is

under some old Act of Parliament. It may
be borrowed from some foreign country like

Holland, or from the civil wars of Cromwell's

time. There may be a similar practice in

foreign armies. R. B. B.

This is but a variant of the phrase
"
crying

nqtchil," that is, advertising as if by the

crier that a man will not be responsible for

his wife's debts. But in connexion with a

regiment which is temporarily quartered in

any town, it is to warn the townsfolk against

contracting debts with private soldiers, a
custom said to date though I do not know
on what authority from the time of the
Commonwealth. See 8th S. vii. 331, where it

is pointed out by MR. PAUL BIERLEY that
it was not always the custom to proclaim to

shopkeepers that no credit was to be given.
.Sometimes, on the contrary, it was the custom
to cry up the credit of a regiment.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

"FOLKS" (9
th S. xi. 369, 438, 470; xii. 50).

"It seems a pity
"

to quote from the last

reference that a contributor of considerable

standing should in such a petulant mood
receive a reply from PROF. SKEAT, with irre-

levant references to his book-dealing trans-
actions. In common with most students of

English philology, I esteem as one of my
favourite books on my shelves PROF. SKEAT'S
* A Student's Pastime,' drawn entirely from
the pages of

* N. & Q.' H. P. L.

44 A FLEA IN THE EAR" (9
th S. xii. 67). Part

of the heading of chap. vii. book iii. of

'Pantagruel' reads: ''Comment Panurge
auoy t la pulce en 1'oreille "; and in chap. xxxi.
of the same book Panurge says to Dr. Rondi-

bilis, "Durant vostre docte discours, ceste

pulce que i'ay en 1'aureille m'ha plus chatouille

que ne feist oncques." The spellings mettle

and aureille are so given in my Rabelais,

edited by L. Jacob, Bibliophile, i.e., Paul

Lacroix. JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

See Moschus, Idyll ix., 'Eunica; or, the

Herdsman,' translated by Francis Fawkes,
M. A., published 1760:

Then mimick'd my Voice with satyrical Sneer,
And sent me away with a Flea in my Ear.

HERBERT SOUTHAM.

FRENCH QUOTATION (9
th S. x. 127). I have

not been able, so far, to trace the source of

the dictum concerning knowledge and learn-

ing ;
but apparently, whoever the author

may be, it is a translation or adaptation of

Juvenal's words (Satire vii. 1. 157) :

Nosse volunt omnes, mercedem solvere nemo.

EDWARD LATHAM.
61, Friends' Road, E. Croydon.

ADVENT OF THE TYPEWRITER (9
th S. xii. 69).

Typewriting for legal documents was in

use in the Town Clerk's office, Manchester, at
least fourteen years ago. It commenced with
a single operator, but has now grown to a

large department. I was the first to use it

for my deeds.
T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

Lancaster.

"CARDS AND SPADES" (9
th S. xi. 508). The

meaning of this, according to Farmer and
Henley's 'Slang and its Analogues,' s.v.

'Cards,' is to give one an advantage, to

give points. The expression is not un-
common in modern American books. Thus,
in Col. Savage's new novel, 'The Golden
Rapids of High Life,' p. 44, I find the follow-

ing :

" Who wants a poor woman nowadays ?

and yet she could give cards and spades to
the whole flock." J. PLATT, Jun.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Slang and its Analogues, Pat and Present. By
John S. Farmer and W. E. Henley. Vol. VII.
Part I. (Printed for Subscribers.)

WITH the present part begins the last volume of
this useful and laborious compilation. It covers
the alphabet between Strada and Time. It is satis-

factory to find that the lamented death of Mr.
Henley will in no respect interfere with or interrupt
the completion of the work. As the two remaining
parts are in progress, it is fair as well as consoling
to think that all the illustrative extracts from
early writers, and especially from those of Tudor
times, have been delivered, and that this most
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important part of Mr. Henley's labours is accom-

plished. As a prelude to the part Mr. Farmer
supplies an * In Memoriam '

sketch of his colleague,
whose interest in the work, as we know to be the

case, is said to have been unabated. The loss that
has been experienced will still be felt in the shape
of the absence of "final suggestions" and "finishing
touches." Mr. Farmer pledges himself to including
all Henley's suggestions, either under the few

remaining words or in the terminal essay, which
had been outlined and discussed between the two
editors. In the part before us tail, take, tart, and
other words are liberally illustrated. Tawdry is

said, in a quotation from Palsgrave, 1530, to be
derived from "

Seynt Audrie's lace." Next spring
should see the completion of the work.

The Chronicle of Jocelin of Brakelond. Edited by
Sir Ernest Clarke, M.A., F.S.A. (Moring.)

A HIGH service is rendered to the antiquary by the

publication of this little work, which forms one of

the most attractive volumes of the series known as
" The King's Classics." The original was edited by
Mr. J. Gage Rokewode for the Camden Society
and by Mr. T. Arnold for the Itolls Series. Trans-

lations subsequently saw the light when the use

made by Carlyle of the 'Chronicle' in his 'Past
and Present ' had secured for it a certain amount
of popularity. The present edition has undergone
so thorough revision that it is virtually a new
translation. Another advantage in it is its emi-

nently readable and convenient shape, which woos
the scholar to perusal. We own to having been
induced by this to read the work through, and
make for the first time the acquaintance of one
who is far more than a mere chronicler. In a

few passages quoted by Sir Ernest, Carlyle thus

sums up the character of Jocelin: "An ingenious
and ingenuous, a cheery - hearted, innocent, yet
withal shrewd, noticing, quick-witted man ; and
from under his monk's cowl has looked out on the

narrow section of the world in a really human
manner The man is of patient, peaceable, loving,

clear-smiling nature ; open for this or that Also

has a pleasant wit and loves a timely joke, though
in mild, subdued manner. A learned, grown man,
yet with the heart as of a good child." No less

helpful is John Richard Green, who, comparing the

Abbey of St. Edmundsbury with the great shrines

of St. Albans and Glastonbury, says :

" One book
alone the abbey has given us, and it is worth a

thousand chronicles." We know, indeed, no book
whatever that pours such a flood of light upon
monastic life in the twelfth century, its struggles,

ambitions, jealousies, and contests with regal and
ecclesiastical power. Sir Ernest has supplied an

illuminating preface, telling us exactly what we
seek to know, and has appended some valuable

notes, including a table of dates in the history of

the abbey from 870 to 1903. At a general popularity
the work scarcely aims. It should, however, be
included in the library of every scholar. To it we
are indebted for all we know concerning Abbot
Samson, a figure no less interesting and profitable
to contemplate than his biographer.

The Doonex of Exmoor. By Edwin John Rawle.

(Burleigh.)
MR. RAWLE, the annalist of Exmodr, has occupied
himself in bringing together all that has been
written and said concerning the famous Doone
family of Exmoor. It is somewhat disappointing

to find that local records are dumb concerning the
existence of such a family of outlaws. Sir Ensor
Doone, or Doune, the supposed twin brother of
"the Bonny Earl of Moray," is stated to be as

mythical as Mrs. Harris. On the other hand, Mr.
Rawle is disposed to date back the traditions that
linger concerning the Doones of Oare and the Badg-
worthy Valley to the time of the Danes. His
investigations and speculations cannot fail highly
to interest many of our readers.

Pages Choisies des Grands Ecrivains. Dickens.
Traduction Nouvelle et Introduction par B. H.
Gausseron. (Paris, Armand Colin.)

DICKENS has, of course, been some while familiar
in a French form ; the editions on our shelves pub-
lished in French by MM. Hachette & Cie. under
the direction of P. Lorain are available at the very
moderate price of 1 fr. 25. Still we are very glad
to have these selections, with an excellent oio-

graphical introduction by M. Gausseron, who has
an unusually good knowledge of English, and is

therefore able to render, with the spirit which
does not pay excessive allegiance to the letter,
Dickens's easy English, which to foreigners must
occasionally be rather a stumbling-block.

It is said that it is
"
very possible

"
that Dickens

based Skimpole on Leigh Hunt. It is not "
very

possible," but a fact, as Dickens admitted in a
paper in All the Year Sound. " He yielded," he
said,

"
to the temptation of too often making the

character speak like his old friend." An apology
was needed, is here offered by Dickens, and should
be quoted when this question of the caricaturing of
friends comes up, instead of the casual conclusions
of commentators. M. Gausseron has translated his

original in spirited style. Thus Mrs. Lammle asks
her spouse if he thought she married him for his
beaux yeux. The reference to the chapters might
have been given. The selections are usually good,
though we should have been glad to see Mr. Swivel-
ler as well as Little Nell. The former represents
some of the gaiety which is rare, it is to be feared,
in our nation. M. Gausseron has made some slips
in his names, but that is a common English fault
also. People think they know Dickens too well to
get his names wrong, and never verify their refer-
ences. A few notes at the bottom of the page are
necessary.

" Batter pudding
" and "

flirting^' appear
to be too English to admit of transportation to
another tongue.

" Christmas boxes "
may well

puzzle a Frenchman, for they alarmed an American
lady journalist in England not so long ago who
knew nothing of their purport.

THE Edinburgh Revieiv for July opens with an
excellent article on ' London and its People in the
Eighteenth Century,' for which the late Sir Walter
Besant's work is the chief text. Sir Walter's book
has not, we think, had full justice done to it, for
though it has many defects, and may be somewhat
too popular in tone to suit the student, there was
probably no man of his time who could have carried
out the main idea in a more satisfactory way. We
need not say that we agree with the writer in con-
demning the absence of references, a blot which
disfigures so many of the books of our time. The
reviewer's remarks on the formalism of the eigh-
teenth century are praiseworthy. We know of no
period in our history when men and women were
so enslaved by ceremonial observances as during
the Georgian period, for that unwholesome rigorism
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which compelled dull uniformity in thought as wel

as minor things lasted well into the time of ou

grandfathers. It arose from the reaction agains

originality of thought, or, as it would be more
accurate to say, against all thinking, the seeds o

which were sown by the sensualism which floodec

the country after the Restoration. The ostentation

displayed at funerals was something repulsive to

the modern mind, in earlier ages this display

though often abused, had a meaning from its con

nexion with religion ;
but in the eighteenth century

it had shrivelled up into mere meaningless display
a manner in which people might show forth their

wealth and social importance. 1 his was, we imagine
the true reason why the funerals of "great folk'

so often took place at night, when any number
of torches could be used, without the charge oi
"
Popery" being incurred. The paper on 'English

Deer Parks' is interesting. The writer combines
the qualifications of a sportsman, a naturalist, and
an antiquary. We were not aware that the number
of old deer parks that have survived to the present
day was so great. The writer points out a thing
not often realized that in the Middle Ages the

i>ark

was often far away from the hall or castle,

n those days parks were not so much regarded as
ornamental adjuncts as enclosures for sport and a

ready means of winter food supply. Some of these
old parks yet remain. The one at Berkeley is not

adjoining the castle. 'The New Astronomy' has
been called forth mainly by Miss Agnes Mary
Cierke's brilliant volume on '

Astrophysics,' a book
which has made a deep impression on those who
are able to grasp the nature of the subjects on
which it throws so brilliant a light. The paper is

by no means of a popular character. This we do
not by any means consider to be a defect

; on the
contrary, the attention required to follow some of
the arguments has a distinct use in stimulating the
minds of thoughtful people, and turning their
attention to subjects unfamiliar to ordinary readers
and the men of letters who provide the mental food
such people consume. The paper on Crabbe is the
production of one who holds the scales evenly and
with a steady hand. Most of us are hardly able
to do this when we try to appreciate this poet of
the commonplace. Crabbe took interest in aspects
of things which poets of an earlier generation failed
to see, and would, we may be sure, have rejected
had their eyes been opened ; but he never eman-
cipated himself from the fetters of eighteenth-
century diction, and his admirers must confess
that his mind was sluggish probably, indeed, wil-

fully prosaic, so far as style is concerned. He
has, however, tilled a useful place by supplying
entertainment and, it may be, thought- food for
some of those who suffer from mental distraction
when they come in contact with poets of a more
brilliant order.

' The Siege of Quebec
'

is somewhat
dull ; but students of American history will find it
useful. There are several articles on politics, and
one of a theological nature not suited for notice in
our columns.

To the " Fireside Dickens" of Mr. Henry Frowde
and Messrs. Chapman & Hall have been added
David Copperjield and JJombey and Son., each with
forty illustrations by Phi/, and Reprinted Pieces-,
with three designs by F. Walker. Rereading
in this convenient shape the pages, close on a
thousand, of the first-named book, we recognize
the work as justifying Dickeus's estimate of it

as his favourite novel. We feel, however, that the
close is spun out, and wonder whether that is due
to the method of publication in monthly parts.
We did not on its first appearance find it long, and
recall, as though it were but yesterday, the im-

patience with which each of the green-clad parts
was attended.

FROM the Transactions of the Devonshire Asso-
ciation Miss Ethel Lega-Weekes has reissued the
second part of her interesting and valuable Neigh-
bours of North Wyke, being" a paper read a year ago
before the Association atBideford. Dr. T. N. Brush-
field republishes from the same Transactions the
Financial Diary of a Citizen of Exeter, 1631-1643.
Both works are of exceptional interest to the anti-

quary, and we regret that conditions of space pro-
hibit us from giving an idea of their contents.

MR. I. CIIALKLEY GOULD, Chairman of the Com-
mittee for preparing a Provisional Scheme for

recording Ancient Defensive Earthworks and Forti-
fied Enclosures, issues an explanation, illustrated

by maps, of the manner in which the work is to be
carried out. The interest of this extends beyond
the workers for whose special use it is produced.
The scheme enlists the support of many eminent
archaeologists.

THE Rev. John Gerard, S.J., in a pamphlet en-
titled The Popish Plot and its Newest Historian
(Longmans & Co.), answers the assertions of 'The
Popish Plot

'

of Mr. John Pollock. The subject is,
of course, connected with the murder of Sir Edmund
Berry Godfrey, one of the apparently insoluble

problems of history. The work is destructive rather
than constructive, and arraigns the new methods
of history. It must needs be consulted by all

seeking to arrive at the truth in the matter.

J&otictz is 0ms#xmtois.
We must call special attention to the following

notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer -

ng queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
jut in parentheses, immediately after the exact
leading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
jueries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

W. T. Please in replies give correct titles of
lueries and references.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

i/o
" The Editor of

' Notes and Queries'" Adver-
,isements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
isher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return
ommunications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

PAMELA: PAMELA.
A VERY distinguished friend, who is deeply

versed in English literature, having recently
referred to Richardson's celebrated novel
with the second of the above-mentioned
pronunciations ; and having, upon my ex-

Sression
of surprise, justified himself in so

oing by a quotation from Pope ; I have
been induced to look into the facts of the
case. The result, for which in no sense do I
claim a patent for novelty see, for example,
2nd S. ix. 305, 394 (21 April, 19 May, 1860) ;

5th S. x. 88, 234 (3 August, 21 September,
1878) your readers may like to have recalled
to their memories in the following com-
pendious form.

1. The name Pamela is that of the elder
of the two princesses in Sir Philip Sidney's
4 Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia '

(1580) ;

I find it no earlier. Neither in this romance
nor in Goldoni's

l Pamela Fanciulla '

is there

any clue to the pronunciation of the name.
2. Pope,

'

Epistle to Mrs. Martha Blount,'
1717, vv. 49 sqq. ('Works,' vol. ii. p. 163,
ed. Pickering, London, 1851), writes :

The gods, to curse Pamela with her prayers,
Gave the gilt coach and dappled Flanders rnares.

Pride, pomp, and state but reach her outward part ;

She sighs, and is no duchess at her heart.

Here the pronunciation is clearly Pamela.
3. Richardson,

*

Pamela,' letter xxxi. (1739)

shows, by the practical refrain of the last

line of fourteen stanzas of verse

And wisher well, poor Pamela,
The helpless, hopeless Pamela,
Than here you find your Pamela,
Thank Heaven that gave it Pamela,

and so on that with him the name was, and
the novel therefore is,

' Pamela.'
4. It may have been that Richardson mis-

pronounced the name which he took ;
but

that he succeeded in imposing his pronuncia-
tion upon the world may be concluded from
the anonymous commendatory verses prefixed
to his novel (Sir Walter Scott's edition, in

Ballantyne's
"
British Novelists," vol.vi. p. 15),

one of which is

Sweet Pamela ! for ever blooming maid !

The same fact may also be inferred from
the tacit protest of Fielding in his

'

Joseph
Andrews '

(1741 ?). The hero of that novel
was (book i. c. ii.)

" esteemed to be the only
son of Gaffer and Gammer Andrews, and
brother to the illustrious Pamela, whose virtue
is at present so famous "

that is, Richard-
son's heroine. And in the ascription of

Joseph's fiancee Fanny to the same parents,

resulting from the revelation of the pedlar
in book iv. c. xii., the latter says that his dead
consort told him "that I might be sure to

find them out by one circumstance ; for that

they had a daughter of a very strange name,
Pamela or Pamela ; some pronounced it one

way, and some the other."

So also, according to UNEDA (2
nd S. ix. 305),

they did in America forty years ago.
The prevalence of the pronunciation Pamela

may perhaps also be inferred from the pas-
sage from Horace Walpole (1759) cited by
MR. T. J. BUCKTON in 2nd S. ix. 394

;
but his

Greek derivations are fanciful. Either of
them would have required the spelling
Pammela, with a double m.

5. So far as I know, Richardson's pronun-
ciation, Pamela, is that now in vogue in

England. RICHA.RD HORTON SMITH.
Athenaeum Club.

SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS: A NEW
THEORY.

IT is matter of literary history that the

"pirate publisher" William Jaggard pub-
lished in the year 1599 a collection of sonnets
entitled ' The Passionate Pilgrim,' with the
name of

" W. Shakespeare
" on the title-page.

It is also matter of history that a second
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edition of this work was published at some

time or other of which no copy is extant

and in 1612 a third edition still bearing the

name of Shakespeare wherein, according to

Mr. Sidney Lee, "the incorrigible Jaggard

[one of the sponsors for the First FolioJ

had added two new poems which he silently

filched from Thomas Heywood." Heywood

brought Jaggard and Shakespeare to book

for the offence, and Shakespeare's name was

removed "from the title-page of a few

copies
"
(S. Lee). There were twenty sonnets

in the volume, only five of them by Shake-

speare, who took credit, however, for the lot

for thirteen years till Heywood protested

against the theft ;
so that it may be assumed

that if Heywood had not protested, there

would have been no disclaimer from Shake-

speare, and to this day the volume would

have been acknowledged as solely the work

of Shakespeare.
Is it not possible that the so-called Shake-

speare Sonnets should be placed in the

same category, as a collection of verses by
various hands, especially when we consider-

that they do not fit into the life of any

single man of the Elizabethan era
1

? not even

Bacon, pace Mr. Begley.
I was recently reading in Arber's 'English

Garner' Barnabe Barnes's series of sonnets

entitled
*

Parthenophil and Parthenophe,' re-

printed from the unique copy of the work in

the possession of the Duke of Devonshire,
and was struck with the extraordinary re-

semblance of many of the sonnets to those

ascribed to Shakespeare, both in words and
in ideas. Mr. Sidney Lee suggests that Bar-

nabe may have been the
"
rival

"
poet referred

to in the eighty-sixth Sonnet. Nash, Mark-

ham, Chapman, and Barnes were all striving
for the patronage of Southampton, who was
one of the dedicatees of Barnes's

'

Partheno-

phil
'

in 1593, in which appeared the tho-

roughly Shakespearean sonnet commencing
Ah, sweet content, where is thy mild abode ?

In the same year appeared 'Venus and

Adonis,' dedicated to Southampton, to whom
was also inscribed in the following year
'Lucrece.' The four poets were fairly cut

out, and retired from the field so far as the

struggle for Southampton's patronage was
concerned. Barnes resented the treatment
he had received, and next appeared on the

scene with his
'Spiritual Sonnets,' dedicated

to Bacon's friend Sir Tobie Matthew, in

which he says :

No more lewde laies of lighter loves I sing,
Nor teach my lustfull Muse abus'de to Hie

With span-owes plumes, and for companion aie

To mortall beauties, which no succour bring.

Barnes's "lewde laies" had not attracted I

Southampton, as Shakespeare's
' Venus and

Adonis
' and ' Lucrece

'

apparently had done.

Is it not likely that, in this spirit and with i

this rebuff, Barnes addressed Shakespeare in i

the language of the eighty-sixth Sonnet :

Was it the proud full sail of his great verse,

Bound for the prize of all too precious you,
That did my ripe thoughts in my brain inhearse,

Making their tomb the womb wherein they grew
Was it his spirit, by spirits taught to write

Above a mortal pitch, that struck me dead ?

No, neither he, nor his compeers by night

Giving him aid, my verse astonished.

He, nor that affable familiar ghost
Which nightly gulls him with intelligence,
As victors, of my silence cannot boast ;

I was not sick of any fear from thence ;

But when your countenance, fill'd up his line,

Then lack'd I matter ; that enfeebled mine.

We have Barnes writing to Southampton :

Receive, sweet Lord ! with thy thrice-sacred hand
(Which sacred Muses make their instrument)
These worthless leaves which I to thee present
(Sprung from a rude and unmanured land),
That with your countenance graced, they may with-

stand

Hundred-eyed Envy's rough encounterment.

This reads very like the dedications of
' Venus

and Adonis
' and '

Lucrece.' Then we have
in Shakespeare's 'Lucrece':

Look as the full-fed hound or gorged haivk,

and in Barnes :

Some in their hawks and hounds, some in their
horse.

Then in the Sonnets we read :

Distill 'd from limbecks foul as hell within,

and in Barnes :

From my love's limbeck still distilled tears.

In the Sonnets Shakespeare says that

Southampton's eyes,
That taught the dumb on high to sing,

And heavy ignorance aloft to fly,
Have added feathers to the learned's wing,
And given grace a double majesty.

Barnes thus addresses Southampton :

Vouchsafe, right virtuous Lord, with gracious eyes,
Those heavenly lamps which give the Muses

light,
Which give and take, in course, that holy fire,
To view my Muse with your judicial sight;
Whom, when time shall have taught by flight

to rise,
Shall to thy virtues, of much worth, aspire.

In the Sonnets we read :

My saucy bark inferior far to his
Your shallowest help will hold me up afloat.

And in Barnes :

My fancy's ship, tossed here and there by these.
Still floats, in danger ranging to and fro.
How fears my thoughts' safe pinnace thine hard

rock !
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Again, as Mr. Sidney Lee says, "Very few

poets of the day in England followed Ron-
sard's practice of bestowing the title of hymn
on miscellaneous poems." We find both

Shakespeare and Barnes among the few who
did. In the Sonnets appear the lines :

He cries Amen
To every hymn that able spirit affords.

While Barnes writes :

From restless souls, mine hymns ! from seas, my
tears,

and
In framing tuneful Elegies, and Hymns
For her.

Shakespeare writes :

If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head.

Barnes writes :

Her hairs no grace of golden ivires want.

Then in their Sonnets both Shakespeare and
Barnes use similar "legal terminology," ac-

cording to Mr. S. Lee.

To revert to the eighty-sixth Sonnet, what
do we find 1 Barnes, if this sonnet is his,

complains (1) of Southampton's preference
of Shakespeare in bestowing his patronage ;

(2) that nis rival Shakespeare was "
by

spirits taught to write"; (3) of "his com-

peers by night," the players with whom Shake-

speare associated and acted
;
and (4) the

"affable familiar ghost, which nightly gulls
him with intelligence." This may refer to

the ghost or
"
spirit

" which supplied Shake-

speare with his material for the dramas, or

to the ghost in
' Hamlet ' which Shakespeare

represented. Of none of these was Barnes
"
sick of any fear," at none of them was his

verse "astonished"; but when Shakespeare
secured the patronage of Southampton, and
Barnes was left out in the cold, he says,

Then lack'd I matter ; that enfeebled mine.

He gave up pursuit of the patronage of

Southampton, and left it in Shakespeare's
hands, or in those of Shakespeare's "affable
familiar ghost," which may have been Francis

Bacon, for all we know.
It may be maintained that the eighty-sixth

Sonnet was written long before the produc-
tion of 'Hamlet'; but as the 107th Sonnet

clearly alludes to the death of Elizabeth in

1603, and * Hamlet ' was produced in 1602, a
reference to it in the Sonnets is not impos-
sible. Besides, there was a previous

'

Hamlet,'
played in 1589, two or three years after

Shakespeare left Stratford (with an original

ghost in the cast), a ' Hamlet ' which Charles

Knight, Staunton, and R. G. White hold was
"
Shakespeare's original sketch of the ' Ham-

let' of 1603." Barnes died in the year 1609,
and as the Shakespeare Sonnets were pub-
lished the same year surreptitiously and

without Shakespeare's consent, according to
Mr. Sidney Lee the protest made by Hey-
wood with regard to Shakespeare's annexa-
tion of the work of other writers in

' The Pas-
sionate Pilgrim

' was scarcely open to Barnabe
Barnes. What was there to prevent the
"literary thief" Thomas Thorpe doing the
same with the Sonnets as the " Barabbas pub-
lisher," William Jaggard, had done with ' The
Passionate Pilgrim

'

? It is worth noticing
that both ' The Passionate Pilgrim

' and the
'

Sonnets ' were issued by
"
piratical pub-

lishers," as was every one of the Shakespeare
dramas without the author's consent.

My theory may be considered fanciful and
far-fetched, but it seems to me quite as pro-
bable and consistent in the identification of
the

"
rival poet

"
as any theory that has yet

been suggested by Shakespearean students.
GEORGE STEONACH.

Edinburgh.

AUTHOE OF 'ANSTEE FATE.' Introducing
'Anster Fair' in his 'Literature in Scotland,'
Mr. J. H. Millar writes thus :

11 William Tennant, a minister who in middle life
was appointed to the Chair of Oriental Languages in
St. Mary's College, St. Andrews, won some cele-
brity by means of his 'Anster Fair' (1811). The
poem is in the 'Don Juan' metre, far-fetched
rhymes and all, with the exception that the last
line of the octave is an alexandrine. Its dialect
is English, and, although its name is still so far
remembered as to be considered legitimately avail-
able for an acrostic light, the poem is really of little
note."

Tennant was not a minister he had not
even the distinction of being one of the
"stickit" fraternity

- and the fact that,
though a layman, he was appointed to a
chair in a theological college is of itself signi-
ficant of personal worth and high accomplish-
ment. 'Anster Fair,' as rash inference from
Mr. Millar's statement may lead one to think,
owes nothing to Byron either in conception or
form, for it was written before

'

Beppo
'

and
' Don Juan,' the stanza of which it probably
suggested. It is true that Tennant closes his
stanza with an alexandrine, and he explains
that he does so deliberately. He revived the
form used by Fairfax in his version of Tasso,
and introduced the alexandrine for the same
reason as Spenser had when he wrote the
'

Fairy Queen.' As to the poem, it may be
the poor thing that Mr. Millar declares it to
be, but that, of course, is matter of opinion.An admirer of the 'Noctes Ambrosianse,' how-
ever, as Tennant's critic avowedly is, may
care to be reminded of the view expressed
in the remark, "It is a fine thing, North !

full of life, and glee, and glamour."
THOMAS BAYNE.
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MODERN BELL INSCRIPTIONS. (See 9th S. x.

303.) I trust I may be pardoned by bT.

SWITHIN for making reference to his interest-

ing note on the Ashby Folville bells under a

new heading. I do this for the purpose of

drawing attention to two other specimens of

these
" new fangled

"
inscriptions.

Some few months ago the bells in Prittle-

well Church, Essex, were rehung after being
recast. Two new bells were added, making
a peal

of ten. The first of these bears the

following words :

A royal peal are we ;

We ring o'er land and sea

From Prittlewell belfry.

Vide Southend-on-Sea Observer, 10 April, 1902.

" One of the bells in the renovated belfry of the

parish church of Wooburn, near Maidenhead,
was badly cracked and had to be recast. The
vicar, the'Rey. J. B. Kirby, has had inscribed upon
it the following verse, composed by himself :

The King was ill,

And I was still

The day his crowning fell
;

My wound was healed,
And I was pealed

To tell the King was well."

Daily Mail, 18 October, 1902.

JOHN T. PAGE.

GRATIS LITERATURE.
" We may note that this strenuous opponent of

* the horrible Athanasian Creed '

[Whiston] was one
of the earliest men of learning who sought to in-

culcate their ideas by means of leaflets distributed

gratis in large numbers. Is there an earlier instance
outside politics of this up-to-date method of per-

suading the multitude?' Athenamm, 25 July,

p, 114, col. 3.

I should say several. The following is from
D'lsraeli's

'

Curiosities of Literature,' but I

think I have read of it or something similar

in Bayle's historical dictionary. Can any
reader give the reference ?

" One Catherinot all his life was printing a count-
less number of feuilles volantes in history and on

antiquities, each consisting of about three or four
leaves in quarto: Lenglet du Fresnoy calls him
'grand auteur des petits liyres.' This gentleman
liked to live among antiquaries and historians

; but
with a crooked headpiece, stuck with whims, and
hard with knotty combinations, all overloaded with
prodigious erudition, he could not ease it at a less

rate tnan by an occasional dissertation of three or
four quarto pages. He appears to have published
about two hundred pieces of this sort, much sought
after by the curious for their rarity: Brunet com-

plains he could never discover a complete collection.
But Catheriuot may escape

' the pains and penalties
'

of our voluminous writers, for De Bure thinks he
generously printed them to distribute among his
friends. Such endless writers, provided they do
riot print themselves into an alms-house, may be
allowed to print themselves out ; and we would
accept the apology which Monsieur Catherinot has
framed for himself, which I find preserved in

'Beyeri Memorize Librorum Rariorum.' 'I must

be allowed my freedom in my studies, for I substi-

tute my writings for a game at the tennis-court, or

a club at the tavern ;
I never counted among my

honours these opuwula of mine, but merely as harm-

less amusements. It is my partridge, as with

St. John the Evangelist ; my cat, as with Pope
St. Gregory ; my little dog, as with St. Dommick ;

my lamb, as with St. Francis ; my great black

mastiff, as with Cornelius Agrippa ; and my tame

hare, as with Justus Lipsius.' I have since dis-

covered in Niceron that this Catherinot could never

get a printer, and was rather compelled to study
economy in his two hundred quartos of four or eight

pages : his paper was of inferior quality ; and whjen

he could not get his dissertations into his prescribed
number of pages, he used to promise the end at

another time, which did not always happen. But
his greatest anxiety was to publish and spread his

works [There was no *N. & Q.' in those days!
A. W.] ; in despair he adopted an odd expedient.
Whenever Monsieur Catherinot came to Paris he
used to haunt the qitais where books are sold, and
while he appeared to be looking over them he

adroitly slided one of his own dissertations among
these old books. He began this mode of publica-
tion early, and continued it to his last days. He
died with a perfect conviction that he had secured
his immortality ;

and in this manner had disposed
of more than one edition of his unsaleable works.
Niceron has given the titles of 118 of his things
which he had looked over." 'Curiosities,' new edi-

tion by the Earl of Beaconsfield (1881), ii. 544.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

"ALL OVER." I do not mean the "
all over "

which is the English of "actum est" a

phrase which we rolled off our tongues in

the salad days of our boyhood. The "all
over

"
I mean is a phrase which, I fear, has

since gone out of fashion, to the complete
loss of a form of speech combining the humor-
ous with the censuresome. In such expressions
the language is not over rich. When I was
a lad 1 betrayed strong instincts towards
individualism and character I was wilful, I
was odd ;

I am sorry to say to-day I am more
wilful and odder. My head master used to

say when things were reported to him of the

writer, "That's just like Breslar all over."
That phrase I came across recently, after a
quarter of a century of reading arid mixing
in the broad world, for the first time in Prof.
Wilson's 'Noctes Ambrosianse,' vol. i. p. 313.

Christopher tells a story of an artist, one
Havel, and winds up, "Havel all over ! Havel
all over !

"
If the phrase is one of the currente

calamo kind, then I am an ignoramus.
M. L. R. BRESLAR.

[We have occasionally heard it in London.]

DOCTOR'S RECOMMENDATION. The recom-
mendations of medical men are frequently
amusing, but it is seldom we hear of an
injunction of such a startling character as
that given in the British Medical Journal
of 27 June (the same number containing
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Sir James Crichton-Browne's reply to Froude),
in a paper on the

*

Etiology and Treatment
of Muco-Membranous Colitis,' by Dr. Botten-

tuit, consulting physician at Plombieres, who
gravely states, "I recommend my patients
to eat the tables (!) with their meal and to
be careful not to swallow their food too

quickly" (Brit, Med. Jour., p. 1490). What
does he mean ? JNO. HEBB.

[The advice is, at any rate, Virgilian : "Heus!
etiam mensas consumimus? inquit lulus" ('^Eneid,'
vii. 116), and may refer to the food indicated there.]

" WISEN "= TO GROW WISE. This would
seem to be rather a useful word

; I heard it

at Haxey, near here, some days since. A
stranger in the village was said to have not

yet got
" climatized

"
to the place,

*'
but," it

was added,
" he '11 wisen i' time." C. C. B.

Epworth.

PRIMITIVE COLOURING. (See 9th S. xi. 499.)
A short time ago I observed a house decora-

tor at work colouring the outside walls of
a building in this village. In order to im-
part the necessary hue to his colour-wash
he mixed with it a quantity of cow-dung.
The result is a delicate yellowish-brown tint
which no ordinary person would be tempted to

quarrel with any more than he would be to
ask curious questions concerning its compo-
nent parts. JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

RICHARD HEAD'S 'FLOATING ISLAND.'
Attention does not seem to have been called
to an error in date of a work recorded in
Watt's *

Bibliotheca Britannica.' The follow-

ing is the entry as it stands in Watt :

"
Careless (Franck). The Floating Island, or a

new discovery relating to a strange adventure in
a late voyage from Lambethland to Villa Franco,
alias Ranallio on the eastward of Terra del

Templo. 4to. 1473."

It needs but slight knowledge of English
literary history to tell from its title that this
is not a fifteenth-century book. After a little

search it will be discovered that "Franck
Careless" is the pseudonym, or one of the

pseudonyms, of Richard Head, the author of
'The English Rogue/ 'The Canting Academy

with the cpmpleat Canting Dictionary,'
also 'Alman-sir or Rhodomontados.' The
correct date of the work is 1673. Watt's

transcript of the title is far from being
accurate ; the following, which is taken from
Mr. Sidney Lee's article on Richard Head
in the 'Dictionary of National Biography,'
seems the right entry so far as it goes :

" The Floating Island ; or, a New Discovery,
relating the Strange Adventure on a late Voyage
from Lambethana to Villa Franca, alias Ramallia

to the Eastward of Terra del Templo by Francis

Careless, one of the Discoverers. London, 1673, 4to."

It will be seen that Watt substituted
"Lambethland" for Lambethana, ''Franco"
for Franca, "Ranallio" for Ramallia. This
shows how dependent' Watt and his sons
were on second-hand sources for producing
and completing the 'Bibliotheca Britannica '

;

but the fact that it is still so generally
useful proves that it was possible, even
at a distance from London or Oxford, in

days when means of communication were
slow and difficult, to compile a bibliographi-
cal work of comparatively high value.

'The Floating Island' is not in the British

Museum Library, but the Bodleian possesses
a copy, of which the following is the title-

entry as printed in the catalogue of the
Bodleian Library of 1843 :

"Head (Richard). The floating island, or, a new
discovery, relating the strange adventure on a late

voyage, from Lambethana to Villa Franca, alias

Ramallia to the eastward of Terra del Templo ; by
three ships viz. the Paynaught, the Excuse, the

Least-in-Sight. (Anon.) 4 n.p. 1673."

There is also an explanatory cross-reference :

" Careless (Frank), i.e., Richard Head, q.v."
The entry in the 'Dictionary of National

Biography' omits the names of the three

ships given in the Bodleian entry, but inserts

the pseudonym "Careless." But the book
is described in the Bodleian catalogue as

anonymous." No book can be anonymous
if a name of an author be given, whether
real or fictitious. Then, again, is the fore-

name to Careless spelt "Francis," "Franck,"
or "Frank"? And lastly, with regard to place
of printing and publication, the 'Dictionary'
entry gives London, the Bodleian catalogue
"
n.p." (no place). As will be gathered, I

should be glad to see a full transcript of the
title of what must be a work both curious

and interesting. ARCHIBALD L. CLARKE.

Mico FAMILY. In Le Neve's 'Knights/
Harl. Soc., p. 190, is a short pedigree of Sir

Samuel Mico (Micault), alderman and mercer
of London, who was knighted 18 March,
1664/5. P. Fisher's 'Catalogue of Tombes,'
1668 (ed. 1885, p. 60), mentions his hatchment
without naming the church. He occurs also

in Cromwell's 'State Letters,' 1676, p. 106.

In 1640 he lived in Waibrook Ward, Misc. Gen.

t Her., Second Series, ii. 116. The death
of Aaron Mico, of London, merchant, on
18 January, 1652, is entered in Musgrave's
'

Obituary,' iv. 192. Another Aaron Mico, of

London, merchant, who married Joanna,
daughter of William Methold, of Kensington,
made his will 3 January, 1658/9, for which
see l sfc S. vi. 360. A nautical .person of this
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surname is mentioned in Randolph's
' Archi

pelago,' 1687, p. 3. On 6 November, 1701

Richard Mico, of St. Michael's, Crooked Lane
married Sarah Joseph, at St. Dionis Back
church

; and on 2 October, 1752, Hannah
daughter of George and Hannah Mico, was

baptized at St. Peter's, Cornhill, and was
buried on the 18th of the same month (Harl
Soc., Kegg.). W. C. B.

RAKEHELL. An early instance of this wore
being applied to an individual who is men
tioned by name is to be found in Holinshed
1587, vol. iii. p. 1392, where Parrie is de
scribed as having been u a verie runnagate
and bagarant rakehell in his young yeares."

W. S.

MARRIAGE IN A SHEET. We had in Lin-
colnshire (and I believe the same notion pre-
vailed in many other parts of England) a
firm belief that if a woman who had incurred
debts were married clad in a sheet only her
husband would not become responsible for
them. I have heard tales concerning mar-
riages of this kind nearly all my life, but
have hitherto regarded them as fables. I
have just come upon what seems to be a
genuine instance of this strange folk-lore rite :

"On Friday week at Gedney, in Lincolnshire,
David Wilkinson to widow Far-ran. The latter
went to church covered with nothing but a sheet,
stitched up like a bag, with slits at the sides for her
bare arms

; and in that way she was betrothed
standing with bare feet at the altar. It appears
that during the struggles of her widowhood to

support four children, she had accumulated a varietyof debts, but had been told, if she married with
only a sheet to cover her, she would be discharged
for ever from all pecuniary incumbrances contracted
prior to the wedding-day, and this formed the
motive for her extraordinary conduct." JScustern
Counts* Herald (Hull), 15 December, 1842.

It would be interesting to know whether
the Gedney parish register contains a record
of this marriage. EDWARD PEACOCK.

[Is this possibly due to similarity in sound or
idea to marriage in a shift? See 1^ S. vii. 17 and
Index to

1".S. generally under
'

Marriage in Chemise '

and Marriage in Smock.' Shirley Brooks is amonf
the writers on the subject. Our friend MR. PEACOCK
cannot be otherwise than acquainted with the dis-
cussion that went on under these headings Infor
niation on the subject is found in some editions of
Brand, though we fail to trace it in the latest. An
instance m 1874 is quoted at 8th S. iv. 505.]

MORE CHURCH, SHROPSHIRE: MORTUARY
INSCRIPTION AT CLUN. In a window ledge
of the tower of More Church, Bishop's Castle

?Sn^VerVil
S
8

'
a
P?arently Bating about

1500-30, with the following arms (roughly
blazoned), surmounted by a bishop's mitre-
Party per pale : dexter, three roses seeded

and barbed ; sinister, between nine crosslets,

three, three, and three, two chevrons. A
hunting-horn under each chevron placed in
bend. On an inescutcheon, surmounted with
a bishop's mitre, two lions passant guardant ;

in chief, a Virgin and Child rising out of
clouds (the Virgin holds a cross in her sinister

hand). The motto is arranged as a kind of
rebus on a circle round the principal arms,
and reads,

" Pro Deo et Ecclesia." The whole
design has a somewhat foreign, probably
Italian, look, and as the Virgin and Child on
the inescutcheon remind one of the arms of
the see of Salisbury, which was that held by
Cardinal Campeggio, and as Sir Thomas More
is known to have been a member of the More
family, now represented by Mr. R. Jasper
More, M.P., long established in More parish,
I cannot help thinking that the arms may be
the cardinal's. They in a way recall the
arms of Cuba, which date from about 1511.
Those sinister in the principal coat are, of
course, somewhat like the usual type of arms
modelled on those of Beauchamp, Earls of
Warwick.
In connexion with More Church I may

mention the very large and extremely inter-
esting library, now stored in a room in the
tower, which was given to the parish in
32 Car. II., by Mr. it More, "for the instruc-
tion of the clergy." It appears to have been
collected about 1610, and throws a light on
the question, lately discussed in *N. & Q.,' as
to the libraries in country places in Shake-
speare's time.

The theological books are mostly Roman
Catholic, and include works by Melchior
Jano, Bishop of the Canaries, and a violent
attack on 'The New Faith,' by M. Piscator,
printed m London in 1605, and also Baronius's
Annales Ecclesiastic!.' M. Piscator's book

is most elegantly printed and bound. The
collection seems never to have been examined
by any competent person, and certainly
deserves the attention of the Shropshire
Archaeological Society. The presses in which
t is stored are Jacobean.
Whilst on the subject of Shropshire I may

lote that m the Hospital of the Holy Trinity,
->lun, is a tablet bearing a copy of the in-
criptiori set up in 1618 over the tomb of its
ounder, Henry Howard, Earl of Northamp-
on, in the chapel of Dover Castle, which
bears the words "Orate pro anima," &c.
urely a very late instance in a Protestant
hurch frequented by officials. H.

WORDSWORTH AND HENRY VAUGHAN. The
indebtedness

of Wordsworth to Vaughan in
Ode on the Intimations of Immortality

'
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has often been noted. Mr. Churton Collins,
in his 'Illustrations of Tennyson,' misses
another point of connexion between the two
poets. He says that the line in

' The Princess,

Our weakness somehow shakes the shadow, Time,
is from Wordsworth's

Death, the skeleton,
And Time, the shadow,

but fails to trace, as is his wont, Wordsworth's
own lines to their source in Vaughan :

And round beneath it, Time, in hours, days, years,
Driv'n by the spheres,

Like a vast shadow mov'd.

C. C. B.
" WATTMAN." This term is employed in

France to designate the engineer-driver of an
electric carriage. I noticed the legend on
Rouen trams lately, "Defense de parler au
wattman." This word is distinctively British
in appearance. FKANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Brixton Hill.

'DON QUIXOTE' IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.
If a monograph were attempted with a

view to collecting proofs of the influence

upon English literature of the principal work
of Cervantes, the following passage might be
included :

"You, who are so well acquainted with my
Romantic Temper, will easily conclude it must be
some Scheme worthy to be preserved in the Annals
of La Mancha : And tho' I do not yet dream of the
Government of an Island, I will own to you, that
I should esteem myself as happy as Sancho, when
in Conversation with the Dutchess [sic], had I the
Honour to find a Fair Patroness in His Grace's
Family."

It occurs on p. vii of
' A Dialogue on Beauty

in the Manner of Plato' (London, 1731), the
author of which was George Stubbes, Fellow
of Exeter College in Oxford.

E. S. DODGSON.

Xfftff,

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-
mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

"
DOVE-TAIL."May I ask PROF. SKEAT

whether his philological instinct has ever led
him to suspect that this word owes its present
form to folk-etymology 1 I have been tempted
to think that it may be really a transforma-
tion of dootle, a word of the same meaning in
Northern English, understood as doo-tail or
doio-tail, i. e. dove-tail. I found my conjecture
on the following evidence. Bay in his

' North-
touiitry Words '(1674-91) gives: "A Dootle,

a Notch made in the Pan into which the Bawk
is fastened, of this [square] figure. Doo tail,
i.e. Dove-tail, because like a Pigeon's tail ex-
tended." Dootle, the hole or hollow which
receives the dowel, or projecting peg, he
derives from dove -

tail, as the counterpart
or correlative of the projection. Probably it
was applicable originally to both alike, as a
screw may be male or female. It was both
mortise and tenon. It appears to be the
same word as Old Eng.

"
dotelle, stoppynge

of a vesselle (al. dottel, dossell). Ducillus,
ductildus

"
(' Prompt. Parv.'), the faucet of a

cask. The meaning common to both seems
to be a plug or stopper, which is also the
signification of the N. Prov. Eng. dottle

(' E.D.D.'), all being from Low Lat. ductile or
ductulus, a little duct. Hence also come Fr.
douille, a hollow socket, and our doivel, a plug,
peg, or bolt, a dook ('N.E.D.'), i.e., probably
the first part of due-tile, or of duciculum, the
stopper of the vent of a cask (Spelman),
and dosil. Dowle, a down-feather, O. Fr.

dottle, doulle, soft, from ductilis, bendable
(Skeat, 'Notes on English Etymology,' p. 73),
is virtually the same word. Compare also
Fr. andouille, a sausage, from inductile, farced
meat stuffed into a pig's intestine. From
ductile, something that may be drawn on, or
introduced or inserted, came dottle, dotel, and
dootle, and this last was (as I conjecture)
explained to be doo-tail, dowe-tail, or dove-tail.
If this is so, the word has as little to do with
the expanded tail of the dove as cur-tail,
standing for curtle (an exactly similar mis-
take), has to do with the docked tail of a cur.
The folk-etymology would be helped on by

the fact that very similarly formed words for
a wedge-shaped tenon existed in culver-tail

(Bullokar, 1616) and swallow-tail; but the
transformation is one of considerable anti-

quity (if it be such), as Cooper's 'Thesaurus'
(1565-73), s.v. securicula, has "a swallowe
tayle or dooue tayle in carpenters workes

'

(in
'

N.E.D.'). It is, of course, possible that
this dooue tayle and dootel, though both mean-
ing a tenon, are quite distinct, or that dove-
tail may be a contamination of the two.
Other derivatives from Lat. ductilis, drawable,
worth comparing, are Low Lat. ductile, doitus,
O. Fr. doilalle, an aqueduct, watercourse, or
canal (Du Cange) ; O. Fr. doitil, a little ditch
or conduit (Godefroy). Compare also Fr.

douit, douet (from ductus), a brook (Cotgrave).
A. SMYTHE PALMER.

S. Woodford.

DUPUY FAMILY. Isaac Dupuy,pf the parish
of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, widower, was
married by licence on 24 Oct., 1763, at Hendonn
hurch, to Elizabeth Kemp. Their son, Isaac
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Dupuy, is mentioned in the will of his great-

uncle, Daniel Kemp (of the Mint), in 1797

(P.C.C., Exeter, 172). I shall be obliged for

any details of later issue and present repre-

sentatives. FRED. HITCHIN-KEMP.
6, Beechfield Road, Catford.

QUOTATIONS WANTED.
1.

"
Quadrijugis per inane Venus subvecta colum-

bis."
2.

" Fortuna quod donaro dicitur, dum ostendit,

aufert."

Can any of your readers tell me whence
the above quotations come? They are re-

spectively mottoes on engravings, which I

possess, of Raffaello's
'

Venus,' rising in her

dove-drawn car, and Guide's 'Fortune,'

rising over the world and bearing away a

crown from a pursuing cupid.
I doubt whether either quotation is classi-

cal ;
but the second is capable, by division

after the word "dicitur," of being made part
of a sequence of iambic lines, and as such

emanating from one of the Latin tragic or

comic poets. But I cannot find either of

them. RICHARD HORTON SMITH.
Athenaeum Club.

WEATHER. Who was the cynic who wrote
" When the English summer set in with its

usual severity '"? E. P. W.

MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS. Can any reader
inform me why we are all familiar with the

designation "Mary,Queen of Scots," but never
with that of ''Mary, Queen of Scotland,"
although we frequently hear of "Margaret,
Queen of Scotland

"
1 F. S. E.

MANNINGS AND TAWELL. Who were these
individuals ? They are mentioned in a letter
written by Viscount Palmerston to Sir

George Grey on 1 October, 1850, and occur in
the following passage :

"Buonaparte received no insult at Plymouth,
Soult was received [by the English people] with
enthusiasm, Metternich, Louis-Philippe, and Guizot
with courteous and kind hospitality ; but [General]
Haynau was looked upon, no matter wrongly or
rightly, in the same light as the Mannings and
Tawell, and he ought to have had a couple of
policemen to go about with him to protect him
from the honest indignation of the mob."

L. L. K.

[All were murderers. For a full account of the
Mannings see 'D.N.B.' under 'Manning, Marie.'
Tawell, a man of respectable position, slew a woman
under circumstances of such revolting cruelty as
to defy description. He was a Quaker, and the
reproach was greatly felt by the "

Friends." He is
said to have been the first criminal fugitive arrested
by means of the telegraph. He was executed at
Aylesbury, 28 March, 1845.]

BIBLE. At a meeting of the Bible Society

in Norwich on 10 July the Dean of Norwich

said :

" We are indebted to a man who lived in the

fourth century, and whose name is dear, I believe,

to the whole of us, for having given these thirty-nine

Hebrew tracts in the Old Testament, and twenty-

nine [? twenty-seven] Greek tracts in the .New

Testament, the one composite title of the whole,

Biblos, or the Bible the .book. It was St. Ghryso-

stom who gave all these books that unifying

designation."

Is this correct 1 Dr. Davidson (' Canon of

the Bible,' 1877, p. 142) states that Chryso-
stom does not speak of the canon, and never

quotes the last four catholic epistles or the

Apocalypse. Chrysostom's contemporary,

Amphilochius of Iconiurn, excluded the
*, n 1 _^^_1_ "VT -

VJLvJl*J \J* WTty M,JJVAV>*. '7 Ii

,
sc?7. &cta, this name for the Holy

Scriptures can be traced back as far as the

time of St. Chrysostom (Horn. ix. in
'

Ep. ad.

Coloss.'), and was commonly used by the

Greeks of the fourth century."

Perhaps some reader of
' N. & Q.

'

will give
a translation of the passage from Chrysostom
referred to above. The questions are, Was
Chrysostom the first known writer to use the

term /?t^Aos for the sacred Scriptures, and

to which books of those Scriptures did he

apply that "
unifying designation

"
?

The 4 N.E.D.' does not support the attribu-

tion to St. Chrysostom. JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

SHROPSHIRE AND HEREFORDSHIRE WOOD-
WORK. Is it known whence the carvers of

the beautiful sixteenth and seventeenth

century panels seen in Shropshire and Here-
fordshire got their designs? These appa-
rently resemble the frontispieces and tail-

pieces in English printed books of the time ;

but, in that case, costly books must have
been common in very out-of-the-way country
places at that period. What is the date of

the earliest English carved woodwork in

the Renaissance style ? Was Hampton Court
the first work influenced by the Italian

Renaissance in England, or is anything
earlier known? Are the Malvern tiles

influenced by the majolica patterns ? H.

CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL. A venerable clerical

friend, a man of vast learning, asks ine
whether there is any historical basis for the

following story embodied in some poem. The
besieged in a certain town, hard pressed,
dismissed all their children to the mercy of
the besiegers. The latter treated them
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kindly, and collected them into an orchard.
A children's festival is held yearly in the
town in honour of the occurrence. My friend

thought the town was Hamburg, but

suggested that it might be in Bohemia. I

have not come across such an episode in

Bohemian history. Can any reader direct
me 1

? FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Brixton Hill.

LODOWICK CARLELL. I seek information

concerning Lodowick Carlell (Carlisle, Car-

Hell), a courtier and dramatist of the reigns
of Charles I. and Charles II., especialty con-

cerning the period 1649-60.
CHARLES H. GRAY.

No. 243, East Sixty-first Street, Chicago.

[Many particulars are supplied in the '

D.N.B.']

AUTOGRAPHS. Will any reader kindly in-

form me as to the best way of disposing of a
collection of valuable autographs and auto-

graph letters, either singly or together 1

(Miss) A. L. COUPER.
Camberley, Surrey.

[Send them into a literary auction-room with, if

necessary, a reserve price. ]

THACKERAY'S MOUSTACHE. In a note on
Samuel Laurence's portrait of Thackeray
that representing the novelist's face in full

the Illustrated London News of 13 October,
1855, says :

"It is not, we must confess, altogether true to
his present appearance : for it wants a recent and
becoming addition to the upper lip, in the shape of
a black moustache, that contrasts most admirably
with a head of silver grey ; but it is like the man,
and will be welcome to his many admirers."

The reference here to the moustache is

interesting, for the reason that every portrait
of Thackeray (with one exception) represents
him with a clean-shaven upper lip, the ex-

ception being Maclise's pencil drawing of the
famous "

Titmarsh," which, however, belongs
to a much earlier date (viz., about 1840), and
in which there is just a suspicion of a mous-
tache. Presumably the hirsute appendage
of 1855 was merely a passing fancy, which
the razor speedily disposed of. I should be

glad to know if there exists any portrait of

Thackeray of that date showing the mous-
tache. F. G. KITTON.

St. Albans.

GORE. Can any genealogical contributor
inform me as to the mother of Judith and
wife of John Gore ? Judith Gore married in
1744 Joseph Townsend, M.P., the father of
Gore Townsend, of Honington Hall, War-
wick, who died 1826. KATHLEEN WARD.
Castle Ward, Downpatrick.

HALL. Who was the mother of Frances

Hall, coheiress, who married John Weston,

High Sheriff for Surrey 1687 1

KATHLEEN WARD.
Castle Ward, Downpatrick.

VERGERS. Can some reader kindly give me
a reference to any statute or canon re-

gulating the number of vergers to bishops,
deans, and archdeacons respectively, or re-

ferring to vergers generally 1

CHURCHMAN.

"KILLEN" OR " KEELING "= A BARN. I

shall be much obliged if any one can in-

form me whether in Yorkshire or West-
morland there is in use a word like killen

keelin, keeling, or skeeling, meaning a barn
and what is the origin of the word.

C. A. B.

[No such word is traceable in that sense in the
'

English Dialect Dictionary.']

W. H. CULLEN. Information is sought
concerning this person, who wrote 'Flora
Sidostiensis ; or, a Catalogue of the Plants

indigenous to the Vicinity of Sidmouth,'
published by W. S. Hoyte at Sidmouth, and

Simpkin, Marshall & Co., of London, in 1849.

He was M.D. and F.R.S.E. Who was Robert
Dickson, M.D., F.L.S., to whom the pamphlet
is dedicated 1

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

PICTURE OF HOUSE OP COMMONS. Can
you inform me whether the picture of the
'Interior of the Old House of Commons
during the Moving of the Address to the
Crown at the Meeting of the First Reformed
Parliament, 5th February, 1833,' painted by
Sir George Hay ter, has ever been engraved 1

It was purchased by Her Majesty's Govern-
ment in July, 1858, and presented the same
year to the National Portrait Gallery, where
it now is. For whom was it painted, and
from whom purchased ? D. K. T.

JOHN EDWARDES, OF HIGHGATE. Can any
correspondent kindly give particulars

of the

ancestry of John Edwardes, of Highgate,
London, merchant, whose daughter Mary
married, 1749, Sir Bourchier Wrey, Bart, and
Sarah married, 1765, Sir Thomas Cave, Bart.?

WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.

WITHAM ARMS. In the early part of the
seventeenth century a member of a family
in which I am interested married a lady of

the family of Witham of Yorkshire, and her
arms impaled with his own appear on a con-

temporary monument. Being anxious to
learn the correct blazon, I looked into books
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on Yorkshire heraldry, and now I am puzzled
The arras are Or, a bendlefc gu. betweei

three birds sa. The first difficulty is that th

description sometimes runs "three birds, ove
all a bend let," and sometimes the bendle
becomes a bend. But the great troubl
is about the birds. What are they? Th
authorities give them as birds, eagles

eaglets, lapwings or peawits, ravens, anc

sheldrakes, and it has been suggested b
one writer that they are popinjays. Se
Surtees Soc., vols. xxxvi. xli. xlv. (pp. 264-5)
Harl. Soc., vol. xvi., and Foster's 'Visit

Yorks,' 1584-5, 1612. W. 0. B.

JOHN WILKES BOOTH.
(9

th S. xii. 25.)

QUITE possibly by this time some other
correspondent has noted that the story of an
Oklahoma man being really John Wilkes
Booth, clipped from an American paper, was
pure fiction, or, in the elegant modern phrase,
a

" fake
"

; but it suggests a curious reflec-
tion which I do not remember to have seen.
The difficulty of convincing a certain order
of minds that a man is really dead is

one of the most confounding and inexplic-
able problems in mental science. One would
not suppose death to be so difficult of
achievement, or its occurrence so improbable,
that incredulity of the fact should defy not

only
the overwhelming weight of intrinsic

probabilities, but the express testimony of
competent eye-witnesses with no motive for
falsification

; yet for a century at least
(perhaps it has always been so) scarcely a
criminal has perished by the hand of the law
who has not been passionately believed bya large section of the community to have
escaped by some legerdemain, either by
collusion of the authorities or by their bein^
tricked, and lived out his life in peace under
a disguise. At any rate, it is so in America
I cannot answer for England. That William
Morgan, the anti-Mason, should have been
popularly accredited with romantic wander-
ings in place of assassination is, perhaps
though ridiculous enough, not inexplicable
-there really was a mysterious disappear-

ance; but why should people find it so hard
to believe that any public victim, from
Marshal Ney to the commonest murderer
without a friend, ever really does get shot or
hanged and die and stay dead ? Why do the
same imbecile old theories of substitution of
bodies, and hanging in a harness, and hang-
ing or shooting a dummy, spring up around

every fresh victim with unimpaired vitality,

when there is not a particle of evidence, or

the faintest probability, that anybody having
an atom of power to stay the hand of j ustice

was interested in staying it? I have heard
these stale old myths maintained with

angry vehemence about more criminals

than I have lived years, and several of

them about executions in my own cities. It

would almost be a novelty to have the reality
of such a death undisputed. Guiteau, the
murderer of President Garfield, was one case
as if his custodians were not anxious to rid

the world of his presence, or the u
influence "

was not all against instead of for him ;

Wilkes Booth was another; another was a
degenerate who outraged and murdered a
little girl in a church belfry, whose confes-
sion the sheriff would not publish because he
said the public hated him badly enough
already, and whose brothers changed their
names to avoid being known as his relatives ;

Dr. Webster, the murderer of Dr. Parkman
uncle of the historian Francis Parkman),
was another, the influential family being
that of the victim and not of the murderer

;

and I could swell the list to dozens, each
believed by hundreds and thousands to have
scaped a death inflicted in the presence of

arge groups who knew the victim intimately,
ind had neither power nor motive to spare
him. There are always, also, people to vouch
or the putative corpse having been seen alive
ifterward

; and others who can describe
-vith minute particularity how justice was
waded, disclosed by some one to no one
dentifiable. It can hardly be a survival of
he same sort of instinctive feeling that kept
nen from believing in the death of Merlin or
King Arthur, for in these cases the wish is
lot father to the thought, as nobody wants
hem to live. I recommend this problem to
tudents of psychology. F. M.
Hartford, Conn.

'RED UP" (9
th S. xi. 466). In Charlotte

-Brontes 'Jane Eyre,' fifth edition, 1855,
hap. xxxvii. p. 452, is the following :

"
There,

ir^you are redd up and made decent." It is
am in familiar conversation by Jane Eyre
tter she has combed the tangled hair of the
3hnd Rochester.
" To red one's feet. To free one's self from
ntanglement ; used in a moral sense, 8. Of one
'ho has bewildered himself in an argument, or who
s much puzzled in cross-examination, it is often
aid He couldna red his feet.' Perhaps the
mmediate allusion is to one bemired.

-To red, v.a. To disentangle; as 'to red a
avelldhesp to unravel yarn that is disordered;o redd, South English, having the same signification.
louglas. To red the head/ or hair, to comb out the
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hair, S. Sueo-Gothic, or ancient language of Sweden,
reda, explicare, is used in both these senses.
" To red, redd, rede, rid, v.a. 1. To clear ; to

put in order ; as
'
to red the road,' to clear the way;

'
to red up one's self,' to dress ;

'

to red up a house,'
to put it in order; 'to red marches,' to fix boundaries,
also to compose differences, S. Wynt.

"2. To clear in the way of opening ; to free from
anything that stuffs or closes up ; as,

'
to red a

syvour,' to clear a drain; 'to red the brain,' or
head, to free it from hardened snot, S. W. Beattie.
"

3. To part combatants : also,
'

to red a pley,' to
settle a broil, S.

'

Chr. Kirk.'

"Red, redd, s. 1. Clearance. Wallace. 2. Order,
S. Icelandic raud, having the same signification.
3.!Rubbish, S. Balf., Tract.'
"Red, redd, part, adj. 1. Put in order, S.

Anglo-Saxon hraed, paratus. 2. Clear; not closed
up; not stuffed, S. 3. Used as English ready,
North of Scotland. 4. Distinct; opposed to con-
fusion, ibid.
" To red, v.a. 1. To disencumber : English rid.

Knox. 2. To rescue from destruction. Barbour,
'Guy Mann.' 3. Denoting the act of persons who
remove from a place. Keith. Sueo-Gothic raedd-a,
Anglo-S'Axonhredd-an, liberare."' A Dictionary of
the Scottish Language,' by John Jamieson, abridged
by John Johnstoue, 1846.

S. means Scottish, Scotland. It also denotes
that a word is still used in Scotland (p. vii).
The dictionary gives also to red, to guess, &c.

;

to red, rede, to counsel
;
to red, rede, read, to

explain, as
"
to red a riddle

"
; red, riddance

;

to red, to overpower ; red, afraid ; red, redd,
spawn, or the place where fish deposit spawn ;

to red, to spawn ; red, rid, free ; red, the green
ooze found at the bottom of pools ; to out-red,
to extricate, &c.

; outred, outredding, rubbish,
&c. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

DIALECTAL WORD FOR "SEE-SAW" (9
fch S.

xii. 89). I think the child may have said

hightle or itle. In his *

Glossary of Words
used in South-West Lincolnshire' (E.D.S.)
Cole gives :

"
Higlit or hightle, v. To dandle or move up and

down : as of a child,
' Just hight it up and down a

bit';
' He wants highting, his grandmother hights

him'; 'She was hightling the bairn on her foot';
'

They were hightling one another on a pole.' Or to
a child,

* You want to be always on the hightle.'
"

The'KD.D.'has:
"Itle, v., Lin. To have an uncertain footing ; to

sway to and fro, S. Lin.
' See how he itles \ The

baans wor itlin' on them high raals in sich a waa
thay ommost maade mi heart com i' mi mouth.' "

I am sure I knew all about a hightle when
I was young and in Arcadia by which I
mean South-West Lincolnshire but the mist
of years hangs between then and now, and I

may be wrong in thinking that the hightle
was an elastic plank raised from the ground
by a support at either end, and that children
got fun out of it by jumping about on the
board midway between the two. It was less

dangerous than the balanced piece of wood
which formed the see-saw. ST. SWITHIN.

In North-West Lincolnshire a see-saw is

frequently termed a flighty-tight, a highty-
tighter, or highty. In some parts of Yorkshire
it appears to have another name. My friend
Miss W. M. E. Fowler informs me that at Old
Sharleston, near Wakefield, it is known as a

ranty, which name is also given to the swing-
boats at a fair. A child who frequently
stands on the middle of the see-saw to balance
it is called the candlestick

; hence, perhaps,
the words of the ring-game :

She can hop, she can skip,
She can turn the candlestick,

the turning referring to her change of

attitude as she twists to right or left.

MABEL PEACOCK.
* NOTES AND QUERIES

'

: EARLY REFERENCE
(9

th S. xi. 265).
" Our Sumatra Correspondence. This island is

now the property of the Stamford family, having
been won, it is said, in a raffle, by Sir Stamford,
during the stock-gambling mania of the South-Sea
Scheme. The history of this gentleman may be
found in an interesting series of questions (un-
fortunately not yet answered) contained in the
Notes and Queries." Holmes, 'Autocrat of the
Breakfast-Table' (Atlantic Monthly, March, 1858,
i. 622).

ADRIAN WHEELER.

Miss CHARLOTTE WALPOLE (9
th S. xii. 128).

Miss Nancy Wai pole, the pretty actress of

Drury Lane Theatre, married Edward Atkyns,
Esq., of Ketteringham Hall, Norfolk. Where
shall I find a portrait of the lady, taken either

before or after her marriage 1

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

[In Myers & Rogers's 'Catalogue' (1903) appears
Mrs. Atkin, actress, printed in brown, 8vo, 2s.,

engraved by Mackenzie.]

ENEAS SILVIUS (9
th S. xii. 68). In Cata-

logue 35, issued in 1896, Olschki, the Venetian

publisher, advertised a copy of this edition

of the
'

Historia Bohemica '

of Eneas Silvius,
the poet, afterwards Pius II., for 225 francs.

This is the first of three editions published
in the fifteenth century. The early editions

are considered the best, because in the later

ones the Bohemian names have been altered,
but not improved.
The two Germans, Johannes Nicolaus

Hanheymer, of Oppenheim, and Johannes
Schurener, of Boppard, who printed the 1475
edition at Rome with their first types, printed
only two dated books in partnership : the
'Formularium Instrumentorum,' 25 Nov.,
1474 (Hain, *7280), and the present work, pub-
lished 10 Jan., 1475. Schurener printed more
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than twenty books by himself, including
several other works written by Eneas Silvius,

between the years 1475 and 1478.

Of the other two editions of the
l Historia

Bohemica' printed in the fifteenth century,
one was issued at Venice in 1498 by Chris-

tophorus de Pensis dictus de Mandello (Hain,

*256); the other is undated, but was printed
at Basle by Johannes de Amerbach (Hain,

*254).
I append a collation of the 1475 edition :

Fol. la.
" Enee Siluii Piccolominei Senen'. Car-

dinal' Sancte Sabi
|
lie ad Alfonsum Aragonum

Regem Clarissimum in Histo
|
riani Bohemicam

prefatio incipit Lege foeliciter."

Fol. 2b, 11. 6, 7. "Enee Siluii Piccolominei Car-
dinal' Sancte Sabine

|
Historic Bohemice Liber

Primus Incipit lege foeliciter."

Fol. 72b. "Finis.
| Quo Anno Eneas Siluius

Piccolomineus Senen'. Tituli sa'
|
cte Sabine Car-

dinal' Historia' [szclha'c Bohemica' edidit: assu'
|

tus est ad Su'mum Pontificatu' Impressorib' j

Mgr'is Johanne Nicolai [sic] Hanheymer de Oppen-
heym & Jo

[

hanne Schurener de Bopardia. Rome
Anno Jubilei et a

|
Natiuitate Jhesu Christi.

M.CCCC.LXXV. Die x. me'
|
sis Januarii Memento

mori."

Followed by a death's head. Hain, *255.

Seventy - two printed leaves, thirty -three
lines to a full page. S. J. ALDEICH.
New Southgate.

DOWNIE'S SLAUGHTER : PARALLELS (9
th

S.

ix. 367, 474
;
x. 115).

Some have been wounded with conceit,
And died of meer opinion straight.

'Hudibras.'

A note to this couplet in Zachary Grey's
edition (1744) supplies a parallel to MR.
HOBSON MATTHEWS'S story :

" Remarkable are the effects of both fear and joy.A trial of the former kind was made upon a con-
demned malefactor in the following manner. A dog
was by surgeons let bleed, and suffered to bleed to
death before him ; the surgeons talking all the
while, and describing the gradual loss of blood, and
of course a gradual faintness of the dog occasioned
thereby; and just before the dog died, they said
unanimously,

' Now he is going to die.' They told the
malefactor that he was to be bled to death in the
same way ; and accordingly blindfolded him and
tied up his arm ; then one of them thrust a lancet
into his arm, but purposely missed the vein

; how-
ever, they soon began to describe the poor man's
gradual loss of blood, and of course a gradual faint-
ness occasioned thereby; and just before the sup-
posed minute of his death the surgeons said unani-
mously,

' Now he dies.' The malefactor thought all
this real, and died of mere conceit, though he had
not lost above twenty drops of blood.''

A variant of this story is found in Dun ton's
* Athenian Oracle' (1704, vol. i. p. 239) :

"Fancy is very strong in some persons, especiallysuch as are of a melancholy disposition; the relation
of the doctor in the reign of King James the First
who undertook either to kill or cure by fancy, is no

foreign answer to this question. The doctor begged
some condemned persons to make the tryal, and

choosing one among the rest, whose constitution he

thought might be most proper to work upon, he

preserved him till the last, setting the rest one after

another up to the chin in warm water, afterwards

breathed a vein, and let them bleed to death ; using
to those that stood by such remarks as,

* Now such
and such veins are exhausted, now so,' till they
expired ;

and coming to the last person, he was
accordingly stript and placed like the rest, when the
doctor made a false orifice that would not bleed,

using the same remarks of him to the bystanders as

he did of the rest, and when he was going to make
the last remark he made for the rest, the person
swooned away, and died- without loss of blood,

purely by fancy."

A closer parallel to the Downie legend
occurs in Montaigne's

'

Essays
'

(1580) :

"
II y en a, qui de frayeur anticipent la main du

bourreau, et celuy qu'on debandoit pour lui lire sa

grace se trouua roide mort sur 1'echaffaut du seul

coup de son imagination."

Sir Walter Scott, writing to Joanna Baillie

in 1811, and referring to her new volume of

tragedies, says :

"
By-the-by, a story is told of an Italian buffoon,

who had contrived to give his master, a petty prince
of Italy, a good hearty ducking and a fright to boot,
to cure him of an ague ; the treatment succeeded,
but the potentate, by way of retaliation, had his

audacious physician tried for treason and condemned
to lose his head ; the criminal was brought forth,
the priest heard his confession, and the poor jester
knelt down to the block. Instead of wielding his

axe, the executioner, as he had been instructed,
threw a pitcher of water on the bare neck of the
criminal ; here the jest was to have terminated, but
poor Gonella was found dead on the spot. I believe
the catastrophe is very possible." Lockhart's
'Life.'

Where did Dunton and Sir Walter Scott
find their anecdotes ? P. J. ANDERSON.
University Library, Aberdeen.

STORY OF FRENCH REVOLUTION (9
th S. xii.

88). C. B. will find the character of Lomaque
in 'Sister Rose,' Household Words, 1855,
vol. xi. p. 217, &c. The story fills several

pages. W. G. BOSWELL-STONE.
'2, Bardwell Road, Oxford.

BELL INSCRIPTION (9
th S. xii. 68) Has not

MR. GEORGE MARSHALL mistaken R for B in
this inscription 1 If so, it would read MAVE-
RECiiNACELOR, i e. %

"
M(aria) ave regina

celor(um)." J T B

EPITAPH ATTRIBUTED TO MILTON (9
th S. xii.

67). This epitaph is attributed to Milton by
the writer of the '

Life of Mrs. Mary Frith/
London, 16G2, which is apparently reprinted
in Johnson's 'Highwaymen.' there is, I
think, no other authority for the ascription.
I once had occasion to read this

'

Life,' and to
collect other references to Moll Cutpurse, and
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though some of the incidents related of her
are due to the imagination of the writer, it

seems to me tolerably certain that she ac-

quired a considerable amount of money by
acting as a sort of licensed broker between
thieves and their victims.

G. THORN DRURY.
There is a certain family likeness in all

these minor poems, acknowledged and un-
acknowledged ; for instance, compare

But when the World shall be calcined,

as quoted by MR. W. MOY THOMAS, with
This plant, though calcined into dust.

See 9th S. vi. 183. A. H.

WORDSWORTH QUERIES (9
th S. xii. 88).

The blessings he enjoys to guard
is from a poem by Tobias Smollett, beginning

Pure stream in whose transparent wave
My youthful limbs I wont to lave.

In the third verse occur the lines :

And hearts resolved and hands prepared
The blessings they enjoy to guard.

ALEXANDER PATRICK.

"PADDY PERSONS" (9
th S. xii. 87). Both

the dictionary of Kentish dialect and that
of the Sussex dialect have "

bud," mean-
ing a young calf of the first year. That
of the Sussex dialect also gives

"
buddy,"

stupid, in the same sense as the word "
calf

"

is often used for a stupid fellow. T. Digges
was presumably of the Kent family of that
name. May not he have meant "

buddy per-
sons," young fellows, neither boys nor full-

grown men, but not necessarily stupid 1

ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Tankerton-on-Sea.

EARLIEST ENGLISH NEWSPAPER (9
th S. xii.

29, 70). Through an oversight I failed to
notice MR. ARTHUR'S query at the earlier

reference, or should have at once endeavoured
to answer it. I fear I can add little to MR.
HODGKIN'S reply, except to give the title in
full of this curious little tract, which now
lies before me. The British Museum does
not possess any one of the three tracts dated
respectively 2, 13, 23 August ;

in fact, the first,
in the Burney collection, with Butter's name,
is dated 25 September, 1622. It would be
far- too rash a statement to say that mine,
dated 2 August, is unique ;

it must, however,
be extremely rare, as I can find no other
copy catalogued in any of the great libraries :

" The certaine Newes
|
of this present Weeke.

|

Brought by sundry |
Posts from severall places, but

chiefly |
the progresse and arriyall of Count Mans-

field
|
with the Duke of Brunswicke into Champeney

in
j
France ; and the joyning of sundry of the

|

Princes with them, &c.
|
With the preparation of

the French
| King to resist him : and what great

feare Count
|
Mansfields unexpected arrivall hath

| put all France in, &c. I Out of the best Informa-
tions of Letters and

| other, this Second of August.
1622.

| London, |
Printed by I. H. for Nathaniel

Butter, and are to
|
be sold at his shop at the signe

of the Pide Bull
|
at S. Austins Gate. 1622."

On the title-page is the device of a flaming,
heart within a wreath, and on the verso a

full-page woodcut of the arms of Bohemia
;

one blank leaf, title, and sixteen numbered
pages, with signatures and catchwords, small
4to. The first eight pages contain news from
various parts of Europe ; the remaining pages
are devoted to the movements of Count
Mansfield.

It is worth mentioning that Butter did not
begin to number his papers until 15 October,
1622, the issue for that date being marked
No. 1, after which the numbering was more
or less consecutive for some years. The
Burney collection contains an almost com-
plete sequence of Butter's Neives ; a few
are missing. Besides those named above, I

note^the absence of Nos. 3 and 21
;
both these

are in my collection, and are dated respec-
tively 22 October, 1622, and 7 March, 1623.
The English Mercuric, dated 1588, is,

doubtless, the publication to which MR.
WAINEWRIGHT refers. An interesting account
of this literary forgery, of which the British
Museum authorities were victims, appears in
Hunt's l Fourth Estate '

(edition 1850, vol. i.

p. 33).

Might I take this opportunity of asking
your correspondents if they can inform me
where I may find collections of the small 4to.

Civil War Mercuries, Intelligencers, &c.,
1641-50 1 I am aware of those in the British

Museum, Bodleian, Guildhall, London In-

stitute, and Advocates' Libraries.

CHARLES L. LINDSAY.
97, Cadogan Gardens, S.W.

The Elizabethan newspaper containing
news of the Spanish Armada being in the

English Channel, inquired for ante, p. 71,
was the English Mercurie, pretended to have
been printed by authority in 1588. It was
included in Dr. T. Birch's bequest of his
books and papers to the British Museum
in 1766, and was discovered by Mr. Thos.

Watts, of the Museum, to be a forgery,
4 November, 1839. For an account of early
newspapers, and in particular of this forgery,
see the Penny Magazine, ix. 17, 18 January,
1840; also D'Israeli's 'Curiosities of Litera-
ture,' new edition by the Earl of Beacons-
field (1881), i. 155. ADRIAN WHEELER.

" LAMBETH "
(9

th S. xii. 48). From its con-
text I feel sure that this word, as cited by
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Miss ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES, is the name of a
man. Your correspondent, I assume, is sure
the reading is not "Lamberti." It will, how-
ever, be a variant of that name, or even a

misspelling. JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.
Monmouth.

"PRIOR TO " = BEFORE (9
th S. xii. 66). I

presume to give the thanks of all lovers of

English to MR. JOHN T. CURRY. In a humble
way I am always protesting against this

gross abuse. Mr. Justice Phillimore once
publicly protested against it on the bench.
There is no reason why people should use a
Latin word at all, but and this is the worst
of it if they do they might use it correctly.
Now prior was an adjective, masculine or
feminine

;
there might conceivably be some

excuse for
" a prior wife

"
or

" a prior hus-
band," but there can be none for "a prior
house." Moreover, the adverb for before was
prius, of course, not prior. H. C. E. C.

SWORN CLERKS IN CHANCERY (9
th S. ix. 408,

512
;
x. 34). Perhaps it may save some one

some day a bootless visit to the Record
Office if it is noted here that the manuscript
catalogue to which attention is directed by
MR. MATTHEWS at the second reference does
not give the names of the Sworn Clerks, but
those of the Six Clerks only. The ' Index to

Chancery Proceedings (Reynardson's Divi-
sion), 1649 to 1714,' has now (1903) been
printed by the Record Office, and contains,
pp. xxi to xxiii, the names of the Six Clerks
from 1522 down to the abolition of the office
in 1842. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

"
BLETHERAMSKITE "

(9
th S. x. 507

; xi. 335,
490

;
xii. 93). I should have refrained from

joining in a correspondence already pro-
longed had I not come across a piece of
evidence which seems to place this term in a
new light. In a useful list of

' Words derived
from the Dutch, and still in Use around New
York,' printed in the Historical Magazine,
Second Series, vol. iii. p. 112 (Morr'isania,
1868), occurs the entry,

*
Blatheremchuyt, a

boastful, bragging fellow." [ give this for
what it is worth, leaving it to others to
decide whether it is merely a curious blunder,
or whether the term really is one of our
rather numerous importations from seven-
teenth-century Dutch. If this latter is the
case all pur dictionaries have gone astraythe termination -skite, instead of being Scotch'
will be the Dutch schuyt, a boat.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.
SIR FERDINANDO GORGES, LORD PALATINE

OF MAINE (9
th S- xii. 21, 4l).-At the last

reference CAPT. THORNE GEORGE states that

Sir Ferdinando's eldest son John was the
M.P. of that name for Taunton in 1654,
and was also the Col. John Gorges who
served under Cromwell. Is this correct? I
have always imagined the Col. John Gorges
who is so frequently mentioned in connexion
with the Civil War to belong to a totally
different line of the Gorges family. In the
first Protectorate Parliament of 1654 - 5

Thomas and John Gorges represented Taun-
ton. These were, I believe, brothers, and
sons of Henry Gorges, of Cheddar. Both
were also colonels. Thomas, the elder, was
admitted to Lincoln's Inn 1 May, 1638, was
M.P. for Taunton in all three Parliaments of

Cromwell, and also in the Convention of

1660, dying in October, 1670. John, the

younger son, was admitted to Lincoln's Inn
15 April, 1647. He was M.P. for Taunton
1654-5, for Somerset 1656-8, and for Derry,
Donegal, and Tyrone in 1659, being then
Governor of Londonderry. His will was
proved in Dublin, 8 March, 1681/2. It is, of

course, possible that John, son of Sir Ferdi-

nando, was, notwithstanding his Royalist
associations, also a colonel in the Common-
wealth army, but of this I have no know-
ledge. I do not think, however, that he
was at any time a Parliament member, but,
if wrong, shall be glad to be corrected.

WT
. D. PINK.

Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

In CAPT. THORNE GEORGE'S interesting notes
relative to this distinguished West-Country-
man we read,

"
It was in the year 1639

that he was created Lord Palatine of Maine."
This statement, however, does not tally
with the inscription upon the historical

Gorges monument to be seen in the parish
church of St. Budeaux, a village pic-
turesquely situated some three and a half
miles from Plymouth, upon high ground
overlooking the Tamar, a river that forms
thereabouts the line of demarcation between
the counties of Devon and Cornwall. There
the date given IS"A.D. 1635." This altar-
tomb stands against the eastern wall of the
north aisle of this fifteenth-century fabric,
and is of Elizabethan character, made of
ornately carved blue slate, a local material
procured from the widely known Cornish
quarries at Delabole, near St. Teath. For
years down to the late seventies it had been
in a lamentable state, an undesirable condi-
tion hardly surprising considering the vicis-
situdes the church has passed through from
time to time. For instance, during the
wars of the Commonwealth, in 1642 and
again in 1645, St. Budeaux was the scene of
much severe fighting; and it is recorded
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that at one time upwards of a hundred
unfortunate Royalists were, for a considerable

period, kept prisoners within the four
walls of this by no manner of means
large edifice (it possesses seating accommo-
dation for 450 persons). Nearly a quarter
of a century ago the Historical Society
of Maine, put itself in communication
with the writer, with the ultimate practical
result that the various portions of the ruinous
memorial were let us hope permanently
re-established in their original positions.
Behind and above its altar slab is a reredos,
also of slate, supported on either side by
columns. The back space is covered by
elaborately chiselled scrollwork of a kind
characteristic of the period, whilst in the
centre is a shield bearing the, arms of the

Gorges and Cole families, and beneath, upon
a label, the date 1600. Above this reredos
are more columns, carrying, in their turn, a
moulded segmental arch, and within the
recess thus formed are exquisitely carved,
in high relief, the arms, helm, and crest of

Roger Budockshed, surrounded by much
flowing mantling. The arms upon this tomb
may be thus described : 1. Sable, three fusils

in fesse between three stags' faces argent.
Crest, a Saracen's or Moor's head proper
(Budockshed). 2. Lozengy or and azure, a
chevron gules, duly differenced with a cres-

cent gold. Crest, a greyhound's head and
neck couped argent, collared gules, there-
on a crescent or (Gorges). 3. Gorges and
Budockshed quartered. 4. Budockshed and
crest. 5. Quarterly, 1 and 4, Lozengy or and
azure, a chevron gules, with a crescent of the
first for difference (Gorges) ;

2 and 3, Argent,
a bull passant sable, coward, within a bor-
dure of the second charged with twelve
bezants (Cole).
The following legend was added at the time

of renovation :

" Restored A.D. 1881, chiefly at the expense of
the Historical Society and citizens of the State
of Maine, U.S.A., in memory of Sir Ferdinando
Gorges, the first proprietor and governor of that
province, A.D. 1635."

Then follows a list of the family buried
there :

Roger Budockshed, of Budockshed, Esq., ob. 1576.
Sir William Gorges, Knt., ob. 1583.
Dame Winifred Gorges, ob. 1599.
Tristram Gorges, of Budockshed, Esq., ob. 1607.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gorges, ob. 1607.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

What was the family connexion between
Sir Ferdinando and the Ferdinando Gorges
who, in 1680, rebuilt the house, now the
vicarage, at Eye, near Leominster, Hereford-

shire? The house is remarkable for the
beautiful plaster work which adorns the

ceilings of the rooms. Was the Ferdinando

Gorges who rebuilt it identical with the
Ferdinando Gorges whose daughter, Barbara,
was married to Thomas Coningsby, after-

wards Earl of Coningsby (' D.N.B.,' xii. 11)?
H. C.

SOUTH SEA SCHEME (9
th S. xii. 68). In the

British Museum are ninety-one volumes of

papers of the South Sea Company (Add.
MSS. 25,494-25,584); and in the Calendar
Add. MS. 27,871 is thus described :

"
Original

powers of attorney, transfers, and other

papers relating to the South Sea Company,
1710-1720 ;

with signatures and seals of the

shareholders." BERNARD P. SCATTERGOOD.

In August, 1862, MR. D. M. STEVENS, of

Guildford, in reply to a querist who required
the names of the holders of South Sea Stock
from 1711 to 1720, said that he possessed a
list of nearly 20,000 holders of said stock,

from which he would be pleased to furnish

any information. See 3rd S. ii. 138. Possibly
this may be of assistance to MR. PILE.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

"BUT SHOULD FORTUNE FILL YOUR SAIL"

(9
th S. xii. 49). Your correspondent A. T. B.-C.

will find the lines he requires in Cowper's
translation of Horace, book ii. ode x. There
are six verses ;

the sixth reads thus :

If hindrances obstruct thy way,
Thy magnanimity display.
And let thy strength be seen ;

But ! if Fortune fill thy sail

With more than a propitious gale
Take half thy canvas in.

There is a reflection on the ode, by Cowper,
of eight lines well worth reading.

W. F. NEWTON.

[Many replies are acknowledged.]

" KAIMAKAM "
(9

th S. xii. 27, 70). I have

just received a cutting from your issue of

25 July, in which MR. C. MASON is good
enough to supply the information I desired

about the word Kaimakam. I have no
doubt that his version is in the main correct,
and I am glad to have it for purpose of

reference ; but I would add (it being under-

stood that I write just now without diction-

aries, <fec.) that both forms Kaimakam and
Kaimakan are admissible, and ask whether,
in line 15 of col. 2, "Del dormire," &c.,
should not be Dei dormire, &c.

W. BROADFOOT.

"WELTER" (9
th S. xi. 369, 457 ; xii. 74).

Your correspondent at the last reference,
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with (pardonable) ignorance of racing and its

phraseology, has made two slips. Eclipse,

carrying 12 st., was not " a welter-weight."
It is the 12 st. that is the welter-weight.
Again, the capacity of a horse to carry a

welter-weight has nothing to do with "a
stout or heavy-bodied animal"; on the con-

trary, with the requisite blood, stamina, and

shape, a "rat of a horse," to the eye, has
often given weight and inches to others over
his favourite distance. Theoretically, a

welter-weight is that which should make a
horse roll from distress at the finish of a

race, a sight frequently seen. H. P. L.

" HOOK IT" (9
th S. xi. 348; xii. 33). One

has always been under the impression that
this phrase had its origin either in the habit
of workmen slinging their bag of tools
behind them on ceasing work, preparatory
to going home, or in the cessation of the

day's work of the harvester, who would sling
his reaping-hook over his shoulder on leaving
the scene of his labour. It is commonly
noticeable even to - day in London how
plumbers and workmen in kindred trades
will throw their bag of tools at their back,
suspended by a hammer which serves the
purpose of a hook. Sailors have a similar

expression,
"
to sling one's hammock "

i.e.,

to make oneself scarce; to
"
bunk," a sailor's

hammock or bunk being his bed. Again,"
to sling one's Daniels "

is to move on, to
run away :

"He flung up his window with a furious bang
......swore in horrible terms that if we did not that
instant sling our Daniels which the Trombone in-
formed me was an equivalent for moving off he
would shy at us every heavenly article of crockery
his apartment contained."Greenwood,

'

In Strange
Company.'
Or the word "hook" may apply to the
fingers i.e., to pick up one's bundle and
depart. In Northamptonshire and elsewhere
"hook-fingered" is dishonest. There is,

according to Jamieson, a harvest custom in
Scotland called "

throwing the hooks." The
bandster collects all the reaping-hooks, and,
taking them by the points, throws them
upwards. The direction, whatever it be
in which the point of the hook falls, is

supposed to indicate the quarter in which
the individual to whom it belongs will be
employed as a reaper in the following
harvest. If any one of them break in falling,
the owner is to die before another harvest.

J. HOLDEN MAC-MICHAEL.

.,."
To

. HH his hook "
is a very common

idiom in Lincolnshire. A man talking to me
a few days ago about an affiliation case said,
i heard him say that if the magistrates

laid him on to pay owt, he should tak' his

hook an' nivyer be seen in these parts no
more." At Lincoln Assizes many years ago
I was present at a trial relating to a savage
assault which had taken place somewhere in

the Isle of Axholme. A witness deposed
that one of the persons implicated said in

his presence, "I shall tak' my hook an' go
ower Ouse into Yerksheer, an' then they
can't find me." On hearing this the judge
intervened by an inquiry as to what hook
was meant, as no instrument of the kind
had been mentioned in the previous part of

the case. It might be of service if His

Majesty's judges when on circuit took with
them a copy of Prof. Wright's

*

English
Dialect Dictionary.'

A JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.

BACON ON HERCULES (9
th S. xi. 65, 154, 199,

352
;

xii. 54). I am sorry that under another
heading than the above' Shakespeare's Geo-
graphy 'I supplied most of the illustrations
which I gave you. But a good thing is none
the worse for being repeated even in * N. & Q.'

My purpose was to show that in his works
Bacon was not infallible that he made as

many mistakes as did Shakespeare or Sir
Walter Scott, depending upon his memory
for his quotations.
May I add a few further references to

Bacon's fallibility in this respect? The
*

Essays
'

consisting originally of ten short
items were first issued in 1596, the sole

literary efforts of his pen in the course of

nearly twenty years, while Shakespeare was
pouring out pages of print by the yard.
During his life Bacon rewrote these

'

Essays
'

five times, remodelled and augmented, and
in the last edition he perpetuated the follow-
ing errors made in the first : In the fifth and
tenth essays he misquoted Seneca, as he
did in his

' Wisdom of the Ancients
' and

Advancement of Learning '; in essay 13 he
misquotes Machiavelli

;
in essay 15 he mis-

quotes Tacitus twice
;
in essay 22 he misquotes

Solomon
; in the same essay Plutarch

;
in

essay 30 Celsus
; in essay 35 Herodotus

;
and

in essay 54 Cicero. Reynolds, the editor of
the Clarendon Press edition of the '

Essays,'
gives no fewer than a dozen inaccurate quota-
tions in the first ten, and says,

" For accuracy
in detail Bacon had no care whatever," and
that he "frequently quoted from memory
seems certain. We find accordingly that the
Assays

'

abound in misquotations of a more
or less important kind "

(p. xxvii). In Bacon's
1 romus ' we find similar mistakes made by

tfacon, quite equal to the attribution of a
sea-coast to Bohemia, the sea (or a canal) at
Milan, and the game of billiards in the days
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of Antony and Cleopatra. It is certain that

Bacon made mistakes as did other people
before and since. Mr. Churton Collins has

proved that Shakespeare was one of the best

Latin scholars who ever lived, and obtained
his knowledge of Greek through Latin trans-

lations. Ben Jonson says Shakespeare had
" small Latin." Whom are we to believe ?

GEORGE STRONACH.

THE ALBANY (9
th S. xii. 49). Among a

selection of prints, &c., from the Gardner
Collection, which were exhibited at the open-
ing of the Library and Museum of the Cor-

poration of London in 1872, was a view of

the first entrance to the Albany (designed
and erected by Sir W. Chambers), in water
colour. S. P. is possibly aware of the ample
information afforded in Wheatley's 'London.'

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

MRS. MARTYR, SINGER AND ACTRESS : C. H.
WILSON (9

th S. xii. 107). For an account of

the life and writings of Charles Henry Wil-

son, sometime editor of the Gazetteer, who
died 12 May, 1808, see Baker's

'

Biog. Dramat.,'
vol. i. part ii. 751. G. F. R. B.

COUNTY COUNCIL BOARD SCHOOLS (9
th S.

xii. 107). MR. COLEMAN'S question is singu-

larly confused. What does the heading
mean? Board schools, properly so called,

have nothing to do with County Councils.

Under the Education Act of 1902 all schools

under the entire and direct control of the

new local education authorities county,

borough, and urban district councils become

"provided" schools, or, as the Board of

Education has suggested, "Council" schools.

When the Act is fully in force all over the

country the term " Board "
will be extinct.

At present it exists where the new authorities

have not taken over the schools, consequently
a "Council Board "

school is impossible.
Then MR. COLEMAN asks for information

about "
parish" rates. Here again the County

Council heading is quite inapplicable. Before
the passing of the Act of 1902 a school rate,

so far as England was concerned, was levied

only in those boroughs and parishes where

elementary education was locally under the
control of a School Board. Full particulars
of the school rates levied in these boroughs
and parishes have been published annually
in the Blue-books issued by the Board of

Education. Of course no returns under the
Act of 1902 can yet be issued, it having been

only a few months in force in some places,
while in others it has not yet come into

operation. MR. COLEMAN complains of the
"excessive" nature of school rates. Much

could be said on the other side ; but I trust
the education controversy will not enter the
neutral field of N. & Q.'

G. L. APPERSON.
Wimbledon.

I am now able to reply in part to my own
query. There has very recently been issued
" The Report of the London County Council
for the Year 1900-1, prepared by the Clerk to
the Council" (G. L. Gomme). The book
contains upwards of 300 pages, and describes
the Council's powers, financial, administrative,
&c., and has an excellent index. If the
School Board would issue a similar report
the public would possess much interesting
and valuable information.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

" OVERSLAUGH" (9
th S. xi. 247, 331 ; xii. 93).

I have just found the word "overslagh
"
in

the dictionary which is at the end of Simes's
'

Military Medley,' second edition, 1768.

Perhaps it may be in the first edition, in
which case a still earlier date will have been
obtained for it.

The explanation of the meaning of the word,
and the accompanying table to illustrate it,

which are given in Smith's '

Military Diction-

ary,' 1779, have been taken from the '

Military
Medley.' W. S.

ANATOMIE VIVANTE (9
th S. xii. 49). The

"
Living Skeleton

" was exhibited at the
"Chinese Saloon" in Pall Mall in 1825.
Claude Ambroise Seurat was the name of
the being so designated. He was a native
of Troyes, in Champagne, and was then
twenty -eight years old. His health was
good, but his skin resembled parchment, and
his ribs could be counted and handled like

pieces of cane. He was exhibited nude except
about the loins ; the arm from the shoulder
to the elbow was like an ivory German flute

;

the legs were straight, and the feet well
formed. There is a long account of this won-
derful freak, with engravings illustrating his

front, profile, and back, in Hone's '

Every -

Day Book '

(26 July), pp. 509 to 517. A writer
in the Daily Telegraph of 31 December, 1902,
under the heading

' Modern Piccadilly,' seems
to be in error in saying that the "Anatomic
Vivante " " was exhibited at the Egyptian
Hall on the dispersal of Bullock's Museum."
Another "

Living Skeleton," British this time,
was shown at the Coburg Theatre in Waterloo
Bridge Road, Lambeth, in rivalry with " the
Pall Mall object." See the '

Every-Day Book,'
22 August, p. 565.

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.
[Many replies acknowledged.]
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LADY NOTTINGHAM (9
th S. ix. 128, 213, 455 ;

x. 11, 97, 336). The New York Times of

13 March, 1902, has the following :

"Frederick Sulzbach, father of twenty -eight

children, appeared before Magistrate Harrison,

Philadelphia, to-day, and charged two of his sons,
Frank aged eighteen and Lewis sixteen, with non-

support. Sulzbach told the magistrate he was fifty-

two years old and had been married four times.

By his first wife he had five children, by his second

fourteen, by his third four. The oldest living child

is twenty-nine years old and the youngest an infant."

I clipped the following from a New York

paper, the date and title of which I have
not:

"In the Harleian MSS., Nos. 78 and 980, in the

library of the British Museum, mention is made
of an extraordinary family. The parties were a
Scotch weaver and his wife (not wives), who were
the parents of sixty-two children. The majority
were boys ; the record mentions that forty-six of the
male children lived to manhood, and only four of

the daughters lived to be grown-up women. Thirty-
nine of the sons were living in the year 1630. It is

recorded in one of the old histories of Newcastle
that ' a certyne gentleman of large estaytes

'

rode
*

thirty and three miles beyond the Tyne
'

to prove
this wonderful story. It is further related that
Sir J. Bowers adopted ten of the sons, and three
other ' landed gentlemen

'

took ten each. The re-

maining members of the family were brought up by
the parents."

JOHN TOWNSHEND.

ENGLISH ACCENTUATION (9
th S. xi. 408, 515

;

xii. 94). Prophesying is risky work, and it

may be worth noting that Italian stresses

ettolitri and kilometrL so we shall probably
do the like. O. O. H.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Angevin Empire ; or, the Three Reigns of
Henry II.

, Richard /., and John, A.U. 1154-1216.

By Sir James H. Ramsay, M.A. (Sonnenschein
& Co.)

OF the great historical work on which he has long
been engaged Sir James Ramsay of Bamff now
furnishes a third instalment. His aim, as has
already been stated (see 8th S. ii. 19), is to supply
from the original sources an authoritative history
of England during the first fifteen hundred year's
of her existence. The first volume, issued by the
same publishers as the present, consists of 'The
foundations of England; or, Twelve Centuries of
British History, from B.C. 55 to 1154.' The second
carries the record to 1216; while 'Lancaster and
i ork,' issued by the Oxford University Press, deals
with the period between 139 and 1458. There yet
remains, accordingly, the time between the death
of John in 1216 and the accession of Henry IV. In
his latest work Sir James covers a period occu-
pied by many distinguished writers, and notably
y
u i ,

late Bishop of Oxford, the influence of
whose labours is necessarily felt throughout the book.

is natural to compare our author's verdicts uponthe Angevin monarchs with those of his brilliant

predecessor. On the whole, his estimate of Cceur

de Lion seems less favourable than that of btubbs.

Richard was, Sir James holds,
" a man of nervous,

excitable temperament rather than an Ironsides.

His frequent attacks of illness are inconsistent

with the idea of indomitable strength.
* He loved

war and he shone in arms." He was not only a fine

warrior, but an able commander.
"
Judged by the

most moderate standard, he must be pronounced
a bad king and a vicious man." These be hard

words, subsequently qualified by the statement

that Richard remained to the end of his life a

high-spirited, reckless, overbearing schoolboy, with-

out sense of responsibility or duty, but fully satis-

fied in his own mind that might made right. It

is remarkable to notice the apparent difference in

stature between Richard and John, the former,

according to his monument at Fontevrault, being
about six feet two in height, and the latter, accord-

ing to the effigy on his tomb, only five feet six. A
presentation of the face of Richard is among the

illustrations to the volume. To John, the worst of

the Angevin kings, Sir James is, naturally, stern.

What distinguishes John from the rest is his

"pettiness, meanness, and spitefulness." We seek

in vain for
" one good deed, one kindly act, to set

against his countless offendings." The one cheering

thing in connexion with his reign is that
" the

faultiness of the sovereign proved the salvation of

the people. Had John been less intolerable, Clergy.

Baronage, and Commons might never have banded

together to win Magna Charta." It is not pretended
that these views have any great originality or

novelty.
In the present volume, as in his preceding

works, the author is at much pains to test by
record evidence the only trustworthy authority

the accuracy of the reports concerning the
number of troops taking part in any named en-

counter. He has arrived at the conclusion that the
numbers have, as a rule, been multiplied by ten.

Military affairs still occupy much attention.

Richard's campaign in the Holy Land constitutes
the most animated portion of his volume, while
the description of the battle of Bpuvines is the
result of a close study of the district. The early

pages are occupied with the Becket controversy.
How turbulent was Becket, and how completely
the views he expressed would, if carried out, have

paralyzed all government, and "
relegated England

to the theocratic imbecility of Anglo-Saxon days,''
is clearly shown, as is the constantly defiant atti-

tude the bishops held to the king and the Court.
How injudicious and how unpopular was the arch-

bishop's conduct throughout is also demonstrated.
The brilliant portraiture of Bishop Stubbs Sir

James does not attempt to rival. His work is,

however, ripe, scholarly, and trustworthy, and
ranks with the labours of Mr. Round and Miss
Norgate, indebtedness to whom is frankly acknow-
ledged. It is doubtful whether in any one work a

history more serviceable and compendious can be
seen of a period in which was laid the foundation
of our literature.

Cardiff Records. Edited by John Hobson Matthews.
Vol. IV. (Sotheran & Co.)

THE fourth volume of the Cardiff municipal records
appears, happily, from the same able and indus-
trious pen to which are owing the three previous
volumes, which, on their appearance at intervals of

something over a year, have been duly noted in
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our columns. In one respect only does the latest

volume differ from its predecessors. The head and
tail pieces, on the antiquarian merit of which we
have previously commented, are now executed by
the editor. For any artistic shortcomings in their

execution apology is made in the correctness of

heraldic design and a minuteness of detail the anti-

quary will know how to prize. The headpieces
consist of the shields of the later mediaeval lords of

Glamorgan, De Clare, Despencer, Beauchamp, and
Neville ; and of Cardiff, Herbert of Cardiff, Wind-
sor, and Crichton Stuart; the King of England
(ancient); Anglo-Norman Barons in the Vale,
and inferior lords or old Welsh gentry of the

county ; while the tailpieces consist of old buildings
and spots of interest. In addition to these things
there are a fine portrait of Lord Windsor, the Mayor
of Cardiff in 1895-6, and well-executed photographs
of the more important buildings. It has been pre-
viously said that the mercantile importance of

Cardiff is of growth comparatively recent. Mr.
Matthews points out that already the conversation
of the great part is polyglot, and that in a walk
from the Hayes bridge to the Pier Head one may,
apart from all question of dialects, hear a dozen
languages, and declares that all the principal
European nationalities are represented among the
established merchants and tradesmen of the town
and port.
The early chapters deal with what is called

' The
Winning of Glamorgan,' and are derived from MSS.
formerly the property of the "Cymreigyddion

"
of

Abergavenny, mostly transcribed by Edward
Williams (lolo Morganwg), and now in the pos-
session of Mrs. Herbert, of Llanover. By the term
is meant the conquest of Glamorgan by the Nor-
mans in the reign of William Rufus. Mr. Matthews

s is at the pains to explain what is the value of

the local Welsh chronicles embodied in these
MSS. This lies, he holds, in their idyllic pic-

turesqueness or the seductive art which transports
us "into the Celtic dreamland, where, in a magic
mist, is conjured up a vision of kindly Cambro-
British kings, courteous princes, lovely heiresses,

tyrannical Norman barons, holy bishops, and faith-

ful clansmen moving ghostlike about the shining,
fertile vale of Glamorgan." Far enough seem these

things from the sober prose of municipal record;
but our author shows us how closely portions of

them are associated with the history he supplies.
Alike commendable are the naivete, and the interest

of the legends transcribed. An account of the

conquest of Glamorgan by Sir Robert fitz Haymon
and his twelve knights is very striking, and the

pedigrees which follow are held to have authority
as well as interest. Forty-seven pages are occu-

pied with these documents, and the second

chapter supplies further gleanings from the Record
Office which are of great antiquity, and contain
valuable details of mediaeval life. The extracts
from the Star Chamber proceedings reveal remark-
able pictures of the lawlessness prevalent during
the reigns of Henry VIII., Edward, and Mary. In
the miscellanies of the Exchequer we come again on
the name of the Turbervilles, and a few Civil War
memoranda, 1644-8, and can study how, after 1645,
the Welsh, till then constant to Charles, began to
fall off and declare themselves for the Parliament.

Subsequently (1679) we come upon proofs of the
execution of priests and the general hatred of Roman
Catholics. Extracts from the Minutes of Council

occupy chaps, iv.-vi., and cover the period from 1708

to 1880. Chap. yii. supplies minutes of the Cardiff

Street Commissioners and the Cardiff Board of

Health, 1774-1865. In these we find that the

practice of "boxing the Charlies" extended from
London to Cardiff. How far the excellent work,
with which so much progress has been made, is to

be continued we know not. Another volume is,

however, promised.

Six Dramas of Calderon. Freely translated by
Edward FitzGerald. (Moring.)

AMONG the beautifully printed volumes of "The
King's Classics" none is more welcome than the

reprint of FitzGerald's renderings of Calderon.
Free as they are, these translations are models
in their way, and convey a faithful idea of the

representative plays selected. The original edition
has long been inaccessible, and the reprint is, so
far as we recall, equal to it in all respects and
superior in some. Dr. H. Oelsner has edited the
volume and supplied a preface and some valuable
notes. We should like to know more concerning
* La Cloison

'

of Ronquit, through which, it is said,
4 El Escondido y la Tapada

'

reached the English
stage in the shape of Bickerstaffe's

' ;

Tis Well it's

no Worse.' Ronquit appears in no French bio-

graphical or bibliographical work with which we
are acquainted, nor is a title such as

' La Cloison
'

to be found in the lists of acted French plays. The
volume, which is a gem, has a good portrait of

Calderon.

The Valkyries. By E. F. Benson. (Dean & Son.)
THIS volume, which is at least as much myth as

romance, is the first of a series of works to be
founded on the themes of grand operas which the

publishers have in preparation. These will corre-

spond, to some extent, with the ' Tales from Shake-
speare

'

of the Lambs. Designs by T. Noyes Lewis
present those daughters of Wotan and Erda who
are, perhaps, the most picturesque beings in Scan-
dinavian mythology, as well as the ill-fated and
incestuous loves of Siegmund and Sieglinde. Com-
panion volumes will presumably deal with the loves
of Siegfried and Brunnhilde, the Niebelungs, and
the Rheingold.

PROF. J. W. HALES, M.A., F.S.A., has issued in
a separate form a few copies of his admirable The
Fame of King Alfred, delivered as a presidential
address, on 23 October, 1901, before the Hampstead
Literary Society at Stanfield House. Prof. Hales
succeeded as President of the Society the late Sir
Walter Besant.

UNDER the strange title of Bathonian Dickensiana
Mr. R. H. Fryar, of Bath, is issuing a plate pre-
senting, in a composite form, the spots illustrative
of the associations, personal and literary, of Dickens
with Bath. Royal Crescent,

*' The Saracen's Head,"
the Pump Room, the " Beaufort Arms," and No. 35,
St. James Square, are among the places depicted.

MESSRS. ROUTLEDGE promise for speedy publica-
tion

' A Dictionary of Names, Nicknames, and
Surnames of Persons, Places, and Things,' by
Mr. Latham. It will be on a more extensive
scale than anything of the kind yet attempted,
and will supply references by means of which
further information can be obtained from existing
authorities. It will thus form a supplement to

ordinary biographical, classical, and geographical
dictionaries.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.

CATALOGUES, among other things, show signs of

holiday influences, and second-hand books, like new
ones, are experiencing a slack season. Mr. Bertram
Dobell's list is mainly miscellaneous. Some items

of highest interest are found, principally in the

early pages. A first folio Ben Jonson, with all the

parts in first editions, and with the rare printed
title to the second part, is marked 551., a price
which a few years ago would have been regarded as

preposterous, but is now probably less than its

value. A collection of old plays contains many
Beaumont and Fletchers, Heywoods, Chapmans,
Newcastles, &c. Ford's 'Fancies Chaste and

Noble,' 1038, is a great rarity, as is Haughton's
' A Pleasant Comedie ; or, Woman will have her

Will,' 1631. A fifth Burns is priced 41. 4*., and
'The Vicar of Wakefield,' with Rowlandson's

plates, 121. 12,s. Early Borrows and Brontes, a col-

lection of jest-books, a second of chap-books, a

DekkerV Batchellor's Banquet
'

(black-letter, 1677),
some first Shelleys, and a collection of "Ned"
Wards stand out conspicuous.

In another "short" catalogue of Mr. Voynich are
some curious works on witchcraft ; a Crispus de
Montibus, Venice, 1490, remarkable as perhaps
the earliest specimen of woodcuts printed in three
colours ; some early Petrarchs, including the
'

Trionfi,' 1490; a Magnus Glaus,
'

Historia delle
Gente et a Papeus Comedia de Samaritano Evan-
gelico,' 4to, 1542, very rare, not in Brunet and other

bibliographers; a Castiglione,
'
II Cortigiano,' trans-

lated into Castilian by R. J. Boscan, 1539, 6/. 6*.

(productions of the early Spanish presses are mostly
rare, thanks, probably, to the action of the Inquisi-
tion) ; Wagenaer,

' Le Nouveau Miroir des Voiages
Marins,' Antwerp, 1600, with a view of Elsinore of
about the time of Shakespeare ; the first French
translation of Shakespeare, Paris, 1776-82, curious
and scarce, l'2l. J2.s. ; Ariosto, 'Gli Suppositi'; third
edition of Burton's 'Anatomy of Melancholy,' J664;
a Corvinus,

'

Heptaehordum Danicum,' containing
old Danish songs ; a collection of mediieval writers,
Duns Scotus, Raymond Lulli, &c.

; the 'Sermones
Quadragesimales

'

of Jac. de Voragine, fifteenth-

century MS. ;
a Gratianus, Venice, Jenson, 1477,

and a Jac. de Voragine, 'Legends of the Saints,'
translated into Italian, from the same press, 1475,
S/. 10*. ; a very scarce Bohemian '

Herbal,' 12/. 12s.
;

Massinger'a 'New Way to Pay Old Debts,' first

edition, 12/. 12*.
; Lodge's Seneca

; John Abbot's
'Jesus Prefigured,' 1623, a scarce English poem;
and Latin Bibles, including one printed at Vicenza,
1476.

Mr. T. Thorp's second London catalogue treads

mand) : a fine copy of that most revoltingly indecent
work ' Les Liaisons Dangereuses,' with Monnet's
plates, 1796, 51. 10*. ; many sporting books; the
Britannia, 1840-9, containing many articles by
Thackeray not hitherto reprinted; Samuel Wes-
ley's 'Maggots; or, Poems on Several Subjects'
1685 ; Rogers a

' A Cruising Voyage round the
World, said to have helped Defoe in his

'

Robinson
Crusoe ; a series of publications of the Palteon-
tographical Society; one of the Early Englishlext Society ; the Villon Society's chap-book re-

prints ; three autograph letters of interest by
Charles Dickens ; Piranesi's Rome,' 341. 10-s. ;

Picard's
'

Ceremonies,' a very tine copy, 121. 12s. ; and
Chaffers's

' Keramic Gallery.' A reviewer's copy
of Thackeray's

* Prose Works,' 24 vols. out of 30,

is offered for 9/. 9s\, with a promise of the other
volumes on their appearance !

Mr. E. Menken offers Worlidge's 'Antique Gems'
for 4:1. 4s. ; a set of Parker's

'

Archaeology of Rome' ;

Schrenck's 'Portraits of Emperors, Kings, &c.,'

Innspruck, 1603 ;
Burke's

' Extinct and Dormant
Baronetcies,' with arms emblazoned; Burke's
'Heraldic Illustrations,' 1844-57; a fine book of

costumes, plates by Desrais, coloured ; a Latin

Terence, 1499, with the famous woodcuts; the
" French Court Memoirs

"
; some histories of guilds ;

Maitland's 'London'; Walpole's 'Letters'; Leigh
Hunt's the Examiner ; the ' Musee de France'; a
MS. Psalter of the fourteenth century ; a Ramusio's
'

Navigation,' 3 vols. folio ;
and a series of Cal-

decott plates.

Among a large number of miscellaneous books,
Burnsiana and the like, issued by Mr. Richard
Cameron, of Edinburgh, are the two series of the
curious

' Reminiscences of the Monks of St. Giles
'

;

Gale and Fell's collection of
' Old English Writers,'

3 vols. folio, 6/. 10-s-. ; and various works concerning
Edinburgh, Glasgow, &c.

Mr. Birmingham, of Plymouth, issues a catalogue
of much interest to students of local history.
Under Devon and Cornwall are found the most
attractive items.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. "When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

GEORGE STRONACII. Your proof reached us too
late to permit of the longer additions being made.

CORRIGENDA. Ante, p. 109, col. 2, 1. 24 from foot,
for " is" read if. L. 3 from foot, omit hyphen after
"there."

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to " The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

BEN JONSON AND GABRIEL HARVEY.
(See 9th S. xi. 201, 281, 343, 501.)

I WILL take the Juniper words in the order

they occur, the references being to Grosart's
*

Harvey.' The pieces in that edition date as

follows :

Vol. I.

Letter to Spenser, pp. 18 to 33 (inclusive), 1580.

Three Proper Letters (including Earthquake
Letter, 51-74), 40 to 107 (inclusive), 1580.

Letter-Book of G. Harvey (to Spenser), 111-50,
1573-83.
Foure Letters & certaine Sonnets, 156-250, 1592.

A New Letter of Notable Contents, with the

"Gorgon Sonnet" (295-7). 259-97, 1593. In this

letter he tells us he had already printed
'

Pierce's

Supererogation.'
Vol. II.

Pierce's Supererogation. 5-123 (inclusive), 1593.

An Advertisement for Papp Hatchett and Martin
Mar Prelate, &c., 124-221, written in 1589, but not
published till 1593.

Pierce's Supererogation Concluded, 1593. It is

dovetailed fore and aft with the last. The Advertise-
ment is dated 1589 on p. 221, and titled on p. 124.

The Supererogation resumes pp. 222-331.

Sonnets by Thorius and Chute.

Vol. III.

Trimming of Thomas Nashe, 5-72, 1597.

Story of Mercy Harvey, 75-97, 1574-5.

Index, &c.

The date of
'

Papp Hatchett '

is important.
Harvey says that about 1583 Lyiy had slan-

dered him to Leicester in order to curry
favour for himself, although he (Harvey)
loved Lyly. He never revenged himself till

now (1593) in print, when he does it because
Greene and Nashe, encouraged by Lyly,
attacked him. So he publishes his 'Adver-
tisement,' written in 1589.

Changeling. "I am no changeling, I am
Juniper still" (Jonson's 'Case Is Altered,'
520a). 'N.E.D.' has an example from Foxe,
1555. But the phrase was a favourite with

Harvey.
"His behaviour is no turne coat, though

his stile be a changeling" (Harvey, ii. 288).

"Indeed, I saw you to be no changeling"
(iii. 1C). "Would not you should think me
a changeling

"
(iii. 86).

Hieroglyphic.
" You mad hieroglyphic,

when shall we swagger 1
"

(Jonson, 520a.)
'N.E.D.' has a reference for adjective (1585)
and for substantive (1586), both in the limited

Egyptian sense.
" The wheele was an auncient Hiero-

gliphique" (Harvey, ii. 57). "His ecclesi-
astical! tongue a Hieroglyphique" (ii. 310).

Capricio. "You mad Capricio" (521a).
Shakespeare used this word (capricio\

*
All 's

Well,' II. iii. 310 (1601). In the earlier per-
sonal sense used here, it was introduced by
Harvey. It is not in

' N.E.D.' (except
'

All 's

Well '

use). I find it a little later :

" Some
of the capriccios of the court," 'Court and
Times of James I.,' i. 441 (1616). A fantastic

person.
"
Signer Capricio

"
is a name of Harvey's

for Nashe (ii. 109). For capricious see below,
Jonson, 532b.

Compunction.
" You can have but com-

punction
"

(pity), 524a. A scarce word, not
in Shakespeare. 'N.E.D.' has a Lydgate
example, 1445

; next, 1612. Juniper's
"
say

frustra
"
here is earlier in Peele

; his
"
for-

tuna de la guerra
"
above (520a) is in '

Love's
Labour 's Lost.'

"
Pitiful compunction

"
(Harvey, i. 196).

^
Prejudicate.

"
Prejudic&te humour" (524a).

Shakespeare has the verb "prejudicate" in
'All's Well.' The adjective was a favourite
and constant word with Harvey. The ex-
pression

"
prejudicating humor" occurs in

Sidney's 'Apol. for Poetry
'

(1586). Harvey
has "

predominant humors that raigne in our
blood

"
earlier (i. 25). Here, as at 520a, the

language of Juniper is commented on by
others in the play ;

and later (531a), showing
he is introduced for the purpose. Valentine
is usually the critic.

"
Prejudicate judgments

"
(Harvey, ii. 14) ;"

prejudicate assertions "
(ii. 134) ; ii. 201, &c.
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Alacrity.
"
Alacrity of spirit

"
(524a) :

occurs in 'Richard III.' of Shakespeare
(1593). A rare word at this date. One ex-

ample (in physical sense) earlier in 'N.E.D.'

"Alacrity of courage
"
(Harvey, i. 222).

Consanguinity.
" A fellow fit for con-

sanguinity" (528a). Relationship, affinity?
Earliest in 'N.E.D.,' figuratively, is 1651

(Cartwright).
In Harvey, i. 142.

Ingenuity. "The ingenuity, quantity or

quality of the cudgel
"
(531a). The earliest

uses in 'N.E.D.' are : senses connected with

ingenuous, Florio, 1598
;

senses connected
with ingenious, Ben Jonson, 1599 ('Every
Man Out'). Harvey coined it, 1592, and
Nashe abused it, 1593.
"
Young blood is hot : youth hasty : in-

genuity open
"
(Harvey, i. 179). This is one

of the terms that Nashe in his
' Foure Letters

Confuted' (Grosart, ii. 262), 1593, strings
together as pedantic and barbarous, invented
by Gabriel Harvey. An interesting list.

Anagram." The anagrams and the epi-
taphs

"
(531a). This word was introduced

from the Greek, in classical use by Putten-
ham, 1589. Note here the identification of

Juniper with a fencing pedant.
Nashe (who is included in this burlesque)

used this word in
' Have with You '

(Grosart,
iii. 123), 1596, the only other earlier example
1 know.

Ptigrimize," A.n thou wilt but pilgrimize
it along with me "

(531 b).

Harvey has moralize and censoriall moral-
izers (ii. 275-6). Harvey was a great coiner
of verbs in ize. I find tyrannize and temporise
early (1580) in i. 100, 124. Nashe, in

* Foure
Letters Confuted,' 1593 (Gros., ii. 262), objects
to Harvey's sirenize ("sirenized Furies,"
Harvey, i. 212). Harvey has Tarletonize
(i. 168); and "Had he [Nashe] begun to
Aretmize, when Elderton began to ballet
or Tarlton to extemporize." The earliest
example in 'N.E.D.' of this last verb is

Byron's 'Beppo.' Harvey's passage is at
11. 96. Curiously enough, Nashe tells us in his
introduction to Sidney 's 'Astrophel and Stella'
(1591) that "

reprehenders complain of my
...... Italionate coyned verbes, all in ize"
Robert Tofte in his 'Alba' and 'Laura'
(1597-8) was a free coiner of verbs in ize.

Capricious.
" A few capricious gallants

Juniper. Capriciotu ! stay, that word 's for

whaV'^^Vb >

C ragi ! be n fc caPrici<*:

Harvey has "capricious Dialogues of
rankest Bawdry" (goatlike, lustful), i. 290-
the capricious flocke

"
(Nashe's lecherous

friends), n. 52; he uses "capricious" in

same sense (ii. 91) ; "a queint and capricious
nature "

(ii. 278) ;

"
capricious and tran-

scendent witte "
(i. 201);

"
capricious veine

"

(ii. 53) ;

"
capricious humour "

(ii. 54) ;
"
capricious panges

"
(ii. 54). All these

are earlier than the earliest in
'

N.E.D.,' from
Carew (1594), who explains the term. R.
Tofte has "capritious Humor" in 'Alba'
(1598). Shakespeare has the word once in
'As You Like It.' And Jonson ridicules it

again in 'Every Man Out' (adverb, caprici-

ously), &c. (earliest in 'N.E.D.,' 1746). This
word alone goes a long way to establish

Juniper as Harvey. See above capricio.

Fleay supposed this word, in the mouth of
Emulo in 'Patient Grissil' (1599), to belong
to Samuel Daniel (' Chron. of Eng. Drama,'
i. 97). H. C. HART.

(To 1>e continued.)

BURTON'S 'ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.'
(See 9th S. xi. 181, 222, 263, 322, 441 ; xii. 2, 62.)

FEOM the list of Juvenal quotations given
at the fifth of these references vi. 285 was
accidentally omitted. To this line belong the
words " iram atqueanimos a crimine sumunt"
('Anatomy,' vol. i. ed. Shilleto, p. 365, 1. 9
from foot ; Part. I. sect. ii. memb. iii. subs. xv. ;

p. 138, 1. 6, in 6th edit.).
Vol. iii. p. 178, 1. 9 (Part. III. sect. ii. memb. iii.

subs. i.
; p. 519 in 6th edit., where, owing to

the error already mentioned, the member is

given as iv.) :

Quisquis amat ranam, ranam putat esse Dianam.
A. R, S., in his note on this, asks : "Is the
reference in Diana to the famous Diana of
Poitiers, mistress of Henri II.?" Certainly
not. The lady lived in the sixteenth century,
while the line may be found (in the form "

Si
quis amat," &c.) on p. 66, vol. i. of Miillerihoff
and bcherer's 'Denkmaler deutscher Poesie
und Prosa aus dem viii.-xii. Jahrhundert.'
(3rd edit, by E. Steinmeyer, Berlin, 1892).
1 am indebted to my colleague Dr. E. J. Eitel
tor kindly drawing my attention to the Latin
proverbs, mostly in leonine hexameters,
which are given in alphabetical order on
pp. 59-66 of the above volume.
The references for several quotations passedover by Shilleto have already been incidentally

supplied in these notes. But before beginningthe general task of identifying passages, the
source of which Shilleto failed to recognizeor to discover, I think something should be
said about the translations which Shilleto
gives.

Probably most lovers of Burton would
agree with the

^vimer in the Athenceum
(6 Jan., 1894) that "nobody ignorant of Latin
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is likely to get far in 'The Anatomy."'
Allowing, however, the desirability of trans-

lations, we find that this part of the editor's

work is particularly open to criticism.

In the first place there is a want of system.
While such simple phrases as "secreta
Minervse" are translated, whereby the im-

patient reader is reminded of Carlyle's
"
oui

(yes)
"
in his account of Queen Sophie Char-

lotte's death, a large number of more difficult

Latin passages have no English rendering
attached to them.

Secondly, Shilleto's practice of inserting
within the actual text translations, enclosed
in square brackets, of Latin words has an
irritating effect, and tends, moreover, to

obscure characteristic features of Burton's

style.
For example, in vol. i. p. 65,1. 11 ('D. to the

R.'); p. 33, 1. 8 from foot, in 6th edit. :

" Like
those Celts in Damascene, with ridiculous

valour,
k ut dedecorosum putarent muro ruenti

se subducere,' a disgrace to run away for a
rotten wall, now ready to fall on their heads,"
A. R. S. inserts "[so that they thought it]"
before "a disgrace." But Burton not un-

frequently adds a translation or paraphrase
of the latter part of a Latin quotation, as in

the instance just quoted, where the object
is restated in English, the meaning of the
Latin verb which governs it being felt in the
reader's mind. This is one of the peculiar
"notes "of Burton's method of writing. It

is clear that the impression produced by it

differs widely from that given by a complete
English version, and that the filling out of

the translation by the editor has a coarsening
effect. Shilleto, it may be observed, gives no
reference here. See the passage of Nicolaus

(Damascenus) in Stobseus's
'

Florilegium,' vii.

40, and C. Miiller's 'Fragg. Hist. Grsec.,'
vol. iii. p. 457.

Another example of this peculiarity of

Burton occurs in vol. i. p. 441, 1. 9 from foot

(Part. I. sect. iii. memb. i. subs. i. ; p. 180, 1. 4,

in 6th edit.): "'ingentes habent & crebras

vigilias (Aretseus),' mighty and often watch-

ings, sometimes waking for a month, a year
together." Here again Shilleto inserts "[they
have]" before "mighty."

Vol. ii. p. 132, 1. 2 from foot (Part. II. sect. ii.

memb. vi. subs. iii.
; p. 299, 1. 5, in 6th edit.) :

;t * Musica est mentis medicina moestee,' a roar-

ing meg [roaring-meg in 4th edit, and 6th

edit.] against melancholy." A. R. S. here
inserts "[music is]" before "a roaring meg."
For the line

" Musica mentis medicina mcestse
"

see 'N. & Q.,' 3rd S. xii. 412, and Prof. Skeat's
'Student's Pastime,' p. 28.
A curious instance of the way in which

Burton combines English and Latin words as

part of one "
construction

"
is in vol. iii. p. 32

(Part. III. sect. i. memb. ii. subs. iii. at the

end; p. 426 in 6th edit.): "they shall male
audire in all succeeding ages." We may com-

pare with this Bentley's "But of some
incidental things I do trrt\civ

"
(Sir R. Jebb's

'

Bentley,' p. 28
j.

In vol. iii. p. 256, 1. 7 from foot (Part. III.

sect. ii. memb. v. subs. iii.
; p. 569 in 6th edit.,

where the member is given as vi.),
" * Nihil

est magis intolerable dite,' there 's nothing so

intolerable," Shilleto, after printing
" dote

"

instead of dite, proceeds to insert "
[as a large

dowry]
"

! That dite is right is shown by
the "Dives ruinam sedibus inducit" which
has just been quoted. "Nihil est magis
intolerable dite" looks like a memory quota-
tion of Juvenal, vi. 460 :

" Intolerabilius

nihil est quam femina dives."

In the third place many of Shilleto's trans-

lations contain serious errors, and he some-
times contrives entirely to miss the point of
the quotation with which he is dealing.
One of the most extraordinary instances

may be seen on p. 136 of vol. i. After having
said, "I must needs except Lipsius and the

Pope, and expunge their name out of the

catalogue of fools," Burton is printed by
Shilleto as saying, "For besides that para-
sitical testimony of Dousa,

A sole exoriente Mseotidas usque paludes,
Nemo est qui justo se sequiparare queat ;

Lipsius said of himself," &c. ["said" ought to
be" saith

"
;
see 6th edit, and 4th edit.]. The

editor offers the following translation in a
foot-note: "From the rising sun to the
Mseotid Lake, there is not one that can fairly

put himself in comparison with them." To
use Macaulay's words,

"
it requires no Bentley

or Casaubon to perceive that "
justo is the

scholar's Christian name, and ought to have
a capital letter. It is Lipsius, not Lipsius
and the Pope, that the lines declare to be
beyond the reach of rivalry. The sixth
edition (p. 75,

'

D. to the R.') has justo here,
but the fourth lusto. It might be noted that
these lines are adapted from the lines of
Ennius quoted by Cicero in the * Tusculan

Disputations,' V. xvii. 49.

In vol. ii. p. 153 (Part. II. sect. iii. memb. i.

subs. i.
; p. 311 in 6th edit.), in the Sapphic

stanza from Boetius, Shilleto's edition has the
unmetrical "domat" instead of donat, and
the words "

superata tellus sidera donat "
are

translated in a foot-note " The earth brings
the stars to subjection."
And here, as in private duty bound, I may

protest against
" Terra Australis incognita'"

(vol. i. p. 108, 1. 10 from foot 'D. to the R.'; p. 59,
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I. 6 from foot, in 6th edit.) being rendered by
" The Unknown Land of Australia." "Terra

Australia" in Burton's days included more

than the modern Australia. See the late

Prof. E. E. Morris's interesting article on

Australia and Australian in his 'Austral

English
'

(1898). EDWAKD BENSLY.
The University, Adelaide, South Australia.

(To be continued.)

THE UNITED STATES AND ST. MAR-
GARET'S, WESTMINSTER.

(Seea^e, pp. 1,63, 123.)

IT was eventually decided that the dedi-

catory inscription on the Milton window
should not be from the pen of Dr. Farrar,
but by the American Quaker poet John Green-

leaf Whittier. The work proceeded satis-

factorily, and was ready for the unveiling

ceremony in February, 1888, and on the 18th

of that month it was disclosed to view. Dr.

Farrar wrote to Mr. Childs immediately after

the ceremony, giving full particulars, and

stating that
"
I only invited a select number of friends. Among

them were the poets Mr. Robert Browning and
Mr. Lewis Morris ; among others Mr. Lecky, Mr.
Courtney Herbert, Mr. and the Baroness Burdett-

Coutts, the Speaker's family, the United States
Minister and Mrs. Phelps, Prof, and Mrs. Flower,
Lord Stanley of Alderley, General Sir Edward
Staveley, and other distinguished personages. Mr.
Matthew Arnold read a very h'ne paper on Milton,
which is to be published in the Century, and which
will, I am sure, please you very much. After the
paper had been read in the vestry we went into
the church and unveiled the window."

The letter winds up :

" So that now, my dear Mr. Childs, your noble gift
has come to a fruitful completion, and in the church
of the House of Commons will be a lasting and
beautiful memorial both of the great poet and your
munificence. It has carried out a wish which I

long cherished. Heartfelt thanks ! I shall preach
on Milton to-morrow, and 1 shall ask you to accept
the MS. of the sermon."

It is impossible to do more than mention
that Matthew Arnold's paper was published
in the Centum/ for May, 1888, and found many
admirers, as was only natural. It was a noble
effort on a noble subject, and was really his
last work, for very shortly afterwards he was
laid to rest in the quiet little village church
of Laleham. On the day after the unveiling
of the window the Archdeacon preached on
Milton, his text being taken from Lamenta-
tions iv. 7. This was one of the most scho-
larly and brilliant sermons which he preached
from the pulpit of this church. Like the
address of the previous day, it was in every
way worthy of the great theme which gave
it its origin. The church was packed from

end to end, the congregation, among which
I found a place, listening with the closest

attention.

The window was described in a volume
issued in 1890, giving the story of the various

gifts of Mr. Childs in commemoration of Eng-
lish worthies. It states that the window
is remarkable for its fulness of detail and
richness of colour. Both in artistic design
and execution it is worthy of high praise.
It is divided by its stonework into four lights
with tracery openings, and is of fifteenth-

century character, in the Perpendicular style,
which is that of the church generally. The
design of the stained glass is planned on
three lines of panels in horizontal order, the
middle tier being somewhat deeper than
those above and below. In the two divisions
of the central portions four panels viz.,

those of the central and lower tiers respec-
tively are devoted to the personal history
of the poet. As already stated, in one of the
bottom panels the boy Milton is shown at
St. Paul's School among his fellow-school-
mates. In the next panel Milton's visit to
Galileo is depicted. Above these are two of
the larger panels, combined to make one
central subject representing the poet dic-

tating
* Paradise Lost

'

to his daughters.
Around these panels are eight others illus-

trative of 'Paradise Lost' and 'Paradise Re-
gained.' In reference to the former are

represented the incidents of : 1. Satan's sum-
mons to his legions ;

2. Adam and Eve at

prayer in Paradise
;

3. The Temptation ;

4. The Expulsion. In the upper tier the
four panels are devoted to the illustration

respectively of : 1. The Annunciation
;

2. The
nativity of our Lord

;
3. The baptism of our

Lord
;

4. The defeat of Satan in his tempta-
tion of our Lord. In the tracery openings
are jubilant angels, and at the apex of the
whole figures of Adam on the left and our
Lord on the right, representing thus the first
and second Adam. At the base of the window,
under the second light, is the dedicatory in-

scription :

"To the Glory of God: and in memory of the
immortal poet John Milton : whose wife and child

Vx? nu-fj
here : this win(}ow is dedicated by George

VV. Lnilds, of Philadelphia, MDCCCLXXXVIII."

Occupying a corresponding space and posi-
tion under the third light of the window is
the following fine tribute by Whittier to his
brother poet of long ago :

T^ New World honours him whose lofty plealor England's freedom made her own more sure,Whose song, immortal as its theme, shall be
Ineir common freehold while both worlds endure.
eg din& these lines Mr. Whittier wrote to

Mr. Childs as follows :
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MY DEAR FRIEND, I am glad to comply with thy
request and that of our friend Archdeacon Farrar.
I hope the lines may be satisfactory. It is difficult

to put all that could be said of Milton in four lines.

How very beautiful and noble thy benefactions are

Every one is a testimony of peace and goodwill.
I am, with high respect and esteem, thy aged friend,

JOHN G. WHITTIER.
1 think even such a scholar as Dr. Farrar will not

object to my use of the word "freehold.'' Milton
himself uses it in the same way in his prose writings,
viz.,

"
I too have my chapter and freehold of re-

joicing."

As was to be expected, the American press
made many allusions to this matter, and all

of them complimentary to the donor of the
memorial and church where it was placed.
All the allusions were couched in the most
felicitous terms, but space forbids more than
a passing reference. An article in the Brook-

lyn Uagle, the conclusion of which I give,
stated :

"
Wisely has Mr. Childs chosen this last object of

his generosity and munificence. Fittingly have the
English people, speaking by the tongue of Arch-
deacon Farrar, accepted the offering as at once a
tribute to the mighty dead and as a pledge of the
race that boasts his ashes as a consecrated legacy."

Just one more : the New York Daily Tribune,
the paper founded by Horace Greeley, said
on Monday, 20 February, 1888 :

" America has the kindliest feeling towards
Archdeacon Farrar a feeling which will not be
diminished by the pleasant words which he had to

say yesterday about Mr. Childs's benefaction to
St. Margaret's Church. The Milton Memorial
Window he regards as a peculiarly appropriate
gift for an American to bestow, since the United
States stand for much that was dear to the heart
of the great Puritan poet. The wardens of St. Mar-
garet's have gracefully indicated their appreciation
of Mr. Childs's act by setting apart a pew in the
church for the use of American visitors.

This arrangement, I regret to say, endured
only so long as Dr. Farrar was rector. With
his departure for the Deanery of Canterbury,
and the appointment of his successor, it

came to an end, although it is needless to

say that all who visit the church from the
States are always welcomed and found seats.

This, then, is the record of memorials here
in which the American people are especially
interested, as being gifts from their public-
spirited citizens, and in one case to commemo-
rate a minister of their Church. They are
all greatly prized by the worshippers at this
historic fane

;
and I cannot better conclude

than by quoting the words of the Right Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain, spoken years ago at
the house of Mr. Childs in Philadelphia.
He said :

" Mr. Childs was quite as well known in Parlia-
ment as in the American Congress at Washington,
and, best of all, he was always associated with kindly

acts ;
and although respected and sought out by

Englishmen as a typical American, the grateful
memorials with which he had enriched West-
minster Abbey, old St. Margaret's, and Shakspeare's
birthplace had won for him in addition a warm place
in the hearts of all lovers of literature, not only in
the mother country, but in many lands."

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

O-WORDS IN THE 'NEW ENGLISH DIC-
TIONARY.' When the section of the 'New
English Dictionary

'

including On Out came
to hand, I turned at once to ornithology to find

the first mention of the word. In the sense
now prevalent, Ray (1678) is the first author

quoted. Surely the word must have been
used before. Prof. Newton possibly may be
able now to give an example of earlier use,

although he could not in 1893.

Prof. Newton (1893) is the latest authority
for a word ornithology which is used many
times every day, and we might reasonably
ask that the work should be brought up
more nearly to date. But that word is

illustrated by quotations much better than
most other zoological terms in the section
under consideration. Some words in daily
use are illustrated by quotations twenty to

fort}'- or more years behind time. Such are :

oology (1883), opercle (1880), opercular (1875),

operculum (1880), operculate (1857), ophidia
(1892), ophiuran (1874), opisthobranch (1877),

opisthobranchiate (1889),opisthocoelous (1888),

opossum (1880), ordinal (1874), ornithological
(1872), ornithologist (1874), orthopterous
(1859), oscine (1885), osteologist (1874),

osteology (1858), and ostrich (1857). The
backwardness of these and numerous other
dates has given to many an impression of

incompleteness which is detrimental to the
esteem which the very great work so fully
deserves. Nevertheless, it must be admitted
that its value would be enhanced if more
attention could be paid to recent words.

Okapi, for example, is a name which
appeared in almost every periodical in 1901
or thereabouts, but it is not listed in the

dictionary.
When one turns over the pages, many

slight inaccuracies or defects attract notice.

A few are of sufficient interest to call atten-
tion to.

Oolahan, -chan, is quite properly defined
as "the candle-fish (Thaleichthys pacificus)"
and indicated as not naturalized. No
sxample of oolakanis quoted, the only quota-
ions illustrating oolachan (1881) and oulachan

1836). Eulachon is the present-day form
and in common use.

Ophidia is thought to be "
app. an arbitrary
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formation to provide a term in -ia, analogous
to Reptilia, Sauria, Crocodilia, &c. (it can

hardly represent Gr. o^tSta, plural of o$i'Sioi>,

ophidium)" The latter was regarded as the

probable etymology by the etymologist of

the
'

Century Dictionary.' It is more likely
that Brongniart, the author of the name,
assumed that o^ts was declined like ACTT/S

(perhaps
misled by a knowledge of ophidian),

that its oblique and plural cases consequently
were ophid-, and therefore gave the remark-
able name now so generally used, but which
is really unnecessary.

Orator under 2 is indicated as obsolete (t),

the last quotation being from "
Blackstone,

*

Cornm.' Ill, xxvii. 442," and dated 1768. In

Chancery or Equity practice in some parts of
the United States the word is still used in
the same manner.

Orbitolite is denned as
"

a. The fossil shell
of a Foraminifer of the genus Orbitolites"
and "

b. A fossil coral of the genus Orbitolites
or Chtetites," and a quotation of 1865 is the
only one given. The former is the only
definition (of the two) admissible in an
English dictionary. The latter is factitious

;

the genus in question was named (by Eich-
wald) Orbitulites, and was later supplanted
by his name Orbipora ;

it has been to some
extent confounded with Chsetetes (so spelt
by palaeontologists), but is now generally
referred to the Bryozoans. The history is

quite complicated, but, any way, definition b
is entirely out of place and misleading in
an English dictionary. Not onlv a later use
(1879) of orbitolite (a) is to be found in the
4

Encyclopedia Britannica' (ix. 377), but
examples of use as an adjective and for"
attrib. and comb." purposes (orbitolite-discs)

may also be seen. There also the words
orbiculine and orbuline (not in

'

Dictionary ')

occur.

Ornithodelphia is referred to "mod. L. (De
Blamyille, 18)." The exact date of its
introduction appears to be universally
unknown

;
it was first published in 1834.

Ortolan,
"
applied in America and the West

Indies, is exemplified by two quotations
only, 1666 and 1793. Shortly before and
during every September the name is
repeated by hundreds of sportsmen, and
occurs in numerous periodicals in the United
states. In the 'Baltimore Sun Almanac,
XJ3, p. 29, the essentials of a protective law

are given under the caption 'Sora, Water
Kail or Ortolan.'
Cosmos Club, Washington, U.8.

HOMERIC HORSES FED ON WHEAT. Dr
Johnson remarks that the corn given to
horses, at any rate in England, generally

consists of oats, and this is probably the

experience of most of us, either abroad or at

home. But it would seem that the Homeric
heroes sometimes fed their horses on wheat,
a grain usually reserved for men. I should
like to point out an erroneous reference to

this matter in Liddell and Scott, that infallible

authority in the opinion of schoolboys who
learn Greek. Under Trvpos we read "

given
to horses,

'

Od.' xix. 536." That line occurs in

Penelope's relation of her dream, and runs
thus :

fJLOi
Kara OLKOV eetKOtrt irvpov eS

so that geese, not horses, are here said to be
fed with the wheat.
But in the tenth book of the 'Iliad,' in

which Diomed and Ulysses break at night
into the camp of the Trojans and carry off

the Thracian horses of .Rhesus, these animals
are given a feed of wheat, as related in v. 569,
which runs

, /xe/Xt^Sea Trvpov e'Soi/res,

where Pope is careful to render u
wheat,"

though in the above place in the '

Odyssey
'

his translation has "
golden grain."

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

GERYON. MR. EDWARD BENSLY'S note on
Crashaw (ante, p. 86) includes a reference to
that disputable being the monster Geryon,
who has weighed upon my mind for some
time. I have found him described as a giant
king in Spain, slain by Hercules, also as a
triple-headed being who fed his oxen on
human flesh. The picture Dante gives of the
demon of this name is entirely different.
Plutus, discussed some years ago, menaces
the two travellers ; the Malebolge demons are
a mob of brutal, vulgar roughs ; but Geryon
('Inferno,' xvii.) seems to be the most com-
plaisant of the infernal ministers, whereas
Charon, Flegias, and the other demons are
hostile. Virgil describes him

Ecco la fiera con la coda aguzza,
Che passa i monti, e rompe muri ed armi ;
E'JCO colei che tutto il monclo appuzza.

And Dante exclaims
E quella sozza imagine di froda

Sen venne, ed arrive la testa e '1 busto
Ma in sulla riva non trasse la coda.
La faccia sua era faccia d' uom giusto,lanto benigna avea di fuor la pelleE d' un serpente tutto 1' altro fusto.

I do not know whence Dante drew this
figure, who apparently represents the genius
ot traud. Milton's "snaky sorceress" Sin,
portress of hell-gate, who sprang Minerva-
like from Satan's head, bears a fair woman's
form terminating in serpent folds. Carlyle
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somewhere talks generally of geryons as of

jotuns. The wretched old
"
patriarch

" slum
landlord of Dickens's 'Little Dorrit,' who
sedulously cultivates a benevolent appear-
ance so as to mask extortions by his agent,
is a petty, serio-comical Geryon of the

Dantesque type. FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Brixton Hill.

LINES TO BOOK-BORROWERS. At the be-

ginning of a fifteenth-century book belonging
to the Society of Antiquaries the following
lines appear. From the style of handwriting
they are not much later than the period of

publication of the volume :

Reddatur liber domino & (juocunque repertus
Non opus est quseras, aspice, nomen habes.

PHILIP NORMAN.
[French class-books sometimes contain on the fly-

leaf a rough drawing of a picture of Pierrot hanging
by the neck with the following macaronic qua-
train :

Aspice Pierrot pendu,
Quod librum n'a pas rendu ;

Si librum reddidisset
Pierrot pendu non esset.]

CALAMITY JANE'S CAREER. Under this

heading the Daily^ Telegraph's New York
correspondent furnished a short biography,
which seems worth preserving in the pages
of

*

N. & Q.' The paragraph appeared in the

Daily Telegraph of 4 August. I must ask
the Editor and readers of

l N. & Q.' to forgive
my obtrusiveness in alluding to matters
which do not personally concern myself ; but
I have been always some what of a "crank"
on the subject of female warriors from
Semiramis down to the Ranee of Jhansi,
1857. I might not be so persistent only that
'N. & Q.' circulates all over the world and
is kept, whereas a newspaper is usually
"chucked away" when read :

" That noted female character in the annals of
Western life, known since 1870 as

'

Calamity Jane,'
and who inspired Bret Harte to write that most
popular of all his stories,

' The Luck of Roaring
Camp,' in which she figured as Cherokee Sal, died
on Saturday at Terry, near Deadwood, South
Dakota. Her name was Mrs. Martha Burke.
According to her own story, the girl was thrown on
her own resources at the age of fifteen by the death
of her parents, and she determined to become a
scout. Her only associates were soldiers and
Indians, and she speedily adopted their ways. She
donned male attire in 1870, when she volunteered
to go as a scout with General Custer in one of his
Indian raids, and wore it during the greater part of
her remaining years. She was christened

'

Calamity
Jane' in 1872 by Capt. Egan, whose life she saved.

Capt. Egan was shot from his horse by an Indian,
but the woman scout killed the Indian, and, picking
up the wounded officer, she placed him across her
saddle and rode off to the fort under the fire of the
other Indians. When Wild Bill Hickok was shot

dead in a gambling - house in Deadwood by Jack
McCall, a notorious desperado, Calamity Jane led

the party which captured and lynched McCall.

During her career Calamity Jane took part in scores

of battles with Indians and fatal affrays with white
len."

HERBERT B. CLAYTON.
39, Renfrew Road, Lower Kennington Lane.

FRAUDULENT AMERICAN DIPLOMAS AND
DEGREES. (See ante, p. 101.) The following
extract from the St. James's Gazette of

10 August may supplement one phase of the

information already given :

"Another interesting addition to the sidelights
which have recently been thrown on a certain class

of American university is to hand in the circular of

a literary mill in Ohio.
* Our prices are as follows,'

say
'

Colchester, Roberts & Co.' :

'

High school ora-

tions and essays, $3 to $8. College essays, orations,
and debates, $3 to $15. Political speeches, $10 to

$30. Lectures, $10 and upwards. Sermons, from
50 cents to $25. Our work, with the exception of

the low-priced sermons, we guarantee original.
This scale has stood the gales of twenty-two years
of business experience on the part of the firm, and
it represents bed-rock values. We are no strangers
in the educational institutions of the country.'"

A. F. R.

rain*

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

DON MANUEL ROSAS, the celebrated and
cruel Dictator of the Argentine Republic,
being driven away by a revolution, fled to

England in 1852, at the age of fifty-nine.
Rosas lived twenty-five years longer, and
died in or near Southampton, 14 March,
1877. His public and political life is well

known, and many books, essays, and papers
have been published on the subject ; but, to

the best of my knowledge, one finds nothing
about the twenty-five years of his life spent
in England. How did he live there ? What
were Iris occupations 1 Had he friends or

acquaintances in Southampton? Did he
ever evince any regret in occasional conver-

sations about the cruel and bloody deeds
which he committed as Dictator of Argen-
tina

1

? When he arrived in England Rosas
had with him his only child, his beloved

daughter, Doiia Manuelito. Rosas. Did they
live together until he died? What has be-

come of her ? Is she still alive ? Has she
been married; if so, to whom? In short,
all particulars about the private life in Eng-
land of these two persons would be welcome.
It is very likely that something was pub-
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lished in the English papers at the time o
Rosas's death, but it would be vastly more in

teresting to obtain information from person
who had seen and known Rosas, and t<

learn their impressions of him, from a mora
as well as a social point of view.

AGENOR BOISSIER.
Vandoeuvres, Canton de Geneve. Suisse.

LEWIS. I am anxious to know the name
of the wife of Thomas Lewis, of Soberton
Hants, whose daughter and heiress, Eliza

beth, married Other Windsor, third Earl o:

Plymouth (born 1707, died 1737).
KATHLEEN WARD.

Castle Ward, Downpatrick.

COATS OF ARMS. I shall be much obliged
if one of your correspondents will inform me
to whom the two following fifteenth-century
coats belonged, viz. : (1) Three crosslets

pate'e, on a chief a crescent
; (2) Two

hawks supporting in their beaks a crest
coronet above an eagle displayed.

A. R. BAYLEY.
St. Margaret's, Malvern.

MARIU,S D'ASSIGNY, B.D. 'D.N.B.' gives
1643 as the year of his birth. Baigent and
Millard, 'Hist, of Basingstoke,' p. 687, quote
his marriage licence, which was issued by the
Canterbury Faculty Office 11 June, 1668, and
describes him as aged twenty-seven. This
would make the birth-year 1641 or there-
abouts. Will the registrar, or somebody who
has access to the licence records, tell me if"
twenty-seven

"
is correct, or has *'

twenty-
four" been misread ? C. S. WARD.

CAPT. T. A. ANDERSON'S POEMS. I lately
purchased a copy of

"
Poems, written chiefly

in India. By T. A. Anderson, Esq., of His
Majesty's 19th Regiment of Foot, and late
Paymaster and Adjutant to a Corps of
Pioneers on Ceylon London: 1809." The
British Museum copy of this work contains'
156 pages, the imprint being on p. 156

; but
in my copy this last page is blank, and then
come 36 pages occupied by a "Journal of
the Proceedings of the Trincomale Detach-
ment, commanded by Lieut.-Col. Barbut, of
His Majesty's 73d Regiment, from their
leaving rrincoraalc till their arrival at
Candy." This journal ends on p. 192 on
which also are a few errata and the imprintCan any reader of N. & Q.' tell me which
is the earlier issue, the B.M. copv or mineand why the 'Journal' was "added or
omitted? I may say that the 'Journal' is
the 'only valuable part of the book the
poems being very poor stuff. Another work
of the same writer's, 'The Wanderer in

Ceylon,' published in 1817, is better, and
also has an interesting appendix, containing
the narrative of Sergeant Thoen, one of the

few survivors of the massacre of British

troops in Kandy in 1803. Of this work the
British Museum Library does not possess a

copy. The *

Dictionary of National Bio-

fraphy

'

does not mention Capt. Anderson,
should be glad of any details regarding

him. DONALD FERGUSON.

* NOVA SOLYMA.' Will you allow an admirer
of 'Nova Solyma' to pose a question and
furnish an answer on its strange fate? Why
did Milton neglect to make known his

Utopia, if such it is? Does it not seem
strange that such a father should abandon
such an offspring to an early grave ? May it

not have been just because he felt all such
dreams inadequate for the real struggle of
life when, on his return from Italj

T
,
he pre-

pared to face its dangers 1 He wrote :

" To sequester out of the world into Atlantic and
Utopian politics which never can be drawn into
use will not mend our condition ; but to ordain
wisely, as in this world of evil, in the midst whereof
God has placed us unavoidably."

These lines, far from proving that he is not
the author of *Nova Solyma,' would explain
the reason why the author of such a learned
work laid it literally "on the shelf," where
the Rev. Walter Begley found it.

FANNY BYSE.
Valentin, 23, Lausanne.

BASILICAS. The Westminster Cathedral
s, I understand, a basilica. What other
Dasilicas now exist outside Rome? What
s the precise distinction at the present day
between a basilica and an ordinary church ?

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
BEN JONSON'S '

EPICCENE.' In attempting
bo establish the dates of the earliest editions
)t this play, I have found that the Stationers'
Registers record on 20 September, 1610, for
John Browne and John Busby, Jun., "a booke
called 'Epicoene, or the Silent Woman.' " On
28 September, 1612, Walter Burre enters
by assignement from John Browne 'The

uommodye of the Silent Woman.'" Gifford,
n his introduction to the 'Epiccerie,'
writes :

'The Companion to the Playhouse' mentions
nother [edition], printed in 1609 (as does Whalleyn the margin of his copy), which I have not been
ble to discover ; the earliest which has fallen in
my way bearing date 1612."

Betters
received by me recently from the

British Museum, the Bodleian, and the
University Library, Cambridge, state that,

> tar as is known, no earlier quarto than
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that of 1620 is now existent. Any one

possessing information concerning these

early quartos of the 'Epiccene' would
confer a great favour by communicating with
me. AURELIA HENRY.

82, York Square, New Haven, Connecticut.

VISITATIONS. I am printing translations

of some early visitations of churches in Hert-

fordshire, and I am at a loss to account for

the length of time which elapsed between
them. There are three in all, dated 1249,

1297, and 1458. Is it not very probable there
were others in the intervals between these
dates 1 If not, is it possible to say why the
churches were neglected for such long
periods 1 I should be glad of information as

to when the formal (annual 1) visits for the

purpose of recording the condition of the
church fabric and furniture, and the state of

the morals of priest and people, were dis-

continued. I also wish to know whether
visitations were always recorded, and, if so,

where the records are likely to be found.
W. B. GERISH.

Bishop's Stortford.

'RESKIMER, A CORNISH GENT.' One of

the most interesting of the famous collection

of portraits of Englishmen drawn in chalks

by Holbein, and now in His Majesty's posses-

sion, is that which, in an apparently con-

temporary hand, is inscribed 'Reskimer, a
Cornish gent.' I am under an impression
that nothing is known about the person who
is thus designated ; nevertheless, perhaps
some reader of

4 N. & Q.' is better informed
than I am, and may be good enough to

enlighten me about the historj
T of our hand-

some countryman whom the great master
drew so finely. F. G. STEPHENS.

10, Hammersmith Terrace, W.

DE GLATIGNY : DE GARY. Had the above
Norman families any ancient association 1

The arms of De Glatigny were a chevron
between three roses ; supporters, two swans.
This family was connected with the De Rozels,
whose arms were on a bend three roses (same
as Gary), and also the De Mauvoisins (Mal-
vezin). There were two villages in Normandy
named Glatigny, one near Cherbourg and
Beaumont, the other near Coutances and
St. Loe. T. W. C.

FARTHINGS. How comes it that in many
country towns and villages farthings are not

accepted in shops 1 I have met with instances
in counties so far apart as Yorkshire and
Cornwall where it is not possible to convince

shop assistants that farthings are as much
legal tender as other coins of the realm

issued from the Mint, and that two farthings
are the equivalent of a halfpenny.

W. C. L. F.

14 COMMISSIONERS FOR EXACTED FEES." Sir

Simonds D'Ewes in his
*

Autobiography
'

(Halliwell, ii. 47) speaks of being, in May,
1631, "called before the Commissioners for

Exacted Fees, which had sat a long time in

London by virtue of the King's Letters
Patent." To what fees does this refer, and
when was this commission issued ?

L. B. CLARENCE.
Coxden, Axminster.

THE REBELLION OF 1745. There lately
came into my possession a number of in-

teresting letters and other documents about
the Young Pretender's march into England
from the North in 1745. They are for the
most part concerned with the advance of

the rebels on, and their stay in, Macclesfield,
and are most of them written by or addressed
to "Mr. John Stafford, Attorney-at-law."
Accompanying the original MSS. are several

sheets of foolscap, on which many of the
letters have been somewhat carelessly copied ;

these are entitled 'A Copy of Papers, &c.,

relating to the Rebellion in 1745, in Pos-

session of P. Brown, Esq.' The fact of these

copies having been made and since 1833, as

the water-mark betrays suggests that the

letters, &c., may have been published, al-

though I have so far been unable to ascertain

if that 'is the case. I shall be grateful if any
reader of

' N. & Q.' can tell me if the papers
have already been made use of.

WALTER JERROLD.
Hampton-on-Thames.

'TALES FROM DREAMLAND.' About thirty

years ago I possessed a little story-book with
the above title. The first tale was ' The Pot
of Gold,' and others were about a wooden
soldier who lay for many years behind a row
of books in a library, two snails in a burdock

forest, and some children who built a house
in a cornfield. Can any reader of

' N. & Q.
J

tell me who was the author, and whether it

is still possible to obtain a copy 1

W. FRANCIS.
Kingston-on-Thames.

ANTHROPOID APE. In the article
*

Ourang-
Outang

'

in Li Shi-Chin's *

Pan-tsan-kang-
muh,' 1578, it is said :

"The ourang-outang can speak and foretell events,
and is fond of wine. Country people who intend
to catch it place on the roadside wine and a pair
of sandals. The animal on finding them upbraids
them by calling their forefathers names

;
but

after a while it comes back, and, drinking with

them, puts on the sandals and is caught."
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In theAmerican "Humboldt Library" edition

of Huxley's
* Man's Place in Nature' there

is figured an anthropoid ape apparently

striving to get rid of a boot put on its toot,

whilst another one is running away from a

man surprising them. This illustration seems

to have originally accompanied a story similar

to what the Chinese materia medica gives

but in this edition it is not explained. Will

any of your readers kindly tell me what is

the story and whence did Huxley reproduce
the illustration 1 KUMAGUSU MINAKATA.
Mount Nachi, Kii, Japan.

JOHN GILPIN'S ROUTE. Can any reader

inform me what route the famous John

Gilpin would have taken in his ride from

Cheapside to Edmonton and Ware, and what
streets he would have traversed within the

City of London? P. M.

W. GARRICKE was at Westminster School

in 1798. Can any reader of
* N. & Q.' help

me to identify him ? G. F. R. B.

GLADSTONE ANECDOTE. Can any reader

tell me where the following is to be found 1 I

have read somewhere that at a dinner party
it was (as prearranged) attempted by a band
of youthful enthusiasts to test Mr. Glad-
stone's encyclopaedic knowledge by asking his

opinion on a matter with which they were

quite certain he must be but superficially

acquainted, and that they received, to their

discomfiture, the laconic reply : "Gentlemen,
I have nothing further to add to the subject,
which I have dealt with exhaustively in an
article in the ." The incident sounds

thoroughly Gladstonian, and se non e ero e

ben trovato. J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

[There is a familiar story of the kind concerningW he well, from which this is probably taken.]

" SUE LE PONT D'AVIGNON." Who will in-

dulge me by quoting at full length this song,
of which so many quote the beginning \

Even in Avignon itself I failed to get a copy
of it. The most I could do was to buy two
pictorial postcards which gave part of the
air and the usual promise of words. I have
sought for more without success in ' Chan
sons Pppulaires de la France,' by Louis

Montjoie. ST. SWITHIN.

ORANGES. In the following is "Civil" a
corruption of "Seville"?

41 The China apples, or Civil oranges, as they are
usually called, differ in this from the other oranges
that they be more lucid, and of a more savour
U8te,"-Stedman, 'Surinam '

(1796), i. 349.

EMERITUS.

ST. MARY AXE.

(9
th S. x. 425

;
xi. 110, 231.)

COL. PRIDEAUX probably does not mean

imply that because the Wheelwrights' was

not a very ancient company, therefore the sign

of the
" Axe "

did not exist before the year
f their incorporation in 1670, for it is highly
Drobable that it was known as an emblem of

;heir craft long before their existence as a

corporate community. As a matter of fact

,he sign is frequently mentioned in Taylor's

Carriers' Cosmographie,' 1637 ; but of course,

owing to COL. PPJDEAUX'S courteous cor-

rection, it cannot now be said that it had its

origin in the arms of that company. Whether
[ am equally at fault in thinking that the

chapel of Corpus Christi, or St. Mary's, in

Coney Hope Lane, was known as
"
St. Mary

Coney Hope" is, I submit, not so certain.

My slight inaccuracy as to Stow's language
in referring to this chapel was perhaps owing
to a confusion of his statement with that

which occurs in a little book by a generally

^ell-posted writer (the antiquary and book-

seller William West), entitled
' Tavern Anec-

dotes,' 1825, where we are told that "at the

corner of Coney Hope Lane was a chapel
dedicated to St. Mary de Coney Hope." It

would be no reflection on Stow's uniform

veracity a veracity acquired by his constant
recourse to original documents to doubt
whether he always necessarily refers to the

places and buildings he describes in terms
that were exactly in accordance with local,

or even general custom
;
and I think, there-

fore, that this chapel of St. Mary was collo-

quially known as
"
St. Mary Coney Hope

" to

distinguish it from other churches inscribed
to St. Mary, especially from St. Mary Cole-

church,
" named after one Cole that built it,"

at the south end of Coney Hope Lane in Old
Jewry. This church, which was destroyed in

the Great Fire, and not rebuilt, stood on the
site of what is now Frederick Place. The
common bellman, no less than the prqfawum
vulgus, would need the use of such distinc-

tions. But there are other reasons for think-

ing that the appellative "Axe" had its origin
merely in the colloquial convenience it

afforded in distinguishing one from another
the several churches of St. Mary dotted about
within the City gates. For, placing the axe-
as- a- relic theory out of court, it cannot for a
moment be supposed that allusion to it ever
formed part of the church's dedication for-

mula, though, at the same time, there is

nothing incompatible with propriety in the
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association, for the sake of topographica
distinction, of a secular name, whether o;

person, place, or thing, with the name of the

patronal saint to whose memory the church
is dedicated. I say memory, because a church
is not, accurately speaking, dedicated to any
individual saint, but to God, the purpose
being to perpetuate thus among the living
the memory of the saintly dead (see on this

point Bingham's
'

Works,' 1855, vol. iii.)

Similarly, I think, both St. Margaret Pattens
and St. Michael le Quern obtained their
suffixal designation, in the first instance from
the trade sign of the '* Three Pattens," anc
in the other, not primarily from its being
situated in an old corn market, but from its

contiguity to a miller's in that corn market.

The church of St. Margaret Pattens was
undoubtedly so named to distinguish it

from St. Margaret's, Lothbury, St. Margaret
Moyses, or from St. Margaret's, New Fish

Street, and probably existed before the trade
in the patten had attained considerable

dimensions, for the parish of St. Margaret
atte Pattyns occurs in 1322 (Letter-Book E,
157), and the first rector named was inducted
in 1324 (see Hennessy's 'NovumRepertorium,
1898, and Newcourt's 'RepertoriumEcclesias-
ticum,' vol. i. p. 407), whereas the earliest

mention of pattens appears to be in the year
1400, when they were made by the pouch-
makers, who obtained from the Court of
Aldermen the supervision of goloshes of

wood, which they showed to the court that

they had invented and established. These
were apparently clogs or pattens with leather

straps, to lift the wearer above the kennels
of the City. The pattenmakers, however,
although not incorporated until 1670, existed
as a distinct fellowship in 1419, and I think
it highly probable that the title of St. Mar-
garet Pattens was derived from the sign of
the pattenmaker who was the first to set up,
under the shadow of the church, a business
which became quite distinct from that of
the pouchmakers, and around which other

pattenmakers clustered, thus making it the
distinctive pattenmakers' quarter of London,
as St. Martin's-le-Grand was the particular
quarter of the shoemakers. There was a

sign of the "
Patten over against Suffolk

Street," between the Haymaket and Charing
Cross, so late as 1718 (see Postboy,
15-18 August, 1713, and the Weekly Journal,
1 February, 1718). This was a toyshop.
And there are at least two tokens extant,
one of the "Three Pattens," near Strand
Bridge, and the other of the

" Patten "
in

Whitechapel (' Beaufoy Tokens,' Nos. 1094
and 1281). The arms of the Pattenmakers

are Gules, on a chevron argent, between three

pattens or, tied of the second, the ties lined

azure, two cutting knives conjoined sable.

Crest, a patten, as in the arms.
The pro-Reformation church of St. Michael

le Quern had, according to Stow, an alter-

native suffixal title of "Ad Bladum, or at
the Corne."

" Ad Bladum "
certainly occurs

as the church's designation in the 'Rotuli
Hundredorum' (3 Ed. I.), "and it is said

that the royal way was bounded by a public
cemetery (churchyard) attached to St. Michael
ad bladum, by the rector

"
(vol. i. p. 404). But

if we trace this application of the words " ad
bladum" closely, it will be found, I think,
to be but a corrupt rendering of

"
le Corne,"

which itself appears to be a corruption
of

"
le Quern," and neither "corne" nor

"
quern

" can be translated "
corn-market,"

as Stow has it. So that, in whatever way
the mediaeval Latin "ad bladum" may be

interpreted, the word "
quern

"
can mean

nothing else than what it always has meant,
a hand-mill. There certainly never was a

sign of the "Corn-blade," but I think it

quite possible that there was at a remote

period in the history of the church a sign of

the "Quern." Similar instances of such a sign
occur. The "

Boulting Mill" was the sign of

Abraham Bartlett in Thames Street, Queen-
hithe, in 1678 (see inscription in the City
Museum), and the " Mill 1wheel

" was the sign
of William Rushley, miller in Red riff, or
Rotherhithe ('Beaufoy Tokens,' No. 951).

Querns are frequently mentioned as if being
in use up to the seventeenth century. There
are many in the City Museum, but I do not
think that they are all rightly assumed to be

necessarily Roman. Mills (presumably wind,
water, or cattle mills) were so frequently the

property of the monks that in the fourteenth

century their monopoly of them was felt to

be a serious inconvenience, and hand-mills
or querns) were brought into use for domestic

purposes. During the popular insurrections
which occurred in this century the insurgents
did not forget to stipulate for the privilege
of using hand-mills ('Rebelliones Villanorum

Temporibus Ricardi,' MS. Cotton, in Brit.

Mus. Claud. E. IV., cited in Hudson Turner's
Domestic Arch.,' 1853, p. 149). Other late

allusions to the quern occur in Harrison's
Descr. of England,' 1876. p. 100; 'Mid-
summer Night's Dream,' II. i.

; Browne's
Pastorals,' bk. ii. song 1

;
Du Bartas's

Weeks,' Week 1, Day 6, &c.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Miss CHARLOTTE WALPOLE (9
th S. xii. 128,

51). Your Swiss correspondent must be
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mistaken in speaking of Miss Charlotte

Walpole as being
"
later Mrs. Atkyns,

Duchess [?] of Ketteringham." There has
never been such a title in the peerage as

Duke or Duchess of Ketteringham.
Miss Charlotte Walpole was one of the three

famous nieces of Horace Walpole, and grand-
daughter of the Prime Minister Sir Robert

Walpole, afterwards first Earl of Orford.
Her father was the Hon. Sir Edward Walpole,
and her mother Mary Clement. The three
sisters were named Laura, Maria, and Char-
lotte.

Laura married 13 September, 1758, the
Hon. and Rev. Frederick Keppel, afterwards

Bishop of Exeter, brother of the Earl of

Albemarle, and had four children. Maria
(who died 23 August, 1807) married 15 May,
1759, (1) James, second Earl Waldegrave
(d. 1763), and among her descendants are
the Duke of Grafton, the Marquis of Hert-

ford, and the Earl Waldegrave. She married
also, 6 September, 1766, (2) H.R.H. William,
Duke of Gloucester, and by this marriage
became the mother of William Frederick,
Duke of Gloucester, and his sister Sophia, both
of whom died without issue. Charlotte, the

subject of this reply, married in 1760 Lionel,
Lord Huntingtower, who afterwards suc-
ceeded his father as fourth Earl of Dysart.
She is said to have died 5 September, 1789,
and had no children. RONALD DIXON.

46, Maryborough Avenue, Hull.

CHADWELL FAMILY (9
th S. v. 247).

William Chad well lived and was buried in
Broad well, near Stow-on-the Wold, besides
many others of the family, and there are
some fine tombs in the churchyard erected to
their memory, dating from 1577.

L. M. LEIGH.

EDITIONS, r. 1600 (9
th S. xi. 509). The term

is quite indefinite. A printer supplied 100 or
so of the same book to different publishers,
each with a different title-page ;

and this
was continued so long it leads one to fancy
that some books were kept in "standing
type." The alternative difficulty is that others
were printed sheet by sheet, and the type
distributed, so that signature c or i> might
be worked with the same font as A or u

A. H.
"CYCLOPEDIA": "ENCYCLOPEDIA" (9

th S.
xii. 27). How could MR. LYNN quote the
Oxford English Dictionary

'

as to this ugly
word, without also mentioning that the
1

Dictionary
'

prefers the nice-looking Englishword with an e instead of the archaic ee ? All
diphthongs ought to be banished from the
language. Many years ago, to the best of

my recollection, the Philological Society re-

commended the English word "encyclopedia
"

instead of the Latin form. I would suggest
that before any readers reply to this letter

they read what the 'O.E.LV says, and also

9th S. iii. 325
;
iv. 126. RALPH THOMAS.

PICTURES COMPOSED OF HANDWRITING (9
th

S. v. 127, 255, 367 ; vi. 131, 215). To my pre-
vious reply (9

th S. vi. 131) I may add the

following :

"
Menage mentions he saw whole sentences which

were not perceptible to the eye without the micro-

scope ; pictures and portraits which appeared at first

to be lines and scratches thrown down at random ;

one formed the face of the Dauphiness with the
most correct resemblance There is a drawing of

the head of Charles I. in the library of St. John's

College at Oxford wholly composed of minute
written characters which, at a small distance, re-

semble the lines of an engraving. The lines of the
head and the ruff are said to contain the book of

Psalnis, the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer. In the
British Museum we find a drawing representing the

portrait of Queen Anne, not much* above the size

of the hand. On this drawing appear a number of

lines and scratches, which the librarian assures the

marvelling spectator includes the entire contents
of a thin folio, which on this occasion is carried in

the hand." D'Israeli, 'Curiosities of Literature,'
ninth edit., revised (London, Edward Moxon, 1834),
vol. ii. pp. 37, 38.

KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.
Mount Nachi, Kii, Japan.

^"1" PRINTED WITH SMALL LETTER (9
th S.

xi. 448
;

xii. 73). In connexion with this I
take the opportunity of asking what is the

origin or raison d'etre of the dot over the
small

"
i." C. L. F.

RIMING EPITAPH (9
th S. xi. 487 : xii. 51,

92).
"
Hogarth. The Election. PL 4. Chairing the

Members. We should perhaps direct attention to
the punning motto on the church-dial,

' We must '

the sentence being supposed to be completed by the
name of the dial

'

die all.' A story is told of a
gentleman who, not perceiving the point, such as
it is, of the motto ' We must,' in its peculiar appli-
cation to a dial, transferred it to a clock fixed on
the front of his house." Penny Magazine. 1835,
iv. 146.

A variation of this story is told in Mrs.
Gatty's

' Book of Sundials,' third edit., 1890,
p. 378 :

" At Kedleston, in Derbyshire, it is We Must ;
and on a house at Easton, near Stamford, there is
)Yee thai/. An old story connected with this
quaint conceit is that a certain pious cleric, who
had seen the inscription

* We Must ' on a sundial,
and ascertained how the '

die-all
'

to conclude the
sentence was obtained, ordered the words 4 we
must to be inscribed on the clock face of his church !

It is a very old witticism. Silvanus Morgan finishes
his work '

Horologiographia Optica,' published in
16o2, with these words :

' So that as I began with
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the Dial! of Life, So we shall Dye all. For Mors
ultima lineal

"

Mrs. Gatty's book gives the sundial mottoes
on pp. 377-8 and 536,

" We must and shall ere

long dyall," 1647;
" We shall," 1693 (scil.

dial, ie., die-all); "We shall die all," pro-
bably eighteenth century ; and at the last
reference a Cornish one,

" We shall die all,"
on St. Eval Church, Cornwall, 1724.
No example of all four lines, as in the

supposed epitaph, is given.
ADRIAN WHEELER.

GILLYGATE AT YORK (9
th S. xi. 406, 457,

518; xii. 50) Francis Drake, whose admir-
able work on York does not profess to be
infallible, merely wished to place on record
such facts as had come to his knowledge
almost a century after the siege of York,
shortly after which event the moat was filled

up in that part called Gillygate and built

upon. The first record of a house on that
side of the street which I can find is 1667.
The deed, in Latin, was issued by the
Minster authorities, all Church lands being
restored after the Restoration. He traces
the name of St. Giles to the time of

Henry V. (1441). But Lilium goes back to
the time of Julius Caesar, and was apparently
a native device to stave off the enemy (see
Smith's

'

Lat. Diet.')- Drake in 1736 may have
seen Littleton's codification of the laws of

England and Coke's commentary thereon. If

so, it is quite clear that he had not realized
the effect of the dogmatic words so often

quoted from him
; since the principles of the

law were the same as they are now, that a
parish once made cannot be unmade except
by Act of Parliament. He conjoins the words
St. Gilligate (p. 597), so that the parallel of
W. C. B., who instances Gillygate, near Dur-
.ham, is not quite perfect. The Corporation of
York have still further unsettled our belief
in local traditions by affixing a tablet to
Monckbar (as on the other bars) saying that
the usually received derivation is "erroneous,"
while suggesting the name of a monastery in
a vague kind of way. I am therefore really
glad to hear from ST. SWITHIN that there is

some authority he knows of who can put a
dot on the spot. My experience of maps
and I have had much is that unless made
from actual survey they are not always
trustworthy. I have verified his statement
now.
The local maps show a gap in the wall of

St. Mary's Abbey, which turns out to be the
inside of a tower, while what I term the
veritable Gillygate is not even noticed,
although it has been there since 1503 at least

;

for I always keep in mind the primary

meaning of
"
gate

"
something guarded. The

Barbican of Bootham was taken down in 1831.
The Waimgate Barbican only remains. Pre-

suming that the four were all alike that is

twenty yards long this would leave twelve
yards (the width of the base of the counter-

scarp) from the gateway, which, after the king
and princess were gone away, except for the
small guard-house, would have been defence-
less but for the supposed Giglio, while the

city had both barbican and bar. Why, then,
did the Parliamentarians not assault when
they attacked the abbey in 1644, but, in-

stead of that, attacked the tower, a hundred
yards higher up 1 The memorial on the tower
says that when pursued

"
they were caught

in a trap." Is this figurative or a statement of
fact ? We might have known more of the
matter if the documents relating to the whole
of the North that were in this tower had been
saved, and no one need have jeopardized either
name or fame in trying to find it out. There
is reason to believe that a road of some
kind existed before 1124, when Wace records
the fact, as translated by Layamon 1155, that
"
the king lette deluen senne die al abuten

[new text,
" aboute "] Eouerwic" (Layamon, ii.

p. 277). If this canal or moat was like any
other I have ever seen, including the dykes
in Holland, it would have a walk of some
kind all along it (a couple of miles at least) ;

therefore a road did exist for at least 300

years before the erection of either the church
or parish of St. Giles, and it is a mere quibble
to say,

"
Oh, yes ;

but that was on the top of
the dyke, while this was at the foot of the

counter-scarp," for the distance could not be
more than twenty yards. I would not have
written a syllable about this matter but that
it seemed to me to place the linguistic know-
ledge of my countrymen at such a low level
as to make foreigners laugh at us. Nor would
I have ventured these opinions but that I
have found no mention of it in any of the

great authors ; and having only a small

private collection of books, I naturally appeal
to those who either know more or have access
to other works. And with a town council
who are just now seriously meditating a

repetition of the exploits of the JSTurembergers
in H. C. Andersen's fairy tale

' Under the
Willow ' in the old rnoat, it is hopeless to
think of getting them to take an interest in
the archway, which I still wish to think has
some connexion with Gillygate.

P. M. CAMPBELL.
33, Vyner Street, York.

There was a Gilligate at Pontefract, where
also was a chapel of St. Giles; see Surtees

Soc., vol. xcii. pp. 273-6. W. C. B.
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VETO AT PAPAL ELECTIONS (9
th S. xii. 89).

Cardinal della Genga was not vetoed by
France in the Conclave of 1823. Louis XVIIL,
through his ambassador, the Due de Laval,

strenuously opposed the election of any
cardinal of the party of the

"
zelanti," to which

Delia Genga belonged, but he did not carry
his opposition to the length of a formal veto.

It was in this Conclave, and not in that of

1829, that Cardinal Severoli was vetoed by
Austria. This Power seems to have made a
freer use of its privilege than the others.

Through Cardinal Hertzan it excluded the
illustrious Cardinal Gerdil from the Papal
throne in the Conclave which ultimately
elected Pius VII.

;
and in 1846 the Cardinal

of Milan was authorized by it to veto Cardinal
Mastai Ferretti, but, being delayed on the
road by indisposition, arrived in Rome only
to find him proclaimed Pope under the title

of Pius IX. after what was then an unpre-
cedentedly short Conclave. W. T. H.

DOG WHICH FOLLOWED THE DlJC D'ENGHIEN
(9

th S. xii. 28, 92). I also have an illustration
of the 'Execution of the Duke of Enghien
at Vincennes, 21 March, 1804.' It is in
'The Student's France,' edited by William
Smith, LL.D. (John Murray, 1864), p. 583.
The prince is represented in an open jacket,
pantaloons, and long boots

;
his right hand

rests in the front of his shirt
; bareheaded, he

is standing in a dignified attitude beside the
grave that was prepared for him the day
before the midnight murder. An officer is

reading from a paper the sentence of the
mock court-martial. A soldier holding a
torch is on the right, an officer holding a
lantern is on the left, and a party of Savary's
gendarmes stands at attention in front of the
unhappy and last scion of the warlike house
of Condi'. I need hardly point out the fact
that this description of the appearance of the
Due d'Enghien immediately before his execu-
tion does not in the least correspond with
that of the picture in MK. G. T. SHERUORN'S
possession ; nor need I add that the dog
mentioned by your correspondent is con

spicuous by his absence from the awful scene.
However, with regard to the last moments on
earth of the grandson of the Prince of Conde,
I take permission to call attention to the
following, culled from the '

History of Napo-
leon the First,' by P. Lanfrey (MacmilJan &
Co., 1872), vol. ii. p. 339 :

" After remaining half an hour with closed doors
for the semblance of a deliberation, and the draw'
ing up of a decree signed in blank; the prisonerwas fetched. Harel appeared with a torch in his
hand ;

he conducted them through a dark passace
to a staircase which led down to the ditch of

the chateau. Here the prince's sentence wasi
read to him by the side of the grave that wasi
dug beforehand. The condemned man then,
addressing the bystanders, asked if there was
any one among them who would take the last

message of a dying man. An officer stepped out of
the ranks ; the duke confided to him a packet of
hair to give to a beloved one. A few minutes after
he fell under the fire of the soldiers."

I think it is only right to mention that a
different ending to the life of the duke is

recorded in what may now be considered the
standard l

Life of Napoleon I.,' by John
Holland Rose, M.A. (George Bell & Sons,
1902), p. 461, vol. i., viz. :

"The duke was forthwith led into the moat of
the castle, where a few torches shed their light on
the final scene of this sombre tragedy ; he asked for
a priest, but this was denied him : he then bowed
his head in prayer, lifted those noble features
towards the soldiers, and begged them not to miss
their aim, and fell shot through the heart. Hard
by was a grave, which, in accordance with orders
received on the previous day, the governor had
caused to be made ready ; into this the body was
thrown pell-mell."

"It was worse than a crime it was a
blunder." HENRY GERALD HOPE.

EDWARD GWYNN (9
th S. xi. 467). There

are two books in the library of this college
having Edward Gwynn's name stamped on
the binding :

(1) Hugonis Grotii de Jure Belli ac Pacis. 4to,
Parisiis, 1625. Plain dark calf, with " Edward *

Gwynn
' on front cover, and "

E. G." on back cover.
(2) Compendium Medicine Gilbert! Anglici. Small

4to, Gothic letter. Lugduni, 1510. Panelled calf;
name "Edward*Gwynn" on front cover.

There is on both covers a (French 1) coat of

arms, with the motto "Bart. Sylva subit
aspera." The two books are so different in
date and subject that it is difficult to form
any general idea of Edward Gwynn's library.

J. F. PAYNE.
Royal College of Physicians.

CARDINALS (9
th

S. xi. 490; xii. 19). In
1607 Richelieu, by means of a false decla-
ration as to his age, got consecrated Bishop
of Luc.on (Vendee) at the age of twenty-one
(his elder brother having resigned the see to
become a Carthusian monk), in order to keep
the revenues in the family. After several
requests, some sent direct to Rome, he ob-
tained the cardinal's hat, through the inter-
mediary of his queen, in 1622. He signed the
deed of renunciation of the See of Lucon on

> May, 1623, so as to give himself up en-
tirely to politics, and was succeeded in the
bishopric by De Bragelonne, of Tours. As
Kicheheu was bishop when made cardinal,
cardinal-bishop would be more correct than
cardinal-priest, JOHN A. RANDOLPH.
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TONGUE-PRICKS (9
th S. xi. 447). If it would

be any satisfaction to LEO 0., I can refer him
to no fewer than seven volumes in which
the proverb referred to appears in print in

slightly varying forms (three dictionaries of

proverbs and four ordinary dictionaries), e.g. :

Un coup de langue esfc pire qu'un coup de lance."
" Un coup de langue est pis qu'un coup de lance."
" Tel coup de langue est pire qu'un coup de lance."

And (an older form, referred to a MS. of the
thirteenth century) :

A plus grant peine est sanee [guerie]
Plaie de langue que d'espee.

From this last it would appear that "
tongue-

prick" is scarcely a strong enough term to
use ;

"
tongue-wound

" would perhaps ex-

press the meaning better. I have not, how-
ever, met with an instance of the actual use
of the proverb by any author, and can only
mention the following (nearly the same idea)
from the * Testament Politique

'

of Cardinal

.Richelieu, part i. ch. vi. (quoted in Harbottle
and Dalbiac's 'Diet, of French and Italian

Quotations ') :

" Les coups de 1'epee se guerissent aisement, raais
il n'en est pas de nieme de ceux de la langue, par-
ticulierement par celles des rois."

The above, however, is certainly an appli-
cation of the proverb in Richelieu's own words.

Littre quotes the following :

" ' Le coup de
verge fait une meurtrissure ; mais un coup
de langue brise les os.' Saci, Bible, Eccle-
siaste, xxviii. 21." These figures apparently are
the reference to Saci's version of the Bible,
and not to the chapter and verse of Eccle-
siastes.

" Mieux vault des mains estre battu que de
la langue estre feru." Genin, 'Recreations

Philologiques,' ii. 245. Ge'nin quotes the
proverb from a collection by Hernan Nunez
(died 1553). EDWARD LATHAM.

61, Friends' Road, E. Croydon.

MARAT IN LONDON (9
th S. xii. 7, 109). If MR.

E. H. COLEMAN would substitute evidence for
assertion his observations concerning Marat
would carry more weight. How does he
prove, in the face of modern writers

Bougeart, Ohevremont, Morse Stephens,
Cabanes, Bax, and others that Marat was
an "atrocious miscreant"? Whence is the
evidence that he "must have been in
Church Street, Soho," for a very short
period ; that he was convicted of stealing
200Z. worth of moneys, &c., from the Ash-
molean Museum at Oxford, and "was sen-
tenced to five years' imprisonment in the
hulks at Woolwich'"? Does MR. COLEMAN
know that Le Maitre was the thief, and
stole no moneys, but was sentenced to the

five years in March, 1777, and that Marat,
M.D., was in Paris in June, 1777, on the staff of

the Count d'Artois 1 This creates a little diffi-

culty, which MR. COLEMAN may nevertheless
be able to clear up. He would also confer a
boon if he explained his reasons for the order
in which he has given the towns "Newcastle,
Warrington, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Dub-
lin

" and state when Marat was in each of

them under an alias, and how long, and why.
To state that he died by Charlotte Corday's
hand is rather hard on your readers. Most
people who know that he lived know how he
died by this time. He appears to be coming
into notice again. ASHBY ST. LEGERS.

JOHNSON'S ' LIVES OF THE POETS' (9
th S.

xii. 68). Perhaps no accurate quotation is

intended, but a mere reference to, or reminis-
cence of, the well-known description of tra-

gedy^given by Aristotle in InV Poetics '(vi. 2)
as Si tXeov KOL (J>6j3ov Trepaivowa Tr)V TCOV

TOLOVTWV Tra6rj/jidT(i)v KadapcrLv.
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

RlVER NOT FLOWING ON THE SABBATH
(9

th
.

S. xi. 508
;

xii. 19, 52). With regard to
the river Sambatyon, the omniscient ex-

pounder who can always account for the
marvellous is represented by Simon Wilkin,
F.L.S., the editor of Bohn's edition of Sir
Thomas Browne's works (1852). His note to

Sir Thomas's reference -to the Sabbatical river

(' Pseudodoxia Epidemica,' book vii. ch. xviii.

& 11) requires only belief in ** the existence
of water-corn-mills in the time of the Emperor
Titus

"
to make the story

"
perfectly intelli-

gible." During the week, while the mills were
at work, there had been kept up

'* a head of

water which had rushed along with a velocity
sufficient to carry with it stones and frag-
ments of rocks

"
;
but on the Sabbath day"

the miller
' shut down,' and let all the water

run through." This comment ends with the

question,
" What should hinder, in these

days of hypothesis, our adopting so ready
and satisfactory a solution ?

"

F. JARRATT.

As to the historical character of Josephus's
'

Wars,' no Jess an authority than Prof. Bury
says that the work has all the value of a

contemporary witness who had taken part in

the war himself and had been present at the
most striking scenes, and adds that it was
written at Rome in Hebrew, and subsequently
translated into Greek ('Student's Roman
Empire,' p. 485). JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

In my father's book 'The Old Paths' he

gives an extract from the liturgy of the

synagogue in the Pentecost prayers :

" The
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necromancers were not answered on it [t]

Sabbath] ; remember that on it the incom

prehensible
river resteth." D. Levi, the tran

lator, adds this note,
" This denotes the rive

frtD3DD (Sambatyon), said to rest on th
Sabbath from throwing up stones, &c., whic
it does all the week." See Sanhedrin, fo
Ixv. 2

; Yalkut on Isaiah, fol. Hi. 1
;
Pesikt

Tanchuma, sect. HE'D
p. See also Shalshelet

Hakkabala and Juchsin. MARY JOHNSON.

'/
ACCON" (9

th S. xii. 29). EMERITUS has,
think, misunderstood the last part of th

passage he quotes, viz., "was himselfe take
prisoner in the accon." For "accon" reac

acc'on, i.e. action (fight). The contractio
c'on for tion is common in seventeenth-cen
tury manuscripts. DONALD FERGUSON.

ENGLISH GRAVE AT OSTEND (9
th S. xii. 9).

The missing surname, I think, should b
Neville. W. C. B.

THE ANTIQUITY OF BUSINESSES (9
th S. xi

165, 191, 410). In my reply at the last refer
ence I should have said, if I did not say, tha
Messrs. Hooper tk Co. claim that theirs i

the oldest pharmacy in London continuously
carried on under the same roof. C. C. B.

An interesting book bearing on this topic
was published in 1901 by Harrison & Sons
of 59, Pall Mall, S.W., entitled 'Gillow's: a
Record of a Furnishing Firm during Two Cen
tunes.' Robert Gillow started the business
here in 1695. The brochure is well worth
reading, and is excellently illustrated.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

GOAT IN FOLK-LORE (9
th S. v. 248, 359, 521

,V
u'

1:
i
2 ' 196)- I" connexion with this subject'

the following, which appeared in the Irish
1 imes of the 6th inst., is of interest :

"All the medical papers are commenting on the
remarkable survival of superstition at Cambridgewhere a dairyman possessed of a goat is sending the
animal, by request, into and around the house's of
nis neighbours in the area affected by the smallpox
along the Newmarket Road. The rustic super-
stition that goats bring good luck is widespreadand1 the Lancet ouotes many instances. The British
Medical Journal waxes merry over many ingenious
theories to explain the goat's supposed value andone of its suggestions, that the goat is antisepticwas seriously made by an amateur writer in Note*ana yuenes some years ago/'

S. A. D'ARCY, L.R.C.P. <k S., I.
Rosslea, Clones, co. Fermanagh.

'PASSING BY' (9* S. xi. 489
; xii. 12, 111).MR. Ji. u. HOPE convicts me of a piece of

carelessness to which I hasten to plead
guilty. In noting that two scholarly antho-

logists had curtailed this lyric, I rnyseli

attributed to it one more stanza than il

possesses. It has but six. My only excuse
is that I was writing away from home, anc

(not being able at the time to refer to Mr
Bullen's collection) rashly trusted to memory
A journalist as I am should, I admit, have
known better. L. H.

NIGHTCAPS (9
th S. xi. 489

;
xii. 55). As

an old R.M.C. cadet, 1855-8, 1 can aver that
our kit list included nightcaps, and probably
so continued until the College was most un-

fortunately done away with for educating
boys for the army ;

but I never wore one or
ever saw one worn there.

HAROLD MALET, Colonel.

A Yorkshire jingle is quoted by W. C. B.
My recollection of it is rather different (sixty
years ago) from his :

Did you ever see the d-v-1,
With his wooden spade and shool (shovel),
Supping poddish through a riddle (sieve)
With his tail cocked up ?

J. L.
Lamberlmrst.

^

In that very successful novel entitled
' The

Caxtons : a Family Picture,' which originally
appeared in Blackwood's Magazine, and in
complete form in 1849, Edward, Lord Lytton,
placed before the world a picture of life in
the last century which should be a companion
ncture to the life depicted by Sterne in

' The
^ife and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent./
first published in 1759. The "nightcap" is

mentioned in the following manner. When
he gentle wife of Mr. Caxton presents him
with a boy, the loving creature thus refers
o her husband :

" ' Mr. Squills,' exclaimed my mother, and the
ed curtains trembled, 'pray see that Mr. Caxton
pes not set himself on fire ; and, Mr. Squills, tell
im not to be vexed and miss me, I shall be down
ery soon shan't I ?

' '

If you keep yourself easyon will, ma am. 3 '

Pray, say so, and, Primmins,
very one, I fear, is neglecting your master. Be
ure (and my mother's lips approached close to
Irs. Pnmmms's ear) 'be sure that you-air his
igktcap yourself.'"
"
Tender creatures, those women," solilo-

?,o
ecLMl\?quills - HEN*Y GERALD HOPE.

119, Elms Road, Clapham Park, S.W.

PEAT (4
th S. ix. 79, 225). In North-Country

ore and Legend,
'

Monthly Chronicle,' for
un

.

e
>

J
887,

pp. 148-51, there is an article
n

A ,

L
?dy Peafc and the Herrington

ragedy, which gives a very amusing account
t this singular woman miser, cleptomaniac.nd so far well off that she died leaving
ersonal property worth over 250,OOOZ. She
as the wife of the Rev. Sir Robert Peat,
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one of the boon companions of the Prince

Regent, through whose influence he obtained

the living of Brentford in Essex. Sir Robert

married the lady for her money, but owing

to her peculiar habits did not long live with

her. He died in 1837, and she survived him

till'l842.

The article above referred to commences :

"Miss Smith, of East Herrington (afterwards

Lady Peat), lived in a large house on the left-hand

side of the road leading from Sunderland to

Durham She was descended from the ancient

Catholic family the Smythes of Eshe and

Acton Burnall."

So far as I can ascertain there is no evi-

dence in support of this statement of descent,

and I shall be glad to know who Lady Peat's

father was. GL W. M.

BLUE ASSOCIATED WITH THE BLESSED VlR-

GIN (9
th S. xi. 388, 496; xii. 96). In the

Roman 'Ordines' from the MS. of St.

Amand, which are set out in the appendix

to Mgr. Duchesne's 'Christian Worship

(SPCK., 1903), the ninth 'Ordo,' that

for the Purification of our Lady, directs:

"Interim ingreditur pontifex sacrario et

induit se vestimentis nigris, et diaconi simi-

liter planitas induunt nigras." The date of

these 'Ordines,' according to Duchesne, is

800 or a little later. At this period it seems

there were only two liturgical colours, white

and black. Innocent III., Pope from 1198

to 1216, in his 'De Sacro Altaris Mysterio,

i. 65, mentions two more, red and green, and

treats violet as a species of black. I do not

know that blue was ever in use in the Roman

Church. Elsewhere, however, blue seems to

have been used as an alternative to black or

violet. Thus in the inventory of the vestiary

of Winchester College, taken in 1525, we find

both sets of blue and sets of black vestments

for use at requiems. See Kirby's 'Annals of

Winchester College,' pp. 230 sqq It would

be useless to multiply instances from old in-

ventories to illustrate this point. Feasey s

'Ancient Holy Week Ceremonial
1

supplies

three, viz. (1) at York Minster in the reign

of Edward VL, "a blew vestement with two

dalmaticks for Lent"; (2) at Exeter Cathe-

dral in 1506, "blue clothes for the high

altar a large purple chasuble for Sundays

in Lent and Advent
"

; (3) at St. Margaret's

Southwark, in 1485,
"

ii blew Cortyns [to]

draw afore the sepulture," i.e ,
on Good

Friday I am informed that a paper read

before the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society,

by Mr. St. John Hope about 1883, on 'English

Liturgical Colours,' further illustrates this

point. ,

Non-liturgically considered, blue may be

associated with water," as MR. SNOWDEN
WARD asserts. If so, it is interesting to
note that, according to Hulme's '

Symbolism
n Christian Art,' second edition, p. 25, black,
rom a period of over a thousand years

)efpre
the Christian era, has in China sym-

aolized water.
The last-mentioned work on p. 20 mentions

ihe use of blue at Toledo and violet at
Soissons for the feast of the Holy Trinity.
To notice subsidiary points of MR. WARD'S

reply : (1) For the origin of the representa-
tion of Our Lady as standing on the crescent

moon, I do not think it necessary to go
urther back than Rev. xii. 1. (2) By my
concluding sentence at 9th S. xi. 496 I did
lot mean to imply that black, blue, white,
*reen, and brown were in any sense "equi-
valent" colours. I did mean to indicate that
3lue is not universally

"
associated with the

Blessed Virgin
"
by the Italian masters.
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

Albert is a contraction of Adelbrecht, and
means nobly bright. Its alb has nothing
so do with white ; and if mystics fancy that
it has, and base prognostications on the
error, one's respect for their mysticism is

not increased. ST. SWITHIN.

VENISON FEAST (9
th S. xii. 47). DR. PHILLIPS

hould consult Simeon Shaw's 'History of
the Staffordshire Potteries

'

for the origin of

Hanley Venison Feast. A society was formed
which advocated the incorporation of the
town seventy years before the event took

place. An annual dinner was instituted to

keep the movement alive. It acquired the
name of Venison Feast from the yearly gift
of a haunch of venison by the Marquis of
Stafford. B. D. MOSELEY.

HORNE OR HEARNE (9
th S. xi. 188, 275 ; xii.

93). The communication under the last re-

ference is what PROP. SKEAT called in your
columns (8

th S. vi. 204)
" a revelry of delight."

As to the German : Hum I fail to find in my
three German dictionaries, including FliigePs

large edition. That is a trifle
;
but Ehren as

"
wandering conquerors "! With the excep-

tion of the phrase "your honour," which is

Ew. Gnaden, Honour and Ehren only be-
come personal in connexion with a personal
name, as Ehren-dame, Ehren-mann. As to
the etymology of Ehre, your correspondent
will find, from Prof. Kluge's

'

Etymologisches
Worterbuch,' that it is cognate with Goth.
ais-tan, to respect, and Lat. ces-timare. From
the same source he will find that Ahn is cog-
nate with Lat. anus, an old woman, and
Him with M. Lat. cranium and Greek
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head. As to Hure, he will find all informa-

tion in Skeat's 'Concise Dictionary,' s.v.

1

Whore.'
Your correspondent has overlooked Ger.

Aehre, ear of corn, which is plainly from

irren and errare, because it wanders or sways
about in the wind. H. P. L.

What must PROF. SKEAT'S feelings be when
he is confronted by etymologies such as

that offered at the last reference? Neither

Hirn
t
nor Hure (

= whore), nor Ahn, nor

irren (connected with errare and err) has

anything to do with one another. Errant is

not Frankish, but Romanic. Ehren= nobles or

wandering conquerors is a ghost- word.
G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Romantic Tales from the Panjdb. By the Rev.

Charles Swynnerton, F.S.A. (Constable & Co.)

NOT the first contribution of Mr. Swynnerton is

this to the great and deeply interesting subject of

Indian folk-lore. Eleven years ago he published
'Indian Nights' Entertainment,' a previous collec-

tion of stories relating to the Upper Indus. This
also had been preceded by

' The Adventures of the

Panjab Hero, Raja Rasala.'' In his position of (Senior)

Chaplain to the Indian Government he gathered
during his stay in or near the fort of Attock from
oral recitation the stories of the professional bards
and of the more enlightened of the common people.
The prose portion of these he has translated without
" conscious embellishment," and he has rendered
also into fairly idiomatic English much of the verss
which in Oriental literature forms generally an
important and a significant feature. In the case
of the legend of Rasala, which is much the longest
and most important, the separate stories are com-
piled from various sources

;
in 'other instances, even

in the ' Love Story of Hir and Ranjha,' the place
and time, as well as the author of the narration,
are told. Though published later than the contents
of the previous volume, the legends now given were
harvested at the same time and under similar con-
ditions. Like them, moreover, they are of hoar
antiquity, being older than the Jatakas or the
'

Mahabharata,' older than most existing records.
Like them, once more, they are illustrated by native
artists in a style the fidelity of which is an advan-
tage as well as an attraction, since while depicting
the life of many hundred years ago it shows that
also of to-day. Once more we are struck with the
resemblances to classic fable, to Bible story, and to
mediaeval superstitions. The love story of Hir and
Ranjha has marked resemblance to that of Hero
and Leander, which the very sound of the names
suggests ; and the story of Puran Bhagat resembles
not less closely that of Phuedra and Hippolytus.
Scarcely less marked is the affinity of a portion of
the legends with what the author calls

" the divine
folk -tales of the Old Testament," and Ranjha,
"piping down the valleys wild" and collecting the
flocks by means of his minstrelsy, is virtually
Orpheus beloved of the nymphs.
As to the scientific value of the tales Mr. Swyn-

nerton leaves others to speak, and he puts forward

no theory as to their genesis, whether they are
" the survival of a stock once the exclusive property
of one original tribe," or, allowing for inevitable

modifications, "they sprang up independently m
various centres." Whether, indeed, they derive

from primitive solar myths or from traditional

fables of human adventure, it is certain that they

are linked at once with the records of the
* Arabian

Nights' and with the simplest folk-tales in which

childhood yet takes delight. So interesting, mean-

while, are the illustrations that we cannot but

wonder that the talent of native artists is not more

frequently employed in the case of Oriental works.

Specially interesting is the design, p. 65, of Hir and

Ranjha borne away by Jins, which conveys a capital

idea of the method of flight which constitutes so

familiar a feature in the 'Arabian Nights. The

jackal is once more shown as the acutest of beasts,

answering to the fox of Occidental story. Mr. Swyn-
nerton's style is agreeable and good, though he

repeats with unpleasing frequency an inaccuracy
such as "by-and-by(e)" with the superfluous e, and
is betrayed occasionally, though not often, into the

heresy of the split infinitive. "From whence" is

also a locution into which he drops. His book is

an acceptable and valuable contribution to folk-

lore, and is equally fitted for the library and the

"bower."

Three Centuries of English Book-trade Bibliography.

By A. Growoll. Also a List of the Catalogues, <t*c. f

publishedfor the English Book-tradefrom 1595-1902.

By Wilberforce Eames. (New York, the Dibdin
Ciub ; London, Sampson Low & Co.)

IN a volume the comprehensive title of which is

suggestive of the seventeenth or eighteenth century
rather than the twentieth, Air. Growoll furnishes,
with the assistance of the Librarian of the Lenox
Library, New York, a notable addition to a species
of bibliography in some respects of ancient and in

others of modern growth. He has sought to connect
his compilation with acknowledged authorities in

bibliography by associating it, through a displayed
list, with standard works such as Arber's 'Tran-

scripts of the Stationers' Company's Registers';
Ames's 'Typographical Antiquities,' ed. Herbert
and Dibdin ; Estienne's ' Francofordiense Em-
porium

'

; Timperley's
'

Dictionary of Printers and
Printing'; and others. Personally, we are dis-

posed to class it with works such as Renouard's
'Annalesde 1'lmprimerie des Aide,' the 'Catalog!
Librorum' of the Elzevirs and the fine book of

Willems on their publications, the ' Guide de
1'Amateur' of Cohen, the accounts of the pub-
lications of the great Flemish and Netherland
printers, the fine compilations of Brunet and
Lowndes, and the '

English Catalogue of Books,'
now, after various changes of title, issued under that
name by Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston & Co. This,

'

however, is a matter of taste, perhaps even of whim,
and Mr. Growoll himself recognizes the affinity
of his work to some of these, and dedicates it to
Mr. Edward Marston, as "representative of the
oldest -established system of English book-trade
bibliography

" and "
Historian of the trade," as

well as
" a book-lover and a lover of his profession."A portrait of Sampson Low and one of Joseph

Whitaker, highly prized representatives of the

English book trade, are, with a likeness of Georg
Wilier, 1591,

" the father of book-trade bibliogra-
phy," among the illustrations. Begun nearly nine
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years ago, the work was intended simply as an
introduction to the author's account of book-trade

bibliography in the United States. After the custom
of their kind, however, the materials swelled so pro-

digiously that it was determined to publish sepa-

rately the part dealing wholly with the United
States. This volume, which we have not seen,

appeared in the summer of 1898. To the biblio-

graphical expert what is now issued will merit the
French description of "memoires pour servir." It

contains a large amount of material to which access

in other quarters is difficult, and is an important
contribution to our knowledge, as well as a signally
handsome work. In limine appears a facsimile

title-page of the first known book catalogue. This
is naturally in Latin, and is issued from Augusta
(Vindelicorum, Augsburg) by Georg Wilier in

1564. Wilier was the first bookseller to employ
catalogues for sale purposes, and published them in

time to secure the patronage of the trade visitors

to the great Frankfort book fairs. His enterprise
formed the basis for the German Mess Katalog or

market report of new publications which in Frank-
fort and Leipzig has for over three centuries been
of the utmost importance, and has influenced power-
fully English bibliography. The first English book
catalogue seems to have been published in 1595 by
Andrew Maunsellin St. Paul's Churchyard, a draper
who became a bookseller. William Jaggard began
in 1618-19 a catalogue of English books intended to

be half-yearly, but which did not survive the first

issue. R/. Clavell issued in 1680 a catalogue, the
title of which is reproduced, of all books printed
since the " Dreadful Fire of London." In the latter

part of the eighteenth century William Bent began
under changing titles the catalogues which have
resulted in the '

English Catalogue of Books,' which,
continued under the spirited management of Messrs.

Sampson Low, constitute perhaps the most indis-

pensable of aids to the book-lover. The earliest in

our own collection is
" The

|
London Catalogue |

of

| Books, |
with their

|
Sizes and Prices

|
Corrected

to September MDCCXCIX.
|
London

|
Printed for W.

Bent, Paternoster Row, | By M. Brown, St. John's-

Square, Clerkenwell.
|
1799." Issues seem to have

appeared some twenty years earlier. In recom-

mending to our readers this valuable book, we
think it well to say that a strictly limited number
is for sale.

Hiatory of the Worshipful Company of Pewterers of
the City of London. By Charles Welch, F.S.A.
2vols. (Blades & Co.)

To Mr. Charles Welch, Librarian of the Guildhall

Library and the well-known author of many his-

torical or archaeological works, has been entrusted

by the Master, Wardens, and Court of Assistants
of the Pewterers' Company the task of extracting
from the records at present or previously in their

possession the history of the company. Materials
for such a purpose are, we are told, abundant, and
the task itself could scarcely be in better hands.

Though without claim to rank as one of the twelve

great livery companies it now stands sixteenth in

rotation of the City companies the Pewterers'

Company possesses a wealth of records which some
of its more important rivals might envy, including
more royal charters and legislative enactments than
most of the City companies can claim. Pewterers'
Hall was given the company by William Smalwood,
four times Master between 1469 and 1486, a repro-
duction of whose portrait, showing a handsome

and intellectual-looking man, serves as frontispiece
to the work. This building perished in the great
fire, and was succeeded in 1678 by a second, which
also was destroyed in a conflagration in 1840. In
spite of these accidents the records of the company
have been preserved, and are "

nearly continuous
from an early date." Extracts from them have
been carefully made nothing bearing upon the

history of the company or its influence having
been omitted and are arranged in chronological
sequence, with just sufficient illustrative comment
to present a connected and consecutive story. In
the year 1348, during the long reign of Edward III.,
the original ordinances of the company, then de-
scribed as the "Craft of Pewterers," were drawn
up and submitted for approval to the Lord Mayor
and aldermen. This is an interesting and a primi-
tive document, far too long for quotation, occupying
as it does between two and three pages. It begins :

"To the Maire and aldermen of the cite of london
praien the goode folke makers of peauter vessel of
the saide cite that ye please the state and pointes
of her crafte to tender," &c. In answer to this

appeal Stephen le straunge and John Syward,
"peautrers," were chosen to "ouerse and kepe" the
articles. In 1349, it being witnessed that Stephen
Lestraunge was dead and that John Syward could
not work, Nicholas de Ludgate and Ernald Schip-
waysshe were sworn in their stead. These earliest
ordinances of the company are recorded in the
archives of the company and those of the Corpora-
tion at Guildhall. In 1473 the company obtained
a charter of incorporation. This charter, note-

worthy for the powers it conferred, was granted by
Edward IV. It is, of course, in Latin, and is

excellently reproduced in facsimile opposite p. 52.

Other charters were granted by subsequent
monarchs, that of 4 Henry VIII. being also given
in facsimile. Of the charters of Philip and Mary
and Elizabeth the initial letters only are repro-
duced. The grant of arms of Clarenceux, 1533, is

also conspicuous among the illustrations. In 1451
the series of Audit Books begins, and supplies an
immense amount of useful information. We are
unable to dwell upon this in the strictly limited

space at our disposal, and must necessarily refer to
the volumes those interested in the subject. As
inquiries concerning the marks on pewter ever
and anon reach us, we may state that on this

subject little of importance is supplied in the
work. Five surviving touch -

plates, however,
with the marks, the earliest dating from the middle
of the seventeenth century, are reproduced. The
work is admirably accomplished throughout, is

brought up to date, and will be a source of delight
to those interested in the subject with which it

specially deals and with the civic companies gener-
ally. The Pewterers' Company are entitled to all

possible credit for the public spirit they have dis-

played, and Mr. Welch is to be warmly congra-
tulated on the manner in which the task confided
to him has been discharged.

THE first article in the Quarterly Review for July,
c The Sagas and Songs of the Gael,' is a luminous
paper on a subject but little understood by those
who are not Celtic scholars. One reason why, as
we believe, the study of Celtic literature has been
neglected, and even contemned, in this country is

the Ossian forgeries of Macpherson, which were
first palmed off on a credulous public in an English
dress. We deliberately call them forgeries, for
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although it is
possible,

and even probable, thai

some parts may be renderings of original fragments
which he had acquired either from manuscrip"
sources or recitation, no one who now studies tn<

work as it has reached us can come to any other
conclusion than that it was for the most part the
manufacture of the so-called translator. There
were other reasons why Celtic poetry was dis

regarded. Georgian habits of thought were in
direct antagonism to the imagination of simpler
ages. It was considered unrefined and barbarous
by those who highly appreciated the feeble imita
tions of Pope which are now deservedly forgotten.
It must be borne in mind also that 'hardly any
Celtic texts were to be had in print, and those
which were in any measure known were among the
least

interesting
of the treasures which have come

down to us. We owe a great debt of gratitude to
the plodding industry of the scholars of Germany
for having devoted themselves to Celtic studies.
The texts which have been printed as yet arq,
however, only a small part of those which the
chances of war, pillage, and neglect have spared ;

but, happily, sufficient has already been done to
raise up a national school of specialists who are
competent and willing to give us all that remains
of Celtic thought, so far as that is possible in a
foreign idiom, and we have no doubt that the paper
before us, abounding as it does in quotations and
Celtic enthusiasm, will turn the thoughts of not a
few to a subject in which they have hitherto taken
but languid interest. We cannot be surprised that
even now there are a few persons, not wholly devoid
of culture, who despise the whole range of Celtic
literature, and especially the Irish branch; but
we believe that for the most part these belated
intelligences will be compelled to remain passivenow that it has become as much a note of want of
a cultured intelligence to treat with contempt the
higher poetry of the Celts as it would be for dul-
lards to profess to estimate the works of Opitx and
Klopstock more highly than the '

Nibelungenlied
'

because the latter seems to them only a ditty suited
to barbarians. Translations of Irish poetry have
lately appeared bv Miss Hull and Lady Gregory.We are not ourselves able to decide which should
hold the higher rank. Miss Hull has been assisted
by various scholars. The reviewer gives her work
the preference, for though she at times, unhappily
humours "popular tastes and susceptibilities," she
but rarely errs in this respect ; while Lady Gregory
has made many alterations in the narratives which
cannot be regarded as improvements. The reviewer
we are happy to say, points out and gives quota-
tions in proof of what he says, that the lovo of
nature was a strong feeling passion, we may
perhaps be permitted to say among the CeltsWe trust that those who regard this sentiment as
of modern growth will ponder over the evidence he
produces.

' New Lights on the French Revolution '

is an important paper, but open to criticism. There
are two ways of writing concerning history : the
one in which moral judgments on the actors are
given at every turn ; the other where facts only are
recorded in such order as to permit them to speak
for themselves. Much may be said for both these
methods; we ourselves hold that a time like the
French Revolution cannot be efficiently dealt with
by the former method. Mr. Nisbet's 'Improve-ment of British Forestry

3

contains valuable su"-
gestions. The growing of timber was a highly
important national concern in former times but

steam navigation and iron ships have so seriously
reduced the price of native -grown wood that
now short-sighted landowners rarely care to in-

vest their money in planting, except as cover for

game or for the sake of ornament. This is

much to be deplored ;
but no efficient remedy for

the evil has occurred to us.
' Siena '

is one of

the most interesting cities in Europe. The
writer unduly depreciates the Sienese and their

art, but admires their lovely city. We wish he
had been more sympathetic.

' Survival of Per-

sonality' is a review of the late Mr. F. W. H.
Myers's 'Human Personality' and Mr. F. Pod-
more's 'Modern Spiritualism.' It is very carefully
written, without a trace of that fanaticism which
has so frequently disfigured the writings of those
who have held strong opinions on these obscure sub-

jects. The writer does not unduly obtrude any con-
viction of his own. We trust, however, that what
he says may stimulate others to study a class of sub-

jects surrounded by enormous difficulties, but among
which we may look for far-reaching discoveries.

Ox 11 August, at 51, Stile Hall Gardens, Chiswick,
in her seventy-seventh year, died Mrs. Charlotte
Gilson Boger, widow of Canon Boger, late vicar of
Chart Sutton, Kent. Mrs. Boger was a frequent
correspondent of

' N. & Q.,' her last communication
appearing at 9th S. iv. 98.

to Ctfrmjrawtottis.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication Duplicate."

J. T. THORP ("
' The Lover's Opera,' circa 1730 ").-It is by William Rufus Chetwood, d. 1765 dra-

matist, bookseller, and prompter to Drurv Lane
rheatre 1722-40 the author of a '

General Historyof the Stage,' 1/49. It was given for its author's
jenefit at Driiry Lane, 14 May, 1729, with Mrs.
ibber, Miss Raftor (Kitty Clive), Mrs. Thurmond,

Harper, Griffin, c. It was seen again, but is a
i k would not bear revival. Printed,

17oO.

NOTICE.

Fdt^T1

?^^0118
*??ld be addressedEditor of 'Notes and Queries '"

Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-

8?
ffiC6 ' Bream '

S Buildines > Chancery

We beg leave to state that we decline to returncommunications which, for any reason, we do not
prmt; and to this rule we can make no exception
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Notices to Correspondents.

SIMFEROPOL.
THIS town, situated on the river Salghir,

forty-five miles north-east of Sebastopol, is

the seat of government. Several glens belong-
ing to the lower slopes of the Tchatyr-Dagh
converge in the neighbourhood, each bearing
its contribution of flood-water to the Salghir.

During the Tartar Khanate Simferopol was
the site of a town or large village called

Ak-Mechet (" White Mosque "). As the resi-

dence of the commander-in-chief of the
Crimean Khan's troops it also bore the name
of Sultan-Serai (" Sultan's Palace "). At its

occupation by the Kussians in the eighteenth
century it was burnt down, but it was rebuilt

on the annexation of the peninsula, and made
the chief town of the Government under its

present name. That name has been explained
as

"
Gathering Town," and as having been

given owing to the great diversity of the

population drawn together there. Some
remains close by Simferopol have been iden-
tified as the site of an ancient Neapolis. That
name does not necessarily imply an earlier

settlement on the same or a neighbouring
spot, but it increases the probability that
such was the case. It is not far off from Eski-

Krim, the ancient Kimmerion, in the valley

of the Churuk-su, where that stream leaves
the hills for the treeless steppe on its way to
the sea at Kaffa or Theodosia. On the coast,
some thirty-five miles from Theodosia, is

Opuk, the Kimmerikon of antiquity. These
names suggest that Simferopol is a revival
or survival of an old name rather than a
new coinage ; for, so far as I can ascertain,
no other place subject to the influence of the
Greek tongue bears such a name, although
it would have been a most appropriate one,
on the received explanation, in scores of other

E
laces in that part of the world. Can it

ave been originally, then, a translation of
a " barbarous

" name 1 That is my sugges-
tion. There is a name, co-extensive with
the widespread settlements of Celtic tribes,
which is of frequent occurrence. That is

the Breton "
Kemper," the Irish "

Comrnur,"
and the Welsh "Cyrnmer." It is composed
of cy-> ci/f-j cognate with the Lat. cum, and
(perhaps) the Gk. <rvv,

"
with," "together,"

and ber, Lat. fero, Gk. <epo>, Eng. "bear" ;

and the usual rendering is "confluence."
That rendering, however, is not etymologic-
ally correct. Primarily, unlike the Lat. con-

fluentes (Conflans, Coblentz), it is applicable
to the converging glens that bring the
streams together,and not to the streams them-
selves. A similar remark applies to the
kindred terms inver and aber. The distinc-

tion is an important one, for it points to a

topographical idea confined, I believe, to

Celtic peoples. It can be traced back to the
dawn of Celtic history, and is a living idiom
in the vernacular Welsh of to-day. It is not

necessary for an affluent to be of any import-
ance in size or volume for its outfall to be
called an aber. The tiniest brook, whose flow

disappears in dry weather, may confer the

dignity of aber upon a secluded hamlet or

even farmhouse as idiomatically as Tawe or

Teifi does on Swansea or Cardigan. The
same thing is true of cymmer, though this

is not quite so common as aber. But should
two Welshmen, strangers to each other,

meet, and one happen to say to the other

that he lives
" at Cymmer," the other, though

he may be ignorant of the locality referred to,

will at once understand that it is at the

confluence of two or more streams.

As the reader sees, Simferopol, or Symphero-
polis, is an exact rendering of cymmer with
addition of the Greek for "city." On the

supposition, therefore, that cymmer and
Kimmerion are two forms of the same Celtic

word, I would suggest that the Kimmerioi
did not bestow their name on the peninsula
they occupied, but, on the contrary, were
so called from the various "kimineria" or
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converging glens that they settled in or were

driven to.

Although the Greeks do not seem to have

used <rv/x<epet>oritsderivativestopographically,

they did so use derivatives of o-v/zjftaAAw ;

and in reference to that fact we have an-

other suggestive equation from the Crimea.

Balaclava harbour was known in antiquity
as SlyAjSdAwi' At/x?)^ usually explained

*'

Signal
Harbour" (from crv/x/3oAov).

But 2v/z/ft>Awv

\ifj.r)v would mean the "harbour of the

confluences" (from o-v/*/JoAi}), and, although
no streams fall into Balaclava, a glance
at Russell's plan shows any number of

watercourses, several of which unite about a

mile from the landward end of the harbour.

It must be remembered that the name might
be suggested by the temporary confluence of

floods, with quite as much propriety as by
that of perennial streams. The fact that the

neighbouring heights still bear the name of

"Kamara" lends countenance to this sug-

gestion.
I may also point out that the root

idea still survives in Western Europe in the

"bore" of the Severn, and the "barre" of

the Seine, which are recurrent, and not con-

tinuous phenomena.
In confirmation of the Celtic kinship of

the Kimmerioi, the name of the chieftain

Lygdamus may be adduced a name which

appears "plain Greek" to Grote, but which
Mr. Rhys's remarks on Lugdunum in his
1

Lectures on Celtic Heathendom '

almost
constrain one to believe to be Celtic. Nor is

that all. A curious statement has come down
to us, made bv the anonymous writer of a

Periplus of the Euxine, in reference to

Theodosia. He says that the native Alans
called that place Ardabda,

*' the town of the
seven gods." The writer may have misunder-
stood his informant, or the Alans may have
confused with "

seven
"
a term handed down

from their Kimmerian predecessors. I have
been unable to find a word meaning

" seven
"

that looks anything like Ardabda. But we
know that the chief of the Alans settled in
Gaul at the time of Attila's invasion was
named Sangiban. That name probably in-

cludes the name of a god a name that

appears in sanguis and Sancus. Sabus is the
form that Sancus assumes in the labializing
dialects of Italy. Cognate forms are very
common in Celtic personal and place names,
and seem to have been extensively adopted
into Teutonic, especially in the loan-word
sieg (** victory ") and its derivatives. This is

a very intricate subject, to which 1 hope to
return in another paper. I would only
mention now that as Sancus is to Sabus,
so Sangarius is to Sabazius, and that my

immediate point is that a form of the word

"Sancus" has been confounded with the

numeral "seven," Ardabda itself being a

descriptive or allusive appellation, like the

Italian Dius Fidius or the Irish Dagda.
J. P. OWEN.

MR. SECRETARY MORICE AND LORD
CLARENDON.

AT 1
st S. ix. 7 was given an extract from a

letter of 7 March, 1731, from William Bick-

ford to the Rev. Mr. Amory, of Taunton, which

contained the following passage :

"I cannot forbear acquainting you of a very-

curious passage in relation to Charles the Second's

Restoration. Sir Wm. Morrice, who was one of

the Secretaries of State soon after, was the person
who chiefly transacted that affair with Monk, so

that all the papers in order to it were sent him,
both from King Charles and Lord Clarendon. Just
after the thing was finished, Lord Clarendon got
more than 200 of these Letters and other papers
from Morrice under pretence of finishing his His-

tory, and which were never returned. Lord Somers,
when he was Chancellor, told Morrice's Grandson
that if he would file a Bill in Chancery, he would
endeavour to get them ; but young Morrice, having
deserted the Whig Interest, was prevailed upon to

let it drop. This I know to be fact, for I had it not

only from the last-mentioned Gentleman, but others
of that family, especially a son of the Secretaries."

Although the matter so long has slept, it

will be of interest now to supply an indirect

confirmation of the strange story thus told,

and that in regard to the explanation why
legal proceedings had not been taken to re-

cover the documents, this being that young
Morice (grandson of the Secretary of State)
had "deserted the Whig interest." The re-

ference is to Sir Nicholas Morice, of Werring-
ton, Devon, son of Sir William Morice, first

baronet, and grandson of Sir William Morice,
Knt., and Secretary of State to Charles II.

That the last-named had become heartily
tired of the monarch he had assisted to restore

to the throne the letter from which I have
above quoted amply attests

;
and that the

family was regarded as of Whig tendencies

may be judged from the fact that the son was
left out of the commission of the peace in 1680

(HistoricalMSS.Commission,Eleventh Report,
Appendix, part ii. p. 177). The grandson was
likewise considered originally to be a Whig,
as in the charter of William III. granted to

Plymouth on 8 December, 1696, he was named
a freeman of the borough (ibid., Ninth Report,
Appendix, p. 282). But there is abundant
evidence that a few years later Nicholas
"deserted the Whig interest." He most
actively and it was at the time alleged
illegally supported at the general election
of January, 1701, the Tory candidates for the
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Cornish borough of Newport, most of which
he owned as proprietor of Werrington, and
the returning officers of which (it was stated

in a petition presented to the House of

Commons on 23 February, 1701) he "
solely

governed." Entering Parliament himself for

that borough at the general election of a

year later, caused by the death of William III.,

he soon displayed the Tory colours at West-
minster, for in "A List of the honourable
house of Commons, that voted for and against
the clause for the Hanoverian succession, in

the year 1702," circulated by the Whigs at

the historic dissolution of 1710, his name is

given among the minority of 117, who were
beaten by the Whigs by only a single vote.

In later years he pursued the same course,
for in Februarj7

, 1707, he is to be found as a
teller in favour of a dilatory motion against
the Bill for a Union between the Two
Kingdoms of England and Scotland (' Com-
mons' Journals,' vol. xv. p. 305). And as he
was in the time of Anne, so he was in that
of George I. The Whig majority would not

accept his excuse for absence from a call of

the House on 7 December, 1719, and com-
mitted him to the custody of the Serjeant-
at-arms, in which he remained three days ;

and at the general election of 1722 (the last

at which he was returned, as he died during
the existence of the resulting Parliament),
when the passing of the Septennial Act was
made a cry, he was included by a London
Tory organ, the Weekly Journal, among
"those Honourable Members who voe
against repealing the Triennial and con

tinuing themselves." ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT OF THE
WORKS OF CHARLES DIBDIN.

(See 9th S. viii. 39, 77, 197, 279 ; ix. 421 ;

x. 122, 243 ; xi. 2, 243, 443.)

1798. A Tour to the Land's End, a Table Enter-
tainment, written and composed by Charles Dibdin,
first performed 6th October, 1798.

m
The songs were published in folio, price Is.,

signed or initialled by Dibdin, and in a few
instances stamped

"
C. A. D.," on a sheet of

4 pp., the front blank, except where noted.
In nearly every case there is an arrangement
for two flutes on the last page. Headings of

songs are similar to No. 1, unless noted.
1. The Temple of Fame, written & composed by

Mr. Dibdin, and Sung by him in his New Entertain-
ment, called A Tour to the Land's End. London.
Printed & Sold by the author, at his Music Ware-
house, Leicester Place, Leicester Square. 4 pp.

2. Smiles and Tears.
3. Strawberries. 4 pp.
4. Nancy.
5. Laughing Prohibited.

6. The Anchorsmiths, 4 pp.
*7. The Tea-Table. This was probably the song

that Hogarth gives under the title
' The Inquest.'

8. Yo Heave Ho.
9. Magnanimity. 4 pp.

10. The Wig Gallery. 4pp.
11. Advice. 4 pp.
12. The Cornish Miner. 4pp.

*13. The Converted Rake.
14. Beauty's Banners.
15. The Barrel Organ. 4 pp.
16. True Courage. 4 pp.
17. The Lady's Diary.

*18. Cupid turned Music Master.
*19. The Christening.
*20. Finale.

The above formed the original programme
of songs, in the order as advertised, for the

opening night. Hogarth also includes the

following songs :

21. The Italian Music Master. (This was first

performed in
' The Sphinx,' 1797.)

22. Nelson and Warren.

This was probably the Finale (No. 20). It
was first published with the title

' Nelson and
the Navy,' and soon afterwards, with an
additional stanza, as 'Nelson and Warren.|
In both forms it extends to 4 pp.
The words of No. 8 appeared with an en-

graved illustration (mezzotint, about 11| in.

by 10 in.), "Published 24th April, 1799, by
Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London.'"
The style does not resemble that of the two
illustrations mentioned under ' The Sphinx

'

(1797), but it probably belongs to the same
series. I have seen later issues from Dibdin's

plates of No. 11, by Diether, and No. 16 by
Bland & Weller (initialled by Dibdin). There
are early editions by G. Walker, from new
plates, of Nos. 4 and 16.

1799. The Lyric Remembrancer, in Two Volumes
written & composed by Mr. Dibdin. Vol. 1st. Lon-
don Printed & Published by the Author and Com-
poser, at his Music Warehouse, Leicester Place,
Leicester Square, and sold by appointment by
Messrs. Goulding and Co. No. 45, Pall Mall, Messrs.
Muir, Wood, & Co. Edinburgh, and by all the music-
sellers in England and Scotland 1799. 4to, pp. ii

and 48 ; ii and 1 blank. Contains 21 pieces.

This is the first volume; possibly no more
was published. According to the advertise-
ment on the cover of a single part which I
have seen, a volume was to consist of seven
monthly numbers, each containing seven
songs ;

and the collection was to be con-
tinued beyond two volumes, being "partly
of songs, &c., lately reverted to their author
and composer, partly of popular Favourites,
never before made public upon paper, and
partly of original articles." The price of each
number was 3s. The first part was published
1 October, 1799.

1799. Dibdin's Works for Two Flutes, in two
volumes containing the Music of nearly Three
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hundred Songs. Vol. 1st. London. Printed anc

Published, &c. [as above]. 4to, pp. ii, 96.

This companion publication seems, like
' Th<

Lyric Remembrancer,' to have been dis

continued at the end of the first volume. Ii

contains 144 items, of which twenty-four were
in each number. A later issue on inferior

paper (water-mark date 1821) was publishec
oy Paine & Hopkins, 69, Cornhill. It was
from the original plates of the first 80 pp
arbitrarily divided into two volumes, price
5s. each. Possibly the publication was con-

tinued, but I have seen no more.

"1799. The Vanguard; or, British Tars Regaling
after a Battle. A new Interlude performed for

the first time at Covent Garden Theatre, Friday
3rd May 1799 (Mrs. Martyr's benefit).

This was merely a vehicle for introducing,
"by permission of Mr. Dibdin," a number of
his songs, sung by Incledon, Fawcett, &c.

1799. Tom Wilkins, a Table Entertainment,
written and composed by Charles Dibdin, first per-
formed 5th October 1799.

The songs were published in folio, price Is.,

and otherwise as described in 'A Tour to the
Land's End,' q.v. Headings of songs are
similar to No. 1, unless noted.

1. Rational Vanity, written & composed by
Mr. Dibdin, and Sung by him in his New Entertain-
ment, called Tom Wilkins. London. Printed &
Sold by the Author, at his Music Warehouse,
Leicester Place, Leicester Square. 4 pp.

'2. The Difficult Task. 4 pp. (See No. 40,
' The

S^The Black Pig.
4. Nature and Nancy. 4 pp.
5. Bulls and Blunders.
6. The Last Shilling. 4 pp.
7. The Old Cloathsman. (Afterwards sung in

' Heads or Tails,' 1805.)
8. Naval Victories. 4 pp.
9. A Supplication for Peace.

10. Legerdemain. Title on front page.
11. The Lakes of Windermere.
12. Madam Vandercrout. 4 pp.
13. The Pride of the Ocean. (A Parody on ' The

High-Mettled Racer.')
14. The Rage. 4 pp.
15. The Irish Drummer.
16. The Portrait of Humanity. 4 pp.
17. Dogs. 4 pp.
18. Bottom.

*19. The Family Concert. Also sung in
' Heads or

Tails,' 1805.

*20. Tom Wilkins Port.

The above formed the original programme
of songs, in the order as advertised, for the
opening night. Hogarth also includes 'Rowdy-
dowdydow

'

(Xo. 7 in ' The General Election
')

and the ' Ode to Gratitude '

(1800), q v.

1799. A Collection of Songs. Fifth and last
volume probably published this year. See 1790
ante.

1800. A Complete History of the English Stage.
Introduced by a comparative and comprehensive

review of the Asiatic, the Grecian, the Roman, the
Spanish, the Italian, the Portugese [sic], the German,
the French, and other Theatres, and involving bio-

graphical tracts and anecdotes, instructive and
amusing, concerning a prodigious number of authors,
composers, painters, actors, singers, and patrons of
dramatic productions in all countries. The whole
written, with the assistance of interesting docu-
ments, collected in the course of five and thirty
years, by Mr. Dibdin. Vol. I. London : Printed
for the Author, and sold by him at his Warehouse,
Leicester Place, Leicester Square. 8vo, 5 vols. n.d.
Dedication to the Marquis of Salisbury, dated
25th March, 1800. Pp. xvi (not consecutively num-
bered), 386, 400, 392, 458, 487, viii.

The titles of vols. ii. to v. are merely "A Com-
plete History of the Stage. Written by Mr.
Dibdin." This work was issued in monthly
parts, beginning in 1797.

1800. Ode to Gratitude, on the preservation of his
Majesty. Written & Composed by Mr. Dibdin,and sung by him, in his various Entertainments, on
his lour. London. Printed and Sold by the Author
at his Music Warehouse, Leicester Place, Leicester
Square. Folio, 3 pp., front blank. On fourth page is
an arrangement for a military band (clarinetts [sic],Horns & Bassoons).

This was doubtless published soon after Hat-
field's attempt on the king's life. 15 May, 1800.

. _ E. RIMBAULT DIBDIN.
Mornmgside, Sudworth Road, New Brighton.

(To be continued.)

'THE TWELVE PROFITS OF TRIBULATION.'
An anonymous book of which the author-
ship is entirely unknown is abhorrent to the
bibliographical mind, and it may therefore
be worth while to indicate a statement as to
the name of the writer of a curious work of
which two editions were issued from the
press of Wynkyn de Worde. This is

' The
XII Profytes of Tribulacyon.' The edition-
printed at London by De Worde in 1530 is
without pagination, and contains sigs A-D
This I have not seen, but it is duly entered
in the General Catalogue and in the Cata-
logue of Early Printed Books of the British
Museum under the word 'Profits.' A copy
of an earlier edition assigned to the year1499 is in the John Rylands Library, and
will be found catalogued under the word

i i I-
6 '

r.
1S

.

S one of the treatises in-
cluded in Caxton s. In Tanner's '

Bibliotheca
Bntannica there is an article which assignsan author to this curious tract. It is brief
nough to be quoted at length :

"AdamusCarthusiamis, illius ordinis monachus,
Anglus, et doctor theologies. Ex quibusdam vetustis
uaganorum* scriptis pro confirmando spaciose
-agantis animi inutili otio, potissimum ex sex
" *

Si Balaeus hunc tractatum legisset non expaganorum scriptis, sed a Christianis frequenterJesum memorantibus compositum esse dixisset."
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sapientibus magistris congessit De patientia tribu-
lationumlib. i. 'Primus magister dixit, si aliquod.'
In MS. collegii corporis Christi Oxon. 220 itaA lytill tretyse that telleth how there were syx
mastres assembled togeder. And yche on asked
other, what thynges they might best speke of, that
might best please God and wer most profytable to
the people; and all were accorded to speak of
trybulation.' Princ. * The furst mayster said that
yeff any thing hadde ben better.' In eodem libro
huic tractatui proximus est liber, cui titulus

' The
All. profits of tribulation.' Hie tractatus de sex
magistris et de XII. utilitatibus afflictionum im-
pressus est Londini MDXXX. 4to. Scalam coali
attingendi (sive 'Scala claustralium,' MS. Norwic
epis. More, 126, lib. 1.

' Dum die quadam corpo-
ral 1

,
manuum.' Inter MSS. Worsl. intitulatur, 'A

ladder of iv. rowgys by the whych ladder men
mowen well clymbre to hevyn.' Princ. 'As I
was occupyed on a day in bodily.'

* De sumptione
euchanstiae,' lib. 1. 'Quando Dominum nostrum
sub pams.' Inter MSS. Worsl. habetur hie libellus
MS. pagmam unam tantum complens. Princ.
I urst when ye resceve our Lord.' ' Vitam Hugonis

Lincoln., lib.1. 'S.Hugo genetricis solatio.' MS.
Bale penes D. Will. Glynn. Hujus Adami '

Specu-lum spiritualium,' lib. vii. MS. olim in bibl.
monast. Syon. Claruisse fertur anno Domini
McfccxL. Bal. v. 419. Pits. 441."

Such is the account of Adam the Carthu-
sian in Tanner's 'Bibliotheca Britannico-
Hibernico

'

(Lond., 1748, p. 7).
Tanner is not infallible, and the biography

of St. Hugh of Lincoln is attributed to
Adam of Eynsham, and the 'Scala Cceli'
to Guigo Carthusianus. (See Dr. H. K.
Luard in 'Dictionary of National Biography,'
vol. i. p. 77.) No other claimant appearing
for the tract on tribulation, we may, for the
present at all events, assign it to Adarnus
Carthusianus. The tract as printed by
Wynkyn de Worde is plainly a version of
the Latin, and a portion of the original text
is left untranslated. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

DE. EDMOND HALLEY. (See 9th S. x. 361 : xi.

85, 205, 366, 463, 496
; xii. 125.) MR. WAINE-

WRIGHT'S communication (9
th S. xi. 496), for

which I am obliged, gives me the first in-
timation of the fact that Dr. Halley's younger
surviving daughter, Mrs. C. Price, was aged
seventy-seven years at the time of her death,

) November, 1765. Thus, too, one perceives
that she and her elder sister Margaret were
nearly of the same age, both having been
born circa 1688. It is quite probable that
Dr. Halley had other children, born between
the years 1682 and 1688, who died in infancy.
Whether his only surviving son Edmund,
Jun., was born before or after 1688 is not
clear, although it appears likely that he
was younger than either of his above-men-
tioned sisters; for in '

Biog. Brit.,' iv. 2517,
it is said of him that he "lived to man's

estate and afterwards." As he died 1740/1,
this statement would easily permit of his

birth subsequently to 1700.

I have also to thank MR. CLAYTON for his

reply (9
th S. x. 97) to my query (ibid. 27) as

to origin of name of two streets (or roads) in
or near London, called

**
Halley .

;; MR. CLAY-
TON inclines to the opinion that they were
named after Dr. Halley, a considerable por-
tion of whose life was spent in that vicinity.
Another correspondent suggests that those
streets received their names from a con-
tractor so named, or possibly from the Rev.
Robert Halley, the Nonconformist divine,
who towards the close of his life resided for
some years in the neighbourhood mentioned.

After his marriage, 1682, Dr. Halley took

up his residence at Islington ('Biog. Brit.,'
iv. 2500), subsequently removing to a house
in Golden Lion Court, Aldersgate Street

(ibid. 2508).
One Katherine Halley was baptized at

St. Mary's, Islington, in January, 1683. (For
this I am indebted to the kindness of Mr.
Henry Bilby, 8, Tyndale Place, Islington.)
In a letter from Dr. Halley to Dr. Charlett,

Oxford, dated London, 23 June, 1705, the
former uses these words :

'

I return you many thanks for your repeated
favours, as well in ivhat relates to my house, wherein
I must esteem you my greatest benefactor, as for your
kind endeavours to give reputation and value to my
small performance about comets, which no ways
deserves a place in your catalogue, or to bear the

badge of the Theatre." Cp.
'

Letters written by
Eminent Persons,' &c., i. 139, 140. London, 1813.

The italics are mine. To what services of
Dr. Charlett do those words refer 1 The con-
elusion and possibly an additional paragraph
of the said letter are not printed. Will a

correspondent at Oxford be so good as to
throw light upon this matter 1

The MS. Life of Halley, said to be pre-
served in the library of the Observatory at

Oxford, may contain some new biographical
data.

Who were the grandparents of Halley
Benson Millikin (born circa 1750?), son of
James Millikin and Jane Entwisle, who were
married in St. Paul's Cathedral, 26 October,
1749? EUGENE FAIRFIELD McPiKE.

1, Park Row, Room 606, Chicago, U.S.

44 TATAR" OR " TARTAR." Mr. Edwin
Pears, in his recently published book 'The
Destruction of the Greek Empire and the

Story of the Capture of Constantinople,' in-

forms his readers, on the authority of Dr.

Koe'lle, that " Tatar "
is an incorrect spelling

iearnt from the Chinese, who cannot pro-
nounce r. This theory would do credit to
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that learned body of savants mentioned in

'Gulliver's Travels.' It does not account,

however, for the presence of the final r. As
a matter of fact, the Magyars also

" mis-

pronounce
"
the name of their old enemies,

who between the thirteenth and eighteenth
centuries devastated Hungary on several

occasions; and history does not record the

fact that the latter took Chinamen specially
with them on their raids to teach the unlucky

Magyars how to pronounce their name.
L. L. K.

FIRST

recently

RAILWAY
published

IN SCOTLAND. In the

section of the
' Oxford

English Dictionary
'

it is stated that a rail-

way existed at Newcastle in the beginning
of the seventeenth century, but no quotation
is given in reference to it. The earliest rail-

way in Scotland seems to have Jpeen a hun-
dred years later, as appears from the follow-

ing passages in M'Neill's
' Tranent and its

Surroundings
'

(pp. 4, 30) :

" In 1719 the York Buildings Company, of London,
became possessors of the YVinton estates This

company had the honour of constructing, in 1722,
the first tram-road, or waggon-way, that ever was
made. The rails were formed of wood, and it

stretched from Port-Seton harbour to the west
cod of Tranent Down this wooden tramway
both coals and panwood were hurled in waggons
containing two tons each, one horse being attached
to each waggon. By this means were the salt pans
at Cocken/ie and the shipping at Port-Seton har-
bour supplied. In 1815 Mr. John Cadell, who some-
time previous to this had acquired the lands of

Tranent, removed the wooden tramway and had an
iron one substituted."

The old wooden-railed line is the
"
waggon-

way" which is so frequently mentioned in

accounts of the battle of Prestonpans in 1745.

W. S.

MARSHALL FAMILY. It may be of interest
to some of your genealogical readers to know
of the existence of the following family
register contained in a Book of Common
Prayer according to the Use of the Church
of England, post 8vo, Edin., 1761, which is

No. 208 in Catalogue No. 116 of Mr. Walter
T. Spencer, 27, New Oxford Street, W.C. :

" On the fly-leaves is inscribed a, register of a
family commencing with the marriage of David
Marshall and Isobel Boyd, at Stonehaven, in 1769,
with the births of seven children, and probably
some grandchildren, named respectively Marshall,
Buchan, and Meidment."

11. BARCLAY-ALLARDICE.
Lostwithiel, Cornwall.

" BISK." The * N.E.D.' gives this word in
the sense of a kind of soup. This can hardly
be its meaning in the following. Writing
of the Bannians at Surat in 1690, j. Ovingtoii,

in 'A Voyage to Suratt in the Year 1689'

(London, 1696), says :

"Therefore they never taste the flesh of any

thing that has breath'd the Common Air, nor pol-

lute themselves with feeding on any thing endued

with Life ;
and are struck with astonishment at

the voratious Appetites of the Christians, who heap
whole Bisks of Fish upon their Tables, and sacrifice

whole Hecatombs of Animals to their Gluttony.

EMERITUS.

EPITAPH AT STANFORD KIVERS. The fol-

lowing epitaph, of the early nineteenth cen-

tury, is on a marble slab on the north wall

of the chancel of Stanford Rivers Church,
near Ongar, Essex :

Had prayer been gifted to avert thy fall,

Cou'd Love have saved thee or might tears recall,

Were lengthened life allied to female worth,

Thou, dearest, still wert habitant of earth.

Ah, Mem'ry fondly wins thee back to life,

Hails her loved friend, her daughter, sister, wife,

While Hope, by some descending angel given,
Points to the 'bleeding cross, and whispers peace

from heaven.
T. WILSON.

Rivers Lodge, Harpenden, Herts.

BEN JONSON AND TENNYSON. On p. 52 of

his admirable monograph on Tennyson in the
"
English Men of Letters

"
series, Sir Alfred

Lyall makes some pertinent remarks on the

stanza of
' In Memoriam.' He says :

"We know from the 'Memoir' that Tennyson
believed himself to be the originator of the metre
of

' In Memoriam,' until after its appearance he
was told that it might be found in Elizabethan

poetry and elsewhere. Of the two specimens in Ben
Jonson, one of them, the elegy

'

Underwood,' has a
certain resemblance in movement and tone with
Tennyson's shorter pieces in the same metre."

This is an imperfect reference. In Jonson's
'Underwoods' there are nine lyrics, each of

which is entitled
" an elegy." That which

anticipates Tennyson's stanza is marked
No. xxxix. of the collection, and is not readily
found unless alluded to by its specific num-
ber. THOMAS BAYNE.

SEXDECIM VALLES. This name is a diffi-

culty to those who are unacquainted with
Yorkshire topography. In the Surtees Society's
Publications, vol. Ixxxviii. p. 310, Marma-
duke de Tweng (i.e., Thwirig in the East
Riding) wishes to produce one Laurence de
Sexdecim Vallibus as a witness, and in the
index this is said to stand for

" Severs." In
vol. xc. p. 180, another witness is named
"
Magister Thomas de xvj vallibus "; but the

editor quietly ignores him, and omits him
from the index. Again, in vol. xcii. p. 556,
mention is made of "Nicholas de Sexdecim
Vallibus," who is so indexed. The present
name of the place is Thixendale, a village
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on the wolds, in the East Riding. In 1451 a
Dean of York gives a legacy to a boy named
Robert Sixindale (vol. xlv. p. 116). The
old forms in English are all set out in

vol. xlix. p. 529 : Sixtedale, Sixtendale,
Xistendale, Sexendale, Sixendale, and are
all identified with the Thixendale of the
modern Ordnance Survey. W. C. B.

" WICKEY-UP." This North American term
for a hut of boughs (as opposed to a tent of

skins) is given in the '

Century Dictionary
'

without etymology. I have ascertained that
it is from the language of the Sac or Saki

Indians, a western branch of the Algonquins.
I have taken some pains to get at the exact

origin of this word, because I think it bids
fair to become a permanent and popular
addition to our vocabulary. I have met with
it lately in no fewer than three magazines
viz., the English Illustrated (vol. xxv. p. 30),

the Pall Mall (vol. xxyiii. p. 27), and last,

but not least, in an amusing story by Rudyard
Kipling in the Windsor for December (vol.
xvii. p. 12), where one of the characters says,
"See those spars up-ended over there? I

mean that wickey-up thing ]
"

I recommend
this for inclusion in the * N.E.D.'

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

ARCHBISHOP KING'S PRISON DIARY, 1689.

This MS. by the well - known writer Wm.
King, D.D., successively Dean of St. Patrick's,

Bishop of Derry, and Archbishop of Dublin,
written during his imprisonment in Dublin

Castle, is now being published by the

Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.

The Rev. H. J. Lawlor, D.D., of Trin. Coll.,

Dublin, to whom the public are indebted for
" Some Worthies of the Irish Church, by the
late Geo. T. Stokes, D.D.," 1899, and other

works, has added a very interesting preface,
as well as valuable notes. That Dr. King's
correspondent, with whom he appears to

have succeeded in keeping up communica-
tions, was George Toilet there can be little

doubt, though the editor makes no reference
to him.
After Archbishop King's death in 1729, his

papers passed to his nephew and executor,
Archdeacon Dougatt (the Scottish "Duguid "),

who died about a year after his uncle, when
they came into the possession of the arch-
deacon's nephews and heirs, the Rev. Robert
Spence, rector of Donaghmore, and the Rev.
Robert Bryan, from whose descendants the

King collections of MSS. in Trin. Coll.,

Dublin, and those noticed in the Hist. MSS.
Commission's Reports have been derived.

Dr. Lawlor, in his preface, states that the
owner of the Diary, Capt. J. A. Gordon King,

Scots Guards, of Tertowie, Aberdeenshire, a

property purchased by his father, the late

Lieut.-Col. W. Ross King, is
" the representa-

tive of the Barra (Archbishop King's) family
in Scotland." Such a claim is more easily
made than proved, as the only families law-

fully entitled to bear the Barra coat of arms
undifferenced are those of King of Corrard,
baronets, and King of Newmilne, co. Elgin,
the latter's right to the arms having been
confirmed to Wm. King of that place in the
middle of the eighteenth century, nearly a
hundred years before the grant of arms to

Capt. Gordon King's family was recorded.
GENEALOGIST.

WITCHCRAFT IN ESSEX. The following
cutting from the East London Advertiser of

1 August gives an interesting example of a
state of mind which not even Education Acts
and the united efforts of forty thousand
school teachers seem to have much power
to deal with :

" Those who have read Mr. Arthur Morrison's
book '

Cunning Murrell '

are in possession of some
interesting facts about witchcraft in Essex half a

century ago. Here is an up-to-date item. A Bishop
Stortford barber was cutting the hair of a customer
from a neighbouring village on Tuesday, when he
was requested to save a piece of hair from the nape
of the neck. The barber ascertained that the man
imagined some one in the village had done him an
injury, and to have revenge he intended to cast a

spell upon him. The hair from the nape of the

neck, the lip, and armpits, the parings of the nails,
and other ingredients, mixed with water, were to
be corked up in a bottle and placed on the fire at

night. Desiring sickness to fall upon his enemy,
his wish would be accomplished as the bottle burst,
which would be as near midnight as possible."

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

terns.
WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers maybe addressed to them
direct.

" PALTOCK'S INN." Is anything known as

to the history of this expression, used in the
end of the sixteenth century for

" a poor or

inhospitable place of sojourn"? Thus S.

Gosson,
' School of Abuse,' 1579(Arber, p. 52),

"
Comming to Chenas, a blind village, in com-

parison of Athens a Paltockes Inne, he [Ana-
charsis] found one Miso well governing his

house." And shortly after (1583) Stanyhirst,
in his version of Virgil's

*

^Eneid,' renders iii.

60-61,
Omnibus idem animus scelerata excedere terra,

Linqui pollutum hospitium, et dare classibus

Austros,
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by
Swiftlye they determined too flee from a countrye so

wycked,
Paltocks Inne leauing, too wrinche thee nauye too

southward.

The "
paltock

"
was, as is well known, a kind

of short coat or sleeved doublet, worn by men
from the fourteenth to the sixteenth century.
But immediate connexion between this and
Paltock's Inn is not obvious, unless some inn
notorious for its shabbiness or churlishness
had as its sign a paltock (cf.

"
the Tabard ").

On the other hand, Paltock's Inn, whether
an inn for travellers, or an inn for students
of law, may, like Clement's Inn and Gray's
Inn, have been named after some person
having the surname Paltock. I shall be glad
of any communications or pertinent sugges-
tions on the subject. J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

HICHARD COBDEN. Who was the author of
the verses published in a country newspaper
the week after Cobden's death in 1865, and
issued as a leaflet by the Cobden Club 1 Three
of them are as follows :

Pure-hearted Hero of a bloodless fight !

Clean-handed Captain in a painless war !

Soar, spirit, to the realms of Truth and Light,
Where the Just are !

If one poor cup of water given shall have
Due recognition in the Day of Dread,

Angels may welcome this one, for he gaveA nation bread !

No narrow patriot bounded by the strand
Of his own Isle, he led a new advance,

And opened, with the olive-branch in hand,
The ports of France.

T. FISHER UNWIN.
NODUS HERCULIS. I should be glad of

early references. Has the nature of the knot
been described ? H. G.

" WENTHLOK." In a charter at the British
Museum, dated 37 Edward III., I find men-
tion of certain lands "in Kayrwent infra
comitatum de Wenthlok in Wallia." Accord-
ing to several of the publications of the
Monmouth and Caerleon Antiquarian Asso-
ciation, the county or lordship of Wentllwch
was bounded on the east by the Usk, and
the lordship, in fact, corresponds more or less
with the modern Hundred of Wentloog.
Caerwent is, however, in Caldecot Hundred,
in the ancient Nether Gwent, and a consider-
able distance from the Usk. Is there any
instance of Wentllwch being used as a name
for South Monmouthshire generally ? Or is
there any place in Wentloog Hundred which
is now, or has been, called Caerwent?

H. I. B.

''CATER" : "LETHES." In the ninth chapter
of Hector Boece's

*

History and Chronicles of

Scotland,' as translated by Archdean John
Bellenden(vol. i. p xxxvii), the writer, speak-
ing of the fat of the gannet or solan goose,
which bred in large numbers on the Bass

Rock, says :

"
It helis mony infirmiteis,

speciallie sik as cumis be gut and cater dis-

ceding in the hanches or lethes of men and
wemen." I am unable to make out what the
words "cater" and "lethes" mean, though
perhaps

"
lethes

"
is an old Scotch spelling

for "legs," and shall be much obliged to any
one better informed who can help me.

J. H. GURNEY.
Keswick Hall, Norwich.

" CATHERINE WHEEL " INN. Can some
reader give me any information as to the
site in Oxford, or other particulars, of the
"Catherine Wheel" Inn where the Gun-
powder Plot conspirators are said to have
met? C. J. P.

'WIVES AND DAUGHTERS.' I should be
much obliged if you would let me know in
what magazine Mrs. Gaskell's 'Wives and
Daughters

'

appeared. T. W.
[Conihill, August, 1864, to January, 1866.]

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED. Where
are the following lines to be found ?

I asked of Time for whom those temples rose,
That prostrate by his hand in silence lie

;

His lips disdained the mystery to disclose,
And, borne on swifter wing, lie hurried by.

Tell me, ye winged winds, that round my pathway
roar,

Know ye some blissful spot where mortals weep no
more,

Some lone and pleasant dell, some valley in the
West,

Where, free from toil and pain, the weary soul may
rest?
The loud wind dwindled to a whisper low,
And sighed for pity as it answered "No."

No God, no Truth ? receive it ne'er,
Believe it ne'er, O man !

But turn not then to seek again
What first the ill began.

No God, it saith : ah, wait in faith
God's self-completing plan ;

Receive it not, but leave it not,
And wait it out, O man.

INDIANA.

STAFFORD. Can any family of the name of
Stafford trace their descent from Thomas
Stafford, of Botham Hall, Mellor, Derbyshire,
and his wife Dorothy Bagshaw, the second
daughter of Thomas Bagshaw, of the Ridge,
Derbyshire, who were married in the year3H THOMAS STRAFFORD.
-Beechland, St. George's Road,

St. Margaret's-on-Thames.
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HOBGOBLIN'S CLAWS. What are these 1

Mortimer's
'

Husbandry,' ed. 1721, vol. i.

p. 222, says :

"
Hobgoblin's Claws scraped to Powder, and put

into a Quill, and blown into a Man's, Horse's,
or Beast's Eye, is an extraordinary thing. You
may have it at most Apothecaries in London."

F. J. F.

LLOYD FAMILY. Of what family was
Edmund Lloyd, of Cardiff, High Sheriff of

Glamorganshire in 1738 ? 1 should be glad
to have particulars of his parentage and
marriage, and to know whether he left any
issue surviving. NEWTON WADE.
Newport, Mon.

GHENT ARMS. What coat of arms was used

by this famous city in the fifteenth century?
A. R. BAYLEY.

St. Margaret's, Malvern.

"PASS." The sister of a clergyman who
has lately accepted a living in Lincolnshire
is amazed to find that the natives say,

"
Will

you pass me the bread-and-butter 1" "Please

pass the plate," and so on. In which of the

English counties is this use of pass familiar,
and in which is it unknown 1 An excellent
French dictionary, abridged from Littre's

great work, states that passer may signify
u
Transmettre, remettre de la main a la main,"

and gives as an example,
" Passer cela a yotre

voisin "; so clearly the phrase is not in itself

objectionable. Yet the lady above mentioned
is not alone in condemning it. Some years
ago I heard it quoted as one of the locutions
which are "impossible

"
in good society.

Mr. Jingle, who was not, however, in good
society, uses the term in the second chapter
of 'Pickwick ':

" '

Beg your pardon, sir,' said the stranger,
'

bottle
stands pass it round way of the sun through the
button-holeno heeltaps.' The wine was passed,
and a fresh supply ordered."

[So far as our knowledge extends, the custom is

general. It is certainly so in London and the West
Riding.]

GRUBB. I shall be greatly obliged for any
information relating to the origin of this

surname. G. H. GRUBB.
39, Airedale Road, Balham, S.W.

COUNT DE BRUHL. The other day I visited

Chingford Old Church, Essex, and saw for the
first time a plain headstone to the memory of

"George, Count de Bruhl, died 1855, aged
80 years." It would be very interesting to
lovers of Carlyle's 'Frederick the Great' if

it could be shown what connexion there was
between the Saxon Prime Minister, Count de

Bruhl, who suffers from the lash of Carlyle,
and the George, Count de Bruhl, whose bones
lie at Chingford ;

also what led to his burial

overlooking the valley of Izaak Walton's

gentle Lea. For the information of the
curious among your readers, I may add that
the stone is to be found on the left of the
stile leading from the path across the Lea
valley meadows. F. H. WILTSHIRE.

DOG OF ST. ROCH. In the Azores there is

said to have been a place to which the dog of
St. Roch was tracked, and where, in con-

sequence, a church was built (Folk -Lore,
June, p. 127). What is known in ecclesiastical

legend or folk-lore concerning St. Roch's dog?
It is strange to find even in a popular tale a
church built in commemoration of an animal.

ASTARTE.

GANNING FAMILY. Among the household
of the Stuarts in exile mention is made of a

family called Ganning, the male line of which
died out about the middle of the last century.
I should be very glad to know where I could

get any information about them, and to learn

whether, as I think I have seen somewhere,
they were illegitimate children of the elder
Pretender. There was a reference to them in
the Daily News some years ago, but I have
lost it. T. E.

MACAULAY AND DICKENS. Macaulay (House
of Commons, 9 August, 1845, debate on Theo-

logical Tests in Scotch Universities) said :

*'
Is it seriously meant that, if a druggist is &

Swedenborgian, it would be better for himself and
his customers that he should not know the difference
between Epsom salts and oxalic acid ,

? "

Are not these last words a quotation from
the immortal juryman in 'Pickwick,' finished

1837 1 If so, is not this the only citation in

Macaulay's works from Dickens ?

HERMAN COHEN.

MINISTERIAL WHITEBAIT DINNER. When
was instituted this function, which used to

be held at Greenwich at the close of each

session, and when was it last held ? I re-

member it as having taken place in 1879,
when Lord Beaconsfield was Premier.

POLITICIAN.
" JOLLY BOAT "

COASTER. About 100 years
ago three **

coasters
" were made : one for Wil-

berforce the philanthropist, another for his

brother-in-law Mr. Terrot, and the third for

my grandfather, Charles Poole. The last is

now in my possession. It is in the form of

a flat-bottomed boat, of iron or tin, painted
red. The bottom and halfway up the sides

are covered with fur, so that it could be easily
drawn by the ring at the bows round the
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mahogany table at dessert. There are

two rowlocks on each side. On the stern

"Jolly Boat" is painted. Inside are places

(lined with red leather) for two decanters,
and there are also holes for two stoppers.
Can any reader tell me where the other two
are? No one to whom I have shown it had
ever seen a double coaster before.

M. ELLEN POOLE.

Alsager, Cheshire.

"ALIAS" IN THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVEN-
TEENTH CENTURIES. Can any of your readers

inform me of the meaning and origin of

"alias" in connexion with surnames about
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries?
I am interested in the case of a family
which preserved the use of an alias for more
than a century. BEACON.

[But one instance of use in the sixteenth century
isnotedinthe'N.E.D.'J

JOHN THOMAS TOWSON. Can any Liver-

pool reader supply information concerning
this gentleman ? He was about 1870 a
prominent member of the Historic Society of
Lancashire and Cheshire. Is he living ; and,
if dead, when did he die, and where was he
buried? T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

Lancaster.

BENI-!SRAEL. Would any of your readers
be so kind as to tell me how it is that the
tribe of Jews in Bombay known as Beni-
Israel numbers but 5,000 members, although
the settlement has been in existence for

1,000 years? M. E. R.

COINCIDENCES.
(8

th S. viii. 124, 177, 270, 334; 9th S.xii. 137.)
ADVENTURES are to the adventurous, and

coincidences, I suppose, are to the "coinci-
dential," amongst whom I may reckon
myself, as I have met with many in the
course of my life. One occurred on the
evening of Sunday, 9 August, just after
I had read MR. PAGE'S communication. I
was conversing with a literary friend an
old Trinity man when our talk turned on
Prof- one of the renowned classical
school of Kennedy and Shilleto, whose
contributions in years gone by were among
the most valuable features of

' N. & Q.' My
friend remarked that the Professor had told
him that he ate less, drank less, and read
more than any man in Cambridge, and that
he had become a vegetarian, because he
(iishked making his stomach a "sepulchre

for dead bullocks." As soon as my friend

had gone, I took up the Athenwum for the

previous day, and began to read the opening
articlea review of Prof. Stanley Lane-

Poole's
' Medieval India under Mohammedan

Rule.' There I found a reference to the

author's "vivid description
"
of the Emperor

Akbar, who, amongst other things, "took

meat but twice a week, and even then

with repugnance, for he disliked making his

body a 'tomb for beasts.'" Whether the

learned Professor, who has read nearly

everything that the printing-press has ever

produced, borrowed his expression from some
account of Akbar which he had unconsciously

assimilated, I cannot say, but it is curious

that within the space of ten minutes I should

have encountered the same expressive meta-

phor, employed first by a Cambridge pro-

fessor, and secondly by a Mogul emperor-
personages who on the surface would seem
to have absolutely nothing in common with

each other. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

I am tempted to contribute a couple of

instances in my own experience, the strange-
ness of which will perhaps be deemed a suf-

ficient warrant. In the year 1876 I returned
home one evening and heard a number of

friends engaged in an animated discussion.

I could hear their voices, but could riot distin-

guish the words
; indeed, I did not wait to do

so. On my opening the door and entering
the room one of the party said :

** We are

debating a point of history." I said, without
more object than the most casual and frivolous

remark can have,
"
I know what it is : you

are discussing as to how James 1. was
descended from Henry VII." To my most
intense surprise they said, "Oh, you over-
heard us." I found it all but impossible to

persuade them that, by a pure arid thought-
less guess, I had actually hit upon the subject
of their debate.

In the autumn of 1881 I paid a first visit to

Norwich, the original home of my paternal
ancestors. One of my chief objects in going
there was to see a certain brass, which, accord-

ing to Blomefield's *

Norfolk,' was preserved
in the church of St. Peter, Mancroft, and bore
an inscription ending with the distich :

Whos dvst lyeth here my own remaine
Tho now is parted yet once shall meete againe.

I accordingly went to St. Peter's, and it is

easy to
imagine my dismay when I found the

interior in the hands of the restorer, the walls

entirely covered with sacking, and the floor
with sand and mortar. To find any particular
monument was so obviously impossible that
I did not attempt it, but went straight to the
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vestry in the hope of seeing the registers.

Lying on the church chest which held the
books was a small strip of metal. I took it

up and read on it, in seventeenth-century
capitals, the words :

Whos dvst lyeth here my own remaine
Tho now is parted yet once shall meete againe.

JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.
Monmouth.

SHAKESPEARE'S GEOGRAPHY (9
th S. xi. 208,

333, 416, 469; xii. 90). As it would be impos-
sible for me, even if allowed a complete
number of

( N. & Q.,' to reply to the argu-
ments of MESSRS. THOMAS BAYNE, C. M.
PHILLIPS, E. YARDLEY, E. F. BATES, and JOHN
B. WAINEWRIGHT, it is needless for me to

attempt to dispute their contention that
Bacon's mistakes were due to want of verifi-

cation and those of the writer of the Shake-
speare plays to ignorance, and that the
numerous classical quotations in the dramas
were not drawn direct from their Latin
authors, but were simply hackneyed. Does
it not seem strange that a man in his works
should use Latin quotations fitting accu-

rately into the context without knowing their

meaning?
Books have been written to show the learn-

ing and classical knowledge of the author of
the plays, but apparently modern Shake-
speareans will have none of it, although
Canon Beeching names a number of Latin
authors whom Shakespeare must have read
at school, and MR. YARDLEY acknowledges
that *'

Shakespeare, apparently, must have
known something of Plautus." How else he
could have obtained the plot of 'The Comedy
of Errors' is a mystery to Shakespearean
commentators. To those who maintain, as
MR. YARDLEY does, that *' there are no signs
of classical learning in his great plays,"

" that
he had neither read nor was capable of read-

ing Latin," and that he " had never read

Greek," I would recommend a study of Mr.
Churton Collins's articles in the Fortnightly
Review on the subject 'Had Shakespeare
read the Greek Tragedies?' The Daily
News was very indignant at Mr. Collins

proving his case and thus "strengthen-
ing the hands of the Baconians," at the
same time stating :

"
It is right to say that in the article not a little

evidence is adduced to show that Shakespeare
might conceivably have acquired the necessary
classical knowledge in the grammar school at
Stratford. [Canon Beeching, as Shakespearean as
Mr. Collins, also gives this as the only feasible ex-
planation of the classical knowledge he finds in the
plays.] There is nothing absolutely impossible in
the supposition that he did so, except the strong
evidence that, as a matter of fact, he did not."

As a classical knowledge does not fit into the
life of Shakespeare, ergo the classical know-
ledge displayed in the dramas is not classical

knowledge. Had Shakespeare been educated
at Oxford or Cambridge, or even West-
minster School (as Ben Jonson was) any
school but that of Stratford the classical

knowledge would have been detected and
held up to admiration without doubt. Sad
necessity, however, may cause men to be
wilfully blind.

MR. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT maintains that
Bacon and Shakespeare "made no blunder"
about Aristotle's view of youth and ethics.
In that case both Bacon and Shakespeare had
read Greek, either Aristotle's

* Nicomachean
Ethics

'

or Plato's
*

Euthydemus,' all in favour
of Shakespeare's derided classical knowledge.
MR. WAINEWRIGHT evidently agrees with Mr.
Collins on this point. As to MR. PHILLIPS'S

discovery that in my letter I annexed seven
lines from Devey's notes in his edition of
Bacon's works, I find that the errors in
Bacon to which I alluded were entered years
ago in my commonplace book, without any
reference to the name of the discoverer, who
was evidently Devey, and to whom I return
thanks for a valuable piece of information.
It is very improbable, despite this annexation
on my part, that in the course of a few
centuries my name will be taken or mis-
taken for that of Mr. Devey.

GEORGE STRONACH.

COFFEE MADE OF MALT (9
th S. xii. 68).

Coffee, I need hardly say, never has been, and
never can be, really made of malt, but malt
coffee, so called, which is, I believe, a mixture
of malt and coffee, is well known. The late
Mr. Michael Conroy, F.C.S., of Liverpool,
introduced a brand of this a good many
years ago, which is still obtainable, and for
which he claimed that it was more digestible
than coffee pure and simple. This, if true,
would be owing to the diastase in the malt,
but as the action of malt-diastase is, as Squire
says,

"
greatly retarded by a very slight

acidity," it is doubtful whether it would con-
tinue

"
in the presence of normal gastric

juice." C. C. B.

It may perhaps be in point to state that a

coffee, or rather a substitute for coffee, pre-

pared from cereals, is sold in the United
States under the name of

" Postum." The
grains are roasted and are probably first

malted. JOHN PHIN.
Paterson, N.J., U.S.

MALLET USED BY SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN
V9

th S. ix. 346, 493; x. 17, 136, 218). The
mallet mentioned at the first reference was
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evidently also used by King Edward VII,
when as Prince of Wales he laid the founda-
tion stone of Truro Cathedral on 20 May,
1880. In Church Bells of 17 July is an article

on 'Truro and its Cathedral,' wherein is

given a copy of the inscription contained on
a silver plate affixed to the mallet. This I

transcribe as follows :

"By order of the Most Worshipful the Grand
Master, his Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex,
and W.M. of the Lodge of Antiquity, and with the
concurrence of the brethren of the lodge, this plate
has been engraven and affixed to this mallet, A.L. 5831,
A.D. 1827, to commemorate that this, being the same
mallet [with] which his Majesty King Charles II.

laid the foundation stone of St. Paul's Cathedral,
A.L. 5679, A.I>. 1675, was presented to the old Lodge
of St. Paul, the Lodge of Antiquity, by Brother
Sir Christopher Wren, R.W.D.G.M., W.M. of this

lodge, and architect of the edifice."

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

ENGLISH CARDINALS (9
th S. xii. 105).

MR. BOBBINS has overlooked Edward Henry.
Cardinal Howard, who was created cardinal-

priest in 1877, and cardinal-bishop of Frascati
in 1881, and died in 1892.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

THE GROTTO AT MARGATE (9
th S. xii. 14, 75).

Judging by the communications which have
appeared on this subject, it would seem not
to be generally known that at the end of the

eighteenth century and the beginning of
the nineteenth it was not uncommon for the
owners of property to ornament their grounds
with a grotto of shells. A very excellent

specimen of this kind of structure may be
seen at Combehay Park, near Bath

; two
others are or were at Prior Park

;
and a

third, on a more ambitious scale, at Ponty-
pool, Wales. They were the work of a man
named Stephen Gunston Titt, who appears
to have combined with this occupation that
of a landscape gardener. He died in 1816.
Doubtless there were others who followed
the vocation of grotto building. W. T.

FEES FOR SEARCHING PARISH REGISTERS
(9

th S. x. 148, 394
;

xi. 130, 252, 453
;

xii. 58).
Readers of

* N. ct Q.' have been under
frequent obligation to MR. HEMS, but his
statement that the learned rector of Ring-
more "

is the acknowledged authority in the
West Country upon its local registers" is

rather venturous. Had such been the case,
or had he been a county genealogist of repute,
I should have known it. As to the Episcopal
Registers, according to Mr. Ralph Barnes, I
first followed Dr. Oliver in examining them,
perhaps years before the learned rector who
has supplied an admirable index to those of

Bishop Grandison, which, however, is no

palliative.
As paid custodian of records legally acces-

sible to all within reasonable hours, the REV.

F. JARRATT ought not to complain if his office

is not a sinecure, nor should a clergyman

require an introduction from one who incurs

both inconvenience and expense to serve

the public in search of truth.
'* Histories

anima est veritas." One naturally counts on

assistance, not obstruction, from the clergy.

I imagine no expert, unless one paid for his

time, would take six hours (from 10 A.M.

to 4 P.M. inclusive) to run through the

Barnstaple registers. I know that the late

Sir Wm. Drake, F.S.A., a Barnstaple man,
collected materials at great cost for family

history, and his amicable controversy with

myself is illustrative.

Sir William relied on Prince's
* Worthies of

Devon.' I told him that Sir Bernard Drake
was buried at Crediton, not at Musbury, as

Prince stated, and that his monument in the

church was a cenotaph ; that Prince's oft-

quoted quarrel between Sir Bernard and Sir

Francis Drake was fabricated ;
that Sir

Francis's branch bore both the quadruped
and waver dragon when Sir Bernard's bore
halberts

;
that the Shardeloes Drakes owed

their position to the patronage of Sir Francis,
whom they regarded superciliously ;

and

though he (Sir William) descended from a

Henry and Ann Drake, the pair was dis-

tinct from another that he appropriated of

the same names in Sir Bernard's line, and he

might depend on my authorities.

Sir William was furious. He wrote forth-
with to the vicar of Crediton, who flatly con-
tradicted me, and Sir William, triumphant,
promised me a castigation in 5th S. ii. 372,
which never appeared. I went to Crediton
in self-defence, and read out the entry, which
was illegible to the vicar, who at once posted
a certificate and apology to Sir William. I

proved all my assertions by reference to MSS.,
Chancery Proceedings (temp. Eliz.), wills,
and various registers, which I might not
have clone had I been met at every turn with
the sordid demand, Pay, pay, pay, that is

happily growing obsolete. H. H. D.

GAU TIER'S 'VOYAGE EN ITALIE' (9
th S. ix..

507).!.
' Smarra '

is the name of a story by
Charles Nodier. I append an extract (1832
edition of his works, vol. iii. p. 99) from the

story, which fully explains the allusion,
viz. :

"Toutes les chauves-souris du crepuscule m'ef-
ileuroient caressantes, en me disant : Prends dea
ailes ! et je commenqois a battre avec effort je
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ne sais quels lambeaux qui me soutenoient a

peine."

In the preface (p. 25 of the same volume) he
says :

"Smarra est le nom primitif du mauvais esprit
auquel les anciens rapportoient le triste phenomene
du cauchemar. Le nieme mot exprime encore la

meme ide dans la plupart des dialectes slavs, chez
les peuples de la terre qui sont le plus sujets a cette
affreusemaladie."

2. 'The Confessional of the Black Peni-
tents' is the second or sub title of 'The
Italian,' by Mrs. Ann Radcliffe, and it is

evidently to this novel that Theophile
Gautier alludes. By the way, I think Messrs.

Routledge & Sons intend to publish a new
edition of this (as also of others of Mrs.
Radcliffe's novels) shortly in their series of
"
Half-forgotten Books."
3. This I had not succeeded in tracing, and

only now refer to it so as to complete the
answer to the question in the pages of
* N. & Q.' The propounder of the question,
ME. DE V. PAYEN- PAYNE, tells me that

Malipiero (1 Malipieri) is the name of a
character in Victor Hugo's drama of

'

Angelo.'
EDWAED LATHAM.

JEWS AND ETERNAL PUNISHMENT (9
th S. x.

229, 334; xi. 153; xii. 10). The story of

Jamasp (or Hasib) in the
' Thousand and One

Nights' includes those of Bulookiya and
Janshah. It is not translated by Lane, but
will be found in the translations of Lamb,
Payne, and Burton.

I

'Bulookiya' is obviously based chiefly
on Talmudic traditions, and contains a ter-

rible description of hell, too long to quote
here, but very similar to another, spoken
by Rabbi Moses, at the commencement of
Act II. sc. iii. of Kenealy's 'New Pantomime '

I; ('Poetical Works,' vol. ii. pp. 206-8, not in
earlier editions). Kenealy was well read in
Jewish as well as other little-known litera-

ture, but^ seldom quotes his authorities. In
one of his works he alludes incidentally to
Joshua having murdered Moses in the moun-
tains of Nebo, in order to make himself the
leader of the Israelites ;

but I have never
been able to discover his authority for the
statement. W. F. KIRBY.

BYFIELD HOUSE, BARNES (9
th S. xii. 108).

I was among the crowded audience recently
at MR. PHILIP NORMAN'S most interesting
lecture on ' Old London '

at Hammersmith,
and consequently think he must have com-
municated enough enthusiasm and solicitude
to his attentive listeners to warrant the hope
that the "old-fashioned house," with its

"charming garden," of which he speaks, will
be preserved, especially as it has a decided

local history. It was probably inhabited for

many years by Mr. Edward Byfield, who
died in 1774. He was one of the parish
benefactors, and the house was called after
him. A Mr. Watts who once occupied the
house kept a young gentlemen's school, and
died there. It was afterwards occupied by a
Mrs. Cooper, who also died there. After her
came the Hon. E. B. Wrottesley, brother of
Lord Wrottesley. He left, and then Mr.
Alexander Nesbitt took the house, where he
has been for a great many years. This,
probably all that is known of the building,
will be found in 'A History of the Parish
of Barnes,' by John Eustace Anderson, 1900,
which was printed for private circulation.

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

A Mr. Byfield lived there many years ago,
and dying, bequeathed a sum of money to
the poor of Barnes parish, a fact chronicled,
with other minute particulars of date of

bequest, its form and value, upon the black
board containing the list of the almsgivers of
the parish, on the west interior wall of the
church (southern corner). Of the house there
is little to tell, except that the generous old
Mr. Byfield lived and died there. He now
lies in Barnes Churchyard (see the parish
register). The newspaper paragraph referred
to by MR. NORMAN may have been one I

contributed to the local paper in 1901. Mr.
Byfield, rest his soul ! was a rara avis, but

not, so far as I know, a celebrity.
W. J. DIXON.

Lonsdale Road, Barnes.

LONG LEASE (9
th S. xii. 25, 134). I noted

an advertisement (Yorkshire Post, 27 August,
1898) for the sale of two leasehold properties
in the north of England. To one of them,
described as "The Blagill Estate" (par,

Alston, Cumberland), was added a statement
that it was "held for a term of 1,000 years
commencing in 1611. The lord's rent is

10s. lOjd."
The other property, called "The Ayle

Estate" (par. Kirkhaugh, Northumberland),
was said to be "

held for a term of 999 years,

commencing in 1669. The lord's rent is

lls. 4c?., and 14s. for boon days." The ques-
tion of long leases has, 1 think, been dis-

cussed in 4 N. & Q.' on previous occasions.

A term for 999 years seems common all over

England. It would be interesting to find

out when it was first introduced. Has it

any legal significance as against 1,000 years 1

T. M. FALLOW.
Coatham, Redcar.

COLERIDGE AS A TRANSLATOR (9
th S. xii. 26).

The editor of
'
Schiller's Historical Dramas >
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in
" Bohn's Standard Library

" mentions the

opinion that Coleridge translated the
4
Picco-

lomini
' and the

* Death of Wallenstein
' from

a prompter's MS. copy before the trilogy

was printed. What external evidence is

there for this view ?

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

COMMONWEALTH ARMS IN CHURCHES (8
th

S. i. 494 ;
ii. 33). 1 recently visited the

church of North Walsham, Norfolk. I was

there allowed to inspect the board containing
the royal arms, which has now been removed

from its position on the wall, and stands in

a curtained enclosure at the east end of the

south aisle. The board on which the arms

are painted is very thin and flimsy, and on

it is recorded "Charles II., 1660." Strange
to say, on the back may still be seen dimly
visible the arms of the Commonwealth St.

George's cross, impaling the Irish harp.

Evidently the artist deputed to put up the

royal arms again after the "happy Restor-

ation
" was content to use up existing

materials so far as possible. His parsimony
has certainly been the means of depositing
a very interesting relic at North Walsham,
and it is to be hoped that it will be carefully

preserved. JOHN T. PAGE.

MANNINGS AND TAWELL (9
th S. xii. 148).

The editorial note to the letter under this

heading contains an error which should be
corrected. Tawell did not slay a woman
'* under circumstances of such revolting

cruelty as to defy description." He simply
poisoned his paramour (Sarah Hart) by

putting prussic acid into porter, and leaving
her in the house to die. I remember all

the circumstances well, for as a small boy I

was on the outskirts of the crowd at his

execution. His counsel, Mr. (afterwards Sir)

Fitzroy Kelly, earned some notoriety by his

defence. It being admitted by scientific

witnesses at the trial that prussic acid is

extractable from apple pips, and proof being
given that Sarah Hart had received a present
of a peck of apples shortly before her death,
Mr. Kelly contended that the unfortunate
woman might have poisoned herself by
swallowing the pips ! Hence, for some time

afterwards, wits at the bar and habitues of
the clubs designated him by the sobriquet
"Apple-pip Kelly." RICHD. WELFORD.

[Is our contributor quite sure? If so, we have
been sadly misinformed from an important source.

"

W. H. CULLEN (9
th S. xii. 149). William

Henry Cullen was practising at Sidmouth in

1848, and was surgeon to the dispensary in

that town. He became M.R.C.8. and L.S.A.,

1836, M.D. St. Andrews, 1837, and was dead

before 1859. His bookplate may be described

as follows : Simple armorial. Arms, Az., a

helmet ;
in chief two boars' heads erased, m

base a cinquefoil, all arg. Crest a pelican

n her piety. Motto, on ribbon above crest,

'Non sibi." The inscription below runs,
' W. H. Cullen, M.D."
Robert Dickson, a Scotchman, proceeded

MD Ed, 1826 ('De Phthisi Pulmonah );

L.R.C.P., 1830; F.R.C.P., 1855; Fell. Roy. !

Med. Chir. Soc. ;
F.L.S. ; Phys. to Scott.

Hosp., Edin. Life Ass. Co., and Soldiers

Daughters' Home, Hampstead ; Cons. Phys.

Camberwell House Lunatic Asyl. Formerly
Phvs. Brit. Orphan Asyl. Author of the

articles on 'Mat. Med.' and 'Therapeutics'
in

*

Penny (English) Cyclop.' In 1848 he-

was living at 5, Curzon Street, Mayfair, and

from 1859 to 1863 (and probably later) at

16, Hertford Street. G. C. PEACHEY.
,

CASTLE CAREWE (9
th S. ix. 428, 490; x. 92,

214, 314, 373, 453
;

xi. 18, 91). Could Other,
father of Walter Fitz Other, castellan of

Windsor, be connected with the family of

O there als. Ohthere, the rich Norseman who
entered the service of Alfred the Great circa

878 ? W. BARNES HELMEROW.
Johannesburg.

* THE ENGLISH DIALECT DICTIONARY
'

(9
th S.

xi. 486). If C. C. B. had only taken the

trouble to look at the
' E.D.D.' itself, he would

perhaps not have written his remarks at the

above references. He would have seen that

mun (=must) and middling are both recorded

as occurring in Notts (for the former even

South Notts is quoted). He would also have
seen that the name " milkmaids "

is given to

more than the one flower ; so that, if any-

body is guilty of
"
localizing dialect words

too strictly," it is he rather than the

'E.D.D.' If he should reply that this dic-

tionary, like the ' H.E.D.' (see under *

Folks/

ante, p. 50), happens to be among books to

which he is not ** fortunate
"
enough to have

"easy access," the advice may be given him
to procure it as soon as possible if he wishes

to discuss English dialect words, and to re-

frain in future from criticizing a book which
he has not seen or not properly examined.

May I add that it seems a pity that so

many contributors to
' N. & Q.,' in their

"obliging" efforts to do their "poor best,'

should so often utterly ignore the importance
of the two great dictionaries of which Eng-
lish people have such good reason to be proud ?

Now we are getting on into the twentieth

century, we really might expect that people,
before trying to dabble in questions of word-
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lore, should at least acquaint themselves
with the rudiments of the science and be

possessed of the most necessary working tools,
and those who are kind enough to point out
to them the newest sources of information
should not be exposed to the discourteous
taunt of giving themselves "

the air of

the superior person," least of all from those

who, by their own confession and by their

"obliging," but superfluous remarks, show
themselves to be in a position of flagrant
inferiority as regards philological questions.

[We agree with much that our contributor says,
but think he is unnecessarily severe upon C. C. B.,
a trustworthy and valued correspondent. ]

HOLBORN CASINO (9
th S. xii. 127). The pre"

sent Holborn Restaurant has absorbed the
entire site of the old Casino. In the forties

it was a swimming bath, but as a swimming
bath did not pay in winter, the proprietors
had the water drained off and converted the

empty bath into a dancing saloon. This

proved a profitable venture, notwithstanding
the defects of bad ventilation and awkward
means of access. The proprietors got over
the difficulties by putting in a new floor at a

higher level and improving the approaches.
The swimming bath was, therefore, done
away with entirely. S. P. E. S.

" National Assembly Rooms, 218, High Holborn'
The most spacious and brilliantly decorated Ball

Room and the best Band in London. Open for
Concert and Dancing every Evening. Musical
Director, Mr. W. M. Packer. Open at Half-past
Eight; close at Twelve. Admission throughout,
One Shilling."' Era Almanack for 1869.'

The Holborn Restaurant is built on the
same site, and its number is still 218. For
references to the Casino, see Mayhew's

' Lon-
don Labour and the London Poor,' iv. (1862),
219, 220. ADRIAN WHEELER.

HUMAN SKELETON IN ALUM ROCK (9
th S.

xii. 48). In the 'Beauties of England and
Wales,' 1812, p. 335, will be found the follow-

ing :

"About the year 1743 the Rev. Mr. Berwick
found in the alum rock the complete skeleton or

petrified bones of a man, but although the utmost
caution was used in digging it up, it was broken
into several pieces, and greatly mutilated : in that
condition, however, it was sent to one of our
Universities as a great curiosity. After this, in the
year 1758, the petrified bones of a crocodile, an
animal never known in this part of the world, were
taken out of the rock, and these, though broken
into many pieces, were sent up to the Royal
Society, of which a particular account may be seen
in the Philosophical Transactions, vol. 1. part ii.

And about four years afterwards, the skeleton or
petrified bones of a horse were found in the alum
works at Saltwick, at the depth of about thirty

yards underground, which were taken up with
much care, though not without being considerably

broken, and sent as a natural rarity to the Univer-

sity of Aberdeen."

Thinking it not improbable that the

human skeleton was also sent to this

university, I wrote to the Dean and inquired
if any record existed of such a presentation j

but his reply was in the negative.
CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.

Baltimore House, Bradford.

"HAGIOSCOPE" OR ORIEL? (9
th S. xi. 301,

321, 375, 491
;

xii. 58.) To the interesting
discussion raised by MR. ADDY concerning
the purpose of "hagioscopes," I beg to con-

tribute a few notes on some examples seen

lately in Devonshire. At Sidbury Church,*
which was visited on 17 July by the Devon
Association, the Norman chancel is divided

from the nave by an arch with a margin
of Early English walling, in which, be-

sides traces of two apertures directed due

west, now blocked up, there remain two

open hagioscopes, oblique in direction, that

in the north-west corner having one large
arched embrasure on the chancel side and
two smaller ones on the outer side, and that

in the south-west corner one embrasure on
the outer side and two, one of which is

stopped, on the chancel side. It was suggested

by a member that the object was to enable

priests officiating in side chapels, respectively
in the north and south transepts, to observe
the moment of the elevation ; but surely
mass was never celebrated simultaneously at

high and side altars. A sub-query arose as

to the situation of the latter. One can recall

many instances in continental churches of

series of chapels, those in the northern bays
having the altar against the north wall, and
those in the southern having it against the

south wall ;
but the opinion was expressed

that in the side chapels of English churches
the altar was always against the east wall.

At Axmouth the Wyke chantry, being an
extension to southward of the chancel and
continuous with the south aisle, must have
had an altar in its east wall, as a piscina
remains in the south wall, close to the south-

east angle ;
and it was evidently to afford a

view of this altar that the very massive pier

(Norman ?) at the south-east extremity of the

nave was tunnelled through, for one side of

the tunnel (which is about forty-five inches

deep) was splayed in a south-east direction.

Immediately in front of it and of the chancel

* A detailed account of this extremely interesting

building, by D. C. A. Cave and C. H. Blakiston,

published by Pollard, Exeter, is sqld at the post
office for 61.
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arch is a large box-pew, for whose occupants
it would have been a convenience, or rather

for the occupants of benches on the same

site, the pew probably not antedating a

monument above to Hallett of Barbadoes of

1733, &c.

In Lydford Church, which appears to be

early Perpendicular, though I was told by
the verger that a church had stood on the

spot in the seventh century, and that the

font (a plain truncated cone) was of that

period, there is a very curiously constructed

hagioscope. I could not learn whether it was

contemporary with the wall it pierces, but
should imagine it to be an afterthought, as,

on the chancel side, it debouches in the

splayed embrasure of a window very close to

the glass, while the winding stone stair of a

quondam rood-loft forms its top and one side.

Among the rubble with which it had been

stopped were found in recent years frag-
ments of some robed effigy in alabaster. It

is directed obliquely towards the south aisle

(or transept?). In South Tawton Church

(Perpendicular) the walls dividing part of

the chancel from the Wyke Chapel on the
north and the Burgoyne Chapel on the
south were pierced by two hagioscopes, that

on the south side being of peculiar "double"
construction, inasmuch as the lines of vision

through it cross each other at right angles
in the middle. Thus the high altar could
be seen from the Burgoyne Chapel, while an
altar in that chapel, testified to by a piscina
near its south-east corner, was visible, I take

it, from the front seats of the nave. The other

hagioscope only gave a view from the Wyke
Chapel of the high altar. These chapels were,

however, additions to the main structure, and
there are evidences of an alteration and per-

haps extension of the chancel. The hagio-
scopes have been stopped up during the
works of addition and embellishment recently
carried out under Mr. George Fellowes

Prynne. As to the screens or panels which,
as described in Parker, were features of some
hagioscopes, it has been explained to me that
these were made to open and shut, so that

they need not obstruct the view during
service. ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

MARY, QUEEN OP SCOTS (9
th S. xii. 148).

When F. S. E. writes of
u
Margaret, Queen

of Scotland," to whom does he refer? To
Margaret, sister of Edgar Atheling, wife of
Malcolm III. and mother of three successive

kings of Scots? or Margaret, daughter of

Henry III. of England, wife of Alexander III. ?

or Margaret,
" the Maid of Norway," grand-

daughter of Alexander III.? or Margaret

Drummond of Logie, second wife of David II. ?

or Margaret, daughter of Christian I. of

Denmark, wife of James III. ? or Margaret,

daughter of Henry VII. of England, wife of

James IV. ? Of these six, only the ill-starred

Maid of Norway was Queen of Scots by right

of succession. None of them is rightly

styled Queen of Scotland. With one excep-

tion, that of James III., all the Scottish

monarchs from David I. (1124-53) down to

the union of the crowns of England and

Scotland in 1603 are styled on their coinage

and in their charters Hex or Kegina Scot-

torum King or Queen of Scots.

The exception of James III. is a remark-

able one. Du Cange, in his
* Traite His-

torique du Chef de Saint Jean Baptiste
'

(1665), states that this king presented a

medal in 1477 to the shrine of St. John at

Amiens bearing the legend
" Moneta nova

Jacobi tertii Dei gratia regis Scocie." Pinker-

ton says this medal was lost during the first

French Revolution. In spite of this, and in

spite of James III. having ordered the

double tressure round the arms of Scotland

to be discontinued, his charters were drawn
in the name of "Jacobus D.g. Rex Scot-

torum." HERBERT MAXWELL.

" A FLEA IN THE EAR "
(9

th S. xii. 67, 138).

In German exists the corresponding phrase
4'einem einen Floh ins Ohr setzen," but only
in the sense of saying something which
creates agitation in the hearer's mind, and is

mostly meant to do that, so that the words
uttered fester in the victim's soul, and are

ruminated on a long time after they have
been taken in. G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

"To DIVE" (9
th S. xi. 230, 514). The sub-

joined is from Besant's
' London in the

Eighteenth Century,' p. 292 :

" For those who dined at the tavern or a cook-

shop, the facilities and the choice were great in

number and various in quality. A young man in

the early days of the century could 'dive,' that is,

take his food in a mixed company of footmen out
of place, chairmen, and so forth, for threepence-
halfpenny."

I would explain this by the particular mean-
ing of

"
to plunge a fork into a large pot,"

&c., having become generalized into that of

dining very cheaply. On that assumption,
"diving into a cellar" may involve another^

idea, and a confusing one. H. P. L.

" ACCORDER "
(9

th S. xii. 89, 137). EMERITUS
is probably right in taking this word to be
a corruption of the Persian ndkhuda (=Gr.
naukrator), a shipmaster ; but in his reference
to Yule and Burnell he has omitted to note
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the Anglo-Indian synonym nacoder, and the

probable influence of the Hindostani arkdtl.

I suspect that the latter word is derived

from ndkhudd,&s our orange from waran/,and,

similarly, accorder may come from nacoder.

I remember many years ago the master

attendant of a large Indian port, an Indian

marine officer with a due sense of the inferior

position of the port pilots belonging to the

''country-captain" (q.v. ap. Yule arid Burnell)

class, always calling them his arcotties. I was

at first puzzled by this expression of our "Port

Admiral," the town of Arcot not being a sea-

port, and it only very gradually dawned

upon me, in those days before Yule and

Burnell had even planned their 'Glossary,'

that this was a corruption of ndkhudd. An
analogous corruption would be through the

English form nacoder. The first letter being

dropped, as in arkdtl, arcotty, there would be,

first, acoder, pronounced acawder, and then,

by the Hobson-Jobson process, accorder.

EDWARD NICHOLSON.

Liverpool.

GERMAN "HAFF" (OR LAGOON) FISHERFOLK

(9
th S. xi. 149). ffaffis of Low German origin,

M.L.G. das haf, Danish hav, Swedish haf,

O.E. heaf, O. Frisian hef, all meaning ocean,

open sea, connected with O.H.G. hap=
(1) haven, (2) ocean, and English haven ; the

whole family are derived from the Gothic

kaban, and further on from capere. The

primary meaning must have been " the hold-

ing place," but then the designation must

have been transferred to that which adjoins

the sheltering harbour, the open sea.

G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

JOHN ANGIER (9
th S. xii. 128). A John

Angier was rector of Inworth, Essex, in 1674,

and several others of the same name were

among his successors in the following century.
W. D. MACRAY.

Inquiries were made for this celebrated

Nonconformist minister so long ago as

August, 1854 (I
8b S. x. 126), but without effect.

The querist stated that he had three children.

Elizabeth, born at Denton, 24 June, 1634,

married the Rev. Oliver Heywood (afterwards

her father's biographer), and died in 1661
;

John was in holy orders ;
and of the third

child nothing was known.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL (9
th S, xii. 148).

When the Hussites besieged Naumburg and

threatened to burn it, the inhabitants sent

forth their children to intercede. Proco

}ius, touched by their pleading, granted
>heir prayer and entreated them kindly.
This is the second time I have had the
Dleasure of referring to the story in

' N. & Q.
1

[t was mentioned 7 th S. iv. 417, 531.

ST. SWITHIN.

WATSON OF BARRASBRIDGE, NEWCASTLE-ON-
TYNE (9

th S. ix. 388
;
x. 177, 237, 272, 351).

Since sending my last letter relative to the
death of Lieut. Charles Mitford Watson, I
lave found the following obituary notice
n the Neivcastle Courant for Saturday,
27 November, 1824 :

"On 17 June last, at Kandy, island of Ceylon,
aged 34, Lieut. Charles Watson, of the 1st Ceylon
Regiment, son of the late Mr. Ralph Watson, of the
Customs, of this port."

A longer notice appears in the Durham
County Advertiser for Saturday, 4 December,
in the same year. H. R. LEIGHTON.
East Boldon, R.S.O., Durham.

WELSH DICTIONARY (9
th S. xii. 128). A

dictionary in Welsh with English explana-
tions, by William Owen, 8vo, 2 vols., was
published in London, 1803

; also another at
Bristol in 1753 by the Rev. Thomas Richards,
entitled 'Antiquse Linguae Britannicse The-
saurus ; being a British or Welsh-English
Dictionary.' These may be consulted in the

Corporation Library, Guildhall, London, and
also the first named at the London Institu-

tion, Finsbury Circus, E.C.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

JOHN WILKES BOOTH (9
th S. xii. 25, 150).

Your Connecticut correspondent F. M. has
proposed an interesting problem to psycholo-
gists of which at the present time I dare not
even make an attempt at a solution. It

would, I imagine, be possible to compile a
long list of criminals who have assuredly
suffered death, but who have been held to be
alive many years after their execution. One
noteworthy example is that of Dr. Dodd, who
was hanged at Tyburn for forgery in 1777.
Of his death by the hands of the hangman
there cannot be a doubt, but I have heard
my father and others say that in the earlier

years of the nineteenth century it was a
common belief in Lincolnshire that by some
means or other he had escaped. A gentleman
who lived at Gainsburgh truthful, and in
other respects sensible told my father that
he was sure Dodd lived several years after
his supposed death on the scaffold, and that
he himself had seen him some time after he
was reputed to be dead. Dodd was a Lincoln-
shire man, born at Bourne, and consequently
much sympathy was wasted on him in his
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native county by people who should have
known far better.

I well remember that when the law was
about to be altered so as to cause capital
executions to be carried out in private many
of those who were opposed to the change
gave, among other reasons, this one : that if

the public had not an opportunity given of

seeing criminals suffer death, it would be

thought by many that notorious evildoers

had escaped their legal doom.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

Wickentree House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

'BEOWULF' (9
th S. xii. 83). Your corre-

spondent has the advantage of me, as I only
know * Beowulf '

in the original ;
but when

he compares "swymman" and "sund" in

Thorpe's 'Glossary,' he should know that
4'sund"=* English sound, hence sea, occurs

six times in
' Beowulf ' without the^ slightest

connexion with swimming. If it be of

interest to your correspondent,
"
swymman

"

occurs in the original once, "ofer-swimman
"

once, and "sund "=swimming four times,

according to the most copious glossary with
which I am acquainted. H. P. L.

HAMBLETON TRIBE (9
th S. xii. 129). This

probably refers to the district in which the
town of Hamilton, the principal one in the
island of Bermuda, is situated.

R. BARCLAY-ALLARDICE.
Lostwithiel, Cornwall.

WHALEY FAMILY (8
th S. v. 287). The query

at this reference does not seem to have been
answered. The earlier volumes of

' N. & Q.'
contain much information and many refer-

ences which the inquirer would find very
useful e.g., 3rd S. i. 452; ii. 76, 149, 314;
v. 155

;
vi. 297 ;

4th S. iii. 591
;
5th S. v. 463

;

7th S. x. 7. W. ROBERTS.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Unreformed House, of Common*. By Edward
Porritt, assisted by Annie S. Porritt. Vol. I.

England and Wales. Vol. II. Scotland and Ire-

land. (Cambridge, University Press.)
IN the case of a work of this class, dealing wholly
with British questions, it adds to the admiration
with which we are disposed to regard it to find
that it was written entirely in America and without
any opportunity of access to our great national col-

lections. It is dated from Farmington, Connecticut,
was executed during a nine years' residence in the
United States or Canada, and is a product of

researches in the libraries of Congress, of the
Dominion Parliament, of the State and Provincial

Capitols, of the principal American universities and
colleges, and other Transatlantic libraries, public
and private. It is probable that these sources are

adequate to all requirements, no such difficulties as

would attend more purely literary investigations

facing one whose labours are politico-economical.
The work, which is due to the joint efforts of man
and wife, is the result of remarkable we may almost,
in these days, say stupendous labour, and contains

all that the student can seek to know on the sub-

ject. We cannot but hold that the arrangement
is not the best conceivable, and offers to all but the

exactly informed some needless difficulties. We
are all supposed to have at our fingers' ends the
main facts of our constitutional history. Mr.
Porritt's avowed aim for the conception we,
assume to be wholly his is to trace the changes
in representation in England and Wales, Scotland
and Ireland, from the time when the English House
of Commons first developed a continuous existence
until the passing of the great Reform Act of 1832.

With the period last named the work begins, and
from this standpoint things are dated back. We
should have been pleased if an introductory chapter
had given a short survey of the rise of Parliament
and of representative institutions, if not from the

Witenagemot, at least from the summoning of the
House of Commons in the middle of the thirteenth

century. With the House of Lords in England and Ire-

land, except in so far as its relations with the House
of Commons extend, Mr. Porritt is not concerned.
Books enough on the subject exist, and a reperusal
of them is necessary to grasp Mr. Porritt's scheme.

Owing to the method adopted, however, we are
more interested in individual details than in the
main idea, and the book may be more comfortably
dipped into than studied. A hundred points of
interest might be selected for comment, and a score

magazine articles might be extracted from the two
volumes by an adroit pilferer. Taking the chapter
on ' The Political Relations between Members and
Constituents,' it is amusing to see how some of the
most insignificant boroughs to be swept away in
the Act of 1832 were most insistent on local claims.
Burke's assertion that a member elected for Bristol
was not member for Bristol, but a member of Par-
liament, seems to have found little favour in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Very inter-

esting is it to see the means of oppression within
the reach of corporations, and an intractable voter
so late as 1705 was forced into the army and offered
his discharge if he would vote as he was told. There
are few except professed students of political insti-
tutions who could give a definition of a "pot-
walloper," or even know that such in the eighteenth
century was "every inhabitant of a borough who
had a family and boiled a pot there." On the eve
of an election a mayor or a corporation was known
to swear in freemen in the night in public-houses
who had no connexion at all with the borough, but
who could be trusted to vote as they were bidden.
Of information on matters of this kind the book is
a mine. The portion of the second volume dealing
with Ireland deserves to be closely studied. An
incidental fact of some interest on which we come,
taken from a MS. volume in the possession of the
late W. M. Torrens, is that "shorthand writers
were in the gallery of the [Irish] House of Com-
mons "

so early as the second half of the eighteenth
century.

Traditional Aspects of Hell. By James Mew
(Sonnenschein & Co.)

MR. MEW has issued a volume brief, as he con-
fesses, and popular in aim upon a great subject*
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His scheme is perhaps too ambitious, since the
various hells he describes have, in some cases, next
to nothing in common. His treatment is, however,
serious and erudite, and the element of popularity
in his volume is confined to the illustrations, which
are often appalling. The student of early literature

is, of course, familiar with the horrors of the
mediaeval hell as illustrated in primitive woodcuts
and engravings. The picture of a huge dragon-
mouth vomiting flames, and exhibiting crudely
designed devils tormenting poor naked humans,
may be continually seen in books concerning the
miracle plays ; and in ornaments of ecclesiastical

architecture, from the gargoyle to the misericord,
we find the most comic and grotesque, if occasion-

ally terrible, illustrations of the beings to whom, in
the conception of the Middle Ages and that of long
subsequent times, the future existence of the sinner
was to be entrusted. With Buddhist torments, as

depicted by the Chinese imagination, we were less

familiar ; but those who know the ingenuity of the
Chinese in devising tortures in this world were

prepared to find that perplexing people no less

inventive with regard to future punishment. In
his

' Descent of Man '

Darwin, as stated by Mr.
Mew, points out that while there is ample evidence
of the existence of races with no idea of God and
no name to express Him, it is otherwise with devils
and ghosts. In the case of the Greek and the

Latin, who came under Greek influence, and in that
of the Assyrian, the Egyptian, and the Hebrew,
what is herein treated as hell meant originally no
more than the home of the dead, of ghosts, and is not
associated with the idea of punishment, penal or

expiatory. For giving us a book which is, in some
senses, more repulsive than the more or less known
works presenting pictures of the tortures of the
early Christians of Father Gallonip, the ' De SS.

Martyrum Cruciatibus,' or those in English and
'Dutch Protestant martyrologies, Mr. Mew seems to

apologize by quoting, on a preliminary page, passages
such as the " Sancti de poenis impiorum gaudebunt"
of Thomas Aquinas and Father Faber's startling
statement in 'Wonders of Divine Love': "The
false delicacy of modern times in keeping back the

scaring images of Hell, while in the case of children
it has often marred a whole education, is a formid-
able danger to the sanctity as well as to the faith
of men." Mr. Mew, at any rate; escapes the rebuke
of keeping back scaring images, for in his book
there are sufficient such to supply weeks, and even
months, of nightmares. One ot the best and most
convenient works in which to see pictures of hell-

mouth is perhaps Heywood's
' Hierarchic of the

Blessed Angels,' in which the title-page and plates
6, 8, and 9 may be studied. Plate 8, showing
St. Michael treading on the archfiend, would
serve for a grotesque illustration to Milton. It
is curious that in the design to Book I. of

' Para-
dise Lost' (1688, folio, fourth edition, first illus-

trated) Satan is shown tormenting or rousing his
"associates and copartners" with a spear. Mr.
Mew has given us a readable and interesting work
from sources such as ' The Book of the Dead,' the
4

Sutta-Nipjita
'

(translated by V. Fausboll), the Yii
Ti

'

(translated by H. A. Giles),
' Les Enfers Boud-

dhiques
'

of Riotor and Leofanti, and innumerable
other writers, many of them little known. There is,

indeed, something more than a show of erudition,
and the task attempted is in many respects effi-

ciently done. It only when we meet with expres-
sions such as "a sybil" (sic) and "the Alkoran"

that we begin to wonder if Mr. Mew's scholarship
is as exact as it is varied. -The rapid changes from
heat to cold, which are frequently mentioned in the
volume as part of the tortures of hell, are familiar.
In * Paradise Lost' we are told of a portion of hell :

Thither, by harpy-footed Furies hail'd,
At certain revolutions all the damn'd
Are brought : and feel by turns the bitter change
Of fierce extreams, extreams by change more fierce,
From Beds of raging Fire to starve in Ice
Thir soft Ethereal warmth, and there to pine
Immovable, infixt, and frozen round,
Periods of time, thence hurried back to fire.

In spite of its horrors, perhaps partly on account of

them, Mr. Mew's book is likely to enjoy a good deal
of popularity. It is both readable and instructive,
and may hope to rank, as its author claims for it,
"as a sort of comparative eschatology." It steers

carefully clear of polemics. Unfortunately or re-

prehensibly, the book has no index.

Stevenson's Shrine : the Record of a Pilgrimage. By
Laura Stubbs. (Moring.)

THE title-page of Miss Stubbs's book is fully
indicative of its pious purpose. A native of
Australia (qy. Brisbane?) and an enthusiast con-
cerning Robert Louis Stevenson, Miss Stubbs went
out for a cruise amidst the South Sea islands in a
Union Company's steamer, took the opportunity of

visiting Vailima, climbed to see the tomb of Steven-
son whom "

in the flesh
"

she never knew and
wrote concerning her journey a little work which
is pleasant and sympathetic throughout, and to
which a series of admirably executed illustrations
from photographs add enduring value. With its

descriptions abounding in colour, its fervour, and
its agreeable enthusiasms and raptures, the book
thus produced will take a permanent place among
Stevensoniana, and it may claim to fulfil a primary
duty of a work of travel of its species by inspiring
a longing to visit the spots described. It is beauti-
fully got up, and is worthy of a place on the shelves
or the table in any cultivated home.

The Cloud World: its Features and Significance.
By Samuel Barber. (Stock.)

THE author's meteorological articles in various
scientific periodicals have prepared us for the
extended study of the forms and formation of
clouds, the results of which are given in the
attractive volume before us, and are the fruits, he
tells us, of forty years' observations of the wonders
and beauty of the daylit sky. Especially note-
worthy are the chapters on the snow-cloud, the
sun-pillar, the hail -cloud, and the auroral or
magnetic cirrus. The illustrations, thirty-one in
number, are of a high order of excellence, and the
glossary of cloud forms, with which the work closes,
is exceedingly handy for reference.

No. VI. of the Burlington Magazine (Savile Pub-
lishing Company) opens with an account of

' The
Lowestoft Porcelain Factory.' Titian's portrait
of the Empress Isabella, from the Prado Museum,
Madrid, finely reproduced, is accompanied by a
copy of the picture from which Titian's masterly
work was taken. Edifying in many respects is the
contrast between the two. Following this comes
the newly discovered portrait of a woman by
Albrecht Ditrer acquired by the British Museum.
The frontispiece to the number is formed by Spag-
noletto's 'Great Executioner,' from the famous
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mezzotint of Prince Rupert in the collection of His

Majesty. Other designs of great interest are from
Andrea Nanni, Adrian Isenbrant, Simone Mar-

tini, John van Eecke, and other artists. Mr.

Joseph Pennell supplies a good and well-illustrated

article on 'Later Nineteenth-Century Book Illus-

trations.'

Two articles only in the Fortnightly, if we except
the conclusion of Mr. Wells's

' Mankind in the

Making,
5

are of a kind to which we can refer.

One of these is an appreciation by Mr. H. B.

Marriott Watson of R. L. Stevenson. The esti-

mate formed may perhaps be summed up in his

words concerning Stevenson's essays: "In them
are displayed his fancy, fluent and whimsical ;

his

wit, tine and delicate ; his humour, buoyant ;
and

his philosophy, profoundly vital." We are rather
tired of articles upon Stevenson and his false friend

Henley, but this is one of the best and most judi-
cious. The other non-political or non-controversial
article is

' The American Husband/ by Gertrude
Atherton. How far this sketch of male American
manners is fact and how far caricature we know
not. A pretty bold system of classification is, at

least, adopted.
'

Songs from Heine '

is not better
than such things usually are.

' In Exile
'

is by Anton
Tchekhoff. Mr. Michael MacDonagh contributes
to the Nineteenth Century an essay on ' The Ballads
of the People.' Very naively comic are some of

these, and we can easily believe in their popularity,
though whether the "wise man" of Fletcher of

Saltoun would aspire to have written them we can-
not conjecture. Mr. MacDonagh seems unaware
that the "pathetic sentimental" ballad he quotes
(p. 469), under the title of

' For the Children's

Sake,' is a mere pitiful plagiarism from Hood. The
last two lines are

Till worn out, she falls asleep o'er the seams,
And the last button sews on but in dreams.

Mrs. Maxwell-Scott sends the first half of a very
pious and credulous paper on 'Joan of Arc.' Mr.
Edward Dicey, the treasurer, tells

' The Story of

Gray's Inn.' Mrs. W. Kemp- Welch has a thought-
ful and suggestive contribution as to

'

Beast Imagery
and the Bestiary.' The Lady Carlisle of

'

Lion-
Hunters and Lady Carlisle

'

is the lady who was
a conspicuous figure at the Court of Charles I.

In a pretty and fantastic cover the Pall Mail opens
with a description of 'The Pilgrims' Way.' Some
of the illustrations to this are very effective.

Notably so is a view on the Medway, one of Canter-
bury from the Stour, with a capital presentation of
the cathedral, and another of the North Downs
near Reigate. Major Powell-Cotton describes ' The
Cave Dwellers of Mount Elgon.' The caves in

question are about ninety miles north-east of the
Victoria Nyanza. A description follows of the
Emperor of Austria and his family, and is succeeded
by one of Pierre Loti and his home. An account
of the method of election of a Pope is called ' A
Conclave.' W. E. Henley is described by Mr.
William Archer, and '

Stevenson's Country
'

by
Mr. W. Sharp. Mrs. Woods begins in the Cornhill
a description of 'In Guipuzcoa,' and Mr. Frederic
Harrison supplies a short and not very illuminatory
article on ' The Century Club.' Prof. Louis Brandin
writes appreciatively on Gaston Paris, a learned
and interesting personage, whose loss is to be
mourned. Mr. M. MacDonagh gives for the first
time ' The Tragedy of Robert Emmet.' Mr. Frank
Watson Dyson, F.R.S., writes on 'New Stars,' and

Mr. Sidney Low on W. E. Henley. The number is

eminently readable. In ' At the Sign of the Ship,'
in Longman's, Mr. Lang deals at some length with
James de la Cloche, a natural son of Charles II.

It is a very curious and rather uncertain story he
has to tell. Mr. H. A. Bryden discusses '

Badgers
and their Ways,' and Mr. Fountain continues his

account of
' Canada in the Sixties.' A change seems

to be coming over the Gentleman ',v, which is wisely
resuming a class of quasi-archaeological articles of

which it had at one time a virtual monopoly.
Papers such as those on 'Heine in London,' 'The
Duke of Berwick,' 'Cromwell in Hertfordshire,'
and ' The Decadence of the Art of Cob-Walling

'

are superior to the average of those in magazines
or more pretentious periodicals.

' An Elizabethan
Playhouse

'

is a pretended Tudor document not
likely to deceive. In addition to its fiction

the Idler has an account of Whistler. It is a

pleasure to see in Scribbler's a contribution ('Tom
Folio') from the graceful and fluent pen of Thomas
Bailey Aldrich. Bliss Carman sends some very
pleasing translated

'

Lyrics from Sappho.' The
illustrations and letterpress are alike excellent.

MB. HENRY FROWDE has acquired a series of

unpublished drawings on wood made by George
Cruikshank nearly fifty years ago to illustrate

' The
Pilgrim's Progress.' These will form the chief
feature of an edition de luxe of Bunyan's master-

piece which will be issued from the Oxford Univer-
sity Press in the autumn.

MESSRS. BELL announce a volume on ' The Art of
James McNeill Whistler,' by Mr. T. R. Way and
Mr. G. R. Dennis. It has been in preparation for
some time, and was in the press at the time of the
artist's death.

IN our notice of
' Romantic Tales from the Panjab,

ante, p. 178, col. 1, 1. 28 from foot, for "compiled"
substitute collected.

to

We must ca,ll upecial attention to the following
notices :

To secure insertion of communications corre-
spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."
BRANDON HILL. 'Jacqueline : a Tale,' 1814, is

by Samuel Rogers, printed in the same volume with
Byron's 'Lara.' We are sorry for the delay in
answering this query, which was mislaid.

CORRIGENDUM. Ante, p. 115, col. 1, last line, for
Biographical read Bibliographical.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
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GENERAL FRANCIS NICHOLSON,
GOVERNOR OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1719-28.

THE memoir in the 'Diet. Nat. Biog.' of

this distinguished soldier and able adminis-
trator is inadequate and misleading in several

essential points. The same remarks equally
apply to the article on this general in

Appleton's
'

Cyclop, of American Biog.'

Having lately found Nicholson's will at

Somerset House, I am able to supply some
details which I feel sure will interest both
British and American readers. In the first

place, Fras. Nicholson was born in 1655, and
not in 1660 as heretofore stated ; and secondly
he was never knighted. In his will he
describes himself as

"
esquire "; and, with a

view to a monumental inscription, says :

"
I

was born at Downham [Downholme] Park,
near Richmond, in Yorkshire, 12 November,
1655." Here we get a clue to Nicholson's

parentage, which has always remained a

mystery. Even that astute genealogist
Dr. Whitaker, the Richmondshire historian,
confessed he could never find out anything
about Fras. Nicholson, the native of Down-
holme, beyond the fact that Gale, in his
'

Registrum Honoris de Richmond,' dedicated
a view of Richmond, in 1722, to General
Nicholson. The dedication is somewhat
pompous and fulsome, but that was the style
of the period. Downholme Park was the
old seat of the Scropes, and on the death,

in 1630, of Emanuel Scrope, eleventh Baron
Bolton and first Earl of Sunderland, without
legitimate issue, the extensive Scrope estates
were divided between the late earl's three
natural daughters. Downholme Park fell to
the share of Mary, the eldest of the three
children. She married for her second husband,
12 February, 1655, Lord St. John, son and
heir of the fifth Marquis of Winchester, who
became possessed of the Bolton estate in
North Yorkshire, and was created, in 1689,
Duke of Bolton. This nobleman has been
represented by such well-known contem-
porary writers as Sir John Reresby and
Bishop Burnet as one of the most extravagant
livers of his time, and "a man who took all

sorts of liberties to himself." Putting two and
two together, and comparing several lead-

ing points of resemblance in the characters
of the Duke of Bolton, surnamed "the proud,"
and General Nicholson, I fully believe that
the child born at Downholme Park on
12 November, 1655, was the natural son of
Lord St. John, as he was then known.
Nicholson may or may not have been the
mother's surname; Francis was a name in
thePaulet family. Unfortunately the Down-
holme parish registers only commence in
1736 ;

and Nicholson's will, a lengthy docu-
ment, makes no mention of relatives or
kinsfolk. But sidelights are not wanting to
bear out my theory. In a letter from Lady
Fauconberg (Cromwell's daughter) to Sir
William Frankland, a Yorkshire neighbour,
written on 5 May, 1683, her ladyship says :

"Capt. Nicholson, who was Lady Winches-
ter's page, has been twice through Mora-
tania [sic] as far as Mount Atlas, and is now
returning again thither." Now this ex-page
was undoubtedly Francis Nicholson, who,
after serving three years in the 3rd Buffs as
an ensign, had been appointed, in 1680, to an
ensigncy in the newly raised regiment com-
manded by the Earl of Plymouth, subse-

quently known as the 4th King's Own. This

corps embarked forTangier three months after

being raised for service against the Moors.
Col. Kirke, the governor of Tangier, took

special notice of young Nicholson, and appears
to have employed him as a personal A.D.C.,
which doubtless obtained for him the local
rank of captain. This explains Nicholson's
missions to the interior of Morocco as well
as his being sent with despatches to Lord
Preston, British Ambassador in Paris, in
1682 and 1683.* Home interest and a well-
filled purse accompanied Nicholson through

* ' Graham and Verney Papers,' published by the
Hist. MSS. Commission.
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life. The often repeated story of Nicholson
winning James II. 's favour by kneeling when
Mass was celebrated in the royal tent a^
Hounslow is doubtless true, but it is unfaii
to attribute an unworthy motive for thifa

action to a man who was a consistent Church
of England devotee, and who, with all hi!

faults, and possible vices, was a deeply re

ligious man at heart.
A few months after the sixth Marquis 01

Winchester had been created Duke of Bolton
he used his powerful interest to obtain for
Fras. Nicholson, then Lieut-Governor of New
York, the governorship of that province
*'As to Capt. Nicholson," wrote the Earl of

Shrewsbury to the Duke of Bolton, 10 Sep-
tember, 1689, "his Majesty is undecided how
he shall dispose of the government of New
York ; but however he succeeds in this I doubt
not he will find the benefit of your recom-
mendation." The Duke of Bolton replied :

4 You will do me a great kindness to assist

Capt. Nicholson." These proofs of fatherly
interest speak for themselves. Wherever
Nicholson had been educated* he had profited
by the instruction he received. Mr. J. A.
Doyle, of Oxford University, in 'The Eng-
lish in America,' remarks on Nicholson's
letters and despatches, which were indicative
of superior education and talents. When
Bishop Burnet wrote that the Duke of Bolton
''had the spleen to an high degree, yet
carried matters before him with such authority
and success, that he was in all respects the
great riddle of the age," the description
might have been fitly applied to Nicholson,who was high-handed, arrogant, and given
to uncontrollable fits of rage. It is recorded
that when an Indian once saw Nicholson in
one of his tempests of passion, he remarked
to one of the officers in attendance, "The
general

^

is drunk." "No," answered the
officer, "he never drinks any strong liquor."
.

1 do not mean," said the Indian,
"
that he

is drunk with rum. He was born drunk."
There is another proof that Nicholson be-
longed to no heraldic family of this surname
he took out a grant of arms in 1693-4, and
these are the arms he received : Az., on a
cross arg. between four suns or a cathedral
church gu. Crest, A demi-man, habited in a
close coat az., the bottoms and the cuffs of
the sleeves turned up or, his face and hands
proper, armed with a headpiece and gorget
arg., the beaver open ; holding in the dexter
hand a sword erect proper, hilt and pommel of

* His name does not appear in the 'Alumni
Oxomenses,' and the Francis Nicholson who
?^u

u
ted JrLm M,

agdale.

ne College, Cambridge, in
1677, has not been identified.

the second, and in the sinister hand a Bible

open, clasps arg.* Fras. Nicholson died in

Hanover Street, London, 5 March, 1727/8,
and was buried in the parish of St. George's
the following day. In the burial register of

St. George's, Hanover Square, he is described
as " The Honble Governor Francis Nicholson,
Esq." His will was dated the day before his

death, and he left the bulk of his property
to the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel. Amongst the legatees appears
"
his

friend Sir Thos. Frankland of Yorkshire."
The executors were Abel Kettleby, barrister-

at-law, and Kingsinill Eyre.
CHARLES DALTON.

32, West Cromwell Road, S.W.

THE TRADE-WINDS.
IT is generally assumed that these winds

are so called because they are favourable to
trade or commerce. Bailey in his dictionary
(1753) gives "Trade-wind, a wind which at
certain seasons blows regularly one way at
sea, very serviceable in a trading voyage,"
and most succeeding dictionaries, I think,
are in the same tale not, however, the
'

Century.'
All writers on physical subjects, with one

consent, give the same account.
"The trade-winds, so called from the advantage

which their certainty affords to trading vessels."
Philosophy in Sport make Science in Earnest '

1847, p. 478.

"By the continued regularity of its direction
through stated seasons the merchantman calcu-
lates upon the commencement and duration of his
voyage with a degree of security and confidence
which sets him comparatively at ease as to the
event. These periodical currents of air, indeed,
lave been named from this very circumstance the
rade-u-inds."-J.Kidd,

' The Adaptation of Exter-

^INatj^e to^the Physical Condition of Man,' 1833,

"Winds, more or less constant in direction, blow
across those parts of the Atlantic and Pacific
Uceans which he for some distance on the two sides
of the equator ; the direction being from N.E. in the
northern tropics, and from S.E. in the southern
tropics, Such steady winds were of so much im-
portance to navigation, before the days of steam-
ships, that much of the world's commerce depended
upon them, and they were, therefore, called trade-
vmds -T. H. Huxley, Physiography,' 1885, p. 345.

These are the famous winds called the trades.

n
n
n nou th

v
be

4

n fits they bring to commerce."-
ic
Cm" ChaPlin

> 'Benedicite,' p. 161 (ed. 1874).Ihese winds provided a regular highway for
European commerce, and hence their name of the

i/v^rM M* ? ^ Pa
r&
ne

'

'

History of the New
World 1892, vol. i. p. 92. See also Buckle,

'

His-
ory of Civilization

'

i. 103, who gives references to
somerville, Leslie, Daniell, Kaemtz, and Prout.

tJ
bS n

'

S
'
Heraldr>y,' Arms, "Nicholson of
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There is little doubt that all these authori-
ties are mistaken in thinking that trade-
winds are etymologically commercial winds.
The significant fact about them is that they
continue for a certain period to blow steadily
in the one direction as in a beaten path, a
usual course, or routine :

A constant trade-wind will securely blow.

Dryden,
k Annus Mirabilis,' st. 304.

Dr. Chaplin, in the context to the passage
quoted above, says :

" The skilful mariner
knows that there are tracks in which pro-
pitious winds will for the most part be found."
Now the good old English word for a track or

frequented path was trade, and the winds in

question were so called because they keep
in a fixed trade, or customary course. This

view, adopted by Prof. Skeat and in my * Folk
Etymology

'

(1882), p. 401, was previously
suggested by W. Wittich in his

'

Curiosities
of Physical Geography,' 1853, where he says :

" Some think that [the term] has been applied
to these winds on account of their constancy, trade

originally signifying a common course or track, the
course treaded; and Hakluyt has the phrase 'the
wind blowing trade,'' i.e., a regular course "

(i. 105).

This sense of trade, as a trodden path=
track, is still preserved in some of our Eng-
lish dialects. The tracks or roads across

Pevensey Marsh are known to the Sussex
folk as trades ; in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire

they are trods. Bp. John King has the sen-

tence "
to be out of the trade and thorough-

fare of the people
"

(' Lectures on Jonah, '1594,
p. 287, ed. 1864). A good instance of the word
occurs in Shakespeare's '.Richard II.

1

:

I'll be buried in the king's highway,
Some way of common trade, where subjects' feet

May hourly trample on their sovereign's head :

For on my heart they tread now whilst 1 live.

III. iii. 158.

Wyth wind at will the trad held thai.

Wynton, vi. 20, 55 [in Wedgwood].

Trade, commerce, customary occupation, is,

of course, ultimately the same word, and
finds an interesting parallel in the Assyrian
harrani, meaning (1) road, (2) trade, business

(Bertin in Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch., vi. 86).

A. SMYTHE PALMEK.
S. Woodford.

THE MANUSCRIPT JOURNAL OF A
LONDON CITIZEN.

I HAVE in my possession a manuscript
note-book. The wording of the title-page, so

to speak, is as follows :

"The Journal of J. Williams, Junr
, Containing

an account of all remarkable occurrences which
have come to his knowledge, commencing on Easter

Monday, 1816. The Right Honble. Mathew Wood,
Mayor."

When he began to write this journal, Wil-
liams was in his twenty-third year, having
been born on 23 September, 1793. So far as
I can make out, from a case of theft which
he records as having taken place in his
father's establishment, Williams was by trade
a draper or silk mercer. To localize him, he
states, in an entry under 1 January, 1817,
that he takes leave to inform his readers he
evidently had an eye to publication "that
1 have lately removed my Lodgings from
Islington to 26, Aldgate." Towards the close
of his

' Journal
'

the references to his book-
purchases are interesting. Further, he cites
a passage from a work entitled

*

Beauties of

Paley,' which he characterizes as
u an excel-

lent work," and which indicates that the
young man perhaps none too soon was get-
ting into a more serious frame of mind. Nor
is this all. "After tea," he writes on the 10th
of the same month,

" I read several chapters
in the Gospel of Matthew, for my own and
brother's improvement." In the extracts
which are given below it is curious to
note that the weather conditions of July,
1816, closely resembled those of London
and surrounding districts in July of this

year. After all, the ' Journal '

is but a frag-
ment, beginning on 15 April and ending on
11 October, 1816. The portion applicable
to 1817 covers only seventeen days of the
month of January. The whole is written in
an octavo note-book of 168 pages or thereby,
four of which have been torn out, while the
contents of several others have been care-

fully obliterated. I may say it is bound in
full scored calf, and inside the front cover is

the trade ticket of "E. Thorowgood, Manu-
facturer, 49, Cheapside." Here are the ex-
tracts. I have retained a few personal to
the journalist himself. In fact, except what
follows, the whole MS. is taken up about
himself and his acquaintances :

"
1816.

"Easter Monday, April 15th. Went to the Ball
at the Mansion house in Company with Mr. Knight,
a Lady unknown, and Miss Pownall, all of River
Terrace. At the said Ball only two things worthy
of notice occurred, viz., the meeting of an old crony
and schoolfellow (Edwd Howard) whom I had not
seen or heard of for upwards of 13 years ; and the
not being able to procure the least refreshment of
any kind for our almost fainting ladies. We got
home by about | past 2, and but little pleased with
our expedition.

"
Tuesday, April 23rd. A fire broke out between

2 and 3 o'Clock this morning at the Royal Exchange
coffee house, which entirely consumed the same, and
most unhappily occasioned the death of 4 firemen
employed in extinguishing the flames; the in-
habitants luckily escaped unhurt.
"
Wednesday, April 24th. Ordered a super black
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Coat, giving particular instructions to make it in

the most fashionable manner.

"Thursday [May 2nd]. This day the Princess

Charlotte of Wales was married to his Highness,

Leopold Prince of Saxe Coburg, and now created

Duke of Kendal. The marriage ceremony was per-
formed at 9 o'Clock at night at Carlton house ;

and immediately after, the happy couple set off for

Oatlands to spend the honeymoon.
"
Sunday, May oth. A very wet day. Received

an invitation from Mrs. Pownall to hear a Charity
Sermon at Pentonville Chapele, and went accord-

ingly. Was much edified by Mr. Sheppard's dis-

course, and afterwards, most charitably, subscribed

1*. for the benefit of the Charity Children. N.B.
This I consider well worth recording, as being a

most extraordinary effort of mine.
"
Monday, May 6th. Much fuss about this time

with the Bazaars, new ones opening almost daily.

"Wednesday, May 8th. An advance took place
about this time in articles of provision, such as

Bread, Meat, c.

"Thursday, May 16th. The Anniversary for the

benefit of the Sons of the Clergy. Went to St.

Paul's with Mrs. P[ownall] and her three lovely

daughters, and Mr. and Mrs. Syms, not forgetting
to take a good supply of biscuits to support our
delicate frames during so long a time, as is usually
taken by the Service, &c We took our seats (Mr.
and Mrs. Syms and Mrs. Pownall in the gallery,

myself and the young ladies in one of the seats

usually occupied by the choristers of St. Paul's)

about 3 past ten and did not quit the Cathedral till

after four o'Clock.
"
[Friday, May 17th."] The Queen held a Drawing

Room at Buckingham house, when the Prince of

Saxe Coburg and his Spouse made their appearance
for the first time after their Union.

'* Monday, May 20th. About h past eleven this

night I serenaded the Ladies in our neighbourhood,
and am fearfull I disturbed the peacefull slumbers
of some of them for nearly an hour.
"
Thursday, May 23rd. Opened an account with

a Shoe Maker in Newgate St., by purchasing a pair
of ready made at 10*. and ordering another pair, for

which he should have a due sense of gratitude.
" Monday, May 27th. Composed a poem, entitled

' Ned and Eliza, or the lover in despair,' which will

be shortly sent to the press.

"Tuesday, May 28th. Went with my Mother,
Mrs. Freeman and her hopefull son John, to see

Miss O'Neil in the character of
' The Jealous Wife ';

after which we saw 'John of Paris.'
'

Thursday, May 30th. This was the second day
of the Epsom races, which, the weather being very
fine, were well attended. But as I am not at all in

that way, shall not take the trouble to relate any
particulars."

Sunday, June 9th. A total eclipse of the Moon
this night, beginning about A past 11, and from the

fineness of the night, we had a fine opportunity of

viewing this Phenomenon.
"Tuesday, June llth. Made a purchase of 6

pennyworth of real Nelsons Balls in Pall Mall,
which formed one of the dishes at supper.
"Wednesday, June 12th. Dined at Wood St.

this day off i a pound of cold Beef. N.B. No pota-
toes, but most fortunately I procured a little mus-
tard from the next Room.
"
Tuesday, June 18th. This day being the Anni-

versary of the Battle of Waterloo a strong report
having been in circulation, both in the newspapers

and otherwise, that a grand Review would take
place in commemoration of the same at Wimbledon,
thousands of persons of every denomination flocked
there early in the morning, in all manner of vehicles,
such as Gigs, donkey carts, waggons, coaches, &c.,
forming a complete cavalcade along every Road that
leads in that direction from the Metropolis. The
whole, however, proved to be a complete hoax, and
in the evening the whole procession returned in the
same order as it went, heartily ashamed of them-
selves, and completely sick of their day's excursion,
numbers of People being collected in the principal
streets leading to the scene of action, to welcome
home the weary travellers.

"Saturday, June 22nd. Went to Covent Garden
Theatre with Misses Smith and Bryan to see Mrs.
Siddons perform in the character of Lady Macbeth,
by particular desire of Mr. and Mrs. Coburg [Prince
Leopold and his wife] who honoured the Theatre by
their presence. The house was greatly crowded
from the time the doors were opened, and we were
under the painful necessity of standing for a con-
siderable time during the performance."

Sunday, June 23rd. This evening a party of ten
persons, of whom 4 were females, returning home
from an excursion up the river, had occasion to pass
under London Bridge, and being warned of the
danger of so doing by some watermen, the women
left the Boat, but the men resolved to go through.
And, melancholy to relate, the Boat was upset and
4 out of the 6 met with a watery grave."

Thursday, June 27th. About 2 o'Clock this
morning the house of Mr. Dunkin of Aldersgate
St., Tallow Chandler, was entered by some Irish-
men, I believe, in his employ, who, after having
tied the said Mr. Dunkin to his Bed, first demanded
his keys, by which means they rob[b]ed him of con-
siderable property and afterwards maliciously set
fire to the premises, intending, no doubt, that he
should perish in the flames, and thereby prevent
the possibility of a discovery. But their horrid
designs were frustrated by his cries, by which means
he alarmed his servants as soon as the rascals had
quitted the house. The whole of the premises are
completely destroyed, and the adjoining house
much damaged. What makes this case the more
remarkable is, that about 12 months since the same
man s premises were burnt down, and he had been
at considerable expense just before in repairingthem. These, also, were very capital premises, and
no doubt Mr. D. will be a considerable loser."

(To be concluded.)

A. S.

THE PARLIAMENT OF 1626. It is well known
that shortly before the general election to
Lharles I. s second Parliament, the king in
order to disqualify for seats as many as possi-
ble ot the opposition leaders, appointed several
ot the more prominent amongst them to be
sheriffs of their respective counties. The late
John Forster, in his

'

Life of Eliot,' says :

"9" t^ fudges presenting their usual list of
sheriffs, the King with his own hand erased sevennames and substituted seven others; wherebyWentworth Alford, Guy Palmes, and Fleetwoodwho submitted and did not present themselves to
constituencies and Sir Edward Coke, Sir Robert
Phillips, and bir Francis Seymour, who carried
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their elections, but were not allowed to sit, wer
excluded from the House of Commons."
Dr. Gardiner has already pointed out (* Hist
of England,' new edit. vol. vi. p. 34) that this i

inaccurate as to Sir William Fleetwood, who
"had not sat in the last Parliament, but in th
Parliament of 1624. He was found ineligible for th
shrievalty, and was neither a sheriff nor a niembe
of the Commons in 1626."

His disqualification for the office of sheriff

arose, it may be assumed, from the fact tha
he had already served as Sheriff of Bucks s<

recently as 1622-3, and therefore could no
be compelled to act again at so early a date
But Forster's statement is also parti v in
accurate as to Phillips and Seymour/ wh<
were certainly nominated sheriffs of Somerse
and Wilts respectively, but, so far as I am
able to trace, never stood for election to thif
Parliament. The only one of the seven ex
members of the House who carried his election
was Sir Edward Coke, who was returned for
Norfolk. It was at first thought that, as his

shrievalty was for another county, he was not
disqualified from sitting. The question was
raised in the House and discussed, but never
decided. The ex-Chief Justice sat in the
House for a few days at the commencement
of the Parliament, but withdrew when the
question of the legality of his election was
.discussed and he never returned until re-
. elected in the next Parliament. I may add
that Forster's statement as to the constituen-
cies represented by the most prominent
members of the Parliament of 1626 is not
always to be relied upon. W. D. PINK.
Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

BISHOP WESTCOTT AND VIVISECTION.
Readers of the published life of this great
thinker will look in vain for information as
to his views on vivisection. As they were
very pronounced, it surely is a pity no men-
tion was made on a subject upon which he
made a decided stand.

STAPLETON MARTIN.
The Firs, Norton, Worcester.

"
SACCAWINKEE." This is the name given

in many natural histories to the daintiest of
Guiana monkeys. In Stedman's '

Surinam,'
1796, vol. ii. pp. 12-13, there is a very curious
statement made about it :

"Of the long-haired monkies the saccawinkee is
the smallest ......So very delicate is the saccawinkee,
and so sensible of the cold, that scarcely one of
them is brought to Europe alive, and if they are

very soon pine and die. The Dutch call them.

the shaganntee [sic] from their being chagrined at
the smallest trifle."

This alleged shagarintee would be a gain to
our vocabulary, especially if we could extend

it to persons who are too easily chagrined, as

well as monkeys ;
but unfortunately it seems

to be a mere figment, a unique piece of
"
popular etymology." I have been unable to

find it in any Dutch author. The Dutch
name for this pretty animal is sagwijntje,
which (like the English saccawinkee) is derived

by means of a diminutive termination from
the well-known zoological term saguin, ulti-

mately of Brazilian origin.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

DONHEAD ST. MARY. John Fessard, Fesard
or Fezard, who entered Winchester College at
the age of twelve from Tisbury in 1533, was
Fellow of Exeter in 1543, M.A. in 1554, and
rector of Donhead St. Mary in 1555 or 1558.

(He was also vicar of Tisbury.) He was de-

prived of his rectory, and succeeded in 1565

by Nicholas Rogers. This latter fact, sup-
ported elsewhere, is given by Gee, in his
'

Elizabethan Clergy,' at p. 292. However, on
p. 284 he says that Roger Bolbelt [this man
was afterwards a Jesuit, as appears from
Foley's 'Records S.J.'] was deprived of this

rectory, and succeeded in 1564 by W. Moseley.
The present rector, Canon Short, tells me that
his

"
list of rectors does not recognize Roger

Bolbelt, John Fesard, or W. Moseley." I
should be obliged if any of your readers could
tell me in what cure Roger Bolbelt (or Bob-
bett) was succeeded by W. Moseley. Perhaps
it was in the living of Donhead St. Andrew.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

SHAKESPEARES AT ROMFORD, ESSEX, 1637-
1689. Mr. Walter Rye sends me these three
entries from the Romford register :

"
18 May 1637. Wlm Shakspurre, son of Samuel."

"30 Aug. 1667- An Shackspur, dau. of Samuel."
"2 Jan. 1689. Samuell Shakspeare of Harrolds-

vvoode & Judith dau. of John Reynolds of Cocknell
reen (married)."

In the Literary Supplement to the Times
of 7 August I printed a list of twelve entries
f Shaksperes in Campton (or Camelton),
Beds, running from 1575 to 1654.

F. J. FURNIVALL.

"SQUIRE GAWKIE." If the following re-

erence to
' Roderick Random,' which occurs

n *

Glasgow Past and Present,' ii. 38, has not
reviously been noted, it may be worth while
o put it on record :

At this time [c. 1770] the Magistracy of Glasgow
vas a powerful compact body, acting almost always
n unison; and being mostly wealthy men, they pos-
essed great influence both as individuals and as
'ublic functionaries James Buchanan, Esq., was
t this time Provost of Glasgow. This gentleman
ot the nickname of 'Provost Cheeks,' and was
upposed to have been the original of Squire Gawkie
n ' Roderick Random.

THOMAS BAYNE.
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"SCOGGAN" OR " SCOGGIN." (See 2nd S. ix.

51.) The word "
scoggan

"
is said to mean a

weathercock, and to be used in the county of

Kent. The 'Dialect Dictionary' gives an
illustrative quotation under "

scoggin." The
word has been much discussed in connexion
with the history of the steam engine, and I

should much like to know whether it is in

actual use in any part of England. It occurs

on a print, published in 1719, of a steam engine
erected in 1712 by Savery and Newcomen
near Dudley Castle ;

but only two copies are

known, one being in the Birmingham Free

Library, the other in the William Salt

Library, Stafford. Notwithstanding this

rarity, the print is fairly well known, as it

has been frequently reproduced, and an en-

larged copy is exhibited in the Machinery and
Inventions Department of the South Ken-

sington Museum. In the explanatory
matter-

in the margin are these woras :

"
13. Scoggen

and his Mate who work double to the Boy."
This refers to the gear for working the valves

of the engine so as to render it self-acting.
"
Boy

"
should be "

buoy," as it refers to a

float in the boiler, not in the cylinder, as

stated in the quotation below.

The word also occurs in Desaguliers's
Bourse of Experimental Philosophy,' third

edition, 1763, vol. ii. p. 533, as follows :

"
They used before to work with a buoy in the

cylinder enclosed in a pipe, which buoy rose when
the steam was strong and opened the injection and
made a stroke ; thereby they were capable of only
giving six, eight, or ten strokes in a minute, till a

boy Humphry Potter, who attended the engine,
added (what he called scoggan) a catch that the
beam Q always opened, and then it would go fifteen

or sixteen strokes in a minute."

There has been much discussion as to the
invention of the self-acting valve gear of

steam engines, and I do not wish to reopen it

in your pages. It has, however, occurred to

me that if I could fix the locality where
"scoggan" is used it might help in deter-

mining the origin of the contrivance. The
gear in question does not in the least re-

semble a weathercock, and there were no
steam engines in Kent in the early part of

the eighteenth century. li. B. P.

SWALLOWS PREDICTING A STORM. I am
spending at present a holiday at the south
end of the Island of Arran, Buteshire. The
weather has, I am sorry to say, been ex-

tremely broken. On Friday, 14 August,
we had very heavy rain, and in the midst oi

it two swallows came to pick what they could
in the farmyard adjoining the house. A
native of the far north of Scotland residing
in the house on noticing the birds, remarkec

that when swallows came near the house to

pick store food it predicted a 'storm." And
sure enough, between Saturday evening and

Sunday morning, it blew almost a hurricane ;

so much so that I thought the old farm-

louse would be blown down. I asked a very

intelligent gentleman, a native of the dis-

trict, if he had made the same observation

regarding the swallow. He told me that he

lad not, and that the saying was new to him.

It may interest some readers of
' N. & Q.'

A., o.

THE " ZAUBER-KESSEL
" IN ESSEX. Near

the old Priory of Little Leeze, Essex, which
was rebuilt by Lord Rich, Chancellor of

Edward VI., is an old stew-pond. In this

pond a box full of gold is supposed to be
hid. A most respectable engineer near Stan-

stead tells me that some years ago he was

employed to drain the pond, and was informed
that if any one spoke a single word during
the operation the treasure would sink into

the earth. Nothing was found.
I am not^folk-lorist enough to know if many

instances of this
" Zauber-Kessel

"
supersti-

tion are known in Essex, but it is curious

that the district near Leeze was largely
settled by Huguenot and Flemish religious

refugees, and that some great landowners,
the Houblons, near, are of Huguenot origin.
Leeze Priory now belongs to Guy's Hospital.
It may be worth noting that the brickwork

closely resembles that in Provost Lupton's
work at Eton College. H,

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

LATIN ENTRY IN REGISTER. I am very
desirous of an expert opinion on a sentence
which I find in a short introduction to the
earlier register of baptisms of St. Patrick's
Roman Catholic Church, Soho Square. That
church was first opened for worship in or about
the year 1791 or 1792. Father Gaffy was the
first chaplain. Exactly opposite, across the

square, lived the famous Domenico Angelo,
with whom Father Gaffy must have been
well acquainted. On pp. 349 and 350 of the

register have been copied, in Father Gaffy's
handwriting, probably from some previous
record, the baptismal entries of the twelve
children of Anthony Angelo, who belonged
to a later generation than that of Domenico
Angelo, but whose father's name has yet to
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be ascertained, though it is known that if he
was not Domenico he must have been one of
Domenico's brothers. The sentence stands
thus :

" Duodecim proles Dom. Angelo in-

venietur in pag. 349-350." What does proles
mean in this connexion, and what is the

meaning of Dom. ? CHARLES SWYNNERTON.
Society of Antiquaries, W.

ROYAL ARTILLERY. The date and place of
death of the following officers of the Royal
Regiment of Artillery are wanted, in order to
assist in the completion of regimental records.
The date following each name is that of re-

tirement :

Caddy, Capt. John Herbert. 28 May, 1844.

Tapp, Lieut. John Edward. 12 June, 1834.

Caffin, Capt. William George Chart. Died
in 1885.

Stace, Col. Henry Coope. Died after 1873.

Wynter, Capt. Robert. 1 May, 1843. In
Army List, 1865.

Smith, Capt. Charles Webber. 5 May, 1845.

Kettlewell, Lieut. Samuel Hammond.
26 September, 1837.

Faddy, Col. Peter Pickmore. 2 October,
1872.

Hewgill, Lieut. Percy William. 6 Decem-
ber, 1842.

Wade, Lieut. Walter John Plunkett.
14 April, 1841.

Bathurst, Capt. Benjamin. 11 June, 1861.

Jones, Lieut. Robert Parker. 16 November,
1841.

Ward, Lieut.-Col. Francis Beckford. 3 May,
1864.

Cooper, Lieut. Henry Litellus Gilbert.
4 February, 1845.

Wilson, Lieut. Charles. 16 July, 1841.

Thorndike, Capt. Charles Faunce. 16 Novem-
ber, 1848.

Willis, Lieut. Browne. 2 May, 1844.

Cookson, Lieut. William. 27 April, 1842.

J. H. LESLIE, Major R.A. (retired).
Hady House, Chesterfield.

EDEN FAMILY. An American correspon-
dent, who is writing a biographical sketch
of Charles Eden, an Englishman, who was
Governor of North Carolina from 1713 to

1722, has written to ask for any information
which I can give or obtain concerning the

family and ancestry of the latter. He was
born about 1673. I* have had the registers of

baptisms searched at Bishop Auckland, at
St. Helen's, Auckland, at Merrington, and
at Billingham, at one or other of which
churches he would probably have been
christened if he belonged to the Durham
family of Eden ; but his name appears in
none of them. He had a sister named Anne,

who married first Robert Pugh, and then
Roderick Lloyd. Can any of your readers

supply information concerning him ?

ROBERT A. EDEN.

MR. BLAND, THE EDINBURGH ACTOR. In
'Old and New Edinburgh/ vol. i. p. 343,
mention is made of a Mr. Bland, who had a
lease of the Theatre Royal in Edinburgh in
the latter part of the eighteenth century.
Urgently wanted, Mr. Bland's Christian name;
and is it true, as stated, that he was Mrs.
Jordan's uncle, and had fought at Fontenoy
and Cliftonmoor, and was of good family

1

?

Also, who was his wife 1 Was her Christian
name Jane? 'D.N.B.' has been consulted.

CHARLES SWNNERTON.
[His name was John. He became joint lessee of

the Edinburgh Theatre with West Digges in 1772-3,
and retired in 1778. He fought at Dettingen, and
was made prisoner at Fontenoy, and took part under
General Honeywood in repressing the Jacobite
rebellion of 1745. Mrs. Jordan was his niece. See
Dibdin's 'Annals of the Edinburgh Stage,' pp. 139,

170, 173-5. The name of his wife we know not.]

"WE ONLY LIVE WHEN WE ARE HAPPY."
Can you tell me who wrote the following?
"We only live when we are happy, we would
give you supreme moments."

ARTHUR T. WILSON.
Preston Candover, Basingstoke.

KIMPTON FAMILY. In the 'Herts Visita-
tion of 1619' there is mention of a Francis

Kimpton (born about 1611), son of Robert
Kimpton, of Steeple Morden, co. Cambs., and
Hitcham, co. Suffolk. Are there any known
descendants of him (or of his brothers) ? Is

there anything known of the family con-
nexions of Francis Kimpton, of Welwyn,
co. Herts, who died 1700 ? T. W. S.

ST. PETER'S, CHESTER. In Domesday Book
this church is referred to as "templum
S. Petri." 1. Is there any other church in
the Domesday Book to which this term is

applied ? 2. What reason is there for using"
templum

"
in place of the more usual term

"ecclesia
"

? The church was given by Robert
of Rodelent in 1081 to the Abbey of St. Ebrulf.
Is there any means by which I can learn
whether any appointment was made by the

abbey ? Gastrell, in his
'

Notitia,' says :

" This church was given by Simon, son of Osborne,
to the monastery of S. Werburgh, time not set
down. Commended to the monastery by Alex.
Rector on condition that he receive from them
three marks. Abbey of S. Ebrulf quitted their
claim to the church of S. Peter's to the monastery
of S. Werburgh, which was confirmed by Hugh,
Earl of Chester."

Can I now verify these statements, and
the order in which the events took place?
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Can any of your readers explain the mean-

ing of the second statement ?

F. T. STONEX.

30, Lome Street, Chester.

GEOLOGY OF KURLAND. In journeying from

Windau to Goldingen by river steamer I

noticed that close to the latter town the

rocks change from the usual red Devonian
sandstone to a close-grained grey limestone.

Will some one who is versed in the Devonian

system kindly tell me what beds these are ?

The whole system is here masked by a thick

layer of boulder clay, upon which lies a layer
of sand with huge granite boulders.

FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
Libau, Russia.

GLASTONBURY WALNUT. Did any legends
attach to this tree? Brome says, in his
4

Travels,' 1700, pp. 332, 333 :

" But to come nearer to our own Days, here was

something not many Years since very notable and

strange, the Walnut-Tree in the holy Church-

yard, that did never put out any leaves before

St. Barnabas Day, and upon that very Day, grew
rank and full of leaves, and the Hawthorn in

Wiral Park, that always on Christmas Day
sprouted forth as if in May, both deserve Credit,
as well as admiration, of the truth of which we
were credibly informed by diverse Persons, inhabi-

tants of this place, who having then still some

young Scions of each Tree remaining in their

Gardens, yet did not find them blossom like the

other, which through the malice and fury of some
Person in the late wars were cut down and
destroyed."

M. P.

[Seel^S. iv. 115.]

QUEEN ELIZABETH AND NEW HALL, ESSEX.
MR. J. T. CURRY'S interesting note ('Epitaph

on Queen Elizabeth,' p. 3, ante) reminds me
of the inscription at New Hall, Essex, over
the entrance door :

VIVAT ELIXABETHA.
En terra la piu savia regina,
En cielo la piu lucente stella ;

Virgine magnanima, dotta, divina,
Leggiadra, honesta c bella.

Elizabeth gave New Hall to the Earl of

Sussex, and these lines in her honour almost

surpass Holland's in fulsome laudation. The
brightest star in heaven, indeed, makes her

first, not second, maid. Is it known who
composed the Italian quatrain ?

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

THROOMORTON INSCRIPTION IN LLANTARNAM
CHURCH. In the chancel aisle of Llantarnarn
Parish Church, in Monmouthshire, there are
two memorial inscriptions of a member of
the Throgmorton family, one in stone and
one in brass. With some verbal differences

they contain the same inscription. The date

is 20 January, 1657. At the esd of the stone

monument are the words "Cujus animse

misereatur Deus," while the brass ends with

"Requiescat in pace." There are several

brasses of the Throgmorton, or, as spelt on
the brass, Throckmorton, family recorded in

Haines's 'Manual of Monumental Brasses,'

but no mention of the brass in Llantarnam
Church. Can any of your readers suggest
the reason for the double memorial? Part

of the coat of arms on the stone monument
was slightly defaced by a very ugly wooden
bracket placed some years ago ;

this has lately

been removed in the restoration of the roofs

of chancel and aisle effected this year.
J. W. WARD.

Vicarage, Llantarnam.

VICARS OF TWERTON. If any of your
readers can give me any information, how-
ever slight, about the following former vicars

of Twerton-on-Avon, near Bath, or sugges-
tions as to where, or from whom, such infor-

mation can be obtained, I shall be very

greatly obliged. Specially shall I be pleased
to know of any likeness which may exist of

any of them, or of any books, or sermons, or

pamphlets written by them :

John Rich, M.A., 1690-1722.

James Rich, M.A., 1722-1742.

Hudson Martin, M.A., 1742-1753.

Lionel Oliver, M.A., 1753-1776.

Thomas Broughton, M.A., 1776-1797.
Thomas Fothergill, D.D., 1797-1815.
Wm. Bailey Whitehead, M.A., 1815-1825

WM. STOKES SHAW.
The Vicarage, Twerton-on-Avon, Bath.

JENKINS'S HEN. In 'Letters and Memorials
of Jane Welsh Carlyle

'

a canary, Chico, pur-

porting to speak for its mistress in a dialogue
with a watch, supposed to be Carlyle, says it

is not going to die the death of Jenkins's

hen. Who was Jenkins, and what about his

hen? J. M.

RADULPHUS DE GEORGES. Will MR. J.

LATIMER (who has recently been perusing
ancient documents belonging to the Corpora-
tion of Bristol), or any other reader, kindly
give me a reply to the following 1 Edward II.

granted a charter to the burgesses of Bristol.

It was signed on 17 February, 1320, at

Gloucester, by the king, and witnessed by
eight personages, amongst whom was Radul-

phus de Georges. There are three (perhaps
more) printed copies (sic), by different authors,
of this deed, two of whom spell the name of

the above witness as written, whilst the third

gives it as Gorges, and not Georges. Which
is the actual signature 1 This same Radulphua
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is in 1318 addressed as one of the Barone

Majores for a Parliament invoked. Is there

a record of this ;
if so, how is the name spelt

therein 1 GLOUCESTER.

MIDLAND REGISTERS. At a time when so

much good work is being done towards the

publishing of parish registers, might I put
in a plea for the much neglected counties of

Warwick, Worcester, and Stafford? The
registers of Stratford-on-Avon are the only
ones of general interest yet taken in hand,
end they, after some four years, are not yet
complete. There is a store of interesting
information in the registers of churches in

such places as Lichfield, Burton-on-Trent,
Warwick, Malvern, Rugby, &c. Will not
some one come forward and strive to equal
in the Midland Counties the wonderful record
of Mr. W. P. W. Phillimore in Gloucestershire,

Nottinghamshire, &c. ? MIDLANDER.

ELIZA ELLEN HOPKINS. Has any reader
of *N. & Q.' any photo, illustration, or in-

formation of the following subject 1 In the

early summer of 1860, just forty-three years
ago, there lived at 13, Blewett's Buildings,
Fetter Lane, E.G., Eliza Ellen Hopkins, aged
four years, the only daughter of Frederick

Hopkins, a bootcloser, and Mary Anne
(Dymond) Hopkins, an upholstress. On ac-

count of her remarkable development of

body and mind she was sent to the public
school at the above-mentioned age. On the
first day she started to school, she had hardly
gone but a few doors, when the multitude

caught sight of her, and in a very few minutes
tens of thousands of people crowded round
her, blocking her way, and expressing their

astonishment and admiration for her remark-
able and fascinating beauty. The wealthy
people filled her pinafore with toys and her

pockst with money. Thus she came home
from school the first day. But this continued

day ,-,fterday. Meanwhile the London papers
were interestingly discussing the subject.
Her rather accompanied her to school the
second morning, and " lectured

"
the people

abou making a public show of his daughter
by -/ing her money and toys, but he failed to

stem he tide of popular enthusiasm, and gave
up t; * attempt. At the third day, being un-
accoi panied, she came home from school
with ier pinafore loaded witli toys and her

pockf-; with money.
Th re was dread in the family that some-

thing might happen to her, as there was
great. danger of her being kidnapped by some
persoi infatuated with her beauty. But, as
usual Providence suddenly came to the
rescui. For, one morning, as she was about

to go down stairs to go to school, slipping
her foot upon a potato-peeling she fell over

the entire flight of stairs and broke her neck.

That very morning the multitudes were

watching for her, and when they found she

did not come went home greatly disappointed.
This they did for a few mornings ;

but their

disappointment grew deep, and their patience
lost its bounds. They through the London
papers made inquiries concerning the cause

of her absence. Finally, they made search,
and found their beautiful idol shattered.

They expressed deep sorrow at their loss, as

they had learnt to love and admire the

beautiful child as if she had been their own.
She did not die immediately, but lingered a
few weeks or months on a bed of pain, and

departed this life 21 June, 1860, aged a little

over four years.
I am going to write a biography of this

child, and if any readers of
' N. & Q.' have

anything that will assist me in gathering
material for this work, I shall be greatly
indebted to them. In conclusion, I might
explain that I am the youngest brother of

this little child, but was born nearly five

years after her death. F. A. HOPKINS.
Los Angeles, California.

0-WORDS IN THE 'NEW ENGLISH
DICTIONARY.'

(9
th S. xii. 165.)

I AM surprised that * N. & Q.' should have
printed the article over the signature of THEO.
GILL, Cosmos Club, Washington, U.S., in
which the writer gives a string of instances of

Living words for which later quotations could
have been given. Of course they could !

Of the 100,000 living words already dealt
with in the '

Dictionary
'

there are very few
tor which later quotations could not have
;)een given by the handful, if it had been any
part of the plan of the '

Dictionary
'

to give
them ! But it has never been proposed nor
pretended to give the latest available quota-
tion for a current word. The 'Dictionary'
does indeed give the earliest quotation (known
to us at the time) for every word and
sense (except that for the native Germanic
words, which have been English from the

Deginning, we have not sought to give the
earliest known Anglo-Saxon instance which
would prove nothing but merely to give
sufficient Anglo-Saxon instances to show
torm and use). And in the case of obsolete

words and senses, we have been careful to

quote the latest instances known to us, as
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suggesting approximately the date of their

disappearance from use. But in the case of

living words the 'Dictionary' is itself the

authority for their current use (in the

opinion of its editors and their literary

advisers) at the date of publication ;

and all that is aimed at in choosing

quotations is to carry out as far as

possible the principle laid down in the

'General Explanations/ p. xxii, of about

one quotation for each century. This means

choosing from our available nineteenth-cen-

tury quotations, which may be five or may
be fifty, the quotation which, all things con-

sidered, appears to us most useful, without

any regard whatever to the part of the nine-

teenth (or twentieth) century to which it

may belong. If we were making a dictionary
in twenty volumes instead of ten a much
easier and quicker business it would be

possible to give twice as many quotations, or

even more, and then we might indulge in

two, or even three, instances of every word
and sense for the nineteeth century, choosing
one from the beginning, one from the middle,
and one from the end

;
but where we are so

restricted as to space that we can afford, in the
case of ordinary words, that show no variety
of form, use, or construction, to give one

quotation only, it would surely be folly to

give the latest in preference to that which
we consider (for our purpose) the best. It

would, for example, often mean giving a

quotation from an obscure author or a news-

paper in preference to one from a writer of

authority, and would necessitate a general
neglect of early and mid-century writers for
those of the last few years, and the preferring
of a poor quotation, which added nothing to
the information given in earlier instances, to
one which enriched the article and all this

only in order to prove that the *

Dictionary
'

is right in treating "ostrich" as a livingngi
word !

I am sorry that even one reader of the
*

Dictionary
' should think that its

"
back-

incompleteness which is detrimental to the
esteem " which it deserves

; but I am satis-
fied that the feeling is not that of readers

generally. I have met with it only in special-
ists in a particular science, who forgot that a
dictionary is a book of words, and persisted
in looking at it as a current text-book of
their own science. Thus, one chemist thought
the dictionary "very good

"
but its chemistry"

rather out of date," because it contains all

the obsolete terms commop with the chemists

of 1800, of many of which even he did not
know the meaning and which.

"
are no longer

of any use." I suggested that if ever he came
to write a history of chemistry, he might be

glad to turn to the
'

Dictionary
'

for the

explanation of the historical terms of his

own science.

When ME. GILL can cite an earlier instance
of the word ornithology than that given in

the '

Dictionary,' it will be proper to write
about it

;
meanwhile would it not be better

to accept the 'Dictionary' date, and give
the editors credit for doing their duty, rather
than express a bare suspicion that they have
not?

Okapi, as a word for which no quotation
was available before 1901, is, of course, reserved
for the Supplement. For the notes on the
other words MR. GILL has our thanks. What
a pity they were not sent us before, instead
of after, the editing of the words.

J. A. H. MURRAY.

As MR. GILL seems well informed on the

subject of the
"
candle-fish," I should like to

ask if he knows the origin of its native name.
Both Dr. Murray and myself made efforts to

trace it, but in vain. The nearest I have got
to it is the Chinook equivalent, ulan, which,
however, is obviously inadequate, since all

the English variants are longer by a syllable.
The term will probably come up for treat-

ment again in the
'

N.E.D.' under letter U, as,
besides eulachon, oolachan, oolakan, oulachan,
there exists a spelling uthlecan, used by
Washington Irving in his '

Astoria,' 1836,
vol. ii. p. 269. JAMES PLATT, Jun.

SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS : A NEW THEORY
(9

th S. xii. 141). Literary criticism must be
at a singularly low ebb if it cannot distin-

guish between the styles of Barnabe Barnes
and William Shakespeare. If the extracts
from Barnes's Sonnets given by MR. STRO-
NACH are a fair specimen of his handicraft,
then I think it would be about as ne--r the
mark to attribute *

Locksley Hall '

to Eliza
Cook as to suggest that Sonnet 86 -r, the
work of Barnes. But why should virious
hands be supposed to have been at w rk on
these sonnets? What internal evideice is

there of the fact ? None that I know oi The
style throughout is the same inimitable work
of the master hand. What external evdence
is there? None. MR. STRONACH'S founlation
of Jaggard's pirated work is rnuci too
slender to bear the weight of the superstruc-
ture he would impose upon it, and it is, in

fact, no evidence at all.

I would, in conclusion, beg to demur to
MR. STRONACH'S remarks about the 'Pas-
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sionate Pilgrim.' I do not think critics are
so easily misled as he supposes, and it is

certainly beyond the limits of credence that

Shakespeare would have desired to appear as
the author of his contemporaries' inferior

productions. HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

I fear MR. STRONACH'S new theory cannot
stand. The immortal Sonnets may have
been addressed to two or more different

persons, but they all came from one splendid
head, and are autobiographical of the same
splendid genius. Moreover, the *

Partheno-
phil

'

of Barnes (1593) is too early in date to
meet the case. It was after 'Lucrece' (1594)
that the question of the rival poet or poets
arose, and Chapman and Daniel both suit
ever so much better than Barnes. Chapman
wrote hymns, and called them so, as well as

Barnes, and both Prof. Minto and Mr. Tyler
have given good reasons for the former being
at least one of the rival poets. But, through
recent discoveries, the question of the Shake-
speare Sonnets has entered into quite a new
phase. The same illustrious Elizabethan
genius who "showed his head "in 'Lucrece'
also showed it at the very beginning of his
"
sugred

"
sonnets, and he showed it with his

rose upon his breast. NE QUID NIMIS.

" SUR LE PONT D'AVIGNON "
(9

th S. xii. 170).
This song appears to be the French equiva-

lent for our English
'

Mulberry Bush,' and
verses may be added at discretion. The fol-

lowing is from Spiers's 'First French Book
for Children' :

Sur le Pont d'Avignon
L'on y danse, Ton y danse !

Sur le Pont d'Avignon
L'on y danse tout en ronde.

1.

Les beaux messieurs font comme ca

(Us saluent).
Et puis encore comme ca

(Us saluent encore).

2
Les belles dames font comme ga

(Elles font une reverence).
Et puis encore comme ca

(Elles font encore une reverence).

3.

Les cordonniers

4.

Les cochers
, &c.

M. E. F.

[Very many similar replies are acknowledged.]

ASH : PLACE-NAME (9
th S. xii. 106). Any

place named Ash, or commencing Ash-, may
almost certainly be assumed to refer to the
ash tree. The Anglo-Saxon form was cesc (in
Mercian dialect pronounced ash, there being
no sh in the language). The Norman scribes

who compiled Domesday Book could not say
ash, or bring themselves to write cesc, so they
record it as Aissa, Aisse, Asch, Esce, Esche,
and Esse, according to the taste of the indi-

vidual scribe. The Middle English forms
are asch, asche, esche, assche, aish, ashe. The
suggestion that ash has any relation to esca,

or water, may be discarded as impossible.
W. H. DUIGNAN.

To the instances given there may be added
Ash in Surrey, Ash in Somerset, and
Mountain Ash in South Wales. They all

appear to refer to the tree, as do also Ash
Vale and Ashton, and many other place-
names beginning with Ash. Is there not
also a One Ash somewhere in Lancashire?
If so, this would seem decisive. C. C. B.

MAYORS' CORRECT TITLE AND THEIR PRE-
CEDENCE (9

th S. xi. 389, 437
;

xii. 57). In
*

Lincolnshire Tradesmen's Tokens ' Mr. Justin

Simpson remarks :

"
I believe it is a fact not generally known that at

all royal presentations at which civic and municipal
magnates from all parts of England are invited to

attend, the Worshipful the Mayor of Stamford has
precedence over all the others, save those of London,
York, and Dublin, a precedency which was recog-
nised at the opening of the World's Fair in 1851."^
P. 46.

ST. SWITHIN.

So early as the year 1537 Thomas Dorset,
curate of St. Margaret's, Lothbury, addressed
a letter to the Mayor of Plymouth, beginning
"To the right worshipfull Mr. Horsewell."
See *

Excerpta Historica,' 1831, by Samuel
Bentley. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

FLATS (9
th S. xii. 49, 134). In his communi-

cation on this subject MR. E. H. COLEMAN
refers to a definition of the word "flat" in
the '

Imperial Dictionary,' published in 1888,
and remarks that "flats must have been
in existence before" that date. It must not
be supposed from this that "flats" are a
modern invention, for they have been in
existence in Scottish towns for hundreds of

years. The definition quoted by MR. COLE-
MAN is fairly accurate, and is practically the
same as that given in the 'Encyclopaedic
Dictionary.' Nuttall's 'Dictionary' (1890
edition) inaccurately defines a "

flat
"
as " In

Scotland, a floor in a house
"

!

Green's 'Encyclopaedia of Scots Law,'
vol. iii. p. 132, 1896 (voce

' Common Interest'),
says :

"The term 'common interest' is peculiarly
applicable to the rights of proprietors of different

flats, or dwelling-houses contained in a single
building with possibly different entrances, but
under one roof, and contained between the same
gables and walls, over every part of the building
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other than the flat of which they are proprietors.
Such buildings have long been technically known in

Scotland as 'lands' or 'tenements of lands,' and
the use of the phrase

' common interest
' now

applies exclusively to the law of the tenement."

Lord Stair, in his 'Institutions of the Law of

Scotland/ which were published at the end
of the seventeenth century, says (ii. 7, 6) :

"When divers owners have parts of the same
tenement, it cannot be said to be a perfect division,
because the roof remaineth roof to both, and the

ground supporteth both; and therefore, by the
nature of communion, there are mutual obligations
upon both, viz., that the owner of the lower tene-
ment must uphold his tenement as a foundation to
the upper, and the owner of the upper tenement
must uphold his tenement as a roof and cover to
the lower ; both which, though they have the
resemblance of servitudes, and pass with the thing
to singular successors, yet they are rather personal
obligations, such as pass in communion even to the
singular successors of either party."

From the seventeenth century to the present
day many disputes between owners of "flats"
are reported in the Scottish legal decisions.
Mr. Henry Grey Graham, in his interesting

work 'The Social Life of Scotland in the

Eighteenth Century/ thus describes the Edin-
burgh "flats

"
during the period of which he

writes :

" In the flats of the lofty houses in wynds or
facing the High Street the' populace dwelt, who
reached their various lodgings by the steep and
narrow 'scale' staircases, which were really up-
right streets. On the same building lived families
of all grades and classes, each in its flat in the same
stair the sweep and caddie in the cellars, poor-
mechanics in the garrets, while in the intermediate
stories might live a noble, a lord of session, a doctor,
a city minister, a dowager countess, or a writer;
higher up, over their heads, lived shopkeepers,
dancing masters, or clerks/' 1-vol. edition, 1901
p. 85.

Great changes have taken place since the
eighteenth century. Flats in Scotland are
now generally occupied by the middle and
lower classes only, and they vary in size from
the one-room dwelling to houses of six or
more apartments. There may be two, three,
four, or even more dwellings on a single flat,

depending entirely on the district in which
the building is situated. There are a few
double -flats with two floors, the one above
the other. Many flats are so well appointed
and so fully supplied with modern conve-
niences that some people prefer them to
villas.

In September, 1881, at the Criterion Theatre
London, I witnessed the performance of a
comedy entitled 'Flats.' From this it would
appear that twenty-two years ago flats had
n t been in existence very long in London,and that they were becoming more popular.
The play was an amusing one, but many of

the incidents, intended as they were to hit

off the supposed inconvenience of living in

flats, would have "fallen flat" with a Scottish

audience. J. A.

Edinburgh.

PREMIER PRUDENT, A FRENCH OFFICE (9
th

S. xii. 69). Of course I speak with bated
breath as a humble student of the French
language, but sometimes a suggestion is use-

ful. Is not the word "
prudent

"
here intended

simply for
"
president

"
? or, if not, may it

not be intended for
"
prud'homme

"
1 With

regard to the latter word, here are a few
sentences from my dictionary (1750) :

"Prud'homme, en termes de Pratique, se dit des
Experts qu'on nomme en Justice pour visiter et
estimer des choses sur lesquelles on est en contesta-
tion."

"Prud'homme, se dit aussi de certains Artisans
jure"s et nommes pour visiter des marchandises."

" Prud'homme. Terme en usage dans la Marine.
L'Ordonnance de la Marine, L.V. Tit. viii. Des
Pecheurs, art. 6, dit : dans les lieux ou il y a des

Prud'hommes, les Pecheurs s'assembleront annuelle-
ment pour les elire par devant les Officiers de
1'Amiraute, qui recevront le serment de ceux qui
seront nommes, et entendront sans frais les comptes
des deniers de leur Communaute A Marseille on
donne ce nom aux Juges des Pecheurs. Us con-
noissent de tout ce qui concerne la peche. Us peu-
vent condamner sans appel a deux sous d'amende."

I have only been able to trace the word
"
prudent," used substantively, in the sense

of a prudent person. EDWARD LATHAM.

LEWIS (9
th S. xii. 168). The following

inscription on a tablet in Soberton Church,
co. Hants, gives the desired information :

" Here lies interred the body of Thomas Lewis,
Esq., the son of Richard Lewis, Esq., grandson of
Sir Edward Lewis, of an ancient family of the Van
in Glamorganshire. By his first wife, Anna Maria,
daughter and sole heiress of Sir Walter Curl, Lord
of this Mannor, he had no issue. By his second,
Elizabeth, only daughter of the Rev. Mr. Edward
Tumour, Rector of Stapleford Tawney in Essex,
married 1709, he had issue only one daughter,
Elizabeth, married 1730 to Other, Earl of Plimouth,
who dying 1732, and she 1733, left only one'son.
Other Lewis, the present Earl of Plimouth. He
dyed 22 Nov. 1736 in the 58th year of his age."

Elizabeth, relict of Thomas Lewis, Esq.,
died 1 October, 1754, aged 82.

ALFRED T. EVERITT.
High Street, Portsmouth.

THACKERAY'S MOUSTACHE (9
th S. xi. 149).

In reply to the query put by MR. F. G. KITTON,
as to there being any portrait extant done in
the year 1855 of W. M. Thackeray, it may be
pretty safely said that none exists. I was
with the author almost daily whilst he was
writing the '

Newcomes/ in the midsummer
of that year, in Paris, the last number being
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dated 28 June. He had then no moustache.

It is just possible that between that date and
mid-October he may have grown one. He
at times dispensed with the

**
barber's shear,"

when travelling about, to save time and
trouble. But this very locomotion would

preclude lengthy sittings needed for a limning.
Ten years before I made a sketch of him
in fez and caftan, smoking a long cherry-
stick pipe. As he had then clipped off his

moustaches, they were omitted ; but as he
scanned the outline, he took the pencil in

hand, and added these adornments to his

upper lip. I may add that 1840 as a date is

only put proximately on Maclise's drawing
of him. It looks much younger than he

appeared at that time ;
and not then

moustached. EYKE CROWE.

PETER. THE GREAT IN ENGLAND (9
th S. xii'

127). Many details of the visit of the Czar
of Russia to this country in 1698 will be
found in the pages of

' N. & Q.' At 2nd S. i.

365 there is a copy of the long bill of

expenses for damages done to the build-

ings and adjoining property, furniture, and
gardens, at Evelyn's house, at Sayes Court,

Deptford, amounting to 350. 9*. 6d
;
5th S. ii.

125 refers to his visit to Godalming, and
8th S. xii. 26 to the frequent occasions when
he appeared at the Royal Observatory, Green-

wich, even when Flamsteed was engaged at
his observations.

Evelyn, in his 'Diary,' under the date of

9 June, 1698, says :

" To Deptford, to see how miserably the Czar had
left my house, after three months making it his

Court. I got Sir Christopher Wren, the King's
Surveyor, and Mr. London his gardener, to go and
estimate the repairs, for which they allowed 15QL
in their report to the Lords of the Treasury."

Evelyn's servant writes to him :

" There is a house full of people and right nasty.
The Czar lies next your library, and dines in the

parlour next your study. He dines at ten o'clock
and six at night, is very seldom at home a whole
day, very often in the King's Yard, or by the water,
dressed in several dresses. The King is expected
here this day ; the best parlour is pretty clean for
him to be entertained in. The King pays for all he
has."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

AITKEN (9
th S. xii. 129). Aitken of Saltcoats

and Darroch, Stirlingshire, had the following
arms registered in the Lyon Office in 1871 :

Argent, a chevron gules between three cocks
sable.

In 1874 James Aitken, shipowner, Glasgow,
registered Argent, a chevron azure between
two cocks in chief sable and an oak tree

eradicated proper in base. Here the oak is

a piece of canting heraldry, allusive to the

supposed meaning of Aitken- aiken, oaken.
The same allusion appears in the arms

granted to Aiken of Dalmoak (1892): Or,
three oakslips fructed proper, a chief vair.

John Chetwood Aiken, banker, Bristol,

registered in 1885 a variation of the arms of

Aitken, the names doubtless being of common
origin, viz., Or, a chevron sable between two
cocks respectant in chief gules and a hunting
horn in base vert, garnished and stringed of

the third.

In 1804 the followings bearings were regis-
tered for Catherine, second daughter and
co- heiress of Charles Aitken, of the island of

Saint Croix : Per fess ermine and or, four

fleurs-de-lys in cross azure, surmounted of a
cross of the last edged of the field between
four spur-revels gules, the cross charged in

the centre with two greyhounds' heads
addorsed or. This is manifestly a modern
achievement, designed in the worst style of

heraldry.
As for the origin of the name, it might

conceivably represent a diminutive of Arthur.

During the Peninsular War British soldiers

spoke familiarly of the Duke of Wellington
as "Atty," and kin is a common Anglo-Saxon
diminutive suffix. But Arthur was an ex-

ceedingly rare personal name in Scotland

during the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies, when most fixed surnames were
evolved. I cannot bring to mind a single
instance of it. Adam, on the other hand,
was a very common baptismal name, and I

think Mr. Bardsley probably is near the
truth in his 'English Surnames' when he

assigns that as the origin of Atkin, Atkins,
and Atkinson, sharpened forms of Adkin
= little Adam, Adkins, and Adkinson = little

Adam's son. He goes near to prove the

origin by citing from the Hundred Rolls an
instance of an individual entered in one

place as "Adam le Fullere," and in another
as "Adekin le Fuller." Aitken appears to

be but a northern variant of Atkin.
HERBERT MAXWELL.

" CRYING DOWN CREDIT" (9
th S. xii. 29, 138).

Col. Clifford Walton ' in his 'History of

the British Standing Army,' p. 715, says :

"In 1688 James the Second tyrannically ordered

publicans to afford free quarters to soldiers, while

private persons were compelled to billet men for the
remuneration of eightpence a week. It was in eon-

sequence of these oppressions that the Declaration
of Rights asserted the privileges of the subject in

this matter In Ireland, as well as in England,
there were instances of officers being brought to

trial for exacting free quarters. Openly professed
extortion of free quarters became therefore less
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frequent, but not the less were free quarters ob-

tained. It was notorious that officers refused, or

purposely forgot, to give the certificates ; and whole

regiments marched out of towns without paying for

their quarters. It was after investigations into

complaints of this sort by injured civilians, that in

1695 a [Royal] Proclamation was published
directing that for the future, upon arrival of any
troops in a place, publication was to be immediately
made by sound of trumpet or beat of drum that

'no officer or soldier be trusted in their quarters

beyond the rates that have been or shall be pre-
scribed by Act of Parliament.' This process is still

practised, and is termed 'Crying down credit.'
"

W. S.

The Graphic of 15 August, the date of the

latter of tne two references to 'N. & Q.,'

contains an article on 4

Army Bands,' which
thus concludes :

"One of the peculiarities attaching to a regimental
band is its function of marching through the prin-

cipal streets of any town the regiment first arrives

at in garrison playing what is known as the ' Credit
Down.' The supposition is that, once this is done,
no tradesman can recover a debt from any member
of such regiment. Whether such a view of the law
as to the recovery of debts has ever been put to

test the writer does not know, but that it would
hold good is certain. If not, the custom should be
abolished, for it is simply making a circus parade of

His Majesty's Army." P. 225.

Is any particular melody consecrate to such
occasions ? ST. SWITHIN.

MARRIAGE IN A SHEET (9
th S. xii. 146).

There is an interesting chapter on
'

Marrying
in a White Sheet' to be found in Old Church
Lore,' by William Andrews, F.R.H.S. (1891).

JOHN T. PAGE.

BREAKING THE GLASS AT JEWISH WED-
DINGS (9

th S. xii. 46, 115). For aught I know
to the contrary MR. DAVIS is quite sound in
his association of those sentimental ideas.
The juxtaposition seems natural and almost
inevitable. According to him it has a different
role from that of the skeleton at Egyptian
feasts. In actual practice I am afraid it is

not so at all. I am afraid the smashing of
the glass has but a momentary influence upon
the spectators. Far from depressing, it in-

variably exhilarates them. It acts rather as
a signal for pent-up feelings to find a vent,
feelings that have been bottled up during the

prolonged service. The buzz of conversation
and the hum of movement are once more
set going. As to the bridegrooms, countless
numbers crush the glass with such uncon-
cealed gusto and with such triumphant
alacrity that it is difficult to imagine such
sombre ideas as the destruction of Jerusalem
or the loss of nationality were oppressing
them at all. If MR. DAVIS had made out a
case for the frailty of all human ties or con-

tracts I could have followed him, as I hold,

with the author of
l Evolution of Marriage/

that this institution has ascended, like animal

structures, by slow evolutionary processes

from a cell-like atom to a perfect organism.
He has, however, associated the glass with

loss of nationality. This calls for some

criticism. For my own part, if I fancied

MR. DAVIS was absolutely correct in his

reading, then, whenever I was called upon
to perform the dramatic office, I should pub-

licly refuse to play that trump card, even

though I lost the lady at the venture,

would not break the glass. For I should feel

that at that most interesting stage in my
career I was breaking faith with my country-

men, who had conferred upon me the price-

less boons of citizenship, &c., on the tacit

understanding that I was going to settle

down to my home and heritage in the spirit

of a Briton, and with the stedfast love of a

freeholder for his estate, and not with the

roving disposition of a gipsy, prepared to

strike my tent at the bidding of any idealist

pointing Zionwards as my proper home and
habitat. It is really time, then, for English
Jews to cast off this last slough of Bedouinism,
if such ideas are symbolized by this breaking
of the glass. Personally I do not believe

there exists any inter-relation of that sort

between these two sets of ideas at all.

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

DRAYTON'S ' POLY-OLBION
'

(9
th S. xii. 102).

Being one of those who occupy their
" time

on toys, idle questions, and things of no

worth," I have taken the trouble to add up
the number of lines in the

'

Poly - olbion,
7

and find MR. CURRY'S conjecture as to the
enormous exaggeration of Hallam fully con-

firmed. The total number of lines is 14,718,

including the Arguments, being an average
of 490 lines to each canto, only two of

which, the twenty-second and twenty-fourth,
exceed 1,000 lines. I may add that, thanks
to the facilities afforded by the Rev. Richard

Hooper's edition of 1876, giving the number
of lines in each canto, the labour of counting
was very trifling. J. F. FRY.

Upton, Didcot.

JOHN HARRIS, PUBLISHER (9
th S. xii. 106).

The "
Bible and Sun," not the

" Bible and
Crown," was the sign of John Harris in
St. Paul's Churchyard, the successor of John
Newbery. The "Bible and Crown" was a

sign which appertained to C. Rivington in

St. Paul's Churchyard. It is, perhaps, un-

necessary to cite the numerous instances of

Newbery's and Rivington's mid-eighteenth-
century advertisements substantiating this.
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They were, of course, two distinct publishers.
Next to Harris, 1 think, came Grant &
Griffith, whence Griffith & Farran. Then
again, I think, but am not in this case quite
sure, that it is the ** Bible and Sun "

again,
and not the "Bible and Crown," "near
Devereux Court," where Newbery first

opened when he came to London. The
" Bible and Sun " was certainly

" near
Devereux Court," for it was "next the
Kose tavern without Temple Bar," where in

1738 James Hutton hung out his sign and
sold a "Metzotinto of the Rev. Mr. White-

field, from a picture of Mr. Beard's, to whom
he sat for it, and to no other person
whatever." Whitefield's sermons were also
"
printed for James Hutton at the ' Bible and

Sun,' and sold by J. Wilson in Bristol,
J. Leale in Bath, and Messrs. Harris, sen.

and jun., in Gloucester" (London Evening
Post, 4 and 14 Feb., 1738).

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

IMAGINARY OR INVENTED SAINTS (9
th S.

xii. 127). I see in a Swedish calendar

published at Stockholm 1898, 3 January is

dedicated to Enoch. Those learned in these
matters can say who he was, whether or no
the Enoch of the Bible or another. I think
it was when Napoleon I. was confirmed the

bishop said he had neverheard of St. Napoleon ;

but the boy said,
" There are many saints in

Paradise, but only 365 days in the year." In
the above calendar Martin Luther is com-
memorated 10 November. R. B. B.

Though I have no doubt your correspondent
writing from Glasgow is perfectly well ac-

ouainted with the following note, yet others

may not be so. Let me, therefore, mention
an allusion to St. Enoch in

' Rob Roy ':

"Full of sinister augury, for which, however, I
could assign no satisfactory cause, I shut myself up
in my apartment at the inn, and having dismissed

Andrew, after resisting his importunity to accom-
pany him to St. Enoch's Kirk, where he said

' a
soul -

searching divine was to haud forth,' I set

myself seriously to consider what were [sic] best to
be done." Chap. xxi.

An appended note in the "
Centenary Edi-

tion
"
observes :

" This I believe to be an anachronism, as St.
Enoch's Church was not built at the date of the
story [i.e., 1715]. It was founded in 1780, and has
since been rebuilt."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

ROSCOMMON AND POPE (9
th S. xii. 126).

Perhaps in attributing the couplet to Pope
William Bell Scott had in mind an early
passage in the '

Autobiography of Benjamin
Franklin,' where the same attribution is

made. Franklin, by the way, suggests, not

unreasonably I think, that a more logical

x>rm would be :

Immodest words admit but this defence,
That want of modesty is want of sense.

WALTER JERROLD.

Hampton-on-Thames.

BANNS OF MARRIAGE (9
th S. xii. 107). The

Act concerning the solemnization of marriages,
4 George IV., of which your correspondent

speaks, was repealed by Act 6 & 7

William IV., which is now in force, when an

entirely new set of register books in dupli-
cate had to be provided for every parish
church. This, of course, needed properly a

different banns book, which was printed in

small 4to, and is usually the one in use,

though in a small country parish like this

the old banns book suffices. Strictly speaking,
an entry is to be made in triplicate, for which
the sum of sixpence is given.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

MINERALOGIST AND BOTANIST TO GEORGE
III. (9

th S. xii. 89). If there was any such

appointment the names of the holders of this

post should be found in the old
'

Royal Kalen-

dars'of the time. G. F. R. B.

LUSHINGTON (9
th S. xii. 7, 76). There is

more than one theory as to the origin of lush.

In the second volume (1890) of the Journal

of the Gipsy Lore Society, p. 217, it is derived

from "Shelta lush, to eat or drink." It is

some support of this that there are several

other English cant or slang terms which
have been traced to Shelta. Blofa. of which
Dr. Murray says "origin unknown," is almost

certainly Shelta ;
and so are probably burerk,

ken, mauley, moniker, monkery, mizzle, rum,

toby. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

LONGFELLOW'S ' WRECK OF THE HESPERUS '

(9
th S. xii. 129). The following (quoted from

the
'

Ency. Brit.,' vol. x. p. 692a) replies to

the first question :

" About two miles from it [i.e., Gloucester, Essex

county, Massachusetts] is Norman's Woe, the

scene of the wreck of the '

Hesperus,' celebrated in

Longfellow's poem."

The answer to the second question, seeing
that the " White Ship

" was lost off the coast

of Normandy, is, obviously,
" No."

No doubt your correspondent is acquainted
with Mrs. Hemans's poem on the subject of

the " White Ship," 'He Never Smiled Again.'
With regard to Longfellow's poem, the

following particulars may be interesting,
taken from 'Voices of the Night,'&c., "River-

side Edition
"
(Routledge, 1886). According to
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the introductory note to
* Ballads and othe

Poems,' the poem was written in the early
morning of 30 December, 1839, the actua"
disaster having occurred only a few week*
before.

Perhaps some American reader can tel

us the origin of the name " Norman's Woe '

as applied to the reef upon which the

Hesperus struck. EDWARD LATHAM.

The " Reef of Norman's Woe "where the

Hesperus and others vessels were wrecked in

December, 1839 is off the Massachusetts
coast, near Gloucester, which lies about thirty
miles north-east of Boston. (See 'Life of
H. W. Longfellow,' vol. i. p. 337.) Thi
sufficiently shows that it has no connexion
with the loss of the

" White Ship."
WALTER JERROLD.

Hampton-on-Thames.

MORE CHURCH, SHROPSHIRE : MORTUARY
INSCRIPTION AT CLUN (9

th S. xii. 146). The
arms alluded to appear to be those of William
Smyth (or Smith), appointed Bishop of
Lichfield and Coventry 1492, Bishop of Lin-
coln 1496-1514. He was also Archdeacon of

Surrey, President of Wales, Chancellor of
Oxford, and co-founder of Brasenose College,
the arms of which should be referred to for

comparison. The inescutcheon bears the
arms of the See of Lincoln.

GEORGE C. PEACHEY.

Mico ^AMILY (9
th S. xii. 145). According

to * A List of some Eminent Members of the
Mercers' Company of London '

(1872), Sir
Samuel Mico was Master Warden of that
company in 1666, and died during his

mastership. "His widow left to the Com-
pany 1,500/. to found almshouses for ten
poor widows." These almshouses are situated
at Stepney, where they stand on the south
side of the church facing the churchyard.A stone thereon is thus inscribed :

The Gift of Dame
Jane Mico Relict of

S Sam Mico Mercer Dec.
Built An" 1691

Rebvilt
By the Worshipfvl Company of Mercers

A.I). 1856

Possibly the existence of these almshouses
at btepney may point to some connexion
between the Mico family and that place.

West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

"WAKE 'W VILLAGE FEAST (9
th S. xii. 107,

I34)- The " wakes "
is still in popular use in

Derbyshire, Cheshire, and Staffordshire, in
'

, ,

i
wi

!?.
as

,
we11 as villages. Far from the

facilities for travelling" being likely to cause

(as HIPPOCLIDES imagines) the term to decay,
they are more likely to perpetuate it. The
week beginning with the first Sunday in

August sees the wakes of Stoke- upon-Trent,
and special trains run each day during" Stoke wakes week." I found the advantage
of the wakes when in Liverpool one day
during that week, being able to remain there
an hour and a half later than usual.

M. ELLEN POOLE.
Alsager, Cheshire.

The custom sometimes varies within a
county, but this may be due to infection
from neighbouring counties. In the im-
mediate neighbourhood of Nottingham, for

instance, wakes is common, as it is in Derby-
shire, but twelve miles away eastward, where
I was born and brought up, it is never heard,
nor have I ever heard it in the neighbouring
villages of Leicestershire. Wake I have not
heard anywhere. C. C. B.

Wakes are doubtless the remains of an old
Romish custom of celebrating the anniversary
of the patron saint of the parish church, now
generally discontinued. Further informa-
tion will be found in Strutt's

'

Sports and
Pastimes,' Brand's '

Popular Antiquities,'
Wheatley's

' Book of Common Prayer
'

(1859),
Andrews's 'Church Treasure' (1898), and
N. & Q.,' 2nd S. xii. 229. It is recorded in

9th S. ii. 183 that the annual wake at

Albrighton, near Wolverhampton, had been
discontinued so recently as the year 1898.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

RIMING EPITAPH (9
th S. xi. 487 ; xii. 51, 92,

172).
" The story told

: '

by the Penny Maga-
ine, 1835, and the very similar one by Mrs.
jratty, 1890, and the comments since made,
ead any one at first to exclaim : "How
toolish were 'the gentleman and the pious
cleric

'

in ' not perceiving the point
' when

we shall
' and ' we must ' had to be read as

)art of a sentence which a di-al ('die-all')
lad to complete !

"

But were they so wanting in perception 1

A. lady comes to their timely rescue. My
-ister, by her stupendous intelligence, saves
he gentleman and the pious cleric from the
harge of obtuse folly brought against them.
The reading that they supplied was not " We
hall clock !

" The original reading might
ust as well be made " We shall sun !

" The
Criticized ones used a dial, as well as any
)thers did. If the time-indicator-by-shadow
las a dial, so also has the clock ! The clock-
ace is termed a dial, and will fulfil the
mnning purpose of the legend just as well
as the other sort of dial. Therefore it is
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clear that the critics of the gentleman and
of the pious cleric are those who "did not

perceive the point" when the words "we
shall

"
or

" we must " were made by them to

precede the
"
dial

"
of a clock. W. I.

JOHN GILPIN'S ROUTE (9
th S. xii. 170).

Many years ago I took what I supposed to be
John Gilpin's route in tricycling from London
to Ware, on the way to Cambridge. The
direct way from Cheapside would be through
the Poultry and Cornhill to Bishopsgate

1

Street, then northward through Shoreditch,

Kingsland Road, and Tottenham, to Edmon-
ton. But John Gilpin's route lay through
"merry Islington," so he must be assumed
to have left Cheapside at the west end, and
to have ridden through St. Martin's-le-Grand,
Aldersgate Street, Goswell Street, and Gos-
well Road, to about where King's Cross
Station now is, and then to have borne to

the right through Islington, and perhaps
Stoke Newington, to Tottenham and Edmon-
ton. I found "The Bell at Edmonton" and
its surroundings very different from Calde-
cott's picture. "The Bell" is now a large"
public-house," where, I am bound to say,

the "
shandy-gaff

" was excellent. On the
exterior was, and probably still is, a large
painting representing Gilpin's ride. From
Edmonton the unhappy John would gallop
away by Enfield Highway, Waltham Cross,
and Hoddesdon, to Ware, which is, as a
matter of fact, about thirteen miles north of

Edmonton, and twenty-two from Cheapside,
or a mile or two further by way of Islington.

J. T. F.

P. M.'s question is relevant to a thought
which crossed my mind two or three days
before : that a minutely annotated edition of

'JohnGilpin' might be fraught with delight.
I was wondering why the wine was not left

behind, as a matter of course. When citizens

of credit and renown like the hero went
off for a day's holiday, intending to dine at
a respectable hostelry like the "Bell" at

Edmonton, was it usual for them to take

nothing ''for the good of the house/' but to

import their own wine, and to incur the

liability of a charge for corkage 1

ST. SWITHIN.

BRIDGE CHANTRY IN THE WEST RIDING
(9

th S. xii. 43, 111). The interesting article

by MR. I. GIBERNE SIEVEKING under the
above heading might with advantage be very
greatly supplemented. He, however, made
an incorrect and incongruous assertion, which
must be rectified. MR. SIEVEKING says that
Allen the historian gives the lie to the state-

ment that the chantry on the bridge dates

from Edward IV. 's reign. In the following
column of the same page he again quotes
Allen, and says :

" The chapel was built by Edward IV. in memory
of his father Richard, Duke of York, and those of

his party who fell at Wakefield."

May I refer MR. SIEVEKING to Camden,
fol. 710, Gibson's edition

;
also Tindal's

' Notes
on Rapin,' i. fol. 586, which Allen has un-

doubtedly copied 1

" This chapel was built by Edward IV. in memory
of his father Richard, Duke of York, and those of
his party who fell in the battle of Wakefield."

In vol. xvi. of 'The Beauties of England
and Wales,' edited by John Bigland, in 1812,

pp. 804-5, will be found the following :

" At the south-east entrance into Wakefield is a
handsome stone bridge over the Calder. It was
built in the reign of Edward III., and is a fine

specimen of the masonry of that age. In the centre
of this bridge, projecting from the eastern side, and
resting partly on the sterlings, is an ancient chapel,
built in the richest style of Gothic, or Saracenic
architecture. This most beautiful structure is ten

yards in length, and about eight in breadth. The
east window, overhanging the river, is adorned
with various and beautiful tracery, and the parapets
perforated. The windows on the north and south
sides are equally rich. But the west front facing
the passage over the bridge exceeds all the rest in

profusion of ornament, being divided by buttresses
into compartments forming recesses with lofty pedi-
ments and pointed arches, with spandrels richly
flowered, and above is an entablature supporting
five basso rilievos, the whole being crowned with
battlements. The buttresses, finials, traceries, &c.,
form an assemblage of Gothic embellishments which
for richness and delicacy can scarcely be excelled."

A newspaper cutting for 1848 reads as
follows :

" The Chapel on Wakefield Bridge. This splendid
building, which had been used as a counting-house
for a considerable period previous to its restoration,
has been opened this week in connexion with the
Church of England, and is called St. Mary's Chapel.
It was opened without re-consecration, the Bishop
deeming it unnecessary, it having been formerly
occupied by Roman Catholics."

In August, 1848, Mr. C. J. Greenwood,
architectural draughtsman, executed two
beautiful engravings of the exterior and
interior of the chantry as restored. These
were published in lithographic form by
Messrs. Illingworth & Hicks, of Wakefield,
in royal folio, and sold at four shillings each.
I have an original prospectus of the same,
together with a facsimile of the ruins of the

chantry as it appeared in 1846, and if these
would be interesting to MR. SIEVEKING I
shall be happy to lend them to him.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.
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FOUNTAIN PENS (9
th S. xu 390, 428, 450 ;

xii. 32). On 20 December, 1819, James Henry
Lewis, of No. 104, High Holborn, professor of

stenography, obtained a patent (No. 4,426) for
" An improvement or substitute for or addi-

tion to pens as usually employed in the art

of writing, which he denominates
'

caligraphic
fountain pen.'

" Lewis was born in Gloucester-

shire in 1786, and died at Gravesend in 1853.

He was a very well-known teacher of writing,

shorthand, and book-keeping, and a short

account of his life is given in Mr. Boase's

'Modern English Biography.' R. B. P.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The, Love, of an Uncrowned Queen : Sophie Dorothea,
Consort of George I. By W. H. Wilkins, M.A.,
F.S.A. (Longmans & Co.)

BY the methods of the painstaking and conscientious

investigator Mr. Wilkins, in a second edition, has

given his
' Love of an Uncrowned Queen

'

the right
to take its place as a permanent and abiding his-

tory. In addition to its claims to romance and

seldom, surely, has a royal story of so recent a date

contained so many elements of tragedy the life

which Mr. Wilkins depicts forms an integral and
essential portion of English history. To understand

aright the lives of the early Georges and the manner
in which the throne of Britain passed to the house
of Hanover, and, most of all, to comprehend the

coarseness and debauchery of the Courts of the

first successors of the Stuart monarchs, it is indis-

pensable to know the method of life at Celle and
Hanover, and to see in their right colours the

obstinate, crapulous, mistress-ridden existences of

the princes of the House of Brunswick, who supplied
Britain and Germany with a line of kings. Of

Sophie Dorothea Mr. Wilkins says, in his con-

cluding words, "Her love and her sorrows plead
for her her sorrows most of all, for it may be
doubted if either history or romance can offer a

parallel to the long-drawn agony of the life of this

uncrowned queen." Again, in the concluding lines

of his preface he institutes a parallel, justifiable

enough, between Sophie Dorothea and Mary Stuart.

The imprisonment of Sophie Dorothea "in the

lonely castle of Ahlden was longer and more
rigorous than Mary's captivity in England, and the
assassination of Konigsmarck was as dramatic as

the murder of Rizzio." To this we would add that,
while the story of the sufferings of Mary Stuart has
been told hundreds of times, and is perhaps the
most familiar in history, that of Sophie Dorothea
is scarcely known and imperfectly understood, and
we know not in what English work, until the

appearance of Mr. Wilkins's volume, the full

tragedy can be read. Even now the authenticity
-of the letters which Mr. Wilkins discovered and
brought for the first time within our ken is in

some quarters disputed. It should be so no longer.

Apart from any other cause, the bulk of the corre-

spondence is too great to permit of the assumption
that it is a forgery. Fear and malignity combined
could alone have prompted the manufacture of the
letters. Of the latter there was enough in the

putrid heart of the Countess Spaten, perhaps the

nost obscene of all royal mistresses, and even in

;he more philosophical breast df the Electress

Sophia, but of, fear there was none. The beautiful

daughter of Eleonore de Celle, who brought her

French vivacity, passion, and love of admiration to

lighten the dark depravity of the Hanoverian

Court, was a mere child in the hands of her enemies
and persecutors, and in her distress for the fate of

icr murdered lover signed away her freedom. One
can scarcely understand how one so bright, co-

quettish, and unambitious, albeit so wanton, could
lave begotten animosities so implacable. The
letters which Mr. Wilkins traced to their obscure

resting-place in the University of Lund, in Sweden,
and which, in the face of innumerable difficulties,

he classified and arranged with an insight so pene-
trative it looks like inspiration, have to be accepted,
and the book Mr. Wilkins has written concerning
them has to be read and studied. Familiar as we
are with the letters of Marianne Alcaforada, given
bo the world by the shameless egoism and vanity
of her lover, and other ebullitions of passion, real

or feigned, we find those of Sophie Dorothea

among the most veracious and human documents
we possess. We cannot enter further into this

matter. Mr. Wilkins has rendered a real service

to scholarship, and tardily, as we know, since the

present year has exercised an almost unparalleled
pressure on the small space we can devote to books
we counsel those who have not already done so to

read his volume. Few tasks are likely to involve
an equal measure of advantage and delight.

Sally Wister\s Journal: a True Narrative. Edited
by Albert Cook Myers. (Philadelphia, Ferris &
Leach ; London, Headley Brothers.)

THIS interesting little volume belongs to a class of

personal memoirs of a kind in which America has
not hitherto shown itself rich. It is the diary,
during two years of the War of Independence, 1777-8,
of a Quaker maiden of much spirit and vivacity,
who was thrown into enforced, but welcome,
intimacy with officers of what is called

" the Con-
tinental Army." Considering the supposedly peace-
ful character of her co-religionists, Sally Wister
shows a rather "

unregenerate
"

disposition to
flirtation with her military associates, and she
seems to have set her mind upon subjugating a
certain coy Major William Truman Stoddert, who,
though not proof against her allurements, and
showing, indeed, at times something of a "

coming
on disposition," escapes her wiles, and ultimately
marries some one else. Sally is an attractive
creature, and her confidences repay study. Thanks
to the supplementary information afforded by the
editor, the book is to some extent a genealogical
treasure, and it gives by letterpress and illus-
tration a picture of life among the hills of

Gwynedd and on the Wissahickon in the period
succeeding the battle of the Brandywine which
is unlike anything else we possess of the period.
At the time of the action Sally Wister was
twenty-six years of age. The nearest approach
to the charm of her recollections and observations
we find in the early writings of Fanny Butler
(Kemble), which are also, of course, widely different.
With the British army, though it is often near at
hand, she makes, unfortunately for us, no acquaint-
ance, and the nearest we get to it is in seeing the
handsome coloured picture of a British Grenadier
which serves as frontispiece. A figure of the sort
we are not sure whether it is this or another
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serves the saucy Sally and her associates to play a
rather dangerous trick in frightening with it a Mr.
Tilly, a young Virginian officer. Fortunately a

complete amnesty is afforded, thanks to the youth
and charms of the jokers, but the consequences
might easily have been serious. This book must
have a wonderful charm for an American public,
and may be read with much pleasure by English-
men, to whom the scenes and characters, and even
the history, which is illustrated are less familiar.

The Three Days' Tournament : a Study in Romance
and Folk-lore. By Jessie L. Weston. (Nutt.)

THIS latest addition to "The Grimm Library,"
in which attractive series it is No. XV., is, in

fact, an appendix to No. XII. in the same series,
* The Legend of Sir Lancelot du Lac '

of the same
author. If ever the earlier work reaches to the
honour of a reprint this will be inserted in it as an
added chapter. Its chief interest is in the further

proof it affords of the value of Miss Weston's
labours. With the tournament, in which Lancelot
appears in suits of armour of three different colours
and executes prodigies of valour, and with its

analogues, or corresponding tales, we need not con-
cern ourselves. We are most interested in the views
of Miss Weston as to the extent to which any form
of historic base is to be accepted. One point on
which Miss Weston insists is that we have fallen
into the error of dealing with Arthurian romance
as if the literary form in which it first appeared
synchronized with the beginning of the action. The
Arthurian problem, moreover, in literary value and
in intrinsic interest forms " the most important
group in mediaeval literature," and although it does
not, like the Charlemagne romances, reflect certain
facts or periods of history, is worth scientific study
on its own account. Miss Weston writes well as a
rule. We wish, then, she would not fall into a
slovenliness such as "To thoroughly understand."
Does she not see that "

Thoroughly to understand"
is more vigorous as well as more accurate ?

The Vita Nuova, or New Life, of Dante Alighieri.
Translated from the Italian by Frances de Mey.
(Bell & Sons.)

WE have here a fairly effective translation of the
' Vita Nuova,' artistically and daintily got up, with
rubricated capitals, an emblematical cover, and a
lovely text. Dante Gabriel Rossetti's translation
will always be a delight for scholars. The present
rendering will, however, reach a different class,
and will serve to popularize a work a knowledge of
which is indispensable to the full comprehension of
Dante's life and labours.

The Minor English Poems of John Milton. By
H. 0. Beeching. (Methuen & Co.)

To the "Little Library" has been added a pretty
reprint of Milton's

' Minor Poems,' accompanied by
a portrait of the poet at the age of twenty-one by
W. N. Gardiner. What is the source or authority
for this we know not, but it gives an attractive
likeness of Milton at the time when he was spoken
of as the "

lady of Christ's." Mr. Beeching's intro-
duction is, necessarily, appreciative and delightful.
We do not agree, however, with the limitations
upon the praise of the 'Hymn on the Nativity.'We do not think that the "towers and battle-
ments" of 'L'Allegro' are those of Windsor, and
we protest with all our might against the declara-
tion that 'Arcades' is "rot interesting." It is a

pity that the lines of poems such as *
L'Allegro

'

and 'II Penseroso,'
'

Lycidas,' 'Comus,' &c., are
not numbered, especially as Mr. Beeching some-
times refers to the numbers of lines, and forces on
the reader a process of computation. We would
have the notes also a little more numerous. Why
not, when mentioning who was the "

starred

Ethipp queen
"
of '11 Penseroso,' tell us who was

"Prince Memnon's sister" in the same poem? It
is not every one who knows.

A Short History of the Ancient Greek Sculptors. By
H. Edith Legge. (Fisher Unwin.)

IN the absence of more ambitious treatises this
well-written and fully illustrated little volume may
convey to thousands of readers some knowledge of
a subject which in this country has never received
the attention it merits. It is a trustworthy and
excellent work, a study of which may be com-
mended to those about to visit the principal
European galleries or to study the frieze of the
Parthenon and the other treasures of the British
Museum. It aspires also to be of service in schools,
and is thoroughly fitted for such a purpose.

The Poems and Verses of Charles Dickens. Edited
by F. G. Kitton. (Chapman Hall.)

NEITHER very bulky nor very important is Dickens's
poetical baggage. Dickens had, indeed, few gifts
either dramatic or lyrical, and 'The Ivy Green' is

perhaps the only poem of his that enjoys any
appreciable popularity. By including 'The Village
Coquettes,' produced by Braham at the St. James's
in 1836, the Prologue to Westland Marston's '

Patri-
cian's Daughter,' 1842, and some other not too
accessible items, Mr. Kitton has made up a mode-
rate-sized volume, which he has enriched with a
few notes and an interesting frontispiece, and has
dedicated to Miss Georgina Hogarth.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.
MESSRS. E. PARSONS & SONS catalogue a library

of seventeenth-century literature in contemporary
bindings and in choice condition, which includes
some remarkable rarities. First comes, under
America, Peter Martyr's

' De Novo Orbe,' trans-
lated into English by R[ichard] Eden [who was
cited before Gardiner for heresy], 1612, priced 85/.
Another American rarity is John Josselyn's 'An
Account of Two Voyages to New England,' 1674,
201. Bacon's 'Twoo Bookes of the Proficience
and Advancement of Learning,' 1605, said to be
probably the best and finest copy in existence, is

priced 150 guineas. Other early Bacons are quoted,
including R. G.'s translation of

' The Naturall and
Experimentall History of Winds,' 1653, priced
121. 12s. A 1647 Beaumont and Fletcher, slightly
impaired, 25 guineas ;

' The Supplication of Doctour

taphia,' first edition, 51. 5s. ; Burton's 'Anatomy
of Melancholy,' second edition, 121. 12-s., sixth edi-
tion, 11. 71.; Carew's 'Poems,' 1640, 15/. 15s., 1642,
51. 51. ; Cartwright's

'

Comedies,' 1651, 20 guineas ;
' Cavendish Negotiations of Thomas Woolsey

'

1641, 12/. 12s., ibid., 1667, 41. 4-?. ; Charro's (sic)
' Of

Wisdom,' translated by Samson Lennard, 1651,
131. 13s., unmentioned in Lowndes (Lennard was
Rouge-Rose Pursuivant); Major Clancei's

'

Life and
Death of the Greatest Cheat of this Age,' 1680;
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Bishop Corbet's 'Poems,' 121. 12s.; Cotgrave's
1 Wit's Interpreter,' 1655, 30/. ; Cotton's

* Scar

ronides,' 5/. 10*. ; Cowley's
'

Poernata,' 1668, 51. 5s.

early newspapers ; Richard Flecknoe's
'

Diariura,

1651, 01. 10*. ; Ben Jonson, 2 vols., 1640, 28L 8*.

Lovelace and Davies's ' Letters of Affairs,' 1W. 10*'.

Milton's 'Paradise Lost, 1668, 5K., 'Paradise Re-

gained
' and ' Samson Agonistes,' 1670, 551. ; Ogilby's

'

Virgil,' thick paper, 251. ;

'

Quaker Tracts,' 211.
' The Rump,' first edition, 10/. 10s. ;

' The Wits
or, Sport upon Sport,' 2 vols., 201. No. 147, W. Shake

speare, is a curious collection, which we cannot

quite make out.
Other catalogues of the same firm also reach us.

One of fine -art and illustrated books includes
coloured caricatures by Rowlandson, Woodward
Cruikshank, Lane, Alken, Crowquill, and Pym
Frankau's '

Eighteenth - Century Colour Prints,'
221. Ids. ; Foster's

' The Stuarts
'

; Jesse's
'

English
Historical Memoirs '

; Propert's
' Miniature Art '

;

' Annals of Sporting
'

; Audley's
' Ornamental Arts

of Japan
'

; Balzac's
' (Euvres Completes

'

; Nash's
' Worcestershire

'

; Girtin's
' Views in Paris

'

;

Wouverman's ' CEuvres
'

; a MS. Koranus Ara-
bicus ;

' Portrait Miniatures in the Burlington
Fine -Arts Club'; Williamson's 'Account of Cos-

way
'

; a large-paper
'

Rubaiyat
'

of Omar Khayyam ;

a large collection of etchings, with works on porce-
lain and on pottery.
A clearance catalogue is rich in Ackermanns,

Alkens, costume books, Cruikshanks, and, among
separate items, Bewick's '

Works,' 40 guineas ;

Brunet's ' Manuel de Libraire
'

; Sharpe's
'
British

Poets
'

; Chaffers's
' Keramic Gallery' ; Newhouse's

'

Coaching Scenes
'

; Fagan's
'

History of Engraving
'

;

Hill's
'

Etchings of Animals '

;

' The Houghton Gal-

lery'; Mignerak's 'Lace,' Paris, 1605, 18 guineas;

Meyrick's 'Ancient Armour'; Lysons's 'Environs
of London,' extra-illustrated; a 1762 'Cpntes de
Lafontaine,' morocco, by Dessoin, with his label

;

Morland's ' Sketches of Rustic Farmyards
'

;

Piranesi's
' Rome '

; Smith's '

Catalogue Raisonne",'
42 guineas ; Philobiblon Society's publications ;

a collection of Swinburne's works.
A catalogue of mezzotint portraits includes rare

portraits of Penn, Richardson, Shakespeare (the
Chandos

portrait), Goldsmith, Cobbett, Evelina,
Duchess of Newcastle, and others.
Mr. Thorp's Catalogue, No. 141, issued from

Reading, has a series of interesting articles under
such familiar headings as America, Angling, Aus-
tralia, Greek and Latin Classics, London, Oxford,
Berks, Bucks, &c. Special items include the
Osterley copy of Ashmole's 'Antiquities of Berk-
shire,' Curll, 10(. 10*., a later edition, 1736, 01. 9*.

;

Brayley and Britton's 'Beauties of England'; two
collections of Miss Burney's

'

Works,' first edition
;

' Le Moniteur de la Mode '

; Sir G. F. Duckett's
'Charters'; the '

Encyclopaedia Britannica,' 25
vols., full morocco, with the revolving bookcase;
Hawker's 'Quest of the Sangraal'; 76 vols. of
' N. & Q.,' no General Indexes

; a 1750 Rabelais in
English ; Roberts's '

Holy Land,' 4 vols., atlas folio
;Home Tooke's '

Diversions of Purley,' MS. addi-
tions

; and Park's Walpole's 'Royal and Noble
Authors.'
Mr. Charles Higham issues what he calls a

Holyday - Time Catalogue, consisting largely of
theology. There are a largish collection of Roman
Catholic works ; Hook's

'

Lives of the Archbishops
'

;

some foreign and colonial missionary publications ;

a contemporary MS. of James I. ; an early Wesley's

' Hymns
'

; Laguna's Spanish version of the Psalms ;

the Westminster Missal of the Henry Bradshaw
Society ; a Keble's

' Hymns Ancient and Modern,'
with MS. additions by the author ; and Newman's
' Lives of English Saints.'

The Rochdale catalogue of Mr. James Clegg gives

many works from the library of John Bright. A
copy of Cotton's 'Short Explanation' is said to
have belonged to Charles Reade the novelist, and
to contain a deeply interesting note relative to him
and his wife and their domestic happiness. As
Reade was never married, this must be curious.

Many books are presentation copies to Bright, and
some have MS. notes in his hand. Sixty vols. of

Cobbett's
'

Political Register
'

are priced 37. There
are a few engravings.
The September catalogue of Henry Young & Sons,

of Liverpool, contains some rare and interest-

ing books, comprising fine illuminated MSS.,
including

' Horse Beatse Marise Virginis cum Calen-

dario,' with beautiful miniatures, price 120/. The
date is about 1440. There is also an heraldic work
containing 600 large drawings of the Knights of the

Garter, from its foundation to the time of King
Charles I., price 40Z., as well as a complete set
of the ' Bibliotheca Curiosa

'

for 11. 7s., published
at 16/. 16s. ;

Hill's book on organs, containing 75
large plates of the most famous organs in Europe ;

a complete set of the League (newspaper), the organ
of the National Anti-Corn-Law League, from its

commencement, 30 Sept., 1843, to its close, 4 July,
1846, 3 vols. There are some bargains for book
collectors.

Mr. Thorp's (St. Martin's Lane) catalogue for

September, in addition to books on general litera-

ture, contains a number of Boydell's prints illus-

trating Shakespeare.

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ng queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
aut in parentheses, immediately, after the exact
leading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."
A. E. Apply to the College of Arms.
H. R. You do not give exact reference.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

;o "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
isher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E C.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

THE LIGURIANS.

A SUGGESTIVE account of the racial types
in modern Spain is to be found in an ap-

pendix to Dr. Gadow's 'In Northern Spain.'
The writer there formulates a theory which
is in danger of being overlooked, occurring
as it does in a volume devoted to a chatty
description of two summer tours. His main

points may be shortly noted. In prehistoric

Spain there were three races : (1) the dolmen

builders, who, like those of North Africa,
Great Britain, North Germany, and Southern

Scandinavia, were tall, short-faced, long-

headed, fair, with blue or grey eyes; (2) a

short-headed, dark-haired race
;
and (3) the

Kelts, whom, curiously enough, he charac-

terizes as short-headed and dark-haired.

In modern Spain we find the Basques, who
are physically similar to (1) above. Very
similar are some Berber tribes, the Tuaregs,
some Somali tribes, the Guanches of the

Canaries, and possibly the Tamehu of the old

Egyptians. Dr. Gadow's theory is that

Spain, France, and Italy were first peopled
by Palaeolithic, short-headed, dark-haired,
short people, possibly akin to the Dark
Kabyles, and coming very likely from
Armenia. Later a North African Berberic

race originating in Egypt or Somaliland
extended in two streams into Europe, one
stream crossing into Spain, the other through
Sardinia and Corsica to France, and thence
by way of Brittany to Great Britain, while
a side stream went to Germany and
Scandinavia. These were the dolmen
builders, and their culture was Neolithic.
As they passed out of that stage of culture
they gave up erecting dolmens, and at the
same time mingled with the original short-
headed race. Hence we have an explanation
of the circumscribed area in which the stone
monuments of Spain are found. This race
of dolmen builders can alone be termed
Iberians. Apparently the older race are
Ligurians. Both races spoke non-Aryan
languages, and modern Basque is a mixture of
their two tongues : it is impossible to say
which is the predominant partner.
Assuming that this theory is correct, we

have a basis for a clearer analysis of English
types than the ordinary Iberian-Keltic-
Teuton formula. In an account of the people
of Ireland from the pen of Sir H. Johnston
which appeared in the Daily Graphic some
months ago, I notice that with reference to
the Iberian type grey eyes are mentioned as
a characteristic, but occasionally brown. This
surely points to the fact that what Sir H.
Johnston calls the Iberian type is really a
mixture. I am inclined to think that the
ultimate analysis of the racial types of Great
Britain is as follows. After the Neander-
thaloid man disappeared the islands were
occupied by an Esquimaux type. Next came
an invasion of Iberians, when the stone monu-
ments were built. Then came an influx of
the mixed Ibero-Ligurians, thus introducing
the brown-eyed type of Iberian, to be
followed by two waves of Kelts, then Teutons
and others of whom we read in history.
To assign any particular individual at the

present day to one or another of these races
seems an impossibility, but something may
be done in certain cases. I am myself tall

dark-haired, brown-eyed, short-headed. Now
in this case the stature may be either Iberian,
Keltic, or Teutonic

; the dark hair points to
Ligurian ; the brown eyes and short head are
likewise Ligurian ; hence I consider myself a
specimen of the Ibero-Ligurian mixed race, in
which the Ligurian preponderates. The pos-
sibility, or rather probability, of an influx of
this mixed race distinct from the pure Iberians
who built the monuments has scarcely, I
think, received due weight. It is well to
emphasize the fact that the dark Kelt is not
in the least Iberian as regards his hair and
eyes, but rather Ligurian.
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The modern Georgians are said to be
descendants of a tribe called by Greek
writers Iberians, but in physical type they
resemble the Ligurians. Probably the name
Iberian was given to the Caucasian tribe

and also to the Spanish tribe without imply-
ing any racial connexion. May I take this

opportunity of thanking several of your
correspondents for lists of books on the races

of mankind which will be valuable guides to

me when I have an opportunity of visiting
a library ? FEED. G. ACKERLEY.
Care of British Vice-Consul, Libau, Russia.

ANALOGUES OF THE SYRIAC APOCRYPH
OF APHIKIA, THE WIFE OF JESUS BEN
SIRACH.

THE story of Aphikia is an interesting
Christian document brought to light by the
researches of Dr. Margaret Dunlop Gibson,
and is printed in the 'Studia Sinaitica/
No. VIII. (Cambridge, 1901). Mrs. Gibson
gives the Karshuni text from a MS. in the
National Library of France (Fonds Syriaque,
179), and also from an Arabic text in the
same collection (Fonds Syriaque, 50). Another
Arabic copy she found in a Coptic monastery
at Deir Abou Macar, and yet another at
Deir es-Suriani.

The Syriac scribe, who at the beginning of
his writing invokes "the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, the
one God," tells us that he transcribes the

story of Aphikia, wife of Jesus the son of

Sirach, vizier of King Solomon, the son of

David, king of the children of Israel. The
wise king heard that for beauty and wisdom
there was no woman equal to Aphikia.
Desiring to see and converse with her, he
sent a message by the eunuch, his chan-
cellor. She replied, deprecating the king's
visit, but agreeing in this

"
unworthy idea"

if it is carried out in the absence of her
husband. Solomon thereupon sends Jesus
ben Sirach on an embassy to the King of
Mosul. Aphikia is then informed that Solo-
man is about to visit her. In reply she begs
that he will not taste any food until "he
comes and eats it in the abode of his servant.''

Then she went to her cook and said,
" Ask

for all thou requirest, fowls, fish, or mutton.
Cook me from them forty kinds with one
taste, and let them be different and various
in kind." In the early part of the night
Solomon went, and was it to avoid scandal ?

was accompanied by servants bearing
lanterns. He was taken into a chamber
where the feast was spread for him. He
began to eat with great gusto, but found

that different as the dishes were in appear-
ance they all tasted alike. After he had
satisfied his hunger more were brought, and
these he merely tasted, only to find that there

was no difference between one dish and
another. Then he understood that the meal

prepared for him was a parable, and he
asked Aphikia for an' explanation of its

meaning. Her reply must be given in full :

" my lord the King, thy wisdom is sufficient

for thee, and for the whole world. Of what worth
is the light of a candle placed before the sun?
And what is the measure of thy handmaid that
she should speak before the lord the King? The
soul from God moves in her body. To-day she
hides her corruption and her fetidness, and to-

morrow she will be thrown into a grave beyond
the place of the field in which she appears, and she
will be a naked soul with a soul that never dies."

Thereupon Solomon, satisfied with this proof
of the wisdom of Aphikia, arose and departed.
Before he left, however, a ruby fell from his

crown, and lay, unperceived, on the lintels

of the door until the return of the son of
Sirach. He at once recognized the jewel as

belonging to the king, and, believing that his
wife was unfaithful, he remained apart from
her for a couple of years. Then the mother
of Aphikia came on a visit, and saw that her
daughter was suffering in health because of
the estrangement from her husband.

Learning what had happened, the mother
went to Solomon and said :

"0 my lord the King, live for ever! I had a
pleasant vineyard, where I could enjoy life, by God !

in the first place, and be comforted by it ; I gave it
over to a vinedresser to cultivate it. He waited
to give me fruit for a time, then also to himself. I
trusted in regard to this vinedresser that he should
not neglect to improve my vineyard. I did not
visit it for two years. I walked to-day till I reached
it, and I found it waste, going to ruin. I implore
thee, O my lord the King, to judge between me
and this vinedresser, for he has spoiled a noble
vineyard."

Solomon at once understood the hidden
meaning of this parable, and made her
repeat it before the son of Sirach. The
answer of the husband was :

"All that she said is true, except that I did not
weary of doing my best for the vineyard until the
day that my lord the King sent me to Damascus.
But on my return, King, to my vineyard, as I
went up to the interior of my vineyard looking
about, behold there was a trace of the steps of a
great lion within the threshold. And I feared and
turned back, lest the lion should destroy me."

Solomon then swears by the God of Abra-
ham that " the lion did not aim at anything
beyond conversation in speech suitable to
wisdom." Jesus ben Sirach accepts this
assurance and is reconciled to his wife.
This particular MS. is stated to have been
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copied by Alfarag Adar 26, in the year 1885

of the Greeks, i.e., A.D. 1574.*

The two versions have also been printed
with German translations by Prof. V. Ryssel,t
who mentions some of the analogues we are

about to examine, and refers to a further

publication of the text in the Revue des

Etudes Juives (tome xliii. p. 232), which I

have not seen.

The Syriac story bears the impress of a

bowdlerizing hand. What is evidently an
older form may be found in some editions

of the 'Arabian Nights.' The framework of

that treasury of Oriental literature easily
admits of the insertion or withdrawal of

independent matter, and in this way many
stories and fables have been put into the

mouth of Scheherazade. In Mr. John Payne's
translation there begins on the 578th night a
series of tales under the general heading of
1 The Malice of Women.' In the first of these

narratives we have a parallel to the story of

Aphikia. A king who was given to the love

of women one day by chance sees on the

roof of a house a beautiful woman, and on

inquiry learns that she is the wife of one of

his viziers. In order to accomplish his end
the king dispatches this minister on a

diplomatic mission, and then pays a visit to

the house, where the lady receives him
graciously, and when he explains the motive
of his visit does not directly refuse com-

pliance, but gives him a book to read whilst

she goes to prepare food for him.
" He took

the book, and, beginning to read, found therein

moral instances and exhortations such as

restrained him from adultery and broke his

intent to commit sin." Meanwhile the lady,
unconscious of this happy effect of literature,
has prepared a banquet of ninety dishes,

differing in colour and shape, but identical in

taste. On the king expressing his astonish-

ment the lady tells him it is a parable.
" And

what is its meaning ?
" he asked.

" May God
amend the case of our lord the king !

" answered
she.

" In thy palace are ninety concubines
of various colours, but their taste is one. "J
The king, thus admonished, rose hastily and

* * Studia Sinaitica,' No. VIII. Apocrypha
Arabica. 1. Kitab al Magall : or, the Book of the
Rolls. 2. The Story of Aphikia 3. Cyprian and
Justa in Arabic. 4. Cyprian and Justa in Greek.
Edited and translated into English by Margaret
Dunlop Gibson, M.R.A.S., LL.D. (St. Andrews).
London, 1901. P. 59 seqq.
t 'Theologische Studien und Kritiken,'1903, p. 229.

+ The opposite of this argument is the apocryphal
anecdote of Henri IV. sometimes given in expla-
nation of the French proverb

" Toujours perdrix."
See Fumagalli, 'Chi 1' ha Detto?' third edition

(Milano, 1899), p. 40.

returned at once to his palace. But in his

hurry he left under the cushion his signet
ring, which was found by the vizier on his
return. Suspecting that his wife had been
unfaithful, he became estranged. Neither
husband nor wife sought an explanation, but
at last the lady complained to her father.
One day when the vizier and the cadi of the
army were with the king the wife's father
spoke a parable, in which he said that he
had planted a fair garden and spent his sub-
stance upon it until it bore fruit, when he
had given it to the vizier, who ate what fruit
he pleased and then neglected it,

**
so that its

flowers withered and its beauty departed and
it became waste." The vizier at once acknow-
ledged the truth of this, but in explanation
said,

"
I did indeed care for the garden and

ate thereof till one day, going thither, I saw
the track of the lion, wherefore I feared him
and withdrew from the garden." The king
replied, "Return to thy garden, O vizier,
and fear nothing, for the lion came not near
it. It hath been told me that he went
thither, but by the honour of my father and
forefathers he offered it no hurt." On this
the vizier was reconciled to his wife.*

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

(To be continued.)

"SUGH."
IN 'Descriptive Sketches,' 1. 359, Words-

worth, referring to the rare sounds that
disturb Swiss solitudes, includes the
Faint wail of eagle melting into blue
Beneath the cliffs, and pine-woods' steady sugh.

To this he appends the explanatory note,"
Sugh, a Scotch word expressive of the sound

of the wind through the trees.
"

While this

explanation is not amiss, it is clear that the
author is not quite familiar with the word he
seeks to use and explain. By making it rime
to "blue," Wordsworth shows that he is

unaware of the fact that the Scottish
"
sugh,""

sough," or " souch " has a guttural sound,
and is thereby, when properly pronounced,
as good an onomatopoeic word as the Latin
susurrus. If it is sounded as the Highlander
sounds the " hooch "

that punctuates the
picturesque gyrations of his reel, some idea
will be got of its effect, and if the guttural
is prolonged into an audible breathing the
imitative quality of the monosyllable is

readily discovered. Wordsworth probably

* 'The Book of the Thousand Nights and One
Night,' now first completely done into English from
the Arabic by John Payne, London, 1883, vol. v.
pp. 263-5.
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learned the word from the second stanza of

Burns's 'Cotter's Saturday Night,' where it

rimes to
"
pleugh,"and he did not necessarily

know that Burns, in all likelihood, pronounced

"pleugh" gutturally, as the Scottish plough-
man does in some places at the present day.

Translating
*

yKneid,' vi. 704, Gavin Douglas
renders mrgulta sonantia silvis by

" sowchand

bewis," i.e., rustling boughs, and he gives
"
ilk

swouch of wynd
"
as the equivalent for omnes

aurce in ii. 728. Douglas's version of
'

/Kneid,'

ii. 304-8, where yEneas is described as hearing

from the roof the sounds of approaching con-

flict, includes both "soucht" and "plewch,"
the early spelling of

"
plough":

A sownd or soucht I hard thair at the last,

Lyke quhen the fyre, be felloun vvyndis blast,

Is drevin amyd the flate of cornys rank ;

Or quhen the burne on spait hurlis doun the bank,

Othir throw a water brek, or spait of fluide,

Ryvand wp reid erd as it war wouide,
Downe dingand cornys, all the plewch labour at

anis,
And drivis on swiftlie stoikis, treis and stams.

Allan Ramsay uses the word variously,

applying it both to the whizzing sound of a

flying arrow and to the steady breathing
characteristic of deep sleep.

" Soucht a' night
balillilow

"
is his suggestive expression when

describing a thoroughly refreshing experience.
Burns has both "

sugh,'' as already indicated,

and "
sough," employing the two forms with

practically the same signification. In his

'Address to the Deil
'

he depicts that alarm-

ing personage as having presented himself to

the view in the likeness of
" a rass-buss," i.e.,

of a bush of rushes, standing portentously
"
wi' waving sugh." The rime in this passage,

it may be noted, is with "lough," the poet's

equivalent for "loch,"which is directly sug-

gestive of the guttural pronunciation over-

looked by Wordsworth in his adaptation of

the word. In 'The Brigs of Ayr,' st. 4,

Burns admirably makes the sound echo the

sense in this line:

The clanging sugh of whistling wings is heard.

In his 'Verses on the Destruction of the Woods
near Drumlanrig

'

the poet has the verb
"
soughs

; '

(which some editors give as

"sughs"), where he represents the god of

the Nith as looking from the river and utter-

ing a heavy sigh, "as soughs the boding wind

amang his caves." In ' The Battle of Sherra-
muir '

one of the interlocutors, recalling the
terrible scene, declares that his

"
heart, for

fear, gaed sough for sough," which is an
extremely graphic description of absorbing
excitement.
From its use in direct physical description

the word is readily adapted to figurative pur-
poses. The whining tone of the Presbyterian

chaplains, for instance, is significantly in-

dicated in 'The Antiquary
'

by the statement

that they
"
sough out a sermon on the morn-

ing of every birthday." Annie Winnie, m the
' Bride of Lammermoor,' hints at the whisper-

ing insinuations of rumour when she says,
"
I hae heard a sough as if Lady Ashton was

nae canny body." Principal Shairp, in
' The

Bush aboon Traquair,' suggestively recalls

the haunting melody that floated into the

structure of his lyric when he writes :

Owre my cradle its sweet chime
Cam' sughin' frae auld time.

The expression
"
keep a calm sough," familiar

to readers of the Waverley Novels, indicates

the necessity for a modest demeanour and

the propriety of reserving one's opinion.
" Hout tout, man," says Jasper in

' The Monas-

tery,'
"
keep a calm sough ;

better to fleech a

fool than fight with him." This sage injunc-

tion, conveyed in the same terms, may still

be heard in provincial Scotland where the

native speech prevails. THOMAS BAYNE.

MEMORY. This is a subject regarding
which a good deal of nonsense is habitually
talked. We often hear people say that they
have a good memory for certain things,

but a bad one for other things. This I

believe to be a delusion. A man's memory
may be good or it may be bad, but it cannot

well be good for one thing and bad for

another thing. It might as well be said that

a bottle was good for holding brandy, but bad
for holding whisky. In the case of a feeble

intellect all its faculties will be feeble

memory, judgment, and all the rest but

they will not be feeble for one purpose and

vigorous for another purpose. The fact is

that our memory is in itself equally powerful
or feeble for all purposes, but we remember
best those things which interest us most,
and so we say that we have good memories
for such things ;

while we forget those things
which do not interest us, and we say, accord-

ingly, that we have bad memories for those

things.
Horace Walpole used to s&y that his

memory was all-retentive as to the names
of persons and of places, but that it was

absolutely impotent in regard to dates. It

has been "said of him by Macaulay, I think
that he could tell you the name of the

grand-aunt of King Ethelwald, but that he
could not tell you whether she lived in the

year 500 or in the year 1500. The truth was
that he took an interest in names and
genealogies, but none in dates. Similarly, in

his introduction to 'Anne of Geierstein,'
Scott aptly says :
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"
1 have through life been entitled to adopt old

Beattie of Meikledale's answer to his parish minister
when the latter was eulogizing him with respect to

the same faculty :

*

No, Doctor,' said the honest
border laird, 'I have no command of my memory ;

it retains only what happens to hit my fancy ;
and

like enough, sir, if you were to preach to me for a

couple of hours on end I might be unable at the
close of the discourse to remember one word of it.'

Perhaps there are few men whose memory serves
them with equal fidelity as to many different classes

of subjects, but I am sorry to say that while mine
has rarely failed me as to any snatch of verse or
trait of character that had once interested my
fancy, it has generally been a frail support not

only as to names and dates and other minute tech-

nicalities of history, but as to many more impor-
tant things."

No, it is pretty certain that we have not got
good memories for this and bad memories
for that, in any other sense than that we
remember that which interests us and forget
that which interests us not.

I will not insult readers of
' N. & Q.

'

by
reproducing here the good old chestnut as to

Dugald Stewart's contribution to the conver-
sation of certain of his friends who were com-

paring notes as to their earliest recollections.

But it may be lawful to recall Fred Locker's

capital verse rendering of it :

I recollect a nurse called Ann
Who carried me about the grass ;

And one fine day a fine young man
Came up and kissed the pretty lass.

She did not make the least objection :

Thinks I, "Aha!
When I can talk I '11 tell mama "

;

And that 's my earliest recollection.

PATRICK MAXWELL.
Bath.

MARCO POLO'S PORTRAIT. In his intro-

duction to his magnificent edition of Marco
Polo Col. Yule, while discussing the extant

portraits of the great Venetian traveller,
omits to mention one in the Doria Gallery,
Rome, nor does his later editor, Prof. Cordier,
refer to it. It has been excellently repro-
duced by the Autotype Company. It shows
a white-haired old man standing by a table

on which his right hand rests. On the table

are also a rose and a jewel. It is said to be
of the school of Titian. Of course, it is no
more authentic than the portrait in the
Badia Gallery, a reproduction of which is

given in Yule. H. C. L. MORRIS.
Bognor.

A STINGING MEMORANDUM. Add. Charter

1251, British Museum, is an acquittance
given to a famous Yorkshire baron in 1182

by Solomon of Paris, acting for his master,
"dominus meus," the celebrated Aaron of

Lincoln. The debtor was Richard Malebisse

(* Diet. Nat. Biog.,' vol. xxxv.), who signalized

himself eight years later by organizing and

leading the savage attack made on the Jews
of York in March, 1190. William of Newbury,
recounting this lamentable episode, speaks
of Malebisse in these terms :

"The leaders of the conspiracy, among whom
was a certain Richard with the truthful surname
Evil Beast, a fellow of audacious character, were
moved by no feelings of pity for these unfortu-
nates."

This is, of course, a mere pun on the name
but it shows the estimate of Richard's con-

temporaries. Solomon of Paris scribbled a

Hebrew memorandum on the back of the

receipt. This 1 have copied. It reads: "I
have received four pounds from Richard
Evil Beast," appending the Hebrew date and
the words "

part of his big debt." Another
two Hebrew words blurred puzzled me for a

long time, but I have at length mastered
them. They well denote the feelings of the

writer, for he says in Hebrew, without

circumlocution, "and may the d 1 take
him." M. D. DAVIS.

WEATHER LORE, 1788. Those interested in

this engrossing subject may be glad to see

the following note. It is to be found recorded
inside the cover of one of the Naseby regis-

ters, in the handwriting of the Rev. John
Mastin, the historian of Naseby and its cele-

brated battle :

"The autumn of the year 1788 was exceedingly
dry, no rain falling for several months ;

the country
was exceedingly distressed for water, wells
and pits being dry that had not been so in the

memory of the oldest man then living. Cattle was
drove in some places by several miles to water, and
at Hinckley and Daventry the washing of houses
was prohibited. Tubs and troughs were set in

many grounds, and water brought in pails to them
from a great distance. A frost set in about the
25th November and continued to the middle of

January, which added to the calamity. In the
middle of November the clay roads were so hard
three tons or upwards might be drawed upon them
with as great ease as at Midsummer. The lanes

about Sibbertoft, which in June [?] are very bad at

this time of the year, were as good as summer. The
ground was so hard and dry hounds could not hunt;
in short, such a season at this time of the year had
not been remembered. John Mastin, vicar."

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

"ANNUNCIATOR." An extended meaning
to that given in

' H.E.D.' "Annunciator,
specially applied to : 6, an indicator used
in hotels, &c., to show in which direction the

attendance summoned by bell or telephone is

needed "is supplied in an answer given in

the House of Commons on 6 August by Mr.
Victor Cavendish, M.P., as representing the

First Commissioner of Works, to a question
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of Mr. Patrick O'Brien as to whether, with a
view to the convenience of members, he
would consider the desirability of having
annunciators placed in the public dining-
room, the tea-room, and the reading-room
during the recess. The annunciator is a

telegraphic machine which, by means of a

slip, moved at intervals, informs our legis-
lators in the members' smoking-room and the

large smoking-room, to which visitors can be
introduced by members, of the name of each

succeeding speaker in the current debate,
with the time at which he rises.

POLITICIAN.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. Holland's biography
of Lincoln contains an account of a "duel"
between the latter and James Shields. The
incident is mentioned also in ' Six Months at
the White House with Abraham Lincoln,'
F. B. Carpenter, p. 302 (New York, 1867). A
circumstantial relation of this affair (which
was settled amicably without bloodshed) is

made by an eye-witness in an article published
in the Kansas City Daily Journal, 11 May,
1896, and reprinted in

'

the Illinois Alton
Evening Telegraph of 25 February last. This
martial (?) meeting took place on an island
in the Mississippi river directly opposite
Alton, now owned by Henry Guest MTike,
the writer's father.
In respect of the alleged escape of Lincoln's

assassin from death, something rather more
conclusive than the clipping recently sub-
mitted (ante, p. 25) is to be desired.

EUGENE F. McPiKE.
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.

[See also pp. 150, 197, 237.]

THE LAST SURVIVOR OF THE 1820 SETTLERS
IN CAPE COLONY. The death of Mrs. Alex-
ander Scott, the last survivor of the 1820
settlers in Cape Colony, is perhaps worthy of
record in the pages of

' N. & Q.' The Cane
Times says :

"Miss Beatrice Pringle, as she then was, after
landing in Algoa Bay, made the long and, in those
days, dangerous journey by ox wagon through
Albany and up the Baviaans river, where she
settled down at Clifton with her uncle. Here she
remained for some years until her marriage with
Mr. Alexander Scott, by whom she had nine children,
one of whom, Mr. W. H. Scott, of Glen Etive, is
well known."

She was a sister of Thomas Pringle, the
famous African poet.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
' THE DOONES OF EXMOOR.' (See ante,

p. 139.) In a very interesting pamphlet
recently published under the above title the
author, Mr. E. J. Rawle, states, inter alia, that
about eight or nine years ago the newspapers

announced another work on Exmoor and
Lorna Doone by Mr. R. D. Blackmore," but
that

"
those hopes and expectations, however,

have not been realized, for 'Slain by the
Doones' did not appear at the date

mentioned, nor has it since been published."
Mr. Rawle is under a misapprehension. In

1896 was published
" Tales from the Telling

House, by R. D. Blackmore, Author of

'Lorna Doone,' &c." There are four tales,
and the first is

*

Slain by the Doones.'
A. J. DAVY.

Torquay.

GREAT TOM OF OXFORD. It would be

interesting to know when this great bell was
last rung, or whether it was ever rung.
As Milton says in

'

II Penseroso' :

Oft, on a plat of rising ground,
I hear the far-off Curfew sound
Over some wide-water'd shore,
Swinging slow with sullen roar.

Thomas Hearne in his
'

Diary
'

under date
28 September, 1711, has the following notice
in an interesting account of the installation
of Dr. Atterbury as Dean of Christ Church,
Oxford, on the previous day :

" At eight o'clock (as is usual on these occasions)
Little Tom (for so they call the biggest of the ten
bells in the cathedral) rung out till nine. The great
bell (commonly called Great Tom) over the great
gate should have rung, if the motion of it were not
very dangerous (as certain it is, as they have
experienced in former times) to the fabrick in
which it hangs."

On my recent annual visit to Oxford I saw
the tomb of the old Nonjuror in the church-
yard of St. Peter in the East, in a more
dilapidated condition than ever, a crack
going across the slab and the inscription
upon it almost illegible. One wonders that
none of the local antiquarian societies have
endeavoured to keep in order the tomb of
one who "studied and preserved antiquities."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

HENRY BROOKE. On looking through the
old registers of St. Michan's Church, Dublin,
which have recently been transferred to the
custody of the Public Record Office (Ireland),
I came across an entry amongst the burials
which I thought worth making a note of. It
is written in the large and unscholarly hand
of the parish clerk, and is as scanty in detail
as those which go before and follow. It
runs thus: "1783, October 22. H. Brooks."
I am inclined to believe that this is the
record of the burial of Henry Brooke, who
was the author of

'

Gustavus Vasa ' and ' The
Eir$ Quality,' arid who, according to the
D.N.B.,' died at Dublin, 10 October, 1783.
bhould this conjecture be correct, then it
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is probable that his death took place on the
20th of the month, and not as above stated.

The gravestone of Dr. Charles Lucas lies

in St. Michan's Churchyard. Brooke wrote
some lines in admiration of his character,
wherein he apostrophized him as

" Great
Leach, both of our persons and our state !

"

Both men in their day were conspicuous
for talent and patriotism, while a mutual
sympathy made it fitting that their final

resting-place should be within the same
precincts. J. N. DOWLING.

67, Douglas Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

HALLIWELL MS. WANTED. In vol. i. of the
'

Reliquiae Antiquse,' edited by T. Wright
and J. O. Halliweli in 1841, pp. 38-44, there
is an article

' Old English Prayers, &c.,'

printed
" from a small MS. on vellum, of the

fourteenth century, in the possession of J. O.
Halliweli (No. 219), consisting chiefly of a

religious exhortatory treatise." One of the
extracts from this MS., fol. 48, verso (printed
on p. 41 of 'Rel. Ant,'), runs :

" Thus the
devil farith with men and women : first he
stirith him to pappe and pampe her fleisch,

desyrynge delicous metis and drynkis," &c.
This passage is important, as containing
what may be the first trace of our verb

pamper. But it is important to have the
MS. re-examined to know whether the actual

reading is pa/mpe^ or is a contraction for

pampre or pamper, which the transcriber may
have overlooked. I have failed to discover
what has become of the MS. : it is not among
the Halliweli MSS., now in the Edinburgh
University Library, and it has not found its

way to the British Museum, nor has any
scholar whom I have consulted been able to
tell me anything as to what has become of it.

If any librarian or other reader of
* N. & Q.'

knows anything as to its present place of

rest, or can make any useful suggestion to
me privately, I shall be very grateful.

(Address, Dr. Murray, Oxford.)
J. A. H. MURRAY.

HIDDEN TREASURE. Has the following
cache, recorded in

'

Ephemeris Vita? Abrahami
Pryme

'

(Surtees Society), ever been brought
to light 1

"
Upon several reparations makeing in our church

of the Holy Trinity of Kingston-upon-Hull, con-

sidering that no way is better to preserve anything
to posterity than to hide the same, it came sud-

dainly into my head, seeing a convenient place, to

lay some books up there to future ages. Upon
which, haveing a great veneration for that most
excellent of kings k[ing] C[harles] the 1st, who is so

much reviled and despised nowadays, I wrapped
carefully up his Et'/cwi/ BacriAi/o) of the first

edit[ion] in '48, doctfor] WagstafFs Vindication of

the same against Toland ; Gilbert and Young's
Defence of him; and Boscobel, or the wonderfull
account of k[ing] Ch[arles] the 2nd's preservation
after Worster fight ; and takeing a piece of parch-
ment, I writt the following verses thereon :

In perpetuam rei memoriam, in

Perpetuam optimi Principis
Caroli Primi Martyris Piissimi,

Doctissimi, Mitissimi, Patris
Patrise Regisq. Regum, memoriam,

Posuit
In hoc loco hos tres libros,

Servus Christi indignissimus
Abr. de la Pryme de Hatfield

Juxta Danum hujus S. S. Eccl.,
Lector quptidianus

Qui hujus Bibliothecse catal.
Primo fecit.

Hujus ecclesise, oppidi et

Comitatus, historian! primo
Composuit, etc.

Anno ab Incarnatione
Filii Dei 1699.

Then having roll'd it up and wrapped them together,
I committed them to fate." Pp. 217, 218.

ST. SWITHIN.
" NITCHIES." What is the exact meaning

of this word in the following passage from
' The Frontiersman,' by Roger Pocock, p. 31

(the reference is to Canada in the year 1885) ?

''The nitchies can't fight us before June.'
' Ah 'm thinking,' purred a Scotch voice.

' that

ye 're no calculating on this Louis Kiel

forbye his veesions.'
"

WM. C. RICHARDSON.

"CAVATINA." The origin of this word
seems to be unknown to the dictionaries

Murray, Skeat,
*

Stanford,' Diez, Scheler, and
Grove's

*

Dictionary of Music.' Can any one
throw light on it ? A. SMYTHE PALMER.

S. Woodford.

COUNT SZAPARY. Who was he 1 He is

mentioned in the following passage written

by the author :

"The winter of 1853-54 was spent by Emilia
Bunsen at Paris with her fellow-sufferer and ever-
kind friend, the Princess of Wied. Here both
wonderfully recovered their health through the

marvellously successfultreatmentof Count Szapary."
'The Life and Letters of Frances, Baroness

Bunsen,' by Aug. J. C. Hare (London, 1879), ii. 157.

What was the treatment that produced
the wonderful cure? The author does not

supply any information as to either query,
evidently forgetting that his readers had no
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means of consulting the whole of the baroness's

correspondence. L. L. K.

NICHOLAS RUTS. I am anxious for a
few biographical particulars of this man,
whose portrait .Rembrandt painted in 1631.

W. ROBERTS.
Royal Societies' Club, S.W.

SIR RICHARD BONNYCASTLE. Some details

of the life and military career of this man
are desired. He was lieutenant-colonel of

Royal Engineers in 1841. J. T. THORP.

[An account is supplied in the
'

D.N.B.']

HERALDIC. Will any of your readers

kindly inform me to whom the following
arms belong 1 Gules, on a chevron argent
three roses of the field.

MATILDA POLLARD.
Belle Vue, Bengeo.

F. I. SCUDAMORE'S POEMS Can any of

your correspondents kindly tell me where
I can find any poems in the lighter vein by
Frank Ives Scudamore ?

WILLIAM ANDREWS.
Royal Institution, Hull.

"NOUMENA." Can any of your readers say
what are the derivation and the proper pro-
nunciation of

" noumena "
(things thought,

as contrasted with phenomena, things which
appear) ? Obviously it comes somehow from
voou/xeva, but this should appear in English
as

" nooumena "or "
no-umena," in either case

as a word of four syllables. Is "noumena"
properly a word of four syllables, and is the

pronunciation of it as a word of three syl-
lables a mere modern usage 1 I can find no
such word as vov/j.tva in ancient Greek, arid
it is not a possible ancient contraction.

KESH.

[The word clearly represents voov/xei'ot, and the
desire to connect it with vovs probably led to the
use of a similar contraction in the first syllable.]

DESECRATION OF HEMINGTON CHURCH.
Can any reader give me information as to
the date and circumstances of the desecra-
tion of the church at Hemington, about a
mile from Castle Donington, Leicestershire,
where the ruined tower and nave are still to
be seen 1 In a county directory published
about 1860 it is stated that part of the ruins

|

was then occupied as a cottage. W. B. H.

DE MESMES AND MEMES FAMILIES. Can
your readers give me information as to
what are the crest and motto of the old i

French family of De Mesmes, and as to
any members of such family who settled in
Scotland or England prior to the eighteenth

century? One is said to have been Governor
of Berwick circa 1570. There was a family
named Memes (also spelt Memess, Memis,
Memmis, and Miemes) settled in Kincardine-

shire and in Aberdeen in the eighteenth cen-

tury, and, according to a tradition in one
branch of this family, they are descended
from a French De Mesmes, who came over to

Scotland. Is the name Memes found else-

where in Scotland or in England prior to

1800? The name seems now to have died out,

except for one family in Australia. In Rob-
son's

' The British Herald '

(3 vols. 1830) and
Burke's 'General Armory' may be found
the crest and arms of a family of Memes or

Mennys (Kent and London, 1616) ;
but as far

as I can ascertain the name of the family
thus referred to was spelt either Mennes
or Mennys, and accordingly I suspect that
Memes in

* The British Herald '

is a misprint
for Mennes, and that Burke has copied the

misprint. W. M. H.

GOTT. Henry and Richard Gott were
admitted to Westminster School on 19 Janu-

ary, 1775. I should be glad to obtain any
paVticulars concerning their parentage and
career. G. F. R. B.

MILLER. Can any one tell me the name of

the wife of Hugh Miller, of Greencroft, Peter-

borough, Virginia? His daughter, Anne
Miller, married Sir Peyton Skipwith, seventh
baronet. KATHLEEN WARD.

" COUNTER-JUMPERS "
: DRAPERS' SHOPS IN

OLDEN TIMES. Can you or any of your
readers refer me to literary references to the
word "

counter-jumper," or to references to

drapers and the drapery trade in literature,
or to engravings or pictures relating to the
same trade ? W. G. PIPER.
Melbourne, Australia.

[The 'N.E.D.' gives quotations for "counter-
jumper" and "counter-jumping" from Warren's
' Ten Thousand a Year,' Miss Braddon's ' Just as I

Am,
3 Albert Smith's 'Christopher Tadpole,' and

Hamerton's '

Intellectual Life.' It does not limit
the use of the word to the drapery trade, but extends
it to a shopman or shopkeeper's assistant.]

BRISTOL PUZZLE-RING. Mr. J. W. Baily
exhibited before the British Archaeological
Association on 12 January, 1870, a Bristol

puzzle-ring. Can any reader of
f N. & Q.'

say what is meant by this ?

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

REBEL FLAG OF IRELAND. Sir Thomas
Lipton is said by the Daily Telegraph's New
York correspondent to have objected to the
Irish flag, because there was no golden crown
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over the harp, this being the old rebel flag of

Ireland. As far as I know this is a mistake
of Sir Thomas, as the old rebel flag of Ireland

was the red right hand on a white ground,
the heraldic emblem of O'Neill, called by
Cox "that terrible cognizance." Can any of

your kind readers tell me if 1 am right 1

COMTE DE TYRONE.

ST. KITTS. In 1620 Mr. Warner gathered
together fourteen West of England gentlemen
and set sail via Virginia for St. Kitts, where

they arrived January, 1623, thus forming
the first settlement. Some French settlers

arrived from the Gironde in 1625, and some
more English arrived this year also. In 1626

Mr. Warner was knighted, and took out a

party of about four hundred West-Country
emigrants in 1627. Where can the names of

the first fourteen pioneers be found recorded 1

I believe some of the Paynes of Dorset and

Georges of Gloucester were included in this

first boatload, which I understand sailed

from Bristol. GLOUCESTER.

SANDGATE CASTLE. Many years ago you
kindly inserted a list of the captains, &c., of

Sandgate Castle, in Kent. Since then, with

your assistance, and the researches of Mr.

Rutton, many have been added. I am still,

however, endeavouring to fill up vacancies.

The list now stands :

Eichard Keys, appointed 1540.

Edward, Lord Clinton, 1553.

Thomas Keys. Died 1571.

Thomas Brooke, 1571 1

John Warde, 1579. Died 1603.

Ambrose Warde.
George Fenner, 1609. Died 1621.

Richard Chalcroft, 1623. Died 1628.

Richard Hippisley, 1628. Died 1653.

Lawrence Knot, 1653.

Sir Thomas Allin, Bart., 1660. Died 1685.

Sir John Ashby, Knt. Died 1693.

Sir Basil Dixwell, Bart., 1694.

Col. Henry Oxenden, 1700.

Philip Herbert, M.P., 1702. Died 1718.

Sir Samuel Lennard, Bart., 1718. Died
1727.

William Evelyn, M.P., 1767. Died 1813.

Edward Knatchbull, M.P., 1818.

Sir J. W. Head Brydges, M.P., 1821. Died
1839.

Admiral A. A. Vincent, 1843. Died 1862.

I have a very fair amount of information
as to the above, but require arms of Knot,
Ashby, and Vincent. There is a considerable

gap from 1727 to 1767.

The lieutenants so far discovered are :

James Starkey, appointed 1540.

Stephen Gibbs, 1609. Died 1627.

Thomas Gibbs, 1627.

Richard Marshall, 1628. Died 1646?
John Pragell, 1660. Died 1676.

Isaac Rubton, 1676? Died 1683.

John Jordan, 1690. Died 1733.

John Rolfe, 1767. Died 1776.

William Mount.
William Simmonds, 1805.

Toke James Sirnmondf?, 1829.

I have no particulars as to Lieuts. Starkey,
Rolfe, Mount, or the Simmondses, and shall

greatly value any further information.
R. J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate.

SKIPWITH. I am anxious to know the
names of the respective wives of Sir Grey
Skipwith, third baronet, and of Sir William
Skipwith, of Prestwould, Virginia, sixth
baronet. KATHLEEN WARD.

COL. HORTON. Is anything known of the
descendants of this officer, who ably seconded
Cromwell's operations in South Wales ?

According to the
'

D.N.B.' he died in Ireland

1649, leaving an only son Thomas.*

G. H. W.

MANNINGS AND TAWELL.
(9

th S. xii. 148, 194.)

THE murder of Sarah Hart at Salt Hill,
near Slough, occurred on New Year's Day,
1845. I have a newspaper account of the

murder, but the reference, under date, in

Irving's 'Annals of Our Time' is sufficient

to verify my statement that there were no
revolting circumstances associated with the
crime. The real facts are that on the day
above named Tawell, being in dread lest his

connexion with Sarah Hart should become
known to his wife, went down to Slough from
Paddington by the four o'clock train, and
thence proceeded to Salt Hill. After he had
been a short time with her, he sent Sarah Hart
to a neighbouring inn for a bottle of porter.
She got the porter, borrowed a corkscrew, and
a neighbour saw her on her way back. Shortly
after she returned a Mrs. Ashley, who lived
next door, heard a noise in Mrs. Hart's room,
like a moan or stifled scream. She became
alarmed, went to the door, saw Mr. Tawell

coming out of Mrs. Hart's house, and asked
him what was the matter. He made no
answer. She went into the house, and found
Mrs. Hart on the floor dying. The neigh-
bours came in, a doctor was sent for, but by
the time he arrived Mrs. Hart was dead. At
the post

- mortem nothing was found to
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account for death, but one of the doctors

fancied he smelt prussic acid. The stomach
was submitted to chemical analysis, and

prussic acid was found in it. The chemist

who had supplied Tawell with prussic acid

was discovered, and thus the chain of evidence

was complete.
After his conviction Tawell admitted his

guilt. He stated that he put the prussic
acid into the porter, and that he attempted
the crime the previous September, not by
prussic acid, but by morphia. The statement
that he was the first criminal arrested by
means of the telegraph is probably correct.

Suspicion having attached to him, he was
followed and seen to enter a first-class car-

riage at Slough in a train going to London.
Information was given to the man who worked
the telegraph at Slough, and signals were
made to the effect that a person would arrive

at Paddington (his appearance and the car-

riage he was travelling in being described)
who was to be watched. A policeman, in

disguise, met the train, saw him leave the

carriage and get into a New Road omnibus,
where he was joined by the officer. At the
Bank he alighted and went to the Jerusalem
Coffee- House, thence down Gracechurch Street
and over London Bridge to a coffee-house in

the Borough. After a time he came out and
went to a lodging-house in Scots Yard, kept
by a Quaker. There the oilicer left him, and
next dav, resuming his watch, found that
Tawell riad gone. He was, however, found
shortly afterwards at the Jerusalem Coffee-

House, and there he was arrested. His reply
to the charge was,

" My status in society
places me above suspicion. Thou must be
mistaken in thine identity"; or, as another
version has it,

"
you must be mistaken as to

my identity." The apprehension of a mur-
derer by telegraph made a great sensation,
and I well remember that for a year or two
afterwards jocose persons when accosted by
friends replied,

" Thou must be mistaken in
thine identity." Jin -HARD WELFORD.
MR. WELFORD is perfectly correct. The

murder by Tawell, at Salt Hill, Slough, was
that of a woman by poisoning. I have read
a good deal about the case in the course of

years, but have never seen in print a circum-
stance which I was some time since assured
was true, namely, that Tawell (who was a
man of considerable fortune) was so confident
of acquittal that he ordered his carriage and
pair to be in waiting near the Assize Court
at Aylesbury to convey him away after his
trial. My informant stated that he was at
Aylesbury at the time, and could vouch for
it of his own knowledge. I need not add

that, in fact, Tawell was convicted and

hanged. W. B. H.

In the Illustrated London News (vol. vi.,

January to June, 1845, pp. 11, 25, 46, 67, 173,

183, 199, and 203) will be found particulars

of the murder of Sarah Hart by John Tawell.

There are no revolting details ;
he gave her

prussic acid in a glass of Guinness's stout.

According to the Illustrated London News, he

was not originally a Quaker, but was con-

verted. On his transportation for forgery,
at about the age of thirty, the Society of

Friends expelled him, and on his return from

Australia, some years after, with a good deal

of money, they declined to re-admit him,
because they did not believe in the genuine-
ness of his repentance. U. V. W.

The 'Annual Register' of 1845 (* Chronicle,'

p. 1) commenced its record of the crime of

Tawell thus :

"A murder of a very shocking character, from
the cool deliberation and the mercenary motives
from which it was planned, and from the position
and creed of the perpetrator, was committed at

Salt Hill."

And there are circumstances in the subse-

quent narrative which, apart from the point
that death was caused by prussic-acid poison-

ing, justify the use of the word "
revolting,"

as describing how the murderer treated his

victim. A. F. R.

You were assuredly right in asserting that
Tawell poisoned his mistress under circum-
stances of

"
revolting cruelty." I have heard

the details from a most trustworthy source,
but they were of a kind I cannot commit to

print or even to writing.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

[We insert communications representative of

others we have received from those who think
they know. We maintain our assertion. The full

particulars of Tawell's crime were never divulged in

print ; no newspaper dare give them. Not even in
the "decent obscurity of a dead language," and
certainly not in written or spoken English, could
we convey what we know. Our readers must be
content to take our assertion and that of MR.
PEACOCK on trust, and seek to obtain no further
information on matters that are worse than revolt-

ingunutterable. ]

THE LETTERS OF DOROTHY OSBORNE (9
th S.

xi 319, 385, 445
; xii. 81). The Dr. William

Rant mentioned by COL. PRIDEAUX was
buried at Thorpe Market, Norfolk. The
inscription to him says that after he had
exercised his art with much honour and
success for full twenty years, upon the 15th
(nee 9th) day of September, 1653, and in the

j
forty-ninth year of his age, he finished the
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race of his life at Norwich, where he first

took breath to run it. In the MS. collection

of Antony Norris, in my library, quoting
Smith's obituary, he is said to have lost his

credit by an attempt on Mrs. Bermet.
His son Sir Wm. Rant, of Thorpe Market,

married Elizabeth, daughter of Jas. de Grey,
Esq., of Merton, and his daughter and eventual
heiress married Robert Britiffe, Esq., and her

daughter and heiress married Sir Wm. Morden
Harbord, Bart., and was the ancestress of the

present Lord Suffield.

The cousinship of Temple with Rant i.e.,

blood relationship cannot come through the
latter's wife, Miss Dingley, but must be looked
for through his mother, Mary Ward, of Boxley,
or his grandmother, Catherine Gilbert, of
Norwich. WALTEE RYE.

St. Leonard's Priory, Norwich.

* A PRETTY WOMAN '

:

' No ACTRESS '

:

' THE
EDEN ROSE '

(9
th S. xi. 509).' The Rose of

Eden : Arabic Legend,' will be found on
p. 107 of

* On the Seaboard, and other Poems,'
by Susan K. Phillips, second edition, Lon-
don, Macmillan & Co., 1879.

CHARLES A. FEDERER.

"I" PRINTED WITH SMALL LETTER (9
th S.

xi. 448 : xii. 73, 172). The dot is a survival
from MS. times, when it served to distinguish
the "i" among a number of precisely similar

strokes, as in such words as
" minimum " and

"nurninum." J. T. F.

If C. L. F. will just write a few such words
as ciuil (with older u for v), illumine, or

'minim, without being particular as to the
round bends of m, n, and u, he will soon see

the "raison d'etre of the dot over the small *'."

SIMPLICISSIMUS.

For the origin of the dot over the small
"

i
"
see

'

H.E.D.' under '

I.' C. C. B.

SQUARE CAP (9
fch S. xii. 28, 111). A refer-

ence to
'

Historic Dress of the Clergy,' by
the Rev. Geo. S. Tyack, B.A., confirms the
editorial foot-note to this query that the

square cap of an Augustinian canon was
the biretta, and not the familiar college cap
or mortar-board. Mr. Tyack's work contains
an illustration of the cap.

RICHARD LAWSON.
I do not know whether the fact has been

noted in these columns, but in Charles Gould's

'Mythical Monsters,' 1886, p. 104, a woodcut
represents the royal diadem of the Chen
dynasty from the San Li T'u, which almost

exactly resembles the college cap of to-day,
and is indeed claimed by the author to indi-

cate its origin. It may perhaps be noted, in

passing, that it is Mueller (not Muller) and

Mothes who are the authors of the * Archao-

logisches Worterbuch.'
J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

[The fifth edition of 'Meyers Konversations-

Lexikon,' s.v. Mothes. gives the joint author as

H. A. Miiller.]

"To MUG" (9
th S. xii. 5, 136). In 'The

Slang Dictionary
'

(edition of 1874) various

meanings of mug and to mug are given, in-

cluding the ideas of the face, fisticuffs, and

intoxication, but the work assigns only mug-
up for the theatrical use of the term. The defi-

nition therein given is
"
Mug-up, to paint one's

face or dress specially with a view to imper-
sonation. Theatrical." But there is another
theatrical meaning for mug, which is plainly
indicated in Pierce Egan's

' Life of an Actor*

(chap, iii.), in which the swindling manager,
Mr. Screw, when describing to the hero,

Peregrine Proteus, the members of his com-

pany, observes :

"Then last, but not least, in the company is my
low comedian, Mr. Ephraim Mug -Cutter. The
history of the stage cannot boast such an original
' cutter of mugs

'

as Ephraim. He is a century before

all the actors in the kingdom, living or dead. With
as much pliability as putty, he can cry on one-half

of his face and laugh on the other side at the same
time."

That this meaning is still in use may be

gathered from a very recent note in the

Tatler concerning the actor's mouth, which is

often crooked :

*' At one time it was considered the mark of the
low comedian, for nearly every one of them had a

mouth twisted either to the right or left as the

result of 'mugging.'"
ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

MR. E. RIMBAULT DIBDIN says he has never

heard the verb "to mug" in connexion with

fighting. Neither have I, but I have often

heard lads in South Notts describe a blow in

the mouth as "a mug in the muss."
C. C. B.

In the Derbyshire dialect "the mug" is

not the face, but the mouth only. "Hide
that ugly mug"= mputh. "Ah gen him a

good muggin'
"

hit him on the mouth ;

and "hey 's getten a muggin'." "Mug" is not

used in Derbyshire that I am aware of to

denote drinking.
"
Hey pows his ugly mug

intow aw shapes
"

;

" His mug 's like a side-

oven when t' door 's oppen."
THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

The following is taken from Miss Baker's
'

Glossary of Northamptonshire Words and
Phrases

'

:

"
Mug. To supply with beer, to give beer as a

bribe. A farmer said to his wife,
' Come ! mug the
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girls, and they'll get on with their work : mug 'em

missess, mug 'em!' A singular, but perhaps a
correct use of the word. Richardson in his

'

Dic-

tionary' says, 'Mug means merely a wet, .sc., a

draught of liquor; afterwards applied to a vessel

containing liquor.' The same may be inferred from
a passage in the Taf/er: ' There is a mughouse near
Long Acre.'

?>

I have never heard the word so applied in

this locality ;
nor in the following manner, as

also recorded by Miss Baker :

"
Mug.

' Another double mug 's broke.' A phrase
importing that another disaster or misfortune has
occurred, or fresh offence is taken."

Thps. Wright (* Dictionary of Obsolete and
Provincial English '), who followed Miss Baker
with respect to date of publication, gives
amongst his six meanings of "mug" its use
as a verb in Northamptonshire" To supply
with beer."

I often hear in this village the expression
"a mug of beer," but the real pottery-ware
mug with a convenient handle has largely
given place to the tumbler or glass. The
smaller kind of mugs were known as

''

tots,"
and the expression "a tot of beer

"= a small
quantity, still lingers on, although the actual
receptacle is very rarely used.
Jfif=the face Miss Baker does not refer to,

but I have occasionally heard a man with an
exceptionally ugly face dubbed "an ugly

unf" JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

[Liston was called "
a notable mugger," the term

equalling "grimacer." We are familiar with this
phrase.

'

Ugly mug" is a West-Riding phrase for
an ill-looking man.]

ANTHROPOID APE (9
th S. xii. 169). The

illustration of an ape trying to take off a
boot forms part of a plate (xi.) from De
Bry's 'Petite Voyages,' pars i., 'Vera De-
scriptio Kegni Africani,' published at Frank-
fort in 1598. H. C. L. MORRIS.
Bognor.

GILLYGATE AT YORK (9". S. xi. 406, 457, 518 ;

xn. 50, 173). Where on earth does the writer
at the last reference get his authority for

jPJlfS"^ |
ueaninK of fl^fe something

guarded If he is anxious, as a vaguely
expressed sentence in the reply in question
implies, not to

" make foreigners laugh at us
''

on account of the "low level" of our "lin-
guistic knowledge," lie would do well to
refrain from "Lilium-giglio" etymologies, to
learn the A B C of linguistic study, and to
add to his "small private collection of books"
at least a few of the most trustworthy autho-
nties. Y. J. C.

Your
correspondent at York appears to be

so proud of his Lilygate theory that he may

well be left to the solitary enjoyment of it.

It is indeed a worthy ambition to wish to

magnify the linguistic knowledge of his

countrymen in the eyes of foreigners, but I

must warn him that he will be not unlikely
to excite the laughter he deprecates if he

approach continental scholars with the theory
that the primary meaning of "gate" is
"
something guarded." ST. SWITHIN.

THE POPE AND THE MASSACRE OF ST. BAR-
THOLOMEW (9

th S. xi. 407, 512; xii. 57).

Voltaire's account of the Pope's conduct is

interesting :

" Le pape Gre'goire XIII. fit incontinent tirer le

canon du chateau Saint-Ange ; on alluma, le soir,
des feux de joie dans toute la ville de Rome. Le
lendemain, le pape, accompagne de tous les cardi-

naux, alia rendre graces a Dieu dans l'glise de
Saint-Marc et dans celle de Saint-Louis ; il y
marcha a pied en procession ; 1'ambassadeur de
1'empereur lui portait la queue, le cardinal de Lor-
raine dit la messe

;
on frappa des medailles sur cet

evenement (j'en ai eu vine entre les mains); on fit

faire un grand tableau dans lequel les massacres de
la Saint-Barthelemy etaient peints. On lit dans
une banderole, au haut du tableau, ces mots :

'Pontifex Colinii necem probat.'" 'Histoire du
Parlement de Paris.'

E. YARDLEY.
' NOVA SOLYMA '

(9
th

S. xii. 168). MADAME
BYSE certainly gives a good additional reason
why Milton should be so careless and reticent
about the paternity of his youthful magnum
opus. It does, I admit, seem strange indeed
that "such a father should abandon such an
offspring to an early grave." But the editor
of 'Nova Solyma' has given many other
reasons for Milton's reticence, and the
romance itself leads us to infer that its
author did not expect it to fall into "an
early grave," but gave it to the world in Latin
(urli et orbi) for the critics to pass judgment
on, with the promise that if their remarks
were encouraging he would proceed to put
in the finishing touches.

This remarkable book fell dead directly
after its birth (1648-9), for the critics, and
the people of England generally, had some-
thing very different to occupy their attention
just then, when the king's trial and possible
execution would be in every one's mouth.
Now after 250 years, a resurrection occurs,
and the critics get their second chance, and,
so far as I have read their remarks, they
seem to find it a very hard nut to crack.
It has been accepted unreservedly as Milton's
by good and thoroughly qualified critics both
here and in America

; but the most remark-
able result is that the great majority of the
newspaper and magazine critics hold the
extraordinary view that this singular, learned,
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and interesting romance was not written by
our illustrious countryman, but was the

production of a contemporary who held all

Milton's opinions (even those opinions not

published till Milton's posthumous MS. was
discovered in 1825), was a very fine Latin

scholar and Latin poet as well, and "
as like

as two peas
"

in many other ways to the

great English Puritan, and yet was not
Milton after all. One critic said that this

unknown author in a certain passage lacked

the self-confidence of Milton, and that in

itself was sufficient to settle the question
for an expert, and so on ;

but not one critic

has given the slightest hint yet who Milton's

double was, where he lived and died, and
what else he wrote besides this very unusual
book. Can any reader of

' N. & Q.' help to

do this ? NE QUID NIMIS.

[As already stated, we have little doubt that the
work is Milton's.]

GERYON (9
th S. xii. 166). This monster

represents a deep enigma which has probably
not been fully solved. I have read nothing
which satisfies me. He was the allegorical

presentment of fraud and deceit, and I

think he may have been meant to personate
"that old serpent called the devil which
deceiveth the whole world

"
(Rev. xii. 9), or,

as the poet puts it,
" tutto il raondo appuzza

';

(' Inf.,' xvii. 3). Geryon had the face of a

man, the body of a serpent touched up with
a sting at the extremity, and the hairy fore-

limbs of, maybe, a lion or some other
ravenous beast. As Thomas Browne says :

" In the Picture of Paradise, and delusion of our
first Parents, the Serpent is often described with
humane visage which is not meerly a pictoriall
contrivance or the invention of the Picturer, but an
ancient tradition and conceived reality, as it stands
delivered by Beda and Authors of some antiquity ;

that is that Sathan appeared not unto Eve in the
naked form of a Serpent but with a Virgin's head."
'Pseudodoxia Epidemica,' book v. ck.-iv.

The nodi and rotelle on his sides do not
lend themselves to easy interpretation. I

have wondered if the latter bore any allusion
to the badges imposed upon the Jews, who
have seldom been credited with fair dealing.
The nodi are Gordian

;
I must pass them by,

or, as a slangy commentator would say, cut

them, unless they have reference to the knots
of witchcraft. Would that Boccaccio had
not "

left half told the story of
" the Turkish

and Tartarian broideries ! Perhaps some
useful hints as to the decorative scheme of

Geryon's flanks might be obtained at Liberty's.

May I say, before concluding, that there is

nothing in the whole of the
' Inferno

'

that is

more vivid to me than this episode of Geryon 1

How clearly Dante himself must have realized

it all ! The monster with its bust on the

embankment and its tail in space ;
the

careful manner in which it puts forth over
the abyss ;

the sensations, mental and
physical, experienced by one of the passengers
during the descent all these things seem

absolutely true. One fails for a time to

notice that the creature lacks the wings one
would have thought necessary for its passage
through the air with a solid Dante on its

back. I suppose that Geryon himself and
Virgil were imponderable. ST. SWITHIN.

TONGUE-TWISTERS (9
th S. xi. 269, 455, 493

;

xii. 55). A list of English twisters is given
as exercises in elocution books e.g.-, Bell's
' Standard Elocutionist,' Behnke's '

Speaking
Voice,' &c. "Peter Piper's practical princi-

ples" and the "Austrian army awfully ar-

rayed
"
will serve as examples. In the legend

'Look at the Clock
3 Tom Ingoldsby makes

fun of the name of some Welsh mountain,
concluding
And so, with your leave, we '11 curtail it to Pen.

The repeated list of instruments in Nebu-
chadnezzar's orchestra presents difficulties to

readers when this chapter occurs as the

lesson, and is often read in a tone of ^m-
patience which mars the effect.

Some French twisters are given in the

appendix to Delille's excellent grammar, from
which the following is taken :

Quand un cordier, cordant, veut corder une corde,
Pour sa corde corder, trois cordons il accorde ;

Mais si Fun des cordons de la corde decorde,
Le cordon, decordant, fait decorder la corde.

Here are some more examples that I have
come across :

Dido dinait, dit-on,
Du dos d'un dodu dindon.

" A Sans-Souci il y avait 666 soldats, qui sucaient
666 saucisses, dont 660 etaient avec sauce et 6 sans
sauce."
" Un chasseur sachant chasser sans chien."
" Ton the t'a-t-il tout ote ta toux ?"
" La cavale au Valaque avala 1'eau du lac, et 1'eau

du lac lava la cavale au Valaque."
II a tant plu
Qu'on ne sait plus

Dans quel pays il a le plus plu.
Mais au surplus,
S'il eut moins plu
ya m'eut plus plu.

"
Bonjour, monsieur 1'original, quand yous des-

originaliserez-vous ? Je ne me desoriginaliserai que
quand tous les originaux se seront desoriginalises."

The Platt-Deutsch example given by MR.
MATTHEWS, written in.German " Eine gute
gebratene Ganse ist eine gute Gabe Gottes "

is used as a skit on Berlin cockney dialect,
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in which g gives place to ?/. Goethe and his

friend Behrisch played at games resembling
this, though from a logical rather than a

euphonic standpoint (see
'

Dichtung und
Wahrheit,' c. 7). The following is from the

'Gesprache mit Eckermann,' 24 January, 1830 :

"
Erfahrung aber 1st, dass man erfahrend erfiihrt,

was erfahren zu haben man nicht gern erfahren
haben mochte."

The griffin and Mephistopheles in the
*

Classical Walpurgisnacht
'

(' Faust,' II.) have
a snarling encounter in a string of tongue-
twisters. Goethe tells Eckermann of the

great pains he took in drilling youthful actors,
and the ludicrous blunders into which they
were sometimes trapped (' Gespriiche,' 5 May,
1824). FRANCIS P. MAKCHANT.
Brixton Hill.

With deference to MR. A. COLLINGWOOD
LEE, I submit the following as more correct :

" Un anier dit,
' Je ne suis pas ce que je suis.

Car si j'etais ce que je suis je ne serais pas
ce que je suis.'" Su-is represents "follow"
throughout, except where it first and last
occurs. MISTLETOE.

As examples of alliteration, one of which
it may be a little difficult to pronounce "trip-
pingly on the tongue

"
without tripping, the

following may be adduced :

When lion rough in wildest rage doth roar.
' Midsummer Night's Dream,' V. i.

Approach, ye Furies fell !

Fates, come, come,
Cut thread and thrum

;

Quail, crush, conclude, and quell IIbid.
The preyful princess pierced and prick'd a pretty

pleasing pricket :

Some say a sore ; but not a sore, till now made
sore with shooting.

The dogs did yell : put L to sore, then sorel iunim
from thicket ;

Or pricket sore, or else sorel ; the people fall

a-hooting.
If sore be sore, then L to sore makes fifty sores one

sorel.

Of one sore I an hundred make by adding but one
more L. *

Love's Labour a Lost,' IV. ii.

ADRIAN WHEELER.
LONG LEASE (9

th S. xii. 25, 134, 193). I re-
member hearing a learned gentleman in the
House of Commons bemoaning the ill fate of
a man who should have had to turn out of a
leasehold property at the end of ninety-nine
years.

Some members irreverently laughed ;but no one thought it necessary to explain
that it was the common lot, and that the
learned member, those who heard him, and
the rest of the world, would have to turn out
from their houses, whatever the tenure, at
the end of ninety-nine years if not sooner
saving the case of Lady Glentworth and

occasional centenarians like her. Nor did

any one think it worth while to point out

that the unhappy victim of eviction had

known perfectly well what he was about, and
had agreed to' pay a certain price for his

ninety-nine years' holding, namely, the cost of

the house which he covenanted to build, and

ninety-nine yearly payments. Or if he were

not the original builder, but the inheritor or

purchaser of the remainder of a lease, still

he knew precisely what he was buying or

inheriting; and if he lamented his lot he

might, perhaps, claim in extenuation that

he would not be the first person who had
coveted his neighbour's goods.

Looking through title -deeds relating to

the parish of Clifton Hampden in the county
of Oxford, I find many ninety-nine years'

leases, but they are all leases for lives, with a
small annual rent and a sum down on grant
or renewal

;
no building leases and a general

system of renewals. Nor could there have
been any practical hardship in the longer
leases, nor, indeed, any practical difference

between them and sales. I find, for instance,
a lease for 999 years granted in 1661, and a
recital in 1738 of a different lease for the same
term, with a mortgage for a term of 500

years. Another deed (1723) refers to a lease

formerly granted for a term of 1,000 years ;

arid another (1769) refers to the residue of a
lease for 1,000 years at a yearly rental of one

penny when legally demanded, the 999 years'
lease of 1661 prescribing

" a peppercorn
rent." The longest term I find is one of 1657
for a term of 2,000 years at the rental of one
penny sterling.
This last lease does not cause me the same

apprehension and the same searchings of
heart as to what will happen when the term
expires as the ninety-nine years' lease did to

my learned friend in the House of Commons,
both because the termination is somewhat
more remote, and because I represent the

original grantor as well as the original
grantee, as I do also in the other leases here
mentioned. ALDENHAM.
Aldenham House.

t

PRIMROSE SUPERSTITION (9
th S. xi. 448

;
xii.

33). This superstition is, or was a generation
ago, also current in Dorsetshire. F. J. C.

John Dent, my father's gardener, told me
when I was a very little boy that if primroses
were planted the wrong way up, the flowers
would come red. I was sceptical about it,
and mentioned the subject to several other
people, who all confirmed his statement ; but
I do not remember that any one of them had
ever tried the process and been successful.
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The belief is, I am sure, still very common in

Lincolnshire. EDWARD PEACOCK.

TONGUE-PRICKS (9
th S. xi. 447

; xii. 175).
The brilliant young Russian poet Griboyedov,
whose career was prematurely cut short

during a riot in Persia, makes one of the
characters in his satire 'Gorie ot Uma' ('Sor-
row from Wit ') remark :

Ah, evil tongues are more dreadful than a pistol !

An instance is the better-known and more
gifted Michael Leroaontov, whose evil tongue
brought about two duels, the second of which
resulted in his death. Scandal led to the
fatal duel which robbed the world of that

splendid genius Alexander Pushkin.
FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.

Brixton Hill.

MARAT IN LONDON (9
th S. xii. 7, 109, 175).

MR. COLEMAN has repeated at the second
of these three references the traditional
falsehoods respecting Marat, "facts" long
since exploded, not only by the writers named
by MR. ASHBY ST. LEGERS, but also by the late

Mr. H. S. Ashbee. I did my best to kill

all these absurd legends in the Gentleman's

Magazine a few years ago I cannot put my
hand on the number just now in an article

on ' Marat as an Englishman.' Fiction, being
more picturesque than facts, has, I suppose,
much more vitality. W. ROBERTS.

MR. ASHBY ST. LEGERS refers me to certain
French authors for Marat's proceedings when
in this country. I consider English authori-
ties would bear greater weight in this matter.
He also contends that Marat is "coming
into notice again," entirely ignoring the

charges made against him in ' N. & Q.,' Series

ii., iii., ivM vii., viii., which have not been
denied. Contemporaneous information, such
as the Gentleman's Magazine for February and
March, 1776, and two private letters dated
22 February and 6 March, 1776, appears to
him to be of no value. Marat assumed an
alias on occasions, and therefore his career

may sometimes be difficult to trace. For his

general character I conclude with that given
in Gorton's

'

Biographical Dictionary ':

" Enthusiasm of disposition, excited by a deep
sense of the miseries of her native country, having
prompted a young lady [Charlotte Corday] to de-
liver the world from one of the most sanguinary
monsters that ever persecuted the human race

"

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

ARCHBISHOP KING'S PRISON DIARY, 1689

(9
th S. xii. 187). Permit me to supplement

my note on above, as my allusion to Toilet

may be misunderstood. Dr. Lawlor mentions

in his preface that King corresponded with
Toilet in February, 1688/9, but does not refer

to the great probability of his being the

person to whom the contents of the diary, or

portions of it, were transmitted.
GENEALOGIST.

SIR NICHOLAS KEMEYS AND CHEPSTOW
CASTLE (9

th S. xi. 327, 394, 495). I am sorry
the reply at the last reference has hitherto

escaped my notice. I visited the castle at

the end of April, 1895, and bought on that
occasion a copy of the tenth edition of the
late Mr. Taylor's

'

Sketch,' at the end of

which he referred to an article in the Satur-

day Review of 9 October, 1880, which may
interest your correspondent. L. L. K.

FREE CATHOLIC CHRISTIANS (9
th S. xii. 106).

Some years since I came across a church
of this denomination in New York. The
announcement on a board outside the build-

ing was " Free Catholic Church of Christ,"
and the services, one of which I attended,
were similar to those of an ordinary Pro-
testant church of the Methodist type. From
the sermon, which was delivered by an ex-

Catholic priest, I should imagine that a pro-

portion of the members had formerly belonged
to that communion. Though one of the
smallest of the religious denominations, it is

included in the list of registered denomina-
tions in the State of New York. There was

formerly a small chapel of the sect in the

vicinity of Russell Square, but I do not know
whether it still exists.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

BOWES FAMILY (9
th S. xi. 407). Lancelot

Bowes, merchant of Durham, father of George
Bowes, of Guisbrough, was a son of Sir

George Bowes, of Biddir and Bradley (by his

wife Mary Delaval), and grandson of George
Bowes, of Biddir, third son of Sir George
Bowes, of Streatlam Castle, by his wife

Dorothy, daughter of Sir William Mallory, of

Studley. See Surtees's
'

Durham,' also Foster's
'

Visitation of Durham.' H. R. LEIGHTON.
East Boldon, R.S.O., Durham.

ENGLISH GRAVE AT OSTEND (9
th S. xii. 9,

176). According to Paterson's 'Roads,'

eighteenth edition, by Edward Mogg, 1826,

pp. 228 and 307, s.v. 'Robin Hood's Well,'
Skelbrook Park was in the possession of the
Rev. Charles Cator. Robin Hood's Well is, or

was, seven miles from Doncaster on the road
to Pontefract. In 'Gary's New Map of

England and Wales, with Part of Scotland,'

1794, map 51, Robin Hood's Well does not

appear, but Skellbrook and park are on
the left of the road going north from Don-
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caster. In *

Kearsley's Traveller's Entertain-

ing Guide through Great Britain,' 1801,

col. 58, appears Robin Hood's Well. The

only name given on the left is Col. Greville ;

it appears to be probable that he was the

owner or occupier of Skelbrook Park in or

about 1801. Perhaps the above, although
the dates are not the same as that given in

the query, may be of some use. Skelbrook or

Skell brook appears as Skelbrooke in the last

'Post Office Guide.' ROBERT PIERPOINT.

WAS MARAT A JEW? (9
th S. xii. 88.) I

have carefully studied the evidence adduced

by MR. HEBB, and rejoice to feel that this

arch-scoundrel was not a product of Jewish

parents. Jews have quite enough villains,
without having another foisted upon them.
The name Mara is not specifically Jewish

;

at best it is a " bitter" compliment to a race

to whom bloodshed is abhorrent. On his

mother's side there is no trace of Jewish
blood. Until it can be shown that Madame
Cabrol was a Jewess, Marat's name cannot
be added to the black list of distinguished
Jewish blackguards. Marat's features alone
are a poor index of Hebraic descent. How
came Mara to develope into Marat 1

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

JOHN WILKES BOOTH (9
th S. xii. 25, 150,

197). The fact that John Hunter intended

experimenting on the body of Dr. Dodd, in
the hope of restoring life, certainly lends
some colour to the rumour that he escaped
the gallows. I copy the following paragraph
from my article on Dr. Dodd in 'Bygone
Lincolnshire' :

"After hanging the usual time the body was cut
down and handed to the waiting friends. A hot
bath had been prepared in a house not far away,
and here John Hunter was in attendance to try his
hand at restoring life. Owing, however, to the
bigness of the crowd, precious minutes, and even
hours, were lost before the body arrived, and by
this time all hope of revivification was gone.

;j

JOHN T. PA<;K.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

W. H. CULLEN (9
th S. xii. 149, 194).- The

earliest copy of the ' London and Provincial
Medical Directory

'

in my possession is dated
December, 1855, so probably Dr. W. H. Cullen
died some time between 1849 (the year of the
publication of his book) and 1855.

Robert Dickson, M D., F.L.S., resided at
10, Hertford Street, May fair, London, at this
date ; and in 1869 we find him living in retire-
ment at Cambridge Lodge, Harraondsworth,
Slough. Dr. Dickson graduated as a doctor
of medicine at Edinburgh University in 1826,
and became by examination a licentiate of

the Royal College of Physicians of London in

1830, and a Fellow in 1855. He was physician
to the Scottish Hospital, and to the -Edin-

burgh Life Assurance Company, and visiting

physician to the Camberwell House Lunatic

Asylum. He was a Fellow of the Linnean

Society and the Royal Medico-Chirurgical

Society, and the author of articles on ' Materia

Medica
' and *

Therapeutics
'

in the *

English

Cyclopaedia.' CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

DOG OF ST. ROCH (9
th S. xii. 189). This is

a very familiar .beastie in French churches,
where St. Roch is one of the most popular of

saints. The legend goes that when he went
on a pilgrimage to Rome he expelled plague
by the power of the Cross, yet was himself

stricken by it, and nourished by a dog who
brought him bread daily from the table of

its master, who, being at length attracted

to the sufferer, gave further and efficient

succour. A pilgrim's garb, a plague-spot on
the thigh, and the faithful hound are the
usual attributes of St. Roch, who, according
to one account, died at Montpellier.
"Nous vous supplions, Seigneur, de proteger

continuellement votre peuple, et de le preserver,
en vertu des merites du bienheureux Roch, de tous
les fleaux contagieux. tant pour 1'ame que pour le

corps. Ainsi soit-il."

ST. SWITHIN.

Baring - Gould's * Lives of the Saints,'

August, p. 156, says :

"He [St. Roch] had healed the plague-stricken
by thousands and tens of thousands, till he was
himself attacked, when a dog brought him bread
from a count's table every day to supply his necessi-
ties. The count, following the dog, found Roch
lying in a miserable hovel, convalescent. He
supplied him with necessaries, and he recovered."

This was supposed to have taken place in
or near Placentia in 1348. Butler, in his
'

Lives of the Saints
'

(16 August), says :

"
Falling himself sick, and unable to assist others,

and shunned and abandoned by the whole world,
he made a shift to crawl rather than walk into a
neighbouring forest, where a dog used to lick his
sores He died, as it is commonly said, in 1327."

WM. NORMAN.
"PASS" (9

th S. xii. 189). Like the Editor
[ should imagine that phrases such as
Please pass

"
or

"
Will you pass

"
so-and-so?

were in common use all over the country.
There may, of course, be English counties in
which they are not familiar, but I think theycan

hardly
be unknown in any household.

In cases where good servants habitually wait
at table there is very little need of using
such expressions at all. They may there-
fore, for this reason, be to a certain extent
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tabooed by "good society." To ordinary
people they are, practically speaking, indis-

pensable. JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.
" Please pass the salt," or anything else in

use at table, is so common a phrase that to
hear any other form would be looked upon
as unusual in most homes. It is

"
pass me "

everything; not "hand me," except on very
rare occasions. THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

JAPANESE MONKEYS (9
th S. xi. 9, 76, 430, 517).

I beg permission to make the following
corrections respecting my previous article

under this heading: p. 431, col. 1, 1. 14, "North
Indian Notes and Queries" should read

Panjab Notes and Queries. Same page, foot-

note, for "of the fifteenth century,
* Hai-wai-

hien-wan-luh,
'" read Hwang Tsang- Sing's

'

Si-yang-chan-kung-tien -luh,' 1520. In the
same foot-note

*'

Japanese
"
should be Java-

nese.

It will be a propos of the last correction to

call special attention of printers and tran-

scribers to the fact that this very misspelling
has been a frequent source of serious literary
blunders. For example, in the

' Book of Ser
Marco Polo

' a story is told of the Japanese
imbedding in their flesh certain talismanic
stones which would make them invulnerable.
I had been searching in vain among the re-

cords, both native and foreign, for anything
corroborating this till recently I hit upon
it in *

Fr. Odoric's Travels '; wherein it is nar-
rated that a certain kind of stone grows in

canes in Java, which endows its bearer with

immunity from all manner of arms : ap-
parently an exaggeration of the vulnerary
virtue of the tabasheer. From this it is

evident that the misplaced statement in

Marco's book was a result of his, or his in-

formant's confusion of the names Japan
and Java, or, more probably, of his literary
friend's dictation.

KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.
Mount Nachi, Kii, Japan.

'TALES FROM DREAMLAND '

(9
th S. xii. 169).

-'The Pot of Gold 3

is the English title of

'Der goldene Topf,' which is one of Hoff-
mann's best stories. I do not know the book
to which reference is made. It may be a
collection of stories written by different

writers. E. YARDLEY.

SALOP (9
th S. xii. 108). Mr. Harper is

very good on ' The Holyhead Road/ but his

etymologies cannot be commended. The way
to Salop is through Shrewsbury, first recorded
in 901 as "in civitate Scrobbensis" (' Chart.

Sax.,' 585), "in the City of Scrob," -ensis

being an adjectival suffix freely used in
Latin ecclesiastical charters in the sense of
"of" or "belonging to." Shrewsbury was a
mint town, and in the time of vEthelstan,
c. 940, the coins are marked Scrob, and so

continue, with variations, to the time of

Edward the Confessor, c. 1050, when they are
marked Screobbe, Screob, and Scrop. In the

'Anglo-Saxon Chronicle,' under the year
1006, we find Shrewsbury as Scropesbyri, and
the county Scrobbesbyrigscire. Under 1016

Shrewsbury is Scrobbesbyrig. In '

Domesday
Book '

Shrewsbury appears as Sciropesberie,
and the county as Sciropescire. We have
then a long interval without records, and in

1159 Salope and Salopscir appear in the Pipe
Rolls for the first time. Now there can be
no doubt that the early forms of Shrewsbury
yield

" the burh [dat. byrig] of Scrob "
(in

Mercian dialect pronounced Shrob). The
tendency of b to become p is well known
(Skeat's 'Principles of Etymology,' 375).
Hence we have, in the later forms, Scrop
(Shrop), and ultimately Shropshire. Scrob
was a personal name. Eyton ('Antiquities
of Shropshire ') says :

" Richard fitz Scrobi or Scrob was a Norman
settled in England before the Conquest, and a
favourite of Edward I. (Confessor). He held pro-
perty in Salop, and estates in Herefordshire, where
he was termed '

Scrupe.'
"

Nash ('History of Worcestershire,' i. 239)

says :

"Richard Scrupe was a Saxon of the time of
Edward the Confessor, whose chief residence was
at Richard's Castle (Herefordshire) His son was
Osbern fitz Richard, a Domesday tenant in capite.
His descendant having married a ' de Say

'

took
that name."

I think Nash is right as to Scrupe being
Saxon ; the name does not savour of Norman
origin. The passage of Scrop to Salope in
the twelfth century is not surprising, con-

sidering the difficulty Norman-French clerks
had in dealing with Anglo-Saxon words and
pronunciation (strange and barbarous to

them). Blakeway ('History of Shrewsbury,'
i. 38) says :

"
R, as is well known, is a letter insurmountable

by many organs, and in all languages has been

occasionally exchanged for I. Hence arose a further

corruption of our Saxon name, which from Sciropes-
berie became Salopesberie

"
(and Salop).

Skeat says (' Principles of Etymology,' 376) :

" In most Aryan languages r has a tendency
to turn into I" Scrob I believe to be an
Anglo-Saxon name, and the origin of the

family names Scroop and Scrope. We have
Scrooby, in N.E. Notts (' Domesday,' Scrobi),
"Scrob's village," but in Northumbrian
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dialect &c*=sk ; if in Mercia it would have

been Shroby or Shrooby. The important

part played by personal names in the forma-

tion of place-names has only been recently

realized. At all times and everywhere their

inward thought is that their houses shall

continue for ever, and their dwelling-places

to all generations ; they call their lands after

their own names." W. H. DUIGNAN.
Walsall.

JOHN THOMAS TOWSON (9
th S. xii. 190). He

was born at Fore Street, Devonport, 8 April,

1804, and died at his residence, 47, Upper
Parliament Street, Liverpool, 3 January,
1881. See 'D.N.B.' and Boase's 'Modern

English Biography,' iii. 1000.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

FARTHINGS (9
th S. xii. 169). Some time

ago I sent a couple of farthings with other

coins to pay for stamps or postcards at a

sub-office in a large town. The poor things
were rejected by the presiding genius, who
said that the collector would decline to accept
them. One, if not both, of these farthings
had been included in change handed to me
at a London West - End post office. This

restriction on the currency of lawful coinage
struck me as being vexatious and unjustifi-

able. ST. SWITHIN.

MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS (9
th S. xii. 148, 196).

It appears to be worth noting that Faber's

portrait print is lettered "Maria Stuart

Kegina Scotise." To go a step further. Why
is Stuart so spelt ? For if the story be true

that this form of the word was merely the

resultof French attempt at phonetic imitation,
in the absence of

" w "
from that language,

then Stewart would be the more correct

spelling. GEORGE C. PEACHEY.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

.1r/.s of the Priry Council of England. New Series.

Vols. XX IV., XXV., XX VI., XXVII. Edited
by John Roche Dasent, C.B. (Eyre & Spottis-
woode.)

CONSTANT and equal progress is being made by
Mr. Dasent with the publication of the Privy
Council Acts, and no falling off' whatever from the

high standard first adopted is found in the later
volumes. The four volumes now before us cover
virtually the period from 1592 to 1597 inclusive.
There is, however, a break so far as our memory
serves us, the first that has yet occurred in the
series. No record is accessible for the period
between 20 August, 1593, when there was a meeting
at

" Wiude/xmr Castle." itself but partially recorded,
and 1 October, 15^5, the book in which are entered
the minutes for the period between these two dates

having been lost. Whether, as is not inconceivable,

it was borrowed for some temporary purpose by one

of the Privy Council, who was prevented by death

or some other cause from returning it, is unknown.

The book is, at least, not to be found, and a lament-

able lacuna exists. From another source, which

Mr Dasent mentions (British Museum Add. Mb.
No. 11,402), information concerning some of the pro-

ceedings is obtained, and is printed as an appendix
to vol. xxv.

It is, naturally, from the standpoint of history

and of social life that the work is most interesting,

the Council then, as in modern days, occupying
itself little with the intellectual accomplishment or

aspiration of the epoch. Almost solitary in literary

interest are two entries on 18 and 20 May, 1593,

respectively. The former notes the issue of a

warrant to Henry Maunder, one of the Messengers of

Her Majesty's Chamber, "to repaire to the house

of Mr. Thomas Walsingham in Kent, or to anie

other place where he shall understand Cristofer

Marlow to be remayning, and by vertue thereof to

apprehend and bring him to Court in his companie.
And in case of need to require ayd." On the 20th

the entry is, ''This daie Cristofer Marley [sic] of

London, gentleman, being sent for by warrant from
their Lordships, hath entered hisapparence accord-

inglie for his indemnity therein, and is commaunded
to give his daily attendaunce on their Lordships
untill he shalbe lycensed to the contrary." Very
many entries in 1593 refer to the Plague and the

necessity, consequent upon its ravages, of forbidding

altogether or regulating fairs, or whatever may lead

to the concourse of men. Theatrical entertain-

ments are, naturally, sufferers, though
" my lords

"

are more lenient in such matters than are the civic

authorities. After a preamble concerning the ille-

gality of "plaies or enterludes" in London, it is

ordered, 6 May, 1593, that Edward Allen,
"
seryaunt

to the right honourable the Lord Highe Admiral,"
William Kernp, Thomas Pope, John Heminges,
Augustine Phillipes, and Georg Brian, all servants
to the Lord Strainge, shall be permitted to play
"comedies, tragedies, and such like," in towns and
places not within seven miles of London or the

Court, "that they maie be in the better readiness
hereafter for her Majestys service whensoever they
shalbe thereunto called.'' The vice-chancellors and
heads of colleges of Cambridge and Oxenforde are
called upon to prevent the performance of plays
within five miles of the university, and bidden
during the time of fairs to keep the gates of colleges
shut. Much of the time of

" my lords
"

is occupied
in dealing with recusants. In 1596 we find a letter

relating to the death of Sir Frauncis Drake. From
an entry during this year it is seen that the main-
tenance of archery is still imperative, and a com-
mission is appointed under the Great Seal to

" make
diligent search in all places, aswell within liberties
as without, whether the inhabitantes bee furnished
with bowes and arrowes as by the lawes is pro-
vided." The change of religion of Henry IV. of
France has modified the condition of affairs in that
country, but troops are still required. In 1596-7
the pressure upon recusants proves less severe, but
diligent inquiry is still made after the seminary
priests. The Turbervilles or Turvills of Glamorgan,
on whom we come in the 'Cardiff Records' of
Mr. John Hobson Matthews, are often in trouble,
and Jenkin Turvill, "a man of good sorte dwelling
at Penllyne in that county of Glamorgan," keeps"

in his house two Seminary Preistes." Turvill is
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" a man of wealthe and calling." Richard Turber-

vile, a prisoner in the Clink, makes subsequently
submission of his conformity. Those interested in

Sir Ferdinando Gorges will come upon abundant
traces of him in the volume. The Grahams or

Greymes of the Debatable Land give much trouble
to Lord Scroope, Lord Warden of the West Marches
of Scotland. They are always exacting blackmail,
but promise amendment, and seem willing, even, to
take service on the side of order. With some of

the names mentioned we seem on the track of
the Border ballads, and with Sir Thomas Lucye
we are on that of Shakespeare.

The Bernards of Abington and Nether Winchendon.
By Mrs. Napier Higgins. 2 vols. (Longmans &
Co.)

As the only surviving daughter of Sir Thomas
Tyringham Bernard, of Nettleham and Nether
Winchendon, with whose demise in 1883 the baro-

netcy became extinct, Mrs. Sophia Elizabeth Napier
Higgins has felt herself called upon to write the

history of a family, of the last branch of which she
is the last scion. Two volumes, now issued, carry
the history to the death, in 1779, of Sir Francis

Bernard, Governor of Massachusetts Bay, on the
whole the most distinguished, though scarcely the
most fortunate, member of the family. Materials
for a second instalment, carrying the record a cen-

tury or so further, are in existence, and will pro-
bably see the light under the same editorship.
With some reason Mrs. Higgins complains that the
documents which illustrate "the most critical

period of the history of England in its relations

with America," and throw the most light upon the
career of Sir Francis Bernard, have been allowed
to pass into American hands. The documents in

question, thirteen volumes in all, of which eight
consist of letter-books, 1758-72, were bought for

600 dollars in 1846 (1848, 'D.JN.B.') by Dr. Jared

Sparks, and bequeathed by him to Harvard College
Library, where they still are accessible enough,
though consultation of them can only be made on
the spot.
For the family is claimed a venerable antiquity,

a connexion being suggested to St. Bernard of

Clairvaux, which, of course, takes us back to the
eleventh century. A Thomas Fitz Bernard, of the
household of Henry II., was a justiciar of many
courts, and was twice excommunicated by St.

Thomas a Becket. Godfrey Bernard, a landowner
in Yorkshire, alleged to be the son of the afore-men-
tioned Thomas, is regarded as the founder of the

family. He gave three manors to St. Mary's
Abbey, York, before migrating to Cambridgeshire
and becoming lord of the manor of Iselham, in the

parish church of which his monument formerly
stood. A John Bernard, a descendant, appears to

have been knighted on the field of Agincourt.
With the deeds of the various transmitters of the

name, with their marriages, and with the manner
in which various estates came into their possession
we are not concerned. Such particulars may best

be read in the book. As the line descends, which
it did in a fashion not common among our county
families, we come upon many families of highest
interest, including that of William Shakespeare.
In the fifteenth century Sir John Bernard married

Margaret, daughter of Henry, fourth Lord Scrope
of Bolton, by Elizabeth, daughter of John, fourth
Lord Scrope of Masham. By this and other mar-

riages into the same family the Bernards acquired

a descent from royalty. The curious name of

Daundelyn, with which family the Bernards became
connected by marriage, is said to be derived from
D'Andely, after the Norman town of that name.
Through a marriage of Baldwin Bernard with
Eleanor, daughter of John Fullwood, of Ford Hall,
the family is brought into connexion with many
Warwickshire worthies, including the Ardens of

Wilmcote, the Hills, Fullwoods, and John Shake-
speare of Stratford-on-Avon. In connexion with
the Franklins of Eaton, ancestors of the famous
Franklin, we come on a strange story. One of the
family, a staunch Protestant, kept in the time of

Bloody Mary "a Bible fastened inside the top of a
joint stool," and while a child watched turned the

joint up and read the book by stealth. Of the

entry in the register concerning "Madam Elizabeth
Bernard, wife of Sir John Bernard, or Barnard,
Knt.," G. J. De Wilde, 'Rambles,' says: "Of this
last of the Shakespeares there is no other record.
So far as is known, no stone ever marked the place
where she was buried." Elizabeth Bernard was
buried 17 February, 1669. There is cause for doubt
whether the entry of her death in the register is

not an interpolation of that assiduous forger, traces
of whose slime are found in abundance in our
national collections. On p. 77 we find a Bernard
prosecuting the elder John Milton. Subsequently
more than one reference is to be traced in Pepys.
In the middle of the first volume we come across
the voyage of Sir Francis Bernard to America, and
the rest of the work is occupied with his stormy
and distinguished career. This belongs to history,
and we cannot attempt to deal with it. Mrs.
Higgins's book has unending interest and import-
ance, and is well written, though at times a little

nebulous. It will occupy a good position among
the family histories which are one of the most
remarkable products of modern days. It is to be
hoped that the author will be able to complete
what is so well begun.

Calendar of Letter-Books of the City of London at
the Guildhall Letter-Book E. Edited by Regi-
nald R. Sharpe, D.C.L. (Published by Order of
the Corporation.)

THE fifth volume of the Letter-Books preserved in
the archives of the City at the Guildhall appears
under the admirable supervision of the Records
Clerk, and extends from circa 1314 to 1337. For a
notice of previous volumes see 9th S. iv. 198 ; vi. 198 ;

and x. 279. Vol. iii., known as the Red Book (Liber
Rubeus), is principally occupied with records of
admission to the freedom of the City by redemp-
tion. The present volume, called the White Book
of Memoranda, was lost for a long season, and was
only recovered, at a cost to the authorities of 20s.,

through a Common Serjeant of the time of Henry
VIII. It covers the last years of the struggle of
Edward II. with the Earl of Lancaster, the rise and
fall of the Despensers, the deposition and death of
Edward II. in Berkeley Castle, the renewal of the
war with Scotland, and the defeat of the flower of

England at Bannockburn. Concerning the proceed-
ings of the justiciars sent by Edward to hold an
Iter at the Tower in 1321, which Dr. Sharpe holds
to have exercised the minds of the citizens more
than any purely political event, the few revelations
of the White Book are complements! to those of
the ' Liber Custumarum '

issued in the Rolls
Series. At the outset the judges inquired into the
smallest detail of civic government. On hearing of
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a threatened rising in the Marches under the Earl

of Hereford, they quieted considerably, and were
no longer

"
like wolves eager for their prey, but

were very lambs/' The word translated "wolves"
is leonex. Among those with whom the justiciars
had difficulties were the Phelipers or Fripperers,
the Cappers, Vintners, Fishmongers, Butchers, &c.

The civic authorities, so far as they dared, sup-

ported Edward against the barons. They lent him
lour hundred men to avenge the insult passed upon
the queen by Lady Badlesmere at Leeds Castle,

Kent, and promised to give up all the " contrariants"

they discovered in the City. Against the Scots they
offered him five hundred men or 2,000 marks, the

king naturally choosing the latter. Edward then

deposed the mayor in favour of one of his own
selection, carrying him with him virtually as a

prisoner. For five years the king held the mayoralty
" more or less

"
in his own hands until, in 1326. the

citizens cast in their lot with Queen Isabella and
her son. On the accession of Edward III. a charter

restoring and confirming the privileges held before

1321 was granted, and the citizens were conceded

"infangthef
" and "

outfangthef," or the right of

hanging a thief if caught within or without the

jurisdiction. These privileges were not allowed to

rust, and the order " Let him be hanged
"

is fre-

quent in the later portion of the volume. Among
those thus condemned (20 Nov., 1329) was Alice

Littleglenne, charged with the "mainour of two
women's robes, three mazer cups (ciphi de mazero),
and other goods and chattels." On the king's
marriage to Philippa of Hainault the mayor and
citizens welcomed her in state, and sent to the king
and queen great store of provisions and wax ! Full

particulars are supplied of the action brought by
Richard Chaucer against certain defendants for the
forcible marriage of John Chaucer, the father of
the poet, then under fourteen years of age, to

Johanna, daughter of Walter de VVesthalle. inter-

esting items are to be found concerning the dis-

position of the property in the "Outer Temple"
after the suppression of the order of the Templars.
These few matters are indicative of the subjects of
interest to be found in the volume, which yields in
no respect to its predecessors. The indexes remain
famous for excellence.

A Bibliography of Samuel Taylor Coleridge. By
John Louis Haney, Ph.D. (Philadelphia, pri-
vately printed.)

AT the instigation, if we read aright, of Prof.
Albert

Henry Smyth, to whom the completed work
is dedicated, Dr. Haney began his Coleridge
bibliography. The first steps to such a work
were made, as Dr. Haney admits, in the pages
of 'X. & Q.' in 1895 (see 8th S. vii. 361, 401,
443, 482, 502). After the death of Richard Herne
Shepherd, by whom it was started, it was finished
by what is called herein "a worthy effort" of our
friend Col. Prideaux. The present work is more
ambitious. It supplies, and arranges in chrono-
logical order, all editions, English, continental, and
American, of Coleridge, and catalogues, so far as is

possible, the literature dealing with Coleridge's life
and work. A special and very valuable chapter is
devoted to the marginalia, while others deal with
Coleridge's contributions to various works and
periodicals, with his letters, biography, portraits, &c,
Dr. Haney s task has been admirably accomplished.
His work, which has for frontispiece a beautifully
executed portrait of Coleridge, is issued in a limited

edition, thirty copies being on large paper. It may
be obtained from the author at the Central High
School, Philadelphia. In the case of marginalia,
mention is made, when possible, of the person in

whose possession the annotated volume now is.

The Mirrour of Vertue in Worldly Greatnes ; or,

the Life of Sir Thomas More, Knight. By William

Roper. (Moring.)
To the series, at once cheap and beautiful, of the

"King's Classics," issued from the De La More
Press, has been added, appropriately, Roper's

'

Life

of More.' The biography of More by his son-in-

law, the husband of that fair woman who, in Tenny-
son's words,

Clasped in her last trance
Her murdered father's head,

is, in the full sense, a classic. Until the present
generation happy, at least, in this respect the

privilege of having an edition so exquisite of a
work of so much interest and importance has been
denied the reader. The "

King's Classics
"

will
make an enchanting little library in themselves.
The present work will not be the least prized of an
admirable collection.

MESSRS. METHUEN & Co. have issued in a handy
and almost diminutive form an edition of Borrow's
Romany Rye, with a frontispiece presenting Bush-
bury Church and an introduction and notes by
Mr. John Sampson. Borrow often leads us into a
world of enchantment, and the present continua-
tion of

'

Lavengro
'

is a book to slip into the pocket
when starting for an autumn ramble.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

C. VIPAN. The address of the secretary of the
Huguenot Society is 90, Regent's Park Road, N.W.
This information is derived from the ' Year-Book
of the Scientific and Learned Societies

'

(Griffin &
Co. ), which will probably answer your other query.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, B.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE "R" PRINTER.
ONE of the greatest puzzles of fifteenth-

century printing yet remaining to be solved
is the identification of the R printer, so called

from the peculiar shape of the R which he
used in both his Roman and semi-Gothic

types. His work consists of nearly thirty
volumes and single sheets, none of which has

any date, but the dates of several of them
can be determined by MS. notes, &c.
Before referring to the dates I will first

give the titles of each work, beginning with
those in Roman type. They are : Durandus,
*
Rationale

'

; Rabanus Maurus,
' De Uni-

uerso'; Petrarca, 'Secretum,' 'DeContemptu
Mundi,"De Uita Solitaria'; Biblia Latina;
Servius,

' Commentaries super Vergilium';
Plutarchi 'Uitse'; J^neas Silvius, 'Epis-
tulse

'

; Dionysius de Burgo,
' Commentarius

super Valerium Maximum '

; Donatus,
' Com-

mentarius super Terentium'; Jacobus Mag-
nus,

*

Sophologium
'

(two editions) ; Bollanus,
' De Conceptione B.V. Mariae

'

; Seneca,
1

Epistulse ad Lucilium '

; Caracciolus,
*

Ser-
mones per Aduentum' ;

and two single sheets,
viz., Sixtus IV., 'Bulla de Fratribus Mendi-
cantibus' (prsecipue Esslingse), and 4 Sum-
marium Bullse Indulgentiarum pro Ecclesia

in Vrach Latse,' in Latin and German, the
latter in a different type.
The books in semi-Gothic type are these,

viz., Vincentius Bellovacensis,
'

Speculum
Doctrinale

'

(two editions) ; Vincentius Bello-

vacensis,
*

Speculum Historiale
'

; Vincentius

Bellovacensis,
'

Speculum Naturale '

; Avi-

cenna, 'Canon'; Balbus, 'Catholicon' (two
editions, one without the R) ; Herolt,

* Ser-

mones de Tempore, de Sanctis
'

;

'

Promp-
tuarium '

;

' Tractatus Plurimi luris
'

(' Modus
Legendi Abbreuiaturas ') ;

Jacobus de Don-
dis,

'

Aggregator
'

;
and Silvaticus,

' Liber
Pandectarum Medicinse.'

Panzer, in the 4 Annales Typographic!,'
ascribed all these books to the press of

Johann Mentelin at Strassburg, and the

reason he did so seems to be this : the letter

R printer printed, as we have already seen,
editions of three of the '

Specula
'

of Vincent
of Beauvais

; they have sixty-seven lines to a
full page. Mentelin also printed an edition

of these
'

Specula
' with sixty-two lines to the

full page. The British Museum possesses an
edition made up in this manner, viz., the
'

Speculum Doctrinale
' and '

Speculum
Naturale

'

in the R type, the
'

Speculum
Doctrinale

'

only containing the 1
; the

'Speculum Historiale,' which is one of the
few books which bear Mentelin's name ; and
the 'Speculum Morale,' also in Mentelin's

type, but without his name. Panzer had

probably seen these volumes combined in

this manner, and therefore concluded that

they were all printed by Menteliu, and con-

sequently put all the other R books as

having been printed by Mentelin. It is

a curious circumstance that he gives the
number of lines to the *

Specula
'

undoubtedly
printed by Mentelin, but omits to give
those of the R printer. Hain, in the '

Reper-
torium Bibliographicum,' ascribes some to

Strassburg and some to Cologne, in one in-

stance stating that the work was printed at

Cologne on account of the peculiar R, but he
makes no attempt to explain his statement ;

Falkenstein also suggested Cologne, but gave
no reason ; Klemm, in his

' Beschreibender

Catalog,' argues in favour of Strassburg ;

Placidus Braun,
*

Notitia,' &c., declares that
the books in the semi-Gothic character were

printed by Mentelin as to those in the
Roman type he could not say, but thought
they were, perhaps, printed at Venice ; and
lastly M. Madden, in the 'Lettres d'un

Bibliographe,' endeavours to show that the
Brothers of the Common Life, residing in the

monastery of Weydenbach, near Cologne,
had a press, and believes that they printed
the books containing this form of the R.
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It has also been suggested that Adolphus
Rusch, Mentelin's son-in-law, was the printer.

There can be no doubt that some of the

11 books were printed at a very early date.

In the University library at Basle is pre-
served a copy of the

'

Rationale
'

of Durandus
which contains the following MS. note :

** M.
Johannes Ulricus Suriant Decanus com-

parauit expensis facultatis Arcium, 1464."

Dr. Bernoulli, Oberbibliothekar, vouches for

the authenticity of this note. Now this is a

very remarkable statement, for one must
remember that this book is printed in Roman
type, and the first known book in that type,
the

*

Ciceronis Epistple ad Familiares,' was

printed by Sweynheim & Panartz in 1467,
therefore the words Roman type are altogether
a misnomer. Another important date is found
in a MS. note in the copy of the

'

Opus de
Uniuerso

'

of Rabanus Maurus in the Biblio-

theque Rationale at Paris, which reads thus :

14 Est Ambrosii de Cambray juris utriusque
doctoris etcanoniciparisiensis, 1467, 20 Julii."

This book is also in Roman type, and the

year 1467 is the very year in which Sweyn-
heim & Panartz printed their first book in
Roman characters. The late Mr. Russell
Martineau showed that the R printer's
edition of Plutarch's

'

Yitee Parallels
' was

printed from the edition of Ulric Hahn, Rome,
about 1470

;
he found that fol. 313-16 were

nonsensical, and on comparing the two
editions discovered that the R printer had
printed from a copy of Hahn's edition in
which these leaves were bound thus 313, 315,
314, 316.

Hain noticed that in the copies of the * De
Contemptu Mundi' and the * De Uita
Solitaria' at Munich and also at Vienna the
date 1473 was subscribed. The ' De Con-
ceptione Uirginis Marie

'

of Bollanus con-
tains a dedicatory epistle to Nicolas Marcellus,
Doge of Venice from August, 1473, to Decem-
ber, 1474

; therefore, even if this be the first

edition, it could not have been printed till

towards the close of the former year. The
Latin Bible does not appear to be at all
an early issue. Turn to Isaia xxxvii. 29,
"ponani ergo circulum in naribus tuis, et
frenum in labiis tuis, et reducam te in viam,
per quam venisti

"
;
and again in Liber IV.

Regum xix. 28,
"
ponam itaque circulum

in naribus tuis," &c. Now in the early
editions of the Bible in Latin the word
auribus," not "

naribus," is used
; the first

time that "
naribus

"
occurs is in Peter

bchoeffer's edition of 1472.
The bull of Sixtus IV. 'De Fratribus Men-

dicantibus' is dated 1478; the indulgence to
those who should contribute to the rebuilding

of the church of SS. Mary, Andrew, and
Amandus at Urach, which had been burnt
down, was probably issued before 20 March,
1479. Now this indulgence is in Latin and
German, both printed on the recto of a folio

leaf ; the Latin is the Roman type of the R
printer, the German is one of those types
much used in South Germany at that time,
and known under the general name of

"
Typis

Reyserianis," from their resemblance to the

types of the two Reysers. These types, with
some slight differences, were used by various

printers, and this indulgence consisting of

only thirty-two lines, it is difficult to say
who the printer was.

If any of the readers of * N. & Q .' possess
copies of any of these books which contain

early MS. notes, names of early possessors, or
of the binder, or can show that Ambrosius de
Cambray was living at Paris in 1467, I shall
be extremely obliged. I am afraid that it is

of no use to ask for any information about
Johannes Suriant. S. J. ALDRICH.
New Southgate.

THE MANUSCRIPT JOURNAL OF A
LONDON CITIZEN.

(See ante, p. 203.)
"
Tuesday, July 2nd [1816]. Messrs. Bruce, Simion

& Co., Bankers, stopped payment and caused great
consternation in the commercial world.
"Thursday, July llth. A Rout at the Mansion

house, at which the Prince of Saxe Coburg was
present. The Duke of Wellington was also ex-
pected, but did not go This morning the Prince
Coburg, with another Illustrious personage, received
the freedom of the City.
"Monday, July 15th. About this time the frame

Breakers attacked Messrs. Heathcote&Co.'s manu-
factory at Loughboro, and destroyed property to
the am 4 of []15,000."

Tuesday, July 16th. A Man prophesied about
this time that the world would shortly be at an end,
and even fixed the day for Thursday, the 18th inst.
From the very unaccountable state of the weather
his doctrine gained considerable credit among the
more credulous order of the people, and so alarmed
one Old woman as to be the cause of putting a period,
alias, a full stop to her career in this world by
hanging herself. The quantity of rain which fell in
this Month exceeds anything ever witnessed before
by the oldest inhabitants, and caused the greatest
distress in most parts of the country. Immense
quantities of hay was spoiled in every part of this
country, and every vegetable production was very
backward.
"Thursday, July 18th.-This day (agreeable to

the opinion of all but the weak and credulous) the
preacher s Prophesy respecting the destruction of
the universe, was proved to be false. The morning
was fair but the day turned out wet as usual.

Iriday, July 19th.-More wet and nothing else.

Saturday, July 20th.-For a wonder we had a
fine day."

Wednesday and Thursday [July 24th and 25th].
steam boats becoming in use on the Thames.
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"
Thursday, Aug. 8th. Bought Drouet's varia-

tions of
'

Hope told a Flattering Tale,' which I

found not in me least difficult.
"
Saturday, Aug. 10th. Spots were visible in the

Sun's disk about this time.
"
Thursday, Aug. 15th. A report about this time

in circulation, that the Prince Regent is to be

divorced from his Wife, and will take to himself the

Princess Sophia of Gloucester. It is likewise said

that his daughter, the Princess of Saxe Coburg, has
refused to see him on that account.

"Tuesday, Aug. 20th. Mr. Dibdin. the performer,
after a very short illness made his final exit, not

only from the stage, but from this world, under the

hope of appearing in a new and a better character

in the world to come.
"
Sunday, Sept. 8th. We rowed to Arundel

Stairs, where we shipped Mr. N[orthcote], and
from thence we advanced up the River, got as far as

Putney, overtaking the Richmond Steam Boat on
the way.
"Thursday, Sept. 12th. The news arrived by

way of France of the Bombardment of Algiers, and
the total destruction of their Navy by Lord Ex-
mouth. Further particulars respecting this gallant
affair wilf appear when the Official Account is pub-
lished.

"
Friday, Sept. 13th. The weather at last seems

to be set in for fair, and promises a fine harvest.

"Friday, Sept. 20th. General consternation in

the City and its environs, occasioned by a report
that a stop was put to the circulation of shillings

and sixpences, not one of either would pass. In

consequence of this, great apprehensions were en-

tertained that a disturbance would take place.

"Saturday, Sept. 21st. A trial was this day
made, for the first time, of a new invention for

paving the streets and roads with cast iron. I saw
some that was laid down in the Surrey Road, and
which appeared to me likely to answer. It will,

however, soon be proved.
"
Monday, Sept. 23rd. Made a purchase of Lord

Byron's Poem, entitled, 'The Siege of Corinth,'
and another called

'

Parisina.'
"
Tuesday, Sept. 24th. Went to the west end

in company of Chas. Freeman. Made a purchase of

three volumes of Select Poetry, which cost me
[private mark], and appear cheap. Left the '

Siege
of Corinth

' with Miss Sanders for her perusal.
" Monday and Tuesday [Sept. 30th and Oct. 1st].

Nothing remarkable, except that there was at

this time a strong contest among the Aldermen for

the Office of Mayor. Wood being proposed to

serve again."
Saturday, Oct. 5th. Took tea with Mrs. Smith,

and afterwards went to Drury Lane Theatre with
J. Smith and Mr. Phin [of Edinburgh]. We saw
' The Rivals

' and a part of a newly revived Comedy
of 'The Blacksmith of Antwerp.' The former
afforded us much entertainment, but the other, if it

does not improve as it goes on, must be stupid
indeed, as it made us so bilious that we were

obliged to come away, and got home early in

consequence.
"1817.

"[Wednesday,] Jany. 1st. The following you
may see written on the first page of my Bank book :

This Book will plainly show,
What every one should know ;

That money in good hands,
Remains for e'er secure ;

And when you want, you 're sure,

'Twill pay all your demands.
But otherwise, or spent,
In time you will repent,
And wish you had been wiser.
You now will stew and fret ;

Will always be in debt ;

Now pray is that a lie, Sir ?

Answer, No.
Then place your money in my care,
For safe it is when it gets there.

"
Thursday, Jany. 2nd. This evening I made a

)urchase at Wright the Stationer's, Aldgate, of
;he Spectator, in 6 volumes, bound, for which I paid
20/- ; also a Prayer Book, for which I paid 9/- ; and
n asses' skin memorandum Book 2/-."

Friday, Jany. 3rd. Purchased of a Bookseller
n Holborn, 4 vols. in 2 of Addison's 'Anecdotes,'
'or 6'-, half bound.
"
Saturday, Jany. 4th. Bought of Wright, Aid-

gate, the 'Vicar of Wakefield,' 'Humphrey
Jlinker,' and 'Count Fathom,' [for] 10/-. Very busy
Dapering my books these two or three evenings and
making a catalogue of them.
"Friday, Jany. 17th. This morning as a genteel

ooking man, about 40 years of age, was crossing
:he end of Gutter Lane, in Cheapside, a cart ana
norse which was turning down the Lane (owing
to want of care on b9th sides) ran against the said
gentleman, knocked him down, and he very narrowly
escaped the wheel. Although he was not materially
hurt, yet the streets being very dirty, his situation
excited my compassion, and I offered to conduct
him to Mrs. Smith's in order that he might relieve
himself of the wonder ! that is always perceptible
in the Mob, whenever any one has the misfortune
to get into such a situation. Upon addressing him
1 found him to be a Frenchman and could not speak
any English. I however made him understand that
I wished to assist him, and he went accordingly.
Having cleans'd him of his impurities, and done up
his parcel in clean paper, he took his leave, very
thankful for the service I had done him."

A. S.

CHARLES READE.
(See ante, p. 220.)

IN a notice of my book catalogue at this
reference the writer says :

"A copy of Cotton's 'Short Explanation
'

is said
to have belonged to Charles Reade the novelist,
and to contain a deeply interesting note relative to
him and his wife and their domestic happiness. As
Reade was never married, this must be curious."

The MS. note referred to will be of interest
to many readers of 'N. Q.' Probably it

has not hitherto appeared in print, and may
be thought worthy of permanent record'.

The "note" takes the form of an "Intro-
duction," as follows :

INTRODUCTION.
This little book the title-page of which I have

supplied through the kindness of a friend from a
copy in the British Museum was originally in the
library of the famous collector and antiquarian
William Hutchins Callcott, M.A.

I am aware of only one other small work of the
kind, called 'Obsolete Scriptural Words,' by
Booker the philologist, and of which Archbishop
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Whately says,
"
Every one with a Bible should

possess a copy."
It may not be uninteresting to note briefly how

this present copy came into my hands. At the
death of Mr. Callcott, when his collection was
dispersed by auction, this little book was added to

the library of the late Mr. Perkins ; and when that

library was sold by Christie Mauson it was
purchased by the late Charles Reade, the famous
novelist.
Extremes meet ! Charles Reade, author of

' Never
Too Late to Mend,'

' The Cloister and the Hearth,'
and a score of other well-known works, was one of
the best and truest of men, whose heart was sound,
whose affections were strong, and whose reverence
for all that is noble and good in human nature
cannot be doubted. At the time of his decease,
some six or seven years ago, he was engaged upon a
series of religious essays,

'

Biblical Characters,'
which came as a surprise to the reading world, in-

asmuch as he had never been credited with deep
religious feeling.

I Knew Charles Reade well, and for ten years was
in weekly, almost daily communion with him, as
we worked several literary matters in concert,
when he was residing at No. 19, Albert Gate, S.W.
It is not too much to affirm that, while one side of
his character was antagonistic to his critics and
involved him in many literary disputes, the other
(his domestic side) was truly beautiful and lovely.
I had the rare privilege of being admitted to his
home, and saw him as a man. Perhaps there has
never been greater love than existed between him
and his wife, Mrs. Laura Seymour, formerly the
celebrated actress and contemporary of Mrs
Glover, with whom she played in many a famous
drama, notably

* The Flowers of the Forest.' She
retained her histrionic name to the last.
In his lifetime Charles Reade had a noble mauso-

leum constructed at Brompton, and at her death
he laid her therein, with a tender and gentle
inscription on the tablet. How lie sorrowed for
that dear wife / know, and within a very short
space Charles Keade was borne to the resting-place
of his beloved " Laura "

(he never called her bvanv
other name), and there they sleep in peace.

The storm that wrecks the winter sky
^

No more disturbs their sweet reposeThan summer evening's latest si^h
That shuts the rose.

>Y any

A few years before the death of my dear friend
I was sitting with him in his xanctum sanctorumwhen our conversation turned upon theology'After a time he rose and took from a shelf this
little book, and, having unostentatiously wrapped
it in a leaf of the Ilhutrattd London News [for the
last thing he ever thought of was to make a paradeof anything), gave it to me; and subsequently hetold me how he had become possessed of it as Thave previously said.
These homely and characteristic facts I s imn lvhere set down, thinking that every contribution

1

to

Charles Reade) may not be deemed

115, London Road, Southwards'./'
PEA(JOCK -

The extract which follows is from the
Manchester City New* of 12 September It
occurs in a lengthy review of '

Charles Keadeas I Knew Him,' by John Colemau The

concluding lines sufficiently account for the
fact that Keade never married :

"Charles Reade's father and mother were squire
and lady of the manor-house at Ipsden, seventeen
miles from Oxford, famous for its dinner table and
its old port and madeira. Their influence obtained
for young Reade a 'demyship' at Magdalen College,
worth about 601. a year. He was intended for a
fellowship and a bishopric to follow, but cricket
and boating and fiddling and dancing left no time
for work, and the glamour of the stage overcame
the budding bishop in his first vacation. So it

happened that, \vhen a fellowship fell vacant, Reade
was wholly unprepared to contest it. and there was
only a month in which to cram for the exam. How-
ever, he determined to go in for it, worked hard
with his coaches, and burnt the midnight oil to some
purpose. On the fateful morning, walking across
the quad in agony, with his face swollen to twice
its size with neuralgia, Reade met Robert Lowe
(afterwards Lord Sherbrooke), his coach.

' '

Well, young shaver,' said he,
' how about the

Thirty-nine Articles ?
'

'I

' Can't get at 'em I remember only six.'
The odds are that 's more than any of 'em do,

so keep a good heart, and the chances are you '11 pull
through. Go, my boy, "go where glory waits you,"
and good luck to you !

'

" Reade was lucky enough to be asked one of the
six Articles he knew

; he carne out of the exam, as
successfully as Cardinal Newman, took his B. A., andwon his fellowship and a permanent income for life

rising from 2301. to 600/. a year, subject to perpetual
celibacy. This was in 1835, before Reade was
twenty-one."

JAS. CLEGG.
Rochdale.

[Reade's relations to Mrs. Seymour are a matter
of history. The fact (we believe it such) that he
retained till his death his fellowship disposes of
all notion of marriage.]

GENIUS : ITS MANIFESTATIONS. It was
Buffon who said that genius was patience, or
an unusual aptitude for application, a high
intelligence being supposed as the first con-
dition. And this does not differ much from
Horaces definition,

' Ars Poetica,' 11. 409-12.
The above saying of Buffon is often attributed
to Carlyle, who may have repeated but did
not originate it. We should remember that
the word genius signifies what is innate ; but
it requires intense cultivation to develope the
innate power ; and the man of genius will
follow his bent, to the exclusion often of
other and more

profitable pursuits, and this
is one reason why he is frequently unsuc-
cessful during his life. That, notwithstandingthe absorbing passion planted in him by
nature, he should follow an arduous pro-
ession, wholly contrary to his natural bent,and should be completely successful not onlym developing his genius, but also in obtaining

. ^gk e
r

fc

*
h
?r?u

OUr of his Profession, is not

be l?l Belief
That a Lord Chancellor should

'e great in philosophy and science does not
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seem to me remarkable, for these are akin to

law; that he should be a great poet, affecting
the human heart as no other poet has ever

done, and showing the highest powers of the

imagination, seems to me impossible. To be
a great lawyer is incompatible with being a

great poet. Nevertheless Shakspeare was
fond of showing his little legal knowledge,
and Bacon has written some verse. There
have been writers of eminence, like Walter
Scott and Thackeray, who were lawyers by
profession, but they must have made law

quite subordinate to literature, although
some of them, like Walter Scott, have got
money by following the law. Hoffmann, the
author of 'The Pot of Gold' and other imagi-
native stories, was a man of genius who was
also a judge or a magistrate. I think, however,
that his legal duties sat lightly on him. His
connexion with the law seems somewhat
similar to that of Walter Scott. It was
neither absorbing nor permanent. Politi-

cians turn to literature. Literary men, like

Chateaubriand and Lamartine, have held

high place as politicians, but they never
were real statesmen, and I should not call

them men of great genius. A man of action

may be great in more fields of action than
one. Julius Csesar and Napoleon Bonaparte
were statesmen and generals, but they were
not, and could not be, poets, though Julius
Csesar was a writer. Amongst the ancient
Greeks and later Spaniards and Portuguese
we find poets who were soldiers and even

generals. They, however, were not wholly
military. Only a part, and sometimes a
small part, of their lives was spent in service.

Horace's experience of war was very short,
and although he was a military tribune he
was not a distinguished soldier. A man may
be excellent in more ways than one, but he
cannot be a man of genius in two different

ways. A few instances, such as that of

Sheridan, might be given which seem to
be exceptions to the rule

;
I doubt whether

they are so. The same inclination made
Sheridan an orator and a writer of comedy.

E. YARDLEY.

[MR. EDWARD LATHAM at 9th S. xi. 373 gave
exact references to Buffon's definition.]

ENVELOPES. A writer in a magazine of

high character, telling of the Victorian times

previous to the introduction of the penny
postage, says,

"
Envelopes in those days were

not invented : letters were folded together
and open at the sides." This is not accurate,
even so far as England is concerned. I
have seen among the papers of a North-

Country baronet who flourished in the earlier

years of George III., and was in frequent
communication with the higher officials of

the Government, several large envelopes
measuring about eight inches by six. They
were made of strong paper, but had probably
never passed through the post, as they had
no office stamps upon them. Among the

papers of a Swiss lady who married an

Englishman, and was a contemporary of the
baronet mentioned above, are still preserved
some unused envelopes about five inches by
four. It is probable, though not certain,
that they were of foreign manufacture.

COM. EBOR.

[The late Sir T. Duffus Hardy, Deputy-Keeper of
the Records, told us of an instance in which an
applicant for an office was summarily rejected for

sending
" a licked envelope."]

" CHAPERONED BY HER FATHER." I came
across this expression recently in the columns
of a halfpenny journal of large circulation.

Is it not somewhat novel to introduce the
male sex in such a character ? With the

healthy English substantive "
escort

"
avail-

able, there are those inclined to resent

altogether the intrusion of this frequently
misspelt, French-sounding

"
chaperon

"
into

our language. CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club, W.

"WHILE THERE is LIFE THERE is HOPE."
The thought in this common saying is obvious

enough, but it is interesting to note that an
exact parallel occurs in one of Cicero's letters.

In *

Att.' ix. 10, 3, he writes,
" ut segroto, dum

anima est, spes esse dicitur." The form of

expression shows that the saying had already
reached the proverbial stage.

ALEX. LEEPER.
Trinity College, Melbourne University.

* MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM.' Nick Bot-
tom the weaver, Robin Starveling the tailor,

and the rest, meet "in a cottage," to settle

the parts of those who "
are to play in pur

interlude
"
(Act I. sc. ii.). From time to time

many persons were Ci

presented
"
by the jury

at the Quarter Sessions for the North Riding
of Yorkshire for playing interludes, and
others for receiving and entertaining them.
It is worth notice that most of the actors

were weavers, tailors, and shoemakers. At
Helmsley, 8 July, 1612, two weavers and a
shoemaker were reported as

"
wandering up

and downe, common players of interludes."

At Thirsk, 7 April, 1619, four weavers and
two tailors were presented as *' common
players of enterludes, &c., playing at New
Malton and divers other places," and an ale-

house-keeper of Pickering also was presented
"for receiving into his dwelling-house, and
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furnishing with food there, the aforesaid

players of enterludes," together with another

tailor (North Riding Record Soc., i. 260, ii.

197).
w n *W. C. B.

"SENT ON SUSPICION." Firms which for-

ward goods
" on approbation

"
are, of course,

well known to us in Britain ;
but a phrase

used by an American cigar merchant in an
advertisement nosv before me seems a quaint
and even suggestive variant of the term :

"My offer is this: I will, upon receipt of five

dollars, send you by express, prepaid, one hundred
* on suspicion.'

"

It is only fair to the ingenious advertiser

to add that the italics are in the original.
A. F. R.

REMARKABLE FECUNDITY. On p. 158, ante,

under the heading of 'Lady Nottingham'
(to which few persons would think of turning
who wanted to trace instances of remarkable

fecundity), is an incorrect version of the story
of the Scotch weaver and his sixty-two
children from the Harleian MSS. No. 980-7.

In Brand's 'History of Newcastle' the narra-

tive reads as follows :

"A weaver in Scotland had by one woman (52 chil-

dren, all living till they wer baptized, of which ther

werbut fower daughters onely, who lived till they wei

women, and 46 sonns, all attaining to man's estate

During the time of this fruitfulness in the woman
her husband at her importunity absented himseli

from her for the space of 5 years together, serving
as a soldier under the command of Captain Selby in

the Low Countries. After his return home his wife
was againe delivered of three children at a birth

and so in her due time continued in such births til

through bearing she became impotent. The cer

tainty of this relation 1 had from Joh. Delavall o

Northumb' Esq
r who, anno 1630, rid about 30 mile;

beyond Edinburrough to see this fruitful couple
who wer both then living. Her stature and feature:

he described to me then more fully. Ther was no
any of the children then abiding with ther parents
Sir John Bowes and three other men of qualiti<

having taken at severall times ten of thor children
a peece from them and brought them up. The res

wer disposed of by other English and Scottisl

gent, amongst which 3 or four of them are nowaliv
and abiding at Newcastle, 1630."

Compare this with the clipping from a New
York paper. RICHARD WELFORD.

[See also
' Records in Maternity,' 9th S. xi. 66

152, 238.]

SHAM BURIALS. Many years ago a learne
Yorkshire antiquary who has long been dea(
told me that the sexton of an East Riding
church near the sea had on one occasion to

dig a grave on the north side of the church-

yard, where, so far as was known, there had
never been a burial before. He, however,
came upon a large coffin, which on being
opened contained no remains of a human

3ody, but was closely packed with stones,

tfy friend told me the name of the parish,

rat I cannot at this distance of time call it to

mind. When I heard it I had full confidence

n the truthfulness of the narrative ;
but my

rust has been shaken, for a day or two ago

came on what seems a duplicate of the

tory. Mr. Edward Hussey, writing on

Scotney Castle in the Archceologia Cantiana
;

or 1887, says :

"The property [Scotney] remained for many
years in the possession of the Darells... A rather

lin^ular story is related respecting the funeral ot

one of its members, possibly that of Arthur, last son

of William and Elizabeth Darell, whose burial is

recorded on December 12, 1720. It is said that

when the mourners were assembled around the

"rave, a tall figure, muffled in a black cloak, whom
no one recognized, was observed among them ; and

as the coffin was being lowered into the grave, he

tapped his neighbour on the shoulder, and said,
' That is me they think they are burying. He soon

afterwards disappeared, and no clue was ever found

to the occurrence ;
but many years afterwards, J ohn

Bailey, who was sexton in the parish from about

1816 to 1867, having occasion to prepare a grave in

the south-east aisle of the church, which belongs to

Scotiiey, came upon a very solid and heavy oak

coffin, studded with large iron nails, and from

curiosity which its peculiar make excited, he raised

the lid, which was partially decayed, and to his

astonishment found no remains of a skeleton, but

only heavy stones apparently put in to give it

weight." Vol. xvii. p. 40.

This account was remembered by the vicar

at the time when Mr. Hussey wrote his paper.
It would be interesting to know whether

these two parallel narratives are truth, folk-

lore, or fiction. EDWARD PEACOCK.

HEBER'S '

PALESTINE.' (See ante, p. 119.) It

seems to me that some verses of Cowper were

the immediate original of those of Heber :

No workman's steel, no ponderous axes rung ;

Like some tall palm the noiseless fabric sprung.

In the description of the palace of ice are

the following lines :

Silently as a dream the fabric rose ;

No sound of hammer or of saw was there.

But Cowper must

passage quoted from
thehave remembered

'

Paradise Lost.'

E. YAKDLEY.
" TONKA BEAN." This is so well known,

from its use for scent sachets, and in per-

fumery generally, that it is worth while to

be precise about its origin. The '

Century
Dictionary

'

says it is the name of the bean
in Guiana. This is correct so far as it goes,
but to be accurate it is necessary to dis-

criminate between two classes of Guiana
terms, firstly, those from the Indian (Arawak)
tongue ; secondly, those from the Africo-

English of the Surinam negroes. There is an
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excellent dictionary of the latter (Focke's
*

Neger-Engelsch Woordenboek,' 1855), from
which it appears that tonka is a negro word.

The Arawak equivalent is cumaru, which

explains why an acid obtained from this

bean is called coumaric acid. The form

Tonquin bean, which occurs in Rees's
'

Cyclo-

paedia,' 1819, and in numerous subsequent
works of reference, is, of course, due to
"
popular etymology." JAS. PLATT, Jun.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

PANJANDRUM. "Fitzgerald" is cited in

Brewer's * Reader's Handbook,' s.-y., for the

words " He was the great Panjandrum of the

place." In the airy mode of quotation thought
sufficient in pre-scientific days, no reference

is vouchsafed to the particular work in which
the words occur. Will some reader kindly
supply the reference ? J. A. H. MUEKAY.
Oxford.

"PANIER." In Fairholt's
* Costume in

England
'

(ed. 1860), Glossary, is the entry :

*' Paniers. Large shields formed of twisted

osiers (like a hurdle or the paniers of ahorse),
used for the protection of archers, who stuck

them in the ground before them." This has

been **
lifted

"
into recent dictionaries, appa-

rently without verification. We have found
no evidence for it, and have failed to trace

it beyond Fairholt. It does not appear in

French in Littre, Hatzfeld, or Godefroy.
Can any one help us to ascertain whether
the word was ever so used 1

J. A. H. MURRAY.

CISTERCIAN VISITATIONS. Are any Visita-

tions of English Cistercian houses preserved
anywhere, in England or abroad, in manu-
script or in print ? R.

KING EDGAR'S BLAZON. Bodmin was a
famous monastic centre in the west of Eng-
land, and its name is said to signify Abode
of Monks. One of its priors was buried in

1533. On his high tomb are shields of arms,
all easily identified except one. That one is

probably not a shield of arms, strictly speak-
ing. It is a shield borne by an angel, and

charged with the following device, which
must be described rather as emblematic than
armorial : On an orb a cross flory crowned
(the foot of the cross rests on the banded

orb). No label or inscription accompanies

it, and its charges much resemble those
on a shield given by Dr. Heylin in his
4 Saxon Kings of England,' where for Athel-
stan is entered :

" Per saltier gules and azure,
on a mound a cross botony crowned or." The
town badge of Bodmin is an Anglo-Saxon
king with sceptre, crowned, enthroned. It

has been surmised that this king may be
intended for Athelstan. The similarity of

the shield on the prior's tomb to the shield

attributed to Athelstan would encourage this

idea, were it not that a sculptured shield of

same device as that on the tomb is found

existing on the arch of the same prior's

country seat, Rialton House, some miles away.
There he set up a shield thus charged : Rising
from an annulet (orb ?), a cross flory crowned,
with the name "

Edgarus
" added in explana-

tion of the blazon, and in the adjacent carving
the prior also added his own initials. If,

then, he intended this shield on his house to

represent Edgar, the shield on the foot-end of

his tomb must represent Edgar also, and not
Athelstan. Will some of your readers kindly
state instances of arms or emblems indicating
Edgar the Anglo-Saxon king 1

It is well known that the so-called shields of

arms of the kings of that period were never
borne by them. They were not assigned to

them whilst they lived ; they have been attri-

buted to them since, as a convenient mode of

commemorating and representing them. And
to Mr. Fox-Davies is due the suggestion that
in such instances as

"
Edmund, Edgar, Ed-

ward the Confessor, and others," the shields

were not so much intended to refer to them
as kings as to be indicative of them as

saints. The shield of a mere king would have
a crown surmounting it, above the shield.

The conjoined cross and crown on the shield

have more of a saintly significance. Edgar
was not famous for morality, but he was
the great champion of the monastic orders,

espousing their cause as against the secular

clergy. He was consequently in Dunstan's

high favour, and after death was kalendared
as "Edgar, King and Confessor" (8 July),
and miracles are said to have been performed
at his tomb in Glastonbury. No Heralds'

College existed to give him the crowned
cross and orb on a shield, but such monasteries
as that of Bodmin admired him then and in

later times. The attributed blazons seem
rather to have come from ecclesiastical

mediaeval designers, as useful, in sculpture
and stained glass, for special allusion.

Many of such shields are figured and de-

scribed by Heylin in his
*

Help to English
History,' 1671 ; also in Speed's map of Saxon
England, &c., and in many other lists and
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pictorial groupings.
At present the Bodmin

monastic shield of Edgar seems unique,
want other instances of Edgar's emblems.

W. IAGO, B.A.

S. MILES, WATCHMAKER. Can any one

give me information regarding a Septimus
Miles whose name appears in an old watch,
and whose address is given as Ludgate
Street, London ? G. H. W.
[Septimus Miles, apparently one of the firm oi

Miles & ^Morgan, was in business at 32, Ludgate
Street, 1790-4, was a member of the Clockmakcrs'
Company in 1816, and was at 8, Little Carter's Lane,
Doctors' Commons, 1825-42.]

CHARLES READE IN BOLTON Row. Did
Charles Reade the novelist ever live in
Bolton Row or Bolton Street, Mayfair? If

so, can you state the number of the house,
and in what years he lived there ? Was
there a street in London called Bolton Row
in I860? HALL.
[Bolton Row was in existence in 1860, and for

more than a century previous. Reade lived at
No. 6, but we cannot say at what precise period.]

CAPT. PETER PUGET. Biographical details,
portraits, place of interment, tfcc., desired

regarding this officer of H.M. Discovery,
sloop of war, 1791-6. He accompanied Capt.
George Vancouver on his North- West coast
expedition during the period named.

F. V. J.

RED PLAYBILLS. We read that on
4 November, 1629,
"certain vagrant French female players, who had
been expelled from their own country, did attempt
thereby giving just offence to all virtuous and well-
disposed persons in the town, to act a certain las-
civious and unchaste comedy in the French tongueat Blackfriars."

It appears that they were hissed and hooted
ott the stage, though in less than three weeks
afterwards these same French players ap-
peared at the Red Bull for a day. Probably
it was a little later than this that Drvden
wrote :

A brisk French troop is grown your dear delightWho with brand bloody-bills call you each dayio laugh, and break your buttons at their play.
Would these be, as the epithet

"
brand "

might
seem to indicate, the first coloured posters or
playbills that appeared in England ?

II. W.

Stewart of Scotland, and Marjory his wife,

daughter of Robert the Bruce (1274-1329),

King of Scotland. What is the proof of this

marriage, and what were the names of the

contracting parties? What is the line of
descent from Sir Robert Logan, who died

following the heart of Bruce, and what the

particulars of this historical incident ?

James Logan (1674-1751), agent of William
Penn in America, born 20 October, 1674, at

Lurgan, co. Armagh, is described as a son of
Patrick Logan, a grandson of Sir Robert
Logan of Restalrig. Is this the Sir Robert
Logan who forms the subject of chap. xii.

in Mr. Lang's work, and affords an interesting
contretemps for a subdivision of his 'Dis-

entanglers'? Where is Fast Castle, and in
which of Scott's novels is it described ?

Were not the Logans also of royal descent
through other alliances 1

Who is the Matthew Logan repeatedly
referred to as ally of Sir Robert, i.e., what
was the relationship between the two? A
John Logan came from the north of Ireland
with the Scotch Presbyterians who founded.
the church at Ekonk in Voluntown, State of
Connecticut. His sons were James, John,
Robert, and Matthew, of whom Matthew
Founded a line of that name at Washington
(Old Judsea in Antient Wood bury), Litchfield
County, Conn.
Where may pedigrees or other records of

;his Scotch-Irish family descended from the
Laird of Restalrig be found ?

HOLLISTER LOGAN.
27, William Street, New York City, U.S.
[Fast Castle is a ruin on the coast of Berwick-

shire. It is the "Wolfs Crag" of 'The Bride of
Lammermoor.']

"THE SOLENT." What is the etymology
of this word ? My books on place-names say
nothing. Perhaps

'

Hampshire,' in the "
Vic-

toria County History" series, may give an
answer, but I have not access to it

H. P. L.

PANNELL. I shall be very glad of any in-
formation that your readers can give me
about the family of Pannell (Pannel in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries) before
the year 1636. CHARLES PANNELL.

LOGANS OF RESTALRK; AND LURGAN, L-o
ARMAGH.-It is stated by Mr. Andrew Lang

,

the Gowrie Mystery
loO) that the Logans were "(p.

descent, through a marriage of a-
daughter of Robert II.

of royal
with

. warand King of Scotland, son of Walter III.

East Street, Haslemere, Surrey.

ORDERS OBTAINED BY BRIBERY. Can youor any of your readers refer me to any publi-
cations which contain articles or cases relat-

L
n
?u o

e subJ ecfc of orders obtained by
bribery ? H j R *

PRIORY OF AUSTIN FRIARS, STANDON.-Sir
Thomas Sadleir, Knt, built himself a stately
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mansion at Standon, near Braughing, Herts,
which remained practically intact, so far as

regards its walls and roof, at the beginning
of the last century, but was dismantled by
the late R. Plomer Ward, of Gilston Park,
who made use of the materials for the purpose
of repairing the farm buildings at Gilston.

"Neare unto the faire builded mansion house of

the said Ralph Sadleir [son of Sir Thomas]," says
Weever,

" some time stood a little religious fabricke
of Austin Friers, but by whom founded or how
endowed, I do not find. It was a cell to the priory
of Clare in Suffolke. some part of which cell is

standing at this day."
' Fun. Mon.,' p. 594.

This was written in 1631, during the life-

time of Sir Ralph Sadleir. Are there any
remains of this cell at the present day 1

JOHN HEBB.

MAGDEBURG LAW. Will some one kindly
give me information about this system ? It

appears to have provided for considerable
freedom on the part of municipalities, and
to have been adopted by towns outside the

German-speaking countries in the Middle

Ages. T. P. ARMSTRONG.

WILLIAM OF WYKEHAM AND NORFOLK.
On 10 July, 1361, the king (Edward III.)

presented William of Wykeham to the living
and parish church of Pulham, co. Norfolk.
Can any old Wykehamist tell me whether
part of the present church at Pulham was
built by him 1 There is a tradition that
the porch was due to his generosity, but I

do not know whether there is anything to

support it beyond that.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
" TABBY ALL OVER/' What is the meaning

of this phrase 1

Tim (reads) :

"
I. Ward, at the Cat and Gridiron,

Petticoat-Lane ; makes tahby all over for people
inclin'd to be crooked : And if he was to have the
universal world for making a pair of stays he could
not put better stuff in them." Fbote,

' The
Knights,' Act II.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

THOMAS SIBSON, ARTIST, 1817 - 44. I

recently met with his 'Sketches of Expedi-
tions from the Pickwick Club

'

(Sherwood,
Gilbert & Piper, 1838), on tho cover of which
is the announcement: "Shortly will appear
Sibson's

'

Sketches of Life and Humour.' "
I

shall be much obliged by the information
whether this latter ever appeared, as I have
never seen it in catalogues of second-hand
books. U. V. W.

GIN- PALACES. There was a time when the

drinking of gin became so common that

many of the public drinking-places sold almost

nothing else, and were filled within with

huge vats of gin, and were made outwardly
very bright and attractive, so as to gain the

name of "gin-palaces
"
(see, e.g., 'Sketches by

Boz,' chap, xxii., and Cruikshank's illustra-

tion). The name "gin-palace" remains, but
the drinking of gin has almost ceased,

whisky, I suppose, having taken its place to

some extent. But when did the change take

place? It ought to be recorded in ' N. & Q.'
No such gin-shop as Cruikshank drew now
exists. W. C. B.

"SON COMFORT ET LiESSE
"

is a motto on a

piece of china beneath a kind of gate-tower
in Doncaster. What is the history of this ?

May it be rendered "
his happiness consists

in the uninebriating cup," or "he's a jolly

good fellow'"? "Vivre en joie et en liesse"

means he lives jovially. Perhaps it refers to

the dwelling, in which case it may only be a
name for the house, as

" mon sejour,"or
" sans

souci,"or "sans ennui," &c. Probably some
local friend will be acquainted with the place
and be able to supply the reference to account
for the motto. F. D. T.

LEONINES. I came across the following
two leonines some time ago on the back of

a fourteenth-century document :

Est Isachar Justus, Anne pater ille vetustus.

En Nazabath ego sum, genui prolem generosum.

The two names in the first line suggest that

they are extracted from a poem on the

Nativity of the Virgin. But in the apocry-

phal Gospel of James, Rubim, and not Naza-

bath, is the name of Joachim's adversary.
Do any of your readers recognize the poem 1

C. JOHNSON.

SOUVENIR NORMAND. On what foundation
was the list at Dive Church compiled ? How
were the De Arches of Grove, Notts, connected
with those in Yorkshire, Bucks, and Kent?
When were Norman - French epifeaphs last

used 1 A surname in the list at Dive and in

the so-called Battle Roll cannot be found in

England before 1135. Would this mean that

the bearer went back to Normandy before

1089? A. C. H.

HUGH DE GUNVILLE.- I shall be glad of

any information respecting this person and
his family. According to Hutchins's

'

History
of Dorset,' iii. 451, he was a member of a

Hampshire family, and was lord of the manor
of Tarrant Gunville, co. Dorset, previous to

the Clares, Earls of Gloucester, and came
originally from Gunnevil or Gonvil, near

Cherbourg, in Normandy. From the Dorset
' Feet of Fines

'

(Dorset Records, vol. vi.) I

am able to infer that Hugh de Gunville was
son of Agatha, and that his wife's name was
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Isabella. It appears that he died betwee
1226 and 1232 (11 and 17 Henry III.), am
that his wife was living at the latter date

Hugh seems to have been a person of sora

importance in his day, having been Justic
Errant in Hampshire in 20 Henry II. (1 173), ir

Warwick, Leicester, Stafford, and Yorkshir
in 23 Henry II. (1176), and in Lincolnshir
26 Henry II. (1179). He was also Sheriff

of Hampshire 22 Henry II. (1175), and o

Northamptonshire in 21, 22, and 23 Henry II

(1174-6). E. A. FRY.
Birmingham.

ROBERT HUNCKS. Can any one give in

formation concerning Robert Huncks, who
died in 1585, and whose monument is ir

Broadwell Church, near Stow-on-the-Wold
Who was he, and is the name known ir

Gloucestershire or elsewhere 1

(Mrs.) E. EGERTON LEIGH.
Broadwell Manor, Stow-on-the-Wold.

RALEIGH IN AMERICA.
(9

th S. xii. 105.)

I BELIEVE it was Mr. Edmund Gosse who,
on a recent occasion, had the

"
audacity

"
to

affirm that Sir W. Ralegh had never visited
North America

;
but I think the "

audacity
"

should be confined to your correspondent in

making the startling assertions that
"
he made

no fewer than five voyages to Virginia," and
"did not visit Guiana till James I.'s time."
While no great difficulty is experienced in

demonstrating the incorrectness of each of
these statements, it may be noted that the
former was discussed at some length in
1 N. & Q.,' l-t S. iv. 190,241,448.
For more than a century after his death

the tradition of Ralegh having personally
discovered Virginia was recorded by his
biographers. The earliest reference to it yet
found is contained in J. Shirley's 'Memoir '

published in 1077, wherein the following
passage

will be seen at p. 24 : "The Queen
being willing to encourage Raleigh sent
him on a Voyage to Sea. Nor did he make a
vain and fruitless one

; for at his Return he
brought news of a new Country, discover'd
by him in the Year 1584, called in honour of
the Queen Virginia" This appears to have
oeen accepted as trustworthy authority bv
other biographers, and Prince (' Worthies of

HeV<-n '' 01 53
?>.

a
?

(

j
J - Theobald ('Memoirs

of Sir W. Raleigh,' 1719, 6) transcribed
bhirley s statement -verb, et lit., and without
acknowledgment. Wood (' Ath. Ox 5

1815
ji. 236) remarks: "In 1584 he discovered
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A letter of Ralegh's in the Bodleian Library
is dated 8 October of that year, and is

printed in full in Edwards's vol. ii. 35. It

was addressed to the Earl of Leicester from
Windsor, and shows that he could not have
accompanied Capt. White. The fifth voyage
took place in 1590, when Ralegh was most
probably in Ireland in the company of

Spenser.
These remarks are sufficient to point out

that Ralegh did not accompany all his own
planned expeditions to Virginia ; had he
done so the fact would have assuredly been
chronicled by Hakluyt. There is no reason
to doubt the accuracy of the declaration
made by Prof. J. K. Laughton and Mr. Sidney
Lee, the authors of the memoir of Ralegh
in the '

D.N.B.,' that " he had no personal
share in the actual expeditions, and he was
never in his whole life near the coast of

Virginia."
How the tradition arose is a matter of

conjecture. The circumstance of the new
land having been discovered by ships sent
out by, and belonging to, Ralegh would soon
be associated in the mind of the public with
his name as that of the actual discoverer.
The tradition would soon be the natural
outcome of such a belief. Mr. D. M. Stevens,
of Guildford, made a curious suggestion that
it originated in an error in translation.

Towards the conclusion of his well-known
work Hariot remarks,

" The actions of those

(such) as haue beene by Sir Walter Ralegh
therein (and there) imployed

"
;
and this was

translated in De Bry's Latin edition of the

'Voyages' as "qui generosum D. Walterum
Raleigh in earn regiones comitati sunt."

(<N. &Q.,' 3rd S.i. 147-8.)

In his 'Life of Ralegh,' prefixed to the
edition of the '

History of the World '

of the

latter, published in 1736, W. Oldys seems to
have been the earliest biographer of our
Devonshire worthy who pointed out that the
statements generally prevalent as to the

discovery of Virginia by Ralegh himself
were "all fancy and fiction." Since then all

writers on the subject appear to have aban-
doned the earlier tradition.

Turning to the Guiana voyages, your
correspondent evidently had in his mind's

eye Ralegh's disastrous second one which
took place in 1617-18, and led to his unmerited
execution. He seerns to be unaware that
the first was made in 1595, i.e. in Elizabeth's

reign, of which a full description is contained
in his work 'The Discoverie of Gviana,'
published in the following year.

Considering the amount of historical know-
ledge required to be possessed by schoolboys

at the present day, I am afraid they would
fare very badly if they fell into the same
errors as those exhibited by your corre-

spondent. T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Devoq.

The pronunciation of Raleigh seems to be

Rawley, if we may credit John Aubrey :

"I have heard my grandmother say that when
she was young, they were wont to talke of this

rebus, viz. :

The enemie to the stomack, and the word of

disgrace,
Is the name of the gentleman with a bold face.

I have now forgott (vide History) whether Sir

Walter was not for the putting of Mary, queen of

Scotts, to death ;
I thinke, yea. But, besides that,

at a consultation at Whitehall, after queen Eliza-

beth's death, how matters were to be ordered and
what ought to be donne, Sir Walter Raleigh declared
his opinion, 'twas the wisest way for them to keep
the government in their owne hands, and sett up
a commonwealth, and not be subject to a needy
beggerly nation. It seemes there were some of

this caball who kept not this so secret but that it

came to king James's eare ; who at (vide
' Chro-

nicle') where the English noblesse mett and recieved

him, being told upon their presentment to his
. , , i i ci- Tir_it__ T>~I~:~U>,,

'Brief Lives,' edited by Andrew Clark, M.A., 1898,
ii. 182, 186.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

SIR FERDINANDO GORGES, LORD PALATINE
OF MAINE (9

th S. xii. 21, 41, 154). For over
ben years I have been engaged in writing up
he history arid pedigree (for private use) of

he descendants of the Norman de Georges.
During that period I have collated a mass
of data alas ! not even yet complete for want
of proof. I came across no single printed
record of any branch of the family that did

not prove inaccurate on subsequent compari-
son with registers and authentic MSS. This
refers to many of the Visitations which are

supposed to be contemporary evidence. As
:he MS. of my book is now in the printer's

hands, I must reply to MESSRS. PINK, HEMS,
and H. C.'s queries en bloc, if they will

dndly excuse this method under the circum-
stances. A good deal of confusion has arisen

n regard to some of the Gorges in conse-

quence of the many Ferdinandos (named
after their illustrious relative) in existence
at the same time, and there being two
Jol. John Gorges in the field during the
same period, the name being constantly
spelled "George" in official documents of

:he date required. The one I have

already mentioned as second son of Sir

?erdinando died and was buried at St.

Margaret's, Westminster, 6 April, 1656; will
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proved 1 June, 1657. The 'other was the
second son of Henry Gorges, of Batcombe,
co. Somerset, and was brother of Dr. Kobert
Gorges, of Kilbrew, co. Meath (secretary to

Henry Cromwell and Duke of Schomberg),
a great-grandson of Sir William Gorges, of
St. Budeaux, <kc. This Col. John Gorges
was Governor of Londonderry, M.P. for Derry,
Donegal, and Tyrone, 1659

;
of Soraerseate,

co. Londonderry. He died 1680. He was
married twice, his first wife being Edith
Symes, and his second wife Jane, daughter
of Henry, second Lord Blayney. He had
issue by both these ladies, the males of
whom, however, died out, s.p., in two genera-
tions. The Ferdinando Gorges who built

Eye Manor House, co. Hereford, was of
another branch distinct from Sir Ferdinando
Gorges. He was fourth son of the above
Henry Gorges of Batcorabe, and likewise a
great-grandson of Sir William Gorges. His
daughter Barbara married her cousin (Earl
of Coningsby). The '

D.N.B.' refers to this
ferdmando Gorges in a most vindictive
manner, for reasons I am unable to fathom,
and quotes him as

"
sometimes styled Captain

Gorges." I have not come across a single
reason for this. Nor was he from Barbados.
He was a merchant of London (of the Ex-
change), and traded with the West Indies.
His second wife was the daughter of a Bar-
bados family. I hardly think he would have
been given the freedom of the city of Salisbury
had he been as black as the 'D.N.B.' paints
him. No doubt this is due to another mix-
up between the numerous Ferdinandos.
With regard to the Gorges monument

restored in memory of Sir Ferdinando Gorges
at bt. Budeaux, it is difficult to understand
the connexion between it and the "

Historical

TT
ie y

i? i

cifcizens of the State of Maine,
U.b., the St. Budeaux Gorges being entirely
distinct from Sir Ferdinando's branch. I am
afraid that some of the dates have been
restored at the same time. The tablet states
that Sir Wilham Gorges was buried there
oh. 1583. He, however, died in the Tower of
London, and was buried in the churchyard of
ot. Peter ad Vincula, Tower Hill, 1584 Ad
ministration was granted Lady Winifred
relict, lately of St. Peter, London, 4 January'
1585. She was buried in Bath Abbey 1599
t is also stated that Tristram Gorges oh 1607He was buried 8 May, 1608. Referring to

the Gorges arms emblazoned on this monu-
ment, why the mark of cadency ? Lozenev
or and azure, a chevron gules, were the arms
granted Sir Theobald Gorges as a new coat

VJ -?i
Ot

,
tho Lozengy or and azure of De

Morville, formerly borne by the Gorges.

Therefore there is no necessity for the mark
of cadency. It was not until 1640 that
Sir Ferdinando received his charter from
Charles I., though in the previous year he had
been nominated Lord Palatine of Maine. jRe

St. Budeaux inaccuracies in print : Tristram

Gorges's marriage is given as 21 April, 1572 ;

per register, 2 February, 1572. Burial, 18 May,
1607; register, 8 May, 1608. Birth of son

William, 28 November, 1584
; register,

23 November, 1584, bapt. Under these cir-

cumstances he would have been baptized
five days before his birth ! Comment is

superfluous. THORNE GEOEGE.

Your correspondents appear to be unaware
of the publication in 1890, by the Prince

Society of Boston, Massachusetts, of a work
by J. P. Baxter, A.M., entitled 'Sir Ferdi-
nando and his Province of Maine.' It consists
of three 4to (7 in. by 8 in.) volumes (pp. 260,

270, 315), and is well illustrated. A view of
the

' Church of St. Budeaux, Devon, con-

taining the Gorges Family Monument, restored

by the Maine Historical Society,' forma the
frontispiece to the third volume. It includes
an extended memoir of Sir F. Gorges; a
copy of the charter of the province of Maine,
3 April, 1639

; transcripts of his will, of
documents relating to the Essex conspiracy,
in which he was more or less involved, and of
other works

;
a remarkably full genealogy of

the Gorges family (pp. 42) ; and transcripts
of his correspondence extending from 1595
to 1646, and occupying upwards of 300 pages.

T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Devon.

Allow me to refer your correspondents who
are interested in this family to the pedigree
which is given of Gorges of Longford, co.

Wilts, m Burke's 'History of the Extinct
baronetage.' The honour is there said to
iiave been created 25 November, 1612, and
to have become extinct in September, 1712.
Ihe arms are engraved as Arg., a whirl-
pool azure. In Boutell's 'English Heraldry,'
under the name Gauges or Gorges, the coat
is detmed as a "

charge formed of a spiral line
ot blue on a white field, and supposed to
represent a whirlpool, borne by R. de Gorges."
tie, it appears, died seised of the manor of
Wraxall, inter alia, 17 Edward II.
Burke in the above-named book omits the

Tests, as they are unimportant comparedwith the arms. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

LLOYD FAMILY (9
th

S. xii. 189).-! believe

ground Lloyd was an ancestor of John
Lloyd Deputy Town Clerk of Cardiff in the
rst half of the nineteenth century. ME
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WADE will probably be able to construct a

digree
of these people by the aid of the

ex Nominum to
* Cardiff Records,' which

I hope to commence in a few weeks from now.
JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.

Monmouth.

DUPUY (9
th S. xii. 147). The Rev. Henry

Dupuy was formerly rector of Langton
Herring, Weymouth, to which he was
inducted in 1857. He was B.A. of Corpus
College, Cambridge, 1839, was ordained deacon
the same year by the Bishop of Chichester,
and priest in 1841 by the Bishop of Worcester.
He was chaplain to the Brompton Hospital in

1850, prior to which he had served as chaplain
in India. CHAS. F. FOESHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

VENISON FEAST (9
th S. xii. 47, 177)." The

Records of the Burgery of Sheffield, commonly
called the Town Trust, with introduction
and notes by John Daniel Leader, 1897,"

pp. 179 and 180, have :

" The Burgerie of the Towne of Sheffeilcl. The
Accompt of Robert Howsley Junior Collector there
taken 21 Bt day of May 1664 for the Rents and
Revenues belonging to the said Burgerie for one
whole year ending att Martinmas last. To Thomas
Skargell for charges att the venison feast 0-8-10.
The Rev. Dr. Gatty records ('Sheffield Past and
Present,' p. 77) that Earl Gilbert once every year
allowed a gracious holiday to the apron men, or smiths.
A number of bucks were turned into a meadow
near the town, and the men were sent into it to kill

and carry away as many as they could with their

hands, and would sometimes slaughter about twenty,
on which they feasted, and had money given them
for wine. Under the more humane management of

the Earl of Arundel the brutal holidaywas abolished,
but two bucks were given for the venison feast.

This feast was probably an early form of the now
well-known Cutlers' Feast; but we here see the

Burgery participating in it."

H. J. B.

ST. MARY AXE : ST. MICHAEL LE QUERNE
(9

th S. x. 425; 'XL 110, 231; xii. 170). MR.
HOLDEN MAcMiCHAEL's unrivalled acquaint-
ance with that interesting branch of local

archaeology which deals with the history of

trade signs leads him, in my opinion, to

ascribe to their influence a wider area than
that which properly pertains to it. Many
thoroughfares, courts, and alleys have been
named after these signs, but I have as yet
failed to discover any traces of them in the
official designations of churches. We do not,
in fact, know with any certainty the date at
\vhich the custom of suspending distinctive

signs over shops and taverns became preva-
lent in London and other large towns.

It was the practice of the law-writer and
scrivener in mediaeval times to translate the

indigenous appellations of buildings into

his own latinized jargon. In my first

paper under this heading (9
th S. x. 425) I

gave instances of this practice in the case
of some of the ancient London churches. I
do not, in fact, know of a single exception
to this general rule, and MR. MACMICHAEL
has not explained why the designation of
St. Mary's Church was not latinized

'* ad
securim "

instead of
"
apud Axe." Had the

church been named after a thing this would
almost certainly have been done.

MR. MACMICHAEL adduces two other
churches whose appellations he thinks may
be derived from trade signs. With regard to

St. Margaret Pattens, I cannot at this

moment lay my hand on a document in

which it is found in a latinized form. I am
inclined to believe that this was not a very
ancient church. Stow says the lane was
called St. Margaret Pattens Lane "because
of olde time Pattens were there usually made
and sold," but it is possible that it may have
been due to some other source. There is, at

any rate, no evidence that there was ever the

sign of the Patten there.

As regards St. Michael le Querne, we are

fortunately in possession of more satisfactory
evidence. MR. MACMICHAEL'S theory is that
it was originally called after the sign of a

quern or hand mill, that this word got cor-

rupted into "Le Corne," and that, through a

misapprehension of the real meaning, this

word was latinized into " ad bladurn." Stow
speaks of this church as

" Saint Michaell ad

Bladum, or at the Corne (corruptly at the

Querne), so called, because in place thereof,
was sometime a Corne market, stretching up
West to the Shambles." Now, if MR. MAC-
MICHAEL is right, Stow, to whose veracity
I am glad to see MR. MACMICHAEL bears

testimony, must be wrong ; but there is

evidence forthcoming that corroborates the
old chronicler. In the Ninth Report of the
Historical Manuscripts Commission, part i.

p. 20b, are entered certain deeds of the reign
of Henry III. relating to tenements in the

parish of St. Michael " ubi bladum venditur."

A place where corn is sold may be termed a

corn-market, and this phrase was probably
the earliest form by which the church was

designated. In the next entry mention is

made of deeds of the reigns of Edward I. and
Edward II. relating to tenements in the parish
of St. Michael "ad bladum." Bladum was a
Low Latin word signifying corn, of which the

origin is obscure (cf. Littre, s.v.
' Ble '). The

next deed, also of the reign of Edward II.,

is written in French, and the church appears
as "Seint Michel as Bleez." The English
form St. Michael "atte Corne" appears in
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deeds of the years 1324 and 1330 (o.c., pp. 56b,

19b). The name of St. Michael's Querne only
appears in seventeenth-century surveys (ibid.,

p. 44b). I think, therefore, it may be
admitted that in this case Stow was substan-

tially accurate, apart from the improbability
that the scribes employed to engross the
documents from which I have quoted would
have been so ignorant of the Latin, French,
and English languages as to make the mis-
take that MR. MACMICHAEL imputes to them.

W. F. PEIDEAUX.

HOTSPUR'S BODY (9
th S. xi. 50, 192). Where

were Hotspur's remains finally interred 1

This question can now be answered. On
3 November, 1403, King Henry IV. issued
mandates to the mayors, &c., of York,
London, Bristol, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and
Chester, direbting them to deliver the head
and quarters of Henry de Percy, chivaler, de-

ceased, to
" our kinswoman," his widow Eliza-

beth, to be buried (Close Roll, 5 Henry IV.,

pars 1, mem. 28).

The riming chronicle of the Percys, written

by William Peeris, clerk and priest, and
secretary to the fifth Earl of Northumber-
land (who died in 1527), says, speaking of

Hotspur :

In York Minster this most honourable knight
By the first Earle his father lyeth openly in sight.

(Dodsworth MSS., in Bibl. Bodl., vol. 1. fo. 119;
printed at Newcastle in 1845, in vol. i. of
'

Reprints of Rare Tracts,' &c.)
These documents are given in the Shrop-

shire Arclueological Society's Transactions for

1903, part ii. It seems clear that Hotspur's
remains were handed over to his widow, who
interred them in York Minster, at the right
side (I presume the south side) of the high
altar. W. G. D. F.

KING'S CHAMPION (9
th S. ix. 507 ; x. 58, 116

xii. 135). The following may be useful on
the subject of the reported challenge to the
Champion at the coronation of William and
Mary. John Evelyn says in his

'

Diary' :

"1689, April 11, I saw the Greate Feast in
Westminster Hall at the Coronation of Kin<^
William and Queen Mary When the King and
Queen had dm d, the ceremonie of the Championand other services by tenure, were perform'd."

Evelyn makes no mention of the supposed
incident.

It is not named in * A Faithful Account of
the Processions and Ceremonies observed in
the Coronation,' by Richard Thomson
(London, Mavor, 1820), though full mention
is made of the supposed presence of the
Young Pretender at the Coronation banquet
of George IIL, and the dropping of a glove

from the gallery on that occasion. In * Old

and New London '

(Cassell) Mr. E. Walford
treats the story with evident incredulity,

pointing out that "it will be found in the

Gazetteer for August, 1784, nearly a century

afterwards, and is therefore open to some

suspicion." W. B. H.

The story ME. WHEELER wisnes to trace

forms an incident in Scott's 'Redgauntlet,'
and is retold as possibly historical in note J
to that novel. The occasion, however, is

there said to have been the coronation of

George III., not of William and Mary.
C. C. B.

One of the friends of my youth,
'

L'Histoire'

d'Angleterre racontee aux Enfants,' by M.
Lame Fleury (seventh edition, 1852), told me
that at George III.'s coronation one of his

lords,

"qui remplissait le role du champion du roi,

c'est-u-dire celui d'un chevalier arm de toutes

pieces, qui se tenait pret a combattre les ennernis
du nouveau monarque, ayant, selon 1'ancienne

coutume, jete son gant au milieu de 1'eglise de
Westminster, comme pour de"fier quiconque oserait
lui disputer sa couronne, une jeune fille, s'elancant
tout a coup des rangs presses des spectateurs,
ramassa ce gant au grand etonnement de tout le

monde, et disparut a travers la foule, sans que
personne cherchat a la retenir. Get incident in-

attendu troubla un instant la ceremonie ; mais
bientot apres il fut efface par la magnificence du
spectacle pompeux qui attirait toute 1'attention des
assistants. Dans ce moment precisernent, plusieurs
personnes remarquerent derriere une des colonnes
de 1'eglise un homme vetu simplement, mais dont
les traits portaient une double expression de
tristesse et de dignite". L'une de ces personnes qui
reconnut cet etranger s'en approcha avec respect et
lui dit a voix basse,

' Ce n'est pas vous, mon prince,
que j'aurais cru rencontrer ici.

'

Silence !' repondit
1 inconnu

; 'j'ai voulu voir commencer un regne qui
promet de si beaux jours a 1'Angleterre.' En
achevant ces mots, 1'etranger se perdit dans la
fouK et peu ,d'instants apres, le bruit se re"pandit
que Charles-Edouard lui-meme avait voulu assister
en personne au sacre du troisieme prince de la
maison de Hanovre, et que George III., informe de
son arrivee a Londres, avait defendu que Ton
attentat a sa liberte." Pp. 363, 364.

ST. SWITHIN.

Miss CHARLOTTE WALPOLE (9
th S. xii. 128,

151, 171). The Miss Walpole inquired for
was not, of course, Charlotte, Lady Hunting-
tower, who was married in 1770^, not 1760,
and died without issue 1789, but was
Charlotte Walpole the actress, daughter of
William Walpole, of Athlone, who was called

^the pretty Miss Walpole of Drury Lane
Iheatre." I do not know the exact dates of
her entrance on and exit from the stage, but,
as she married Edward Atkyns, of Ketter-
ingham, great-grandson of the Lord Chief
Justice of the Exchequer, 18 May, 1779, who
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was just twenty-one years of age, she could
not have been long on the stage at that

period. She evidently did not leave the

stage immediately, as I have an engraving of
her by Bunbury dated the next year, 1780, in
the character of a grenadier doing sentry-go
with a musket on the outskirts of a camp.
Underneath is "Nancy," but on the gable
of a hut are her initials C. W. Her only son,
Wright Edward Atkyns, who was captain in
the 1st Royals, was born in 1780, and died
unmarried 16 November, 1804. She soon
after must have left the stage, as Lady
Jerningham writes from Lille, November,
1784 :

"A great many people have taken refuge here,
to fly from their creditors in England; among the
rest a Norwich family and a Mrs. Atkins of Ket-
ringham. She was a player, a friend of Miss
Younger. You may remember to have heard of

her, and he was always a great simpleton or else
he would not have married her." '

Jerningham
Letters,' vol. i. p. 9, and see note at bottom of p. 10.

She survived both her only child and her
husband, who died 27 March, 1794.

H. S. VADE-WALPOLE.
101, Lexham Gardens, Kensington, W.

JOHN GILPIN'S ROUTE (9
th S. xii. 170, 217).

If we assume that John Beyer, whose shop
was at the top of Cheapside, at the corner of
Paternoster Row, and who died in 1791 at
the age of ninety -

eight, was the original
of Cowper's John Gilpin, the date of the
famous ride must have been 1740 or there-
abouts. For if John were born in 1693 and
were married at about twenty-seven years of

age (which seems a fair supposition), his

wedding would have taken place somewhere
near 1720, and the

"
twice ten tedious years

"

of married life without a holiday would bring
the eventful day to about 1740.
From R. W. Scale's map of Middlesex, pub-

lished in 1756, it is plain that to get from
Cheapside to

"
Merry Islington

" John must
have ridden along Aldersgate Street and
Goswell Road as far as to the

"
Angel

"

corner. At that time Islington was a village
out in the country, with two roads in it,

Upper Street and Essex Road, which met in
a fork (as they do to this day) at Islington
Green, and then continued as one short road
to the "

Angel
"

corner. On arriving at the

"Angel" John would take this short road
and turn off to the right at the Green, and
traverse Essex Road until he came to the
old lane that ran between Highbury and
Dalston the eastern portion of which is still

called Dalston Lane, altho.ugh the portion
that John rode along is now called St. Paul's
Road and Ball's Pond Road. From this lane,
at what is now called Dalston Junction

Corner, he would get into the High Road
between London and Cambridge, and after
that his route to Edmonton would be straight.
But there is a slight discrepancy in Cow-

Eer's
account of the journey further on. He

imself, of course, knew nothing of the story
until Lady Austen told it him in 1782, and
she only remembered hearing it as a child
and could not recollect the rider's name; and
either she or Cowper must have been some-
what hazy as to the topography of Edmonton,
for John is made to ride through

"
the Wash

of Edmonton "
before reaching the "

Bell,"
whereas the

"
Bell

" comes first, and the Wash,
now covered with a bridge, is some little

distance beyond.
The name of Cowper's hero was evidently

taken from the old tombstone in St. Mar-
garet's Churchyard, Westminster,

" Here
lies John Gilpin" an inscription which until
some fifty years ago stared every passer-by
in the face, and which must have been seen

by Cowper hundreds of times when attend-

ing Westminster School.

A propos of all this, P. M. and others may
be interested to know that the famous "

Bell
"

of Edmonton came, by bequest, into the

possession of the Cprdwainers' Company in

1662, and, until railways took the place of
the stage-coach, the "Bell" was a favourite

posting-house on this much-frequented road.
The old tavern was refaced about a century
or so ago, but was pulled down in 1877, and
its actual site is now occupied by a modern
London gin-palace and a large pawnbroker's
establishment, while its once extensive plea-
sure grounds and stables are covered by a

"Gilpin Grove," in which a hundred families

or more are herded two or three families

together in most of the houses. Three years
ago, however, the Cordwainers' Company
granted me the site of the old bowling-green
for a parish hall, and this has now been
built and, what is much to the point, is at

length cleared of debt thanks to the fact

that we have made the hall a sort of national
memorial to John Gilpin, for when local

resources became exhausted we appealed to

lovers of John Gilpin for some outside help,
and the British puolic, unable to resist J. G.,
sent us no less than 430. After this singular
proof that John Gilpin still has a corner in

English hearts, P. M. will not be surprised to

hear that we are decorating the walls of the
hall with old prints of the famous ride ; and,
if he or any of your readers can put me in
the way of adding to the collection, I shall

be glad to hear from them.
Lucius G. FRY,

St, James's Vicarage, Upper Edmonton.,
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THE HAPSBURGS AS EMPERORS OF GERMANY
(9

th S. xii. 47, 91). The enumeration of titles

given is certainly more than ordinarily

explicit, several of them being usually

expressed by &c. All the places named are,

or have been, parts of the empire, some of

them belonging to the more or less indepen-
dent sovereigns whose estates have devolved,
or are assumed to have devolved, upon the

Imperial Crown. To go through the whole

list, showing when and how they were

acquired, might be both interesting and

instructive, but, I fear, far too wide a subject
for the pages of

' N. fc Q.' I will therefore

just take seriatim the names given in italics.

Ramse among the kingdoms is apparently
meant for Romae. It does not generally
occur in the enumeration.

Ladomeriae. Galicia and Ladomeria (or

Lodomeria) are always bracketed together, as

they lay side by side just over the north

boundary of Hungary and south-east of

Prussia. They are both styled kingdoms.
Rascire. Rascia is the name borne since

the ninth century by the north-east part of

the old kingdom of Servia. It had been a

province of Dalmatia. It also was called a

kingdom, and during the fourteenth century
was annexed by Hungary. It is now part
of Servia.

^
Cumani.ie. There are two Cumanias. Nagy-

Kumzag, or Great Cumania, is a district in

Hungary lying on the Theiss. Kis-Kumzag,
or Little Cumania, lies about Buda-Pest on
the Danube.
Thekre is now called Teck.
Fereti (or Ferrette) on the Upper Rhine.

It passed from the old French Counts of
Ferrette in the fourteenth century by marriage
of a Countess Joanna to a son of the Emperor
Albert I. In the partition between Ferdi-
nand and Charles V. it fell to the former,
and was eventually reunited to the French
Crown in 1660.

Kyburg. This ancient county is situated
next to the district of Turgau in Switzerland.
The town of Kyburg is not far from Zurich.
The county formed part of the inheritance
of Rudolf of Hapsburg.

Goeritz (or Goricz), in Italian Gorizia, is a
district on the west of Illyria and north of
Venice, north-west of Trieste. The old counts
were styled counts of the empire. In the
thirteenth century the county of Goeritz
formed part of the duchy of Meran under
Duke Meinhard. The Tyrol, which was the
other part of the duchy, fell to Austria in
1366, Goeritz in 1499.
Anasum. I think this means the Anaxius

or Anaxus Carnorura, a little torrent near

Feltre, north of Venice. It is called Anaxus,
and the district is called the lordship

"
supra

Anasum" in Gerard de Roo's annals of the

house of Hapsburg, and its armorial is given
as

"
Party per pale, 1, paly of four gu. and

arg. ; 2, or, an eagle displayed sa."

Burgovise. A provincial marquisate of

Bavaria which belonged to Charles, son of

Ferdinand of Tyrol and of the beautiful

Philippina Welser of Augsburg. It is now
Burgau, and lies between Ulm and Augsburg.

Lusatise. Upper and Lower Lusatia lie

between the Elbe and the Oder, in the north

of Bohemia, south of Brandenburg and west
of Silesia. Both are margraviates of the

empire.
Portus Naonis (or Portenau) et Salinarum

(Salins). This is the most ancient title of

the Dukes of Austria. Portus Naonis was

part of Carinthia (Karnthen),
^

and once
within the jurisdiction of Venice in the

patriarchate of Aquileia.
Salinse (Salins) was in the county of Bur-

gundy (Franche Comte), and once held by
the Dukes of Zahringen.
Perhaps this may suffice as a rough indica-

tion of the localities. Of course, only the

complete story of their acquisition can be

quite satisfactory, but, unless undertaken as
a whole, would be hardly worth the space it

would occupy. The "etceteras" refer to

such unnamed titles as Counts of Hohenburg,
Nellenburg, Feldkirch, Brigantin, Sonnen-
burg, Duke of Fori-Julii, &c.
With regard to the prelates, they were

evidently contemporaries of Leopold ;
the

Archbishop of Strigonia, or Gran, on the

Danube, was Metropolitan of Hungary. But
I leave this part for some one else to answer.

CHEVRON.

The kings of Hungary have borne ever
since 1138, and are still bearing, the title of
" Rex Raniffi

"
(not Romne). Rama is, or rather

was, situated in Servia proper, and comprised
the topmost side valley off the right bank of
the Narenta. In reality it was not a kingdom,
but only a "

zhupanate
" under the Ban of

Bosnia, and for centuries formed an integral
portion of the last-named country, although
sometimes they are both mentioned separately,
as, e.f/.j in a deed of 1244, thus,

" Paterinos in
Bosnam et in terrain Rame." Colocensis
(not Colocencis) et Bac/aensis (not Bacien^is)
is meant for the Archbishop of Kalocsa and
Bacs

; Strigomensis (not Strigonensis), for the

Archbishop of Gran, the Primate of Hungary.
L. L. K.

Here are some of the identifications sought.
Lodomeria, part of the Austrian "

kingdom
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of Galicia and Lodomeria." See Spruner-
Menke (third edition, 1880), map 71, inset

Poland, 1793. Cumania looks in the direction

of the Comans, or Cumans, of whom, Gibbon
says (ch. Ixiv.), Bela IV. had adopted

" a

vagrant horde of forty thousand families."

Ferretum is the countship of Pfirrete in

Upper Alsace, between Basel and Belfort

(Spruner - Menke, 38, 40). Goritia is the

countship of Gortz, between the Julian Alps
and the Gulf of Trieste (Spruner-Menke, 41,

&c.). Lusatia is now divided between Prussia
and Saxony. The two divisions of the mar-

quisate are shown in Spruner-Menke, 43, as
Nieder- and Ober- Lausitz. Salinse : this

countship was in Burgundy (Franche Comte)
(Spruner-Menke, 41, &c.). Kyburgi suggests
Coburg as a guess.

Leopold is described as "Comtede Colonitz,
Hongrois, ev. de Javarin, puis de Neustad, et

archev. de Strigonie" (Las Matrie, 'Tresor,'

1234). He was created cardinal-priest by
Innocent XI. in 1686, and died in 1707.

Strigonie (Strigoniensis) is in German Gran,
the primatial see of Hungary. Szechey's
linked sees were the modern Kalocsa and
Bacs, which are still united both in

Hungary. C. S. WARD.
Woottoii St. Lawrence, Basingstoke.

NATUEE STUDY (9
fch S. xii. 127). Since

I wrote my attention has been drawn to a

pamphlet entitled 'Nature Study at the
British Museum,' by the Rev. Percy Myles,
B.A., F.L.S., Vice-President of the Baling
Natural History Society. It is an address
delivered on 22 February, 1890, on ' How to

use our great National Museum of Natural

History for the Purpose of Nature Study.'
This is, perhaps, not the sense in which the
term is used in educational circles to-day.

R. HEDGER WALLACE.

Might not this expression have been taken
from Sir Henry Wotton's (1568

-
1639)

1

Remains,' where he says,
"
Nature, if she be

well studied, is the best moralist, and hath
much good counsel hidden in her bosom "

1

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

JOHN ANGIER (9
th S. xii. 128, 197). ME.

WALTER is right in assuming that John
Angier, who was born in 1629, was the son of

John Angier, of Denton. He was not born
in Boston, U.S., but at Boston in Lincoln-
shire. He was appointed minister of Ringley
Chapel, in Lancashire, in 1657. He after-

wards settled in Lincolnshire, and is believed
to have left issue. When he presented
himself for the ministry in 1657 some objec-
tion was raised to his former course of life,

and it is just possible that from 1651 to 1655
he was in Boston, Mass. Of his descendants

nothing appears to be known. In 1682
Samuel Angier, his uncle's son, records in his

diary :

" Cousin John Angier was with us
about 14 days and 3 weeks in May and June."
Your correspondent may refer to vol. xxxvii.
of the Chetham Society's Publications, where
he will find a pedigree of the Anglers of
Dedham and Denton. HENRY FISHWICK.

John, the son of John Angier, the Non-
coriformist divine, of Denton, was born in

Boston in 1629. He went to Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, and, having taken orders,
was "appointed to Ringley Chapel, but
removed into Lincolnshire, where he was
resident at the time of his father's death,"
which occurred on 1 September, 1677 (see
'

Diet. Nat. Biog.,' s.v. Angier, John, vol. i.

p. 418). G. F. R. B.

" CRYING DOWN CREDIT "
(9

th S. xii. 29, 138,

213). In reply to ST. SWITHIN regarding his

query, there is no particular melody con-
secrate to such occasions

;
the selection of

tunes is usually left to the bandmaster, and
if he be of facetious temperament, such tunes
as are played by the band of a regiment in

its peregrinations often cause a smile from
the initiated. Personally, I have always
ordered the band to play the 'Dead March'
with variations ! The custom is a remnant
of fossilized military administration.

THE AUTHOR OF * THE GRAPHIC ' ARTICLE.

NAVAL PRONUNCIATION (9
th S. xii. 28, 118).

Regarding the pronunciations "lieutenant"

(lew-),
'*

tackle," and "
helium," instanced at

the first reference, I would say that the
former pronunciation is universal in the
United States, where form, analogy, and the

dictionary have largely swamped tradition

in pronunciations.
" Tackle "

is the customary
pronunciation among the rank and file of

carpenters and truckmen, &c. ; and "helium"

corresponds to "elluin," the usual and
traditional pronunciation among the un-
educated country population of New England

similar in genesis to other cases of putting
a buffer vowel between a liquid and another

letter, as "alarum," &c. See Dr. Holmes's
'One-Hoss Shay,' "The hubs of logs from
the Settler's ellum." F. M.

ROBERT DICKSON, F.L.S. (9
th S. xii. 149, 194,

236). For this author, mentioned at the above
references under W. H. Cullen, see

'

D.N.B.,'
xv. 44, and Britten and Boulger's

'

Biographi-
cal Index of British and Irish Botanists,'

p. 49. W. ROBERTS.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Works of Charles and Mary Lamb. Edited by
E. V. Lucas. Vol. II. (Methuen & Co.)

OF every edition of Lamb the volume containing
* Elia' and the 'Last Essays of Elia' must be the

mos timportant. Lamb's criticisms of plays and

actors are, of course, priceless, and there is no

portion of his work Math which we should be con-

tent on any terms whatever to part. But it is as

Elia he is best known and dearest. Of the text Mr.

Lucas supplies it need only be said that it is that

of the first edition of each book, the
' Elia' of 1823,

and the
' Last Essays of Elia

'

of 1833. Although a

pleasant air of antiquity clings to the text, it is not

in this respect that we can deal with the edition.

It is in the notes and illustrations, which occupy
rather more than a third of the space 176 pages out

of 475 that what is most individual consists. For
the length of these Mr. Lucas offers afresh a species
of apology that saw the light in the General Intro-

duction in vol. i., to the effect that they constitute

an attempt to show the place of each essay in

Lambs life and the relation of each to Lamb's
other writings, and an effort

"
to account for every

allusion in the text not likely to be fully understood

by the general reader." This plan involves, neces-

sarily, the inclusion of much that is known to the
vast majority, and to some may appear trivial.

This Mr. Lucas holds a less evil than that other
readers should turn away baffled of information.
In the main we agree with this view. To the
scholar it appears superfluous to translate

' Cicero
de Amicitia' 'Cicero's Essay on Friendship,' or

explain "esurient" as hungry; and, to a card-

player, to assert that "to capote "at piquet is to
take every trick. But these things, even, are not
known of

"
all the world and his wife," and there

is a mass of information which will be new and
valuable to almost every reader. Take, for instance,
the first note in the volume on the origin of the
name Elia, which Lamb said should be pronounced
Ellia. William Hone rimed it to

"
desire." Which

of us, except, perhaps, some editor of Lamb, actual
or potential, is aware of the fact, or, knowing it,

intends to be in any way influenced by it ? Hone
must, indeed, be wrong, since if it came, as Lamb
says, from an old Italian clerk in the South Sea
House, it would rime more nearly with "fear"
than with "desire."
So wide was the range of reading of Lamb that

the task of hunting out the allusions, quotations,
locutions, &c., is one for a literary syndicate
rather than an individual. Such, indeed, may
almost be said to have been employed. Shakespeare
and Milton are the writers he most frequently
quotes, the latter especially. When Lamb talks of
saying grace before reading it is Milton he first
advances. A use of the concordances to these
writers simplifies matters much. With regard to
the Elizabethan, Jacobean, and Carolinian drama-
tists, the pursuit of the lines laid down in the
4 Dramatic Specimens' is inevitable. Almost the
entire range of English poetry, from Spenser and
Daniel to Coleridge and Wordsworth, was included
in Lamb's stock-in-trade. Mr. Lucas's notes in this
respect are of exemplary fulness, and are of great
merit and interest. "Sparkling gooseberry'' (p. 42,
1. 16) is spoken surely of gooseberry wine, used as
a substitute for champagne. A reference to Ino

Leucothea (p. 69) would be the richer for a reference

to "Leucothea's lovely hands" ('Comus,'875), which
was doubtless in Lamb's memory, as was, p. 99, 1. 6,

the "
burning idol

"
of the

* Hymn on the Nativity.

ESTE, a contributor to 'N. & Q.,' mentioned p. 389,

is the late Samuel Timmins. Where Lamb refers

to "the thrice noble, chaste, and virtuous Mar-

garet Newcastle, his memory runs tricksily upon
the titles to her books, which speak of her con-

stantly as "the thrice noble, illustrious, and

' Vida y Lechos "
(p. 449) should be Vida y Hechos.

The accuracy of the book is as remarkable as its

erudition. Apart from the illustration afforded of

Lamb's style and method, the notes may be read
with delight for their own sake.

Thomas Campion's Songs and Masques, &c. Edited

by A. H. Bullen. (Bullen.)

Tins delightful edition of Campion comes, we may
almost claim, in answer to our call. In noticing,
7
th S. vii. 39, the appearance of the first edition, in

which Mr. Bullen virtually introduced Campion to

the English reader, we claimed, echoing words of

Beatrice in
' Much Ado about Nothing,' another

edition for "working days," since the book was
"too costly to wear every day." The volume we
sought has come, and Campion may now be put on
the same shelf with Drayton, Daniel, Herrick,
Marvell, and Donne. Pretty enough is the present
volume, which, indeed, contains some features
the earlier work may not boast. It has thus a
facsimile of the title of Campion's

' Poemata '

(London, Richard Field, 1593), from the only per-
fect copy known, which is in the possession of
Viscount Clifden. Of the existence of this work
Mr. Bullen was previously in ignorance. We get
also for the first time an essay, by Miss Janet
Dodge, on Campion's music. From the earlier

edition, apart from bibliographical variations, it

differs principally in omitting the Latin poems,
and giving only the songs and masques and the
"Observations on the Art of English Poetry.' So
great has been the influence of the first republica-
tion that Campion is now constantly mentioned by
those who, less than a score years ago, knew him
not, and he now runs the risk, as Mr. Bullen justly
says, of "becoming the object of uncritical adula-
tion." For the book-lover the first edition will

always retain its value and its charm. The lover
of poetry will be thankful for a book he can handle
without self - rebuke, and the later volume may
well do more than its predecessor to secure for

Campion the place he merits in English poetical
literature.

Letters of a Templar, IS20- 50. Selected and
arranged by William Lowes Rushton, Barrister-
at-law. (Liverpool, Howell: London, Simpkin,
Marshall & Co.)

EDWARD RUSHTON, the writer of these letters,
opposed Canning in his election in March, 1820, and
Huskisson in February, 1823. He was a Liverpool
man, and, like almost all the middle classes at that
time, a Liberal. In 1839 he was appointed
stipendiary magistrate of his native place, and died
in 1851. His letters, mostly addressed to his wife,
are principally concerned with political personages
or men of local eminence. We come occasionally
upon mention of people such as Godwin and
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Cobbett. The first letter, from Edward Rushton,
Sen., the father of the author of the correspondence,
is addressed to Samuel William Ryley, of 19,

Charlotte Street, Manchester, whom we must take
to be the author of 'The Itinerant,' one of

the rarest of theatrical works, for whom see
'D.N.B.' The illustrations include a photograph
of a fragment of Tom Fame's tombstone, and a
facsimile of the sketch by Thackeray of a Mr.
Edward Dowling, with a smudged likeness of

Thackeray himself with a tankard in the back-

ground.

Sir David Wilkie, R.A. By William Bayne.
(Walter Scott Publishing Company.)

To the series of "Makers of British Art" Mr.
Bayne has contributed an excellent life of Wilkie.
Few of the obstacles that usually retard the path
of genius seem to have beset the path of the great
Scottish painter. He was still little more than a
lad when the Ettrick Shepherd, to whom, on the
introduction of Laidlaw, Scott's amanuensis, he
was made known, called him " the great Mr. Wil-

kie," and added,
"
I cannot tell how proud I am to

see you in my house, and how glad I am to see you
are so young a man." He had experiences of poverty
and sickness, but no more than fall to the average
lot of man; and he died at sea full of honours
and with undiminished powers. Mr. Bayne's task
is confined to records of accomplishment and inti-

macies and to appreciation and exegesis. The story
of an honourable and uneventful life is capitally told,
and the work is well worthy of its subject. It is

illustrated with a photogravure of a striking por-
trait of Wilkie and with engravings of twenty
pictures in Wilkie's very different manners.

The Doukhobors. By Joseph Elkinton. (Ferris
& Leach.)

WITH its interesting descriptions and its abundant
illustrations this volume supplies a trustworthy
guide to the most remarkable religious movement
of modern days. The history of the Doukhobors in

Russia, and the particulars of their migration to

Canada, are both told, and the little volume, with
its admirable text and illustrations, may safely be
commended to others besides those who seek in-

formation on the subject.

Shakespeare's Garden. By J. Harvey Bloom, M.A.
(Methuen & Co.)

SHAKESPEARE'S flowers and flower-lore have been
the subject of several books, the best known of

which are 'The Shakespeare Flora' of Leo H.

Grindon, and ' The Plant-Lore and Garden-Craft of

Shakespeare,' by the Rev. H. N. Ellacombe. One
more book has been added to the subject by the

rector of Whitchurch, who has two qualifications
for his task a close knowledge of botany and a

familiarity not less close with Shakespeare. His
book is conveniently arranged under months. Mr.
Bloom is not always quite trustworthy in his deri-

vations, as when he finds feuille a component part
of filbert, but he writes pleasantly, and his quota-
tions are often happy. His book is prettily got up,
and has four illustrations.

A Selection from the Poetical Works of John Skelton.

With Introduction, Notes, and Glossary by W. H.

Williams, M.A. (Isbister & Co.)
SKELTON'S works have long been virtually inaccess-

ible. Original editions are among the rarest of

poetical tracts, and on their infrequent appearance

in the sale-room fetch very long prices. Dyce's
edition, in two volumes, is eagerly sought after, and
even the '

Pithy, Pleasaunt, and Profitable Workes,'
1736, is highly priced. Under these conditions,
though we care little for selections, we welcome
Mr. Williams's volume, which brings within reach
of the student four characteristic works,

' The
Bowgeof Courte,' 'PhyllypSparowe,'

'

Colyn Cloute,'
and ' Why come Ye Nat to Courte ?

' For the young
scholar the work is adequate. Omissions, excision,
and bowdlerization confine it to such. The notes
and glossary are, however, generally serviceable.

House Mottoes and Inscriptions : Old and New. By
S. F. A. Caulfield. (Stock.)

THESE house mottoes, dial mottoes, &c., are not
without interest. Many of them are taken from
contributions of Miss BUSK to 'N. & Q.,' from Mrs.
Gatty's 'Book on Sundials,' and similar sources.

Unfortunately they are often painfully inaccurate.
The bungalow occupied by J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps
at Hollingbury Copse is described as " Hollin-

bury [sic] Copse, the residence of Mr. Phillipp
"
[wcL

In the line
" Francesci gignunt insitone [sic] rosas

"

both sense and scansion demand that the third
word should be insitione ; in "Sit pax intranti
sit dratia digna precanti," "dratia" should be
gratia.

Selections from the British Apollo. Edited by the
late G. W. Niven. (Paisley, Gardner.)

IF ever works could be said to have anticipated
' N. & Q.' they were the ' Athenian Oracle

' and
the '

British Apollo
'

of John Dunton (1659-1733),
of which the latter is the more interesting and
valuable. In days in which the process described
by Sir Walter Scott of gradually boiling down into
8vos or 12mos the folios and quartos of earlier days
is assiduously followed, selections from books
once popular, but now known only to the curious,
may well prove judicious. The book, one chapter
of which saw the light in

' N. & Q.,' may be read
with the possibility of gain, and the certainty of
amusement. It has an introduction by the Rev.
Hugh Macmillan, D.D.

Old Cookery Hooks and Ancient Cuisine. By W.
Carew Hazlitt. (Stock.)

THIS popular work of Mr. Hazlitt has now been
issued in a handy shape as one of Mr. Wheatley's
series known as "The Book -Lover's Library."
The get-up is pretty. We miss any reference to
the

'

Patissier Francois,' the rarest and most highly
priced of Elzevirs, and find no mention of the
*

Physiologic du Gout '

of Brillat-Savarin, the latter
a true classique de la table.

A NEW and revised edition of
* How to Decipher

and Study Old Documents,' by Mrs. John Haute-
ville Cope (nee E. E. Thoyts), is announced to be
published by Mr. Elliot Stock immediately.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.
IN their latest catalogue Messrs. Henry Sotheran

& Co. announce many works of highest interest.

Dyce's 'Beaumont and Fletcher' is one of the
scarcest and best editions of the dramatists. A
copy of this bound by Riviere is priced IQl. 16s. A
set of the '

Historical Biographies of British Queens
and Princesses

'

is 221. 10s. ; Shakespeare's Plays,
ed. Johnson and Steevens (a special copy), is 84 ; a
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Jacobus do Voragine,
*

Legenda Aurea,' 251. ; and

Symonds's
' Renaissance in Italy,' 7 vols., 211. Other

items challenging notice arc 'Poetry of the Anti-

Jacobin,' extra illustrated, Arber's reprint, large

paper ; Barbara's
'

Ingoldsby
'

; Bentham's '

Works,'
1843; Dodsley's translation of the 'Decameron,'
extra illustrated ; the Villon Society's 'Decameron,'
large paper; Browning's 'Works,' first edition;
Ormerod s 'Chester' ;

'

Stephani Thesaurus,' Valpy,
1816-28 ; Dialect Society's Publications ; Fielding's
*

Works,' first edition ; Gower's 'Confessio Amantis,'
Berthelette, 1554; Hugo's 'Works'; Litta,

' Fa-

miglie Celebri Italiane
'

; Bentley's
'

Lucretius,'
witli autograph letter; Cust's 'National Portrait

Gallery,
3

407. ; 'Paradise Lost,' 1674, 61. 6*., and a
second with Martin's plates; Baker's 'Northampton-
shire'; Pennant's 'Topographical Works,' Percy
Society, 101. 10d., the cheapest copy we have seen

catalogued ;

'

Angelo on Fencing,' extra illustrated ;

Ocampo,
' La Cronica General. Under customary

headings, such as India, China and
Japan, Egypt,

Ruskin, &c., innumerable books which the book-
lover may find with difficulty are indexed.
Mr. James Roche has Pierce Egan's

'
Life in Lon-

don,' Cruikshank original wrappers, price 60. ;

Sharpe's edition of the poets, lllO vols., 23/. ICk ;

Ackermann's 'Microcosm of London, '3 vols., IS/. 18.s.;

Boydell's
*

Shakespeare Gallery
'

; Claude's ' Liber
Veritatis'; Romney's water-colour drawing of

'Shakespeare nursed by Comedy and Tragedy';
Bowyer's edition of Hume's '

History
'

; Roberts's
'Holy Land'; Stanfield, Roberts, &c., 'Scotland
Delineated'; Bunbury's plates illustrating Shake-
speare ; Macaulay's

'

Works,' library edition
;
a long

series of Arundel prints ; another of coloured illus-
trations ; original edition of the Le Brun Gallery ;

Boswell's 'Johnson,' extra illustrated; H. B.'s
'Caricatures' ;

'

Religious Ceremonies,' 1736 ; Smol-
lett and Fielding's

' Works '

; the Munich Gallery,
&c. There are a collection of portraits and a long
list of those illustrated works which are a speciality
with Mr. Roche.
Mr. Thomas Thome, of Newcastle, indexes the

Pickering series of folio reprints of the Book of
Common Prayer, 7 vols. ; Bullen's series of son^-
book reprints ; Chaffers's ' Keramic Gallery

'

"a
1398 Chaucer, price 12/. ; Freeman's ' Norman Con-
quest'; the Dulwich Gallery; Kingsley's 'Life
and Work

;

'

British Birds
'

; Engleheart's
Miniatures, one with added illustrations- Pro-

pert'a 'Miniatures'
; Sowerby's 'English Botany'

publications of the Harleian Society, the Chemical
Society, the Reliquary, &c. The first two-volume
edition of Tennyson's 'Poems,' 1842, and the first
In Memonani are priced respectively 21/. and

41. 10s. ; I he Perfumed Garden '

is offered for3/ 3
Genest s 'Account of the English Stage,' some
bindings broken, is7/., which is cheap ; FitzGerald's
'Omar Khayyam/ 1879, is 31. 10*.; Sir GeorgeDasent s Works are 6V. 6.s. ; the same price is
asked for a copy of the Vinegar Bible. Under
Byron, Dickens, Thackeray, &c., the curious may
look with advantage. Heraldry also supplies manv
interesting items.
Mr. Albert Sutton, of Manchester, draws special

of the 'Illustrations of the
Sixties,' which he holds, after Mr. Gleeson White
will m time be prized as highly as 'Bible Wood-
cuts

'

the 'Dance of Death,' and the 'Liber
Studiorum.' In their own way these are said totouch high-water mark." His catalogue containsa series of such, which does not claim tobe

complete ; but most of the views expressed are

accurate, and of highest interest to collectors, since
some scores or hundreds of such books are offered
at prices ranging from 26-. a volume to 6,9. or 7s.

From the Chaucer's Head, Birmingham, Mr.
Downing issues a catalogue of miscellanea, in which
we detect an. extra-illustrated copy of Mabel E.
Wotton's 'Portraits of Famous Writers '; Belcher
and Macartney's

' Later Renaissance Architecture
in England

'

; Miss Cartwright's
' Christ and His

Mother in Italian Art '

;

' The Transactions and

Pr9ceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology';
Fairfax Murray's 'Catalogue of the Portraits at
Welbeck Abbey

'

;
a Diodorus Siculus, Venice,

1481 (the first edition is 1476), with marginal notes:
the tenth edition of the 'Encyclopedia Britannica,
35 vols., bound in three-quarter morocco, 25/.;
Tuer's 'Horn-Book,' 2 vols., 1896; Index Society's
publications ;

Westwood's ' Illuminated Manu-
scripts

'

; Re"tifs
' Les Franchises

'

; Foster's
'

Mary,
Queen of Scots'; the 'Newgate Calendar'; thai
1872

' Omar Khayyam
'

; Caulfield's
' Remarkable

Persons,' both series ; the Plantin Pindar ; and
' Meditationi del Rosario della Gloriosa Vergine/
Venice, 1583, with fine wood engraving.
A curious item stands second in the catalogue of

Mr. Alexander W. Macphail, of Edinburgh. It is
' Macbeth.' with alterations by Tate, printed by
T. & W. Ruddiman for Allan Ramsay, published
at Is., and offered for 301.

' The Proceedings of the
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland,' a complete
set, are 91.10$. Burns's 'Merry Muses,' privately
printed in 1827, is offered for 15,s. There is a long
list of Curiosa. The speculative book-purchaser
may look under headings such as Jacobite, High-
lands, &c. What seems a cheap copy of Picart's
' Costumes and Ceremonies of the World,' 1707-10,
is offered. It is in 13 vols. folio, but wants the first
section of vol. x.

ta

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

H. DALTON ("Twiggez-vous"). We do not in-
sert your suggestion, as it would bring on you more
censure from, philologists than you would like.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to The Editor of ' Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
i8her-at the. Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, ii/.O..
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ANALOGUES OF THE SYRIAC APOCRYPH
OF APHIK1A, THE WIFE OF JESUS BEN
SIRACH.

(See ante, p. 222.)

THERE is another version in the 'Arabian

Nights.' This is the story of the king and
his chamberlain's wife, which forms an epi-
sode in the narrative of King Shah Bekht
and his vizier, Er Rahwan. In this version
there is no mention of the banquet of same-
ness. The king desires the love of the lady,
and, being refused, goes away full of wrath,
leaving behind him his girdle, which the
husband finds. Then follows the apologue
of the *

Lion's Track.'*
There is another version, in which the pro-

cess of change is visible. A king in disguise
stops at the door of a house to ask for a
drink of water. The woman gives him a

drink, and "when he looked at her he was
ravished with her and required her of love."

She brought him into the house and gave
him a book in which to read until she should
return to him. It was full of exhortations

against adultery. Hereupon the king de-

* ' Tales from the Arabic of the Breslau and Cal-
cutta Edition of the Book of the Thousand Nights
and One Night,' by John Payne, vol. ii. p. 60.

parted. The woman told her husband, but
he became estranged. She complained to
her kinsfolk, who then told the king a
parable, not of a garden, but of a piece of
land for tillage. The husband replied by
the parable of the lion. Then the king said," O fellow, the lion trampled not thy land,
and it is good for tillage ; so do thou till it,
and God prosper thee in it, for the lion hath
done it no hurt."*
Yet another Arabic version is the story of

Firouz and his wife. The king sees the lady
by accident, and sends Firouz to a distant city.
He then endeavours to seduce the lady from
her allegiance, but she refuses his suit

And whenas the dogs at a fountain have lapped,
The lions to drink of the water forbear.

The king goes away abashed, and leaves his
sandal in the house. Then follow the plead-
ing before the king and the apologue of the
'Lion's Track.' Here also the banquet of
sameness is omitted.t
The ' Libro de los Engannos de las Mugeros

'

offers a definite date at which one version of
the Aphikia story passed from Oriental to
Occidental literature. The book was trans-
lated from Arabic into Spanish, by the order
of the Infante Don Fadrique, in the year 1291
of the Spanish era, or 1253 of the common
era. Two years earlier his brother, King
Alfonso, had caused a similar translation of
the

'

Calila and Dimna '

to be made. One of
the stories in the ' Libro de los Engannos

'

is

a variant of the Aphikia story, and closely
resembles the one translated by Payne, except
that, instead of a signet ring, the monarch
leaves his sandals behind him. Dr. Domenico
Comparetti has shown that the '

Libro de los

Engannos
'

stands in close relationship to the
' Parables of Sandabar,' the * Seven Viziers,'
and '

Syntipas,' in all of which the story of
the

'

Lion's Track '

is to be found4
'

Syntipas
'

was translated into Greek from Syriac at the
end of the eleventh century.

Prof. Ryssel in the article already cited

says that Mathieu de Vendome, who died in

1286, has a poem on the subject,
' Comedia

Milonis,' in which the heroine is called Afra
and the king is the sovereign of Constantino-

Ele.

Mathieu is said to have taken this story
rom '

Syntipas
'

or some Oriental source.

*
Payne, vol. iv. pp. 259-60.

t Payne, vol. i. p. 210.

j See his 'Researches respecting the Book of
Sindibad,' issued in English by the Folk - Lore
Society in 1882. This contains as an appendix the
Spanish text and an English translation of the
4 Libro de los Engannos.' The book is a remarkable
contribution to the study of comparative literature.
I have named only the part dealing with variants
of the Aphikia story.
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A notable form of the story is to be found
in the 'Decamerone' of Boccaccio (G. I.,

N. 5), in which the Marchesana di Mon-
ferrato is said to have served up to

Philippe le Borgne a banquet of sameness

during the absence of her husband on a

crusade, with the same intention and the same
result as the heroine of the Arabic stories.

In this variant the episode of the 'Lion's

Track '

disappears. Manni, as usual, believes

Boccaccio's story to be the record of a fact in

history. He cites a letter written by Aldus
Manutius the younger expressing the same

view, and enclosing a long passage from a

history of Naples written by Paolo Emilio

Santorio, in which the story is told, with
much diffuseness, of King Manfred and his

sister. Here the banquet of sameness fails

of its purpose.*
Another Italian variant is supplied by

Antonio Cornazzano, who is sometimes called,

apparently in error, Antonio Cornazzano dal

Borzetti, and flourished in the fifteenth cen-

tury, although his Italian
'

Proverbii in Face-
tie

'

were not printed until 1523. There was an
edition in Latin verse of ten of them, issued
at Milan in 1503. It is not certain whether
he wrote in Latin or Italian, for the issues
are not described as translations. His
'Life of Christ' was printed in 1472. In the
edition of Cornazzano's * Proverbs

'

issued at
Paris in 1812 there are two stories to illus-

trate the saying
" Tutta e fava." The twelfth

offers a parallel to the banquet of Aphikia.
A lady of Lombardy, married to a husband
sensual and unfaithful, prepares for this

prince and his barons a stately feast of

many dishes, all of which are skilfully
compounded out of beans. Toward the end
of the dinner she is asked what the various
dishes are made of, and to each question
comes the answer " Tutta e fava." The
prince, struck by the ingenious form of her
reproof, dismisses his mistresses and becomes
a model husband.t

* D. M. Manni,
'

Istqria della Decamerone.' He
refers also to the story in Sansovino.

t "Proverbii di Messer Antonio Cornazzano in
Facetie. Parigi, dai Torchi di P. Didot il Mage
MDCCXII.," p. 74. Of this rare and beautiful
edition there is a copy on vellum in the John
Rylands Library, Manchester. Speaking of the
thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth stories in the
Heptameron,' Toldo says: "Le due novelle svol-
gono un simile argomento. La seconda riconosce
|>er fonte la 71 n delle novelle del Morlini e la prima
vuolsi dal Jacob che ricordi la storia della signora
di Langallier, quale leggesi nel Livre du Chevalier
de la lour Landry pour I'enseignement de ses filles
<Montaiglon la pubblico nell' ediz. elz. dello Janet)Peru essa assomiglia anche alia nov. 5a G. I. del
Decamerone e piu ancora alia lla della Cornazzano,

'

shame," but
version

* Count Lucanor ' was written by a Spanish

prince, Don Juan Manuel, who was born in

1282. The fiftieth story relates that Saladin

sent away one of his great vassals in order to

gain access to the wife, whose love he solicited.

She consents on condition that he will tell

her what is the best thing a man can possess.
He finds the reply difficult, and under-

takes a journey in order to search for the

right answer. Finally he learns that

honour is a man's dearest treasure. When
he returns to the lady she points out the

necessity for him to relinquish the proposals
he has made to her. The Spanish word ver-

ffuenza, which Dr. James York translates by
"
honour,'' literally means

there can be no doubt that his

conveys the spirit of the original.*
The dividing linebetween historyand legend

is not always easy to draw in the Western

world, and it is still less easy in the East. We
need not therefore be surprised to learn from
Prof. Ryssel that Arabic writers of the ninth

century narrate the incident of the *

Lion's

Track '

as historical. He refers to Prof. T.

Noldeke, who in his review of Bathgen's
1 Sindban '

tells us that the story of the
'

Lion's
Track

'

is to be found in the ' AlmaAasin wal'-

acfolad
'
of GaAiz, who died in 869, and in the

work of Dinawari, who died ten years earlier.

According to this account Chosran Parwez
had a vizier named Nachargan for whom he
had a great regard. The king, however, had
held a conversation with the wife of his

vizier, and the result had been a coolness in
the household. The king, having heard of

this, said to Nachargan in the presence of
the Court,

"
I hear that thou hast a fountain

of sweet water, but drinkest not thereof."
The vizier answered,

" O king, I hear that
the lion visits that fountain regularly, and I
avoid it for fear of the lion." The king,
delighted with the cleverness of this reply,
gave rich presents to the lady and a rich
crown to the husband. This is the "Treasure

in cui si narra d' un singolare banchette di sole fave
che una moglie prepara al marito libertino, per
farlo accorto che da donna a donna non ci puo
essere altra differenza fuor di quella che corre da
fava a fava "

(Pietro Toldo, 'Contribute) allo Studio
della Novella Francese del xv. e xvi. secolo con-
siderata specialmente nelle sue attinenze con la
Litteratura Italiana,' Roma, 1893, p. 77). The
narratives given by Queen Marguerite and Geoftroy
de la Tour Landry do not appear to me to have any
resemblance to Boccaccio's story. Toldo appears
to refer to No. 14 of the ' Grand Parangon

'

as a
variant (p. 91).
* " Count Lucanor by the Prince John Manuel,

done into English by James York, 1868, London,
1899," p. 231.
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of Nachargan," which, at a later date, fell into

the hands of the Arabs.*
I have briefly indicated sundry forms of

the story of Aphikia. The variant in * Count
Lucanor' differs widely, and yet leaves an

impression of relationship. It will be seen

that the apocryphal book associated, in de-

fiance of history and chronology, with the

name of the wife of Jesus, the son of Sirach,
consists of one of those folk-tales which are

found in many lands, and have passed from
East to West by different channels. Many
other variants probably exist of the Aphikia
story, although there are not, as yet,
sufficient materials for constructing an exact

pedigree. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

BEN JONSON AND GABRIEL HARVEY.
(See 9th S. xi. 201, 281, 343, 501 ; xii. 161.)

In statu quo. "No more could you instatu

quo prius" (532a). The earliest instance of

this in 'Stanford Dictionary' is W. Watson,
1602, and of in statu quo, Mabbe, 1623.

Harvey introduced it.

"Remayning still, as we say, in statu quo
"

(Harvey, i. 68).

Intoxicate.
"
What, intoxicate ! is thy

brain in a quintessence ?" (540b.) A favourite
word with Harvey.

* N.E.D.' has one earlier

instance, viz-, from J. Bell (1581). The second
in N.E.D.' is Holland's

4

Plinie
'

(1601).
"
Intoxicate sprite

"
(Harvey, ii. 216). See

also ii. 95
; iii. 23, &c.

Quintessence : idea : metamorphosis : apology.
''Is thy brain in a quintessence, an idea, a

metamorphosis, an apology, ha, rogue 1
"

(540b.) "Quintessence" in an applied or

figurative sense was rare; it occurs twice

(later) in Shakespeare.
"
Apology

" and
"idea" were barely divorced from classical

use and made English. See 'Lucrece/ 31,
for the vagueness of the former. The use of

"idea" has always been a stumbling-block.
Jonson ridiculed it already in *

Every Man
in his Humour' (lOa). See Wheatley's edi-

tion. "Metamorphosis" was as yet hardly
used apart from Ovid.
These are all Harvey words.

"
Quintes-

sence
"

is a favourite in Harvey (i. 243 ;
ii. 62

;

ii. 67, &c.).
" The Idee high

"
(i. 245) ;

" New
* Noldeke in Zeitschrift der dcufschen Morgen-

Idndischen] Gcsellschafy, Band xxxiii. S. 523. MR.
A. C. LEE, whose contributions to 'N. & Q.' on the

history of transmission of popular fictions are always
read with interest, kindly sends me references to
Camerini's edition of Doni (for a narrative taken
down from an old Arab story - teller) and to Mr.
W. A. Clouston's notes in Burton's '

Supplemental
Nights

'

(ii. 378).

Idees of singularity
"

(i. 268) ;

"
Quaint Idees

"

('Letter-Book,' Camden, 102), 1573, &c. ;

usually in sense of our "
ideal."

" Metamor-
phosis

"
(i. 273) ; used a little earlier in Lyly's

'Euphues.' Harvey made a "large Apology
"

at the Council table in Cambridge for some
letters published without his authority, he
tells us in his Third Letter, 1592.

Crotchet.
" In thy crotchets already !

"

(541a.) This term occurs three times in

Shakespeare about this date or later.

'N.E.D.' quotes Harvey (' Letter - Book/
Camden, 46), 1573, "Osburn stud uppon this

chrotchet," as the earliest example in the
sense of

" whim "
(origin obscure).

" A wilde
head full of crotchets

"
(i. 189) ;

" a thousand
crotchets

"
(ibid.). A Harvey expression.

Surquedry." No more of this surquedry
"

(541a). An old but uncommon word found
in Chaucer and Spenser."

Surfeited with pleasure's surquedrie
"

(Harvey, i. 297) ;

"
toad-swoln in surquidry

"

(i. 291). He has "
surquidrous

"
(ii. 101).

In diebus illis.
" in diebus illis ! O pre-

posterous !" (541a.) Harvey used this in
1589. Later Nashe has it in

' Lenten Stuffe
'

(1599), and Greene in
' A Quip

'

(1592)." But old Aristotle was a deepe politician
in diebus illis ; and his reasons would nob
be altogether contemned "

(Harvey, ii. 191).
Curvet : prognosticate.

" His muse some-
times cannot curvet, nor prognosticate, and
come off as it should

"
(541a). Compare

"
his

very Intellect Is naught but a curvetting
sommerset "of Marston, which I have already
shown undoubtedly refers to Harvey. The
earliest transferred use in 'N.E.D. '

is Shake-

speare,
' As You Like It,' 1600. The earliest

in any sense is his
' Ven. and Ad.,' 1592.

"Corvettest and showest thy crankes

among a company of valorous Captaines,
whose stirrop thou art not worthy to hold

'

(Harvey, iii. 35).
"
Prognosticate

" was a
favourite term with Gabriel Harvey, as well
as with his brother Richard, the almanac-
maker. In G. Harvey's

'

Earthquake Letter/
which brought him so much ridicule, it occurs
i. 54, 55, and later ii. 60, &c. (passim).

Paraphrase. "I'll hammer out a para-
phrase for thee

"
(541a).

A favourite Harvey word (i. 20, &c.).

Circumference. "We spend time in a vain
circumference

"
(541a).

Harvey has a similar figurative use much
earlier than any in 'N.E.D.': "Make the

conjuring wizard forsake the senter of his

circle, and betake him to the circumference
of his heels "

(ii. 210).
Dilemma : hyperbole.

" Your dilemmas
and your hyperboles

"
(542a).
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These and a number of other rhetorical

terms are used in reference to Harvey s

lectureship on the subject at Cambridge.
Rodomont : Machiavel. "Sweet Radamant,

sweet Machiavel" (542a). Probably Juniper
means Rodomont.

" To bate Sir Rodomont an ace
"

(Harvey,
ii. 296) ;

"Such another Rodomont" (ii. 225).

Machiavel is frequent in Harvey's pages (ii.

306, tfcc.).

Exigent.
" True love's exigent" (542a).

In this sense (needs, requirements) the

earliest in
' N.E.D.' is Douay Bible (1609).

"
Exigence

"=
exigents (Harvey, ii. 37, 138).

Anatomy" Would you make an anatomy
of me ?

"
(543a.) The earliest example of

sense of "skeleton
"

is 1594. The earliest of

anatomie is 1658. The senses in Harvey are

probably that in which Lyly used it in
'

Pap
with an Hatchett/ 1589 (* N.E.D.'s

'

earliest).

Very rarely used in transferred senses.
" An Anatomie of the minde "

(Harvey, ii.

243) ;

"
Anatomy of variety

"
(ii. 245) :

" Anatomie of Fortune "
(ii. 243).

Orthography." Think you not I am true

orthography 'j Jaq. Orthography ! anatomy !"

(543a.) Used earlier than Harvey, but one
of his favourite

"
jaw-breakers."

See Harvey, i. 21, 76, 103, 104, &c.

Inviolable: predicament: intimate. "Be
not so inviolable What predicament call

you this ? Why do you intimate so much ?
''

(543a.) All as yet pedantic terms.
" Inviolable (Harvey, i. 40

;
ii. 201) ;

"intimate," verb (ii. 87); "predicament"
(i. 21, 170).

Bombard, "These bombard-slops, what is

it crams them so ?
"

(543a.) The earliest

transferred sense in
' N.E.D.' is Shakespeare's,

of a bottle, in
'

1 Hen. IV.,' II. iv. 497,
" That

huge Bombard of Sacke" (1596), and 'Tem-
pest.'
A favourite term with Harvey. He coins

"Sir Bombarduccio" (ii. 18);
" Such a Bom-

bard-Goblin
"

(ii. 17) ;

" Bombarder of terms "

(i. 205). See also ii. 41, &c. Harvey is

equally
at home with the similarly used

"
bombasted," both very applicable to his

own language.
Conundrum. "Stand not upon conun-

drums now : thou knowest what contagious
speeches I have suffered for thy sake "

(544a). Not quoted in
'

N.E.D.,' but it forms
the only earlier example than Jonson's 'Fox'
(" My crotchets and my conundrums "), 1005,
except Nashe's personal and somewhat doubt-
ful example. Middleton's 'Ram Alley'
(1611, not in

* N.E.D.
1

) would come next.
Nashe says: "So will I drive him

[G. Harvey] toconfesse himself a conundrum,

who now thinks he hath learning enough to
"

&c. This is the earliest use in
* N.KD.

'inexorable : infallible : intricate : superficial.

"[Shew him the gold] Juniper. O in-

exorable ! O infallible ! O intricate, divine,

and superficial fortune
"
(544a). More pedan-

try. All these long words occur, but very

sparingly, in Shakespeare.
" Inexorable rigour

"
(ii. 194). The earliest

impersonal use in 'N.E.D.' is 1600. 'Infal-

lible
; '

(i. 287, 209 ;
ii. 85 ;

i. 76, &c.).
"
Intri-

cate" (i. 26;ii. 114; i. 127; iii. 15, &c.).
"
Superficial

"
(i. 230 ;

ii. 90 ;
iii. 6).

Stigmatical. "I will have three or four

most stigmatical suits" (544a). This term

occurs in
' Com. of Errors,' 1591. It was used

in the Harvey-Nashe war.

"Thou will be so cosmoligized, if thou

beest catcht here, for calling our Masters of

Arte stigmatical, that is, burnt with a hot

Iron
"

(iii. 41).
" Thou "

is Nashe.

Superintendent : addicted." [He] shall not

be superintendent upon me 1

? he shall not be

addicted? he shall not be incident" (548a).
" Addicted to Theory

"
is one of the expres-

sions Nashe reproaches Harvey for using

(Grosart's 'Nashe,' ii. 262;
' Foure Letters

Confuted,' 1593).
"The superintendent of the presse

"
(ii. 79,

183).
" Addicted "

(i. 228).

Princox : aggravate. "Stand away, prin-
cox ! do not aggravate my joy

"
(548b).

Princox is a favourite with Harvey. It

occurs in
' Romeo and Juliet,' but not else-

where in Shakespeare or Jonson. An old

word. "Aggravate" had somewhat an
affected use. Compare Bottom in

* Mid-
summer Night's Dream

'

(1. ii. 84) and Falstaff

in
'

Merry Wives '

(II. ii. 296).
" Princocke

"
(i. 283

;
ii. 87), to Nashe : "I

will not aggravate or discourse particulars
"

(i. 192), and at i. 118, 288, &c.

Alabaster.
" His alabaster blade cannot

fear me"
(548b)._

Earliest in 'N.E.D.' is

Sidney's 'Arcadia,' "alabaster throate."

Shakespeare has "
alabaster arms "

(' Richard
III.'). A new expression." Alabaster necke "

(ii. 285).

Linguist." Has he his French linguist 1
"

(549a.) Jonson has this new word in
'

Every
Man Out,' III. i. (1599).
"The many-tongued Linguist" (Thorius),

ii. 15.

Elocution. " Dost thou fear a little elocu-
tion?" (554a.) Perhaps he means "execu-
tion."

Elocution is naturally a frequent word in
the writings of a lecturer on the subject
(i. 95, 219 ; ii. 51), &c.
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Novels. "I* that any Novels, sir?
"

(554a.)
Jonson mocks the French "que nouvelles 1

"

in 'Every Man Out,' V. ii. (1599).
"
Less Appetite to desire such Novels "'

(i. 190). Harvey has also "Novellets" (i. 215)
.and

"
Novellists

"
(ii. 208).

The foregoing parallels seem to me to show
that Gabriel Harvey was the chief offender
in word-coining, against whom Jonson
designed the part of Juniper. There is

nothing, or very little, personal in these hits.

The very selection of the humblest of trades
and the love of balladry may have been

pleasantry against Harvey, who detested
both. Jonson had no real quarrel with

Harvey, as he had later with Marston and
Dekker. H. C. HART.

(To be continued.)

DEAN'S YARD, WESTMINSTER, NO. 17.

A VERY pleasant book of Westminster
memories connected with the old school has
been written and given to the world by Capt.
F. Markham, under the title of

' Recollections
of a Town Boy at Westminster, 1849-55.' As
is, perhaps, only natural, the pages which
afford the best reading [are those wherein the

schoolboy scrapes, &c., are recorded. Among
his early escapades perhaps his first was
stealing a bell-handle at the instigation of

a bigger boy named Slade, which is recorded
as follows :

"Slade joined me with another bludgeon con-
cealed under his gown. He led the way to the

Bishop of Gloucester's house. The door was painted
a beautiful olive green ; the knocker, door-bell,

name-plate, and letter-box were of brass, all beau-

tifully polished. Slade said, 'Now, then, here you
are ; you take the bell and I will take the knocker.
When I say "Go," pull the bell out to full stretch
and give it a good whack with your stick.' I have
the bell-handle on my mantelpiece,"

the author unblushingly continues when
closing the story, and there appear to be
but few regrets underlying the admission.
The house herein described as the residence
of the Bishop of Gloucester ceased to be so

soon after Capt. Markham went to West-
minster in 1849. In that year the Rev.
Dr. Milman, Canon of Westminster and
Kector of St. Margaret's, where he had been
since 1835, was preferred to the Deanery of

St. Paul's. He had lived, so far as I can find

out, at any rate for a considerable portion of

the time while holding his Westminster ap-
pointments, at Ashburnham House, standing
in Little Dean's Yard, and with, in those

days, an outlet in the rear into the south
walk of the cloisters. This house, in many
ways very notable, was called after Lord

Ashburnham, who occupied it in 1708, its

chief attraction being its exceedingly
beautiful staircase, constructed by Inigo
Jones. Here had also been housed the King's

Library in 1712, and in 1730 that of Sir

Robert Cotton. Therefore it will be seen

that Dr. Milman was lodged amidst memo-
ries likely to be congenial to a student

of his character. A subsequent occupant
was the Rev. Lord John Thynne, for many
years a Canon of Westminster and Sub-dean.
At his death the house became associated

with Westminster School, by the authorities

of which it is still used. Dr. Milman's suc-

cessor at St. Margaret's and in the canonry
was the Rev. Dr. William Cureton, and during
his early days at Westminster, if not from
the first, the fine house alluded to as having
been hitherto that of the Bishops of Glou-

cester was vacant. By the special desire

of Queen Victoria, it became the rectory
of St. Margaret's parish, and in it have lived

all the subsequent occupants of that position,

viz., the Rev. William Conway, M.A.
;
Rev.

Frederic William Farrar, D.D., F.R.S., after-

wards Archdeacon of Westminster, and lately
Dean of Canterbury ;

Rev. Robert Eyton,
M.A. ;

Rev. Joseph Armitage Robinson, D.D.,
now Dean of Westminster ;

and the present
rector, Rev. Herbert Hensley Henson, B.D.

It is a noble structure of good old honest brick-

work, containing many large rooms, and is in

every way an ideal residence for the student,
as the quietness of the spot is proverbial,
and it would be difficult to find another locality
in the centre of one of the busiest parts of

London where the sound of the passing traffic

of the outside world becomes but a low

murmur, adding to the charm of its almost

complete isolation. That its situation has lent

itself to the cause of study there are many
who will be thankful, for beyond all doubt

many of the sermons preached both in the

Abbey and in St. Margaret's Church have

gained much from the peacefulness of the

surroundings of the study in which they were

prepared ;
and much of the work, less clerical

and more secular, of Drs. Cureton, Farrar,
and Robinson gained not a little from the

same happy circumstance. The edifice has

also been the scene of many reunions, at

which most of the notabilities of the latter

half of the bygone century, in the world of

poetry, art, science, drama, law, and medicine,
have assisted, in addition to those whose
avocations were almost entirely centred in

religious work. One can scarcely help fancy-

ing that the present Bishop of Gloucester,
Dr. Ellicott, must often feel a pang of regret
at its alienation from his diocese, and it
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may perhaps be said that, if these remarks
should catch his eye, Capt. Markham may
possibly feel disposed to make restitution,
and let Canon Henson enshrine upon his

mantelpiece the old brass bell-handle belong-
ing to this building.
There is one very interesting room on the

ground floor which has been during late years
converted into a small chapel, capable of seat-

ing from thirty to forty persons. In the east
wall there is a pretty arched recess, in which
the altar has been placed, the arch being
of a very ancient date and of considerable

beauty of moulding, &c.
; indeed, there is

little doubt that this wall was a portion of

the Prior's House, or lodgings, as will be seen

by reference to the plan of Westminster
Abbey and its precincts about 1535, given as
a frontispiece in Dean Stanley's

*

Historical
Memorials of Westminster Abbey,' 1 868. This

portion of the eastern side of Dean's Yard,
the learned author states, had a long line of

buildings which were

"occupied by the live lesser dignitaries of the
Abbey the Prior, the Sub-prior, the Prior of the
Cloister, and the two inferior Sub-priors, or spies of
the Cloister, whose duty it was to keep guard over
the behaviour of the monks."

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
C2, The Alraahouses, Rochester Row, S.W.

ENCOURAGEMENT BY ENGLAND OF THE IRON-
MAKING INDUSTRY IN AMERICA. The follow-

ing transcript of a rare broadside issued, I
should say, about the year 1720 will, I think,
interest many of the readers of

' N. & Q.,' not
only as bringing to mind the commercial
relations between this country and its
colonies a couple of centuries ago, but
also as affording some food for reflection to
students of fiscal problems at the present
day :

" Reasons Humbly Offered for the Encouragement
of making Iron in His Majesty's Plantations of
America. 1 he Swedes of all Nations in Europe
in proportion to their Trade carry the greatest
Quantities of (iold and Silver from England, yet no
other Kingdom has endeavoured to impose on us as
they have done.
"Within this Twenty Years the Government

and Company of Stockholm Engrossed all the Tar
which they obliged us to take at extravagant Prices-
and had not the Parliament of England prudently
provided against their Monopoly, by encouraging
the making that Commodity in our own Plantations
it's hard to judge what Difficulties they might have
put us to by this Time.
"The Necessity the present Parliament was

under to prohibit Trade with them has raised Iron
nearly .

r
jO per cent., and if it should be to be opened

again they are preparing a new Imposition to be
laid on it of near 25 per cent., which we must pay
provided no other Supply can be found out. The
English plantations in America abound with Wood

Iron-Oar and other Materials for making Iron ; and
if suitable Encouragement was given, we might be

supplied with great Quantities from thence.
" This would engage the people in those Colonies

to employ themselves in making Iron, and enable
them to make Returns for purchasing Woollen
Manufactures and other productions of England, to

supply their Wants, and prevent their falling on
our Manufactures, which their Necessities (if not
otherwise provided for) will force them to. Since
we can be so well supplied by our own Subjects,
who will be paid for their Iron by the Manufactures
of England, we shall prevent the ill Treatment we
have received from Sweden, encourage our own
Navigation, keep our Money at home, and save the

great Expence of fitting out a Royal Navy to

protect our Trade. The Bounty on Pitch and Tar
has already so well established those Manufactures
in our own Plantations, that England has pitch
enough for their own Consumption from thence
and export great Quantities to Holland, Hamburgh,
Portugal, Spain, &e. And 'tis to be hoped those
Manufactures will be so well established in a short
Time, that they will support themselves.
"Such considerable Sums must be laid out to

erect Iron-Works, that when once built, will engage
the proprietors to proceed on making Iron, which is

a Security to the Government that the Encourage-
ment will answer the End proposed.
"Note. That the granting the Bounty on Plan-

tation Pitch and Tar has supplied us with such
Quantities from thence that the price of pitch is

brought down to 6-s-. per cwt. or under, whereas
formerly we paid for Swedish pitch 16.$. per cwt.,
and the price of Tar to 14s. per Barrel, for which
we formerly gave the Swedes 31. per Barrel. Great
Sums of Money have been paid by way of Bounty :

yet it is presumed it does not amount to so much
(allowing the Bounty to be Part of the first Cost)
as the extraordinary Price the Swedes would have
had from us for the Pitch and Tar used by the
Navy ; and 'tis to be doubted whether they would
have supplied us with all we wanted for our
Money."

J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

DR. EDMOND HALLEY. (See 9th S. x. 361 ;
xi. 85, 205, 366, 463, 496

;
xii. 125, 185.) I am

indebted to Mr. Ralph J. Beevor, M.A., for
reference to a statement that among the
manuscripts of the Earl of Ashburnham are
"original letters addressed to John Anstis,
Esq., Garter King - at - Arms, between the
years 1715 and 1746, by Edmund Halley,
Thomas Hearne, &c.," folio. Op. Eighth
Report of the Royal Commission on Historical
Manuscripts, Appendix, Part III. col. 12b.
section 35 (London, 1881). It seems not
unlikely that Halley, following Newton's
example in this as in some other instances,
may have filed a pedigree in the College of
Arms.
John Aubrey gives the coat armorial of

the Halley family in colours :

"
Sable, a fret

and a canton argent." Cp. Aubrey's
4

Brief
Lives,' Clark, i. 282 (Oxford, 1898). There
are of published record other coats arrnoria]
of families named Halley,
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A careful search made for me through the
index (of vendors), Middlesex Land Kegistry,
for the years 1726-70, failed to discover the
name of Halley.

" The parish of Shoreditch

being outside the City of London, one would

expecfc to find a record of the Haggerston
property," once belonging to Edmund Halley,
sen. (ob. 1684). The latter is said to have
been drowned.

It has not been my good fortune yet to

obtain personal access to the 'Defence of

Dr. Halley against the Charge of Religious
Infidelity,' by the Rev. S. J. Rigaud. There
is other evidence, however, sufficient clearly
to disprove the assertion that Halley was an
atheist. I venture to think that there is a

slight similarity of character between Ed-
mond Halley and Abraham Lincoln, at least

in so far as concerns their mutual love of

demonstration and their religious belief.

Cp.
' Six Months at the White House,'

F. B. Carpenter, New York, 1867, pp. 190,
314. Both Halley and Lincoln were men of

cheerful, kind, and sympathetic temperament,
inclined always to accommodate others,

though it might be at their own personal
inconvenience. Even Thomas Hearne, who
appears not to have hesitated to record any
rumours he could find about Halley, does
not undertake to deny statements made by
others that Halley believed in the Deity.

Cp. 'Remarks and Collections of Thomas
Hearne/ iii. 472, 473 (Oxford, 1889). I have

previously referred to Sir David Brewster's

opinion of this matter (see 9th S. xi. 85).

EUGENE FAIRFIELD McPiKE.
Chicago.

The following small addition may be made
to this collection. When the Rev. Arthur

Ashley Sykes, D.D., was engaged in the

"Phlegon" controversy against William
Winston and others, he obtained the calcula-

tion of an eclipse from " the great Dr. Halley,
whose consummate knowledge in geometry
and astronomy the whole world acknow-
ledges,"

" who is never to be named without

particular honour "
(' Defence of the Disser-

tation on the Eclipse mentioned by Phlegon,'

1733, pp. 4, 63). W. C. B.

fttftfttS*

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

" PANTAGRUELISM." This word, used by
Southey, Coleridge, T. Wright, Lowell, and

others, for the philosophy or practice attri-

buted to Pantagruel, one of the characters of

Rabelais, which has been defined as "the
practice of dealing with serious matters in a

spirit of broad and somewhat cynical good
humour," is defined in Webster's '

Dictionary
'

of 1864 as
"
the theory or practice of the

medical profession ;
used in burlesque or

ridicule." This alleged meaning is repeated
in Ogilvie's 'Imperial,' Cassell's 'Encyclo-
paedic,' and recent American dictionaries,
these, however, making it a second sense,

following the literal one. No quotation for

the word in this alleged sense has reached

us, and I should be glad to be informed if

any one has met with it so used, outside the
dictionaries. Webster's editors name as their

authority Southey, which raises the suspicion
that their definition may have arisen from a

misunderstanding of Southey's use of the
word in * The Doctor.' At the same time I
can quite imagine that some later punster
may have seen in

"
Pantagruelism

" an "
all

gruel
"
practice. I await further light.

J. A. H. MURRAY.

A HISTORY OF BOOKSELLING.
" The late Mr. Triibner had collected an enormous

amount of material for a work on the History of

Bookselling, and from time to time spoke to his
friends of publishing it as soon as he could finish it

to his satisfaction. We should be glad to hear that
something was to be done with these interesting
collections." Bibliographer, October, 1884, p. 147.

Can any one tell me if Mr. Triibner's material
is still in existence, and if it is available 1

WM. H. PEET.
* BABY-LAND '

: POEM. (See 7th S. vii. 368
;

ix. 168.) I shall be extremely obliged if MR.
JONATHAN BOUCHIER would let me have a

copy of this piece, or tell me where I could
obtain one. S. J. ADAIR FITZ-GERALD.

9, Brunswick Square, W.C.

" NOTHING." Can any of your readers
remind me in what journal (daily or weekly),
in August, I think, I read some clever lines

on this word 1 The only ones I can remember
ran

What the poor man has,
What the rich man requires.

E. P. W.
[The subject has been recently discussed at length

in 'N. & Q.' See 9th S. xi. 166, 333, 395, 452, 517;
xii. 93.]

MONARCHS TRAVELLING INCOGNITO. Could

you supply me with the names and dates of

visits of any foreign Crown Princes who
have travelled (say between thirty and sixty or

seventy years ago) incognito in this country,
learning its customs, politics, &c., so that

they might the better be fitted for the high
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positions they might afterwards occupy in

their own lands ? NORTHERN.

" MERRILY DANCED THE QUAKER'S WIFE."-
Can you tell me where to find the words o]
"
Merrily danced the Quaker's wife "the old

song, and not the new words written by
Prof. Blackie to the old tune 1 G. A. M.

GOLDEN RULE. Is the origin known of the

expression
" Golden Rule "

as applied to the

summary of our duty to our neighbour
"
to

do to all men," &c. 1 A. M. H.

ANGLO-SAXON NAMES AND TITLES. I shall

be obliged for a translation of "scir locc'
and u

muf," if any of your correspondents
can kindly supply the same. An Anglo-
Saxon entry, beautifully written (in the early
part of the eleventh century) and carefully
punctuated by the scribe, contains those
terms, and hitherto no explanation of them
has been suggested.
A manumission ceremony took place, the

act being by the lady Jjfthselflsed, wife of"
^Ethselwerd dux." The witnesses are thus

described in the record :

presbiter . wine presbiter . dunstan
presbiter . goda minister . relfwerd scir locc . aethjel-
wme muf . ealdred fratre' ejus . eadsige scriptor .

et hii [a second list] prudens presbiter . boia dia-
conus . wulfsige diaconus . bryhsige clericus ."

The act was afterwards confirmed by
"
^Ethsel-

waerd dux" himself, before the high altar of
a monastic church, in the presence of the
following witnesses :

"buruhwold bisceop . germanus abbas . tittherd
presbiter . wulfsige diaconus . wurgent films samuel
. ylciurthon prepositus . tethion consul fc
name cut away] hlius mor ."

The bishop was of St. Germans, the abbot
was probably Germanus of Cholsey, and the
duke was probably the alderman soon after-
wards outlawed by Canute. The punctuation
leads one to suppose that the expressions
scir locc' and "muf" are descriptive of

offices held by vElfwerd and yEthselwine, two
laymen.

If not descriptive of offices held by them
they may, perhaps, be their surnames : but

so, what do these surnames mean 1

? Weknow what all the other names and titles
signify but the meanings of "scir locc"
bherlock ?) and muf ; '

are .not apparent

T, Western Terrace,

W ' Un0
-

BASTABLE. I am very anxious for infor-
mation on the subject of the Bastable familv
formerly of Castle Island, co. Kerry. GeorgeLastablo (temp Queen Anne), of Castle
island, was the father of Mary Bastable, who

married Arthur Herbert, of Currens, co.

Kerry. Whom did this George Bastable

marry ? KATHLEEN WARD.
Castle Ward, Downpatrick.

GAGE. I should be glad to have any par-
ticulars of the following Gages who were
educated at Westminster School : Henry,
admitted 21 June, 1813; H. H., at the school
in 1782

; William, admitted 17 September,
1787 ; W. H., at the school in 1796.

G. F. R. B.

SPURIOUS ANTIQUITIES. Where can par-
ticulars be found of a manufactory of spurious
antiquities in Rosemary Lane, London 1 Who
were the partners, and what are the things
they produced in the main 1

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

HAWTHORN. What is the true origin of
haw in haivthorn ? I have only Skeat's
'

Dictionary
'

to refer to, and he gives it as
from haw, a hedge. But hedges are a com-
paratively late invention. I ask because in
a deed of early Henry III., which I have had
before me, occurs the phrase "et unam
dimidiam acram duarum selionum apud
Horethornes inter terrain Roberti in angula,"
&c. fforethorne^the white thorn, Spina
alba, as distinct from the black thorn.

Compare horehound and the erroneously
termed black horehound. I should be glad
to know if the deed quoted, nearly seven
hundred years old, reveals a new derivation,
or whether such a reading has been already
discussed. CHARLES SWYNNERTON.
[The 'N.E.D.' mentions the "

hedge" derivation
as possible, but says that "the history of its de-
velopment is not clear."]

HAMBURG : ITS ETYMON. Hamburg owes
its fortune to its haven on the Elbe. The
name of this river has probably the same
origin as the Scandinavian elv, the common
word for river. Haven in Scandinavian is

\arnn. Does Hamburg mean the "borough
on the haven, haven-burg

"
1

E. S. DODGSON.

BRASENOSE ALE VERSES. Can any of your
correspondents kindly tell me when the cus-
tom commenced of writing ale verses on
Shrove Tuesday at Braseriose College, Oxford?

WILLIAM ANDREWS.
Koyal Institution, Hull.

' THE SPIRIT OF THE WOODS.' Can any one
;ell me who was the author of

" The Spirit of
bhe Woods, illustrated by coloured engrav-
ngs. By the author of

' The Moral of Flowers.'
London: Printed for Longman, Rees,
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Orrne, Brown, Green & Longman ; and M.
Robinson, Leeds. 1837."

I learn from the preface that it was the
work of a lady, and that the illustrations

were drawn by herself. They seem to be
coloured by hand, but of this I am not quite
certain. EDWARD PEACOCK.
Wickentree House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

[Halkett and Laing state that Mrs. Hey is the

author.j

LATIN QUOTATION. I shall be glad if some
kind reader will refer me to the source of the

following lines :

Cui pudor et Justitise soror

Incorrupta Fides, nudaque Veritas.

Quando ullum irivenient parem ?

JOHN T. PAGE.

[Horace, 'Od.' I. 24,6.]

"MALA STAMINA VIT^E." Said of the Stuarts

by Willis, the Court physician to James II.

(Burnet's
'

History of his Own Time,' p. 252,

book ii. v. 1). What Latin poet wrote this 1

It sounds very like Martial.
RICHARD HEMMING.

CHURCHWARDENS' ACCOUNTS. I should be

obliged for references to books that might
assist me to unravel some of the puzzles pre-
sented by certain churchwardens' accounts

beginning 1524, and touching not only on
matters ecclesiastical, but on the collection

and distribution of civil and military rates.

E. LEGA-WEEKES.

ENGRAVING OF CLEOPATRA. Can any one
inform me whether an engraving in my
possession is of value? It is oblong in

form, and entitled
"
Cleopatre Qui Montre

A Auguste Le Buste de lules Csesar. Peint

par Pompeo Battoni. Grave' par Q. Mark a

Vienne." The date 1781 is upon it. Augustus
holds the left hand of Cleopatra, who with
her right hand points to a large bust of Julius

Caesar on a pedestal.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

PAMELA, MARCHIONESS OF SLIGO. I find

the following entry in a traveller's diary :

"
Sept. 21, 1815. My birthday. I dined at Rocher

de Cancale [in Paris] with the brothers Parish and
with Sligo, who is now Pamela's husband."

According to the usual books of reference,

however, the second Marquess of Sligo was
a single man in 1815, and married the follow-

ing year Hester Catherine, eldest daughter
of the thirteenth Earl of Clanricarde. Who
was Pamela? L. L. K.

THE BISHOP IN THE GAME OF CHESS. As
we learn from the 'Oxford Historical Dic-

tionary,' there are three older and obsolete

names given to the well-known figure in the

game of chess which may move across the

diagonal of a chessboard, now commonly
called bishop -viz., "fool" (= F. fou\
"archer," and "alfin" (= O.F. aufin, or alfin).

It may, perhaps, be worth adding whence
the latter Old English and Old French name
has probably taken its origin. The fullest

light which is thrown upon it, as well as

upon its cognate Italian alfiere, comes from
fhe Spanish alfil, derived from Arabic and
Persian al-fil, and from the Russian and
Slavonic equivalent slon, both meaning
originally also an elephant. May it be right
to suppose that this piece in the game of

chess presented, perhaps, at first (in Eastern

countries'?) an archer seated upon an

elephant, and that the elephant was dropped
with us, after the analogy of the castle or

rook, which likewise was placed at first

upon an elephant? (See Prof. Skeat's

'Etymological Dictionary,' sub 'Rook2
.')

H. KREBS.

BULL PLAIN, HERTFORD. Is Bull Plain, as

a synonym for Bull Ring, a common name
in English towns'? Is "Plain" connected
with the Flemish "Plein" as a synonym for

square or place 1 H.

COON SONG. When did this term, now
frequently to be heard in connexion with
musical farces, pantomimes, and the like,
come into use 1 Neither ' H.E.D.' nor the

'Century Dictionary' has it, though Emerson
is quoted in the former to illustrate coon

story. It might be suggested that it dates

from 'The Little Alabama Coon,' a favourite

song of some ten years ago ; and though,
previous to that, Mr. Eugene Stratton had
made popular

* The Dandy Coloured Coon,'
the coon song, as usually understood, was of

the former rather than the latter type.
A. F. R.

GALLINI. Francis and John, the twin sons
of Giovanni Andrea Battista Gallini, better

known as Sir John Gallini, were admitted to

Westminster School 21 January, 1782. Par-
ticulars of their careers and the dates of their

respective deaths are desired . Francis appears
to have been admitted to Lincoln's Inn
15 November, 1787, but was not called to the
Bar by that Inn. G. F. R. B.

CELLINI'S HAMMER. I have a quasi-silver
hammer which was brought from Italy and
given to me by a friend, who called it Cellini's,

but could tell me nothing of an original of

which it is presumably a copy. The note
about the Camerlengo's silver hammer (ante,
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p. 105) has renewed my interest in the too
that I possess, and has led me to wonder i

the design of both be due to the indomitable
Benveuuto. I do not suspect mine of being
a copy of the Camerlengo's, for it is bette
calculated to brain a man than to make i

gentle inquiry on his already deserted temples
The shaft is six inches long ; the head, which
has an uhcloven claw, measures four anc
a half inches

; and the weight of the article

is twelve and a half ounces. It looks to me as

if it might well give a blow or two to initiate
the unwalling of a Porta Santa in the year of

jubilee. I have no doubt that/
* N. & Q,' can

afford enlightenment, ST. SWITHIN.

"TRAVAILLER POUR LE ROI DE PRUSSE.'
(9

th S. xi. 289, 392, 437, 496
; xii. 34, 111.)

IT seems to me that it is not irrelevant t

settle whether the phrase is a proverb or not.
For if it is, we need not look out for a source,
whereas, if it can be made plausible that we
have to do with a winged word, we may
induce students of French literature to be on
the look-out for it. In the definition given
at the last reference but one "

neither nor"
must, of course, be "either or," an obvious
mistake whether it is a slip of the pen or a
misprint I cannot make sure now. MR.
LATHAM ought to prove why the saying is
not a winged word, and why it is a proverb
or proverbial phrase. The latter is, as he
himself points out, a loose expression. Some
ui
86 lb

ut'
S a 8ynony ra f "proverb," which is

blamable, because in science one term is
sufficient for one tiling : others class under
this heading anything that has the currency
of a proverb, whether it is a whole sentence
asare, to quote such as have been treated in
J*

: &Vj-i "What has posterity done for us?"
Jnrst catcli your hare"; or part of a sen-

t "C
?'' w-1 .

On
,

e
'

c
!

ock >" "as "gHt asram With regard to their origin, they are
twofold : they may be due to the many like
proverbs, or to an individual, like winded
words -naturally, often it cannot be decided
to which class a certain saying belongs. Now

t MR. LATHAM calls our phrase a proverbial
phrase, that does not mend matters, as he
leaves us uncertain if he takes this in theformer or the latter sense. In point of factMR. LATHAM and I agree, as he has put his
shoulder to the wheel by casting about and
giving us the benefit of his extensive readingJ he

.explanation .Larchey gives is not bad in
itself, it is certain that the Prussian soldiers
did not draw pay m the period under dis-

cussion for the thirty-first of a month
; they

called this unlucky day the "Schlapper-
mentstag." But by this the French setting
of the phrase is not explained . In Frederick?
army, it is true, served Frenchmen occa-

sionally, mostly deserters ;
but they were not

the men to make a phrase, even if they had
coined it, popular in a foreign tongue. The
form shows by itself that it never reached
beyond the circle of people of culture. But
why wander so far ? Frederick was passion-
ately fond of French literature and surrounded
himself with French men of letters, artists,
officers, and political characters : I only men-
tion Voltaire, D'Alembert, Maupertuis, La
Mettrie, D'Argens, De Prades, Jordan, Beau-
sobre, La Croze, Chasot, Launay. French
ambassadors did not fail to observe, record,
and report everything that happened, and
seemed to deserve notice, at the Prussian
Court. May not among this lively set of

witty Frenchmen the word have sprung up,
either with reference to the custom men-
tioned above, or when Frederick did not
remunerate their important services suffi-

ciently ? To sum up, and repeat what I said

before, I think, if ever the source should be
traced, it will be in the French writers,
whether professional or occasional, of the
eighteenth century, and I trust that MR.
LATHAM will be among the foremost to watch
or it. Q. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

DUNCALFE (9
th S. xi. 289, 392, 476). Accord-

ng to Daniel and Samuel Lysons's
*

Cheshire,'
1810, the Duncalfes of Foxhurst, more gener-
ally called Foxwist, in the township of
Butley or Butleigh, in the hundred of Maccles-
ield, were an ancient family. They lived at
Foxwist Hall for several generations, and had
male issue at the time of Glover's Visitation
'n 1566. A younger son settled at Holderness
n Yorkshire. Foxwist was sold by William
Duncalfe in 1609 to Sir Urian Legh, who died
~eised of it 3 Car. I. (i.e., 1627 or 1628) :

"i
lfc

^
aS

A I??
60 for nearly two centuries in the

Leghs of Adhngton : it is at present occupied by a
ottager :

^
the lands now form part of Adlington

" There is a gentleman of this name (Duncalfe) in
he adjoining township of Adlington, where his
ncestors have resided for many generations, who,
rpbably , is the male representative of the Dun-
alfes of Foxwist." P. 838.

5ee also pp. 396, 846.

Probably Thomas Duncalf, mentioned be-
ow, was alive when the Lysons collected
heir information. MR. PICKFORD (8

th S viii.

12) quotes from 'The Ancient Parish of
restbury,' by Frank Renaud, M.D, (vol. xcvii.
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of the Chetham Society Publications, 1876).

It may be worth while to quote more fully.

In his account of 'The Present Church of

Prestbury,' Dr. Renaud writes :-

"
Passing up the centre of the nave, two small

brass plates are to be seen screwed to a pew door,
inscribed thus :

' Here lieth the body of Thomas
Duncalf, Esq., of Adlington, of the ancient family
of the Duncalfs, formerly of Foxwist, in Butley,
who departed this life Sept. 25, 1805, aged 84. Also
Ann his wife, who departed this life Nov. 28, 1774,

aged 58.'
" ' Sacred to the memory of Mary Duncalf, of

Adlington, who departed this life Aug 1
18, 1839,

aged 87 years. In the same grave lie also the re-

mains of her sister Ann Duncalf, who departed this

life Feb. 5, 1842, aged 82.'
:>

Dr. Renaud speaks of the above as the last

survivors in genteel circumstances of the old

family which formerly owned Foxwist. He
adds that

"nothing of the house remains but part of the
foundation walls, upwards of a yard in thickness.
A part of the site is occupied by a small seven-

teenth-century half-timbered dwelling. Till a few
years ago the water remained in the inner moat ;

and when it was drained off a good many objects of

interest were found, and amongst others a figure of

Christ in good Byzantine workmanship." Pp. 37, 38.

The name of Duncalf can scarcely be called
" a very common surname in Cheshire." I

have looked for it pretty carefully in Kelly's
' Cheshire Directory

'

of 1902. I have found
one of the name under ' Court

'

in Birken-

head, two in partnership as butchers at Con-

gleton, one a chemist, druggist, and insurance

agent at Macclesfield, and one a mason at
Wilmslow. In the

'

Directory,' in every case,
as in Dr. Renaud's 'Ancient Parish of Prest-

bury,' the name is Duncalf, not Duncalfe.
Addenda. In a deed dated 22 May,

31 Henry VI. (1453), one Thomas Duncalf

appears as one of the witnesses. By it Hamon
le Mascy grants his manors, &c., in the town
of Hartford, co. Chester, and the manor of

Horton, co. Chester, to Nicholas Birom, Robert

Leigh of Adlington, sen., and others.

In 1464 Thomas Duncalf (perhaps the above-
named witness) was appointed to receive

from two of the Mascy s, in equal portions, an

annuity of thirteen shillings and fourpence.
(See Transactions of the Historic Society of

Lancashire and Cheshire, New Series, vol. iii.

pp. 83, 89.)
Marshall's 'Genealogist's Guide,' 1879, s.v.

'

Duncalfe,' gives
"
Foster's Visitations of

Yorkshire, 141." ROBERT PIERPOINT.

" WENTHLOK "
(9

th S. xii. 188). It may be
taken as certain that the

"
Kay rwent infra

comitatum de Wenthlok in Wallia" was
Caerwent in the hundred of Caldicot.

There was much confusion in applying the

names Gwent, Gwentllwg, Netherwent, <fec.,

the boundaries of those territories being
variously defined in documents of the same

period. Gwentllwg means, etymologically,
the flat land along the Severn shore ; and it

is highly probable that the name was some-
times applied to the lowlands east of the

river Usk, though now it is confined to those

lying between Cardiff and Newport.
JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.

Monmouth.

AUTHORS OP QUOTATIONS WANTED (9
th S.

xii. 188).
"
I asked of Time," &c., is the

commencement of a sonnet by the Italian

poet Petrocchi, translated by the Rev.
Charles Strong, and published in his sonnets,

London, 1862.

"Tell me, ye winged winds," &c., is the

first line of a song by Charles Mackay. It

was set to music by the late Dr. Chard.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

The last of INDIANA'S quotations is from
' The New Sinai,' by A. H. Clough, written

in 1845. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

STAFFORD (9
th S. xii. 128). Camden tells

us that the spot or island where Stafford

now stands was originally called Betheney,
and was for many years the retreat of

Berthelin, a distinguished hermit in ancient

times. Dr. Plot, on p. 409 of his
'

History of

Staffordshire,' says that this Berthelin was
the son of a king of this country and scholar

of St. Guthlac, with whom he tarried till the

saint's death, after which, though now un-

known to his father, he begged this island of

him, where he led a hermit's life for divers

years, till disturbed by some one who envied

his happiness, when he removed into some
desert mountainous districts, where he ended
his life. I am afraid further information is

unavailable. CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

DE BATHE FAMILY (9
th S. vi. 269 ;

viii. 20
;

xii. 14). There is at Fursdon a MS. copy of

Risdon's 'Survey of Devon,' dated 1627, in

which, as I am kindly informed by a member
of the family, the entries concerning Bathe
and Bindon correspond to the printed version,
the name of the grantor of Bindon to Roger
Wyke being Bache, and not, as in the Add.
MS. 33,420, to which I have referred,

" Banth
alias Bath." ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

DOCTOR'S RECOMMENDATION (9
th S. xii. 144).

I should imagine that this amazing addi-

tion to the patients' board comes of a mis-

translation ; table and tablette are very closely
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allied, and toilette means a lozenge. I do not

know whether table is ever used in the same
sense. ST. SWITHIN.

" To eat the tables
"
should surely be

" To
eat the tabloids" I hardly know whether I

ought to suggest such an obvious misprint.
NORTH MIDLAND.

BIBLE (9
th S. xii. 148). In 'A Catholic

Dictionary,' art. 'Bible,' it is pointed out
that "the Greek translator of Ecclesiasticus,

writing soon after 132 A.C., mentions the law
and the prophets and the rest of the Bible

(TO. A.OITTO. TWI/ j&tjSAiW) ;
and a similar in-

stance might be quoted from the first Macha-

bees," i.e.) 1 Mach. xii. 9.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
" CLAMEUR DE HARO "

:

" CRIER HARO "

(9
th S. xii. 126).
" We cut our way through successfully, and Gad,

gentlemen, I carried my little Breakfast on the

pommel before me ; and there was such a hollowing
and screeching, as if the whole town thought I was
to kill, roast, and eat the poor child, so soon as I got
to quarters. But devil a cockney charged up to

my bonny bay, poor lass, to rescue little cake-bread
;

they only cried haro, and out upon me." Wildrake,
in

*

Woodstock,' chap. xx.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

I have read somewhere that there is an
old Norman proverb which says :

" A Norman
dead a thousand years cries Haro ! JIaro ! if

you tread on his grave." Was there such a

proverb, and is it still current ?

S. A. D'ARCY.
Rosslea, Clones, co. Fermanagh.

"BETWIXT THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP SEA"
(9

th S. xii. 128). As to the origin of this

proverb I was going to call it, but I am afraid
I should have DR. KRUEGER " down "

upon me
if I did familiar simile, the only light 1 can
throw upon it is that Ha/litt quotes it as

being in Clarke's
'

Parsemiologia,' 1639, under
the form of

" Betwixt the devil and the Dead
Sea." A note says, "On the horns of a
dilemma. In Cornwall they say dee]) sea,
which may be right."
With regard to the French equivalent

for a similar idea, "etre entre 1'enclume et
le marteau "

(or
"
le marteau et 1'enclume "),

to be betwixt the hammer and the anvil
(" in a cleft stick

"
occurs to one's mind),

. find the following, including a quota-
tion from Nicot's 'Explications d'Anciens
Proverbes

'

:

"
Eire enlre Fenclume et le. marteau, c'est etre

fgalement froisse, tourmente par deux partis
opposes, (Hre le souffre-douleur Ce proverbe, dit
Nicot, est tire du latin en mesmes mots et signifi-
cation, inter inciuletn et malleum, et se dit desper-sonnes qui sont tellement enveloppez de fascherie

et anxi^te, que de quelque coste" qu'elles se tournent,
ne recoivent que peine et affliction, comme un fer

qu'on bat sur 1'enclume ; lequel, au-dessous, sent la

durete d'icelle, et par-dessus la pesanteur des coups
de marteau tombant sur luy."

EDWARD LATHAM.

This was formerly "Between the devil and
the Dead Sea." See

' H.E.D.' under '
Devil.'

C. C. B.

COFFEE MADE OF MALT (9
th S. xii. 68, 191).

In my collection of French trade-cards and

shop-bills is the following scrap, printed on

very coarse paper :

" Cafe de Carottes, pre-
miere qualite." In a lozenge M. E., signature
of M. Edighoifen. Beneath is the following
note :

" Cette marque est deposee au greffe du Tribunal
de Commerce a Col mar, conformem. a la Loi, d'apres
laquelle les contrefacteurs et delritants seront pour-
suivis a des dommages et interets, et h 1'application
des peines port6es par 1'article 143 du Code penal."

The date is probably about 1830.

J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

MINISTERIAL WHITEBAIT DINNER (9
th S. xii.

189). For the date and origin of the Minis-
terial Whitebait Dinner, see a long article in

1
st S. xii. 168 ; also Haydn's 'Dictionary of

Dates,' the late Dr. Brewer's 'Phrase and
Fable,' and Chambers's ' Book of Days,' which

gives a copy of an article on this subject
from the Times of 1861. The dinner was
discontinued, I believe, in 1884.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

RICHARD NASH (9
th S. xi. 445; xii. 15, 116,

135). I have in my possession copies of the

original editions of the English epitaph by
Dr. Oliver, and of the Latin epitaph by Dr.

King, which Goldsmith reprinted at pp. 182
and 188 of the first edition of his 'Life of
Richard Nash.' I believe both these pam-
phlets are rather scarce, and as a contribution
to the bibliography of the King of Bath, I
will ask permission to give the title-pages.
That of the English epitaph, or rather

panegyric, runs thus :

" A
|
Faint Sketch

|
of the

| Life, Character, and
Manners

|
of

|
The late Mr. Nash.

| [Between two
deep mourning lines] Imperium in Imperio. \

De
Mortuis nil nisi Bonum.

\ [Ornamental fleuron.] |

Bath :
|
Printed for John Keene, in King's-Mead-

8treet; and sold by W. Kingston, |

on Trim Bridge.
I [Price Three-Pence.]"

Quarto, pp. 8, including title-page. Last
page blank. The text begins on p. 3 :

"
Bath,

February 13, 1761. This morning died
Richard Nash, Esquire, aged Eighty-Eight."
In those days this would mean that Nash
died in his eighty-eighth year.
The title-page of the Latin epitaph runs

as follows :
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"
[Between two deep mourning lines] Epitaphium

|
Richardi Nash, | Armigeri. |

Bath :
|
Printed by

C. Pope, and C. in Stall-Street :
|
and

|
Sold by J.

Leake, Bookseller.
|
M.DCC.LXI.

| [Price Six-Pence.]"

Folio, pp. 8, including title-page. Last page
blank. The text begins on p. 3.

There are some interesting particulars
about Nash in 'The Tunbridge Wells Guide,'
1780. He placed the Pump Room arrange-
ments at Tunbridge Wells on the same foot-

ing as those at Bath about the year 1735.

W. F. PRIDEAux.

One of your correspondents mentions Nash's

portrait at Bath. Now, so far as I remember,
though it is many years ago, it was a statue
of the famous M.C. that stood in the Pump
Room, and may stand there still, and in that
view I am confirmed by Chesterfield's epi-

gram, which ran as follows :

Nash represents man in the mass
Made up of wrong and right ;

Sometimes a knave, sometimes an ass,
Now blunt arid, now polite.

The statue placed the busts between
Adds to the thought much strength ;

Wisdom and wit are little seen,
But folly 's at full length.

BRUTUS.

The suggestion of the REV. J. PICKFORD
that the portrait of Beau Nash should be

replaced between the busts of Pope and
Newton, for the sake of the epigram to which
the combination gave rise, is not practicable.
The location of these works of art was the
Lower Rooms (as they were called to dis-

tinguish them from the Upper), and they
perished, it is believed, in the disastrous fire

which occurred at the Rooms in 1820. With
regard to the epigram, the honour of its

authorship rests between Jane Brereton and
Lord Chesterfield. The former wrote several
verses on the same theme, which the latter
is credited with crystallizing into the well-

known jeu d?esprit. T.

Bath.
'

AUTHORS OF BOOKS WANTED (9
th S. xi, 468

;

xii. 74). In a printed "Complete List of

Knight's Weekly and Monthly Volumes"
(186 in all), published by C. Cox, King
William Street, Strand, signed C. Knight,
24 April, 1849, the 'Life of Gresham' is

advertised as by C. MacFarlane, confirming
MR. SHERBORN'S conjecture.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

AITKEN (9
th S. xii. 129, 213). The following

quotation from Camden's ' Remaines
'

will be
of interest to SIR HERBERT MAXWELL, as it

shows very clearly that the English form of

the word was considered to be derived from
Arthur some 300 years ago. The correctness
of the derivation would seem to be confirmed

by the manner in which the soldiers treated
the Duke of Wellington's Christian name
two centuries afterwards. In his chapter on
' Surnames ' Camden says :

" From Nicknames or Nursenames came these

(pardon me if it offend any, for it is but my con-

iecture), Bill and Will for William, Clem for

Clement, Nat for Nathaniel, Mab for Abraham,
Kit for Christopher, Mund for Edmund, Hall for

Harry, At and Atty for Arthur," &c.

He then adds :

" Many likewise have bene made by adioyning
Kins and Ins to those nursenames, making them in
Kins as it were diminutives, and those in Ins as

Patronymica. For so Alfric, Archbishop of Canter-
bury, and the most ancient Saxon Grammarian of
our nation, noteth that names taken from progeni-
tours do end in Ins ; so Dickins, that is, little

Dicke, Perkins from Peir or Peter, little Petre ; so
Tom kins, Wilkins ; Hutchins, Huggins, Higgins,
Hitchins from Hugh ; Lambkins from Lambert ;

Hopkins, Hobkins from Hob ; Dobbins, Robbins ;

Atkins from Arthur," &c.

I quote from the second edition of the
4

Remaines,' 1614, pp. 131-2, but the whole
of the article is contained in the first edition,

published in 1605. "Adam" is not given;
but it is mentioned in the chapter bearing
the title of 'Names' as one of the "

usuall
Christian Names," thus :

"
Adam, Heb. Man,

earthly, or red." JOHN T. CURRY.

The above is plainly the Scotch form of

English Atkin=Adkin= little Adam, or the
son of Adam. All are to be found in

Bardsley's 'Dictionary of Surnames.' There
is no connexion with Arthur. H. P. L.

SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS : A NEW THEORY
(9

th S. xii. 141, 210). MR. INGLEBY will not
allow that it is possible the Shakespeare
Sonnets may have been the work of various

hands, as
* The Passionate Pilgrim

'

certainly

was, though published under Shakespeare's
name. "Why should various hands," he asks,
'* be supposed to have been at work on these
sonnets?" Simply because Shakespearean
commentators cannot fit many of them, by
any method of argument, into the circum-
stances of Shakespeare's life.

" The style

throughout," says MR. INGLEBY,
"

is the same
inimitable work of the master hand." This
is a matter of opinion. "Mr. Sidney Lee
says :

"In literary value Shakespeare's sonnets are

notably unequal. Many reach levels of lyric melody
and meditative energy that are hardly to be
matched elsewhere in poetry On the other hand,
many sink almost into inanity beneath the burden
of quibbles and conceits Passages of the highest
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poetic temper at times alternate with unimpressive
displays of verbal jugglery."

The same remarks would apply admirably
to the sonnets of Barnes. MR. INGLEBY main-
tains that Barnes was so poor a sonneteer

compared with Shakespeare that he could not
have written Sonnet Ixxxvi. Well, I present
him with the following sonnet, penned by
Barnes, for the purpose of comparison with
Sonnet Ixxxvi. :

Ah, sweet Content ! where is thy mild abode ?

Is it with shepherds, and light-hearted swains,
Which sing upon the downs, and pipe abroad,
Tending their flocks and cattle on the plains?

Ah, sweet Content ! where dost thou safely rest?
In Heaven, with Angels ? which the praises sing

Of Him that made, and rules at His behest,
The minds and hearts of every living thing.

Ah, sweet Content! where doth thine harbour hold?
Is it in churches, with religious men,

Which please the gods with prayers manifold
And in their studies meditate it then ?

Whether thou dost in Heaven or earth appear,
Be where thou wilt ! thou wilt not harbour here !

Shakespeare produced much worse lines
than these the doggerel of the lampoon on
Lucy, of his epitaph at Stratford, and of
4 The Phoenix and the Turtle,' of which Mr.
Sidney Lee remarks,

"
Happily Shakespeare

wrote nothing else of like character."
Of * The Passionate Pilgrim

' MR. INGLEBY
remarks :

"It is certainly beyond the limits of credence
that Shakespeare would have desired to appear
as the author of his contemporaries' inferior pro-
ductions."

What are the facts ? In 1599 ' The Passion-
ate Pilgrim' was published with the words
"
By W. Shakespeare

" on the title-page.
Only five of the poems in the volume were
Shakespeare's, the bulk of the volume being
by Barnfield, Griffin, Weelkes, Marlowe,
Kaleigh, and others. This work was in circu-
lation as the sole unaided work of Shake-
speare till 1612 a period of thirteen years
and Shakespeare never objected to the
appearance of his name on the title as
author. Does MR. INGLEBY maintain that
Shakespeare neither saw nor heard of the
book? If he had seen it, why did he not
complain about the abuse of his name
appended to "his contemporaries' inferior (?)
productions"? In the third edition (1612)
Hey wood objected to Shakespeare's (or
laggard's) theft of two of his pieces, and
"in the result the publisher warns to have removed
bhakespeares name from the title-page of a few
copies. This is the only instance on record of a
protest on Shakespeare's part against the many
injuries which he suffered at the hands of con-
temporary publishera." 8. Lee, pp. 182-3.

Curiously enough, there is only one copy
extant -that in the Bodleian without

Shakespeare's name on the title-page, but
this copy also contains a title-page with the
name of Shakespeare printed thereon. In
1640 the

* Poems '

of Shakespeare were pub-
lished, and included 'The Passionate Pil-

grim,'
' The Lover's Complaint,' and the

Sonnets, with translations of Ovid which
were certainly not the work of Shakespeare,
and since that date nearly every edition of

Shakespeare includes 'The Passionate Pil-

grim,'of which Shakespeare only wrote five

of the twenty pieces it contains.

It is not generally known but the next
number of 'Baconiana' will prove it that
"the many injuries which Shakespeare
suffered at the hands of contemporary pub-
lishers" could have been easily remedied
either by Shakespeare or the players
who held the plays, as in the days of
"
Eliza and our James "

there was recourse
at common laiv against the publication of any
work without the consent of the author or
his assignee. A pertinent question, there-

fore, is, If Shakespeare was the author of the

plays and poems piratically printed without
his consent or that of their legal possessors,
why did not he or they prosecute the
thieves ?

NE QUID NIMIS tells me the Sonnets "
all

came from one splendid head, and are auto-

biographical of the same splendid genius."
The "

genius
"

is incontestable ; but if the
"
autobiographical

"
refers to Shakespeare,

his statement is open to objection. We
have had many commentators endeavouring
to work the Sonnets into the life

of Shakespeare, but every one of them
has signally failed. Gerald Massey tried
it in his

'

Shakespeare's Sonnets' never
before Interpreted, and his Private Friends
Identified,' but without success. Even
Mr. Sidney Lee confesses, "The autobio-

graphic element in his sonnets is seen
to shrink to slender proportions." If they
are autobiographical of anybody, a number of
them are autobiographical of Bacon, Barnes,
and others than Shakespeare.
NE QUID NIMIS also says :

"Moreover, the '

Parthenophil' of Barnes (1593)
is too early in date to meet the case. It was after'

Lucrece' (1594) that the question of the rival poet
or poets arose."

My critic forgets that my contention is that
in 1593 Shakespeare had secured the patron-
age of Southampton by means of ' Venus
and Adonis.' In the same year Barnes
endeavoured to get at the ears of South-
ampton through 'Parthenophil,' and failed.
tn 1594 'Lucrece' brought Shakespeare a
further share of patronage, which Barnes
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resented, confessing his disappointment in

the eighty-sixth Sonnet, which was possibly,
but not certainly, written after the publica-
tion of

'
Lucrece.' The dates of the Sonnets

can only be guessed at, the only certainty
being that they were published in 1609, in

the same year as Barnes died at Durham.
There is no evidence to show that all the

{Shakespeare Sonnets were the "sugred
sonnets

"
referred to by Meres in 1598. One

of them at least (cvii.) was written after the
death of Elizabeth in 1603, as it undoubtedly
makes reference to the queen's demise, the
accession of James, and the release of South-

ampton. The date of
'

Parthenophil' does
not affect my argument.

I hold that my theory is quite feasible
that Barnes may have been the author of
Sonnet Ixxxvi., and that the "rival poet"
referred to was not Barnes, Chapman, or

Daniel, but William Shakespeare.
GEORGE STRONACH.

[This discussion must now close, many con-
tributors complaining of its length. We want new
facts about Shakespeare and his works. Inferential

biography has been carried as far as it seems pro-
fitable.]

TRANSLATION (9
th S. xi. 481

;
xii. 15). I do

not remember the source of the facetious

rendering of Shakspeare mentioned by MR.
MARCHANT, and think I was only told of it

;

but I have seen a French translation of
* Faust' in which the evil spirit's words in
the prison scene were translated "Malheur a
toi !

"
the terseness of the German, or even

the English, being utterly lost. On the
other hand, even Longfellow's translation of
the beautiful German lyric 'Aennchen von
Tharau '

loses by its very exactitude, the iden-
tical words being used, but, close as they are,
the exact shades of meaning being not quite
the same in both languages, Gut, for

instance, probably being used in the sense of
" estate

"
in the original, which our English

word "
good

"
hardly includes.

W. F. KIRBY.
Chiswick.

THE " ZAUBER-KESSEL " IN ESSEX (9
th S.

xii. 206). Some time ago 1 read a similar

story in an East Anglian year-book. A ring
handle in the church door of a village
Southwood, if I remember rightly commemo-
rates the attempt of two enterprising men
to recover a chest of treasure from a pond.
Their labours were nearly ended, and as he
passed a pole through the ring one of them
cried triumphantly, "Hurrah, we have it

now, and even Old Nick shan't take it from
us," He had better have remained silent,

for instantly a cloud of smoke appeared and
a black hand grasped the chest. The adven-

turers, undaunted, fought valiantly, but lost

all but the ring handle of the chest, which

they transferred to the church door. Ariosto's

limbo must be rich beyond measure if King
Jamshyd's jewelled cup, the Nibelungen
hoard, the treasures of the Spanish Main,
and all the Zauber-kessel are to be found
there. FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Brixton Hill.

COUNT DE BRUHL (9
th S. xii. 189). George,

Count de Briihl, of Chingford, was the great-

nephew of the Saxon Prime Minister vitu-

perated by Carlyle. His father, Hans
Moritz, Graf von Briihl, nephew of the Prime
Minister, was Envoy Extraordinary from the
Elector of Saxony to the Court of St. James's
from 1764 till his death in 1809, and was
eminent not only in diplomacy, but in various
branches of science, especially astronomy.
He was also a chess-player of European repu-
tation, able even to compete with the cele-

brated Philidor. He married, in 1767, Alicia

Maria, Countess Dowager of Egremont, and

by her had George, of Chingford ;
another

son, who died in infancy ; and a daughter
Harriet, who became wife of the sixth, and
grandmother of the

present,
Lord Polwarth,

George von Briihl, who was born 23 Decem-
ber, 1768, was for some time in the 3rd
Foot Guards, but subsequently lived for

many years at Cherry Down Farm, Chingford,
where he died in February, 1855, as recorded on
his gravestone. If MR. WILTSHIRE will look

again at the inscription, he will see that the

age as he gives it, eighty, was the original

form, rightly altered afterwards into eighty-
six. About sixty years ago I often saw Mr,

George Briihl, as he was generally called, and
remember him well as a kind-hearted old

cynic, given to soliloquizing in satirical verse,

especially against the policy of Sir Robert
Peel. R. MARSHAM-TOWNSHEND.

BACON ON HERCULES (9
th S. xi. 65, 154,

199, 352
;

xii. 54, 156). Confirmation of what
I have written (partty under the heading of
4

Shakespeare's Geography ') can be found in

Ovid's 'Metamorphoses.' There is a slight
reference to Iphigenia in one line of that

work. Clytemnestra, Orestes, and Electra are

not mentioned ;
nor is the name, or story, of

Brisei's to be found there. Very slight is the
allusion to the visit of ./Eneas to Carthage.
But in the four lines which relate to Dido
the pyre on which she burnt herself is men-
tioned. The story of (Edipus is not touched

upon. The Thersites of Homer is not that of

Shakspeare, The one is a mischievous dema*
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gogue ;
the other is a snarling buffoon. The

meagre account of Thersites in the 'Metamor-

phoses
'

would be suitable both to Homer's
and to Shakspeare's creations

;
and it might

have given rise to Shakspeare's conception of

the character. The *

Metamorphoses
' must

have been the only classical source of Shak-

speare's knowledge of Greek myths. But he
did not master even this work thoroughly.
If he had read the Greek plays, either in the

original or in a translation, he would have
known much of the ancient history and
mythology of the Greeks. But his works
show that he had only a slight knowledge of
both. The likeness between his thoughts and
those of the Greek dramatists must either be

quite accidental, or he must have got at their

thoughts otherwise than by reading their
works. With regard to the Latin play of the
1

Menjechmi,' he could have known the plot
of it without having read the play. It has
been observed that, although its plot and
that of

* The Comedy of Errors
'

are the same,
there is not much resemblance besides. It
has also been observed and this is not un-

likelythat 'The Comedy of Errors' was
originally written by somebody else, and re-

written by Shakspeare. I believe that the
same thing may be said with truth of

' The
Taming of the Shrew ' and other of his inferior

plays. But none except himself could have
written those that are really great. Chaucer
has both false quantities and anachronisms
in his poetry. But we see in 'The Wife of
Bath's Tale,' in the Prologue to it, in

' The
Cock and the Fox,' and elsewhere, that his

reading of Latin was extensive. Spenser
makes the second syllable of Euphrates short;
and Marlowe, if he wrote ' Tarn burlaine,' com-
mits the same error. We cannot deny their
scholarship, whatever faults we may find in
them. Sir Walter Scott misquotes, and
makes false quantities :

Moritur et moriens dulces reminiscitur Argos.
And there are similar instances in his novels
of a carelessness which seems to show ignor-
ance. Yet undoubtedly he had read much
Latin. Shakspeare, however, riot only makes
mistakes, but shows also a very limited
knowledge of the classics. E. YARDLEY.

4

RESKIMER, A CORNISH GENT.' (9
th S. xii.

169). -This was probably John Reskiraer, of
Marthen, in Cornwall, who was the head of
his ancient family in Holbein's time. He was
the son of William Reskimer by his wife
Elwabeth, daughter of Sir Thomas Arundell,
of Tolverne. The date of William Reskirner's
Inq. p. m. was 11 Edw. IV., No. 45, he
having died on 11 February, 1471, when his

son John was found to be fourteen years of

age and over. He was therefore born about

1457. He married first Elizabeth, daughter
of Sir Robert Holland, and secondly

Catherine, daughter of John Trethurffe. The
date of his death seems to be unknown. He
was succeeded in his estates by his son John,
who died childless, and the property then

descended to the younger son William, who
married Alice, daughter of John Densell,

serjeant-at-law, and died 14 January, 1564.

Either of these gentlemen might possibly
have sat to Holbein. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

' NOTES AND QUERIES
'

: EARLY RE-
FERENCES (9

th S. xi. 265 ;
xii. 151). As ife ;

i

would prove most interesting if all such

early literary references to 'N. & Q.' were

collected, let me add to those already given
from Thackeray and Wendell Holmes one
from Calverley. In his verses

' To Mrs.
Goodclrild' (when were these first pub-
lished?), "C. S. C." wrote:
No doubt the Editor of Notes and Queries
Or '

Things not Generally Known' could tell

The words' real force

the words in question being "quite contrary"
in the children's

"
Mary, Mary," rime.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.
" CAVATINA "

(9
th S. xii. 227). As in other

cases, we have to discover (1) the formal

origin ; and (2) the sense-development. The
first point is easy ; cavatina is a diminutive of

cavata, fern. pp. of cavare, to hollow out; from
Lat. cau-us, hollow. As to the sense, cavare
seems to have had many meanings as to
hollow out, to mine, to fetch away earth, to
draw out. Hence Zambaldi, at col. 301, 1. 1,

of his 'Ital. Diet.,' says that cavata means (1)
the act of cavare; (2) in music, the mode of

producing voice or of extracting sound from
an instrument

; and that cavatina means a
musical air, composed for the most part of a
recitative, an adagio, and a cabaletta (else-
where explained as a quick and merry song),
which the actor sings as he enters upon the

stage. If this be right, the cavatina was so
named from its mode of utterance. Further
search in good Italian dictionaries will pro-
bably tell us more. WALTER W. SKEAT.

This word is derived from the Italian verb
cavare, which means to draw out or extract,
as in the phrases cavare acqua, cavare un dente,
cavar sangue, arid has cavata for past participle
feminine. Used

substantially, cavata is a
musical term for the extraction of sound from
an instrument, especially the violin. With a
diminutive suffix it becomes cavatina, meaning
a '

short air taken (estratta) from a grand scena
or from a piece consisting of several tempi"
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(Toramaseo and Bellini's
'

Dizionario della

Lingua Italiana,' in voc.). In Rees's '

Cyclo-

pedia' it is said that "
it is now [1819] seldom

used as a section of an air, but as an entire

air of short duration." The word "
section

"

is to the point. F. ADAMS.
115, Albany Road, Camberwell.

ME. BLAND, THE EDINBURGH ACTOR (9
th S.

xii. 207). A little information, not including
his wife's name, about John Bland, eldest son

of Nathaniel Bland, LL.D., and grandson of

the Very Rev. James Bland, Dean of Ardfert,
will be found in Nicholas Carlisle's 'Collec-

tions for a History of the Ancient Family of

Bland,' London, 1826, 4to. By his second
wife Dr. Bland became the father of Francis

Bland, of Killarney, whose daughter was
Mrs. Jordan. Carlisle's

'

Collections
' were

printed privately, and it was, perhaps, respect
for the prejudices of his respectable patrons
that led him to omit all reference to the

celebrated actress whose great-grandson has
become the husband of the Princess Louise.

R. A. SCOTT MACFIE.

SWORN CLERKS IN CHANCERY (9
th S. ix.

408, 512 ;
x. 34

;
xii. 154). In the interests of

accuracy, perhaps, MR. WAINEWRIGHT will

not object to my correcting an error in his

communication at the last reference. The
'Index to Chancery Proceedings (Reynard-
son's Division), 1649 to 1714,' has been printed

(at any rate up to the letter K), not by the

Record Office, but by the British Record

Society (Index Library).
BERNARD P. SCATTERGOOD.

MANNINGS AND TAWELL (9
th S. xii. 148, 194,

229). I can confidently confirm what MR.
PEACOCK says about Tawell and the way the

poor woman was poisoned. It was such as

would not bear publication, and you evidently
know the facts, so I need not repeat them.

Although it occurred in 1845
;
I knew inti-

mately one of the medical men concerned,
and from him I had all the facts. I remember
also most distinctly that Tawell was the first

criminal who was arrested by means of the

telegraph. G. C. W.

" ALIAS
" IN THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVEN-

TEENTH CENTURIES (9
th S. xii. 190). I have

always been puzzled to account satisfactorily
for these "alias." I find they not unfre-

quently get changed ;
thus Smith alias Jones

becomes Jones alias Smith ; then sometimes
it returns to Smith alias Jones. Then,

again, one of the names is dropped after a

time.

My idea is that these names have arisen

from various causes. In the case of a woman

marrying a second time, her husband may
have taken her name in addition to his own,
owing to her having more property or means
than himself. Another reason, and one more
probable, perhaps, is in the case of the off-

spring of illegal unions, where the child takes
both his father's arid his mother's names.
Many instances are to be seen in almost
every register, and I should be very glad to
hear of other suggestions of the origin of
these double names. E. A. FRY.

On the old brass to the memory of
" Jack

of Newbury
"

in Newbury Church he is

called "John Smalwood alias Winchcom."
He died 15 February, 1519. It is probable
that the family, while in Winchcombe
parish, was known as Smallwood, from the

part of the parish in which they lived ; but
when Jack moved to Newburj' the name
Small vvood would give no clue as to where he
came from, so he identified his place of origin
more clearly by taking the name of his native

parish as an alias. Probably this was often
done. ERNEST B. SAVAGE.

St. Thomas, Douglas.

The alias comes sometimes from the trade
or occupation of an ancestor. When a widow
with young children was married again, it

was not unusual for these children to be
known by the name of both husbands. I
have met with recent cases of this kind
among country cottagers. W. C. B.

A common use of this word was in con-
nexion with descriptive names, nicknames,
or trade names, when added to the proper or

personal name. Thus :

" John Jones alias

Miller," "Robert Johnson alias Strongitharm."
In Welsh records one meets with such in-
stances as

" Richard ap Howel alias Risiart
Hir" (Long Richard). In Cornwall, at the
period named, the numerous "

small gentry
"

were sometimes called indifferently by their
surnames or after their estates, as

" Thomas
Williams alias Trethewy."

JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.
Monmouth.

BEN JONSON AND TENNYSON (9
th S. xii. 186).

The question of the metre of 'In Memoriam'
has frequently been the subject of discussion
in

' N. & Q.' ;
see 8th S. iii. 288, 337, 430

;
iv. 57;

x. 83
;
and 4th S. xi. 37. From these refer-

ences, and from Prof. Churton Collins's
'Illustrations of Tennyson,' pp. 94 sqq., the
following facts appear. The metre was used
by early French poets. English examples of
the employment of it in a composite stanza
occur in William Whittingham's paraphrase
of Psalm cxxvii. (in 1560, and possibly in 1558)
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and William Kelte's version of Psalm cxxy.

(in 1561), Puttenham includes it in his

scheme of metres,
' Art of English Poesie,' ed.

Arber, pp. 99 and 101 (1589). Ben Jonson used

it in his
' Catiline

'

(in 1611), as well as in the

elegy to which ME. THOMAS BAYNE makes

reference, which was posthumously published
in 1641. The metre was also used by Francis

f)avison (probably before 1619), by George

Sandys (1636), by Christopher Harvey (1640),

by the author of a Luttrell Broadside

(circa 1660), and by Lord Herbert of Cher-

bury. In Thackeray's
'

English Humourists
two stanzas in this metre are quoted from

Prior, but they appear in another form in the

Aldine edition. Tennyson used the metre in

"You ask me why" and "Love thou thy

land," which were written in 1833. Rossetti

also employed it in 'My Sister's Sleep,'

written in 1847. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

"To DIVE" (9
th S. xi. 230, 514

;
xii. 196).

In this connexion it may be of interest to

point out that in Liverpool, between thirty
and forty years ago, any restaurant situate

in the basement of a building was known as

a "dive." I need scarcely say that resort to

a "dive" did not, at that time, involve meet-

ing the company mentioned by Besant, nor

using the fork as suggested by your last

correspondent. MISTLETOE.

"NiTCHiEs" (9
th S. xii. 227). This is the

plural of an Odjibway word, nitchi, friend or

comrade, and, like many other Indian words
(such as metasses, leggings, muskamoot, a bag,
&c.), is used by both English and French

speaking Canadians. In a secondary sense
it implies a half-breed, and is not infrequent
in literature. It is often written neche ; for

instance, in a story called
' The Devil's Keg,'

by Ridgwell Cullum, 1903, p. 152: "The
slimmest necke that ever crossed the back of
a cJioyeuse" i.e., pony. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

MINERALOGIST AND BOTANIST TO GEORGE III.

(9
th S. xii. 89, 215). In the parish church-

yard of Penarth, Glamorgan, is a sepulchral
inscription to Archibald Sinclair, "one of
the Harbingers of His Majesty George the 3d

& a justly celebrated & scientific Botanist,"
who died in the year 1795. See '

Cardiff
llecords,' vol. iii. p. 583.

JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.
Monmouth.

CARDINALS (9
th S. xi. 490; xii. 19, 174).

MR. RANDOLPH is not correct in styling
llichelieu a cardinal-bishop ; though a bishopwhen made cardinal, he belonged to the order
of cardinal-priests. The cardinal-bishops are

only six in number, take their episcopal

titles from Roman suburban sees, and always
reside in curia. Other bishops, when raised

to the <5ardinalate, rank among the cardinal-

priests. Such as are not bishops belong to

the order of cardinal-deacons. Hence Man-

ning, though in bishop's orders, was only a

cardinal-priest, and Newman, who was only
in priest's orders, was but a cardinal-deacon.

W. T. H.

ENGLISH GRAVE AT 'OSTEND (9
th S. xii. 9,

176, 235). MR. PIERPOINT'S communication
makes it necessary for me to add to mine.

There need be no uncertainty about the

locality of Skelbrook. It is in the parish of

South Kirkby, and is properly treated of by
Joseph Hunter,

' South Yorkshire,' Deanery
of Doncaster, 1831, ii. 458. Henry Perryn
Brown was the owner of the property, and
died in 1823 without issue. In pursuance
of settlements it then passed to John Pate

Nevile, of Badsworth, Esquire. He was
grandson of Richard Lister, the original pur-
chaser, and changed his name of Lister for

that of Nevile. His family still hold the

estate, or did so until recently. W. C. B.

DESECRATION OF HEMINGTON CHURCH (9
th

S. xii. 228). W. B. H. will probably find the
information he requires in a work by Mr. J. J..

Briggs. It is called
' The History and Anti-

quities of Heraington, in the Parish of Lock-

ington, in the County of Leicester
'

(with
illustrations), London, 1873, 4to. I have not
seen the book, but there is a copy of it in the
British Museum. S. J. ALDRICH.
New Southgate.

This church has already been the subject
of an inquiry in 'N. & Q.,' to which replies
were given. See 7 th S. x.

, 208, 356, 452.

Reference should also be made to the Gentle-

man's Magazine for 1825, the Journal of the

Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural His-

tory Society for 1890, and Nichols's 'History
of Leicestershire.'

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

MARCO POLO'S PORTRAIT (9
th S. xii. 225).

If the object of this note is to collect particu-
lars of alleged portraits of Marco Polo and
their reproduction, I may perhaps say that
I had the Badia portrait reproduced in the

April, 1900, issue of Young Days, by permis-
sion of Mr. A. H. Hallam Murray, whose firm

published Col. Yule's 'Marco Polo,' and copied
the portrait from the gallery of Monsignore
Badia at Rome. The original painting bears
the words "MarcvsPolvs VenetvsTotivs Orbis
et Indie Peregr'ator Primvs," which, allowing
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for some shortcomings in the inscription, is

probably intended to mean " Marco Polo, a

Venetian who traversed the whole world, and
was the first to explore India."

RONALD DIXON.
46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The, Discourses of Epictetus. Translated by George
Long. 2 vols. (Bell & Sons.)

IT is pleasant to have in so convenient we had
almost said dainty a shape Arrian's discourses of

Epictetus, the one of the "
Philosophers of the

Porch" who, although he had obviously no knowledge
of Christian teaching, approached most nearly to its

principles. Long's translation, confessedly founded

upon that issued in 1807 by Mrs. Carter, was

published by Messrs. Bell & Sons in 1877. It is

wholly satisfactory for the purposes of the English
reader, conveys admirably the cheerful and pious

philosophy of this "Budge doctor of the Stoic fur,"

and is enriched with notes from Schweighaeuser, the
best editor, Wolf, Upton, and the translator. It

is, of course, for its ethical and philosophical utter-

ances that the work is most noteworthy. In essays
such as that in the third book on '

Finery in Dress
'

it casts a light upon the Rome of Nero. It is a

happy idea of Messrs. Bell to popularize the trans-

lations of the classics, the appeal of which in their

original shape was not wholly aesthetic. We hope
they will go further, and produce other works

belonging to their classic series which, if less edify-

ing, are not less valuable, and, thanks to the

menaced prosecution of a bogus society, have long
been inaccessible.

The Chatelaine of Vergi. Done into English by
Alice Kemp-Welch. (Nutt.)

Miss ALICE KEMP-WELCH has translated into easy
and readable English the thirteenth-century French

poem of
' La Chastelaine de Vergy,' one of the most

touching and beautiful productions of the dark

ages. To the general reader the story is best known
as 'The Burgundian Tragedy,' told by Madame
Oisille as the seventeenth novel of the 'Hepta-
meron.' It is also found in the 'Recueil de Bar-

loazan' and many other places. A valuable and

interesting introduction, historical and biblio-

graphical, is given by L. Brandin, Ph.D., and the

French poem is also supplied. Reproductions of

designs illustrative of the story are taken from an

ivory casket in the British Museum. It is a delight-

fully sad and noble story, and we are not surprised to

learn that Froissart places the Chatelaine de Vergi
with Helen, Hero, Medea, and other heroines in

the garden of King Love, and associates her story
with those of Tristan and Isoud and the Lady of

Fayel and the Chatelain of Couci.

The Descent of the Sun: a Cycle of Birth. Trans-

lated by F. W. Bain. (Parker & Co.)

A Digit of the Moon : a Hindoo Lore Story. (Same
translator and publishers.)

THOUGH different in size' The Descent of the Sun '

being in what answers to 4to form and ' A Digit of

the Moon' in what may almost be considered

12mo these books are alike in the beauty of

their get-up as in the nature of their contents.

Both are more or less in the nature of solar myths,
and both illustrate that omnipresent theory in
Hindoo literature of the everlasting incarnation
and reincarnation of the immortal soul in body
after body. In the case of

' A Digit of the Moon,'
which is a second edition, the manner in which the
MS. came into the hands of the translator is at once
romantic and pathetic, and the story, which we have
previously read, presumably in the first edition, is

matchless in beauty and charm. It narrates the
conquest of a peerless princess, who, in a style with
which students of Oriental and some forms of
mediaeval literature are familiar, insists, as the price
of her possession, upon being asked a riddle or a
problem which she cannot solve. The two works
have in common the passionate adoration of beau-
tiful adolescence to which little in European lite-

rature quite corresponds.
' The Descent of the

Sun '

is richer in imagination. We know nothing
more vague in terror and more hopeless in cruelty
than the torments to which are subjected Umra-
Singh and his beloved Shri in the valley of the
Rakshasas, and the magic of the blue eyes of the
latter is beyond description. Sully Prudhomme
might have felt something of this indefinable charm
when he said :

II existe un bleu dont je meurs
Parce qu'il est dans les prunelles.

We can but hope that Mr. Bain can and will draw
from the Sanskrit many more stories or myths
equally poetical and delightful. Gray is said to
have depicted happiness as consisting in lying on
a sofa and reading endless stories by Crebillon Ms.
Substituting Sanskrit for French, we might almost
say that a gift equally desirable is in the bestowal
of Mr. Bain.

Sir David Wilkie. By Lord Ronald Sutherland
Gower, F. S. A. (Bell & Sons. )

IN preparing for Bell's series of "Great Masters in
Painting and Sculpture

"
a monograph on Sir David

Wilkie, Lord Konald Sutherland Gower has been
exceptionally privileged, since he has had access to
works of the great Scottish painter in collections
not generally within reach. Thanks to such facili-

ties, and to a natural vivacity of style, he has pro-
duced a work which we are disposed to class as one
of the best, as it is certainly one of the most read-
able, of the series to which it belongs. Its numerous
and excellent illustrations include several portraits
and a cast of Wilkie himself, and a view of the
manse (no longer existing) of Cults, in the county of
Fife, in which he saw the light, together with other
pictures of more or less personal and domestic
interest. A photogravure of Princess Victoria,
with the Duchess of Kent, the Duchess of Northum-
berland, and others, forms a striking frontispiece,
and there are some forty additional illustrations
from the Royal Academy, the Tate Gallery, the
Victoria and Albert Museum, Apsley House, the
National Portrait Galleries of England and Scot-
land, and from various private collections. In its

class, the book is everything that can be desired.

Biblia Cabalistica ; or, the Cabalistic Bible. By the
Rev. Walter Begley. (Nutt.)

THIS work is from the same writer to whom we
owe the discovery of the ' Nova Solyma.' We are
glad to introduce it to the knowledge of those who
are pleased with or able to grasp the mysteries of
which it treats. An order of mind and a clasa
of erudition which are uncommon are necessary
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to fathom their significance. Men of learning hav

said, we are told, that the cabala of the Bible

deserves more study than it has received. It has

also, Mr. Begley says,
" been dismissed almosi

universally as the vainest and most unproductive
of literary follies.'' A portion of Mr. Begley's
belief is that the earliest Christianity was an

initiation, and that the "
acceptance of the womar

virgin, wife, and widow on almost equal terms
to the rites and ceremonies and religious privileges
of the new religion had more to do with the rapic

progress and final triumph of early Christianity
than is generally supposed." Those who see in the

Bible
"
cryptic statement of an esoteric character

'

will find their way to a work the significance of

which soars to regions beyond our reach.

The Silent Trade. By J. Hamilton Grierson.

(Edinburgh, Green & Sons.)
UNDKK the title 'The Silent Trade' ("Stammer
Handel'') Mr. Grierson has supplied a short, but

important contribution to our knowledge of primi
tive custom. In certain districts of the four

quarters of the world it has been the custom at
times for the merchant to deposit wares, and,
coming back, find placed opposite them by
unseen hands the money which is proffered for

them. A practice of the kind is described by Hero-
dotus, though the parties were not necessarily
unseen of each other. Mr. Grierson advances the

legend of Wayland Smith, as narrated in
' Kenil-

worth,' as furnishing the instance of this kind of

traffic likely to be most familiar to Englishmen.
We might point out, however, that in the case of

the plague a somewhat similar state of affairs was
presented at a much later period, the villagers

placing in a given position, sometimes on a stone,
eggs and other country produce, and coming
after these were removed to take the money ot
those whom they might have seen, but with whom,
for fear of contagion, they had no other communi-
cation. In earlier times and in remote countries,
however, the hands by which the goods were
removed were unseen. Paulus Jovius says that
the Lapps "fiye the syght and companie of all

merchantes" with whom they traded. On this

subject, which has not before been fully treated,
Mr. Grierson writes an admirable book, dealing
with many curious matters connected with forms
of primitive social organization, acquisition of pro-
perty, the position of women, the force of tribal
customs, &c. Among the tribes south of the Yukon
river a man, in his desire to obtain a reputation for
liberality, will beggar himself, giving away the
accumulations of years without looking for a return.
Certain tribes regard every stranger as an enemy,
a thing not wholly unknown a couple of generations
ago in remote portions of Britain. At a more dis-
tant date superstitions prevailed in this country
not unlike those which made the Yahgans kill

shipwrecked crews. The book deserves to be
closely studied, and is full of matters of interest to
our readers.

The Poem* of Anne, Canute.** of \Viiwhil*ta. By
Myra Reynolds. (Chicago, University Press.)

'

A.MOM; the decennial publications of the Chicago
University a place of honour may be accorded the
fine edition of the poems of the Countess of Win-
chilsea given to the world by Miss Myra Reynolds
In herself the fair

" Ardelia" as Anne Kinsmill'
by marriage Anne Finch, Countess of Winchilsea'

was wont to call herself is less interesting than
her surroundings. In more than one respect she
resembles the great Duchess of Newcastle, especially
in her provision that none of her sublime ideas
should be lost, and in her readiness so talk about
herself

; but is neither so romantic a figure as her
predecessor nor so good a poetess. Some of the
fairy poems of the duchess are worthy of being
associated with those of Mennis, if not with those
of Drayton or Herrick. ' The Spleen,' however, by
which Lady Winchilsea is best known, is dull and
uninspired, and she begets in the present day
little more than curiosity. Her observation of
natural phenomena seems to have commended her
to Wordsworth. She describes herself as the victim
to melancholy, and, though she tries a thousand
arts to banish her discontent, she seems, like
Wither, to have found her only consolation in
poetry. Among the works reprinted is a tragedy,'

Aristomenes ; or, the Royal Shepherd,
5

never
acted, and founded, say Baker, Reed, and Jones,
on Lacedaemonian history. This, still after the
example of the Duchess of Newcastle, she dedicates,
in a rimed prologue, to her husband. Another play,now first published, is

' The Triumphs of Love and
Innocence.' This Miss Reynolds assumes to be the
play which she read to Pope after inviting him to
dinner, and sending him home, as he writes,

"
in

great disorder, with sickness at my head and
stomach." An introduction to the book, extending
over a hundred and thirty odd pages, supplies an
admirable account of the life at Eastwell and of
the relations of Lady Winchilsea with Pope and
Gay. This constitutes the chief attraction of the
book, and gives it a claim to serious recognition.
Jo Mr. Gosse, who calls the author his "beloved
Anne Finch,'

3

is due the recovery of the poems now
first printed. These, before coming into his hands,
remained for one hundred and forty years in the
possession of the Creyk or Creake family, a member
of which was vicar of Eastwell from 1742 to 1745.
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DR. ANTHONY SCATTERGOOD'S BIBLE.

DR. ANTHONY SCATTERGOOD (1611-1687,

rector of Winwick and Yelvertoft, co.

Northants, and Prebendary of Lichfield and

Lincoln) was an eminent scholar and divine,

and associated with many notable men of his

day by the ties of friendship and literary

work. He was chaplain to Archbishop
Williams and later to Bishop Racket, who

speaks of him* in terms of the warmest

admiration, and he collaborated with Bishop
Pearson, his brother Richard Pearson, and
FrancisGouldman in the compilation of

'

Critici

Sacri,'t the bulk of the work apparently

* See Tanner MSS. 44, ff. 121, 127; 46, f. 12 ; 130,

f. 72; 131, f. 36 (in Bod. Lib.).

f it is said that the idea of
'

Critici Sacri was

suggested to the bookseller Cornelius Bee and his

literary friends by the former having purchased,
about 1652, the valuable and almost unique library

of John Hales, or that he had bought it for the

express purpose of utilizing it for that work.

Hales fellow of Eton, Canon of Windsor, and

formerly Lecturer on Greek at Oxford" the ever-

memorable," the friend of Farindon, Bp. Pearson,
Sir Henry Saville, Sir Henry Wotton, Suckling, and
Lord Falkland had spent above 2,5001. upon the

library which he sold to Bee for 1001. The first

edition of 'Critici Sacri' was issued in 9 folio

volumes in 1660. The paper for this edition was

falling to his share. He also, together
with Bancroft (afterwards Archbishop of

Canterbury) and Dillingham, saw through
the press the revised Prayer Book of 1661 ;

and besides a few sermons he published
' Annotationes in Vetus Testamentum et in

Epistolam ad Ephesios,' editions of Thomas's
Latin Dictionary, and, it is said, of Schreve-
lius's Greek Lexicon, and an edition of the
Bible. The following article dealing with

Scattergood's Bible is taken, with slight
alterations and additions, from a MS. written

by my father, the late Thomas Scattergood,
of Leeds, who also wrote the article in
' D.N.B.' on Dr. Anthony and his son, Samuel
Scattergood. It appeared to me that it

might be found of general interest on account
of the mystery in which the subject is

involved. The fact that no contemporary
reference to any Bible published by Dr.

Scattergood has yet come to light, and that
no edition has ever been met with bearing
internal evidence of its being his handiwork,
might make one doubtful whether, indeed,
such a Bible ever existed. If we exclude the
allusions to Bibles "with Dr. Scattergood's
notes" found in advertisements in the
London Gazette in 1696, 1701, and 1703, the
first direct reference which I have found to a
Bible published by him is in 1709, thirty

years after the edition in question is said to

have been issued. But the references to it,

both in this case and in the many instances
which are found in later years, are so circum-
stantial as to make it difficult to believe that
the writers had not actually seen the book

;

and from the interval which had elapsed
between the date of publication and the first

known reference one seems almost driven to

imported free of duty by Oliver Cromwell, who,
on more occasions than one, had shown himself the

patron and protector of Biblical literature. A large

part of the impression of 1660 was destroyed by the
Great Fire, and two other editions were subse-

quently published, one at Frankfort in 1696, and
another at Amsterdam in 1698. The work was
intended as a companion to the English Polyglot
Bible of Bp. Walton ; Calmet calls it The Great
Criticks 01 England.' It is in allusion to his

connexion with "this stupendous undertaking"
that Dr. Duport, Regius Professor of Greek at

Cambridge ('Musse Subsecivae,' ii. p. 174), refers

to Scattergood thus :

Spargibonum quisquis meum
Non novit, ille totius fere Anglise

'EA.Ar^viKtuTo.TOi' profecto nee virum

Kprn/cwraTOv nee novit, aut '

Criticos Sacros
'

:

Quos tu revisos (quantum opus ! ) mundo dabas.
Hac unica in re fallit et npmen tuum,
Quod nempe Libros colligis simul bonos.

Scattergood's library came eventually into the
possession of White Kennett, Bp. of Peterborough.
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the belief that the edition which they attri-

bute to Scattergood must have had his name

on the title-page or in the preface ;
for it

seems unlikely that a mere tradition could

have preserved the name of the author of the

notes and parallel references through a space

of thirty years. It is to be hoped that

further evidence may yet be found, either in

the way of contemporary reference to Scatter-

good's Bible, or of an actual copy with

internal evidence of the authorship of the

notes. It should be added that the late Mr.

Quaritch, in a letter to the writer, stated

that he thought he had once seen such a

copy ;
but he was unable to afford any more

definite information.
With this preamble of my own, I now con-

tinue in my father's words :

For many years after the publication of
*
Critici

Sacri' much "of Dr. Scattergood's time must have

been given to a laborious work, the exact facts con-

cerning which are curiously obscure. This was the

preparation of an edition of the Authorized Version

of the Holy Scriptures, which he had enriched by
" the addition of many thousands of new references

and parallel passages, and which was published in

1678 by J. Hayes, the University printer at Cam-

bridge,'' one of many editions of the Bible issued by
that publisher.
The chief authorities for the above statement

are the following :

1. (The earliest* hitherto met with) Jacobi Le

Long,
" Bibliotheca Sacra, seu syllabus omnium

ferine Sacra Scriptures editionum ac versionum,"

Leipsize, MDCCIX., vol. ii. sectio quinta, p. 335,
'

Biblia Anglica ab Anglicanis Edita' :

"Biblia Regia" (i.e., the Authorized Version),
"multis locis parallelis locupletata per Anton.

Scattergood, Cantabrigian, 1678"; and there follow

continuously in the same paragraph the dates,

sizes, and places of publication (Camb., Oxon.,
Lond.) of nine other editions of the dates 1680, 1682,

1683, 1684, 1687, concluding thus: "Eadem cum
annotationibus Matthei Poli, 2 vol. in folio,

Londini, 1688."

This suggests perhaps that the nine mentioned in

the paragraph after Scattergood's were successive
editions of his Bible.

2. In an edition of N.T., "with references espe-
cially arranged in regard to the text for convenience
of study" by the Rev. Francis Fox, M.A., vicar of

* The London Gazette of 2-5 November, 1696

(No. 3233), contains the following advertisement :

" There is newly Printed at Oxford, by the Univer-
sity Printers, a Bible, in 4to, of a fair new Letter,
and good Paper, with Dr. Scattergood's Notes, and
a Chronology with Common Prayer, Apocrypha,
and Singing Psalms ''

This is no doubt the
edition mentioned by Hartley in his

'

Catalogus
Universalis' (Brit. Mus., 619, b. 5), "Bible, on a
fair letter with Dr. Scattergood's notes, Oxon
169

"
(w). The Gazette of 10-14 April, 1701

(No. 369(5), and also that of 19-20 July, 1703
(No. 3933), have advertisements of Bibles, published
in London and Oxford, folio and 4to respectively,
*'with several Thousand References more than
Dr. Scattergood's."

Potterne, Wiltshire, London, 1722 (B.M. 1004, e. 3),

in the preface (p. 6), speaking of the marginal

references in our Bibles and their authors, Jbox

says
" the first who seem to have done it were the

translators of the Holy Scriptures
"
(meaning the

A.V.); "afterwards many more were added by
Dr Scattergood ; last of all some references of that

admirable textuary, Dr. Lloyd, the late learned

Bp. of Worcester, were added
"

; and at p. 9 he

states that in his edition he distinguishes by signs

prefixed (asterisk, dagger, &c.) these several

sources of each reference.

On a comparison of a chapter (the second of

Ephesians) in this edition with the 'Annotations'

edited by Scattergood from Abp. Williams's

library, it is evident that Scattergood added others

besides a selection from those in that work.

3. The Rev. J. Lewis, 'History of the English
Translations of the Bible,' p. 344, 2nd edition,

London, 1739 (Brit. Mus. 1017, f. 13), says, "In
1678 was this Bible published at Cambridge by the

University printer, J. Hayes, with the addition of

many parallel texts by Antho. Scattergood, D.D.,
rector of Wilwick [sic] and Elverton [sic] in

Northamptonshire." These words also occur ver-

batim in the '

History of Translations of the Bible
'

prefixed to Lewis's edition of Wiclif's New Testa-

ment, published eight years before, in 1731 (B.M.

4.' The Rev. C. Crutwell in his
' Concordance of

Parallels,' 4th edition, 1790, gives in the prefatory-

pages to both Old and New Testaments the authori-

ties from whom, his references are derived, and in

both places includes
"
English Bible with Dr.

Scattergood's references, 1678."

5. Ducarel's List. (Brit. Mus. 218, k. 17.)
" A list

of various editions of the Bible and parts thereof

in English from the year 1526 to 1776. From a MS.
(No. 1140) in the Archiepiscopal Library at Lam-
beth, much enlarged and improved." On a blank
leaf at the beginning is written in an old hand,
" This is the 1st edition of what is generally called

Dr. Ducarel's List." At p. 13 we find

"B. with parallel texts by Anthony Scattergood
(Cambridge, John Hayes, 1678, fol.)."

6. The Rev. C. Crutwell, edition of the Bible

published at Bath, 1785,
" with Bp. Wilson's Notes."

(Brit. Mus. 1009, g. 1.) On p. 21 of the " Editor's
Preface

"
the following passage occurs :

" In 1677 a Bible was printed by Hayes at Cam-
bridge with many references added to the first

edition" (i.e., presumably to the 1611 edition of the
Authorized Version),

" and in 1678 a Bible also was
printed at Cambridge with still more references,
the labour of Dr. Scattergood, rector of Wilwick
and Elverton [sic] in Northamptonshire, and one of

the compilers of the '

Critici Sacri.'
"

This is evidently copied from Lewis, whose mis-

takes of Wilwick for Winwick and Eiverton for

Yelvertoft are reproduced. Crutwell adds that
this was published at Cambridge in quarto, 1683.

At the beginning of this Bath edition Dr. Ducarel's
list (apparently with some amplification) is printed,
and contains the following references :

"B. with additional parallel texts, Cambridge,
J. Hayes, 1677, quarto."
"B. with parallel texts by A. Scattergood, D.D..

1678, 4to."

Also, further down the list :

"B. with Dr. Scattergood's parallel texts and
Bp. Wilson's notes in MS., Oxford, 4to, Bodleian
Library."
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, No date is assigned to this last edition, but it

comes in the list between Bibles dated 1718 and
1719 respectively.

7. The Rev. J. Hewlett, B.D., in his
* Commen-

taries and Annotations on the Holy Scriptures,'

London, 1816, five volumes, 8vo (in possession of

PS.), in the 'Prolegomena,' 24, gives a catalogue
of various editions of the Bible from 1526 to 1812,

which he says is taken from the ;

Prolegomena' to

Bishop Wilson's Bible* (query Oxford, 1718, 4to),

and said to be " from a manuscript, No. 1140,f in

the Archiepiscopal Library at Lambeth, much
enlarged and improved." in this catalogue, the

items of which are in chronological order, we find :

"Bible with parallel texts by A. Scattergood,

Cambridge, J. Hayes, 1678. 4to
"

(no reference to

place where the volume is to be found).

BERNARD P. SCATTERGOOD.

(To be continued.)

A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT OF THE
WORKS OF CHARLES DIBDIN.

(See 9th S. viii. 39, 77, 197, 279 ; ix. 421 ;

x. 122, 243; xi. 2, 243, 443 ; xii. 183.)

1800. The Cakehouse, a Table Entertainment,
written and composed by Charles Dibdin, first per-
formed llth October, 1800.

* If the Bishop Wilson's Bible from the '
Prole-

gomena' to which the catalogue is taken be that

which is thus mentioned in the catalogue itself

"Bible with Dr. Scattergood's parallel texts and

Bp. Wilson's notes in MS., Oxford, 4to, Bodleian

Library
"

it is obvious enough that the catalogue
as given in Hewlett must have been enlarged by
another hand after Wilson's time, since it comes
down to 1812. It is not clear, however, whether
the copy above named is a copy of Scattergood's
1678 edition with manuscript notes inserted.

Against this view is the intimation that it was
published at Oxford ; in favour of it is the fact

that no date of publication is given, the only
indication of date being its insertion in the chrono-

logical list between volumes printed respectively
in 1718 and 1719. Bishop Wilson's notes are also

contained in an edition of the Bible published by
Crutwell, Bath, 1785 ;

but whether any other, or

any separate work, appeared as Bishop Wilson's
Bible seems to be uncertain. It may be well to

insert here all the entries in Hewlett's catalogue
which are relevant to the subject :

"B. with additional parallel texts. Cambridge,
J. Hayes, 1677. 4to." P. 95.

" B. with parallel texts by A. Scattergood. Cam-
bridge, J. Hayes, 1678. 4to."-P. 95.

"B. with Dr. Scattergood's parallel texts and Bp.
Wilson's notes in MS. Oxford, 4to. Bodleian Lib.'

-P. 96.
" B. with notes of Bp. Wilson and various render-

ings, collected by C. Crutwell. Bath, for a public
charity. 3 vols., 1785. 4to." P. 97.

f The MS. No. 1140 does not contain the entry
of the 1678 Bible ; but a printed copy 9f it, also in

the Lambeth Library, does contain it. This is

clear from letters written to the present compiler
in 1895 by the librarian, Mr. S. A. Kershaw. Some
account of the printing of the Lambeth lists and
the share in their compilation due to Ames,
Gifford, Ducarel, and Tutet respectively, will be
found in the preface to Cotton, pp. 10-12.

The songs were published in folio, price Is.,

and otherwise as described in
*A Tour to the

Land's End '

(ante, p. 183). Headings of songs
are similar to No. 2, unless noted.

*1. The Family Fracas.
2. Perpetual Youth, written & composed by Mr.

Dibdin, and sung by him in his new Entertainment,
called the Cake House. London. Printed & Sold
by the Author, at-his Music Warehouse, Leicester

Place, Leicester Square.
3. The Lottery of Wedlock. 4pp.
4. Anna, Ann, Nan, Nance & Nancy. 4 pp.
5. Love and Reason.
6. The Poet and the Paper.

*7. The Grand Ballet.
8. Brother Jack. Title on front page.
9. Filial Love. 4 pp.

10. The Thing, the Kick and the Go. 4 pp.
*11. The Sweets of Love. According to the pub-
lished copy this song was in

* A Frisk (1801).
12. Jack at Greenwich. 4 pp.
13. The Spectre.
*14. The Ventriloquist.
15. Highgate Probation.
16. Another cup and then. 4 pp.
17. A Little. 4pp.
18. The Canary Bird.
19. Echo. 4pp.
20. The Union. Title on front page.

The above formed the original programme
of songs, in the order as advertised, for the

opening night. Hogarth also includes the
k

Song of Songs' (No. 14 in 'The General
Election,' 1796).

1800. The Goose and Gridiron, A Table Enter-
tainment, written and composed by Charles Dibdin,
probably first performed 26th December, 1800.

Although this entertainment was advertised
as

"
Entirely New," it was more or less a

compilation from other entertainments. I
have not seen any songs published as items
from it. The following is the list as adver-
tised :

1. No Good without an Exception. (No. 4.
'
Castles in the Air.')

2. Nancy. (No. 4,
' A Tour to the Land's End.')

3. Laughing Prohibited. (No. 5 in ditto.)
4. The Barrel Organ. (No. 15 in ditto.)
5. The Anchorsmiths. (No. 6 in ditto.)
6. The Tea Table. (No. 7 in ditto.)
7. Yo heave ho. (No. 8 in ditto.)
8. The Wig Gallery. (No. 10 in ditto.)
9. Advice. (No. 11 in ditto.)

10. The Jew Pedlar. (No. 3,
4
Valentine's Day.')

11. True Courage. (No. 16, 'A Tour.')
12. Cupid turn'd Music Master. (No. 18 in ditto.)
13. The Christening. (No. 19 in ditto.)

1801. A Frisk, a Table Entertainment, written
and Composed by Charles Dibdin, first performed
3rd October, 1801.

The songs were published in folio, price ls.y
and otherwise as described in

' A Tour to the
Land's End,' q.v. Headings of songs are
similar to No. 1, unless noted.

1. True Delight, written & composed by Mr.
Dibdin, and Sung by him in his New Entertainment/
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called A Frisk. London, Printed & Sold by the

Author, at his Music Warehouse, Leicester Place,

Leicester Square.
2. In Vino Veritas. 4 pp.
3. The Cuckoo.
4. The Letter N. Title on front page.

5. The Manes of the Brave. 4 pp.

6. Literary Transmigration. 4pp.
*7. The New Year.

8. The Voyage of Life. 4pp.
9. Father and I.

1L TheLadies. Title on front page.

12. Love and Madness. 4 pp.
13. Jack at the Opera.
*14. The Dinner.
15. The Original and the Picture. Title on front

1*6.* The Vicissitudes of Glory. 4 pp.

17. Honour among Thieves. 4 pp.
18. The Wife Elect. Title on front page.

19. Every Man his own Pilot. 4 pp.

*20. The Blessings of Peace.

The above formed the original programme
of songs, in the order as advertised, for the

opening night. Afterwards there was intro-

duced

21. The Sweets of Love (see No. 11,
* The Cake-

house'). Title on front page.

1 have seen a later issue, from Dibdin's plates,

of No. 13, by G. Walker.

1801. Observations on a Tour through almost the

whole of England, and a considerable part of Scot-

land, in a series of letters, addressed to a large
number of intelligent and respectable Friends, by
Mr. Dibdin. Vol. I. [or Vol. II.]. London : Pub-
lished by G. Goulding, No. 45, Pall-Mall ; John
Walker, No. 44, Paternoster Row ;

and at the
Author's Warehouse, Leicester Place. Printed by
T. Woodfall, Little Russell-Street, Covent Garden.
2 vols. 4to, with two folding tables or plans, forty
landscape illustrations, and twenty vignettes of

figure subjects, pp. 404 ;
ii. 406. Some copies have

a general title in Vol. I.

Contains a series of 88 letters (45 in vol. i.,

43 in vol. ii.), dated from 5 November, 1800, to

10 April, 1802. The 'Advertisement 7
is

dated 16 November, 1801. The plates are
dated 1801 or 1802. The landscapes were by
Dibdin, and the vignettes by Miss A. Dibdin.

aquatinted by John Hill. Eight of Dibdin's

landscapes were shown by him at the Royal
Academy Exhibition of 1801. The book was
issued in parts, price 5s. each, commencing
30 November, 1801. The pagination and the

signatures are as follows (the letters J, V
and W not being used) : Vol. I. Signatures
commencing; p. 5, A to Z (B omitted), Aa to

Zz, 3A to 3E, then F, then 3G, Hh, 31 to 3Z
4A to 4Z, 5A to 5G. Paged correctly to 92
then 98, 94 to 215, then 520, 217 to 222, then
203, 224 to 267, 568, 209 to 300, 801, 302 tp 336
387, 238 to 240, 341 to 348, 357 to 360, 353 to

356, 365 to 380, 138 (in some copies), 382

to 404. Vol. II. Signatures A (p. 1) to Z,

Aa to Zz, 3A to 3Z, 4A to 4Q, 5R, 4S to 4Z,

5A to 5K. Paged 1 to 335, 386, 337 to 365,

866, 367 to 407.

1802. Most Votes, a Table Entertainment,
written and composed by C. Dibdin, first performed
9th October, 1802.

The songs were published in folio, price Is.,

and otherwise as described in
' A Tour to the

Land's End,' q.v. Headings of songs are

similar to No. 3 unless noted.

1. The Poet to his Pen. 4 pp.
*2. The Committee.
3. One, written & composed by Mr. Dibdin,

and sung by him in his New Entertainment called

Most Votes. London. Printed & Sold by the

Author, at his Music Warehouse, Leicester Place,

Leicester Square. Title on front page.
4. The Toast. Title on front page.
5. The Invisible Pig.

*6. Watercresses.
7. Dolly of the Dale. Title on front page.

*8. Three Cheers.
*9. The Harmony of the Affections.

10. The Three Sisters.

*11. The uEolian Harp.
12. Joltering Giles. 4pp.
13. The Sapling. Title on front page.
14. The Barber's Shop. 4 pp.
15. The Wind and the Rain. 4 pp.

*16. The Parachute.
17. The Devil Outwitted. Title on front page.
*18. The Union of Love and Wine.
19. The History of the War. Title on front page.

*20. Most Votes.

I have seen later issues, from Dibdin's plates,

of No. 12 by G. Walker and No. 14 by Diether.

There was also published

*Songs, &c., in Most V9tes, a New Entertain-

ment of Sans Souci Printed for the Author, &
Sold at his Music Warehouse, Leicester Place,
Leicester Square, at Sans Souci, & nowhere else

in London. 8vo, 48 pp. J. Cundee, Printer, Ivy
Lane. Vignette on title

" invented & etched by
Miss Dibdin, Aquatint by Mr. Hill."

A gradual change from eighteenth-century
usage is to be noted in the engraving of songs
in those entertainments now dealt with.

Formerly the first page of the sheet (except
where there were four engraved pages) was

blank, and the music of the song with
the first stanza was on pp. 2 and 3, the

remaining stanzas, with arrangement for two
flutes or other instruments, occupying the

fourth page. In 'Most Votes' all the songs
1 have seen, with two exceptions, begin on

p. 1. This change, though less convenient
for singer and accompanist, probably crept
in because it was more so for the seller, who
formerly could not see the title of a song
without opening it

; or it may have been due
to a desire for uniformity with the songs
which had four engraved pages. These, it
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will be observed, are in a much larger pro-

portion than in the earlier entertainments.
E. RIMBATJLT DIBDIN.

Morningside, iSudworth Road, New Brighton.

(To be continued.)

TRANSLATIONS, GOOD AND BAD. On trans-

lation in general it has been smartly said by
somebody that, even at the very best, a trans-

lation of any given work may be compared to

the stuffed specimen of any given animal.
The stuffed figure of a fox or of a pheasant
in a glass case actually and accurately
represents the appearance of the animal
when it lived, but the life is gone, it is dead.
The parallel is clever, but, like many clever

things, it is scarcely true
;
at all events not

invariably or necessarily so. It is quite
possible for translation to preserve not

merely the form, but also the life of the

original. Some translations have done so
;

some few have even surpassed the life of the

original. Who was the blasphemous critic

who, greatly daring, ventured to assert that

Pope's Homer's '

Iliad
' was actually better

than Homer's Homer's *
Iliad

'

1 Well, there 's

many a true word said in jest, and paradox
always enfolds some germ of fact.

More true than the foregoing, though
lacking its Attic salt, is the comparison
made by Swinburne in his essay on Dante
Gabriel Eossetti, and possibly by others
before him the comparison with the trans-

fusion of a liquid from one vessel to another.
The translator is figured as pouring the wine
of verse from the golden bowl into the silver

.vase ; and it is conceivable that this opera-
tion might be performed by a skilful operator
without spilling a drop. Finally, Walter

Pater, in his
'

Appreciations,' I think, com-

pares a good translation to a copy of a

drawing faithfully produced by a careful

delineation of the original through the
medium of tracing paper.
Some time ago, in some review or magazine,

a fanatical champion of classical educa-
tion vehemently repudiated the idea that

any adequate notion of the masterpieces of

antiquity could be derived from the perusal
of translations, however good these might
be, and maintained that in order to under-
stand them, or to derive any benefit from
them, it was absolutely necessary to learn
Greek and Latin. Well, I would merely
ask this champion the question, How about
the book of books the Bible? I believe

'

this work is a translation probably the out-
come of many translations, and of transla-

tions of translations ; and I believe it has
afforded comfort and direction to a few

billions of human beings. Is it waste of

time to read it, and must we all learn

Hebrew and Syriac and Greek in order to

understand it 1 This is mere fudge. And I

would ask, Is Jowett's 'Plato' destitute of

value? PATRICK MAXWELL.
Bath.

[See 9th S. xi. 481 ; xii. 15, 275.]

MRS. JORDAN IN DUBLIN. (See 9th S. vii. 221.)

On making further inquiry I find there

is some foundation for the statement that

Mrs. Jordan (as Miss Francis) made her
first appearance on the stage in Dublin as

Phoebe in 'As You Like It,' but none at all

for Mr. Fitzgerald Molloy's assignment of the

event to the year 1776. I would fain refer

all those who are interested in the novitiate

of Mrs. Jordan to the opening section of an

interesting book of reminiscences called
'

Irish

Varieties,' written by Mr. J. D. Herbert, and
published in London in 1836. The author had
been both portrait painter and actor, and in

the latter capacity he earned a niche, if I

mistake not, in Wilson Croker's 'Familiar

Epistles.' In the sketch referred to he
narrates with much particularity how

" Miss
Francis" and her mother came to Dublin
when he was living there as a boy, how he
made their acquaintance, and the circum-
stance of the young girl's ddbut at Crow-

Street. He gives her opening character as

Phoebe, and mentions the year 1780 in con-

nexion with the event. Personally, I am
inclined to believe that Miss Francis's d&ut
took place at Crow Street towards the close

of the year 1779.
' As You Like It

' was in

the bill on 20 November, and again on the

24th, with Ryder as Touchstone, Clinch as

Jaques, and Mrs. Crawford as Rosalind.

Owenson was then a member of the company,
and might very well have played Oliver.

W. J. LAWRENCE.

HEUSKARIAN BIBLIOGRAPHY.' N. & Q.' has

already extended its hospitality to some
letters about the religious books of the Basks,
almost the only books that they have had in

their own language. May I, therefore, have
an opportunity of announcing in its long-

lasting pages a new fact in Baskish biblio

graphy 1 The library of the city of Hamburg
possesses, under the press

- mark " Hamb.
Stadtbibl. Realcat. PO., vol. viii. p. 93, 12mo,"
a book of seventy-two pages, of which there

is no mention in the 'Essai d'une Bibliogra-

phic de la Langue Basque par Julien Vinson '

(Paris, 1891). Its full title runs thus :

"Cantico Izpiritualac, Missionetaco eta bertoe
demboretaco hainitz abantaillossac ordena hobeago
batean emanac eta emendatuac. Omnis Spiritus
laudet Dominum. Izpiritu guciec lauda begate
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Jauna. 150. Garen PsaJmoa. + Bayonan. Fauvet

Alargnna Jean Fauvet, Erregueren, Jaun Aphez-
piouaren Imprimadoreac baithan. M.DCC.LI.

It will be observed that it is earlier than, and
different from, any of the other editions of

the same collection of
'

Spiritual Songs
'

described by M. Vinson under No. 100 in

his catalogue. The title, however, shows

clearly that this hitherto unknown edition

was not the first, for it describes the canticles

as being
"
put in a better order arid increased

in number." There is a mistake in the

Baskish rendering of the words from
Psalm cl., i.e., "begate" should be beca, for

berate implies laudent and omnes. The printers
are mentioned on p. xxxv of M. Vinson's book.

The use of garen instead of garren, to trans-

late English "-th" or "
-eth," confirms the

theory that the Baskish ordinal ending garren

represents garen, an old way of writing haren

(later areri), the possessive case of the definite

or demonstrative article. After p. 65 there is

another, blank and unnumbered. Then follow

six separately numbered pages, containing
the fifteen Mysteries of the Rosary. On
pp. 43 and 44 there is a hymn

"
in honour of

the sacred Heart of Jesus." It is well known
that devotion of that kind had been lately
recommended among the Basks by some of

their best writers, e.g., Cardaberaz and Mendi-
buru. The whole of this interesting volume
is in the Labourdin dialect.

E. S. DODGSON.

CARYLL PEDIGREE. -- There are several

pedigrees of this Sussex family in a book
entitled 'West Grinstead et les Caryll,' by
M. de Trenqualeon, a copy of which is in the
British Museum. I draw the attention of

genealogists to it, as it is not mentioned in
the last edition of Marshall's

'

Genealogist'
Guide,' while to the general reader it may be
of interest as a relation of the vicissitudes of
an English Catholic and Jacobite family.

11. W. B.

SIR ROGER WILBRAHAM'S JOURNAL. I wish
to direct the attention of Shakspeareans to
a paragraph in Mr. Harold Spencer Scott's

preface to the ' Journal of Sir Roger Wilbra-
ham, 1593-1616,' 'Caraden Miscellany,' vol. x.

(Royal Historical Society, 1902). Mr. Scott
says :

" About half of the MS. is here printed. The
other has been with some regret omitted because
the space at command does not permit of its in
section. Moreover, the passages thus left out deal
with legal and literary matters, lying perhaps rather
outside the province of the Society's publications."

A short description of the omitted parts is

given, but this is a mere aggravation, class

ing as it does several pages of omitted matter

.imply as
' Anecdotes and Quotations.' There

s so little original matter in this form con-

temporaneous with Shakspeare that, even if

_
:

or no other reason than its rarity, the whole

of this omitted matter should be published.
Who can say how important a clue may be

furnished by some apparently unimportant
entry 1 The published parts of the ' Journal '

are most interesting, and they derive addi-

ional importance from the fact that Sir

rloger was a friend of Francis and Antony
Bacon, and was admitted on the same day
with them to Gray's Inn. AVERN PARDOE.
Ontario Legislative Library, Toronto.

BATH AND BUXTON. On 13 July, 1613,
e magistrates at Richmond, in Yorkshire,

ordered 41. to be paid to John Metcalfe, gent,

(a lame soldier),
"
to support him in his tra-

vaile to the Baith "
(North Riding Record

Soc., ii. 29).

On 27 April, 1647, the magistrates at Thirsk
ordered the parish of Old Byland to provide
relief for a poor man, and "

to afford him
their benevolence for the better enableinge
him in his travell to Saint Anne at Buck-
stones for the recovery of

;
his limmes" (ibid.,

iv. 270).
On 20 April, 1658, the magistrates at the

same place ordered 30s. to be paid to a West
Ayton man,

"
to help to bear his charges to

the hot baith in Somersetshire, to which he
is admitted to go for the recovery of his

health, being so directed by his physitions
and chyrurgions

"
(ibid., vi. 5). W. C. B.

" OPERATOR "^EMPLOYER. The above, as

antithesis to "operative," appears to be a
new word. See daily press, passim, re

American coal strike. H. P. L.

[The
' N.E.LY supplies several quotations for this

sense, the earliest being 1877.]

QUALITY COURT, CHANCERY LANE. A
question as to the origin of this name has
twice been asked in

' N. & Q.,' first in 6th S.

xii. 409, without eliciting any reply, and
secondly in 8th S. v. 88, the inquirer (W. R.)

stating that he believed the place was not
mentioned in any history of London. To
the second inquiry two replies appeared
(8

th S. v. 173, 336), but neither of them throws

any light on the origin of the name. It

seems strange that the information asked
for is given in a book which one would have
thought likely to be among the first to be
consulted Strype's Stow. The following is

from the 1720 edition, book iii. p. 253 :

"Betwixt Cursitor's Alley and Southampton
Buildings is a very handsome large and airy Court,
lately built, with many handsome . Brick houses,
called New Court, and for the goodness of the
Houses and the Inhabitants is by some called
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Quality Court. It hath a very good Freestone

pavement neatly kept. The houses that are on the
South side have a prospect into Serjeant Rawlin-
son's Garden."

From which ifc appears that the place was
first known as New Court, and subsequently,
for the reason given above, acquired the
name of Quality Court, which it has since

retained. Possibly the fact that there was
a New Court in Carey Street, almost within
the distance of a stone's-throw, may have
facilitated the change in the name.

C. M. PHILLIPS.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct. _____
LOPE DE VEGA. Can any reader of

' N. & Q.'

say in which of Lope de Vega's multitudinous
works the following striking lines may be
found ?

Si culpa concebir ; nacer, tormento ;

Guerra, vivir ; la muerte, fin humano :

Si despues de hombra, tierra, y yil gusano ;

Y despues de gusano, polvo, y viento ;

Si viento, nada, y nada el fundamento ;

Flor, la hermosura ; la ambicion, tirano :

La fama y gloria, pensamiento :

Y vano en quanto piensa el pensamiento ;

Quien anda en este mar para anegarse ?

De que sirve en quimeras consumirse?
Ni pensar otra cosa, que salvarse?

De que sirve estimarse, y preferirse ?

Buscar memoria, habiendo de olvidarse ?

Y edificar, habiendo de partirse ?

This quotation is given at the back of the

title-page of the unfortunate Dr. Polidorl's
'

Essay upon the Source of Positive Pleasure,'

London, 1818. JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

FORESTEAL : FORESTALL. 1. I shall be

appreciatively grateful to learn when the
old English word foresteal was first intro-

duced into the English language, and at
about what date its spelling was altered
to forestall.

2. In old English foresteal originally meant
to waylay, lie in wait or ambush so as to

intercept or cut off either a person or an
animal. Later this word foresteal meant also
to lie in wait for and buy up from the fresh-
food producers (like fishermen, butchers,

merchants, &c.) the victuals before the food
came to the markets or fairs, so as to
enhance the price of food to the consumer.
The crime consisted in the forestealer or
forestaller buying wholesale to sell again

wholesale, without distributing the foods
direct to the consumer.

3. Curiously enough, in modern thieves'

language the word forestall denotes the look-

out or spy ruffian, who walks in advance of

the professional garotter who commits the
assault and robbery upon the victimized

wayfarer on the highway. What was the
date of the introduction into the English
language of this meaning of forestall or fore-
stall ?

4 Does the old English word foristealler

(which meant the man who illegally spied,

sneaked, stole, and sold game and deer de-

rived from other persons' forests, &c., like

the present professional poacher) come from
forest-stealer or forestealler ?

5. In many old Acts of Parliament the
same word in the same Act is often spelt in

two or more ways, apparently on accidental

phonetic variations. About what date was
accurate definite spelling introduced into the

English language 1

J. LAWRENCE-HAMILTON, M.R.C.S.
30, Sussex Square, Brighton.

[The 'N.E.D.' devotes nearly three columns to

forestall and its derivatives, the dated quotations
showing the varying forms of the word from Anglo-
Saxon times.]

GARY, CAREW, CORY, GORY,
is the origin of the above name 1

? I should
be glad to hear from any one writing a

history of the family. F. HERBERT.
26, Castellain Road, W.
[The Carey family and name were discussed at

considerable length 6th S. ix., x. See also the
General Indexes underCarew and Carey. MR. T. W.
CAREY seems to be engaged on the task.]

CUNNINGHAM. Mortogh Cunningham
rented a property at Killeen, co. Limerick,
on the borders near Mitchelstown, co. Cork
from Lord Kingston, in 1721, and died there
a few years later. He had sons Edmond
and Thomas, and I think a brother Anthony
his wife's name was Rodentia. Have any or

your readers seen such name in any pedigrees
of Cunningham 1 R. S. CLARKE.
Bishops Hull, Taunton.

LELAND'S ' ITINERARY.' Is it not about
time that an annotated and cheap edition
of Leland's

'

Itinerary
' was published ? A

series of Itineraries, including William of
Worcester's and John Nordens, would be
valuable, edited in the light of recent scholar-

ship. VIAD.

ELIZABETH ANDREWS, PRINTER. Can any
one give me information as to Elizabeth

Andrews, a London printer 1 I have a broad-
side black-letter ballad, apparently of about
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the time of Charles II., at the foot of which
this name is given as the printer.

C. H. W.
EPITAPH AT DONCASTER.
"There is the following odd inscription on the

tomb of a person here, who gave Resington-Wooe
to the public, viz. :

Howe, Howe, who is heare ?

I Robin of Doncastere,
And Margaret my Feare.
That I spent, that I had ;

That I gave, that I have ;

That I left, that I lost.

A.D. 1579.

Quoth Robertas Byrks, who in this world did

reign threescore years and seven, and yet lived not
one."' England's Gazetteer,' by Stephen Whatley
1751, s.v.

'

Doncaster.'

The epitaph, beginning "How, how," not
"
Howe, Howe," is given in

' Antiente Epi-
taphes,' by Thomas F. Ravenshaw, London,
1878, p. 30. It appears under the title

'Robert Byrkes.' The spelling of some of
the words is not the same as in the

'Gazetteer,' e.g., "I Robin of Doncaster &
Margarete my fere," which makes one line.
The date is given in Roman numerals,

u
An'o

D'ni MCCCCCLXXIX." The epitaph is printed
in black letter. After it appears, "Formerly
in Old Doncaster Church." Mr. Ravenshaw
does not say whence he got it. What does
the epitaph mean, and what is the interpre-
tation of the riddle at the end 1 Where and
what is or was Resington-Wood 1

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
[The last three lines imply that what he gave to

the poor is recorded to his credit in heaven See
8th S. i., ii., v.]

WOLFRAM VON ESCHENBACH. Where can
I find the best account of the noted minne-
singer Wolfram von Eschenbach ? His works
I am acquainted with, but wish to learn
something of the man himself.

H. C. L. MORRIS.
Bognor.

[Lives appear in the two great French 'Bio-

S-aphiea
Generates.

'

That in the work by Dr
oeler is fairly comprehensive.]
" PALO DE COBRA." Several lists of mer-

chandise which the Dutch imported to
Japan during the eighteenth century givewhat the natives called after them "habute
kobura, and highly esteemed as antidote to
snake poison. Now this name is applied to
some native species of the knot-grass (Polv-
gonum), as well as a bignoniaceous tree
(Latalpa kaempferi), perhaps from the simi-
larity of their medicinal virtue, suppositionalor real. The original

"
habute kobura "

is
doubtless the palo de cobra described byLmscot (' Histoire de la Navigation,' Amster-

dam, 1638, p. 125) as efficacious as an alexi-

pharmic, and instinctively resorted to by the

snake- eating mongoose. Can any one kindly

give me the scientific name of the plant, and
tell me whether it is still valued as such in

any part of the world ?

KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.
Mount Nachi, Kii, Japan.

MERCER FAMILY. Can any reader kindly
supply the surname of Joneta, the wife of

Sir Andrew Mercer, of Meikleour? In 1396
there is a process by Alexander Moravia, of

Culbin, and his cousin William Reid, against
Michael, the son and heir of Sir Andrew
Mercer, for unjustly holding the third part
of Badfothal, which belonged to Marjory
their aunt. From this it would seem that
Joneta and Marjory may have been sisters,
and any information as to surname and
family would oblige. D. M. R.

"SILVER TASTER,"
"
POIDER," &c. What

were the following, and their use 1 They occur
in the inventory of household goods in 1609
of Elisabeth Aiscoughe (or Askew), of Faver-
sham :

1. "A silver taster with a cover."
2.

" One poider." This is also among the
silver.

3. "A wyned bedstedle." Does this mean
with wings or curtains 1

ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Tankerton-on-Sea, Kent.

LASHAM FAMILY. Edward L, 1272. In the
Hundred Rolls, Babberg (Babbergh Hundred,
county Suffolk), one Richard de Lasham is

mentioned.
Edward II., 1320. Feet of Fines, Suffolk,

Stuston, John de Lasham and Maria his wife.
Edward II., 1323. Inquisition, 1323. Wil-

iam de Lasham, manor of Plessis, Hadleigh,
Suffolk

; his heir, aged thirty, was named
John.
Does the above name of Lasham refer to

he Hampshire village which is near Alton,
or was there ever a place in Suffolk called
Lasham 1 The manor of Lasham, Hampshire,
appears to have been held by families who
ilso held Denham Manor, Suffolk, near Eye,
vhich is not far from Stuston. Any infor-
mation as to the Lasham family supposed to
mve been originally settled at the Anglo-
Saxon village of Lasham, Hampshire, will be
welcome. FRANK LASHAM.

61, High Street, Guildford.

FOLK-LORE OF CHILDBIRTH. The story,
isually foisted on inquisitive youngsters in

jermany, that newborn children are brought
n some mysterious way by the stork is well
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known. What similar legends are to be
found in British folk-lore? F. J. C.
Frankfurt a. Main.

" MACARONI FIDDLE "
:

" MACARONI TOOLS."
A "macaroni fiddle" is mentioned in con-

nexion with a French horn, a violin, a bass,
a bassoon, &c., in Fanny Burney's 'Early
Diary' (1889), ii. 185 (April, 1777). What
kind of instrument is meant 1 And what are
"macaroni tools," referred to, along with
"skew chisels," in an article in Koutledge's
'Every Boy's Annual,' 1872? I should be

glad of any other examples of either of these
terms. HENRY BRADLEY.
Clarendon Press, Oxford.

BAND : WALDRON, c. 1760. I am trying to
trace the father of Mary Waldron, a ward
in Chancery, who married George Band, a
farmer and woolstapler of Higham-on-the-
Hill, Nuneaton, Leicestershire, about 1760.

Mary Waldron Band had three daughters,
Patience, Mary, and Nancy. Patience married

- Gubbins, and Mary married Cox.

Nancy went to London and married a banker
of the name of Hatfield or Atwell. Elizabeth
Cox married, c. 1800-5, William Hornsby,
my grandfather, who lived and died at Cotes-

bach, near Lutterworth, Leicestershire. The
Coxes, I think, lived at Nuneaton or Ather-
stone. I am directly descended from Mary
Waldron and George Band, and shall be

grateful to any one who can inform me where
the marriage of Elizabeth Cox and William
Hornsby took place. (Mrs.) ELIZA BAILEY.

2330, West Thompson Street, Philadelphia.

FRENCH QUOTATION. Who was the author
of the phrase

" Je prendsmon bien ou je le

trouve"? I have heard it attributed to
Moliere. M. L. R. BRESLAR.

["II m'est permis de reprendre raon bien," &c., is

the saying attributed to Moliere on noting the
borrowing of a phrase of his by Cyrano de Ber-
gerac. See De Grimarest,

' Vie de Moliere.']

M.P.s FOR NORWICH IN 1558/9. Can some
East Anglian correspondent throw light upon
this uncertain return 1 According to the
Blue-book list Sir William Woodhouse and
Alderman Thomas Sotherton were elected
on 30 January, 1558/9. Browne Willis gives
as the members William [should be Edward]
Flowerdew and Alderman John Aldrych, and
it seems fairly certain that these two sat in
this Parliament, if, as

'

alleged, the local
records state that the city of Norwich paid
them 36J. for sixty-four days' knight's meat
in 1 Elizabeth. Both Flowerdew and Aldrych
were elected for Norwich in the Parliament
of 1572, though the election of Flowerdew

was not allowed. Is it possible that this

payment by the city has been assigned to

the wrong Parliament? It is to be noted
that the names of the members for the county
are wanting in 1558/9. Sir William Wood-
house was knight of the shire in the Par-'

liaments both preceding and following that
of 1558/9, and might well have been returned
to this. But his colleague Thomas Sotherton
could hardly have represented any other

constituency than the city of which he was
an alderman. W. D. PINK.
Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

LEWIS CARROLL'S PEDIGREE. I have been
asked many hundreds of times, and occa-

sionally by correspondents of
' N. & Q.,' and

that not in England alone, whether I am
of the same family as C. L. Dodgson, the
author of 'The Hunting of the Snark,' with
whom I was acquainted. Not having studied
the question by the aid of the official registers
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
I can only answer that my grandfather, my
father, and my paternal aunts, who were also

acquainted with that author and his father,
believed that they had a common ancestor.

Will some correspondent of 'N. & Q.' let

us know if this belief can be shown to be
well grounded ? I knew the uncle of Lewis
Carroll. He was the first president of the
Union Society in Oxford. E. S. DODGSON.

THE UNITED STATES AND ST. MAR.
GARET'S, WESTMINSTER.
(9

th S. xii. 1, 63, 123, 164.)

WITH reference to the Kalegh memorial
inscription in the south aisle of this church,
your correspondent affirms it to be "the
ancient one from the oaken tablet of 1618."

This statement is assuredly incorrect, and
opens the question whether an inscription
or memorial of any kind, recording the death
and interment of that great Elizabethan

worthy, was to be found in that church until

after the Stuart dynasty had passed away,
or before the commencement or middle of tne
next century.
The well-known letter from Lady Kalegh

to her brother Sir Nicholas Carew, in which
she requested his permission for the remains
of her

"
nobell hosban "

to be interred in

Beddington Church, expressly mentions,
" The Lordes have geven me his ded boddi,
though they denied me his life. This nit hee
shall be brought you with two or three of my
men." Although theletter is undated, Edwards
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('Life of Ralegh,' 1868, ii. 413) suggests it

was penned on 30 October, the day after

the execution. But if the inscription on the

present tablet be correct, Ralegh's remains
were interred in the chancel of that church
"on the day" of the beheadal ;

and Lady
Ralegh's letter must therefore have been
written on the same day.

Why her request was not complied with

we know not. According to Gardiner (
(

Hist.

of England,' 1883, iii. 151) "his remains were
delivered to his wife, and were by her buried

in St. Margaret's." For this Gardiner gives no

authority, nor are the probabilities in favour
of it. There is greater reason to rely on
the statement in the

'

D.N.B.' of the burial

having taken place there "in spite of "that
is, in opposition to the expressed desire of

Lady Ralegh for the removal to Beddington.
The cause of this sudden alteration in the
intended disposal of the body has been
indicated by Edwards (i. 692-3, 709). Al-

though the king was absent from London,
his warrant "

pro decollatione Walteri Ralegh,
Militis," is dated "

Westminster, 28 Oct.," it

having
"been predetermined that the hearing [at West-
minster] should be immediately followed by the
beheading, despite all entreaty, at an early hour
[8 o'clock] at the very next morning. That was
the morning of the Lord Mayor's pageant, which
would be sure to draw the London crowd eastwards.
Before anything could be generally known of the
doom that doom would have been fulfilled."

James kept away from the capital, so that
no further intercession in favour of the
condemned man was possible ; and the king
"spent

some of the hours unoccupied by
field sports in writing 'Meditations on the
Lord's Prayer.'

"

As might well be supposed, it was soon
discovered that a most unpopular act had
been committed, and one that would bring
discredit on all C9ncerned in it. The removal
of the body to its destined resting-place in
Surrey would evidently prove to be a hazard-
ous

proceeding,
as probably leading to a

popular outbreak. We can scarcely doubt that
the fear of a popular demonstration follow-
ing the indecently hasty execution promptedthe authorities to run no risk of that kind
and thereupon they hastily determined, despite
the promise to Lady Ralegh (who alreadyhad possession of her late husband's head)
t0

u- u
r the b

?dy in the nearest church^which happened to be St. Margaret's, other-
wise there appeared to be no special reason
for selecting it beyond any other. To use
the words of Aubrey (1626-97), he was
"buried privately" there. And the same
author forcibly remarks, "Sir Walter Raleigh

hath neither stone nor inscription
"

(* Brief

Lives,' 1898, ii. 193).

According to Edwards (i. 706),
"
for a long

time no inscription was placed above the

grave of Ralegh." Edwards adds,
" The spot

was marked, I believe, by the armorial bear-

ings of the tenant." It would be of interest

to learn whence he derived his information,
as none of the authorities yet examined refer

to it. Sir Walter's son Carew was interred
in his father's grave on 1 January, 1666,
but neither a separate inscription, nor a
sculptured coat of arms on the gravestone,
could have existed at that time, otherwise

Aubrey, who was aware of the second burial,
must have seen and recorded it. Nor, so far
as the stone is concerned, was anything
noticed upon it during the church restorations
of the past century.
We now come to your correspondent's

quotation from the Rev. M. E. C. Walcott's
*

History of St. Margaret's Church,' viz.,
" The

old wooden tablet was replaced in 1845 at
the expense of several subscribers." If he
had consulted the later work of that writer,
entitled

' Memorials of Westminster,' he would
have noticed the following extended account :

" The old wooden tablet, which had been put up by
a churchwarden, gave way to a memorial of

'

plain
tin or copper with a frame, painted blue with gilt
letters,' which was replaced in 1845 by an elegant
mural tablet, with a brass plate, at the expense of
several subscribers "

(ed. 1S51, p. 142).

This intermediate tablet must have had a

comparatively brief existence, as the wooden
one, according to an entry in Manning
and Bray's 'History of Surrey' (iii. 40),
remained in situ in 1814.

The main object of this communication has
been simply to point out that it was not
until a century after his death had elapsed
that a Ralegh memorial of any kind was to
be seen in St. Margaret's Church. Tradition
alone seems to have preserved the memory of
the site where the remains of the great
Englishman were deposited.

Since the foregoing was written, the follow-
ing paragraph relating to the Ralegh
memorial has been found in Pennant's
'London,'and as this was first published in
the last decade of the eighteenth century,
the inscribed board must have been fixed
about the year 1770: "It was left to a
sensible churchwarden to inform us of the
fact, who inscribed it on a board, about
twenty years ago" (ed. 1813, i. 125).

T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Devon.

Is MR. HARLAND-OXLEY in hisvery interest-

ng paper quite accurate as to the origin of
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the early Christian symbol ix#vs ? I though
it first stood, like the figure of a fish, for a
symbol of baptism perhaps a cryptic o
veiled symbol understood by Christians
among themselves. Later, like the IHS or
some crucifixes, it was reinterpreted, being
rendered as 'I^crovs X/HO-TOS Geov vlos o-om?p
and IHS, the abbreviation of IH20Y2,
Jesus Hominum Salvator.

If I am right, it throws light on what has,
seemed the somewhat far-fetched explanation
of baptism in the Church Catechism,

"

death unto sin," founded on one singl
sentence of St. Paul,

"
Buried with Him in

baptism," whereas it seems natural to suppose
that water-baptism was chosen to represem
the cleansing of the soul from the carna
tendency to rebel against loving authority.

T. WILSON.
Harpenden.

"CYCLOPAEDIA": "ENCYCLOPEDIA" (9
th S

xii. 27, 172). When I wrote the note at the
first of these references, I was thinking entirely
of prefixing or not prefixing

" En "
to

"
Cyclo-

paedia." Not only the Oxford, but some
smaller ones (e.g., Annandale's ' Modern
Cyclopedia' and Fosbroke's 'Encyclopedia
of Antiquities '), have substituted e for the
diphthong ce. Personally, I think this an
improvement, but I must demur to the sug-
gestion to drop "all diphthongs." It would
look very strange to print

" Cesar "
or

"Atheneum," but no one would now write
^Egypt or ^Ethiopia, tether or asternal. The
rule usually followed with ce is to substitute
e when it commences a word, and retain the
diphthong in any other part of it. The ex-
ceptions are rather apparent than real,

medieval, for instance (which I think is now
usually written thus), being a compound
word, one component of which is

"
aeval," from

Lat. cevum, the root word of eternus, formerly
ceviternus. But with regard to names of per-
sons or places in which we have followed the
Latin in representing the Greek ot by ce, that
usage seems to take place in all parts of the
word, as in CEdipus, Bercea, and it would be a
pity to lose all trace of its origin by substi-

tuting e for ce as well as for ce. There would
also be great risk that CEdipus, if written

Edipus, would be sounded in English with a
short e. If it were preferred to restore the
Greek spelling Ot, that must be done through-
out and the word spelt Oidipous. I notice
that the revisers have substituted ce for e in

Phenicia, as it appears in the Authorized
Version of the New Testament (Acts xxi. 2).
The words "economy" and "oecumenical"
(both derived ultimately from the Greek

of/cos) show that the Latin ce has passed into
e in words in common use, but not in those
of technical character. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

ASH : PLACE-NAME (9
th S. xii. 106, 211). MR.

W. H. DUIGNAN and other readers may be
interested in the fact that in the name of a

village called Lasham, in Hampshire, lies

buried the place-name of Ash, carrying out
his suggestion that places named Ash are
derived from the Saxon cesc.

1. Anglo-Saxon. uEsc (ash), ham or hame
(home), the homestead in the ash-trees.

2. Norman. Esseham (Domesday Book),
1086.

3. Norman, later. 1284 (John de Pontis-
sara's Register, Bishop of Winchester 1282-

1304). La-s-ham. It will be seen that the
Norman prefix La (the) had been added, the
s representing the Esse slurred, and ham
retained in full.

4. Modern. Lasham.
FRANK LASHAM.

Not only is there One Ash the late John
Bright's house at Rochdale but in Derby-
shire there is Monyash. W. C. B.

"RouT" (9
th S. ix. 65, 198, 365). Note

from 'An Essay on Gaming, in an Epistle
to a Young Nobleman,' London, 1761 :

'

Drums, Routs, and Hurricanes are fashionable
Names for Card-Assemblies. A Drum is when a
Lady has six Tables at play ; a Route, twelve ; and
a Hurricane, twenty."

F. JESSEL.

INFANT SAVIOUR AT THE BREAST (9
th S.

xii. 29, 115). In reply to MR. SWYNNERTON,
[ should think it almost impossible to

supply a trustworthy list of representations
jf the Virgin with the Child at the breast,

wing to the frequent occurrence of this

symbol in pre-Christian times. I am indebted
bo a friend for the following information,
which may be of interest. His description
)f an image with the babe at the breast now
n his possession is as follows. It is made of

a kind of gypsum of the pre-Mykense period,
and was excavated from one of the primitive
ombs at Eukomi (Salamis) at about the time

1896) when those in the British Museum
vere excavated by means of Miss E. T.

?urner's bequest for that purpose, and the
late approximates to 800 B.C. This image
might represent Venus and Eros, as both
lato and Cicero speak of Eros, or the

leayenly Cupid, as the son of Venus and
~upiter ;

but it is more likely Mylitta (who
vas essentially the same as Aphrodite) and
he divine son Tammuz, the Saviour, for, as,
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all know, there was a temple at
Paphos,

in

Cyprus, dedicated to the Virgin Mylitta,

which was the most celebrated in Grecian

times. See T. W. Doane's
' Bible Myths

fourth edition, and Lundy's 'Monumental

Christianity.' An image that bears a striking

resemblance to mine was found at Tarentum

in A.D. 1774, and, like the Babylonian Mylitta,

was of baked clay. It has been suggested

that it was an ex voto offering to Juno

Lucina, the goddess of marriage and child-

birth among the Greeks and Romans. An
account is given in Lundy, which is accom-

panied by a plate (fig. 95, pp. 215-16). The

images are mostly shown with the child

in the arms, and not at the breast, and this

latter fact induces me to accord an earlier

date than 800 B.C., as the Phoenicians were

in Cyprus long before that, even in the time

of Sargon of Akkad (B.C. 3800), and he wor-

shipped the same goddess Istar (Boscawen,
*

Bible and the Monuments,' second edition,

1895, pp. 22-23).
There is a reproduction from De Rossis

'

Images of the Nativity
'

in Lundy, plate 89,

p. 206, which shows the child at the breast,

and at p. 229 is the following :

"
Perhaps

the most complete counterpart of this

[mosaic in the church of St. Maria of Traste-

vere] in paganism is an ancient Hindu

sculpture of Bhavani or Parvati." Plate 96,

p. 21 7 of the same work, is from Moor's
' Hindu

Pantheon," and shows Devaki and Krishna,
the Hindu Madonna and Child

;
and a por-

tion of the same plate is given in Hulme's

'Symbolism in Christian Art,' p. 119, with-

out acknowledgment. If we turn to Mont-
faucon's

*

Antiq. Explained,' English edition,

1721, vol. ii. plate 37, fig. 13, we have a

picture of Isis and Horus, the babe at the

breast; so that to make a list complete it

is necessary to exhaust Babylonia, Assyria
Egypt, India, and Persia, as well as Europe.

F. M. H. K.

The Wallace collection at Hertford Hous
contains two or three pictures of the Virgin
with the Child at her breast. J. 11.

The painting of the Blessed Virgin witl
the Holy Child at her breast on the vaultec
roof of a loculus in the Cemetery of Priscilh

is deemed by De Rossi to belong almost to th

apostolic age. A photograph of this may b
seen among J. H. Parker's *

Historical Photo
graphs of the Catacombs,' No. viii. Th
interpretation that the family group consist
of Joseph on the left hand and the Holj
Child and His Mother is probably, thoug!
not with absolute certainty, the true one
See Bottari,

* Sculture e Pitture Sagre,' tav

.. . '

Ixxvi. ;

' The Testimony of the Catacombs,'

>y the Rev. Wharton B. Marriott, 1870 ;
De

lossi's 'Imagines Selects Virginis Deiparse ;

,nd Northcote's 'Roma Sotterranea, p. 258,

date x. fig. 1. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

MALTESE LANGUAGE AND HISTORY (9* S.

x. 466
;
xi. 91). The late Rev. M. A. Camillen,

D.D., a native of Malta, and for thirty-four

years vicar of Lyford, Berks, translated the

New Testament and the Book of Common

^rayer into Maltese. Dr. Camillen died this

ear at the ripe age of eighty-seven.
J. B. McGovERN.

St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

MIDLAND REGISTERS (9
th S. xii. 209). MID-

LANDER does not seem to be aware that there

s a Staffordshire Parish Register Society m
existence. It has already published several

registers, and could, no doubt, do more if it

got more subscribers. If MIDLANDER wishes

bo subscribe, he should write to the Secre-

tary, the Rev. F. J. Wrottesley, Denstone

Vicarage, (Jttoxeter. G. S. P.

FARTHINGS (9
th S. xii. 169,238). Dislike to

receiving farthings in payment of purchases
is not confined to country towns and villages,

!

or W. C. L. F. would experience equal

difficulty in inducing tradesmen over the

greater part of London to accept them in pay-
ment. True, there are certain poor districts

in South and East London where farthings

nave a definite purchasing value, and a

Earthingsworth of tea, sugar, milk, or bread

is easily procurable. But elsewhere in London
and its suburbs tradespeople would almost

certainly refuse farthings. Quite recently I

have seen both omnibus and tram conductors

refuse to take farthings in payment of fares

from lady passengers, and I have been

curious enough to inquire the reason. The

reply has been in each case that the cashiers

of the omnibus and tram companies refuse

to accept farthings from their employees.

Drapers frequently sell goods costing odd

farthings, but rarely, if ever, give farthings
in change, substituting small packets of pins,
&c. The reason why it is so difficult to dis-

pose of farthings in this way is, I believe,

because bankers do not accept them from
their customers when the latter are paying
money into their accounts.

The behaviour of the "presiding genius"
at the post office who refused to take your
valued contributor's farthings appears to me
inexcusable and inexplicable. The '

Postal

Guide,' which is expressly stated to be

published "by authority," announces that

the price of a single postcard is fd, and of a
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postal letter-card or of a stamped envelope
l%d. Sub-post-office people, therefore, are

expected both to give and to receive farthings
the latter, at any rate, for I believe another

regulation lays down that postmasters are
not required to give change. Still, as the

price of certain commodities sold at post
offices is measured in farthings, one is at a
loss to understand the reason for this refusal

of an extremely humble, but perfectly legal
tender. F. A. RUSSELL.

49, Holbeach Road, S.E.

[Bakers, we are told, often take farthings in dis"

tricts in which they are refused by other trades"

men.]

DONHEAD ST. MARY (9
th S. xii. 205).

Entries in the *

Composition Books '

at the
Public Eecord Office show that William

Mosley, clerk, compounded for the first fruits

of Donhead St. Andrew rectory on 26 May,
6 Eliz. (1564), and that Nicholas Roger alias

Rogers, clerk, compounded for the first fruits

of Donhead St. Mary rectory on 7 March,
8 Eliz. (1565/6). I have searched the

' Index '

to these books in vain for any entry showing
that Roger Bolbelt was rector of Donhead
St. Andrew or John Fessard rector of Don-
head St. Mary ; but by the statute 2 & 3
Ph. & M., c. 4 (1555), the payment of the first

fruits of spiritual livings to the Crown ceased
until that statute was repealed by 1 Eliz.,

c. 4, and both Bolbelt and Fessard may have
been appointed such rectors between 1555 and
1558.

According to the
'

Index,' Thomas Norman
compounded in respect of Donhead St. Mary
rectory on 4 May, 37 Henry VIII. (1546).
John Fessard compounded in respect of

Tisbury Vicarage on 6 March, 35 Henry VIII.

(1543/4), and Richard Cassraore in respect
of a chantry at Tisbury on 20 August,
1 Edward VI. (1547). H. C.

" CATHERINE WHEEL " INN (9
th S. xii. 188).

Mr. H. Hurst, in 'Oxford Topography'
(Oxf. Hist. Soc., 1899), p. 109, says :

"Where Canditch (now Broad Street) and St.

Giles' Street meet there was a tenement thus referred
to in Savage's 'Balliofergus' (p. 61): 'The corner

Tenement, over-against Candych, was given (1377
to Balliol), but when or how the Tenement adjoin-
ing to it, which is now the South-part of the Kathe-
rine-Wheel, came to be the Colledges, I doe not

find; the said Tenement seemed to have belonged
to St. Fridisweds (now Ch: Ch:), as being formerly
described in the Deed to be directly opposite to the
East-end of Magdalen Church.'

"

Anthony W9od's 'City of Oxford' (1889

edition), vol. i. p. 360 note, has :

"
Cardinal's Hat or New Inn are Csesar's lodgings

(viz., a site now occupied by south end of new block

of buildings belonging to Balliol opposite Martyrs'
Memorial) and houses to new back gate of Trinity
College (now entrance to the Millard Laboratory).

And a marginal note adds : "Note that the
Catherine Wheele was as it seems called the
Cardinall Hat." A. R. BAYLEY.

MARAT IN LONDON (9
th S. xii. 7, 109, 175,

235). The question of Marat's guilt as the
Oxford Museum thief in January, 1776, can-
not be settled by mere assertion on one side
or the other. Assertion may satisfy some,
but careful reasoners will accept nothing here,
short of proof. MR. ROBERTS talks of "the
traditional falsehoods respecting Marat," of
"facts long exploded," &c., adding, "I did

my best to kill all these absurd legends a
few years ago "; but he forgets where he did
so. I now remind him that it was in the
Gentleman's Magazine for May, 1900. His
memory is bad, and his

"
best

"
is no better.

That brief article is only a faint echo of what
Mr. Morse Stephens wrote in the Academy in

December, 1882, and repeated more fully, and
as feebly, in the Pall Mall Magazine for

October, 1896. To return to MR. ROBERTS
now : he asserts much, but reasons little and
loosely. Obviously he is still in the dark.
Where such patent clerical errors as "Bey"
for Rey Rousseau's publisher at Amsterdam,
whom Marat sought out for that reason
and "

1786
"

for 1776, the year of the theft
with which Marat is charged, are uncorrected

by MR. ROBERTS, close scrutiny reveals far
more serious errors. Misstatements and ill-

founded conclusions bristle in his article, as
will appear, I am told, in a leading magazine
before Christmas, which MR. ROBERTS and
his confreres of the Marat cult will be able to
see. But is it necessary to repeat that sus-

picion based upon strong evidence cannot be

dispelled by mere assertion based only upon
empty conjecture? MR. ROBERTS has a
seemingly strong case, though he does not

improve it. But there is an equally strong
one to answer, and neither he nor Mr. Morse
Stephens, nor any one else, has answered it

yet. Marat used an alias when it suited him.
What was to prevent Dr. Marat, M.D., of
St. Andrews and Soho in January, 1776,
from going down to Oxford as Le Maitre, a
teacher of French, later in that very month,
robbing the Ashmolean Museum, escaping to

Dublin, being caught, brought back to Ox-
ford, convicted, and sent to the Woolwich
hulks as Le Maitre in March, 1777, again
escaping for Marat was as slippery as an
eel and reappearing in June as the learned
"Dr. Marat" in Paris, having dropped his
alias with his hulks attire? Nothing but
the vigilance of warders, who were not
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vigilant, but notoriously careless. Having
this possibility to contend with, ME. EGBERTS
cannot hope to "kill" the charge by mere
assertion. Though he and all Marat's advo-

cates ridicule such an edaircissement of the

mystery, it may yet be the true one. At any
rate, no one has disproved the charge at

present.
MR. COLEMAN is as emphatic in assuming

Marat's guilt as is MR. ROBERTS in asserting
his innocence. Only recently MR. COLEMAN
was invited in

4 N. & Q.' (ante, p. 175) to

prove his assumption ;
but he still takes

refuge in generalities, and has not carried

the case a step further. He contents himself
with citing Gorton's general summary of

Marat's life and character. Does he know
that his authority has failed to record even
one line of the life of Charlotte Corday 1 It

is equally futile for MR. COLEMAN to infer

that because 1 have not specifically dealt with
the numerous references to Marat, here and
elsewhere, I necessarily ignore them. Equally
loose, too, is his statement that " the con-

temporaneous information in February
and March, 1776, appears to me to be of no
value." Of course, it is of some value, but,
as MR. ROBERTS could tell him, not much, by
itself, in the face of the admitted facts that
Le Maitre went to the hulks in March, 1777,
and Marat, as all the world knows, was
gazetted in Paris on a royal count's medical
staff in June. Has MR. COLEMAN grasped this

difficulty 1 He is obviously wrong in stating
that the charge against Marat has not been
answered. Mr. Morse Stephens, MR. ROBERTS,
and Mr. Belfort Bax can all claim to have
answered it as answers go ; but the only
escape from it, for the cleverest writers living,
must be through the open door of evidence.
Both these antagonists have strong cases

;

but to talk of facts as "absurd legends" and
such like is mere beating the air. This vexed
question has still a vitality which nearly a

century
and a half have failed to kill, though

aided by a battalion of careless biographers
and reckless writers, including Mr. Morse
Stephens now silent since 1896 and MR.
ROBERTS of to-day.

In conclusion, a recent contributor (ante,
p. 109), who appears to have devoted some
little attention to this subject, will perhaps
assist us to clear up rather than further
complicate this knotty tangle.

ASHBY ST. LEGERS.
44 ALL OVER "

(9
th S. xii. 144). This is to me

a most familiar locution. For a mode of con-
duct to be " Smith all over "

it must be exactly
the kind of behaviour which experience of
his words and ways would lead us to expect

of trim it must, in short, be "just like

Smith." ST. SWITHIN.

Probably to be found in
*

English Dialect

Dictionary.' Common in N". Lincolnshire

(see Peacock's '

Glossary'). Quite familiar

to me. J. T. F.

Winterton, Lincolnshire.

This locution, in the sense indicated by
MR. BRESLAR, is very common in this neigh-
bourhood. No Sussex man would say "It is

eminently characteristic of Jones
" when he

could use the phrase "That's Jones all over."

E. E. STREET.
Chichester.

This is one of the commonest of common
phrases. It is, indeed, in such general use

that one hesitates to call it dialectal, though
it is not given in exactly this sense in the
' H.E.D.' at least, I have failed to find it

there. C. C. B.

The following seems to be an instance of

this phrase, which, by the way, is often used

colloquially :

Statesman all over ! in plots famous grown!
He mouths a sentence as curs mouth a bone.

Churchill, 'Rosciad,' 1. 321 (1761).

V. W. DOWELL.

"I hate your immense loads of meat; that is

country all over
;

extreme disgusting to those
who are in the least acquainted with high life."

Beau Tibbs in Goldsmith's '

Citizen of the World,'
Letter LV. (LIV. in some editions).

This is not quoted in ' N.E.D.' under 'All

over,' i. 238. ADRIAN WHEELER.

UPRIGHT BURIAL (9
th S. xi. 465, 514

;
xii.

34, 137). The tradition of the upright burial
of the Claphams and Mauleverers at Bolton

Priory has been so long and so universally
accepted as an unquestioned fact, mainly
owing to the popularity of Wordsworth's
' White Doe of Rylstone,' that it seems un-

gracious to ask for the historical evidence

upon which it is based. But the very exist-

ence of 'N. & Q.' implies efforts to ascertain
the foundation in fact of current assertions,
and I therefore make bold to ask where there
is to be found any authentic record I do not

say to prove, but to lead to the inference that
some members of the above-named families
were buried in an upright position. As for

the testimony of the burial-place itself, the
statement of the Rev. T. D. Whitaker, author
of the

'

History of Craven,' who entered and
thoroughly examined the so-called Clapham
vault to which Wordsworth refers in his

poem at the very time when the 'White
Doe' first saw the light viz., at the begin-

ning of last century is to the effect that,
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he found therein no trace of upright burials,

nor, in fact, any remains but those of a

Morley (Whitaker's 'Craven,' third edition,

p. 444). This, I think, is sufficient to dispose
of the

"
grisly sight

"
in Wordsworth's pretty

fiction, but leads ine again to ask for some
authentic data to support the old tradition.

CHARLES A. FEDERER.
Bradford.

Several coffins appear, some in upright
positions, in the frontispiece of

' Old
St. Paul's,' a tale of the Plague and the

Fire, by William Harrison Ainsworth, 1841.

The artist was H. K. Browne.
HENRY GERALD HOPE.

119, Elms Road, Clapham, S.W.

SHOPS IN CHEAPSIDE IN 1650 (9
th S. xii.

128). Although St. Mary Colechurch was
destroyed in the Great Fire, and not rebuilt,
and although the surrounding houses in Old
Jewry and Cheapside were probably rebuilt

on their old sites, it is not improbable that
the disaster offered an opportunity to those
who so desired for shifting their quarters to

adjacent parts, taking their signs with them.

Among the Beaufoy tokens, one (No. 672)
relates to the White Hart (couchant) in the
Old Jewry, in the occupation of Andrew
Bleachle. It is difficult to say whether this

is identical with the sign of John Noon, the

religious book publisher, who, at the White
Hart in Cheapside, near Mercers' Chapel, sold
" The Materiality or Mortality of the Soul of Man,
and its Sameness with the Body, asserted and
proved from the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament : Shewing that, upon the Death of

the Body, all Sensation and Consciousness utterly
cease, 'till the Resurrection of the Dead. Price One
Shilling." Fog's Weekly Journal, 25 Oct., 1729.

He also sold (price sixpence)
" A New Year's Gift, humbly offer'd to the Con-
sideration of all the Thirtieth-of-January Preachers :

In which the Moral Character of God, &c., are
vindicated from the foul Aspersions, &c. By Amos
Harrison." Daily Advertiser, 22 Dec., 1741.

And many other books, for which see ibid.,

26 April, 8 July, 1742, and the Whitehall Even-

ing Post, 29 April, 1756.

It may be that the "Ball" alluded to

was not rebuilt on the same site after the

Fire, for there was a well-known "Golden
Ball

"
at the corner of Friday Street, Cheap-

side, whither its owner may have removed
This sign constantly occurs in mid-eighteenth
century advertisements as appertaining to

one Stafford Briscoe, a jeweller. The sign o:

the "Ball" was almost invariably, at al

events in the eighteenth century, representec
as a " Golden "

Ball. Sometimes it was a
"
Blue Ball," and sometimes it was added to

another sign, as the
" Salmon and Ball," but

! know of only one instance of the
" Baule"

alone, and this was the sign of John Case or

Nicholas Hill, in St. Paul's Churchyard,
where he printed

' The Pleasant, Playne, and
3
ythye Pathway leading to a Vertuos and
lonest Lyfe, no less Profitable than Delect-

able.' Perhaps it was a descendant of Sir

Peter Osborne, John Osborn to wit, who was

a publisher at the
" Golden Ball " in Pater-

noster Row as late as 1738 (London Evening

Post, No. 1702). His advertisements also

occur in the Daily Advertiser, 22 December,

1741, and 2 and 14 July, 1742. In 1756

S. Crowder & H. Woodgate dwelt at the

same sign.
Another of the Beaufoy tokens (No. 674)

relates to a "
Sugar-loaf," the sign in 1666 of

Thomas Walker in Old Jewry.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

The houses in Cheapside, Nos. 81 to 90,

:rom Old Jewry to Ironmonger Lane, are

in the parish of St. Mary Colechurch, and

perhaps also the Insurance Office, No. 91,

The freehold is the property of the Mercers'

Company. I would recommend DR. FURNI-

VALL to make inquiry at the office of the

Mercers' Company. S. P. E. S.

The only one of the five shop signs given

by DR. F. J. FURNIVALL that I have any
note of is the "White Harte." St. Mary
Colechurch was burnt in the Great Fire and

was not rebuilt ;
the site is now occupied by

Frederick Place, Old Jewry. Now Old Jewry
is near Mercers' Chapel, not far from which in

1681 was a house known by the sign of the
" White Hart," and in the occupation of James

Smith, a milliner. From 1737 to 1744 the

house was occupied by J. Noon, a bookseller.

F. G. HILTON PRICE.

ORANGES (9
th S. xii. 170). I would refer

your correspondent to 'Much Ado about

Nothing,
3 Act II. sc. i., "civil as an orange,

and something of that jealous complexion,'
where the word "civil" is believed to be a

sort of play on the name Seville.

PATRICK MAXWELL.
Bath.

"Civil" in the passage quoted is un-

doubtedly meant for Seville.
See^'H.E.D.,'

s.v.
V' V. B.

" THE POLICY OF PIN-PRICKS
"

(9
th S. iii. 46,

115, 238, 278; x. 372, 412, 518; xii. 15). I

have not yet ascertained the exact source of

the quotation fromCormenin (see ante,ip. 15),

but if, as seems likely, it is from his
* Etudes

sur les Orateurs Parlementaires
'

(1838), then

the following would be of older date, a.s the.
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poem from which it is taken was published
m 1812 (this I have verified) :

Le mouvement, sans doute, a des appas ;

Sur le duvet oil je sommeille,
Aux doux rayons de Paurore vermeille,

J'aime a rever ; mais ne veux pas
Qu'a coups d'^pingle on me reveille.

The above are in chant ii. of J. de Lille's

poem
' La Conversation

'

(p. 104 of the 1812

edition, 4to). Littre ('Epingle') quotes the

last two lines. E. LATHAM.

"ACCORDER" (9
th S. xii. 89, 137, 196). This

word is likely enough to be an illiterate sea-

man's corruption of ndkhudd, a shipmaster,
but I think it unlikely that the Hindi arkati,
a pilot, has any connexion with that word.
That the Persian d should be converted into
the cerebral of Hindi seems very improbable.
At the same time, the derivation of arkati
is undoubtedly obscure. Etymologically it

would seem to be derived from Arkdb, Arcot,
but this, as MR. NICHOLSON points out,

presents a serious difficulty. Some colour is,

of course, given to MR. NICHOLSON'S con-

jecture by the curious form Knockaty which
occurs in Ives

;
but Col. Yule thought that

this word looked like a confusion, "in the
manner of the Poet of the Snark," between
ndkhudd and arkdtl. It is a pity that the
common corruption arcolty has not found
a place in the 'Glossary of Anglo-Indian
Words and Phrases.' W. F. PRIDEAUX.

PEWS ANNEXED TO HOUSES (9
th S. vii. 388

517; viii. 89, 191, 288, 428
;
ix. 31). A demise in

1700 by Will. Helier, of East Coker, Somerset,
Esq., to Will. Stier, of South Tawton, yeoman,
of the messuage "known as Collabeir" (or
Colibeare), reserves to the former
"the seats in the parish church of S. Tawton be-
longing to the said premises [Colibeare] for the use
and sitting in them when and as often as the s'd
Will. Helyar shall be in this country At such
times the s'd W. Steer to have liberty to sit in the
seats belonging to Blackball or Dibbe House "

Dev. Awtoc. Trans., xxxiv. 627.

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

BIRCH-SAP WINE (9
th S. xi. 467

; xii. 50).
Perhaps the names of other old - fashioned
home-made wines will be acceptable, by way
of tabulating a complete list. Vine-leaf wine
was made from the leaves, tendrils, and young
shoots of the vine. Clary wine was made
from fresh clary flowers (' Home-Made Wines,'
by G. Vine, 1870). Saragossa wine, or "

Eng-
lish sack," was made from fennel roots. Sage
wine. Elder-flower wine was also known as
Frontignac('Old Cookery Books and Ancient
Cuisine,' by W. Carew Hazlitt, 1886). Balm
wine is made thus: boil three pounds of

sugar in a gallon of water, skim it clean, put
in a handful of balm, and let it boil ten

minutes; strain it off, cool it, put in some

yeast, and let it stand two days ; put in the

rind and juice of a lemon, and let it stand in

the barrel six months. Coltsfoot wine was
made by pouring seven gallons of boiling

water upon ten quarts of coltsfoot flowers,

&c. (Mrs. Dunn). For the making of capil-

laire, marigold, and other "home-made"
wines, see

' The New Female Instructor ; or,

Young Woman's Guide to Domestic Happi-
ness,' 1834. There is a recipe for making
rhubarb champagne in Timbs's 'Something
for Everybody,' p. 196.

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

Other home-made wines worthy of mention
are ginger wine, green ginger wine, goose-

berry, cowslip, blackberry, damson, and malt.

Less well known, but once in considerable

favour, is clover wine. I have helped to

make this. Cop-rose or red-poppy wine was

largely made in this neighbourhood at one
time, but is not often met with now.

C. C. B.

Epworth.

GENERAL FRANCIS NICHOLSON, GOVERNOR
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1719-28 (9

th S. xii. 201).
It is only a small matter, lout in the

interests of strict accuracy it may be
mentioned that the letter of 5 May, 1683,
which is quoted by MR. DALTON, was not
written by Lady Fauconberg, but by her
husband, Viscount, afterwards Earl Faucon-
berg (' Chequers Court MSS.,' Historical MSS.
Commission, 1900, pp. 53, 54). It appears
from MR. DALTON'S paper that Fras. Nichol-
son was born on 12 November, 1655, while
his supposed father, Lord St. John, was
married to Mary Scrope on 12 February,
1655, exactly nine months previously.
Should not the date of this marriage be
12 February, 1656, N.S. ? A man, even in
those days, would scarcely have an illegiti-
mate son exactly nine months after he nad
been legally married. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

The title of the eldest son of the Marquess
of Winchester, afterwards created Duke of
Bolton in 1689 by William III., was Earl of
Wiltshire. He is twice mentioned by
Macaulay in his '

History of England,' vol. ii.

chaps, ix. and x., first as having gone to the
Hague, probably in order to aid in concerting
measures for the Revolution in 1688, and
again in the Interregnum as representing
Hampshire, and as proposing Henry Powle
as Speaker. His father seems always at
heart to have been friendly to the Prince
of Orange, and when he succeeded as Wil-
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liam III. came out in his true colours as a
firm supporter. The first Duke of Bolton,
who married Mary, eldest illegitimate

daughter of Emanuel Scrope, Earl of Sunder-

land, built Bolton Hall in Wensleydale, a
fine structure, consisting of a centre and two
wings, recently destroyed by fire. Bolton

Castle, the ancient seat of the Scropes, and
one of the many prison-houses of Mary, Queen
of Scots, is now a dreary ruin, and only a
little distance from Bolton Hall.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

EVIL SPIRITS AND INKBOTTLES (9
th S. xii.

106)." As in that old story
" must relate to

'The Fisherman' in 'The Arabian Nights,'
where the Afreet developes from the black
smoke which issues from the brazen vessel.

Le Sage's Diable Boiteux, or Devil on Two
Sticks, was released from captivity by the

breaking of the bottle in which he was
confined.
" It broke into a thousand pieces, and overflowed

the floor with a blackish liquor, which by little and
little evaporated, and converted itself into a thick

smoke, which dissipating all at once, the amazed
student beheld the figure of a man in a cloak," &c.

If there is any story of a devil being
actually confined in an inkbottle, it cannot
be very old. Reginald Scot, in 'The Dis-

coverie of Witchcraft,' mentions a story that

Solomon confined Belial, Asmodai, and the

legions under them, in a brazen vessel, and
threw the vessel into a lake at Babylon. But
the Babylonians, thinking that the vessel

contained treasure, brought it up, and, open-
ing it, let all the devils out, much to the

disadvantage of mankind in general. This

looks like an Eastern legend which has

travelled West, for it is somewhat like that

of the Afreet who was set free by the fisher-

man
;
but it bears a stronger resemblance to

another Arabian tale, which I think is in

Lane's edition, but I forget the name of it.

There is also a likeness between the story
and that of the box of Pandora.

E. YARDLEY.

Does not Freytag refer to a quite familiar

story in
* The Arabian Nights 'that of

' The
Fisherman and the Afrit'? This evil spirit,

it is true, did not come from an inkbottle, but

he developed out of the smoke which came
from a somewhat similar receptacle, and the

vague phrase "as in that old story" does not

seem to bind us to demand exact similarity
in all details. L. H.

The spirit developing from the smoke

coming from a bottle in the old story is

probably Asmodeus in ' Le Diable Boiteux,'

by Le Sage. M. N. G.

" KILLEN" OR" KEELING "= A BARN (9
th S.

xii. 149). I cannot answer 0. A. B.'s question,
but I think he may like to know that Halli-
well has "

Skeelinff, the inner part of a barn
or garret, where the slope of the roof comes.
South." ST. SWITHIN.

Bailey's 'Dictionary,' 1726, gives
"
Skeeling,

an Isle or Bay of a Barn, Suff." but does not

suggest the origin of the word.
C. M. PHILLIPS.

Sheeting, quoted by your querist, probably
supplies the answer ; for this, with little

doubt, =Scotch shieling or sheal, a shed or
hut : root skeu. to cover or shade.

H. P. L.

Miss GUNNING, DUCHESS OF HAMILTON
(9

th S. xi. 468; xii. 32). The following are
abbreviated extracts from catalogues issued

by Messrs. Maggs Bros., 159, Church Street,

Paddington Green, in 1898 :

"Hamilton (Elizabeth, Duchess of, died 1790),
one of the 'beautiful Miss Gunnings.' Half
length, in low dress with lace edging, flowers in

bosom, fine oval mezzotint by Houston after Cotes,
folio, circa 1755, scarce, 21. 17s. 6d.
"

Ditto, three-quarter length, standing on
terrace, in low dress, long hair, left hand resting on
head of greyhound, landscape behind mezzotint
by Houston after Hamilton, folio, circa 1755, very
scarce, 21. 12s. 6d." Catalogue 153, p. 17.

*'

Gunning (Elizabeth, died 1790), second daughter
of John Gunning, Esq Half length, in oval frame,
low dress mezzotint by Brookshaw after Cote?,
first state, small 8vo, circa 1755, 20*." Catalogue 159,
p. 17.

Mr. Henry B. Wheatley, in his
*
Historical

Portraits
'

(George Bell & Sons, 1897), p. 184,

says that Francis Cotes and Gavin Hamilton
painted portraits of the Countess of Coventry
(Maria Gunning), and that the present Earl
of Coventry lent to the Guelpn Exhibition
a picture by Hogarth containing portraits
of the sixth earl and his wife. "At the same
exhibition was a portrait of the Duchess of
Hamilton by Reynolds." In 'A Catalogue
of Twenty Thousand Engraved Portraits on
sale by John Russell Smith, 36, Soho Square,'
1883, p. 72, is the foliowing : "Gunning (Miss,
afterwards Countess of Coventry), 8vo,
mezzotint, rare, 15s. Etched by B. Wilson,
1751." ROBERT PIERPOINT.

IMMUREMENT ALIVE OF RELIGIOUS (9
th S.

xii. 25, 131). Absence from home has pre-
vented my seeing your correspondents' re-

marks on this subject until now, but, with
your permission, I will ask space for a few
words in reply. All three of those whose
letters are printed appear to be in the
same position as that so naively confessed

by MR. PEACOCK, who says,
"
I have not seen
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the article in Temple Bar which MR. ASTLEY

mentions." Had they done so before rushing

into print, they would not have imputed

utter nonsense to me. (1) I never said, or

implied, that the three English tourists were
"
invited

"
by the bishop and convent, or any

one else, to be present at the inhumation

(MR. MATTHEWS). I said they were un-

expectedly" present; and if your corre-

spondent will read the account he will see

how it happened. I will not give away lempie

Bar, or take up your space by explaining.

(2) That the immurement alive of religious is

not "a ridiculous myth," and that it is not
44 founded on a 'striking story' in lempie

Bar "
(MR. WAINEWRIGHT), appears from the

fact that it is as old as Sir Walter bcott,

and a good deal older, and that skeletons

have been found in more than one instance

in very suspicious positions, to say the least.

The "story" was a "striking" illustration,

if nothing more. (3) The Spaniards, no

doubt, have " laws punishing murder (MR.

PEACOCK). But, under the circumstances,

who was to know that a murder had been

committed ? The English Consul (in the

story) advised our tourists to get quietly out

of the country as soon as they could ;
and

we need to inquire what powers of visitation

of monastic establishments are, or were,

possessed by fche Government or the bishops

in Spain.
All the evidence points to the conclusion

that dark deeds have been done, and perhaps
are being done, by persons possessed of irre-

sponsible power.
H. J. DUKINFIELD ASTLEY.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Studies in Napoleonic Statesmanship. Germany
By Herbert A. L. Fisher, M.A. (Oxford, Claren

don Press.)

SHOULD the reception of Mr. Fisher's work provi

all that is desired and merited it will be followec

by other volumes dealing with Napoleonic states

mauship in France, Italy, Holland, and Belgium
The series thus constituted will be one of the mos

important contributions to our knowledge of Napo
Icon that the last decade, rich^

as it is in such, ha

given. In Germany and in France the iniluenc

of Napoleonic views is best studied. There is

however, no part of Europe except Knglanc
where such is not assertive. In Russia the mer
external fringe was touched. From Sweden t

Naples, and from Holland to Poland, the effect o

Napoleon's administrative work was revolutionary
Concerning Napoleonic battles and campaign
next to nothing is now said. As a contributio

to a comprehension of the civil side of th

Napoleonic empire the book is of absprbin
interest and supreme importance. It constitutes

oreover, pleasant reading, and may be studied

om cover to cover with constant delight,

efore the close of the Napoleonic era the map
f Germany was transformed, and the old ideas

hat had ruled the petty German states went,

o use Mr. Fisher's phrase, "suddenly, pam-

lly, and shamefully bankrupt." The change that

s wrought was universal and all-embracing, and

xtended from the throne to the cottage. It is

mpossible to trace at leisure the growth of French

scendency, from the treaty of Campo-i orrmo

;hen, for compensation in Venice. Istria, and

)almatia, Austria, besides .renouncing Lombardy,
eded Belgium and consented to the convocation

f a congress at Rastadt to the abolition of the

loman Empire and the end in 1813 of the Con-

ederation of the Rhine. By 1801 Napoleon was in

position to dictate, and the treaty of Luneville

atified and strengthened all that had been con-

eded at Campo-Formio. A good account is supplied
f the motives which led Napoleon to seize and

lay the Due d'Enghien, Napoleon's gravest crime
nd blunder, and of the high-handed, though com-
prehensible proceedings against the British repre-
entatives at the Courts of Munich and Stuttgart,
jess successful was the abduction of Sir George Ber-

iman Rumbold, arid Napoleon found himself com-
pelled to recede from the position he had taken up.
Lhe description of the capture of this British agent
n Hamburg is strikingly dramatic. The camp at

Boulogne and the question of a descent on England
vere pretexts, the real object of the camp being
Austria, in regard to which its existence gave
Napoleon a start of twenty days. It is idle, Mr.
Fisher holds, to weep over the fate of the German
)etty Courts, but the larger Powers, who cringed
and clamoured for their extinction, are worthy of

no more sympathy. No altruistic purpose, how-
ever, animated Napoleon in establishing the Con-
'ederation of the Rhine, and if he amused his

confederates with the show of power, it was that

they might serve him in his own designs. An
enormous effect was caused by the execution of

Palm of Nuremberg, the bookseller condemned by
the verdict of seven French colonels in time of

peace "for a pamphlet written in Vienna which
he had never read," and the Prussian army, enter-

ing upon the most disastrous campaign it ever

experienced, was confident of success. Particularly
worthy of study is the chapter (vii.) upon Tilsit
and the settlement of North Germany ; and the
account of Dalberg, the archchancellor whom Napo-
leon called a numskull, is profoundly interesting.
In nothing are the tact and wisdom of Napoleon
better shown than in his counsels to the caterans his
brothers and brothers-in-law. On the power ob-
tained by Napoleon over the Grand Duchy of Berg,
on the establishment of the Westphalian kingdom,
and on its ruin, Mr. Fisher is equally well worth
hearing. His book is one, indeed, which the pub-
licist may not dream of neglecting, and by which
the historical student cannot fail to profit.

The History of Two Ulster Manors and of their
Owners. By the Earl of Belmore, P.C., G.C.M.G.
(Dublin, Thorn & Co. ; London, Longmans Co.)

UPON the first appearance, twenty-two years ago,
of Lord Belmore's 'History of the Two Ulster
Manors of Finagh, in the County of Tyrone, and
Coole, otherwise Manor Atkinson, in the County of
Fermanagh

'

(see 6th S. v. 59), we congratulated the
author upon one of the earliest attempts to com-
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pensate for the neglect of Irish local history till

then experienced, and indicated the special diffi-

culties that impeded the historian. Since that
time something has been done towards the publica-
tion of Irish documents, but much leeway must be
made up before Ireland, as regards local histories,

stands upon the same plane with the sister king-
doms. During the long period that has since

elapsed new information,
"
partly, but to no

great extent, affecting lands ;
but generally relating

to persons," has been received from the United

Kingdom and America, and has been incorporated
into the text or the appendices to the work.
The preface dwells rather sadly upon the indis-

putable fact that more interest is taken in a
book of this class in America than at home, and
upon the- probability that, owing to modern legis-

lation, "the parts of the two manors held by
agricultural tenants will pass into their hands.

During the long period that separates the two
editions Lord Belmore has. in addition to various

articles contributed to the Ulster Journal ofArchcuo-
logy, published two works kindred in nature,

' The
History of the Corry Family of Castlecoole' and
'

Parliamentary Memoirs of Fermanagh and Tyrone.'
The additions incorporated in the text are prin-

cipally in chap, ii., on James, John, and Robert

Lowry, Sen., 1665-1729. Rectifications are also

made in chaps, i. and x. New pedigrees are added,
always a matter of high importance in works of this

class; portraits of Col. James Corry, M.P. for Fer-

managh, ob. 1718, and Col. John Corry, M.P. for

Enniskillen, ob. 1726, are inserted ;
and there are

some autograph facsimiles. Lord Belmore traces

patiently the history of his domains by the aid of

his own deeds and documents, and gives us a work
which, in its avoidance of conjecture, sets an ex-

ample to the compiler of local history and genea-

logical record. More familiarity with Irish history
than most can claim is necessary to estimate aright
the value of the whole, and even that of the bio-

graphical details. The Irish names quoted p. 84

. and passim are the most jaw-breaking to be en-

countered, and would, indeed, "have made Quin-
*

tilian stare and gasp." Here are two or three

samples : Alltnedeaghserough, Loughanaskeaghan,
Coraghokeelaugh. Among the new appendices is

one on the family of Corrie in Dumfriesshire. A
list of pictures at the present time at Castlecoole

includes portraits by Lely of the first Duke oi

Richmond and Louise de Querouaille (catalogued
in error

"
Queronaille"), Duchess of Portsmouth.

Other portraits of more than domestic interest are

mentioned. The book naturally appeals to a limitec

public, but is precious in many respects. The
matter retained contains the best account yet given
of the famous Beresford ghost story. A good por
trait of the Earl of Belmore, dated 1903, serves as

frontispiece.

A Descriptive Guide to the Best Fiction, English ana

American. By Ernest A. Baker, M.A. (Sonnen
schein & Co.)

1 CONTRIBUTIONS to a Descriptive Guide,' &c., wouk
be a better title for Mr. Baker's book than that it

bears. The book is all very well so far as it goes
but it does not go far enough. It is inevitable tha

a work of this class should be inadequate on its

first appearance, but the omissions we trace are

sufficient to deprive it of authority. In a book tha

gives some of the novels of Aphra Behn we look fo:

.those of Eliza Haywood. We miss favourites o

ur own immediately recalled, such as Hood's

Tylney Hall ' and Westland Marston's 'A Lady
n her Own Right,' and find no mention of the
works of Winwood Reade. In cases where informa-
ion is supplied, as under Barclay or Voltaire, it

3 inadequate. As regards the '

Argenis
'

of the

ormer, it is ten years out in date ; no mention
s made of a translator, nor is it said that it

s written in Latin. On the other hand, recent
ranslations of Balzac and other writers are given
.t some length. The book does not claim to be a

)ibliography. We trace no work of the Baron de
a Motte-Fouque", not even the immortal 'Undine.'

Selections from the Poems of George Crabbe. By
Anthony Deane. (Methuen & Co.)

A SELECTION from the works of Crabbe will answer
requirements of most readers. Byron, with

whimsical exaggeration, called him "
Though

nature's sternest painter, yet the best." Interest
n him is, we are told, revived, and as a proof of it

we have now two hundred and fifty pages from
The Parish Register,' 'The Borough,' 'Tales of

;he Hall,' c., included in "The Little Library" of
Messrs. Methuen.

The Scottish Historical Beview. Vol. I. No. 1.

(Glasgow, MacLehose & Sons.)
[N this attractive guise the Scottish Antiquary,
established in 1886, will henceforth make its appear-
ance. It is much extended from its original shape,
but will cover the same wide field of history,
archaeology, and literature, with special reference to
Scotland and the Borders. It has a formidable list

of names of writers pledged to assist in its produc-
tion, including very many of those most pleasantly
and approvedly familiar to our readers. Accepting,
as we may, the opening number as representative
of those to follow, we predict for the new
quarterly a prosperous, useful, and enduring life.

Prof. Walter Raleigh supplies the opening paper
on 'The Lives of Authors.' Among the works
dealt with in this are, naturally, the lives written
by Izaak Walton, Aubrey's 'Brief Lives,' Wood's
' Athense Oxonienses,' and others of a similar date,
down to Gibber's (Theophilus) 'Lives of the Poets.'
It must be remembered that this work, the prin-
cipal responsibility for which is attributed to Robert
Shields, belongs, so far as the Gibbers are con-
cerned, to Theophilus, the son, and not to Colley,
the father. Portraits of Aubrey, Walton, and
Wood are given, as well as Aubrey's interesting
book-plate. Winstanley and Gerard Langbaine are
mentioned duly, but the recognition accorded to
the * Theatrum Poetarum Anglicanorum

'

of Edward
Phillips, the nephew of Milton, is but lukewarm.
'

Lislebourg and Petit Leith
'

is an interesting
article. We wonder how many are aware that
Lislebourg was a French name for Edinburgh, and
was sometimes used by Mary, Queen of Scots.
This is accompanied by the reproduction of an
early plan of Edinburgh. Two theories equally
ingenious are supplied for the use by the French to
the words Lisleboury and Petit Leith. Dr. Law, the
writer, leans to the idea that the original name may
have been Leith-le-bourg, altered to Lisse-le-bourg,
and finally to Lislebourg. Mr. Lang sends a short
note embodying a letter from William Stewart to
the Regent, 5 Aug., 1569. Mr. W. Law Mathieson
point out errors in Hill Burton, the Scottish his-
torian. There is a short article on 'Old Oaths
and Interjections,' and Mr. J. T. T. Brown writes
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' On the Influence of John Lyly,' according both that of a bird.
'

Sportie,' described by Miss Con-

praise and blame to the recently published edition stance E. Maud, is a displeasing specimen of a
of that dramatist's work. The reviews are by Yankee boy. It is to be hoped such
Sir Archibald Geikie, Mr. T. F. Henderson, Dr.

George Neilson, Miss Mary Bateman, and other
well-known writers. In its new shape the review
makes an admirable start.

AN article in the Fortnightly, by M. Octave
Uzanne, on ' The Evolution of French Contem-

examples are
not common. In Longman's Mr. Fred Whishaw
has a pleasing article on '

Loafing Time,' with an
excellent jackdaw story. Mr. Lawrence Gibbs deals
with '

Egyptian Irrigation Works.' Mr. Lang,
writing from the Highlands, has something to say
about an interesting Highland and Jacobite exhi-
bition at Inverness, which brings him on to the sub-

porary Literature,' is interesting and slightly pessi- I ject of Queen Mary and the Casket Letters. He
mistic in tone. The sense that in France, as deals with a question of literary ethics first opened
elsewhere, there is at present a dearth of great out in the Athenivum.ln the Gentleman's 'The
men permeates it. To the influence of the Dreyfus England of the Paston Letters' is agreeably anti-
affair the writer attributes the profanation of the quarian. Mr. Percy Fitzgerald writes on ' Jane
temple of literature. A noteworthy expression of Austen's Novels,' a subject much to the fore of

opinion
on the part of Ernest Renan is quoted to late. In ' A Literary Highway

'

the associations of
trie effect that in fifty years' time no one will open the Dover road are described. Dr. Japp has some
a book. This seems a hard saying, and to us it is interesting correspondence concerning cuckoos in

impossible of acceptance; but the average man, it captivity. Mrs. John Quincy Adams's 'Narrative
must be owned, reads little.

'

Legend and Marie of a Journey from St. Petersburg to Paris in 1815,'
Bashkirtseff,' by Prince Bpjidar Karageorgevitch, with an introduction by her grandson, Brooks
proves that the famous diary is anything rather

|
Adams, constitutes the article of greatest interest
in Scribner's. It is accompanied by a portrait of
Mrs. Adams from a miniature. Mr. W. S. Harwood
writes on 'State Universities,' his paper being
illustrated from photographs.

' The South-West
.

.

from a Locomotive '

is interesting and instructive.
our columns, sends to the Nineteenth Century an Some coloured illustrations of merit accompany a
admirable paper on 'The Gardens of Ancient Rome contribution on 'Shooting,' a matter outside our
and what Grew in Them.' In the time dealt with

|
ken. The number is excellent,

the woodlands " were not regarded as places of

delight and attraction." They were "not yet
'vocales' or

'

venerabiles
'

so much as dangerous,
black, and oracular." The hortus signified indif-

ferently an orchard and a garden. Mr. Baddeley
dwells upon the homeliness of such Latin aristo-
cratic names as the Fabii, the Lentuli, and the

Pispnes. His paper is, indeed, full of pleasant
antiquarian erudition. Mrs. Maxwell Scott con-
cludes her enthusiastic eulogy of Joan of Arc, for

than the "
exact, absolute, faithful truth

" which the
maid asserted it to be. At the time when she
presented herself as a little girl of twelve she was
sixteen or seventeen. Mr. St. Clair Baddeley,
whose name is sometimes pleasantly conspicuous in

is

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.which the Nineteenth Century scarcely seems the

most appropriate place. Mr. W. H. Wilkins, well
known for his writings on English queens, deals
admirably with '

Augusta, Princess of Wales,
3 who

escaped being a British queen. Mr. Walter Ray-mond has an excellent and most amusing sketch i

- - - -

of London boyhood in
' London in the Lane ' p ot PaPer > Wltn tne signature of the writer and

In the Pall Mall the article of most interest is that ? address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
Vk*r i VtA i , J I t , ,. ^ * I >U i 1 AT ^.1 TIT j-i I inO" mi Pril^S CIV ma L"l nor -nrifoa ix ri i- V v^i/vo -*>s3 4-*-*. ft-*w.^ VT C A

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-
spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate

by the editor on 'Phil May, the Man
Artist,' the illustrations to which present many
aspects of May's remarkable talent. There is in
much of his work a vein of notable pathos, to
which the critic does full justice. Phil May is

indeed, a fine humourist, after whose works the
prudent collector should look. Specially to be
commended are the designs of

' Launce and his
Dog 'and 'The Intruder.' Excellent illustrations
accompany 'The Brighton Road' and 'The Motor
Car ' and the instalment of ' The Queen's Quhair

'

Mr Sharp's 'Literary Geography
'

deals with the
hnghsh lakes. 'Hotels and Hotel Life in New
York '

has some faithful, but gruesome-looking views
from photographs.

' The Discovery of Radium '

is
good so far as it goes.-' In Guipi'ucoa,' by Mrs
Woods, in the Cornhill, describes the shrine of
""Ha, whose life is also briefly told. Mr. Basil

3, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

E BAILEY (Philadelphia). Ask the librarian of
the Historical Society for the volumes of ' N. & Q.*
and consult the Indexes.

the harp of life," &c.).
1. 33.

J. H. S. (" Love took u-

See Tennyson's
'

Locksley

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
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ADAM THE CARTHUSIAN.
(See ante, p. 184.)

IN supplement to the note regarding the
author of /The Twelve Profits of Tribu-

lation,' which is attributed to Adam the
Carthusian, it may be worth while to record
here what Steevens in his continuation of

Dugdale's 'Monasticon' says about him. He
says he was

*'a Carthusian, and Doctor of Divinity, of whom I
find in John Mplanus and Theodore Petreius, in his
'Carthusian Library,' that he was a man of holy
and religious life and considerable learning, con-
versing little among men, and entirely devoted
himself to Divine contemplation day and night, to
a decrepit old age. However, he writ not only for

himself, but for the benefit of Posterity, 'The
Ladder to ascend to Heaven,' 'Of Receiving the
Holy Eucharist,' 'Of Suffering Tribulation,' 'The
Life of 18. Hugh, Bishop of Lincoln,' and flourished

There is a copy of the ' Liber de Duodecim
Utilitatibus Tribulationis

'

in the Bodleian
Library (MS. Laud, Miscel. 210, fols. 99-114).
In Coxe's 'Catalogue' it is put down as the
work of Adam the Carthusian, "sive cujus-
cunque sit."

Another work attributed to
" Master Adam

the Carthusian" is
' Aromata que emit Maria

Magdalene.' (See 'Cat. Harl. MS&,' 1706,
art. 19, fol. 54b).
He must not, however, be confused with

Brother Adam who wrote the '

Magna Vita
'

of St. Hugh, the Carthusian Bishop of
Lincoln (1186-1200), with whom he was con-

temporary. This Brother Adam was not a
Carthusian. It is, however, possible that the
*
Life of St. Hugh

'

translated by Leopold
Widemann from a MS. in the library of the
Gemnicensis Chartreuse in Austria, printed
by Pezius in 1733 at Ratisbon, may have
been compiled by Master Adam the Carthu-
sian. It is described as

"
rather a selection

than an abridgment" of the 'Magna Vita,'
and is therefore of later date than that
life. (See Dimock's preface to the *

Magna
Vita,' p. xii.) This would explain Tanner
attributing to him 'Vita Hugonis Lincoln.,'
lib. i.

There was in the twelfth century another
Carthusian also named Adam, and sometimes
called Master Adam the Scot, or the Prsemon-
strant, owing to his having been Abbot of the
Prsemonstratensian Abbey of Dryburgh in
Scotland before he entered the Carthusian
Priory of Witham in Somersetshire. He was
a contemporary of St. Hugh, and knew him
well, discussing theological subjects with the
latter on his annual visits to Witham Priory,
of which, before his election as bishop, he had
been prior. This Adam also wrote a number
of works, some particulars of which are

given in Miss E. Margaret Thompson's
'Somerset Carthusians' (1895), pp. 71-5.

It may be added that there appears to be
some confusion in the 'D.N.B.' as to the
various persons who bore the name Adam.
Adam of Evesham or Eynsham, who is con-
sidered to have been the author of the 'Magua
Vita,' and therefore if so is the same individual
as Brother Adam above mentioned, according
to the 'D.N.B.' (vol. i. p. 78), died in 1191,
which is clearly incorrect. The Adam who
wrote the 'Magna Vita' entered the house-
hold of Bishop Hugh in 1197, and he appears
to have been alive in 1232 (Dimock's pref.,

pp. xxxvi and xii). H. W. UNDEKDOWN.

BURTON'S 'ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.
(See 9*h S. xi. 181, 222, 263, 322, 441

; xii. 2, 62, 162.)

I CANNOT find it in my heart to bestow on
the reader all my tediousness or the whole
of Shilleto's mistranslations. The following
examples will be enough to show that con-
sistent accuracy must not be claimed for the
English renderings offered in this edition

Vol. i. p. 26, 1. 6 (' D. to the R.'
; p. 10, 1. 9,

in 6th edit.): "Facilia sic putant omnes
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quse jam facta, nee de salebris cogitant, ubi

via strata." Burton has the marginal
note "Lipsius." The exact reference, which

Shilleto fails to add, is the preface
* Ad

Lectorem
'

of Lipsius's
'

Opera Omnia quse ad

Criticen proprie spectant' (vol. i. p. 191 of

the 1675 edit, of his collected works). The

original words are "Sed videlicet ita humanum
ingenium est, facilia putare quse jam facta :

nee de salebris cogitare, ubi via sit strata
"

(and Lipsius proceeds to tell the story of

Columbus and the egg, beloved by the com-

pilers of school-books). Shilleto translates the

word salebris by
" the trouble the road has

taken to make." Salebrce means "
the rough

places" (which used to be there), and one

may appropriately compare
Had you seen these roads before they were made,
You would lift up your hands and bless General
Wade.

(Thus in the 'D.N.B.' in the life of Wade.
Scott,

' The Highland Widow,' chap, i., quotes
the lines in a slightly different form.)

Vol. i. p. 27, 1. 13 (' D. to the R.'
; p. 10, 1. 7

from foot, in 6th edit), Burton compares the

reception of his book to that of Persius's

satires recorded by Probus :

" ' Editum librum
continuo mirari homines, atque avide deri-

pere coeperunt,' I may in some sort apply to
this my work. The first, second, and third
editions [so A. R. S., but the sixth edition
and fourth edition have "

edition "] were sud-

denly gone, eagerly read, & as I have said,
not so much approved by some, as scorn-

fully rejected by others." Shilleto renders
the quotation by

" men began both to admire
and eagerly carp at it." The meaning of

"deripere," or rather "diripere," was clearly
put by Casaubon (in his t,dit. of Persius,
1605, 'Notae ad Persii Vitam')

"
elegantissimo

verbo expressit auiditatem lectorum, qui
librum Persii simul ac fuit publicatus, cupide
sibi quisque parabant." It thus corresponds
to

u
the first, second, and third editions were

suddenly gone."
Vol. i. p. 60, 1. 18 CD. to the R.'; p. 31, 1. 4,

in 6th edit.). A. R. S. in foot-note 5 translates
the well-known words of Vergil ('^En.,' ii.

390), "Dolus an virtus, quis in hoste
requirat?" by

" Who asks an enemy whether
lie acts guilefully or virtuously?" This ver-
sion is unfortunate in more than one respect.
The real meaning, if I may slightly amend
Conington's translation (

'

Miscellaneous
Writings,' vol. ii. p. 155), is "Trick or strength
of hand, who, in dealing with an enemy,
would ask which?" or, to quote the same
scholar's commentary, "Who, having to deal
with an enemy, would draw distinctions
between stratagem and hard fighting ?

'

Further, it is to be noted that in quoting
this passage of Vergil Burton (4th and 6th

edits.) places a note of interrogation after

virtus as well as after requirat. Why should

this have been disregarded ? It is surely of

interest, and may often be of importance, to

know the precise form in which our author

gives a quotation. Departures, not merely
in matters of spelling, from the exact text of

Burton are annoyingly frequent in Shilleto's

reprint. A curious instance may be seen in

vol. iii. p. 165, 1. 10 from foot (Part. III.

sect. ii. memb. iii. subs. i. ; p. 511, 1. 19, in

6th edit., where, owing to the error already
mentioned, the member is given as 4). Burton
here quotes Catullus, 107, 11. 7-8, thus :

Quis me uno vivit fcelicior? aut magis hac est

Optandum vita dicere quis poterit ?

Shilleto, however, by tampering with the

text, makes Burton appear to be prophetic-
ally aware of Lachmann's nineteenth-century
emendation.
There is a singular ill fortune attaching

to this quotation. Thackeray puts the lines

in the mouth of General Lambert in 'The
Virginians/ vol. ii. chap. ix. (vol. ix. p. 83 in
the 24-vol. edition, 1869-86), and makes the

general expressly say,
"
I got them out of my

old favourite Democritus Junior put of old

Burton, who has provided many indifferent
scholars with learning." However, in the
"
Biographical Edition

"
of Thackeray (1901,

vol. x. p. 481) the general quotes the lines

as emended by Guarinus ("aut magis hac
quid Optandum").

Vol. i. p. 109, 1. 20 ('D. to the R.'; p. 60, 1. 22,
in 6th edit.): "Stultos jubeo esse libenter."
A. R. S. translates this :

"
I gladly bid them

be fools." Whether the words occur in any
modern Latin poet I do not know. They are
an adaptation of Horace, Sat. I. i. 63, 64,
"miserum iubeo esse libenter

| Quatenus id

facit," with the old punctuation by which
libenter was connected with miserum esse

instead of with facit. See, e.g., Lambinus's
edition of Horace, part ii. (1577), p. 12, col. 2.

But libenter does not, as in Shilleto's trans-

lation, go with iubeo. Compare Sir P. Sidney,
'An Apologie for Poetrie,' p. 55 (Arber), "I
onely with Horace, to him that is of that
opinion,

' Iubeo stultum esse libenter.'
"

Vol. i. p. 503, 1. 13 (Part. I. sect. iv. memb. i.;

p. 454 [sic, should be 218], 1. 5, in 6th edit.).
In Shilleto's translation of the Latin version
of Callimachus's "

neat epigram,"

Jamque vale Soli cum diceret Ambraciotes,
In Stygios fertur desiluisse lacus,

Morte nihil dignum passus : sed forte Platonis
Divini eximium de nece legit opus,

there are two errors, Ambraciotes being
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treated as though it were the name of the
man who committed suicide (his name was
Cleombrotus ;

Ambraciotes means a native
of Ambracia), and forte being rendered
"
perhaps

"
instead of

"
by chance

"
or

"
as it

happened." The editor would appear not to

have examined the original Greek of this

epigram with care.

Vol. ii. p. 32, 1. 14 (Part. II. sect. ii. memb. i.

subs, ii.; p. 236, 1. 2, in 6th edit.): "to have
ventrem bene moratum, as Seneca calls it."

Shilleto translates v. b. m. by "a healthy
stomach." This spoils the phrase. It means
"a well-behaved stomach." "A well-gouerned
bellie

"
is Lodge's rendering.

Vol. ii. p. 140, 1. 11 from foot (Part. II.

sect. ii. memb. vi. subs, iv.; p. 303, 1. 2 from
foot, in 6th edit.) : "Misce stultitiam consiliis

brevern" is translated by Shilleto "Mix mirth
and business." It is doing Horace less than

justice to ignore the qualifying brevem.

Vol. ii. p. 170, 1. 10 (Part. II. sect. iii.

memb. iii.; p. 321, 1. 20 from foot, in 6th edit.) :

"'tis 'lubrica statio et proxima prsecipitio.'
"

Shilleto translates lubrica statio
** a dazzling

position." Lubrica means, of course, "slip-

pery" or "dangerous."
Vol. ii. p. 176, 1. 14 (Part. II. sect. iii.

memb. iii.; p. 325, 1. 18, in 6th edit.) : calcas

opes does not=" you despise riches
"
(A. K. S.),

but, as the context clearly shows,
" tread on

riches," the reference being to sumptuous
pavements.

Vol. iii. p. Ill, 1. 17 (Part. III. sect. ii.

memb. ii. subs, iii.; p. 476, 1. 12 from foot, in

6th edit., where the member is by mistake
numbered 3) :

"
hie mulier, hsec vir." Shilleto

translates this "The woman is masculine, the
man effeminate." "He-woman, she-man"
(quasi 6 yvv-q, 17 avrjp), would be nearer the
mark. I take the following titles from
the B.M. Catalogue :

" Hie Mulier ; or, the
Man-Woman : being a Medicine to cure
the Staggers in the Masculine-Feminines of

our Times. Exprest in a brief Declamation

[London, 1620?], 4," and "Hsec-Vir; or, the
Womanish-Man. Being an answere to a late

Booke intituled Hic-Mulier. Exprest in a
briefe Dialogue betweene Hsec -Vir and
Hic-Mulier [London, 1620?], 4." With this

should be compared John Owen's epigram
'In Quintam et Quintinam' (Lib. i. 149 of

his first volume, dedicated to Lady Mary
Neville, and published in 1606), which
ends :

Contra naturam et mores, legesque loquendi,
(Grammatici fugite hinc) haec Vir et hie Mulier.

For the full understanding of this it is neces-

sary to remember the conventional use to

which the pronoun hie, hcec, hoc, was put by

grammarians, to do duty, namely, as a definite
article in giving the declension of nouns.
See Priscian, xvii. 27 (vol. iii. p. 124 in Keil's

'Grammatici Latini'), "Pronomen
'

hie,' quod
grammatici in declinatione nominum loco

prsepositivi, ut dictum est, ponunt articuli,

numquam in oratione sensum articuli habet."

Compare Clenardus,
'

Institutiones Absolu-
tissimae in Grsecam Linguam

'

(p. 6 in ed. of

1543, printed at Lyon by Gryphius),
"
Latini

inter .declinandum usurpant Hie, Haec, Hoc :

Grseci uero Articulum 6, 17,
TO : quern uocant

Prsepositiuum," and Shakespeare,
'

Merry
Wives,' Act IV. sc. i. 41, "Articles are bor-
rowed of the pronoun, and be thus declined,
Singulariter, nominative, hie, heec, hoc."

Finally, Burton (vol. iii. p. 233, 1. 13 from foot,
Part. III. sect. ii. memb. v. subs. ii. ; p. 554,
1. 17 from foot, in 6th edit., where the member
is wrongly given as 6) has "There's as much
difference of hcec, as hie ignis."
In vol. iii. p. 217, 1. 4 (Part. III. sect. ii.

memb. iv. [v.] subs. i.
; p. 544, 1. 9, in 6th edit.),

the familiar words of Vergil ('^En.,
J

vi. 444)
"curse non ipsa in morte relinquunt," are
turned into nonsense by Shilleto's translation ;

and in vol. iii. p. 470, 1. 20 (Part. III. sect. iv.

memb. ii. subs. vi. ; p. 707, 1. 9, in 6th edit.),
the simple words "Peccator agnoscat, Deus
ignoscit," are thus " traduced "

:

u Let the
sinner know [!], God pardons."

EDWAED BENSLY.
The University, Adelaide, South Australia.

(To be continued.)

DR. ANTHONY SCATTERGOOD'S BIBLE.

(See ante, p. 281.)

8. The Rev. T. H. A. Scrivener, D.C.L., &c., in 'The
Authorized Edition of the English Bible (1611), its

Subsequent Reprints and Modern Kepresentatives
'

(1884, Cambridge Univ. Press, published for the
Syndics), says in sect. 1,

'

History of Text 1611 to
Present Time,' p. 26: "Of the Bibles published
during the latter part of the seventeenth century
that of Hills and Field (small 8vo, London, 1660)
is remarkable for certain additions to the original
marginal notes of 1611, subsequently improved upon
in a Cambridge quarto of 1682-3, bearing the name of
John Hayes, the University printer, who had pre-
viously put forth a well-known edition in 1677. The
later of Hayes's two contains a great number of fresh
textual references, the reputed work of Dr. Anthony
Scattergood, and mostly taken from his Bible, also
published at Cambridge in 1678." (Is the sugges-
tion here that Hayes was not the publisher of the
1678 edition?)

9. Prof. J. E. B. Mayor, M. A., in a brief account
of Anthony Scattergood (contained in a note in his
edition of Baker's '

History of St. John's College '),

enumerating Scattergood's writings, includes "A
Bible at Cambridge 1678," and it is in reference to
this as well as to the ' Annotationes in Vet. Test. -

&c., that Mayor says that Scattergood "did some-
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what for the execution of that Commentary* de

signed by Williams," &c.

10. The writerf of the Introduction to Bagster'
1

English Hexapla,' speaking of errors which hac

crept into the editions of the A.V.
, published in sue

rapid succession after its first issue, says,
" Some o

these were very important, and others extremely
ludicrous ;

so that after the lapse of time a carefu
correction of the current editions became indis

pensably necessary. This important task was firs

executed by Dr. Scattergood in 1683."

It is not perfectly clear whether the writer hen
refers to a different task from that executed ty

Scattergood in the addition of the large number o
notes to the ]678 edition, of which we have beer

speaking ; primd facie he does. The additiona
notes and references appear to have been all copiec
in the 1683 edition ; but whether many corrections
were made apart from these notes can only be
determined by a careful and exhaustive collation
of the two editions.

11. Mr. T. Lowndes, in his
'

Bibliographer's
Manual 5

(Bohn's edit. 1869, vol. i. p. 188), describes
"The Bible, Cambridge, by J. Hayes, 1678 folio,

published by Anthony Scattergood, D.I)., with the
addition of many parallel texts, which are stil]

reprinted in the margin of the large Bibles."
Of course the records given by the above writers

cannot be taken to be all original, but were in many,
perhaps most, cases copied by one from the other.
The same must be said of the notices of an edition
of 1678 given with more or less of amplification by
the following :

Cotton, 'Editions of the Bible in English,'
Oxford, 1821 (in my possession), p. 25; Orme,
4

Bibliotheca Biblica,' p. 385, edit. 1824 (Brit. Mus.) ;

Eadie, 'The English Bible,
3

ii. p. 308 (1876); Mom-
bert,

'

English Versions of the Bible,
3

p. 372, foot-
note ; Scrivener,

'

Cambridge Paragraph Bible,' In-
troduction, sec. i. 19 ; Graesse,

'

Tresor de Livres
Rares et Precieuses' (under 'Biblia Anglica'); and

* See Racket, 'Scrinia Reserata 3

(1693, part ii.

42),
" Yet he (Williams) knew, that to expound

the whole Scripture learnedly was above the Powers,
and Parts of one Man. Therefore he reserved both
the filling, and finishing of it, to the assistance of
1 welve, or more, of the ablest Scholars in the Land
whom he had in his Eye and Thoughts, and pur-
pos

d the Recoinpence of a great Stipend. For he
hath said it to his Friends, that he would not stick
at the sum of Twelve, no, nor of Twenty Thousand
Pounds to perfect that Master-piece of Divinity

"

Id. 44: "And if he would ordain none that
were unlearned, what manner of Men were they
like to be, whom he preferred to Dignities and
Cures upon his own Collation? Let no more be
named but a Handful, <whom the Bishop gather'd
out of one Society, Trinity College in Cambridgeand guess at all by their proportion. Dr. Simson
the Author of the great Chronology, Dr. Warr Mr
G. Herbert, Dr. Meredith, Mr. H. Thornedick, Dr'

i
Ct
vT' r?

r
w-?r

rn ' Mr'

4"
Du

~port ' Mr' A ' ScaW
good, Mr. C. Williamson.

Tptovrot 6e*a pol Here
are Ten Nestors in one Militia, according to Atra
memnon's wish."

t The anonymous writer of the Introduction to
the

Hexapla
'

was, according to the Rev. C. F SWarren of Longford, Coventry, Dr. Temple Che-

SffiS M??? Du
l?arn from 1865 until his death

in 1873 ('Diet. Nat. Biog.').

others, including T. H. Home,
'

Introduction,' &c.,
first edit. vol. i. p. 328 ; also sixth edit. vol. ii. ap-
pendix, p. 77.

Home gives the date 1678 in a table which he
quotes from Hewlett's

'

Commentary,' containing
the number of parallel texts in different editions or
the A. V., in which he states that Scattergood's 1678
edition contains 33,145 references, while the 1677
edition, also published by J. Hayes, had 25,895 only.*
Mombert and Eadie repeat the above statement
as to the comparative number of references, with
a slight variation, probably due to a misprint on
one side or the other.
Of course the additional references would, for the

niost part, be copied in succeeding editions, as is,

indeed, stated by some of the authorities above
quoted ; and the writer of this notice, who possesses
copies of the quartos issued by Hayes in 1677 and
1683, is able to testify, from personal examination,
extending to several books of both Old and New
Testaments, that the increase named above, as

having taken place after 1677, cannot be far wrong.
The writer nas, naturally, made diligent search

for a 1678 edition, whether folio or quarto, and in
so doing has received kind and valuable help from
many collectors and librarians ; but without, up to
the time of writing, any success.

It may now be affirmed positively that the
volume does not exist in the libraries of the British
Museum ; the Bodleian ; Trinity College, Cam-
bridge ; St. John's College, Cambridge ; Queen's
College, Oxford ; Norwich Cathedral ; Peter-
borough Cathedral ; York Minster ; Ripon Minster ;

Lambeth Archiepiscopal Library ; Sion College ;

City of London (Guildhall) Library ; University
Library, Edinburgh ; Advocates' Library, Edin-
burgh ; University Library, Glasgow ; MitchellT
ibrary, Glasgow ; Trinity College, Dublin ; Chet-

ham Library, Manchester ; Dr. Williamson's
ibrary, London ; British and Foreign Bible

Society's Collection ; nor in those of the late Mr.
Fry, the Rev. Mr. Peckover, Mr. H. L. Farmer
Atkinson (dispersed by auction, March, 1896), the
ate Mr. Dore, of Huddersfield, and Prof. Copinger.
The Ashburnham Library (vide 'Book-Prices
Current,

3

1897, when it was dispersed) did not
Contain a copy, nor is it mentioned in Lea Wilson's
ist of his own collection. It was not shown in the
Jaxton Exhibition of 1877, and inquiry and adver-
isement amongst old booksellers and others have
ailed to produce any tidings of it

; and finally
here is no record in

'

Book-Prices Current' of the
)ook having been offered for sale by auction in
London during the years 1887-98 inclusive.

The failure to find the 1678 edition cannot
mt be considered remarkable, seeing that
opies of the many editions of the Bible
ssued between 1675 and 1685 are sufficiently
ommon. Are we, after all, to come to the
onclusion that Hayes's 1683 edition is that,
which was edited by Scattergood? The
bjections to this view are (1) that the book
tself contains no indication that a large

* In another place in the '

Introduction,
3

however,
lorne gives 1683 as the date of Scattergood's edition.
his is probably a mistake

; but Home's words have
een quoted by Lowndes (loc. cit. seq.) and by Dr.
Adam Clarke in the preface to his

*

Commentary.'
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number of the references appear in it for the
first time, and no suggestion as to the author-

ship ; (2) that the increased number is said

by some writers to have been taken from
Scattergood's Bible

;
and (3) that whereas

the 1683 edition is a quarto, the 1678 is

described in Archdeacon Cotton's Catalogue
as a folio, and the same statement is made
by Lowndes, though Hewlett gives it as a

quarto. It must be admitted, however, that
none of these objections have great weight
under the circumstances. It is remarkable,
as bearing on the above, that the only English
Bible in the 2,000 vols. of Dr. Scattergood's
Library* as offered for sale 26 July, 1697, is

the Cambridge 4to, 1683.

This would seem to strengthen the view
that this was, in fact, a copy of the edition
issued by him

;
but my copy does not seem

to bear any internal evidence of the notes
and references being his work, and the

difficulty remains with regard to tradition

having preserved the name of the anonymous
editor if I may use an Irishism through so

many years. More evidence is required, and
I should be very grateful for any early
references to Dr. Scattergood's Bible, or for

information as to the actual existence of a
1678 edition published by J. Hayes at Cam-
bridge. Such a copy, if it were forthcoming,
would, I think, be found to contain evidence,
on the title-page or elsewhere, of the author-

ship of the notes and parallel references.

BERNARD P. SCATTERGOOD.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. The old book-
sellers have always been apt to give amusing
interest to their lists by annotating their

own catalogues, and Mr. Spencer, of New
Oxford Street, is no exception to the rule.

In commenting on a book on gladiators he
makes a fierce attack on ancient Greece and
Rome, although given to swear "

by Jove."
Mr. Spencer goes too far, however, when he
calls modern Greece "a nest of brigandage."
It is worth remembering that there has been
no case of brigandage in the kingdom of

Greece (which includes all the classical spots
of ancient Greece in the strict sense of the

word) since the memorable outrage on British

subjects which occurred more than a genera-
tion ago. Greek brigands there are, no

doubt, but they are all in Turkey. Modern
Greece, amid her troubles, deserves com-
mendation for having put down a brigandage
to which in similar countries, Corsica and

" A Catalogue of the Library of the Reverend
and Learned Dr. Scattergood, Deceas'd. Contain-
ing a Curious Collection of Greek and Latin

Fathers," &c. Brit. Mus. 355, c. (6),

Sicily to wit, neither France nor Italy haa

been able to put an end. HELLENIST.

LATIMER FAMILY. Looking through back
volumes of

' N. & Q.,' I see, 7th S. vi. 208, a

query signed J. W. referring to the descen-

dants, if any, of Bishop Hugh Latimer, and

again, 8th S. xii. 509, a query appears signed
A. C. with reference to the descendants of

the father of Bishop Hugh Latimer. My
father, Williams Daniel Latimer, civil engi-

neer, third and youngest son of John William
Bassett Latimer by his wife Eliza Katherine,
eldest daughter and coheiress of Daniel

Winslow, of Cloghan, co. Fermanagh, claimed
to be a descendant of the family of Bishop
Latimer. I have no record of my father's

family further back than my great-grand-
father, Hugh Latimer, an officer in the

10th Regiment of Foot, who died at

Gibraltar probably towards the end of the

eighteenth century. He married Mary
McCormick, daughter of (?), of Cookstown,
co. Monaghan. Hugh Latimer had two sons :

the elder was my grandfather, John William

Bassett, and the younger James Cranston,
who was married first to his cousin Mary
McCormick, of (?), co. Donegal. He after-

wards went to Manchester, and of his

descendants, if any, I know nothing. My
father's arms are Gules, a cross patonce or,

surmounted by a bend azure, semle of fleurs-

de-lys of the second. Crest, a demi-lion

proper, holding between the paws a fleur-de-

lys azure. M.otto, Vi et virtute. These arms
are painted on the portrait of Bishop
Latimer in the National Portrait Gallery
with a slight difference in the detail.

^

I

possess an old print of the bishop in which
the same arms appear. I shall be most

grateful to any one who can give me in-

formation with regard to the genealogy of

the family. My only brother is named
Hugh. (Miss) F. H. LATIMER.

6, Oakley Street, Chelsea.

CHINESE GHOSTS. A Chinese friend tells

me that Chinese people believe their ghosts
never appear outside Chinese territory. This

does not mean that they never appear out-

side China. The Chinese quarters in the

large American cities are also Chinese terri-

tory ;
the Chinatown of San Francisco, for in-

stance, is haunted by a Chinese ghost, which

my friend had seen. It was in the open
street, he said, in the neighbourhood of the

Chinese Consulate, about four o'clock in the

morning. The first intimation he had of the

approach of something uncanny was the bark-

ing of a dog in a peculiar manner, impossible
to describe, but which when once heard is
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equally impossible to mistake. He knew how
much more quick than ourselves the lower
animals are to detect a supernatural presence,
and therefore looked round fearfully, and
saw, moving horribly across the darkness
the Chinese ghost ! I inquired how he knew
that it was a ghost. He explained that it

was destitute of those appendages which are
never mentioned in San Francisco without a
blush

; in a word, it had no legs, they were
cut off at the knees, and the thighs, or, as he
pronounced it, the "thights," of the ghost
were perpetually jerking up and down, with
the action of a cyclist. This struck me as
the most original feature of the story. I
believe the cycling ghost is a variety as yet
unknown, even to the Psychical Research
Society and Mr. Andrew Lang. I could see
that my friend was in deadly earnest, and
did not like to wound him by any apparent
scepticism, otherwise I should have suggested
that this must be the spirit of some "

scorcher
"

doomed eternally to revisit the scene of his
unhallowed exploits. Curiously enough, some
girls who came out of a tea-house while the
ghost was still on the spot failed to perceive
it, although it was visible to both dog and
man. I ascertained that this was not on
account of any inability to see ghosts affect-

ing the whole sex
; on the contrary, many

Chinese females can see ghosts, and my
friend's wife told me that she had seen one in
China, the revenant of a deceased girl friend.

I cannot forbear from adding one more
weird bit of lore, peculiarly interesting
to a Londoner. It will be a surprise to
most people, I am sure, to hear that the
Chinese Embassy, in Portland Place, is haunted
by a Chinese ghost, yet such is the fact. My
friend saw it upon the staircase late at
night, or rather early in the morning, and
recognized it as one Chow, an attache who
died at the Embassy years ago, and whom he
had personally known. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

THE "Snip" HOTEL AT GREENWICH. The
passing of this historic tavern, which the
recent appointment of a receiver and managerseems to predict, is another instance of the
changed condition of things at Greenwich
within such a short space of time as the last
decade. So recently as 1894 the last of the
celebrated ministerial whitebait dinners was
held, under the presidency of Lord Rosebery
^-

S1 C
l

at t
]
me

,i
the ProsPerity of the

Thv, Jl
M gradually been on the wane,

i hough the present building has only been
in existence some sixty years, a token found
whilst excavating for the Blackwall Tunnel
bore the inscription "Ship and Turtle Tavern

of Greenwich, 1640," and it is probable the

house was in existence previous to that date.

The fact that coaching to Greenwich is no

longer so fashionable as it was in the days of
' Pendennis

' no doubt partly accounts for the

decay of this fine old tavern. A number
of the cartoons and sketches associated

with the "Ship" still adorn its walls, and
are proofs of the popularity it has en-

joyed for the last two centuries. Perhaps
some reader of

' N. & Q.' who remembers it

in its palmy days will tell us something of its

history, political and otherwise, when the
Greenwich whitebait dinner was one of the
events of the season, and the

"
Ship

" Tavern
was amongst the most famous of hostelries.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

[Not a few writers must have pleasant memories
of the Saturday Revieiv dinners (now long things of
the past), once held at the rival Greenwich house, the
"
Trafalgar," the glory of which has also departed.

MR. HIBGAME brings the whitebait dinner down
ten years later than MR. COLEMAX, ante, p. 272.]

4 SERJEANT BELL AND HIS RAREE SHOW/
It is stated in Capt. R. J. H. Douglas's

very valuable catalogue of 'The Works of

George Cruikshank,
3 No. 195, p. 52, that

" Dickens is supposed to have been connected
with the literary part of the [this] book."
This attribution can never, I think, be more
than a supposition, for there is absolutely no
evidence to show that Dickens had any share
whatever in the production of the little work.
There is a letter from MR. WILLIAM TEGG in
' N. & Q.' (5

th S. iii. 366), transmitting a copy
of a letter from Dickens to his father, Mr.
Thomas Tegg, the publisher of the book, from
which it appears that the author of ' Sketches
by Boz ' was approached on the subject, and
that he agreed to do the work for a payment
of one hundred and fifty pounds, on condition
that his pseudonym of

" Boz " was nowhere
to appear ; but we have the assurance of Mr.
Tegg that the negotiations fell through, and
that nothing came of them. In Walford's
Antiquarian, xii. 33 (July, 1887), there is a
paper by the late Richard Herne Shepherd
on this subject, in which he expresses his

opinion that the introductory portion was
the handiwork of Dickens, as well as some
occasional passages, and he goes on to re-
mark :

"We take the intercalated descriptive chapters
added probably as an afterthought to swell the
oulk of the book) to be the work of an inferior
tiack hand probably of that prince of bores, the
late

4 Peter Parley
'

; as the only complete copy
of the book we have seen is lettered on the back of
the cloth cover '

Peter Parley's Works Picture of
the World.' "

I may observe, par parenthese, that my own
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copy, as well as others I have seen, is lettered
on the back '

Serjeant Bell and his Karee
Show,' and that on the front cover is a de-

sign in gold, copied from the frontispiece, of

the old showman exhibiting his wares. I

have carefully looked through the book, and
as regards Dickens cannot concur with Mr.
Shepherd's opinion, as I fail to observe the

slightest trace of the master's hand either in
the introductory or any other portion of the

letterpress. But as regards the authorship
Parley," I am inclined to think Mr.of "Peter

Shepherd is right. On the last page of the
of the

Works of Mr. Peter Parley, Voyager, Travel-
"

.

book (p. [448]) is "A List. [448
f Mr.

Popular-

ler, and Story-Teller," all of which were
issued by Mr. Thomas Tegg, the publisher of

'Serjeant Bell.' Amongst these is 'Tales
about Great Britain and Ireland,' of which a

copy of the fourth edition, published in 1845,
was given to me when a youngster, and is

still in my possession. At pp. 35-41 of that
book is an account of Goodrich Court in

Herefordshire, then the seat of Sir Samuel
Hush Meyrick, the great authority on arms
and armour. At pp. 255-80 of

'

Serjeant Bell
'

I

is also an account of Goodrich Court, drawn
up in very similar language. This old place
had naturally an attraction for "Peter Parley"
Mr. Samuel G. Goodrich and he needs no

excuse for introducing a description of it

into his books. But there is no conceivable
reason why Dickens should have done so,
and in default of other testimony, I think
we must accept the external evidence of Mr.

Tegg, and the internal evidence of the book
itself, that

" Boz " had no literary connexion
whatever with 'Serjeant Bell.'

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-
mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers maybe addressed to them
direct.

SIR HENRY SIDNEY'S HEART. Sir Henry
Sidney, K.G., Lord President of Wales, who
died on 5 May, 1586, at Worcester, in
the bishop's palace, left directions in his

will that his body should be buried in the

Sidney Chapel at Penshurst, but that his

heart should be placed by the side of his

fourth daughter, Ambrosia, who died at Lud-
low Castle 22 February, 1574, and was buried
in Ludlow Church.
In the Gentleman's Magazine, vol. Ixiv. pt. ii.

p. 785, there is an engraving of the leaden
urn in which Sir Henry's heart was placed,

bearing the following inscription :
" Her lith

the Harte of Syr Henrye Sydney, L.P., anno
Domini 1586." In the letter which accom-

panies it, dated "
Leominster, Aug. 14," 1794,

the writer, Samuel Nicholas, states that he
had "

procured the Urn a few days ago from
Edward Coleman, Esq., of this Town" that
it had come into Mr. Coleman's possession,
with the house he then resided in, some years
earlier ; by what means it was brought there,
or whence, is not known

;
but Thomas Harris,

Esq., was the owner of the house before Mr.

Coleman, and it is supposed that he had it

from Dr. Coningsby, who was a great lover
of antiquities.
Can any reader of 'N. & Q.' throw light

on the previous and subsequent history of
this interesting relic? It is not mentioned
in any papers at Penshurst.

MARY SIDNEY.
127, Ebury Street, S.W.

PAINT-BRUSH. This term appears to be
recent in literary use. I do not find it in any
dictionary before Cassell's 'Encyclopaedic' in

1886, and I have not come upon a literary

example before 1882. All the same, I re-

member it in colloquial use more than fifty

years ago ; indeed, I can remember having
a paint-box and paint-brushes, and buying"
camel's-hair paint-brushes" in 1845. Was

it then only a child's word ? In works on art
one finds only "the brush," the "product
of his brush," &c. In 1792 the Gentleman's

Magazine speaks of a "
painter's brush," and

in a ' Book of Trades '

of 1842, under ' The
Brushmaker,' where scrubbing-brushes, shoe-

brushes, clothes-brushes, and tooth-brushes
all appear, one finds paint-brushes referred
to only as "the brushes used by painters."
But surely tradesmen who sold them called

them "
paint-brushes

"
fifty years ago ! Can

any one furnish examples 1

J. A. H. MURRAY.

"CuT THE PAINTER." As a slang expres-
sion, originally no doubt nautical, but latterly
used by "dry land sailors," convicts, &c.,

meaning to
" make off with oneself,"

"
be off,"" cut the connexion," this is known as early

as 1700. We should like to know when it

was first used in a political connexion, in
reference to the separation of a colony from
the mother country. My own impression is

that I heard it first somewhat before 1870,
and that it was then given as a well-known
Australian phrase, and as an expression of
the Australian sentiment of that day. I
somehow associate it with Dilke's 'Greater

Britain,' in which a good deal is said about
the relations between the colonies and the
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home Government. But, on looking, I do no
find it there

; perhaps I saw the expression
used in one of the newspaper notices of th<

book in 1868. We shall be glad of any earlj

examples. I am told that it was used by the

late Cecil Rhodes in a memorable speech ;
a

reference to that would also be useful.

J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

"MAIS ON REVIENT TOUJOURS."

Mais on reyient toujours
A ses premiers amours.

Where did Etienne, who introduced this

couplet in the opera comique of 'Joconde
(1814), find it

1

? What is the Latin original o:

the expression, either in poetry or as a pro
verbial phrase ? B.

PAYNE. In the August number of the
Cornhill Magazine is an article on '

Rupert,
the Captive of Linz,' in which is mentioned
" Master Peter Payne," who had brought to
Bohemia from England

"
the teaching o1

Wycliffe." Can any of your readers give me
some particulars of the life of Peter Payne ?

WILLIAM PAYNE.
Southsea.

[Refer to the 'D.N.B.,' s.n., xliv. 14.]

EMMET AND DE FONTENAY LETTERS. In
the opening years of the nineteenth century
a correspondence was carried on between
members of the Emmet family and Madame
Gabrielle de Fontenay, ci-devant Marquise
de Fontenay. This lady and her husband,
during the first years of the French Revolu-
tion, lived as Emigre's in Dublin, but returned
to France in 1800. Three of the letters (all
written by R. Emmet) were published in a
JNew York newspaper in 1868. Up to thirty
years ago the letters were in possession of a
distant relative of the Emmet family living
in Paris. Since his death nothing is known
of them.

Copies of the letters, or any information
about them, will be acceptable. The letters
are addressed to

" Madame Gabrielle de Fon-
tenay, chez Madame de Ruay a Ponce, presMountome par Vendome, Loire et Cher"
Very few letters of R. Emmet are known :

probably in Ireland some may remain if the
possessors of them would produce them

FRANCESCA.
DUCHESS OF MARLBOROUGH.-I am anxious

to know whether the following book is rareand also if it be authentic : "An Account
ot the Conduct of the Dowager Duchess of
Marlborough, from her First Coming to
Court to the Year 1710. In a letter from
Herself to My Lord - -. London : Printed

by James Bettenham for George Hawkins at
Milton's Head, between the two Temple gates.
M.DCCXLII." WILLIAM TOWNSEND STORRS.

[It was written by Nathaniel Hooke the younger,
the friend of Pope, at the dictation of the Duchess,
and is unquestionably authentic. As to its rarity
we cannot speak.]

OVERSTRAND CHURCH. Inside the tower
of the ruined church at Overstrand, near

Cromer, a few feet above floor level, there is

a small square recess iri the wall, with a kind
of flue rising from it into the tower. The
purpose of this recess seems to be a puzzle.
According to Mr. George Beckett, the author
of

4 The Vale of Health
; or, Overstrand and

Sidestrand, Past and Present
'

(London, 1899),
"it may have been used as a stove for kind-

ling incense
"
(p. 22) ;

but it is evident from
this that he has never witnessed the opera-
tion, which is easily and usually performed
without a special stove. Is there anything
like it to be found in any other pre-Reforma-
tion church, and what was really its obiect ?

L. L. K.

ST. WILLIAM OF AQUITAINE. Was he an
ancestor of the early Plantagenets 1 We
think he was, but have not been able to find
evidence confirming ordisproving our opinion.

N. M. & A.

A SWEDENBORGIAN DRUGGIST. (See ante,

p. 189.) That Lord Macaulay drew from the
trial scene in

' Pickwick '

his apposition of

"Epsom salts" and "oxalic acid" can hardly
be doubted, but why did he dub his hypo-
thetical druggist a Sweden borgian

1

? Was
the word selected simply as a sonorous
spithet ;

or was it also a quotation ? In 'The
Correspondence of Carlyle and Emerson/
2 vols., 1883, appeared a letter from the latter,
dated 14 May, 1834, wherein he wrote: "I
shall put with it the little book of my
3wedenborgian druggist of whom I told you."
The little book in question was * Observations
on the Growth of the Mind,' by Sampson
freed, who was a graduate of Harvard College
n 1818, and died at the age of eighty in 1880.

Acknowledging this letter on 12 August,
1834, Carlyle wrote: "He is a faithful thinker,
that Swedenborgian Druggist of yours, with
really deep ideas." I suppose it is possible
:hat Macaulay may have heard of this inci-

lent, but in all probability his use of the
ohrase is merely a coincidence.

CHARLES HIGHAM.

SAMUEL DANIEL. For many years past
here has been much controversy as to the
>irthplace of Samuel Daniel (1562-1619), who
.cted as Poet Laureate to Queen Elizabeth.
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According to the *

Dictionary of National here, and should greatly value information

Biography
' he was born, in all probability, about it. It does not even appear in the

near Taunton. Registers at St. Mary's and British Museum Catalogue in our Free
Wilton, Taunton, have been searched in vain. Library. JAMES HOOPER.
Those at St. James's, Taunton, do not com- Norwich.

mence until 1610. A rent-roll for the Hun- v> ? nr cm i >

dred of Hoiway in 1600 has recently turned .
*OEIN^ OD s MILL -In

Drome's
'Travels,'

up at a London sale, and it contains the ',P-
2
.^'

mention is made of a hill near

name of Nicholas Daniel, of Chipleigh, in ?lgg
j
e
l
wlck

u
where a

,
'clacking noise is

the parish of Nynehead, which was Sne of
heard

^
suc

.

h as ls made by a mill, which is

the places included in that hundred. cau
f

sed
'
a* " supposed, by some current of

Perhaps the vicar of Nynehead will kindly J
ater ' whlc

fe
creeping under Ground, falls

look through his registers and see if he meets
down u

Pf1 ^ Rocks, and this the Country

with any fianiel in or near 1562. It would ffPJf <V
a *<* Hoo

f
s MllL

be well worth recording if Samuel Daniel
Hood s Ml11 stl11 known ?

should turn out to be one of Nynehead's JOHN SOUTH, LL.B., Fellow of New College,
famous sons, for he did good work both as Oxford, was appointed Regius Professor of
poet and historian. F. DANIEL. Greek 9 April, 1622. In 1666 (24 Sept.) he

147, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W. was coiiated to the precentorship of Salis

"PARTING OF THE WAYS."-! frequently I

kUI7 (Le Neve, .'

Fasti ') A John South wai

originator of the phrase 1

JOHN HENDERSON.

anxious to know if these were two men or

identical, and shall be grateful for informa-

,
tion bearing on the point. YGREC.

COURTS OP REQUESTS, WARDS, AND AUG-
MENTATIONS. Where are to be found lists of GEORGE GAHAGAN left Westminster School
the officials masters, treasurers, attorneys, Christmas, 1804, and matriculated at Oxford
&c. of these defunct Courts ? from St. Mary's Hall 23 Nov., 1816, aged

W. D. PINK. twenty-two. I should be glad to obtain any
FRENCH QUOTATION. further particulars of his career.

"Un jour que j'etais triste le Bonheur a passe G- F. R. B.
sous ma fenetre en chantant; il m'a fait signe du pFP Wn<T\rr'Trm'i RTQTPP Artarv Wnfflna.
dmVt pf IP Tni snivi iiKjnn'i I'Ttalip " J-'BG VVOiilNGIOJN b OlbTEK. oViary VY Omng-

igt,et]elaisuivi]usqualltaLte. \

t p ^ younger sister was married on
comes this quotation, if_ it_ be a

|
13 November, 1746, to the Hon. and Rev.
Robert Cholmondeley, a nephew of Horace
Walpole. Can any reader inform me where
the wedding took place, or, better still,

oblige me with a copy of the marriage register?
Mrs. Cholmondeley died in Conduit Street,

Hanover Square, on 4 April, 1811, in (accord-

quotation? T. B. B.

MAXIM. Who was the author of

Sow a thought, reap an action ;

Sow an action, reap a habit ;

Sow a habit, reap a character ?

C. F. Y.

[Already asked at 9* S . viii. 105,
'' Source of I

inS *> the Gentleman's Magazine) 'the eighty-

Maxim,' without the first clause, and with "Sow a second year of her age. This would fix the

character, reap a destiny," as the third. The same date of her birth at 1729, and yet most bio-
ed by W. T.] graphers of Peg Woffington would have us

rr j.i j.- believe that her father died in 1720.

nf
T
f

A
1

BULL."-Has the variation
Considering her social position and the

of elephant for bull ever been noticed ? brim fc

.

f
.

which ^ moved (was he
Clement Walker in his 'History of Indepen- not infcimate with Dr> Johnson an

'

d Gold-
dency : the Mysterie of the Two Junto's, smith ?) it seems st e that no portrait of
1648, p. 1, says inflamed the people to the Mrg Cgolmondeley exists. According to Sir
rage of battell as the Elephant is mraged at Walter Armstron^ neither of the two Mr8 .

query is asked by W. T.]

Red< REGINALD HAINES.
Cholmleys (sic} pinted by Reynolds is to be
identified with this lady. By the way, the

' THE DUNCES OF NORFOLK.' In the Gentle- same authority, in the list of pictures ap-
maris Magazine for 1739, p. 500, a work with pended to his stately volume on Sir Joshua,
the above title is announced in the monthly makes no mention of any portrait by him of

register of books, price Is. I have been Peg Woffington. This must surely be an
unable to find any trace of this publication oversight. A Madonna-like study of the
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actress as Penelope from Reynolds's brush
was exhibited some thirty years ago at South
Kensington, and a negative from the picture
is still preserved there. W. J. LAWRENCE.

28, Haddiugton Road, Dublin.

MANNINGS AND TAWELL.
(9

th S. xii. 148, 194, 229, 277.)

You can hardly expect your readers to
take your "assertion and that of MR. PEA-
COCK on trust," that the crime committed
by Tawell " was worse than revolting
unutterable." You could not, you say,
convey what you "know" even in a dead
language. After thus exciting the interest
of your readers, you will, I doubt not, allow
me to state how the case really stands at
the present time. All the facts connected
with the crime were duly proved in open
court, and in the Times of 13, 14, and
15 March, 1845, there is a full report of the
trial, and there is also a good summary of
the evidence in the 'Annual Register' for
that year, p. 365, and in Latham, Browne,
and Stewart's '

Trials for Murder by Poison-
ing.'

All the evidence was reported and nothing
kept back, and as MR. WELFORD has pointed
out it was clearly proved that Tawell
poisoned Sarah Hart by putting prussic acid
in stout, of which she was very fond. In the
Times of 29 March there is a full account
of the execution. See also the ' Annual
Register,' p. 42. The newspaper reporters
were, however, refused admission into the

prison,
but they were informed that Tawell

had handed in a written confession to the
chaplain that he had committed the murder
and also that he had attempted to poisonbarah Hart in the previous September, not,
however m the way supposed, but with mor-
phia. The confession was said to be a short
one. Ihe chaplain refused to give a copy of
it to the reporters, and he would not even
present a copy of it to the justices, as he
stated that Tawell told him that he did notwant his written confession to be publishedbut he appears to have been quite willingthat the chaplain should let it be known thathe had confessed his guilt. A rumour then
got about that Tawell had not killed SarahHart in the way proved at the trial, but

More th
ClrC

Tff
anCe8 f revoltin* cruelty."than fifty years ago I heard thisurnour. I do not think many

has been

I venture to say that not a single fact can
be produced to show that the cause of death

proved at the trial was not the true one.
MR. PEACOCK says that he " heard the details

from a most trustworthy source." Will he
inform your readers what this trustworthy
source is? Somebody not named who pro-
fessed to know the true facts must have told

him "
the details," and that is all it comes to

;

but that somebody must have got his in-

formation from somebody else, and so we go
back to the rumour which got about shortly
after the execution. As all the facts known
to the Crown were proved at the trial, what
other source of information is there except
what Tawell stated or was supposed to have
stated either in his written confession or to

the prison authorities ? It is clear that not
a tittle of trustworthy evidence has been
produced to prove that Tawell ever wrote or
said anything to justify the positive asser-

tions of yourself and MR. PEACOCK. May I

ask whether your knowledge is derived from
the same "trustworthy source" as that of
MR. PEACOCK? Now suppose that Tawell
did make a statement that he had not
murdered the woman in the way proved at
the trial, criminals are such liars that I
should think that most of your readers
would prefer to rely on the evidence given
at the trial.

"The full particulars of Tawell's crime
were never divulged in print no newspaper
dare give them." The sworn evidence given
in court was, as I have before stated, all

"divulged in print," and the newspapers
could not, of course, publish the rumour,
which was no doubt too revolting for pub-
lication.

The prosecution, I may add, was conducted
by one of the most astute men that ever
practised at the bar, Mr. Serjeant Byles, and
Mr. Fitzroy Kelly did the best he could with
a very bad case.

G. 0. W. says, "I knew intimately one of
the medical men concerned, and from him I
had all the facts." I shall feel much obliged
to G. C. W. if he will state the name of this
medical man, and also state in what way he
was " concerned " in the case.

Inner Temple.
HARRY B. POLAND.

It does not appear to be generally known
that the career of the murderer Tawell sup-
plied the main incidents from which John
Cleveland Mr. John Hilton, of South Hack-
ney, himself a Quaker draws Ralph Arnot,
the hero of his remarkable novel 'The Chil-
dren of Silence

'

(Isbister & Co., 1902). Indeed
writing in the British Weekly of 15 January
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last, in reply to a criticism of his book, the
author himself says :

"In tracing the career of Ralph Arnot I have
made use of many of the incidents in the life of John
Tawell, the Berkhampstead murderer. Tawell, a
Quaker by education, was transported for forgery.
He returned to England and attended Friends'

meetings, and appeared to be a changed man. But
he was leading a double life. He murdered his

mistress, and was hanged. His trial was made
memorable by the extraordinary defence set up by
his counsel, Fitzroy Kelly, afterwards nicknamed
*

Apple-pip' Kelly. Tawell was the first criminal
to be arrested through the agency of the electric

telegraph. Accounts of the supernatural warnings
he received and disregarded are to be found in
various Quaker memoirs."

John Cleveland's hero, however, differs from
his prototype in so far that his creator saves
him the gallows, and makes Ralph Arnot die,
on the eve of his execution, in the condemned
cell. G. YARROW BALDOCK.

It is true that Tawell was the first criminal
arrested by means of the electric telegraph ;

but none of your correspondents mentions
that the man to suggest its employment was
the head master of Eton, Dr. Hawtrey.

W. T.

HARRY POLAND is so high an authority that
in presence of his statement cadit qucestio. Our
information was not from the same source as that
of MR. PEACOCK, but from an eminent Fellow of the
Royal Society. Other correspondents corroborate
what we said.]

MEMORY (9
th S. xii. 224). I have just seen

GENERAL MAXWELL'S interesting note on
memory, and I must say I do not altogether
agree with him, though what he says is very
suggestive. To begin with, our memories are
most certainly influenced by the channels of

the senses through which facts reach the
brain. For my own part I can say without
hesitation that it would be absolutely im-

possible for me to remember a piece of music I

neard played through ; this is because I have
no ear for music, and consequently no musical

memory. It is not that I do not enjoy lis-

tening to music, but the effect is like writing
in water. My memory is to a very large
extent dependent on the eye. When I re-

member the dates of the kings of England,
I think of them in their position on the page
from which I learnt them as a child. That
memory cannot be .dependent on the interest

we take in a thing or otherwise may, I think,
be proved by the fact that data concerning,
the same subject would be remembered or

forgotten by me, according to whether they
had been presented visually or only orally. I

must have some sort of mental picture to

work from. Consequently, as to many people,

French is easy to learn from the book, diffi-

cult to learn by ear so as to be spoken.
I believe that a great many more people

have eye-memories than is commonly realized;
but it would be interesting to learn further
on the subject from others' experience.

G. E. MITTON.

There is no doubt a great deal of truth in

what GENERAL MAXWELL writes concerning
memories which are said to be good for

certain things and bad for others. But when
he explains that we remember those things
which interest us and forget those which do
not interest us, does he not rather justify
the common phrase, which, however little it

may bear psychological analysis, does in prac-
tice express with accuracy a very real truth 1

And even GENERAL MAXWELL'S explanation,
I would venture to suggest, is not quite uni-

versally and punctiliously true. Some of us
who have lost dear friends or relatives by
death or distance know with pain that we
find more difficulty in picturing before the
mind's eye the features of the departed ones
than those of very slight acquaintances, whom
we have not seen for as long a time or longer.
GENERAL MAXWELL, by the way, may find his

view developed at some length in a sugges-
tive little treatise by the late Charles

Godfrey Leland, entitled 'Have You a Strong

It has been suggested, too, that there are

actually at least two classes of memory the

memory for things seen and that for facts

and ideas conveyed to us by sound and that

in ordinary cases the two are unequally de-

veloped. If I may be pardoned the personal
allusion, I may say that in my own case, if I

am keenly desirous of remembering facts,

figures, or ideas of any kind, I find it a great

help to talk the matter over with a friend or

friends. Even a very casual and desultory
conversation seems to suffice

;
but to remem-

ber that which I have merely read, however

carefully I may have read it, is a much
harder process. This distinction between
visual and auditory memory is made the

basis of a system of memory-training in a
little treatise which lately fell accidentally
into my hands ;

it is by Dr. Mortimer-Gran-

ville, who outlines a series of experiments by
which any person, it is said, may ascertain

which particular avenue of the senses is in

his case most sensitive and open to lasting

impressions from without. L. H.

Miss CHARLOTTE WALPOLE (9
th S. xii. 128,

151, 171, 254). This lady made her first

appearance at Drury Lane Theatre, 2 October,

1777, as Rosetta in
' Love in a Village,' She
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afterwards played Jessica, Gilian (' Quaker '),

and Silvia (' Cymon '). In Sheridan's musical

piece 'The Camp,' produced 15 November,
1778, she was the original representative of
"
Nancy (in love with William disguised as

a man).
3' Of her performance Genest says :

"Miss Walpole, as a young Recruit, went
through her exercise very adroitly." It must
be a portrait of her in that part which
MR. H. S. VADE- WALPOLE refers to. On
5 April, 1779, she played an original part in

'The Contrast,' and later, for Miss Pope's
benefit, Clarinda ('Double Gallant'). She
appears to have left at the end of the season
1778-9. WM. DOUGLAS.

125, Helix Road, Brixton Hill.

"TABBY ALL OVER" (9
th S. xii. 249). This

seems to be merely an imperfect way of ex-

pressing himself on the part of the proprietor
of the ** Cat and Gridiron." What he intended
to convey was, probably, his ability to clothe
in

"
tabby

"
any one of his customers who

happened to be deformed, in such a way as
to conceal or modify her physical crooked-
ness.

"
Tabby

" was a kind of waved or
watered silk, much in vogue in Foote's time.
The best definition of the word is, no doubt,
that of Prof. Skeat, who in his

'

Concise Dic-

tionary
'

says that it is from the French tabis,
that tabis is from the Spanish tabi (Old
Spanish'a^afo') and the Arabic l

utdbi, a rich
waved silk. It was the name of a quarter in

Bagdad, where the silk was made, named
after Prince Attab, great-grandson of Omeyya.

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

CHARLES READE (9
th S. xii. 243). The pub-

lication of the full note written by Mr. W. F.
Peacock in the copy of Cotton's

'

Short Ex-
planation,' now in the possession of MR.
CLEGG, discloses further inaccuracies other
than that previously noted. One of these is

especially remarkable, coming from such
an intimate friend of Charles Reade as Mr.
Peacock claimed to be. I refer to the passage :"
In his lifetime Charles Reade had a noble

mausoleum constructed at Brompton, and at
her [Laura Seymour's] death he laid her
therein." The "

noble mausoleum "
is a large,

but otherwise ordinary brick vault, covered
by an imposing marble slab, and is "con-
structed

"
not at Brompton, but in the church-

yard of St. Mary's, Willesden. Laura Sey-mour died on 27 September, 1879, and Charles
Reade survived her nearly five years, dying
on 11

April,
1884. On 15 April of that year

he was laid to rest beside her, and I had the
sad privilege of being present at his burial.
Ihe funeral was entirely free from anything
like ostentation, and very few persons were

present beyond the mourners ;
these were his

brother, Mr. Compton Reade, Mr. Arthur
Reade, the Rev. Compton Reade, Mr. Charles

Liston, Mr. George Wood roofe, Mr. Frank
Hedges, Mr. Malcolm Drummond, Mr. W.
Lynd, Mr. E. C. Norman, and his biographer,
Mr. John Coleman. Besides these relatives

and intimate friends, there were present in

the church or at the graveside the late

Wilkie Collins, William Morris, George
Augustus Sala, Robert Buchanan, Mr.
H. F. Dickens (now K.C.), Mr. J. Billington,
and perhaps a dozen other less notable

persons. The slab recording in his own words
his eulogistic and loving appreciation of

Laura Seymour had been placed over her

grave for all the world to read late in 1879,

and, having regard to Charles Reade's truthful
and ingenuous character, appears to me to

throw considerable light upon the relation-

ship subsisting between the author and his

friend. I therefore venture to transcribe
it:

" Here lies the great heart of Laura Seymour, a
brilliant artist, a humble Christian, a charitable
woman, a loving daughter, sister, and friend, who
lived for others from her childhood. Tenderly
pitiful to all God's creatures, even to some that are

frequently destroyed or neglected, she wiped away
the tears from many faces, helping the poor with
her savings, and soothing the sorrowful with her
earnest pity. When the eye saw her it blessed her,
for her face was sunshine, her voice was melody,
and her heart was sympathy. Truth could say
more, and sorrow pines to enlarge upon her virtues,
but this would ill accord with her humility, who
justly disclaimed them all, and relied only on the
merits of her Redeemer. After months of acute
suffering, borne with gentle resignation, and with
sorrow for those who were to lose her, not for

herself, she was released from her burden, and fell

asleep in Jesus, September 27th, 1879, aged 59
years. 'Blessed are the merciful, for they shall
obtain mercy' (Matt. v. 7)."

This grave was made for her and for himself by
Charles Reade, whose wise counsellor, loyal ally,
and bosom friend she was for twenty-four years,
and who mourns her all his days."

F. A. RUSSELL.
49, Holbeach Road, Catford.

"PRIOR TO "= BEFORE (9
th S. xii. 66, 154).

Whether "
prior to

" and "
previous to

" should
be used or not it behoves only Englishmen
to decide

; but may I ask why MR. CURRY
does not at the same time declare war against
' '

preparatory to" which is a disgustingly
lengthy thing and "

owing to
"

1 The latter
has become so firmly rooted in the language
that no struggle would avail, I believe, if it

were ventured. G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

Your correspondent says :

" There might
be excuse for 'a prior wife,' but there caa
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be none for 'a prior house.'" He means, I

suppose, that the word is properly applicable
to a person, but not to a thing. He seems to

forget that there are such words as superior
and inferior in the language. Nobody can
be rebuked with reason for speaking of an
"inferior play" or an "inferior novel."

Prior, as an adiective, is in Johnson's '

Dic-

tionary,' and the example given there has
reference to a thing, not to a person :

"
prior

and superior obligation." E. YARDLEY.

SALOP (9
th S. xii. 108, 237). MR. DUIGNAN'S

observations on Shrewsbury, Shropshire,
Salop, are very interesting and valuable. In
making matters quite clear it may be added
that in many Anglo - Saxon words c was
pronounced as ch, as, for instance, in Circe or

Cyrice, which we call C(h)irc(h)e, Church. So,
when we are told that Scrob or Scrop was
pronounced SArob or SArop, which seems to

imply that c became h, it is not so convincing
as would be the fuller statement that Scrob
or Scrop was pronounced ScArob or ScArop ;

whence we get Shrewsbury and Shropshire,
by a later omission of the redundant c from
the sch. W. I.

NODUS HERCULIS (9
th S. xii. 188). I find

this in Seneca, Ep. 87,
" Unus tibi nodus, sed

Herculaneus restat." Also, see Pliny, xxviii. 6.

In Coles's Latin dictionary it is called a
"
love-knot." I have only met with it in late

Latin. It seems used proverbially for any
difficulty. G. T. SHERBORN.
Twickenham.

For a description of this knot, said to be a
sailor's reef-knot, see 'N. & Q.,' 4th S. viii.

372. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

LEWIS (9
th S. xii. 168, 212). According to

Clark's 'Glamorgan Genealogies,' Thomas
Lewis of the Van married firstly Anna
Maria, daughter and heir of Sir Walter

Curll, of Soberton, baronet, s.p.; and secondly
Elizabeth Tumour, of Warham, Norfolk, a
niece of Sir Eobert Walpole.

JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.

"CATER": "LETHES" (9
th S. xii. 188). I

have little doubt that the extract refers tc

the lues venerea. CWer- catarrh, according
to Jamieson, who quotes Bellenden. Gut=
M.E. giite, shedding, from ^eoten, to pou:

(Stratmann).
" Lethes "

is probably an erro

for leskes, groins (Halliwell and Stratmann).
H. P. L.

ROSCOMMON AND POPE (9
th S. xii. 126, 215).

Dr. Benjamin Franklin attempted to improv
upon the "

logical quality
"
of the lines cite<

y MR. BAYNE. I quote below from Frank-
in's 'Autobiography

'

(Hartford, 1850), p. 29:
"
Pope judiciously observes,

Men must be taught as if you taught them not.
And things unknown, propos'd as things forgot.

And in the same poem he afterwards advises us,

To speak, though sure, with seeming diffidence.

le might have added to these lines one that he
as coupled elsewhere, in my opinion, with less

ropriety. It is this :

For want of decency is want of sense,

f you ask why I say with less propriety, I must
ive you the two lines together :

Immodest words admit of no defence,
For want of decency is want of sense.

ow, want of sense, when a man has the misfortune
o be so circumstanced, is it not a kind of excuse
or want of modesty ? And would not the verses
lave been more accurate if they had been con-
tructed thus :

Immodest words admit but this defence,
That want of decency is want of sense ?

3ut I leave the decision of this to better judges
han myself."

May one be permitted to inquire if Frank-
in's expression

" more accurate
"
can be jus-

tified from purely grammatical premises "?

EUGENE FAIRFIELD McPiKE.
Chicago, U.S.

ENGLISH AS A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE (9
th S.

xi. 505). I have travelled on a German
steamer on which the ordinary ship's routine

was, naturally, conducted in German. When
bhe ship, however, was receiving or discharg-

ing cargo in a foreign port, not British, the

work was transacted in English. It was a

great testimony to the power of our tongue
to hear the German boatswain and the Italian

stevedore swearing at one another, over a

trifling dispute, like two English navvies.

In the South Sea islands I have heard

natives, who could not otherwise understand
one another, conversing in English as a com-
mon tongue. EDWARD STEVENS.
Melbourne.

WITCHCRAFT IN ESSEX (9
th S. xii. 187).

The use of hair in witchcraft was very
general. Hairs were burnt in sacrificing to

the gods. See the '

Odyssey, book xiv. 1. 422.

And instances of the burning or extraction

of hairs for magical purposes are found in
4 The Arabian Nights.' In f The Golden Ass '

of Apuleius, Pamphila, in love with a young
man, instructs Fotis to obtain some of his

hair, in order that, by burning it and per-

forming incantations, she may compel him
to come to her. Fotis, being unsuccessful,

brings, instead of the young man's hair, the
hair clipped from some goatskins, which is not
unlike. Pamphila, deceived, burns the hair,
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and utters her spells ; whereupon the goat-

skins, which are filled with wine, are gifted
with motion, and come to her house. The

superstition survives in a very degraded form
in Essex. E. YARDLEY.

MARRIAGE IN A SHEET (9
th S. xii. 146, 214).

The enclosed is a reprint from the original

report of the marriage in December, 1842, in

one of the local papers, arid was published
in a recent number of the Gedney Parish

Magazine :

"Within the past month I have had more than
one inquiry made about a strange wedding that took

place in our parish sixty years ago. One corre-

spondent asks if it was a revival of
'

godly disci-

pline,' another if any special record was made of

the event in the parish register. As the event is

now almost forgotten, no doubt many a parishioner
will be interested in hearing the true facts of the
case. The wedding is duly entered in the ordinary
way, and pinned to it is a sheet of foolscap in the
then vicar's writing, containing the following ex-

tract from the Stamford Mercury of the following
week :

' There was never certainly such a place as

Gedney for worthy as well as unworthy characters,
but more particularly for supplying tit-bits of news
for the papers. The heroine this week was a widow
with four children, who, wishing once more to enjoy
the pleasures of wedlock, and thinking that herself
and family would be sufficient incumbrances to the

poor man as times are hard, was told that if she
was married covered only by a sheet any previous
debts she had contracted during her widowhood
would be cleared off; and having a few of those

back-reckonings on her mind, they were actually
married on Friday morning last, December 2nd,
1842, at the parish church of Gedney, widow Far-
ram to David Wilkinson, the former going to church
covered by nothing but a sheet, which was stitched

up like a bag with slits at the side for the bare arms,
and in that way she was betrothed, standing with
bare feet at the altar ! If so many ridiculous old
laws were not kept on the statute book (to say
nothing of the new ones), how is it possible that
such notions as these could ever enter the minds
of the people, and be believed by even the most
ignorant ! 'Froin the Stamford Mercury, Decem-
ber, 1842."

C. S. JERRAM.
134, Walton Street, Oxford.

HATBANDS (9
th S. xi. 429). One cannot, of

course, say
whether there is any connexion

between the entries, but in the Privy Purse
expenses of Henry VII. there occur three
items, the first of which relates to the burial
expenses of Sir William Stanley, of Holt,
K.G., the King's Chamberlain. Stanley's
services at Bosworth Field, it is thought,
should have placed him beyond the royal

suspicion,
but he was one of those accused

by Sir Robert Clifford of being engaged in
favour of W'arbeck. The utmost proved
against him was his having said that, "if
the young man was the undoubted son of
Edward the Fourth, he would never bear

arms against him." He was, however, tried,

condemned, and beheaded on Tower Hill,

and was buried at the king's charge at Sion.

The first item is: 27 Feb., 1495, "For Sir

William Stanley buryall at Syon, 15/. 19s.";

and the second, 7 April, 1495, "To Simon

Digby in full payment for the buriall of Sir

William Stanley, 2^."; and on 15 May of the

same year :

" For the Kinges hatt bande of

silke, 4s." Now it is highly improbable that

this was a renewal of. a worn-out hatband,
so that one is justified in adopting the alter-

native conclusion that it was a token of

mourning worn by the king out of respect
for his late chamberlain. See 'Excerpta
Historica,' edited by Samuel Bentley, 1831,

pp. 101-2. J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

See a long extract from 'The Tippets of

the Canons Ecclesiastical,' by Gilbert J.

French, London, 1850, given in
' N. & Q.,'

4th S. iii. 336, 395.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

THE REBELLION OF 1745 (9
th S. xii. 169).

Allow me to refer your correspondent MR.
JERROLD, who writes on Prince Charles
Edward marching through Macclesfield in

1745, to the 'Ancient Parish of Prestbury,'

by my friend Frank Renaud, M.D., pp. 178-

184, one of the Chethain Society Publica-

tions, issued in 1876.

A letter is printed in it as the production
of Mr. John Stafford, an attorney living in

Jordangate. He was an alderman of the

borough (of Macclesfield), and gave so much
trouble to the Corporation that they passed a
law which continued for many years in force

forbidding any lawyer to become a member
of their body in future (p. 178).
Mr. Stafford describes the prince as a very

handsome person in Highland dress, with
a blue waistcoat trimmed with silver, and
wearing a blue Highland cap, and mentions
his having walked on foot from Manchester,
as he is said to have done all the way from
Carlisle (p. 181).

" Endeavours were used to

;ive him a peal of bells, for fear of insult [i.e.,

rom the rebels], but four ringers were all

that could be got, and they rang the bells

backwards, not with design, but through con-
fusion

"
(p. 181).

The letter is said to have been in the pos-
session of David Browne, once Town Clerk of
Macclesfield. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

SHAKESPEARES AT ROMFORD, ESSEX, 1637-
1689 (9

th S. xii. 205). DR. FURNIVALL'S note
reminds me of the occurrence of the name
Simon Sakesper as one of the verderers of
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the forest of Essex in 1250, for the hal
hundred of Wan^nam - See *

T*18 Forest o

Essex,' by William Richard Fisher, of Lin
coin's Inn (Butterworth, 1887). The next
earliest occurrence of any form of the name
is, I believe, that given in Geo. Russel'
French's

*

Shakespeariana Genealogica
'

(Mac
millan & Co., 1869), as being found in 1278
I am not sure, but I believe I communicatec
(possibly intended to do so only) the note to
* N. & Q.' some years ago.

LIONEL CRESSWELL.

LATIN QUOTATION (9
th S. xi. 466). H. W.

asks for the source of
" Mallem Augusti

iudicium quam Antonii beneficium." See
Seneca,

' De Beneficiis,' lib. i. cap. xv. 5 :

"Crispus Passienus solebat dicere quorumdam
se iudicium malle quam beneficium, quorumdam
beneficium malle quam iudicium. Et subiciebat
exempla : maio, aiebat, divi Augusti iudicium, malo
Claudii beneficium."

EDWARD BENSLY.
The University, Adelaide, South Australia.

GLASTONBURY WALNUT (9
th S. xii. 208).

Perhaps the following note, taken from
p. 347 of

* Domestic Life in England
'

(Lon-
don, 1835), may interest M. P. :

"Collison, in his 'History of Somersetshire,'
speaking of Glastonbury, tells us that,

'

besides the
holv thorn, there grew in the Abbey churchyard,
on the north side of St. Joseph's Chapel, a miracu-
lous walnut tree, which never budded before the
feast of St. Barnabas, or June 11, and on that very
day shot forth leaves and flourished like its usual
species. This tree is gone, and in the place thereof
stands a vsry fine walnut tree, of the common sort.
It is strange to say how much this tree was sought
after by the credulous ; and, though not an un-
common walnut, King James, Queen Anne, and many
of the nobility of the realm, even when the times
of monkish superstition had ceased, gave large
sums of money for small cuttings from the original.'

"

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

BASILICAS (9
th S. xii. 16~8). The late Dr.

Frederick George Lee, in his 'Glossary of

Liturgical and Ecclesiastical Terms '

(London,
1877), explains that

"the ancient Roman public halls were named
basilica. Their ground plan, though varying in

details, was usually rectangular, the building having
been divided into aisles by columns, with a semi-
circular apse at one end. When the Roman empire
became Christian, many of these were turned into
churches by solemn consecration ; and so con-
venient were they found, that new edifices for
Christian worship were built, as regards their

ground plan, on a similar model. The apse of the
ancient basilica formed the sanctuary, a feature

exactly reproduced in early Norman churches in

England, in which, no doubt, the altar was placed
in the chord of the apse. The seats for the clergy
were ranged round the apse in the ancient basilica,
that for the bishop, called the '

Tribune,' being in
the centre."

A similar description is given by Fairholt in

his *

Dictionary of Terms of Art.' Annan-
dale in the *

Imperial Dictionary
'

furnishes
an illustration of the basilica of San Apolli-
nare, Ravenna.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN,

As this word means, strictly speaking, a

royal court of justice, it is properly applied
only to those ancient churches which were
built for that secular use before Christianity
became the religion of the State, whether in

Rome or elsewhere. As applied to the West-
minster Cathedral, it merely has reference to
the style of architecture, which is that of the
ancient basilicas of Eastern Europe.

JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.
Monmouth.

OWL (9
th S. xi. 467, 517; xii. 113). In reply

to the query of H. I. B. (Highgate), I beg to

say that Dafydd ap Gwilym makes the owl,
as Blodeuwedd, give her pedigree in the fol-

lowing couplet, from " Barddoniaeth D. ap
Gwilym. London, 1789. Poem clxxxiii."

(p. 365) :
-

Merch i arglwydd ail Meirchion
Wyf i, Myn Dewi, o Fon.

Daughter of the lord, son of Meirchion
Am I, by Saint David, from Mona.

The Welsh name Blodeu-wedd for the owl is,

however, a poetical or fanciful name, literally

meaning the one of
"
flowery aspect."

The common Welsh name for the owl is

Dylluan ;
but in Glamorganshire the bird is

called Gwdioo, from its peculiar notes at

night.
Tu-whit,

Tu-who ! a merry note,
While greasy Joan doth keel the pot.

Shakespeare.
" that strange bird ! O that strange cry ! The

Welsh, as I have said on a former occasion, call the
)wl Dylluan. Amongst the cowydds of Ab Gwilym
ihere is one to the Dylluan. It is full of abuse

igainst the bird, with whom the poet is very angry
'or having with its cry frightened Morfydd back,
who was coming to the wood to keep an assignment
with him, but not a little of this abuse is wonder-

:

ully expressive and truthful. He calls the owl a

grey thief the haunter of the ivy bush the chick
of the oak, a blinking-eyed witch, greedy of mice,
with a visage like the bald forehead of a big ram,
>r the dirty face of an old abbess, which bears no
ittle resemblance to the chine of an ape. Of its cry
ic says that it is as great a torment as an agonizing
ecollection, a cold shrill laugh from the midst of a
cettle of ice ;

the rattle of sea-pebbles in an old

heepskin, on which account many call the owl the

mg of the Rhugylgroen. The Rhugylgroen, it will
3e as well to observe, is a dry sheepskin containing
a number of pebbles, and is used as a rattle for

rightening crows. The likening the visage of the
>wl to the dirty face of an old abbess is capital,
md the likening the cry to the noise of the
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Rhugylgroen is anything but unfortunate. For,
after all, what does the voice of the owl so much
resemble as a diabolical rattle ! I 'm sure I don't

know. Reader, do you ?"
* Wild Wales,' by Geo.

Borrow, p. 333.

AP RHYS.

The usual present name of the owl in Welsh
is Cuan or Cwan, an imitation of the bird's

hooting, as stated in Silvan Evans's
' Welsh-

English Dictionary
'

(Carmarthen, 1893, dis-

continued with the end of the letter D, alas !

by the author's recent decease). A Welsh
friend of mine assures me that Blodeuwedd
is unknown nowadays as the name of an
owl. According to Owen Pughe's 'Welsh-

English Dictionary
'

(Denbigh, 1832, which,
owing to its full quotations, is still regarded
as a mine of information), Blodeuwedd is

derived from Blodau, s. pi., flowers, and denotes
what has the appearance of flowers, some-
times the name of an owl, and also that of a
woman. The following quotation from the

'Mabinogion
'

is added : "Sef yn blodeuwedd
tyllhuan, o'r iaith yr awrhon "

(" the flower-

visage is an owl in the language of this day ").

Tyllhuan (or tilluan), the other figurative
designation of an owl, is still applied some-
times to a faithless girl, as I am told. The
Welsh poems of Davydd ab Gwilym, called
the

" Dimetian Nightingale," who flourished
in the fourteenth century, were translated by
Arthur J. Jones in 1834. A copy of this
version may be found in the Bodleian Library

H. KREBS.

HISTORY OF BOOKSELLING (9
th S. xii. 267).

The late Mr. Nicholas Triibner asked me to
read a German MS. of his on the book trade
of antiquity. I urged him to publish it

Those who had the pleasure of the friendship
of the learned and genial publisher know
that he had a high standard. I suppose that
his fastidiousness, joined to the heavy
demands of business upon his time ano
energies, prevented him from issuing an
essay that would certainly have been
welcome. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

ORANGE BLOSSOMS AS EMBLEMS OF
(9

th S. xii. 5, 56). While the French schola
and writer of whom DR. MURRAY speaks n<

doubt meant that the orange blossom i

associated pre-eminently with matrimoir
and fecundity, he surely would not wish t'

dissociate the delicate white bloom from th
indispensable condition of moral purity. I

appears
to be the tree itself, rather than th

blossom, that symbolizes generosity an
fecundity, from its habit, as it grows^in th
East, of bearing both fruit and flower a
the same time, and Dr. Brewer says tha

custom of wearing orange blossoms at the

uptial ceremony is, in fact, derived from
:ie Saracens. It seems to have been un-

nown in Shakespeare's time and much
tter, and the adoption of the flower generally,
i the emblematic sense imputed to it, dates

rom comparatively modern times. Robert
n
yas, M.A., LL.D., F.R.B.S., in his 'Language
f Flowers,' 1875, says :

"The fair brow of a virgin bride is wreathed
dth a garland of orange blossoms, meet emblem of,

er maiden purity. This decoration is withheld
rom all who are undeserving of the distinction,
lore especially in the neighbourhood of Paris."

>ee also his 'Sentiment of Flowers,' 1842,
. 72. J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

ENGLISH ACCENTUATION (9
th S. xi. 408, 515;

di. 94, 158). Would not Lepanto be in good
hythm in the line quoted at the second

eference and commented on at the third 1

Actium, Lepanto, fatal Trafalgar,

may, I think, be compared with

Of the Invisible ; even from out thy slime.
' Childe Harold,' iv. 183.

That Byron did violate the Italian pronun-
;iation of Lepanto is, I think, certain from
;he line

Immortal waves that saw Lepanto's fight.

Ibid., 14.

There are other names of places in Italian

which have the tonic accent on the ante-

3enultimate, e.g., Otranto, Spalato, Taranto,
Brindisi. Notwithstanding the English ten-

dency to throw back the stress towards the

beginning of the word, it is remarkable that

nearly all Englishmen speak of Brindisi, i.e.,

Brindeez}7
^

or Brindizzy. I have landed at

Brindisi often by P. and O. ships ;
I do not

remember any ship's officer who called the

town Brindisi. On the other hand, as far as

my memory goes, they all speak of Ismalia,
or Ismaylia, instead of Isinailia.

In London there are Arundel Street, Strand,
and Arundell Street, Coventry Street. The
former is pronounced 'Arundel Street, the
latter (according to cabmen) is pronounced
Arundell Street. There is an Arundel Street
in Bethnal Green

; how it is pronounced I

do not know.
In his comments at p. 94 GENERAL MAX-

WELL should have referred to the communica-
tion of MR. A. D. JONES, not that of MR.
MAcMiCHAEL, which says nothing about

Lepanto. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

THE MANUSCRIPT JOURNAL OF A LONDON
CITIZEN (9

th S. xii. 203, 242). Permit me to

point out, as illustrating the accuracy of the
diarist quoted by A. S., that "Mr. Dibdin,
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the performer," died on 25 July, 1814, not on
20 August, 1816 ; the latter was the date of

death of my grandmother, the wife of Charles
Dibdin the younger. Either A. S. has quoted
the

' Journal
'

incorrectly, or (as is more likely)
the sententious citizen blundered over a care-

lessly read newspaper paragraph.
E. RIMBAULT DIBDIN.

Morningside, Sudworth Road, New Brighton.

Mention is here made of the late King of

the Belgians as Duke of Kendal
; singularly

this creation is ignored by Solly, Burke, and
Nicolas. Did the title descend to the present
King of the Belgians 1 A. H.

Addison,in 317 of the Spectator,h&s ridiculed

very happily journals of this kind. The fol-

lowing extracts from that which Addison

imagined and from the real journal will show
their likeness :

"Monday, two a clock. Sat down to dinner.

Mem. Too many Plumbs and no Sewet." Addison.

"Wednesday, June 12th. Dined at Wood St.

this day off a pound of cold Beef. N.B. No
potatoes, but most fortunately I procured a little

mustard from the next Room." The Real '

Journal.
J

E. YARDLEY.

FEES FOR SEARCHING PARISH REGISTERS

(9
th S. x. 148, 394

;
xi. 130, 252, 453

;
xii. 58,

192). I should like to add my quota, as one
who has had dealings with the temporary
custodians of public documents for nearly
fifteen years. From the mass of correspond-
ence before me I can cull some specimens
which may be of interest. On the whole, I

may say, I have received great assistance and

courtesy from the majority of clergymen, a
desideratum which one ought to expect from
men of university standing and gentlemanly
breeding, but there have been palpable excep-
tions. One wrote me that " on looking at

his registers he found there were the entries

I required, and that he would send me the

extracts for a fee of one guinea, in addition

to the legal fees." As I discovered these

registers had already been published I did

not trouble this Rev. Barabbas further.

Another said he would send me a "
fair copy

of an inscription on a tomb in his church
for a fee of 10s." I subsequently found this

inscription of ten short lines in a printed
volume

;
needless to say, I still remained

possessed of my 10s. He also offered to send
me extracts from the registers

"
at the usual

legal charges." These registers also were in

print. Another, through the sexton, sent
me two extracts from registers (unstamped),
dates of which I gave, and charged 6s. Which
I paid ! Against this I received fourteen
extracts from old registers sent me by the

daughter of a clergyman, all at the price of

2s. Qd.l Again, I must record in favour of
one reverend gentleman who sent me pages
of information with records from his registers,

copies of inscriptions from many tombstones
in the churchyard, all free of charge, with an
intimation that a donation, however small,
towards the restoration of his church would
be gratefully received. Needless to say, I

immediately complied with his request, for
which he was deeply obliged.

My one horrible experience was as follows :

I wrote asking one godly shepherd whether
he would kindly say, by a glance at his

registers, if there were any "data" for me
to go upon with reference to a name I was in
search of. I received a postcard in reply,
saying he " would let me know with plea-
sure." A month passed by, so I wrote again
reminding him of his promise. In reply I
received a bill of 27. 15s. Id. It is worth
quoting, I fancy.

"Statutory fees for search from A.D. 1605-
A.D. 1897 (at Is. first year and Qd. each year after),
11. 6s. Qd. Statutory fees for 157 certified ex-
tracts (at 2s. Qd. each extract), 19/. 12s. Qd.

Stamps, 13s. Id. Bound book to contain ex-

tracts, 2s. Qd. Postage and registration, Qd.

Total, 211. 15s. Id"

On receipt of my cheque he would forward
the said extracts. As a matter of fact the
191. 12s. Qd. was an illegal charge, because the
extracts were not entered upon the recog-
nized forms. I was served with a writ in the

High Court of Justice for the whole amount,
but this reverend gentleman's solicitors had
wisely not entered the price of the " bound
book at 2s. Qd." Although the charge for

"postage and registration Qd" was entered
for goods I had never received, I was asked
to pay a further sum of 3/. 5s. legal costs.

Knowing something of the law, I entered an
appearance in the High Court three minutes
before the time expired, showing that the
claim endorsed upon the writ disclosed no
cause of action, as it did not state by whom
the order was given to the plaintiff, that I
was not indebted to the plaintiff, and that
no certificates as alleged had been delivered
to myself, &c.

1 am sorry to say I heard no more, for it

would have given me great pleasure to meet
this legal -cum -clerical personage in court.
He certainly mistook his avocation in life

when entering the Church, and he evidently
learned wisdom in discovering what the word
"data" signified. I may say that prior to
the issue of the writ I was implored to com-
promise at the price of 151. ! GLOUCESTER.

H. H. D. has misunderstood my note under
this head if he supposes that I obstructed the
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searcher on the occasion to which I referred.

It is obvious that I am not a paid custodian

of registers if I do not receive the fees to

which the custodian is entitled. I do not

complain that my office is not a sinecure ;
but

I do claim some consideration for the custo-

dian, and that, I believe, is not generally

withheld by those who really value the infor-

mation for which they seek. I suppose the

regulations with regard to fees were intended

to secure some kind of recognition of help

afforded, even from those who may be un-

willing to own indebtedness. If H. H. D.

should at any time require my assistance he

will not find that I am unwilling to help him,

even should he decline to allow that I am
entitled to a fee. F. JARRATT.

I wish I could feel that
"
the sordid demand,

Pay, pay, pay," was "growing obsolete."

Will H. H. D. try his fortune with the rector

of St. Giles's-in-the-Fields 1 His address is

52, Bedford Place. I was refused even an

interview, though having a letter introduc-

tory from the amicable rector of St. Anne's,

Soho ;
and by the female in charge of the

registers I was refused even a look at them
without payment of full fees. The St. Giles's

registers are said to be some of the most

interesting in the kingdom, and to me
especially interesting just now in connexion

with a history which I am preparing for the

Ancestor. A friendly lawsuit a test case

to ascertain the actual rights of literary

searchers is very desirable, and I could even

find it in my heart to be plaintiff in a friendly
suit against the inaccessible custodian at

St. Giles's if fellow antiquaries would join in

the COSt. C. SWYNNERTON.
Society of Antiquaries.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Cunnie Rabbit, Mr. Spider, and the other Beef:
Went-African Folk- Tales. By Florence M. Cronise

and Henry W. Ward. (Sonnenschein & Co. )

THE folk-lore tales herein supplied have been col-

lected by Miss Gronise from mission boys and girls

in Africa, and have received their setting from

Mr. Ward. Not altogether an easy task is their

perusal to those unfamiliar with West African

speech. It is worth attempting, however, since the

stories themselves are less sophisticated than those

which reach us from American plantations, and with

which they have much in common. Some difficulty

attended their collection. In Sierra Leone, as in

Scottish or Irish Highlands, in Australia, and else-

where, natives are instinctively suspicious of those

who seek to spy into their knowledge, superstitions,
and beliefs, and even into their childish stones,
and tact is necessary in order to obtain the required
information. In Africa, as in America, negro folk-

lore consists largely in assigning to various animals
human qualities and characteristics. The spider,
in whom Miss Cronise traces a sort of impersona-
tion of the genius of the negro race, holds in the
folk-lore of West Africa the place assigned to Brer
Rabbit in the tales of the Southern negro, to

Annancy in the West Indies, and Hlakanyana
among the Kaffirs. Less benevolent and amiable
than Brer Rabbit is the Spider, who is ordinarily,

however, on the best of terms with him, and an
African audience chuckles with contentment over
the way in which, in pursuit of beef, this cunning
creature gets the better of animals such as the

elephant and the hippopotamus. Cunnie Rabbit,
we are told, is not a rabbit at all, but " the water-
deerlet or chevrotain, noted for its nimbleness and
cunning." Inquiries as to where the stories come
from were always answered,

"
Oh, please, missus,

f 'om f-a-r up country," with a prolonged emphasis
on the "

far." The stories are often almost identical
with those in the

" Uncle Remus "
series and in the

"
Annancy Stories." The ' Tar Baby

'

story, found
in the oral literature of almost all African tribes,

appears as the
* Wax Girl,' while the Temne story

of the Turtle making a riding-horse of Mr. Leopard
finds a parallel in Brer Rabbit riding Brer Fox.
Much curious information as to African supersti-
tion is furnished in the introduction, which is a
valuable contribution to folk-knowledge. Illustra-
tions by Mr. Gerald Sichel are quaint and numerous,
and add greatly to the attractions of an interesting
volume.

Fly Leaves. By Charles Stuart Calverley. (Bell
& Sons.)

MESSRS. BELL & SONS have issued a shilling edition
of the

'

Fly Leaves,' which cannot fail of a welcome.
It is well and legibly printed, and has a portrait of

Calverley on the cover. The only respect in which
the work departs from the first edition seems to be
in supplying on the title-page the full name instead
of the initials, and in adding the ' Pickwick '

exami-
nation paper and key.

The Reliquary and Illustrated Archaeologist. Edited
by J. Romilly Allen. October. (Bern rose & Sons.)

IN this number the first article is by Mr. W.
Heneage Legge,

' On Purses,' treating of their origin.
Several illustrations are given of early purse frames,
including one found in the moat of Binham Priory.
Mr. Legge gives an account of the priory, the first,
he believes, to have been published. The second
article, by an old contributor to 'N. & Q.,' Mr.
Alfred Charles Jonas, is on 'Archbishop Whitgift's
Hospital of the Holy Trinity, Croydon/ The illus-

trations to this include the entrance to audience
chamber, its overmantel, and that part showing the
"Armada chest." Mr. Giberne Sieveking writes
on ' The Mediaeval Chapbook as an Educational
Factor in the Past.'

' Some Pre-Norman Finds at
Lancaster

'

is by Mr. W. G Collingwood, who, in

describing in the Reliquary last year these frag-
ments of pre-Norman work built into the north
wall of Lancaster parish church, expressed a hope
that in the intended alterations they would be
preserved. This hope has been more than fulfilled.
Mr. Austin, the architect, has not only recovered
these most interesting stones, but has found
more, making ten fragments altogether. These
range from the earliest type of fine old Anglian
work, earlier, in Mr. Collingwood's judgment," than the Anglian crosshead from Lancaster now
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in the British Museum, to late sculpture of the
Danish period in the tenth and eleventh centuries.

Few churches are so rich in fine and varied ex-

amples of this remote period as Lancaster is

now." The archaeological notes include 'A Sun
Image found in Denmark,'

' A Triple Pot from Peru
symbolizing the Trinity,'

* The Dog Whip in Baslow
Church, Derbyshire' (this is still to be seen, and it

appears that the dog-whipper's pew remained in

Youlgreave Church, in Derbyshire, so late as 1868),
and 'Discovery of an Ancient Barrow in Tod-
morden, in the County of York.'

A BRILLIANT number of the Burlington Magazine
has for frontispiece a splendid reproduction of a

portrait by Franz Hals in the gallery of Lord
Spencer. 'Chinese Painting of the Twelfth Cen-

tury
'

is illustrated from a rich American collection.

A series of paintings of the deeds, death, and apo-
theosis of St. Francis is accompanied by letterpress
by Mr. Bernhard Berenson, whose collection sup-

plies
the picture of the saint in glory. Mr. Ralph

jS"evill's account of Jean Honore Fragonard is illus-

trated by three designs of that great painter,
including the famous '

Escarpolette
' from the

Wallace collection, which is successfully repro-
duced. There are, in addition, in the number
many specimens of English drinking -glasses, of

pewter vessels, and other things of high artistic

and antiquarian interest.

IT is eminently satisfactory to know that that
fine work 4 The English Dialect Dictionary

'

is now
complete. The closing volume has yet to be issued,
but the last page is in print and is under our

eye. What remains to be done is to publish
' The

Dialect Grammar,' on which the editor, Dr. Joseph
Wright, is engaged. In this he seeks such aid
from collaborators as, we feel sure, will be gladly
yielded him. A vast amount of material is already
accumulated, but further information is required,
especially as regards the Midland and Southern
counties. It is as regards dialectal pronunciation
that aid is specially sought. Those willing to assist

should communicate with Prof. J. Wright, Lang-
dale House, Park Town, Oxford, or care of the
Clarendon Press, when they will receive slips for

communication, specimen pages, word lists, a pho-
netic alphabet, and other full explanations. Each
qualified assistant in this great task will be pre-
sented with a bound copy of the

'

Grammar,' which
will be issued in 1905, and will bring to a close

labours the full value and significance of which
scholars alone can estimate.

THE Cambridge University Press promises an

interesting series of reprints to be called "The
Cambridge English Classics." The early volumes
of this will comprise a very handsome edition of

Earle's
'

Microcosmographie,' Hobbes's '

Leviathan,'
and Crashaw's 'Poems.' These will be edited by
competent scholars, and the series will be in all

respects handsome and representative. The next
volume of

" The Cambridge Modern History" will

be the second,
' The Reformation.'

MR. WALTER RYE has reprinted a communica-
tion sent a few months ago to the local press con-

cerning vandalism at Norwich. The offenders are
the Dean and Chapter, a body presumably as little

open as other corporations to castigation, physical
or-moral.

THE Rev. W. C. Boulter, 28, Queen's Road, Bays-
water, W., having some spare copies of printed
sheet-pedigrees of Sykes of Doncaster and Skikel-

thorpe of Southgate, will gladly give them to

applicants sending name, address, and stamp.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.

MR. ALBERT SUTTON, of Manchester, issues a

catalogue illustrative of the designs of the artists

of the [18]
"
sixties," Madox Brown, Arthur Hughes,

Lord Leighton, Sir J. E. Millais, D. G. Rossetti,
harles Keene, George Du Maurier, J. McNeill

Whistler, Frederick Walker, Frederick Sandys,
&c. These are said to touch the high-water mark,
and, though once a drug in the market, are now
springing into high favour. They will in time,

says Gleeson White, be prized as rightly as Bible

woodcuts, 'The Dance of Death,' or the 'Liber
Studiorum.' Illustrations to Tennyson, the Corn-

hill, Once a Week,
' The Arabian Nights,' Robert

Buchanan, &c., are included, as are the 'English
Landscapes

'

of Birket Foster, Linton's
' Masters

of Wood Engraving' (a generation later in date
of publication), and many periodicals. The same
bookseller, in a general catalogue, offers seventy-five
volumes of Notes and Queries with the first three

index volumes for 181. 18s. The set seems to merit

making up, since the three index volumes are almost
worth the money. A set of the Transactions, &c.,
of the Manchester Literary Club from the beginning
in 1875 to 1900, has more than mere local interest,

Other sets are of Punch, the Palestine Exploration
Fund. l The Palatine Note-Book,' by J. E. Bailey,
the Studio, &c. Other attractive eptries are

Wheatley's
'

Pepys's Diary
' and Fielding's

' Works.'
' America ' and ' Lancashire

'

may also be consulted.

Mr. Thomas Thorne, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, prices
at 121. a 1598 Chaucer's

* Works '

; Bullen's series

of
' Elizabethan Song-Books,' 7 vols., at 101. 10s. ;

Chaffers's
' Keramic Guide,' 1872, at IQl. ; and

Pickering's fine series of reprints of the Book of

Common Prayer, 7 vols., folio, uncut, vellum,
IQl. 10s. The same price is demanded for Free-

man's '

History of the Norman Conquest,' 6 vols. ;

81. 8s. for the life and work of Charles Kingsley,
Edition de luxe, and 121. 10s. each for the ' Dulwich

Gallery,' the plates mounted on tinted cardboard,
and Meyer's 'British Birds and their Eggs,'
announced as the best edition of the only complete
'History of British Birds and their Eggs.' The
Harleian Society Publications, vols. i.-xxvii., are

priced 251, and a long set of the quarterly Journal

of the Chemical Society, 201. ; Engleheart's
' Minia-

tures,' ten additional illustrations, just printed,
but now scarce, is 181. 18s. ; and Propert's

' Minia-

tures,' 221. 10s. A complete set, 1851 to 1898, of the

Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scot-

land, is 151. ;
the Numismatic Journal and Chro-

nicle, wanting 3 vols., 181. 10s. ; and large-paper
Symonds's 'Benvenuto Cellini,' and Sowerby's
'English Botany,' are attractive items. In a

subsequent portion of the catalogue may be found a
Baskerville's

*

Addison,' with plates ; Matthew
Arnold's

'

Friendship's Garland,' first edition ; the

Vinegar Bible ; Baskerville's Bible, 1763 ; Seebohm's
various works on Birds and their Eggs, &c, ;

Ferguson's 'British Essayists,' Dasent's works, a

cheap Genest's 'Account of the Stage.' Under
customary headings, such as Dickens, Byron,
Ruskin, Rossetti, Sporting, Heraldry, are entered

many desirable works.
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Messrs. Maggs catalogue MSS., autograph letters

&c. Royal signatures include those ofHenry yil.
Henry VIII., Charles 1., Queen Mary, Henriett

Maria, an autograph letter signed addressed t
" Monsieur mon frere, Monsieur le due de Savoie,
with original seals and silks unbroken, price 221. 10s

There are a collection of MSS. of Sir Walter Besant
some interesting letters of William Blake, a lette

from Byron to Murray (his publisher) concerning
'The Curse of Minerva,' a series of thirty-thre
letters of Thomas Campbell, many characteristi

letters of Coleridge, and others from George Eliot

In a very large collection are found autographs o

Blackstone, Bradshaw (the regicide), the Brontes

Browning, Burke, Burns, Carlyle, Cromwell, Fene
Ion, Fielding, Franklin, Hazlitt, Swinburne, Tenny
son, Rossetti, R. L. Stevenson, Kean, Nelson
Ruskin, Mrs. Jordan, Wordsworth, Madame de
Maintenon, Mary Beatrix d'Este, Metastasio, Simoi
Fraser (Lord Lovat), Macaulay, Knox, Kipling
Holnian Hunt, Mrs. Hemans, Helvetius, Grimaldi
and Sir W. Hamilton.

Messrs. HenryYoung & Sons issue one more attrac
tive catalogue

from Liverpool. Among its gems are
Dumas's

'

Critical Biographies of Modern Artists,

priced 121. 12.s. ;
a ballad of

' John Bon and Mast
Person

' on vellum ; several Bewicks
; Viellot's

4 Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux
'

; Billings's
l

Cathe-
drals '; a collection of Civil War tracts; 'The
Nuremberg Chronicle,' second edition

; Fielding's
' Tom Jones,' first edition

; Halstead's '

Succinct
Genealogies' (36/.), very rare; Jeremy Taylor's
' Whole Works '; Stothard's

' Monumental Effigies ';

Grimm's 'Specimens of Ornamental Art.' Under
Early Printed Works, Lancashire, Military, Naval,
Hamerton, Heraldry, &c., the reader will find
much of importance. At the end are mentioned some
engraved portraits of great value and interest.

Mr. Walter T. Spencer has Ackermann's '

Repo-
sitory,' most of the plates coloured

; Ainsworth's
* Jack Sheppard,' presentation copy;

' The Artists'

Repository ;
a series of Australian maps, priced 25^.

;

Bunyan's
'

Works,' 1(592 ; many books of coloured
plates: a large series of Cruikshank publications;
one still larger of Dickens. Mr. Spencer lays him-
self out specially for the works of Thackeray,
Browning, Leech, Albert Smith, and the writers
generally of the last century, and under such
headings matter of abundant interest is always to
be found. Mayne Reid's '

Works,' 37/. ; Sterne,
an uncut first edition of

' The Sermons '

; and a
Second Folio Shakespeare, wanting title, seem to
call for mention.

Mr. Clegg, of Rochdale, catalogues Cobbett's
'
Political Register,' some works on book-plates, &c.

and many works on Lancashire.

Mr. Charles Higham's stock-revision catalogue is

mostly theology : 27 vols. in 25 of the '

Bibliotheca
Maxima '

of the Church fathers ; an '

Opera Omnia '

of Chrysostom, 1834 ;

4 The Chronicle of Coronation
Books of Common Prayer,' of various dates

; some
of Dean Hook's ecclesiastical lives; Cornelius h
Lapide ; and sets of books such as

" The Speaker's
Commentary," the Homilist, "The Foreign Theo-
logical Library," &c.

Mr. Harvey, of Manchester Street, Brighton, has
a catalogue of first editions of novels bv Trollonp
George Eliot, Whyte Melville, Blackmore, and
others.

to

We must call special attention t the following
notices :

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

C. A. ("Ships that pass in the night"). Long-
fellow's

' Tales of a Wayside Inn,'
' The Theologian's

Story,' 'Elizabeth,' part iv. But see * N. & Q '

8th S. viii. 206.

C. BURGE. " La vie est breve," &c., is by L.
Montenacken, a Belgian poet.

Jbg Auction.
Rare and Valuable Books.

\TESSRS. HODGSON & CO. will SELL by
1"JL AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane, WC, on
WEDNESDAY, October 21, and Two Following Days, at 1 o'clockRARE and VALUABLE BOOKS, comprising Surtees's History of
Durham, 4 vols. Morant's Essex, 2 vols. MS. Collections for Essex,
by John Nicholl, with several hundred illuminated Armorial
Bearings, in 3 folio volg. morocco Clutterbuck's Hertfordshire,
3 vols Whitaker's Riehmondshire, 2 volg. Large Paper Nash's
Mansions of England, Coloured Copy, 5 vols., and other Topographical
and Antiquarian Works -Chippendale's Cabinet Makers' Director, 1762
Williamson and Hewitt's Field Sporti, Colcured Plates, J807 Jenkins'^
Martial Achievements and other Books with Coloured Plates Bxtra-
illustrated Copy of Bryan's Dictionary of Painters, enlarged to
4 vol. 4t<> Orammont's Memoirs, Proof Portraits, 2 vols morocco
Ooupil's Historical Monograph*, 10 vol. Burlington Fine-Art* Club
Catalogue of Miniatures and Me/zo Portrait*, 2 vols First Editions
of Keats, Tennyson, iSc.Kelmscott Press Issues Peignot, (Kuvres
Bibliographiquet, 26 vol*. Curtis's Botanical Magazine, a splendid
set, compleu to 1903, 130 vols. calf gilt Scott's Waverley Novels,
Border Edition, Large Paper Carlyle's Works, 34 vols. Dicktns's
Works. 32 vols., and other line Library Editions of Standard Authors
many in handsome bindings.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.
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gaits.

"THE CUTTY BLACK SOW."
WE had a custom in the southern part

of Carmarthenshire in my early boyhood of

heaping up the stuff known as trash, left

along the hedges after the latter had been
cleaned and trimmed. The process of trim-

ming and repairing was called trashd'r perthi.
The heaps of trash, usually placed on the

upper corners of the steep hillside fields,

were set on fire at the beginning of winter.

When the flames of these bonfires had died

down, we used to jump over, or rather

through, the live embers, scattering showers
of sparks. Then the game was to race head-

long through the darkness down to the stile

or gate at the lower end of the field, yelling
and screaming as we did so, and each

endeavouring not to be the last to make his

escape. I was very young, and cannot now
recall the words we shouted

;
but I remember

most vividly the awful feeling caused by
being

" last" at the gate in the pitchy dark-
ness. When listening to Prof. Rhys dealing,
in the course of his epoch-making lectures on
Celtic mythology, with the Welsh customs of

Hallowe'en, I found the whole scene come
back to me, forgotten doggerel and all,

** the

cutty black sow on every stile seize
the hindmost."
I subsequently made some investigations

of my own, the firstfruits of which appeared
in a short note in the Academy (22 Feb., 1896)
under the heading

' Shrew and Beshrew.' I
there referred to some old verses I had copied
out of Baines's 'Lancashire' on 'Auntient
Customs in Games used by Boys and Girles,

merrily sett out in Verse by Randle Holme
(the second).' I am under the impression
that Randle Holme was not the author of the
little work entitled 'The Letting of Humour's
Blood in the Headvaine ;

with a new Morisco
daunced by Seven Satyrs upon the bottome
of Diogenes' table,' 8vo, Lond., 1611, which
seems to be the original source. There are
some interesting variations, however, in the
two versions, such as "Christmas" for "Mid-
summer," and " dame "

for
" dun "

in the

following lines :

At Shove-groate, Venter-poynt or Cross and Pile,
At Beshrow him that 's Last at Yonder Stile,
At Leaping o'er a Mid-sommer-bon-fier
Or at the Drawing Dun out of the Myer.

I am quoting this at far second-hand, from
the Literary Gazette of 26 November, 1836,

p. 764, where it is given as an extract from
the 'Book of Table Talk.' It dun is .the

correct reading at any rate it is the usual
one then it is not improbable that we have
here a game derived from a Celtic source ;

and I would point out that mieri is Welsh
for a bramble-brake, that mwyar is Welsh for

blackberries, and that the 'E.D.D.' gives
"mwire" as a Worcestershire pronunciation
of "mire." Ever since cattle-lifting and
raiding over the Border gave way to a more
peaceful intercourse the great roads leading
from Wales towards London have been

leisurely trodden by droves innumerable of

black cattle and Welsh ponies a stream
which has deposited a Welsh sediment among
the English population all along the route,
noticeable to this day even in London itself.

What struck me especially, however, on
reading the verses was the line

Beshrew him that 's last at yonder stile,

for the sentiment is absolutely identical with
that of our "

cutty black sow "
game. The

'

H.E.D.,' on the authority of Prof. Rhys,
says that there is no connexion between
Welsh cwta and English

' ; cut "; but, curiously
enough, in our part of Wales the poplar was
called y pren cwt, and that, not because it

was pollarded which it was not with us-

but because the leaves were believed to be a
salve for cuts or wounds. In the same way,
although the above authorities deny any
connexion between Welsh hivch and English
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"
hog," I cannot help entertaining a doubt on

the point, especially when I recall "hog
mouse " and "

hog-manay." The actual Welsh

equivalent of the latter custom is the calenig

or the carrying round the houses of apple
into which is stuck a tripodal arrangemen
of wooden skewers, together with small sprig

of evergreens. Sometimes four or five apple.

are skewered on a single wooden stand, ir

which case the gift is called a perllan, 01

"orchard." They are carried round in th<

earliest hours of New Year's Day, with hearty

greetings of
"
Blwyddyn Newydd dda i chwi

("A happy New Year to you"). Now, as i

rule, Welsh orchards do not supply apple*

that will keep to the end of the year, th

most common being, in our part, the
"
Morgan

Nik'las," i.e., Morganwg glas, the "green
Glamorgan (apple)," which keeps till about

the beginning of November. The^calenu
has, therefore, most probably been shifted on
from Nos Galan-gaeaf, or the

"
Night of th

Winter Kalends." A good description of the

Welsh customs on that occasion is to be founc

in a notice of Jameson's
'

Dictionary
'

in the

Literary Panorama for November, 1809 :

" We shall make no apology for adding a few
words on this subject [Beltane] in reference to other

pajts of the United Kingdom. In Wales this annua
tire is kindled in autumn, on the first day of Novem
ber, which being neither at the solstice nor equinox,
deserves attention. We believe that it is accounted
for by supposing that the lapse of ages has removed
it from its ancient station, and that the observance
is kept on the same day nominally, though that be
now removed some weeks backward from its true
station. However that may be, in North Wales
especially, this fire is attended by many ceremonies,
such as running through the fire and smoke, each

participator casting a stone into the fire, and at the
conclusion of this action all running off to escape
from the black short-tailed sow. The food for

supper must consist of parsnips, nuts, and apples ;

then an apple is suspended by a string, and caught
by the mouth alone ;

or one is flung into a tub of

water, and the mouth only is privileged to catch at
it. Nor are the purposes of divination absent from
the fire on this evening. Each person present
throws a nut into it, and those which burn bright
betoken prosperity to the owner through the follow-

ing year ;
misfortune is presaged by those that turn

black and crackle. On the following morning the
stones are searched for in the fire

;
if any be missing,

let their owners make up their minds to encounter
mischief perhaps calamity. In Ireland the Bel-tein
is lighted on Midsummer eve

; and this custom is

not extinct in England ; for the writer of this
article has witnessed it on Midsummer eve in the
public streets of towns in the diocese of Durham."

This very valuable account seems to fur-
nish a hint as to the derivation of the word
Jleltfln, for the Irish word bel (mouth) appears
in Irish mythology in connexion with Loch
Crotta Cliach (Tipperary), also called Loch
Bel Sead and Loch Bel Dragain (' Dragon-

mouth Loch) ;
see Rhys,

'
Celt. Myth.,' 171-3.

In Scotland boys went to the moors, cut a
table out of sods, sat round it, lit a fire,

cooked and ate a custard, baked an oat-

meal cake, divided it into equal segments,
blackened one of these, drew lots, and then

compelled the boy who drew out the blackened

piece to leap three times through the fire,

with the view of obtaining for the district a

year of prosperity (see 'Encycl. Diet.,' s.v.
4 Beltane '). Nor is this appeasing, or expia-
tory, or redemptional feature wholly absent
from Welsh customs, as may be seen in
Matthew Moggridge's account of a ceremony
attending the village wake (2 October) at

Devynnock, Breconshire, when a poor man,
representing Cynog, the patron saint, would,
for a reward of clothes or money, be thrown,
at the end of the procession, into the river,
amid the jeers of the crowd (see the report of
the Cambrian Archaeological Society's meet-
ing at Brecon in 1853, in the Gentleman's

Magazine for that year, an account which
seems to have escaped the notice of Mr.
Frazer). In Ireland cattle were driven
through the Beltein fire, and it is this aspect
that I now wish to draw the reader's atten-
tion to. I have already mentioned the "

hog-
mouse," for which see the quotation from
Ellis, the agricultural writer, in the 'N.E.D.'
Mice, rats, and shrews are all called llygod in

Welsh, which is a plural or
"
collective

" term
whence the singular llygoden is formed, while
the original only appears in compounds, as

llyg-liw (" mouse - colour "). If the English
word shrew originally meant the "

biter," then
"shrew -bitten" would be the meaning of
shrew-struck

"
in the following quotation

Prom Gilbert White in the 'Encycl. Diet.,' s.v.
'

Shrew-struck '

:

" When a horse in the fields happened to be sud-
denly seized with anything like a numbness in his
egs, he was immediately judged by the old persons
to be either planet-struck or shrew-struck. The
mode of cure which they prescribed, and which they
considered in all cases infallible, was to drag the
animal through a piece of bramble that grew at
>oth ends "

an exact description of a Welsh growth of
nieri.

I would here remind the reader of the
mssage in * Romeo and Juliet

'

(I. iv.) where
Borneo says,
The game was ne'er so fair, and I am done ;

and Mercutio rejoins with,
"ut ! dun 's the mouse, the constable's own word
f thou art dun, we '11 draw thee from the mire
)t this (sir-reverence) love, wherein thou stick'st
Jp to the ears.

The "constables own word," as he perhaps
atches the hindmost of a mob of unruly
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boys, is, I submit, but an English variant

of a shout in a game similar to the Welsh
"hwch ddu gwta a gipio'r ola," while that
variant is, just as obviously, connected with
the game of dun in the mire. But the super-
stition noticed by White takes us further.

The object was of course to draw blood, and
that by an indirect or ritualistic method.
"A piece of bramble that grew at both
ends

"
might be found in a boggy bit of

ground, or on a hedge, or on a rough stone

wall ;
and I believe that the older scholars

were right in deriving cu/zacria from af/^a.

The consideration of this point shall be

reserved for another paper. For the present
I content myself with Prof. Rhys's remark

(op. cit. sup.) on Dinas Dinlle, "Dinlle Ure-

conn, which means the Uriconian or Wrekin
Dinlle in the present county of Salop." The
Wrekin would be the most likely of all hills

in Wales to be connected with a worship
similar to what we know to have been

practised on Soracte in Italy. If the name
of Mount Soracte is derived from sorex

(Gk. vpa), a shrew-mouse, then we have a

most suggestive chain of identical ceremonies
and beliefs stretching from the Sminthian

Apollo of the Troad to the Lug mac Edlend

(or Eithne) of Ireland. To finish with a

quotation : Pliny, 'Nat. Hist.,' ii. 41, says of

sorices :
"
Quin et soricum fibras respondere

numeroLunse exquisivere diligentiores
" and

the same thing of the entrails of mice, xi. 37.

J. P. OWEN.

SHAKESPEARIANA.
4

HAMLET,' I. iv. 36-8. Another addition to

the many conjectural readings of
'

Hamlet,'
I. iv. 36-8, may be of interest, if not of

assistance, to readers of 'N. & Q.' who believe

that many of the mysteries of Shakespeare's
text may yet yield themselves up to the

labour of study and research. The famous
crux :

The dram of eale

Doth all the noble substance of a doubt
To his own scandal,

has exercised the ingenuity of a host of

commentators, and I will neither occupy

your space nor weary the eye of the Shake-

spearian student by setting out, for the

purposes of comparison, the multitudinous

suggestions which are to be found in any
variorum edition.

Without going so far afield for references

and derivations as some commentators have

done, I wish to submit a plausible reading
which suggests itself to me.

First, as to the word eale. The generally

accepted conjecture is that it is a^corrupt
spelling of

"
evil

"
'or

"
e'il," the ~v being

omitted in the latter case, as it is in the
Second Quarto reading of II. ii. 627, where
we find "deale" for de'ile= devil.

It does not appear to have occurred to

any one that this word is a syncopated form
of "eisel," or, as the First .Quarto has it,

"esile," from the Old French aisel= vinegar,
gall (aiselle, according to Larousse in his
'

Dictionnaire Universe],' is still in use as
"
Agric. nom d'une variete de betterave qui

renferme peu de sucre ") ; in other terms,
that it is the same word that occurs after-
wards in

'

Hamlet,' V. i. 264 [299 Globe ed.] :

Woo't drink up eisel?

And in Sonnet cxi. 10 :

I will drink
Potions of eisel against my strong infection,
No bitterness that I will bitter think.

The elision of an s is quite as probable as
that of a v, especially in words derived from
the French language, in which the s is so
frequently unsounded.
Next comes the difficulty of the words "

of
a doubt." Here I surmise that "

of a doubt "

is a phonetic blunder for of a bout i.e., of a
round of drinks, an expression clearly con-
nected with the idea of the preceding
lines :

The king doth wake to-night and takes his rouse,
Keeps wassail, and the swaggering up-spring reels
And drains his draughts of Rhenish down.

This heavy-headed revel

They clepe us drunkards, &c.

And if, allowing for a further very probable
phonetic error, we read gall for "all," the
passage would then run :

The dram of e'ile

Doth gall the noble substance of a bout
To his own scandal,

meaning as is obvious from the context
that as a man's character, though it be as
pure as grace, shall in the general censure
take corruption from one particular fault, so
a dram of eisil in the wine served out in the
general round will render bitter the entire
bout. Compare Horace, Epist. I. ii. 55 :

Sineeram est nisi vas, quodcumque infundis, acescit,

and Ecclesiastes x. 1. "Bout" was used in
the sense of a drinking bout in 1670 by
Maynwaring (vide

' Vita Sana,' vi. 78).
V. ST. GLAIR MACKENZIE.

'THE RAPE OF LTJCRECE.' Shakspeare is

supposed to have classical learning because
Greek and Latin authors have expressed
ideas similar to his own ; and not sufficient
attention is given to the evidence of want of
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learning that is to be found in his plays and
other poems.

The blackest sin is cleared with absolution.

Tarquin did not get that from Ovid's *
Fasti.'

He speaks like a .Roman Catholic. 'The Rape
of Lucrece

'

is a multitude of conceits, and it

is possible that many of them are like those

of Ovid
;
but Shakspeare's fertile mind not

only originated much, but hit also uncon-

sciously on much that other poets before him
had produced. He may, too, have reproduced
the thoughts of the ancients through learned

English writers who had borrowed or trans-

lated them
;
and it must be difficult to trace

all his imitations made in this way. In the

eighteenth century the commentators on his

works, who were men of classical learning,

pointed out many resemblances between his

thoughts and those of the Greek and Latin

poets, but withal they saw clearly that he
had small Latin and less Greek. There is

certainly nothing that argues classical know-
ledge in 'The Rape of Lucrece,' if it be not in

the ideas themselves, for there is not in it a
reference to any ancient person or thing, out
side the story itself, except to Tantalus, who
is as well known as Jupiter, to Tereus and
Philomel, and to a few of the best-known
characters of the Trojan war. Shakspeare's
limited range of reference, with other things,
convinces me that he knew little Greek and
Latin. Chaucer and Spenser make mistakes,
but .witha], they, show abundantly that their
classical knowledge was extensive. All these

attempts to give t
erudition to Shakspeare

seem to lead to his being converted to Bacon.
Otherwise, I should not trouble myself much
about them. E. YARDLEY.

" MATED MIND."

My mind she has mated, and amazed my sight.
'

Macbeth,' V. i. 86.

The 'Variorum' editor quotes numerous
authorities in explanation of

k ' mated mind,"
but Shakespeare appears to have borrowed
the expression from Sidney's 'Arcadia,'
Liber III. p. 266 recto, ed. 1590 :

" Now that the enemy gave a dreadful aspect
unto the castle, his [Clinias's] eyes saw no terror,
nor eare heard any martiall sounde, but that they
multiplied the hideousness of it to his mated
minde."

From what immediately follows in the
'Arcadia' all readers would not, perhaps,
infer the same meaning for the expression.

CHAS. A. HERPICH.
'KiNG LEAR,' II. iv. 56 (9

th S. xi. 162, 323) :

O, how this mother swells up toward my heart !

Let me thank MR. ADAMS and W. C. B. for
their learned replies to my query. The fact

that two such pundits have considered
it worth their time to reply with sympa-
thetic, interesting comments, proves that
the passage needed elucidation. In view
of the circumstance that I was careful to

compare one passage of Shakespeare with
another, and to offer Shakespeare for Shake-

speare, MR. YARDLEY'S remark that "
if such

alterations are readily accepted, we shall not
retain much that Shakespeare has written,"
seems a little wide of 'the mark. Anything
which excites interest in his works does

good. "Est in nobis : agitante calescimus
illo." T. B. WlLMSHUBST.

THE BATTLE OF THE NILE, 1798. In
James's ' Naval History of Great Britain/
published in 1837, appears a list of the ships
engaged in the action of the Nile on 1 August,
1798, with the names of their respective first

lieutenants. The Minotaur, one of Nelson's

vessels, commanded by Capt. Louis, played a
very active and important part in the battle,
and credit is given in the

' Naval History
'

to
Lieut. C. M. Schomberg as being her first

lieutenant on that occasion. This is mani-
festly wrong, as on reference to the Minotaur's
books in the Public Record Office it is found
Lieut. Schomberg joined that ship nearly
two months subsequent to the action. More-
over, every first lieutenant of a ship so

engaged was promoted commander, and this

step in rank was not given to Lieut. Schom-
berg until 1802. The first lieutenant of the
Minotaur at the battle of the Nile was John
Hill, who was promoted commander for the
action, and who, knighted in 1831, died as
a flag officer in 1855. The statement of 'the
above facts seems the only effectual means of

rectifying an error of such long standing, and
rendering very tardy justice to Lieut. Hill,

who, as first lieutenant of the Minotaur, did
his duty at the Nile, which battle in itself
and consequences is by many considered as
the greatest naval engagement recorded in

history. A RELATIVE.

THOMAS LLOYD, REPUBLICAN. The dedica-
tion, on 22 August last, of a tablet to the
memory of Capt. Thomas Lloyd at St.

Augustine's Church, Philadelphia, not far
from the resting-place of Benjamin Franklin,
calls attention to an interesting career that
has escaped the notice of biographical
dictionary makers in this country and in the
United States. Lloyd, though of Welsh
ancestry, was born in London on 14 August,
1756. About 1763 he was sent for education,
as were many young Catholics of that period,
to the Jesuit College at St. Orner. There he
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continued till 1770. In 1771 he emigrated to

Maryland, and in 1777 he fought under
Washington at Brandywine, where he was
severely wounded and taken prisoner, but
soon after was exchanged. He was married
in 1780

;
and eleven years later, accompanied

by his wife, he sailed for this country to visit

his parents, and incidentally to experience
the rigour of the laws of his native land.

The year after his arrival in London (1792)
he published 'The Commentaries on the
Constitution of the United States of

America,' &c. But his London agent failed

to carry out his agreements, and Lloyd
became financially involved. Thereupon he
was arrested for debt and lodged in the new
Fleet Prison. While incarcerated there he
wrote a declaration of republican principles,
which was posted on the chapel aoor

; and,
although the placard was actually put up by
a fellow-prisoner, Lloyd was charged with

having published a seditious libel. At his

trial, which was reported fully by himself, he
conducted his defence with great skill

;
but

he was convicted, and sentenced to one hour
in the pillory and three years in Newgate,
and to find sureties in a large sum for good
behaviour for five years. While serving his

term, which he did to the uttermost day, he

published two editions of his trial, "sold by
Thomas Lloyd in Newgate," and he kept a

diary in shorthand which is now amongst the
valued possessions of the American Catholic
Historical Society of Philadelphia. The
records of that society contain much
interesting information concerning Lloyd
from the pen of Mr. Martin I. J. Griffin, the

antiquary and Catholic historian.

Immediately upon the expiration of his

imprisonment, Thomas Lloyd returned to the

country of his adoption, where he resumed
his work in parliamentary and legal reporting,
and lived with honour and distinction among
the members of his church until his death on
19 January, 1827. Among the works he pub-
lished were '-The Congressional Register ; or,

History of the Proceedings and Debates of

the First House of Representatives of the
United States of America/ in four vols., and
a reprint of Bishop Challoner's

'

Unerring
Authority of the Catholic Church in Matters
of Faith.' The recently erected tablet de-

. scribes Lloyd as
" Shorthand Reporter of the

House of Representatives, First Congress of

the U.S., Author, Soldier, Patriot." The
system of shorthand he learnt at St. Omer
140 years ago, which was similar to that

published by Graves & Ashton at York in

1775, was applied by him in reporting
Washington's first inaugural address, and it

was primarily in recognition of his important
services in connexion with the parliamentary
and political history of America that the
National Shorthand Reporters' Association
erected the memorial. A. T. WRIGHT.

22, Chancery Lane, W.C.

CHARLES POTTER. In Mr. Litchfield's
'

Pot-

tery and Porcelain
'

(p. 234) there is the follow-

ing bald entry under 'Paris: Potter': "In
1789, Charles Potter, an Englishman, estab-

lished a factory of hard paste. He called his

ware * Prince of Wales' China.'
" In the Sun

of 10 July, 1797, 1 came across the following
interesting passage, which I think well

worthy of being preserved in
' N. & Q.' :

"The well-known Kit Potter, formerly Member
for Colchester, and the first of Cheap Bakers, was,
within these few days, in London, upon a visit

incog. He is at present the possessor of the Prince
of Conde's magnificent Palace at Chantilly, where
he conducts a very considerable manufactory of

Porcelaine, and is supposed to clear about six thou-
sand a year. The superb stables of that noble
mansion are now the manufactory."

W. ROBERTS.

FORTESCUE'S ' BRITISH ARMY '

: THE PICKET.

My attention has been called to the foot-

note in Fortescue's 'History of the British

Army,' vol. ii. p. 34 :

"There was such a rush to see the first infliction

of picketing that several spectators were injured,

Daily Post, 9th July, 1739. The punishment con-

sisted in hanging up a man by one wrist, with no
rest for his bare feet but a pointed stake."

These words convey the idea that the occa-

sion referred to was the first infliction of the

picket in our army, but the punishment had
been in use in our cavalry regiments for about

fifty years before that date, and minute

descriptions of it are to be found in English
dictionaries of 1702 and 1705. I suppose this

was the first opportunity the people of South-
wark had ever had of witnessing the punish-
ment in their midst, and the character of the
offence for which it had been awarded must
have also inflamed the desire of many to be

present, As Mr. Fortescue does not quote
the paragraph in the Daily Post, I will now
do so :

" On Saturday a Drum and a private Man belong-
ing to General Honeywood's Dragoons, for Mis-
behaviour in their Quarters, underwent the Military
Punishment of the Picquet at the Stone's-end in

Blackman-Street, Southwark. The Novelty of the

Thing brought a Crowd of People together, who
pressing too hard one upon another broke down the
rail that fences the black Ditch against St. George's-
Fields, whereby several of them were push'd in and
almost suffocated with the Filth."

The regiment to which the private soldier

and the drummer belonged was the 3rd Dra-

goons, whose colonel at that time was General
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Philip Honywood. It was in this same year,

1739, that the celebrated Col. Gardiner, then

commanding the 6th Inniskilling Dragoons
at Leicester, had a trooper picketed for quit-

-ting his post when on sentry; but Gardiner

did not make a public exhibition of the

culprit undergoing punishment. The picket
was in use in some of our cavalry regiments
from about the year 1690 to about the year
1820. I have a copy of the king's 'Regula-
tions for Cavalry,' 1795, in which, at p. 170,

a form of ordinary guard -report is given,
and the only punishments named in it are

"lashes" and "minutes on the picket," one

of the supposed "crimes" being "for feed-

ing his Horse without Order.' W. S.

[See9
th S.v. 471,539.]

JELALEDDIN. A propos of the very choice

little volume recently issued by
Prof. Hastie,

of Glasgow, containing English versions (fol-

lowing Riickert's translation) of the
'

Gazels
'

of Jelaleddin, Dr. Alexander H. Japp con-

tributes to the Glasgow Herald of 25 July an

interesting article, in which, after doing
justice to the many merits of Dr. Has tie's

oook, he adds a reminiscence of Prof. E. H.

Palmer, by whose murder in the desert

Oriental learning suffered so great a loss.

Dr. Japp says :

"In the later sixties I was engaged in sub-editing
the Aryoxy, under Mr. Alexander Strahan. One day
there came in a little bundle of translations of the

great Persian poets, with compact critical and bio-

graphical introductions and notes, signed
'

E. H.
Palmer,' who, I found out afterwards, was then a
student of St. John's College, Cambridge. There
was a paper on Firdusi, with selected translations,
another on Hatiz, a third on Saadi, and a fourth on
Jelal. The papers on Hafiz and Firdusi and Saadi
were published in the magazine the first things I

believe, as he told me, ever published and paid for
of E. H. Palmer's. The Aryovy was professedly a

light magazine a magazine of amusement rather
than instruction, not to say edification, and I felt

that Haft/,, with his love glow and rapture, might
pass, as Firdusi, with his heroic adventure and
bold imagination, might pass ; but Jelal was all too

spiritual, mystic, pure, select, and rare for such
pages. And Palmer, with fine instinct, had chosen
just those pieces that showed him in his purest,
loftiest, most ecstatically religious vein. At least
one of the ' Gazels ' now given to us by Prof. Hastie
was there. The art Palmer could bring into such
translations is fully attested by what appeared in
the Aryoxy in succeeding months. I tried to get
the editor of the Contemporary to put the paper on
Jelal into his review. He was much taken with it

as was also Dean Plumptre, to whom I showed it

but, alas ! the Contemporary was over-crowded,
over-pledged, and it was impossible. I made other
efforts to gain admission for the paper in a suitable
organ, but did not succeed ; and I remember that ]

carried it back to its author, when I visited him a'

Cambridge, a considerable time afterwards ; for
those papers and correspondence about them began

a friendship. I remember that Palmer spoke of

Felal as the
'

complete mystic,' for the perfect

understanding of whom a new spiritual sense was

demanded the inner eyesight, he said, must be

urged and the sentiment touched with a sense ot

od, be absorbed, as it were, in Him. One might

read Jelal for his rhythmic felicity, his unique

phrases, his force of words and his ingenuity of

resources; but that was but to see the beautiful

texture and pattern of the mantle he wore it was

merely to see him, as it were, moving away from

you, a back view, and no more. You must see him

face to face, at closest quarters; seethe /smile ot

Gk>d,' the divine smile, as Dante called it, rise on

his sweet and persuasive countenance, bathed, as it

were, in the bliss of God. Years after when I

visited Palmer at the Brookside, Cambridge, he now-

being Professor of Arabic 1 mentioned Jelal, wish-

ing to know whether the paper had ever found a

place. He gave me no definite answer, but, instead,

ne turned and pulled from his shelves a volume,
and after reading silently a passage of Jelal, he

translated it for me, as he carried his thin fingers

along the lines. You would hardly have expected

Palmer, so given to the concrete and practical, to

have entered so fully into the spirit of Jelal as he

did ;
but so it was, and he was quite enthusiastic

about phrases, turns, and revelations of personal

experience.
' A sweet soul,' he said, as he returned

the volume to its place,
'

peace be with him ! 'as
though Jelal had actually been there present and
had just bidden us good-bye, and gone away on a

long journey."

These translations of Jelaleddin are not

mentioned in Sir Walter Besant's 'Life of

the Sheikh Abdullah.' They may possibly be

included with the other poems in the
k

Song
of the Reed,' but at the moment I have not

access to the volume. If the versions of

Jelaleddin are still extant they ought to be

printed, for there have been few men who
entered so fully into the spirit of the East as

the unfortunate Edward Henry Palmer.
WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

P.S. The above was written on the day
of the unexpected and much-to-be-lamented
death of Dr. William Hastie.

MARQUESS : HIS CORRECT DESIGNATION.
This subject is of interest, for the different

prefixes adopted in the various peerage
and other works may well confuse the

general reader, and even the expert in

genealogical matters as well. Matt. Carter,
in that curious and valuable old work of his

entitled
' Honor Redivivus ; or, an Analysis

of Honor and Armory' (third edition, printed
in 1673), says that the correct address is the
"Most Noble and Mighty Prince." Debrett
(ed. of 1823) says the correct style is "Most
Noble." Lodge (ed. of 1847), who spells the
title

"
marquis

"
in error, states the style is

the "Most Honourable Marquis of ."
'

Chambers's Encyclopaedia,' a good general
work of reference, says "Most Honourable/'
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Kelly's 'Handbook to the Titled, Landed,
and Official Classes' (edition 1881) also writes

the title
"
marquis," and gives two styles. It

states that the superscription of a letter

should be ** To the Most Honourable the

Marquis of ," but that "
the formal style

of a marquis is
' Most Noble and Potent

Prince.'" According to the catalogue of deeds
for sale by Mr. James Coleman, of Totten-

ham, the confusion becomes greater still. A
Lambeth lease, dated 1821, speaks of the
"Most Noble Henry, Marquis of Lans-
down "

; another, dated 1718, of the
" Most

Noble William. Duke of Devonshire "
;
and

still another, dated 1690, relating to land in

St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, of the "
Right

Honourable George, Marquis of Halifax."
It may, therefore, be of interest to the
readers of

' N. & Q.' to know the correct and
present-day designation, and it is well to put
this on record for future reference. Sir
Albert Woods, Garter King-at-Arms, than
whom there can be no higher authority,
writing to me under date of 21 September,
says :

"The correct and official designation of a mar-

quess is the 'Most Honourable.' The fact of a
marquess being a Knight of the Garter does not
affect his status or prefix. Debrett is wrong if he
describes a marquess as the ' Most Noble.

3 "

RONALD DIXON.
46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

JOHN TOWNELEY. I have found in Chis-
wick Churchyard a substantial brick tomb,
inscribed "Towneley vault, 1780," bearing
the following epitaph :

"Here lies the body of John Towneley esquire,
third son of Charles and Ursula Towneley, of

Towneley, in the County Palatine of Lancashire,
who departed this life on the 7th of April 1782, in

the 86th year of his age. K. 1. P."

The only other inscription is one to his

brother George, who died in 1786. The tomb
of the translator of

* Hudibras '

into French
seems to have been untouched since the
latter date, but is in good preservation. The
verger, however, had to brush away lichen

before I could decipher the first line. The
renovated tomb of Hogarth is close by.

J. G. ALGER.
Holland Park Court.

THE NATIONAL FLAG. The contents of a
letter appearing in the Times on the 24th of

September, over the signature of J. H. R.-C.,
dated from Switzerland, caused me to rub

my eyes on my return from my holiday last

Saturday. The mountain air must have had
some curious effect on J. H. R.-C., for he
asserts that "the non- official Briton is de-

barred, it is understood, from the use of the

Union flag because this is the distinguishing
mark of officials of the navy, army, and other
services." Such a statement is simply marvel-

lous, appearing as it does after all the corre-

spondence in 'N. & Q.,' and the distinct

authority given by the King that the Union
flag is the flag to be flown by all British

subjects. The navy, army, and other ser-

vices have flags of their own, as is well known
to all readers of

' N. & Q.' UNION.

[See 9th S. v. 414, 440, 457, 478 ;
ix. 485 ; x. 31, 94,

118; and Supplement, 30 June, 1900.]

Quota*
WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

HEIDELBERG GALLERY. Can any reader of
' N. & Q.' kindly inform me if the historical

gallery formed by the Cpmte de Grainberg
at Heidelberg is still in existence, and
whether any of the six portraits of Mary
Stuart formerly therein have been engraved ?

Any information about this collection would
be esteemed. J. J. FOSTER.

PUBLICATION BY SUBSCRIPTION. When was
the earliest work issued by subscription 1 The
fourth edition of 'Paradise Lost,

5

1688, folio,

has a long list of subscribers. H. T.

' BATTLE OF PRAGUE.' Who is the composer
of this? W. T.

[Franz Katzwara, born at Prague, who, at the
close of a clever, dissipated career, hanged himself
2 September, 1791, in Vine Street, St. Martin's-in-

the-Fields.]

COBDEN: A REPUTED SAYING. I recollect

reading somewhere that, at the time when
Cobden was conducting his Free Trade
movement, one of his friends said to him :

" What will happen, Cobden, if no other country
should adopt Free Trade ?

"

" Oh !

"
said he,

"
they will all adopt it."

"
Yes," replied his friend

;

" but if they do not ?"
"In that case," said Mr. Cobden, "Free Trade

would ruin the country in half a century."

I cannot recollect where I saw this. Perhaps
you or one of your readers could tell me
where to find it again. D. M.

DRYWOOD. I should be glad if any of your
readers could give me the meaning of the
ancient name of "Dry wood." The name is

given to a small Lancashire estate. In very
ancient records about the thirteenth cen-

tury the name appears as "Dryuodery-
dynges" and "Druywoderudig" ; and from
analogous cases the names are taken to show
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attempts by Norraans to reproduce Saxor
names. The "

dry
" or "

druy
"

is conjecturec
to represent "drei" or

" dree
"= three; anc

the final
<%

ig," or whatever it represents, a

sort of final guttural sound that is even
now only dying out of the local dialect, like
"
Whurkideleia," "Club-ba," &c.

STRACHAN HOLME.
Worsley, Manchester.

SHAKESPEARE AND LORD BURLEIGH. Can
any of your readers give me information on
these two points 1

1. I have heard a tradition that Shake
speare was given by Lord Burleigh a tern

porary home at a farmhouse in Castle

fledingham, Essex, at a time when, by the

extravagance of the then Earl of Oxford,
the estate of Hedingham Castle passed into
the hands of Lord Burleigh, the earl's father-
in-law.

2. Is there any detailed record of a visit

Queen Elizabeth paid to the earl at Heding-
ham Castle 1 S. M.

THE OAK, THE ASH, AND THE IVY. What
is the correct form of the well-known lines

The oak, the ash, and the bonny ivy tree,
They flourish best at home in the North Countree?

My recollection had been that it was as above,
but J. G. Edgar, in a novel published in 1862,
gives it thus :

The oak, the oak, and the bonny ivy tree, &c.

I should be glad to know if the ash is properly
included in the distich. W. B. H.

ELIZA GRIMWOOD. In an article entitled
Bill-Sticking,' by Charles Dickens (origin-

ally published in Household Words, 22 March,
1851), some references are made to "the mur-
dered Eliza Grimwood," who (as stated in a
subsequent paper by Dickens) was "commonly
called the Countess, because of her handsome
appearance and her proud way of carrying
herself." To judge from the allusions, the
murder was then fresh in the public mind
and must have caused considerable comment
?V l

r

ie
rf

>

V
ne>

\
sha11 be lad if a read er of

JN. & y. can oblige me with the date of this
notorious crime. F. G. KITTON

St. Albans.

JEWS IN ENGLAND. Can any correspondent
g
u
ve
u,

r refer to satisfactory disproof of
the belief, generally held, that Jews were
practically extinct in England for three
centuries or more? We know of single
instances of Jews living in England In
Elizabeth s time, e.y., the notorious Roderi^o
Lopez. But can it be shown that during the
time from Edward I. to Cromwell there were

any considerable number of Jews in the

country 1 Is there any evidence to show that

Marlowe and Shakespeare may possibly have
come into personal contact with Jews, and
that their characters of Barabas and Shylock
may have been derived from more than mere

literary sources, or that a change of feelings
in the direction of greater tolerance towards
the Jews took place before Cromwell's time ?

F. J. C.

COL. ROGER MCELLIGOTT. Is anything
known of the fate of this officer or of his

descendants ? He was Governor of Cork for

James II., surrendered that city to Marl-

borough, and afterwards commanded the

regiment of Clancarty in the Irish Brigade
in the service of France. M. G. McE.

FLINT BUILDINGS. Can any reader tell me
of authorities bearing upon the flint build-

ings of Sussex 1 I mean the period when
this style is supposed to have originated. I
believe it has been decided that the walls
of Chichester are partly R.oman. Also, is it

the fact that in some of the Sussex churches
(I have recently visited a number near

Chichester) the Norman arches are arches
cut through walls of a considerably older
date ? I have inspected the church of

Walberton, where the second church is being,
except portions of the walls and the chancel
and porch, rebuilt, and was much interested
to see the foundations of the first church,
rough stones unmortared and only filled in
with earth. I was glad to see that it has
proved possible to leave one good arch on
the south side, and also the fine stone coffin
built a few years ago into the west wall. I
'iave no present access to Horsfield's 'Sussex.'

INQ.

STARTIN, Miss OR MRS. This lady is sup-
posed to have come to England in the
entourage of Queen Charlotte, the wife of

3eorge III. Information regarding her would
be esteemed by GEOEGE H. IREDALE.
Torquay.

BOHEMIAN BARDS. I am making a col-

ection_of verses dealing with the artistic
Bohemia of London, and written by Bohe-
nians and others after the manner of the
ate Jeffrey Prowse, Henry S. Leigh, Capt.
dorris, Mortimer Collins, and others. I
hould like a list of publications and volumes
>vorth consulting and quoting from.

S. J. A. F.

WILLIAM MUNK, M.D., F.S.A. The above,
n the suggestion of the late Rev. George
)hver, collected materials for a medical bio-

;raphy for Devonshire. The Exeter portion
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was published in the Exeter papers (1 ever

reprinted). The Plymouth section, under the
title of 'Biographia Medica Devoniensis,'

appeared in the pages of the Western Anti-

quary. What became of the rest of Dr.
Munk's materials 1 He lived at 40, Finsbury
Square, and died on 20 December, 1898. I

am specially desirous to know whether he
had notes of any Sidmouth or Teignmouth
doctors. Can any of your readers say whether
the residue of his papers are in public or

private hands, and, if the latter, whether
accessible to students ?

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

EDWIN LAWRENCE GODKIN. He is the sub-

ject of one of the 'Studies in Contemporary
Biography' (London, 1903) of Mr. James Bryce,
according to whom he was born in the county
of Wicklow, in Ireland, in 1831, was educated
at Queen's College, Belfast, read a short time
for theEnglish Bar, but drifted into journalism
by accepting the post of correspondent to

the Daily News during the Crimean war.
Soon afterwards he went to America, made
a name for himself there, and died last year.
I am anxious to collect more information
about him and his friends in his early life,

before he drifted into journalism, and should
be grateful for any help or hints. L. L. K.

SWEYN : ITS PRONUNCIATION. Is there any
means of knowing how King Sweyn, who
ruled over at least some portion of England,
pronounced his name Swain or Swyne, or
what ? S.

ARMS WANTED. Can any one give me the
full arms borne by Edward (Radcliffe), second
Earl of Derwentwater (died 1705) ? The Rad-

clyffes would quarter the arms of Derwent-
water and Tyndale with their own, as

heiresses of the two latter families married

Radclyffes. E. N. JARRETT.
21, Allen's Road, Southsea.

BRITISH HENS' PROTEST AGAINST FRENCH
EGGS. In ' N. & Q.,' 4fch S. x. 206, a query
was put to which no reply appears to have
been forthcoming, and which I should like

to renew. This asked for a copy of Lady
Mqrley's

* Petition from the Hens of Great
Britain to the House of Commons against
the Importation of French Eggs.' The
effusion is said to have been both humorous
and witty, and I should like to know where
to find it. POLITICIAN.

CONCORDANCES. Can any reader of 'N.& Q.'

kindly tell me of concordances to poets, or

portions of their works, other than Shake-

speare, Milton, Pope, Shelley, Burns, Cowper,
Tennyson, 'The Christian Year,' and the

'Rubaiyat' of Omar Khayyam ? The question,
in a different form, was asked so long ago as

the Third Series, but apparently remained
unanswered. V. W. DOWELL.
Choir House, Dean's Court, E.C.

" O. C. 1651." In '

Murray's Handbook to

Oxford '

the note " O. C. 1651," carved on the

wooden chancel-screen of St. Bartholomew's

Chapel, near the Cowley Road, about a mile

to the east of Oxford, is said to have reference

to Oliver Cromwell, who at that date was
master of England ;

but its primitive mean-

ing is more likely to have been
"
Oriel Col-

lege," to which the chapel belonged. The
erection of so papistical a piece of church
furniture under Puritan rule is noteworthy.
Perhaps the possibility of a double-entente in
" O. C." made it serve as a kind of amulet to
"
screen

"
it. Does one find the name or the

initials of Oliver Cromwell on or in any
other place of Anglican worship which existed

under his usurpation ? E. S. DODGSON.

" THE TRUEST WEALTH," &c. Can any
reader of 'N. & Q.' kindly supply the remain-

ing lines of the poem in which the following

appear, and tell me who wrote them ]

The truest wealth, the contented mind ;

The best ambition, to serve mankind ;

And the brightest ray to light the gloom
Is the hope of a life beyond the tomb.

O. JEPSON,
284, Great Clowes Street, Salford.

M'RAGHNALL. The M'Raghnall, or Mac*

Rannal, family was once a powerful sept
in Ireland, whose sway extended over the

territory of Muinter Eolais, comprising the

baronies of Leitrim, Mohill, and Carrigallan,
in the south-east half of co. Leitrim ; some
members also settled in Roscommon, West-

meath, and Longford. Mrs. Reynolds, of

The Mullens, Ballyshannon, co. Donegal,
and myself are collecting material for

their history, and I shall be glad to receive

genealogical details, such as sketch pedigrees,
extracts from wills giving names of persons,

places, and dates, &c., copies of parish regis-

ters, vestry books, monumental inscriptions,
coats of arms, and any other particulars

relating to all of this name in Ireland.

Any original papers or other documents sent

will be carefully copied and at once returned.
HENRY F. REYNOLDS.

96, Denbigh Street, S.W.

TAMBOURELLO. In vol. xiii. of 'London
Statistics,' issued by the London County
Council in September, it is stated that that
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body provides in various of the public parks
and open spaces under its control for al

ordinary games and pastimes, including
shinty and tambourello. I find shinty in the
*

Century Dictionary,' where it is given as an
equivalent of shinny,

"
the game of hockey or

bandy-ball," but tambourello is not men
tioned. What is the game? A. F. R.

"WOODVINE," In 1628 I find a bailiff

tenant in the west of England writing to his
absentee owner about the

" woodvine" wil
make part payment for it, has paid 91. for it,

and so on. What does the term mean 1

LOBUC.

GERMAN PROPHECY. Can any of your
readers inform me where the following pas-
sage, attributed to Goethe, is to be found?
"Eine bedeutende, das Volk aufregende
Weissagung, als werde an einem gewissen
Tage ein ungeheurer Sturm das Land ver-
wiisten, traf ein." To what prophecy does it
refer? E. A. DUNN.

2, Middle Temple Lane.

MANGOSTEEN MARKINGS. The mangosteen,a fruit of the Straits Settlements, is marked
outside, showing unerringly the number
(which varies) of the partitions into which
the inside is divided. Where is this fact re-
corded ? S, KEITH DOUGLAS.

PAMELA: PAMELA.
(9

th S. xii. 141.)

IN his interesting note under this headingMR RICHARD HORTON SMITH observes that
in Sidney s 'Arcadia,' in which Pamela occurs
as the name of the elder of the two princesses
there is no clue to the pronunciation of the
word. Inere is, however, contemporary
evidence to show that it was pronounced
Pamela. In the last sonnet (Amour 51) of
Dray ton s Ideas Mirror. Amours in Quator-
zains,' 1594, of which a solitary copy survivesm the library at Bntwell Court, there isa reference to Sidney's lovers, Dorus and
amela. But though this copy is unique,I happen to have in my Own collectionof Draytoniana a leaf of the book which

contains this- sonnet, which is the morevaluable as Drayton excluded it from hiscollected works It has been
reprinted byJohn Payne Collier in his edition of the'Poems of Michael Drayton

'

(Roxburghe
Society), p. 175, and in his 'Bibio^mnhf^

'Additions, Notes, and
Corrections'), p. xi*;

in neither case, however, with absolute

correctness. I therefore venture to sub-

join a copy of the sonnet from the leaf in

my possession :

Goe you my lynes, Embassadors of loue,
With my harts trybute to her conquering eyes,
From whence, if you one teare of pitty moue
For all my woes, that onely shall suffise.

When you Minerua in the sunne behold,
At her perfection stand you then and gaze,
Where, in the compasse of'a Marygold,
Meridianis sits within a maze.

And let Inuention of her beauty vaunt,
When Dorus sings his sweet Pamelas loue,
And tell the Gods, Mars is predominant.
Seated with Sol, and weares Mineruas gloue.

And tell the world, that in the world there is

A heauen on earth, on earth no heauen but this.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

The name is not an uncommon one in
this neighbourhood. I buried a parishioner,
aged seventy years, who bore the name, last
December. The spelling on the burial certi-

ficate was Pamella, and when I pronounced
it Pamela I was at once corrected, and told
that it ought to be called Pamella with the
accent on the middle syllable ; and this pro-
nunciation certainly agrees best with the
lines quoted from Pope :

The gods, to curse Pamela with her prayers,
Gave the gilt coach and dappled Flanders mares.

But it does not agree with Richardson's use
of the name. C. S. TAYLOR.
Banwell, Somerset.

0-WORDS IN THE 'NEW ENGLISH DIC-
TIONARY' (9

th S. xii. 165, 209), DR. MURRAY,
I hope, will pardon persistence in the belief
that the value of the great dictionary would
be enhanced by more recent quotations,
especially when the latest could easily be
made "

the best/' Certainly better examples
of usage could be found for many of the
words specified (ante, p. 165) than the- latest
quoted under them.
The first instance was oology (1883). The

quotation is :

"
Australian birds, whose

nidification and oology had previously been
in perfectly known." None of the definitions
its such a use of the word, which, in fact,
ias been used (misused?) for eggs. The
author (E. P. Ramsay) did not intend to
personify the birds in the manner of the
>lder ornithology (see

'

Ornithology,
5

1655).
DR.

^MURRAY might also excuse "
sus-

picion,"
or rather expression of interrogative

doubt, that possibly "an earlier instance"
could be found for a word, if he realized how
nany could be illustrated by earlier quota-
tions. Ophidia, for instance, is only traced
backward to

"
1848 in Craig." It was reallv
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first published in London as far back as 1802
in 'Lectures on Comparative Anatomy,'
translated from the French of G Cuvier

(previously only the French form Ophidiens
had been used). Furthermore, earlier quota-
tions for other words on the same page
could be given. Here are several :

Under Ophidian, the earliest quotations
are for 1826 (A) and 1832 (B). These might
be replaced by the following :

(A) c. 1813, Rees's
*

Cyclopaedia,' xxix.,
*

Reptiles,' col. 2, "Ophidian order; Ser-

pentes."

(B) c. 1813, Rees's '

Cyclopaedia,' xxix.,

'Reptiles,'
col. 15, "Teeth of the Ophidians."

Tne words (A and B) are used in many
other places.
For opkiology the earliest citation is 1828,

"Webster." The word was actually used as
the title of a long article in the

*

Edinburgh
Encyclopaedia,' xv., published about 1820,
and previously in an article on 'Herpetology

'

in vol. xi., published in or before 1817, and
in 1817, Blackwooffs Ed. Magazine, i. 187.

Copies of the cyclopaedias cited are only
accessible at present with the dates of the

completed works, and not of the special

parts ; those for the latter are estimated and
perhaps not exact.

Neighbouring words on the same page are

erroneously denned, and illustrations do not
illustrate. An example is Ophidium. This
is not " a genus of gadoid fishes

"
(accepting

the definition of
"
gadoid

"
in the dictionary),

and never has been regarded as such by any
authority. While the quotation for 1752 is

very apt, the others for the same century
are not. As that for 1774 is the latest

purporting to refer to it, a sentence published
in the closing decade of the last century is

submitted as so pertinent as to be preferable
to any at hand for the present, and it is only
eight years old.

1895, Smitt, Hist. Scand. Fishes,' ii. 595,
"The genus Ophidium, which has given its

name to the family [Ophidiidce] as well as to

the subfamily [Ophidiince], is fairly common
in the Mediterranean Pliny probably
referred to it."

Ophidium is really the type genus of

"Ophidioid
3 '

fishes or Ophidiidce,
which are

merely a family of Ophidioidea. Ophidioid
consequently should have been defined,

conformably with the style of the 'H.E.D.,'
as (a) belonging to the family Ophidiidce

of

anacanthine or jugular fishes ; (b) a fish of
this family.

ake the sun, the lesser luminary of Oxford
has spots ; but yet it enlightens the world,
and we all feel grateful for its rays, notwith-

standing the failure of some on account of

clouds. THEO. GILL.
Cosmos Club, Washington, U.S.

For early instances of the use of ornithology

may I quote the following titles ?

Ornithology of Francis Willughby, F.R.S., trans-

lated and enlarged by the Rev. John Ray, F.R.S.,
1678.
Wilson and Bonaparte, Arnerican Ornithology,

1832.

Illustrations of Indian Ornithology, 1847.

L. L. K.

COUNT DE BRUHL (9
th S. xii. 189, 275).

"
February 6, 1855. At Chingford, Essex, age 86,

George Count de Bruhl, the celebrated chess player,
once famous as the principal antagonist of Phili-

dor." Gentleman's Magazine, xliii. 441.

Philidor's games of chess with him and
others have frequently been printed. Some
account of Briihl will probably be found in

the chess periodicals of 1855. His name does
not appear in the biographical dictionaries.

He is mentioned in 'D.N.B.,' under 'Philidor/
as the leading amateur in a new chess club,
about 1772, at the Salopian Coffee-House,

Charing Cross. ADRIAN WHEELER.

HOLBEIN PORTRAITS (9
th S. xii. 48, 134).

In Lodge's
'

Portraits
'

are engravings of no
fewer than twenty-two portraits by this

great artist, and no doubt some of them on

panel. Let me refer to Stanley's edition

of 'Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and

Engravers
'

for a long catalogue of the works
of this celebrated artist.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

CARSON (9
th S. xi. 488; xii. 19, 110).

Alexander Carson became M.R.C.S.Eng. in

1850, and fifty years ago was in practice at

121, Cockhill, Ratcliffe, London. Stewart
Carson became L.R.C.S.Edin. and L.M. in

1829, and was in practice up to thirty years
ago at Nenthead, Alston, Cumberland. He
was surgeon to Lond. Lead Comp. for

Nenthead, medical officer and public vaccina-

tor for the Nenthead and Garrigill District

of the Alston Union, and honorary assistant

surgeon to the 6th Cumberland Rifle Volun-
teers. Thomas Carson in 1869 resided at

42, Smithdown Road, Liverpool. He studied
at the Carmichael School of Medicine, Dublin,
and became L.R.C.S.I. He was first senior

Carmichael prizeman and medalist, and was

surgeon to the Richmond, Whitworth, and
Hardwicke Hospitals, Dublin, also late

Demonstrator of Anatomy at the Carmichael
School of Medicine, and senior visiting

surgeon to the Liverpool South Dispensary.
Alexander T. Carson, of Coleraine, co. Lon-
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donderry, was M.D.Edin. 1862, M.R.C.S.

Eng. 1861, L.M. 1863, L.A.H.I. 1862, also

L.M.Edin. and Rotunda Lying-in Hospital,
Dublin. He studied at Edinburgh University,
Trinity College, Dublin, and the Royal College
of Surgeons in Ireland. James T. L. Carson
resided at The Diamond, Coleraine, co.

Londonderry ; he was M.D. and C.M. of

Glasgow University 1837, L.A.H.I. 1841,
and L M. Anglesey Hospital, Dublin. He
was physician and surgeon to the Workhouse
Infirmary and Fever Hospital, certifying
factory surgeon for Coleraine, and medical
examiner to twenty-five assurance companies.
He was the author of 'The Form of the

Horse,' 'Capital Punishment is Murder
Legalised,' 'The Fundamental Principles of

Phrenology in Regard to the Immortality of
the Soul,' and five works on religious subjects.
William Carson resided at Ardmayle Vicar-

age, Cashel
; he was B.A. T.C.D., M.D.Glas-

gow 1842, F.R.C.S.I. 1846, L.R.C.S.L and
L.M. 1841, Lie. Pharm. 1841, and a member
of the Royal Surgical Society of Ireland. He
was formerly medical superintendent to the
Trillick and Lisbellaw Dispensaries and the
Clabby and Lisbellaw Fever Hospitals.
Richard B. Carson was staff assistant-surgeon
in the army in 1870, he was M.B.DubHn
1857, and M.R C.S.Eng. 1858. William
Carson was Deputy Inspector-General of
Army Hospitals (retiring on half-pay about
forty years ago) ;

he was L.R.C.S.Edin. 1834,
M.D.Edin. 1835. The whole of these erst-
while medicos are now deceased. The Rev
Alexander Carson, M.A. T.C.D., was curate
of St. Simon's, Kensington, up to 1898. The
Rev. Robert Burton Carson, M.A. T.C D
resided up to 1899 in Switzerland. He was
formerly vicar of Haynes, Beds. The Rev
Thomas Carson, M.A., St. Peter's College,
Cambridge, was appointed rector of Seaming,
Norfolk, in 1848. These clerical gentlemen
are also dead.

The Rev. Alfred Carson, B.A. T.C.D., is
incumbent of Drumholm, co. Donegal he
was ordained by the Bishop of Down in 1899.
The Rev. Charles Oliver Carson, B. A., Bishop's
College, Lennoxvilie, Ontario, Canada is the
rector of Osnabruck Centre, diocese of Ottawa
I he Rev. James Carson, M.A. TCD was
ordained by the Bishop of Killaloe in'l857
he is the rector of Newton-in-Makerfield
-Lanes. The Rev. John Carson, B.A. B.D. I

T.C.D., resides at 4, Herbert Place, Dublin
and up to 1900 was curate of St. Mark's,'Uubhn

; he was ordained by the Bishop of
Cashel in 1892. The Rev. Robert James

l

Carbon
was ordained in 1896 by the Bishopof Toronto ; up to 1902 he was a missionary

at Havelock, Ontario. The Rev. Trevor

Joseph Hamilton Carson, M.A. Ch. Coll.

Cantab., was ordained by the Bishop of Liver-

pool in 1887, and is now the vicar of West
Thurrock with Purfleet, Essex. The Rev.
William James Carson, of Warrninster,
Ontario, was ordained by the Bishop of

Toronto in 1902, and is now a missionary at

Medonte, in the diocese of Toronto. The Rev.
Gustavus Carson, A.K.C. 1856, was late vicar

of St. Augustine's, Everton, Liverpool. The
Rev. Hugh Henderson Carson, M.A. Glasgow
1848, was late vicar of Gweedore, Ireland ;

and the Rev. William Carson, L.Th. St. Bees
1866, late vicar of St. Philip's, Bradford.

There are twenty-three authors of the name
of Carson in the Catalogue of the Library
of the British Museum ; perhaps the most
interesting works to your correspondent
H. C. C. will be ' Memorials of the Family
of A. Carson' and 'Bibliotheca Carsoniana.'
The name Carson has come prominently ;

before the public since early in last cen-

tury, members of the family having been
distinguished in theology, law, and medi-
cine. Bishop Carson, of Kilmore, published
only one work.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

On p. 693 of Taifs Magazine for 1856 will
be found a statement that Elizabeth Corsan,
Corsane, or Carson, who flourished in the
eighteenth century, was a descendant of the
Corsans of Mickleknox, who for seventeen
generations were Provosts of Dumfries, and
at one time owned a third of the borough.A member of the Corsini family came from
Italy in the train of an Abbot of New Abbey
in 1280, and settled in Kirkcudbright. He
afterwards moved to Galloway. Elizabeth
Corsane was one of my great-great-grand-
mothers, and I believe she was the last of the
Corsanes ; but no doubt these generations of
Provosts begat other sons who may have
degenerated into Carsons. I have never been
able to verify the statement in Tait's Maga-
zine, and I am not sure I believe it.

W. R. B.

CHARLES READE IN BOLTON Row (9th S. xii.

248). I have always found a difficulty in

getting a sight of directories for any time
back but at the Westminster City Library,
in Great Smith Street, there is one for 1862,
in the Court Guide of which is the following
entry: "Charles Reade, D.C.L., 6, Bolton
Row, Mayfair, W."

;
but I am unable to sayhow long before it had been, or how long

a
jterwards it remained, his residence. The
D.N.B.' says,

" In middle lifeReade's London
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house was at 6, Bolfcon Row, May fair, whence
he subsequently removed to No. 2 (now
No. 19), Albert Terrace, Knightsbridge, imme-
diately opposite Sloane Street. This resi-
dence he described in 'A Terrible Tempta-
tion,'" and it was later known as Naboth's
Vineyard. Afterwards he moved to 3, Blom-
field Villas, Shepherd's Bush, where he died
11 April, 1884. In this connexion it may be
allowable to say that his university residence
was 2, New Buildings, Magdalen College,
where after taking his degree he lived but
little, and soon afterwards in London he had
lodgings in Leicester Square.

W. E. HAELAND-OXLEY.
C2, The Almshouses, Rochester Row, S.W.

. Charles Reade lived at 6, Bolton Row, from
1858 to 1865. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

HOBGOBLIN'S CLAWS (9
th S. xii. 189). This

receipt would hardly seem complete without
the preliminary advice, "first catch your
hobgoblin." A hobgoblin was merely a
male goblin, or evil spirit, "Hob" being a
familiar form of Robert, like Hodge for

Roger. Hence a hob-ferret is a male ferret,
the female being a gill-ferret. In Tim
Bobbin's time tk

Hob-o'-th'-Hurst," "Hob-
thurst," or

"
Hob-o'-the-Wood " was a wood-

goblin. J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

I think the common Liassic fossil Gryphcea
incurva

^is
the "hobgoblin's claw" of our

unscientific ancestors.
R. MARSHAM-TowNSHEND.

MEMORY (9
th S. xii. 224. 311). A writer at

the latter reference speaks of two classes of

memory, visual and auditory. There is a third

class, much rarer, but, perhaps, most interest-

ing as being least known, that of people of the

ppiortype,
who make use in their intellectual

operations, including memory and reasoning,
of images derived from movement. Such
people remember a drawing better when they
nave followed the outlines with their finger.
A very interesting discussion of these

modern discoveries concerning memory, with
curious cases, will be found in 'The Psychology
of Reasoning,' by Binet, translated from the
second French edition (Chicago, the Open
Court Publishing Company ; London, Kegan
Paul, 1901). One may not believe all the

hypnotic phenomena announced by the
French psychologists, but their main results

are, I think, indisputable, and their writing
is delightfully lucid. Galton's '

Inquiries
into Human Faculty and its Development

'

may also be recommended as a book of high
interest touching the same subject.

HlPPOCLIDES.

SANDGATE CASTLE (9
th S. xii. 229). A bio-

graphical notice of Sir John Ash by, who died
on 12 July, 1693, and was buried in Lowestoft
Church, appears in the

'

Dictionary
'

pub-
lished by the Society for the Diffusion of
Useful Knowledge, 1844. It was discontinued
after the completion of the letter A.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

"PEACE, RETRENCHMENT, AND REFORM"
(9

th S. x. 348, 412, 496; xi. 176, 515). I am
indebted to a hint given by the late LORD
LYTTELTON in * N. & Q.' (4

th S. vi. 162), upon
which I have just lighted, for the earliest
definite date for the use of this famous
political phrase. It is to be found in No. 93
of H. B.'s cartoons, published 26 November,
1830, and entitled '

Examples of the Laconic
Style,' which shows William IV. asking his
new Prime Minister, Charles, Earl Grey," Your conditions ?

" The reply is
" Retrench-

ment, Reform, and Peace"; and the King
exclaims " Done !

" At this the Duke of

Wellington, the retiring Premier, who is

walking away to the rear of Lord Grey,
ejaculates, "I'm off!" as John Bull shouts
to him,

"
Right about face march !

" The
quotation given by POLITICIAN at 9th S. x.

348, from a letter of Princess Lieven, is

dated "Richmond, November, 1830"; and,
taking the cartoon and the letter together,
it seems obvious that the phrase crystallized
a story current at the period, though un-
recorded by Greville, of what passed between
the King and Lord Grey at their interview
on 17 November, which resulted in the
formation of the first Whig administration
for fifty years. ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

[See 4th S. vi. 113, 162 ; 9th S. iii. 287, 334.]

' TALES FROM DREAMLAND '

(9
th S. xii. 169,

237). I know these charming little stories

well, as my brother possesses a copy of the
book. The title - page runs :

"
Tales from

Dreamland. By the author of
' Seven Little

People and their Friends.' With Illustrations.

London : Frederick Warne & Co., Bedford
Street, Covent Garden. 1869." The first

paragraph of the preface may be worth
inserting, as showing the spirit of the book :

"
It happened once to Elia, gentlest of humorists,

to fall into a reverie, in which his memory and
imagination, playing about the forms of two chil-

dren, enchanted him with their presence, until,
under a too searching gaze, the apparitions grew
fainter, passing away at last as mournful faces, the

only embodiments of unfulfilled dreams. Perhaps
I maybe permitted to give the name of

'

Tales from
Dreamland '

to certain creations bearing some kin-

ship to those of Elia, yet differing in this respect,
among others, that whatever aid my memory has
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given to my imagination, it has, unlike Elia s,

brought its subjects from no remoter period than a

somewhat short and uneventful life has contained.
But it would be an unwise task to look too closely

into any points of comparison between my Dream-
land Tales and those of Elia, for I am afraid .

should discover that the mere name is all they have
in common."

No mention is made of the tales being trans-

lations, but in one or two the names are

German. The last one,
' The Marriage of the

Pine/ is dedicated "
to S. F. A. in recollection

of Saturday nights by a three-cornered fire-

side." It would be interesting to discover

the author's identity.
W. R. B. PEIDEAUX.

The right title is 'Dream Children,' by
Horace E. Scudder, published by Hough ton,
Mifflin & Co. O. H. DARLINGTON.

HAMBURG (9
th S. xii. 268). Hamburg was

originally called Hammaburg, and first occurs
under this name A.D. 834, as we learn from
Forstemann's ' Alt-Deutsche Ortsnamen '

(2te

Bearbeitung, 1872, col. 729-30). Isaac Taylor,
in his handbook on 'Names and their His-
tories' (second revised ed., 1898), explains
this ancient name Hammaburg as the forest

fortress, built in a woodland which long
went by the name of the Hamme, between
the Elbe and the Alster. He adds that the
word originally denoted a pasture enclosed or
hemmed in by a ditch or hedge. Hence it is

evident that Hamburg in its origin must be
as strictly kept asunder from Havenburg as
from EnglishHam= Anglo-SaxonHamm -= Old
High German JIamma, i.e., the bent or crooked
part of the knee, which appear to be alike.

H. KREBS.

Hamburg is rendered by German authorities

Waldburg, i.e., not the borough on the haven,
but the borough in the forest. Its first element
is the same/icm which occurs in many English
place-names. Hammaburg, as the old docu-
ments have it, was a blockhouse built by
Charlemagne about 811, in a woodland called"
the Ham," on what was then the Slavonic

frontier. He was on the point of making it
the seat of a bishopric when he died (814).

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

CARDINALS (9
fch S. xi. 490

; xii. 19, 174, 278).
I have known since 1887 that Cardinal

Richelieu was a bishop when he received the
hat, and that, being Bishop of Lucon, he
could not have been one of the six "

cardinal
bishops

"
; but I had the technical position in

nay mind when I penned my reply, apart from
the ecclesiastical one. Richelieu soon gave up
Lucjon, when once cardinal, for more freedom
to work his ambitious programme. My first

intention in studying the biography of the
" Red Eminence " was to find his connexion

and associations with the Sorbonne.
JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

The distinction made by W. T. H. at the

last reference between cardinal priests and
cardinal deacons is not borne out by the lists

in Las Matrie. Many bishops occur among
the cardinal deacons. C. S. WARD.
Wootton St. Lawrence.

"PASS" (9
th S. xii. 189, 236). Theodore

Hook, though an extraordinary person,

moved, it is known, in good society. The
following tale shows that he was conversant
with the phrase. Staying in a house with
him was a lady, who, with the best inten-

tions in regard to his bon vivant habits,
knocked one day at his room, door, and, on
receiving the reply that she could not enter,
was asked her wishes, when she said, "I
have brought you a book to read."

" What is

it V '

said Hook. " ' Three Words to those who
Drink,'

" was her reply.
" Take it away," he

said,
"
for I know it, it 's

' Pass the bottle.'"

HAROLD MALET, Col.

This word will even be found in that

greatest of comedies, viz.,
' The School for

Scandal,' by Richard Brinsley Sheridan. I
venture to quote part of the song by Sir

Harry Bumper therein :

Here 's to the maiden of bashful fifteen ;

Here 's to the widow of fifty ;

Here's to the flaunting extravagant quean,
And here 's to the housewife that 's thrifty.

Chorus.

Let the toast pass,
Drink to the lass,

I '11 warrant she '11 prove an excuse for a glass.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
119, Elms Road, Clapham, S.W.

"Mr. Winkle was asleep, and Mr. Tupman had
had sufficient experience in such matters to know
that the moment he awoke he would, in the
ordinary course of nature, roll heavily to bed.
He was undecided. '

Fill your glass, and pass the
wine,' said the indefatigable visitor." 'Pickwick,'
chap. ii.

I hops I have not hit upon a quotation
which io in f.h^ dictionaries, but I may have
done so. E. YARDLEY.

HAWTHORN (9
UJ S. xii. 268). The way in

which the well-known derivation is swept
away by the absurd statement that "

hedges
are a late invention" is hardly fair. The
least that should have been done beforehand
was to deny the existence of haw itself. How
can we translate the Latin soepes, or account
for its existence, if

"
hedges are a late inven-

tion
"

]
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It is, of course, well known that the A.-S.

haga is a very early word. The * H.E.D.'

quotes it about 825 A.D., from the 'Kentish

Glossary,' which gives
"
sepis, haga" And it

occurs in * Beowulf '

! Hence was formed the

compound haga-thorn (Matt. vii. 16). It

cannot but be obvious that haga-thorn is

composed of haga and thorn. And surely I

need not explain how haga became M.E.

hawe,]ust as A.-S. lagu became M.E. lawe ;

whence, in modern English, we have haw and
law. So also A.-S. maga is E. maw. One
wants to know what it is that is denied.
Is it the existence of haga, or the existence of

the compound, or the sense of haga; or what ?

In the
' H.E.D.' it is not the derivation that

is "not clear," but the development of the

peculiar sense of haiv to mean the "
fruit of

the hawthorn."
I take this opportunity of noting that the

form hay-thorn is not quite the same word,
but compounded from the A.-S. hege, of

the eighth (!) century, whence the later E.

hay, sb. (2) in the 'H.E.D.' In fact, so far

were hedges from being unknown in early
times, that the A.-S. forms are no less than
three viz., haga, weak masc., a "haw"; hege,

strong masc., a "hay"; and hecge, weak fern.,
a "hedge."

Is there no such word in German as Hage-
dorn ? And what is that derived from, if not
from hag ? So also Du. haagdoorn.
And, of course, horethorn is a totally

different word so far as its form is concerned,
for it represents the A.-S. heir thorn, i.e., "hoar

thorn"; see 'Hoar,' sect. 3, in 'H.E.D.'

Why are we to mix up haiv and hoar? It

would be quite as sensible to mix up caw and
core, or daw and door, or laiv and lore, or maw
and more, paw and pore, raw and roar, saw
and soar, or taw arid tore. Surely English
has a history. WALTER W. SKEAT.

The early history of the words haw and
hawthorn, as given in Skeat's

'

Concise

Dictionary,' and more fully in the 'N.E.D.,'
shows that haw comes from A.-S. haga, an
enclosure, not from hdr, hoar or white. A
reference to 'N.E.D.' under haw, hay, and
hedge will show that hedges are not "a
comparatively late invention." The word
"angula" at the above reference must be a

misprint for angulo. "In angulo" was not
an uncommon form of the surname now
represented by

"
Corner." J. T. F.

Winter-ton, Doncaster.

ORANGES (9
th S. xii. 170, 295). In the

Bodleian copy of the translation of Oviedo's
'

History of the West Indies,' by Richard
Eden (1555), which belonged to Peter Carew,

there are a few MS. marginal notes. "The
nauygation whiche is commonly made from

Spayne to the Weste India, is from Siuile
"

:

MS. in margin
"
Ciuill," whence I conclude

that this was the English pronunciation of

Seville in Queen Mary's time. Fruiterers

call the bitter oranges from which marmalade
is made "

civil" oranges, which is, no doubt,
like other pronunciations which we now call

vulgar e.g., character, theatre, tay (tea) a
survival of the old pronunciation.

A. D. JONES.
Oxford.

MR. BLAND, THE EDINBURGH ACTOR (9
th S.

xii. 207, 277). I am grateful for the informa-

tion under this head. Can any contributor

give the names of John Bland's sons "? Was
one named Edward 1

CHARLES SWYNNERTON.

RICHARD NASH (9
th S. xi. 445

;
xii. 15, 116,

135, 272). BRUTUS has given a very incorrect

version of Lord Chesterfield's epigram. The

stanzas should read as follows :

Immortal Newton never spoke
More truth than here you '11 find ;

Nor Pope himself e'er penn'd a joke
Severer on mankind.

This picture placed these busts between
Gives satire its full strength :

Wisdom and wit are little seen,
But Folly 's at full length.

The "statue" which your correspondent
substitutes for "picture" still stands in a
niche in the Pump-Room. It was sculptured

by Prince Hoare (brother of William Hoare
the painter) in 1751, at the expense of the

Corporation. Beneath it is Tompion's clock,

given by the maker in 1709, to whose skill,

from its time-keeping merits, it yet bears

testimony. T,

JENKINS'S HEN (9
th S. xii. 208). To die as

Jenkins's hen is to die unmarried a maid.
Thus Jamieson's 'Dictionary.' Of the per-

sonality of Jenkins nothing is said.

H. P. L.

SWORN CLERKS IN CHANCERY (9
th S. ix. 408,

512
;
x 34

;
xii 154, 277). As compiler of the

calendar and writer of the preface to the

'Calendar of Chancery Suits, Reynardson's
Division,' vol. i., A-K my attention has been

drawn to the above queries and answers, and
I am obliged to MR. B. P. SCATTERGOOD for

pointing out that the above calendar is

really the work of the British Record Society.
If the inquirer will read the preface he will

see that I ask for further names of the Six

Clerks in Chancery previous to the time that

the list given in the preface commences.
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Should he come across any would he oblige
me with them and the reference] Whether
" Sworn Clerks in Chancery

" were the same
as the "Six Clerks in Chancery" I am not

sure. I think "
clerk in Chancery

" was a

sort of generic term applied to any clerk

employed in the many departments of that

establishment. No doubt they were all

sworn in on entering upon their duties.

E. A. FRY.

LOPE DE VEGA (9
th S. xii. 287). The sonnet

quoted at the above reference is found under
the heading

* Rimas Sacras
'

in vol. xiii. p. 100

of the "Coleccion de las Obras Sueltas

de D. Frey Lope Felix de Vega Carpio,
21 vols., Madrid, 1777." The following is a

correct copy, with the orthography and punc-
tuation, of the original :

LA MISERIA HUMANA.
Si culpa el concebir, uaeer tormento,
guerra el vivir, la muerte fin humane,
si despues de hombre tierra y yil gusano,
y despues de gusano polvo y viento :

Si viento nada, y nada el fundamento,
flor la hermosura, la ambicion tyrano,
la fania y gloria pensamiento vano,
y vano quanto piensa el pensamiento :

Quien anda en este mar para anegarse,
(. de que sirve en chimeras sumergirse,
ni pensar otra cosa que salvarse ?

oDe quo sirve estimarse y preferirse,
buscar memoria, haviendo de olvidarse,
y edificar haviendo de partirse ?

A. D. JONES.
Oxford.

CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL (9
th S. xii. 148, 197).

The festival, the so-called Kirschfest, is stil
1

held at Naumburg in the first days of August
and tradition names 1432 as the year of the
event.

_

But it is as good as certain that there
is no historical foundation for it. Two poerm
exist celebrating the function : one serious, bj
Adolf Hober, the other in doggerel rime anc
very comical, which is much sung by students
and schoolboys, by Karl Seyfferth. If MR
MARCHANT cares, I will send him a copy o
each. G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

THE STATUE FROM SOHO SQUARE (9
th S. vii

209). Mr. Philip Norman obligingly refer
me to a passage in Mr. Frederick Goodall'
'Reminiscences' (p. 285), in which the dis

appearance of the statue of Charles II. fron
the centre of Soho Square is thus accountei
for :

"While I was laying out the grounds at Graeme
Dyke [Mr. Goodall's house at Harrow Weald] MIhomas Blackwell sent me down the old statue o
Charles II. which was for a long time in Soho Square
placed there, I think, in the time of the king, for th
square was originally called King Square. Whe

, arrived I was puzzled to know where to place it ;

t last I decided its proper position was in the

'idest part of the water of the Dyke. I had a

oncrete foundation made with gravel and Portland

ement ; upon this the statue was placed not an

asy thing, of course, for it was of the size of life,

n twilight it looks very mysterious and weird with

}s reflection in the water. It is very considerably

.ilapidated, but it stands on an artistically carved

edestal the original one that was in Soho Square."

Mr. Goodall goes on to say that, after a

esidence of nearly twelve years at Harrow

Veald, he determined to sell his house, which
^as designed by Mr. R. Norman Shaw, R.A.,
nd disposed of it to Mr. Heriot, a banker,
fho sold it to Mr. W. S. Gilbert, who is now,

believe, in occupation of the house.

It would be interesting to know by what

,uthority Mr. Blackwell took upon himself

o make a present of this statue to make room
or a toolshed, as it was certainly not his

>roperty. It is said that the late Fredk.

Yalker made use of the statue as a model
vhen painting his picture of

' The Harbour of

Refuge
' now in the Tate Gallery. It belongs

;o an interesting period in the history of

English art, and it is a pity it should have
aeen removed from London.
There is another statue which has dis-

ppeared from its original position at the

rear of the Banqueting House, Whitehall
the statue of James II. by Grinling Gibbons.
It is understood that this statue, which was
removed from the site of the Privy Garden,
is in the custody of the First Commissioner

Works, and will be replaced in some
suitable position when that position has been
decided upon. The quadrangle in front of

the Admiralty has been suggested as an

appropriate site, looking to James's con-

nexion with the Admiralty when Duke of

York, but there seems no reason why it should
not be restored to the place it originally

occupied. JOHN HEBB.

MOHAMMED'S COFFIN IN MiD-AiR (9
th S. xi.

406). A curious parallelism to this (which
may not have been noticed) occurs in Mar-

tial, 'Lib. Spect.,' i. 5,

Aere nee vacuo pendentia mausolea ;

but, of course, in the case of the mausoleum
in Caria the slenderness of the pillars up-
holding the burial chamber merely gave it

the appearance of being suspended without

support in the air. REGINALD HAINES.
Uppingham.

LOGANS OF RESTALRIG AND LURGAN, co.

ARMAGH (9
th S. xii. 248). In the preface to

the fourth volume of the
'

Exchequer Rolls

of Scotland,' p. clxvi, the editor, Dr. Burnett,
mentions a Lady Catherine Logan, wife of
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Sir Robert Logan, of Restalrig, whom he
presumes to have been a daughter of
Robert II. on the authority of a charter

granted by Robert III., "dilecto fratri suo
Roberto Loguane, militi," 5 November, 1394.

This charter is printed in the published
abbreviation of the Register of the Great
Seal under the date of 19 January, 1478/9,
when the royal authority was interponed to
a transumpt of it. If Sir Robert Logan was
the

"
frater

"
of King Robert III. it can only

have been by his haying married a sister of
the king. The pedigree of the Logans is

pretty well known. Your correspondent
should communicate with the Lyon King of

Arms, Lyon Office, Edinburgh, who will

doubtless be able to give him further
information. J. B. P.

"RED UP" (9
th S. xi. 466; xii. 150). The

recently published novel 'Johanna,' by Miss
B. M. Croker, supplies an instance of the use
of this phrase. The following is to be found
on p. 33 :

"The dance at the Cross, and the chances of

shooting, were amiably discussed, and, by-and-by,
when the place was ' redd up,' Daly went to see
after a sick calf, and Johanna accompanied Shamus
some way down the boreen," &c.

In this example, and two more in the same
work, "redd up" is used in the sense of
"
putting in order." The "

place
"
is the farm-

house, and is located in Ireland.

RICHARD LAWSON.
Urmston.

Meg Merrilies to Capt. Brown :

" ' Said I not to ye, Make not, meddle not ?

Beware of the redding straik !* you are come to no
house o' fair-strae death.'" 'Guy Mannering,'
chap, xxvii.
" '

No,' said Meg,
' he must come with you it is

for that he is here. He maun take part wi' hand
and heart

;
and weel his part it is, for redding his

quarrel might have cost you dear.'
"

Ibid. chap. liii.

This explains a reference, ante, p. 151, which
reads rather oddly, as if Barbour was the
author of a book called

*

Guy Mann.'
ADRIAN WHEELER.

BREAKING THE GLASS AT JEWISH WEDDINGS
(9

th S. xii. 46, 115, 214). The following ex-
tracts are from part iv. chap. iii. ('Of their

Contracts, and Manner of Marrying '), pp. 176,

177, of
" The History of the Rites, Customes, and

Manner of Life, of the Present Jews, throughout
the World. Written in Italian, by Leo Modena,

* "The redding straik, namely, a blow received

by a peace-maker who interferes between two com-
batants, to red or separate them, is proverbially
said to be the most dangerous blow a man can
receive."

A Rabbine of Venice. Translated into English, byEdmund Chilmead, Mr. of Arts, and Chaplain of
Christ-Church Oxon. London, Printed by J. L.,
and are to be sold by Jo : Martin, and Jo : Ridley
at the Castle in Fleet-street, by Ram-Alley 1650."

After the Taleth, with the pendants about it,
has been put over the heads of the bridegroom
and the bride together,
" then doth the Rabbine of the place, or the
Cazan, or Chaunter of the School, or else some one
that is nearest of their kin, take a Bowl of Wine in
his hand, and saying a Benediction to God ' Who
hath created the Man, and the Woman, and hath
ordained Marriage,' &c., he giveth the Bridegroom,
and the Bride, of this Wine to drink."

After the bridegroom has bound himself to

feed, clothe, and cherish the bride in lieu of
her dowry received by him, then

"they take another Bowl of wine, and sing six
other Benedictions, making up the number of Seven
in all ; and then do they give of this Wine also to
the New married couple to drink : and having so
done, they pour out the rest of the Wine upon the
Ground, in token of Joy, and Gladnesse : and the
emptie Vessel being deliuered into the Bridegrooms
hand, He takes and dasheth it with all his might
against the Ground, and so breaks it all to pieces :

signifying hereby, that in the midst of all their
mirth, and jollitie, they are to remember Death, that
destroies, and breakes us in pieces, like Glasse :

that so we grow not proud. And when this is done,
then doth all the people with a loud voice crie out,
Mazal tob,' which is as much as to say, 'Good
fortune to them.' And so they all depart."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

LATIN RIDDLE OF LEO XIII. (9
th S. xi. 48,

114, 415). Here is another from the same
prolific pen. It appeared in the first January
number of the Vox Urbis, and is dedicated to

Joseph Lovatellio :

^ENIGMA.

Primum, mi Lovatelle, cum bibissem,
Phthisi convalui ocius fugata.

Cymbam, quae liquidis natabat undis,
Alterum maris in profunda mersit.

Quid totum, tibi nosse dant ocelli

Turgentes, faciesque luctuosa,
Et quse nescia comprimi aut domari
Heu matre exanimi, intimas medullas
Angit, excruciatque vis doloris.

Leo PP. XIII.

The editor offers as prize a volume entitled
' Leonis PP. XIII. Carmina Novissima '

to
one who supplies the solution within two
months. I am not aware whether it has been
gained or not. What is the solution ?

J. B McGovERN.
[Surely the answer is Lacrima : lac : rima.]

MINISTERIAL WHITEBAIT DINNER (9
th S. xii.

189, 272). An editorial note at 3rd S. v. 214

gives some interesting details concerning one

* "Mazal tob" is also given in Hebrew cha-
racters.
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of the customs observed at the now defunct

ministerial whitebait dinner.
ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

[See also !* S. xii. 144, 168.]

COON SONG (9
th S. xii. 269).; The Slang

Dictionary
'

says that the word is an abbre-

viation of "racoon," and was of American

origin, during the first American war (1776).

Mr. Clay, who died in 1852, was nicknamed
'* the old coon," and sometimes

" that

same old coon," a rough compliment to

his sagacity, for the racoon is a cunning
animal (3

rd S. ix. 508). The Rev. T. L. O.

Davies, in his
4

Supplementary English Glos-

sary,' gives the following quotation from
Reade's * Never Too Late to Mend '

(1878) :

"
If you start in any business with an empty

pocket, you are a gone coon"
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

A Nciv English Dictionary on Historical Principles.
Edited by Dr. James A. H. Murray. Lock (v.)

Lyyn (Vol. VI.). By Henry Bradley, Hon. M.A.
(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

EXTENDED by sixteen pages more than usual, this

double section of the 'New English Dictionary,'
issued under the charge of Mr. Bradley, concludes
the letter L and also finishes a half volume of the
work. In the prefatory matter to the half volume,
which is given at the close, acknowledgment is

made by Mr. Bradley of obligation to various
authorities and workers, most of whose names are
familiar and welcome in our own pages. Contain-

ing as it does a total of 4,468 words, the double
section maintains the superiority over preceding or
rival dictionaries on which we have frequently
commented. This will be shown, with an avoid-
ance of needless iteration, in the fact that there are

17,595 illustrative quotations against 237 in Funk's
'Standard,' 806 in Richardson, 871 in Cassell's
'

Encyclopaedic,' 1,079 in Johnson, and 1,512 in the
'Century.' The words occupying most space are

mainly short and of native English origin, com-
prising long, look, lord, low, fo.s'.s, lot, loud, love, lust,

though a few words adopted from Old Norse have
had to be treated at considerable length. There
are numerous adoptions from Dutch or Low Ger-
man, while many words of undetermined etymology
are unquestionably Germanic in origin. On the
whole, then, the Germanic element is markedly
predominant.
No surprising etymological discovery is claimed

for the present instalment, but it is pointed out,
with justifiable pride, that under various words will
be found facts or suggestions not elsewhere acces-
sible, and that many words mainly, but not only,
of Old English and Scandinavian origin present
interesting features of sense-development. The im-
possibility of doing justice in a limited space or,
indeed, in a space not unduly contracted to the
information of absorbing interest becomes increas-
ingly apparent as the pages are turned over. Of
the one hundred and forty-four pages of which the

part consists there are very few that do not supply
one illustration of high interest, and there are

many that supply numerous such. Under the

very'first word in the section, lock, used as a verb,
one reads in limine the information, new to most of

us, that the earlier verb with the signification of

to fasten was louk, and we find the use of lock

occurring so early as 1300 in the
' Cursor Mundi,'

and see opportunity for comment upon almost

every instance of use that is furnished. There is

no early instance of the proverb "Lock the door
before the steed is stolen," and the phrase to "lock

up," spoken of the house generally, is surprisingly
modern. Mr. Swinburne, in

' Atalanta in Calydon,'
furnishes the first instance of

"
to lock horns," now

used figuratively in America for to engage in com-
bat. "Shot in the locker" is first traced in 1642.

Under locust we learn that in the Hebrew Bible
there are nine different names for the insect or

varieties, the precise application of them being
unknown. Lode, in its mining sense, is a graphic
variant of load (see an illustration from Carew's
'Cornwall'). Lodestar, a guiding star, seems to
have slept between Milton and Scott. An interest-

ing account of the origin of lodge, sb., repays
study.

" My lodging is on the cold ground
"

is attri-

buted to Davenant [D'Avenant]. Dowries, the

prompter, in
' Roscius Anglicanus,' has an interest-

ing allusion to this. Smollett first uses lodging-house
in 1766 ; lodging-room is near two hundred years
earlier. Log is "of obscure origin," some suggested
derivations being of doubtful value. In the sense
of a seat on which serving-men sat it is said to be
obsolete. No doubt it is

;
but the thing may still,

we fancy, be seen in Greater London. These ob-
servations are all taken from the opening pages,
and might be indefinitely extended. We make
no attempt to deal with words such as lour,

luck, lunatic, Lollard, louver, love,, Lucifer, and
others innumerable, to which the student will

necessarily turn. Under lucifer, amidst much that
is of signal interest, we find that the first recorded
use of the word for a match occurs in 1831. We
are indisposed to quit a part of this great dictionary
without congratulations on the progress that has
been and is being made.

Book-Prices Current, Vol. XVII. (Stock.)
' BOOK-PRICES CURRENT '

is rapidly becoming the
most extensive, as it has long been the best, of books
of bibliographical reference. We turn to it more fre-

quently than any similar work not excluding the
great compilations of Brunet, Lowndes, QueVard,
and Barbier, now all of them more or less out of date,
and, it is to be feared, not likely to be brought up to
it and are seldom unrewarded. So many improve-
ments have been effected since the work first saw
the light in 1887 that little can be done in the way
of further amendment. In behalf of the present
volume it is claimed that the index has been ren-
dered more serviceable by "the addition, within
brackets, of an increased number of what may be
called

'

publication dates,' by means of which one
edition of a book is distinguished from another at a
glance." The correctness of the estimate we formed
at the outset, and the opinions we have always
expressed, are justified and strengthened by a com-
parison between Mr. Slater's work and the con-
tinental imitations its success was sure to produce.
French attempts at rivalry are painfully inept, the
volumes issued being so bulky and clumsy, as well
as so ill arranged, that we have practically aban-
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doned the effort to use them, and have placed on the
inaccessible shelves which are the trouble of every
collector volumes that fall to pieces from their own
weight. Shapely, compact, and strongly sewn and
covered, the present works endure and form an orna-

ment to the library in which they appear. Until they
are disabled by constant use we shall never think
of binding them. We speak thus as an assiduous

collector, whose purchases are constantly influenced
'

by the information herein supplied. We go so far,

meanwhile, as to say that the man who studies

closely consecutive volumes will become, almost in

his own despite, an expert in practical bibliography.
There is no need to recapitulate the lessons con-

cerning the prices of books which have been sup-

Elied
in the reviews of previous volumes. These

jssons are always strange, if not always edifying.
We find, under the heading of 'Wilde, Oscar,'
some startling facts. A small-paper copy of

*

Lady
Windermere's Fan ' thus brings 4.L 2s. Qd., and a

large-paper, Ql. 7s. 6d. A first edition of Rossetti's
' Poems '

'is 2QL Black-letter Chaucers fetch from
five to forty pounds, no early edition of

' The Can-

terbury Tales
'

being instanced. Milton's '

Poems,'
1645, just escapes three figures, being 99. ; the 1673,

without portrait, is 11. 10s Herrick's '

Hesperides,'
1648, is 591., and Killigrew's 'Comedies and Tra-

gedies,' 261. 10s. We are not dealing with Shake-

speare Folios, or even with the ' Boctrinale '

of

Alexander Gallus, price 320/., but with works that

may well rest upon the shelves of any scholar or

man of taste. It is, indeed, natural to turn before

others to books in one's own possession. We may
not, however, continue the process of dipping, but
need only reassert that the book keeps up its high
quality, and remains the intelligent collector's best

friend.

The Works of Charles and Mary Lamb. Edited by
E. V. Lucas. Vol. III. Books for Children.

(Methuen & Co.)
THE third volume of the collected works of the
Lambs the fourth in order of appearance consists

of the books for children, the whole of which are

now for the first time included between two covers.

In the decision as to which of the works ascribed

to the Lambs belong to them Mr. Lucas employs,
as is but fitting, his own judgment, with the result

that while the 'Tales from Shakespeare,' 'The
Adventures of Ulysses,'

' Mrs. Leicester's School,'
'The King and Queen of Hearts,' 'Poetry for

Children,' and ' Prince Dorus ' are given in the body
of the book,

'

Beauty and the Beast '
is relegated to

an appendix. Haying made no study of the evi-

dence for and against the Lamb authorship of the

disputed work, we are in no position to question,
even if we were disposed so to do, the ascription.
To us, however, it seems easier to believe that
Lamb wrote 'Beauty and the Beast' than 'The
King and Queen of Hearts,' good as is the evidence
on which rests his claim to the latter. Rimes such
as ladle and able, itching and kitchen, willing and
sullen, all appearing within ten lines, are not easily

accepted. On the other hand, the references to

Shakespeare in
'

Beauty and the Beast
'

are such
as few except Lamb would have made.

" Alas !

"
said she, with heartfelt sighs,

The daughter rushing to her eyes,

seems directly inspired by the passage in 'King
Lear,'

how this mother swells up towards my heart !

an allusion on which few except Lamb would have
ventured. In the present volume, which contains
much that others besides children will be tempted
to reread, the illustrations are specially numerous
and of exceptional interest. Those to the 'Tales
from Shakespeare' are from a copy of the first
edition lent to the editor. 'Prince Dorus' and
the '

Poetry for Children
'

are taken from the
facsimiles of the late Mr. Andrew W. Tuer, to
which, on their first appearance, we alluded. Other
illustrations are from the first editions, the engraved
title-pages being, in some cases, reproduced in
the notes. The notes themselves are less numerous
than in the previous volumes, occupying fewer
than thirty pages out of more than five hundred.
They are of undiminished interest, and give a plea-
sant account of Lamb's connexion with William
Godwin. To the fund for Godwin's benefit started
after his bankruptcy Lamb, who was always
staunch to him, in spite of his dislike to Mrs.
Godwin, contributed fifty pounds, a sum which,
under the circumstances, may be considered
princely. It is as regards Mary Lamb that the
Godwin influence is principally felt. But for this,
Mr. Lucas says, Mary Lamb might

" have gone
almost silent to the grave." The choice of the cuts
to the ' Tales from Shakespeare

'

seems to have been
left to Mrs. Godwin, "the bad baby," and was far
from satisfactory to Lamb, who, however, ascribes
to Godwin himself the notion of putting "Nic"
Bottom under a design. The cuts themselves
deserve all Lamb has to say against thern."^ The
plates in the rare separate edition of the plays are
attributed to Blake. Full explanation is given of
the influence exercised over Lamb in

' The Adven-
tures of Ulysses

'

by Chapman. In a letter to Cole-
ridge, 23 October, 1802, Lamb says characteristically
of Chapman,

" What endless egression ofphrases the
dog commands." The frontispiece to the volume
consists of Charles and Mary Lamb, from the paint-
ing by F. S. Gary. In addition to the index appears
a table of first lines of the poems.

Essays and Historiettes. By Walter Besant. (Chatto
& Windus.)

THESE essays of Sir Walter Besant, reprinted, we
presume, form in the main an agreeable supplement
to the same author's book on the French humourists,
one of the most valuable, though scarcely one of the
best known, of his works. They number ten in all,
the first seven being wholly occupied with French
subjects. They are dated between 1871 and 1879
the most important being those on '

King Ren6 o'f

Anjou' and 'The Failure of the French Refor-
mation.' Students of French history and letters
will welcome them with delight, and give them an
honoured place on their shelves. Time has not
stood still since their appearance, and a little of
the information they supply is out of date. The
complaint, for instance, ,that no student of modern
history has taken up Etienne Dolet is no longer
justified, the late "Chancellor" Christie having
given the world a biography which is one of the
most masterly works overwritten by an Englishman
concerning a Frenchman. In dealing with the effect
on France of the horrible massacre of St. Bartho-
lomew, Sir Walter says: "Massacres cannot crush
a creed, so long as it has any vital power, unless,
which is next to impossible, they are thorough and
complete." To which we answer that the Inqui-
sition killed the intellectual life of Spain, where
the new light took its rise, and where alone no
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pulse stirred in answer to the blast of reformation
Had ecclesiastical and royal persecution there bee
less thorough, Spain would seemingly have give
us a reformation all other than that devised b
Luther or Calvin. A quite charming essay is tha
on Theophile de Viau, with its well -execute
translations. These also are given in a second o
Henri Miirger, the poet of the ' Vie de Boheme
'Alfred de Musset' is an attractive and an out
spoken paper. 'Froissart's Love Story' exhibit
the great chronicler in an unfamiliar aspect, whil
The Story of a Fair Circassian

'

is the life of th
famous Mile. Ai'sse, whose delightful letters Vol
taire did not scorn to annotate. The last thre
pieces, written twenty or more years later, dea
with questions of international copyright. The-
constitute a curious record of abortive effort i.

that direction before the middle of last century
Sir Walter compares the first Society of Britisl
Authors with the "Societe des [de] Gens d
Lettres

'

in France. There were, however, SOU
fifty societies so styled. This posthumous work
deserves and will obtain a warm reception. It i

to be hoped that there are others to follow.

A Genealogical History of the Family of Adams o
Caran, d-c. By the late Rev. B. W. Adams, D.D
Edited by M. R. W. P. Adams, Barrister-at-Law
(Mitchell & Hughes.)

THIS carefully compiled account of the family 01
Adams, originally Adam, is reprinted from the
Miscellanea Genealogica et Heraldica. First heard
of in Scotland in the time of Alexander II. (1214-49)the family took a prominent part in Scottish his-
tory, was associated witli some memorable deeds
married with the houses of Douglas, Leslie, O'Neill'
Magenms, &c., and maintained its position amon^
the untitled country gentry.

Little Dorrit ; Great Expectations; Bleak Home.
By Charles Dickens. (Frowde and Chapman &
Hall. )

THESE three volumes constitute the latest additions
to the "Fireside Dickens," one of the pleasantest
editions in which the works of the wizard can be
read. VVe speak with knowledge, since, with sightno longer good, we have read through several of
the reprinted volumes and found the task easy and
a
f.<;^ble

The type is all that can be sought,Little Dorrit and 'Bleak House' have each of
then, forty illustrations by Phiz, while the remain-
ing work has ten by Charles Green.

Virfjinibm Puerisque, and other Papers. By Robert
Louis Stevenson. (Chatto Windus.)

IT is a delight to read and to handle one of themost characteristic and inspired of Stevenson'sworks in this most dainty of editions. Printed onhne paper, with a rubricated title-page, and ^n
exquisite type, the work, though issued at no extra
vagant price is indeed de luxe. On the merits ofthe contents there is no need now to speak Wecan only hope that the publishers will see' their
way to issue other essays and poems of the sameauthor in the same exquisite form.

The Cathedral Church of St. Allans. By the RevThomas Perkins, M. A. (Bell & Sons )

a conjunction good work was naturally to be ex

pected, and the volume is one of the best of the
series. Not altogether an approver of the method
adopted in restoration is Mr. Perkins, and he
regards part of the edifice as it now exists as

virtually modern. Such, he esteems, is the Lady
Chapel, which, however, surpasses most nineteenth-
century work in beauty. The illustrations are well
selected and admirably executed, and the history
of the cathedral and see is all that can be desired.

Saga Book of the Viking Club. Hon. Editor, F. T.
Norris. Vol. III. Part II. (Printed for the
Viking Club.)

IN addition to the report of the proceedings of the
Club this number of the '

Saga Book '

contains
the reports of the district secretaries descriptive
of numerous interesting finds in various countries.
Illustrated papers are supplied by Mr. A. G. Moffatt,
M.A., on 'Palnatoki in Wales,' by Mr. A. W.
Johnston, F.S.A.Scot., on 'The Earl's Bu and
Round Church of Orphir, Orkney,' and by Mr. J.

Gray, B.Sc., on 'Anthropological Evidence of the
Relations between the Races of Britain and Scan-
dinavia.' Miss Eleanor Hull, Hon. Sec. of the Irish
Texts Society, also contributes 'Irish Episodes in
Icelandic Literature.'

>
To the many interesting brochuresDr. T. N. Brush-

field, F.S.A., has reprinted from the Transactions
of various learned societies must be added one on
Britain's Burse, or the New Exchange, otherwise
Durham House, for some centuries the residence of
the Bishops of Durham. It constitutes, with its
numerous illustrations, an admirable addition to
our knowledge of London topography.
EDUCATIONAL works that have reached us include

Danish Self-Taught, with Phonetic Pronunciation,
by W. F. Harvey, M.A. (Maryborough & Co.), and A
Skeleton French Grammar, by H. G. Atkins, M.A.
Blackie & Son), a serviceable little volume.

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
ind address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
ication, but as a guarantee of good faith.
WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-
pondents must observe the following rules. Let
acn note, query, or reply be written on a separate
lip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
uch address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ng queries, or making notes with regard to previous
ntries in the paper, contributors are requested to
ut in parentheses, immediately after the exact
eading the series, volume, and page or pages to
vhich they refer. Correspondents who repeat
ueries are requested to head the second com-
mmeation "

Duplicate."
E. A. B. Received.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

o The Editor of ' Notes and Queries"
3 Ad ver-

isements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
iT^ the Office

' Bream's Buildings, Chancery
^ane, Jii.L;..

We beg leave to state that we decline to return
ommumcations which, for any reason, we do notrmt ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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TIDESWELL AND TIDESLOW.
THEKB are moors near some of the villages

in the High Peak of Derbyshire which are
called by names which suggest that they once

belonged, as common property, to the land-
owners of those villages. Thus we have

Abney and Abney Moor, Brad well and Brad-
well Moor, Hucklow and Hucklow Moor.
These moors once provided herbage for the
cattle of the adjoining landowners, and the
heath which grows on some of them is still

used for fuel. But the moors were used for

another purpose : they were the burial-places
of the dead.
On the highest point of Tideswell Moor is

a large barrow or tomb called Tideslow. It

has been made a trigonometrical station of

the Ordnance Survey, and under " Tideslow
"

on the twenty-five-inch map are the words
"human remains found." The barrow has
been dug into in several places, perhaps by
lead-miners, as it is near a rake where lead
has been worked. It is circular, and there are
remains of the ditch from which the mound
was thrown up. The diameter is about 120

feet, and the height about fifteen. As you

stand on the mound and look to the south
Tideswell Church is before your eyes, and on
every side you see a wide expanse of moors
with webs, as it were, of limestone walls

enclosing the green fields on the lower ground.
I have met with only one man who can re-

member the discovery of human remains on
this spot, and he can give me no particulars.
The -low in Tideslow is, of course, a "

tomb,"
and I need not refer to the ancient forms of
the word. In this part of Derbyshire there
are hundreds of place-names containing this

suffix, and each of them marks the site of a
tomb. I need hardly say that in many cases
the tombs have been opened, and stone

chambers, with urns and burnt human re-

mains, as well as inhumated bodies, found in
them. One can hardly doubt that Tideslow
is the sepulchre of Tid, or whatever the right
form of the personal name may have been.
One thinks of Ted, a pet form of Edward.
Now if Tideslow is Tid's grave, Tideswell

is Tides well or wall. This word has nothing
to do with a brook or spring of water, and it

occurs in many places where there is neither
brook nor spring. Thus on the edge of the
moors near JBradwell is a farm called New
Wall Nook. This New Wall occurs in the
surname Newell, and we may compare with
it such local names as Newlands and Newton.
The word which we are considering is the
O.N. vo'll-r, and here it had some such mean-
ing as farm or enclosure. Although the polite
now speak of Tideswell, drawling out the i,

the people call it Tidsa', with short i
t
and

they speak of Tidslow, not Tideslow. The
present pronunciation of Tideswell is owing
to a false etymology which has been circulated
in guide-books. It has been connected with
the tide of an ebbing well.

These words Tideswell and Tideslow are

English, and as Tideslow contains an English-
man's name, it would be of great interest to
know what were the contents of the tomb.
Flints, bronze weapons, and cinerary urns
would point to an early date, and Tid must
have " died into the hill

"
long before a church

at Tideswell was thought of. Was English
spoken here before the sixth century, or do
the rude cinerary urns of Derbyshire belong
to a later date than that? Some of these
lows may have been family tombs. Thus we
have Abney Albanei in the fifteenth century
and Abney Low, as if that were once the

giblic
tomb or cemetery of that hamlet,

ucklow may contain a tribal or family
name. Some lows took their names from
their position, or from the materials of which
they were made. Thus, within half a mile
from the place where I am now writing is
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a barrow called Coplow, in which, as th

Ordnance Survey informs us, human remain
have been found. Just below, on the othe

side of the road, is a large tumulus caller

Stan Low (stone tomb). This is built o

stone, of which about half has been remover
to mend the road with. I am keeping an

eye on it, as I expect that, sooner or later

the road-menders will find an interment.
S. O. ADDY.

COWLEY'S 'DAVIDEIS.'

IN W. Davenport Adams's *

Dictionary o:

English Literature,' of which useful work

many would welcome a new and correctec

edition, I find a very erroneous statement
under 'Davideis.' The compiler, after giving
an extract from Dr. Johnson's criticism o:

the poem in his life of Cowley, says,
" He

quotes the following lines as 'an example
of representative versification, which perhaps
no other English line can equal

'

:

Begin, be bold, and venture to be wise :

He who defers this work from day to day,
Does on a river's bank expecting stay
Till the old stream that stopp'd him shall be gone,
Which runs, and as it runs, for ever shall run on."

Mr. Adams has not given the fourth line

correctly, for he has substituted the adjective
"old" instead of whole, as Johnson has it,

who does not himself quote quite accurately,
as I shall show presently. Furthermore, he
does not see, to judge from his language, that
the piece is quoted for the sake of the last

line, an alexandrine, which in the old edi-
tions of 'The Lives of the Most Eminent
English Poets' is printed in italics.* But he
is to be excused for thinking that the verses
occur in the 'Davideis,' for the critic has in-
troduced them in the midst of his examina-
tion of that poem without the slightest hint
that they are not a part of it. One is really
tempted to the conclusion that Johnson
thought they were, for he evidently looked
on them as being original, whereas they are
only a translation of a well-known passage in
Horace. If he had not for the moment for-

gotten that the line he so deservedly com-
mends was the English equivalent of

Labitur, et labetur in omne volubilis sevum,
I do not think he would have failed to acquaint
us with the fact, and commented thereon. I
now proceed to give Cowley's own words,
which are to be found in the tenth of his
*

Several Discourses by Way of Essays, in
Verse and Prose,' and I quote from a copy
of his works edited at the author's request
by Bishop Sprat, and enriched with the

For example, in that of 1801, vol. i. p.

manuscript notes of Bishop Hurd. It is the
fourth edition, published in 1674, about
which I have already spoken in these pages
(9

th S. x. 1). On p. 141 we read :

" But to return to Horace,
Sapere aude,

Incipe ; vivendi qui recte prorogat horam,
Rusticus expectat dum labitur [sic] Amnis, at ille

Labitur, et labetur in omne volubilis sevum.

Begin, be bold, and venture to be wise
;

He who defers this work from day to day,
Does on a Rivers Bank expecting stay,
Till the whole stream, which stopt him, should be

gone,
That runs, and as it runs, for ever will run on.

Ceesar (the man of Expedition above all others)
was so far from this Folly, that whensoever in a
journey he was to cross any River, he never went
one foot out of his way for a Bridge, or a Foord, or
a Ferry, but flung himself into it immediately,
and swam over

;
and this is the course we ought

to imitate, if we meet with any stops in our way
to Happiness. Stay till the waters are low, stay
till some Boats come by to transport you, stay
till a Bridge be built for you ; you had even as

good stay till the River be quite past." P. 141.

Dr. Hurd gives the reference to Horace's
lines (1 Ep. ii. 40), but he is not satisfied
with the above version, as we gather from the

following marginal note :

" This translation gives y
e

Sense, but not y
e

Grace, of the Original. The following does more
justice to y

e Latin poet :

To mend his life who has it in his power,
Yet still defers it to a future hour,
Waits, like y

e
peasant, till y

e stream be dried :

Still glides the stream, and will for ever glide.
Mr. Nevile's 'Imit. of Horace,' p. 85. H[urd]."
From Lowndes's 'Manual' I learn that

Thos. Nevile's '

Imitations of Horace and of
Juvenal and Persius

'

were printed in 1758.

Few, I think, will prefer Nevile's somewhat
jingling version to Cowley's, which Johnson,
f he did not quote from memory, tried to im-
prove, which Mr. Adams has changed for the
worse, which even Henry Morley did not print
with absolute correctness in his edition of the
Essays' (Cassell's "National Library," 1886,

D. 172, where
jie substitutes "the" for

'

this "), but which we all prefer to have in
he very words of the writer, who, no mean
3oet himself, was one of the best translators
)f poets we have ever had.

JOHN T. CURRY.

BEN JONSON AND GABRIEL HARVEY.
(See 9th S. xi. 201, 281, 343, 501 ; xii. 161, 263.)

IN Jonson's succeeding plays those in
vhich the attack upon Marston and Dekker
s most prominent we can still find Gabriel
larvey recalled. Penniman gives a list of
en words disgorged by Crispinus in Jonspn s
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* Poetaster
' which are not found in Marston

(p. 117, note, 'War of the Theatres'). Of
these retrograde is commonly used by Harvey.
Ventosity occurs at i. 26 (Grosart's

'

Harvey ').

Furibundall (furibund in 'Poetaster') is a

Harvey word (ii. 17). Probably some of the

others (as inflate, spurious, fatuate) occur.

In
'

Every Man out of his Humour J

several

Harveyisms are placed in Puntarvolo's, and

especially in Fastidious Brisk's lips. Such
are authentical, superficies, capriciously, pre-

dominant, ingenuity, fantastical, expostulate,

angelical, quintessence, divulge, essential. Pun-
tarvolo's proposed journey to Constantinople
may refer to some circumstance in Harvey's
life. There is a passage which I do not
understand (i. 182) where he says,

"
to be

orderlie clapt in the Fleete for the foresaid

letters : where he that sawe mee, sawe mee
at Constantinople." The Constantinople allu-

sion is met with also in 'The Case is Altered.'

In ' To the Reader
'

prefixed to Nashe's
'Terrors of the Night,' 1594 (Grosart, iii, 217),

there is a passage that has a distinct bearing
on the Constantinople allusions. We have
there the prototype of Puntarvplo. I have

only just unearthed this. But it proves at

once that Puntarvolo's expedition has refer-

ence to a circumstance which took place and
was laughed at by the wits of the time,
and goes a long way to lay it upon Harvey,
and identify him with Puntarvolo. The
words in Nashe are :

" such poore fellowes as

1, that cannot put out money to be paid

againe when we come from Constantinople,
either must," &c. There are several allusions

that point unmistakably to Harvey in the

context, with whom Nashe was at this time
in the closest handy -

grips. Puntarvolo's

words are ('Every Man Out,' II. i.), "I do
intend to put forth some five thousand

pound, to be paid me five for one upon the

return of myself and wife, and my dog, from
the Turk's Court in Constantinople." The

very name of Puntarvolo has a significance,
as Jonson's names almost invariably have
The word means a bodkin. Harvey was a

lean, scraggy, little shrimp of a man. Nashe
calls him "a case of toothpicks," "a lute-

pin," "a jet ear-drop," and a "
Jack-a-lent."

In Jonson's 'Cynthia's Revels' (1600) w<

find in Amorphus too strong a remembrance
of Harvey to be an accident. Amorphus has

been identified with Munday, Shakespeare (!)

Lyly, and Barnaby Rich all on the verj

slightest ground. I refer the reader agair
to Penniman, who believes he is Munday.
Amorphus drinks of the fountain of self

love. He is devoted to travel, and Philauti*

says,
" He looks like a Venetian trumpeter

, Cynthia's Revels,' III. ii. 168a). When
larvey read the Latin welcome to Queen
lizabeth at Saffron Waiden he was dressed
"Italianated bravery" (i.^ 187), and the

ueen said to Lord Leicester (i. xxxix),
"
Tell

3e, prithee, is this the man that thou hast
"ixed to send into the parts of France and

taly?" "It is so fixed," replied my lord.

She answered,
"
It is well done : already he

Dossesses the face and look of an Italian."

larvey, in consequence, ever afterwards
.ffected Italian garb and a Venetian coat,

or which he was much ridiculed. For

larvey's suit of
" black Venetian velvet and

>antofles of pride," see Nashe's * Have with

Tou,' or, better still,,

D 'Israeli's 'Quarrels of

Authors,' where this personality is amply
noticed in the chapter 'Literary Ridicule,'
vith extracts from Nashe.

Mercury's description of Amorphus (' Cyn-
hia's Revels,' II. i.) contains much that is

applicable to Harvey. He is a traveller, the

rery mint of compliment. Harvey used such

anguage :

" Mint of uncouth similes
"

(ii.

212),
"
Complements of rare amplifications

"

i. 218). "He is no great shifter ; once a year
ris apparel is ready to revolt." See D'Israeli

p. 124, note, ed. 1859), who quotes Nashe :

'

If you [Harvey] want a greasy pair of silk

stockings to show yourself in the court, they
are there to be had too." Mercury says,
His beard is an Aristarchus." Nashe alludes

:o Harvey's beard: "You shall have all his

aeard white," &c. (D'Israeli, ut supra, p. 122).

Mercury says,
" He will usurp all the talk ;

ten constables are not so tedious." Nashe

says of Harvey,
" He never bids a man good

morrow, but he makes a speech as long as

a proclamation, nor drinkes to anie, but he
reads a lecture of three howers long, de Arte

bibendi" (ibid., p. 123). Mercury says, "He
doth use much to arbitrate quarrels, and

fights himself exceeding well, out at a
window." This is Harvey all over. He says
of himself he is a "moderatour of witt'

(Grosart's
'

Harvey,' ii. 47) ;
and "

for want
of a Moderatour, myselfe (for faulte of a

better) will supply that room" (ibid., iii.

32). Hedon speaks Italian to Amorphus
('Cynthia's Revels,' V. ii.) a reference, as

Penniman says (p. 84), to their both (Marston
and [Munday?]) having travelled in Italy.

This, of course, fits Harvey. Nashe calls him
" an vsher of a dancing-schoole a basia de

umbra de umbra de los pedes" (D'laraeli,

p. 122). There are many Italian expressions

put into the mouth of Amorphus, as would
be necessary to recall Harvey. Mr. Fleay
says, "Amorphus, the deformed traveller,
who enriched his country with the true laws
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of the duello (' Cynthia's Revels,'.
I. i.),

must

have been the translator of Saviolo s Prac-

tise 'CStat. Reg.,' 1594)." See Penmman,

p 90 note. Fleay thinks Barnaby
Rich is

the man, without the slightest evidence. It

was printed by John Wolfe, London, 1595.

John Wolfe was Harvey's especial Pinter.
Harvey calls him

"
his loving friend (Dedi-

cation of 'Pierce's Supererogation, 1593),

and with him Harvey stayed in London.

Nashe, indeed, frequently identifies Wolfe

with Harvey ;
and Wolfe's emblem of a cedar

or juniper tree with an Italian motto (see

*

Shakespeare Allusion-Books,' Part I, 1874

pp 35 123) seems to have been also that ot

Harvey, which may have some bearing on

the name "Juniper" (an old term for cedars)

in 'The Case is Altered.' Compare here

"
Harvey under a yew-tree at Trinity Hall,

composing verses on the weathercock: or

Allhallows in Cambridge
"
(Disraeli, ut sup.,

p 127).

'The words " deformed traveller
" were

suitable ; Nashe, as mentioned above, likens

Harvey to a case of toothpicks and a lute-pin.

It would be interesting to see if the transla-

tion of Saviolo is akin to Harvey's style.

If Juniper represents Harvey,
as^

I main-

tain he does, there is a passage in
' The Case

is Altered
'

(II. iv.) which goes a long way to

support the contention that Harvey was the

translator of Saviolo. Juniper says :

have the phrases, man, and the anagrams
and the epitaphs fitting the mystery of the

noble science. Onion. I '11 be hanged an he

were not misbegotten of some fencer/' Mj
suggestion makes these words full of pointec

meaning, otherwise they are spoken ai

random. Harvey says (ii. 237, 238) :

" Vain

Nash because thou termest me an ok

fencer (indeed, I was once Tom Burlegh'i

scholar) whenever I meete thee next

will batter thy carrion to dirt," &c. Thi

identifies' Harvey doubly with the fencing

attribute, and leads one to
suspect^

he ma;

supply ideas for the duello of Fastidipu
Brisk in

*

Every Man Out,' and of its plagiar

ism, that of Emulo in
' Patient Grissel.'

Hedon says Amorphus
" cannot speak ou

of a dictionary method "
(' Cynthia's Revels

IV. i.). Harvey authorizes his language b;

a reference to "'the new Calepine
"
(Grosart'

'

Harvey,' ii. 66). This is a constant charg
of Nashe's against Harvey, as already pointe<

out. See Grosart's
'

Nashe,' ii. 262
;

iv. 0, &c

Amorphus is made absurd in the game playe
in 'Cynthia's Revels' (IV. i.) by his choice c

the fustian word "
pythagorical." I have no

found this in Harvey, but he gets very near i

in "
Pythagorean or Platonicall diet

"
(ii. 214

"Amorphus boasts of his travels, and of

he distinguished people he has met "
(Penni-

uan, p. 92), in 'Cynthia's Revels,' I. i.

[arvey says :

"
If I be an asse, what asses were those courteous

riendes, those excellent learned men, those wor-

hipfull and honourable personages, whose letters

f singular commendation may be shown?

rrosart's
'

Harvey,' ii. 82.

A little later he refers to "Milord the

dearie of Leicester," and speaking of these

etters, he says, "Some of good experience
iave doubted whether they ever voutsafed

he like to others" (ibid., i. xi, xii). He
)oasts of the patronage of Leicester, the

riendship of Sidney, and especially of
'

Sidney's sister
" the Countess of Pembroke,

constantly. "Some would say, what is the

peevish grudge of one braggart rakehell to

,he honourable liking of so many excellent

bnd some singular men 1
"

(p. 84.)

Amorphus says :

" Lucian is absurd, he

knew nothing, I will believe mine own
travels before all the Lucians in Europe"
'Cynthia's Revels,' I. i. 153a). Harvey has

frequent abuse of Lucian. He coins the word
'

Lucianically
"

(i. 166
;

ii. 215) and "a despe-
rate Lucianist

"
(i. 190), and in several places

condemns that author.

After the first act of
'

Cynthia's Revels
'

I

do not find much of Harvey in Jonson's

Amorphus. Similarly, in 'The Case is

Altered,' Antonio Balladino (Antony Munday)
is dropped after the first act. Amorphus has

been identified with Munday, mainly from
his later features in the play, by Penniman
and others. I am not disposed to agree with
this ; but if it be so, Jonson employed the

character as a stalking-horse under cover of

which to attack more than one public

absurdity. H. C. HART.

(To be continued.}

WANT OF UNIFORMITY IN EARLY MEASURES
OF CAPACITY. A letter to the Duke of Rich-
mond (1640-72) from his steward J. Wrenham,
dated 11 May, 1670, furnishes some curious
information on the inconveniences incurred

by the varying standards of dry measure

prevailing in different parts of England at

the end of the seventeenth century. It is as

follows :

May it please your Grace, I have delivered
into your Grace's Vessell at Lyn seaven Lasts of

Beanes every Last conteyning Ten quarters and a
half quarter \vch will hold out soe at London, I pre-
sume with some Little advantage. I bought alsoe,

my Lord, twenty Lasts of Oats at Wisbeech and
one last more at Lyn ; but those from Wisbeech
sett in 18 Coome wch are halfe quarters, soe, my Lord,
they made out at the Vessell but nineteene Lasts
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and three Coome over, ten quarters and a halfe to
the Last. I have not, my Lord, been silent at soe
much want of measure at Lyn, but, my Lord, the
Bushell in Norffolke is a pirite biger then that in
Chambridge sheire, and strooke there with a Rolle
(wch

presses downe Corne) and noe where else,
besides, my Lord, Oats never hold out the same
measure twice together, but every time fall shorter.
If noe wronge was done at Wisbeech, the Oats will
hold out, my Lord, at London Ten quarters and two
bushells for every last, and noe more as 1 am adver-
tised, eight bushells to the quarter and as many
gallons to the bushell. I receaved not your Grace's
Letter till the last night and this is the soonest
accompt could be given by, My Lord, Your Grace's
most obedient servant, J. WBENHAM.
,
Sutton Marsh, May 11, 1690 [1670 ?].

If I mistake not, discrepancies not alto-

gether unlike those which exercised the mind
of this careful steward still remain to be

swept away at some far distant date by the

adoption in this country of the metrical

system. J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

THE TAX ON BRICKS. The Spectator in a
recent article by Sir W. Laird Clowes on a MS.
diary kept by James Cobb, the secretary of
the East India Company, during a driving
tour through the Midland counties, remarks
with regard to an evasion of taxation on
certain articles :

" There was a tax on bricks, but the size of the
bricks was not specified. The result was that the
builders used bricks of huge proportions, and the
lower walls of the cellars of some of the houses on
the south side of Brunswick Square are constructed
of these larger bricks. The upper walls, built, I

understand, after the tax had been taken off, are
of the ordinary dimensions."

This is inaccurate
;

it was not till the close
of the eighteenth century that bricks were sub-

jected to taxation. By the Act 24 George III.

(1784), c. 24, a duty of 2s. 6d. a thousand was
imposed upon bricks. By 43 George III.,
c. 69, bricks were divided for fiscal purposes
into common and dressed bricks, and separate
rates of duty were imposed on each kind, the

duty being regulated by the size of the bricks.

These duties were as follows : For every
thousand bricks which shall be made in

Great Britain, not exceeding any of the fol-

lowing dimensions, that is to say, ten inches

long, three inches thick, and five inches wide,
5s. ; for every thousand of bricks which shall

be made in Great Britain, exceeding any of

the foregoing dimensions, 10s. The duty on
the larger bricks was double that imposed
upon the ordinary kind.

.
By 3 Will. IV., c. 11 (1833), the duties on

tiles were wholly repealed, and the duty on
common bricks was raised to 5s. Wd. per
thousand.
The brick duties formed the subject of a

report by the Commissioners of Excise in

1836, and in 1839 the whole of the existing
duties were repealed by 2 and 3 Viet., c. 24,
and a uniform duty of 5s. lOd. imposed
upon all bricks of which the cubic content
did not exceed 150 cubic inches, without dis-

tinction as to shape or quality. The duty on
bricks was removed in 1850. JOHN HEBB.

THE WYKEHAMICAL WORD "TOYS."

Among the
"
notions

"
in use at Winchester

College at the end of the nineteenth century
was the word "

toys," as the name of a kind
of cupboard in which the boys kept, not

merely their playthings, such as a French-
man might call jouet or joujou, but the

implements of learning and study. A Win-
chester scholar was called in former times
"a childe of ye colledge"; but in the nine-

teenth century he claimed to be called "a
Winchester man." It seems unlikely that
the name of the piece of furniture in

question would have such purely infantine

associations as the common English "toys."

May the Wykehamists of former times have

got it from Danish-Norwegian, in which toi

or toi means "stuff, matter, baggage,
equipage, apparatus, implements," to quote
the common but unsatisfactory dictionary of

Otto Holtze? In this toihus also occurs as

meaning
"
arsenal, armory."

E. S. DODGSON.

FICTITIOUS LATIN PLURALS. Oddities such
as apparati, apparata, and ignorami have
erewhile been held up to ridicule in your
pages, but I am not sure that rhinoceri has

figured with them, although more than one
instance thereof has come before me, the

latest being furnished by the Daily Mail of

14 September, in an article at p. 7, headed
1 Animal Partners,' by the Rev. Theodore
Wood. For the amusement of your readers

I quote the sentence that contains the erring
word :

" There is a bird in Africa which
seems to exist for the sole purpose of ridding
rhinoceri of ticks." The ignorance here

exhibited is refreshing. The writer's notion

of Latin is that nouns in -us make their

plurals in -i, which, as your readers know, is

true only of the second declension, and as he

regarded rhinocerus as a noun of that declen-

sion he pluralized it in accordance with his

notion. But rhinocerus has no lexical exist-

ence. The name of the pachyderm he had in

mind is rhinoceros, of which the plural is

rhinocerotes in Latin and rhinoceroses in

English.
A yet greater monstrosity was recently

shown to me in a proof-sheet of a monthly
review which had been returned for press
with the phrase ipsissimce verbce, in italic
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conspicuity, left untouched by either author
that of course or editor. It had therefore

a very narrow escape from publication.
Omnibi has been humorously suggested as

a possible aspirant for plurality, and mayhap
some writer with that dangerous mediocrity
of learning rebuked by Pope will, in a con-
verse direction, evolve alibus from alibi.

F. ADAMS.

WATERLOO : LAST SURVIVOR OF THE
BATTLE. Mrs. Moon, the last known sur-

vivor of the battle of Waterloo, recently died
at the age of ninety-two years at Rolveden,
Kent. The daughter of a colour-sergeant in
the 3rd Battalion Rifle Brigade, Mrs. Moon,
who was born at Gibraltar in 1811, was
present, when four years of age, in a baggage
waggon on the historic field of Waterloo, a
distinct recollection of which she retained to
the last. Her father was wounded in the
battle.

As far as can be ascertained from very
careful inquiry, there is now no one alive who
was actually present on the field on that
eventful day, though there recently died in
Paris a French soldier who was a drummer-
boy at Waterloo, and who could remember
some of the incidents of the battle perfectly,
he being fourteen at the time.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
[See, however, ante, p. 85.]

ST. ANDREWS AND BALCARRES. At p. 305
of her 'Poems' (1888) the author of 'John
Halifax, Gentleman,' has a lyric entitled 'At
St. Andrews,' of which these are the opening
lines :

The air is light, the sea is bright, the sky without
a cloud,

The elder folk look on content, the children laugh
aloud,

And all along St. Andrew's bay and by Balcarras
hill

The stooks lie yellow in the sun, the leaves dropbrown and still.

"St. Andrew's "
in the third line should be

St. Andrews, as the name of the city dis-
penses with the sign of the possessive case.
Balcarras

"
suggests Balcarres, the seat of

the Lindsays, which is nine miles distant
from St. Andrews, and on the side of the
East Neuk of Fife that slopes to the Forth.
Then there is no eminence known as Bal-
carres hill though Balcarres Craig adjoins the

Sm r
fi,

fchat used to wind over the arduous
Iraills liig"and southwards to the sea

But this is surelv too remote from the author's
standpoint to be

appropriately used in a

poem that is avowedly concerned with purely
local impressions. Had Balrymouth Hill
which is close to St. Andrews, been utilized

for descriptive effect, the topography would
have been correct, the rhythm of the line

would have been as good as it is at present,
and unity of composition would have been

preserved. Poetic licence need not be ruth-

less in its disturbance of facts.

THOMAS BAYNE.

ST. VALERY-SUR-SOMME. On a warehouse
at this charming little place, facing the
wharf at the entrance into the low town,
there is a modern inscription which records
that "De ce port en 1066 Guillaume de
Normandie partit a la tete d'une flotte de
400 voiles pour la conquete de 1'Angleterre."
Mr. C. B. Black, the author of a guide- book
to

'

Normandy and Picardy
'

(London, 1899),

seemingly contradicts this (p. 160) by stating
that "

actually he sailed from Dives," although
at the same time he refers to another page
(84), where a long quotation from Freeman's
'Norman Conquest of England

'

(vol. iii.) con-
firms the accuracy of the inscription. What
actually happened was that the Conqueror
started on 12 September from Dives, the

quaint old village in Normandy, and, taking
advantage of a westerly wind, sailed to
St. Valery-sur-Somme in Picardy, beyond the
limits of his own dominion, where his fleet

rode at anchor from the 17th till the 27th of
the same month, when at last the wished-for
south wind began to blow, which enabled
him to cross the Channel and land in Peven-
sey harbour by nine o'clock the following
morning. This should be made a little more
clear in the guide-book, as tourists might be
and are misled. L. L. K.

PLEASURE : ITS DEFINITION. Dr. J. W. Poli-

dori, sometime Byron's physician, in a little

volume 'On the Source of Positive Pleasure'
(1818), has the following passage :

"Another circumstance which is as equally won-
derful as the denial of the existence of Pleasure as a
positive feeling, is, that this phantom which man
has sought for since the creation even before the
fall has never yet been defined. I do not mean
that we have not had words put together, so as to
assume the form of a sentence

; but from Cicero, in
the definition he puts in the mouth of one of the
interlocutors, in his treatise on the ' Boundaries of
Good and Evil 'that pleasure is what every one
feels when pleased to Maupertuis, who defines
Pleasure to be what we would rather have than
not, there is not a single author who has not
stumbled upon this threshold in the search of its
qualities."

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

CUSHIONS ON THE ALTAR. In his inter-

esting and amusing 'Odds and Ends ' Dean
Pigpu

asks (p. 133), "How is it that soft
cushions are still thought requisite on the
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Holy Table, as I found them in Bristol

Cathedral?" My impression is that these
are a survival. The Koman Missal directs a
cushion to lie on the altar to support the
mass book. I have said mass using such a
cushion, and seen it in other places. As a
rule, however, a bookstand, more or less

elaborate, has superseded the cushion. I

prefer the book-rest, as the cushion is too

low, and the book has a tendency to slip
from the soft cushion. I have an indistinct

recollection of seeing two cushions on the
altar in (what was then) the Catholic church
at Lahore. Things have changed in the

Punjab since 1862. Then the Catholic church
was a humble building and the Anglican
church was a Mohammedan mosque the
tomb of a slave girl named Anarkallee.
Hence the name of the civil lines in Lahore.

Now, I believe, there is a beautiful Church
of England cathedral as well as a Catholic
cathedral. The first-named recalls to my
mind that earnest missionary and cultivated
Christian gentleman, whom I knew in India
and afterwards at Cheltenham, Dr. Valpy
French, first Protestant Bishop of Lahore.
Dean Pigou's story of how Bishop Wilber-

force persuaded two Low Church clergymen
to wear surplices, and not black gowns, is

given in the life of that accomplished and
versatile prelate. GEORGE ANGUS.

St. Andrews, N.B.

CELSUS. One would have thought that the
" Cicero medicorum "

(as he was called) was
entitled to mention in the 'Encyclopaedia
Britannica.' But, oddly enough, his name
seems to have been omitted designedly, for it

occurs (with a very brief notice) in the eighth
edition, but is omitted from the ninth, which

only contains under '

Celsus
' an account of

the later writer, famous for his attack on

Christianity. The medical writer, Cornelius

Celsus, is mentioned in
' Chambers's Encyclo-

paedia,' and in the 'American Cyclopaedia'
and others. His prenomen seems to be
Aulus (as given in fche earliest known manu-
script), though it appears as Aurelius in many
books and catalogues. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

CHRISTMAS CARD : THE FIRST. The death
of Mr. John Callcott Horsley, R.A., on the
19th inst., is a reminder that he designed for

the late Sir Henrp Cole (Felix Summerly) the
first Christmas card, issued Christmas, 1846.

I still possess the one signed by my father, "To
my beloved wife and children." It bears the

imprint,
*'

Summerly's Home Treasury Office,

12, Old Bond Street," where a number of

delightful books ior children were published,

Cole "obtaining the welcome assistance of
some of the first artists in illustrating them."
These included Mulready, Cope, Horsley, Red-
grave, Webster, the four Linnells, Townsend,
and others. A specimen of the first Christmas
card was sold a few years back for 50.

JOHN C. FRANCIS.

[See also 7th S. xi. 105, 312.]

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-
mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

"LORD PALATINE." Ante, p. 21 and else-

where, CAPT. THORNE GEORGE writes of Sir
Ferdinando Gorges as " Lord Palatine of
Maine." The 'D.N.B.' speaks of him as
" Lord Proprietor of Maine "

;
and this is the

term used by himself :

"
Sir Ferdinando Gorges, Lord Proprietor and

owner of the Province of Maine in New England."
' Calendar of State Papers, Colonial,' i. (1860) 39.

The charter granted to him in 1639 gave
him
" as large and ample Rights, Jurisdictions, Privi-

ledges, Prerogatives, Royalties, Liberties ......as well

by Sea as by Land within the said province......as
the Bishop of Durham within the Bishoprick or

County Palatine of Durham ......hath, useth, or

injoyeth, or of Right he ought to have, use, and
enjoy, within the said County Palatine." J. P.

Baxter,
'

Sir Ferdinando Gorges
'

(1890), ii. 127.

Although he had thus palatinate rights, and
might, by inference, be termed a "

lord pala-
tine," our esteemed contributor Mr. R. J.

Whitwell, to whom the 'N.E.D.' is in-

debted for so much exact detail on his-

torical and legal antiquities, has failed to

find any trace of such title applied to him
earlier than that mentioned above, in spite
of considerable search in his own works and
those of his grandson and namesake. I shall

be glad if any of your readers can supply
particulars of any work in which the phrase
is used. In the article

'

Palatine
' we should

like to mention the title
" Lord Palatine," if

any evidence is found of its existence in

Great Britain or its dependencies.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

LADY ARABELLA STUART : DR. FULTON.
An order to

" Mr. Doctor Fulton " was sent,
under minute of the Privy Council dated
8 September, 1614 ('Reg. Jac. Bibl.,' Birch,
4161, No. 337,126; also 'Bibl. Harl,,' 7003,
No. 138), desiring him to repair without

delay to the Tower, and giv^ to the Lady
Arabella (Stuart), a prisoner there, "spiritual
and fitting comfort and advice," and "to
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visit her from time to time," as he shall see

fit. As he is deemed a "person of gravity
and learning" by the Council, who refer to

"our knowledge and experience of your
sufficiency and discretion," he appears to

have had some position and repute. Any
one who can give further particulars regard-

ing him such as his native place, family,
residence

;
where he graduated as D.D. ;

whether he was a Roman Catholic or Pro-

testant, or the holder of any office or cure ;

if he was concerned in Arabella's clandestine

marriage ;
or what became of him or his

family will greatly oblige.

(Sir) THEODORE C. HOPE.
21, Elvaston Place, Queen's Gate, S.W.

MACARONI : HARP IN SOUTHERN ITALY :

THE OLIVE. Can any reader interested in

Italian ways and customs kindly inform me
when and where macaroni was first intro-

duced as a popular form of food 1

Was the harp unknown in Southern Italy
in the eighteenth century ?

Are there any old legends connected with

olive, orange, or lemon trees in the Neapolitan
district

]

Any information on these points would
greatly oblige. S. F. G.

Paris.

WILL READ PUBLICLY IN PARISH CHURCH.
Is it possible to find out in which church a

will has to be read at certain dates until a
claimant appears? Money was, it is said,
left to the clergyman to do this. I am told
that such an event occurred within the last
three months, but cannot remember where
the statement is made. EMILY BOYCE.

6, West Hill, St. Leonards.

LiEUT.-CoL. HENRY OSBORN. There is an
interesting oil picture of him at Chicksands,
with a later legend on it,

"
Henry Osborn,

Esq
r
, Lt.-Col. of foot. Killed at y

e battle of

Naseby," which was fought on 9 June, 1645
;

yet in November of that year Prince Rupert
sends his request to the Parliament for a
pass out of the country, by Lieut. -Col.
Henry Osborn

;
and letters from him to the

prince are in the Rupert MISS, in the B.M.,
and are

printed
in Warburton's 'Life of

Rupert.' The signatures to these letters are
as like as they can be to those of Henry
Osborn, Dorothy's younger surviving brother
(Robert, the youngest, lived till August, 1653),
but I hesitate to identify him, at twenty-five
or twenty -six, with Rupert's lieutenant-
colonel, as he never alludes, in his petitions
to Charles II., to service in Charles I.'s forces
though we know he was in them, and the
text of the lieutenant-colonel's letters is much

bigger than Henry Osborn's usual writing.

Still, as Dr. G. F. Warner says that the letters

are young Henry's, I can only conclude that

there were two Lieut.-Col. Henry Osborns

under Rupert. If so, who was the second,

the one killed at Naseby ? Or is the legend
on the Chicksands portrait wrong?
Can any one tell me when Henry Osborn

was knighted 1 Charles II. would not give the

sons any compensation in money or places
for their father's loss of 40,000^. in Charles L's

service, but he made the elder son (John)
a baronet, and the younger (Henry) a knight.

F. J. FURNIVALL.

EIGHTEENTH - CENTURY CHARACTERS. Can
any one kindly tell me anything of the

persons named in the following list, all of

whom were living about 1790 ? 1 quote the

names as they appear in some Latin registers :

Rosalia Maggi.
Maria Taylor (wife of a Thos. Taylor).
Joannes Gul. Rose, Eques.
Dominicus Candidus Boyer.
Edwardus Maxwel Brown.
Benel de Boyne, Generalis.

Michael Cromy.
Georgius de Liviez.

Josephus de la Nave.

Georgiana Riley.
Some of these persons were perhaps con-

nected with the operatic stage.
CHARLES SWYNNERTON.

CHILDREN'S CAROLS AND LULLABIES. I
shall be glad to know where I can obtain
information concerning carols and lullabies

of and for the nursery, and particulars as to

collections and the history and origin thereof.

I do not refer to Christmas carols.

S. J. A. F.

CHARLES WARD. In the Monthly Magazine,
or British Register, for May, 1806, appears an
account of the death of

ft

Charles Ward, Esq.,
at Lewes, barrack-master of that place." The
editor adds :

" He was the representative of one of the most
ancient families in Great Britain, who were of con-
siderable note in the days o? Egbert, from which
remote period Mr. Ward had manuscripts in his

possession at the time of his death. Early in life

he was appointed a captain in the militia of his
native county, Warwick, in wnich he possessed an
handsome patrimonial property," &c.

Can any of your readers afford me infor-

mation as to the family referred to, or as to

what has become of the manuscripts which
Mr. Charles Ward possessed 1 Ward of

Pillerton is the only Warwickshire family
of that name of any antiquity which I can
trace from the usual sources, but they do not
carry very far back. F. WARD.
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DR. PARKINS. I am in search of informa
tion concerning a Dr. Parkins, of Little

Gonerbj7
,
near Grantham, Lincolnshire, who

wrote two curious volumes bearing the titles

of 'The Universal Fortune - Teller
; or, an

Infallible Guide to the Secret and Hidden
Decrees of Fate,' &c., and 'The Book of
Miracles ; or, Celestial Museum : being an
Entertaining and Instructive Treatise on
Love, Law, Trade, and Physic with the
Bank of Heaven, containing a Never-failing
Method for Ladies to obtain Good Husbands,
and Gentlemen Good Wives,' &c. The former
was published in 1822 and the latter in 1817.

Parkins was also the writer of several books
of a similar nature. A. E. C.

CHARLES KEMBLE. Can any of your readers
inform me where I can find some verses I
think by J. Hamilton Reynolds reminiscent
of this actor's performance in various cha-

racters, in which there occurs the line (refer-

ring to his Falconbridge), "And lounged into

Angiers with indolent grace
"

?

WM. DOUGLAS.
125, Helix Road, Brixton Hill.

" SERENDIPITY." A shop has been recently
opened at No. 118, Westbourne Grove, with
the extraordinary name of

"
Serendipity

Shop." What is the meaning of "Serendi-

pity
"

? I may add that the shop appears to
be intended for the sale of rare books,
pictures, and what Mrs. Malaprop (was it

Mrs. Malaprop?) calls "articles of bigotry
and virtue." JOHN HEBB.

" AVARY." This word is defined as lack of
hands for the manning of fishing vessels. In
the dictionaries to hand in my library I fail

to find it, though I chance to come across it

in Beaujon's
' Dutch Sea Fisheries.' I should

gratefully appreciate information as to the

linguistic origin and the detailed meaning^)
of the word, and desire to know whether
it is a legal term in any language or is a
Dutch or English term used by fishermen.

J. LAWRENCE-HAMILTON, M.R.C.S.
30, Sussex Square, Brighton.

HOUSE OF LORDS AND QUEEN CAROLINE.
I have a print of Robert Bowyer's

" View of
the Interior of the House of Lords during
the Trial of Queen Caroline, 1820. Painted

by Geo. Hayter. Engraved and published by
Bowyer & Parker, 46, >Pall Mall, March 1,

1832," and want a key to tell me who the

people are. If I cannot buy a key, can I see
one anywhere? The original painting was
in possession of the then Lord Dover.

F. C. CARR GOMM.

LORENZO DA PAVIA. Miss Julia Cart-

wright (Mrs. Ady) tells us a great many in-

teresting things about him in her 'Beatrice

d'Este' (London, 1899), but gives no refer-

ences except a pigra massa of them in the

shape of a list of books, &c
,
used in com-

piling her tale. I should like to find the

original authority for the following state-

ment :

" In 1494 the Pavian master [Lorenzo] moved to

Venice, where he found it easier to procure materials
for his trade [as maker of instruments] and was
able to carry on his work on a larger scale. By this

time his fame had spread far and wide through
Italy. He made an organ for Mathias Coryinus,
the King of Hungary, and another which he himself
took to Rome for Pope Leo X."-P. 154.

But "by this time
" Mathias Corvinus was

dead, having died four years before. The
lady's book is full of such loose statements.

L. L. K.

PRONUNCIATION. Has any philologist been
able to discover why words and names in

Erse, in Welsh, and, above all, in Irish, are

spelt in one way and pronounced in quite
a different one

1

? For instance, the name
of the king at Tara to whom, tradition

states, St. Patrick explained the mystery of

the Trinity by means of the shamrock, is

spelt Leogaire, and is pronounced Leary*
JBuidhe, yellow, is pronounced bwee. Lamb,,
the hand, is pronounced lauve, and hundreds
of other examples might be given. I think
it was Southey who said it was done to make
reading the language impossible.

FRANCIS ROBERT DAVIES, K.J.J.

[The query seems to take it for granted that the

ordinary English pronunciation is the only right
one, but even that is not consistent.]

PLAY ACTED AT TRIN. COLL., CAMB., 1632.

What was the play acted before Charles I.

and his queen at Trinity in March, 1632 1

LOBUC.

"OUR APPREHENSIONS MAR OUR DAYS."
Where are these lines to be found ?

Our apprehensions mar our days
More than our sorrows do.

A. C. CusTANCEi

SIR WALTER RALEIGH. Were Sir Walter
Raleigh's parents alive in 1576, when he
returned from France 1 Did they still reside
if alive at that date) at Hayes, and what
book gives any particular account of them ?

Jayley, Edwards, and Ty tier contain nothing
of note regarding them. A D S.

Edinburgh.

FRANCES JENNINGS. I desire to know the
date of the death of Frances (Thornhurst)
Jennings, wife of Richard Jennings, of
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St. Albans, Sutherland ; also to learn where
some account of her can be found. She
was the mother of Sarah (Jennings)
Churchill, the first Duchess of Marlborough.

EDWARD DENHAM.
New Bedford, Mass., U.S.

WILLIAM WARE, BELLFOUNDER. Can you
give me any information about William

Ware, a bellfounder in 1613 ? He cast one of

the bells at Yateley, Hants.
F. H, STILWELL.

"C'EST QUE L'ENFANT." Can any of your
readers tell me who is the author of these

lines ?

C'est que 1'enfant toujours est homme,
C'est que 1'homme est toujours enfant.

Johnson quotes them in his life of Pope
(' Lives of the Poets/ ed. 1783, iv. 142) ;

and also in a letter to Mrs. Thrale written

in 1780. The letter is to be found in vol. ii.

p. 183 of the late Dr. Birkbeck Hill's edition
of

* Johnson's Letters,' but the reference is

not given in his notes. H. S. S.

FOUR MARKS. Can any reader of
' N. & Q.

J

give me information respecting the deriva-
tion of the name Four Marks, a spot at the

top of Windmill Hill, near Medstead, and on
the road to Winchester 1 J. W. DODGE.

THOMAS YOUNG, SECRETARY TO LORD MEL-
BOURNE. I have four franked letters written
from the Home Office, Whitehall, 1832 and
1833, in the handwriting of this Mr. Young,
soliciting information for Lord Melbourne
touching upon Crown ecclesiastic patronage
in Scotland, and naming certain Berwickshire
individuals who had disgruntled that noble-
man. These letters are marked "confidential,
and were addressed to my grandfather, then
minister of the parish of Legerwood, in
Berwickshire. What is known of Mr. Young

J. G. CUPPLES.
Longwood, Boston, Mass.

S A LOP.
(9

th S. xii. 108, 237, 313.)
THE reply on p. 313, intended to "mak,

matters clear," is quite beside the mark and
darkens matters very much. We are tolc
that "in many Anglo-Saxon words c wa<
pronounced as ch"; then that "

Scrob wa:
pronounced Schrob," and, lastly, that "th<
redundant c" was then dropped from the sch
Nothing can be more misleading; and i

cannot possibly apply in the present case
because the A,-S. c, when occurring before

ro, retained the ~k sound, and retains, it still,

?or example, the A.-S. cropp is the modern

English crop.

It is much to be desired that those who
write upon the very difficult subject of Eng-
ish pronunciation would be at the pains of

earning the elements of A.-S. pronunciation
as given in Sweet's

* A.-S. Primer'), of Early
English pronunciation (as given in Sweet's

Middle-English Primer'), and other useful

acts. And I strongly deprecate the system
of substituting impossible hypotheses for

own results. No one would discuss botany
y guesswork.
After this attempt to

" make matters clear,"
t becomes necessary to explain the whole
affair. We are not here dealing with the
A.-S. c, but with the compound symbol sc,

This, in the earliest times, denoted sk in all

positions, and still denotes sk in such words
as are of Norse origin, as scrape, scratch,
scream. But in later A.-S. every sk passed
into the sound of modern English sh, even in

such a word as scur, a shower, where the c

alone would have remained a &, as in cu, a
cow. This shows very plainly that the de-

velopment of sc was different from that of c

when standing alone.

But when our language was respelt by
Norman scribes what was to be done with
this sk ? The Norman had no such sound in
his vocabulary, because his ch (though sh in
modern French) was the ch in Charles, as it

is to this day. And he had much ado to
sound this sh. At first he did not try to do
it, but turned sh into s, saying and writing
such queer things as sur for shur, a shower,
same for shame, &c.

;
I have given plenty of

examples elsewhere. He even said Srop for

Shrop ; and it is not a little remarkable that
the Shropshire-man speaks of Shropshire, not

Shropshire, to the present day ;
see Miss

Jackson's
'

Shropshire Glossary.' Not finding
sr a very pleasant or happy collocation of

sounds, he also said Slob- or Slop- ; and that
is why we find the spelling Slobschire in * An
Old English Miscellany,' ed. Morris, p. 146,
1. 55. Some even disliked this SI, and actually
inserted a short vowel, giving the form Sal'op,
whence the Latin Salopia ; after which the
accent in Salop was thrown back. So much
for Salop.
But even when the Normans had acquired

the sound sh (which they all did in course
of time, for we have it now, and none of us
knows to what extent we are Norman), they
did not clearly know how to write it down.
Many wrote sh; but many preferred the
symbol sch. Both were long in use, but the
former at last prevailed. The sch and sh
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meant precisely the same thing, and were
composite symbols. Sch never by any chance
meant s (as in sin} followed by ch (as in chin).
Let any one honestly attempt to sound s

followed by ch, and then ask himself how he
likes it in an initial position, and if he thinks
it is English. WALTER W. SKEAT.

ST. MARY AXE : ST. MICHAEL LE QUERNE
(9

th S. x. 425
;

xi. 110, 231
;

xii. 170, 253).
While COL. PRIDEAUX kindly alludes in com-

plimentary terms to my acquaintance with
the history of London house-signs, he takes

away somewhat with his left hand what he

gives with the right when, in the same
breath, he says I am led

"
to ascribe to their

influence a wider area than that which pro-
perly pertains to it." But may I remind
COL. PRIDEAUX that I have gone no further
than to emphasize the probability of three
of the London churches having received a

colloquial suffixal designation not an official

designation, as he implies, although the collo-

quial form may have been used officially
from the accidental circumstance of their

having been contiguous to a house with a

locally well-known sign, and this merely
to distinguish them from other churches
dedicated to saints with the same name?
Owing to a long and close study of the signs
of London, I think I am hardly in danger
of overrating their influence with regard to

the distribution of topographical nomencla-
ture. COL. PRIDEAUX says that I have not

explained why the designation of St. Mary's
Church was not latinized "ad securim

: '

in-

stead of "apud Axe." One would hardly
have thought an explanation necessary. In
the first place, so to describe it would have
been a unique exception to what was a general
rule, namely, to describe the situation of

churches in plain English and according either

to their local associations or to some archi-

tectural peculiarity. St. Mary's in Cheapside,
for instance, was colloquially St. Mary-le-Bow,
but officially, I believe, St. Mary-de-Arcubus;
St. Martin's-in-the-Vintry, and many others.

And the church in question was not known
coram populo as

"
St. Mary apud Axe," but as

"
St. Mary Axe." Of course the designation

"
St. Mary apud Axe

"
might frequently occur

in ecclesiastical documents, but the "Axe," 1

maintain, was no part of the church's dedica
tion formula.
No one could be more ready than mysel:

to curl up, like a snail in his shell, at th
touch of the argumentum ad judicium. Bu
until the document be forthcoming, upon
which COL. PRIDEAUX cannot at present lay
his hand, containing an allusion in a Latin

orm to St. Margaret Pattens, I reserve my
ight to the opinion that the sub-title of that

hurch was derived from the sign of the first

)atten-maker to set up, under its shadow, in

;hat particular trade. While there is no
direct evidence that there ever was a sign of

he Patten there, as COL. PRIDEAUX says, yet
t is extremely probable that there was, con-

idering how it was a well-known sign, as I

have pointed out, both in the singular and
he plural, in other parts of London (p. 171,

Ol. 1). J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

THE BORROWING DAYS (9
th S. xii. 23). Let

me add another version of the story account-

ng for the meteorological peculiarities of the
md of March and the beginning of April to

hat which has been already told :

" For the last few days of March it was very wet
and stormy. They say it is always so in Spain, and
joncerning this there is an old Spanish story. A
shepherd once said to March that if he would
>ehave well he would make him a present of a
amb. March promised to deserve it, and conducted
limself admirably. When he was going out he
asked the shepherd for the promised lamb ; but the

sheep and the lambs were so very beautiful that

;he shepherd, considering that only three days of

restraint remained to March, answered that he
would not give it to him. ' You will not give it to

me ?
'

said March. ' Then you do not recollect that
n the three days which remain to me, and three

which my comrade April will lend me, your sheep
will have to bring forth their young

'

; and for six

days the rain and cold was so terrible that all the

sheep and all the lambs died."
'

Wanderings in

Spain,' p. 170.

The folk-tales do not accord with our English

saying,
" March comes in like a lion and goes

out like a lamb." ST. SWITHIN.

GEOLOGY OF KURLAND (9
th S. xii. 208).

Though I have not any personal knowledge of

the district between Windau and Goldingen,
it would seem that if the limestone mentioned
lies above the Devonian sandstone, it may be

one of the lower limestones or limestone

shales of the carboniferous formations, and if

below, then one of the upper limestone beds

of the Upper Silurian formation.
RONALD DIXON.

46, Marlborough Avenue, Hull.

TEA AS A MEAL (8
th S. ix. 387 ;

x. 244).

MR. EDWARD H. MARSHALL gave at the latter

reference, in reply to a query of mine, a

quotation from 'The Vicar of Wakefield '

indicating the use in 1766 of tea as descrip-
tive of a meal, as apart from the beverage
drunk at it. But I find at 5th S. v. 145 an
extract from Dr. Alexander Carlyle's

' Auto-

biography
'

(p. 434), in which, describing the

fashionable mode of living at Harrogate in

1763, it is said :

*' The ladies gave afternoon's
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tea and coffee in their turns, which, coming
but once in four or five weeks, amounted to
a trifle." This was given as disposing of an
assertion in Chambers 's Journal for 20 Nov.
1875, that "afternoon tea is a product o
advanced civilization." The *

Century Die
tionary,' it is to be noted, has no quotation:
illustrative of the meaning of tea as a mea
from any earlier work than Nathaniel Haw
thorne's

* House of the Seven Gables.'

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.
" PANIER (9

th S. xii. 247). My dictionary
(Bescherelle's) says, inter alia :

" Anc. art milit. Espece de bouclier fait d'osier
et creux en dedans. Endroit de la corde de
Parbalete oi\ se plagait le projectile que Ton voulai
lancer. Panier d'armement. Panier qui servaiu
a contenir les objets necessaires a la manceuvre
des obusiers et des mortiers. Panier a feu. Especc
de machine qu'on lancait avec des mortiers."

Most English people, and a great manj
French people, I know pin their faith tc

Littre, but on various occasions no dis-

respect to Littre I have found information
in Bescherelle that is not in Littre, whereas
there seems to be very little in Littre' that is

not contained in Bescherelle. At all events,
I suggest that Dr. Murray should add Besche-
relle's to the other dictionaries named

;
I

think he will find it a useful work: of refer-
ence.

The *

Diet, de Trevoux' (1771) says :

"A 1'armee on fait des retranchemens & des
defenses avec des paniers pleins de terre, qu'on
appeile autrement gabions Panier, se dit aussi
de la partie de larbalete faite en petite bourse, au
milieu de la corde, ou se met la balle, on le iallet
quand on veut tirer. Citta. Panier a Feu Especede machine dont on se sert k la guerre, & queIon jette avec des mortiers. Ciata pyraustica
Jetter des paniers a feu"
The second (and earlier) authority does not

seem to corroborate the first named, and
where Bescherelle obtains his information I
do not know.

Larous.se says: "Art milit. Sorte de
boucher d osier, en usage au moyen age."

I know that these notes do not answer
the precise question raised, but they may be
U8eful E. LATHAM.
Panier in German signifies a banner

; banierebamer m Middle Age German
; from theFrench

^
banmere, out of the Italian bandiera.

1 he initial letter is found in monogram form
combined with others such as j\ V and

*
on with an s. Hence F.s.P.= Franconia
sei's Panier" (or, as we should say ''Let
Franconia's banner live"), to designate on
pipe -head, beer -mug, cap -badge, &CM theGerman student's corps "Franconia''- or

when combined with a F, meaning the corps
Vandalia. For many quotations in which
Panier= a banner, consult Heyne's

*

Deutsches
Worterbuch.' ALDOBRAND OLDENBUCK.

"MACARONI TOOLS" (9
th S. xii. 289). A

macaroni tool for wood-carving resembles a

carpenter's gouge, from which it differs by
having the groove three-sided and rectangular
instead of curved. J. DORMER.

" CRYING DOWN CREDIT "
(9

th S. xii. 29, 138,

213, 257). This ancient custom was observed
in Norwich on Thursday, 6 November, 1902.
I quote from the Eastern Daily Press of the

following day :

"A couple of the Dragoon Guards stationed at
the Barracks rode through the streets, one sounding
a bugle, and the other reading the proclamation,
warning citizens against contracting debts with the
private soldiers of the 3rd and 4th Dragoon Guards.
The custom is undoubtedly new to many of the
citizens, who listened with interest to the pro-
clamation.'

Norwich.
JAMES HOOPER.

DE MESMES AND MEMES FAMILIES (9
th S.

xii. 228). There is a property of Memis or
Memus in Forfarshire, near Brechin. It be-

longed during the greater part of the eigh-
teenth century to a family of Allardice,
merchants in Brechin.

R. BARCLAY-ALLARDICE.
Lostwithiel.

PRIORY OF AUSTIN FRIARS, STANDON (9
th S.

xii. 248). There is a farm near Well Pond
Green, in

_the parish of Standon, called
Standon Friars. The farmhouse is compara-
tively modern, but I have been told on good
authority that the present stock-yard was
the burial-ground of the Friary, and that
skeletons have been frequently discovered
close to the surface. W. B. GERISH.

m topographical books there. Surely im-
portant histories of Herts would give the
squired information, or one of the clergy at
Braughing or Standon, or perhaps Little
Hadham. JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

FRENCH PHRASE (9
th S. xi. 128, 255, 337).

MR. RANDOLPH (p. 255) gives the phrase as I
lave heard it. He says that he has known
t since the "

seventies," when at school,
and thinks that it was an allusion to a
ashionable lady trying to get into shoes
everal sizes too small for her feet.
I best remember it some twenty years

betore then, when, as a child, I used to admire
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an engraving of one of Sir Edwin Landseer's

pictures,
' The First Earring

'

(if I remember
rightly), and I am almost certain that the

plate contained this phrase. I well remem-
ber the two ladies, in early Victorian ringlets,

occupied in piercing the ear of a little

girl, who, I am convinced, was only coaxed
into submission to the torture by her

being made thoroughly to understand the

relevancy of the expression. The sympa-
thetic attitude of a King Charles spaniel,
sitting in a corner of the room and scratching
his ear with one of his hind legs, added
humour to the scene, and was what struck

my fancy most, I recollect.

J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.
Antigua, W.I.

ORIGIN OF THE TURNBULLS (9
th S. xi. 109,

233, 329, 498
;

xii. 51). After an absence from
home of about four months, I have read
J. B. P.'s reply at 9th S. xi. 329. That the
contents of

' N. & Q.' are taken " more or less

as authoritative" I do not, and am sure
readers generally did not, require to be
told.

Having been a reader of and a very
insignificant contributor to 'N. & Q.' for

nearly three decades, I may be pardoned if

I say that J. B. P. has no higher apprecia-
tion of, or respect for, its pages than I have,
and is no more imbued with the feeling that
it -is essential all appearing in its columns
should be well, as correct as writers can
make it with the very little perfect informa-
tion at hand. Might I ask, What would be
the value of 'N. & Q.' if infallibility was
stamped on its every page, or if all the con-
tributors to it were perfect 1 The mere
contemplation of such a condition of things
is enough for the seriously thoughtful.

J. B. P. attempts to traverse my note as

to Ragman Roll, and starts quoting my
words, emphasizing them by his own "

I do
wish."

If I have erred with respect to the Ragman
Roll, I have the honour to be in good
company, and, in passing, may be allowed
to express the opinion that even the " autho-
rities

"
J. B. P. and myself necessarily quote

were fallible. Is J. B. P. acting fairly in

making me write what I did not? For
instance, I did not say the valuation made
in 1275 (J. B. P.'s figures) contained a grant
of land to Turn bull; I said that "subse-

quently the name Ragman Roll was applied,"

<kc., naturally pointing to the latter as

recording the act of homage by Turnbull for

lands held. Did J. B. P., or will J. B. P.,

give me credit for knowing when history

fixes the date of Bruce's birth, as well as
when he was crowned and died 1

J. B. P. asserts that the name Turnbull or

any of its variants are not present in the

Ragman Roll. Until he produces evidence to

nullify what is here stated, I must, and I
think readers will, refuse to admit that he is

correct. In the Ragman Roll,
* Calendar of

Documents relating to Scotland, 1295-6,'p. 169,
will be found, among those who performed
homage, Robert de Tremble, and in Rotuli
Scaccarii Regum Scotorum, 1264, "decidunt

per terram de Dolany datam Waltero de

Trembeley." If J. B. P. denies these are
variants of Turnbull, well then he only
disagrees with my "ventured opinion," and
might have said so.

J. B. P. next falls foul of my "thought"
that the gift of land by Bruce was before

1296, and says that Bruce had no power to

grant land before he was king. Whether
J. B. P. is right in this assertion, I leave to

readers
; personally I decline to accept it.

Bruce represented a family in which the

purest Norman blood flowed ;
he was Lord

of Annandale in his own right, and Earl of

Carrick
;
and in a letter of Baliol's, Robert

Bruce, Lord of Carrick, is mentioned as

Regent. In 1124 David gave a large tract of

country to Robert de Brus, in fee and heri-

tage to him and his heir ;
and besides

Bruce's property in Scotland, he owned
several manors in England. Apart from all

this, the greater usually includes the less, and
if, as Druinmond writes, "Bruce caused him-
self to be crowned king," is it so impossible
that he made a grant of land before he was

actually crowned as to warrant J. B. P.'s

speaking so authoritatively ? But this is all

beside the question and object of my note
under this heading, and certainly did not

call, in this respect, for J. B. P.'s valuable

criticism.

J. B. P. denies at considerable length that

Bruce made a grant of land to Turnbull in

Teviotdale, admitting he did somewhere else,

frankly owning that he does not know the

date. J. B. P. seemingly infers that I stated

or implied that all the variations in spelling
Turnbull appear in the Treasurer's accounts.

This is at least a misconception. What was
said with regard to Trumble is absolutely
correct ; and because J. B P. has not found
all the variants am I to be blamed by implica-
tion ;

and if not, why does J. B. P. refer to it 1

J. B. P. tells readers that "
Trubillis and

none of its variants occur in connexion with
the king's visit to the borders." First let me
apologize for inadvertently placing / before

Y instead of after, thus making it read
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James IV. instead of James VI. J. B. P.,

while pointing out this error, strains the

matter beyond, I think, the legitimate.
J. B. P. states that Roull **

is quite different

from Bedrule," but his unsupported assertion

is only a contradiction of my expressed
"
opinion," and is not disprove!.

" The Lord
of Bedroul

" was a Turnbull, and will be

found in
* Calendar of Border Families

'

(from
which I quoted in my note under my first

heading). Again, from the same authority
we have,

" The Trumbles are named from the

water of Roull," with its variations, which
have not been exhausted by me.

If J. B. P. refers to the authorities I name
below, he will find both the town and lands
of Roull are mentioned in the Jedburgh
Circuit in 1622 ; and perhaps he will in-

form us if Roberti de Roule, mentioned in

membrana 3, Rotulus Scotise de anno
14 Ricardi II., is "quite different" (to use
the same words) from Bedroule and Roull
above mentioned. I suppose the river's name
supplies the penultimate of the name

;

J. B. P.'s statement as to Tho. Turnbull of

Roull, in Bonchester, being "probably a
small proprietor in the district" does not

appeal to me as bearing in the slightest
degree upon the main point of my first note.
Much information on the subject, which

apparently J. B. P. lacks, can be found in
4 Annals of Hawick, 1214 to 1814' (and supple-
ment),

' Annals of Borderland,'
' Border Raids

and Reivers,'
' Border Battles,' Leslie, and, not

least or last, Pitcairn's
'

Criminal Trials.'

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.
Thornton Heath, Surrey.

MORE CHURCH, SHROPSHIRE (9
th S. xii. 146,

216). I am much obliged to your corre-

spondent for his answer about the arms in
More Church. Mr. Creyke is right in com-
paring them with those of Brasenose College,
founded by Bishop Smyth. The principal
difference is that in the case of Brasenose the
sinister half of the shield is blazoned, 1 and 4,
a bend between three posthorns, two and one

;

2 and 3, a bend between three crosslets, two
and one. The dexter half of the shield is

identical with that of More Church, as is the
inescutcheon of the see of Lincoln.
Whilst on the subject of Malvern tiles, I

may mention that I saw in Saffron Walden
Museum, Essex, some fifteenth-century frag-
ments of the usual pattern found in neigh-
bouring churches. I believe such an occur-
rence is rare in the eastern counties.
With reference to the Catholic books,

printed, as is asserted at the first reference, in
London in 1605, which exist in More Church
Father V. Phillips, the well-known Redemp-

tionist, tells me they are certainly of foreign

origin, and that the imprint
** Londini " was

only adopted for selling purposes. H.

OVERSTRAND CHURCH (9
th S. xii. 308). On

the south side of the chancel of the interest-

ing church of Dedham, Essex, is a recess

furnished with a chimney which passes up-
wards through an outer buttress. It is said

to have been for an oven for baking the bread
used in the sacrament, but it is in a strange
position for such a purpose. The chimneyed
recess at Overstrand occupies a portion of

the sacred edifice far more likely to be used
for any kind of cooking operations.

I. C. GOULD.

In answer to L. L. K.'s inquiry about a
recess and flue in Overstrand church tower,
I may say that an exactly similar one exists

in the tower of Lamberhurst Church, Kent,
which is a pre-Reformation one. J. L.
Lamberhurst Vicarage.

MS. JOURNAL OF A LONDON CITIZEN (9
th

S. xii. 203, 242, 316). After reading MR. RIM-
BAULT DIBDIN'S note, I referred again to the
MS. He is right. It should be"Mrs."not u Mr.
Dibdin." In transcribing the MS. I had
oftentimes difficulty, from the minuteness of
the handwriting, in making out many of
the words and abbreviations. I am obliged
to MR. DIBDIN for drawing my attention to
the mistake. A. S.

SOUVENIR NORMAND (9
th S. xii. 249). The

"Dives" mentioned herein is of course the

place whence William I. sailed in 1066, and
takes its name from the river Dives. The
town should not be confounded with St.

Pierre-sur-Dives (near Mezidon, the junction
for Caen), with its grand three-towered

abbey church, though many people make
the mistake. JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

GOTT (9
th S. xii. 228). Sir Henry Thomas

Gott, Knight, of Newlands, in the parish of
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks, and Ann his wife
(nee Hooper) had five sons and two daughters,
namely, Henry the eldest, who died in Janu-
ary, 1792

; Richard, the second, who in that
year was an ensign in the 54th Regiment ;

Samuel, Thomas, and Sarah, who were then
above the age of twenty-one years ; and Ann
and William, who were then respectively aged
eighteen and seventeen.

It is possible that the Henry and Richard
above mentioned may be the Henry and
Richard Gott who were admitted to West-
minster School in 1775. Richard Gott was
living in 1812, when he joined in the con-
veyance of Newlands to a purchaser.
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Sir Henry Gott was High Sheriff of Buck
inghamshire in the year 1774.

I shall be happy to give G. F. R. B. any
further information in my power from deeds
in my possession, which, however, do not

give the date of Sir Henry Gott's marriage.
There is an obelisk in the grounds of the

epileptic colony at Chalfont St. Peter, which
is stated to have been erected in 1784 by
Sir William Gott. In '

Murray's Guide to

Buckinghamshire
'

it is stated that this Sir
William Gott was landscape gardener to

George III., and that he erected the obelisk
in commemoration of the fact that King
George was in at the death of a stag on that

spot. It seems probable that the person who
erected the obelisk was either the Sir Henry
above mentioned or William his son, who was
certainly not a knight at the alleged date of
its erection. H. A. HARBEN. .

Newlands, Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks.

FEES FQR SEARCHING PARISH EEGISTERS
(9

th S. x. 148, 394 ; xi. 130, 252, 453
;

xii. 58,

192, 317). As a rule the clergy readily per-
mitted me to inspect their registers (to the
end of the seventeenth century), church-
wardens' accounts, and terriers. My method
soon convinced them that mine was a prac-
tised labour of love for a public purpose, and
awakened their interest. One, who called

my attention to the beautiful penmanship
and long innings of the earliest incumbent
or his clerk, was surprised to hear that
the same writer had similarly transcribed
the registers of a neighbouring parish, and
the clergyman was thankful for the expla-
nation. Another, on discovering that he
and my wife were related, proudly vaunted
the blood royal in their veins. He referred
me to Burke's 'Royal Descents,' and a highly
embellished pedigree in the hall of a county
mansion, moreover to lands inherited from
the man whose wife was undoubtedly of

royal descent. My registers proved that
this man died without issue surviving, that
his two sisters were his coheiresses, and
the will of his (the clergyman's) and my
wife's ancestor confirmed it. Many such
incidents cropped up.
In years long ago I have left home like

Dr. Syntax, but on a different errand. For a

fortnight at a stretch I have sallied forth in

the morning, with an Ordnance map enlarged
in my pocket, and have run through the

registers of three parishes in one day, not

knowing where I should put up my horse
for the night. In those days the mounted
traveller lodged free at a village inn. I

should have waited on A VICAR or the
REV. JOHN PICKFORD with no misgivings.

The former would have found me in agree-
ment that "

it is unsafe to leave the books
with strangers." Having seen erasures, altera-

tions, and mutilations, I always declined
the responsibility of searching unless under

supervision. If I thought household arrange-
ments were interfered with, I have asked to

renew my search on the following morning.
I have declined invitations to lunch, on the
score that time was too precious, and occa-

sionally found the plea ineffectual. I am
glad to read MR. PICKFORD'S mental vow. In
two instances where I was well known I

refused the offered loan of the oldest register

books, on the ground that their evidence
would be vitiated if it was known they had
once been out of safe custody. In my
wanderings I received most marked attention

from clergymen of good family. I obtained

many fees for the clergy, and laid scholars

under greater obligations.
While I was searching the Gulval registers

the vicar produced a bundle of old manu-

scripts as an encumbrance he would be glad
to get rid of if they were of any use to me.

Having examined a few, I begged him to

write which he did at once and offer them
to the Principal Librarian, British Museum, on
bhe strong recommendation of an old reader.

They were the missing Gwavas manuscripts,

relating to the Cornish language, quoted by
Borlase, Pryce, Polwhele, and others, and
Dronounced by Max Miiller most valuable.

Prince L. Lucien Bonaparte would have given
a large sum for them. On my second visit to

jlulval the vicar said that but for me they
would have been lost. They are Add. MS.

28,554 B.M. I also prevailed on a clergy-
man's widow to present a much larger and
more valuable set of MSS. to the British

Museum.
It would be well to levy a special rate for

transcribing our old registers for home use,

and to deposit the originals in the Record
Office or at Somerset House, to be accessible

on payment of a moderate fee. H. H. D.

Perhaps you will allow me to add my pro-
test to those already raised in your pages

gainst the avaricious attitude still adopted
y a dwindling minority of our parochial

clergy. Some few months ago I had occasion

;o skim a certain Nottinghamshire register,
:

or the purpose of compiling the pedigree of

a prominent local family, for insertion in a

lorthcoming local historical work. So far

:rom the publication in question being a

profitable venture, it was recognized in ad-

vance that it could only be produced at a

considerable loss, as eventually proved to be

the case. The incumbent of the parish in
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question, ignoring all ulterior considerations,

flatly refused to entertain the idea of any
reduction on the legal fee of sixpence per

year for searching over a period of 200 years,

totalling to about bl. Further, whether

wilfully ignorant or not 1 will not presume
to say,' but he insisted that my irresponsible
extracts would be valueless, and that he was

legally entitled to an additional half-a-crown

for a certificate in connexion with every entry
I copied ! And there were fifty of them. As
I happened to be doing the work on behalf

of another, I was luckily in a position to say,

as authorized, that legal claims would be met

by the party concerned. Otherwise I should

not have been allowed a sight of the register
without consenting to fees amounting to

between III. and I2l. ! The search itself

occupied, so far as I remember, about two
hours, during which the clergyman carefully
looked over my shoulder to see that I did not

copy anything additional. I may add that

this period was split in half by the lunch

hour, when I was turned into the village

street, with the intimation that there was an
alehouse further on. After the intervention

of a friendly neighbouring clergyman had
been secured, the incumbent in question gave
way so far as to accept three guineas in

liquidation of all claims. A. STAPLETON.
524, Woodborough Road, Nottingham.

PAINT-BRUSH (9
th S. xii. 307). Through the

kindness of the Librarian of the Patent Office,
Mr. E. W. Hulme, to whom the

'

Dictionary
'

is indebted for so many past examples of

technical words and names of inventions, we
have been furnished with instances of paint-
brush going back to 1825.

J. A. H. MURRAY.

PANJANDRUM (9
th S. xii. 247). No answer

has come to ray inquiry about Mr. P. H. Fitz-

gerald's transferred use of
"
Panjandrum,"

although, owing to the well-meaning stupidity
of a London evening paper, which informed
its readers that I attributed the invention of

Fpote's well-known string of nonsense to Mr.
Fitzgerald (!), I have been deluged with letters

benevolently enlightening my ignorance.
After these, I should greatly esteem one reply
to my own straight question : Where does
Mr. Fitzgerald use the words,

" He was the
great Panjandrum of the place"? The
author himself tells me that he has quite
forgotten, which, in the writer of more than
a hundred books, is hardly to be wondered at.

J. A. H. MURRAY.
EVIL SPIRITS AND INKBOTTLES (9

th S. xii.

106, 297). That prince of storytellers F.
Anstey has recently worked up the idea of

open. The laughable results which

are detailed by F. Anstey in his

inimitable manner. The story first

Jinnee emerging from a bottle after a

journ therein since the days of King
Solomon, in a novel bearing the title of

' The

Brass Bottle.' The bottle in question is

obtained at a sale of curios, and the pur-

chaser, little recking of the troubles m store

by his action, breaks the seal and forces the

bottle

follow
usual

appeared in serial form in the Strand Maga-
zine in 1900. JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

DUCHESS OF MARLBOROUGH (9
th S. xii. 308).

'The Account' from time to time occurs

in second-hand catalogues. My copy, which

includes 'A Keview' and 'A Continuation of

the Review,' both 1742, by Britannicus, was

priced 3s. in calf, and is as fresh, inside and

out, as a new book. C. S. WARD.

"HONEST" EPITAPHS (9
th S. x. 306, 375;

xi. 178, 397).
" This refreshes my memory with a story of Ben

Jonson, who, as he was walking through a church
in Surrey, saw a company of poor people weeping
over a grave. Ben asked one of the women what
the occasion should be. She answered,

'

Ah, alas !

Sir, we have lost our precious good Lawyer, Justice

Randal He kept us all in peace and from going to

Law. Certainly he was the best man that ever

lived.'
'

Well,' said Ben, 'I Avillsend you an epitaph
for his tombstone

'

;
which was,

God works Wonders now and then :

Here lies a Lawyer, an Honest Man."

John Dunton's ' Life and Errors,' edited by J. B.

Nichols (1818), p. 149.

WM. H. PEET.

THE REBELLION OF 1745 (9
th S. xii. 169,

314). I am greatly obliged to MR. PICKFORD
for his reference to Dr. Renaud's 'Ancient
Parish of Prestbury.' The letter of John
Stafford's there given is one of the batch of

Macclesfield papers which have come into

my hands
;

it has, however, been inaccurately
and incompletely copied or else the original
which I have is the first draft of the letter.

Its many corrections and interlineations

suggest that that may be the case, although
the fact that my letters are marked as having
belonged to a "

P. Browne, Esq.," and the
one which Dr. Renaud copied is said to have

belonged to a David Browne, points to their

being identical. WALTER JERROLD.
Hampton-on-Thames.

DONHEAD ST. MARY (9
th S. xii. 205, 293).

From the institution registers of Salisbury
it appears that John Fezarde was instituted
to the rectory of Donhead St. Mary in 1555,
and Nicholas Rogers was instituted in 1565/6

upon the deprivation of John Fezarde.
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William Moseley was instituted to the rectory
of Donhead St. Andrew in 1564 upon the
deprivation of Roger Bolbet. I cannot find

any record of the institution of Roger Bolbet.
A. R. MALDEN.

DUNCALFE (9
th S. xi. 289, 392, 476

; xii. 270).
As so much has been already collected

about this name, these items may be added.
In 1715 Hannah Duncalfe was a creditor,
and in 1726 Humphrey Duncalfe, of London,
merchant, an executor, of Francis Pitt, of

Wakefield, cloth dresser (Taylor,
'

Wakefield
Manor,' 1886, pp. 186-9).
Samuel Foster, of Charterhouse Square,

Middlesex, merchant, in his will, made and
proved in 1752, mentions his estate in York-
shire, and makes his nieces Mary Duncalf,
sen., widow, and Mary Duncalf, iun., spinster,
executrixes. He desires to be buried in his

vault, near his late wife, in Highgate Chapel,
with a marble monument and inscription.

W. C. B.

THACKERAY'S MOUSTACHE (9
th S. xii. 149,

212). In this connexion the following passage
may well occupy a little space in

'

1ST. & Q.'
It

^is quoted from Mr. Justin McCarthy's
'Literary Portraits from the Sixties,' in

Harper's Magazine for the present month :

"The first time I ever saw Thackeray, except as
the solitary figure on a lecturer's platform, he wore
a thick moustache, and the moustache was of a
dark colour, contrasting oddly with his white locks.
That first sight of him thus unusually adorned was
on the platform of the Lime Street (Station, Liver-

pool,
when he came down from London to go on

board the Cunard steamer on his way to deliver his
course of lectures in the United States. There
were a few small groups of people gathered on the

platform to get a glimpse of the great author as he
passed out, and 1 well remember that one enthu-
siastic young lady, who was personally quite
unknown to him, went boldly up and pressed a
bunch of roses into his hand. Nothing could be
more graceful and genial than the manner in which
Thackeray accepted this unexpected tribute, and
took off his hat with a benignant smile in acknow-
ledgment of the gift."

WALTER JERROLD.
" JEER "

(9
th S. xi. 487). The verb schrauben,

properly to screiv, in German seems to confirm

my interpretation. It is used also in the
sense of jeer. We speak in English of
"
screwing up one's face." E. S. DODGSON.
Poste Restante, Hamburg.

WAS MARAT A JEW ? (9
th S. xii. 88, 236.)

MR. M. L. R. BRESLAR'S indignant objection to
MR. HEBB'S strange thought that Marat was
a Jew is not surprising. It is not easy to

explain seriously how that thought arose.

Marat started life as a Calvinist, like his

father and mother. This is the first attempt

to make him a Jew. Mr. Bax and MR. HEBB
would make him a Roman legionary too.

Where will his merits cease 1

MR. HEBB'S speculative query has brought
the anomalous t in Marat's name into the
field of conjecture. That is not surprising,
either. There is no trace of Marat's name in

any of the books about him to show that he
used the t, till his

' Chains of Slavery
'

(second
edition) and his medical tracts of 1775-6 ap-
peared. Till then he had various reasons,
which he admitted in later years, for con-

cealing his name. But then he was equally
ready to disclose it.

His patronymic Mara smacks strongly of

Spain; but when in Edinburgh in 1769 a
fact he only divulged in November, 1775 he
saw in the distance a Scotch degree, and
who could tell ? perhaps an appointment in
Paris. By the addition of the t Mara would
at once become francise happy thought!
in view of his hopes. When tne degree did
come years later the Amsterdam visit to

Rey, to induce him to publish
' De 1'Homme,'

at once bore fruit, and two medical works by
Dr. J. P. Marat, M.D., of Church Street, Soho,
assisted him to make a successful debut before
the venal Beauzee, and become a royal count's
doctor. This deception did not outwit every
one. Though it enabled him to pose before
his ami readers, in after years, as their high-
souled concitoyen, it did not shield him from
the sobriquet, among those who knew nim
better, of

" the Prussian spider," at which in

September, 1792, we read, he was highly in-

dignant.
In his early years Boudry was in Prussia.

After his death the Swiss authorities curtailed
his family patronymic to its proper dimen-
sions, by forbidding the misleading t.

VIGILANS.

DAUGHTERS OF BOADICEA (9
th S. xi. 449;

xii. 14). It may safely be said that the names
of these ladies are unknown. Tacitus gives
no names ; Dio mentions no daughters ;

Orelli, Nipperdey, Furneaux, Roth, Momm-
sen, mention no names. May I express
regret that a contributor to

' N. & Q.' should
countenance the fantastic and groundless
form "Boadicea"? VIDA.

FARTHINGS (9
th S. xii. 169, 238, 292). Two

or three months ago I saw in a well-known
bank in the West-End of London one of the
clerks counting and weighing a large heap
of new bronze farthings, which had just come
in. He explained to me that they were being
distributed among their branch banks in

response to the demands of customers.
J. B. W.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

A Bibliography of the Works of Robert Louis Steven-

son. By Col. W. F. Prideaux, C.S.I. ( Boilings. )

AMONG Col. Prideaux's contributions to biblio-

graphical knowledge we are disposed to reckon this

the most important and the most interesting.
Without pretending to absolute completeness, so

far as regards the appendix, which is occupied
with biography and criticism of Stevenson in books,

magazines, newspapers, &c., it supplies all that the
student and the admirer can seek to know, and is

the result of such conscientious labour as few men
are able to bestow. An earnest and enlightened
bibliophile, with the species of flair which is the

high and rarely accorded gift of the best class of

collector, Col. Prideaux has been able to supply
from his own shelves the account of many of the
rarest items to be found in his book. Of the five

parts into which the volume is divided, the first is

occupied with those original editions of Stevenson's
works which come within the "domain of pure
literature"; the second with juvenile effusions,
Davos toy-books, and privately printed vers d?occa-

sion, things which, in the booksellers' catalogues,
are quoted at ten to hundreds of times their

published price; and the remaining parts with
Stevenson's contributions to books and periodicals.
In execution the work is a model of what a biblio-

graphy ought to be, supplying all the information
that can possibly be required. We say this after

comparing it with the fine bibliographies that have
been issued in France during years comparatively
recent, such as, for instance, the '

Bibliographic et

Iconographie
'

of Restif de la Bretonne by P. L.
Jacob. For instance, Col. Prideaux gives, which
Bibliophile Jacob does not, the divisions of the
lines in the title-page and the cover, &c., of the
book in its original state. Literary comment is

rarely attempted. When it is, the information and
the comment are alike attractive. Stevenson's own
criticisms are sometimes quoted ; see, for instance,
what is said, p. 30, under ' Prince Otto,' and espe-
pecially, pp. 102 et seq., on 'Letters to his Family
and Friends.

5 The volume is beautifully printed
by Constable, and is a work to grace any shelves.
Its illustrations include a characteristic portrait,
from a photograph, serving as a frontispiece ; a fac-
simile of a letter to Mr. Alexander Ireland

; and
reproduced title-pages of

'

Macaire,'
' The Story of

a Lie,' 'Kidnapped,' 'Some College Memories,'
'The Master of Ballantrae,' 'The Misadventures
of John Nicholson,'

k Weir of Hermiston,' and ' The
Surprise.'

Gossip from Paris during the Second Empire : Cor-
respondence of Anthony B. North Peat. Selected
and arranged by A. R. Wallis. (Kegan Paul &
Co.)

THE letters of Mr. Peat from which the selection
constituting the present volume has been made were
mainly contributed to the Morning Star during the
years 1864 to 1870, their progress being arrested by
the death of the writer from an accident during the
early days of the siege of Paris. Some, however
appeared in the Yorkshire Pont. Mr. Peat himself
was Attach^ au Cabinet du Ministre de 1'Interieur
special permission being accorded him by the
Marquis de Lavalette to undertake a function
which might almost be thought irreconcilable

with his office, of sending reports to the English

press. In these circumstances it is scarcely a
matter for surprise that the communications are

models of discretion, that the praise of the empress
or a description of a Court fete is the nearest

approach to politics which is traceable, and that
the matters treated of are, as a rule, connected
with art, social life, and matters of current gossip.
Nine volumes of similar things are in existence,
and it is possible, supposing the reception of the

present volume to be favourable, that others may
follow. The best that can be said is that what is

told is generally exact, frequently sprightly, may
be read with amusement, and conveys a good idea
of life in the closing years of the second empire. The
opening article describes Etretat, a favourite resort
of our own at the period, that of the early sixties.

It supplies a capital account of a place then delight-

fully unsophisticated, though it neglects to mention
the hotels notably the Hotel Blanquet which
had a charm of their own. We hear of matters
such as the exposure of the Brothers Davenport,
Theophile Gautier at an exhibition of paintings,
the death of Baudelaire, the neglect of Lamartine,
Victor Hugo and the pieuvre yictor Cousin, the
first night of

'

Hernani,' Louis Blanc, Rossini,
Nilsson, Jules Janin, Hector Berlioz, the Emperor
Maximilien, Barbey d'Aurevilly, Gustaye Dore, &c.

Sometimes, but rarely, we get a sidelight on his-

tory, as when we find, in 1867, a French marshal
saying to the Comte de Goltz, the Prussian am-
bassador, "France need not follow any one's

example, and still less [that] of a power she has so
often defeated. We could easily, with our rusty
muskets, conquer Prussia with her needle-guns.
We detect some errors, but none of consequence.

Microcosmographie. Faithfully reprinted from the
Edition of 1633. (Methuen & Co.)

BISHOP EARLE'S wise and witty 'Microcosmo-
graphie

' was first issued in 1628, and was one of the
best books of its time. It had then fifty-four"
characters," enlarged in the fifth edition, no longer

discoverable, to seventy-six, and in the sixth, from
which the present admirable reprint is taken, to

seventy-eight. Dr. Bliss edited the work in 1811,
and Prof. Arber issued an edition in 1868. Those
who know it not will do well to make acquaintance
with it in this trustworthy and elegant reprint.
They will find in it a source of lasting pleasure.
The reissue is the more welcome since the work is

not, like some others of similar or less pretensions,
included in every series. Much light is thrown by
it upon subsequent fiction. Take, for instance, the
marvellous character of "A young, raw Preacher,"
overflowing with wit, which recalls Lamb's friend
Thomas Fuller, likewise a bishop :

" His friends
and much painefulnesse may preferre him to thirtie
pounds a yeere, and this means to a Chamber-maide ;

with whom wee leaue him now in the bonds of
Wedlocke." Decidedly a book is this to be bought
and studied for delectation.

John B. Leicester Warren, Lord de Tabley. By
Hugh Walker, M.A. (Chapman & Hall.)

DR. WALKER'S biographical sketch of< Lord de
Tabley is rather in the nature of an apologia. It
tells the story of a man never able to realize his
ideals, and ending in defeat a life that might easily
have been brilliant. Lord de Tabley was, however,
what Goethe calls*

" an echo "
rather than a voice.

Full justice what, indeed, some will think more
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than justice is done to the poems, but the tribute
is discriminating. In length and other respects it

is adequate.

COL. J. H. RIVETT-CARNAC, C.I.E., has reprinted
from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of

July last a valuable and interesting paper on Cup-
Marks as an Archaic Form of Inscription. It is

printed by Stephen Austin & Sons, of Hertford.
'Readers of

' N. & Q.' will remember the Colonel's
contribution on the subject, 9th S. vii. 491. The
reprint has many interesting illustrations.

MR. JOSEPH ALFRED BRADNEY, F.S.A., of Tal-y-
Coed, announces the first part of a 'History of

Monmouthshire,' from the coming of the Normans
into Wales to the present. It will be in six parts,
each dealing with a separate hundred, in crown
folio, with coats of arms, pedigrees, views of castles
and churches, and other illustrations.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.

LIKE previous issues from the same firm, the
latest catalogue of Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co.
overflows with rarities and desiderata. Under
America appears Lord Kingsborough's

'

Antiquities
of Mexico' with Dupaix's 'Monuments of New
Spain,' 1251., a work the cost of which led to the
writer's imprisonment and death before he came
into his title of Earl of Kingston. Many works
of less interest appear under the same heading.
Brockedon's

' Passes of the Alps,' on large paper,
with India proofs of the plates, is 11. 10s. ; Burton's
* Arabian Nights,' with supplemental volumes,
37. 10-s. ; Matthew Arnold's '

Works,' uniformly
'

bound in 22 vols., 20 guineas ; Clowes's
'

Royal Navy,'
i in 7 vols., a modern work, 15 guineas. There are

;
two Latin Bibles of the fifteenth century, and many
early English Bibles, including the 1535 translation

by Coverdale, with some of the leaves in facsimile,
I price 25W. Other editions, 1537, 1539, 1549, 1550,
; 1566, follow, the least costly being 30 guineas.
German Bibles of 1473 and 1483 have also great
pecuniary value. The first edition of the English
Douai Bible is 81. 10s. There is also a Tyndall's

' New Testament, J(ohn) C(awood), 1550. A collec-

! tion of
'

Biographies of English Queens and Prin-

cesses
'

attracts attention. Botta's
' Monuments de

Ninive' is 50 guineas, and a first
'

Religio Medici'
of Sir Thomas Browne, 1642, is 30 guineas. Byron's
'

Waltz,' first edition, is 1051. Early editions of

Bunyan and Burns attract attention, a first Kil-

marnock Burns being only 50 guineas, on account
'. of repairs. Tonson's Cervantes's

' Don Quixote
'
is

HI. 14s. ; a collection of Defoe's
*

Works,' 847. ; and
one of 'Lives of Actors,' 551. First editions of

; Fielding; Foxe's 'Martyrs,' 1563; Goldsmith's
* Deserted Village,' first edition ; Gough's

'

Sepul-
chral Monuments,' a presentation copy; Hall's

'Chronicle,' 1548; Herrick's
'

Hesperides,' 1648,

frontispiece in facsimile; Holinshed's 'Chronicle,'

1577, follow, and we then come on a presentation
first Keats's 'Poems,' with autograph inscription,

price 1511. 10s. A Kelmscett Press
'

Earthly Para-

dise'; a vellum-paper
'

Faublas,' price 65^., bound

by Trautz-Bauzonnet, 1798; a
' Paradise Lost,' 1668,

with fourth title-page; a Florio's 'Montaigne,'
1603, 73f 10s. ; a Quaritch's

' Omar Khayyam
'

;

* Portraits des Grands Hommes '

;
a ' Booke oJ

Common Praier,' 1559, J. Cawood, price 220J.,
are

considerable items. Long collections of Trans

actions, collections of Tennyson, &c., which would
constitute the plums ,of minor catalogues, are

scarcely to be selected from this remarkable list.

Mr. Thomas Thorp's latest London catalogue is of

list of
Anti-

coloured engrav-
ngs; a 'Bibliographical Decameron'; Esque-
meling's

'

Bucaniers,' 1684, three parts ;
a choice

3rrammont, Bensley, 1809; a 'Herbal' of Rembert
Dodoens, 1586, price Ql. 15s. ; a fifteenth-century
Book of Hours; a Houbraken's 'Heads'; an early
Coleridge's

' Poems '

; tracts of Law, including the

'SeriousCall'; Pater's' Works'; WalpoleV Letters,'
L4 vols. ; and a Tuer's '

Bartolozzi.' There is, besides,
a collection of Early English Text Society's pub-
lications.

Readers of Mr. George Winter's catalogue may
seek under Beardsley, Chinese Punishments,
Costume, Dickens, Napoleon, Shakespeare, Reclus,
Gloucestershire,

' Le Tour du Monde,' Prevost, &c.
There are, moreover, some scarce French works
of the eighteenth century we were fortunate enough
ourselves to secure.

Mr. W. J. Smith, of Brighton, catalogues a large
collection' of topographical works. It will be very
useful to those seeking out-of-the-way volumes or
tracts on the various counties. Under Chetham
Society, Brighton, Sussex, Arundel, Pitt Rivers,
and other headings works of interest may be found.

In the catalogue of Mr. Richard Cameron, of

St. David Street, Edinburgh, are many books con-

cerning Scottish history and antiquities ;

' The
Athole Collection of Highland Dance Music';
Drummonds 'Ancient Scottish Arms'; Hogg's
Jacobite Relics

'

; Dickson and Edmond's '

Scot-
tish Printing.' There are, naturally, many entries

under Burns. Stewart's ' Historical Account of

Scottish Tartans,' price 31. 15s., is now a rarity.
Somers's

'

Tracts,' 13 vols. 1809-15, the best edition,
is cheap at 9. 15s. Colardeau's

'

Temple de Gnide '

is a beautiful book. The binding must, however,
be responsible for its price, since Cohen, the best

authority, puts its value at 25 to 30 francs. A full

set of the 'Court of Session Garland' is not
common. Drummond's 'Views of Edinburgh,'
Kay's 'Portraits,' 'Scottish Theatre,' and 'Shet-
land

'

may be consulted with prospects of advan-

tage.

No. 4 of Mr. Wilfrid M. Voynich's short

catalogues is no less studded with rarities and
attractions than its predecessors. We note scarce
Americana ; a Latin translation of Alexander
Aphrodiseus, a scarce inclinable ; works on arith-

metic, astronomy, and bibliography ; a Latin
' Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent,' with
the official guarantee and autograph ; an autograph
of Pope Pius V. ;

works of Bembo ; early Bibles,
&c. There is a rare

'

Scriptores Ordinis Prsedica-

torum,' 2 vols. folio, 111. 17s. ; some early Italian

Boccaccios include a
' Decameron '

of 1526 (very rare,

Brunet). We note also Bunyan's
'

Holy War,' 1718,
sold ; a 1542 Chaucer, price 45., one leaf in fac-

simile ;
a Cleveland's

' Idol of the Clowns ; or,
Insurrection of Wat the Tyler,' 1654; Steele's 'Im-

portance of Dunkirk,' in excellent condition, 50. ;
' Le Cathon en Frongoys,

'

Lyons, 1502 ;
aLyndewoode

'

Provinciale,' Paris, 1501 ; a ' Summa Theologia
'

of

Aquinas ; a Quintus Curtius, Vindelin de Spira,
111. 10s. ; works on Jews ; Psalters, Breviaries, and
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Books of Hours ; a few portraits ; a Colley Gibber's
*

Apology,' first edition ;
a ' Hecatommithi

'

of

Giraldi Cinthio, Venice, 1584 ;
the translation of

{Shakespeare by Le Tourneur and others, the appear-
ance of which roused Voltaire's wrath, 161. 16s. ;

a
' Comedies of Terence,' with woodcuts, 1521, Wl. 10s.

A separate collection of lost or unknown works,

containing many features of exceptional interest,

is offered en bloc for 4,000 guineas.

Messrs. A. Maurice & Co.'s new catalogue includes

an extra-illustrated copy of Addison's 'Life and

Letters,' edited by Lucy Aikin, the first edition, 1843,

and some other extra-illustrated books ; drawings

by Beardsley and Phil May ; old coloured carica-

tures, one remarkably fine collection, 1785-1840, being

priced at '211. ; a complete set of Hissey's works on

coaching, very scarce, price III. 17s. 6d. An extra-

illustrated copy of
' Cruikshank's Life,' by Blan-

chard Jerrold, is priced at QL 6s. ; a first edition of
4 Adam Bede,

3 bound by Riviere, U. 4s. ; Boswell's
'

Johnson,' 1831, with 250 portraits, 251. ; and many
other interesting items.

In Mr. Bertram Dobell's catalogue we find Ben
Jonson's

4

Works,' first editions of all the parts,

1616-31-40-41, with the printed title to the second

volume, price 55^.; Lamb's 'Elia,' in the original

boards, uncut, 521. ; first editions of
*

Smollett,

Scott, Shelley, Byron, and Wordsworth ;
also books

from the Strawberry Hill, Kelmscott, and other

presses. We congratulate Mr. Dobell on the
announcement of a volume of poems by himself,
4 Rosemary and Pansies.'

Mr. Charles Higham's catalogue of the 24th inst.

is mostly divinity, including some interesting

pamphlets of the seventeenth century. There are
also some new books at very low prices.

We have received from Birmingham Mr. James
Wilson's November catalogue, containing works on
topography, genealogy, family history, and parish
registers ; and from Cambridge Mr. David Cadney's
fresh list, mostly of modern books at cheap prices.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

V. J. E. Gracian's 'Art of Worldly Wisdom,'
translated by J. Jacobs, was published by Messrs.
Macmillan in 1892.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher"at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
24, GREAT WINDMILL STREET, LONDON, W.

(Close to Piccadilly Circus).

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-
PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.
.

,

NOW READY, THIRD EDITION, REVISED and ENLARGED.

HTHE PENNY CHRONOLOGY: a Series of
JL Important Dates in the History of the World from the Reign of
David to the Present Time. Third Edition. By W. T. LYNN, B.A.
F.R.A.S.

SAMPSON LOW & CO. St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, B.C.

EIGHTH EDITION, price Sixpence, cloth.

OEMARKABLE COMETS : a Brief Survey of the
JLV most interesting Facts in the History of Cometary Astronomy
By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

SAMPSON LOW & CO. St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, B.C.

NOW READY, SECOND EDITION, REVISED and AUGMENTED,
price Sixpence.

ASTRONOMY for the YOUNG.
JLJL. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

fJ. RTONEMAM, 29, Paternoster Square, B.C.

HAVE YOU A FRIEND WHO IS A
POOR CORRESPONDENT ?

Present a

FOUNTAIN
PEN

^
A^'

pRICEg

To make
the writing

easier. ^^ ^ ^^^ 14s. 6d., 16s. 6d.,^ 21s., 25s., 30s., 42s.,

^
ll

to 20 Post Free.
A Lasting, Useful Token of Friendship

GUARANTEED. EXCHANGEABLE.
SOLO BY ALL STATJONERS.

Illustrated Catalogues sent post free.

MM.' TODD & BARD,
88, CheapsMe, E.G.; 95a, Regent Street, W., LONDON.

3, Exchange Street, MANCHESTER.
BRENTANO'S, 37, Ave. del'Opdra, PARI8.
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ROBERT GREENE AND ROGER BACON.
IN popular tradition the poet Vergil and

the philosopher Roger Bacon (1214 ?-94) seem
to have been chiefly remembered as necro-
mancers and enchanters. Dante, indeed, did

the Roman poet the honour of choosing him
as guide to the land of spirits ; but the re-

putation of him who in life, unfortunately
for -his own peace of mind, adorned the
Franciscan Order almost entirely centred, in

sixteenth-century legend, upon the manufac-
ture of the celebrated Brazen Head. Thomas
de Bungay, Lector of the Oxford Franciscans,
of whom very little is known, has also been

regarded as a wizard by later generations.
Robert Greene in his pla^

' The Honorable
Historie of Frier Bacon and Frier Bongay,'
published in 1594, but first acted at least

three years earlier, made use of a popular
story-book, 'The Famous Historie of Frier

Bacon.' Educated at Cambridge, Greene was
M.A. of both universities

;
and much of the

play is supposed to take place in Oxford,
with which ancient seat of learning the poet
was evidently less well acquainted than with
his original alma mater, her younger rival. He

following a foolish legend makes Friar

Bacon Master of Brasenose College, solely, I

suppose, because he had framed, or was fabled
to have framed, a head of brass which should

"yeelde forth strange and uncoth aphorismes."
The action of the play purports to take place in
the historical Bacon's day King Henry III.

and Edward, his redoubtable son, are brought
upon the stage but, like most of the play-
wrights his contemporaries, Robin Greene is

no pedant ;
and although the characters may

now and then feign a thirteenth-century atmo-
sphere, yet, for all that, they themselves
remain robustly of the sixteenth. Brasenose

College (wherein the famous friar entertains
at dinner King Henry, the Emperor, the King
of Castile and his daughter Elinor) was not
founded until 1509, the head being always
known by the title of Principal. The poet,
perhaps, was thinking of Cambridge, whereat
all the heads of colleges are styled Masters,
save only the Provost of King's and the
President of Queens'. But it is certain that
in Bacon's time there actually existed a
Brasenose Hall which, occupying a portion
of the same site, eventually gave its name to
the present college. Other anachronisms are
to be found in the play : Edward the Crown
Prince is frequently described as Prince of
Wales ; Elinor of Castile glories in the

bravery of her betrothed "
fore Damas

walles"; and King Henry refers to his fallow
deer at Fremingham and Hampton Court.
Prof. C. M. Gayley, of California (in his ad-
mirable edition of the play contained in

'Representative English Comedies,' vol. i.,

1903), observes that Edward never fought be-
fore Damascus, and that the two places men-
tioned by his father were not Crown property
in that king's reign. One may add that

Elinor, who was Alfonso X.'s sister, did not
land in England until after her marriage,
which took place in Spain.

This piece also contains a play within a

play ;
for Bacon, by means of his "glasse

S^ospective,"

exhibits to the curious in his

xford cell events which are happening in
Suffolk. Thus the prince sees Friar Bungay
about to wed Margret, the keeper's fair

daughter of Fresingfield, to "Ned Lacie,
Earle of Lincoln

"
;
and the two young

scholars of Broadgates Hall witness the
simultaneous death in a duel for the sake
of the same lovely damsel of both their

fathers, Masters Lambert and Serlsbie, whom
they unwisely imitate by stabbing one another
forthwith. The mention of Broadgates, now
Pembroke College, is interesting. This ancient
hall the inhabitants of which were not with-
out some reputation for dabbling in the black
art itself was in Greene's day a flourishing
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institution. Within this "nest of singing
birds

" had resided for a time John Heywood,
" the old English epigrammatist," who, if not

the father of English comedy, was at least

one of the earliest masters in that art. His

new and very merry interlude,
' The Play of

the Wether,' can be read with pleasure and

profit to-day. To Broadgates came also, in

the first instance, George Peele, Greene's

friend and fellow-dramatist ;
and two poets

of the younger generation, Sir John Beaumont
and his more famous brother Francis, the

dramatic colleague of John Fletcher.

Bacon's prospective glass in the play may
have been suggested by the magic mirror

into which John Dee, the astrologer, used to

call his spirits. This mirror, which Queen
Elizabeth herself examined with great in-

terest, is still extant, and is described as
" a

disc of highly polished cannel coal."

Roger Bacon, being a Franciscan or Friar

Minor, would dwell when in Oxford within

the precincts of the Grey Friars Monastery
there. This lay westward of Pembroke
College and St. Ebbe's Church, immediately
within the city wall, which had been espe-
cially extended southwards so as to receive

the friary within its bounds. The monastery
of the Dominicans, or Black Friars, lay to the
south-eastward of the Franciscan, at the end
of Milk Street (now St. Ebbe's, High Street),
in a straight line from Little Gate a small

portion of which yet remains at the south-
west corner of Pembroke Dining-Hall. The
exact site of the Grey Friars' place of inter-

ment is uncertain. Therein, according to John
Rouse, the Warwick antiquary, still rest the
bones of the admirable doctor even as all

that was mortal of Alfred the Great may
yet lie without the northern wall of royal
Winchester, where once stood his own Abbey
of Hyde. But "the most astonishing phe-
nomenon of the mediaeval schools," as Dr.

Hastings Rashdall calls the learned friar, is

traditionally connected with the famous
tower or gatehouse which stood upon Grand
Pont (Folly Bridge) until the spring of 1779.
Mentioned in the twenty -eighth year of

Henry III. as "Nova Porta et Turris, supra
Pontem Australem," it may have been erected
to strengthen the old south gate of the town
by Christ Church. Joseph Skelton in his
4 Oxonia Antiqua Restaurata,' vol. ii., 1823,
gives two engravings of this structure one
from the Oxford Almanac top of 1780, and
the other after a drawing in the Gough col-
lection in the Bodleian whence it appears to
have consisted of an ancient semicircular
gateway with two stories built over it, of
sixteenth or seventeenth century character,

and apparently hexagonal in form. The

legend went that the Franciscan ascended

thither to make astronomical observations,

and that when a greater man than Bacon

should pass under it it would fall. It never

fell but remained to be destroyed by the

Philistines. This fable suggested to Dr.

Samuel Johnson his famous lines in the
'

Vanity of Human Wishes ':

When first the College rolls receive his name,
The young enthusiast quits his ease for fame ;

Resistless burns the fever of renown,

Caught from the strong contagion of the gown :

O'er Bodley's dome his future labours spread,

And Bacon's mansion trembles o'er his head.

Wood repeats Button's opinion that the

connexion with Bacon is "meerly traditionall

and not in any record to be found," and,

after discussing the whole question, signifi-

cantly adds in the margin, "But I believe all

this was at Little Gate." And elsewhere

('City,' i. 251) he gives evidence that the

chambers over and about this gate were in-

habited by scholars in "King Edward IL's

time and a great while before."

In his "brief life" of the witty Bishop
Richard Corbet, John Aubrey mentions

"Fryar Bacon's Study (where was good

liquor sold)"; and on 9 June, 1668, Samuel

Pepys, after recording visits to other local

attractions, adds:
" So to Friar Bacon's Study, I up and saw it and

gave the. man 1*. ;
bottle of sack for landlord, 2s.

Oxford mighty fine place and well seated, and cheap
entertainment."

With the first part of the last sentence, at

all events, the Emperor in Greene's play (in-

tended for the amazing Frederic II.
,
whose

third wife was Henry III.'s sister Isabella)

would have agreed :

These Oxford schooles

Are richly seated neere the river side :

The mountames full of fat and fallow deere,
The batling pastures laid with kine and flocks,
The towne gorgeous with high built colledges,
And schollers seemely in their grave attire,
Learned in searching principles of art.

A. R. BAYLEY.

BURTON'S 'ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.'
(See 9th S. xi. 181, 222, 263, 322, 441 ; xii. 2, 62,

162, 301.)

THE following are some of the passages
which Shilleto has failed to trace to their

source.

Vol. i. p. 5 (signat. 3 of unpaged section at

beginning of 6th edit.), first line of 'Demo-
critus Junior ad Librum suum '

:

Vade liber, qualis, non ausim dicere, felix.

See Burton's marginal note at foot of p. 341

(I. ii. iii. xiv., p. 122 in 6th edit.), "Vade, liber
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felix! Palingen. lib. 18" (sic). The words
"Vade igitur felix liber" occur in Palin-

genius's 'Zodiacus Vitse,' bk. xii. 581. (Cf.

Ovid,
*

Tr.,' I. i. 3-4, 15.)

P. 11, 1. 8 from foot ('D. to the R.'; p. 1,

1. 12 from foot, in 6th edit.): "ex fortuita

atomorum collisione." (Cf. Cic.,
' Acad. Post.,'

i. 2, 6, "de corpusculorum ita enirn appellat
atomos concursione fortuita loqui.")

P. 11, 1. 6 from foot (p. 1, 1. 10 from foot,

in 6th edit), 'Of Motes in the Sun.' See

Lucr., ii. 114-22, where the dancing of

motes in a sunbeam is employed as an illus-

tration to show what is meant by the per-

petual tossing about of atoms in the great
void.

P. 12, 1. 14 from foot (p. 2, 1. 14, in 6th edit.) :

"Democritus, as he is described by Hippo-
crates" Burton's marginal note is **Hip.

Epist. Damaget." The epistle in question is

No. 17 of
'

Hippocratis Epistolse
'

(p. 298 in R.

Hercher's 'EpistolographiGrseci,' Paris, 1873).

P. 12, 1. 5 from foot (p. 2, 1. 22, in 6th edit.) :

" and often I find him cited by Constantinus
and others." Burton's marginal note is,

"Const, lib. de agric. passim." The book
referred to is the 'Geoponica,' compiled by
Cassianus Bassus. its ascription to Con-
stantine Pogonatus or Constantine Porphyro-
genitus was due to an error. For a list of

places where Democritus is cited in the

'Geoponica' see the 'Index Auctorum' at

the end of J. N. Niclas's edition (Leipzig,

1781).
P. 12, 1. 2 from foot (p. 2, 1. 24, in 6th edit.) :

"and, as some say, could understand the

tunes and voices of them." Burton's marginal
note is,

" Volucrum voces et linguas intelligere

se dicit Abderitans. [sic 4th edit., 6th edit.

A. R. S. alters the word to
" Abderitanus."

Ought it not to be
" Abderitanis

"
?] Ep. Hip."

See 3 of letter 10, which purports to be

from the Senate and people of Abdera to

Hippocrates. It will be seen that the words
in Burton's note are nearer to the Latin

rendering printed by Hercher than to the

Greek text as given by him. I regret that I

cannot at present refer to any early text or

translation of Hippocrates.
P. 13, marg. notes 2 and 4 (notes r and s,

p. 2, in 6th 6dit.) : "Naturalia, moralia,

mathematica, liberates disciplinas, artiumque
omnium peritiam callebat," and " Veni

Athenas, et nemo me novit." These quota-
tions come from Diog. Laert., ix. 7, 5, 37,

and ix. 7, 5, 36. Of the Latin translation by
Ambrosius Traversarius which Burton used

Cobet wrote, "Cette traduction latine est

1'etable d'Augias."
P. 14, marg. note 4 (note d, p. 3, in 6th

edit.) : ^ Phil. Stoic, li. diff. 8" (as a reference
to Lipsius). The 4th edit, has the same. The
abbreviations have been curiously perverted.
The reference should be to Lipsius's 'Man-
ductio ad Stoicam Philosophiam,' lib. iii.

dissertatio 8 (vol. iv. p. 775 in the 1675 edit, of

Lipsius's works).
P. 16, 1. 8 (p. 4, 1. 25, in 6th edit.): "ne

quid mentiar "
(1. 38 of the prologue prefixed

to Plautus's
' Casina ').

P. 17, 1. 15 (p. 5, 1. 11, in 6th edit.): "As
Scaliger observes, nothing more invites a
reader than an argument unlocked for, un-

thought of, and sells better than a scurrile pam-
phlet." Burton's marginal note is,

"
Scaliger,

Ep. ad Patissonem. Nihil magis lectorem
invitat quam inopinatuin argumentum, neque
vendibilior merx est quam petulans liber."

This quotation is compounded of two sen-
tences from different places of J. J. Scaliger's
' Confutatio Stultissimae Burdonum Fabulse,'
the latter part, "neque" to "liber," being
taken, with some verbal changes, from near
the beginning of that work (p. 52, part ii. of
the 1612 edit, of J. J. Scaliger's 'Qpuscula'),
and "nihil" to "argumentum" being found,
again in a slightly different form, a little

later (p. 54
; these pages, in my copy at least,

are incorrectly numbered 420 and 422).

P. 17, 1. 12 from foot (p. 5, 1. 14, in 6th edit.) :

"
Many men, saith GdUus, are very conceited

in their inscriptions, and able (as Pliny quotes
out of Seneca) to make him loiter by the way
that went in haste to fetch a midwife for his

daughter, now ready to lie down."
Burton has two marginal notes here. That

which refers to Gellius (though the reference
mark is misplaced in the text in 4th edit, and
6th edit.) is "Lib. xx. c. 11. Miras sequun-
tur inscriptionum festivitates." In 4 of
Gellius's preface to his

' Noctes Atticse
'

are
the words "

nihil imitati festivitates inscrip-
tionum." Until the middle of the seven-
teenth century this preface was printed as

part of the last chapter of the last book
(see Martin Hertz's critical edition). Hence
the ref. to lib. xx. c. 11, which Shilleto leaves

unexplained. Burton's second note (that to

Pliny) is
"

Prsefat. Nat. Hist. Patri obste-
tricem parturienti filise accersenti moram
injicere possunt." The passage in Pliny's

preface to his
* Nat. Hist.' which Burton was

thinking of is
"
inscriptions propter quas

vadimonium deseri possit" ($ 24). The miras
which Burton inserts in his quotation from
Gellius may have been due to "Inscrip-
tionis apud Grsecos mira felicitas" in this

same section of Pliny. Pliny, however, does
not quote Seneca here. The passage in the
latter author which Burton had in his mind
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is Ep. 117, 30, "nemo, qui obstetricem par-
turient! filife sollicitus accersit, edictum et

ludorura ordinem perlegit."
P. 19, 1. 8 (p. 6, 1. 7, in 6bh edit.) :

" So did

Tully write of the same subject with like

intent after his daughter's departure, if it be

his at least, or some impostor's put out in

his name, which Lipsius probably suspects."
The impostor was Sigonius. See, e.g., Hallarn,
'Introduction to the Literature of Europe in

the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth

Centuries,' pt. ii. chap. i. 35. The piece is

to be read in Lipsius's
*

Opera Omnia
'

(vol. i.

edit. 1675, pp. 919 </</.), where it is followed

by that critic's
"
iudicium," which is of a

drastic nature. Equally emphatic judgments
are delivered in the

'

Centuria Prima Mis-

cellanea' of Lipsius's letters, Epp. 35, 66

(where the
"
Sigoneitas

" of the composition
is spoken of), 75, 99.

P. 20, 1. 1 (p. 6, 1. 21 from foot, in 6th edit.) :

" habes confitentem reum "
(" Hanc, mi Dor pi,

si ineptiam vocas, habes reum confitentem,
aut certe non reclamantem." Erasmus,
'Epist. ad Dorpium,' p. 169 of the 'Stultitife

Laus.' &c., Lugd. Bat., 1851).
P. 20, 1. 11 (p. 6, 1. 12 from foot, in 6th edit.) :

" and get themselves a name, saith Scal-iyer,

though it be to the down-fall and ruin of many
others." Burton has in the margin, "Ex
ruinis aliens existimationis sibi gradum ad
famam struunt." See 'Confut. Stultiss. Bur-
don. Fab.,' p. 53 in edition mentioned above :

"Itaque ad maledicendum, qui suopte ingenio
non incitatur, exemplo aliorum pertrahitur,
ut quemadmodum illi, ex r. a. e. s. g. a. f.

struat." EDWARD BENSLY.
The University, Adelaide, South Australia.

(To be continued.}

'CANADIAN BOAT SONG.' A London
reader of the Scotsman initiated a corre-

spondence in that journal on 25 September
on the question of the authorship of the
' Canadian Boat Song,' believing that this was
more likely to be finally settled through that
medium than elsewhere. In the numerous
replies elicited the respective claims of the
Earl of Eglinton (who, according to Mr.
George Stronach, could read and speak
Gaelic, and was the composer of several
popular airs), of John Gait, and of Lockhart
are advanced. Mr. John H. Lobban, of Black-
wood's, thinks the only two possible claimants
are Lockhart and Gait.

" The case for the
latter rests," Mr. Lobban says,
"on what at least is a very suggestive coincidence
and if we take Lockhart's statement literally, as I
think we are bound to do, it would seem probable
that the "

friend in Upper Canada '

and the author
of the article on Upper Canada [in Blackwootfa

Magazine, September, 1829] were one and the same
|

person."

While Mr. Stronach, on the other hand, I

favours the authorship of, or rather the

translation from the Gaelic by, the Earl of I

Eglinton, he thinks it possible that the
|

"friend in Upper Canada" may have been I

Mrs. Scott, the widow of Tom Scott, brother I

of Sir Walter. The Rev. Dr. Donald Masson, <

who has made an almost lifelong search for I

the origin of the
' Canadian Boat Song,' while I

he incidentally asks. "What of Hogg as

possibly the author?" thinks that "the I

authorship of this beautiful poem, like its
|j

Gaelic original, if such there ever was, is not I

now at all likely to be discovered by me or by i

any one else." Alluding to the endless mis-
i

quotations of the most striking verse in the I

song, Dr. Masson states that
" the funniest misquotation by which this charming I

poem has been mauled we owe to the p.d. of one I

of the latest and brightest of London literary week- I

lies. There the line
' From the lone shieling of the I

misty island
'

is twice printed as
' From the dim fl

skirling of the misty island.'
"

JOHN GRIGOR.

[See 9th S. vii. 3GS, 512 ; ix. 483 ; x. 04 ; xi. 57,

134, 198.]

"TURNOVER." In the
l London Letter '

of I

the Newcastle Daily Leader, 22 September, I

appears the following paragraph, in which I

may be noted a fresh technical meaning of I

the word "turnover":
" The Pall Mall Ga~ette has to-day removed to I

new and larger premises. This is one of several
removals since the paper was first issued in Feb-

ruary, 1865, under the editorship of Mr. Frederick
Greenwood, who had succeeded Thackeray as editor
of the Cornhill Magazine. The most famous office

of the Pall Mall will continue to be the rather

dingy premises in Northumberland Street, near
Charing Cross. Mr. W. T. Stead maintains that

nobody in these latter days has become much of a
journalist unless he was associated with the Pall
Mall. There was certainly a remarkable staff in
Northumberland Street about twenty or twenty-one
years ago. Mr. John Morley was editor, with Mr.
Stead and Alfred Milner as his assistants. Mr.
E. T. Cook, who afterwards became editor of the
Daily News, and is now one of the editors of the
'

Library Edition
'

of Ruskin, was among the leader
and note writers. Grant Allen and myself wrote
most of the turnovers, and such men as Leslie

Stephen contributed the book reviews."

I suppose, therefore, that a "
turnover," in

up-to-date literary parlance, is an essay or an
article that begins on the last column of the
front (or other ?) page, and "

turns over
"

to
the second page. RICHARD WELFORD.

[This sense appears in the 'Encyclopaedic Dic-

tionary,' with a quotation from the Field of
15 October, 1887.]

ROBERT BLOOMFIELD. So far as I know
there is no portrait of Bloomfield in the
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possession of the Trustees of the National
Portrait Gallery. I am one of those old-

fashioned people who still read * The Farmer's

Boy
'

occasionally, arid I consider that a

portrait of its author should find a place
on the walls of our National Valhalla. It is

now eighty years since Bloomfield passed
away. He died in poor circumstances in a
house still standing in North Bridge Street,
Shefford, Bedfordshire, on 19 August, 1823,
and lies buried in the churchyard of the ad-

jacent village of Campton. The lowly stone
which marks his grave is inscribed as follows :

Here lie

the remains of

Robert Bloomfield.
He was born at Honington

in Suffolk
December iii, MDCCLXVI
and died at Sheffbrd

August xix, MDCGCXXIII.
Let his wild native wood notes tell the rest.

A sale of Bloomfield's effects took place at
his house at Shefford on 28 and 29 May, 1824.

Catalogues of the sale and cuttings from the

Morning Herald describing it are to be seen
in the Bedford General Library. From these
I gather that two portraits of Bloomfield
were disposed of one in oils by Rising and
a water-colour drawing by P. Violet. Many
other relics of the poet, including the old
oak table immortalized in ' Wild Flowers,'
found ready purchasers, but the pity of it is

they were not sent to London for disposal.
It would be interesting to learn what has
become of the two portraits. Probably their

present owners might feel inclined to offer

them to the Trustees of the National Portrait

Gallery. Verbwn sat sapienti.
JOHN T. PAGE.

West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

PRINCE OF WALES'S THEATRE, TOTTENHAM
STREET. The announcement that pickaxe and
shovel are busy over the demolition of this

famous structure must bring many a pleasant
reminiscence to the mind of the middle-aged
theatre-goer notably, of days when the little

house leapt into sudden, well-deserved popu-
larity under the Wilton-Bancroft rule, and

lengthy runs rewarded an enterprise which
secured the representation of that series of

Robertsonian comedies, surely unapproach-
able in their fancy, wit, and, above all, sound-
ness of tone and purpose comedies, in fact,

pur et simple, affording marked contrast to

some latter-day productions so styled. We
know what gibes were directed at these dainty
plays. It was whispered and written of them
that they belonged to the

"
milk-and-water,"

"
bread - and -

butter,"
"
teacup

- and - saucer
"

schools, were only suitable for girls and boys
in their teens, could take no permanent root

on histrionic soil, and so on.

Can any one honestly contend that such

prophecies have been fulfilled ? Rather, I

imagine, there are hundreds nay, thousands
of us who preserve lasting impressions of

benefits derived from our acquaintance with

pieces which have charmed us with their

brightness, enlivened our spirits, taught us

good and wholesome lessons in the past which
the relentless hand of time has by no means
effaced.

Yes, true and hearty indeed was the

laughter which rung out night after night
within that pretty bandbox of a place de-

stined to become quite the most fashionable
theatre in London. The framework was in

such complete harmony with the pictures
presented upon its tiny stage : boxes, stalls,

pit, circles all so bijou and cosy. Satis-

factory as most of the revivals of this elegant
set of comedies have been, somehow trans-

ference to other and larger arenas has always
seemed to dim their lustre in the eyes of

their first admirers. "No days like the old

Prince of Wales's," they were wont to ex-

claim with a sigh. Now that the home of so

much refinement in drama and acting is being
literally broken up, it may be permissible to

offer this sincere, if inadequate, tribute to its

memory by one who has spent many happy
arid profitable hours behind those crumbling
walls. CECIL CLARKE.

[See 9th S. x. 64, 176, 232 ; xi. 67, 193.]

" UNIVERSARY." ''This first Stone of the

Royal Universary Infirmary for Children,
founded as a Dispensary on the Twenty-
seventh day of April, 1816 was laid," &c.

I copy the above from an advertisement just
issued by the Royal Waterloo Hospital for

Children. It purports to be a transcript from
a tablet which was found buried under the

foundation stone of the hospital when the

demolition took place this year. I cannot
find

"
Universary

"
in Latham's * Johnson '

or in the
'

Encyclopaedic Dictionary,' and do
not see what it means. WM. H. PEET.

' RULE BRITANNIA.' Having doubts about
the comma which is always printed between
these two words, I referred to the original
'Alfred : a Masque,' 1740. It is anonymous,
but, needless to say, is by James Thomson,
the poet, and D. Mallet. On p. 42 the chorus
is printed

Rule Britannia, rule the waves ;

Britons never will be slaves.

Then in the next verse the chorus is not
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repeated, but the printer has shortened it

thus "Rule, &c" In the last verse the chorus
is repeated in full, but here the printer has

mechanically repeated the comma he put to

the abbreviation. I think it is quite wrong.
The comma is not put in "Alfred the Great,
a Drama for Music new-composed by Mr.

Arne, 1753," p. 32. RALPH THOMAS.

[MR. THOMAS is in opposition to the general
practice of good printing-offices. It is the custom
to put a comma before the name of a person
addressed when the name does not begin the
sentence. The Bible and the Prayer Book afford
innumerable examples of this practice ; and the
fact that an old edition of an anonymous masque
omits the comma in one instance, while inserting
it in a repetition of the same words, is hardly
sufficient reason for departing from a practice that
commends itself to the great majority of printers.
The omission of the comma conveys the idea that
some one is called upon to rule both Britannia and
the waves.]

MADAME DU DEFFAND'S LETTERS. On the

dispersal of Horace Walpole's collection at

Strawberry Hill, a cedar box containing the
whole of Madame du Deffand's letters to

Walpole, to the number of some eight hun-
dred, with letters to her from Voltaire, Hume,
Montesquieu, and others, and a diary written
or dictated by her, was sold to Mr. Dyce
Sombre, and, in spite of efforts to recover
them, this interesting collection is said to
have entirely disappeared.
Mr. Dyce Sombre was the adopted son and

heir of the Begurn Sombre of Bhppal, whose
possessions were seized by the Indian Govern-
ment on her death in 1836. Her adopted son
came to England to endeavour to obtain pos-
session of the Begum's property, but without
success, and died a lunatic. JOHN HEBB.
[A query as to the whereabouts of Madame du

Deffand's papers appeared 7 th S. x. 288, but without
eliciting a reply. In the AthencKum of 13 Julv
1901, however, was printed a long letter from Mrs.'
Helen Toynbee giving the story of the discovery of
Madame du Deffand's letters (830 in all) to Walpole,and stating that she had undertaken to edit them
for the Clarendon Press, as a supplement to her
edition of Horace Walpole's letters.]

"LOADBERRY." I cannot find this word in
the 'N.E.D.' It occurs in the report of the
case of Smith v. the Trustees of the Port
and Harbour of Lerwick, decided in the
Court of Session on 17 March last (Fraser
vol. v. p. 680). Lord Kincairney, in his
Interlocutor (p. 686), says, "What are called
loadbemes, which are kinds of stores are
very frequent in Shetland." It appears from
the evidence that the word was in common
use in the year 1819. I make a present of
the word to Dr. Murray for his supple-
mentary volume. J. B. DOUGLAS.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

" GROUND IVY." Can any one tell me where
this term occurs as applied contemptuously
to commonplace, unenterprising people? I

fancied I had met with it in an essay of

Froude, or in the notes to an edition of

Plato's 'Republic.' An early answer will

greatly oblige, since I have taken 'Ground

Ivy,' used in this sense, as the title of a forth-

coming novel. (Miss) MYRA SWAN.
Upsall Hall, Nunthorpe R.8.O., Yorks.

" PALEFACE." The earliest references we
have for this are to J. Fenimore Cooper's
' Last of the Mohicans

'

(1826), in which it is

frequently used. Does the term go farther

back, and, if so, where does it appear ? Is it

known to be the translation of a genuine
Indian appellation, or has it merely been
attributed to the "Redrnen" by novelists?

J. A. H. MURRAY.

RALEIGH : ITS PRONUNCIATION. (See ante,

pp. 105, 250.) According to MR. ADRIAN
WHEELER, "the pronunciation of Raleigh
seems to be Rawley." Whether this only
means "seems now to be "

is to be surmised.
The question is, What was the pronunciation
at the period indicated ? And surely that is

much a matter of surmise also.
" When Sir

Walter Raleigh's name was told ('Ralegh'),
said the king,

' On my soule, mon, I have
heard rawly of thee

' : '

(not rawley\ The
conjecture presumably must be that King
James, with a laboured joke founded on the
sound then given to Ralegh (or Rawly),
meant "I have heard really" with the rale
sound that the Irish still give to the word
real; or rarely, with the meaning "I have
heard rare things of thee

"
; or the same

word with its present meaning, "I have
heard seldom of thee (of late)." The
assumption that King James must have
sounded the letters taw as we now do surely
requires some proof. Now, in old Northern
records one may find the name Maitland (and
even Maytland) spelt also Mautland. It is

conceivable to the present writer that the
men who wrote Mautland may have pro-
nounced the word Mautland, but it is incon-
ceivable to him that the men who wrote
Maitland (and Maytland) could have sounded
the name Mortland, for that is what our
modern tongues have brought the au and the
aio to, as to sound.
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Is there known to be any other origin for
the surname Raleigh than the place-name
Rayleigh ? If not, that place-name stands to
this daj

r in the way of the Rawley (Rorly)
pronouncers. En passant it may be worth
remarking that rare-meat and raw-meat are
much about the same thing. Can it be

proved that rare, with the
" raw "

meaning,
is anything more than a phonetic spelling of
the sound given of old to the combined
letters raw ? It may be recollected by some
*N. & Q.' readers that it has been allowed
that the proper sound of Ralph (often spelt
Rawfe in old deeds) is JKafe, riming with

safe. A YORKSHIREMAN.

ST. GERMAIN. I have a MS. written in

magical characters. On the first page is the

following sentence in ordinary alphabet :

" Ex Dono Sapientissimi Comitis S fc Germain
qui orbem Terrarum percucurrit." The bind-

ing is triangular. Who was St. Germain,
and where can an account be found of him 1

M. L.

[A well-known adventurer and charlatan of the
same class as Cagliostro, d. 1784. Consult ' Nouvelle
Biographic Generale. ']

JOHN DOWLAND. The verses in 'England's
Helicon '

(1600) beginning
My Thoughts are winged with Hopes, my Hopes

with Love,

are stated (as also the two preceding
"
ditties ")

to have been "taken out of Master John
Dowland's ' Tableture for the Lute.

' " What
was the date of this 'Tableture'? C. J. I.

[1597 folio. Reprinted 1603. 1608, and 1613, and
in modern times by the Musical Antiquarian
Society.]

DOUBLES. The greater part of Charles
Reade's essay on doubles is taken up with
the remarkable case of the wife of Moliere.
Is this adventure an historical fact? I should
be glad to know where I could find further
information. BARRY S. JACKSON.

[There are many French books on the subject of
Moliere's wife.]

SIR HENRY WOTTON : MALLORIE : CANDISHE :

DR. JOHNSTON. In a letter written by Sir

Henry Wotton from Stode on 1 November,
1589, I find the following sentence :

" Here
mett I with one Mr. Mallorie, who wente
with Mr. Candishe to Constantinople upon
the bravesaria and is lately returned." Mr.
Candishe I take to be Henry Cavendish,
brother of the first Earl of Devonshire, who
is known to have made the voyage to Con-

stantinople. The "Bravesaria" may have
been the name of the ship, but I should be

glad of any information about this voyage,

and about "Mr. Mallorie." Writing from
Heidelberg in this same year, Wotton speaks
of a Dr. Johnston, a Scotchman, who was
the head of a college in that university. Is

anything known about him ? L. P. S.

PENTAMETER AND HEXAMETER RIMING
TABLES. In an old work I have the lettered

squares or tables known as above are given
for producing Latin verse ad infinitumi.e.,
five tables and six tables, for five-metre and
six-metre verse respectively. Has any similar

arrangement or device been attempted
whereby verses or correspondence can be
accomplished in English ? Is there any work
devoted to the subject? E. C. OWEN.

"PEACE AT ANY PRICE." What was the

origin of this phrase, and when was it earliest
used in our political controversies ?

POLITICIAN.
[See 5th S. ix. 448 ; xi. 187.]

PRIVY COUNCIL UNDER JAMES L Where
are to be found the names of the Councillors
under James I. before 1620 ? W. D. PINK.

CELTIC TITLES. Will any kind corre-

spondent answer the following queries 1 Is
there any special heraldic law for the modern
use or assumption of the old Gaelic or Celtic
titles known in Ireland, Scotland, and Wales,
such as the O'Connor Don, the O'Donoghue,
the Master of Napier, &c. 1 Is there any
special authority or department where these
titles are officially acknowledged or regis-
tered 1 What are at present the families
which enjoy these privileges 1 ZANONI.
Lisbon.

CLERKE. In Burke's *

Encyclopaedia of

Heraldry,' 1844, the crest of "Clerke, Hitcham,
Bucks, Bart.," is described as a falcon. Can
any of your readers inform me at what period
the falcon came into vogue as a crest for that

family 1 (Major) R. S. CLARKE.
Bishops Hull, Taunton.

TIMOTHY SWIFT. I shall be greatly obliged
for information concerning Timothy Swift,
who married Ann Williams about the year
1775 presumably at some place in the
Forest of Dean. I am quite unable to dis-

cover the marriage certificate. Their issue
was Hezekiah, born apparently at English
Bicknor, 1776. F. SWIFT.

34, Hawkshead Street, ISouthport.

REV. MACKENZIE WALCOTT. This eminent
antiquary^ died on 22 December, 1880, holding
the office of Precentor of Chichester Cathe-
dral. Can any local reader say where he was
buried, and what became of his books and
manuscripts ? A copy of his epitaph would
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be useful. In the years 1857 and 1858 he

collected materials for a detailed biography
of the bishops of the national Church-
English and colonial. Were these materials

ever used ? T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

Lancaster.

[The
' D.N B.' states that Walcott died at

58, Belgrave Road, London, and was buried in

Brompton Cemetery.]

WILLIAM GALE, son of Henry Gale, of

St. Elizabeth's, Jamaica, was admitted to

Westminster School 19 September, 1777.

Further information concerning^
him is

desired. G. F. K. B.

SIR JOHN BOWRING. What has become of

his album of autographs L. L. K.

A PRIVY COUNCIL IN A PRIVATE HOUSE.
The following announcement in the official

Court Circular, dated "Buckingham Palace,
Oct. 20," appears to merit special preserva-
tion :

" His Majesty the King held a Council at Wyuyard
Park last evening. There were present : The Duke
of Devonshire, the Marquess of Londonderry, the
Karl of Kintore, and the Right Hon. Walter Long,

" Mr. Almeric FitzRoy was in attendance as Clerk
of the Council.
" His Majesty declared in Council the Marquess

of Londonderry, K.G., as Lord President of the

Council, when the Marquess of Londonderry took
the oath of office and kissed hands."

When last did a British monarch hold a

meeting of the Privy Council in the house of
a subject whom the sovereign was visiting ?

That that subject should himself be the new
Lord President, and that lie should be sworn
before his immediate predecessor, who had
resigned because of a difference on ministerial

policy, adds interest and even piquancy to
the situation. POLITICIAN.

FALL OF SAGUNTUM, 1727. I have in my
possession a copy of

" The History of Sagun-
tum, by A. B., 1727," and " The Fall of

Saguntum, by Phil. Frowde, Esq., 1727," both
bound in one volume quarto. The peculiarity
is that each octavo leaf of both pieces is

bound between leaves of paper quarto size,
which bear the watermark of

"
J. Green,

1822." Further, between the history by
A. B. and the play, there is inserted what
appears to be a contemporary illustration of
a symbolical character, representing, so far
as I can make out, Hercules, and perhaps
Jupiter, seated on a bank of cloud, while on
the earth underneath are buildings in a
ruined condition, and the tents of an en-

camped army. Not a living thing, man
or beast, is visible. Following this illus-

tration comes the title-page; and here I

should say that a former possessor has

written out, on one of the blank leaves, a

long list of plays having the title beginning
'

Fall of.' Among them he has noted,
"
8vo,

1794. Fall of Robespierre Hist., <fec., by
S, T. Coleridge not acted." The handwriting
of this list is the same as that of a note on
a fly-leaf at the beginning of the book,

"
8vo,

1727. Collated 1823." Following the title-

page there is the dedication,
" To the Plight

Honourable Sir Robert Walpole "Horace
Walpole's father and then comes "The List

of Subscribers' Names." In two copies of

this play in the British Museum I under-

stand this list of subscribers is wanting.
If rank confers distinction, the list is not

lacking in noble and influential names
;
but

of most interest to us are those of "William

Congreve, Esq."; "Alexander Pope, Esq.";
and "Sir Richard Steele." After this list

follow the leaves containing the text. The

quarto is bound in half green calf, carmine

edges, and lettered up the back, "History
of Saguntum. By A. B. Fall of Saguntum.
By P. Frowde 1727." On the upper cover,

stamped on the leather in gold, is a crest

representinga horse rampant, holding between
its forefeet what appears to be a mortar.
On the under cover, also stamped on the
leather in gold, in old English characters, are
the initials "J. L. C." I should be obliged
if some kind reader could tell me for whom
these initials stand, also about the crest, and

give any other information regarding the
book above described. A. S.

CANTALOUP. We all know that this is the
name of a species of melon, and that the
word is derived from the Italian town Canta-

lupo. But what does Cantalupo mean 1 The
fable of

'

Lupus and Agnus
' and the story

of
k
Little Red Ridinghood

' have made us
familiar with a

"
talking

"
wolf, but one

would hardly connect "
singing

"
with that

animal. W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

QUEEN ELIZABETH'S POCKET PISTOL. What
is the real history of the famous "

Long Tom
"

at Dover Castle? I note that the published
descriptions state that it was cast at Utrecht
in 1544. In reality the inscription on the
breech only runs "Jan Tollhuys van Utrecht,
1544." Is anything known of this founder?
Above the breech is a coat of arms, viz.,
1 and 4, six cheyronels ;

2 and 3, a fess en-

grailed ; on an inescutcheon above a fess a
cross saltire compony. On the muzzle are a
male and female figure, entitled respectively
"Scalda" and "Libertas." The figures on
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the trunnions carry shields with the won
"Victoria." Below them are the arms (pre

sumably of Henry VIII.), 1 and 4, Eng
land ;

2 and 3, France, surmounted wit!

the crown imperial, and surrounded with
the Garter and motto " Honi soit qui ma
y pense"; on a label beneath,

" Dieu e

mon droit." Below comes the famous Low
Dutch inscription, which I translate :

Men call me Sure Breaker of rampart and wall ;

Right through Hill and Dale can I hurl my spec
ball.

The lowest shield is surrounded with th
collar of the Golden Fleece, and surmountec
with a many-balled crown topped with a

pearl. The motto beneath is
" Sans aultre.'

Whose is it 1 One would imagine the piece
had been cast for some territorial lord on
the Scheldt. H.

WAGNER'S ' ART AND THE REVOLUTION.' Is

there any English translation of Wilhelm
Richard Wagner's 'Die Kunst und die Revolu-

tion,' Leipzig, 1849 ('Art and the Revolution ')?

I am acquainted with the French translation

by Jacques Mesnil in the "
Bibliptheque des

Temps Nouveaux"(1896), but this is imperfect,
the translator candidly acknowledging that
he has only followed the text as nearly as

possible, and remarking that it must not be
overlooked that the true language of Wagner
was music. JOHN HEBB.

WALTER FITZ-OTHO : DE DOUAI. Was
Walter Fitz - Otho, baron of Carewe Castle,

Pembroke, of the same descent as Walter de
Douai (Doue), the Norman seigneur of the
Castle de Cary in Somerset ;

and were the
Fitz-Walters, Walter, or Walters family of

Essex and Wales descended from Walter de

Douai, baron of Kary 1 T. W. C.

IMAGINARY OR INVENTED SAINTS.

(9
th S. xii. 127, 215.)

SOME little time back, in reply to one of

your correspondents, I was just about to

acquaint him with the true form and mean-

ing of the corrupted name "St. Enoch," when
I was forestalled by another correspondent,
who supplied the desired explanation. But
I should like now to supplement the infor-

mation of this latter correspondent by
bringing to notice the curious fact that the
ancient city of St. Kentigern Glasgow to

wit boasts of yet another heteroclite saint,
who rejoices in the title of St. Rollox, a
name which has puzzled many people of my

acquaintance, inasmuch as it is certainly not
to be found in the calendar.

St. Rollox is the name of a locality in

Glasgow famous for the colossal chimney-
stalk of Tennant's Chemical Works, which at

that point towers over the city. The name
is a corruption of St. Roque or St. Roch, a
thirteenth - century saint who came to be

regarded as the patron saint and protector
of persons afflicted by the plague. If that
saint still flourishes, and still possesses any
healing virtue in such cases, it is a pity that

he does not now pay a visit to some parts of

India and China.

Very curious is the fiction which has grown
up about St. Ursula and the alleged eleven
thousand virgins at Cologne. Now eleven
thousand is a large order, but, in point of

fact, instead of being accompanied by so

great a bevy of young ladies, St. Ursula was
attended by one only. That one bore the
name of "Onesima," formed from the^ Greek

adjective ovrjarifjLos (ovivry/u), and meaning the

useful or profitable one, a very appropriate
name for a handmaiden. But "Onesima"
soon assumed the endearing Latin diminutive
form of

"
Onesimilla," and then it was an

easy task for marvel-mongers to corrupt
that into "undecim mille," or eleven thousand,
and fools readily swallowed the fiction which
in course of time wove itself around the

subject. The whole story is quaintly told by
Charles Reade in the eleventh chapter of the

third volume of his wise and witty work
'The Cloister and the Hearth,' where also

the reader can see sundry admirable samples
of fabricated names of saints.

Before leaving the subject, I may mention
the following. In a certain French descrip-
tion of a certain Roman Catholic solemnity
;here occurred the expression

" Sainte

Ampoule," which meant, of course, the holy

ampulla, or vessel which contains the con-

secrating oil in the ceremonies of the Church
)f Rome. In an English translation of this

descriptive passage these words were ren-

dered "St. Ampull," another new and pre-

iously unknown saint.

PATRICK MAXWELL.
Bath.

R. B. B. says that Martin Luther is com-
nemorated in the Swedish calendar, a curious

act hitherto unknown to us. It may not be
iut of place in connexion with this to men-
ion that Luther is one of those persons
rhose character and career have induced some
>f his admirers as well as his enemies to act

without discretion. He has attracted the

xtremes of ill-ordered praise as well as of

ituperation, which, for our own sakes as well
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as for others, it is not expedient to mete out
to any one. During his lifetime Luther was

represented in woodcuts with a glory round
his head, and even with the Holy Ghost, in

the form of a dove, hovering over him, and a
medal was also struck inscribed "Dr. Martin
Luther. Blessed be the womb that bare

thee" (Johannes Janssen, 'Hist, of the Ger-
man People at the close of the Middle Ages,

3

Eng. trans., vol. iii. pp. 136, 169). Southey
may have seen or heard of this medal. He
commonly wrote with decorum, but on one
occasion he permitted himself to say,

"
Blessed

be the day of Martin Luther's birth ;
it should

be a festival almost as sacred as the Nativity
"

(Southey's
* Common-Place Book,' vol. ii.

p. 400) ;
and a writer in Blackwood's Maga-

zine for 1828 tells of candles being burnt
around a portrait of the Reformer (vol. xxiv.

p. 541). N. M. & A.

Philippe le Bas, the son of the friend of

Robespierre and tutor of Napoleon III.,
resided in 1854 at Fontenay-aux-Roses, near
Chatillon, where he visited his widowed
mother every Saturday. Dr. Amedee Latour,
a neighbour of Madame le Bas, who frequently
called on the widow of the famous member of
the Convention, related that from the first

his attention was attracted by a parrot, who
often interrupted the conversation by inton-

ing the
'

Marseillaise
'

:

Aliens, enfants de la patrie,
Le jour de gloire est arrive !

or perhaps the famous song :

Ca ira, a ira,
Les aristocrates a la lanterne.

Sometimes it would be the once popular
refrain :

Madame Veto avait promis (6w)
De faire egorger tout Paris (bis).

One day the doctor ventured to remark to
Madame le Bas,

" That is a very revolutionary
bird of yours."

" You are right," she replied,
softly;

*"
it is Saint Maximilien Robespierre's

parrot," and saying this she crossed herself.
"Yes," she continued, "the parrot was
bequeathed to me by the Duplay family, who
were the devoted hosts of Saint Maximilien
(here she crossed herself again) up to the last."

Ihus, observes the narrator, we see that this
lady, a woman of undoubted respectabilitv
a fervent and practical Catholic, whose
intellectual and moral faculties were above
suspicion, revered Robespierre as a saint
and placed him even on the same plane as
Jesus, both being, as she declared, the victims
of the wickedness and perversity of mankind4 Le Cabinet Secret de 1'Histoire : Robes-
pierre chez les Duplay/ 2nde serie, 211).

JOHN HEBB.

"MERRILY DANCED THE QUAKER'S WIFE"
(9

th S. xii. 268). This air is described by
Sir Walter Scott as the tune of an "

old Scots

jig," which was danced at Brokenburn some
time about 1765 (

k Redgauntlet,' letter xii.).

It is not in Chappell's
'

Popular Music,' and
does not seem to have been an English air.

I cannot say what the original words were,
but the following fragment will be found in

Chambers's
*

Scottish Songs,' 1829, ii. 668 :

The Quaker's wife sat down to bake,
And a' her bairns about her ;

Ilk ane got their quarter cake,
The miller gat his mou'ter.

Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily,
Merrily danced the Quakers :

Merrily danced the Quaker's wife,
And merrily danced the Quakers.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

"CHAPERONED BY HER FATHER" (9
th S. xii.

245). Can your correspondent explain how
he comes to the idea that escort is more
"healthy" and more "English" than

chaperon ? What constitutes its healthiness ?

And why should chaperon be reproached with
its French sound or with its tendency to get
misspelt? Would MR. CLARKE taboo cham-

pagne and cheroot, or chagrin, or machine ?

Or does he pronounce these words in a
"
healthy English

"
way ? What right has he

to call chaperon or chaperone (who is to say
which is correct ?) an intruder 1 Has he
ever thought of looking at the 'H.E.D.,' or

any authoritative works on English etymo-
logy 1 He might find there, perhaps, various
information to his advantage.

SIMPLICISSIMUS.

The '

N.E.D.' says :

"
1818 Todd, To chaperon,

an affected word, of very recent introduc-
tion to denote a gentleman attending a

lady in a publick assembly."
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

"TRAVAILLER POUR LE Roi DE PRUSSE"
(9

th S. xi. 289, 392, 437, 496
;

xii. 34, 111, 270).

I, of course, feel flattered by some of DR.
KRUEGER'S remarks concerning myself, and
hope to be lucky enough to stumble upon the
source of the above phrase. I need scarcely
say that I shall be on the look-out, but un-

fortunately I am at present without a clue,
so that if I do meet with the words it will

probably be by accident. DR. KRUEGER
thinks that the word (sic) may have sprung
up among a number of writers whom he
names. It is usually, as has been already re-

marked, attributed to one of them (Voltaire),
but no one seems able to give chapter and
verse

;
and a search among Voltaire's volumin-

ous writings, without some idea of the portion
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in which it is likely to be found, is, to say the
least of it, a "big order." The nearest ap-
proach (in this direction) to anything definite

that I have met with is as follows :

"On attribue ce dicton a Voltaire (1759), qui apres
avoir rompu avec le roi de Prusse Frederic II., auquel
il avait rendu des services litteraires, seserait plaint
d'avoir travaille pour un ingrat. On ajoute que le

meme prince, qui faisait beaucoup batir, payait diffi-

cilement les travaux, ce qui excitait les murmures
de ceux qui attendaient leur argent et qui pouvaient
exprimer leur mecontentement en disant qu'ils
avaient travaille pour le roi de Prusse." ' Les Pro-
verbes et Locutions de la Langue Francaise,' &c.,
D. Loubens (1888), p. 259.

May not the expression, perhaps verbal,
on the part of a number of people of their
discontent at having worked for the King of

Prussia have given rise to the saying (which
might have been in German originally), as

the above would seem to indicate 1 It might
easily be that it needed the weight of such a
writer as Voltaire thrown into the scale to

secure the
"
droit de bourgeoisie

"
of the

phrase in French, and this was, of course,

given, and is on record, although he may not
have actually used the phrase named. It,

however, sums up the idea, from Voltaire's

point of view, of Frederick's ingratitude.
This is only hypothesis, but I am disposed to

accept it for the present, awaiting further

light on the subject. EDWARD LATHAM.

MERGER FAMILY (9
th S. xii. 288). The

surname of Joneta, the wife of Sir Andrew
Mercer, is not known for certain, but by
some authorities she is believed to have been
a relative of Margaret de Barclay, wife of

Walter, Lord of Brechin, youngest son of

Robert II. At all events, this Lord Walter

got the wardship of Sir Andrew's lands and
estate till his son came of age, and held them
from 1390 to 1400. From his having got this

gift it is a fair presumption though not by
any means certain that he was the nearest

relative. Bedfothal or Petfodellis belonged
in the early part of the fifteenth century to

the Reids, but I cannot say how William
Reid was connected with Alexander de

Moravia, of Culbin. The Mercers had, how-

ever, a Murray or de Moravia connexion, as

John Mercer married Ada Murray, of the

Tullibardine family, and through her got the

estate of Aldie, still owned by the Marquess
of Lansdowne, his descendant in the female
line. J. B. P.

GRUBB (9
th S. xii. 189). It is highly pro-

bable that this surname became such through
being an old English word for a dwarf or a

short person (see Bailey's
'

Diet.'). Halliwell

says
"
grubby" means poor, shrunken, stunted.

Walker says a "grub" is a short thick-set

person. This would be quite in accordance
with the common custom of bestowing sur-
names expressive of some personal peculiarity,
as for instance

"
Cruikshank," "Longman,"

"
Strong -i'-th'- arm," "Wild," "Doughty,"

"
Round,"

"
Heavisides,"

"
Sheepshanks,""

Smallbones,"
"
Glutton,"

"
Pennyfather

"

(miser), &c. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

JOHN GILPIN'S ROUTE (9
th S. xii. 170, 217,

255). As reference has been made to John
Beyer's shop in Cheapside, it may be as well
to note that it was demolished so recently as
1900. According to a note in the Daily Mail
of 11 September, 1900: "It stood at the
north-west corner of Cheapside, and a direc-

tory of 1772 gives the entry :

'

Beyer, John,
linen-draper, 3, Cheapside.' There he died
in 1791, aged ninety-eight."
With respect to MR. FRY'S statement,
" The name of Cowper's hero was evidently taken

from the old tombstone in St. Margaret's Church-
yard, Westminster,

' Here lies John Gilpin
'

an
inscription which until some fifty years ago stared

every passer-by in the face, and which must have
been seen by Cowper hundreds of times when
attending Westminster School,"

I think there must be some doubt. 'John
Gilpin' was written probably in 1784, and
Cowper's death took place in 1800. From an
authoritative contribution to 'N. & Q.' in

1882 (6
th S. vi. 9) it would appear that the

John Gilpin buried in St. Margaret's Church-

yard, Westminster, did not die until 1838.

Unless, therefore, some explanation is forth-

coming I am afraid that part of MR. FRY'S

interesting communication which I have

quoted must be taken cum grano salis.

JOHN T. PAGE.

"YCLEPING" THE CHURCH (9
th S. Vlii. 420,

486
;
ix. 55, 216, 394 ; x. 54, 136). I have noted

another form of
"
clipping." A correspondent

of the Guardian (23 September, p. 1404)

signing himself
''

Tourist," and dating from

Somerset, tells us that at a village church
near Stroud, in Gloucestershire, the fifteenth

Sunday after Trinity is called
"
Keeping

Sunday,"
" when the children, standing hand

in hand, entirely encircle their church and

sing appropriate hymns. This," he adds,
" seems a happy symbol to emphasize the

petition in the Collect, 'Keep, we beseech

Thee, O Lord, Thy Church with Thy perpetual
mercy. ST. SWITHIN.

FORESTEAL: FORESTALL (9
th S. xii. 287).

The extraordinary notion that the former of

these spellings indicates some connexion with
the modern verb to steal ( !) is such that one

hardly knows how to meet it. It is quite
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impossible for any one to appreciate the

peculiarities of A.-S. spelling till he has

learnt the alphabet, the pronunciation, and

the habits of spelling. The point is, of course,

that the A.-S. for to steal is stelan (always
with e, never with ea), whilst the A.-S. for

stall is steall or steal, though the Anglian
form was stall. The sound denoted by the

A.-S. ea was the Latin short e followed by
the Latin short a, technically known as a
" broken " vowel ;

and this ea is found in

A.-S. before any I, r, or h followed by another

consonant. The curious point is that modern

English retains the unbroken Anglian a in

words of this kind. Examples are : eall,

all : ceallian, to call ; feallan, to fall
; cjealla,

gall; heall, a hall, &c. Consequently, our

modern English stall was spelt steall in A.-S.,

though the later I was sometimes dropped in

the nom. and ace. cases, not in the gen.
stealles or in the dat. stealle. Similarly, the

Anglian and Old Mercian staW (gen. stalles

and dat. stalle) was sometimes spelt stal in

the nom. and ace. See the numerous examples
in Bosworth and Toller, s.v.

'

Steall,' and see
*
H.E.D.' To complete the series, let me add
that the spellings stell, stel, also appear, but
these are post-Conquest spellings, and prac-

tically Anglo-French.
But none of these words has any connexion

with stealing, as appears when once the

meaning of the modern Eng. ea is known.
The spelling ea (as still in use) arose in the

sixteenth century (six to nine centuries later

than the normal ea of Anglo-Saxon) in order
to denote the sound of the open e in break

(A.-S. brecan), which had arisen from the

lengthening of e in the M.E. breken (early
M.E. breken, late M.E. breken). The very
same thing -happened in the verb to steal

This was A.-S. stelan, early M.E. stolen, late

M.E. stelen, steelen with open e, Tudor English
steal (pronounced stale], mod. E. steal (pro-
nounced steel).

Accurate definite spelling was introduced
into the English language in the seventh

century, but was not always adhered to in

the later periods.
In the time of the Edwards

the English system was superseded by an
Anglo-French spelling, which was at first

accurate, but has now practically fallen to

pieces through lack of frequent change.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

"ENGLISH TAKE THEIR PLEASURES SADLY"
(7

th S. viii. 466; 9th S. xii. 32). At the
latter reference MR. LATHAM refers to a
difference between the French and the Eng-
lish in the use of the knife and fork. Accord-

ing to my observation at dinner in hotels
and restaurants, in very many visits to France

during the last twenty years, the Frenchman

uses his knife and fork to cut up his meat,

then puts his knife down, and takes his tork

in the right hand to convey the meat to his

mouth, as asserted. EGBERT PIERPOINT.

Sir Edwin Arnold, in one of his weekly

articles in the Daily Telegraph (29 August,

'Seaside Manners,' p. 3, col. 1), writes as

follows: "If the old chronicler could re-

nciiu. a. presume _., ..--

cler" Sir E.Arnold refers to Froissart ;
but

can he give chapter and verse ;
or does he,

like so many others, take it for granted that

Froissart is the author of the phrase ?

EDWARD LATHAM.

[We cannot afford to correct all the misconcep-

tions of current journalism, as our space is limited.]

THE NATIONAL FLAG (9
th S. xii. 327).-The

references appended to UNION'S note have

certainly been overlooked by me during my
absence abroad, and I must plead guilty to

being ignorant that His Majesty has been

pleased
"
to give authority that the Union

flag is the flag to be flown by all British

subjects," and I have not here my volumes ot
' N. & Q.' to help me. My letter to the

Times was suggested by a paragraph in that

journal relating to the orders conveyed by a

British Consul abroad to a British resident

to haul down the Union flag displayed at a

private house. I am unable to find the

papers ;
but if I remember aright, the resident

demurred, and the correspondence was re-

ferred to the Foreign Office. The Times in a

leading article noticed the uncertainty which

surrounded the question, and rather blamed

the Foreign Office for not pronouncing an

authoritative decision. It was suggested by
me that if, as appeared to be the case, the

non-official Briton is debarred from the use

of the Union flag because of its being the

distinguishing ensign of certain officials, the

difficulty might be surmounted by "charg-

ing
"
or

"
differencing

"
all official Union flags

with the Imperial device in the centre, as in

the case of the flags of the Viceroy of India,

H.M.'s Ambassadors and Ministers, and
some other officials. In a long article which

appeared in the Times some days later this

same solution of the difficulty was advocated

, by another writer. All this indicated that

j

the matter had not been authoritatively

:
decided. And it certainly seemed desirable

|

that the question should not remain doubtful.

If I have been misled it may be pleaded in

extenuation that besides the above consular

incident, as a disturber, a case was reported
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not so long ago in which a naval officer

insisted on the owner of a yacht hauling
down the Union flag which had been hoisted.

And a case occurred within my remembrance
in an Indian military cantonment which
seemed to support the view that the flag is

regarded as an official symbol. A civilian

resident hoisted the Union flag on a flagstaff
attached to his house. The general ordered
him to haul the flag down. The civilian

demurred whereupon he was arrested and
marched off, under a corporal's guard, to the

military prison. In an action subsequently
brought by the prisoner against the general,
the court upheld the action of the military
authorities. It may be added that, quite
recently, the editor of the Times, in a note

appended to the letter of a correspondent,

pointed out that, under the Order in Council
of 7 August, 1869,

"
the flag to be used by

H.M. Consular Officers to distinguish their

residences on shore is the Union flag."

Although it is not advanced that this order

prohibits the use of this same flag by non-
official residents, it will be clear that if it

became a general practice for the British

non-official inhabitants to fly the Union, the

residence of H.B.M. Consul would not be so

distinguished. J. H. RIVETT-CARNAC.
Schloss Rothberg, Switzerland.

GENIUS : ITS MANIFESTATIONS (9
th S. xii.

244). May I be forgiven if I confess to

finding MR. YARDLEY'S meditation under the

above heading not particularly illuminative,
and if I question in particular his ipse dixit

that "a man cannot be a man of genius
in two different ways

"
1 Was not Julius

Csesar a threefold genius, as lawgiver, as

general, and as prose writer 1 I believe, too,

that contemporary accounts regard Leonardo
da Vinci as being as great in applied mathe
matics as he was in art. A competent criti<

has seen in St. Ignatius Loyola not only a

genius in organization, but " the very flowei

of mysticism." Men of genius are so feu

that it is perhaps unsafe to generalize abou'

them. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

ASH : PLACE-NAME (9
th S. xii. 106, 211, 291)

I think names beginning with Ash an

peculiarly difficult and slippery, as there

are three possible origins of Ash- as a prefix
These are : (1) A.-S. cesc, an ash - tree

; (2

A -S. uEsc, Ash, as a proper name
; (3) A.-S

sEsca, Ashe, as a pet-name dependent o~

names beginning with No. 2.

In the case of Asham, the derivation from

(1) is absurd ;
trees do not live in homes

The derivation from (2) is unlikely, as th

gen. form ^Esces would have been usec

rhich might be expected to give a modern
3rm Ashesham. And hence the most likely
erivation is really from sE&ca, after all, as

[ie gen. form sEscan-hdm might easily suffer

eduction. Indeed, the D.B. form Esse-

uggests E. Ash-e. reduced form of A.-S.

Esc-an ; else what is the good of the second e ?

We may, however, refer to No. 1 such

descriptive" names as Ash-ford, Ash-bourne,
Ash-hurst. And we may remember that the

"L.-S. jEsc, as a name, had reference to a

'spear," which was so called because made
f ash- wood. We thus come back to the

ree at last
;
but we may as well be accurate.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

COUNT DE BRUHL (9
th S. xii. 189, 275, 331).

-When writing the reply at p. 331, I

doubted 'D.N.B.V date 1772, but left it

without comment, trusting some reader would
notice and explain the mystery. The reply
at p. 275 shows that the Gentleman's Maga-
ine is in error in ascribing the father's chess

ikill to his son. It would have been extra-

rdinary indeed if Morphy and Paulsen had
Deen outdone by Bruhl, who would have
)een incredibly precocious to have tackled

Philidor when himself only three or four

years of age. The error in G.M. does not

appear to have been corrected, or if it has,

I have failed to find the correction in the

volumes for 1855 and 1856.

ADRIAN WHEELER.

George Bruhl, of Chingford, who was born
23 December, 1768, would indeed have been

an infant prodigy if he had been "
the lead-

ing amateur in a new chess club about 1772,"

when he was four years old ! The Gentle-

man's Magazine made a mistake in attributing
to him, instead of to his father, Hans Moritz,
Graf von Briihl, the honour of having been

the principal antagonist of Philidor.

R. MARSHAM-TOWNSHEND.

In a diary kept early in the last century I

find such entries as
" Count Bruhl came here

on his road from Petworth." The reference

is, no doubt, to George, Count Bruhl, whose
mother was Alicia, Countess Dowager of

Egremont. He can hardly have been a cele-

brated chess-player "about 1772," as your
correspondent MR. WHEELER assumes, he

being then aged three years. H N.

ADAM THE CARTHUSIAN AND ' THE TWELVE
PROFITS OF TRIBULATION

'

(9
th S. xii. 184, 301).

Owing to accidental circumstances, I

omitted in my note at the first reference to

mention that
: The Twelve Profits

'

is included

in Caxton's volume to which the name of
' Book of Divers Ghostly Matters

'

has been
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given. The title, though quite appropriate
is not Caxton's. The book consists of three

separate tracts, and is described in Blades'
'

Life of Caxton '

(vol. ii. p. 231). The first

"Ye seuen poyntes of trewe loue and euer

lastyng wysdom drawen oute of ye book
y* is \vriten in latyn and cleped Orologium
Sapiencie." This is attributed to Jehan de
Soushavie or Souaube. "Bibliographers/
says Mr. Blades,

"
generally call him Henrj

de Suso, probably after the example o:

Echard." The second tract is 'The Twelve
Profits of Tribulation,' and the third is "a
compendious abstracts translate in to eng-
lyshe out of the holy rule of saynte Benet
for men and wymen of the habyte thereof
the whiche understonde lytell laten or none.'
These three treatises have each a separate
colophon, and were, no doubt, issued singlj
as well as in this composite volume.
Regarding 'The Twelve Profits of Tribula-

tion,' Blades refers to two MSS., Royal, 17
C xviii. and Harl. 1706, and says :

"
They both

agree with Caxton's text, but afford no infor-
mation as to the author." In my first note
I gave reasons for suggesting Adam the
Carthusian as the author, and have read
with much interest ME. H. W. UNDERDOWN'S
further communication.
There are copies of ' The Twelve Profits of

Tribulation
'

as issued by Caxton, probably
in 1490, and by Wynkyn de Worde, probably
in 1499, in the John Rylands Library at Man-
chester. Wynkyn de Worde's is a reprint
without alteration or addition, so far as my
examination goes, of his master's edition.
The same treasure-house contains also another
consolatory treatise issued by Wynkyn de
Worde,

' The Boke of Comforte agaynst all

irybulacyons.' This has an interest of its
own, but has no relation to the work of Adam
the Carthusian. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

LATIN QUOTATION (9
th S. vi. 489

; vii. 74).At the first reference the source of "Ubi
lapsus? quid feci?" was asked for. More
than one correspondent pointed out that this
is the Larl of Devon's motto, but no one
mentioned that the words are a translation
of the opening half of the line

n^ vapcfrjv: re S' e>a ; rC poi Seov O{,K

lach. From the way in which Newman
quoted the Latin (" I asked in the words of
a great motto,"&c.,

*

Apol. pro Vit. Sua,' ch. iv.)
it would seem as though he "had not been
familiar with this famous Greek formula for

self-examination .

Not having access at present to Prof. Bury's
edition of the 'Decline and Fall,' I do not
know whether he gives the immediate source
from which the motto is taken (see ch. Ixi.

ad fin.}. EDWAKD BENSLY.
University, Adelaide, South Australia.

" PALO DE COBRA "
(9

th S. xii. 288). This is

a
^pseudo-Spanish form of the Portuguese

ptio^
da cobra (serpent's wood), three kinds of

which, says Garcia da Orta in Colloquy xlii.,
were found in Ceylon. The plants producing
these he describes, and he gives the native
names (in a corrupt form) of two. The Conde
de Ficalho, in his edition of the *

Coloquios
'

(Lisbon, 1891-5), identifies the three plants
with Ramvolfia serpentina, Benth. (Ophioxylon
serpentinum, Linn.) ; Strychnos colubrina,
Linn.

; and Hemidesmus indicus, R. Brown
(Periploca indica, Willd., Asdepias pseudo-
sarsa, Roxb.). The late Dr. V. Ball, in 'A
Commentary on the Colloquies of Garcia de
Orta,' printed in the Proceedings of the Royal
Irish Academy of 1890-1, says : "The identity
of these is very doubtful, as the descriptions
are rather vague. It is possible, however,
that they may be identical with the follow-
ing : Cocculus acuminatus, D'C.

; Hemidesmus
^nd^cus, R. Brown

; Strychnos colubrina, Linn.'"'
Both the above writers give references to
various other works in which the plants are
treated of. DONALD FEEGUSON.

See 1. 42 of the 'Aureum PythagoreorumCarmen' in Mullach
; Tragmenta Philoso-

phorum Grsecorum,' vol. i. (Paris, 1883), p. 196
;

Plutarch, 'DeSuperstitione,' 168B; Epictetus'
Dissertationes' (Arrian), iii. 10, 3; Diogenes

Laertius, vm. 1, 19(22); Ausonius, 'Edyll
'

xvi. 16, and other references given by Mul-

Plants reputed to be antidotes to snake
Doison are so numerous that it may not be
possible to identify this particular one with-
out further information as to its habitat, &c.
Some suggestions may, however, be of use.
The genera which contain the most widely

cnown alexipharmics are probably Aristo-
ochia and Polygala. The former "includes
ome of the plants known as "Guaco" in
Central and South America, besides the
Virginian snakeroot

; and the latter has
he famous senega-root of the U.S.A., and
he Himalayan P. crotalarioides. But it is

inlikely that Linscot (?) would apply a
Portuguese term to an American plant with
which the Dutch could have a first-hand
acquaintance. Much the same may perhaps
be said of the alexipharmic species of Eupa-
torium, Simaba, Mikania, Liatris, Chiococca,
Jiryngium, and Asarurn

; but I am inclined
to suspect that Ophiorrhiza mungos, L., is
the "palo de cobra," English plants are, of
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course, out of the question ; moreover, such
names as viper's bu gloss and snakeweed
(Polygonum bistorta) merely come into the

category through the doctrine of signatures.
It should be added that the mongoose never
betrays that botanical knowledge with which
it has been fabulously credited by Linscot
and others. J. DORMER.

SWORN CLERKS IN CHANCERY (9
th S. ix. 408,

512
;

x. 34
;

xii. 154, 277, 335). I must
apologize for my careless mistake to MR.
SCATTERGOOD, MR. FRY, and to the British
Kecord Society. From the latter part of
MR. FRY'S reply at the last reference he

appears to have forgotten pp. ix-xi of his

own Introduction. For the distinction be
tween the Six and the Sixty Clerks, the latter

of whom were technically known as the
" Sworn Clerks," see also W. S. Hpuldsworth's
'

History of English Law,' vol. i. pp. 215-17,
221

;
and E. B. V. Christian's

* Short History
of Solicitors/ pp. 204-6.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (9
th S. xii. 305).

Under this heading, which, by the way, is

not appropriate to the contents of the note,
HELLENIST, speaking of brigandage viz.,

highway robbery, in plain English compares
Corsica with Sicily. The comparison inflicts

a severe injury on the Corsicans, for highway
robbery is unknown in Corsica, and HELLEN-
IST mistakes banditisme for it. The bandit,
from the Italian bandito, means originally
an outlaw, and murders committed by the
Corsican outlaws have nothing to do with

robbery. These murders arise from the old

barbarian custom of vendetta, and are the
result of private feuds between country
Capulets and Montagues. But persons who
are not connected with these family quarrels
may go unmolested and safe at least, when
they are not gendarmes ! through the places
where the vendetta rages. H. GAIDOZ.

22, Rue Servandoni, Paris (VI
C
).

"BiSK" (9
th S. xii. 186). Perhaps EMERITUS

may find a little light upon his puzzle by
remembering that bisk or bisque, as a soup,
means specifically one made of fish, gener-
ally shell-fish, but not always ;

and that, in

any case, it is very much thickened with the
shredded or hashed particles from which it is

made. Littre's only definition of bisque, the

soup, is "Potage de coulis d'ecrevisse." In
Bescherelle's

'

Dictionnaire National,' in the

phrases following the definition, occurs :

"
Bisque de poisson ; celle qui se fait avec des

hachis de carpes, leurs oaufs et leurs laites."

There is the impression, or, at least, the

associated idea, of a thickened mass requiring

many fish for its preparation, and so some-
what corresponding to the ''hecatombs of

animals "
for the meat course. M. C. L.

Montreal.

BANNS OF MARRIAGE (9
th S. xii. 107, 215).

I am much obliged to the REV. JOHN PICK-

FORD for his reference to Act 6 & 7 Wil-

liam IV. I have obtained from the King's

printers a copy of this Act, but have failed

to find therein any reference to an alteration

in the law as to the publishing of banns. I

imagine that Geo. IV.'s Act, from which I

quoted, must be still in force, for a paragraph
in clause xlii. of William's Act runs as follows :

" Provided always, that nothing herein contained
shall extend to annul any marriage legally solemnized

according to the provisions of an Act passed in the
fourth year of His late Majesty George the Fourth,
intituled ' An Act for Amending the Laws respect-

ing the Solemnization of Marriages in England.'"

I may add that the main provisions of

William's Act seem to refer to the solemniza-

tion of marriages before the registrar and in

Nonconformist chapels. JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

THE " SHIP " HOTEL AT GREENWICH (9
th S.

xii. 306). Much misapprehension is prevalent
respecting this hotel. In the first place,
the sign is not the "Ship," but the "Ship
Torbay," and the house was so licensed in 1854

to a man named Lee, who transferred it the

following year to Mr. Samuel Quatermaine,
whose business cards bore a view on top of

"The New Ship Torbay." The old house of

that sign stood where the waiting-room on
the pier is now waiting for passengers by
the river steamers, and was pulled down in

1852 for the Hospital grounds enlargement,
which swept away the old "Ship," which
stood at the angle of the path behind the

pier, and alongside was a draw-dock called

the Ship Dock, which reached as far as the

site of Bellot's monument. This house was
either built in 1664, or superseded another
known as the "Still," and belonged to Noel

Warner, the King's bargemaster. A half-

penny token, dated 1669, was issued from
this house, and a farthing one without date,
but probably contemporaneously, as the same
andlord's name is on both. Yet this was not
the original

"
Ship," whose site is now

covered by the north-west angle of the Naval

Jollege. The earliest mention I know of it

is in 1616, and it was pulled down about 1664,

when the old Palace was being demolished to

build the new one. A scarce token, and a

very handsome specimen, dated 1649, was
issued from here, the initials denoting Samuel
Smith.
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But MR. HIBGAME'S note contains a start-

ling statement, viz.,
"
that during excavations

for the Blackwall Tunnel a token was found

bearing the inscription 'Ship and Turtle
Tavern of Greenwich, 1640.'" For many
years I have made a close study of the

history of the district, and can safely say
that this is the only mention of such a sign ;

but, what is more important if there is no
misprint in MR. HIBGAME'S note the date
1640 is by eight years the earliest known on
any token of this series. Without further

knowledge of this piece I should be inclined
to pronounce it a forgery. In any case
additional particulars would be gratefully
welcomed. AYEAHR.

The "Ship''' in existence in 1640 stood "at
the S.W. wing" of Greenwich Palace, and in

the reign of Charles II. was "
purchased from

Warner, the King's bargemaster, and pulled
down : but not paid for until 1712, when
Greenwich Hospital paid 2,322L principal
and interest, to the Warners." '

Hist, of

Kent, Hundred of Blackheath
'

(London,
1886), p. 65n. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

IMMUREMENT ALIVE OF RELIGIOUS (9
th S.

xii. 25, 131, 298'. At the first reference MR.
ASTLEY committed himself to two main state-
ments. The first was that

"
there is no doubt

that the punishment was inflicted in the
Middle Ages," and the evidence adduced for
it was a passage in

'

Marmion.' I replied to
this by referring him to works in which the

passage in
*

Marmion,' and other pieces of
evidence for the alleged practice, are dis-
cussed and found to be insufficient to support
the allegation. The second statement was
"that such practices were not altogether un-
known even in the last quarter of the nine-
teenth century," and the evidence adduced
for it vvas a romance by a Mrs. or Miss Char-
lotte M. Mew in Temple Bar, It was the
opinion embodied in the second statement to
which I referred as an opinion

"
the sole

ground for which is a 'striking story' in

Temple Bar." MR. ASTLEY had, and has, re-
vealed no other ground for it. He says that
I appear not to have read the story, I sup-
pose from the fact that I attached no im-
portance to it. The truth is that I regarded,
and regard, the "evidence" of a work of
fiction as negligible. At the last reference
MR. ASTLEY makes the charge that "dark
deeds have been done, and perhaps are being
done, by persons possessed of irresponsible
power," thereby receding from the second
statement he made at the first reference. As
it stands, the charge is, as MR. ASTLEY well
knows, too vague to be rebutted. He speaks

of "all the evidence," but gives none. May I

add, first, that the fact that " skeletons have

been found in very striking positions"

proves nothing, unless it can be shown that

no less extravagant hypothesis than that

the skeletons are those of religious buried

alive is tenable ; and, secondly, that a myth
is not necessarily the less ridiculous because

it is
" as old as Sir Walter Scott, and a good

deal older
"

1 JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

MR. ASTLEY would have made a useful

witness for one of the prosecutions conducted
under the Rev. Titus Gates. He asks us to

credit the story of the burial of a live nun,

(1) on the credit of a report contributed to

a magazine twenty years after the alleged

event; (2) on the ground that a popular
belief in similar stories is a good deal older

than Walter Scott
; (3) because skeletons

have been found "in very suspicious posi-

tions"; (4) because the tale is at least "a
striking illustration

"
of something or other.

The first Earl of Shaftesbury being dead, not
even a Papist much less a dog could be

hanged on such evidence.
Those of your readers who may wish to see

the genesis and history of the inhumation

legend may be referred to an interesting
brochure entitled

' The Myth of the Walled-up
Nun,' by the Rev. Herbert Thurston, S.J.

JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.
Monmouth.

SEATS RESERVED IN THE HOUSE OF COM-
MONS (8

th S. iv. 286; vii. 204). 1766 is the
earliest date given at either of these references
for the reserving of seats in the House of

Commons by placing some article of a mem-
ber's personal property upon it

;
but it can

be carried back very much further. On
26 November, 1640, at the very commence-
ment of the Long Parliament, it was resolved :

" That neither Book nor Glove may give any
Man Title or Interest to any Place, if they them-
selves be not here at Prayers/' 'Commons' Jour-
nals,' vol. ii. p. 3G.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

"TATAR" OR "TARTAR" (9
th S. xii. 185).

Your correspondent L. L. K., in quoting my
statement in the 'Destruction of the Greek
Empire/ is not quite accurate. I mention
that 1 adopt the conclusion of Dr. S. W.
Koelle that Tatar is an "

incorrect spelling,
due mainly to the fact that this form of the
word comes to us from the Chinese, who
cannot pronounce the letter r." L. L. K. for
" due mainly to the fact

"
substitutes "learnt."

The word "mainly" implies that I am aware
that there are other reasons why Tatar is an

i incorrect form. These reasons are fully set
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out in Dr. Koelle's paper in the Journal of
the Royal Asiatic Society. My statement is

contained in a short foot-note, and it was
beyond my purpose to do more than set out
my agreement with the conclusions of, per-
haps, the greatest European authority on the

group of Central Asiatic languages. The
explanation given by me does not account
for the final r in Tatar, nor have I pretended
that it does, though here again I accept
the explanation of Dr. Koelle.

EDWIN PEARS.
Constantinople.

MAXIM (9
th S. xii. 309). Mr. David Christie

Murray, in a contribution, 'The Gospel of

Self-Hypnotism,' in T.P.'s Weekly of 24 July
last, remarks :

" A very frequent line is to be found in the pages
of Charles Reade : 'Sow an act, and you reap a
habit. Sow a habit, and you reap a character. Sow
a character, and you reap a destiny.'

"

This citation may not help the search for the

origin of the maxim, but it is at least in-

teresting. JOHN GRIGOR.

"PARTING OF THE WAYS" (9
th S. xii. 309).

Samuel Wilberforce, writing to Gladstone
14 September, 1850, says of Archdeacon
(afterwards Cardinal) Manning :

"
It is, as

you say, the broad ground of historical in-

quiry, where our paths part."
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

"The king of Babylon stood at the partin_
of the way

"
(Ezekiel xxi. 21). The chapter

is well worth reading. F. CLAYTON.

CARSON (9
th S. xi. 488 ; xii. 19, 110, 331).

I wonder whether DR. C. F. FORSHAW can

connect with the medical Carsons named at

the last reference the Carsans of Lambeth,
Robert Carsan, of Vauxhall Place, surgeon
died 29 September, 1784

; Charles, probably
his son, and also of Vauxhall Place, diec

13 December, 1800, aged seventy-two. Accord

ing to the obituary notice in the Gent. Mag.
Charles was
" a gentleman of approved professional abilities

and universally sought and beloved for his fascinat

ing powers in conversation. His remains ar<

interred in Lambeth Church, and were attendee
thither by the Loyal Association of that parish, t(

which respectable corps he was surgeon. He ha
an additional claim to the military honours ^h
received at the grave from having served in Ger

many in the war of 1758 and 1759, and from remain

ing on the staff till the day of his death."

His wife died 7 December, 1794, aged seventy
A quaint appreciation of her virtues is t(

be found in the Gent. Mag. Her Christiai

name was Meliora ;
there is some reason fo

supposing that her family name was Le

range. Elizabeth, daughter of (1 Robert)
)arsan, of Vauxhall Place, married at Lam-
>eth, 23 September, 1762, Dr. Charles Hall,
his Grace's chaplain," and Dean of Booking,
n Essex

;
she was then aged twenty-four,

n the published letters of Miss Talbot (who
lescribes the wedding breakfast) to Mrs.
barter the name is erroneously printed
>arsaw. Dr. Hall died in 1774, arid is buried
n the north cloister at Westminster. His
widow buried two more husbands, both

lergymen. Her eldest son, Charles Henry
Jail, was Dean of Christ Church, Oxford,
and afterwards Dean of Durham. The three
arsans I have named Robert, Charles, and
Elizabeth are all I can find in Lambeth or

elsewhere, and I shall be glad of some clue to

their origin. HAMMOND HALL.

" GENTLE SHEPHERD, TELL ME WHERE "
(9

th

i5. viii. 423, 530; ix. 113, 416). The song
required by MR. DENNIS is, as I think, not
the one beginning

"
Tell me, shepherds, have

you seen," which has been communicated by
MR. J. W. EBSWORTH, but the following,
which may be found in

'

Calliope, or English

Harmony
'

(c. 1740\ ii. 124, and in
; The Vocal

Enchantress' (1783), p. 162 :

Tell me, lovely shepherd, where
Thou feedst at noon thy fleecy care,

'

Direct me to the sweet retreat

That guards thee from the midday heat, &c.

There are several songs which begin in a

similar way e g.,
"
Tell me, gentle Strephon,

why" ('Vauxhall Songs,' 1774)- "Gentle

youth, O tell me why
"

(cf.
' The Humourist,'

p. 5) ;

" O gentle shepherds, saw ye pass
"

('St. Cecilia,' Edin., 1782, p. 103).

OTTO RITTER.
Berlin.

ELIZA GRIMWOOD (9
th S. xii. 328). Eliza

Grim wood was found murdered 26 May, 1838,

in Wellington Terrace, Waterloo Road.
^

I

can distinctly remember the great excite-

ment caused by this murder, the perpetrator
of which was never discovered. He was sup-

posed to be an Italian who made good his

escape from England. W. BENHAM.

MR. KITTON will find a lengthy account of

the coroner's inquest held on the body of the

murdered Eliza Grimwood in the 'Annual

Register' for 1838 (' Chron.,' 28 May).
G. F. R. B.

Eliza Grimwood was found murdered in

her room on 26 May, 1838. A man named

Hubbard, with whom the woman lived, was

charged with the crime, but discharged for

want of evidence. The police failed to trace

a mysterious foreigner who was said to have
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consorted with the deceased, and the murder
remained an undiscovered crime like, un-

fortunately, so many others.

EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.

THOMAS LLOYD, REPUBLICAN (9
th S. xii. 324).

It may be worth adding to MR. A. T.

WRIGHT'S interesting note that an engraving
of the memorial tablet appears in the Phono-

graphic Magazine (Cincinnati) for October of

the present year. It does not appear what

system of shorthand Thomas Lloyd used.

Can MR. WRIGHT say 1

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

GIN-PALACES (9
th S. xii. 249). As regards

country districts, at any rate, it is not quite
correct to say that the drinking of gin

"
has

almost ceased." In comparison with whisky,

gin has undoubtedly lost ground in public

estimation, but it is still largely drunk by
the lower classes in country places ; partly
because it is credited with valuable medicinal

properties, but also as a beverage merely.
Gin and hiera-picra (a compound of aloes

and canella bark) are much used by women
at a critical period of their lives, and gin
alone by people in general in various urinary
disorders. For the latter purpose "compon
gin" (which means, I suppose, that having
the strongest flavour of turpentine) is pre-
ferred ;

and Hollands, flavoured with juniper,
is in considerable demand. But apart alto-

gether from its semi-therapeutical reputation,

many people actually prefer gin to the more
popular whisky, and it is also cheaper.
Whisky itself is included in the popular
materia medica, being reputed good for

rheumatism and neuralgia. Brandy, among
the class of which I am speaking, is almost

whollj7 a medicine
; they

"
like to have a drop

in the house "
in case of an emergency, and

" when in doubt give brandy
"

is almost an
axiom of domestic practice. Rum, too, which
has declined in popularity much more than
gin has, is given for colds, sometimes in con-

junction with butter or with black beer.

C. C. B.

"O. C. 1651
"
(9

th S. xii. 329). These initials

probably refer to Oriel College, to which
society King Edward III. (the founder's son)
had granted the hospital in 1329. But it is

worth remembering that Oliver Cromwell
was in 1651 Chancellor of the University of
Oxford. The hospital itself was originally
founded in 1128 or 1132 by Edward's ancestor,
King Henry I., who often resided at Beau-
mont (his palace outside the north wall of
Oxford), where his two great-grandsons

Richard Cceur-de-Lion and John Lackland
were subsequently born. A. R. BAYLEY.
Malvern.

PUBLICATION BY SUBSCRIPTION (9
th S. xii.

327). The earliest book containing a list of

subscribers is, I think, Minsheu's ' The Guide
into the Languages,' published in 1617. The
copy for which James I. subscribed is in this

library. EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.

One of the earliest books issued by this

method was Richard Blorne's 'Britannia,'
folio, 1673, which contains a '

List of Bene-
factors of this Work.' G. L. APPERSON.
Wimbledon.

JAMES HEATH, ENGRAVER, 1757-1834 (9
th 8.

x. 268
;

xii. 30). Mr. James Ward, of Notting-
ham, tells me that Mr. Dunn was never in

partnership with the Heaths, but that he
purchased the bookselling business from the
executors of a Mr. Wilson, who had bought
it from Joseph Heath's widow. The shop is

now the property of Mr. Ward's firm.

Mr. Ward also sends me an interesting
account of the tragic death of Joseph Heath,
the engraver's uncle, extracted from Cres-
well's

'

History of Printing in Notts '

(p. 37) :

"
1789. Jan. 1. Died Mr. Heath, some years a

bookseller in Nottingham. He had been at the
Methodist meeting the last night of the year, where
he staid till past twelve. On his return home he
found Mrs. Heath in bed, and after informing her
that the clock had struck twelve, and wishing her
many happy new years, he fell back upon the floor
and died without a groan."

ALEYN LYELL READE.
Park Corner, Blundellsands.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Great Masters, 1JUO-1800. With Introduction and
Descriptive Text by Sir Martin Conway. Part I.

(Heinemann.)
THE noble work the first part of which now appears,
with notices by the Slade Professor of Art, is the
joint production of Mr. Heinemann, Messrs.
Hachette & Cie. of Paris, Herr Richard Bong of
Berlin, and other publishers, Dutch and Swedish.
It is one of the most ambitious and artistic efforts of
modern times, and its execution has only become
possible in days wherein reproductions have at-
tained a pitch of so remarkable excellence. It is
issued in parts at 5-s. net, of which the first is before
us. In his introduction Sir Martin says that no
equally fine series of reproductions has been offered
to lovers of art not only at the price, but at any price.He promises that the selection shall, as a rule, be
made from private collections or the less accessible
galleries rather than from works which have been
already reproduced, and asserts that the owner of
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the completed work will possess a thoroughly
representative collection of all pictures of all

schools from the days of the full Renascence to the
close of the eighteenth century. Dr. Bode, the
Director of the Berlin Gallery, one of the greatest
authorities on art, praises also the depth of tone
and the velvety appearance of the reproductions,
and commends the selection of real masterpieces.
The four plates now given consist of Jan Steen's

marvellously jovial portrait of himself, a master-

piece of ripe, humour, fit to occupy the place of
honour in the collection of Gargantua, but, in

fact, from that of Lord Northbrook ; Sir Joshua's
' Mrs. Carnac,' from the Wallace Gallery, a pure
and exquisite fantasy in paint of a great lady
"playing the nymph"; Van Dyck's

' William II.,
Prince of Orange - Nassau,' from the Hermitage
Gallery of St. Petersburg, a superbly executed
portrait of a no less superbly handsome boy ; and
' The Ash-Tree Avenue '

of Jan Hackaert, from the

Rijks Museum, Amsterdam. Hackaert is a com-
paratively unknown Dutch landscape painter of the
seventeenth century. We can well believe what is

said, that this is one of his best works. The foliage
is exquisite, and the effects of light are, in another
and quite different way, as captivating as anything
in De Hooghe. The complete work will be a fine

possession, and each of the separate plates is

worthy of preservation as, in its way, a gem.

The Historical Geography of Europe. By Edward
A. Freeman, D.C.L. Third Edition. Edited by
J. B. Bury, M.A. Atlas to the Above. 2 vols.

(Longmans & Co.)
FIRST published in 1881, Freeman's ' Historical

Geography,' though it was followed after a brief

interval by a second edition, has had to wait more
than a score years for a third. Now, even, its

editor, Prof. Bury, adopts in speaking of it what
might conceivably be construed into something like

an apologetic tone. To the scholar, however, it is

equally attractive and valuable. There is just suffi-

cient repetition, perhaps almost inevitable in a work
of the sort, to make one wish that Prof. Bury had
had the courage to take a little more seriously his

functions as editor, and reshape a few crude sen-

tences. To have altered, as he would have liked,
to

"
Aryan speech

"
the use in many passages of the

word "Aryan" would have been a bolder, but still

pardonable, step, which in some future edition a
later editor will probably take. These things are

of minor importance. What we welcome is a new
and authoritative reprint of a work which is one of

the most helpful the student can possess. The
book is not a novelty, and in a period of so active

literary production as the present cannot be treated

as such. To those unfamiliar with its scope and

purpose we may say that it is, with its maps, a

serviceable companion to all histories, from Tacitus

to Gibbon and onwards. With history itself in this

work Freeman does not directly concern himself. By
means of maps and text, however, he shows us the

geographical distribution of states from the days of

Homeric record to the Europe of to-day, with the

changes made on the face of it by the results of

the Franco - Prussian war. To take an instance

with which all must needs be familiar, one may
trace by its aid the growth of the Roman Empire
in the West and the East, the different influence it

exercised in Greece, where it encountered a civili-

zation equal or superior to its own, and among
the Franks and Teutons to employ convenient

expressions on whom it imposed its own civiliza-

tion, leaving behind it ineffaceable traces of its

power and its decay. Those interested and
who is not? in European development may see,
almost at a glance, the link, in many cases slight
as it could be, between the Roman Empire, pro-
perly so styled, and the empire of Charlemagne,
which claimed to succeed and, indeed, did so in a
fashion and disappeared only in the last century
amidst the general disintegration caused by the

conquests of Napoleon, making room for that
German empire the ultimate outcome of which
will be one of the most interesting of problems
for our descendants. The growth of European
states as now recognized, the effect of Saracenic
invasion, the disappearance of kingdoms such as

Aquitaine or Anjou, the recession of Burgundy, the

disappearance of Poland, the formation of Austro-

Hungary these and hundreds of other things may
be studied here with unparalleled ease and comfort.
Fresh from the work, we pronounce its perusal
a pleasure, to resume which other labours were
hurried or put on one side. For purposes of refer-

ence, meanwhile, it is of the utmost importance,
being encyclopaedic in the information it conveys.
Every public library must needs place it on its

shelves if it is not, as presumably it is, already
there. The scholar who knows it not will find

himself, if he takes it on our recommendation,
under an obligation not easily to be acknowledged
or forgotten.

The Stage Shakespeare. Romeo and Juliet ; Ham-
let ; Coriolanus ; Julius Ccesar ; As You Like It ;

Merchant of Venice. Edited by Austin Brereton.

(Collins & Sons.)
WE have here the first six volumes of a cheap, con-

venient, and fully illustrated edition of Shake-

speare, intended for the stage and the closet. Each
volume has a coloured title-page and from five to

twenty-four illustrations, single or double page.
These are mostly, but not altogether, taken from
the actors of the day Sir Henry Irving, Miss
Terry, Mr. Tree, Mr. Forbes Robertson, &c. and
are generally well executed. A prefatory intro-

duction, modelled to some extent upon that in the
"
Henry Irving Shakespeare," extra notes, and a

glossary are supplied to each volume. The edition,
when complete, will be one of the cheapest and
most attractive accessible to the general public.

Battlefield Church, Salop, and the Battle of Shrews-

bury. By the Rev. W. G. D. Fletcher, M.A.
(Shrewsbury, Adnitt & Naunton.)

MR. FLETCHER has issued a second edition, with
seven illustrations from photographs by Mrs. A. E.

Perkins, of his
'

Battlefield Churcn.' It constitutes
an admirable guide to an interesting edifice, and is

a not unimportant contribution to history as well
as archaeology.

Master Humphrey's Clock and Edwin Drood ; Our
Mutual Friend ; The Uncommercial Traveller ;

Christmas Stories. By Charles Dickens. (Chap-
man & Hall and Frowde.)

FOUR more volumes of the "Fireside" edition of
Dickens, due to the association of Messrs. Chapman
& Hall and Mr. Henry Frowde, complete the set.

There is nothing to add to what has been said

concerning these books, which keep up the attrac-
tions of the series. For less than a couple of pounds
the reader gets, in legible type and with the original
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illustrations, a series of books which may well find
a conscientious reader with pabulum for the winter,
and brings within his ken more strongly marked
and recognizable characters than are to be found

anywhere else outside Shakespeare. The appear-
ance of the books fits them to be placed on the
shelves, but the epicure may obtain the volumes
in handsome bindings at a slight additional cost.

IN the Fortnightly Mr. G. K. Chesterton under-
takes the defence of

' The Political Poetry of Mr.
William Watson.' He holds that Mr. Watson's poetry
is English, just as Walt Whitman's is American.
Almost any view concerning poetry may be de-
fended from some point or other

; but Mr. Chester-
ton's paradox does not specially commend itself.

Mr. Andrew Lang, in
' Tribe and Family,' leans at

length, with various qualifications, to the Dar-
winian theory of the origin of marriage. Whatever
he says on questions of the kind is worth reading,
though he as far from being conclusive or positive
as he is in dealing with the historical mysteries
he affects. Mr. Lewis Melville writes agreeably
enough on *

Thackeray as a Reader and Critic of

Books,' and Count Rusconi, on ' The Alfieri Cen-
tenary,' deals with the singular romance between
the great Italian dramatist and the Countess of

Albany. Woman occupies more than her due share
in the non-controversial or political portion of the
Nineteenth Century. Mr. Marriott Watson shows
first 'The Deleterious Effect of Americanization
upon Woman.' The American woman is more than
independent, "she is anarchical/'' Once more our
author declares that "the defects of American
civilization are such as derogate from the virility
of men and the fecundity of women.'' Mrs. Ady
furnishes a pleasing contrast by depicting for us
' The Ladies of the Italian Renaissance,' as exhibited
by the late De Maulde la Claviere. Mary L.
Breakell, meanwhile, deals with ' Women in the
Medical Profession.' Lord Burghclere translates,
in mellifluous verse,

' The Story of Aristceus
'

from
the

'

Georgics
'

; and "
Newcastle journalism

!
'

is
once more on the war-path, this time as regards
Dickens. A real conversation in the Pall Mall
Mayar.tne between Mr. William Archer and Mr.
Sidney Lee is accompanied by a good portrait
of Mr. Lee. The interviewed scholar maintains
that the Americans are far from being such believers
in the Bacon-Shakespeare theory as is supposed this
side of the Atlantic, and holds that there is nothing
like spending a few months in America for teach-
ing the futility "of some of our stock jokes at
their expense/' Mr. Meynell's article on James
McAeill Whistler is accompanied by many admir-
able designs, one of which, a '

Street at Saverne '

serves as frontispiece. M r. William Hyde's 'Autumn
near London is illustrated by the author in views
which attain some fine atmospheric effects. Mr.
William Sharp sends a second study of the English
lakes under the heading 'Literary Geography

'

Mrs. Richmond Ritchie contributes to the Conihill
a further instalment (No. vii.) of 'The Blaokstick
Papers.' At the risk of being held non-receptive
or even stupid, we must confess that the witticisms
attributed in it to Miss Horace Smith strike us as
very poor. That she was a dear, sweet old lady we
are prepared to accept ; that her sayings illustrate
that enchanting, evanescent thing, good talk

"
is

another matter. The author of
'

Provincial Letters '

writes from Hertfordshire, and seems to reveal
herself as feminine, a matter for which, for reasons

of our own, we are thankful.
*

Midnight in Cloud-
land

'

records an interesting experiment in nocturnal
ballooning. Some verses of Mrs. Charlotte Smith
give specimens of the poems of a not very inspired,
and now forgotten poetess. A paper appears on
'Chateaubriand and his English Neighbours.' In
the Gentleman's Prof. Foster Watson writes on
' Schoolmaster Followers of Bacon and Comenius,'
and Mr. M. Turnbull on 'Two Delineators of

Wessex,' who are Thomas Hardy and William
Barnes. ' An Eccentric Leader of Society

'

is the
late Lady Cork, concerning whom much more
might be told. In addition to his 'At the Sign
of the Ship,' which deals de omnibus rebus et

quibusdam aliis. Mr. Andrew Lang, the most
indefatigable of men, has in Longman's a good
article on 'The Nemesis of Froude,' a subject on
which enough seems now to have been said.

AN admirably representative series of designs by
Phil May is issued as a supplement to the Pall
Mall Magazine.

As a supplement to the Clarendon Press fac-
simile reproduction of the Shakespeare Folios,
Mr. Sidney Lee will publish facsimile reproductions
of 'Pericles,' 1609; 'Venus and Adonis,' 1593;
'Lucrece,' 1594; the 'Sonnets,' 1609; and 'The
Passionate Pilgrim,' 1599, the poetical miscel-
lany which, though containing poems by other
hands, was attributed to Shakespeare by its first
editor. These constitute all the works of Shake-
speare not comprised in the First Folio. Those
possessing any of these works are invited to com-
municate with Mr. Lee at 108, Lexham Gardens,
Kensington.

<j>otitt& ict &0n*s#0Btots.
We must call special attention to the following

lotices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
ication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-
spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When auswer-
ng queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
mt in parentheses, immediately after the exact
leading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."
G. GILBERT ("Story of the Willow - Pattern

Plate"). See the Family Friend, vol. i. p. 124
(Houlston & Stoiieman).

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-

ream '

s Buildings Chancery

We beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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'THE ABBEY OF KILKHAMPTON.'
' THE Abbey of Kilkhampton ; or, Monu-

mental Records for the Year 1980,' has been
written about already in * N. & Q.' (see 3rd

S.

viii. 455 ;
4th S. i. 353, 467). The writer at

the first reference speaks of the impossibility
of filling in the names of the subjects of the

mock epitaphs. My copy is of the "Fifth
edition with considerable additions "

(London,
printed for G. Kearsly, 1780). It has eighty-
two pages, and presumably does not contain

the second part mentioned at the third

reference, although it is announced that it
"
is enriched by the addition of several new

epitaphs." Some one has filled in most of the

names as well as some of the other blanks.

A manuscript index has been added. Per-

haps the names, &c., as they appear are in-

teresting enough for recording in ' N. & Q.'
The epitaphs are not numbered, but I take

them in numerical order as they appear in

my copy. I give the names, &c., as they
have been filled in, often quoting some of the

printed context. I omit those epitaphs
which are without any interpretation.

1. Lady Bridget Talmarshe.
3. ... Relict of the Hon. John Darner.
4. City of Gloucester. George Selwyn.
5. Foot of Lady Berkeley's monument. Remains

of Earl Nugent.

6. Bamber Gascoyne.
7. ... Countess of Jersey.
8. William Capel, Earl of Essex.
9. C ssTalbot.

10. Philip Stanhope, Viscount Mahon.
11. ... Dow. Viscountess Say.
12. Hugh Percy, Duke of Northumberland. His

Majesty's Ministers. The Lord Chancellor.
13. Win. Gage, Viscount Gage.
14 Dow. C ss of Huntington.
15. Sir Onesiphoros Paul. County of Gloucester.
16. Wife of J... Crewe, Esq., of Crewe Hall.

17. Lord Ashbrooke.
18 ,

once D....SS of Gloucester. Exalted Sir
Ed. Walpole's Daughter to the Participation of a

Royal Bed.
19. Wilbraham Bootle.

20. Lord Jas. Beauclerk, Bishop of Hereford.
21. Brackley Kennet.
22. Henry Frederick, Duke of Cumberland.
24. Charles Howard, late Earl of Surry.
26. Fitzroy, D ke of Grafton.
28. B ,

Duke of St. Albans.
29. Edmund Burke.
30. Earl of Cholmondeley.
31. C ss of Abingdon.
32. Sir Win. Ashburnham, B p of Chichester.
33. Osborne, Marquis of Carmarthen. (In

:he margin is written what appears to be "Car-
menthen.")

34. Bromley, Lord Montfort. Farmer 's

Daughters at Horse-heath.
35. V ss Stormont. D ss of Athol.
36. J... Manners.
38. The Honorable C... Fox.
39. Lady Greenwich. Charles Townshend.
40. Sir William de Grey. (Note. Now Lord

Watsingham [*/!.)
Surry Lord Onslow. Feast near41. County of

Guilford.
42. Viscount Molesworth.
43. Dow. C ss of Lanesborough.
44. LordGeo... Germaine.
45. Stanhope, Earl of Chesterfield.

46. Edw..d Gibbon.
47. Lady Charles Spencer.
48. Turner, Earl of Winter-ton.

49. Shipley, B p of St. Asaph.
50. William Murray, Earl of Mansfield.

51. Lieut. -Gen. and Lady Ch Johnstone. (Ch
or Cth ?)

53. Sir Henry Hoghton, Bart. Great Britain.

Electors. Upper House. Religion.
54. Viscount Howe. America. Brother.
55. Honorable Sir Wm. Howe.
56. V ss Townsend. (In the Epitaph

" Tows-

end," in the Index "
Townsend.")

57. Frederick Howard, Earl of Carlisle. (Note.
Now Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland.)

58. Lord Grosvenor.
59. Cecil, Earl of Salisbury.
60. Dowager C of Harrington.
61. Dowager C ss of Charlemont.
62. Lord George Gordon.
64. Sir John Ladd.
65. Robert Lowth, Bishop of London.
66. Charles Jenkinson.
67. Viscount Weymouth.
69. Coote, Earl of Bellamont.

70. Mr. Way, Successor to the Right Honorable
Bertie, Earl of Abingdon.

71. Richard Rigby.
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72. Mordaunt, Earl of Peterborough.
73. The Honorable Augustus Keppel [" Keppell

in the index], Admiral of the Blue. Ministers.

74. first, though not the most beloved, Wif
of Ligonier, Earl Ligonier.

75. S Bamington, Bishop of Landaff.

76. Pratt, Lord Camden.
7. Francis Dashwood, Lord Le Despencer.

78. Lady North. First Lord of the Treasury
King a

T
nd Privy Council. House of Commons

Lady North. Premier.
79. Sir George Saville, Bart.
80. Hurd, Bishop of Litchfield and Coventry
81. Hon. Mrs. Bouverie.
82. A Byron, Lady Conyers.
83. Talbot, Earl'Talbot.
84. John Wilkes.
85. Constantino Phipps, Lord Mulgrave. Hi

Majesty. Admiralty. Joint Expence of and
Sir Hugh Palliser.

86. Lady Frances Leslie.

87. Markham, Archbishop of York. The Prince
His Grace. See of York.

88. Conway, Earl of Hertford. His Son.
89. Hawke, Lord Hawke.
90. Bennet, Earl of Tankerville. Mr

Lumpey, at K .

92. Lady Donhoff.
94. Thurlow, Lord Thurlow. Lord High Chan

cellor of Great Britain.
95. D ss Dow r of Bedford. The I)

of G , Lord L
,
Lord Weymouth, and Mr,

Rigby formed a Partie Quarree at Bedford House,
Lord North.

96. Cl S n, Earl of Masareene.
97 Murray, Viscount Stormont. Lord

Mansfield.
98. Sir Hugh Palliser.

100. Frederick North, Lord North. Council.
Administration. Duke of Grafton.
101. Fermor, E...1 of Pomfret.
102 Gower, Earl Gower.
103. Sir Henry Clinton. House of Commons.
104. Lady Percy. Mr. Bird's Affections.
105. Sir James Lowther.
106. G na, C ss Spencer.
107. Mrs. Warburton. Dignified prelate.- Earl of Roseberry. Lord Chesterfield's.- Lord Newhaven. Sir William. Sir Wm.
Maine, Bart. General election. For Canterbury.
In a Margate Hoy.
111. John, Earl of Sandwich. Palliser's Escape.
Grace of First Lord of the Admiralty.
112. Clinton, Earl of Lincoln.
113. LadyM Fordyce.

Nothing has been written in 2, 23, 25, 27 37
52, 63, 68, 91, 93, 99, 109, and 114, except thatm 25 "

Robert "
takes the place of R 1,

and apparently "Harris" has been given as
the surname, and then erased. There is

nothing to show who filled in so many of
the blanks. The ink has faded and has the
appearance of being about a hundred years
old. The' handwriting is old-fashioned, and
with few exceptions very neat and legible.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

PRAGUE AND BOHEMIA.
THE lines of W. J. Prowse on "The beau-

tiful city of Prague," which appeared in

'N. & Q.,' 9th S. xi. 407, 450, 471, constantly
flashed through my mind during a recent
visit to the Bohemian capital. The deriva-
tion from prahi a doorsill, is abandoned with
the legend of Queen Libusa ; Prof. Morfill

cites Prof. Tomek, who refers it to prazhiti,
to burn wood, the town being built on forest

clearings \
I lately heard Praha (Prague) con-

nected with the Russian porog* While many
visit Carlsbad or Teplitz yearly, compara-
tively few travel a little farther to make the

acquaintance of the picturesque city on the

broad, rapid Vltava (Moldau). The view of
white- walled mother Moscow from the so-

called tower of Ivan the Great at the Krem-
lin can never be forgotten ; and alike unique
is the aspect of stobasna, zlata Praha (hun-
dred-towered, golden Prague) from the minia-
ture Eiffel tower on the Petrin park, between
the city and the fatal field of Bila hora (the
White Mountain). The history of Prague
has been written for the benefit of English
readers by that cultured patriot Francis,
Count Liitzow, lord of the chateau of Zam-
pach, who has done much by books and
lectures to acquaint Englishmen with the
literature of Bohemia.
There is an impression, current at second-

band in Germany, that Prague is an un-

pleasant place for residence, but I have been
unable to discover, on inquiry, the grounds
for such opinion. The main streets are

modernized, with a distinctive character,
so that the typical German hostelry, "Zum
Deutschen Haus," looks foreign among the
landsome houses of business on the Prikopy
'Graben). There is considerable rebuilding
n progress, notably near the old Jewish
quarter ; and a fresh river embankment pro-
ceeds apace. It will be some time before the

scaffolding round St. Vitus's Cathedral is

removed. In some instances the spirit of
enovation may have been carried to excess

e.g., the much criticized castle Karluv Tyn
Karlstein). I could not honestly admire the
>rand-new appearance of this redoubtable
ortress.

Like the Russians, the Cechy have a horror
)f being thought barbarians by ill-informed

oreigners. A noteworthy feature of Prague
5 the polite and obliging conduct of tramway
fficials, who offer effusive thanks for fares
nd dismiss passengers with the salutation

* Cf. Zaporozhtsi, the Cossacks beyond the
ataracts (of the Dnieper). See Gogol's

' Tarass
3ulba.'
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ma ucta (Ish kabe die Ehre). This phrase is

frequently heard in the streets, accompanied
with an elaborate wave of the hat indeed,
in external politeness as well as real friendli-
ness the citizens of Prague rank on a level
with those of most continental towns. The
Sokol (Falcon) Society have a greeting which
has now become national na zdar, a genuine
Slav phrase which baffles translation, but
means in effect

"
good success in every way."

Rukulibam (I kiss your hand), addressed to a
lady, conveys much in a single word.
The important literary relation between

this country and Bohemia is apt to be over-
looked. The seed sown by Wiclif bore good
fruit, although much was spoilt by those
who claimed to be his spiritual descendants.
Count Liitzow contributes an appreciation
of Swinburne to a recent number of the

periodical Lumir, which preserves the name
of a Cech bard. Prof. Dr. V. E. Mourek,
bejoved and honoured by the English com-
munity, holds the field with his Cech-English
dictionary, and has translated works by
Dr. Smiles and other authors. The trans-
lations of Shakspeare, Coleridge, and Burns
of Prof. J. V. Sladek, the national poet, have
long been popular ; the veteran J. Vrchlicky
has rendered Macaulay and other bards into
his native tongue ;

a young and rising man
of letters, Dr. Borivoj Prusik, has lately
brought out an attractive version of

' Richard

Feverel,' besides the 'Pickwick Papers,' and
has also made Tshechov, Gorki, and Polish
authors known to his countrymen ;

Miss M.
Jesenska is responsible for a translation of
4

Silas Marner '

; Prof. Bohuslav Brauner
writes scientific papers for English journals.
A bibliography of English works translated
into Cech would occupy considerable space.
As I write, Dr. V. Tille sends me his transla-

tion of Augustin Filon's history of English
literature.

With all the activity and progress apparent
in every direction, superstition lingers in

Prague and the country in quaint forms, but
this may be due to the Slav temperament. The
hotel porter solemnly assured me that ghosts
patrol the streets after dark, perhaps the

spectral army sung by Longfellow in 'The

Beleaguered City.' Dalibor's melodies are
said to be heard from that dreadful dungeon
on the Hradschin. The genial host and
hostess of Zampach make the flesh of visitors

creep with the story of the monk's ghost, but
I neither saw the apparition nor did the
candles burn blue. A professor and journalist
told me of black dogs haunting the Vyshe-
grad cemetery stray members of Hackel-

bergs pack or departed miscreants? The

cognate story of the Peel spaniel visibly
horrified the narrators.
In conclusion, suffice it to say that Bohemia

and the Cechy present great interest to
Englishmen, for whom they feel a high
regard. So-called "

Bohemianism," which
Thackeray reveals to us, has no place in
the life of the citizens of Prague. This is a
Western, not a Slavonic trait.

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.

FRANKENSTEIN : RASTELL AND HEYWOOD :

THE FIRST PRINCE OF WALES. In 'An His-
torical View of the Beginnings of English
Comedy,' prefixed to

*

Representative English
Comedies : From the Beginnings to Shake-
speare' (1903), Prof. C. M. Gayley, of Cali-

fornia, speaking of the Feasts of Fools and
of the Ass, says (p. xx) :

" Whether adopted by the Church in its effort to
conciliate paganism, or tolerated for reasons of
secular policy, these mock-religious festivals were
soon the Frankenstein of Christianity ; and it was
doubtless against them rather than the seductions
of the sacred drama that most of the ecclesiastical
prohibitions of the Middle Ages were aimed."

W. A. Wheeler in ' A Dictionary of the Noted
Names of Fiction

'

describes Frankenstein as
"a monster, in Mrs. Shelley's romance of the
same name, constructed by a young student of
physiology out of the horrid remnants of the church-
yard and dissecting-room, and endued, apparently
through the agency of galvanism, with a sort of

rctral
and convulsive life. This existence, ren-

ed insupportable to the monster by his vain
craving after human sympathy, and by his con-
sciousness of his own deformity, is employed in

inflicting the most dreadful retribution upon the
guilty philosopher."

And Wheeler quotes by way of illustration
a passage from Charles Sumner : "It [the
Southern Confederacy] will be the soulless
monster of Frankenstein," &c., which should
have reminded him that Frankenstein is

not the monster, but "the guilty philo-
sopher" of Mrs. Shelley's remarkable tale.

The story, more often quoted than read, bears
a faint resemblance to one of those told, in
Sir Richard Burton's charming book, by the
Baital or Vampire to the Raja Vikram,
wherein the learned dons "in the learnedest

university of Gaur (Bengal)," having con-
structed a terrible monster, with the appear-
ance of a tiger and the muscles of an ele-

phant, are incontinently devoured by him.
Prof. Gayley calls (Ixi) John Rastell, author

of 'The New Interlude and Mery of the
Nature of the Four Elements,' and John
Heywood, the epigrammatist, "friends" of
Sir Thomas More : they were both friends
and connexions. The former married More's
sister Elizabeth. Their granddaughter Eliza-
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beth Rastell, by her marriage with John

Hey \vood, became mother of Ellis and Jasper

the Jesuits, and grandmother of John Donne,
Dean of St. Paul's.

In his interesting monograph on Robert

Greene in the first-mentioned volume (429),

Prof. Gayley calls Edward (afterwards Ed-

ward I.) Prince of Wales ;
but for this

anachronism he has the authority of Greene

himself, who in the play which follows, viz.,
* The Honorable Historic of Frier Bacon and

Frier Bongay,' denotes the Crown Prince

Edward, son of King Henry III., by the

style of Prince of Wales, as I noted ante,

p. 361. A. R. BAYLEY.

[The confusion between Frankenstein and the

monster created by him is of frequent occurrence ;

see, for example, 8th S. vii. 485 ; viii. 88, 135, 294.]

" CATECHISM." The usual definition of this

word is not comprehensive enough e.g., the
' Oxford Dictionary ':

" An elementary treatise

for instruction in the principles of the

Christian religion, in the form of question
and answer." 'Century Dictionary': "A
form of instruction by means of questions
and answers, particularly in the principles of

religion." Of course this is etymologically
and usually correct ;

but the term has been,
and is, applied to treatises of instruction

which are not methodized in question and
answer form e.g., to quote a title - page,
*' The Catechism for the Curats, compos'd by
the Decree of the Council of Trent faith-

fully translated into English .London.
1687." This treatise is purely didactic, and is

simply an instruction for teachers. So also

is Cranmer's 'Catechismus,' 1548. This is for

the instruction of children, and consists of a

general preface and a series of sermons on
the elements of the Christian faith. It was
a very usual sense of the word on the Conti-

nent, and Cranmer's book is really a transla-

tion of a * Catechismus pro Pueris et Juven-

tute,' by Justus Jonas, 1539 ;
and another

well-known text-book is the
' Catechismus

Catholicus Reverendiss. quondam Dn. Mi-
chaelis Episcopi Merspurgerisis,' written in
the vernacular German, and translated into
Latin in 1562. This was divided into eighty-
four

"
conciones." In Archbishop Hamilton's

'Catechism' (St. Andrews, 1552) the ques-
tions are rather incidental than of the essence
of the treatise, for the whole was to be read
out by the priest in specified portions.
The * Standard Dictionary

'

begins its de-
j

finition,
" a short treatise," a question of

|

degree, but I have 'A Short Treatise, contain-

ing all the Principall Grounds of Christian

Religion, by way of Questions and Answers '

(1617), which runs to 246 pages small 8vo,

besides preface; Archbishop Hamilton's filled

205 folios, quarto size= 410 ^ages ;
and Peter

Canisius's 'Opus Catechisticum
'

nearly
touched p. 900 in large folio size, with

closely printed double columns.

A definition something like this might
escape cavil, to take that of the 'Oxford

Dictionary' as it stands, inserting between
the words "religion" and "in" "usually,

though not necessarily." C. DEEDES.
Chichester.

MAORI LUCKY STONE. The following from
the Daily Mail, 16 October, may interest

the editors of the 'N.E.D.' :

" The latest fashion in wedding presents is some-

thing in Pounamu : Pounamu cigar cases, orPounamu
paper knives, or Pounamu bracelets, rings, or neck-

laces, or Pounamu earrings, weighing, if you like, a

quarter of a pound each, as worn by Maori ladies.

Pounamu comes from New Zealand. It is a hard
and heavy dark green stone, known to the Maoris
as the

'

lucky stone.'
"

Pounamu ornaments are on sale in Bond
Street. It is evidently the same word which

Capt. Cook writes poenammoo^ ('Voyages,'
1773, ii. 400). Webster's *

Dictionary
'

has :

"
Poenamu, a variety of jade or nephrite,

used in New Zealand for the manufacture of

axes and weapons." JAMES PLATT, Jun.

COENISH MEASUEES. In 2nd S. vii. 295
A. B. S. wrote: "I notice in 'A Londoner's
Walk to the Land's End,' p. 323, it is stated
that

'

the Camelford bushel is 24 gallons, and
the Launceston bushel is 16 gallons' "; and he

obviously sought an explanation, which was
to some extent supplied at ibid., p. 385, in a

quotation from Gutteridge's tables of 1825,

which, describing the various bushels then
in use, said that in Cornwall it was " 24 gal-
lons. The double measure of 16 gallons is

also used in the eastern parts, and runs

occasionally to 17 or 17| ; the triple in the
western."
An earlier and more precise explanation,

however, is to be found in ' ' The Royal Trea-

sury of England : or, A General History of

Taxes, from The Conquest to the present
Time, by the late Capt. John Stevens," the
second edition of which (and it is from this

I quote) was printed in London in 1728.

There is given on pp 229-31 a quotation, of

the time of Edward VI., from '

Repository of

Originals,' 'Strype's Ecclesiastical Memorials,'
vol. ii. p. 143, this being a "Table, making
mention of certain Prices made by the King's
Majesty's Justices, of all kinds of Corn, and
sundry other Necessaries." This refers par-
ticularly to the prices of a bushel of various
kinds of corn in the market towns of Corn-
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wall. Ifc was 3s. 4c7. at Launceston, Stratton,
and Saltash, the memorandum being made,
" This is twelve Gallons to the Bushel "; 4s. 8d
at Liskeard and Looe,

"
Sixteen Gallons to the

Bushel"; 5s. Sd. at Bodmin, Lostwithiel, Tre-

gony, Truro,St.Columb, Penryn,and Padstow,"
Eighteen Gallons to the Bushel "; and 6s. at

Helston and Red ruth, as "This is a greater
Measure still." Four different prices are

given for a bushel of barley, but the size of
the bushel is not defined ; and two for oats,
it being there added,

" The Measure of Oats
is great, and not at one Size, but in some
Places more than in others."
The commercial confusion which must have

followed from this can be well imagined ;

and though by the Act 5 Geo. IV., cap. 74,
the imperial measure was established as the

legal standard throughout the United King-
dom, the old local measures continued in use
for a long period in some parts of the country,
as was shown before a Select Committee of
the House of Commons which considered
the question a few years ago, under the chair-

manship of Mr. Jasper More, the member for
the Ludlow division of Shropshire.

DUNHEVED.
[See also ante, p. 344.]

LATIN QUIP. Possibly the enclosed jeu
d'esprit may prove interesting as showing
the difference which quantity in Latin makes
in the meaning of the word :

Cane decane canas : sed ne cane, cane decane !

De cane : de te ipso, cane decane, canas !

H. A. STRONG.
Liverpool University.

[A good deal of information on this subject is

supplied at 6th S. iii. 398, including several refer-

ences to earlier communications.]

ASSES' MILK. According to Plutarch, asses'

milk was commonly used by sick people in

the time of Demosthenes: "They brought
asses' rnilk, where there was need to recover
health" (North's translation, Dent, viii. 173).
Ben Jonson mentions it as a wash for the face

to improve the complexion (* Silent Woman,'
Act II. sc. i.). Edm. Hickeringill in 'Gregory,
Father - Greybeard,' a reply to Marvelrs
'Rehearsal Transpros'd,' 1673, says, "Mine
ass is good for something, gives good milk
for a consumption, and is a repairer and
restorer of the wasted body" (p. 119). In
1681 Sir John Reresby, Bart., M.P. for York,
was quite disabled by gout and rheumatism,
but "by taking asses' milk first and cows'
milk afterwards I recovered to a miracle
I must own a great deal to providence for the

discovery of this medicine, milk "
(' Memoirs,'

1875, p. 214). It is noticed also in Steele's

Tatler, 1723, p. 147. Pope drank it by Mead s

order ('D.N.B.,' xxxvii. 183a).
In 1753 Dr. John Fothergill ordered John

Wesley to drink asses' milk (Wesley's 'Works,'

1810, iii. 177 ; 'Life,' by Tyerman, 1870, ii. 174).

It seems to have been commonly sold at

places of health resort, e.g., at Richmond,
Surrey, 1694, and at Margate early in the

nineteenth century ('N. & Q.,' 2nd S.
yi.

526 ;

vii. 16). In 1754 appeared in English 'A
Treatise of the Extraordinary Virtues and
Effects of Asses' Milk, with Remarkable Cases,'

translated by Frederick Hoffmann, M.D. The

following list is taken from Waring's
'
Biblio-

theca Therapeutica
'

(New Sydenham Soc.),

1879, ii. 536-44 :

Quiquebceuf. Ergo Diabete Lac Asinum, 4to,

Paris, 1672.

C. Mente. De Phthisis curatione per Lac, 4to,

Helmstadii, 1687 (vulnera sanavit bubulo lacte).

J. A. P. Burgraf. De mirabili Lactis Asinini in

medendo usu, 4to, Halse, 1725. English transl. by
F. Hoffmann, 8vo, Lond., 1754.

J. Rutty. Argument of Sulphur with the

Analysis of Milk by the same, 8yo, Dublin, 1762

(cows', goats', asses', and sheep's milk).
C. F. Reuss. De Lacte Caprillo, 4to, Tubingse,

1769.
J. D. Hahn. De Lacte humane ejusque cum

Asinino et Ovino comparatione, 4to, Ultraject., 1775.

C. L. Berthollet. De Lacte animalium medica-

mentoso, 4to, Paris, 1779.

A. Parmentier et N. Deyeux. Sur les differentes

especes de Lait, 8vo, Paris, 1799.

A. Bouchardat et T. A. Quevenne. Du Lait...des

laits...d'anesse, de chevre, de brebis, 8vo, Paris,

1857.
M. Vernois et A. Becquerel. Analyse du Lait...

chevres, brebis, bufflesses, 8vo, Paris, 1857.

M. A. Baines. Human and Animal Milks, 8vo,

London, 1860.

C. D. Vivante. Delia Cura Lattea, 8vo, Venezia,

1874 (includes koumis).
W . O. Jt>.

BRANTOME'S VARIANT OF THE STORY OF

sur 1'edition de 1740") tells a like story, and

associates it (a somewhat exceptional case in

his stories) with a definite individual as one

of the jiersonce to wit,
"
feu M. le marquis de

Pescaire, dernier mort, vice-rpy en Sicile."

The story, he says, came to him "de bonne

part." It runs thus. The said marquis
fell violently in love with a very beautiful

lady-
"

si bien qu'un matin, pensant que son mary fust

alle dehors, 1'alla visitor qu'il la trouva encores au
lict ; et, en devisant avec elle, n'en obtint rien que
la voir."

The husband unexpectedly arrives,

"et les surprit de telle sorte, que le marquis
n'eut loisir ae retirer son gand, qui s'estoit perdu,
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je ne seal comment, parmi les draps Puis, luy

ayant dit quelques mots, il sortoit de la chambre,

conduit pourtant du gentilhomme, qui ampres,[;]

estre retourne, par cas fortuit trouva le gand du

marquis perdu dans les draps, dont la dame ne s en

estoit pas appercue."

The husband tacitly drew his own con-

clusions, and ceased to treat her as his wife.

The neglected lady tried to win him back by

writing, and leaving in a position where he

would see them, these lines :

Vigna era, vigna son :

Era podata, or piu non son ;

E non so per qual cagion
Non mi poda il mio patron.

The husband saw the verses and replied :

Vigna eri, vigna sei,

Eri podata, e piu non sei ;

Per la granfa del leon

Non ti poda il tuo patron.

She sent both sets of verses to the marquis,
and he wrote in reply :

A la yigna che voi dicete

lo fui, e qui restete ;

Alzai il pamparo, guardai la vite
;

Ma non toccai, si Dio m' ajute.

The husband, on reading these, was appeased,
and "

they lived happily ever after."

I would note that Brantome gives a trans-

lation of the Italian lines, and that he

translates
" Per la granfa del leon

"
by

" Pour
1'amour de la griffe du lyon." There seems

to be here an echo of the "lion's track." I

cannot trace the word granfa, but I suspect
that it is an error (possibly a misprint) for

yrampa, one of the variants of Tampa.
JAMES H. WILLIS.

4, Cranfield Road, Brockley, S.E.

(In the Elzevir edition, Leyde, 1666, the word
granf(i appears as yraffio. Other alterations nol

wholly unimportant are made and copied in later

editions.]

PUNS. Some austere authority has some
where laid down the stern canon that the

unfailing test and touchstone of true wil

consists in its capability or otherwise o1

being translated into all languages without

evaporation of its essence
; and, consequently

that if an idea is truly humorous, it woulc
be as funny in Chinese as in English. This

principle would, of course, rule out all pun
and other jokes whose fun consists only in

verbal jingles and plays on words. Well, it

may be admitted that the highest and trues
humour the humour which consists in a

thought or a sentiment would lose nothing
by translation, and would be equally amusing
in all languages, whereas the humour of a

pun, being purely verbal, must perish if ii

were proposed to transplant it to anothei

tongue it cannot be transplanted. Never

heless, let us concede that there is often

much fun and ingenuity in these verbal

okes, and that they are a form of humour,

uhough of a humbler kind than those conceits

whose roots strike down to the subsoil of

entiment and idea.

All readers of Shakespeare must be well

aware that this was with him a favourite

form of fun I have myself counted no fewer

than thirty-nine of such pleasantries which

occur in his various plays. Many of these

are of a somewhat forced and strained cha-

racter, and would not at the present day be

thought particularly amusing.
PATRICK MAXWELL.

Bath.

THE Two FROWYKS. Scholars^acquainted
with the municipal history of mediaeval

London will readily recognize the name of

Henry de Frowyk, who, as sheriff and

alderman, played an important role in the

metropolis late in the reign of Henry III.,

and early in that of his successor Edward I.

An earlier Frowyk also Peter must have

been a man of 'some note, seeing that he

married Joan, the daughter of Radulph
Hardel, alderman.

Certain entries relating to these worthies

claim some attention. We are informed that

Henry possessed houses in Ironmongerlane
forfeited

" eo quod predictum Henricum

apostatasse dicebatur
"
(Watney's

'

St. Thomas
of Aeon,' p. 258). The Close Roll of 1254

likewise informs us that Henry, the king's

surgeon, became possessed of thirteen shops

formerly belonging to Peter de Frowyk,
" who had left the Christian faith." This is

confirmed by an entry on the Gascon Rolls

(Michel, 432a, No. 3493) which speaks of

Magister Henry,
"
cirurgien," and Peter,

"qui fidem Christianam sprevit, ut dicitur."

It will be seen from these notices that

nothing decisive is declared with regard to

the
"
apostasy," and that no allusion is made

to their having entered the fold of Judaism,

although presumably both had dealings with

Jews, and Henry lived in Milk Street, with a

Hebrew on one side, and Muriel, a Jewess,
on the other. These cases do not imply con-

version to the Jewish faith. They must be

regarded as suspected, but unproven instances

of what was called, in the jargon of the

day,
"
judaizing

"
acting as usurers after the

fashion of their Jewish neighbours. The case

is clear with regard to Peter, as we are told

(Watney, ibid.) that he lent money to Adrian

Eswy.
In an age when borrowers were plentiful,

and large demands were made for ready cash,
we must not be surprised to learn that
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sheriffs and aldermen utilized their spare
money in advancing loans, although such
action was strictly in contravention of the
canons of the Church. William fil Isabel,
the sheriff, lent the abbey of St. Edmund the
enormous sum of 1,040. ; and two other

sheriffs, Gervase and Henry, both of Corn-

hill, are cited in certain records as
"
usurers."

M. D. DAVIS.

SILVER SPIKE. From p. 8 of * Memoir of

Indian Surveys, 1875-90,' by Charles E. D.

Black, I cull the following. On 4 December,
1878, the building of the new surveying
steamer Investigator was commenced, and
the formality of driving the silver nail into

the stern took place. The ceremony was

peculiar to Bombay, is said to be of Parsee

origin, and is somewhat analogous to that
of depositing coins, &c., under foundation
stones. The nail was of silver, about seven
inches in length and three-quarters of an
inch in diameter near the head. The four
sides bore the inscriptions,

"
I. G. Surveying

Steamer Investigator." K. B. B.

"QUEM DEUS VULT PERDERE PRIUS DE-
MENTAT." (See 1

st S. i. 351, 388, 407, 421, 476 ;

ii. 317 ;
vii. 618 ; viii. 73 ;

2nd S. i. 301
;
3rd S.

xii. 44, 99, 138, 294, 383
;
4th S. xi. 243 ;

5th S.

ix. 13.) It may not be amiss to note that
in a letter dated 10 March, 1596, of which

Strype prints a translation (' Annals,' iv. 379),
Fr. Ribadaneira, S.J., quotes as "the sentence
of a great author," "Quorum Deus vult

mutare fortunam, corrumpit consilia."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers maybe addressed to them
direct.

" PAPERS." Illustrations of some uses of

this word are wanted for the * New English
Dictionary,' particularly of a ship's papers
before 1850 ; of an ambassador's, envoy's, or

traveller's papers of any date, such as
" Next

day the Spanish ambassador received his

papers"; also of the military phrase "to
send in one's papers." Quotations, with date
and exact reference to edition, &c., will be

gladly received by J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

4 JOURNAL OF A TOUR BY JUAN DE VEGA.'
The author of a work in two volumes entitled
" Journal of a Tour made by Seiior Juan de

Vega, the Spanish Minstrel of 1828-9, through

Great Britain and Ireland, a characterassumed

by an English Gentleman," published by
Messrs. Simpkin & Marshall, Stationers'

Hall Court, in 1830, is said to be Charles
Cochrane. I am unable to find any account
of this author in the

'

Dictionary of National

Biography,' or any reference to the author or
the work in Allibone. In Burke's '

Peerage
1

Charles Cochrane is mentioned in the
Dundonald pedigree as dying in 1835. Can
any contributor to *N. <fc Q.' kindly inform
me where I can find any account of this

author, or date of his death, or any informa-
tion as to his life, which seems to have been
one of some romance ? HUBERT SMITH.

[Halkett and Laing also give Charles Cochrane
as the author. ]

" HARK ! HARK ! THE DOGS DO BARK.
Can any one kindly tell me the origin and

story of this old nursery rime, and where
it is to be found 1

Hark ! Hark ! The dogs do bark,
Beggars are coming to town,
Some in rags, and some in tags,
And some in velvet gown.

A. M. LANG.

DOROTHY NUTT. Knowing a portrait of

this lady, whoever she was, I shall be much
obliged if any reader of N. <fc Q.' can give
me information about her and her husband.

J. L.

WATERLOO WON ON THE PLAYING FIELDS
OF ETON. The saying is generally attributed

to Wellington that the battle of Waterloo
was in effect won on the cricket field at Eton.

Can any one give me its exact location t

D. M R.

Philadelphia.

[MAJOR-GrENEEALTuLLOCH asked a similarquestion
at 8th S. xi. 48. A reply at p. 114 of the same volume
quoted the following note from the second edition

of Prof. W. Selwyn's
*

Waterloo, a Lay of Jubilee
'

:

"Old Etonians remember a saying of the Duke's
when present at a cricket match in the upper shoot-

ing fields,
' The battle of Waterloo was won here.' "]

NUMERALS. I should be grateful to any of

your readers who could assist me with the

name of a small treatise on numbers, quoted
to me many years ago by Dr. Wilson, the

well-known Bombay missionary and divine,

which, so far as I remember, explained the

Arabic figures something after the following
fashion. The counting commenced on the

fingers. One stood thus, I, one finger, as in

the Roman ; two thus, II (upright or lying

down) ;
then III (upright or lying down).

Four followed the Roman method, IIII, or

IV (one off five) ;
whilst five was the whole

hand, thus, V. It was explained that, in
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writing rapidly, time was lost in taking the

pen off the paper, so the twos and three
were joined. Then four was the V minu
one (i.e., one below the line). Six was V + I

or one above the line. The explanation o:

seven has escaped me
;
but eight was a

double square of four. Ten was X, or doubl(

five, or both palms, written ordinarily witl
a circle round it. The circle in combina
tion, with the centre dropped, representec
twenty, and so on. The nine, yet to be noticed
was the O with one subtracted or below
the line (like the four). It may be said thai

the solution is more ingenious than correct,

and appears to have been fitted roughly to

suit the figures. But the original explanation
is much more lucid and convincing than the
above rough note, given from memory ;

and J

should be glad to be referred to the text.

J. H. RIVETT CARNAC.
Schloss Rothberg, Vaud.

BERKSHIRE AND OXFORDSHIRE PARISH
REGISTERS. Have the registers of any or
all of the three parishes of Bray in Berk-
shire, Henley-on-Thames and Great Hazeley,
both in Oxfordshire, ever been transcribed
and printed ? A. L. C.

'ESTHER,' TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
I should be glad to know where I can obtain

the above novel. I believe it is published on
the Continent in English. MAX.

" RAGGIE." What is the meaning of this
word in the following quotation 1

1843.
" As for myself, in my scarlet raggie, brim-

stone facings, black waist-belt, and regulation sword,
in my own opinion, I looked quite the god of war,
and was fully armed for execution." Capt. Bellew
' Memoirs of a Griffin ; or, a Cadet's First Year in
India.'

EMERITUS.
GEORGE ALMAR, ACTOR AND DRAMATIST.-

When did he die ? WM. DOUGLAS
125, Helix Road, Brixton Hill.

THOMAS WILLIAM SNAGGE : OAKEN COFFINS.
Who was this gentleman, who on 3 Feb.

1870, read before the Society of Antiquaries
a most interesting paper entitled 'Some
Account of Ancient Oaken Coffins discovered
on the Lands adjoining Featherstone Castle
near Haltwhistle, Northumberland '

1 The
paper was

printed
in Archceologia. Is there

any general work on ancient oaken coffins
dealing, e.g., with that in St. John's, Chester?

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

RICHARD BETHEL Cox. Musgrave's
'Obituaries' gives: "(Mrs.) Mary, wife of
lid. Bethel Cox, near Northampton, 8 Nov.,

1790 (G.M., 1057)." Can any reader connect
her husband with the Lady Cox whose name
occurs at Bath in connexion with Whiten*eld,
the Countess of Huntingdon, and others in

and after 1739 ? She was the widow of Sir

Richard Cox (Cocks), of Dumbleton, co.

Gloucester, who died 21 October, 1726, and
was herself a Bethel(b, daughter of William

B., of Swinton, co. York (Hunter,
' Fam.

Minor. Gentt.,' sub nom., pp. 917-18). It is

practically certain that there is a connexion ;

but I find ('New Baronetage of England,'
1769) that by neither of his wives had Sir
Richard any children. We might otherwise
have conjectured R. Bethel Cox to be her
son.

I have further been watching for clues to
the identification of a "

young gentleman
"

whom John Wesley met at Bath 2 March,
1789, and who insisted on Wesley going to
his lodgings with him to "see his lady,
though she had lain in but two or three

days." His home was probably in or near

Northampton, for on 25 December following
Wesley writes with a somewhat caustic dis-

appointment :

"Thence we went to Northampton, where I

spent two evenings with great satisfaction ;

although the great man who was so affected at
Bath last year was, as I expected he would,
ashamed to see me."

I notice, of course, that Wesley says "last

year," whereas both entries I have quoted
belong to the same year ; and, further,

"
the

great man "
of the second does not well fall

in with the "
young gentleman

"
of the first.

But no "
great man

"
is mentioned by Wesley

at Bath in 1788. Wesley's indefinite references
to lapsed time are frequently very inexact ;

and although the identification is no doubt
precarious a priori, yet facts may reconcile

simply enough the varying descriptions. May
[ hazard, for refutation or confirmation, the
conjecture that the personage at Bath is the
same as the personage at Northampton, and
that both are Richard Bethel Cox 1

I do not find the date of the death of Lady
3ox. In Lady Llanover's 'Autobiog. and
3orresp. of Mrs. Delany,' vol. ii. p. 19, is an
unquestionable reference to our Lady Cox,
who was then at Bath, in December, 1738.

Perhaps, also, the Lady Cox of Bath, 23 No-
vember, 1755, and 23 October, 1760, may
without hesitation be taken as the baronet's
widow. But I should be glad of any help to

piece all these facts together, if they are
eally connected. F.

SCHOOL LIBRARY OF THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY. In the Bodleian Library there is

copy of
"
Alexandri ab Alexandro, Ivris-
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periti Neapolitan!, Genialium dierum libr

sex, varia ac recondita eruditione referti

Francofvrti, MDXCI." On the fly-leaf a
the beginning is this interesting note in thi

handwriting of the date which it contains
" R 331 Stortford Scholse in usum coemerunt
Scholares a 1665. Prseceptore M. Tho
Leigh." This shows that boys in the reign
of Charles II. would buy for the use of their

school a book of which but few of those oi

our day have read or heard. Who was Mr.
T. Leigh, their preceptor 1

E. S. DODGSON.

SLEEP AND DEATH. A friend asks me who
was the writer of

Sleep, that is Death's twin brother, and so like

That I dare never trust him without prayers.

My friend Mr. R. A. Potts, who has an
instinct for such things, pointed out the

original source of these lines in Sir Thomas
Browne's 'Religio Medici,' part ii., sect. 12,

which begins : "We term sleep a death In

fine, so like death, I dare not trust him with-
out my prayers, and an half adieu unto the

world, and take my farewell in a colloquy
with God," and is followed by some thirty
lines of verse. Can any one tell me what
modern poet rehandled Sir Thomas's words,
and turned them into the two lines quoted
above 1 F. J. FURNIVALL.

"ALL THE FLOWERS," &C. I

" WHATE JER THE
EAGER SPIRIT," &c.~I wish to ascertain the

authorship of the following :

All the flowers were in their pride
On the day that Rupert died.

Whate'er the eager spirit to itself denies
The ever-watchful hand of Providence supplies.

D. M-R.
Philadelphia.

BABIOLE, PRIVATEER. Any reference to

this vessel, which was pretty active in the

early years of the last century, will be useful.

XYLOGRAPHER.

WILLIAM UPCOTT. The literary corre-

spondence of this famous autograph col-

lector, comprising some 700 letters, apparently
passed into the possession of Dawson Turner
before Upcott's death, as it is not included in

the sale catalogues of the latter's collections.

When in 1859 Turner's 40
;
000 autograph

letters and valuable manuscripts were sold

by Messrs. Puttick, this correspondence
formed Lot No. 509, realizing IQl. It is

described as consisting of "3 vols. half-calf,

4to, 1802-45." In the same sale Lot 510,

consisting of Upcott's eight memorandum
books, realized 26s.; Lot 511, a brief list of

the "lions" in his collection, 10s.; Lot 512,

a catalogue of autographs he had obtained
or intended to comprise in his

collection,^ 6s.;

Lot 513, descriptive catalogue of his MSS. in

1831, 3s. 6d.; Lot 514, catalogue of minia-

tures, &c., 5s.

I shall be pleased to receive information

enabling me to trace the subsequent owners
and present possessors of these interesting
collections. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39. Hillmarton Road, N.

"POUR OIL ON TROUBLED WATERS." Will

you kindly give me a reference to an early
instance of the use of the expression "pour
oil on the troubled waters"? W. B. H.

[Many references to the phrase and the practice
are supplied in the Sixth Series, but the exact

wording does not occur. Neither is it to be found
in the 'N.EJD.,' s.v. 'Oil,' among the examples
quoted to illustrate the proverb

" To pour oil upon
the waters."]

'EDWIN DROOD' CONTINUED. Can you
tell me who finished 'Edwin Drood

'

after

Dickens's death, and also what is the title of

the latter portion ] C. W. H. SEWELL.
Swymbridge Vicarage, Barnstaple.

['John Jasper's Secret' was published anony-
mously. See 5th S. ii. 407, 475, 526 ; iii. 136, 177 ;

vi. 348, 418, 472.]

INSCRIPTION ON BELL IN BOSTON CHURCH.

Stukeley, the antiquary, saw in Boston
Church "the famous old Clock Bell," which
he thought equal to any in England in point
of size. There was a long inscription on it,

which he imagined to be in Saxon letters.

He neglected to take a copy, and it was soon

after broken up. Has any copy of this

inscription been preserved ? We may be

sure the lettering was not Saxon ;
but of

whatever date, it would certainly be highly

interesting. See ' Memoirs of William Stuke-

ey' (Surtees Soc.), vol. i. p. 43.

COM. LING.

JOHNSON'S PRAYER. What is the Latin

context of Dr. Johnson's prayer which com-
mences with the words " Summe Pater !

" and
of which the following is, I believe, a more
or less representative rendering ?

Father Supreme, whatever be Thy care

Touching this body(Jesu, plead the prayer),

Spare me my mind, nor count it fault in me
If that I ask which most pertains to Thee.

MORRIS BENT.
" MY NAME MAY HAVE BUOYANCY." " To

use the glowing expression of one of the

greatest orators of the day,
' My name may

lave buoyancy enough to float upon the sea

)f time" 5

(Eton Miscellany, November, 1827).

Who is the author of this
"
glowing expres-

ion"? The use of it was unconsciously
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and singularly prophetic in the case of the

borrower himself ("Bartholomew Bouverie,"
alias W. E. Gladstone). Was it Peel ? And,
if so, where can it be found ?

J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

THE UNITED STATES AND ST. MAR-
GARET'S, WESTMINSTER.

(9
th S. xii. 1, 63, 123, 164, 289.)

I BEG
%
to thank DR. BRUSHFIELD for his

remarks at the last reference, for in them
there is much food for reflection, as indeed
there always is in all that proceeds from his

pen upon the subject of Sir Walter Ralegh.
I would state that my authority for the
statement to which he takes exception, that
the inscription on the memorial is "the
ancient one from the oaken tablet of 1618,"
was found in some manuscript notes of the
late Mr. Henry Poole, who was for many
years the master mason of Westminster
Abbey, and who was during his lifetime very
frequently consulted upon matters connected
with both the Abbey and St. Margaret's
Church, about which buildings he was re-

ported to know most that was worth know-
ing ;

and his reputation in that respect stil'

lives in this locality. Into his notes I have
frequently dipped for, I hope, the edification
of the readers of

' N. & Q.' I do not know
his authority for the statement in question
as he has not recorded the source from
which it was obtained, and I must say, with
your correspondent, that upon consideration
I feel it is open to much doubt if "an in
scription or memorial, recording the deatl
and interment of that great Elizabethar
worthy, was to be found in that church unti
after the Stuart dynasty had passed away
or," as he continues, "before the commence
ment or middle of the next century." Upon
this point I do not feel sufficiently sure to
be able to give a positive opinion, especiallym the presence of so undoubted an authorit'
as DR. BRUSHFIELD, but it may, I think ,

pretty safely assumed that it would have
been deemed a somewhat hazardous pro-
ceeding for any one of the butchered worthy's
friends or partisans to have put up a
memorial of any kind in the year of his
death

; therefore the idea that Mr Poole
got somewhat and somehow astray forces
itself upon one, although it is still difficult
to torm an opinion as to how it came tobe so, for his knowledge on these matterswas more than superficial, and always ac-

epted, through a long series of years, as

rustworthy.
With regard to the

"
early Christian symbol

X#vs
" on the tablet to the memory of young

tyril Farrar, alluded to by MR. T. WILSON,
would only observe that I gave my autho-

ity at the time for the description of the

monument as a paragraph in the St. Mar-

garets Parish Magazine, then edited by the

lev. W. E. Sims, now vicar of Aigburth,

Liverpool, but at that time our senior curate,

further, the late Dean Farrar was then the

rector of the parish, and supervised all the

work connected with the memorial to his son,

and prepared the inscription. I therefore

cannot think that anything would have been
Dassed and in this I must include the

description as published which I quoted
}hat might be deemed out of order. It may
De, as MR. WILSON suggests, that at first it

stood
"
as a symbol of baptism." It is a very

interesting matter, and one worth careful

thought and consideration at the hands of

those versed in the question of Christian

symbolism ; but I think if a query had been
raised under a distinct heading of its own
it would have been better, as under the one
chosen by me for my note it would hardly be
looked for. W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.

Westminster.

ARMS OF MARRIED WOMEN (9
th S. ix. 28,

113, 195; x. 194, 256, 290, 472; xi. 114, 197,

313, 477). The extract from the State Papers
at the Record Office referring to the rules

made at a "
chapitre

" held by the College of

Arms in the fourth year of Elizabeth (1561),
as to the way in which an inheritrix, "eyther
mayde, wife, or widdow," should bear her

arms, given by MRS. STOPES at 9th S. xi. 197, is

very interesting, arid seems the only authority
yet cited bearing on my question, What is

the rule when the lady marries an ignobilis ?

But is not the rule laid down at the end
of the extract, that "if she mary one who
is noe gentleman, then she is to be clearly
exempted from the former conclusion," rather

ambiguous? What is the "former conclu-
sion

" from which she is to be exempted 1

There are, apparently, only two " former
conclusions

" come to the first as to the
manner of bearing her arms when unmarried,
the second during her widowhood. There is

no conclusion come to as to what is the proper
course during coverture ; probably because
it was unnecessary, the rule being too clear.

The " former conclusion
" can scarcely refer

to the mariner of bearing her arms when she
is unmarried. It must apply, therefore, to
the rule obtaining during widowhood, which
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contains an obligation that if she desires to
bear her arms when she is a widow she must
impale them with those of her deceased
husband. If her husband be still alive she

could, of course, only use them when impaled
with his.

But if her husband be an ignobilis, the rule
seems to me to imply that she is then relieved
from the obligation of impalement as being
impossible, and might use her own arms
by themselves. Surely different and more
unequivocal language would be used if the

exemption meant the deprivation of the use

by her of her arms at all. The exemption
from an obligation is very different from the

deprivation of a right.

Perhaps some authority from the Heralds'

College could say what is the modern prac-
tice, and if it be different from that of

bygone years.
I still want to be shown some authority

why an armigerous female should be treated

differently in this respect from an armigerous
male. J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.

Antigua, W.I.

THOMAS SIBSON, ARTIST (9
th S. xii. 249).

Sibson's 'Sketches of Expeditions from the
Pickwick Club '

were published by Sherwood,
Gilbert & Piper in 1838, and consisted of ten

etchings, with letterpress. The original price
was 2s. tfd, but a set in good condition will

now realize from 151. to 20. on account of

rarity. Sibson also designed seventy-two
etchings for

' Master Humphrey's Clock.'

F. G. KITTON.

REFERENCE WANTED (9
fcb S. x. 387 ;

xi. 138).

The following quotation in Terashima's
'Wakan Sansai Dzue,' 1721 (reprint Tokyo,
1884, vol. i. pp. 725-6), from a Chinese ency-

clopaedia, the '

San-chai-tu-hwui,' compiled
about a century earlier, is perhaps a version

of some classic tradition :

" Sha-mih-cha is a country no stranger could ever
reach. But once in ancient times a sage named
Tsu-koh-ni went there and invented letters for its

people. It lies in the western extremity of the

world, and there the sun sets. Every day at sun-

down a tremendous noise is heard like thunder-

ing, to intercept which the king uses to collect a
thousand men on the wall in order to confuse it

with their tumultuous music played upon the horns,

gongs, and drums. Otherwise children are surely
to perish terror-smitten."

KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.
Mount Nachi, Kii, Japan.

THE STATUE FROM SOHO SQUARE (9
th S. vii.

209
;

xii. 336). I can offer at least a partial

explanation of Mr. Blackwell's action in

presenting the statue to Mr. Goodall. It

happened, I believe, at the time when Soho

Square was a comparative wilderness, and,
whether from lack of response to appeals for

subscriptions I cannot say, was laid out,
either wholly or in major part, at Mr. Black-

well's expense. I should think his standing
in the parish would preclude the suggestion
that he had not first obtained sufficient

warrant for his action, which probably saved
the relic from utter destruction.

F. BEAUMONT.

THOMAS YOUNG, SECRETARY TO LORD MEL-
BOURNE (9

th S. xii. 350). I copy the following
from ' Memoirs of Lord Melbourne,' by W. M.

Torrens, M.P. :

'

Young had been recommended to the Home
Secretary by the Duke of Devonshire as a shrewd,

bandy sort of man, whom he had found as purser of

his yacht more serviceable than men of better

breeding. To his surprise and that of others, Mel-
bourne named him private secretary, and, as he

said, made use of him as a weather-gauge when
nicer instruments were off their balance. Had he
checked the habitual bluntness of the man, or

winced at his innate vulgarity, he would have been
no longer useful.

'

Through him,' he would say,
* I

am able to look down below, which for me is more

important than all I can learn from all the tine

gentlemen clerks about me.' By long sufferance

Tom Young grew too familiar not only with his

chief, but with persons who could brook it less

good-humouredly. But he was devoted, inde-

fatigable, had a keen discernment of the foibles and
oddities of his master, and, save on one occasion,

served him sagaciously and well."

F. E. R. POLLARD-URQUHART.
Castle Pollard, Westmeath.

Thomas Young, commonly known as
"
Ubiquity Young," was recommended to

Lord Melbourne by the Duke of Devonshire

"as a shrewd, handy sort of man, whom he had
found as purser of his yacht more serviceable than
men of better breeding. To his surprise and that of

others, Melbourne named him private secretary,

and, as he said, made use of him as a weather-

gauge when nicer instruments were off their balance
"

(' Memoirs of Lord Melbourne,' by W. M. Torrens,

1878, vol. i. p. 368).

See also 'Lord Melbourne's Papers,' edited

by Lloyd C. Sanders, 1890, pp. 203, 522, and
' The Greville Memoirs,' 1874, vol. iii. p. 126.

G. F. R. B.

CHRISTMAS CARD : THE FIRST (9
th S. xii.

347). In allusion to the note mentioning the

late Mr. John Callcott Horsley, R.A., as the

designer of the first Christmas card at the

suggestion of my father, Sir Henry Cole, I

may say that I have in my possession one of

these cards, coloured, and sent by Mr. Horsley
to my father, with the inscription

" Xmasse

1843," three years earlier than the first issue

of the cards and, wishing to verify the date,

I consulted my father's diaries, and found
the following entry :

"
17th November, 1843,
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Mr. Horsley came and brought design for

Christmas card." I saw it stated in a copy of

the Church Times last year that
"
the inventor

of the first Christmas card was Cuthbert
Bede," but the entry in my father's diary

surely refutes this statement.
HENRIETTA COLE.

96, Philbeach Gardens, S.W.

PRONUNCIATION (9
th S. xii. 349). Surely

nothing can be more elementary than the
fact that all the languages which have adopted
the Latin alphabet have done so in their own
way ; so that, for instance, the symbol/ which

commonly represents the sound of fin fall in

English, nevertheless represents the sound of

the English v when employed in Welsh. It

is for lack of this most simple piece of know-
ledge that Englishmen mispronounce Welsh
names in so atrocious a manner. I was not
aware that English, as seems to be implied,
is free from the reproach of being "spelt in

one way and pronounced in quite a different
one." Are we then to pronounce Leicester

and Worcester and victuals^ &c., as they are

spelt 1 Surely not.

Irish names are spelt upon Irish principles ;

and the spelling is intelligible to those who
know the history of the Irish alphabet and
the history of the phonetic changes which
have taken place in that language. The Old
Celtic pldmd, the equivalent of the Latin

palma, early lost its initial p, and is found as
lain in Old Irish, as llaw in Welsh, and as lof
in Old Cornish. But the m in the Old Irish
word is now sounded as a v ; and the fact
that the sound of the m has not been pre-
served is denoted, in the Irish alphabet, by
placing a dot above it. The symbol mh is

another way of denoting the dotted m ; hence
the spelling mh. But are we really to discuss
all the spellings after this sort?

WALTER W. SKEAT.

The spelling Leogaire is incorrect
;
at any

rate, in modern Irish it should be Laoghaire.
In Gaelic, as in English, r/h between vowels is
often silent, hence the pronunciation Leary,
parallel to our Tighe. I agree entirely with
the editorial note. If Irish pronunciation is
not consistent, we, who live in a perfect
Crystal Palace of a glass house, can scarcely
afford to throw stones. Such apparently
violent reductions as Conchobhar and Leath-
lobhar to Conor and Lalor,or MacDubhthaigh
and O'Follamhain to MacAfee and O'Fallon,
are no worse than our pronunciation of

teatherstonhaugh as Fanshaw. Of course
Gaelic orthography presents difficulties to
any one who does not know the rules. For
instance, this week I received a letter from

an Irish tradesman, with his name printed as

a heading, Muiris WCeallaigh. Probably few

Englishmen could read this off at a glance as

Maurice O'Kelly, or turn George Moore back
into Seorsa O'Mordha. The matter is com-

plicated by the fact that besides (a) a Gaelic

spelling and (6) an English spelling, many
Irish names possess (c) a local pronuncia-
tion different from either of the foregoing.
Thus we have (a) Meachair, MacCarthaigh,
O'Fearghaoil ; (b) Meagher, MacCarthy,
O'Farrell ; (c) Mar, MacCaura, O'Friel. Lord
Magheramorne, I understand, calls his name
Marramorn. JAMES PLATT, Jun.

CHARLES KEMBLE (9
th '

S. xii. 349). The
verses referred to by your correspondent will

be found in the Literary Gazette for 14 January,
1837, and form part of a song written and

composed by John Hamilton Reynolds, Tom
Hood's brother-in-law, and sung by Balfe on
the occasion of a dinner at the "Albion
Tavern" given to Charles Kemble on his

retirement from the stage (he reappeared
afterwards) by members of the Garrick Club,
Lord Francis Egerton, M.P., in the chair. It

may be worth while to recall the following
lines from the second stanza, as happily
illustrative of the actor's excellence in Cassio,

Falconbridge, Macbeth, and Mercutio :

Shall we never in Cyprus his revels retrace,
See him stroll into Anglers with indolent grace,
Or greet him in bonnet at fair Dunsinane,
Or meet him in moonlight Verona again ?

ROBERT WALTERS.
Ware Priory.

A dinner was given by the Garrick Club
at the "Albion" on 10 January, 1837, to
Mr. Charles Kemble, on his retirement from
the stage, when the song referred to by
MR. DOUGLAS was sung by Mr. Balfe. For
the words of the song, which consisted of

twenty lines, see 4th S. viii. 304, 408
;

also
with variations in the Athenaeum, 14 January,
1837. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

RICHARD NASH (9
th S. xi. 445

;
xii. 15, 116,

135, 272, 335). At p. 272 there is a question
as to whether it was a statue or a picture of
Nash which was put up in his honour in the

Pump Room at Bath. It may therefore be
well to quote the original authority on
this point. In the first edition of his

'* Life
of Richard Nash,' 1762, Goldsmith wrote
(p. 127) :

' To add to his honours, the Corporation of Bath
placed a full-length statue of him in the pump-room,
between the busts of Newton and Pope. It was
upon this occasion that the Earl of Chesterfield
wrote that severe, but witty epigram ; the last lines
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of which were so deservedly admired, and ran
thus:

The statue placed, the busts between,
Adds to the satire strength ;

Wisdom and Wit are little seen,
But Folly at full length."

In the errata at p 234 we are told :

" For
pump-room read Wiltshire's ballroom" In
the second edition of the 'Life,' published
later in the same year, Goldsmith wrote
(p. 131) :-
"To add to his honours, there was placed a full

length picture of him, in Wiltshire s-Ball-room,
between the busts of Newton and Pope. It was
upon this occasion that the Earl of Chesterfield
wrote the following severe but witty epigram :

Immortal Newton never spoke
More truth than here you '11 find ;

Nor Pope himself e'er pen'd a joke
Severer on mankind.

This picture placed these busts between,
Gives satire its full strength ;

Wisdom and Wit are little seen,
But Folly at full length.

" There is also a full length picture of Mr. Nash
in Simpson's Ball-room ; and his statue at full

length in the Pump-room, with a plan of the Bath-
Hospital in his hand."

These quotations, which I have taken first-

hand from copies of the books in my pos-
session, show that Goldsmith was not mis-
taken in his original statement that a statue
of Nash adorned the Pump Koom, but it was
not placed between the busts of Newton and
Pope. What became of the portraits in
Wiltshire's and Simpson's Ball-rooms I have
no information to show.*

It will be remembered that Mr. Edmund
Gosse, in his 'Gossip in a Library,' 1892,
p. 229, points out how far more desirable the
second edition of Goldsmith's

'

Life
'

is than
the first. The latter "has no dedication, no

| advertisement,' and very few notes, while
it actually omits many of the best stories."
Mr. Gosse therefore advises the wise biblio-

phile to eschew it and try to get the second
edition. But in my humble opinion the wise

bibliophile will try to get copies of both
editions, for though the second is fuller in
matter and corrects several of the mistakes
of the first, the latter possesses a much finer

* Mr. Austin Dobson, in his
'

Side-Walk Studies,'
1902, p. 92, quotes from Fielding's Covent-Garden
Journal: "Bath, Aug. 24th [1752]. Last Monday
a very curious Statue, in white Marble, of Richard
Nash, Esq. ; done by Mr. Prince Hoare, was erected
in the Pump-Room of this City. The Expence is

defray'd by several of the principal Inhabitants of
this Place, out of Gratitude for his well-known
prudent Management for above forty Years, with
Regard to the Regulations of the Diversions, the
Accommodations of Persons resorting hither, and
the general Good of the City."

impression of the portrait of the Beau en-

graved by Anthony Walker after the paint-
ing by William Hoare, of Bath, the plate
having become somewhat worn when the
later issue was put through the press. So
far as my own experience goes, the second
edition is more seldom to be met with than
the first. W. F. PEIDEAUX.

In 'A Guide to all the Sea Bathing and
Watering Places,' &c. (1806), it is stated that
Nash died in 1761. A quotation from Anstey's
'New Bath Guide' is given, and then fol-

lows :

"In 1790 a subscription was set on foot by the

ingenious Dr. Harrington, of Bath, to erect a
monument to his memory in the abbey church ; the
Dr. likewise contributed the subsequent classical

epitaph :

Adeste O Gives, adeste lugentes !

Hie silent leges
Ricardi Nash armig.

Nihil amplius imperantis ;

Qui diu et utilissime

Assumptus Bathonise

Elegantise arbiter.

Eheu !

Morti (ultimo designatori).
Haud indecore succubuit.

Ann. Dom. MDCCLXI. ^Etat. Suae LXXXVII.
Beatus ille qui sibi imperiosus !

If social virtues make remembrance dear,
Or manners pure on decent rule depend ;

To his remains consign one grateful tear,
Of youth the guardian, and of all the friend.

Now sleeps dominion ; here no bounty flows ;

Nor more awakes the festive scene to grace,
Beneath that hand which no discernment shews,
Untaught to honour, or distinguish place.

Under this inscription is sculptured the arm of

Death, striking his dart at a falling crown and
sceptre, with the motto

u3qua pulsat manii. Hor."

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

SKIPWITH (9
th S. xii. 229). According to the

Virginia Magazine of History and Biography\

vol. ii., October, 1894, p. 421, Sir Grey Skip-
worth, Bart., married the widow of Edmond
Kemp, a justice for Lancaster county. Her
Christian name was Ann. but her maiden
name does not appear. She, with her son
Matthew Kemp, witnessed the will

^
of

Richard Kemp (first Secretary to Virginia),
dated 8 May, 1683. Matthew Kemp, the

son, in his will of 4 May, 1715, mentions his

"father" (1 stepfather) Sir William Skip-
worth and the latter's son Grey Skipworth.
The Virginia Magazine contains much detail

concerning the Skipworth family, and may
assist your correspondent. It is singular
that Sir Henry Skipworth married Anne
(otherwise Amy) Kempe, daughter and
coheir of Sir Thomas Kempe, Knt., of
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Ollantigh, Wye. This "
Lady Anne Skip

worth "
is mentioned in the will of her mother

Dame Dorothy Kempe, dated 14 November,
1626, which also mentions Sir Henry and his

children William Skipworth and Elizabeth

Skipworth. Edmund Kemp of Virginia acted
as attorney for Sir Robert Kempe, of Finch-

ingfield, Essex, Knt., who was brother-in-
law to Sir Robert Kempe, of Gissing, Norfolk,
Bart, and Knt. ; but these two Sir Roberts
were of entirely different stock, both from
one another and from the Kemps of Wye.

FRED. HITCHIN-KEMP.
6, Beechfield Road, Catford, S.E.

On the authority of Burke in his
*

Peerage
and Baronetage,' it is stated in 5th S. i. 87
that

"Sir William Skipwith married, secondly, Alice,
daughter and heir of Sir Lionel Dyrnoke, of

Scriyelsby, in the county of Lincoln, and by her
acquired a considerable estate, and left an only
child, Henry, ancestor of the Skipwiths of Prest-
would."

Alice Skipwith died 8 November, 1554.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

"THE SOLENT" (9
th S. xii. 248). The channel

which separates the north-west coast of the
Isle of Wight from Hampshire is probably so
called from the Greek 2wAr)i/, a canal, channel,
or aqueduct, and its name may perhaps be
accounted for by the fact of the Greeks of

Marseilles, who first followed the Phoenician
voyagers, having begun to share with them
the trade in tin about 200 B.C., when the
staple was removed from the Scilly Isles to
the Isle of Wight.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
I have often seen the etymology given as

"Solvena," and the reference as 'from the
Latin name of "Mare Solvens."

JOHN A. RANDOLPH.
SWEYN : ITS PRONUNCIATION (9

th
S. xii.

329). The spelling Sweyn exhibits ey, a
Norman substitution for the Norse ei.

'

The
true Old Norse form was Sweinn, but this
was changed to Sveinn in the usual (later)MSS. In A.-S. it was written Swegen; but
the g was a mere glide (Norman ey), and the
second e was needless. The pronunciation is

exactly preserved in the modern Eng. swain
which is the same word. The most interest-
ing point is that the Norse and Norman
diphthong ei (not found in A.-S.) is one of
the very few sounds that have been preserved
unchanged for the last thousand years, and
at the same time is phonetically spelt, denot-
ing the sound of Latin e (as in Ital. vena)followed by i, which is only a slight glide

It is also preserved in French, as in F. veine,

pareil. It occurs in English in veil, feign,

rein, reins (of the body), reign, vein, &c. It is

written ey in convey, obey, purvey, survey, prey.
See Sweet's 'History of Eng. Sounds,' p. 150

;

Skeat, 'Principles of Eng. Etymology,'Second
Series, p. 112; 'Extraits de la Chanson de
Roland,' par Gaston Paris, p. 22

; Mayhew's
' Old Eng. Phonology,' 99. I beg leave to

suggest that these and similar books should
be consulted for pronunciations of English
words. Questions of pronunciation are quite
unsuitable for general discussion, as they are

frequently complex and can only be under-
stood by such as are familiar with the
elements of phonetics, the least intelligible
of all sciences to the general public.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

King Sweyn pronounced his name exactly
like the English word swain. His Scandi-
navian subjects wrote it Sveinn, but the
sound intended was the same. The Old
Norse diphthong ei or ey is pronounced as
in the English grey or gray, not as in German.
It is a pity Longfellow, in his

'

Saga of King
Olaf,' elected to use the more modern Danish
orthography Svend, which is picturesque, but
corrupt and misleading. From Sweyn is

derived an old family name in the Hebrides,
which in his

'

Life of Johnson '

(chap. xii. in
the edition of 1848, p. 364) Boswell writes

McSweyn, but which is now spelt and
pronounced McSwan. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

CHURCHWARDENS' ACCOUNTS (9
th S. xii. 269).

I do not think there is any book specially
devoted to this subject, but in many local
Notes and Queries occur from time to time
extracts from churchwardens' accounts, with
occasional meanings of the obscure words to
be found in them. At the present time, for

instance, the 'Wardens' Accounts of More-
bath '

are appearing in Devon Notes and
Queries. Somerset and Dorset Notes and Queries
often has extracts, and no doubt other
periodicals for other counties contain refer-
nces or extracts.
If Miss E. LEGA-WEEKES would give a few

instances of her difficulties, no doubt there
would be plenty of your readers ready to
assist her. E. A. FRY.
Birmingham.

Your correspondent may find some of the
following references of service :

Gardner's '

Hist. Dunwich,' 154.

Wing, Bedfordshire, Athenceum, 30 July, 1881,
p. 154.

Tavistock, Academy, 7 April, 1888, 234.
Hythe, Archcvologia Cantiana, x. 244.
East Dereham, Norfolk, Archceologia, x. 196.
Eltham, Kent, ibid., xxxiv. 51.
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Lambeth, Archceologia, vii. 251.

Leverton, Lincolnshire, ibid., xii. 333.

Louth, Lincolnshire, ibid., x. 70.

Mipchinhamptou, Gloucestershire, ibid., xxxv.
409.

Stratton, Cornwall, ibid., xlvi. 195.

Wing, Buckinghamshire, ibid., xxxvi. 219.

Wymondham, Norfolk, ibid,, xliii. 270.

Kirton-in-Lindsey, Proceedings of Society of Anti-
quaries, 14 April, 1864.

The Reports of the Historical MSS. Commis-
sion contain churchwardens' accounts at the fol-

lowing places, and, I think, elsewhere : vol. iii. 271,
329, 367 ; vol. v. 571, 593, 607 ; vol. viii. 277.
The Topographical Series of

" The Gentleman's
Magazine Library" contains many extracts from
churchwardens' accounts. The volumes are well
indexed.
The Wilts Record Society issued in 1896 the

churchwardens' accounts of St. Edmund and St.

Thomas, Saruni, extending from 1443 to 1702, under
the editorship of the Rev. James Fowle Swayne.
It is a very valuable book. The churchwardens'
accounts of Croscombe, Pilton, Yatton, Tintinhull,
Morebath, and St. Michael's, Bath, from 1349 to
1560, were edited in the year 1890 by Bishop Hob-
house for the Somerset Record Society.

Is it too much to hope that some studious
and accurate person will compile a cata-

logue of the churchwardens' accounts which
are already in print, in whole or in part?
Such a work would be most useful for those
who study local and even general history,
and it cannot be doubted that it would act
as a stimulant and lead to the production of
others which at present remain in manuscript.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

Probably your correspondent will find the
information required in

* How to Distinguish
and Study Old Documents,' by E. E. Thoyts.A second and revised edition will shortly be
published by Elliot Stock, Paternoster Row.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

JOHN SOUTH, LL.B. (9
th S. xii. 309). This

Wykehamist was instituted rector of Rother-

field Peppard, Oxfordshire, on 18 March,
1624/5. In the bishop's certificate of the
institution he is described as John South,
clerk, LL.B., and the certificate states that
he was presented to the living by Robert
Pincke, S.T.D., Warden of New

'

College,
Oxford, who had acquired the right of pre-
sentation from Sir Francis Stonor, of Stonor,
Oxfordshire, Knt. At or about the date
of his accepting the living, South vacated
his fellowship at New College, and ceased to
be Regius Professor of Greek. Besides being
rector of Rotherfield Peppard, he was vicar
of Writtle, Essex, and was buried at Writtle
when he died in August, 1672. He was pre-
sented to Writtle by New College, but at
what date I do not know.

John South, LL.B., was evidently a distinct

person from the John South who was collated

to the vicarage of St. Uny Lelant, Cornwall,
on 8 February, 1622/3, and who is described
in the bishop's certificate of the collation as a
Master of Arts. The two men are distin-

guished in Foster's
' Alumni Oxonienses,

1500-1714,' p. 1391, Nos. 20 and 21, where it

is stated that the vicar of St. Uny Lelant
was of Christ's College, Cambridge, M.A. 1622,
and incorporated at Oxford in 1624.

I imagine that John South, of Writtle, who
became scholar at Winchester College in 1643,
and also John South, of Rotherfield Peppard,
who became scholar there in 1670, were
members of the family of John South, LL.B.
Precise information on the point would be
welcome. H. C.

FLINT BUILDINGS (9
th S. xii. 328). This

subject has already engaged the attention of

correspondents of
' N. & Q.'; see 4th S. v. 446,

570; vi. 204, 291. Norwich, West Moon
Church, Hampshire, Suffolk, Isle of Wight,
and Yarmouth, with other seaside places, are

particularly referred to.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

A HISTORY OF BOOKSELLING (9
th S. xii. 267,

316). I have made inquiry of the family
of the late Mr. Triibner, but have failed in

obtaining any information as to the existence

of the MS. mentioned by MR. AXON.
WM. H. PEET.

DR. ANTHONY SCATTERGOOD'S BIBLE (9
th S.

xii. 281, 303). It may be worth while putting
on record that the late Mr. J. R. Dore con-

sidered Scattergood's Bible of 1678 to have
been at one time comparatively common.
He told me that, for some reason or other, it

seemed to have mysteriously disappeared,
and that he had been unable to meet with
a copy, though he might have easily obtained
half a dozen copies at one time had he
wanted them. I am sure of the date, as I

made at the time a memorandum of the

details he gave'
4

1678, folio, J. Hayes, Cam-
bridge, Dr. Scattergood's notes."

J. H. SLATER.

CHILDREN'S CAROLS AND LULLABIES (9
th S.

xii. 348). Perhaps
'

Nursery Rhymes, Tales,

and Jingles,' the Camden edition, compiled
Mrs. Valentine (London, Frederick Warne

& Co.), would be of use.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

WILLIAM WARE (9
th S. xii. 350). I suspect

MR. STILWELL means William Yare, of Read-

ing, who was a bellfounder between 1610 and
1619. He succeeded his father-in-law Joseph
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Cooper in the former year, and was succeeded

by Thomas Bartlett. (See 'English Bell-

founders,' by R. C. Hope, F.S.A., Arch.

Journ., vol. 1. p. 174.) He evidently cast

some of the Sussex bells.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster

VETO AT PAPAL ELECTIONS (9
th S. xii. 89,

174). In the Month for October, Fr. Thurs-
ton has an interesting paper, popularizing
the latest German erudition on this subject,
in the course of which he says :

" Since the year 1700 the exclusion has been pro-
nounced only seven times, inclusive of the case of

Cardinal Rampolla a few weeks back. In 1721
Austria used her veto against Paolucci, in 1730

Spain banned Imperial?, in 1758 Cavalchini was
excluded by France, and Gerdil in 1800 by Austria."

He then refers to the two cases mentioned
by Wiseman, and goes on :

" Thus in the course of two centuries Austria has
used her right of exclusion four times, Spain twice,
and France only once. None the less, if the extreme
measure of the formal veto has not been more fre-

auently resorted to, this has been due to the skilful

diplomacy of the accredited envoys of the various
powers.'

5

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

COMMONWEALTH ARMS IN CHURCHES (8
th S.

i. 494 ; ii. 33
;

9th S. xii. 194). In Lanteglos
Church, Cornwall, which, by the way, is fast

falling into ruins for want of attention, there
is hanging on the wall of the north aisle a
square wooden frame on which are painted
in faded colours what I take to be the
Commonwealth arms. They appear to be,
Quarterly : 1, Or (?), a rose gules stalked and
leaved (query if seeded) ; 2, Vert, a thistle or
stalked and leaved

; 3, Vert, a fleur-de-lys
or

; 4, Or (?), a harp or (?). The colours are
so faded it is somewhat difficult to say
positively what they originally were, espe-
cially the fields of the first and fourth quarters,
which are now a brownish orange. I shall
be glad to know if these are the Common-
wealth arms, as they are somewhat different
from other descriptions. E. A. FRY.

COINCIDENCES (8
th

S. viii. 124, 177, 270 334
9th S. xii. 137, 190).-Several years since I

bought an important technical serial, in
many bound volumes, at a London book
auction. It was catalogued "all faults," and
L knew that portions dealing with a special
subject had been extracted from several of
the volumes, amounting to nearly 500 pages
in all. Just about a year later, I accidentallylooked in at the same room, and there found
as part of a miscellaneous lot (and did not
tail to secure), the identical parts which had
been taken from my purchased books, as was

shown by the calligraphy of a former owner,
who, for portability, had had the missing

portions bound together in a volume which
tiad been separated from the remainder of the

work. W. B. H.

SHAKESPEARE AND LORD BURLEIGH (9
th S.

xii. 328). It is stated that Queen Elizabeth

paid a visit to the seventeenth Earl of Oxford,
son-in-law of Lord Burleigh, at Castle Hed-

ingham in 1561. Probably a record of the
visit may be found in the printed

'

Progresses
of the Queen.' I. C. GOULD.

TRANSLATION (9
th S. xi. 481

;
xii. 15, 275).

The questions concerning Coleridge's trans-

lation of Schiller's
* Wallenstein

' were settled

long since to the satisfaction of students of

Coleridge. If your correspondents will turn
to the Athenaeum, 1861, i. 797-8 ; ibid., ii.

284-5; to Brandl's 'Life of Coleridge'
(1887), pp. 257-63

;
and to Engli&che Studien,

xxxi. 182-239, they will find satisfactory
accounts of the variations between Cole-

ridge's MS. of
'

Wallenstein
' and the standard

text of the play. JOHN Louis HANEY.
Central High School, Philadelphia, U.S.

JOHN WILKES BOOTH (9
th S. xii. 25, 150, 197,

236). As the old subject of Booth's death in
1865 is now, or ought to be considered as

having been, finally settled, my first note
thereon has served its original purpose.
Remembering to have read an article relating
to the pursuit and death of Booth, and
thinking that additional data would be of

value, I addressed an inquiry to Mr. Reuben
G. Thwaites, Secretary and Superintendent
of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin,
who, from his large store of American and
general history, very courteously and promptly
responded. The quotation following is from
his letter, dated at Madison, Wisconsin,
11 September last :

" For detailed accounts of the shooting of John
Wilkes Booth, the two following articles will pro-
bably be useful to you: 'The Capture, Death,
and Burial of J. Wilkes Booth,' by R. S. Baker,
McClure's Mag., ix. 574; and 'Pursuit and Death
of John Wilkes Booth,' by Ruggles and Doherty,
Century, N.S., xvii. 443.

"Jn the Washington National Tribune for Oct. 29,

1885, is an editorial account of
' Booth's Captors,'

alleged to be based directly upon the War Depart-
ment records."

In connexion with the general discussion

brought about by your correspondents F. M.
and MR. PEACOCK, one might ask, Is it neces-

sary to turn to a tale like that of Bonthron's
carefully planned escape from the gallows,
in Scott's

*

Fair Maid of Perth,' for an instance
of privately defeated- justice in respect of a
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capital crime ? Is truth never so strange as
fiction in this particular 1

EUGENE F. McPiKE.
Chicago, U.S.

AITKEN (9
th S. xii. 129,213, 273). ME. JOHN

T. CUEEY mentions the well-known fact that
the names Will and Bill are forms of William.
This has reminded me that a play on these
two words was very common during the
times of excitement which preceded the

great Reform Act. King William IV. was
assumed to be in favour of the Bill, and jokes
bad and good were a consequence of this

opinion.
In a scrap-book, mainly made up of cuttings

from newspapers of those days, my father has

preserved some verses entitled
' The Epitaph,'

which he had taken from a paper I am unable
to identify, wherein it was stated that they
were quoted from the "Diamond Magazine
for November," a periodical I do not remem-
ber to have heard of elsewhere :

Here lies poor BILL his sand has run
He died of forty stripes and one.

Though young, he was in wisdom Grey
'Twas the Lords 1

Will, the Bishops say ;

But I suspect they slew the lad.
Just as hard Commons killed his dad.
'Tis true the Crowner sat, and sent
This verdict,

" Died of
' NON CONTENT.' "

But clear your crystals, Boys and dry
The radical moisture in your eye ;

We have a BILL whose power can save
Your dear dead darling from the grave ;

And he, despite each Tory worm,
His scatter'd ashes will reform.
The will of Bill is law, d' ye see ;

The Bill of Will-the law shall be ;

So here 's Will's Bill and here 'a Bill's will,
Bill Will and nothing but the Bill.

K. P. D. E.

ENVELOPES (9
th S. xii. 245). The magazine

writer who said, "Envelopes in those [the

pre-penny-postage] days were not invented :

letters were folded together and open at the

sides," was right. Envelopes and stamps
came into use in the year 1840, when my
father Rowland Hill's postal reform was
established. Of what use the envelopes
found among papers of George III.'s time
could be, even supposing that envelopes
and papers were of contemporary date, it is

difficult to see, though it is easy to understand

why the former bore no post-marks (i.e.,

office stamps) upon them. Under the old

system a letter enclosed in an envelope
would, as consisting of two separate pieces
of paper, have been charged double postage,

as, for example, between London and Wolver-

hampton, twenty pence for the two. The
"franks" of the classes privileged to make
all but unlimited use of the Post Office,

without contributing a farthing to its

revenue, always figured outside their letters,
but I have never seen a frank written out-
side an envelope. ELEANOE C. SMYTH.
Harborne.

With regard to COM. EBOE.'S communication
on this subject, perhaps I may be permitted
to mention that some fifty years ago, when
I was a small boy in Dublin, my father
remarked to me one day, whilst I was looking
at him sealing up a letter with the aid of red
wax and his signet ring : "I always think,

Hen, that if I lick an envelope I am really
sending offmy saliva to a friend or relation."
Of my father it may be said, in the words of
the humorous Hudibras :

He knew what 's what, and that 's as high
As metaphysic wit can fly.

'Hud.,'I. i. 149.

HENEY GEEALD HOPE.
119, Elms Eoad, Clapham.

In a letter written from Paris in April, 1802,
Robert Emmet says to Madame Gabrielle de
Fontenay, "The letters which I enclose in
this were brought by Mr. Barnes, of Dublin.
I was forced to take off the envelope to put
them in with mine" ('Life of R. Emmet,' by
D. J. O'Donohue, p. 60). FEANCESCA.

See 2nd S. iv. 170, 195, 279, 397 ;
4th S. ii.

56, 238
;
5th S. xii. 74, 238, 478, 516 ; 6th S. xi.

126 ;
8th S. i. 126, 172

;
ix. 88, 194, 318.

G. L. APPEESON.

HOUSE OF LOEDS AND QUEEN CAROLINE
(9

th S. xii. 349). Sir George Hayter's picture
will be found in the National Portrait Gal-

lery. The key -plate is annexed to the picture,
and an alphabetical index of the portraits is

given in the Catalogue. G. F. R. B.

CHAELES READE IN BOLTON Row (9
th S.

xii. 248, 332). Your correspondent who
finds a difficulty as to where he can consult

back directories may be interested to know
that the Guildhall Library possesses a

peculiarly complete collection of London
directories. EDWAED M. BOEEAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, B.C.

Reade certainly resided at one time in

Magdalen College, Oxford, for I can re-

member to have seen him in his surplice and
hood of D.C.L., in his stall on the left hand
under the organ loft, as vice-president of the

college. I cannot, however, give the exact

date, but it was in the fifties. It may be

observed that the surplice at Oxford is the

badge of a man on the foundation of a

college, and is again and again worn by lay-
men. In those days the fellows of Magdalen
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were elected from the demyships on par-
ticular counties as vacancies occurred, and
Reade's county was Oxfordshire. He gradu-
ated as third class in Lit. Hum. in 1835, and
was in addition Vinerian Fellow, a university
office. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

THE NATIONAL FLAG (9
th S. xii. 327, 372).

I am pleased to see that the Morning Post

has joined in a repudiation of a vulgar error

to which correspondents of *N. & Q.' have

often called attention :

"
It is astonishing how few people have any idea

of the meaning of flags or of the value ascribed to

them in international relations The depths of

the public ignorance on the subject were made
evident after some of our victories in South Africa,
when innumerable people displayed the Dutch flag

because, according to their ideas, it represented
the 'red, white, and blue.' In the British Navy
an order exists that national flags are not to be
used for decorative purposes, and so far is this held

to extend that it covers the employment of two

signalling flags which, without being actually the

French or Dutch tricolour, bear a colourable resem-

blance to one or other of those two flags. How
sensitive sailors are on such points was evidenced
in 1819 in the West Indies. A British frigate
4 dressed ship,' and in so doing placed below some
other flag the blue, white, and red tricolour which
had been the national flag of France during the

Republic and the Empire. A French admiral,
Rear-Admiral Duperre, was present, and he com-

plained and demanded an apology for an insult to

an ensign which had so recently been his country's
flag, and one under which he and many of his

officers had served. As soon as attention was
called to the matter the mistake was rectified and
the apology tendered without demur."

I may repeat that not only the Dutch, but
also the Russian flag of red, white, and blue,
is often ignorantly used as a British patriotic
emblem ! T. N. F.

LORENZO DA PAVIA (9
th S. xii. 349). Will

you kindly allow me to refer your corre-

spondent L. L. K. to my recent work,
'

Isabella

d'Este,' i. p. 129, (fee., for fuller particulars
regarding Lorenzo da Pavia, as well as more
exact references to the authorities on this
" master of organs," as he was called by
his contemporaries 1 Sansovino tells us
that Lorenzo made an organ for Matthias
Corvinus (Venetia, &c., 1581), but as your
correspondent rightly points out, since that
monarch died in 1490, the instrument must
have been sent to Hungary before the Pavian
master left Milan to settle at Venice. I

regret that this was not made clear in the
paragraph to which he alludes. The exact date
of Lorenzo's change of abode is not given by
Dr. Carl dell'Acqua, M. Armand Baschet, or
Prof. Braghirolli, whose pamphlet 'Lettere
inedite di Artisti del Secolo XV.' contains

many interesting particulars regarding this

fine artist, but we know that early in 1496

he was already settled in Venice.
JULIA M. ADY.

CUSHIONS ON THE ALTAR (9
th S. xii. 346).

There are twenty-one references for altar-

cushions in the index to part i. of the new
edition of

*

Hierurgia Anglicana,' Lond., 1902.

I saw them in use in the Duomo at Turin
last April. The priests came in to say low

masses, each preceded by a server in every-

day clothes, bearing the missal on a cushion
;

I do not remember whether the servers placed
the books and cushions on the altars, or

whether they handed them to the priest, but

certainly the books rested on the cushions

during the masses. J. T. F.
Durham.

I think some light might be thrown on
this custom in the following works of the
late Right Hon. A. J. B. Beresford-Hope,
M.P.: 'The English Cathedral of the Nine-
teenth Century,' with illustrations,

*

Worship
in the Church of England,'

'

Worship and
Order.' F. E. R. POLLARD-URQUHART.
Castle Pollard, Westmeath.

Surely MR. GEORGE ANGUS knows that
culcita bears the sense of

" a padded support."
Hence a "

cushion," used as a support for a

missal, is quite as admissible on the Christian
altar as the brazen or wooden "

book-rest "

which he prefers. Indeed, considering that
the ordinary "book-rest" usually is padded,
i.e., by a fringed and embroidered cloth or
cover (no doubt the survival of something
more effective in the way of padding), I
am inclined to believe that it really is a
"cushion" in the strict intention of the
term. FREDERICK WILLIAM KOLFE.

WOLFRAM VON ESCHENBACH (9
th S. xii. 288).

The best and most recent account of this

great Minnesinger is found in E. Martin's edi-

tion of his life and poetical works (' Parzival
'

and 'Titurel'), which appeared in two volumes,
especially in the second volume, containing
Martin's 'Kommentar.' H. KREBS.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Valet's Tragedy, and other Studies. By Andrew
Lang. (Longmans & Co.)

TASTES and aptitudes alike qualify Mr. Andrew
Lang for the position of a new (Edipus. Unfor-
tunately, the riddles propounded in modern times
are all otherwise difficult than that of the Ethiopian
Sphinx, and the result of the application to latter-

day mysteries of scientific methods and acute natural
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is to leave matters precisely where they were.
i the case of his opening study Mr. Lang has the

candour to own that the mystery remains much
darker than he found it. If a moral is to be drawn
from the results of his researches, it is virtually
that the conditions under which evidence reaches
us are prohibitive of serious acceptance. In the few
cases in which we have it at first hand instead of at
third or fourth, it is not the more trustworthy or
acceptable. Witness the case of the wicked Lord
Lyttelton, who, when dealing with the prediction
fulfilled, as it seems, to the letter that he should
die in three days, speaks of the communication as a
dream, and a couple of days later describes it as a
ghost. This special form of difficulty attends one at
the outset of every investigation, and is the despair
of the careful observer. We could " an we would"
dilate from personal experience upon the untrust-
worthiness of what should be conclusive testimony,
having listened to the description by a companion
of an event which both, with equal opportunities
for observation, had witnessed, and found therein
what seemed to us nothing but misrepresentation
and inaccuracy.
Under the title which gives its name to the col-

lection,
' The Valet's Tragedy,' few will be prepared

to find an account of the man with the so-called
"Iron Mask." Accepting as proven all that Mr.
Lang seems to establish concerning the hero of this

experience, we find that the story gains in incredi-

bility what it loses in romance, and it is in a mood of

obstinacy and resistance to conviction that we prefer
the inventions of Alexandre Dumas or another, to
the logic of Mr. Lang. Two consecutive chapters deal
with the "valet" himself, Eustache Dauger, and
his master, Roux de Marsilly, while a subsequent
chapter is more or less connected with it. Chap. iii.

deals with another mystery, owned to be insoluble,
that of the murder of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey,
whether the death of that magistrate were due to
suicide or to the Jesuits. All that we draw from
Mr. Lang is that in case the murder by Catholics
took place in London, and the body was subse-

quently conveyed to the ditch north of Maryle-
bone, the Savoy was a more probable scene of the
assassination than Somerset House. In the second
of two articles on Joan of Arc Mr. Lang approaches
subjects treated by the Psychical Research Society,
and holds that the intelligence received by "the
Maid "

through her voices was, in fact, presented in

the shape of hallucinations of eye and ear. It was
"
sane, wise, noble, veracious, and concerned notwith

trifles, but with great affairs." Saints and angels
did not make themselves audible and visible, but

by appearances to the senses that which was divine
in Joan made itself intelligible to her ordinary
consciousness. Other subjects with which Mr. Lang
concerns himself are ' Amy Robsart,' in which the
relations of Queen Elizabeth and the Earl of Lei-

cester are compared with those of Mary Stuart and
the Earl of Bothwell ; and

' The Queen's Marys,' in

which it is held, apropos of Mary Hamilton, that the
fine ballad is not, as Mr. Child opined, concerned
with an event in Russia in 1719, but with one in

Scotland in 1563. James de la Cloche, whose mystery
is dealt with, was the avowed son of Charles II.

'Fisher's Ghost' and 'Lord Bateman' are two
further mysteries. No mystery is the Shakespeare-
Bacon imbroglio, which comes last, but a refutation
of the utterances to which some men who should
know better have lent their names. Mr. Lang's
new volume has all the attractions of its prede-

cessors, and is in many respects an important con-
tribution to historical knowledge. Its illustrations
consist of a plan of Somerset House in 1630, the

prison in the Isle of Sainte Marguerite of the Man
in the Iron Mask, and a portrait of Sir Edmund
Berry Godfrey, which conveys the idea of a man
quite capable of suicide.

Turner on Birds. Edited, with Introduction,
Translation, Notes, and Appendix, by A. H.
Evans, M.A. (Cambridge, University Press.)

IN 1544, before he became wholly immersed in

religious controversy, the Dean of Wells, the friend
of Latimer and Ridley and the intimate associate
of Conrad Gesner, wrote during his stay at Basle,
and published in Cologne, his

' Avium Prsecipuarum
quarum apud Plinium et Aristotelem mentio est,
Brevis et Succincta Historia.' The fame of this
was eclipsed by that of his 'Herbal,' issued a
quarter of a century later, but it was recognized as
the first attempt to treat its subject by scientific

methods, and was privately reprinted in Cambridge
in 1823 for G. Thackeray, the Provost of King's.
Under the admirably competent care of Mr. A. H.
Evans, of Clare College, it has now been translated,
and published with the Latin text and the English
rendering on opposite pages. In a pious and very
hortatory address to Prince Edward, afterwards
King Edward VI., Turner states that he has com-
piled from Aristotle and Pliny and all the best
writers this libellum, and has for the prince's
pleasure (gratiam) placed the Greek, German, and
British names side by side with the Latin. His
own observations upon birds follow those of his

predecessors. For many readers the work thus
constituted has considerable attractions, and it will
be scarcely the less interesting on account of the
few errors it preserves. When we are told that the
Ardea pellet, screams while it couples and (they say)
emits blood from its eyes, the "ut aiunt" is Aris-
totle's. What Turner reports concerning the Brant
and Bernicle goose gives anEnglish or rather Hiber-
nian authority. Turner himself was indisposed
to believe the assertion of Giraldus (Cambrensis)
concerning the spontaneous generation of the bird.

An Irish theologian, however, Octayian by name,
took his oath upon the Gospel which he taught
that he had himself witnessed virtually the process
of generation, seen and handled the birds when but
rudely formed, and pledged his word that if Turner
would remain in London a month or two he would
send him some chicks. On the strength of this

rash undertaking Turner repeats an old fable. On
the aurivettes, or goldfinches, he notes that it is one
of the small birds that feed on seeds of thistles and
do not touch worms even when offered them.
Besides two species of halcyons, he has seen a third

species on the banks of streams near the seaside,
and nowhere else, which is so like the kingfisher in

voice "that if you did not see it you would swear
it was a kingfisher." This bird is found near his

native Morpeth, and is there called a water craw.
Mr. Evans identifies it with the water ouzel
or dipper (Cinchis aquaticus). The work is admir-
able in all respects, and will be welcomed by the
naturalist.

Izaak Walton and his Friends. By Stapleton
Martin, M.A. (Chapman & Hall.)

IN writing a new life of Izaak Walton Mr. Martin
has been avowedly influenced by the desire to bring
out the spiritual side of Walton's character, an
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ambition laudable, even if apparently superfluous.
This he does by considering Walton in his various

aspects of Royalist, religious man, angler, author,

&c., and following up with biographical accounts
of various of Walton's friends and associates, and
a selection of verses from Walton, Cotton, and
those of their associates who were poetically en-

dowed. Value and interest are added to the work
by numerous illustrations, which include portraits
of Walton, Cotton, Donne, Wotton, George Herbert,
Richard Hooker, and Robert Sanders, and pictures
of spots associated with Walton's life. That the

method adopted in writing the work is the best

conceivable, or is even commendable, we are not

prepared to assert, since a sense of want of sequence
and continuity is felt, and the pen seems to trip
too glibly from the events and illustrations of the

seventeenth century to those of to-day. We feel a
little shocked even when, after an apology for the

slaughter of fish which induces Byron to call

Walton, in 'Don Juan,' "the quaint old cruel cox-

comb," and declare him elsewhere " a sentimental

savage," our author falls foul of vivisection, which
he declares "so absolutely hellish that it should
cease to be tolerated, in this country at least." We
are not defending or pronouncing any opinion upon
vivisection ; we are only disputing the propriety of

an attack upon it in such season and place. Mr.
Martin writes as a rule in a spirit of fervent piety,
and credits with profound sincerity and goodness
the whole of the worthies with whom he deals. He
refers freely to pur pages, in which he has pursued
some of his preliminary inquiries, and he speaks so

highly of the innocency of fishing as a pursuit that
we cannot but recall the fact that Samuel Sebastian
Wesley, the composer, after insisting to Behnes, the

sculptor, upon the harmlessness of this occupation,
roused his antagonist to jeers by coming back with a
broken leg. When our author quotes Mr. Gosse as

saying that in Walton's time "what we now call

conscientious biography was unknown," we feel

disposed to ask, How about Roper's
'

Life of
More '

? A note at p. 223 on a poem of Cotton in
abuse of "Poet E[dnmnd] W[aller]

"
is founded on

a misconception. It is Waller's muse, and not
Waller's self, that is called an

Adulterate Hag fit for a common Stews.

Mr. Martin's book will be read with much
pleasure by those to whom Walton is a cult.
Books on fishing have a meditative charm wholly
their own, and with this the latest volume may be
credited.

The Wonderful Century. By Alfred Russel Wal-
lace. (Sonnenschein & Co.)

THIS work claims to have been so far rewritten
as to constitute virtually a new book. It is bril-

liantly illustrated, and is eminently readable.
Owing to the method adopted a sense of fragmen-
tariness is conveyed. The opening chapters on
4 Modes of Travelling,'

' The Advance of Locomo-
tion,' 'Labour-saving Machinery,' &c., throw light
on the progress that has been made, not only in the
last century, but, in some respects, since Planta-
genet times. As it proceeds the work becomes
more and more scientific, the portion devoted to
astronomy being large, and occupied in part with
matter open to dispute. In the close the book is
controversial in a high degree, being occupied with
the evils of militarism, the opposition to hypnotism
and psychical research, and

* The Remedy for Want

in the Midst of Wealth.' We are not disputing the

importance of the subjects discussed. We do not,

however, like the collocation, and should have

greatly preferred a wholly different method of

treatment.

THE frontispiece to the Burlington Magazine
consists of Gainsborough's portrait of

' Mrs. John
Taylor.' Following this come Hoppner's 'Mrs.
Jordan as Hypolita

' and '

Elizabeth, Duchess of

Rutland
'

; Raeburn's
' Mrs. Duff' and * James Har-

rower, with his Wife and Son '

; Gainsborough's
' Viscountess Folkestone

'

; Sir Joshua's ' Miss
Ridge

'

; Romney's
' Miss .Lawrence

'

; and Hoppner's
' Warren Hastings.' The illustrations, the coloured

especially, to Mr. Arthur Morrison's ' Kikuchi
Yosai ' are very remarkable. An account, with a
view, of threatened demolitions at Westminster,
will interest our readers.

' Whistler as Etcher,'
by Mr. Joseph Pennell, follows. Sporting designs
from the MS. of Gaston Phoebus and elsewhere are
of high value, both artistic and antiquarian. The
attraction and importance are well maintained.

IN Scribner's, which reached us too late for
inclusion in our customary note on periodicals,
the articles of most interest are an appreciation
of John S. Sargent, the illustrations to which
include a fine portrait of Madame Gautreau,'
serving as frontispiece, and '

Through Bret Harte's

Country.' 'Camp Life in Arctic America '

is also
to be commended.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

JONATHAN BOUGHIER ("Proverbs in the Waver-
ley Novels"). Will be inserted at an early oppor-
tunity.

A. B. We cannot answer this question of pre-
cedence.

ERRATUM. P. 368,
'

Fall of Saguntum,' five lines
from the end, for

"
J. L. C." read /. L. G.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

p "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
isher"at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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FAWKENER AND CREWE.
IN a letter to Thomas Wharton dated

22 April, 1760 (edit. Gosse, 1884, iii. 33), Gray
relates the following pleasant anecdote :

"
I could repay you with the story of my Lady F 1

',

but (I doubt) you know my sow already, especially
as you dwell near Raby. However, I'll venture:
it may happen you have not heard it. About two
months ago Mr. Creswick (the D. of Cleveland's

managing man) received an anonymous letter as

from a lady, offering him (if he would bring about
a- match between her and his lord) 3,000/. to be paid
after marriage out of the estate. If he came into

the proposal, a place was named, where he might
speak with the party. He carried the letter directly
to the old Lady Darlington, and they agreed, he
should go to the place. He did so, and found there
a man, agent for the Lady: but refusing to treat

with any but principals, after a little difficulty was
conducted to her in person, and found it was my
Lady F. (S

r
. Ev. F.'s fine young widow). What

passed between them I know not: but that very
night she was at Lady DarKs Assembly (as she had
used to be) and no notice taken. The next morning
she received a card to say, Lady D. had not expected
to see her, after what had passed : otherwise she
would have ordered her porter not to let her in.

The whole affair was immediately told to everybody.
Yet she had continued going about all public places
tete levee, and solemnly denying the whole to her

acquaintance. Since that I hear she owns it, and

says her children were unprovided for, and desires
to know which of her friends would not have done
the same? but as neither of these expedients suc-
ceed very well, she has hired a small house, and is

going into the country for the summer."
The audacious young widow who thus set

her cap at an elderly duke in a gallant
attempt to provide for her fatherless children
was Harriet, a natural daughter of General
Charles Churchill, and relict of Sir Everard
Fawkener, Knt. The object of her pursuit
was William FitzRoy, third Duke of Cleve-
land and second Duke of Southampton, who
was born 19 February, 1697/8, and was con-

sequently in his sixty-third year at the date
of this assault. He died 12 'May, 1774, and
his dukedoms expired with him. The " old

Lady Darlington" was his sister Grace, the
wife of Henry Vane, Lord Barnard, who was
created Earl of Darlington in 1754. The
Dukedom of Cleveland was revived in the
person of their grandson in 1833, and has
again become extinct.

Sir Everard Fawkener was a well-known
character in the days of George II., and is

frequently mentioned in the 'Letters of
Horace Wai pole,' who was connected with him
in a left-handed manner, his natural sister

Lady Mary Walpole having married a brother
of Lady Fawkener. Sir Everard belonged
to a merchant's family in London, and was
born in 1684. Up to his fiftieth year he
was engaged in commerce. In 1735 he was
knighted, and nominated ambassador to

Constantinople. In 1745 he was appointed
secretary to the Duke of Cumberland, and
accompanied him to Scotland when the duke
proceeded to that country in command of the

troops employed in the suppression of the
Rebellion. The Gentleman's Magazine records
that on 19 February, 1747, he married Miss
Churchill, daughter of the late General
Churchill, with 30,000/. About a month
afterwards he gave evidence at the trial of
Lord Lovat, and, as Walpole records, when the
latter was asked if he had anything to say to
Sir Everard. he replied, "No; but that he
was his humble servant, and wished him joy
of his young wife." Lady Fawkener was
born about the year 1726, and was therefore

twenty-one at the time of her marriage, but
she had entered society some years previously.
Walpole, in a letter to Sir Horace Mann dated
2 November, 1741, when she was only fifteen,
said of her that she was prettyish and
danced well. She was therefore about
thirty-four when she made her advances to
the Duke of Cleveland, and doubtless merited
Gray's description of her as a "fine young
widow." Sir Everard had been appointed
Joint Postmaster-General with the Earl of
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Leicester, 28 May, 1745, and after having i

this capacity afforded an opportunity for

joke to George Selwyn (Waipole to Georg
Montagu, 3 December, 1752), he died peaceabl
at Bath on 14 December, 1758. His widow
finding her attempts on the higher branche
of the peerage fruitless, was content tomarr
a commoner. On 3 August, 1765, she espousec
at Chelsea Thomas Pownall, who, having bee
Governor of Massachusetts, was universall

known as "Governor Pownall." She diec

6 February, 1777, aged fifty-one, and wa
buried on the north side of the Lady Chape
in Lincoln Cathedral, where her monumen
remains to this day. Her husband survivec

her twenty-eight years.

There is an excellent memoir of Sir Everarc
Fawkener in the 'Dictionary of Nationa

Biography
'

by Mr. William Prideaux Court

ney ;
but it contains one inaccuracy, whici

seems to be based on a very common mis

conception, more than one work of autho
rity having given currency to it

;
and it i

with the view of putting the matter on a
correct footing, as well as of acquiring in

formation, that I have compiled this note.

Sir Everard and Lady Fawkener had severa
children, three at least of whom survivec
them a son and two daughters. Of the
daughters the younger, Harriet, married or

30 June, 1764, the Hon. Edward Bouverie
second son of Jacob, first Viscount Folkestone
and M.P. successively for New Sarum and for

Southampton. After his death, 3 September
1810, his widow married Lord Robert Spencer,
who died without issue in 1831. The elder

daughter married a Mr. Crewe, and the
identification of this gentleman witli the first

Lord Crewe constitutes Mr. Courtney's mis-
take. Other writers have fallen into the
same error, among whom I may cite the
editors of

'

George Selwyn : his Letters and
his Life,' 1899, p. 138 note.

These mistakes are to some extent ex-
cusable, as three gentlemen of the name of
John Crewe were living at the same time,
all of whom married within a few years of
each other, and some confusion between them
has not unnaturally resulted. Of the three
two are well known, while the identity of the
third is a matter of doubt. I will take them
in order.

I. John Crewe was the eldest son of John
Crewe, of Madeley and Crewe, by his wife,
Elizabeth Shuttleworth. He was born on
27 September, 1742, and on the death of his

father, 18 September, 1752, succeeded to the
large estates in Staffordshire and Cheshire,
then estimated at 15,000/. per annum. On
4 April, 1766, he married at St. George's,

Hanover Square, Frances Anne, daughter of

Fulke Greville, of Wilbury, co. Wilts, and
his wife, Frances Macartney ('Registers of

St. George's,' Harleian Soc. Pub., i. 153). In
connexion with the date of this marriage
another common error may be pointed out.
The ceremony is stated in the memoir of
the first Lord Crewe in the '

Dictionary of
National Biography,' as well as in many
Peerages, to have taken place in 1776.* Even
in the carefully edited.

*

Life and Letters of

Lady Sarah Lennox' this error occurs in a
note, i. 145, although the date is clearly
shown to be wrong by the text (see i. 188).
The true date may be proved not only by the
Registers of St. George's, but, as the late ME.
EDWARD SOLLY pointed out in * N. & Q.,'
6th S. x. 502, by the record of the marriage in
the Royal Magazine for April, 1766, p. 223,
and in the London Magazine for the same
month, p. 214. John Crewe w&s created
a baron on 25 February, 1806. Of his
beautiful wife the toast of the Whigs, and
the Amoret of Charles James Fox's famous
poem it is unnecessary to say anything here.
She died 23 December, 1818, and her husband
survived her for over ten years, dying at the
age of eighty-six on 28 April, 1829.

II. John Crewe, of Bolesworth Castle,
Cheshire, was the eldest son of the Rev.
Joseph Crewe, D.D., rector of Barthomley
and Astbury, Cheshire, and a first cousin of
John Crewe I. He was born in 1740, and,
according to the (jentlemaris Magazine, mar-
ried 3 Nov., 1763, Miss Hyett, of the Birches,
Shropshire, with a fortune of 25,000^. This
young lady was the daughter and sole heiress
of John Hyett, Esq., who, besides his Shrop-
shire property, owned the manor of Cobhams,
n West Ham, co. Essex, which subsequently
Mr. and Mrs. Crewe sold to Mr. Allen, a
calico printer (Lysons's 'Environs,' vol. i.

)art ii. p. 731). Mr. Crewe's only daughter,
Elizabeth Anne (bora 2 Oct., 1764), married
29 June, 1784, at St. George's, Hanover Square
George Evelyn Boscawen, third Viscount
Falmouth, born 6 May, 1758, died 8 Feb., 1808,
and ancestor of the present peer. Lady Fal-
nouth died 10 Aug., 1793.
III. John Crewe is mentioned by Walpole

n a letter to the Earl of Hertford dated 27
May, 1764. He writes :

"
Lady Falkener's [sic]

aughter is to be married to a young rich
Ir. Crewe, a Macarone, and of our Loo."
'he marriage seems to have already taken
}Jace, as the Gentleman'* Magazine records it
nder 17 May, 1764. But 'the identity of

* This mistake has unfortunately been repeated
i the account of Lady Crewe in the ' Index and
pitome of the '

Dictionary.'
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this Macaroni has not been established. Like
"Handsome Tracy

"
(8

th S. x. 195), he is one
of those shadowy figures that flit through
the pages of Wai pole, leaving no trace behind
them. Perhaps one of the correspondents of
' N. & Q.' may be more fortunate than I have
been in identifying this individual. It is

desirable that he should not be confused with

either of his namesakes.
This inquiry is of interest and value if it

clears the ground of stumbling-blocks in the

paths of the unwary. The account of Lady
Crewe in the 'Diet. Nat. Biog.' not only

wrongly dates her marriage, but states that

she figures in a picture by Reynolds along with

Mrs. Bouverel (sic). There is no doubt that

the Mrs. Crewe in this painting is often

identified with the daughter of Fulke Gre-

ville. This, however, is a mistake, the two
ladies who are represented in the picture

being the two daughters of Sir Everard
Fawkener, Mrs. Crewe and her sister, the

Hon. Mrs. Bouverie. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

BEN JONSON, GABRIEL HARVEY,
AND NASHE.

(See 9th S. xi. 201, 281, 343, 501 ; xii. 161, 263, 342.)

I HAVE made a list of some of the affected

terms used by Amorphus in the first act of
*

Cynthia's Revels' which belong to Gabriel

Harvey. It is not necessary to quote the

passages or rather space forbids and any
one desirous of doing so can verify them.

I take them in the order they occur in

Amorphus's speeches, giving reference by
volume and page toHarvey : "preposterously"

("preposterous," i. 179), "rhinoceros" (ft. 302),

"ambrosiac" ("ambrosiall," ii. 366, 340),
" subtle

"
(i. 263, 285 ;

ii. 180, &c.),

"illiterate" (iii. 30), "Helicon" (i. 198;
ii. 46, 218, 238, &c.),

"
mellifluous

"
(ii. 254),

,-. *-;,-. HOT-XT" (\\ f&\ " a 11 f.Vipn f-.i r^a.l 1 v " f'aiithftn-

duction"
'

(i- 62), "similitude" (i. 46, 283),
" encomiastic speech

"
(" encoroiasticall ora-

tion," ii. 110), "enamoured" (ii. 8, &c.), "fan-

tastic
"

(" phantasticall
"

or
"
fantasticall,"

i. 65; ii. 53, &c., the former commoner),

"hieroglyphic" (ii. 57, 310), "intendment"

(i. 264
;

ii. 169, 170, &c.),
"
paradox

"
(i. 48,

105, 273 ;
ii. 36, 261, &c.),

" methodical
"

(ii. 312). The last two belong to Act II.

After this the language of Amorphus (though

recalling that of Juniper in several places

from
' The Case is Altered ') does not remind

me particularly of Harvey. Nevertheless it

certainly is levelled distinctly in several

places at some person or some person's
writings, which have yet to be discovered.

If Juniper be admitted to be sketched in
ridicule of the absurdity of pedantry and the
affectation which were so offensive in Gabriel

Harvey, do the other characters bear any
interpretation or personal reference? We
will notice Valentine first. Valentine is a

foreshadowing of Asper in
*

Every Man out
of his Humour,' a good-humoured and sketchy
sort of prototype ; that is to say, Valentine,
who never says or does anything injudicious

foolish, stands, as Asper does, for Jonson
bimself. It is Valentine who immediately
pounces upon Juniper (I. i.) for his extra-

ordinary language (" O how pitifully are
these words forced I as though they were
pumped out on 'a belly ") in terms reminding
us of the later disgorgements of Crispinus
in 'Poetaster.' Valentine is again and again
the critic, the Crites of Cynthia's Revels.
In II. iv. he says,

" How dost thou bastinado
the poor cudgel with terms I

"
This attitude

places Valentine in the proper position for

Jonson himself. But it is in this latter

scene (II. iv.) that I find Jonson uses
Valentine as his mouthpiece. He gives us
a disquisition here upon tragedy and comedy,
plays and theatres, quite in the style and
language which he adopts as that of his own
dictatorial self in his later plays. It is strange
that the commentators have not observed
this

"
preliminary canter

"
of the later censor.

Valentine says (532a) of the
"
grounded capa-

cities
"

of the auditory that they
"
sit dis-

persed, making faces and spitting, wagging
their upright ears, and cry filthy ! filthy !

using their wryed countenance instead of a
vice, to turn the good aspects of all that
shall sit near them." Asper says ('Every
Man Out,' Induction) :

Sit

Taking men's lines with a tobacco face,
In snuff', still spitting, using his wry'd looks
In nature of a vice, to wrest and turn
The good aspect of those that shall sit near him.

Indeed, most of what Valentine says is the
text of the later sermons of Asper on the

subject.
The sweet-scented, perfumed style that

Harvey affects is characterized in the
name of Juniper, the most prevalent and
favourite stench- killer of this time, whether
as litter, or in the bough-pot, or in the

fireplace. Against this is set the strongest-
smelling of herbs, the Onion, a character who
in some respects is perhaps a jocular repre-
sentation of Nashe, whose language was as
coarse (and often deliberately and purposely
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so) as language could be made. The re-

fined Harvey constantly attacks Nashe for

obscenity, to which charge some of his

writings indisputably laid him open. This is

only, however, a sidelong view to show the

suitability of the name, which is, I apprehend,
applicable to Nashe for other reasons, of

more pointed and personal nature. The
reference in the name of Onion is to Nashe's
tears. It may have become a personal joke.
At any rate, it seems a probable one from the

following considerations. Harvey refers con-

stantly to Nashe's 4 Funeral! Tears of Mary
Magdalene,' and his

"
patheticall veine

" and
his

"
compassionatest Tears," as in 'A Newe

Letter' (p. 273). And he refers mockingly
again to Nashe's * Teares of Christ

'

(ibid.

p. 291). But specially note Harvey's words,
"I pray God the promised Teares of Repent-
ance, prove not the Teares of the Onion upon
the Theater '"'

(ibid. p. 288). These words are
addressed to Nashe. To the dramatists, who
were also actors,

"
tears

" and "
onion

"
were

synonymous terms.

To rain a shower of commanded tears
An onion will do well.

Shakespeare's
'

Taming of a Shrew.'

Compare further Nashe's "floudsof teares,"
and his crying and weeping sonnets in the
Introduction to

'

Pierce Pennilesse
'

(edited
Collier, p. xxi). And Nashe, the Onion,
makes Valentine weep: "I have done but
the part of an onion''

3

(520a). There is a
distinct allusion, which I cannot explain, in
Valentine's

'

Mesopotamia
"
remarks (549a).

Dekker, in his
* Gentle Craft' (Pearson, i. 30),

uses the expression "You mad Mesopota-
mians."

I will now, however, at last "let loose my
opinion/' In the cudgel scene in 'The Case
is Altered

'

(II. iv.) Martino is introduced
for the purpose of having a bout with the
cudgels with Onion. He has no other busi-
ness in the play. He breaks Onion's head
and exit. Martino is Martin Marprelate.
Juniper is asked to play with Martin, but
declines. He plays the part of umpire or
sponge - holder : "By your favour, sweet
bullies, give them room.' Compare Gabriel
Harvey (Juniper): "Though the case be
altered, and I now none of the hastiest to
aspire for those bucklers" ('Foure Letters,'
1592, i. 185-6). Juniper's words at the end
of this scene are : "Martino,do not insinuate
upon your good fortune, but play an honest
part and bear away the bucklers/' Jonson
took his title perhaps from this passage,
which is almost, if not quite, the earliest
literary use of the proverb. The earliest use
I find of "bear away the bucklers" is in

Nashe's 'Epistle' prefixed to Greene's 'Mena-

phon,' 1587.

Martin breaks Onion's head. Nashe's first

appearance as an author was in 1589 (except-

ing the interpolated "epistle" mentioned

above; and other pieces of the same date as

the one I refer to
' A Countercuff to Martin

Junior,' 1589. Lyly and he were the earliest

outsiders to wage war against the Martinists.

Evidently Jonson thinks Martin Marprelate
got the better of Nashe, but it is generally
conceded that the reverse was the case, and
that Nashe was, as Taylor, the Water Poet,
calls him later,

" the old Martin-queller." I

see no sort of sense at all in this scene, save
as a mocking topical allusion to the Mar-

prelatists. Jonson never wrote a scene, at

least in his earlier career, without an object.
One of the most entertaining portions of

Harvey's attacks upon Nashe in
'

Pierce's

Supererogation' will be found at pp. 247-9

(vol. ii.)- A Nashe is an ass. On this text
he rings the changes, a somewhat silly and
thin jest, but out of it he spins a deal of

ingenious and savage raillery, bringing out

copious classical erudition. Elsewhere Nashe
is "the very inventor of Asses" (ii. 120),
" the olde Asse, the great A, and the est

Amen "
(ii. 120),

" a very Asse in presenti
"

(ii.

210; applies to Lyly?); and so on. But in
the passage first referred to he sets to work
to identify Nashe with every known ass

Balaam's, Lucian's,/Esop's, Silenus's, Cumane,
Apuleius's, Priapus's, Rabbinis, Agrippa's.
Achitophel's, &c.

;
and a most entertaining

assault it is. Nashe resented this identifica-

tion with "
that famous creature

"
exceed-

ingly. It made him boil over, and no doubt
it was a source of much amusement and chaft

amongst his companions. I detect an allu-

sion to all this in Valentine's words (519b),"
Master Onion with a murrain ! Come,

come
; put off this lion's hide, your ears have

discovered you. Why, Peter ! do I not know
you, Peter?" Nashe, the Onion, is the ass

disguised in the lion's hide, ^Esop's ass.

Nashe had already made use of this ex-

pression proverbially (the first example I
have noted) in his

' Foure Letters Confuted
'

(Grosart, ii. 226) in the same year (1593).
Other traces of Nashe may be found in

Onion. Onion says,
"
I confess Cupid's

carouse, he plays super megulum [? sic] with
my liquor of life" (540b). This expression
for emptying the glass (tapping the inverted

edge "on the thumbnail") is a favourite
with Nashe, by whom it appears to have
been introduced as a proverb. He has it in
'

Pierce Penniless
'

(1592), in
' Summer's Last

Will' (Hazlitt's 'Dodsley,' viii. 58, circa 1592),
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and later in his 'Lenten Stuffe.' Onion's
use is the next reference I have after Nashe.
Onion says (540b),

" Fellow Juniper, no
more of thy songs and sonnets." This was
the title of Surrey's 'Poems,' 1557. But
Nashe appears to have first brought the
term into vulgar, slangy use, and later it is

abundantly common amongst the dramatists

Dekker, Jonson, Fletcher, Shakespeare, &c.
Nashe's words are: "Our babling Ballets

and our newfound Songs,and Sonnets, which

every rednose fiddler hath at his fingers'
ends" ('Anatomie of Absurdities,' 1589;
Grosart, i. 34).

Onion's affected language,
" O sweet soul,

how she tripped, O delicate trip and go !

"

(542a) may refer to Nashe. He laughs at

this favourite dancing tune in his introduc-
tion to Sidney's

'

Astrophel and Stella,' 1591,
and uses it directly in an assault upon
Harvey in his

' Foure Letters Confuted
'

(Grosart, ii. 204).
Other references to Nashe may occur. I

have not studied his writings sufficiently

exhaustively, since the present parallels
occurred to me. H. C. HAKT.

PENKILL CASTLE. In the memoir of

William Bell Scott in the 'D.N.B.' Penkill
Castle is said to be in Perthshire, but it is

near Girvan, in Ayrshire. It is the ancient
seat of a branch of the famous Scottish

family of Boyd, which was descended on the
mother's side from James II. of Scotland.
The last representative of the line, Miss Alice

Boyd, who died in 1897, was the friend of

some of the most notable people of her day.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Scott were frequent guests
at Penkill Castle, and he died there. Dante
Rossetti was one of several visitors at the
old Ayrshire "peel" when he resolved to

exhume the poems that he had buried with
his wife ; and it \vas by the side of the

neighbouring rivulet that he conceived and
elaborated his haunting lyric 'The Stream's
Secret.' This title Bell Scott had previously
used for one of his sonnets in the series which
he named 'The Old Scotch House,' as a
tribute to Penkill Castle. Distinguished
members of the Boyd family are the soldier

Mark Alexander Boyd, who printed Latin
and Greek poems at Antwerp in 1592;
Robert Boyd, Principal of Glasgow Univer-

sity, 1615-21
;
and the ingenious and dis-

cursive poet the Rev. Zachary Boyd, author
of

'

Zion's Flowers,' who sharply rebuked
Cromwell to his face in a sermon preached
in Glasgow High Church in 1650. It is note-

worthy that the last of some great ash trees

at Peri kill perished in Miss Boyd's time, and

thus seemed to give the first stage in the ful-

filment of a family prophecy, the second and
final stage being reached when Miss Boyd
herself passed away. The legend runs

thus :

When the last leaf draps frae the auld ash tree

The Penkill Boyds maun cease to be.

THOMAS BAYNE.

PONTIUS PILATE : THEODORUS. Passing

through Forcheim a few weeks ago in the

train, I was reminded of the curious tradition

that connects the Bavarian town with the

Roman governor who delivered Jesus to

the executioners. A man might read both

Baedeker and the Gospels without finding out

that Forcheim was the birthplace of Pontius

Pilate. Yet there is a mediaeval Latin rime

which gives this information :

Forchemii natus eat Pontius ille Pilatus,

Teutonics gentis, crucitixor Omnipotentis.

(Pilate at Forcheim born, of German blood,

Hang'd the Almighty on a cross of wood.)

A part of Forcheim's forest is still called

the Pilatuswald, and the fields in the vicinity

"Der Pilatus." The memory of Pilate has

become associated with other localities in

Germany, Switzerland, and France. (See a

popular account of these legends by Lorenz

Krapp, 'Pontius Pilatus in Geschichte und

Sage,' in
' Deutsche Hausschatz,' xxix. Jahrg.,

S. 75 u. 86. He cites as his authorities Vora-

gine, and Kelle u. Goedeke, 'Grundriss,'

Bd. i. ii. iii. ff.).

In B. H. Cowper's 'Syriac Miscellanies

(London, 1861, p. 61) there is an extract

from a MS. in the British Museum giving

part of an alleged letter from Theodorus and

Pilate's reply respecting Jesus. Is anything
more known of this apocryph 1

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

" BETHLUISNION
"

: ITS ETYMOLOGY. In a

paper on '

Ogham-Runes and El-Mushajjar,'
read before the Royal Society of Literature,

22 January, 1879, by Richard F. Burton, the

name for the Ogham characters, Bethluismon,

is explained as incorporating names of trees

that are not Irish terras.

The second syllable luis a quicken or

mountain-ash, and the terminal syllable nin

or nion= &n ash, are said to be foreign words,

and at the same time the names for the letters

I and n in Ogham. Nin also had another

meaning that of any letter of the alphabet

indifferently, a kind of general term for

any letter, apparently. Burton inclined to

the opinion that Bethluisnion simply stood

for b I letters, and clicl not favour the sug-

gestion that it stood for t>, I, n, the first,
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second, and fifth letters of the Ogham
alphabet.
Now the first five letters of Ogham are h

I, /, s, n, and it seems to me that Bethluisnior
stands for all five, and is a modified form o1

the five names of these letters. In its con
tracted trisyllabic form it yet shows elements
of the five : beth= b, 1=1, u=v=f, is=s, nion=
n. The capacity for interchange between
/ and v and between v and u is well known,
and with / softening down to u we might
expect the loss of a vowel in front of the
second letter I. This etymology of fie.th-

luisnion may have been advanced before : if

so, well and good ; if not, it may perchance
be serviceable. J. H. ROWE, M.B.

THE ALPINE CLUB : ITS FOUNDERS. On
the occasion of the lamented death of Mr.
B. St. John Attwood-Mathews, of Pontrilas
Court, Herefordshire, it is most opportune
to place on record the names of the original
founders of the famous Alpine Club, which
was established on November, 1857. It
was first seriously considered at a dinner-
party at the house of the late Mr. Attwood-
Mathews's father, the Leasowes, Hereford, at
which were present Mr. William Mathews

;

his son Mr. B. St. John Attwood-Mathews
;

Mr. William Mathews, jun., cousin ; Mr.
Kennedy, who was afterwards the first pre-
sident of the Club; and Mr. Charles E.
Mathews, the second president, and the
present Clerk of the Peace for Warwick-
shire. All present at the dinner - party
were enthusiastic Alpine climbers, and had
made several difficult ascents. The idea of an
Alpine Club was fully discussed, and lists
made of gentlemen likely to join it, chiefly
Cambridge men. The next day Mr. Attwood-
Mathews and his cousin Mr. William Mathews,
jun., started off for London and at once
founded the Club, which is now one of the
most popular in Europe. To the various
members of the Mathews family belongs un-
questionably the honour of first putting
forward the idea of the Alpine Club.

It is also interesting to know that a cousin
of the late Mr. Attwood-Mathews, Mr. Harold
Freeman, is president of the Davos Toboggan
Club, and has just made a visit to Davos and
carefully examined the road of the proposednew toboggan run, with a fall of about 1,200
feet, from Laret station to Klosters.

JOHN ROBINSON.
Delaval House, Sunderland.

" NUMBER ELEVEN." That is, to me, a new
name for the friend in need that Frenchmen
call a ''Robinson." Number Eleven ! Why
it is only by favour and connivance that a

person can manage to make it shelter two.
It has been suggested to me that there is a

rough phonic resemblance between "number
eleven" and "umbrella." I think there is,

perhaps, just a little more than between
"Little Mary" and "Oh dear I must say
it 'Stomach.'" ST. SWITHIN.

THE FISH A SYMBOL OF CHRIST. (See ante,

pp. 63, 290, 390.) It would appear that

your correspondent MR. HARLAND-OXLEY is

correct in his note on p. 63, and that the
earliest use of the fish as a Christian symbol
was of Christ, and secondarily of baptism.
For authorities references may be made to
Miss Twining's 'Christian Symbols and
Emblems,' p. 33 (plate 13) and p. 141 (plate
65); Tyrwhitt's 'Art Teaching of the Primi-
tive Church,' p. 330 ;

Lord Lindsay's
'

History
of Christian Art ;

(second edition, 1885), p. 8
;

and Lundy's
' Monumental Christianity

'

(New York, 1876), where on p. 130 is a
valuable chapter on ' Christ as the Fish and
the Fisherman.' See also With row's ' Cata-
combs of Rome '

(p. 252). In Maitland's
' Church in the Catacombs '

(second edition,
1847) is this note as to the fish having been
secondarily a symbol of baptism (p. 213) :

"The Greek for fish contained the initials of
Jesus Christ, Son of God, the Saviour. Moreover,
the phonetic sign of this word, the actual fish, was
not intelligible to the uninitiated, an important
point with those who were surrounded by foes
ready to ridicule and blaspheme whatever signs
of Christianity they could detect. Nor did the
appropriateness of the symbol stop here. The fish,
rertullian thought, was a fit emblem of Him whose
children are born of water in baptism."

F. M. J.

TACAMAIIACA.": ITS ORIGIN. This is the
ame of a resin used for incense and to make
Blasters. Our dictionaries have failed to
trace its origin. The '

Encyclopedic
'

calls it

'native name." The 'Century' guesses it

o be "South American," a very unfortunate
guess. To get at the facts we must go back
^ee centuries. Monardes, the first physician
;o write upon the medicines of the New
World, in the Latin version of his book,
published 1579, describes it as "ex Nova
-lispania ......ab Indis tacamahaca vocatum."
Phis is confirmed, and fuller details given, by
3r. F. Hernandez, the naturalist sent byD
hilip II. to Mexico to study its plants,

animals, and minerals. In "his 'Cuatro.

de la Naturaleza,' 1615, p. 16, in a
hapter headed ' De la Planta que produze la
Joma que llamamos Thecornahaca,' he tells

us that this was a Spanish corruption from
he Aztec name tecomahiyac. These refer-
ences should interest the editors of the
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'N.E.D.' A synonym of tacamahaca is

tamami, which the '

Century
'

calls
" East

Indian." It is really Tahitian, and is duly
recorded in Jaussen's Tahitian dictionary
1898. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

SURVIVORS OF QUEEN VICTORIA'S SECOND
PARLIAMENT (1841-7). At 8th S. x. 294, 326,
386, were given the names of the surviving
members of Queen Victoria's first Parliament,
elected in 1837, all of whom, I believe, have
now passed away. A note as to the sur-
vivors of her late Majesty's second Parlia-

ment, chosen in 1841, is suggested in the

following remarks of the London corre-

spondent of the Birmingham Daily Post,
published on 22 October, in regard to the
then pending by-elections for Warwick and
Leamington :

" One politician in town who is much interested
in the result is, I believe, Mr. George Repton, who
sat for many years for the old borough of Warwick
in the Conservative interest, and who, despite his

eighty-five years, is hale and well. Mr. Repton is,

indeed, a very striking link with our political past,
for, grandson of Lord Chancellor Eldon, he first

entered Parliament for St. Albans as a follower of
Sir Robert Peel at the general election of the
summer of 1841, which placed the Tories in power
for the first time after the great Reform Act. He
sat for St. Albans for eleven years, and was then
returned for Warwick, which he represented until

1885, with the one exception of the Parliament of

1868-74, when he did not offer himself. This is a
record of political service not, I believe, to be
excelled, as far as early membership of the House
of Commons is concerned, by any now living, for it

beats by a single day even that of the venerable
Duke of Rutland, who, as Lord John Manners, was
returned for Newark as a colleague of Mr. Gladstone
on June 30, 1841, while Mr. Repton's return for
St. Albans is officially dated June 29.

:3

POLITICIAN.

EUONYMUS. In Syme's 'English Botany,'
vol. ii. p. 224, we read of this shrub :

' ; The
name is supposed to come from evs (eus\ good,
and ovojjLa (onoma), a name well named

;

though why such an appellation should be

thought satisfactory we cannot tell."

The Greek grammar involved in the first

sentence is decidedly
"
peculiar," etfs being a

masculine adjective which became obsolete,
and its neuter tv usually used adverbially,
whilst ovopa is a neuter substantive ;

but
what is meant is better expressed in Paxton's
*

Botanical Dictionary,' thus: "From eu, well,
and onoma, a name

; well named." But even
so there appears justification for the second
sentence in Syme, for how "well -named"
can by itself be a name for anything seems
difficult to understand.
We will now turn to the 'Encyclopaedic

Dictionary,' where we read: "Euonymus

[Lat. Euonyme, Gr. Evvo^ia (Eunomia), the
mother of the Furies, in allusion to the

poisonous character of the berries]."
The writer here appears to have fallen into

some confusion with another plant really
called Eunomia, of the order Brassicacese, the
second part of which is not from 6'i/o/xa, but
from vo/xos, in allusion to the symmetrical
arrangement of the leaves. But Eunomia
was one of the horoe, and not the mother of
the Erinyes or Furies. Nevertheless, the
last part of the etymology is correct, though
a casual reader would fail to see in what way.
The true origin of the name is explained
in Rees's

'

Cyclopaedia,' where we find,

"Euonymm, evuvvpov of Theophrastus, so
called by antiphrasis from evomyzos, having a

good name, because the plant was infamous
for its strong foetid smell, and its poisonous
quality to cattle." In fact, the name arose
from a desire to avoid a word of ill omen, as
the Furies were called Eumenides, and the
Black Sea the Euxine, Eufeivos (hospitable),
instead of "Afcivos, inhospitable. The place
referred to in Theophrastus is in the

*

History
of Plants,' lib. iii. cap. xviii. 13, where we
read TO S' evwvvtJiov KaXovuLtvov SeySpov d>vera.i.

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

[The
'

N.E.D.' confirms Rees's view.]

THE GIPSY QUEEN, MARGARET FINCH.
The Daily Chronicle, in giving an account
of the Primate's visit to Beckenham parish
church on Saturday last to dedicate some
additions, reminds its readers that in the

churchyard is the grave of Margaret Finch,
.who, in the eighteenth century, was one of

that colony of gipsies at Norwood, the

memory of which is still preserved in the
name of Gipsy Hill. The famous Gipsy
Queen died in 1740 at the reputed age of 109.

In the burial-ground there are the graves of

several other centenarians, and it possesses
one of the few ancient lichgates still left in

England. UNION

MADAME HUMBERT AND THE CRAWFORDS.
The French are notoriously unfortunate in

their selection of English names in works of

fiction, and it is a little remarkable that the
Humberts should have chosen names for the.

visionary owners of the visionary millions
which are possible. Crawford was the name
of an Englishman who assisted Louis XVI.
in his attempted escape from Paris, and it is

not unlikely that Madame Humbert may
have come across the name in some history
of the French Revolution. Michelet says :

"Fersen the driver, who was conducting so

precious a burden in his coach, being hardly better
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acquainted with Paris than the bodyguards, wen
as far as the faubourg Saint - Honore, in order
make for the barriere de Clichy, where the carriag
was waiting at the house of an Englishman, M
Crawford." -- 'French Revolution,' translated b
C. Cocks, p. 595.

JOHN HEBB.

WE must request correspondents desiring info
matioii on family matters of only private interes
to affix their names and addresses to their querie
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

NEAPOLITAN MARVELS. I was lately per
mitted to see at work the automatic sculpto
invented by Signer Bontempi, of Naples, anc
introduced into this country by Sir A. Cona
Doyle. This machine was constructed a

Naples by two young Englishmen, Messrs
Henry and Alfred Pattison, engineers anc

torpedo-boat builders, who not only carriec
out Signer Bontempi's original idea, but sug
gested and added several valuable improve
ments. This marvellous machine is now
therefore, a result of the inventive geniu
of an Italian, perfected and put into practica
working shape by English brains.
Nor is it the only mechanical marve

which has owned Naples for its birthplace
In the 'Life of Robert Houdin,' written by
himself, translated by Lascelles Wraxall, and
published by Chapman & Hall about 1859
occurs the following passage :

"(iervais, Chancellor to the Emperor Otho III.
in the book entitled '

Ottia Imperatoris,' informs us
that the sage Virgilius, Bishop of Naples, made a
brass fly, which he placed on one of the city gates,
and this mechanical fly, trained like a shepherd's
nog, prevented any other fly entering Naples, so
much so that during eight years the meat exposed
lor sale in the market was never once tainted."

Can any fellow-contributor supply further
information respecting

"
the sage Virgilius,

Bishop of Naples"? Is it not probable
that the word "

fly
"

is an error of transla-
tion ? It seems more likely that this brazen
marvel was made in the shape of a wasp
hornet, or some other predaceous insect which
preys upon flies. J. P S
Automobile Club, Paris.

THOMSON : THOMPSON. It is stated in
Hasted s 'Kent,' vol. v.p. 425, that Anthony
surviving son to Henry Thomson, died in
E>82 possessed of the manor of Roy ton

It should read "grandson Anthony, son of
3rt rhomson"; vide Visitation of the

in the ^

>ui- 1 .

T lP fcS
'
R U

?
e DraS n ' Bering MSS

lliomson, where the marriages of

Robert, son of Henry, are given, as well as

extracts from the parish register at Lenham,
together with monumental inscriptions. The
arms quartered with those of Thomson are
those of Dorothy Swan, daughter of Thomas
Swan, gent., the first wife of Robert

Thomson, which heraldic bearings would be
correct for the eldest surviving son of Ro-
bert and Dorothy, who doubtless caused the
tablets to be placed. On the same brass is

stated the fact that this Robert Thomson
was the grandchild of Mary, daughter of
Robert Atwater (v. Hasted's 'Kent,

5

vol. v.

p. 424), and wife to Robert Honey wood, Esq.,
of Charing, who at her decease was blessed
with 367 descendants: 16 children, 114 grand-
children, 228 great-grandchildren, and 9

great-great-grandchildren. Some particulars
in regard to her ancestry, and the date of her
decease, are desired.
In this same Visitation there are given the

sons and daughters of Thomas Thomson de
Petham, apud Kentfielde, and among them
John, William, and Anthony, of whom the
eldest son, John Thomson, is described as
"
miles, fil. et hseres"

;
and on p. 312, vol. ix.,

of
Hasted's^

'Kent' it is stated that the
manor of Kenfield, or Upper Kenfield, to-

gether with that of Petham, continued in
this family down to Thomas Thomson. Esq.,
of Kenfield, ob. 1762, &c. Whose son was
the Henry Thomson, Esq., of Kenfield, who
purchased Petham from William White and
others during the reign of King Charles I. ?

It is commonly supposed that John, An-
thony, and William Thomson, or Thompson,
of Ne\v Haven Colony in New England,
1638 et seq., were of this Kentish family.

SIGMA-DELTA.
New Haven, Ct, U.S.

HOUSE OP COMMONS, 1640. I wish to make
a drawing of the interior of the House of
Commons at Westminster as it was in the
year 1640. Can any one tell me what pic-
-ures, drawings, or prints I ought to refer to
n order to enable me to reconstruct with
ecuracy ? JERMYN.

ST. BEES COLLEGE. A few weeks ago I
mid a visit to the now disrupted and dis-

nantled Theological College of St. Bees.

)esks, chairs, stools, books, and pictures are
:ill there, but, alas ! no students. In the
Id college building, on the time-honoured
himney- piece, I noticed the oaken collecting-
)ox, as used by the students since 1817. This
in the form of a Saxon church, with nave,
lancel, and tower complete. In the tower
re spaces to place coins for the college
xhibitions, when this seat of learning was
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in the height of its glory ; in the nave
similar spaces for coins to pay the bell

ringers when they rang out a peal of glad
ness to commemorate the success of anj
former student, such as his ordination to a

curacy, induction to a living, or promotion
to a canonry. The Bishop of Carlisle bar
most kindly presented me with this box
and the object of my query is to ask i

any of the two thousand graduates o
St. Bees College can inform me of whai
church this collecting-box is a model. I am
informed that it is a facsimile of the church
where the first principal of the college
Canon Ainger, D.D., served his first curacy
but I am anxious to verify the statement.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

EPITAPH AT GRAVESEND, KENT. I fine
at p. 181 of MS. 1024 in the Archiepiscopa.
Library at Lambeth, which appears to have
been written before 1747, the following under
' Gravesend '

:

"
It is said, that in this Church-yard, is an Inscrip

tion on a Tombe-Stone, thus writen [sic]

Without a Name for ever Renceless dumb,
Dust, Ashes, nought else, Lyes within this Tombe,
Where ere I Live'd, or Dy'd, it matters not,
I was, but am not, Ask no more of me,
'Tis all I am, and all that thou Shalt be.

" But it appears that this Inscription many years
agoe, was left with one Capt. Ashe, an Undertaker
without Xewgate, to be engraven on a Plate, and
fasten'd to the Coffin of an unknown Lady deceased,
who was supposed to be some unfortunate Person
of Quality ; and they were said to be written by her
Self."

m

In the original (on coffin-plate ?) the third
line apparently began "Who'er I was, or
am," and the last line had you instead of
"
thou."
I find no reference to this curious epitaph

either in Pocock's 'History of Gravesend,'
1797, or in the more recent work by Cruden,
but, if I remember rightly, have seen a copy
of it in a MS. commonplace book of about
the year 1720. Can any reader state who was
the " unknown lady

" and when she died, or
otherwise throw light on the subject ? Is the
tombstone containing such inscription now
extant 1 W. I. R. V.

(

[For other nameless epitaphs see 8th S. i. 47, 135,
213. ]

CLEMENTS INN. Can any one give me a
brief description of the first court of Clement's
Inn as it was before the Law Courts were
built? In particular, I want to know how
many staircases it contained, and where they
were situate. I should also be glad to know
when the east side of the second court was

pulled down, and how its staircases were
numbered. Were the two courts connected

by an open passage or by a passage under an
arch I G. I. T.

KINGSLEY 's VERSES: 'A FAREWELL.' In
the lifetime editions of Charles Kingsley the
verse in

' A Farewell
'

appeared as follows :

Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be clever ;

Do noble things, not dream them, all day long ;

And so make Life, Death, and that vast For Ever
One grand sweet song.

In Kingsley's 'Letters' (1877) can is sub-
stituted for "will "

arid lovely for
* '

noble." But
in the modern editions of Kingsley the lines
are altered to

Be good, sweet maid, and let who can be clever ;

Do lovely things, not dream them all day long ;

And so make Life and Death and that For Ever
One grand sweet song.

Can any of your readers give information
as to when, why, and by whom the alteration
was made 1 GEORGE STRONACH.

IVORY SCEPTRE OF GEORGE I. I have in

my possession an ivory sceptre, for which
the bill or account to King George I. is, it

is understood, in existence. Can any one
refer me to that document, or quote any
authority for the manufacture of a facsimile
in ivory of the English regalia for George I.,

or for the use of such an ivory set by the

king either in Hanover or elsewhere 1

ANTHONY TUCKER.

GOULD. Two boys of the name of John
Gould were admitted to Westminster School,
one on 15 January, 1773, the other on 2 April,
1784. Any information concerning them is

desired. G. F. R. B.

PUBLIC AND GRAMMAR SCHOOL. Would it

lot be timely now to replace the terms
Public School and Grammar School by more
appropriate names for instance, like those

adopted from ancient Greek in France and
Germany, Lyceum and Gymnasium 1

PROGRESS.

THOMAS HOWARD, DUKE OF NORFOLK. I
iave an engraving bearing this title on a
croll round the portrait. At the foot of the

plate there are the words, reading from left

o right,
"
J. Houbraken sculps. Amst. 1735.

"n the collection of Mr. Richardson Sr. Ant.
VIore pinx. 1562." The portrait is that of a
arge-featured man with very slight beard
ind moustache. He also wears the collar of
m order. Is this a portrait of Thomas
toward, second Earl of Surrey and third
Duke of Norfolk, 1473-1554

; or is it his son
he Lord High Admiral? If it is not the

ormer, can any reader say in what work a
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portrait of the third duke occurs, or where
a good print of him could be obtained 1

W. E. WILSON.
Hawick.

WYMONDHAM GUILDS. Can any Norfolk

antiquary kindly say whether a paper read

by Mr. G. A. Carthew on this subject, before
the Society of Antiquaries on 24 February,
1870, has been printea ? It was promised for

Archceologia, but is not there.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster

GAME. I shall be glad to learn the method
of playing the round game with the follow-

ing title, which is taken from a finely engraved
sheet, in size 16 by 20 inches : "Neu erfundene
Historische Chronologische Spiel Tafel zu

erlernung der Teutschen Reichs Historic
nach der Regierungs-Folge der R. C .Kayser
samt darzu gehorigen Regeln und Erklarungen
- Regenspurg, 1720 Autore, lo Balth :

Springero Sumptibus Andr : Geyeri."
Forty-nine finely engraved medallions, depict-
ing historical events in the reigns of the

Emperors of Germany from Charlemagne to

Josephus, surround the title design, dedicated
to Carolus VI. XYLOGRAPHER.

MUIR FAMILY. Existing is a Muir family,
consisting of five males and two females, and
I am the one and only male descendant. My
mother's grandmother was a Miss Muir, and
she held the arms of Muir, which were handed
my grandmother, and are now in my posses-
sion. I have reason to understand that my
great-grandmother, Miss Muir, was the last of
that family, but on that point I am not posi-
tive

;
and further, I cannot say if my father's,

family were connected. Seeing that I carry
the same name, am I permitted and rightly
justified to hold and use the said coat of
arms? A. J. MUIR.
Johannesburg.

BRADFORD. Can any reader kindly supply
me, by letter, with the maiden surname of
Mrs. Anne Bradford, wife of the Venerable
William Bradford, Archdeacon of liochestei
and vicar of Newcastle-on-Tyne ? She ad
ministered to his estate on 15 July, 1728

A. W. GRAHAM, Col.
(>/, (Jipsy Hill, S.K.

LEEUWENHOEK. What is the allusion ir

Cowper's
'

Progress of Error
'

in the lines?
E'en Leeuwenhoek himself would stand aghast,
Employ d to calculate th' enormous sum,And own his crab-computing powVs o'ercome

W. T. LYNN.
[Anton van Leeuwenhoek studied the Crustaceaand their ova. See '

Chamber's Encyclopedia.']

QUEEN ELIZABETH AND NEW HALL,
ESSEX.

(9
th S. xii. 208.)

ONE would like to learn who wrote the
curious inscription given at the above
eference. But is there no date attached
to it? and has MR. HOOPER copied the
words correctly ? for in is the Italian form of

:he preposition, en being the Spanish. Again,
:he word virgine should be spelt vergine, as

riie unknown author might have seen if he
nad consulted Florio's

*

Dictionary,' the first

edition of which was published before the
close of the sixteenth century. For this rea-

son, and especially on account of the incon-

gruous, riot to say impious, character of the

language applied to the dead queen, one is

tempted to think that the lines may have
been composed by some "

Italianated English-
man," not of the type described by Roger
Ascham, but rather of that represented by
the unhappy Robert Greene, whose story is

so harrowing to read. It seems scarcely pos-
sible that a born Italian, acquainted with
the poetry of his country, was the writer of

such a piece. He would have deemed it a

crime, and been deterred from committing it

by recalling to his memory what Petrarch
had said of the first Maid of Heaven, in per-
haps the most beautiful, and certainly the
most touching, of his poems :

Vergine sola al niondo senza esempio,
Che :

1 ciel cli tue bellezze innamorasti,
Cui ne prima fu, simil, no seconda.*

Or, maybe, he would have thought of Dante's

majestic trilogy, and repeated the first two
lines of the thirty-third and last canto of the
' Farad iso':

Vergine Madre, figlia del tuo Figlio,
Umile ed alta pin che creatura.

In the golden age of Italian literature no
poet would have bestowed the epithet divina
even on her whom he had been taught to
look upon as the Queen of Heaven ; there-
fore he would have recoiled from giving it to

any queen of the earth, however famous she

might have been.

If the tetrastich were composed by an
Englishman, he ought not to have forgotten
'Chaucer's A B C,' which is all his own,
though doubtless suggested by Petrarch's
above - mentioned canzone, wherein " our

* Canzone viii. ed ultima. The omission of the
comma after fu in some editions, for example,
utterly destroys the force of the line, as any one
may see.
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English Homer "
addresses the "

glorious
mayde and moder "

as follows :

Noble princesse that never haddest pere !

There was no conceivable reason why an
Italian should have written an epitaph on
Queen Elizabeth, couched in such inflated

language, so far as one can see. He had little

or no reason either to love or hate her memory.
Far different was the case of the Spaniard,
who could never forget the colossal disaster
that befell his Armada during her reign. This
is well shown in James Ho well's 'Familiar

Letters,' one of Thackeray's favourite books,
as he tells us in his delightful

' Roundabout
Papers.' Writing from Madrid above the
date of 1 August, 1623, the lively Welshman
says that he had been "

lately perusing some
of the Spanish poets here, and lighted upon
two epigrams, or epitaphs more properly, upon
our Henry VIII., and upon his daughter
Q. Elizabeth." The second runs thus :

DE ISABEL, REYNA DE INGLATERRA.

Aqui yaze lesabel,

Aqui la nueva Athalia,
Del oro Antartico Harpia,
Del mar incendio cruel :

Aqui el ingenio, mas dino [digno]
De loor que ha tenido el suelo,

^e, para llegar al cielo,
No huviera errado el camino.

" Prosed thus in English, for I had no time
to put it on Feet," .Howell translates it as

follows :

" Here lies Jezabel, here lies the new Athalia, the

Harpy of the Western Gold, the cruel Firebrand of

the Sea : Here lies a Wit the most worthy of Fame
which the Earth [has] had, if, to arrive to Heaven,
she had not mist her way."
And then he adds :

" You cannot blame the Spaniard to be satyrical

against Q. Elizabeth ;
for he never speaks of her,

but he fetcheth a Shrink in the Shoulder."

Still, though the lines are so bitter, the
writer pays a tribute to the extraordinary

genius of the last of the Tudors. Howell
does not mention the author's name, but I

feel pretty sure the verses were composed by
Lope de Vega, and I hope some correspondent
will tell us where, among the "21,316,000
verses" which are reckoned to have come
from his, I will not say fountain, but cataract

of a pen, these I have quoted are to be found
Michael Drayton, on his ambling muse, was
nowhere in such a race.

In this reply I have made use of the

eleventh edition of the 'Epistolse Ho-Elianse,

published in 1754, pp. 397-8. Though it be, I

think, a beautiful specimen of the typo-

graphy of the period, it is crowded witt

misprints of every kind, which are correctec

in the extracts given above. The statement

as to the fecundity of Lope de Vega's genius
s taken from 'Letters from an English
Traveller in Spain in 1778,' p. 257 (London,
1781), and from the same authority is derived
he conjecture that the poet was the author
if the epitaph on Queen Elizabeth, for he
wrote a "

poem in favour of Mary Queen of

Scots, intitled 'Corona tragica de Maria
Stuardo

' "
(p. 255), and also this epigram on

'

Charles, Prince of Wales, when he went to

Madrid to court the Infanta of Spain"
p. 198) :

Carlos Stuardo soy,

Que, siendo Amor mi guia,
Al cielo de Espana voy
Por ver mi estrella Maria !

The same extraordinary genius composed
another epic poem, entitled

' La Dragontea,'
of which Admiral Drake is the hero, in a way.
All these productions show that he was deeply
interested in English history. And when I

earn that, in the ' Corona Tragica,'
"
Queen

Elizabeth is a bloody Jezebel, a second Atha-

tiah, an obdurate sphinx, and the incestuous

progeny of a harpy
"

(' The Spanish Drama,'

by G. H. Lewes, London, 1846, p. 78), I am
convinced that Lope de Vega was the writer

of the above-quoted epitaph, and that it was

published soon after her death in 1603. The
Italian lines, so far as I am able to judge,
were composed at a much later date, for there

is a curious air of modernity about them, both
in measure and expression.

JOHN T. CURRY.

' THE ABBEY OF KILKHAMPTON '

(9
fch S. xii.

381). I should like to add to my note that,

according to the Gentleman's Magazine (May,
1816, p. 471), 'The Abbey of Kilkhampton'
was published by the Rev. Sir Herbert

Croft, Bart , in 1780 ;
in 1781 he added a

second part, and " continued to augment it

through eight successive editions till 1788."

According to the 'D.N.B.,' eight editions

of the first part and three of the second

appeared in 1780, and there were in all at

least fourteen editions.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

SHAKESPEARE AND LORD BURLEIGH (9
th S.

xii. 328, 396). In reply to the latter part
of a query by S. M., I hope I may be allowed

to draw attention to a very able and interest-

ing article which appeared nearly twenty
years ago in the Genealogist (New Series,

vol. i. p. 82), having been contributed to that

magazine by Mr. John A. C. Vincent, a well-

known antiquary, and a valued correspondent
of

* N. & Q.' In this paper Mr. Vincent has

shown that Elizabeth was the guest of the

Earl of Oxford at Castle Hedingham from
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Thursday 14 to Tuesday 19 August, 1561

Mr. Vincent's object was to disprove a story

which, previously to his investigations, ha
found universal acceptance, that the queen
had in the year above mentioned paid a visi

to the Tollemache family at Helmingham, ir

Suffolk. His paper, which is entitled
'

Queen
Elizabeth at Helmingham,' has since been

reprinted with some additions.

H. W. FORSYTH HARWOOD.
" TABBY ALL OVER ; '

(9
th S. xii. 249, 312).

Jon Bee [i.e., John Badcock] in his edition o:~

Foote's
'

Works,' 1830, vol. i. p. 28, gives th<

following note :

"
Tabby, another name for quitting, or stiffenin<

the dress by sewing it double with wool between."

And in 'Taste,' Act I. (same edition, i. 66)

Carmine, painting Lady Pentweazel's por
trait, and asking her to put her shoulders
back and chest forward, is answered :

"Don't mind my shape this bout; for I'm onlj
in jumps. Shall I send for my tabbys ?
"
Cat: No, madam, we !

11 supply that for the
present."

In O'Keefe's comic opera
* The Farmer

Jemmy Jumps is a staymaker in London
;
he

is a fortune-hunter who pretends to be a fin<

gentleman. ADRIAN WHEELER.

f
COL. HORTON (9

th S. xii. 229). For par
ticulars respecting this officer see 2 I1(l S vi
131

;
3 r<1

S. xi. 153, 363.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

PRIMROSE SUPERSTITION (9
th S. xi. 448

;
xii.

33, 234). I remember many years ago being
shown some flowers at Midhurst which 1 was
told were obtained by the planting of prim-
roses upside down. In shape they" were half-
way between a primrose and a cowslip, and
were of a maroon colour with deep yellow
eyes. I, of course, expressed admiration,
but had considerable doubts in my own mind
as to their origin. E. E. STREET.
Chichester.

" CLAMEUR BE HARO "
:

" CRIER HARO :;

(9
th

5. xii. 126, 272). Jfarois an old French word
said by Korting to be derived from an old
German word herod. signifying

"
hither," but

it was specially used as a cry of distress. It
was, I believe, chiefly used in Normandy and
in the Channel Islands. Lafontaine uses the
word,

*

Cria haro sur le pauvre voleur."
H. A. STRONG.

University, Liverpool.

PEWS ATTACHED TO HOUSES (9
th S vii 388

517
; viii. 89, 191, 288, 428

; ix. 31
; xii. 296).-Ihe Grange, an old Jacobean mansion in

Broadhembury, Devon, has recently been
sold. In the conditions of sale it states that
"the permanent and exclusive right over a

pew in the church, with the customary
nominal liability towards the maintenance
of the roof immediately above it, will pass to
the purchaser of Lot 1

"
(i.e., the mansion).

A. J. D.

BULL PLAIN, HERTFORD (9
th S. xii 269).

The large open space (alm.ost a square) just at
the foot of the main street of Totnes, Devon,
is called

" The Plains." In this place formerly
existed the bull-ring, as described by Mr.
T. W. Stainthorpe, A.M.I.O.E., in his paper
on 'Ye Ancient Bull-Ring at Totnes,' read
before the Devonshire Association in August,
1896. T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

BASILICAS (9
th S. xii. 168, 315) "Brevis

esse laboro, obscurus fio." I regret that my
query was ambiguous in form. With the
architectural meaning of the term I was not
unfamiliar ; it was of its hierarchic meaning
1 was ignorant. Fr. C. H. Bowden ('Simple
Diet, for Catholics') says : "Basilica. One of
the principal churches of the highest dignity ;

other classes are : cathedral, collegiate, bap-
tismal, parochial, mother (matrices), or filial

churches." Smith and Cheetham (' Diet. Chris.

Antiq.') say : "Seven churches at Rome
are styled basilicas by pre-eminence and
enjoy certain honorific privileges." This
number is wrong ; there are thirteen such
churches, usually divided into five greater
and eight lesser basilicas. The five greater
basilicas (those of St. John Lateran, St. Peter,
St. Paul without the Walls, St. Mary Major,
and St. Lawrence) are respectively in some
way (as I understand from Moroni's 'Dizio-
nario Ecclesiastico') connected with the five
greater Patriarchates of the Latin rite, viz.,
those of the West, of Constantinople, of
Alexandria, of Antioch, and of Jerusalem,
smith and Cheetham obtain the number seven
3y adding two of the lesser basilicas, viz.,
Sta. Croce in Gerusalernme and San Sebas-
lano. May I split rny single query into five ?

1. Are even the lesser basilicas of Rome of
ugher rank than cathedrals?
2 What "honorific privileges," if any, do

^e lesser basilicas enjoy 1

3. Is there any practical connexion at the

present day between the greater basilicas and
he greater Patriarchs 1

4. Have the four lesser Patriarchs (viz., of
'enice, Last Indies, West Indies, and Lisbon)
ny connexion, theoretical or practical, with
ny, and, if so. which, of the eight lesser
oman basilicas ?
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5. Are there any churches outside Rome
besides the Westminster Cathedral that rank
as basilicas, and, if so, which are they ?

Some of these questions, I have no doubt,
could be answered if I had access to De
Gerstenberg's *De Basilicis eorumque Juri-

bus,' published in 1733. Perhaps some con-
tributor to

' N. & Q.' may be more for tunate
than I am in this respect. It is not in the
British Museum. I may add that St. John
Lateran, besides being the seat of the Pope
as Patriarch of the West, is also his cathe-
dral as Bishop of Rome. It is also in a

special sense the church of the Pope as

Supreme Pontiff, and it is, I suppose, in this

capacity, and not as a basilica, that it is

"Omnium Ecclesiarum Urbis et Orbis Mater
et Uaput." JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

GENERAL FRANCIS NICHOLSON, GOVERNOR
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1719-28 (9

th S. xii. 201,

296). It would be more correct to style
Eraanuel Scrope (who was created in 1627
Earl of Sunderland, and died without legi-
timate issue) Baron Scrope of Bolton than
Baron Bolton, for by the former title they
were summoned to Parliament for eleven

generations. They divided with the Nevilles,
who owned Middleham Castle, the owner-

ship of Wensleydale, and were lords of

Middleham (not Lords Middleham, as once

styled in
4 N. & Q.').

Burke, in his 'Dormant and Extinct Peer-

age,' gives as the illegitimate daughters of

the Earl of Sunderland :

1. Mary, married first to the Hon. Henry
Carey, secondly to Charles, Marquess of

Winchester, afterwards Duke of Bolton.

2. Annabella, married to John Grubham
Howe, Esq.

3. Elizabeth, married to Thomas Savage,
Earl Rivers.
The old castle of Bolton, their ancient

residence, is a quadrangular structure, having
a tower at each corner, connected by a

curtain wall, and the view from the summit
of one of the towers is very fine. The
dukedom of Bolton was created in 1689,
and became extinct in 1794. The barony of

Bolton was created in 1797, and is yet in

existence. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

FOLK-LORE OF CHILDBIRTH (9
th S. xii.

It may interest F. J. C., who inquires for

legends similar to those which are related to

inquisitive youngsters when new-born chil-

dren are, "in some mysterious way," pre-
sented to them, if I cite a very modern
instance, resembling those which aver that

babies are brought in by storks, or dug out
of parsley beds or from under currant

aushes. On his awakening early one morn-

ing a young friend of mine was thus
addressed by his nurse :

" Oh ! Master Trip-
tolemus, you have got such a dear little

sister come home last night ;
aren't you

glad
1

?" Foreseeing, peradventure, that his

jwn nose was likely to be put out of joint,

Triptolemus replied tartly,
" No

;
where did

she come from I A happy thought prompted
the nurse's answer,

" From the Stores
"

" Send her back to the Stores," said he. This,
it appears, was more easily said than done.

I have inquired in Bedford Street, as well

as in Waterloo Place, and it seems that in

neither of the Stores there situated is there

a Baby Department. O.

In Lincolnshire, as we have no storks, except
as very rare visitants, we do not know the

story of their bringing the babies. Here
children of inquiring mind are commonly
told, when a baby arrives, that the doctor

dug it up with a golden spade under a goose-

berry bush. Sometimes it is stated that

some one, not necessarily the doctor, has dug
it up in a parsley bed. EDWARD PEACOCK.

If there were any legends once current in

this country, similar to those which prevail
on the Continent, relating to the superstition
that the storks bring the new-born babies,

they do not appear to have been noted by
folk-lorists. This is probably because they
had no existence, for the stork rarely fre-

quents these shores, and was even rare in

England when the fens were undrained. We
have the cruel eagle that carries babies off,

but not the kind stork that brings them.

The white stork (Ciconia alba) is, for practical

as well as for sentimental reasons, regarded
with reverence in those countries which he

makes his temporary home. This is so in

Russia, Poland, Denmark, Holland, Spain,
and the provinces of Alsace and Lorraine,

where he is protected instead of persecuted.
The fact of his not meeting in our own
country with this forbearance at the hands

of the man with a gun has perhaps engen-
dered in him a shrewd notion as to what a

stupid he would be to cross the Channel when
he is so well off where he is. At all events,

no instance is, I think, known of the migra-

tory stork nesting in England.
J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

In many parts of England the usual answer

to children inquisitive as to where they came
from is that they were found in the parsley
bed. I have often heard this. C. C. B.

EPITAPH AT DONCASTER (9
th S. xii. 288).

During the year 1837 I spent a few days at
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Doncaster, and, among other sketches, made
a copy of the inscription on the tomb of
' Robin of Doncaster,

' now before me ;
but

it differs in some respects in the spelling
from that given by your correspondent. The
tomb was within the church, against one of

the pillars. It was about four feet high,

with a flat stone top, round the four edges
of which was the following inscription :

Howe Howe who is heare
1 Robin of Doncaster
And Margaret my Fear
That I spente that I had
That I gave that I have
That I lefte that I loste.

In the centre of the stone :

A.D. 1579

(,VOD ROBERTS BVRKES
WHO IN THIS WORLDK
DVD REYGNE THRE

SKORE YEARES AND SEVEN
AND YET LYVED NOT ONE.

Fear, fere, meant companion or wife. I think

the church and tomb were destroyed by fire

a few years ago.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

Your correspondent will find in Mr. Raven-
shaw's book from which he quotes several

variants of this epitaph. I would refer him

particularly to pp. 5, 7, 23, and 37. Petti-

grew ('Chronicles of the Tombs,' 1857) gives
many more. In quoting the one to which
MR. PIERPOINT refers he states that it is

copied from Dr. Edward Miller's 'History of
Doncaster' (p. 71), and adds that Byrkes was
Mayor of Doncaster 1509, 1573, and 1577.

JOHN T. ?A(IE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.
u
Margaret my fere," 'i.e., my wife ; see

'N.E.D: It is printed "feare
:"

in Miller's

'History of Doncaster,' 4to, n.d., p. 74, pro-
bably wrongly. I am afraid that the tomb
perished when Doncaster Church was burnt
down in the early fifties. The village of

Ilossington is about four miles south-east of
Doncaster. The Doncaster people, who did
not know the old word "

fere/' used to think
that Margaret had been a terror to Robin.
I do not know whether any facsimile or
accurate copy of the inscription exists.

J. T. F.
Winterton, Doncaster.

BATH AND BUXTON (9
th S. xii. 286). There

can be little doubt that each of these places
was visited by two different classes of poor
during the active season viz., those who
were sent, or made their way thither, to
obtain treatment for their respective maladies,
either in the local hospital or in some obscure

lodging ;
and the professional or casual beggar.

The influx of each of these must have proved
a great nuisance at times, otherwise the

following section in the Act of Elizabeth of

1571-2, and repeated in 1597, would have been

unnecessary :

" Whereas a greate number of pore
and dyseased

people do resorte to the Cytye of Bath and the

Town* of Buckston, for some Ease and Rehefe of

their Diseases at the Bathes there, And by nieanes

thereof the Inhabitauntes of the same Cytye of

Bathe and Towne of Buckstone are greatly over-

chardged with the same poore people, to their

intollerable chardge no dyseased or ympotent
poore person living on Almes shall resorte

or repayre from their Dwellings places to the

said Cytie and Towne unlesse not onely

lycensed so to do by two Justices but also pro-
vided for by the Inhabitauntes of such Places

from whence they shall be so lycensed to travayle."

Quoted in
' A History of Vagrants and Vagrancy,

by C. J. Ribton-Turner (1887), 109.

From time to time collections (" gatherings")
were made throughout England in support
of the local hospitals, where the poor were
admitted for treatment ; thus in the Church-
wardens' Accounts (MS.) of Woodbury, near

Exeter, these entries appear :

"
1574. P. to the pore hospytall of bathe, viij

d."

"1582. Pd to one that did gether to the poor
howse of bathe, vj'

1."

"
1586. Pd to A pardoner that did gether to the

poor howse of bathe, iiij
d

.'
r

Other items in the same accounts show the

contributions (under a "
passport

"
or magis-

terial order) paid by the parish through
which the travelling poor had to make their

way to Bath or to Buxton. Most probably their

destination depended upon the distance to be
traversed

;
those from the Southern Counties

would choose Bath, whereas the Northerners
would go to Buxton :

"
1574. To a pore man having a paspote to go to

the Cytie of Bathe, vj'
1."

"
1583. Pd to A poor man that came for the

bathe, vij '." Woodbury Churchwardens' Accounts
(MS.).

"1693. May 8. P' 1 a pasenger Gooing to the
Bath, l

d." A. L. Humphreys's
'

History of

Wellington, Somerset' (1889), 127.

Although the cost of maintenance was some-
times defrayed by the parish from which the

patient was sent, the examples yet found
are uncommon ;

and the great expense in-

curred may indicate the reason why the

parochial authorities did not encourage the

practice. T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Devon.

ANIMALS IN PEOPLE'S INSIDES (9
th S. xi.

467). In connexion with the notes at
the above reference and elsewhere, the
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following paragraph, which has been going
the rounds of the press, will be of interest :

"An extraordinary case, which has baffled the
medical profession, is reported from Buckingham.
Last October (says the Daily Express) a girl, aged
twenty-two, living in a village near Buckingham
tell ill. ,She gradually became worse, and in Feb-
ruary last vomited a number of live animals about
the size of a sixpence. Then she was taken to the
Buckingham Nursing Home, where she received
medical attention for about six weeks. At the end
of that time she was taken to a hospital in London
The X rays were applied, and the cause of the il
ness was found to be the presence of a large anima
near the left shoulder-blade. The girl was advise
to return home for a week's rest, after which sh
returned to the hospital, where she underwent a
operation, from which, unfortunately, she did no
recover. An animal, white in colour, quite flat, am
almost as large as the palm of the hand, was dis
covered, surrounded by scores of smaller ones
Several members of the medical profession wer
present at the operation, and others have seen th
animals, and they all agree that such a case ha
never before been known, neither can any idea b
given as to the origin of the animals. It is suggestec
that the girl may have eaten watercress on whicl
there was some kind of spawn ; but, of course, thi
is mere conjecture."

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

PRIVY COUNCIL UNDER JAMES I. (9
th S

xii. 367). MR. PINK has waited patiently
nearly fourteen years for an answer to his

previous query (7
th S. ix. 167), but without

effect. I fear there is, therefore, no proba-
bility of the required information being
now supplied. Is he aware that it is stated
(7

th S. iv. 327) that, among other missing
volumes, those from 1603 to 1612 were, by
tradition, destroyed by the fire at Whitehall
Palace on 12 January, 1618 ?

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
/I, Brecknock Road.

^"PARTING OF THE WAYS "(9th S. xii. 309,
377). Whatever may be the origin of this

English formula, it inevitably recalls the
"
Choice of Hercules "the pleasing and sug-

gestive apologue in Xenophon's 'Memora-
bilia,' II. i., the conception of which the
author attributes to Prodicus the sophist.
The alternative that faces the youth hesi-

tating as to his way on the borders of man-
hood aTTopovvra, as Xenophon expresses it,

oTTOTtpav TOW 6Swv Tpa,7n?Tcu is here depicted
with attractive significance. The solution of
the difficulty is finally exemplified for uni-
versal edification in the narrative that
describes the Temptation in the Wilderness.
The chapters in the second book of

' Sartor
Resartus

'

which Carlyle devotes to the throes
that accompany the spiritual birth of his

clothes-philosopher present a modern setting

of the ancient allegory, and strenuously pro-
claim the new and perfect outlook. '"The
Old World," exclaims the biographer of
Teufelsclrockh," knew nothing of Conversion

;

instead of an tfcce Homo, they had only some
Choice of Hercules." Still the Greek sophist
was wise in his generation, and skilfully pic-
turesque in the elaboration of his immortal
fable. The crisis reached at the

"
parting of

the ways "is stated and impressed with sove-

reign authority in St. Matthew vii. 13, 14,
and St. Luke xiii. 24. THOMAS BAYNE.

THE " SHIP "
HOTEL, GREENWICH (9

th S. xii.

306, 375). My only authority for stating that
a token was found during the excavations for
the Blackwall Tunnel bearing the inscrip-
tion "Ship and Turtle Tavern, of Greenwich,
1640," was a note made at the

"
Ship

" a few
days before the tunnel was opened. A token
of the kind was certainly exhibited, though
I may have been mistaken in the date, arid

possibly it was 1649, though several news-
paper cuttings taken from papers of the

day give the date 1640. The Daily Mail for
26 September makes a similar statement in
an article on ' Historic Taverns,' and several
other London papers do the same. Your
correspondent AYEAHR, being an authority on
the subject, is no doubt correct

; though it

is curious that such a mistake should have
occurred, as I find that more than one
authority on tokens had made a similar note

the one I myself made, giving the date
1640. FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

JOHN DOWLANP (9
th S. xii. 367). It may be

noted that the first, second, and third books
f 'Songs or Airs' (1597, 1600, and 1603) by
Tohn Dowland, Bachelor of Music, with his

A Pilgrim's Solace' (1612), are all reprinted
n Mr. Arber's 'English Garner,' vol. iv.

original edition), pp. 28, 519, 609, and 644.

The poem beginning

/ly Thoughts are winged with Hopes, my Hopes
with Love,

s the third lyric in the first book of
'

Songs
r Airs' ('Garner,' iv. 35).

G. L. APPERSON.

COUNT SZAPARY (9
th S. xii. 227). I am now

i a position to answer my own query. Count
Vancis Szapary was born in Hungary, and
is wonderful cures were effected by

"
mag-

eto-therapie," which he learnt from Mesmer
imself, to whom he was introduced by a
ommon friend. He first experimented on

country folk round his residence in Abony
n Hungary, but eventually removed to

)resden, where, in company with a German
hysician of the name of Dr, Koch, he
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opened a magneto-therapeutic institution and
effected several remarkable cures, the fame
of which spread all over the Fatherland, but
involved him in a lively controversy with
the German doctors, in consequence of which
he removed to Pesth. Here he attended
lectures on anatomy, and subsequently opened
another institution similar to that at Dresden.
The new venture seems to have flourished,
for the Count was obliged to employ eight
or ten assistants. We are told, however,
that he did not appropriate the profits.

At this period he published a treatise

entitled
' Katechismus des Vital Magnetismus'

(Leipzig, 1845). He continued his practice in

Pestn until the outbreak of the revolution
in 1848, when as an ardent adherent of the
Court party he left his native country and
removed to Paris, where he rented in the

Avenue Balzac a house with thirty rooms,
which he turned into a magneto-therapeutic
hospital, and again did exceedingly well.

He numbered among his friends Bcranger,
the elder Dumas, Isaac Pereire, Prosper
Merimee, Jules Janin, and other celebrities,
and sometimes gave lectures on somnambulism
in the salon of Emil Proudhon, the eminent

pianist, which were attended by the elite of

Paris. Another book which he published on
'

Magnetisme et Magneto-therapie
'

(second
edit., Paris, 1854) again embroiled him in a

lively controversy with the faculty.
It was about this time that the Princess of

Wied, described as until then a healthy and
strapping woman, was suddenly struck down
with paralysis in both legs. She was first

taken in hand by the leading physicians oi

Berlin and treated by them, but without the

slightest success. Count Szjipary was nexl
sent for, and he arrived at Bonn with one ol

his old assistants from Pesth, Dr. Dombory
by name, and had the patient conveyed in a

specially arranged railway car to Paris, where
she was installed in a house adjoining the

hospital of the Count, who visited her dail^
and eventually restored the power of hei

limbs. The cure naturally created grea
sensation in Berlin.

The Count was next asked to try his skil
on the blind Crown Prince George of Saxony
but he wisely declined the invitation, on tht

plea that ophthalmology was not in hi

province.

Eventually the Count returned to am
settled down in his native country on hi

Sroperty
at Abony, where he died in 1875

is master, we are told, in his old age also
retired into obscurity,

"
to walk silent on the

shore of the Bodensee, meditating on much."
The pupil whilcd away his time by studying

leeper the theory of animal magnetism, and

practising table-turning, upon which subject
ie wrote a book, the title and date of pub-
ication of which are not given.
The bulk of the above information is ex-

racted from BelaToth's 4 Curiosa Hungarica'
Budapest, 1899), which can be consulted in

he British Museum, together with two more
Dooks written by the Count, one entitled

Die magnetische Lehre' (Regensburg, 1845),

and the other ' Ein Wort iiber animalischen

Magnetismus
'

(Leipzig, 1840). L. L. K.

EVIL SPIRITS AND INKBOTTLES (9
th S. xii.

106, 297, 356). The reply at the last reference

s rather far from the point on which informa-

tion was originally sought. If it be per-
missible to cite modern instances there is

Another that ought not to be forgotten R. L.

Stevenson's story of 'The Bottle Imp,' in-

luded among the
'

Island Nights' Entertain-

nents,' and surely one of the most happily
inspired of all his shorter tales.

* The Bottle

Imp,' by the way, is understood to be founded
on a play "once rendered popular by the

redoubtable O. Smith," but I should judge
that Stevenson borrowed little or nothing
but the "name and root idea," which he
admits appropriating. The conclusion seems

peculiarly his own. L. H.

N OF THE TUIINLULLS (9
Ul S. xi. 109,

233, 329, 498
;

xii. 51, 353). I am sorry that

my humble attempt to give some information
on this subject should so far have disturbed
MR. JONAS'S equanimity as to lead him to

write a reply of more than two columns in

length. I also much regret that he should
have thought that I have misrepresented
what he wrote. Buthavel? My quotation was
textually correct. Mn. JONAS really did say :

" The grant which Bruce made Willdmo dicto

Turnlul of lands in Teviotdale is from the

Ragman Roll." Neither in Benemund de
Vicci's valuation nor in the record of the acts

of homage is there, or could there be, any such

grant. Nay, more, the Ragman Roll does not
record any act of homage done by William

Turnbull, nor indeed by any other Turnbull
unless we take Tremblee (not Tremble) as a
variation of the name. But Robert de
Tremblee or Tremblay there mentioned was
probably the father or some connexion of
that Walter de Trembeley de Dolany men-
tioned in the Exchequer Rolls. But the
latter was a Kincardineshire man, and had
nothing to do with the Borders. I am aware
that Jerves, in his book on Angus and

I
Mearns, suggests that the name is a variant of

i Turnbull, but modern charter scholars do not
endorse this, opinion, and Mr. Stodart than
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(1C JtlClUl 111 vviicbU 11O lUOitVGa JJLJC 9J) UUlf

ilch I did not say. I did not "frankly
n "

that I did not know the date of Bruce's

whom there is no more competent authority-
says in his

* Scottish Arms '

that it seems
clear that in the {South Turnbull was origin-

ally a sobriquet, whilst north of the Forth

Tremblay was probably a name of locality.
I regret that MR. JONAS should have taken

my well-meant remarks so ungraciously. I

have looked over his communication care-

fully, but I cannot find that he has contro-
verted any of my original statements, to
which I adhere. He, in his turn, might be
more careful in what he makes me say, but
which
own
grant of Philiphaugh to William Turnbull.
What I did say was that the date was
uncertain, but that it was after Bruce came
to the throne. As a matter of fact, it was, I

find, according to Mr. Stodart, in 1315, nine

years after Bruce became king. J. B. P.

ST. WILLIAM OF AQUITAINE (9
th S. xii. 308).

Prof. E. A. Freeman, in his account of

Orange a town in the south of France
which first appeared in Macmillan's Magazine
for February, 1875, says :

" The legendary tale attributes the foundation of

the county of Orange to a certain William, sur-

named au Cornet or au Court Ne%, two descriptions
more akin in sound than in meaning, who is called

Duke of Aquitaine in the days of Charles the
Great. He does wonderful deeds against the
Saracens ; he delivers Orange ;

and at last, after

dying a monk in a monastery of his own foundation,
he is canonized, if not formally, at least by local

reverence. This story is one of many signs of the

memory which the Saracen invaders left behind
them through all SouthernUaul and North -Western
Italy ; but it is worth little more. St. William is

said to have made Orange a principality, which he
left to his daughter; but history supplies no
evidence of any such dynasty, and the title of

prince belongs to a much later age."

It would seem, then, that he could be at

best only a purely mythical ancestor of

Elinor of Guienne and her sons, Richard
Cceur-de-Lion and John Sans-Terre.

A. R. BAYLEY.

MANGOSTEEN MARKINGS (9
th S. xii. 330).

That the persistent rays of the stigma crown-

ing the mangosteen fruit correspond in

number (which varies) with the sections

inside the fruit is a matter of common know-

ledge in Ceylon, where the tree now grows
and fruits freely. Though, strangely enough,
all the modern descriptions of the fruit that I

have been able to lay my hands on are silent

on the subject, the fact was known to writers

on natural history at least 250 years ago.
Garcia da Orta, writing in 1563, and de-

scribing the fruit only from hearsay, does

not mention the peculiarity, nor apparentlj
7

does Acosta or Clusius, who translated and
commented on Da Orta's work. The earliest

mention of the fact that I have found is in
Jac. Bontius's

* De Medicina Iridoru
'

(1642),

p. 1)7, where, describing the mangosteen, he

says :

" Cortex plana mali granati cortici similis est, nisi

quod insuperiore parte coronam habeat utpapaver,
cujus quot sunt radii tot nucleos intus habebis."

Piso, in his
' De Indise utriusque Re

Naturali et Medica' (1658), depicts the fruit
on p. 115, and in describing it says :

" In vertice vero coronam gerit, quse quot radios
habet. tot uucleos in aperto Mangostano."
Joan Nieuhof, whose account of his travels

in the East Indies (1653-71), published in 1682,
will be found translated into English in the
second volume of Churchill's 'Collection of

Voyages and Travels,' describes the fruit

minutely, and says (I quote from the English
version, p. 327) :

" On the Top of the Apple is a kind of a Coronet,
which opens as soon as it begins to ripen. The
several points of this Coronet has [sic] so many
Marks, to direct you how many Kernels are con-
tained in the Apple ; which are sometimes Six,
sometimes Eeght [*?"<]."

Valentyn also, in his monumental work on
the Dutch East Indies (published in 1724-$),
in the part treating of the flora of Amboina,
gives a detailed description of the raango-
steen, from which I translate the following:
"On the top of the fruit is seen a flat star of five

or seven brown leaflets, of the same colour as the
husk, by which star one can clearly see how many
divisions this fruit has concealed within itself."

Curiously enough, though this writer

speaks of "five or seven" leaflets, in the

plate he gives of the fruit si;c leaflets and sz>

sections are shown. DONALD FERGUSON.

"LORD PALATINE" (9
th S. xii. 347). By

charters dated 28 December, 1377, and
14 February, 1380, King Robert II. of

Scotland granted certain lands to *'our
dearest son David Stewart, Earl Palatine of
Strathern and of Caithness

"
('Register of the

Great Seal of Scotland '). The Earl's daughter
and heiress, Euphemia Stewart, granted a
charter as Countess Palatine of Strathern,
8 October, 1414 ('Tenth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Com.,' App. p. 63). Her seal bore the legend,
"Eupharu. Senescal. Comitissa Palatina de
Strathern

"
(Nisbet's

4

Heraldry,' vol. ii. p. 31).

Her son and heir, Malise Graham (afterwards
Earl of Menteith), granted charters as Earl
Palatine of Strathern, 24 and 26 August, 1420,
and 27 August. 1421 (Athole Charters,
'Seventh Rep. Hist. MSS. Com.,' Part II.,

App.). R. BARCLAY-ALLARDICE.
Lostwithiel.
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MRS. JORDAN IN DUBLIN (9
th S. xii. 285).

I venture to call attention to the fact

that there :is not the slightest reference to

this famous actress in the very full account
of Crow Street Theatre given at vol. ii. pp.
181-255 of 'A History of the City of Dublin,'

by J. T. Gilbert (Dublin, McGlashan & Gill,

1859) ;
and at the same time to assume that

the following excerpt from the deeply inter-

esting description of the opposition house in

Smock Alley may not be found uninterest-

ing :

"In October, 1781, Daly opened Smock Alley
Theatre, where John Philip Kemble, engaged at 51.

a week, tirst appeared in November in
' Hamlet '

;

after which he performed Sir < J. Touchwood in

the '
Belle's Stratagem

'

; but his negligent delivery
and heaviness of deportment impeded his progress,
until these defects were removed by the instruc-
tion of his friend Capt. Jephson, in whose ' Count
Narbonne' his reputation was first established. In
this tragedy, which had a inost successful run of

thirty nights, Kemble was supported by Manager
Daly as Theodore; while the part of Adelaide
was performed by the youthful Dorothea Francis,
afterwards so celebrated as Mrs. Jordan." Vol. ii.

p. 107.

To this information I take permission to
add that in 'Mrs. Jordan: a Memoir,' by
Townsend Young, LL.D., the editor of Sir
Jonah Barrington's 'Personal Sketches of
His Own Times,' vol. ii. p. 20 (Routledge &
Sons, 1869), it is related that Mrs. Jordan was
born in 1762, and that her parents were Welsh.
The father, Bland, was a scene-shifter; the

mother, Grace Phillips, was an actress. It is

only supposed that their daughter Dora was
born at Waterford. At the commencement of
her career Mrs. Jordan used the names of

Francis, Phillips, or Bland from time to time.
Neither the place of her birth nor the date
of her first appearance on the stage is known
for a certainty ; but, in connexion with the
matter, it may be remarked that if the cir-

cumstances related by J. D. Herbert in his
'Irish Varieties' be accepted as absolutely
correct, it is really improbable that Mrs.
Jordan was born in Ireland, because Mr.
Herbert distinctly declares that he met her
family in 1780 on the Pigeon-house Wall a
place in those days for disembarkment for

picturesque
Dublin when they had just

landed from Wales, and were on their way
with an introduction to Mr. Ryder, the
manager of the theatre in Crow Street,
Dublin. HENRY GERALD HOPE

119, Elms Uoad, Clapham, S.W.

LADY ARABELLA STUART : DR. FULTON
(9

th S. xii. 347). I venture to suggest that
the

"
Mr. Doctor Fulton," particulars of whom

are desired, was Nicholas Felton (1556-1626),
Fellow (1583) and afterwards Master (1617-19)

of Pembroke College, Cambridge, who took
the degree of D.D. in 1602. He was rector

of St. Mary le-Bow, Cheapside, from 1596
until 1617, when he became Bishop of Bristol.

He was translated to the see of Ely in 1619.

Further details of his career are given in the

'D.N.B.,' xviii. 308. Dr. Foster ('Alumni
Oxon., 1500-1714,' p. 491, No. 15) suggests
that Nicholas Felton, of Christ Church,
Oxford, M.A. 1615, was his son, and states

that this son became rector of Streatham-

cum-Thetford, Cambridge, in 1622. H. C.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Principal Navigation*, Voyages, Traffiqnex, andi

Di-Moi'eriex of the English Nation. By Richard
Hakluyt. Vols. I. and II. (Glasgow, MacLehose
& Sons.)

AMONG the books which the scholar most eagerly
craved was a new edition of Hakluyt's

'

Voyages.
The early editions are virtually inaccessible, bring-
ing in the market even when soiled and imperfect,
as they mostly are prices ranging from twenty to

thirty pounds, and increasing in value from year
to year as copies become absorbed in the great
American libraries. The reprint (limited to two
hundred and fifty copies) of 1809-12 is in demand
at much enhanced prices, and that of 1885-90, con-

cerning the authority for which we know nothing,
brings a very long price in the sale-room. The
boon of a handsome, trustworthy, and well-illus-
trated edition now being conceded by Messrs.
MacLehose & Sons is worthy of the most enter-

prising of Scottish booksellers, the publishers to
the Glasgow University. In addition to the matter
contained in the three folio volumes of the original
(second) edition, J 598-1600, and the five 4to volumes
of the accepted reprint, the forthcoming issue,
which will be in twelve 8vo volumes, will be accom-
panied by

* Purchas his Pilgrimes,' of which there
is no modern reprint, a work of excessive rarity,
compiled in part from the materials left by Hak-
luyt. Further particulars concerning this projected
addition will in time be supplied, and the work
thus constituted must become the authoritative
and accepted form in which this great record of
travel will survive. Well known as he is and he
has had, as the reader is aware, a society named
after him, and formed for the purpose of printing
and illustrating his writings Hakluyt has found,
so far as we are aware, no Lamb or other inspired
critic to immortalize him, and assign him a place in
the same category with men so disparate as Malory,
Chapman, and Camden. Froude in his

' Short
Studies on Great Subjects' calls 'The Principal
Navigations,' ordinarily known as 'The Voyages,'"
the prose epic of the modern English nation," and

praises in strongest terms the writings of the indus-
trious cleric. Hakluyt, like Purchas, was a clergy-
man, and was Archdeacon of Westminster and one
of the chaplains of the Savoy. After the fashion of
many writers of his time, Hakluyt is long-winded
and sparing in the use of full stops. It must be
borne in mind, however, that he is generally trans-
lating, which may account for a style charged at
times with Latinisms, or using the words of others.
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It is only in the dedications to various dignitaries
or to the " Favourable Reader," a nice and wise
distinction, that we are sure of possessing our
author's very words. From these dedications also
we obtain most that is known concerning Hakluyt's
aims and processes. The dedication of the first
edition is to Sir Francis Walsingham, that of the
first volume of the second edition is to Lord Charles
Howard, Earl of Nottingham, while the second and
third volumes are dedicated to Sir Robert Cecil.
In the preface to the reader of the second part
Hakluyt speaks of his aim as having been, at
"much traveile and cost, to bring Antiquities
smothered and buried in darke silence, to light,
and to preserve certaine memorable exploits of late

yeeres by our English nation Atchieyed, from the
greedy and devouring jawes of oblivion," &c. In
these efforts he has been successful, and his great
work is unique in its class, and is a precious record
of English heroism. At the outset of the fifteen
hundred years over which his record is said to
extend Hakluyt shows himself credulous though
not, perhaps, specially so for the age in which he
wrote . and his earliest entries deal with the
voyages of King Arthur as chronicled by Geoffrey
of Monmouth, Lambarde, and others. He subse-

quently trusts to safer authorities in JBede and
Camden. It is, of course, with the travels in

Muscovy or Russia, and the search for a North-East
Passage of the ill-fated fcir Hugh Willoughby and
others, that the deathless interest of the work is

established. Such passages as were altered or
excised in obedience to authority will now be
restored to their places or issued in the form of

supplement. Among them are the original account
of

' The Ambassage of Sir Hierome Bowes to the

Emperour of Moscouie,' 1583, for which an amended
version was substituted, and the cancelling, in some
copies of the title-page of the first edition, of the
reference to

" the famous victorie atchieved at the
citie of Cadiz," 1596, which, after the disgrace of

the Earl of Essex, was excised, presumably at

royal command. The text employed in the reprint
is that of the second and authoritative edition,
which has been exactly followed, with the exception
that the familiar Latin contractions have been filled

out, and that modern custom, instead of ancient,
has been followed in the employment of i's and fs
and w's and v's. To the suggestion of Prof. Skeat it

is due that the marginalia comprise references to
the original folios. What is now given ends with
the letter of Sigismond, King of Polonia, to Queen
Elizabeth, dated 6 December, 1559 (" the 39 of pur
reigne"), and corresponds to p. 338 of the first

volume of the folio. The illustrations to vol. i.

include the fine portrait of Queen Elizabeth en-

graved in 1596 by Woutnelius after Crispin de Pas
or Wierix (frontispiece) ; facsimiles of the title-

pages to the first edition and the three volumes of

the second ; of a map
'

Typus Orbis Terrarum,' in-

serted in the first edition ; and of a map of the

world, rarely found in the second edition, and
supposed to have been instanced by Shakespeare in

'Twelfth Night.' Those to the second comprise
portraits of Sir Hugh Willoughby, Sebastian Cabot,
and Ivan Vasilowich, Emperor of Russia ;

a picture
of King Edward VI. granting to London citizens

the charter of Bridewell Palace ;
a charter of

Wardhouse (Vardo) ; the seal of the Russia Com-
pany, 1555 ; and scarce and admirably executed

maps of the world and of Europe. Nothing but

praise is to be bestowed upon a work which in

inception and execution is equally admirable. No
production of modern times appeals more directly
to the antiquary and the lover of England, and
of none shall we avyait with more sanguine and
pleasurable anticipation the completion.

THE paper on Christopher Columbus in the Edin-
burgh Review for October is of a high order of merit.
The writer gives evidence of great knowledge of his

subject, and, what is quite as important, the gift of
freedom from prejudice which is rare in those who
have undertaken to deal with the career and cha-
racter of the great navigator. Columbus was not
only a world benefactor, but an upright and good
man for his time, with a deep sense of religion ; but
we see no reason for attributing every possible
virtue to the discoverer of the New World. We
do not doubt that he was a rough-and-ready sea-

man, in a great degree exempt from the violent
characteristics of his time, but we cannot credit
him with the saintliness with which some of his
more ardent admirers have invested him. In ' Mr.
Watson's Poems' the author is dealt with, in some
cases, far too sternly, though due praise is also

given at times. It is, we must admit, by no
means an easy matter to hold the scales without
a trembling hand when dealing with a poet who so

frequently permits questions of modern life, regard-
ing which controversies still rage, to deflect his
vision. To say, however, that " Mr. Watson is a
poet of a type of which he is, perhaps, the only
specimen existing, with no distinctive and dis-

tinguishable voice of his own," is going much too
far. It is inaccurate, for the simple reason that if

it were true it would go very far towards proving
that he is not a poet at all, in any sense in
which the word can be legitimately used. That
he is a real poet is quite certain, though we
confess to finding defects alike of rhythm and
word-selection that at times render his verse un-

satisfactory. The paper on Turner is thoughtful,
and not too laudatory, as was the fashion awhile
back. There is, moreover, a sense of proportion
sometimes wanting in art critics. It is now admitted
that Turner had many faults, but it grates on us to
hear any of his pictures spoken of as possessing" that mixture of genius and charlatanism that the

public taste of his day demanded." ' The Revela-
tions of Radium ;

is the best summing up of what
is known and what may be reasonably surmised
on a most difficult subject that we have yet met
with. It will undoubtedly take high rank in the
chemical literature of the future as fixing the high-
water mark of knowledge at the time when it was
written. There can be no doubt that it will be

superseded by the discoveries of a not very
remote future, but it must always keep its place
as a valuable document to those interested in the
annals of chemistry.

' Modern Spiritualism
'

is a
safe article. The writer is evidently unwilling to
commit himself by what may turn out to be rash

speculation. The tone is modern, and in great part
praiseworthy ; but we now and then encounter

passages which bring to our mind the feeling of

days gone by which is not likely to return. 'The
Emmet Insurrection' contains, we believe, some
new facts ;

but we have found nothing therein to

modify'our opinions regarding the Government of
his time or of the noble-minded but unreasonable
victim. 'Oxford in 1903

'

ought to be read by all

who take an interest in the present state of our
ancient universities.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.

MESSRS. MAGGS BROTHERS give us what is appa-
rently the first of three portions, A I, of the kind
of works most in demand. A copy of

' Le Nez d'un
Notaire' of About has the original designs of

M. A. Sonnier, the illustrator.
' Le Mirouer Exem-

plaire' of ^Egidius Romanus is printed fur G.

Eustace, in black-letter, 1517. An '

Pappus Morali-
satus

'

is an inclinable. An English edition of ^Esop
and Gay, with illustrations by Blake and others, is

in 4 vols. An Aristophanes, Aldus, 1498, very rare,
is priced '221. 10*. It is a splendidly printed editio

princeps, which used to be in great demand, and its

colophon bears the date MUD. Apperley's
' Memoirs

of Mytton
'

has coloured plates by Alken and Raw-
lins. Scarce books on America follow. Those
on angling include a fourth Walton and Cotton.
Matthew Arnold's '

Empedocles on Etna,' first

edition, is very scarce, and early Bacons are much
sought after. The Mrs. Behn reprint fetches now
a stiff price. Beulowes's '

Theophila,' 1652, wants,
as usual, many plates. Some fine Bewicks follow.

Dante, 1544, in an early Venetian binding, is 38/.,

and an 'Atalanta in Calydon,' bound by Sir E.

Sullivan, is 30/. A black-letter English translation,
R. Tottell, 1,554, of Boccaccio's

*

Falls of Princes
'

is

16/. 16-s. ; and a Cawood's Barclay's
'

Ship of Fools,'
321. 10*. We once had a Pynson's edition of the
work, and wonder what it would now fetch. A
collection of Fanny Burney's works is in L'6 vols.

A '

Hudibras,' all three parts first editions, is priced
357. Byron is a conspicuous heading. Carlyle, first

editions, in 55 vols., also arrests attention. A 1532
Chaucer is cheap, 57^. 10*. Many books of costume,
mostly well known, follow. A 'Cuer de Philo-

sophic,' 1514, in a Cape binding, is 24A Dibdin's
'

Bibliotheca Spenceriana
'

is 22/ 10*., the *

Biblio-

graphical Decameron,' 13/. 13*. The Monthly Mirror,
29 vols (should be 31 with New Series), is very
cheap at 1L 10*. A St. Augustine, Rome, 1470, by
Sweynheiru & Pannartz, is a complete rarity. A
large number of incunabula appear under 'Early
Printing.' A 'Speculum Human;? Vitas' has the
very early date of 1408. A collection of works on
English history follows, and is succeeded by Fitz-
Gerald's 'Six Dramas of Calderon,' first edition,
uncut, and a collection of Freeman. There are
many illustrated French books, chiefly of the eigh-
teenth century. A Viollet-le-Duc,

'

Mobilier,' and a
'Stafford Gallery' follow. There are some early
Goldsmiths and a Granger's 'Biographical Dic-
tionary,' grangerized to 18 vols., 300/. We note also
a Gerard's '

Herbal,' some fine Books of Hours a
splendid Heywood's

'

Hierarchic of the Angells
'

and a hornbook.

In the catalogue of Messrs. H. Young & Sons, of
Liverpool, is '11 Filocopo' of Boccaccio, Venice
1554, from Battle Abbey. We note a copy of 'The
Fairfax Correspondence'; a Pickering's Tyrwhitt's
Chaucer; Jesse's 'Court Memoirs' (pronounce
Jews, not Jesse's); a De Bry. bound by David-
a Dionysius

' De Situ Orbis,' 1512, c.dltio prim-*
'

Prof. Rogers s 'History of Prices'
; some fine Albert

Durer plates and early Venetian woodcuts- a
curious Elizabethan school-book ; a set of plates
to Scott's Waverley Novels, 50/. ; Bartsch's ' Le
Pemtre Graveur '; Deuchar's '

Etchings
'

; Fabian's
'Chronicle'; a Voltaire's 'Pucelle,' 1761, 13 plates
(and, we suppose a frontispiece), bound by Lortic
a Cabinet des Fees,' 41 vols., small 8vo (the large8vo edition is better), 151.; Gray's 'Elegy,' second

edition ;
a folio Hogarth ;

the
* Earl of Northum-

berland's Household Books,' by Madden ; a portrait
and autograph letter of Nelson ; a Persian MS. of

the eighteenth century ;
a Heyne's

*

Virgil,' extra-

illustrated. Under Ruskin and Walpole are works
well worth attention.

In the catalogue of Mr. Thomas Thorne, of New-
castle-on-Tyne, a Payne's

' Arabian Nights,' 13 vols.,
is 14. 14*. It is much more pleasant to read than

Burton's, which brings twice the price. Napoleon's
great work on Egypt is 37/., published at 1601. The
'Encyclopaedia Britannica,' Time* edition, is

10/. lO*., which is cheap. Lawrence & Bullen's
edition de, luxe of Italian novelists is 101. 10s.

Dickens's 'Tale of Two Cities,' first edition, is rare.

The recently published "International Library of

Famous Literature" is reduced from 8/. 10-s
1

. to
21. 18*.

"
Oh, what a falling-off was there !" Under

local headings, such as Northumberland, Durham,
Roman Wall, &c., books of much interest are
chronicled. Familiar headings, such as Archaeology,
Heraldry, &c., will naturally be consulted by
book-lovers.

Messrs. Parsons, of Brompton Road, have pub-
lished two most interesting catalogues of books and
engraved portraits. In the former we find Blake's

illustrations, coloured by his own hand, price
(50 guineas. It will be remembered that Earl
Crewe's copy recently sold for 1701. Ackerrnann's
' Tours

'

is 20 guineas ;

' Public Schools,' 701. ; and
' The Repository of Arts,' 12 guineas. There are

many works on costume, including Planche's '

Cyclo-
paedia,' 67. 15*. The art works comprise the Cata-
logues of the Royal Academy, 1769 to 1894, 19/.

There are also works on Staffordshire, Yorkshire,
Scotland, Wales, &c., natural history, and bio-

graphy.
Mr. Salkeld's mid-November catalogue includes

a good miscellaneous collection of works recently
purchased.
Messrs. Heffer & Sons, of Cambridge, have two

fresh catalogues, one devoted to theology, and the
other to mathematical works from the library of
the late Prof. Stokes.

Messrs. Sotheran's catalogue for Nov. 13th has
just been received, and will be noticed later.

to fl0msjr00je;ttis.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
S. L. PETTY (" Water-Emmets"). A reply by

LORD ALDENHAM appeared 9th S. xi. 451.

CORRIGENDUM. Ante, p. 350, col. 1, 1. 11, for"
F. H. Stilwell" read G. H. fctilwell.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office. Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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SEION : AN ANCIENT TRADITION OF
LLANPUMSAINT.

THE following legend appeared in the Haul
for July, 1849. That it is a genuine local

tradition is attested by the editor (David
Owen, better known by his ffugenw,
"
Brutus"), who was a native of the parish

of Llanpumsaint. His statement that it is

"imperfect" probably means no more than
that it does not give the names of the five

saints as found in the printed lists of Welsh
saints. I have omitted nothing except a few

general reflections of a didactic character.

Llechseion, I may add, is situated about nine

miles, as the crow flies, north of the town of

Carmarthen. I will make no comment on the
tale at present, further than to note the very
precise reference to the broken stone, and
the great probability, almost amounting to

certainty, that the inscription contained some
form of the name of Seion that could not be
identified by the uninstructed with "

saint."
" This tale of Seion have I heard in my younger

days from my parents and aged folk as they bent
over the spinning-wheel, who in their turn but

repeated what had been handed down by their fore-

fathers. They would tell how a man named Seion,
a disciple and successor of some of the disciples and

successors of Christ and the Apostles, had come in
the early days of Christianity across the seas from
some far-off region, and, disembarking at one of the
seaports of the land of Dyfed, had journeyed hither
and thither through the country, uttering his

message to wit, the Gospel of the power of God
He won the affections of five men, whom he named
saints (saint neu seintiau). These, believing in his

message, joined him and became his followers and
adherents. They clung close together, never going
singly on their preaching missions through the
land, for fear of the Druids, who, utterly hostile to

Christianity, were very numerous at that time
perhaps far more so than the Hans and chapels of
the present day, if we may judge from the vestiges
of their temples and altars scattered up and down
every part of the country Seion and his saints,
in the course of their journeyings, crossed Celer
Mountain, and on the south side of that mountain
Seion sickened, and his friends and followers did
all they could to comfort and cure him, diligently
applying such remedies as they knew. Nothing,
However, availed, and there, above Duad Well,
Seion died. This well is a remarkable one, with a
greater force of water in its spring than is commonly
the case. With its own waters has it hollowed out
the glen, into which no other stream flows. The
brook retains the name of the well for miles on its

downward course towards the village of Cynwil
Elfed and far beyond, till it falls into the river Gwili.
From that point the river is Gwili, until it reaches
the Towy." When Seion died the five saints held, after the
fashion of those days, a solemn burial service over
their departed leader, with wistful mourning and
grief-laden prayer, for the space of time usual under
such circumstances, and then they buried him near
Duad Well, and placed over the grave a great
inscribed stone slab ; and the farm where his grave
was dug and the dwelling-house have borne the
name of Llechseion unto this day. The stone

gradually shifted from its original position, and
sank deeply into the ground, for the peaty soil was
soft. And now as it sank the earth oegan to hide
it ; and so the shepherd lads in the summer season
of shepherding would scrape away with their crooks
and staves the soil that covered and hid the letter-

ing of the stone. In later times, some hundred and
forty or hundred and sixty years ago, a big kiln
was built on the farm of Llechseion for the purpose
of drying corn, and a stonemason was sent with his

tools to break up the slab (for it was too heavy to
be carried off entire), in order to set it over the
furnace of the kiln. In two he intended breaking
it, but it broke into five fragments. I had a con-
versation about fifty years back with one Evan
William, who was then very, very old, and he it

was who had carried the fragments of the slab
to the kiln. He told me that the inscription was
quite plain on some of the pieces at that time. All
who knew Evan considered him to be a sensible,

straightforward man, and he was very intelligent
in matters of history (yn hanesydd rhagorol dda)." After the burial of Seion, and the days of lament-

ing customary in those times were over, the five

saints agreed to fare forth once more to preach to
the country folk. They turned their eyes towards
the east, and nothing but rugged heathery moun-
tains faced them everywhere, with no sign of human
habitation. They looked towards the west and the

south, and still beheld the same forbidding scenery.
But when they turned their gaze in a south-westerly
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direction they saw before them a spacious cham

paign teeming with dwelling-houses. They set ou
in this direction, and began to declare and publisl
their message to the inhabitants of the variou,

localities. Soon the people drew to them in grea
numbers, believed their testimony, and joined then
until they had a large congregation. This made
them feel the inconvenience of lacking a meeting
house wherein to administer their religion, ther

ordinances, and their discipline, and to worship th

Divine Being. Then the five saints made known by
proclamation to all their followers that they were
to come together on a set day to implore the In
visible Being to disclose unto them in what region
and on what spot they should build their llan. With
one consent, after praying to the Omniscient God
they agreed to throw the hammer, after the custorr

of those ages. The hammer fell on the top of Moel
fryn Clyn Neuadd (a considerable farm in Llan

pumsaint parish). One wish and one longing now
seized on all, namely, to build the llan. But the
work of building at that spot did not answer to

their zeal : the waggons would break down, the
dumb beasts would fall sick and perish in the very
act of dragging the building materials to the place
the best artisans, the foremost in the work, woulc
sink down and die, overcome by grievous disease

everything was adverse to them. ' What God wills
not succeeds not.' And so they all now understood
that the Ran was not to be there. A second mes-
sage was published that all should gather together
to pray that it might be revealed to them where
the llan was to be. Again, after prayer to the In-
visible One, they with one mind threw the hammer,
which fell near the Druidic temple that was in the
neighbouring valley. There they set about building
the llan. Everything went on now prosperously
until the building was completed. They then dedi-
cated it to the Lord, and named it after their
own number and cognomen (cyfrnv:) the ' Llan of
the Five Saints,' and so is it called unto this day.
There are still traces of their work on the Moel-
fryn to be seen as plainly as the light of a midsum-
mer day. On a neighbouring farm a well is to be
found known as Ffynon Bum Saint. Doubtless it
was from this well that they drew water for the
service of the llan, and perhaps for their own use
too
"The ancient legend as to these things that

is handed down from father to son, and from
mother to maid, among the inhabitants of Cantref
Elfed, is a clear proof that these particulars are
genuine just as the sun is sometimes visible
through the gentle misty fog and the vivifying
drizzle, though not so plainly as when there is no
mist or rain. In the last century and the early
years of the current one, owing to the sluggishness,
laziness, and indifference of Cymru's bards, ovates'
and historians, no small number of their rites, their
vigils, and their festivals have become but as the
dregs of what they once were, or have utterly
dropped out of sight over the sheer precipices of
cold oblivion. I may give as instances the Feast
For Vigil it is difficult to distinguish the two in
Welsh usage] of Solemn Renunciation [Diofryd, a
word not in Silvan Evans in this application], one' of
the daughters of Druidism, held on May Day Eve
Rushlight Feast, held twice a year, in March and
October ; August Feast, a joyous, frolicsome, and
bounteous festival, held in July ; the Feast of the
Games [ Campia, the eve of All Hallows not to be
found in Silvan Evans under this name] ; the Was-

sail Feast, the eldest child of Vortigern; King of

Britain, and Rhonwen, the daughter of Hengist the
Saxon ; the Gift Feast of the Plan of Troy [Gwylrodd
Lhm Caerdroia], held on the 21st of June

; Pancake
Feast [Pangcws], held on Shrovetide Eve ; the Feast
of the Lenten Pot [Crochan y Graivys], held on the
eve of All Fools [J\os yr holl Ofenvyr]. The two
feasts last mentioned were celebrated while Popery
reigned in Wales, and many others, too numerous
to mention, that soon will be in the valley of for-

getfulness. Wonderful is it to think how cold-
hearted [digariad] the inhabitants of Wales are at
the present day. IOAN DUAD.
"
Llwyn y gog."

The editor (Brutus) adds a note :

"loan Duad tells the old legend correctly, as it

used to be related by the old folk, but it is im-
perfect. Llanpumsaint seems to have received its
name from a nobleman, Cynyr Farfdrwch ab Gwron
ab Cynedda, who lived at Cynwil Caio. His chil-
dren were Celynin, Ceitho, Gwyn, Gwynno, and
Gwynnor."

J. P. OWEN.

SHAKESPEARIANA.
' TWELFTH NIGHT,' II. v. In Shakespeare's

'Twelfth Night,' II. v., Maria, on seeing
Malvolio approach, says :

" Here comes the
Trowt, that must be caught with tickling,"
and on this last word the great Philadelphia
edition gives the following commentary :

"
Steevens : Thus, Cogan, in his ' Haven of

Health,' 1595 :

' This fish of nature loveth flatterie ;
for being in the water, it will suffer itselfe to be
rubbed and clawed, and so be taken. 3

Halliwell :
'

Grope or tickle, a kind of fishing, by putting one's
hand into the water-holes where fish lye, and
tickling them about the gills ; by which means
they '11 become so quiet, that a man may take them
in his hand, and cast them to land, or if large fish,
be may thrust his fingers into their gills and bring
them out' ('Diet. Rust.'). Catching trout in this
manner is an old and deadly mode of poaching, but
it can only be practised in very dry, sultry weather,
and when the water is exceedingly low

;
then the

country urchins, early instructed in this destructive
3ractice, wade into the pools, grope for, and easily
:ake large trout by tickling them. *

Whoop : fut*
low he tickles yon trout under the gilles ! You shall
see him take him by and by, with groping flattery*
Marston's ' Antonio and Mellida,' II. p. 23, ed.

rlalliwell).
* This is the tamest trout I ever tickled '

Beaumont and Fletcher, 'The Humorous Lieu-
tenant,' III. v.). Hence the term trout came to be
used as applied to a foolish person easily en-

rapped."

Since most of these quotations are rather old,
and the words of Halliwell leave it undecided
whether he speaks from proper experience,
't may perhaps be of some interest to know
hat Cogan's assertion is perfectly trust-

worthy, and holds good even nowadays.
Once upon a time a good many years

,go taking a walk on a lovely summer
J

ay along the side of a little brook, I
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happened to see a trout standing still in the

water, and, as it would seem, basking in the
sun. I do not remember how it came into

my mind to try to catch it, but the fact is

that, having put off my nether garments, I

stepped into the water and began to approach
it most warily. But in vain

; quick as

lightning it shot off and took refuge under
the root of an alder tree, that grew with
many others just on the brink of the water.
There it stood with its head hid, but the tail

distinctly visible, and the trick was to
advance my hand imperceptibly so as finally
to get a solid grip round the gills. It dia
not succeed the first time, nor indeed for

many other times, and I had much trouble
with the fellow, for all this while he shot off

betimes, crossing the river and hiding under
another alder-root. I remarked that he

always placed himself with the current, and
so I thought that perhaps he might mistake
the slightest touch possible for a bubble of

water. This stratagem turned out well, so

that literally tickling him I at last brought
him into the position desired, and he was

caught. I repeated the experiment more or

less successfully, and such was the attraction

of the sport that for five consecutive summers
it was my greatest pleasure to take trout
with the hands. True it is that my best

capture at a time did not exceed the number
of six in a whole forenoon, and that curving
one's back so much was rather fatiguing to a
man in his thirties ; but then the zest of it !

Possibly every urchin on the banks of the

Avon could tell you just the same thing, but
since none has been found to do so (as far as

I know, at least), perhaps this little notice

will call forth further confirmation of the

fact that, under given circumstances, a trout

will suffer itself to be tickled. Whether the

assertion of fish generally being taken in

this manner is correct goes beyond my
experience, though I must confess that to me
it seems very doubtful ; and, on the other side,

the capture being commonly limited to only
few individuals, it is difficult to conceive

why this practice should have been called
"
deadly

" and "
destructive."

Let me acid that there is a Spanish proverb
('D. Q.,' ii. 71), "No se toman truchas a

bragas enjutas" :

*' There is no taking trout

with dry breeches "from which we may
perhaps infer that Sancho Panza and his

countrymen practised the same manner of

taking trout with the hands, wading in the

water and tickling them. The Italians also

say,
" Non si pu6 aver pesci senza immol-

larsi," but here the tenor is too general to

admit of its being referred to the practice

which has been the subject of this little

note. EDWARD LIDFORSS.
Stockholm.

[We have in early youth caught trout in the
fashion indicated.]

*

HAMLET,' I. iii. 114.

With almost all the holy vows of heaven.

The worlds ''almost" and "holy "of the

Quarto do not appear in the Folio, and Rolfe
remarks that u

except for the measure [they]
might well be spared." The word " almost
is essential as marking the feature objection-
able to Polonius. The father realizes that
the difference in their rank renders it un-

likely that his daughter will be married to
the prince, and Ophelia is not so carried

away by the force of love as to fail to see
that certain vows those peculiar to the
actual marriage ceremony have not been
uttered. There might have been a promise,
but the vows could not be made before the

marriage. I was struck with the significance
of

" almost "
before learning that its import-

ance had been denied. E. MERTON DEY.

'HAMLET,' I. iv. 36-8 (9
th S. xii. 323).

MR. V. ST. CLAIR MACKENZIE has overlooked
a note by E. S. A. at 8th S. x. 70, in which eisel

is proposed as a substitute for eale in this pas-
sage. At the same reference DR. FURNIVALI*

says that all these conjectural emendations
are unnecessary, as the passage is perfectly
good sense as it stands. I think that if MR.
MACKENZIE reads DR. FURNIVALL'S note he
will at any rate agree that his own suggestion
does not improve the passage. C. C. B.

A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT OF THE
WORKS OF CHARLES DIBDIN.

(See 9th S. viii. 39, 77, 197, 279; ix. 421 ; x. 122, 243;
xi. 2, 243, 443 ; xii. 183,283.)

1803. The Professional Life of Mr Dibdin, Written
by Himself. Together with the words of six hun-
dred Songs selected from his works, and sixty
small prints taken from the subjects of the songs.
And invented, etched, and prepared for the Aqua
Tinta by Miss Dibdin. Embellished also with an
elegant engraving by Mr Smith, From a Portrait of
Mr Dibdin, a striking Likeness, and an admirable
Picture painted by Mr Devis. In Four Volumes.
Vol. 1. [II., III., or IV.] London: Published by the
Author, at his Music-Warehouse, Leicester Place,
Leicester Square ; and may be had of Longman and
Rees, Paternoster Row ; and also of the principal
Booksellers throughout England and Scotland ;

whose names will be severally inserted in the

provincial Papers. 1803. J. Cundee, Printer, Ivy-
Lane. 8vo.

Portrait
" Painted by Mr. Devis. Engraved

by Mr. Smith." Plates as described in title

(but some copies appear to have been issued
without these) ; pp. xxvi, 229, and index to
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songs and prints, v
; vol. ii. pp. iv, 303, and

index, vii ;
vol. iii. pp. iv, 387, and

vii ;
vol. iv. pp. iv, 328, and index, viii. The

" advertisement" is dated Leicester Place,

1 February, 1803. It is probable that copies

were issued without either portrait or plates.

Mr. Julian Marshall has one such, with a

different title, from which the wording begin-

ning
" and sixty small prints," down to

"
by

Mr. Devis," is omitted, and there is substi-

tuted, "Interspersed with many humorous

and entertaining anecdotes incidental to the

public character." Later editions in 1804 and

1809 will be referred to under those dates.

1803. Britons Strike Home ! a Table Entertain-

ment, written and composed by Charles Dibdin,

first performed 17th September, 1803.

The songs were published in folio, price Is.,

signed by Dibdin, on a sheet of four pages,
the title on front, the back blank, except
where noted. Headings of songs are similar

to No. 4, and there is an arrangement for two
flutes on last engraved page, unless noted.

*1. The Call of Honour.
*2. A Trip to the Camp.
*3. The Poet to his Lyre.
4. Nancy 's the Name, written & composed by Mr.

Dibdin, and sung by him in his New Entertainment
called Britons strike Home. London Printed &
Sold by the Author at his Music Warehouse
Leicester Place, Leicester Square.

5. A Welcome to the French.
*6. Peace and War.
*7. The Soldier's Oath of Allegiance.

This was No. 4 of
'

British War Songs,' q.v.

8. Erin go Bra.
*9. The General Lover.
10. The Ancient Britons. 4 pp.
11. A Seaman's Ditty (originally entitled 'A Sailor's

Ditty ').

*P2. The British Heroines.

This was No. 2 of
'

British War Songs,' q.v.

*13. The False Alarm.
14. The Subscription at Lloyd's. 6pp., the last

blank ;
also an additional leaf pasted in front, on

the second page of which is a dedication to Sir

Francis Baring, Bart., dated Sept. 17th, 1803. On
pp. 4 and 5 is an arrangement for a military band
(Corni, Clarinets, Bassoons, and Bassi).

15. Soldiers and Sailors.

*16. Ca n'ira pas, a Sequel to Ca ira.

17. The Auld Pibrough. 4 pp. Arrangement for

a military band on p. 4.

*18. The Good Singer.
19. Victory and George the Third. 6 pp., the

last blank. Arrangement for a military band on

pp. 4 and 5.

The above formed the original programme
of songs, in the order as advertised for the

opening night.
There was also published :

*
Songs, &c., in Britons Strike Home. A new

Entertainment of Sans Souci, written, composed,
spoken, sung, and accompanied By Mr. Dibdin.

Price Is. Qd. Printed for the Author and sold at

his music warehouse, Leicester Place, Leicester

Square. Engraved by W. Smart, Warren bt.,

Fitzroy Sq. 8vo, pp. iv, 58.

1803. British War Songs.

These were published monthly in folio, about

the same time as the songs in
*

Britons,

Strike Home!' and were apparently used

more or less in that entertainment. The
first page contains only a general title and
the number, with (except on No. 1) a motto :

Peace be to France, if France will hear of Peace !

If not, bleed France ! and Peace ascend to Heaven !

Shakespear.

Each song is signed either on front or on
first page of the music.

No. 1. Fall or Conquer, A Parody of R. Burns's

Poem called
' Bruce's Address to his Army.'

Written by a Gentleman. The Music by Mr.
Dibdin. June 4th

,
1803. Pr. 2s. London Printed &

Sold by the Composer at his Music Warehouse
Leicester Place, Leicester Sqr

. 8 pp. Scored for

Trombe, Corni, Clarinets, V. Primo, V. Secondo,

Viola, Voce, Bassi. On pp. 7 and 8 scored "
for a

military band."
No. 2. The British Heroines. Written and

Composed by Mr. Dibdin. July 4th
, 1803. Pr. 2*.

London Printed, &c. [as above]. 10 pp. Scored
for Trumpet in c, Corni, Flauti, Violini lmo,

Violini 2do
, Viola, Voce, Bassi. For a military

band on pp. 8 and 9; p. 10 blank. See No. 12,

'Britons, Strike Home !'

No. 3. A Song of Death. The Music Composed
by Mr. Dibdin. Aug* 4, 1803. Printed & Publish'd

by the Composer at his Music Warehouse, &c.

10 pp. Scored for Corni, Clarinets, Bassoons,
Vio. lmo, Vio. 2do

, Viola, Voce, Bassi. For a

military band on pp. 8 and 9 ; p. 10 blank. This
is a setting of Burns's 'Farewell, thou fair Day.'

Hogarth cheerfully included it among Dibdin's

poems.
No. 4. The Soldier's Oath of Allegiance. Written

& Composed by Mr. Dibdin. Sepf 5th
,
1803. Price 2*-.

Printed & Sold, &c. Scored for Corni, Oboe,
Bassoons, Vio. lmo

,
Vio. 2do , Viola, Voce, Bassi.

For a military band on pp. 8 and 9 ; p. 10 blank.
See No. 7,

'

Britons, Strike Home !

'

No. 5. The Song of Acre. Composed by Mr.
Dibdin. Octr 4th

,
1803. Price 2s. London. Printed

& Published, &c. 10 pp. Scored for Corni, Clar.

1 and 2, Vio. 1 and 2, Viola, Voce, Bassi. For a

military band on pp. 8 and 9.

No. 6. The Volunteer. Written by the Revd

Weeden Butler, M.A., the Music Composed by
Mr. Dibdin. London, Printed for the Composer at
his Music Warehouse, &c. 8 pp. Scored for Corni,

Oboe, Bassoons, Vi. 1 and 2, Viola, Pianoforte.
For a military band on pp. 6 and 7; p. 8 blank.
No. 7. The Lion in his Den. Written & composed

by Mr. Dibdin, Decr 4th
, 1803. Price 2s. London

Printed & Sold by the Author, &c. 12 pp. Scored
for Tromba, Corni, Oboes, Bassoons, Vio. 1 and 2,
Viola, Voce, Bassi ; p. 12 blank.
No. 8. Love and Glory. Written and composed by

Mr. Dibdin, Jany. 4th , 1804. Pr. 2s. London, Printed
& Sold.&c. 10 pp. Scored for Horns, Flutes, Clari-

netts, Bassoons, Vio. ! and 2, Viola, Voce, Bassi.

Also for a military band.
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1804. The Professional Life of Mr
Dibdin, contain-

ing a Narrative of such Circumstances as relate to
the pursuits of the Author During Forty-four years,
in his Character of Writer, Composer, and Per-
former

; with the addition of six hundred songs,
and sixty plates, from their subjects. Second Edi-
tion. In this edition new particulars are intro-
duced concerning M r Dibdin's late tour to Ireland
and the whole of Britons Strike Home, The War
Songs, and such others as have been brought for-
ward at Sans Souci, up to the present time, are
superadded. In four volumes. Vol. I. [II., III., or
IV.] London : Printed by James Cundee, Ivy-Lane.
Published by the Author, at his Music Warehouse,
Leicester-Place, Leicester Square; Sold also by
T. Hurst, Paternoster-Row; and by all the principal
Booksellers throughout the United Kingdom.
1804. 8vo.

Vol. i. portrait as in first edition, 8 plates,
pp. xxv, 229, index, 5 pp. ; vol. ii. 16 plates,
pp. iv, 303, index, 7 pp. ; vol. iii. 15 plates,
pp. iv, 387, index, 7 pp. ; vol. iv. 21 plates,
pp. iv, 328, index, 8 pp., and supplement, vi
and 60. Published 4 February, 1804.

E. RIMBAULT DIBDIN.
Morningside, Sudworth Road, New Brighton.

(To be continued.)

" MINIATURE/' At 9th S. x. 283 the present
writer invited attention to an example of
curious contraction of meaning as shown in
the word "asphyxia." He would now invite
attention to an example of no less curious
extension of meaning as shown in the word
"miniature." The dictionaries tell us that
this word is derived from the Latin minium,
meaning cinnabar or vermilion ;

while in Low
Latin the verb miniare means to paint with
that substance. It appears that in the early
art of illumination, and more particularly in
the decoration of manuscripts, vermilion was
largely employed in producing the minute
representations of human heads which were
occasionally introduced into the designs
under execution. Hence the word "minia-
ture

" came to be applied to any small picture
or portrait. Ultimately, without any legiti-
mate warrant, it came to be applied to any-
thing small or executed on a small scale as
"a miniature republic," "a cathedral in

miniature," &c. as if the word was con-
nected with minor, minimus, minuo, diminish,
&c. Vicious etymology has a good deal to

answer for. PATRICK MAXWELL.
Bath.

"MILKSOP." An early occurrence of this

word (as a surname) may be of interest to

the editors of the 'H.E.D.' On p. 17, Ap-
pendix I. of the '

Thirty-fifth Report of the

Deputy Keeper of the Public Records,' deal-

ing with the charters of the Duchy of

Lancaster,
" a villein called Robert Milcsop

"

is mentioned, of the vill of Culing (Cowling
in Essex). The name occurs in an undated
grant of land by William Lungespee to Roger
de London, parson of Culing, which it is

surmised was drawn up between 1246 and
1256. J. HAMBLEY ROWE, M.B.
Horton, Bradford.

CHILDREN'S GAMES: U !CE PIE"=! SPY.
A reporter's error worth noting is to be
found in the Birmingham Gazette of 19 Sep-
tember. Mr. A. C. Osier, a well-known local

politician, at a public meeting observed that
in the Parliamentary world a series of games
had been set on foot :

"First, Mr. distinguished himself in a game
called cross-questions and crooked answers ; then
Mr. followed with a very elaborate sort of

hide-and-seek; and Mr. - - very ably led in
another game called

*
ice pie.'

"

This new name for that friend of our

youth,
"
I spy," seems a delightful variant.

POLITICIAN.

CARLYLE AND THE TALMUD. In the 'Latter-

Day Pamphlets,' No. V., p. 247, Carlyle says :

' Nature keeps silently a most exact Saving's-

bank, an official register correct to the most evanes-
cent item, Debtor and Creditor in respect to one
and all of us; silently marks down Creditor by such
and such an unseen act of veracity and heroism ;

Debtor to such and such a loud blustery blunder

day after day rigorously as Fate ; and at the end of

the account you will have it all to pay, my friend."

I wonder whether Carlyle, with whom this

was a favourite postulate, ever read this

extract from our 'Pirke Abboth,' the founder
of which taught the Gospel of Work as

strenuously as himself :

' Akiba said all things are foreseen and
liberty

of

action is allowed ; by aoounding favour the work is

judged, and all depends upon the quality of the
work. He was wont to maintain that all things
are held on trust and a net is spread round all

human beings ; the shop is open, the merchant is

alert, the ledger is ready, and a hand is writing.
Those who want to borrow may do so ; yet the
collectors go their daily rounds, exacting from every
one payment nolens volens."

M. L. R. BRESLAR.

SIR HUMPHREY GILBERT. It is well known
that this distinguished navigator was a

member of Queen Elizabeth's fourth Parlia-

ment, which met in the months of April and

May, 1571, but I am not aware that it has

Deen anywhere noticed that for a short time
at all events he also sat in the Parliament

'ollowing, which lasted from 1572 to 1583.

Se is named several times upon Committees
of the House from January to March, 1581,

and probably obtained his seat at a by-
lection between the close of the second

session in November, 1576, and the opening
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of the third in January, 1581. All attempts to
establish his constituency upon this occasion
have so far failed. In 1571 he represented
Plymouth, but there does not seem to have
been any vacancy in that borough between 1572
and 1583 which he could have been called on
to fill. Nor can I trace, with any degree oi

probability, any other Devonshire seat which
fell vacant within the time, and for which
the sitting member is not known. The
session of Parliament in which he sat closed
on 24 April, 1581, and two years later
Sir Humphrey sailed on his final and fatal

voyage. W. D. PINK.
Lowton, Newbon-le- Willows.

SHELLEY FAMILY. The 'D.N.B.,' Hi. 41,

recognizes only four sons of Sir William
Shelley, viz. (1) John, (2) Sir Eichard (3) Sir

James, and (4) Sir Edward. It appears from
Laderchius's continuation of Baronius,
vol. iii. p. 199, that he had a fifth son, Thomas,
who was an exile for his faith in 1570.
Nicholas Sanders ('De Visib. Mon.,' vii. 704)
says that this Thomas was a J.P. for Hants,
and went into exile with his three sons, one
of whom was a Carthusian. One of Sir
William's daughters was the mother of Sir
Thomas Copley (' D.N.B.,' xii. 189).
William Shelley, of Michel Grove, succeeded

his father, Sir William's eldest son, John, in
1550. In 1564 he was one of the Justices of
the Peace for Sussex notified by the Bishop
to the Privy Council as being

"
myslykers of

religion and godlye proceedings'"'; and again
in 1576 his name is among those of justices
suspected of recusancy, together with J.

Shelley of Patcham, Esq., and Richard
fehelley, late of Worminghurst, gent. William
Shelley died in 1597, and was succeeded by
his eldest son, John.

I presume that the Thomas Shelley who
entered Winchester College at the age of
twelve in 1555 from Michelgrove, Sussex
was the son of William. This Thomas was
lellow of New College in 1563, and was
deprived "for refusing to attend divine
service

'

in 1567. He went abroad before
29 January, 1576/7 (unless it be the older
ihomas to whom reference is made, Strype
Ann.,' II. ii. 596), and, as the '

Douay Diaries
!

tell us, arrived at the English College
Rheims on 22 September, 1584, and left
on the following 11 February for Paris to
join the Jesuits. His subsequent history is
unknown to me.

Sir Richard Shelley and his nephewKichard (? great-nephew) were both in Romem February 1570, giving evidence against
Queen Elizabeth (Laderchius, op. cit*. In

May, 1583, the queen sent both him and his

"nephew Shelley of Michel Grove" passports
enabling them to return. Sir Richard

apparently made no use of his, but his

nephew Richard did, for in 1585 we find him
presenting a petition (cf. Strype, 'Ann.,' III.

i. 185, 432), in consequence 'of which he was
brought to trial, and as he refused to disallow
the deposing power of the Pope, he was com-
mitted to the Marshalsea, where he eventually
died.

Another member of the family was the
venerable martyr Edward Shelley, described

by Challoner as being
"
of the family of the

Shelleys of Sussex," who suffered at Tyburn
30 August, 1588.

It may not be amiss to note (1) that the
'

D.N.B.,' Hi. 40, gives the date of Sir Thomas
Tresham's death wrongly (it should be 8

March, 1558/9, and is rightly given 'D.N.B.,'
Ivii. 204), and (2) that it erroneously implies
that Sir Richard Shelley was never in

England after Queen Mary's death. It is

clear he was in England for a time, and went
abroad in 1559, either, as he tells the Pope, to
avoid having to take the oath contained in
the Supremacy Act (Laderchius, op. cit. p. 198),

or, as he tells the queen, to recover a debt of

3,000 crowns (Strype, 'Ann.,' I. i. 261 ; III.
i. 185). JOHN B. WAINEWKIGHT.

"Do YOU KEN JOHN PEEL?" The Daily
Telegraph of the 19th inst. records the death
at the age of eighty-eight, at Greenrigg, Cald-
beck, of Mrs. Richardson, the last surviving
daughter of John Peel, the famous Cumber-
land huntsman and hero of the well-known
hunting song. N. S. S.

DR. D. DUNCAN. In Dr. Smiles's work
The Huguenots: their Settlements, Churches,
and Industries in England and Ireland,' it is

stated that Dr. Daniel Duncan was the last

pastor of the French Church at Bideford.
This is erroneous, for Barnstaple was the
bown in which he resided, ministering to the
Huguenot congregation that had for three
quarters of a century worshipped in an
ancient chapel which was used as the
Grrammar School in Dr. Duncan's time, as it
is still. In it John Gay received his early
education. This domicile of Dr. Duncan is

established by the following entry in the
Barnstaple parish register :

' " Rev. Dr.
Duncan buried June 10th, 1761," and by a
nonument erected to his memory, now un-
mppily missing, but in existence " within the
Communion, against the north wall

"
of Barn-

staple parish church, in 1769, the inscription
on which commenced,

"
Reconditur in Cceme-

terio ad orientern plagam quidquid mortale
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deposuit Vir Reverendus D. Duncan, M.D.
Eccl: Angl: Presbyter," and ended,

"
Obiit,

prope octogenarius, vm. Idus Jun: MDCCLXI."
The French refugees, to whom the corpora-
tion granted the use of St. Anne's Chapel in

1686, reached Barnstaple towards the end of
the year 1685 after a voyage of great peril.

They landed on the quay on a Sunday morning
during divine service, and took refuge in the

market-place, where they were found by the
inhabitants when they came out of church. In
a short time they were all distributed through
the town, the people providing them with food
and temporary shelter. Their leader and their

first minister at Barnstaple was Jacques de la

Fontaine, a member of a noble family, who
afterwards suffered much in Ireland in his

attempts to establish a fishing station.

THOS. WAINWRIGHT.
Barnstaple.

SHAKESPEARE'S SCHOLARSHIP. MR. STRO-
NACH makes the amazing statement that

" Mr.
Churton Collins has proved that Shakespeare
was one of the best Latin scholars who ever
lived." That he knew something of Ovid,
Terence, Seneca, perhaps Plautus, Horace,
Juvenal, Virgil, and perhaps also Caesar, is

fairly certain, but his knowledge of Latin can-

not be properly tested until we can determine
what part, if any, of

'

1 Henry VI.,' and what

part of
'

2 Henry VI.,'
'

3 Henry VI.,'
'

Taming
of the Shrew,' 'Timon of Athens,' and espe-

cially of 'Titus Andrpnicus,' were his. The
Latinisms and quotations in the last of these

plays are sufficient of themselves to throw
the gravest doubt on the authorship of the

play. Two or three instances of false Latin
occur in

* Love's Labour 's Lost,' and a classical

scholar could not have written Ariachne for

Arachne. A comparison of Ben Jonson's
works with Shakspeare's plays will make
quite clear what is meant by

"
being one of

the best Latin scholars who ever lived."

REGINALD HAINES.
Uppingham.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. (See ante, p. 226.)

Many persons have been puzzled by Lincoln's

clearness of style and by his wonderful power
of convincing argument, when he himself is

said to have admitted that he "never went to

school more than six months in his life." The

quotation following will help to an under-

standing of the methods by which his mental

training was acquired :

" In the course of my law-reading, I constantly
came upon the word demonstrate. I thought at first

that I understood its meaning, but soon became
satisfied that I did not. I said to myself,

' What do
I mean when I demonstrate more than when I reason

or prove ? How does demonstration differ from any

other proof?' I consulted Webster's 'Dictionary.'
That told of

'

certain proof,'
'

proof beyond the pos-
sibility of doubt '

; but I could form no idea what
sort of proof that was. I thought a great many
things were proved beyond a possibility of doubt,
without recourse to any such extraordinary process
of reasoning as I understood ' demonstration '

to be.
I consulted all the dictionaries and books of refer-
ence I could find, but with no better results. You
might as well have defined blue to a blind man. At
last I said,

'

Lincoln, you can never make a lawyer
if you do not understand what demonstrate means '

;

and I left my situation in Springfield, went home to

my father's house, and stayed there till I could give
any proposition in the six books of Euclid at sight.
I then found out what * demonstrate

'

means, and
went back to my law-studies." 'Six Months at the
White House,' by F. B. Carpenter (New York, 1867),

p. 314.

There has been more or less written, from
time to time, regarding Lincoln's religious
belief. In Carpenter's book, p. 190, occurs
the following :

" ' On an occasion I shall never forget,
3

says the
Hon. H. C. Doming, of Connecticut,

' the conversa-
tion turned upon religious subjects, and Mr. Lincoln
made this impressive remark :

"
I have never

united myself to any church, because I have found
difficulty in giving my assent, without mental reser-

vation, to the long, complicated statements of
Christian doctrine which characterize their Articles
of Belief and Confessions of Faith. When any
church will inscribe over its altar, as its sole quali-
fication for membership," he continued, "the
Saviour's condensed statement of the substance of
both Law and Gospel

' Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul,
and with all thy mind, and thy neighbour as thyself

'

that church will I join with all my heart and all

my soul."
'

There is more faith in honest doubt,
Believe me, than in half the creeds.

Tennyson.

EUGENE F. MePIKE.
Chicago, U.S.

"LOCK-STEP." This old step in military
drill was so named by General Eliott, who
introduced it into the garrison of Gibraltar
about the year 1780, when he was governor
of that fortress. It was practised by in-

fantry when marching in file or in close

column, and its peculiarity was that the heel

of a man's foot was brought alongside the

joint of the great toe of the man in front of

him. This close formation gave rise to the
modern word of command,

' ; Lock up !

"
I have

a copy of
' The Complete Drill Serjeant,' 1798,

which thus describes the step :

" The lock or deploy step is used when a battalion
or division do march in tile, or close column ; the
whole step off together, the heel of one foot coming
up to the joint of the great toe of the other, always
preserving exactly the same distance, each centre
man looking those before him in the neck

; rear
ranks to dress by their file leaders. By this step,
the rear in the line gains ground at the same
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time as the front, let the body of soldiers be ever
so large."

Reide, in his 'Treatise,' 1798, mentions the

step, but his description of it is erroneous.

It should be borne in mind that at that date
ranks were formed three deep.
General Eliott was born at Stobs, where

a large encampment has just been formed
for the training of troops in the Scottish

command. He was raised to the peerage as

Lord Heathfield after the memorable siege
of Gibraltar, during which he had displayed
great mental and physical energy. His habits

were very abstemious. He never took more
than four hours' sleep at a time, his constant
food was vegetables, and his drink water.
He died in the seventy-third year of his age.

Qnttlt*.
WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

MARRIAGE HOUSE. In the description of a
house at Stoke-by-Clare, in Suffolk, which I
was offered, the following occurs :

*' In the
garden is an interesting building, an old

Marriage House in which formerly weddings
took place/' Can any of the readers of
' N. & Q.' inform me as to the nature and
origin of such houses, whether they were
confined to England, and when they ceased to
exist? EDITH WOTHERSPOON.

GLASS MANUFACTURE. Can any of your
readers kindly give me explanation as
to the manufacture of glass by country
gentlemen in the sixteenth century ? I have
several letters to an ancestor from his steward,
dated 1587 and 1588, referring to what was
going on at his "glasshowse" in Knole
Park. The following is a specimen :

" There hath byn charged since your worships de-
parture xxiiij cords of wood to tiie glasshowse, and
I have receaved so much glasse as amounteth to v/.,and for the other iij cords I shall receave glass to-
morrow. V alyan and Ferris have promised to deliver
me xx,s. worth of glasse towards the payment of
their debte before Saterday at night. They agree
very well, God bepraysed for yt ; they worke nightand day, bout only whyles the founder is tempering
his mettell, on the one syde of the furnes Valyan and
Jerris doe worke, and on the other side Brussell
and the other younge man."

And so on. The person to whom this letter
was written was not engaged in mercantile
pursuits ; he held a legal appointment at
Lincoln's Inn, and when not there lived in
the country, where he had considerable

estates. What I wish to know is whether ifc

was common in those days for country gentle-
men to use part of their wood in making glass
for their own use or for sale.

Among the published Sidney letters is a
letter dated 1597. The writer says :

" My Lady went towards Penshurst to see all

things well ordered there. She lay that night at

Knole. Capt. Morgan accompanied her Ladyship
so farre, and returned yesterday to London, hauing
brought my Lady to the Great Glasshouse Hill

towards Penshurst."
THOS. BARRETT-LENNARD.

[For glass-making in 1640 see 7th 8. xii. 321.]

ISLAND OF PROVIDENCE. Which was the
Island of Providence in which were interested,
in 1637 and thereabouts, a company of adven-

turers, including Earls of Arundel and War-
wick, Sir Edmond Moundeford, and others ?

Moundeford writes of "Mr. Pirn, pur Trea-

surer," and of the company's desiring, but
not obtaining, royal sanction for selling the
island to the Dutch. LOBUC.

NELSON'S SISTER ANNE. Horatio Nelson
is known to have had three sisters. One of

them, Anne, is said to have eloped from a

boarding-school about the year 1775-6, and
to have died young, but not before her por-
trait was painted by Opie. Can any of your
readers inform me where the school was, or

give any information on the subject 1

BATHFORD.

SUNDIAL MOTTO. The following hexameter
is copied from an old dial at Polesworth.
Will some one kindly interpret it ?

Hortus utramque tulit nos et meditemur in Horto.

If the line is a quotation, whence is it bor-
rowed 1 COLLECTOR.

'BooK OF THE FOUNDATIONS.' The Pilot
of 7 November contains an article on
'Darwin and his Interpreters,' by P. N.
Waggett, and in this article reference is made
to the 'Book of the Foundations.' Inquiry
and research have failed to identify this book.
Can any of vour readers throw light on the

subject? C. H. R.

GIPSY QUEEN. (See ante, p. 407.) It is

stated that the effects of the Queen of the
Boswell tribe of gipsies, who died and was
buried a few days ago in Falkirk, have been
destroyed at the gipsy encampment, in accord-
ance with a custom of the tribe. The goods
were of the value of 150Z. The caravan
belonging to the Gipsy Queen, which cost

130., is also to be destroyed. Is such de-
struction usual among gipsies ? UNION.

BRECKENRIDGE FAMILY. Can any one
assist me in tracing the Breckenridge family
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sprang m Scotland ? The Breckenridge arms
are Vert, a St. Andrew's cross ingrailed
argent between a mullet in chief, two gar-lands in fesse, and three roses in base or,
within a border of the third charged with
three crescents of the field. Cresf a cock
sable, beaked and armed gules / motto,
.
Virtue and labour." Is there any connexion

indicated u~ ^'- J *

Where and

WALTER M. GRAHAM EASTON.

FLAYING ALIVE. To what date did the
punishment of flaying alive survive in Eng-
land

; and was this punishment ever a legal
penalty] T. R. E. N. T.

or Brecon families ?

JAS. M. BRECKENRIDGE.
St. Louis, Mo., U.S.

"SCRIPTURES OUT OF CHURCH." Can any
of your readers tell me whence is the quota-
tion, "Scriptures out of church are blas-
phemies

"
? I thought it was Mrs. Adams in

Fielding's
'

Amelia,' but failed to find it there.
H. H. STATHAM.

NICHOLAS BACON OF BRUSSELS. In the
Gent. Mag. for 1765 (p. 390), and also for 1766

). 290), there are references to a M. Nicholas
"")n, a student at Brussels and Louvain,

wiiu, though blind, ''obtained all the first

prizes in the different classes of literature

w A xrr A .L

Exchequer of Scotland in the eighteenth
century ; of Charles Erskine, Lord Tinwald,
Lord Justice Clerk 1748-63, or of his son,
James Erskine, Lord Barjarg (also Alva), a
Lord of Session in Scotland 1761-96?

A. A. H.

***W * y W9WU1^*JUJM l/ll^ W J.JV/1C l^ 11A~

versity of Louvain with his masterly erudi-
tion," and "was esteemed the greatest literary
prodigy in the world." He was then but
nineteen. Is anything known of the after

history of this wonderful youth, who is said

I

to have been allied in blood, as he certainly
seems to have been in intellectual endow-
ments, to the great family of his name in
England ? JOHN HUTCHINSON.
Middle Temple Library.

TOPOGRAPHY OF ANCIENT LONDON. Abra-
ham of the jelusie, elsewhere gelosye, circa
1277 ; Moses of Doggestrete, 1281

; Joce fil

Deuleeresse, Norwich, writes in 1280,
"
I bind

myself to give a gold mark to the cemetery

London -

fourteenth centuries in Scotland. It is first
found in the Galbraith family, and Sir
Arthur de Galbraith is one of those named
as subscribing to the Ragman Roll in 1296.
The name is significant of the connexion of
the Galbraiths with the Lennox

; particularly
with Dunbarton, which figures in ancient
writings as Arthur's Castle. I have elsewhere
more than once laid stress on this alias of the
citadel of Dunbarton as a strong indication
that it was an abode, probably the capital, of
the historic Arthur, King of the Britons. It
is common knowledge that Dunbarton sig-
nifies the hill of the Briton, but I am not at
present going into all that can be said for

King Arthur's connexion with it or that of
the Galbraiths with him. After the Hamil-
tons had intermarried with the Galbraiths
the name Arthur spread to them, and from
them to other families I know of. From what
I have said some may see an argument to

strengthen the conjecture that Aitken is

derived from Arthur
; but I have not found

time to go into the history of the name

Where were these
M. D. DAVIS.

"So, WHEN AT LAST." Whence are these
lines ?

So, when at last by slow degrees
My sluggish veins grow old and freeze,
Faith shall reveal to ray dim eye
Visions of blest eternity,
Till, life dissolving at the view,
I wake and find the vision true.

C. P. PHINN.
Watford.

INSCRIPTION ON SNUFFBOX. On the lid of
a round papier-mache snuffbox which I have
is a picture of two officers, one in full and
the other in undress uniform. Above the
one in undress are the words,

" Who steals

my purse steals trash, but he who filches

from me my good name robs me of that
which not enriches him, but makes me poor
indeed." There is a hand from the clouds

pointing at the other officer and the words
" Such a man was JSrew'd in Hell !

" Under-
neath the first-named figure is

" Honor with-
out power," and under the other "Power
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without honor." A scroll of parchment lies

on the floor, on which are the words " Court-

Martial, Brighton, Oct., 1840." I shall be

exceedingly obliged to any reader who can
furnish me with particulars of the incident

to which this evidently alludes.

CHARLES DRURY.

DICKENS REFERENCE. In ch. xii. of
4

Dombey and Son ' we read that little Paul

regarded Miss Blimber "as a kind of learned

Guy Faux, or artificial Bogle, stuffed full of

scholastic straw." Who was Bogle? The
*

Dictionary of National Biography
'

gives
George Bogle (1746-81), who held an appoint-
ment in the service of the East India Com-
pany, and wrote a journal upon his mission
in Tibet ; but this is probably not the person
referred to. F. G. KITTON.

St. Albans.

[" Bogle
"

is a Northern form of
"
Bogey."]

" OMNIUM GATHERUM": M. E. "Here and
There over the Water : being Cullings in a

Trip to the Netherlands. By Omnium
Gatherum. Drawn and written by M. E.,

Esq. Engraved by Geo. Hunt. London :

published by Geo. Hunt, 18, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden. 1825." Who was
Omnium Gatherum or M. E., Esq .1 The book
is quarto. It has many coloured pictures as
well as four pages containing small facsimiles
of tablets (twenty-three in all) placed on the
walls of the church at Waterloo to the
memory of those who fell there or at Quatre
Bras. The facsimiles contain the inscrip-
tions, apparently most carefully copied.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

RALPH GOWLAND was admitted to West-
minster School'on 19 June, 1770. Can any
correspondent of

* N. & Q.' give me informa-
tion concerning him ? G. F. R. B.

CANDLEMAS GILLS. A few years ago it was
customary at Horbury, Yorkshire, to give
each of the ratepayers half a pint of ale,known as a Candlemas gill. Can any of your
correspondents tell me the origin of the usa^e
and state when discontinued ?

WILLIAM ANDREWS.
Hull Royal Institution.

PORTRAIT OF LORD MONTEAGLE. The por-
trait of Wm. Parker, fourth Lord Monteagle
painted by Paul van Somer, was lent in 1866
to the South Kensington Museum Exhibition
by Mr. John Webb, a dealer. The approach-
ing tercentenary of the Gunpowder Plot gives
especial interest to the portrait. Can any
reader oblige by naming its owner ?

C. J. PEACOCK.

" SERENDIPITY."

(9
th S. xii. 349.)

THIS word is a coinage of Horace Walpole's,
and is not a stranger to the columns of
4 N. & Q.' (5

th S. iii. 169, 316, 417, 517 ;
x. 68,

98, 358 ; 6th S. x. 194). What the proprietors
of the "Serendipity Shop" mean by it I

cannot say, but Walpole explains himself in

a letter to Sir Horace Mann, dated 28 Jan.,
1754 (Cunningham's edition, ii. 365). Writing
about a discovery he had made in connexion
with his picture of Bianca Capello, he says :

" This discovery I made by a talisman, which Mr.
Chute calls the Sortes Walpoliance, by which I find

everything I want, a pointe nommee, wherever I

dip for it. This discovery, indeed, is almost of that
kind which I call Serendipity, a very expressive
word, which, as I have nothing better to tell you, I
shall endeavour to explain to you : you will under-
stand it better by the derivation than by the defi-

nition. I once read a silly fairy tale, called
' The

Three Princes of Serendip
'

: as their Highnesses
travelled, they were always making discoveries, by
accidents and sagacity, of things which they were
not in quest of : for instance, one of them discovered
that a mule blind of the right eye had travelled the
same road lately, because the grass was eaten only
the left side, where it was worse than on the right
now do you understand Serendipity ? One of the

most remarkable instances of this accidental sagacity
(for you must observe that wo discovery of the thing
you are looking for comes under this description),
was of my Lord Shaftesbury, who, happening to
dine at Lord Chancellor Clarendon's, found out the

marriage of the Duke of York and Mrs. Hyde, by
the respect with which her mother treated her at
table."

The book which Walpole read in the days
of his youth, and which seems to have left a

deep impression on his memory, is not a
common one. The late MR. EDWARD SOLLY,
who was a great collector of eighteenth-
century literature, could only quote a

description of it from a contemporary book-
seller's advertisement (5

th S. x. 98). I was
fortunate enough to obtain a copy of it some
years ago, and, in view of its rarity, venture
to append the following collation :

"The
|
Travels

|
and

1
Adventures

|
of

|
Three

Princes of
| Sarendip. |

Intermixed with Eight
Delightful and J Entertaining Novels.

|
Translated

from the Persian into French, |
and from thence

done into English. |
To which is added, | Amazonta,

or The Politick
|
Wife ; a Novel,

j
Adorn'd with

Cuts.
| London, |

Printed for Will. Chetwood, at

|
Cato's Head in Russel-street, Covent-Gar-

|
den.

M.DCC.XXII." 12mo, pp. [iv]+276.

Before the title-page is a leaf, containing a
list of books printed for Will. Chetwode,
which includes the second edition of

* Moll
Flanders

' and three novels by Mrs. Hay-
j
wood. ' The Three Princes of Sarendip

' ends
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on p. 260, aiid the "novel" of
* Amazonta

3

begins on the following page and continues
to the end. There are a frontispiece and seven
" cuts

" on copper.
The old folk-story quoted by Walpole

occurs on pp. 9-14. The animal, however,
was not a mule, but a camel, and the seren-

dipity of the eldest prince was displayed in
his discovery that it had but one eye. The
two others found out, one that the camel
was lame, and the other that he had a tooth
less than he should have. They also dis-

covered some other wonderful things about
the animal, which are not so easily quotable
in *N. & Q.' They show, however, that Mr.
Sherlock Holmes was anticipated by nearly a

couple of centuries. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

JINRIKSHAS (8
th S. viii. 325). A corre-

spondent, replying to a writer who thought
that the

"
pousse-pousse

" was a Japanese" native
"
production, explained that it was

invented in Yokohama by an Englishman,
and had spread thence to Africa, India, and
many other parts of the world. It was,
however, a rediscovery, not an original in-

vention. Many examples of such carriages,
in each of which a lady is seated and drawn
and pushed by her two footmen, will be
found in the views of Versailles executed

early in the eighteenth century by the en-

graver J. Rigaud. A collection of his work,
including these views, was published in

London, Paris, and Strasbourg in 1780.

EMILIA F. S. DILKE.
" CHAPERONED BY HER FATHER "

(9
th S. xii.

245, 370). SIMPLICISSIMUS seems to me to

stray somewhat from the point in his series of

questions. My view simply was, and is, that

to apply the verb to a male is inaccurate, a
notion confirmed by such authorities as the
'N.E.D.' and 'Standard ' and '

Century' dic-

tionaries. Chaperone (s.) is now universally

regarded as obsolete. The 'N.E.D.' says
thereof, "English writers often erroneously

spell it chaperone, apparently under the sup-

position that it requires a feminine termina-

tion." I myself have, in earlier days, fallen

under the critic's lash through the inference.

I still stick to my guns that there is a French

ring about the word which invites employ-
ment of a more English-sounding substitute,
such as "escort." As MR.WAINEWRIGHT quotes
from 'N.ED.,' the word is "affected." Better

avoid it, say I and others. CECIL CLARKE.
Authors' Club.

THE " SHIP" HOTEL, GREENWICH (9
th S. xii.

306, 375, 415). Curious how such discrepan-
cies should occur. One note says it was in

the south-west, and the other north-west, of
Greenwich Hospital. The plan of the Hos-

Eital

in Hasted's 'History of Kent,' edited

y H. H. Drake, 1886, I think clearly shows
that the north-west was intended.
The notes by AYEAHR are very correct and

fully to be depended upon. A more patient
and indefatigable searcher into facts I never
came across. His long association with Dept-
ford, Greenwich, and neighbourhood makes
his notes more valuable.

CHAS. G. SMITHERS.
47, Darnley Road, N.E.

CHARLES KEMBLE (9
th S. xii. 349, 392). An

account of this dinner, at which he was
present, will be found in vol. ii. chap. iii. of
Planche's

'

Recollections and Reflections,'

together with the song in full, which is there

represented as one of three stanzas of ten lines

each.
Whatever other versions of the song there

may be elsewhere, this was probably the

original one, and the one actually sung by
Balfe at the dinner, Planche's version of it

being, it is reasonable to presume, taken from
a copy circulated at the dinner, and retained

by him as a memento of the occasion.
ANTHONY TUCKER.

Royal Rock Hotel, Rock Ferry.

DANTE PORTRAIT (9
th S. xi. 388, 510

;
xii.

109). I see from the November Bookman
that the painting in Mr. J. Morris-Moore's

collection, which my memory doubtfully
attributed to Giorgione at p. 109 of the

present volume of
' N. <fe Q.,' is ascribed to

Raphael Sanzio by those who know more
about the matter than I do. Raphael is

believed to have copied it from the portrait
in the Bargello. The Bookman has bestowed
a boon on Dante students. ST. SWITHIN.

BERKSHIRE AND OXFORDSHIRE PARISH
REGISTERS (9

th S. xii. 388). A reference

to Dr. Marshall's 'List of Printed Parish

Registers,' published by the Parish Register
Society, will show A. L. C. that the registers
he mentions have not been printed.

G. S. P.

"LOADBERRY" (9
th S. xii. 366). In Ed-

mondston's 'Etymological Glossary of the
Shetland and Orkney Dialect

'

(Black, 1866)
this word is spelt

"
Lodberrie," and is defined

as "a kind of enclosed wharf common in

Lerwick." In Jakobsen's
'

Dialect and Place

Names of Shetland
'

(Lerwick, Manson, 1897)
it is stated that the name " Lodberri

"
is the

old Norse hladberg, meaning "loading rock,"
a rock at which boats usually lie to be loaded
and unloaded.
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It is really an enclosed wharf, open at

the sea end, connected with, and being
^
the

court of, a private house or business premises.

It is still common in Lerwick, Shetland,

where many of the houses abut on and are

built partly into the sea. The emphasis is

on the first syllable, the other two being
short. J. L- ANDERSON.
Edinburgh.

MEMORY (9
th S. xii. 224, 311, 333). Memory,

according to my personal experience, does

not depend specially on one sense. With me
oral impressions are very uncertain, and
some classes of visual ones are singularly
weak. My power of recollection may be

described as sporadic and quite incalculable.

Certainly the interest I take in a subject

gives little aid. I have, for instance, a

hopelessly bad memory for grammatical
construction, but not so bad a one for the

vocabulary of a language. My mind will not
fasten on arithmetic, or even on isolated

figures ;
hence I cannot, even

^

after giving
conscious attention to the point, recollect

at what page of a book I have left off reading,

yet I rarely forget what part of a page a

paragraph I wish to find occupies. The con-

trary form of this memory appeared in a

young girl of defective brain whom I once
knew. She could never give any account of

the stories she read, and probably did not
retain one sentence while perusing the next,
yet she always remembered at what page she
had closed the book.

It is observable in a family of children, all

endowed with the vivid interest in life

natural to the young, unworn mind, that some
will remember one novel experience, and
some another. But who can say why 1 What
is the reason that A forgets the joy or pain
he felt as keenly at the moment as B did,
when with B an indelible impression is left ?

Further, why are mere trifles remembered
through a lifetime when things felt to be
important escape into the limbo of the
forgotten ?

Special aptitudes are often though, of

course, not invariably a mere matter of

memory. Other things being equal, the dull,

plodding boy who tries to remember will
never outrival his companion who cannot
forget. Even in the matter of spelling what
an advantage has the lad who has an accurate
memory for the shape of words and "how
they look

? '

!

Long-continued grief or anxiety damages
the memory ; so do the many preoccupations
of civilized existence. The illiterate peasant
who lived in the earlier half of the nineteenth

century had a clear and detailed recollection

of the narrow experiences of his life. His

great-grandson will have a wider scope of

knowledge superficially, but he will not

recollect so accurately.
Some people are supposed to have "wonder-

ful memories
"
because their attainments are

unusual. His little world is astonished when
a country squire gives an account of Italian

agriculture in the days of Virgil ; yet the

same man may know nothing of what is going
on in his own village and on his own estate.

He is, however, credited with the common
workaday information he does not possess
in addition to what he does really know,
because it is supposed that every one keeps
a hold on what relates to his own life and
success. A young man, whom his poorer
neighbours regarded as

"
book-learned," was

unable to say which of the fields just outside

the entrance gate of his father's house

belonged to the family and which did not ;

still, in spite of this ignorance, he was thought
to have a good memory, because the facts

which his mind did seize on were sufficiently
unfamiliar to seem marvellous to the people
around him. G. W.

COBDEN : A REPUTED SAYING (9
th S. xii.

327). At this reference a correspondent gives
a reported conversation of Cobden's, in which
he is alleged to have stated that if other
countries did not adopt Free Trade, then this

country would be ruined by Free Trade in

half a century.
This imaginary conversation has been

copied with delight from your columns by
Protectionist newspapers, such as the Pall
Mall Gazette, for it serves the double pur-
pose of discrediting Cobden's judgment, and
invoking that judgment in support of their

proposals.
While I do not grudge the Protectionists

this addition to their armoury of arguments,
I should like to point out that there is

absolutely no authorization for the conver-
sation attributed to Cobden, and that it is

entirely at variance with opinions which he
is known to have expressed. For example,
speaking in Dundee on 19 January, 1844, he
said :

" I say further that it is our policy to receive from
other countries, and if foreign countries exclude us
it is only a stronger reason why we should throw
open our ports more widely to them."

HAROLD Cox.
Cobden Club.

SHAM BURIALS (9
th S. xii. 246). Referring

to MR. EDWARD PEACOCK'S inquiry on this

subject, perhaps I may be permitted to point
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out that in a book called
'

Spendthrifts and
other Social Photographs

'

(Vizetelly & Co.,

1887), by the late Mr. E. C. Grenville

Murray, particulars will be found of a case,

stated at p. 47 in an emphatic and very
unhesitating manner, in which a couple of

obliging medical men certified that a young
and foolish member of a great family had
died after a brief illness ; but in lieu of

his noble remains a coffin full of bricks was

duly buried with the accustomed religious

service. Mr. Grenville Murray supplied the

additional information that the youthful lord

who was said to have departed from this for

a better world in 1870 went to America
instead, and resided there under the un-

romantic name of Simpson. In connexion
with the career of this unfortunate nobleman,
I take permission to mention that at one
time of his life he took to the stage as a pro-
fession, and that on the occasion on which I

saw him perform in a farce in a London
theatre his acting was simply execrable.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
119, Elms Road, Clapham, S.W.

THE OAK, THE ASH, AND THE IVY (9
th S.

xii. 328). I find, on .referring to 'Popular

Rhymes of Scotland,' published by William
& Robert Chambers, 1842, the following :

"Reference is supposed to be made to some old

law in the following :

The aik, the ash, the elm tree,

They are hanging a' three.

That is, it is capital to mutilate these trees."

I hope that this may help W. B. H. It would
be interesting to know if there is any trace

of a law of this kind ever being in force on
the Borders. As Jedburgh was noted for pike-

staves, there might have been some regulation
as to the cutting of timber.

H. J. GIFFORD.

. I recollect many years ago seeing the fol-

lowing words carved on an old mantel-piece
frieze in a house in Rotherham :

The ivy, and the ash, and the bonny oak tree

Flourish the best in the North Countree.

The correct quotation seems to be the one

above, as the ivy, being a creeping plant,

scarcely suggests the term "tree." I never

heard the quotation without the word " ash
'

being included. CHARLES GREEN.
18, Shrewsbury Road, Sheffield.

In my undergraduate days at Oxford, some

forty years ago, I remember that one of our

number a scion of an ancient North-Country
family used to sing a song called 'Home,

Boys, Home !

' which dealt, in merry but

inoffensive vein, with the amours of J

salacious mariner and of an ingenuous cham

Dermaid who loved not wisely, but too well.

The only verse that I remember in toto is the
"oliowing :

0, if it is a girl she shall wear a golden ring,
And if it is a boy he shall fight for his king ;

With his breeches all so white, and his jacket all

so blue,
He shall toddle up the rigging as his daddy used

to do.

This verse, as well as each of the others, was
:ollowed with the rousing chorus :

Some, boys, home, and it 's home I 'd like to be,

EEome, boys, home, in the old countree,
Where the ash, and the oak, and the bonny

ivy tree
Are all growing green in the North Countree.

The above was the order in which the three

trees were named. TRACY TIPTOFF.

This is a North - Country song, and the
correct form of the line is :

The oak, and the ash, and the bonny rowan tree.

The "rowan tree" is, of course, the pretty
mountain ash.

"
Bonny ivy tree

"
is mean-

ingless. R. B R.

Sir Walter Scott, in a letter to Robert

Surtees, written from Edinburgh 21 Feb-

ruary, 1807, said that

"Ritson had a ballad with a simple Northern
burden :

The oak, the ash, and the ivy tree,

0,they nourish best at hame, in the North Country."
George Taylor's

' Memoir of Robert Surtees'

(Surtees Society, 1852), p. 42.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

On so many occasions has this subject been

discussed in the columns of 'K & 0.' that I

believe nothing new can be added. See 1 st S.

v., vi.; 2nd S. x., xi.; 4th S. iv., xi., xii.; 5th S.

i., ix.; 6th S. i., ii.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

MANNINGS AND TAWELL (9
th S. xii. 148,

194, 229, 277, 310). Whilst reading an
account of Padding ton, under date 1868, I

came across the following, which no doubt

refers to the above, and may be of inte-

rest :

" The electric telegraph is at work by the side of

this iron road [the railway] ;
and it is now three-

and-twenty years since a murderer was first taken

by means of the electric wire: it was then laid from

the Slough Station to Paddington ;
the man left in

a first-class carriage, and at the same instant was
sent off, by the telegraph, a full description of his

person, with instructions to cause him to be

watched by the police upon his arrival at Padding-

ton, where he was pointed out to a police-sergeant,

who got into the same omnibus with the suspected

man, and he was captured in the City. Thus, while

he was on his way at a fast rate, the telegraph,
with still greater rapidity, sent along the wire,
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which skirted the path of the carriage in which he

sat, the instructions for his capture ! Had he got
out between Slough and Paddington, and not at the

latter, he would have escaped, as the telegraph did

not work at the intermediate stations."

I conclude from this last note that the wire

was a special one laid down for royal pur-

poses at Windsor Castle. Is that so?
THORNE GEORGE.

TAMBOURELLO (9
th S. xii. 329). This is called

"lawn-tennis," played with tambourines in

place of rackets we may assume a parch-
ment bat. as in

" battledore and shuttle-

cock." A. H.

SIR HENRY SIDNEY'S HEART (9
th S. xii. 307).

The following letter, communicated by Mr.
Jas. W. Lloyd, of Kington, in whose posses-
sion it is, appeared in Bye-Gones for 18 March,
where a sketch of the urn was also given.
The inaccuracies of the letter are followed in

the copy :

Leominster, 23 iSep
1

', 1807.

SIR, I have sent you a drawing of an urn in the
Possession of Mr. Nicholas Bell in Leominster, in
which [was] the heart of Sir Henry Sydney, Lord
President of Ludlow Castle, the urn is made of
thick lead, it does not appear to have had any lid

to it. the urn I am of Opinion came into Mr.
Nicholas's hands in the following manner, it was
first in Possession of the lievd. Dr. Coningsby [vicar
of Bodenham and rector of Pencombe, co. Hereford,
who died 170(5], on whose dicease Mr. Harris,
Attorney, late of this Town (deceased), came into
possession of Several Manuscripts, Papers and other
curiosities which the late Dr. Coningsby had col-
lected with intention to publish an History of the
County, amongst which was this urn. Mr. Cole-
man, sen., married the widow of the late Mr. Harris,
on his death it came into possession of his Son, Mr.
J. Coleman, who gave it to Mr. Nicholas I cannot
find the drawing of the Stones found at the Priory,
but when I drop on them will send you a drawing
of them. Yours Respectifully, F. HARRIS.

^(Addressed) Mr. Alien, Jun., Bookseller, High
Street, Hereford.

E. W.
The urn referred to in the query is now

placed in the mediaeval collection' at the
British Museum. ANDREW OLIVER.

ENVELOPES (9
th S. xii. 245, 397). Haydn's'

Dictionary of Dates
'

states that envelopes
for letters are mentioned by Swift, 1726.
Until recently I had several envelopes dated
1856 addressed to my father, which had been
franked through the

post. Three or four of
them were franked by Lord Fortescue. I
have an envelope addressed to myself (not on
H.M.S.) which is franked by the Duke of
Cambridge, as

"
Cambridge," not "

George."
I can remember well a packet of unused
envelopes being given to my mother, all
franked by a member of Parliament, for her

future use. It was such abuse of the "frank "

system that led to its abolition, I believe. I

can certainly say I have seen numbers of

envelopes franked, besides the above. Surely

envelopes, as such, introduced commercially

shortly after 1840, were nothing but a revival,

and as a covering were used centuries ago.
Under date 21 July, 1627, Secretary Conway
gives an account of his

"
opening a letter in

the presence of the King, which contained a
blank sheet." And again, under date 19 Octo-

ber, 1627, the writer of said letter
"
intreats

inquiry into the device of leger-de-main,

practised on his letter of July last."

For the moment I cannot say when Charles
Lever wrote

*

Harry Lorrequer.
3 but in

chap. xxix. occurs the following :

" The waiter
entered with a small note in an envelope."

Again, in chap, xx.: "The entire envelope
was covered with writing The waterguard
officers will take it at eight-pence." This,

therefore, must refer to a period anterior to

the penny post. THORNE GEORGE.

[' Harry Lorrequer
'

appeared in 1837.]

BLACKHEADS (9
th S. vii. 169, 253). I was

inaccurate in saying that the 'H.E.D.' re-

cognizes this word "only as the name of a
bird

"
;
for it occurs there also as meaning

a "marsh-worm." In 'A Cornish-English
Vocabulary,' beginning on p. 64 of

'

Archseo-

logia Cornu -Britannica,' by William Pryce,
M.D. (Sherborne, MDCCXC.), one finds,

"
Pedn,

a head. See Pen. Pedn diu, young frogs, black

heads; Pednan, id" If Dr. Pryce meant
"black heads" to be a synonym of

"
young

frogs," we must add the latter term to the
senses mentioned under the

' H.E.D. 's
'

head-

ing
' Blackhead.' E. S. DODGSON.

NAVAL PRONUNCIATION (9
th S. xii. 28, 118,

257). I should have added to my list of words
pronounced in a peculiar manner in the navy
the word ensign, which becomes ensin at sea.

In the army I can only remember two words
with peculiar pronunciation : route, pro-
nounced rout, and rations, pronounced rations.

REGINALD HAINES.

THOMAS LLOYD, REPUBLICAN (9
th S. xii. 324,

378). The system of shorthand written by
Lloyd was published at Philadelphia in 1793,

during his absence in England, by a "
J. C.,"

whose identity has not been satisfactorily
established. A second edition was published
by Lloyd himself in 1819. The alphabet is

given in J. Ensign Rockwell's *

Teaching,
Practice, and Literature of Shorthand' (Wash-
ington), 1884, where MR. AXON may compare
it with that of Graves and Ashton (York),
1775. They are so nearly identical that they
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must have had a common origin. The en-

graving of the memorial tablet to which MR.
AXON refers is probably the reproduction of
a photograph that is given in the National
Shorthand Reporter (Cincinnati) for October
last not the Phonographic Magazine.

A.' T. WRIGHT.
22, Chancery Lane.

SCHOOL LIBRARY OF THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY (9

th S. xii. 388). The Kev. Thomas
Leigh was for forty -seven years the head
master of the Grammar School at Bishops
Stortford, and Chauncy, who was a pupil of
the school, in his 'History of Hertfordshire'

says :

" My Reverend master Mr. Thomas Leigh raised a
fair library for the use of the school. It was an ex-
cellent nursery that supplied both Universities with
great numbers of Gentlemen who proved eminent in

Divinity, Law, and Physick, and in some matters of
State. He obliged divers of those Gentlemen to

present Books to the School at their Departure,
where their names are recorded and remain to

Posterity, to which Mr. Thomas Leigh, his second
son, a learned Man and a good Antiquarian, lately
Vicar of this parish Church, made a fair Addition."

The volume of which MR. DODGSON has made
a note is probably one of those so presented. A
few years ago a portion of the library was sold,
and several of the volumes variously inscribed
are upon my shelves. On the fly-leaf of
*Clavis Mystica,' by Daniel Featley, D.D.,
folio, 1636, is written :

"Y 194 [the shelf number] Scholar Stortford ne
dessent D ris

Featley consciones doctiss. symbolas
contulerunt Scholares A 1664. M. Tho. Leigh,
.Scholarchia."

A note in the same hand says,
" Pretium

14s." On the half-title of the Amsterdam
edition of Scaliger's 'Thesaurus Temporum
Eusebii,' folio, 1658, there is :

*' L 34. Scholee quas est ad Stouretti Vadum col-

latis symbolis pretio duar. et 5 Solidi coemtum
huuc Temporum Thesaurum consecrarunt Scholares,
Anno 1672 preceptore M. Barn. Conway."
Conway succeeded Leigh as head master.
Other two of the volumes give the names of
the donors. GEO. CLULOW.

ENGLISH CARDINALS (9
th S. xii. 105, 192).

A complete list of the English wearers of the
Roman purple is given in '

England's Cardi-

nals,' by Mr. Dudley Baxter (Burns & Oates,
1903). D. J. SCANNELL-O'NEILL.

BREAKING THE GLASS AT JEWISH WEDDINGS
<9

th S. xii. 46, 115, 214, 337). The dictum of a
Chief Rabbi, issuing an authoritative prayer
book so recently as 1901, may, I think, be

accepted as final. In the directions ac-

companying the marriage service, p. 184, are
these words :

" The bridegroom hereupon

pours the wine on the floor, and breaks the

glass in token of the destruction of the

Temple." M. D. DAVIS.

Leopold Wagner (' Manners, Customs, and
Observances/ p. 106) says that this custom is

in some places combined with putting ashes on
the head of the bridegroom, and the assump-
tion by both bride and bridegroom of the
black cap, in sign of mourning for the
destruction of the Temple. He also says
that the custom of breaking the cup obtains

among the members of the Greek Church,
with this difference, that the Jews do not
tread on the glass, whereas the Greek bride-

groom does, exclaiming: "May they thus fall

under our feet, and be trodden to pieces, who
shall endeavour to sowdissension ordiscontent
between us !

" So far as the Greek Church is

concerned, my copy of the 'AKoAov0/a TOV

2T<ai/w//,a,Tos at any rate has no rubric to the

above effect, though there is a rubric for the

administration of TO KOIVOV TTOT^/HOV to bride-

groom and bride. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

INFANT SAVIOUR AT THE BREAST (9
th S. xii.

29, 115, 291). I should say that there are in-

numerable examples of this, both in painting
and sculpture. Perhaps I may be permitted
to quote one passage in prose from St. Luke
in illustration, and another in poetry from
the poem on the 'Annunciation,' from the
'

Christian Year '

:

"A certain woman of the company lifted up her

voice, and said unto him, Blessed is the womb that

bare thee, and the paps which thou hast sucked. But
he said, Yea rather, blessed are they that hear the

word of Grod, and keep it
"

(xi. 27-8, A.V.).

Ave Maria ! Mother blest,

To whom, caressing and caress'd,

Clings the Eternal Child ;

Favour'd beyond Archangels' dream,
When first on thee with tenderest gleam
Thy new-born Saviour smil'd.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

In Mr. Montgomery Carmichael's charming
book 'In Tuscany' is shown a representa-
tion of the Blessed Virgin Mary suckling
the Infant Jesus, the 'Madonna delle Tosse,'

by Matteo Civitali, which is to be found

stowed away in the church of the SS. Trinita

in the city of Lucca.
D. J. SCANNELL-O'NEILL.

PUNS (9
th S. xii. 386). There is an excellent

paper on 'The Puns of Shakespeare' in
* Noctes Shaksperianse,' and I commend it to

the notice of your correspondent. Its author,
Mr. F. A. Bather, computes the puns in

thirty- seven of the plays as amounting to at

least 1,062. He opines that "the test of a
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true piece of wit is translation into another

language. If the wit be in the thought it

remains, if merely in the words it vanishes :

a pun is vox et prceterea nihil" I doubt the

soundness of this ;
there is much wit in

many an English pun that would not bear

translation into Chinese. ST. SWITHIN.

CUSHIONS ON THE ALTAR (9
th S. xii. 346,

398). ME. ROLFE mistakes me. I never said

that the cushion is not admissible merely
that it is uncomfortable. If the book-rest

(which I prefer, as more convenient), covered

with a fall or veil (usually of the liturgical

colour), becomes a cushion, so much the

better, as it satisfies the rubrics.

Forty years ago I recollect a cushion for

the missal in the church of St. John, Great
Ormond Street, Bloomsbury, which church,
founded by the late Sir George Bowyer, has

now, I believe, been transplanted somewhere
in the country.
At Turin, or elsewhere, the servers would

place the mass-book on the Epistle side of the

altar, ready for the priest to use when he had
recited the Psalm and Confiteor, &c., pre-

ceding the Mass. The book must always be

placed with its opening towards the altar

cross, whether it lie on the Epistle or Gospel
side. GEORGE ANGUS.

St. Andrews. N.B.

MACARONI : HARP IN SOUTHERN ITALY :

THE OLIVE (9
th S. xii. 348). According to

Ure in his
'

Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures,
and Mines,' macaroni was first prepared in

Italy, and introduced into commerce under
the name of Italian or Genoese paste. It is

mentioned several times by Boccaccio, and
was known in England at the time of Ben
Jon son. It would seem, however, as if a

long time elapsed before it became a popular
article of food. Martin Coccaie, who wrote
'Phantaske Macaronics' in 1512, speaks of
it in the preface in a way that suggests that
it was not a well-known dish he calls it rus-

ticanuni, amongst other things ;
and Skippon,

who travelled the whole length of Italy in
the seventeenth century, and who frequently
says something about the food, does not ap-
pear once to have mentioned macaroni. The
scientific Spallanzoni, who visited the Lipari
Isles about 1783, found that the food of the
people consisted of barley bread, salt fish,
and wild fruit, but they were probably too
poor to buy an imported comestible. By the
middle of the last century, however, macaroni
was well known and much appreciated.
Bescherelle, who wrote about 1850, says that
the Neapolitans were fairly busily engaged
in the manufacture of it, and a year or two

earlier Whiteside, who went to Ischia, found

nothing there but "beds and macaroni."

the lazzaroni at Naples, among whom he in-

cludes fishermen, porters, and messengers, he

says that he really believes that their felicity

would be complete with macaroni and Pul-

cinella. T. P. ARMSTRONG.

To the second query see my reply to a

similar inquiry in
' N. & Q.,' viz., refer to 3rd

S. xi. 214; xii. 141, 209, 247, 298, for an ex-

haustive reply in a series of articles on I he

First Introduction of the Harp into Europe.'
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

'RULE BRITANNIA' (9
th S. xii. 365). On

examining the first two editions of
' Alfred :

a Masque,' I find that MR. RALPH THOMAS,
with his usual accuracy, has correctly stated

the facts with regard to 'Rule Britannia/
as it runs in the first edition of 1740. But
in the second edition of 1751, which was

S-eatly
enlarged, and almost rewritten, by

allet, the refrain to the ode is printed as

under :

Rule, Britannia, rule the waves :

Britons never will be slaves.

The refrain is printed in full in each of the

six stanzas, and in every case a comma is

inserted after the word "Rule." I infer, there-

fore, that the omission of the comma in the

first stanza of the poem, as printed in the

edition of 1740, is due to the inadvertence

of the printer.
In the second edition of

* Alfred
' the first

two stanzas of the ode stand as originally

printed ; the third is altered, and the lines

transposed, and it is given the fourth place ;

while for the last three stanzas, three others

are substituted, standing third, fifth, and
sixth. According to Mallet's statement in the

edition of 1759, these new stanzas were

written by Lord Bolingbroke. For reasons

given by Mr. Dinsdale, I am inclined to

think the whole of the original poem was the

work of Mallet. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

" PALO DE COBRA "
(9

th S. xii. 288, 374). The
natives of the south of India (possibly also

the north) and of Ceylon believe that snakes

will retire before a staff made of snakewood.
The pdo da cobra of the Portuguese is the

snakewood of the natives ; by both it was
used as a charm

;
neither intended any other

use of it. The marsh date palm (dwarf) is

one of the snakewoods ;
but the most popular

of all is the fttrychnos colubrina (the naga
musadi or mush'ti of the Tamils and the

rannetul of the Singhalese). It is described

in the Madras Administrative Gazette as a
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small shrub, bearing small flowers of a
greenish -

j^ellow colour, and with a corolla
tubular. The seed is contained in a fruit
the size of a small orange, which turns a dull

yellow when ripe. The stem of the plant is

thick, often being over eight inches in dia-
meter. The wood and root contain strychnia ;

this the natives extract and use medicinally.
They also use it in the preparation of charms
against snakes, which are to be worn on the
person. Cups are also made of the wood;
they are supposed to render poisoned drinks
innocuous. The Strychnos colubrina grows at
Matheran, Goa, and along the lower slopes
of the western Ghauts where they approach
the sea. It is also found in Ceylon. There
is a very general belief in the south of India
that hidden treasure is guarded by snakes.
The treasure-seeker therefore arms himself
with a short staff of jmo da cobra when he
is prosecuting a search. I have never heard
of it as the plant sought by the mongoose
after an encounter with a cobra

; but [ have
been told that it has certain snake-poison
counteracting properties, and that it is highly
valued by the medical faculty in Australia
in consequence. In the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries there was a market in Europe
for Oriental charms. In 1614 the bezoar
stone was in the list of articles imported by
the London East India Company. Pdo da
cobra was not needed in England ;

but it

probably had a market in the southern parts
of Europe. (Mrs.) F. E. PENNY.

LIEUT. - COL. HENRY OSBORN (9
th S. xii.

348). He was knighted at Whitehall 13

January, 1672/3, being then "esquire of the

body." The legend on the Chicksands por-
trait would seem to be a mistake. No such
name is to be found in 'The Loyalists'

Bloody Roll.' W. D. PINK.

JOHN GILPIN'S ROUTE (9
th S. xii. 170, 217, 255,

: 371). ST. SWITHIN'S remarks are excellent. I
have grave doubts whether any one in those

good old
"
three-bottle " times would have

had the temerity to override a custom which
lingers on to-day in the breasts of a few
lordly bagmen of the old school who spend
their earnings joyfully "for the good of the
house." In those days any proposition to

provide one's own wine would have been
looked upon as a mark of lunacy in the pro-
poser. So rigid was the custom that governed
the daily dinners in the commercial rooms of

country hotels up to a quarter of a century
ago, that no one could take his seat at the
table unless he was prepared to take scot
and lot in the " wine bill." The downfall of

many worthy bagmen could be traced to this

unholy practice, which few young men were
courageous enough to resist. I have often
been asked to join these " wine bouts "

in the
commercial room, but I have always declined
the privilege. M. L. R. BRESLAR.

THE WYKEHAMICAL WORD "TOYS" (9
th S.

xii. 345). A Winchester man sends this as the
accepted derivation : "French toise, fathom --=

the space allotted college men." 1. B. B.

As PROF. SKEAT has clearly shown long ago
in his

'

Etymolog. Diet.,' the origin of toy is

found in the cognate Dutch noun tuig, which
has the wider meaning of tool, utensil, stuff,
and the special sense of plaything in its com-
pound speel-tuig, just as the High German
cognate Spiel-zeug. Both Low Germ, tiig and
High Germ.

Zeug^ (=Old High Germ. zvug\ as
well as Icelandic tygi, Swedish tyg, and
Danish toi, are undoubtedly akin, and identical
in their original meaning, viz., materials,
movables, gear, &c. Cf. also Weigand's
'Deutsches Worterbuch,' sub 'Zeug,' and
Vigfusson's

* Icelandic -Engl. Diet.,' sub
'

Tygi.'
H. KREBS.

HAWTHORN (9
th S. xii. 268, 334). I feel

deeply grateful to PROF. SKEAT and CANON
FOWLER for so clearly showing that " haw-
thorn" has not been derived from any
form of

" hoarthorn." But I never supposed
it had been. The utmost I contemplated
was the possibility that in far distant

times, when to other causes was added a
similarity in sound, the one word had in a
measure supplanted the other. And I gave
a reason (not necessarily

" absurd "
at all) for

the faith that was in me, namely, that hedges
must be a comparatively recent invention.
I argued in this way. I imagined that, just
as over wide regions of the East, where the

village community system still flourishes in
full vigour, hedges to divide field from field,
and village lands from village lands, are quite
unused, or any hedges at all, with probably
this one exception, that vast quantities of
cut thorns of every conceivable variety, from
thorny acacias and prickly plum-trees to the

trailing bramble, are heaped up round the
smaller unwalled villages to keep out wild

beasts, so among the ancestors of the Anglo-
Saxons, long before the times of

'

Beowulf,'
hedges may have been quite unnecessary.
And yet, even then, the hawthorn must have
had a name, and the name would have
been a descriptive one. All I suggested, then,
was that the simple descriptive name hoar-
thorn in its original form may have preceded
in point of time the utilitarian name haw-
thorn, that it held the ground first, and that
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it continued to exist, appearing in the thir

teenth century in the horethome of the old

Staffordshire scribe, and represented at the

present day by the corresponding name white-

thorn. But whether hoar (hdr) thorn gradu-
ally assumed the form hawthorn as well, by a

process of conversion, when tribal communi-
ties, beginning to settle in fixed localities,
discovered that the hoarthorn made excellent

hedges that is a question on which I did
not ^intend, and should not presume, to pass
judgment. My note was a query.
May I add that the ancient charter which

I quoted is one of those preserved at the
William Salt Library, Stafford ? It is un-

dated, and must, therefore, have passed early,
and the style of writing would place it about
the year 1220. CHARLES SWYNNERTON.

PLAY ACTED AT TRIN. COLL., CAMB., 1632

(9
th S. xii. 349). See Masson's '

Life of Milton/
vol. i. p. 218, where there is a full account of
the scene. Two plays were acted : 'The Rival

Friends,' by Peter Hausted, of Queens', and
' The Jealous Lovers,' by Thomas .Randolph,
of Trinity. J. L.

This was Randolph's
' Jealous Lovers.'
G. THORN DRURY.

MADAME DU DEFFAND'S LETTERS (9
th S. xii.

366). I would ask MR. HEBB to reconsider
the statement which he has made regarding
the adoptive mother of Mr. Dyce Sombre. I
believe he will find that this lady was not
"the Begum Sombre" (as he curiously calls

her) of Bhopal, but the Begum Sumroo of

Sirdhana, in the British district of Meerut in
the North-West Provinces of India a very
different person, indeed

; and as the matter
is really important, I do not think MR.
HEBB'S statement ought to stand unchal-
lenged in such an organ as 'N. & Q.'
Bhopal is a feudatory state in Central

India governed by a Mahomedan princess,
or Begum ;

and during the great Mutiny in
1857-8 its then ruling princess acted with
such loyalty towards the British Govern-
ment that, among other rewards, she was
made a Grand Commander of the Star of
India.
On the other hand, Zeb ul Nissa, commonly

called the Begum Sumroo, was a native of
Cashmere, of obscure birth, originally a
dancing-girl, and subsequently a concubine
of Walter Reinhard, alias Somers and
Sombre, an adventurer of German origin,
who, by various unscrupulous intrigues'
acquired the territory of Sirdhana above
referred to, as well as other tracts in its

vicinity. A European or Eurasian person of
the name of Dyce having been adopted by

this Begum and constituted her heir, he
thereupon assumed the name of Dyce
Sombre, of which latter word Sumroo is a
corrupted form, just as this last was a
corruption of Somers.

If I am in error I throw myself on the
mercy of MR. HEBB, but I venture to think I
am not in error. PATRICK MAXWELL.

Is it possible that your correspondent
takes a Delhi dancing-girl for a Begum
of Bhopal 1 The Begum Sombre, more com-
monly known as the Begum Somroo, was
first the mistress, and subsequently the wife,
of the ruffianly German adventurer who, on
account of his hang-dog looks, was nicknamed
Sombre by the Company's officers ; and to
confuse such a low-bred wanton with a blue-
blooded princess of the noble and loyal house
of Bhopal is, to those who know and under-
stand something of India, indeed a horrible

profanation. CHUTTER MUNZIL.

EDWIN LAWRENCE GODKIN (9
th S. xii. 329).

A biographical notice with a portrait
appears in vol. viii.

(p. 455) of the '

National
Cyclopaedia of American Biography

'

(New
York, James T. White & Co., 1898).

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

A Social History of Ireland. By P. W. Joyce
LL.D. 2vols. (Longmans & Co.)

SLOWLY the knowledge that Ireland possesses a
history, a literature, an art, and institutions older
and better worth study than those of other
countries of Western Europe, has filtrated into
English minds. During recent years volume after
volume dealing with its antiquities and its eccle-
siastical remains has been set before the English
public. Of works of this class Dr. Joyce's now-
published work may claim to be the most autho-
ritative and encyclopaedic. Much of the informa-
tion it imparts maybe found in works more popular
in aim, notably in Wakeman's more - than - once
reprinted 'Handbook of Irish Antiquities,' the
writings of Dr. Kuno Meyer, Dr. Whitley Stokes,
Dr. George Petrie, the Revue Geltique, the Brehon
Laws, the previous works of Dr. Joyce him-
self, the "Irische Texte," and other works, a
list of which might be almost indefinitely pro-
longed. In two volumes of some six to seven
hundred pages each we are now supplied with an
account which, though condensed, is virtually
complete of the government, laws, religion,
learning, arts, trades, manners, customs, domestic
life, &c., of the ancient Irish people, accom-
panied by a full series ,of illustrations, many
of them familiar to students of Irish antiquities,
but, as a whole, not elsewhere accessible. As one
of the commissioners for the publication of the
ancient laws of Ireland, Dr. Joyce devotes special
attention to legal subjects, and the sketch of the
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Brehon laws, otherwise the Fenechas which,
though disturbed by successive invasions of Dane,
Anglo-Norman, and Englishman, lasted until the
seventeenth century constitutes to the student
the most important and remunerative portion of
the first volume. These laws, in which the col-
lective wisdom of the Brehons or judges the
special interpreters and, in a sense, administrators
of the laws, a body of men in which we seem to see
some species of approach to the French magistracy
is preserved, have been in great part published in
six volumes, of which one consists of a much-needed
and very serviceable glossary. They took root in

pagan times, a collection of them being made in
438 at the request of St. Patrick, to whom the
Fenechas code was interpreted by a Christian
convert. A committee of nine men was appointed,
including Laegaire (Leary), King of Ireland, and
other kings, ecclesiastics, and poets, and by them
what is known as Cain Patrick, or Patrick's Laws, a
version revised according to Scriptural law, is said to
have been issued. Much that is mythical attached,
not only to the laws, but to the Brehons them-
selves, for whose maintenance, in some cases, lands
were set apart. In these days it seems strange to

Englishmen to find an Irish Attorney-General of

James I., himself an Englishman, declaring that no
people under the sun had a greater love than the
Irish for even-handed and impartial justice.
Greek and Latin writers have little that is im-

portant or trustworthy to say concerning Ireland,
and C. Julius Solinus a geographer of the third

century, who sponged upon Pliny, narrating fables
such as that there were no bees in Ireland, and
that when dust or pebbles from that country were
scattered among alien hives the bees at once took

fright and vanished may almost be accepted as

representative. Civilization in Ireland was arrested

by the incursions of the Danes and by Anglo-
Norman invasions, until we can only judge by
material remains and by written reports what,
under more favourable conditions, Irish art and
learning might have become. Literary sources
are the lives of saints in Irish and Latin, martyr-
ologies, glosses and glossaries, romantic literature,

&c., many of those first named remaining still in

MS. It is, of course, known that a mass of infor-

mation preserved in the islands and highlands of

Scotland is equally applicable to Ireland.
We can make no attempt to follow Dr. Joyce

through his elaborate and scientifically arranged
pages, but may only dip into them at widely sepa-
rated portions. Under the head of

' Warfare ' we
find that there were in Ireland, as elsewhere,

professional female warriors, corresponding to Boa-

dicea, whose Celtic name Buadac has the same
signification as that of a later queen, Victoria. In

theory the land in Ireland belonged to the tribe, a

portion being assigned as mensal land to the king
or chief. In the chapters concerning paganism our
readers will trace what is perhaps most to the taste

of the majority. Some traces of Phoenician influence

are to be found in the worship of Bel ; but what is

most interesting concerns belief in the fairies,

Manannan Mac Lir (the Irish sea -god), the ban-

shee, the leprechaun, Neit and Nemon (the god
and goddess of battle), &c. The Pooka is not native
Irish. Idols were generally worshipped, as were
pillar stones. But one document is found in old

Irish literature mentioning human sacrifice, chil-

dren being slain at the shrine of Cromm Cruach in

order that their parents might obtain corn, honey,

and milk. As in the kirk-grims and the like, the
foundations of buildings were established by
sprinkling them with the blood of human victims.A curious instance of correspondence with the
Greek legend of Iphigenia is narrated i. 286. Under
'Geasa or Prohibition,' a species of taboo, much
that is striking is found. Information is, of course,
imparted concerning the writing known as Ogham.
The view that learning in Ireland was confined
to the monasteries is oppugned, and the account
of lay schools, principally for the upper classes,
repays study. After passing by such subjects
as art, music, &c., we find much curious and
some startling information regarding Irish medi-
cine and methods of cure. Even more significant
is what is supplied in the second volume as to
the family, with questions concerning marriage
and the position of women and children, the
house, food, light, agriculture, mills, measures,
locomotion, commerce, public assemblies, &c. Such
space as we can assign to a single work is, how-
ever, exhausted, and we can but commend the
study of a profoundly interesting and trustworthy
work to all who seek to obtain a species of know-
ledge to which for long Englishmen have shown a
reprehensible and not too explicable indifference.
The illustrations to these volumes are, as we have
said, numerous. They are also specially service-
able. A fine index is an eminently satisfactory
feature.

Great Masters. Parts II. and III. (Heinemann.)WE have already drawn attention to the appear-
ance of the admirable and unique series of repro-
ductions of the finest pictures of the world on
which the Fine - Arts Publishing Company has
bestowed the title of

' Great Masters.' Two further
parts, which now appear, keep up the high level
attained at the outset. Part II. contains Gains-
borough's superb picture of Mrs. Robinson, the
Perdita to the Florizel of the Prince of Wales,
subsequently George IV. This portrait, in which
Mrs. Robinson is accompanied by a colley dog, may
be pronounced exquisite. It is from the Wallace
Collection. From the gallery of Lord Howe come*
Hals's 'Man with Guitar.' A couple of generations
ago pictures by Hals were as common as they could
well be ; now they are virtually priceless. The
execution in this is marvellous. From the Cassel
Gallery comes a delightful portrait by Rembrandt of
Saskia van Uylenborch, his wife, and from the
Louvre the 'Virgin, Infant Christ, and St. John' of
Botticelli, with its sweet serenity of beauty. In
Part III. the first attraction consists of the portrait
of Giovanna degli Albizi by Domenico Ghirfandajo,
the master of Michelangelo. This is from the Col-
lection Rudolf Kann, Paris. Well-merited praise
is bestowed in the accompanying appreciation on
the artistic severity and restraint of this noble
work, with " a dignity like in kind to that obtained
by the Greek masters of sculpture." Hans Hol-
bein's portrait of Georg Gisze, from the Berlin
Museum, is an unsurpassable instance of repro-
duction.

' Castle Bentheim,' by Jacob van Ruijsdael,
from the gallery of Mr. A. Beit, is an absolute
masterpiece of landscape and architectural design.
Last comes from Madrid k The Surrender of Breda '

of Velasquez, one of the finest, best-known, and
most amply discussed works of the master now,
perhaps, most in request. The execution remains
perfect, and no greater triumph of the latest pro-
cesses of reproduction is to be anticipated, just as
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no more representative illustration of pictorial

masterpieces is to be hoped.

The Bride's Mirror. By Shamsululuma Maulavir
Nazir Ahmad. Translated by G. E. Ward, B.C. IS.

(Frowde.)
THIS work is, in its way, a curiosity. It is a trans-

lation of a novel the original text of which was

published four years ago as a text-book for Hindu-
stani students. Written by a Muhammadan, it

furnishes an insight into a subject all but unknown
to Englishmen, social and domestic life in Muham-
madan interiors. In the guise of a species of story
it shows the uncomfortable results that may, and
sometimes do, attend the system of child marriages
which exists in India, and was at first intended for

the edification of the writer's own daughters, to

whom it supplies edifying lessons of conduct. The
opening chapters depict the unruly conduct and
the follies of Akbari Khanam, a Muhammadan wife,
on behalf of whom it can only be pleaded that she
was trusted to manage a household at a period at
which an English girl would be still occupied with
her doll. With her is contrasted, in the later pages,
her sister Asghari, who, at a similar age, had read

through the translation of the Qur-an, knew how to
cook and do needlework, and wrote a weekly letter

of news to her father. Asghari, a sensible, pious,
and edifying woman, does not escape trials, but
turns all to edification, while her elder sister lets

everything go to rack and ruin. Apart from its

educational value, the book may be read with
interest. It shows Muhammadan husbands as

henpecked as their Christian fellows. There are

many proverbs, such as "Fretting when the birds
have left the fields bare'' as an equivalent to

"Crying over spilt milk," and endless matter of

curiosity or interest.

The Bool of Herb*. By Lady Rosalind Northcote.
(Lane.)

LAI>Y ROSALIND NORTHCOTE'S ' Book of Herbs
'

preserves much of the quaint charm of the Herbals
from which its information is largely derived. If
the illustrative quotations by which her descrip-
tions are accompanied are her own selections the
author must be credited with a wide range of

reading. These are taken from Shakespeare,
'
Piers Plowman,' Ben Jonson, Drayton, Browne's

*
Britannia's Pastorals,' Spenser, and many early

works, as well as from more modern poets. Works
similar in kind are, however, abundant, and the
'Plant-Lore and Garden-Graft

'

of the Rev. H. N.
Ellacombe goes over much of the same ground and
is even more abundant in quotation. The present
work has charms of its own, and should be on the
table of every country-house. To one pent in
cities even it calls up pleasant memories of country
life. Under 'Borage' Lady Rosalind seems to
doubt if that herb is still put into claret-cup.We can assure her it is, though the present year
afforded few temptations to try that beverage.
Sorrel is, of course, an essential ingredient in
potage bonne femme, which points to abundant
rustic use in France. Many poetical effusions are
printed concerning the marigold, but Wither, the
most poetical of all, is neither quoted here nor
elsewhere. The healing powers of calendula are the
subject of comment. It is greatly used (infandu*
dolor) by dentists. The information, good and
attractive in itself, is pleasantly conveyed, and the
book is one into which constantly to dip. Much

interest attaches to the illustrations, many of them
taken from Ampthill, close to which Sir Philip
Sidney wrote his 'Arcadia.' One presents the
Lavender Walk at Strathfieldsaye, and a second
the title-page of Gerard's

'

Herbal.' It is pleasant
to find young English gentlewomen using for the

production of books of this class their unparalleled
opportunities.

MR. A. H. BULLEN has in preparation an antho-
logy,

'

Songs of the Vine, with a Medley for Malt-
worms,' a comprehensive collection of drinking
songs and poems, ranging from Walter Mapes to
W. E. Henley. The editor, Mr. W. G. Hutchison,
brought out '

Lyra Nicotiana.'

THE Oxford University Press will issue Dr. E.
Moore's third series of

'

Studies in Dante,' consist-

ing of miscellaneous essays, dealing with the astro-

nomy and geography of Dante, the date assumed
by Dante for the vision of the 'Divina Commedia,'
symbolism and prophecy in

^

the
'

Purgatorio, and other :

the last six cantos of
er matters.

ta

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

F. T. HIBGAME ("Drowned bodies recovered").
See the many references under '

Folk-lore
'

in
each General Index.

M. B. (" When the little drummer beats to bed").
MR. ADRIAN WHEELER stated at 9th S. xi. 76 that

these lines occur in Act I. sc. ii. of
' The Moun-

taineers,' by George Colman the Younger.
H. C. W. (" The hand that rocks the cradle rules

the world"). By William Ross Wallace, an Ame-
rican. For full information see 9th S. ii. 358.

J. S. R. We have forwarded your letter to
GENERAL MAXWELL.

E. G. B. (" Epitaph at Doncaster"). Will appear.
ELEVE (" Shakespeare and Tobacco "). No refer-

ence to tobacco or snuff is to be found in Shake-
speare.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries
' "Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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GEORGE ELIOT AND BLANK VERSE.
GEORGE ELIOT held peculiar ideas on the

subject of blank verse
;
and it must be con-

fessed that she had the courage of her con-

victions, for she certainly carried out these

ideas in her poetical compositions whether
to the beautification of these, or otherwise, is

possibly a matter of opinion. In a letter to

John Blackwood dated 30 July, 1868, and in

allusion to her *

Spanish Gypsy,' she writes :

"
I think I never told you that the occasional use

of irregular verses, and especially verses of twelve

syllables, has been a principle with me, and that it

js found in all the finest writers of blank verse."

Again, in a letter of hers, of the same date,
to Canon Macllwaine, who had ventured to

find fault with some such lines in that poem,
she writes :

" Some of the passages marked by you for revision
were deliberately chosen irregularities. George
Eliot adheres strongly to the principles first, that
metrical time must be frequently determined in

despite of syllable-counting ; and, secondly, that
redundant lines are a power in blank verse. Milton
is very daring, and often shocks the weaklings who
think that verse is (i.e., ought to be) sing-song."

Well, at the risk of being set down as a

"weakling," I cannot hold or believe this

doctrine, unless it be on some such principle

as that on which, I believe, in music an
occasional discord accordo del diavolo is by
some considered to be a beauty ; possibly
[)y the effect of contrast and the pleasure of
**

resolving," as I believe musicians call it,

again into harmony, and thus preventing
insipidity. To me it seems tantamount to

saying that a countenance otherwise regular
and beautiful would be improved by a mis-

shapen nose, and thereby saved from being
insipid :

Hunc ego me, si quid componere curem,
Non magis esse velim quam naso vivere pravo,
Spectandum riigris oculis nigroque capillo :

while the examples sometimes cited of such

irregularities in Milton do not prove that

they are beauties, or that Milton himself so

regarded them good Homer himself some-
times nods and then he was Milton, and not
Marian Evans.
As to Shakespeare, many of the lines in his

plays which we think to be defective were
probably not so in his time, since it is cer-

tain that in his day many words were pro-
nounced quite differently from nowadays.
Thus, in

4

1 Henry VI.,' III. ii. [Globe ed.,

III. iii. 3], where Joan says,
Care is no cure, but rather corrosive ,

and in
*

Troilus and Cressida,' I. iii.,

Peaceful commerce from dividable shores,

when Shakespeare wrote it is probable, or at

least conceivable, that the word "
corrosive

"

had the stress on its first syllable, "com-
merce" on its last syllable, and that the
second i in

" dividable
" was short.

We all know that blank verse of the

English heroic metre, in its strictly perfect
form, consists of lines each of which contains
five iambuses, each iambus being accented on
its last syllable. It has, in other words, been
defined as a "

decasyllabic
"

metre, having
the second, fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth

syllables accented. Thus the following is an

example of a perfect line in this metre :

When down along by pleasant Tempe's stream.

But we all know also that a whole poem
written in such lines would be intolerable

from its monotony would, in fact, be what
George Eliot denounced as "sing-song." This

monotony, however, is to be cured, and can
be effectually cured, by constant variety in

the incidence of the accent, not by piling up
redundant syllables in the manner of George
Eliot ;

or if such should be occasionally
resorted to, it should be very rarely ;

and it

has been observed that this licence is more
allowable in dramatic verse than in verse of

any other kind. PATRICK MAXWELL.
Bath.
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SHAKESPEARIAN CRITICS.

SHERIDAN says in 'The Critic,
3 "Where

they do agree on the stage, their unanimity is

wonderful." The Shakespearian critics may
occasionally be excluded from the application
of the Sheridan dictum. The other night ]

took up for the purpose of reference 'The

Shakespeare Manual,' by Mr. F. G. Fleay,
and came upon a few statements which
I venture to place in comparison with several

made by Mr. Sidney Lee in his
' Life of

Shakespeare.'
Mr. Fleay :

"At! quartos issued up to the date of 1600

were authorized, and in my opinion superintended,
by Shakespeare himself."

Mr. Lee :

" Of the sixteen plays of his that were published
in his lifetime, not one was printed with his

sanction."

Mr. Fleay :

"/ have little doubt that the early 'Hamlet' of

1589 was written by Shakespeare and Marlowe in

conjunction."

Mr. Lee :-
"The story of the Prince of Denmark had been

popular on the stage as early as 1589 in a lost
dramatic version by another writer, doubtless
Thomas Kt/d."

Mr. Fleay :

"I have, however, given reasons for supposing
that Jonson either revised the play [' Julius
Cajsar '] or superintended its revision."

"

Mr. Lee :-
"As the author of 'Julius Caesar' he [Shake-

speare] had just proved his command of topics that
were peculiarly suited to Jonson's vein, and had in
fact outrun his churlish comrade on his own ground."

Mr. Fleay says that Jonson "
revised

"
or

"superintended the revision" of the play,
and Heminge and Condell, the editors of the
First Folio, maintain that the plays are "now
offered to your view cur'd, and perfect of their

limbes, and all the rest, absolute in their
numbers as he [Shakespeare] conceived them."

Mr. Fleay :-

"Excepting the surreptitious 'Henry V.,' every
play printed in quarto before 1000 was admitted as
an authentic copy by the Folio editors."

Mr. Lee :

"It is doubtful if any play were printed exactly
as it came from his pen. The First Folio text is
often markedly inferior to that of the sixteen pre-
existent quartos."

There are three Quartos of '2 Henry VI '

dated 1594, 1600, and 1619. So far from
"every play printed in quarto before 1600

being admitted as an authentic copy by the
Folio editors," the Folio version of this play
contains 1,139 lines not in the 1619 or pre-
vious Quartos of 1594 and 1600, with nearly
2,000 lines retouched. By whom were these
additions made 1

? In the 1619 edition we
have four lines :

Kent, in the ' Commentaries '

Caesar wrote,
Term'd it the civil'st place of all this land.

Then, noble countrymen, hear me but speak :

I sold not France, I lost npt Normandy.

In the Folio edition this is augmented to :

Kent, in the 'Commentaries' Csesar writ,
Is termed the civil'st place in all this isle.

Sweet is the country, because full of riches,
The people liberal, valiant, active, wealthy,
Which makes me hope you are not void of pity.
I sold not Maine, I lost not Normandy,
Yet to recover these would lose my life.

Justice with favour have I always done ;

Prayers and tears have moved me, gifts could never.
When hare I aught exacted from your hands
But to maintain the king, the realm., and you ?

Large gifts have I bestowed on learned clerks,
Because my book preferred me to the king,
And seeing ignorance is the curse of God,
Knowledge the wing wherewith we fly to heaven,
Unless you be possessed with devilish spirits,
You cannot but forbear to murder me.

By whom was this introduced into the
Folio? I have an idea that Bacon's "fall"
took place between 1619 and 1623, and the
lines (notably those italicized) fit into his
altered circumstances with some degree of
consistence.

Mr. Fleay :

"
It is to be hoped that these two great dramatists-

[Shakespeare and Jonson] were not at open enmity
during the latter part of Shakespeare's life, but all
record of any real friendship between them ends
in 1603."

Mr. Lee :

" There can be no doubt that Jonson cherished
genuine esteem and affection for Shakespeare till
death/'

More than "doctors" seem to "differ."
GEORGE STKONACH..

Edinburgh.

BURTON'S ' ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY/
(See 9th S. xi. 181, 222, 263, 322, 441 ; xii. 2, 62,

162, 301, 362.)

VOL. i. (Shill.) 14, n. 3 (3, n. c, ed. 6), "in
Theset. An error of Lipsius, copied by
Burton, unconnected by Shilleto. The right
reference is 'Anterastse' ('Kivales'), 136A.
See the original Greek in Lipsius, 'Manud.
Stoic. Phil.,' iii. 8.

P. 21, n. 8 (7, n. f, ed. 6), 'Epist. ad
Petas.' (sic ed. 4, ed. 6 ; A. R. S., rightlyr
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"Patiss."). See J. J. Seal.,
'

Opusc.' (1612),

pt. ii. 240 ; Epist, (1627), 86 (Ep. iii.).

P. 21, n. 9 (7, n. g, ed. 6),
" Olim literse ob

homines," &c. See Seal, 'Confut. Fab. Burd.,'
in

'

Opusc.' (1612), pt. ii. 52 (420).

P. 21, n. 11 (7, n. i), "Inter tot mille

volumina," &c. See '

Confut. Fab. Burd./ 52

(420). Burton by stopping short in his

quotation has given the effect of a more
sweeping statement to Scaliger's remark,
which ends " immo potius non peior se ipso
euadat, si cum aliqua uoluptate perlegerit."

P. 21, n. 12 (7, n. k), the quotation from
Palingenius is from bk. vi. 11. 38, 39, of the
1 Zodiacus Vitse.'

P. 21, n. 15 (7, n. m), "Sterile oportet esse

ingenium quod in hoc scripturient[i]um
pruritu." <fec. A combination of parts of two
different sentences from the

'

Confutatio
'

(p. 53).

P. 23, 1. 7 (8, 1. 22), "sumpsi, non surripui."
Cf. Cic., 'Brut.,' 19, 76, "qui a N^vio vel

sumpsisti multa, si fateris, vel, si negas,
surripuisti."

P. 23, 1. 13 (8, 1. 27),
"
I do concoquere quod

hausi." See Sen., Ep. 84, 6, and cf. Macr.,
'Saturn.,' i. prsef. 5-9, where much of this

letter of Seneca may be found "
lifted." John

of Salisbury (' Policrat.,' vii. 10) draws from
these sources with the introductory remark,
"Vt enim in libro Saturnaliorum, & in

epistolis Senecse ad Lucilium legitur."
P. 23, 1. 15 (8, 1. 29), "that of Wecker e Ter."

See Eunuchus, prol. 41.

P. 24, 1. 32 (9, 1. 25),
" Primus vestrum non

sum, nee imus." See Lipsius, 'Ep. Cent, ad
Germ, et Gall.,' Ixvii. :

" & cum Solone
*

Neque
me esse primum vestrum, aut imum existimo.

5 "

P. 25, n. 2 (9, n. e), "Ut venatores feram e

vestigio impresso, virum scriptiuncula. Lips."
See 'Ep.,' cent. i. misc. 45,

" Veterani vena-
tores cervum ex impresso vestigio dinoverint :

ego ex scriptiuncula virum."
P. 25, 1. 11 (9, 1. 36),

" ut palata sic judicia."
See Lips., 'Ep.,' cent. ii. misc. 27 (31 in first

edition of this century),
" Ut palati inclina-

tiones qusedam sunt, quas haud mutes : sic

judicii."
P. 26, 1. 6 (10, 1. 9),

"
Facilia sic putant," &c.

Exact reference given in a previous paper.
P. 26, n. 7 (10, n. 1), "Fieri non potest ut

quod quisque cogitat, dicat unus. Muretus."
See Oratio xxiii. (vol. i. 270 in Frotscher's

edition of
'

Op. Omn.,' 1834).
P. 27, 1. 3 (10, 1. 34), "Plinius Secundus to

Trajan."
"
Trajan

"
is a slip of Burton or his

printer for Triarius.

P. 27, 1. 19 (10, last line),
" 'Twas Seneca's

fate
"

P. 28, 1. 5 (11, 1. 14), "accumu-

lavit," &c. A. R. S.'s note (p. 28, n. 2) is "All

this is in Lipsius' edition of Seneca, Ant-
verpise, 1652." I add the following details :

emsque scriptis" at beginning of Lipsius's
'Seneca' (1652). Lipsius's words "quod me
dat in stuporem

"
are part of his develop-

ment of Quintilian's
"
plurirnum studii." For

"the best of Greek and Latin writers in
Plutarch's opinion

"
(27, 1. 21

; 11, 1. 1), see
the extracts from Petrarch's epist. quoted on
pp. xxvii, xxviii, of Lipsius's 'Seneca.' On
the statements which Petrarch ascribes to
Plutarch Lipsius comments, "Unde hsec

Petrarcha, nescio." In 27, n. 12 (11, n. u)t
Burton refers to Lib. 10 of Fabius [QuintiiianJ.
The exact reference is x. i. 129. Quintilian's
criticism of Seneca is in 128-31. "Sermo
illaboratus

"
(27, 1. 27 : 11, 1. 7) is from Seneca

himself (Ep. 75, 1). The passage (27, 11. 28,
29; 11, 11. 8, 9) quoted very loosely from-
A. Gellius (Agellius Lipsius and Burton call

him) is from xii. 2, 1.
" In partibus spinas &

fastidia habet" (27, 30; 11, 9), to which
Burton gives the reference "

Introduct. ad
Sen.," comes from p. iv (Introductio Lectoris)
of Lipsius's

'

Seneca,' where the statement is

made, not of Seneca's works generally, but of
the 'De Ira' and 'De BeneficnV From
"alise" to "occupantur" (28, 2; 11, 11) is

from the same page, while "
intricatus," &c.,

and "parum," &c., are from p. ii. It is

characteristic of Shilleto's editing that the
error in Burton,

"
sine copia rerum hoc fecit

"

(Lipsius wrote "siue copia siue Stoico-

quodam more "), is passed over without
comment.

P. 28, 1. 31
; 11, 33, "to divulge secreta

Minervce
"

: Ov., 'Met.,' ii. 749, part of fuller

quotation given on p. 421, n. 1
; 166, last note,

where A. K. S. supplies the number of the
line.

P. 30, n. 14 ; 12, n. m, the full reference to

Palingenius is
' Zod. Vit.,' vi. 35.

P. 31, 1. 18
; 13, 11, "per ardua glebosa

camporum
"

is from Apuleius,
'

Met.,' i. 2.

P. 31, n. 5
; 13, n. *,

" Hie enim, quod
Seneca de Ponto, bos herbam, Ciconia larisam,
canis leporem, yirgo flprem legat." (So ed. 6..

The quotation is not given in ed. 4.) A. K. S.

gives the reference Sen., Ep. 108, 29 ("in eodem
prato bos herbam quserit, canis leporem,
ciconia lacertam "). Now to each of the six

"manipuli" of his 'Mythologia Christiana'

(1619) Johann Valentin Andrea (Andreas)
prefixes a quotation from Seneca, that before
the first being cited thus : "In eodem prato
homo florem quserit, bos herbam, canis

leporem, ciconia lacertum." Burton refers to-
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Andrea more than once elsewhere. Was he

indebted to him here ? Or have I overlookec

some source from which both alike drew
1

"

{Hense's critical edition of Seneca's Epist.

1898, gives no hint of a var. led.}
P. 31, 1.22; 13, 15, "that of Columella.'

See 'De Re Rust.,' V. i. In the next sentence

Columella writes "boni venatoris est

feras quamplurimas capere ;
nee cuiquam

culpse fuit non omnes cepisse." I have not

been able to refer to the Pet. Nannius of the

next note. Is hil name attached to the wrong
quotation ?

P. 31, 1.31 ; 13, 23, "not three whole faults,

as Scaliger in Terence." J. C. Scaliger,
4

Poetice,' vi. 3, finds no fault. He says that

the three which learned men find in Terence
**

illis potius quam ei sunt oneri."

P. 32, 1. 32; 14, 4, "I have mingled sacra

2)rofanis." Hor., 'Epist.,' I. xvi.54.

P. 35, 1. 6
; 15, 28,

At melius fuerat non scribere, naraque tacere
Tutum semper erit.

This is the opening of the *

Satyra,' which is

the first piece in J. C. Scaliger's
*

Teretis-

inata' (p. 76 in 1574 ed. of his 'Poemata').
The same quotation is made by Johann
Crato von Kraftheim in a letter (1576) to
J. J. Scaliger printed at the beginning of a
new edition of the elder Scaliger's 'Exerci
tationes.' Burton may have taken it from
this place. EDWARD BENSLY.
The University, Adelaide, South Australia.

(To be continued.)

A DICTIONARY
SYNONYMS. He
have more ; it

.mirable

OF ENGLISH DIALECT
who has much would

is ever thus. The ad-
mirable work edited by Prof. Joseph
Wright, 'The English Dialect Dictionary,'
is almost in my possession, and I am long-
ing for an addition to it, which I fancy
might be more easily compiled now than it

even could be the year after next. Before an
able band of helpers is set free, will it not
undertake to compile, under the direction
of Dr. Wright, the desiderated work given as
the heading of this humble note ? I suppose
there are few of us who have not at some time
wanted to know all the dialect equivalents of
a stook, a donkey, a shed, or of something
else;

and though it may not be altogether

Erofitless,

it is certainly time-consuming
ibour in a busy age to have to examine

-every precious page of the 'E.D.D.' to pick
-out the poor dozen words of which we may
be in search. I do not ask that space should
be taken up by mention of the district in
which each item is known of by quotation of
examples illustrative of its employment. For

information of that kind the dictionary of

synonyms might act as an index to the

'E.D.D.' itself. May this suggestion win
consideration ! ST. SWTTHIN.

"FISCAL." The originaljiscus was a basket

woven of twigs or rushes, and, being used as

a receptacle for money, became symbolical
of the imperial treasury. In early English
times, in like manner, the word "hariaper,"
i.e., hamper, had a similar signification. If

the terms "
bagging

" and "
netting

"
were

not so clearly derived, in a peculiarly English

way, from the sport of shooting and fishing,
one might be inclined to connect them with
these fiscal facts. W. C. B.

"EULACHON" AND ITS VARIANTS. (See

ante, p. 210.) I regret that I cannot give
the etymology of eulachon courteously asked
for by MR. PLATT. I have consulted various
lexicons and lists of Chinook and Jargon
words in a vain search. The fact that the
forms known to MR. PLATT are trisyllabic is

no obstacle, however, for the earliest re-

corded forms are dissyllabic ; they are ulken
and olthen. Apparently the second syllable
was slurred over so that the word appealed
to the ears of early hearers as dissyllabic.
The variants of this word are more numerous
than are recorded in dictionaries

; they are

eulachon, lioolakin, olthen, oolachan, oolackan,
oolakan, oulachan, oulachon, oulacon, ulken,
and uthlecan. In chronological sequence of

publication they are ulken (Gass, 1807), olthen

(Lewis and Clark, 1814), uthlecan (Irving, 1836),
oulachan (Kichardson, 1836), eulachon (Lord,
1866), oulacon (Scammon, 1874), hoolakin (J.
and G., 1881), oolachan (Nature, 1881), oolackan

(Baillie-Grohman in Fortnightly Review, 1886),
oulachon ('Century Diet.,' 1890), oolakan

('N.E.D.,'1903).
The forms most used have been oulachan,

oolachan, and eulachon. Until about 1880 the
first was predominant, and afterwards the
last became accepted, and has now almost
universally supplanted the earlier forms.
Eulachon had, however, appeared in that
:orm as early as 1866. Oolachan, oulachon,
and oulachan have been used by the Canadian
Department of Marine and Fisheries : in the
Report for 1902 (p. 112), lately published,
oulachan is reverted to. I know of no
authority for oolakan, accepted by the
N.E.D.' as the proper form, outside of the

Dictionary.'
An interesting coincidence is the similarity

of the earliest written form of the name
ulken) to the common name of the sculpin
n Denmark and Norway (ulk, ulke). The
pronunciation of the two, of course, would be
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different. To save the editors the trouble of

looking up the references, I give here extracts
to illustrate ulken and eulachon.

1807, Gass,
; Journal Voyages under Lewis

and Clark/ 187, [1806, March] 9th: u ln the
afternoon some of the natives came to visit

us and brought some of the small fish which
they call ulken."

1866, Lord, 'Naturalist in Vancouver Island,'

&c., i. 88: "There is a fish fat beyond
description which is called by the natives
eulachon or candle-fish."

1880, Swan, in Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., iii.

257-64 (title of article), 'The Eulachon or
Candle-fish of the North-West Coast.'

It is possible that olthen was a mistake for
olken on the part of the editor or printers of
Lewis and Clark's report, but in view of the

appearance of the 6 in uthlecan also it may
represent a guttural sound.

It is unfortunate that oulachan has not
been preserved, for it doubtless represents
the original pronunciation of the word better
than eulachon, as it would naturally be pro-
nounced. Eulachon owes its present status to

its use by the census and fishery authorities

of the United States. THEO. GILL.

Washington.

ST. VALERY OR WALERIC. L. L. K. s note
on St. Valery-sur-Somme (ante, p. 346) made
me wonder what places other than that and
St. Valery-en-Caux owe their names to this

saint. 'N. & Q.' bears witness to the former
existence of a Norton St. Waleric, Hants (8

th

S. i. 395 ;
ii. 36, 134), and to the fact that

Newbiggin-by-the-Sea was formerly called

St. Waleric (4
th S. x. 452). This was also the

original name of Alnmouth (see the ' Hist,

of Northumberland,' now in course of pub-
lication, vol. ii. pp. 469-70). The parish
church at Newbiggin is dedicated to St.

Bartholomew ; but at Alnmouth the chapel,
which existed before the town was founded,
was on this occasion dedicated to St. Waleric.

It was in decay in 1604, and has now totally

disappeared (op. cit., ii. 491-5). Has any
existing church in England this dedication ?

E. W. T. (4
th S. x. 529) quotes Hugh Cressy

to the effect that St. Waleric passed from
Ireland to England, and thence to France ;

but it appears from Guerin, 'Les Petits

Bollandistes,' iv. 101 sqq. t
that he was born in

Auvergne, and never crossed the sea. His

death is variously given as occurring on
1 April, 619, and 12 December, 622. At Aln-

mouth his feast was observed on 1 April, on

which day it occurs in the Roman Martyr-

ology. At St. Valery-sur-Somme his feast was

kept as a double of the first class on 12

December, and has since the Concordat been
observed on the third Sunday in Advent.

Lewis, in his
' Sanctorale Catholicum,' p. 477,

gives no details of his life, but quotes from
Sir Thomas More, without giving any refer-

ence, to the effect that persons afflicted with
the stone were accustomed to go on pilgrim-
ages to his shrine, not only from the neigh-
bourhood, but from England. Can any one
give the proper reference to Sir Thomas
More's works 1 JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

i

DE QTJINCEY'S SYNTAX. In the Contem-

porary Review for November Vernon Lee,
in the first of a series of articles entitled

'Studies in Literary Psychology,' deals with
the syntax of De Quincy (sic). "These
notes," she informs her readers,

" which end
as a page of literary psychology, begin, in

all simplicity of hearty as an exercise in

syntax and rhetoric." Examining the writings
of De Quincey, with no other view originally
than the improvement of her English, Vernon
Lee discovered
" that style, in so far as it is individual, is but a
gesture or gait, revealing, with the faithfulness of

an unconscious habit, the essential peculiarities of

the writer's temperament and modes of life."

Proceeding with her analysis of De Quin-
cey's works, Vernon Lee further found that

there was something decidedly queer in his

management of verbs confusion between the

active verb and the passive and a mis-

management of adverbs, prepositions, and
articles, examples in proof of her contention

being cited from the writings of the Opium-
Eater ;

and she concludes :

'We take leave of this strange, ill-balanced

mortal, with his incapacity for holding his tongue
on irrelevant matters, which is a sign of intellectual

weakness ;
his incapacity for keeping his irrelevant

emotions (especially vituperative) to himself, which
is a mark of moral vulgarity ; and yet with such

subtilty of thought, such tragic depth of feeling,

and, occasionally, such marvellous power of seeing
and saying !"

Vernon Lee's "analysis" is not without

literary interest. But why rob De Quincey
of the vowel e? The name " De Quincy"
occurs no fewer than thirty times in the

article. The Quincys of New England are

an offshoot of the old French family from
which De Quincey descended. The great
writer spelt his name De Quincey ;

and in

no authoritative publication does his name

appear otherwise. JOHN GRIGOR.

" KISSED HANDS." In his query *A Privy
Council in a Private House' (ante, p. 368)

POLITICIAN quotes the phrase "the Marquess
of Londonderry took the oath of office and
kissed hands." I understand that the older
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phrase "kissed his Majesty's hand" more
correctly represents the present procedure in

these cases, and have seen it suggested that
" kissed hands," a phrase dating from 1768
at latest (see

*

N.E.D.'), is a mere vulgarism
based on the false analogy of

" shook hands."
An indication that this suggestion is without
foundation is to be seen in De Guaras's
account of the accession of Queen Mary,
where it is said that the ambassadors came to

kiss her Majesty's hands ("a besar las manos
de su Magestad ") ; see 'Antonio de Guaras,'
d. Dr. Garnett (Lawrence & Bullen, 1892),

pp. 75, 123. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

FABLE AS TO CHILD-MURDER BY JEWS.

leSSing to JD .ex i_i vyivi. J.J.CUICW _L rttuiuiuii

from Whitechapel.' That it is an absolute
falsehood I feel well assured

;
but the ques-

tion is whether we have here a ghastly fable
invented for malicious purposes, or whether
it is a transference adapted to English taste
from some foreign source. I incline to the
latter theory, but know of no evidence in
confirmation of it. I have abridged the
original, which is too long for

' N. & Q.,'
and, indeed, not worth giving in full there
or anywhere else. This is how the story runs.
Some time in the eighteenth century there

was an accoucheur of the name of Roque,
Rock, or something like it, for it is worthy
of note that the narrator caught the sound
imperfectly, or "his memory had failed."
This person was called up one midnight to
visit

" the house of a great Jew family in the
environs of Whitechapel." He was pledged
to secrecy and blindfolded. When he arrived
at the house he was led from the entrance-
hall, through passages and up flights of
stairs, into a chamber in which, from the
sounds he heard, he believed a fierce fire was
burning. In an adjoining room the bandagewas removed from his eyes, and he there saw
a lady about to give birth to a child. " The
room, the furniture, the bed and attendance,
all indicated a very high degree of opulenceand even splendour." Having performed his
omce and received a large fee, he was again
blindfolded and led through the highly heated
room. But the horrible part of the tale is
that so soon as he had passed through the
room where the great fire was burning, he
heard shrieks arid screams and "passionateand bewailing language respecting the child,which he was well aware proceeded from the
unfortunate mother." He afterwards heard
the tire stirred and crackling and some faint
cries of the babe. This, it seems, the doctor

well understood to indicate
" the destruction

of the unfortunate infant by fire, according
to a horrible custom of the Jews, required by
their religion in certain cases."

The writer does not give his name. He
seems to have been a very ignorant person,
and ready to accept any nonsense about the
Jews that was reported to him. It would not
be without interest to know if there was any
one called Roque, Roche, or Rock in medical

practice in London at the time, or whether
the name, like the rest of the narrative, is

mere fabrication. EDWARD PEACOCK.
Wickentree House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-
mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

THACKERAY AND ' DAMASCUS AND PAL-
MYRA.' In booksellers' catalogues the illus-

trations to
* Damascus and Palmyra,' by C. G.

Addison, 1838, are invariably ascribed to

Thackeray. They do not bear his signature,
nor does his name appear on the title-page or
in the text. Can any one say what autho-
rity there is for attributing them to the
novelist? M. H.

THACKERAY'S POEM OF 'CATHERINE HAYES.'
Can any of your readers inform me where

Thackeray's poem of
'

Catherine Hayes
'

first

appeared? Mrs. Ritchie has informed us
that this was given to Miss A. A. Procter as
a contribution to a magazine in which she
was interested, and there is no doubt that it

was printed, as a copy of it was sent many
years later to Mrs. Ritchie by Dr. Weir
Mitchell, of New York. I understand that
Mrs. Ritchie is unaware of the source from
which the poem was taken by Dr. Weir
Mitchell, and a close and intimate friend of
Miss Procter's does not remember that the
poetess was interested in any magazine, with
the possible exception of the Englishwoman's
Journal, and the poem does not appear in
the indexes to the dozen volumes of this
periodical. GEORGE G. HARRAP.

15, York Street, Covent Garden.

MARGARET ROPER, BORN MORE. I have
looked through the remarks in *

N". & .Q.' upon
the articles appearing in the 'D.N.B.' with-
out finding any reference to the date of her
marriage. In the article on Sir Thomas
More it is said that his daughter Margaret,
born 1505, was married to William Roper
when about twenty"; and in the article on
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Roper it is said that he married her " about
1525." No authority appears to be given in
either case for the approximate date. I have
just finished the monotonous task of reading
completely through the ' London Marriage
Licences,' and it is worth noting that under
date of 2 July, 1521, is an entry of a licence
issued from the Bishop of London's office in
the names of William Ropar, of St. Andrew,
Holborn, and Margaret More, of St. Stephen,
Walbrook (Foster's ed. and Harl. Soc.'s ed.).
Is this a coincidence of names, or does it

refer to the marriage of Sir Thomas More's

daughter ? U. V. W.

LiEUT.-CoL. DE STORFF. In the King's
Library at the British Museum there are
several painted pen-and-ink plans (mostly on

parchment) of castles, forts, towns, &e., in

England, and signed with pen and ink " Le
Lieutt. Col. de Storff" (sometimes De Stroff)
"fecit." Who was he, when so employed,
and by whom 1 C. MASON.

29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

''Goo's SILLY VASSAL." By whom or to

whom was this epithet applied ? Can any of

your correspondents tell me ? R. A. POTTS.

HANGING CENSERS. In the poem on the
Basilica of Bugge, attributed both to

St. Aldhelm and Alcuin, the following lines

occur :

Hicquoque thuribulum capitellis undique cinctum,
Pendet de summo, fumosa foramina pandens,
De quibus ambrosia spirabunt tura Sabsea

Quando sacerdotes missas offerre jubentur.

How was the fuel in this hanging censer kept
alive ? It seems that to swing a censer

hanging from the roof with sufficient impetus
to create a draught would be very awkward,
and the fuel in a stationary vessel would soon
die out. C. S. TAYLOR.
Banwell.

EPIGRAM ON MADAME DE POMPADOUR.
Carlyle in chap. iv. of his 'History of the

French Revolution,'
' The Bastille,' writes :

" Do the five hundred thousand ghosts who sank

shamefully on so many battlefields from Rossbach
to Quebec, that the Harlot [Madame de Pompadour]
might take revenge for an epigram, crowd round
thee at this hour ?

"
&c.

I venture to ask, if the subject be not too

delicate to handle, What are the words of this

epigram 1 and where are they to be found 1

I am aware that at 3rd S. vi. 533 a somewhat
similar inquiry was made, for, quoting Lord
Mahon's historical essay on ' The Last Years
of Frederick the .Second,' D. W. S. asked
where the satirical attacks on Madame de

Pompadour, which led to the Seven Years'

War, could be found ; but no answer was
given, though many notes on the Pompadour
are published in the twelve volumes of the
Third Series. Is it possible that the particular

epigram which Carlyle mentions refers to the

appellation of Cotillon the Second, which
Frederick of Prussia bestowed on Madame
de Pompadour, in allusion to her having
succeeded Cotillon the First (Madame de

Chateauroux), or to something else 1

JAMES WATSON.

JOHN DENMAN was admitted to West-
minster School 31 January, 1815. Can any
correspondent of

* N. & Q.' help me to identify
him? G. F. R. B.

THOMAS UPTON, BORN 1677. I shall be very
grateful to any of your readers who can give
me information concerning the issue and de-

scendants of Thomas Upton, paternal uncle
of the first Lord Templetown. He was born
4 August, 1677 : M, P. for Antrim and for

Londonderry, Recorder of Londonderry, and
K.C. .

W. P. UPTON.
73, Bignor Street, CheethamHill, Manchester.

J. OSCAR PARKER. A spirited poem en-

titled
' The Legend of Dolbadarn,' from the

pen of this gentleman, appeared in the Man-
chester Quarterly in 1888. Is anything known
of the author 1 I remember him at the time.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

STERNE : PARODY. In 1797 was published
'Fragments in the Manner of Sterne,' without
name of author clever, sympathetic, and
human as Sterne himself. Who was the

author 1 One of the foot-notes tells the story
of a Pevensey jury who, having brought in

guilty a man for stealing a pair of leather

breeches, were so alarmed at finding that the

sentence must be death that they sent off a

messenger to the then Chief Baron of the

Exchequer, who replied, "Instruct them to

reverse the verdict and bring it in man-

slaughter," and a new verdict to that effect

was the consequence. Where may any other

reference to this incident be found ?

XYLOGRAPHER.

"QUESTIONNAIRE." This word is not given
in the

'

Century Dictionary/ but the Council

of the London Chamber of Commerce has

recently been called upon
"

to consider the

desirability of issuing a questionnaire ^
to

members with a view to the replies being
tabulated and reported upon at a general

meeting," and it was reported to that body
that both the Birmingham and Glasgow
Chambers had issued a questionnaire on this

matter to their respective members. The
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meaning attached to the word is obvious, but
when did it begin to be employed in this

country ? POLITICIAN.

[For qiiestionary in this sense see *N.E.D.']

'MY OLD OAK TABLE.' Can any reader

give me the words of a song so entitled 1 I

heard it sung in the seventies to the well-

known tune 'My Lodging is on the Cold

Ground.' W. B. H.

VILLAGE FEASTS. I cannot understand the

method adopted hereabouts forkeeping village
feasts, and shall be glad if some kind reader

will explain. For instance, our church being
dedicated to All Saints, the feast week
follows the Sunday after All Saints' Day
(1 November). This year the festival fell

on a Sunday, and I supposed the feast would
be kept in the weekdays which immediately
followed. I found, however, that instead of

this being so, the next Sunday was called

Feast Sunday, and the feast was kept from
8 to 14 November. Thus there have been
two Feast Sundays, one kept by the Church
on 1 November, and the other kept by the

villagers on 8 November. The oldest in-

habitant assures me it has ever been so under
these circumstances, and i also find the con-

tiguous villages follow the same rule. There
must be some reason for such an ancient
and common custom, but I am at present
quite at a loss to account for the two Feast

Sundays. JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

PINDAR FAMILY. Would any of your
readers be kind enough to give me informa-
tion respecting the Pindar family ? I wish to
ascertain whether the Lincolnshire Pindars,
who, according to a topographical book I
have seen, lived at Owston, Lincolnshire, for

centuries, were related to Sir Paul Pindar, the
London merchant, born 1565, died 1650. Any
information respecting the two families and
their descendants would be much appreciated.
Do any members of the family still sur-
vive ? The names of any books of reference

relating to the Lincolnshire Pindars other
than Storehouse's 'History of the Isle of
Axholme : would be valued

;
and lastly I

should like to know why the crest was dis-
allowed after a certain date (I think 1655).

LEWIS LAMBERT.
"INGLAXD": " INGLISH." In the "Royal

Kalendar : or, complete and correct Annual
Register, for Ingland, Scotland, Ireland, and
America, for the year 1810," printed for J.

Stockdale, Piccadilly, the words "Ingland"
and "

Inglish
"
are frequently substituted for

"England" and "English," perhaps in the

majority of cases. Was it desired to intro-

duce a new fashion of spelling 1 The same

notice. U. V. W.

REV. T. WILSON. In 1783 Mr. Cadell,

Strand, published an octavo volume entitled

'An Archaeological Dictionary ; or, Classical

Antiquities of the Jews, Greeks, and Romans,
Alphabetically Arranged,' by the Rev. T.
Wilson. The dedication, addressed to Samuel
Johnson, LL D., is dated "

Clitheroe, 30

September, 1782." I should be glad if any
of your correspondents could give me some
information about the author. What con-

nexion, if any, had he with Leeds 1

CHARLES A. FEDERER.

[See 'D.N.B.,' vol. Ixii. p. 142, where a life is-

given.]

" POPES." What is this word, which is used
in hosiery catalogues to indicate a certain size

of garments ? C. S. WARD.
[See 7th S. vii. 225, 351.]

SIR GEORGE CAREY, KNIGHT MARSHAL OF
THE HOUSEHOLD. He was M.P. for Herts in

1571, and for Hants from 1584 to 1593. But
he was also a member of the Parliament of

1572-83, probably returned at a by-election
about 1580. I shall be glad to learn by what
constituency he was then elected. He suc-

ceeded as second Lord Hunsdon in 1596.

W. D. PINK.

SALEP OR SALOP. Information, not en-

cyclopaedic, wanted about the mucilaginous
drink made from powdered orchid tubercles,
and about the early morning salep-stall, long

replaced by the coffee-stall. Is this drink
still served from a street stall or at any place-
of refreshment either here or on the Con-
tinent? C. E. CLARK.

[We presume that our correspondent knows the
reference in Lamb's essay concerning

' The Praise
of Chimney-sweepers.']

CAPT. PEPPER. Who was Capt. Pepper,
author of

' France Daguerreotyped,' 1842,

and, according to the title-page of that work,
of

' Written Caricatures,' &c.

W. ROBERTS.

AYLMER ARMS. Some time ago (8
th

_S.
x. 279) I attempted to obtain decisive in-

formation as to the exact birthplace of John
Aylmer, Bishop of London, but it has not
been forthcoming. A family of Aylmers has

long been settled at Fincham, in Norfolk,
and their arms, as given in the Rev. E. Furer's
' Church Heraldry of Norfolk

'

(vol. ii. p. 177),
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are :

"
Argent, on a cross sable between fou

sea aylets of the second, beaked and leggec
gules, five bezants"; the crest, "on a corone
a sea aylet,' as in the arras. So far I havi
not discovered what a sea aylet is, but Strype
gives the bishop's arms :

"Argent, a cross sable between four choughs o
the same, whence some derive the name Ailmar
quasi ah Alite. de Mari, but the chough is no sea
fowl. The reason of which bearing may be perhaps
conjectured, from the relation some of the family
they say, bore to a Duke of Cornwall, from whence
for crest, they bear on a Ducal Coronet a Cornish
Chough's head and neck."

The Irish Aylmers bear the same arms, with
the curious motto "Hallelujah." How did the

Aylmer baronetcy originate 1

JAMES HOOPER.
Norwich.

CAPSICUM. It is stated in the 'Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

'

that the annual or common
capsicum (G. annuum) was brought to Europe
from America by the Spaniards, and was
grown in England in 1548. What is the

authority for the latter statement
1

? I also
find in Monardes's ' De Simplicibus Medi-
camentis ex Occidentali India delatis, quorum
in medicina usus est

;

(Antwerp, 1574), that

"Capsicum hoc, sen Piper Indicum (Americum
potius) diligentissime colitur tota Castella [in

Castillo] cum ab hortulanis, turn a mulieribus in

medium suarum pensilibus hortis. Etenim utuntur
per totum annum cum virente, turn sicco pro con-
dimento et pipere."

Is the capsicum still grown and used to

any great extent in Spain? I mean the

pimiento dulce eaten raw or pickled.
L. L. K.

WANT OF UNIFORMITY IN EARLY
MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

(9
th S. xii. 344.)

THE explanation of the discrepancies of
measure in the letter from the Duke of
Rutland's steward is that the last was not
an English legal measure of capacity. The
English corn-measures end with the quarter

that is the quarter of a short, or 2,000 lb.,

ton of wheat the old English and the present
North American ton. When our hundred-

weight was so unfortunately raised to 112 lb.

in order to make it coincide approximately
with the heavier foreign hundredweights, the

chaldron, which was the measure of a ton of

wheat, was raised from 32 to 36 bushels, and
this measure, now of 4^ quarters, became
much less used. The Wisbeach last of 18

coombs, or 9 quarters, was a double long-

chaldron, about two long tons. If we
remember that a cubic foot contains 1,000
ounces of water, equal to 50 pints, 2 cubic

feet are equal to 100 pints, or pounds of

wheat (that is our old hundredweight re-

turned from North America as the cental),
and 40 cubic feet, the usual cargo-measure-
ment ton, is the space occupied by a North
American ton of wheat of four quarters, or

twenty centals. But there is another ship-

ton, that of gross tonnage, by which ships are

measured for registration. It is 100 cubic

feet, that is the space occupied by 10 quarters
of wheat. This is the true last, a ship measure,
varying in the case of foreign ships. The
last which turned out 10| bushels is that
used in Hanover and Bremen, which may
have influenced the English trade unit. The
Norfolk bushel,

" a pint bigger than that in

Cambridgeshire," only differs by 1 in 64, a
less quantity than the letter asserts to be lost

by a second measurement. It was, perhaps,
due to the local use of the Winchester corn-

gallon, about 1J per cent, larger than the
true corn-gallon.
There have not been for many years past

any discrepancies in the measures of the
United Kingdom. There are, of course, trade
and local units perfectly well known to those
in the business, just as there are in the birth-

place of the metric system. I have before

me a recent French newspaper where the
measurement of land advertised for sale or

ease is given in vergees, or local roods, and
the price of apples is quoted by the barattee,

or churnful. The people concerned under-
itand perfectly what is meant, and the local

tuthorities are wise enough not to interfere.

As to the adoption of the metric system,
t has been legal with us for years, but, to

:he great wrath of its advocates, too often

persons with small knowledge of their own
ystem, no one will use it, and so they pro-

pose that we shall be made to use it, and our
wn system abolished. It is an old story :

irst they want toleration for their system in

,he name of our principles ; but, the system
mce admitted, they want to drive out our

ystem in the name of their principles.
EDWARD NICHOLSON.

Liverpool.

LONG LEASE (9
th S. xii. 25, 134, 193, 234).

A. note as to long leases in Scotland may be
)f some interest. In this part of the country
eases of whatever length have always been
ffectual against the grantor and his heirs,

before 1857 it was necessary that they should

lave a definite period and a definite rent, in

>rder to be effectual against a singular sue-
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cessor that is, against one who succeeds to
the ownership of the ground by purchase or

by adjudication from the last proprietor and
it was necessary that there should be actual

possession by the tenant. In terms of the

Long Leases ^Registration Act of 1857, leases
for

thirty-one years and upwards may be
registered, and such leases are effectual

against singular successors. The Act includes
leases containing an obligation to renew from
time to time at fixed periods or upon the
termination of a life or lives, or otherwise,
provided such leases shall be renewable from
time to time so as to endure for a period of

thirty-one years or upwards. Possession is

not necessary to the validity of a registered
lease, nor is it essential that the rent should
be fixed. The name of the land must be
specified, and it must not exceed fifty acres
in extent. The Act is not compulsory.
In a question with the grantor of a lease or

his heirs, the period of endurance may be
indefinite. A common duration in early
times was "perpetually and continually as

long as the grass groweth up and the water
runneth down," and such a lease was good
even against the purchaser of an estate, if he
was made aware of the lease and accepted it
as part of the bargain, or if he afterwards
homologated it. Sometimes a lease was
granted until a debt was paid by the grantor.
The following terms were known in early
leases :" From five years to five years, et
sic infinitum" "for ever"; to the original
tenant's

"
bairns," so long as they were able

to pay the rent.

A curious question was raised in the case
of His Majesty's Advocate v. Capt. James
* raser, of Belladrum. On 8 June, 1670, Hugh,Lord Lovat, in consideration of a sum of
money advanced to him, granted a lease to
Simon Fraser, his heirs, assignees, and sub-
tenants, of the lands of Fingask for nineteen
years from Whit-Sunday, 1670, arid after the
expiry of the said nineteen years for other
nineteen years, and after the expiry of the
said second nineteen years for other nineteen
years, and so on from nineteen years to nine-
teen years during all the years of twentytimes nineteen years, and after the expiry of
the said first twenty times nineteen years for
other twenty times nineteen years, and after
the expiry of the second twenty times nine-
teen years for other twenty times nineteen
years, and ay and while the said three times
twenty times nineteen years be completedand outrun." The period here is 1,140 years.The rent payable by the tenant was fifty-sixbolls farm-bear, four bolls horse-corn/ two
custom-cows, four wedders, four lambs, four

dozen poultry, and fifteen merks of tithe. In
1747 the notorious Simon Fraser, twelfth
Lord Lovat, the then landlord, was attainted,
and the question was raised whether the lease

was valid against the Crown, as his successor
in the estate. The Court of Session decided
that it was not valid, but on appeal, in 1762,
the House of Lords reversed this decision.

The Court of Session held in 1760 that a
lease for 1,260 years was valid. In the case of

Scott of Comiston v.Straiton in Wardroperton
(1771), in which it was held that a lease for
an indefinite period was valid, some of the

judges remarked that if an u
ish" (as in the

case of Fraser of Belladrum) was postponed
till upwards of 1,100 years, it might, on the
same principle, be extended to as many
thousands.
Leases are very often granted for ninety-

nine years, and for 999 years, but there is,

of course, no special significance in these

periods. A lease for any other period would
be valid. As a Scottish legal authority of

high standing says :

"It is difficult to imagine what rule could be
framed to discriminate between short, or ordinary,
and long, or extraordinary leases." Rankine, 'Law
of Leases in Scotland,' 1893, p. 135.

J. A.
Edinburgh.

A lawyer told me lately of a lease so

strange that he was almost inclined to regard
it as a joke. The lease was dated in 1810, and
by it a property was leased to a widow and
her grown-up daughter for ninety-nine years,
in case either of them should live so long !

M. N. G.

WILL READ PUBLICLY IN A PARISH CHURCH
(9

th S. xii. 348). Six officials in various de-

partments of the Principal Probate .Registry
mostly elderly men of long service there de-
clare that they have never heard of such a case
as mentioned at the above reference. Indeed,
both they and several legal friends say that
since 1858 (when some 372 ecclesiastical pro-
bate courts were transferred to civil authori-
ties) no will would require to be read in a
parish church, either as a means of finding
a claimant to an estate or as a step in the
proving. If a will, or part of a will, was
read in a church recently it would be merely
in accordance with an expressed wish of the
testator, who may have left some estate to
the parish contingently on no claimant ap-
pearing when cited. It is, of course, well
known that a few of the old peculiar eccle-
siastic probate courts, such as prebendal,
were in their jurisdiction limited to less than
half a dozen, or say a dozen, parishes, and
this may have given rise to the question as
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to the proper parishes in which to read a will.

Undoubtedly certain ecclesiastics under the
old regime would read a will before the pa-
rishioners, but the duty of so doing would
cease at latest in 1858, while the suppression
of the monasteries and the lapse of some few

bishoprics and deaneries must have long ago
simplified the once complicated probate laws.

Gwynne's
' Law relating to Duties on Pro-

bates,' published in 1838, and Sir Harris
Nicolas's 'Notitia Historica,' and a Sessional

Paper of the House of Commons (No. 249)
issued in 1845, will give the various jurisdic-
tions and depositories for wills existing
during the first half of last century. At the

Literary Department of Somerset House
(Room 32), if the place of residence and situ-

ation of the testator's estate are given, the
name of the jurisdictions (in most instances)
can be at once furnished. Those of the prin-

cipal peculiars not to be found at Somerset
House are mostly to be found at one or other
of the forty district probate courts, or at

Lambeth Palace, or the various cathedral

muniment rooms. FEED. HITCHIN-KEMP.

6, Beechfield Road, Catford, S.E.

MARAT IN LONDON (9
th S. xii. 7, 109, 175,

235, 293). M. Georges Pilotelle's collection of

books, pamphlets, &c., relating to Marat,
Charlotte Corday, Anacharsis Clootz, and
Gracchus Babceuf, comprised in 129 bound
volumes, was sold by Messrs. Sotheby on
December 9th, 1902, for 671. The French

newspaper Le Gaulois, which is not an

unimpeachable authority on matters of fact,

declares that this collection has been re-

cently sold to a New York millionaire for

110,000 francs (4,400^.), and has been placed
in a public library. The story appears to be

improbable, and requires confirmation.
JOHN HEBB.

There is a vignette portrait of Jean Paul
Marat in Thiers's 'History of the French

Revolution,' vol. i., translated by Frederick

Shoberl, 1859, and there are some particulars

concerning him in Appendix N.N.N. of the

same volume. In vol. iii. is a portrait of

Charlotte Corday,
" Marke pinxt. Greatbach

sc." ; and prefixed to the same volume is an

engraving entitled "Assassination of Marat,
Scheffer pinxt, W. Greatbach sc."

In the Royal Academy more than fifty

years since there was a fine painting by
E. M. Ward, representing

' Charlotte Corday
going to Execution '

in 1793, with Robespierre
looking on. This was engraved in the Illus-

trated London Neivs of that date.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

SIR WALTER RALEIGH (9
th S. xii. 349).

None of the biographies of SirW. Ralegh ,
down

to that of Major Martin A. S. Hume, pub-
lished in 1897, contains any information as to

his parents after their departure from Hayes
Barton, and the elate of that event is a
matter of uncertainty; nevertheless it is

fairly well narrowed to the interval between
Sir Walter's return from France in 1575 or

1576, and that of his first Irish campaign in

1580. It probably took place soon after the

disposal of his interest, with that of his two

sons, in "the tythe ffyshein Sidmouth comenly
called the halfe share fyshe and also the

tythe of larkes," by a deed dated 11 April,
1578. Walter Ralegh and his wife moved to

a house in the parish of St. Mary Major,
Exeter, in the roadway termed Palace Gate,
which forms the boundary between it and
the Cathedral precincts. He died there in

the early part of 1581, and the burial register
of that parish contains the following record

of his interment : "1580/1 M1 Walter Rawlye
gentelman was buriede the xxiij

th of febru-

arye." His wife survived him thirteen years,
and died in 1594. The date of her death and
of her interment are unknown, as all entries

in the burial register are wanting for 1591

and several subsequent years. Information

is, however, supplied from other sources.

Her will is dated 18 April, 1594, and the

probate has this entry:
" Administrate

bonorum Katherine Raweleighe xj Maii Ann
Domini 1594 nuper parochie sancte Marie
maioris Civita Exonie." That her remains
were interred alongside those of her husband
is indicated in the letter of their illustrious

son, addressed to his wife in December, 1603,

when under sentence of death, in which he
desired to be buried

"
in Exiter church by my

father and mother." This, according to many
of the leading authorities, was supposed to be
Exeter Cathedral, now proved to be erroneous.

Most probably Sir Walter had some inscribed

stone in honour of his parents erected in the

church ;
but some years since the latter was

pulled down, and the present structure is

destitute of any Ralegh memorial. The fore-

going particulars are derived mainly from
articles in the Transactions of the Devonshire

Association, xv. (1883), 173-5
;
xxviii. (1896),

291-3. T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.
Salterton, Devon.

Sir Walter Raleigh's parents were alive in

1576. The father, Walter, removed to Hayes
in 1520, and finally resided in Exeter. He
was buried in the church of St. Mary Major,

Exeter, 23 February, 1580/1. The mother,
Katherine Champernowne, the third wife of

Walter Raleigh, died in 1594. Your corre-
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spondent should consult the valuable articles

in the 'D.N.B.,' vol. xlvii., from which the

above particulars are taken.
CHAS. H. CROUCH.

5, Grove Villas, Wanstead.

His father, who was M.P. for Wareham in

1558 and 1559, was buried in the church of

St. Mary Major, Exeter, on 23 February,

1580/1, aged about eighty-five.
W. D. PINK.

This question is very full of difficulty.

Your correspondent should consult the many
valuable papers on this family written for

the Devonshire Association by your old

correspondent and my valued friend DR.

BRUSHFIELD, who (as our best living authority
on Raleigh) is the fittest person to answer
this query. T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

Lancaster.

THE ALPINE CLUB : ITS FOUNDERS (9
th S.

xii. 406). There are a few inaccuracies
in MR. ROBINSON'S interesting note on the

Alpine Club and its foundation, which a
reference to the late Mr. William Longman's
paper on the * Formation of the Alpine Club

'

(see Alpine Journal, vol. viii.) and Mr. C. E.

Mathews's * The Annals of Mont Blanc '

may
serve to correct. The late Mr. William

Mathews, writing to his friend the Rev.
F. J. A. Hort on 1 February, 1857, first

suggested the idea of an Alpine Club. In

August following the subject was discussed

by a party of mountaineers in Switzerland,
consisting of Mr. W. Mathews, Mr. B.
St. John Mathews, the Rev. J. F. Hardy, Mr.
Ellis, and Mr. E. S. Kennedy, all Cambridge
men, and on the occasion of the dinner at
the Leasowes to which MR. ROBINSON refers
it was decided to carry the idea into execu-
tion

;
but the club was not "

established," in
the strict sense of the term, till 22 December,
when, at the first meeting at Ashley's Hotel,
Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, various can-
didates were enrolled

;
and at an adjourned

meeting, 19 January, 1858, at the same place,
all who had previously joined, or who were
elected on that occasion, were considered as

original members of the club. Mr. Longman
writes :

"The club appears to have been 'definitely
constituted

'

at the first dinner, Thatched House,
St. James's. Street, 3 February, 1858, on which occa-
sion the office of President was left in abeyance.
Mr. E. S. Kennedy was chosen Vice-Presiclent, and
the first Committee of the Club was represented by
Mr. Eustace Anderson, Mr. E. T. Coleman, Mr.
(now Mr. Justice) \Vills, and Mr. Robert Walters,
with Mr. T. W. Hinchliff as Hon. Secretary, at
whose chambers, No. 3, Stone Buildings, Lincoln's
Inn, a meeting was held 31 March, when Mr.

John Ball, the distinguished traveller, scientist,

and politician, Under-Secretary of the Colonies,

1855-1857, was elected as first President, Mr. Ken-

nedy following him in the office 12 December, 1860.

Mr. Longman further adds, on the subject

of the foundation of the club :

"To the various members of the Mathews family

belongs unquestionably the honour of first putting
forward the idea of the club, and to Mr. Kennedy
the merit of actively carrying that idea into

execution."

To this happy summary might with equal

justice be appended the rider that to Mr.

Longman's cordial co-operation and un-

flagging energy in matters of detail must be

attributed the sudden success of the club, in

whose welfare he was intimately associated.

Of the thirty-one original members of the

Alpine Club the following are still to be

found on the list : Mr. C. E. Mathews, Mr.

Justice Wills, Mr. G. V. Yool, and your
humble servant. ROBERT WALTERS.
Ware Priory.

CAPT. PETER PUGET (9
th S. xii. 248). An

inquiry for this officer of H.M. sloop of

war Discovery (1791-6), who accompanied
Capt. George Vancouver on his North-West
Coast Expedition, appeared in 'N. & Q./
9th S. ii. 207, but no reply has been given.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

JOHN SOUTH, LL.B. (9
th S. xii. 309, 395).

On p. 254 of Davids's
* Annals of Evangelical

Nonconformity in the County of Essex ' there

is a note referring to this clergyman, which
states :

" The Rev. J. E. Sewell, B.D., the present Warden
of New College, Oxford, kindly informs me that he

[John South] was presented to Writtle by his col-

lege in February, 1624. He was sequestered after

his desertion of his livings He recovered his

living at the Restoration."

ALFRED T. EVERITT.
High Street, Portsmouth.

WILLIAM UPCOTT (9
th S. xii. 389). About

1,200 of the autograph letters whieh had been
in Upcott's collection are now in the Bodleian

Library, having come there in 1864 as part
of the valuable bequest of books and auto-

graphs of Capt. Montagu Montagu, R.N.,
who died at Bath 3 July, 1863.

W. D. MACRAY.

CHI-RHO MONOGRAM (9
th S. x. 49, 116).

MR. McGovERN may be referred also to an
article on ' The Development of the Christian

'

Monogram,' by W. Meijer, which the English
HistoricalRevieiv(yiv\\\.%Sfy reports as printed
in the Nederl. Arch. Kerkgesch., N.S., ii. 2.
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ST. BEES COLLEGE (9
th S. xii. 408). On

what ground did his Lordship of Carlisle

present to DR. FORSHAW the St. Bees' collect-

ing box 1 Surely it should have found a
home in the excellent museum of Tullie
House at Carlisle, and not have been allowed
to pass into private hands. Will not DR.
FORSHAW rectify this error 1

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

" AVARY "
(9

th S. xii. 349). The word avary
seems to be merely another form of the
French avarie, Italian averia, which used to
be derived from the Arabic word awdr, a
defect. Korting assumes as its derivation

ayyapei'a, angaria, originally a Persian word
meaning "forced service," especially applied
to the compulsory "commandeering

"
of horses

for Government purposes. He assumes the
word to have taken the form of *anquaria
and then avaria, and that this word was
employed in the sense of a tax on freight,
and then in that of damage to freight. It

seems probable that popular etymology had
something to do with the form of the word,

connecting it with avere in the sense of

"goods." H. A. STRONG.
University, Liverpool.

This word resembles very -strongly the
French word avarie, which seems to be related

to our English word average in the nautical

sense. I should suggest a reference to the

headings 'Avania,'
*

Aveny,' and 'Average'
in the ' N.E.D.' As regards avarie, I find the

following remarks in Bescherelle's dictionary:

"Avarie, s.f. (etymologic arabe, amir, dommage
subi par une merchandise, ou bas-latin havaria,
correspondant au hollandais haver}/, avarie). Nom
generique par lequel on de"signe tout dommage
survenu a des marchandises, en quelque lieu et en

quelque circonstance que ce soit.'
:

" Le Titre den avaries, ou Code de commerce, a
e*te emprunte presque litteralement a 1'ordonnance
de 1681, qui etait devenue la legislation maritime
de toute 1'Europe."

Brachet says :

"
Ararie, au sens de droit d'entretien d'un port

pour chaque vaisseau qui y mouille. A rarie, dans la

basse latiuite havaria, haveria, correspond au hol-

landais havery (meme sens)."

EDWARD LATHAM.

A SEXTON'S TOMBSTONE (9
th S. x. 306, 373,

434, 517
;

xi. 53, 235, 511
;

xii. 115). At 9th S.

xi. 511 MR. JOHN T. PAGE questions the correct-

ness of my statement at xi. 235 that my copy
of old Scarlett's epitaph reproduces the spell-

ing and punctuation of the original. He
says that in his copy, taken directly from the

picture in Peterborough Cathedral, several

differences are to be found ;
I do not wish to

doubt MR. PAGE'S assertion, but it surprises-
me not a little. When visiting Peterborough
and its cathedral many years ago I bought
in the town a photograph of Scarlett's pic-
ture and epitaph. That photograph is before
me as I write, and after careful re-examina-
tion of it, I find that it and my copy
given in * N. <k Q.' agree in all respects in

punctuation and spelling, except that v is-

in the photograph everywhere substituted
for u, and that, as I said at the time, the
whole is written in capitals. The differences

between MR. PAGE'S copy and mine are hard
to account for. On the one hand, it can

scarcely be that the camera has behaved

treacherously ("Solem quis dicere falsum
Audeat "

?), and, on the other hand, it is not

likely that MR. PAGE has made so many errors
in copying. Can it be that the picture and
epitaph have been renovated or "restored"
in recent years, and that MR. PAGE'S version
is the more modern 1 The photograph is fully

thirty years old. The reading of the epitaph
to be found in Chambers's ' Book of Days

'

(ii. 16) does not help to a solution, as it

differs in several instances not only from the

photograph, but also from MR. PAGE'S copy.
It is a curious illustration of the uncertainty
of documentary evidence that MR. PAGE'S

copy, Chambers's version, that given in the

Northamptonshire Notes and Queries, and my
copy from the photograph should all be more
or less at variance. Until further advised, I

hold by the photograph. It may be worth
while adding that a contributor to

' N. & Q.,'

7th S. iii. 379 (a reference I owe to MR. PAGE'S

reply), gives the seventh line of the epitaph
in a different form from any of the authorities

named above. Where shall accuracy be
found if neither in the photographer's camera
nor in the contributors to

' N. & Q.' 1

Since writing the above I have looked into

Murray's
' Handbook to the Cathedrals of

England
'

(Eastern Division), and find Scarlett's

epitaph given on p. 71 (1862 edition). Mr.

Murray's
'

Handbooks,' I believe, enjoy a very

high reputation for accuracy, and the author
of the volume before me claims in the preface
that " the descriptions have been drawn up
after careful personal survey, and with the

assistance of the best and most recent works
on each cathedral." Strange to say, the in-

scription as given by
"
Murray

"
differs in

many particulars, in its spelling and punctua-
tion, as much from MR. PAGE'S copy as from
mine. Even its spelling of the name (" Scarl-

lit ") is unique. I have also examined Bridges's
'

History of Northamptonshire
'

(edit, by Rev.

P. Whalley, Oxford, 1791), and have had a
similar experience. The inscription as there
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set out differs in the spelling of several
words from all the other copies, the name
appearing in the peculiar form "Scarlet."
Can there be any special reason for the
marked discrepancies in all the copies, or are

they no more than might have been expected?
ALEX. LEEPER.

Trinity College, Melbourne University.

HEIDELBERG GALLERY (9
th S. xii. 327). In

the description of Heidelberg given in
Baedeker's 'Rhine' (p. 266) I find the fol-

lowing :

"The interesting Collection of Art and Anti-
quities (adm., see p. 265

; catalogue supplied by the
keeper), at present arranged in the lower story of
the Otto-Heinrichs-Bau, was founded by Count
Charles de Graimberg (d. 1864), and acquired by the
town of Heidelberg in 1879."

In the list of its principal contents there
is no mention of the Stuart portraits. I

quote from the fourteenth edition (1900).
C. C. B.

As MR. FOSTER requests
"
any information

about this collection," I beg to refer him to
4 N. & Q.,' 2nd S. x. 70, where he will find
several works referred to by the Editor :

''The following are the titles of Count Carl von
<irainberg's works: 1. '(luide dans les Ruines du
Chateau de Heidelberg,' Heid., oblong fol. (1840?) ;

2.
'

Notice de la Ualerie des Antiquites du Chateau
de Heidelberg,' Heid., Ifimo, 1847 ; 3. 'DasHeidel-
berger Pass.,' Vierte Auflage, Heid., 8vo, 1848."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.
' XOTES AND QUERIES

'

: EARLY REFER-
ENCES (9

th S. xi. 265
;

xii. 151, 276). HIPPO-
CLIDES, at the first of these references, gives
an "editorial note" from 'The Virginians'
which refers to

' N. & Q.,' and adds :

"The whole is, of course, only one of the mild
devices to secure verisimilitude which used to be
popular with novelists."

Is this quite certain ? Thackeray was him-
self a student of

' N. & Q.,' and with good
results, for in his note-book, containing the
historical materials for his fine unfinished
story, Denis Duval,' one of the authorities
given for the two British villains of the plot
the brothers George and Joseph Weston, is
JVotes and Queries. Series I. vol. x." : and

a reference to that volume will show that
the noted Westerns

"
(indexed as '

Westons
of Wmchelsea ') were dealt with in detail at
pp. 286, 354, and 392.
A certain W. M. T., it is curious to note,was tour times a contributor to that volume

but though the topics were mainly literary'
the style does not suggest that of William
Makepeace Thackeray, though one of them
begins (p. 302) :

" Your correspondent JUVEBNA, who amuses him-
self with rioting Mr. Thackeray's slovenly syntax,
would find, I think, better sport in ticking off the

elegancies of style in Mrs. Beecher Htowe's '

Foreign
Lands.'

"

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

In the 1865 edition of his
'

Apologia,' note B,
Cardinal Newman wrote :

"
However, a few years ago an Article appeared

in Notes and Queries (No. for May 22, 1858), in which
various evidence was adduced to show that the

tongue is not necessary for articulate speech."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

GRUBB (9
th S. xii. 189, 371). Many sur-

names are derived from nicknames, sometimes
used appreciatively and sometimes depre-
ciatively ;

but as a rule they are very explicit
and direct in their application, and their

meaning is obvious. On the other hand, there
are many names which seem by their sound to
have connexion with commonplace things,
but really have not. Some are foreign in

origin. Might not Grubb have connexion
with some German word such as Grube ?

Some names are of home facture, though not
Saxon ;

and many of these are very deceptive
in sound. MR. MACMICHAEL has been himself
deceived by the word Pennyfather^ which he
thinks a nickname for a miser. How would
he derive Pennygent, Pennyquick, Pennywern,
and similar surnames? F. P.

M'RAGHNALL (9
th S. xii. 329). About one

hundred and twenty references to the Mc-
Raghnall or MacRannal family will be found
in the

* Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland,'

by the Four Masters.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71, Brecknock Road.

OVERSTRAND CHURCH (9
th S. Xii. 308, 354).

In Bristol Cathedral, in what was probably
the monastic sacristy, and now serves as
the vestibule to the Berkeley Chapel, is a
hearth with its flue overhead. It is usually
said that upon this the sacramental bread
was baked. F.

THE NATIONAL FLAG (9
th S. xii. 327, 372,

398). I would desire to add to my note on
this subject that since I wrote to you Admiral
Sir Lambton Lpraine has pointed out in a
letter to the Times that all ships other than
His Majesty's are interdicted by the Merchant
Shipping Act from displaying the Union
Jack.
The correspondence which has lately

appeared in the Times, including a letter
from Sir Cavendish Boyle, seems further to

support my view that the question has not
yet been decided in favour of the non-official
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Briton. It has been stated, too, that the
Union flags of general officers are now dis-

tinguished by a shield bearing the royal
arms. This, I think, is new. If, as has been
already suggested by me, the system could be
extended to the flags of all officials, the diffi-

culty could be overcome, and the Jack, with-
out the royal arms, made available to all non-
official Britons. J. H. RIVETT-CARNAC.

Schloss Rothberg, Switzerland.

ST. KITTS (9
th S. xii. 229). Capt. Thomas

Warner, the younger son of a Suffolk squire,
sailed from England in a ship fitted out
by Ralph Merrifield, a London merchant,
.and arrived in 1623-4 at the island of
St. Christopher.
Southey ('History of West Indies,' vol. i.

p. 252) gives the names of the party
accompanying Warner as following : William
Tasted, John Rhodes, Robert Bims, Mr.
Benifield, Serjeant Jones, Mr. Ware, William
Ryle, Rowland Grascocke, Mr. Bonde, Mr.
Langley, Mr. Weaver, Edward Warner (the
captain's son), Serjeant Aplon, one sailor, and
a cook.
In January, 1624, James Astry and twenty-

three other Englishmen settled on the island
on their own authority. On 18 March, 1624,
the Hopewell, also fitted out by Merrifield,
and commanded by Christopher Jeaffreson, of

Suffolk, arrived
;
and in 1626 Capts. Warner

and Smith were taking out two more ships,
likewise fitted out by Merrifield. All the
evidence points to the fact that this island
was settled by Suffolk men financed by
London merchants. It is true that Bristol
was greatly interested in the Virginia trade,
and later in the West Indian

;
but Sir Thomas

Warner and Capt. Christopher Jeaffreson in
the first instance, and Lord Willoughby of

Parham somewhat later, all neighbours in

Suffolk, were chiefly instrumental in founding
the colony in the Leeward Islands.
The Paynes, ancestors of the Paynes and

Payne-Gallwey (baronets) and of the late

Lord Lavington, undoubtedly became large
landowners in St. Christopher, for Capts.
Philip and Samuel Payne were there in or
before 1669. It seems extraordinary that so
few lists exist of early emigrants, considering
the various oaths and affidavits they had
to swear before being allowed to quit the

kingdom. The port' or city records of

Bristol, for instance, should yield much
information. V. L. OLIVER.

Sunninghill.

T. W. SNAGGE : OAKEN COFFINS (9
th S. xii.

388). An eminent county -court judge of

many years' standing. He has been em-

ployed on various Royal Commissions, and
his services have been lately recognized by
the bestowal of a knighthood. C. H. R.

"TRAVAILLER POUR LE Roi DE PRUSSE''

(9
th S. xi. 289, 392, 437, 496

;
xii. 34, 111, 270,

370). It is singular that none of your corre-

spondents on this phrase should have noticed

the explanation of its origin
"
preferred

"

by the writer to all others given in the

'Grand Dictionnaire
'

of Larousse, where it

is attributed as an expression of disgust and

chagrin to the Russian diplomatist Bestoujef
at the withholding of the reward which he

expected from Frederick the Great for his

services in securing the neutrality of Russia

during that king's invasion of Silesia. De-
barred from all other remedy, "Bestoujef,"
the writer proceeds to say,

"essayadese consoler de cette duperie en faisaut

de 1'esprit. A dater de ce jour, il dit a tous ceux
de ses amis qui faisaient une mauvaise affaire :

'Allez, vous travaillez pour le roi de Prusse.' Le
mot ne tarda pas a se repandre dans le monde, Jl la

grande satisfaction de Frederic.
|
Voila,' dit-il,

' une

grande plaisanterie qui immortalisera plus la Pruese

que toutes mes conquetes.'
"

JOHN HUTCHINSON.
Middle Temple Library.

FOLK-LORE OF CHILDBIRTH (9
th S. xii. 288,

413). In some parts of Switzerland the new-
born children are said to be brought from
the monoliths, or erratic boulders, on some
of which archaic markings are still to be

recognized. These monoliths are termed

"baby stones," and no self-respecting child

in the neighbourhood accepts the stork

theory, which is common elsewhere. This

superstition seems to connect these stones

with " nature worship," or reproduction. In

some parts of France (see the work of MM.
Piette and Sacasse and others) traces of

ancient phallic worship are to be recognized
in connexion with such stones.

J. H. RIVETT-CARNAC.
Schloss Rothberg, Switzerland.

I knew two little boys who rushed from

the garden to the house, exclaiming, "We
know where the babies come from. We've
found the eggs." They had found the vege-

table marrows. J- T. F.

Durham.

THOMAS HOWARD, DUKE OF NORFOLK (9
th

S. xii. 409). The portrait is surely that of

Thomas, fourth duke. The third duke died

in 1554. Bishop Creighton, in the 'D.N.B.,

says that the fourth duke's portrait by More
is 'at Worksop, and that it is engraved in
*

Lodge's Portraits.' This is a slip, for Lodge

gives a print of the duke as a young man from
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the AruDdel Collection. The fourth duke
and his second wife Margaret (Audley) were

painted by Holbein, and the pair were not
intended to be separated, for her picture (at

Audley End, built by her son) has part of

the motto, "Invicta." The rest of the motto,
"sola virtus,'' is on a portrait of her husband,
now in the possession of Lord Westmorland
at Apethorp. The 'D.N.B.' (art. Antony
More) says that only two genuine portraits
of that artist Gresham and Lee exist in

England. E. K. PURNELL.

MADAME HUMBERT AND THE CRAWFORDS
(9

th S. xii. 407). I cannot give particulars,
but I remember reading in a Paris newspaper
at the time of the trial that one of the
Humberts came into contact with a man of
the name of Crawford in South America, and
so made acquaintance with the name which
Madame Humbert afterwards utilized.

T. P. ARMSTRONG.

Michelet's "Crawford" was Quintin Crau-
furd, whose career is well known.

J. G. ALGER.
Holland Park Court.

QUEEN ELIZABETH'S POCKET PISTOL (9
th S.

xii. 308). In vol. iv. of Hasted's 'Kent,'
p. 63, there is the following :

"The cliff on the south-east side is 320 feet per-
pendicular, on the summit of which lies a beautiful
piece of brass ordnance called Queen Elizabeth's
Pocket Pistol, 24 feet loner, cast by James Tol-
kys [?J, of Utrecht, anno 1544, and 'adorned with
emblematical figures and arms of England ; it
carries a 12-pound ball, and was made a present to
the queen from the States of Holland."

To this passage there is appended the follow-
ing note (b) :

V Kilburne says there was in his time remaining in
this Castle a curious brass piece of ordnance, near

I feet long, called Basilisco, reported to be given
by the Emperor Charles V. to K. Henry VIII.; per-
haps a mistake for the above.''

Basilisco is a large cannon, generally made
of brass, and of great weight or length. An
account of Richard Kilburne will be found in
the 'D.N.B.,' vol. xxxi. p. 101. His books
about Kent are dated 1G57 and 1659, so that
he is writing about the cannon 113 years after
the date on it. Assuming the date, 1544, to
be correct, and that H. is also correct in pre-
suming that the arms of Henry VIII. are on
it, are we then to infer that it was made for
the purpose of being presented to him, but
that tor some reason it was not presented,and that it afterwards came into possession
or the States, who presented it to Queen
Jkhzabeth years afterwards? Henry VIII
died 1547; Elizabeth came to the throne 1558

'

Charles V. reigned from 1519 till 1556

When is the first time that this gun was-

called Queen Elizabeth's Pocket Pistol? It

must have been so called in books before-

Hasted's time.

The Ptev. S. P. Statham in
' The History of

the Castle, Town, and Port of Dover '

gives-
the translation of the inscription thus :

O'er hill and dale I '11 throw my ball ;

Breaker my name of mound and wall.

There is at p. 287 a photograph of the gun in
its present position. Many persons believe-

that the inscription is as follows :

Load me well and keep me clean,
And I '11 carry a ball to Calais (Ireen.

This is, of course, pure invention, and it is-

stated by Mr. Statham that the gun was sup-
posed to be capable of carrying a twelve-

pound ball seven, not twenty-one, miles. Dr.
Brewer in his

'

Dictionary of Phrase and
Fable' states that the gun was given to-

Queen Elizabeth "by the Low Countries in

recognition of her efforts to protect them in
their reformed religion." Surely there ought
to be found some record of this. There are
numerous instances given by Rapin in his
*

History of England
'
of the way in which

the queen assisted the States by the advance'
of money and otherwise

;
but although

Motley in his 'History of the United Nether-
lands

' and the ' Dutch Republic
'

gives such a.

full account of the relations between Eliza-
beth and the States, there is not a word there
about the presentation of the gun by the-
States to the queen.

It would be desirable to see if Kilburne's
books have anything more about the gun
than what Hasted states in the short note-

quoted by me.
Was there a gun foundry at LTtrecht in

1544 1 I do not think there is one there now..
The University of Utrecht was founded in

1633, and it has, I believe, a good library,
which may possibly contain some book whichi
will give H. valuable information on this

subject, and about Jan Tollhuys, who was a
native of that place.
H. has given your readers the fullest

account I have yet seen of the inscriptions
and marks on the Pocket Pistol, and a
full, true, and particular account of it would'
be most interesting. This is only written by
way of suggesting further inquiries.

HARRY B. POLAND.
Inner Temple.

This gun was presented to the queen by
the States of Holland, presumably for the-
material assistance she rendered that country
against the Spanish invasion. The English
royal arms were no doubt placed upon it to-
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enhance the gift, and the collar of the
Golden Fleece denotes the Spanish cause.

THORNE GEORGE.

For long articles on the Utrecht gun-
founder Jan van Tolhuys, and the arms on
the Dover monster gun, see 'N". & Q.,' 2nd S.

iv. 409 ;
vii. 71, 525.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

"SURQUEDRY" : "OUTRECUIDANCE" (6
th S. xi.

387, 511). Godefroy, 'Diet, de 1'Ancienne

Langue Francaise,' gives sourcuidance, with

variations, sor., sour., sur., seur., surs-

quidaunce, s.f., outrecuidance, arrogance,
presomption ;

also sourcuiderie, surq., sore.,

sorq., s.f., outrecuidance. With reference to

their use in English literature (ante, p. 263),
the following quotation may be of interest :

"Gallants of England,
5 '

said Front-de-

Bceuf,
"how relish ye your entertainment at Torquilstone?
Are ye yet aware what your surquedry and outrecuid-

ance [insolence and presumption, foot-note] merit for

scoffing at the entertainment of a Prince of the
House of Anjou? Have ye forgotten how ye
requited the unmerited hospitality of the royal
John ? By God and St. Dennis, an ye pay not the
richer ransom, I will hang ye up by the feet from
the iron bars of these windows, till the kites and
hooded crows have made skeletons of you ! Speak
out, ye Saxon dogs, what bid ye for your worthless
lives? How say you, you of Rotherwood?"

;

Ivanhoe,' chap, xxviii.

Halli well's '

Dictionary
'

gives the spelling"
surquedrie" and three quotations, one being

from Lydgate. ADRIAN WHEELER.

WATERLOO : LAST SURVIVOR OF THE BATTLE
{9

th S. xii. 34G). The following extract from
recent number of the /Sphere would seem

to show that there is yet another survivor

of this memorable battle :

"Dorsetshire and Norfolk claim the distinction

of possessing the last living British eye-witness of

Waterloo. Mrs. Barbara Moon was not, after all,

the last British eye-witness of Waterloo, and must
go down to posterity as the last but one, for there
resides in ^Norwich a venerable lady, by name
Elizabeth Watkins, who, beyond all manner of a

doubt, was present in the women's camp within a
'Short distance of the field of battle, where she
witnessed many striking incidents connected with
it."

She was born on 31 January, 1810, at

Beaminster, six miles from Bridport, her
father being one Daniel Gale, who was
pressed into the king's service just before

Waterloo. Gale had married early in life one

Mary Hallett, and she, with their child

Elizabeth, followed him to the wars. Besides

remembering that her father's uniform was

bottle-green, with dark trousers, Mrs. Wat-

kins can also recollect sitting by her mother's
side and shredding lint for the wounded
soldiers, while the sight of some of the dead
made an impression still vivid in her

memory. FREDERICK T. HIBGAAIE.

ST. PETER'S, CHESTER (9
th S. xii. 207). In a

little book called
*

Stranger's Companion in

Chester,' by A. Batenham, published about
1830, is the following paragraph :

" The site of St. Peter's Church is generally sup-
posed to be the spot on which the Prsetorium of the
Romans stood, though this is to be understood only
as the Governor's residence and his immediate
officers. The further limits of their establishment,
including the temple, tribunal, college, halls of

entertainment, &c., are imagined to have extended
a very considerable distance in each of the four

principal streets."

I do not know Batenham's authority,
but if the information is correct, does it not
throw some light on the REV. F. T. STONEX'S

question as to why St. Peter's is referred to
in

'

Domesday
'

as "
templum S. Petri

"
1

A. H. ARKLE.

PLEASURE : ITS DEFINITION (9
th S. xii. 346).

Perhaps the want of a definition of pleasure
is not so surprising as Dr. Polidori supposed.
Mill (' Logic,' book i. chap. viii. 2) says :

" The only names which are unsusceptible of defi-

nition, because their meaning is unsusceptible of

analysis, are the names of the simple feelings them-
selves Words cannot unfold the signification of
this class of names, and we are obliged to make a
direct appeal to the personal experience of the
individual whom we address."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

BERKSHIRE AND OXFORDSHIRE PARISH
REGISTERS (9

th S. xii. 388, 431). Neither Bray,
Henley-on-Thames, nor Great Hazeley has
been printed, and probably not transcribed.

Would it not be worth while to start a Berks
and Oxon Parish Register Society, for the

purpose of printing in extenso the registers of

these two counties 1 Every year adds to the

difficulty of transcribing the more faded

portions of registers, and at any time a fire

or carelessness may destroy for ever these

unique records of the past. E. A. FRY.
Birmingham.

OLD PEWTER MARKS (9
th S. x. 328, 416 ;

xi. 196). Pewter collectors will doubtless find

much useful information in * Pewter Plate : a
Handbook for Collectors,' by H. J. L. Masse,
M.A., which Messrs. George Bell & Sons
announce for publication shortly. The book
will be imperial 8vo, and have "

upwards of

70 illustrations.'' Curiously, no price is given.
T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

Lancaster.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The American Revolution. Part II. Vols. I. and II.

By Sir G. Otto Trevelyan, Bart. (Longmans & Co.)

WITH the two volumes now issued Sir George

Trevelyan's task of supplying a history of the

American Revolution is presumably accomplished.

His scheme has apparently been modified during

its progress. In the preface to the first part, pub-

lished in 1899, he owns that the work is to some

extent substituted for a continuation of The Early

History of Charles James Fox,' issued nineteen

years previously. The first part in question dealt

with the decade between 1766 and 1776, ending,

after Bunker's Hill and Lexington, at a period

when George III., having accomplished his purpose,
had rooted out from the councils of the State

"frankness, courage, and independence, together
with some other things with which his councils

could even worse afford to dispense/' Resuming at

this point his narrative, Sir George continues it until

he reaches the American successes of Trenton and

Princeton, and Howe's subsequent concentration

of his army. At this date he abandons the record

of the progress of American arms, and shows us

in the four following chapters the influence upon
England and Western Europe of the events he

has described. It is difficult to believe that any
patriotic sentiment led to this apparent shrinkage
of scheme. The effect is none the less to spare the

reader the chief details of British humiliation and
defeat. As in the previous volume, an attitude of

calm judiciality is maintained, and even in the case

of George III., upon whose pigheadedness and desire

to rule England upon the principles which had cost

{Stuart monarchs their heads or their crowns the

responsibility for the loss of the colonies is thrown,
an effort to be scrupulously just is always percept-
ible. To the truthfulness of the king, no less than
to his keenness of insight in State matters and to

the personal influence by which others besides Dr.
Johnson were impressed, full justice is done. As
it is obviously impossible to deal with, or even
indicate, the various points in which the book is

noteworthy, we may only mention a few separate
matters. Curious in itself, though easily explicable,
is the influence of Macaulay over his connexion and
biographer. In no previous work of Sir George's
have we found this influence equally assertive.

Take the signature of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence and the results by which it was attended or
followed. With the alteration of names, this, which
will be found i. 182-3, might almost pass for a com-
panion sketch in prose to the ballad of

' The Armada.'
It is impossible for us to quote in support of this

assertion, but those familiar with Macaulay's
spirited lyric cannot fail in perusal to perceive the

justice of our comment. The pictures of political
characters have their old vivacity and fidelity
and this holds true of the subordinate characters
in the drama as well as the active participants in
it. Fox's famous declaration in answer to Wedder
burn's comparison between Lord North and Lore
Chatham is quoted :

" Not Lord Chatham (he
cried), not Alexander the Great, nor Csesar, hac
ever conquered so much territory in the course o
all their wars as Lord North had lost in one cam
paign." General John Sullivan is dismissed, in

phrase the application of which might be extendec
so as to include the mother country, as "one o:

hose fatal generals with whom America has
oeen cursed in every war she has ever waged."
Of the beginning of a war the conclusion of which

was, in a sense, so disastrous Sir George holds that

'England never entered upon a great military

nterprise with so large a supply of men qualified

oy standing and experience to lead her battalions."

One of the most interesting parts of the work is

hat descriptive of the influence of the Loyalists,
or Tories, as they are called, and of the active

mismanagement which was necessary to consolidate

he Republican party. Concerning the situation.

>f the American Quakers, ".potentially the keenest

>f fighters," much is said. An interesting story
s told of the misfortunes of a Loyalist who was
he father of Leigh Hunt; a second of a Lord

Stirling, among the Republican leaders, who was,
or claimed to be, a descendant of the famous
author of

' Monarchicke Tragedies.' All that is

said about the Hessian troops is worth attention,

especially the circumstances attendant upon their

evy ; and it is satisfactory that the chief com-
plaints of offences against honesty or compassion
ncurred by the English troops were directed against
jur foreign stipendiaries. Much of Sir George's-

banter, which is often effective, is directed against
General Charles Lee. The most animated passages
n the work are those descriptive of the rolling up
jf the Hessians in Trenton. Of the two separate

portions into w,hich the history may almost be
livided, that dealing with political development
n England is the more spirited and absorbing.
Both portions are, however, deeply interesting, and
ihe work is a fine, if rather hurried addition to

our knowledge of a period of almost unprecedented
storm and stress. The index might with advantage
be made more comprehensive.

Wakemaii's Handbook of Irish Antiquities. Edited

by John Cooke. (Dublin, Hodges & Co.)

TWELVE years have elapsed since the appearance
of the second edition of the 'Irish Antiquities,

Pagan and Christian,' of W. F. Wakeman, a book
that has done more than almost any other to-

popularize a fascinating study. A third edition'

has now been called for, and is issued under the
care of Mr. John Cooke. It has received much in

the way of recension and more in that of addition,
the chapters on ' Burial Customs and Ogam Stones/
' Stone Fonts,'

' Lake Dwellings,'
' Stone and Bronze

Ages,' and 'Early Christian Art' being practically
new. Over sixty illustrations have been added,
and the book has been brought generally in line

with modern research. Irish archaeology offers great

temptation to the student, and much exploration
has yet to be done, some of it, it is to be hoped, at

public expense. A handbook better or more con-

venient than this is not to be expected, and the

supremacy accorded it as a popular guide will be
maintained by the new and eminently scholarly
edition.

THE new number of the English Historical Revieiw
is of unusual interest. In an article on 'The
Anarchy of Stephen's Reign

' Mr. H. W. C. Davis
shows the very good ground there is for the use of

this phrase, and indicates that both Mr. Hewlett
and Mr. Round have gone a great deal too far in

minimizing it :

"
They have not unfrequently been,

taken to affirm that the exceptions which they
prove are really typical instances ; that the reign,
of Stephen was not one of anarchy tempered by
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efforts to govern, but rather of organized govern-
ment which broke down for short periods in par-
ticular localities." So Freeman has come by his
own again a gratifying fact in view of the acri-

monious attack on him published just after his
decease. Mr. R. G. Usher subjects Coke's report
of the famous interview between the great lawyer
and the king to a careful analysis, with the net
result that the "finely turned English phrases are
not Coke's, but the work of some one else." As a

piece 'of "higher criticism" the article is most
valuable, and its reasoning appears to us convincing.
In the

' Notes and Documents '

there are a few
unpublished letters of Napoleon, of no particular
interest, contributed by Mr. Fisher ; a valuable
note by Mr. Philip Sidney on the Neapolitan
Stuarts ; and a collection of most interesting letters

of Col. William Napier, by Prof. Moore Smith. Of
the reviews the most interesting is that by the
Master of Peterhouse on Mr. Fisher's 'Studies in

Napoleonic Statesmanship.'

WE learn .with much regret of the demise of

Mr. Julian Marshall, a personal friend and a toler-

ably frequent contributor to ' N. & Q.' His death
followed several operations for internal disease.

Mr. Marshall, who was in his sixty-eighth year,
was an authority on tennis and on games generally.
He had considerable knowledge of music (being a
contributor to Grove's '

Dictionary of Music ') and
of art generally, and was an assiduous collector of

books, engravings, and book-plates. The arrange-
ment of his fine collection of book-plates was a

chief solace of his later days. His special know-

ledge was employed by Dr. Murray in the * N.E.D.'
He was indeed a man of remarkable and very
varied attainments and of fine taste and judgment-
The youngest son of John Marshall, jun., of

Headingley (Leeds) and Keswick, he was one of

that family of Marshalls who owned the principal
lakes in Cumberland and Westmoreland, and was
allied to the famous Prof. Whewell, of Trinity

College, Cambridge, and Spring Rice, afterwards

Lord Monteagle.

MESSRS. E. E. SPEIGHT & R. H. WALPOLE, of

Teignmouth, promise yet another series of books
intended for connoisseurs and bibliophiles, to be
issued in limited editions and in sumptuous form.

Among works which they announce for immediate

publication are Richard Jobson's
' The Golden

Trade,' 1623, and Coryat's
'

Crudities,' 1612, works
of extreme rarity and abundant interest, which
fetch long prices in the sale-room. It is as yet too

early to speak of the execution, but the scheme is

full of promise and is likely to find support in

America as well as here.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.

IN the latest catalogue of Messrs. Henry Sotheran
& Co. the first book to arrest the collector's atten-

tion is
' The Young Sportsman's Delight and

Instructor in Angling, Fowling,' c., of G[ervase]

Mlarkham], a book so rare that only one perfect

copy, according to the ' Bibliotheca Piscatoria, is

known. ' The True Art of Angling/ by J. S., Gent.,
a Brother of the Angle, 1696, is of near the same

date, and almost equally precious. Of Walton and
Cotton's 'Complete Angler' the scarcest edition

catalogued is that of 1760. A large-paper copy of

Arber's '

English Reprints
'

follows, and is succeeded

by a very cheap copy of Bailey's
'

Festus,' first

edition. A '

Collection of Printed Title - Pages,'
2 vols., 251.

, carries us back to a period of horrible

ravage in books. A collection of Burton's '

Travels,'
46 vols., chiefly first editions, is priced 37?. 10*.

Chappell's
' Ballad Literature '

follows. An '

Ori-

ginal Deed of Trust '

of Sheridan, assigning to
William Adam certain property in Drury Lane
Theatre, is priced 52?. 10s. It should be in public
hands. Under Drama are two striking moralities.
It is curious to find under Alexandre Dumas fils,

not pere, a registry of the Compagnie des Mousque-
taires. A ' Graduate Romanum,' on vellum, from
the Plantin press, is priced 551. A collection of the
Folk-lore Society's Publications and one of Froude's-

wprks arrest attention. The " Fuller Worthies
Library," large paper, 39 vols., and Grosart's " Occa-
sional Issues" are now rarely encountered. The
Harleian Society's Publications, 52 vols., are 35?.

Papworth's
'

Alphabetical Dictionary of Coats of
Arms' is scarce and precious. Morris's Herrick
selection, printed with " Golden "

type, leads off a-

list of Kelmscott Press productions, in which we
note Mr. Mackail's '

Biblia Innocentium.' Clutter-
buck's 'Hertfordshire' is 27?. 10-5. Mommsen is

classified as Anglophobe, which before death he
had ceased to be. An extra-illustrated Pepys is

the 1875-9 edition. A collection of Parliamentary
speeches is priced 95?. First editions of Spenser's
' Teares of the Muses ' and ' Mother Hubberd's
Tale' seem cheap at 15?. A series of Scottish

family books supply an opportunity to collectors
of such not often afforded. A Third Folio Shake-
speare, title inlaid, is 175?. Halliwell-Phillipps's
great edition is 94?. 10s., and a Collier's edition,,
with an autograph dedication to his adopted-
daughter, is 521. 10-9. A ' Mirour for Magistrates

'

is the last edition, 1619 (that of 1610 with a new
title-page). Alken's sporting books are very high
priced. A collection of Sterne's works, 1760-75, is

in 22 vols. A Swinburne collection, in 31 vols., is

181. IBs. Hoare's '

Wiltshire,' presentation copy, is

100?. At the close are some valuable art works.

Messrs. Maggs issue a collection of choice en-

gravings, including theatrical portraits : Bannister
and Parsons, after De Wilde; Burke, by Jones
after Romney, 251. ; Viscountess Bulkeley, by Bar-
tolozzi after Cos way, 11?. Us. ; Clive, by Bartolozzi
after Dance, 15?. 15s. ; Cruikshank, by himself ;.

Charlotte Fish, by Watson after Sir Joshua;
Nell Gwynne, by Val. Green after Lely ; Lady
Hamilton, after Romney, 23?. 10*. ; Mrs. Hoppner
by C. Knight after Hoppner, 12?. 12s. ; Miss Ingram
as Ariadne, after Sir Joshua, 25?. ; Kean as Richard

III., 7?. 7s. : George Morland, by Ward after Muller,
12?. 12s. ; Napoleon I., after Gerard, 67. 6s. ; Sir

Hyde Parker, after Romney, 10?. 10s. ; Mrs. Sheri-

dan as St. Cecilia, after Sir Joshua, 15?. 15s. ; Prince
James Stuart, the first Pretender ; a series of Barto-
lozzis ; Robin Hood and Clorinda, by Blake ; Elvira,,
after A. Buck ; and Lesbia and her Bird, by Sir J.

Reynolds. There are also a few old masters, some
modern etchings, and original drawings by Burne-

Jones, Blake, Thackeray, and others.

Mr. Charles Higham's list gives books from the

library of the late Dean Milman, and includes a
selection of Catholic and Patristic literature. Among
the items are a complete set of the Ecclesiologitt ;

Dean Hook's ' Lives of the Archbishops of Canter-

bury
'

; the
' Roman Breviary,' translated into

English by the Marquis of Bute (this is scarce
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and marked at 4J. 10s.); the Lindisfarne and
Rushworth Gospels; 'The Survey of Western
Palestine,' &c.

The December catalogue of Messrs. Bailey Bros.,

of Newington Butts, contains over 3,000 books,

topography, antiquities, family history, and genea-

logy being among the subjects. Under London, and
also Oxford, will be found much to interest.

Mr. Bertram Dobell has a fresh and good general

catalogue. Among interesting items, under Motor-

Oars, is Hancock's narrative of twelve years' experi-
ments demonstrative of the practicability and

advantage of employing steam-carriages on common
roads, 1824-36.

Messrs. Macmillan & Bowes, of Cambridge, have a

catalogue of modern books at low prices. Among
the subjects to be found are archaeology, ecclesio-

logy, heraldry, and folk-lore. Of special interest are

Feasey and Micklethwaite's
' Westminster Abbey,'

3/. 3-s. ;
Farren's

' Cathedral Cities,' 4/. 4.s., and proof

copies, 81. 8-s. ;
Allibone's

'

English Literature
'

;

and a ' Reader's Guide to the Best Books.'

Mr. Thomas Thorp's Reading catalogue includes

all branches of literature; a number of works
on Africa and America ;

a set of the 'Annual
Register,' 1758 to 1844 ; an exceptionally fine

copy of Boileau ; the 4tq series of 'Chronicles,'
18 vols. ;

the Library Edition of Swift, 19 vols.,

1814; the Ideal, vol. i. part i. (all out 1903);
the Studio, from the commencement to October,
1902, 8/. 8.s. ; Dibdin's '

Bibliographical Decameron,'
3 vols., 1817, 111. Us.

; also a large collection of

coloured engravings and book-plates.

Mr. Thorp's St. Martin's Lane list contains a
set of Borrow's Works, first and second editions ;

a first edition of
' Red-Cotton Nightcap Country';

Beatify'* Miscellany, 1837-61 ; first edition of Miss
Burney's 'Camilla/ 1796, 3 vols.,6/. 6*. ;

' The Wan-
derer,' 1814, 5 vols., 8 guineas ;

a number of Cruik-
shank books, including

' The Comic Almanacks,'
1835-46 ;

the 1808 edition of Dryden ; the Huth
Catalogue, of which only 130 copies were printed
for sale ; Littelton's

' Tenures '

; the original Roman
edition of

' Vedute di Roma '

; and, among auto-

B'aphs,
a letter of Dickens to Buckstone, Gad's

ill, May 15, 1870, in which he refers to
" a severe

attack of neuralgia in the foot.''

Mr. Alexander W. Macphail's list contains rarities
in Scottish and general literature ; also many in-

Other items are the 'Nuremberg Chronicle,' and
an impression of the original picture of the inaugura-
tion of Burns as Poet Laureate of the Canongate
Kilwinning Lodge, 1787. This contains sixty por-
traits of celebrities. There is also a cheap set of
the Edinburgh.

Messrs. Gilbert & Son, of Winchester, have a
miscellaneous list, including many works on Hamp-
shire. There is a nice set of Prescott, Library
Edition ;

'
Little Dorrit,' first edition in the original

parts ; and also the six parts of
' Edwin Drood.'

Mr. Winter's December catalogue includes a first
edition of

'

Oliver Twist '

;

'

Follies and Fashions of
our Grandfathers,' 1807; Hutchinson's 'County of
Durham '

; first edition of Rowlandson's '

Dr. Syn-' ' German Street Cries,' with 120 illustrations,
tax

Hamburg, 1808; and Granger's 'Biographical His-

tory of England.'

Mr. West, of Lancaster, has a selection from the

library of Sir J. W. Pease. There is a first edition
of Minsheu's 'Guide into the Tongues,' being the
dedication copy to James, with his arms stamped
in gold ; also a first edition of

'

Festus.'

Messrs. Young & Sons, of Liverpool, have many
rare books in their new catalogue, which is illus-

trated, and includes Arrian, 1535 ; Vecellio,
'

Habiti,'
1590 ; Elyot's

'

Castel of Helth,' 1541 ; and 73 en-

gravings by Finden. collected by him for his private
pleasure, 1834-54. The first plate, with his signature,
is a portrait of Queen Victoria, May 1, 1838. There
is also another of Her Majesty as a girl of eleven.
The catalogue contains many other items of con-
siderable interest, including autograph letters of

Southey, and a fine copy of the first edition of
' The

Dresden Gallery,' 1753-7, price 21/. The original
cost of this was 105/.

Mr. W. J. Smith, of Brighton, has many topo-
graphical books relating to England and its

counties
;
also a large number of books on America

and Australia. The books of reference include the

'Century Dictionary,' 8 vols., 9/. 18s. ; Brunet's
' Manuel du Libraire,' 9/. 15.*. ; a cheap set of

'Family Library' (Murray's); Knight's 'Enter-
taining Knowledge

'

;
Lubbock's ' Hundred Best

Books '

;
Household Words and All the Year Round,

complete from their commencement to 1890; many
first editions of Dickens, also his portrait, given to
Edmund Yate.s, with autograph, February, 1859 ;

Vanity Fair, 1869 to 1879 ; Fun, 1861-1900, &c.

txr

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

CAPT. THOBNE GEORGE. Evidently a misprint
for "undulating character." The words were no
doubt set correctly by the compositor, and after-
wards broken accidentally.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries
5 " Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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SWISS DIALECTS.

IT is well known that the dialects of the
lateral valleys of the Valley of the Rhone
present features of great interest. The patois
spoken in the Val d'Anniviers and in the Val
d'Evolene resemble each other, but both differ

so much from spoken French that I doubt it a
Frenchman could understand a word of what
a native is saying. The patois is nearer to

the Latin than is French, alike in its sounds
and in its words. Some words of German
have penetrated into the language, and

apparently a few from Romansch, but the

vocabulary of the language would well repay
a careful investigation. The patois contains
the sound ih as in thin, and also the French
sound of u in some words, beside the Italian

pronunciation of the same vowel. The words,
which I gathered from the lips of guides, are
intended to be pronounced like French.
Initial r seems to be spoken deep down in the
throat.

tete, tethra

dos, deari or ran-eha

lait, lasse

creme, fid

veau, vi

aieige, nek

jumeaux, les bechons

souris, rata

bois, bone
abeille, mossetta

mur, mo
feu, foi

rocher, derba
vache, vatz
betail. beche
chevai, ceva
gilet, casetta

bas, tzo (pi. tzons)
chapeau, zappe
laitue, yiktura
choux, zons
pain, pan
beurre, bourre
petit sentier, vaie
une maison, una mejon
ble, le bla

seigle, cheigla
mulct, muletta
taureau, boucho
genisse, tora
chat, zat

chien, cing
1'enfant, lo petich
enfants, les meinaux

flace,
biegne

toiles, les etheilles
le soleil, lo sole

lit, coukse
chaise, echabe
tablier, fogda
fusil, fiigi

avalanche, lavenza
vallee, comba
la mer, gli mi
compassion, pigia
courage, corazo

peur, peure
cruaute, croia

garde, warder
merveilles, biau

immondices, biau
les parents, le parenze
une tante, una ante
les tantes, les jantes
fils, bote

fille, la mata
jeune fille, zouvena fille

soeur, swera
frere, frare

neveu, neyoc
cousin, cujin

brouillard, zenevire
pierre, pira
escalier, esselli

cheveux, peiss
Toncle, 1'avu

1'eglise, 1'eliege
le vent, 1'oura

petit lac, gullier
oiseau, oje

doigts, deik
roc, echaisse
1'eau, lewe
pouce, pouzo
ongle, onglies
estomac, corail

ventre, boelle

genou, zenon (pi. zenoss)
jambe, tzamba
pied, li pia
sourcils, cheyss
cheveux, li pexu
poulet, pollet
viande, ze

vilain, poutta
beaupere, biau par
belle mere, bella mara
gendre, biau fils

veuve, veva
1'odorat, li fla

gout, gouscho
son (sound), chon
colere. maliss
le mari, 1'homo
Pepouse, lie fenna
le cerveau, li cherve
1'oeil, lie jiiesse
les joues, zouta (pi. zoute)
le nez, li na
les oreilles, ogreillu
la bouche, botzu
les dents, denssa
les levres, li poss
la langue, lengua
cou, cosson

epaule, echebla
bras, braisse

cou, coudo
doigts, deks
poitrine, forschella

um
dou
tre

quatre
chinq
chich
chat
ouet
nou
jeh

The Numbers.

onjeh
doze
treize
katore

kinge
ch&ze

dijeca
dijewe
dijenu
vin

A few verbs and phrases are appended :

enterrer, interra
?!l

er
.> deijo

manger, minje j'irais, oudrik
boire, begre je suis alle, io che alia

dormir, aurmi j'ai ete, io ch6 jouk
marcher, marciar je puis, io puo
tomber, zera si je puisse, si io pusho
je suis tombe, io che envoyer, cognar

zejouk accueillir, resciug
sauter, chotar bouillir, bollicar
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Celui qui rit yendredi
pleurera dimanche,
Cheyt que riquedeivi.
ndro pliaureret dei

minze
II n'y a pas de pire eau

que 1'eau qui dort, Y a

pas de meindro que
1'evoui quei droumi.

venir, veniique
je viendrai, 10 vigno
je suis venu, io che veniik

je serais venu, io fiire

veniik

courir, courik

dancer, danschiar

aussi, topari
quelquefois, caqueviaso
quoi que ce soit, coumi Je vous la dpnnerai, Io la

que chec vo baillerique.

It would be an advantage to Romance
philology if scholars would take down as

many words as possible from their guides,
as the local patois are gradually dying out.

H. A. STRONG.
University, Liverpool.

A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT OF THE
WORKS OF CHARLES DIBDIN.

(See 9th S. viii. 39, 77, 197, 279 ; ix. 421 ; x. 122, 243;
xi. 2, 243, 443 ; xii. 183, 283, 423.)

1804. The Harmonic Preceptor : a didactic poem,
in three parts. Written by Mr. Dibdin. From har-

mony, from heavenly harmony, The Universal frame

began. Dryden. London: Published by the Author,
at nis Warehouse, Leicester Place, Leicester Square;
Mr. Preston in the Strand ; dementi and Co. Cheap-
side ;

Messrs. Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme,
Paternoster Row: Messrs. Muir, Wood, and Co.,
Mr. Hill, Messrs. Manvers and Miller, and Messrs.
Constable and Co. Edinburgh ; and all the eminent
booksellers and music-sellers in the United King-
dom. Printed by James Ballantyne, Edinburgh.
1804. [Price eighteen shillings.] 4to, pp. 6 and 149.

Preface dated 1 September, 1804. There are
fourteen engraved plates (lacking from some
copies) illustrating the musical instruction
which the poem was designed to convey.
Some of the diagrams were afterwards used

again in
' Music Epitomized,' 1808.

1S04. Questions in Mr. Dibdin's Lectures. 4to,
52pp., no title, n.d.

The first of Dibdin's lectures was delivered
15 September, 1804.

1804. The Frolic, a short Table Entertainment,
written and composed by Charles Dibdin, first

performed 10 November, 1804.

The songs were published in folio, price Is.,

signed by Dibdin, on a sheet of 4 pp., title on
front, back page blank, except where noted.

Arrangement for two flutes on last engraved
page. Headings of songs are similar to No. 4.

*l. The Grasshopper. Afterwards No. 7 in
' Heads

or Tails?' 1805.

*2. A description of Antient Lyres in the manner
of the Tombs in Westminster Abbey.

Probably this was 'Antient Lyres,' after-
wards sung in

l Heads or Tails 1
'

No. 8.

3. The Perpetual Motion. Afterwards No. 14 in
'Heads or Tails?'

4. Poor Charles, Written and Composed As a
tribute of respect to the memory of Mr. Bannister,
By Mr. Dibdin and Sung by him at his new Enter-

tainment called The Frolic. Printed & Sold by the
Author at his Music Warehouse, Leicester Place
Leicester Square.

*5. Murdock and Norah.
*6. Peg of Pepper Alley. Afterwards No. 10 in

'Heads or Tails?'
7. Tom Transom. Afterwards No. 17 in

' Heads
or Tails ?

'

*8. The Family Concert. No. 19 in
' Tom Wilkins,'

1799, and afterwards No. 13 in
* Heads or Tails ?'

The above formed the original programme of
'

songs, in the order as advertised for the
opening night. There was added later

9. Wuishla ma Cree. Afterwards No. 3 in 'Heads
or Tails?'

1804. A Trip to the Coast. A Table Entertain-
ment, written and composed by Charles Dibdin, first

performed (after
* The Frolic') 10 November, 1804.

This entertainment was compressed from
'

Britons. Strike Home '

(1803), and contained
songs Nos. 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 6, 16, 17, and
18 of that entertainment, with, as finale,

*1. Britons, Strike Home.

1804. The Election, a Table Entertainment,,
written and composed by Charles Dibdin, first

performed 29 November, 1804.

This entertainment was a compression of
'Most Votes' (1802). I have not traced a
list of the songs.

1804.
*Peter Nicked ; or, The Devil's Darling : a

Mock Heroic Poem, in Three Cantos. By Castiator
4to, pp. 36.

This, which I have not seen, is probably by
Dibdin.

1805. New Year's Gifts, a Table Entertainment,
written and composed by Charles Dibdin, first per-
formed 1 January, 1805.

The songs were published in folio, price Is.,

signed by Dibdin, on a sheet of 4 pp., title
on front, back page blank, except where
noted. Arrangement for two flutes on last

engraved page. Headings of songs are-
similar to No. 3 unless noted.

*1. New Year's Gifts.

*2. Manners.
3. The Wife, A New Song Written and Com-

posed By Mr. Dibdin, and Sung by him in his new
Entertainment called the New Year's Gifts. Printed
and Sold by the Author at his Music Warehouse
Leicester Place Leicester Square.

*4. Discipline.
*5. Your Good Kind of Man.
6. The French Calendar. Published at Bland &r

Weller's, as in No. 13.

*7. The Finished Traveller. See No. 22 in
'

Heads-
or Tails? '1805.

8. Red Coats. A Favorite New Song. Sung by
Mrs. Bland, at Vauxhall Gardens. Written &
Composed by Mr. Dibdin. Price 1*. Qd. Printed
for the Author, & Sold at Bland & Weller's, Music
Warehouse, 23, Oxford Street. Front page blank
Water-mark date 1804.

9. Vivelapeste.
*10. Mrs. O'Leary. See No. 20 in

' Heads or Tails ?
r
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*11. The Nautical Anatomist. See No. 21 in
' Heads or Tails ?

'

*12. The Parrot.
13. The Puff Direct. A New Song Written and

Composed by Mr. Dibdin, and sung by him in
his Entertainment called The New Year's Gift.
London Printed for the Author & Sold at Bland
& Weller's, Music Warehouse 23, Oxford Street.

Initialled, front page blank. Water-mark date 1804.
*14. The Sheep and the Wolves.
*15. The Young Man's Guide.
16. Mrs. Runnington's Wig.
17. The Sailor's Will.

*18. The Masqueraders.
*19. A Happy New Year.

The above formed the original programme of

songs, in the order as advertised for the

opening night. There was also published

Songs in New Year's Gifts, A New Entertainment
of Sans Souci, Written, Composed, Spoken, Sung,
and accompanied By Mr. Dibdin. Price 1*. Qd.

Printed for the Author And sold at his Music Ware-
house, Leicester Place, Leicester Square, where may
be had his Professional Life, the Harmonic Pre-

ceptor and every other article in his catalogue.
8vo, pp. ii, 64.

1805. Heads or Tails ? (sometimes printed Heads
and Tails ) a Table Entertainment, written and com-
posed by Charles Dibdin. Probably first performed
11 February, 1805.

The songs were published in folio, price Is.,

usually initialled by Dibdin, on a sheet of

4 pp., title on front, back page blank, except
where noted. Arrangement for two flutes

on last engraved page. Headings of songs
are similar to No. 4 unless noted.

*1. The World as it Goes.
*2. Eyes.
*3. Wuishla ma cree. Previously in

* The Frolic,'

1804.
4. Nancy and Home, A New Song Written and

Composed by Mr. Dibdin. And sung by him in his

Entertainment called Heads or Tails. Entd at Stat.

Hall. London. Printed for the Author, & Sold
at Bland & Weller's Music Warehouse 23, Oxford
Street. Front page blank.

5. The Pullet. Front page blank. Afterwards

sung in
* The Melange,' 1808.

^
6. The Old Cloathsman. No. 7 in Tom Wilkins,'

*7. The Grasshopper. No. 1 in
' The Frolic.'

*8. Antient Lyres. See No. 2 in
' The Frolic.'

Hogarth gives
' Grecian Lyres

'

as the title.

*9. The Look Out.
*10. Peg of Pepper Alley. No. 6 in

' The Frolic.'

*11. Love.
12. His Worship. Front page blank.

13. The Family Concert. Price 2*. Qd. 11 pp.

engraved, p. 12 blank. No. 19 in 'Tom Wilkins"
and No. 8 in

' The Frolic.'

*14. The Perpetual Motion. No. 3 in The Frolic.

*15. The Cat.
*16. The Charms of Nature.
*17. Tom Transom. No. 7 in

' The Frolic.'

18. A Song of Songs. Price 2s. Qd. 11 pp. en

graved, p. 12 blank. This contains (1) Clovy, (2) I

Thank You, (3) Gentle God of Love, (4) High
Down Diddle, and (5) a Glee, 'Which is the

S"oblest Passion of the Mind?' which appears to
iave been substituted for 'Heads or Tails?' the
jlee advertised for the second night and given in the
x>ok of words. See No. 14

* The General Election,'
96.

The above formed the original programme of

songs, in the order as advertised for the second

night, 14 February, 1805. There was also

published

Songs, &c., in Heads or Tails. A New Entertain-
ment of Sans Souci ; Written, Composed, Spoken,
Sung, and Accompanied By Mr. Dibdin. Price
1-s. Qd. Printed for the Author And sold at his
Music Warehouse Leicester Place Leicester Sq.
Where may be had his Professional Life, the
Harmonic Preceptor, & every other article in his.

catalogue. 8vo, pp. ii, 64.

This also gives the words of

*19. All the World's a Song.

The following also were published as
'Heads or Tails r

20. Mrs. O'Leary (I have seen only a reprint,
4 engraved pp., by G. Walker, from the original
plates). This song was No. 10 in 'New Year's
Gifts.'

21. Nautical Anatomist. No. 11 in 'New Years
ifts.'

22. The Finished Traveller. No. 7 in 'New
Year's Gifts.'

Hogarth assigns
' The Jew Pedlar

'

to this

entertainment. See 'Valentine's Day,' No. 3

(1797), and '

King and Queen/ No. 8 (1798).

1805. *A Touch at the Iron Crown. Song written
expressly for the German Theatre & Sung by
Master Fred Schirmer. Published, price Is. by
Bland & Weller.

Probably produced soon after 22 July, 1805,
when the action off Ferrol, to which it refers,
took place.

The advertisement which men-
tions it also refers to another song,

*'Gainst Toping and Topers, Price Is. Qd.

Hogarth states it was sung at Vauxhall.

1805 (Museum date). "The Delight of the Muses,
being a Collection of Dibdin's favourite Songs,
&c. London, n.d. 12mo.

E. RIMBAULT DIBDIN.
Morningside, Sudworth Road, New Brighton.

SHAKESPEARE'S BOOKS.
(See 9th S. viii. 321 ; xi. 64, 203.)

Fluellen. What call you the town's name where
Alexander the Pig was born ?

Goiv. Alexander the Great.
Flu. Why, I pray you, is not pig, great? The

pig, or the great, or the mighty, or the huge, or

the magnanimous, are all one reckonings, save the

phrase is a little variations.

Gow. I think Alexander the Great was born in

Macedon : his father was called Philip of Macedon,
as I take it.

Flu. I think it is in Macedon, where Alexander
is porn. I tell you, captain, if you look in the maps
of the 'orld, 1 warrant, you shall find, in the
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Comparisons between Macedon and Monmouth, that

the situations, look you, is both alike, ihere is a

river in Macedon ; and there is also moreover a

river at Monmouth : it is called Wye at Monmouth ;

but it is out of myprainswhatisthenameol the

other river ; but 'tis all one, 'tis alike as my nngers

is to my fingers, and there is salmons in both. 1:

you mark Alexander's life well, Harry of Mon-

roouth's life is come after it indifferent well ;
for

there is figure* in all things. Alexander (God

knows, and you know), in his rages, and his furies,

and his wraths, and his cholers, and his moods, and

his displeasures, and his indignations, and also

being a little intoxicates in his prams, did, in his

ales and his angers, look you, kill his pest friend,

*Goir. Our king is not like him in that : he never

killed any of his friends.

Flu. It is not well done, mark you now, to take

the tales out of my mouth, ere it is made and

finished. I speak but in the Jigures and comparison*
of it as Alexander killed his friend Clytus, being

in his ales and his cups : so also Harry Monmouth,
being in his right wits and his good judgments,
turned away the fat knight with the great pelly-

doublet: he was full of jests, and gipes, and

knaveries, and mocks ;
I have forgot his name.

Gow. Sir John Falstaff.
'

Henry V.,' IV. vii.

In this passage Shakespeare refers to two

figures described by Puttenham : to Sinonimia,
or the figure of store, and to Paradigma, or

resemblance by example. Thus Fluellen,

referring to Alexander, says, "The pig, or

the great, or the mighty, or the huge, or the

magnanimous, are all one reckonings," and

speaks of
"
his rages, and his furies, and his

wraths, and his cholers, and his moods, and
his displeasures, and his indignations "; and

Puttenham, in describing this figure of store,

says :

"Whensoever we multiply our speech by many
words or clauses of one sence, the Greekes call it

Sinonimia ; the Latines having no fitte term to give
him called it by the name of event, for (said they)

many words of one nature and sence, one of them
doth expound another."

Fluellen, having multiplied his speech by
many words of one sense, says the words
are all of one reckonings ;

and Puttenham,
in the examples he gives of this figure,

says the words are "
all but one, and of one

effect."

King. Then for the place where ; where, I mean,
I did encounter that obscene and most preposterous
event, that draweth from my snow-white pen the
ebon-coloured ink, which here thou viewest,
beholdest, surveyest, or seest. 'Love's Labour's
Lost,' I. i.

The letter read by the king speaks of "that
obscene and most preposterous event," and
multiplies speech by using many words of
one sense,

"
viewest, beholdest, surveyest, or

-seest"; and Puttenham, speaking of the figure
of store, says the "Latines, having no fitte

term to give him, called it by the name of

event" Shakespeare frequently makes use of

this figure.

Paradigma, or resemblance by example, is

thus described by Puttenham :

"If in matter of counsell or perswasion we will
seeme to liken one case to another, such as passe
ordinarily in men's affaires, and doe compare the

past with the present, gathering probabilitie of like
successe to come in the things wee have presently
in hand : or if ye will draw the judgements prece-
dent and authorized by antiquitie as veritable, and
peradventure fayned and imagined for some pur-
pose, into similitude or dissimilitude with our

E
resent actions and affaires, it is called resemblance
y example : as if one should say thus, Alexander

the Great in his expedition to Asia did thus, so
did Hanniball coming into Spaine, so did Caesar in

Egypt, therefore all great Captains and Generals
ought to doe it."

Fluellen likens one case to another, and
compares the past with the present, and
makes a resemblance by example. He' makes
a comparison between Macedon and Mon-
mouth, between the Wye and "

the other
river," and between Alexander's life and
Harry of Monmouth's life. Puttenham com-
pares what Alexander did in his expedition
to Asia with what Hannibal did coming into

Spain and Csesar in Egypt, and Shakespeare
compares what Alexander did to Clitus with
what Harry of Monmouth did to Falstaff;
and in making these comparisons Shakespeare
and Puttenham both mention Alexander the
Great. W. L. RUSHTON.

(To be continued.)

DR. EDMOND HALLEY. (See 9th S. x. 361
;

xi. 85, 205, 366, 463, 496; xii. 125, 185, 266.)
"
Posterity has retained a grateful recollection of

those princes who at different periods of history
have distinguished their reign by a munificent
patronage of learning and science

; but, among all
those who have thus contributed indirectly to
the progress of knowledge, there is none who
exhibits such a bright example of disinterestedness
and self-sacrificing zeal as the illustrious superin-
tendent of the first edition of the 'Principia.'

"

Grant's
*

Hist, of Phys. Astronomy,' 31 (London,
1852).

One can only regret the abandonment of
the project which was discussed, in 1887,
between the Clarendon Press, Oxford, and an
able author, looking to the publication of an
adequate biography of Dr. Halley (cp. letter
from the Clarendon Press, 25 July, 1887,
prefixed to the Rev. S. J. Rigaud's

* Defence
of Halley' in the Bodleian Library). The
compilation of a work of that character is a
task which falls naturally to a resident in

England, who, by virtue of such residence,
has access directly to inedited material. It
is not improbable (speaking with reason)
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that an American publisher would undertake
to issue a life of Halley.
Let us seek a consensus of opinion regard-

ing his place among the world's geniuses.
Lalande may have been the only writer
to term Halley

"
the greatest of' English

astronomers," but the belief has been quite
generally expressed that,

"
in the history of

astronomy, the name of Halley will stand
not far from that of Newton" (Sir D.
Brewster in *

Imperial Diet, of Univ. Biog.,'
ii. 788).

" One of the greatest astronomers of an age which
produced many If we put together the astro-
nomical and geographical discoveries of Halley, and
remember that the former were principally confined
to those points which bear upon the subjects of the
latter, we shall be able to find a title for their
author less liable to cavil than that of the Prince
of Astronomers, which has sometimes been
bestowed upon him ; we may safely say that no
man, either before or since, has done more to

improve the theoretical part of navigation, by the

diligent observation alike of heavenly and earthly
phenomena/' Knight's 'Gallery of Portraits and
Memoirs,' ii. 162, 167 (London, 1833).
" He was second only, and a good second, to

Newton in gravitational astronomy." Observatory,
xxii. 354.

"
it is a fact hardly yet appreciated, either in

England or America, that Dr. Edmund Halley is

second only to Isaac Newton, whose friend and
contemporary he was and that it is to this close

contemporaneity alone that the bright light of

Halley's star has suffered diminution of lustre from
the brilliant rays of his world-renowned neigh-
bouring luminary." Nature, xxi. 303 (London,
1880).

"No biographer has yet appeared to write the
life of this great man, nor does any public monu-
ment yet adequately represent the national
estimation which is so richly deserved by the
second most illustrious of Anglo-Saxon philo-
sophers." Ibid.
" There can be little doubt that the fame as an

astronomer which Halley ultimately acquired,
great as it certainly was, would have been even

greater still had it not been somewhat impaired by
the misfortune that he had to shine in the same
sky as that which was illumined by the unparalleled
genius of Newton." ' Great Astronomers,' Sir
R. S. Ball, 162 (London, 1895).

Lord Macaulay remarks that in the history
of purely physical science

" the transcendent
lustre of one immortal name casts into

the shade all others." I have ventured else-

where to express the hope that the light of

a later appreciation will so permeate that

shadow as to bring into strong relief those

who deserve to share in greater measure
than at present the fame of their distin-

guished contemporary.
The extensive and very serviceable biblio-

graphy of Dr. Halley compiled and newly
arranged by Mr. Alexander J. Rudolph,

assistant librarian of the Newberry Library,
Chicago, after a systematic method of his

own (see 9th S. x. 362), includes mention of

works enumerated in the following : (a)

Catalogue of Printed Books, British Museum ;

(b) Ditto, Supplement ; (c)
*

Bibliotheca

Britannica,' Robert Watt, i. col. 459 (Edin-
burgh, 1824).

The examination of the Rigaud papers in
the Bodleian Library and of the indices

(1726-70) at the Middlesex Land Registry,,
to which reference has been made, was
conducted by Mr. Ralph J. Beevor, M.A., of
whose generous co-operation in my quest I

desire to make acknowledgment.
EUGENE F. McPiKE.

Chicago, Illinois.

" GOD "
: ITS ETYMOLOGY. Eng. god (I.E.

*ghutom)=Gk. chyton, the polished or smooth
stone (xestos lithos, Hesychius). The Nor-

wegian form is gud. Prof. Tylor, 'Primitive

Culture,' vol. ii. p. 167 (3rd ed., Lond., 1891),

says :

" In certain mountain districts of Norway, up to
the end of the last century, the peasants used to

preserve round stones, washed them every Thurs-

day evening (which seems to show some connexion
with Thor), smeared them with butter before the

fire, laid them in the seat of honour on fresh straw,
and at certain times of the year steeped them in

ale, that they might bring luck and comfort to the
house."

E. SlBREE.

[The etymology of the word god is discussed at

considerable length in the
' N.E.D.' Has our con-

tributor consulted this great storehouse ?]

" LETTERETTE." This word is not in

'H.E.D.,' though letteret appears. Letterette

is defined by its makers as a combination of

notepaper and envelope, and is, in fact, a slip

of writing-paper cut in such a shape as easily

to be folded and fastened ready for dispatch.
A. F. R.

"Low" AND "LyM." I have just been

reading the very interesting explanations
and illustrative quotations concerning the

words "low" and "him" in the 'Oxford

English Dictionary,' and the perusal has

reminded me that when I was a boy in Edin-

burgh in the forties it was common, on

observing a chimney to be on fire, to exclaim,

"A lummie a low !' The Scottish habit of

adding ie to a word is well known, but I

should add that
" a low

" was pronounced
much as the English word "allow." The

perusal has reminded me, too, of an anecdote

which Dean Stanley told in 1878. To a

Free Kirk minister finding fault with the

Established Church, an Established Church
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minister replied, "When your lum has reeked

as long as ours, ye '11 hae as much soot."

W. S.

MODERN VANDALISM. (See ante, p. 341.)

The concluding sentence of MR. S. 0. ADDY'S

interesting note on Tideswell and Tideslow
reads so like a grim joke that one may be

pardoned for suggesting that it may be well

if all destroyers of remains of antiquity "find

an interment
"

in a personal sense not in-

tended by the writer !

Surely it is time that a strong protest
should be raised against the destruction of

relics of the remote past. Posterity, more

enlightened, will marvel at the worse than
carelessness of an age which, boasting
archaeological societies throughout the land,

permitted the destruction of tumuli of earth

or stone for agricultural purposes, or for
"
road-mending," as in the quoted Derbyshire

instance.

Notwithstanding the increase of interest

in prehistoric fortresses, burial tumuli, and

boundary banks, there was never a time of

more need for keen watch, for the rampant
worship of s. d. imperils the continued
existence of many priceless evidences of our

country's past.
We who are associated on the Committee

for recording Ancient Defensive Works have
some hope that our efforts may, directly or

indirectly, lead to the preservation of more
of these remains, but it is by the increase of

public interest in them that owners and
occupiers may learn that they have something
of national value in their care.

Beyond the Committee's scope are those
other relics such as MR. ADDY mentions ; for

these, as for defensive works, probably the
best first step towards their preservation will

be the furnishing to each County Council of
a complete list of the examples within its

bounds.

Though the Councils possess no statutory
authority to prevent owners from doing
aught, the moral suasion they can use would
tend to hinder destruction, which is often the
result of ignorance of the interest attaching
to the threatened object.

I. CHALKLEY GOULD.

GEORGE IV. 's GOLD DINNER SERVICE AT
WINDSOR. Truth for December 3rd states in
reference to this that
"

it is not generally known that the collection o.
Crown plate once included a very much more
magnificent and valuable gold dinner service, which
was made for Henry VII L This service was taken
to Holland by William III., to be used at some
great ceremonial dinner at The Hague. It was
never brought back to England, and is now includec

.n the Dutch Crown plate. Charles II. caused each

>iece of the service to be engraved with his Majesty's
irms as King of England, Scotland, France, and
Ireland. About half a century ago the late King
of the Netherlands ordered these arms to be erased,
and they were replaced by the Dutch royal arms,
the value of the service being, of course, consider-

ably reduced by this barbarous proceeding."

N. S. S.

"SEMPER EADEM." The date of this old

royal motto, a favourite with Queens Eliza-

beth and Anne, has been traced in
* N. & Q.,'

1 st S. viii. ix. It seems to be held that it was
discontinued on the accession of George I.

Nevertheless I have found it on the embossed
stamp on the law parchment of a deed dated
1721. W. C. B.

ROUSSEAU'S GRANDFATHER. Mr. Morley,
in chap. ii. of his

'

Rousseau,' gives the pedi-

gree of Jean Jacques as follows :

Didier Rousseau

Jean

David

Isaac

Jean Jacques.

He quotes as his authority the well-known
life by Musset Pathay. Mr. Morley states :

" His [Rousseau's] ancestors had removed from
Paris to the famous city of refuge as far back as
1529 Three generations separated Jean Jacques
from Didier Rousseau, the son of a Paris bookseller,
and the first emigrant."

From this we are entitled to infer that Didier
Rousseau was born not much later than 1500,
and very possibly earlier. Now his grandson
David, the grandfather of Jean Jacques,
according to a note at p. 36 of

* Madame de
Warens et J. J. Rousseau,' by M. F. Mugnier
(Paris, Calmann-Levy, 1891), died in 1738, at
the extreme age of ninety-six. Thus we seem
to have the extraordinary fact that a man
born about 1500 (and perhaps earlier) had a

grandson who died nearly 240 years later.

J. R. F. G.

HENRY, EARL OF STAFFORD, ON HIS
FRENCH WIFE. A. legal acquaintance has
called my attention to a copy of Lord
Stafford's will, dated 2 Feb., 1699, "extracted
from the Prerogative Court of Canterbury,"
and the earl's bequest to his wife is curious

enough to deserve publication, unless it is

well known :

"I Give to the worst of women, except being a
whore, who 'is guilty of all ills, the daughter of
Mr. Grammont, a Frenchman, who I have unfor-
tunately married, five and forty bras halfe-pence
which will by her Bullet to her supper a greater
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.Sum then her Father can often make, for I have
knowne when he had neighther money nor credit
for such a purchase, being the worst of men, and his
wife the worst of women, in all debaucheries : had
I known their caracter, I had never married theire
Daughter, nor made myself unhappy. H. Earle of
Stafford."

I see from Cokayne's
*

Peerage
5

that Col.
Chester notices the above in

'

Westminster
Abbey Registers,' p. 295, note 3, and that Lord
Hervey,

'

Memoirs,' ii. 116, calls Lady Stafford
*' an old French Lady, who had as much wit,
humour, and entertainment in her as any man or
woman lever knew, with a great justness in her
way of thinking, and very little reserve in her
manner of giving her opinions of things and people."

F. J. FURNIVALL.

DR. DEE'S MAGIC MIRROR. (See ante,

p, 362.) MR. A. R. BAYLEY'S reference to the
above in his note on 'Robert Greene and

'

Roger Bacon '

prompts me to mention that
it was included in the Tudor Exhibition in
1890. There were indeed two such relics on
view. One was a pear-shaped polished black

stone, which would, I presume, be the "disc
of highly polished cannel coal." It is cata-

logued as
" Dr. Dee's Show-Stone or Specu-

lum, into which he used to call his spirits,

asserting that it was given to him by an
angel. Butler says :

Kelly did his feats upon
The Devil's looking-glass a stone."

The other was a crystal globe, described in

the catalogue as " Dr. Dee's Divining
Crystal/' The latter was lent by G. Milner-

Gibson-Cullum, Esq. ; but no owner's name
was appended to the first-mentioned exhibit.
The black stone can hardly be described as a

. mirror, but one may well imagine the Virgin
Queen gazing with interest into the crystal
globe. Both these relics were presumably
used by the astrologer when practising his

divinations. Were they used separately or
in conjunction? ^

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

SHELLEY AND ASTRONOMY. Miss Clerke, in

her 'History of Astronomy' (p. 284), calls

attention to a passage in Shelley's
' Witch of

Atlas' (pointed out to her by Dr. Garnett)
which almost looks like an unconscious
indication of a star or planet revolving
between the earth and Mars. In Shelley's
time only four members of the large family of

small planets were known, but all those, and

nearly all that great multitude which have
been discovered since, revolve beyond the
orbit of Mars, a very few occasionally passing
within it. But in 1898 one (since named Eros)
was detected, the mean distance of which from
the sun is less than that of Mars, so that

until its discovery it may be said to have been
hidden (in the words of the poet) "between
the earth and Mars." Lest, however, this
should lead to any undue idea of astronomical

knowledge on the part of Shelley, I should
like to call attention to a passage in the
'Revolt of Islam '

(canto i. stanzas 40, 41),
which runs thus :

For, when I rose from sleep, the Morning Star
Shone through the woodbine wreaths which round

my casement were.
;Twas like an eye which seemed to smile on me.
I watched till, by the su,n made pale, it sank
Under the billows of the heaving sea.

It does not require much knowledge of

astronomy to be aware that when a planet is

a Morning Star it must be in the east, and
rising, not setting or sinking, in the heavens.

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

SIR THOMAS LOWTHER. I should be glad
to know anything of Sir Thomas Lowther,
Knt., from whose collection Eleazar Albin, in

his ornithological work, figured several birds

in or about the year 1737.

ALFRED NEWTON.
Magdalene College, Cambridge.

THE ELEUSINIAN MYSTERIES. In the article

on the Greek 'Mysteries' in the 'Encyclopaedia
Britannica

'

reference is made to a series of

papers on this subject in the Nineteenth Cen-

tury, 1881. I have carefully gone through
the tables of contents of the Nineteenth

Century from the commencement in 1877 to

1884, the date of the volume of the
'

Encyclo-

paedia
'

in which the article appeared, and can
find no trace of such a series of papers. I

wonder if any of your readers can help me
by suggesting the name of the periodical in

which the papers actually appeared.
COMESTOR OXONIENSIS.

"TOBOGGAN." -What is the date of the

first appearance in English of this now
familiar word 1 I believe the following to be
the first reference to it in any French book
on Canada; in English it would, I fancy,

hardly appear till much later. I quote from
Father C. Le Clercq, 'Nouvelle Relation de
la Gaspesie,' 1691, p. 70 :

"
II appartient au chef de la famille, privative-

ment a tout autre, d'ordonner de cabanner ou il luy

plait ...... il en ote tout le mSchant bois, coupe les
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branches qui pourroient 1'incommoder, applaint et
fraie une route pour faciliter aux femmes le moien
de trainer sur la neige, et sur leurs tabagannes, le

peu de meubles et de bagages qui composent leurs

menages."
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

QUOTATIONS. Thefollowing quotations and
verse occur on the outside of a MS. written
circa 1590. I shall be grateful for information
as to their origin or occurrence elsewhere.

Laden with grief and oppression of the heart.

Asmund and Cornelia.

Multis annis jam transactis
Nulla fides est in pactis,
Mel in ore, verba lactis,
Pel in corde, frans in factis.

FRA. J. BURGOYNE.
Tate Library, Brixton.

' RICHARD II.
'

: FROISSART. In the pictur-
esque and fine performance of

' Richard II.'

at His Majesty's Theatre there is an incident
which struck me as unnatural. The king's
favourite hound, which has been his faithful

companion through varying fortunes, is made
to desert his master at the time of his deepest
adversity. The incident in question is said
to be taken from the 'Chronicles '

of Froissart.
I shall be grateful to any one who will give
the exact quotation.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
33, Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

['According to the information which I received,
king Richard had a greyhound called Mathe, who
was in the constant practice of attending the king,and he would not follow any other person ; for
whenever the king did ride, the person who had the
charge of keeping the said greyhound would always
let him loose, and he would run directly to the

ung ', ?nd leap with his ^refeet upon his majesty's
shoulders. And as the king and the earl of Derbywere engaged in conversing with each other in the
court, the greyhound, which was usually accus-
tomed to leap upon the king, left his majesty, andvent to the earl of Derby, duke of Lancaster, and
behaved towards him with the same familiarityand attachment as he was usually in the habit of
shewing towards the king. The duke, who did notknow the greyhound, demanded of the king what

ie animal might mean by so doing ? Cousin, quoththe king, that is a sign portending great prosperityto you, and a token of adversity to me. Sir, howdo you know that? quoth the duke. I know it fora certainty, replied the king. The greyhoundmaketh you cheer this day as king of England to
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reyhound Possesses this knowledge

naturally ; therefore take him to you ; he will follow
you and forsake me. The duke of Lancaster fully.erstood those words, and cherished the animal,
jjhich

would never afterwards follow king Richardbut followed the duke of Lancaster." This extract
is from the translation of Froissart by LordI Berners
1810, vol. iv. p. o/4. It occurs in the '

Chronicles '
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the levrier is given as Math. For the rest the
translation quoted is sufficiently literal.]

FRAGRANT MINERAL OIL. In * Remarks on
Several Parts of Italy, &c., in the Years 1701,

1702, 1703,' by Joseph Addison, Esq. (London,
J. & R. Tonson, 1767), p. 146, is the following
passage :

" In those parts of the sea, that are not far from
the roots of this mountain [Vesuvius], they find
sometimes a very fragrant oil, which is sold dear,
and makes a rich perfume. The surface of the sea
is, for a little space, covered with its bubbles,
during the time that it rises, which they skim off
into their boats, and afterwards set a separating in
pots and jars. They say its sources never run but
in calm warm weather. The agitations of the water
perhaps hinder them from discovering it at other
times.

What is the oil referred to ? J. T. F.
Winterton, Doncaster.

GERARD THE HERBALIST. He died in Feb-
ruary, 1611/12, but, according to Winstanley's
'

Loyall Martyrology,' 1665, p. 67, must have
come to life again and been killed at the
storming of Basing House on 14 October, 1645 :

" Master Gerard, the Authour of that Elaborate
Herbal which bears his Name, to whom succeed-
ing Ages must confess themselves indebted

; this
gallant Gentleman, Renowned for Arts and Amies,
was likewise at the storming of that House [Basing]
unfortunately slain ; a great losse to succeeding
Ages."

The much - enlarged edition of Gerard's
'

Herbal,' by Thos. Johnson in 1636, probably
misled Wiristanley ; but who was this slain
Gerard

1

? F. J. FURNIVALL.

EXCOMMUNICATION OF Louis XIV. John
Evelyn in his

'

Diary,' 7 June, 1689, says :" The Archbishop of Canterbury read to me
the Pope's excommunication of the French
King." For what was Louis XIV. excom-
municated, and for how long ? HADJI.

PIKE FAMILY. According to traditions,
more or less circumstantially communicated
to me, there resided in Edinburgh, during
the early part or middle of the eighteenth
century, one Pike, who is described as an
educated Scotchman, and as a linen merchant.
He is said to have married a Miss Stuart or
Stewart (alleged to have been closely related
to the house of that name), by which union,
according to the same source of information,
there was one son. Whether this said son was
identical with James McPike (born circa 1751),
as the traditions appear to imply, or was the
latter's father, as seems more probable, I
cannot determine (see New York Geneal. and
Biog. Record for January last, xxxiv. 55, and
'

N. & Q.,' 9th S. xi. 205). Can reference be
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given to record of marriage Pike-Stuart, in

Edinburgh, between 1725 and 1751 ?

E. F. McPiKE.
Chicago, Illinois.

SIR THOMAS FAIRBANK. I want to ascer
tain the place and exact date of death o;

Sir Thomas Fairbank, who was, I believe,
the engineer who constructed some of the
earliest docks in Hull. This would be, J

suppose, in the early part of the nineteenth
century. BERNARD P. SCATTERGOOD.
Moorside, Far Headingley, Leeds.

HORATIO D'ESTERRE DARBY, a brother of
John Nelson Darby, who appears in the
'Diet. Nat. Biog.' (vol. xiv. 43), was admitted
to Westminster School 9 January, 1809.

should be glad to obtain information con-

cerning his career and the date of his death.
G. F. R. B.

A PROPHECY c. CHARLES II. The follow-

ing occurs in 'Calendar of State Papers,
Domestic, 4287,' p. 349, 1667:
"A prophecy that was lately found written in a

plate of brass in Folkston, in Kent :

When Brit tain e bold of Spanish Race
From Gallick Sands shall land att Hyde,
Then let not Hyde thereat make mirth,
As if the day were his.

So true a head to King and nation
Was neare cut of by proclamacion ;

Hee ne're shall in his clutches have him,
Then lett him looke to his fatt hide,
Merlyn 's an asse if York can save him
As old a towne as 'tis.

Does it refer to the sale of Dunkirk, Hyde,
Lord Clarendon, and James, Duke of York ?

The town of Hythe, near Folkestone, is often

written, and oftener pronounced, as Hyde.
R. J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate, Kent.

"WELSH RABBIT." What is the earliest

example of the derivation of "Welsh rabbit"
from ' Welsh rare bit

"
? It is condemned by

Prof. Skeat in his 'Etymological Dictionary'
as a pretence "as pointless and stupid as it

is incapable of proof." It is, however, like

many other such derivations, very generally
accepted. One wonderswho was the ingenious
inventor of the derivation. In ' A Classical

Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue' (Grose),
third edition, 1796, is

" Welch Rabbit, i.e., a
Welch rare bit." This reappears in Pierce

Egan's edition, 1823, "Welch" being changed
into "Welsh." 'The Cook's Oracle,' sixth

edition, Constable & Co., 1823 (No. 539), says
that if the directions given are foliowed^the
toast and cheese

"
will well deserve its ancient

appellation of a ' Rare Bit.'
" The late G. A.

Sala in his 'Thorough Good Cook,' 1895,

pp. 131, 397, has "Welsh rarebit." In tho
indexes he has also "Welsh rabbit." 'Webster's

Dictionary,' 1889, says,
"
properly Welsh rare-

bit." Ogilvie gives the same derivation. It
is also to be found in Fliigel's

'

English and
German Dictionary,' 1830. A friend has sent
me from Danzig the Mittagstafel menu of
the Hotel Danziger Hof of 18 October, in
which I find, between "Vanille- und Pfir-

sicheis" and " Dessert" the following item:
"Wales rarebits, engl. Selleria." I was not
told whether the ** Wales rarebits" were real

Welsh rabbits. In writing the above I have
not attempted to give any authorities for the
true spelling

" rabbit
"

except Prof. Skeat,
although no doubt there are plenty.

" Scotch
woodcock" is a name not unlike "Welsh
rabbit." It is composed of buttered toast,

anchovies, eggs, &c. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

BEADNELL. About the year 1830 there
resided somewhere near, if not within the
bounds of, the City (perhaps in the district

immediately east of Gray's Inn Road), a

family of the name of Beadnell. There were

two, if not more, daughters in the family.
The name is not a common one ; I can only
find some half-dozen examples in the present
year's

' London Directory.' Can any of your
readers give me trustworthy information

regarding the family in question : as to their

actual address at the time I speak of, what
became of the various members, and so

forth 1 I have reasons for believing that one
of the daughters, then a widow, was alive

about 1855, but I can trace no further.

W. SANDFORD.
13, Ferndale Road, S.W.

COBDEN PAMPHLET. Can any reader of

N. & Q.' help me to a copy of Cobden's

pamphlet entitled
"
Incorporate your

Borough, a Letter to the Inhabitants of

Manchester. By a Radical Reformer"? It

was issued from the office of Mr. John

Gadsby, whose name as printer is attached

to so many of the tracts sent forth by the

A.nti-Corn Law League.
T. FISHER UNWIN.

JACOBIN: JACOBITE. A review in the

Athenceum for 31 October, p. 576, points out

'/hat an American writer says the "Jacobins"

itill speak of Charles I. as "the martyr king."

This has reminded me of a note, or perhaps I

ihould rather say a query, which I have long

thought 'of sending to you. Jacobite and
Tacobin have different origins. The former

3omes from the Christian name of an exiled

:ing ;
the latter from a club of the time of

he French Revolution, which met in a house
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in Paris, once belonging to the Dominicans.
the church attached to which was dedicated
to St. James. No two sets of men could well
have held political convictions more widely
separated, yet I have been told by old people
whose memories extended back to the earliest

years of the nineteenth century that when
they were young the two words were
frequently interchanged, the adherents of
the exiled

royal family being spoken of as

Jacobins, and sometimes, though less com-
monly, the more violent of the French
revolutionists and their English sympathizers
denominated Jacobites. It would be in-

teresting to ascertain whether there is any
contemporary authority which tends to con-
firm this. Were the Jacobites ever spoken
of as Jacobins before 1789, when the Jacobin
Club was formed ? If so, it is possible that,
like so many old fashions of speech, this one
may have lingered across the Atlantic long
after it became extinct in Britain.

ASTARTE.

NEAPOLITAN MARVELS: VIRGILIUS.
(9

th S. xii. 408.)
J. P. S. will find that abundant litera-

ture is accessible on the subject of the
well-known legendary necromancer Virgilius,
or Vergilius. The '

Ottia Imperatoris' of
Houdm should be cited as the ' Otia Im-
penalia' of Gervase of Tilbury,

"
who, having

visited Naples, was a witness of many of
those wonders which were there to be seen,and was informed by his host the Archdeacon
Pmatelles concerning the remainder." The
story about the fly, as quoted by your corre-
spondent, is a combination of two different
legends: the first, that Virgilius set up a
brazen fly on one of the gates of Napleswhich remained there eight years, duringwhich time it did not permit any other fly
to enter the city ; the second, that in the
same place he caused a shambles to be erected
wherein meat never became tainted.
Many of the legends of this astonishing

wizard are familiar, and afford abundant
amusement. The story of his device for
ensuring the safety of Rome from her enemies
may, perhaps, bear repetition here :

*
"The emperour asked of Virgilius howe that he

myght make Rome prospere and haue many landes
* From " The lyfe of Vilnius with many dyuers

consaytes that he dyd. Empryuted in the cytie ofAnwarfe. Byrne Johnn DoesWcke dwellynglatthe Caraer porte." Edited in his series of "Ear?v
English Prose Romances" by W. J. Thorns, FJS A,

under them, and knowe when any lande would
ryse agen theym, and Virgilius sayd to the em-

peroure, *I woll within short space that do.' And
he made vpon the Capitolium that was the towne
house, made with caruede ymages and of stone,
and that he let call Saluacio Rome ; that is to say,
this is the Saluacyon of the cytie of Rome ; and he
made in the compace all the goddes that we call

mamettes and ydolles, that were under the subiec-

tion of Rome ; and euery of the goddes that there
were had in his hande a bell ; and in the mydle of

the godes made he one of Rome ; and when so euer
that there was any lande wolde make ony warre
ageynst Rome, than wold the godes tourne theyr
backes towacde the god of Rome ; and than the

god of the lande that wolde stande up ageyne
Rome clynked his bell so longe that he hathe in
his hande till the senatours of Kome hereth it, and
forthwith they go there and see what lande it is

that wyli warre agaynst them ; and so they prepare
them, and goeth a geyne them and subdueth
theym."

The more than quaint legend of the fair lady
who let Virgilius hang all night outside her
window in a basket and of his unseemly
revenge greatly tickled the medkeval palate,
and was frequently illustrated.

The authorities on the subject of the
romance may be most readily consulted in
the preface of the late Mr. Thoms's work, to
which I have already referred.

J. ELIOT HODGKIN.
" The sage Virgilius, Bishop of Naples," is

no other than the great Augustan poet
Virgilius Maro, who is said to be buried in

Naples. Virgilius was thought a magician
in the Middle Ages. There exists a very great
literature upon Virgil the sorcerer ; the
best book on him is written by the eminent
Italian scholar Comparetti ('Virgilio nel
Medio Evo'). Virgilius is also said to have
prognosticated to the Emperor Augustus the
birth of Christ. Of course, everybody knows
of the false interpretations of the fourth

Virgilian Eclogue in a Christian sense ; but
the great Flemish painter Rogier van der

Weyden represents Augustus on his knees,
and the sorcerer Virgil showing; to him in a
vision the Madonna with the child Jesus.
The picture is in the Berlin Museum.

DE. MAX MAAS.
Munich.

EPITAPH AT DONCASTER (9
th S. xii. 288, 413).

Besides the questions asked at the first

reference, a correct transcription of the in-

scription is not unworthy of consideration.
From a drawing of the stone by the Rev. Geo.
Ormsby, vicar of Fishlake, which appears as

figure 1 on plate viii. of
" The

| History and Description |
of

|
St. George's

Church
|
at

| Doncaster, I destroyed by fire Feb-
ruary 28, 1853.

| By |
John Edward Jackson, M.A.,
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I
of Brasenose College, Oxford ; |

Rector of Leigh
Delamere and Vicar of Norton, Wilts

|
......London

|
Printed for the Author

j
...... 1855,"

and from the accompanying text to be found
at pp. 99-102, it would seem to have been as
follows :

HOWE : HOWE : WHO : is : HEARE :

I : ROBYN : or : DONCASTER : AND : MARGARET :

MY : FEARE :

THAT I I : SPENT ! THAT : I : HAD :

THAT : I : GAVE : THAT : I : HAVE : THAT : I :

LEFT : THAT : I : LOSTE.

These words, in Roman type, not black
letter, somewhat ornamented, run in one
continuous line, within a border some little

distance from the edge, the short lines, as

above, being at the head and foot respectively.A little below the first line is the date in
Arabic numerals A.D. : 1 : 5 : 7 : 9

; and some
distance below this again, in five lines, is the
remainder of the inscription :

QVOD : ROBERTVS : BYRKES :

WHO : IN : THIS : WORLDE :

DYD : REYNE : THRE :

SKORE : YEARES I AND : SEAVEN ;

AND : YET : LYVED : NOT : ONE.

Three of these lines are above the short dia-
meter of the stone, the remaining two below it.

After the fire only a few fragments of the
stone could be recovered. The Editor's note
as to the riddle supplies all that is necessary ;

for a fuller and more fanciful one see Southey's
ideas as given in

' The Doctor,' ch. xlii. These
are quoted by Jackson, who continues :

"However just in themselves, these remarks are
not very pertinent to the case of this poor old

gentleman, into whose head no such ideas had pro-
bably ever entered, as those which the more active
brain of the Laureate conceived upon reading the
epitaph. Robin's history was not a very romantic
one, as the reader will see from the few particulars
of it that have been gleaned. What his exact
position in the world was as to property or calling,
has never been ascertained ; but that he was ' well
to do' is probable from the character of his monu-
ment. He is known to have been an Alderman and
thrice Mayor. Moreover he could write his own
name, which was more than the majority of his
brethren could do ; for out of thirty-five upon one
occasion at some municipal proceedings no fewer
than twenty-one signify their consent bymofrvb."

Jackson gives a facsimile of
4i
his last re-

corded attendance on civic duty (4 April,
1589) autographically attested," and con-
cludes :

*' It has been said by some that Robert Byrkes
gave Hunster Wood, in Rossington, to the poor.
But of this no evidence has ever been adduced, nor
does there seem to be any foundation for the state-

ment ; at all events, the poor never had the wood."

Miller (' History of Doncaster,' 1804) says :

" The Corporation of Doncaster are Lords of the
Manor [of Rossington] and owners of this estate
Hunster Wood is remarkable for a number of

fine oaks, and for the quantity of game it contains.

The Rectory of Rossington is in the gift of the

Corporation, and worth upwards of 500/. per
annum."

Thirty years after Miller wrote this the

Corporation, desirous of reducing its in-

debtedness, having obtained sanction from
the Treasury, sold the estate to James
Browne, Esq., of Hare Hills, near Leeds, for

92.500J. on 13 December, 1838, and on
4 September of the following year accepted
the same gentleman's offer of 4,100/. for the

purchase of the advowson of Rossington.
(See

" Doncaster
|
from I the Roman Occupa-

tion
|

to
|
the Present Time.

| By |

John Tom-
linson

|
Doncaster 1887," pp. 274-91.)

Rossington, it may be noted, is five miles

from Doncaster. E. G. B.

"TURNOVER" (9
th S. xii. 364). This sense

of the word was, E am told, first used in con-

nexion with the Globe. Certainly it was well

known in the early eighties. Q. V.

ANIMALS IN PEOPLE'S INSIDES (9
th S. xi.

467 ;
xii. 414). The story about the X rays

at the last reference is a fine example of a
lie with a circumstance, for the X rays would
not have detected the "animal" unless it had
a bony skeleton. J. T. F.
Durham.

FRANCES JENNINGS (9
th S. xii. 349). The

best, if not the only, account of this lady
will be found in Mr. G. Steinman Steinman's
'

Althprp Memoirs,' 1870, pp. 45-52. As this

book is exceedingly scarce, a summary of the

principal events of her life may be accept-
able to MR. EDWARD DENHAM. She was the

daughter, and eventually sole heiress, of Sir

Giffbrd Thornhurst, the only baronet, of

Aghne Court, Old Romney, co. Kent, by
Susanna, daughter of Sir Alexander Temple,
Knt., of Chad well, co. Essex. She married

Richard Jenyns, Esq., of Holy well House,
St. Albans, lord of the manors of Sandridge,
co. Herts, of Churchill, co. Somerset, and of

Fanne, in Godalming, co. Surrey, M.P. for

St. Albans 1642, and again 1661. Her

marriage to this gentleman took place

apparently at the church of St. Paul, Covent

Garden, in December, 1643, when she was

eighteen, her husband six years older.

According to the marriage allegation in the

Bishop of London's Registry, 1643, 18 Decem-

ber, the marriage was to take place at St. Mar-

tin's-in-the-Fields, St. Giles's-in-the-Fields, or

St. Paul's, Covent Garden. It was not cele-

brated at either of the two first-mentioned
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churches, and at the last the registers only
commence in 1653. Sir Gifford Thornhurst
died 16 December, 1627, when Frances was
only two years of age, and his young widow
speedily gave her hand to Sir Martin Lyster,
Knt., of Thorpe Arnold, co. Leicester, by
whom she had a large family, the best known
of whom was Martin Lyster, M.D., F.K.S.,
the celebrated medical author.

Mrs. Jenyns bore anything but an enviable

reputation. Mr. Steinman quotes several

contemporary writers in support of her
(bad) character, including Grammont and
Mrs. Manley. She figures as Damareta, a
character of peculiar infamy in 'The New
Atalantis,' and the authoress goes so far as
to say that she was conversant with a demon
who gave her to understand the future.
Swift gives her as bad a reputation as
Mrs. Manley, and introduces her as "Mother
Haggy" into his squib, 'The Story of the
St. Albans Ghost.' Miss Strickland some-
where finds that "she was not allowed to

approach the Court on account of her in-
famous character, although she had laid
Charles II. under some mysterious obliga-
tion "

( Lives of the Queens of England,
3

1847, x. 249
; 1848, xii. 206).

The children of this lady were two sons,
John and Ralph, who left no issue ; and
four daughters : Susanna, who died young ;

Frances, first the wife of George Hamilton,
and secondly of Richard Talbot, created
Duke of Tyrconnel by James II., known as
"the white widow" in the romance of
history; Barbara, the wife of Col. Edward
Griffith, secretary to Prince George of Den-
mark

;
and Sarah, the celebrated Duchess of

Marlborough. Mr. Jenyns died some time
in 1668, as his effects were administered to,
29 May in that year, by Anthony Mildmay,
his principal creditor, his widow Frances
having renounced. She long survived her
husband, and on 12 February, 1691/2, made
her will (proved 11 January, 1693/4), leaving
ail her manors, lands, personalty, &c., to her
daughter Sarah, for her sole and separate
use, so that her dear son-in-law, John, Earl
of Marlborough,

u
although I love him from

my heart," shall not intermeddle therein
but be wholly debarred. The exact date of
her death is unknown, as the registers of
fet. Albans Abbey Church, where she was
buried, were destroyed by a fire which occurred
in it on 14 September, 1743

; but it probablytook place towards the end of 1693. There
is no other portrait of Mrs. Jenyns than thatm the Althorp Gallery, and this has never
been under the hand of the engraver.

W. F. PKIDEAUX.

SCHOOL LIBRARY IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY (9

th S. xii. 388, 435). Thomas Leigh,
forty-seven years master of the Grammar
School at Bishop Stortford, was of Christ's

College, Cambridge, B.A. 1617-18, M.A. 1621

(see 2nd S. xii. 208). During his rule, when
the school flourished exceedingly and pro-
duced many distinguished scholars, he founded
the school library, which afterwards became
famous, and to which the scholars were obliged
to contribute. This, and not necessarily pure
zeal for learning, may account for the in-

scription in the Bodleian copy of Alessandro's
*Geniales Dies,' evidently once there. The
book is not, I think, quite so unknown as
MR. DODGSON supposes. There is a copy (e.g.]
in this library (same edition as the Bodleian).
It was a very popular book in its day, and
just such a work as a zealous old-world school-
master would recommend for out-of-school

reading, being full of erudite, and at the
same time entertaining, matter, though it

would doubtless be considered anything but
light literature in these degenerate days.
Amongst Leigh's distinguished pupils was
Sir Henry Chauncy, who reverentially refers
to him in his

'

Antiquities of Hertfordshire
'

(i. 333) a reference repeated and extended
in Cussans (i. 113). JOHN HUTCHINSON.
Middle Temple Library.

I well remember being present when a por-
tion of the Bishop Stortford school library
was dispersed by auction at Sotheby's (I

believe) some few years ago. The reason of

my vivid recollection is because I bought the.

following volume and two other books for
three shillings and sixpence ; they all had
on the title-page

" Thos. Leigh," written in a
very neat hand. I take this to be the son
mentioned at the last reference. My volume
contained the following :

1. Amyntse Gaudia. Authore Thoraa Watsono,
Londini. Impensis G. Ponsonbei, 1592. 4to.

2. Meliboeus Thomre Watsoni. Lond., 1590. 4to.
3. Principum ac Illustrium Aliquot Encomia
a Joanne Lelando edita. Londini apud I,

Orwinum, 1589. 4to.

Now the first item of these contains a two-
page preface to Mary, Countess of Pembroke,
and is signed C. M. This is perhaps the only
specimen of poor Kit Marlowe's composition
which was signed by him, and is undoubtedly
his. It fetched ll. 2s. Qd. at Sotheby's a few
months ago, and will no doubt rise in price.
Hence my good memory. NE QUID NIMIS,

HAWTHORN (9
th S. xii. 268, 334, 437). I am

unable to understand the drift of the last

communication ; it seems to be a kind of

special pleading, ignoring all the evidence.
The point is that hawthorn may very well
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have been in use for many centuries before
hoar-thorn was ever heard of, whilst it seems
to be assumed, in direct contradiction to all

evidence, that the contrary was the case.
Hoarthorn is mere English ; but haiuthorn
(i.e., "hedge-thorn") is a word of extreme
antiquity, one of the old Germanic words
existing long before the Saxons came to
England, and still represented in three old
Germanic languages viz., German, Dutch,
and English. WALTER W. SKEAT.

It may interest PROF. SKEAT to hear that in
August last a child in this village who had
made a collection of pressed flowers and leaves
pointed out to me amongst others the leaf of
the hawthorn, which she described as a haga-
thorn. H. M. BATSON.
Hoe Benham, Newbury.

"PALO DE COBRA" (9
th S. xii. 288, 374, 436)'A couple of references which I have casually

come across, and which favour my suggested
identification of this plant, may be of interest.
In

_Ogilyie's 'Imperial Dictionary' (1871
edition) it is observed that the rhizome of

Ophiorrhiza mungos
"in the pharmacopceias is termed Radix serpenti-
num. It is much esteemed in China, Java, Sumatra,
&c., as preventing the effects which usually follow
the naja, a venomous serpent [sic], and those of the
bite of a mad dog/'

And in the
'

Standard Dictionary
'

of Funk
& Wagnalls, s.v.

'

Mungo/ it is mentioned
that the mungoose "is said to eat this plant
as a remedy for snakebite." A little time
spent on following up these clues would, I
have no doubt, definitely settle the matter.

J. DORMER.

TRANSLATIONS, GOOD AND BAD (9
th S. xii.

285). In a tentative sort of way I have done
a little translating, so that I may timidly put
forward a claim to offer a few remarks. All
translations are bad, in the sense that all sub-
stitutes are bad. A photograph is a poor
consolation for the lost touch of a vanished
hand. Most of us would gladly cover our
walls with Kembrandts or Correggios. Failing
these we content ourselves with the humble

Erint
or etching. To many minds a trans-

ition is an abomination
; my lamented father

was of this severe school. But there is a
numerous and influential class whose early
studies were neglected or not pushed far

enough along the lines of advancing scholar-

ship, and to whom a first-rate translation is

a necessity and a boon. In later life, with
economic development, a taste for severe

study often springs up. Thus a brilliant

transcript of a classical writer may serve as
an introduction to the writer himself, pre-

cisely as a first-class criticism of a modern
author serves to draw readers to his works.
For my own part, I have read most of the
authors of antiquity in a modern dress, and
have suffered no serious inconvenience there-
from. The pleasure I derived has always been
tempered by remorse for chances spurned in
the heyday of youth. In one respect a transla-
tion has a distinct advantage over the original
production. One can examine its technique
with the eye of a master, and ask oneself
whether one could have bettered this or that
phrase or turn of thought. As a matter of
fact I never take up any translated work
without seeking to discover points for admi-
ration, either in the diction or the style. Yet
I presume one ought to differentiate between
the reproductions of the masterpieces of an-

tiquity. At the present moment I am read-

ing Lecky's
*

European Morals,' in which I
find excerpts translated from the 'Epistles 'of

Seneca, polished to such a degree of perfection
that it puzzles one to conceive how the matter
could be better managed. To me they seem
the ne plus ultra in transcription. This is

the judgment I am pleased to pass upon
Jowett's

'

Plato.' Jowett, in my humble
opinion, has enriched the language with a
new and almost original work. Plato him-
self would have some difficulty in recognizing
his own labours, unless he had acquired a
mastery of English during his sojourn in
the nether regions. Nor shall I ever forget
the many thrills of exquisite pleasure I got
out of John Hookham Frere's rendering of
the

'

Birds,' &c. of Aristophanes, which is a
veritable tour de force, and is well-nigh
matchless for symmetry, grace, and bril-

liancy of diction. Now the student using
a translation should always ask himself
whether that rendering has enabled him to

get a moderate insight into the fascinations
of the original. Few translations rise to
this severe test, and so disgust the student
with his altogether blameless Greek author.
Homer must feel very sore over his English
exponents. Most reproductions seem to have
been passed through an oven, they are so

arid and gritty. All the scent of the rose

seems crushed out of them. Like the writing
of memoirs, translating is a fine art, which
few men are by nature adapted for.

M. L. R. BRESLAR.
" WAKE "=A VILLAGE FEAST (9

th S. xii. 107,

134, 216). At Little Hucklow, in the High
Peak of Derbyshire, Wake Sunday is the
second Sunday in September. But the annual
feast begins on the preceding Saturday, which
is known as Wake Eve, or Wake Even, and,
till late years, ended on the following Satur-
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day. It now ends on the Thursday. In this

village they speak of
"
holding up

"
the feast,

and this year I was an eyewitness of what
happened in the village. I also obtained from
-aged men and women some information about
customs which have passed away.
Wake Eve was a time of leisure, for on the

evening of that day gates and doors were
lifted from their hinges and hidden, and
farmers' carts were removed from their sheds
and taken down the hill to a wet and swampy
place called the Minings (the first i is long),
from which the villagers still fetch their
water. One old woman said she would take
care that her cart was not taken, and locked
the door of her carthouse. But the cart was
already gone. At the adjoining village of
Brad well the carts used to be taken down the
hill on which this village stands, and were
found next morning in the stream at the
bottom. At Little Hucklow the Sinings was
often a place of merriment. To this place
the lads and lasses of the village went every
evening with buckets on their heads to fetch
water, and then they played their evening
..games. At one of these they used to say :

Sally, Sally, water sprinkle in the pan ;

Rise, Sally, rise, Sally, for a young man.
Choose for the best, choose for the worst,
Choose for the pretty girl that you love best.

Then a couple were supposed to get married,
and the others said :

Now you've got married we wish you joy,
Seven years after a son and a daughter {
Pray, young lady, come out of the water.

As the lads and lasses ran down the hill to
the Sinings some of them made arches with
their arms, under which the others "ducked "

and when they "ducked" they said, "Dig
under th' water hole." The eyes of the old
woman who told me of these joys of her
youth sparkled. This year carts were not
taken from their sheds. '

Sally Water '

is
still played, but not at the Sinings or in
wake week.
We had two weddings in wake week, this

being a favourite season for wedlock. At one
of these the wedding party drove in the
morning to the nearest church in a carriage
and pair, and in the afternoon the bride and
bridegroom played at trap-ball or rounders
in the town gate (village street) with the
'other lads and lasses, the bride being in her
bridal dress. As they came back from church
entrance to the village was barred by a rope,and before the carriage could get through a
small toll three shillings was exacted,

i r
Eve

n^
evenin8 tnei*e was dancing in a hay-

iott. ihe room was decorated with ever-
greens and flags, and they sometimes danced

to a tune called 'Paddy Whack.' I noticed
that before dancing began pieces of tallow
were scattered oh the floor to make it

slippery.
On Wake Sunday a special service is held

in a small Dissenters' chapel in the village.
It is largely attended both by the villagers
and strangers.

^
The young girls are dressed

in white, and sit on a platform at one end of
the building. In wake week children begin
to wear new clothes and new shoes. Forty
years ago much weaving was done in the
village, but the loom ceased to work on the
Thursday before Wake Sunday. In wake
week visitors arrive from other towns, absent
sons and daughters come to stay with their
parents, and relations and friends pay their
annual visit. I heard a farmer say that in
wake week he had had once as many as forty
visitors in his house at one time. Some days
before Wake Eve houses are cleaned, white-
washed (there is no papering), and painted.A man told me that his wife had been"
scrattin' and fettlin'

"
for a week or more to

get things ready. The custom is (or was)
to paint the doors of the houses black, and to
colour the outside of door-steads and window-
frames yellow by means of clay-wash. Yellow
paint was used instead of clay-wash this year.
Spar, which is plentiful in the neighbourhood,
is scattered in front of the houses just before
wake week. Not only do friends meet at
this season, but old quarrels are settled, and
no wake week would be complete without a
fight. This year two of the villagers settled
a dispute by the help of their fists.

Old men tell me that fifty years ago
most of the villagers brewed their own ale,
and in wake week they went from house to
house "tasting the taps." An interesting
custom in this week has just been discon-
tinued. Thirty or forty men and women
joined their hands together, and, forming a
ring, danced from house to house. A fiddler

played the tune, and as they danced they
sang :

There was a man, he had a dog,And Bingo was his name O,
B-i-n-g-o, B-i-n-g-o [they spell the word],And Bingo was his name 0.

They would dance in the houses if they could
get in. It was a time of high merriment at
which games were played and
The girls used to sing :

I '11 have a lad with a white cockade,
Or else I '11 wait till there is one made ;A white cockade and a jacket blue,
Those are the lads that prove so true.

It is said that the old women of Castleton,
four miles off, loved their wakes so dearly
that they made a rope to tie them in !

songs sung.
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I believe that the right name of the feast is

wake, though I have heard "
wakes," and even

meaning the night when they watch in th_
house of death. These village feasts have
nothing to do with churches or their so-
called patron saints. !S. O. ADDY.
Little Hucklow Hall, Eyam.

WYMONDHAM GUILDS (9
th S. xii. 410).

MR. HUGHES'S query reminds me of an inscrip
tion on an old house in Wymondham which
I sketched in the year 1867 (it may be there
now) : NEC MIHI GLIS SERVUS NEC HOSPES
HIRUDO. I have often wondered if the
person who caused it to be carved was as
genial a host and as good a master as the
text seems to imply. HENRY TAYLOR.

" YCLEPING " THE CHURCH (9
th S. Vlii. 420,

486
;

ix. 55, 216, 394 ; x. 54, 136 ; xii. 371).
This is an unfortunate title, for of course
ydeping is an error for dipping. Various
ingenious origins have been suggested ; I
think the right one is far simpler than any
jet mentioned. The great book of the Middle
Ages was the Latin Bible, and of this book the
most familiar part was the Psalms, which
many knew by heart.
In Ps. xlviii. 12 (xlvii. 13 in the Vulgate) we

read :

" Walk about Sion, and go round about
her." The Vulgate has: lt Circumdate Sion,
et complectimini earn."

The Vespasian Psalter (A.D. 875) translates
this by :

" Ymbsellath Sion and dyppath hie."
And Wycliffe has :

"
Cumpasse ye Syon, and

bidippe ye it."

Nothing could be more obvious than to
found upon this a simple practical custom,
carried out in the literal sense by taking
hands all round a church.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

PANNELL (9
th S. xii. 248). This name would

appear to be a Yorkshire one, especially in
the North and West Ridings.
Kippax, about an equal distance from

ILeeds and Pontefract, seems to have been an
early temporary home of the family. The
registers commence in 1539, but the name
does not occur until 1559, when John Pannell
married Mary Taylor, while several baptisms
and burials are found after this date.
Thomas Pannell, of Kippax, also had two
children Alice, born and died 1600, and
Hobert, died 1602. The family left Kippax
early in the seventeenth century.
The marriage registers of St. Michael-le-

Belfry, York, contain only one entry of the
name, viz., Katharine Pannell, who married
Humphrey Thompson in 1587. Two Pannell
burials also occur in the eighteenth century.
William Pannell, of Horbury, near Wake-

field, had a child Mary, born in 1662. This
is the only time the name appears in the

Horbury registers.
In the eighteenth century a family of this

name were living at Stokesley, in Cleveland,
Yorks. Robert Pannell, maltster, of Stokesley
died in 1743, and his wife Jane a year after-

wards. They had two children Hugh, born
1721, who, I believe, became a clockmaker at

Stokesley, and a daughter Jane, born in 1724
and died 1740. Thomas Pannell, probably a
brother of Robert, died in 1729. Whether
the name is found after 1750 I cannot say, as
the Yorkshire Parish Register Society have
only printed the registers up to that date.

All the registers referred to have been
published by the above society.

CHAS. HALL CROUCH.
5, Grove Villas, Wanstead.

ENGLISH ACCENTUATION (9
th S. xi. 408, 515 ;

xii. 94, 158, 316;. The remark at the last

reference, that Ismail ia is very generally
mispronounced Ismaylia, tempts me to draw
attention to other names with the same
termination, which also tend to throw back
the stress towards the beginning. For in-

stance, I frequently hear Pavia pronounced
as if it had something to do with pavier.

Rogers accents it correctly in his
*

Italy,'

part i. vii. :

And now appear, as on a phosphor sea,
. Numberless barks from Milan, from Pavia.

Our poets are, however, not always blame-
iess. In ' Paradise Lost

' Milton anglicizes
the Spanish Fuenterrabia as Fontarabia.

Among Italian and Spanish personal names
which I have heard wrongly accented by
Englishmen I may mention Beccaria, Eche-

verria, Faria, Garcia. To these may be added
the territorial designations Almeria, Anda-

ucia, Antioquia, fec. The countries which
we call Roumania and Russia are Romania
and Rossia in the mouths of natives. On the

_ther hand, the Bulgarian capital is always
jailed Sofia by its inhabitants.

JAMES PLATT, Jun.

ORIGIN OF THE TURNBULLS (9
th S. xi. 109,

233, 329, 498
;

xii. 51, 353, 416). I am sur-

prised at J. B. P.'s reply. From the first to

;his, my last note on the subject, I had not,

nor have I, any wish to cause vexation or

orrow to a single individual.

'1ST. & Q.' is not a literary arena for the

purpose of
"
disturbing

"
anything but wrong
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impressions, earmarking inaccuracies, the
display of new literary discoveries, or inter-

esting matter generally.
I do not see the relevancy of J. B. P.'s

reference to the length of my last reply, any
more than if I now said his reply extends
to about a column. There was not any
attempt on my part to court an expression
of kindness or favour, so far as the sub-

ject under consideration is concerned : cer-

tainly I was anxious any additional light
that might be possible should be thrown
on the matter, which I do not see that
J. B. P. has done, even in the most infinitesimal

way. The question is, Did or did not William
Turnbull do homage for lands? To cavil
over the fact that when he did homage for
lands the lands were not particularly specified
in the Ragman Roll, to which I referred,
is playing with the important point. To
my mind the same applies to the remarks
concerning

"
Tremblee." What matters it

whether I spelt the name with one e in
my last reply, when reference to my first

supplies the variant with two e's ? What
importance is to be attached to the fact, if
fact it be, that "

Trembeley
" was a Kincar-

dineshire man, any more than we have Turn-
bulls in Ayrshire, Trumbles in Surrey, and
Turneboles somewhere else? It is the'origin
of the name we were dealing with. As to
Mr. Stodart being a competent authority, I
never said he was not, any more than I am
prepared to accept his every statement ex
cathedra. If my first communication had
been duly noted, it would have been remem-
bered that I actually quoted that gentlemanNow I say that in my experience "com-
petent authorities on history, science art
and literature have often been proved in-
accurate, at least in some respects.

This is where 'N.&Q.' even more than
fulfils its mission, for personally I would
prefer to take as my authority many a con-
ributor's dictum to not a few so-called
authorities." In fact, a student who has

tor many years read, and still reads, *N. & O '

must have been, and still be, thoroughly
impressed with the same feeling, weekly
monthly, or yearly, as the case may be For
instance, J. B. P. stated that Bruce had no
power to make grants of land before he was
king. But see MR. R. BARCLAY- ALL^E-
ICES letter ante, p. 417, under the head-

ing Lord Palatine.' Let me anticipate any
observation which might be made as to the
sovereign power of a Lord Palatine In a
previous note it will be seen that Bruce was

Amrfc f "'ft ??-
d
V
8 mentioned as Regent.Apart from all this I am prepared to show

if it was necessary, that charters granting
lands have been made by parties much below
the then social scale of Bruce.

It appears that I ought to have said " that
the date was not certain

"
in place of

" he
frankly owns." I did not put "frankly owns' 7

in inverted commas
;
but no matter : if J. B. P.

objects to his
"
frankly owning," then I

withdraw the expression.
ALFRED CHAS. JONA&.

SIR HENRY WOTTON : MALLORIE : CANDISHE :

DR. JOHNSTON (9
th S. xii. 367). In John

Harris's
'

Navigantium
'

there is an account
of Thomas Candish, or Cavendish, of Trimley,
in Suffolk, Esq. ;

he is described as a genfcle-
man of honourable family near Ipswich.
Amongst other voyages he sailed round the
world with the Desire (140 tons), the Con-
tent (60 tons), and the Hugh Gallant (40 tons).
He had with him 126 officers and men, and
provision for two years. He left Harwich
8 July and London 10 July, 1586, on a trading
and privateering voyage, which lasted two
years and two months.
A Timothy Mallory went to India in 1614 ;

he was not in the Company's service, but got
his passage out (as other adventurous men
did in early days) as the servant of one of
the Company's servants. As soon as he
arrived in India work was found for him,
and he was sent as a junior merchant to
Masulipatam, 1615. Is that the man 1

? See
Bird wood and Foster,

*

Early Letters of the
East India Company,' vol. iii.

FRANK PENNY.

PRINCE OF WALES'S THEATRE, TOTTENHAM
STREET (9

th S. xii. 365). I do not understand
MR. CLARKE to say that all Robertson's plays
were first produced at this theatre, but his
reference to the revival of some of them in
"other and larger arenas

"
prompts the ques-

tion whether the one I remember with most
pleasure thanks partly, no doubt, to the
capital acting of Miss Ada Cavendish and
Mr, Compton, who appeared in it was not
originally produced at the Haymarket. I
refer to 'Home,' which I certainly saw acted
there some time in the sixties. I "saw several
other plays of "this elegant set" at the
Tottenham Street house, but I do not think
' Home ' was ever given there. Speaking of
the Haymarket and Mr. Compton reminds
me of my first night in a London theatre,
when I saw ' The Heir-at-Law '

at this house,
with Mr. and Mrs. Chippendale, Mr. Buck-
stone, Mr. Compton, and Miss Nelly Moore"
that rare and radiant maiden "

of Mr. Hi S.

Leigh's 'Chateaux d'Espagne' in the cast.
What a cast it was ! I should be glad to be
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told who, besides those 1 have named, were
in it. C. C. B.

['Home' was produced by Sothern at the Hay-
market, 14 January, 1869. See ' D.N.B. 5

for Robert-
son's many other plays.]

Agreeing most heartily with every word of
MR. CECIL CLARKE'S graceful communication
on this subject, and as a lover of a good play,
and as one who never on any occasion failed

in his admiration of the genius of Miss Marie
Wilton, from the time of her appearance in
1 The Maid and the Magpie

'

in the little,

unadorned Strand Theatre to the period of

the regime of Mr. and Mrs. Bancroft in the

artistically decorated theatre in the Hay-
market (I fully remember when the few stalls

therein were protected from the pit by a
coarse wooden partition surmounted by a
row of iron spikes), at the same time I

venture to confess, as a visitor to the little

house in Tottenham Street from 1865, that I

was one of the many persons who regretted
the migration of Mr. and Mrs. Bancroft and
their famous company to the West - End.
Additional fame and fortune were reaped in

the grander house
;
but although the plays

there were in every sense of the word beauti-

fully produced, yet to my mind they appeared
to require that Meissonier-like perfection
that was inherent in the charming comedies
that delighted the crowded audiences of

"the old Prince of WalesV
HENRY GERALD HOPE.

119, Elms Road, Clapham, iS.W.

KINGSLEY'S VERSES :

' A FAREWELL '

(9
th S.

xii. 409). In the song 'My Fairest Child,'

composed by A. H. Behrend, Kingsley's
words appear according to MR. GEORGE
STRONACH'S first quotation.

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

QUEEN ELIZABETH AND NEW HALL, ESSEX

(9
th S. xii. 208, 410). The inscription copied

by MR. HOOPER is on the porch of the main

entrance, which forms part of the building
erected by Henry Ratcliffe, third Earl of

Sussex, in 1575 on the site of some older

rooms. I should be greatly inclined to attri-

bute the inscription to Lord Sussex himself,
or else to his kinsman Philip, third Lord
Wharton. Both seem to have been well

acquainted with Italy, and Lord Sussex him-

self, at all events, was a most obsequious
courtier, and in 1561 had offered to propose
Queen Elizabeth's marriage with Leicester

at a Chapter of the Order of the Garter.

With reference to the epithet
**
Divina," it is

curious that the Inquisition in Spain often

prosecuted Englishmen for styling Queen

Elizabeth "Defender of the Faith." Both
Sussex and Wharton were, however, Catholics,
though lukewarm.
A curious analogy, though an unconscious

one, with this use of the word " Divina " was
lately furnished by the Westminster Gazette,
which published a Latin epigram in which
Mrs. Patrick Campbell was styled

"
Coeli

Regina," in entire forgetfulness of the fact
that this is the proper title of the Blessed
Virgin.
Does not Erasmus somewhere rebuke the

Latin writers of his time for styling kings
"divine "

? Is it not here meant for a trans-
lation of

"
sacred

"
1 H.

THE GIPSY QUEEN, MARGARET FINCH (9
th S.

xii. 407). Robert Malcolm, in his
'

Curiosities
of Biography' (1860), devotes a couple of

paragraphs to Margaret Finch. Thence I

gather that she was born at Sutton, Kent, in
1631. Her death and burial are thus re-

corded :

" From a constant habit of sitting on the ground
with her chin resting on her knees, generally with
a pipe in her mouth, and attended by her faithful

dog, her sinews at length became so contracted
that she was unable to rise from that posture.
Accordingly, after her death, it was found necessary
to inclose her body in a deep square box. She died
in October, 1740, at the great age of 109 years. Her
remains were conveyed in a hearse, attended by
two mourning coaches, to Beckenham, in Kent,
where a sermon was preached on the occasion to
a great concourse of people who assembled to
witness the ceremony."

See also
* Old and New London/ vi. 314.

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

TRINITY SUNDAY FOLK-LORE (9
th S. xi. 224,

298). Atcharya Hdryu Toki, the illustrious

Mantranist Bishop of Togano-o, Kyoto, re-

cently communicated to me the following :

" Mount Yudono [in a northern province of Japan]
has this tradition attached to it. People say should
one earnestly pray towards the east from its summit
before sunrise, the sixteenth of the seventh moon
[of lunar calendar], he would see on the sun, just

appearing above the mountain-chains in its front,

distinct figures of the Buddhist Trinity, the Buddha
Amitabha and the Boddhisattvas Avalokites'vara
and Mahasthama. So even nowadays credulous
visitors crowd there in that dawn."

In Ramusio's 'Navigation!,' torn. L, I re-

member I once read one of F. Xavier's letters

making mention of the then current belief

among the Japanese Buddhists that they
could see in a certain mountain the figure of

the most supreme of all the Buddhas, Dai-
nichi (literally, Great-Sun, or Vairotchana in

Sanskrit). Whether or not it is definitely
stated therein, the Buddha's name impels us

to believe in the said manifestation having
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some connexion with the sun when rising or

setting.
Some pious Japanese pay particular homage

to a picture called 'Yamakoshi no Mida

(' Amitabha across a Mountain ') It is said

to have originated in a drawing by a saint

named Eshin (tenth century) of the Buddha,

whom he actually saw on the setting sun

when he was walking across a mountain.
KUMAGUSU MlNAKATA.

Mount Nachi, Kii, Japan.

LATIN QUIP (9
th S. xii. 385). The form in

which these lines were told me in my Oxford

days adds somewhat to the version given by
PROF. STRONG. The lines are a reproof to a

grey-headed dean who had sung a hunting

song. I read :

Cane Decane canis ; sed ne cane, cane Decane

De cane : de canis, cane Decane, cane.

ALDENHAM.

SHAKESPEARE AND LORD BDRLEIGH (9
th S.

xii. 328, 396, 411). If Queen Elizabeth visited

Castle Hedingham in August, 1561, it must
have been in the time of John de Vere, Earl of

Oxford, who died in 1562, and was the father

of Edward de Vere (born in 1550, and so eleven

years old at the date of the queen's visit),

who married in 1571 Anne, the eldest daughter
of Lord Burleigh. ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Tankerton-on-Sea, Kent.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Alchemist. By Ben Jonson. Newly edited by
H. C. Hart, (De La More Press. )

UNDER the care of Mr. H. C. Hart, the results

of whose labours on Elizabethan and Jacobean
literature are pleasantly conspicuous in

' N. & Q.,'

we have an ideal edition of the best and
most characteristic of Jonson's comedies. The
work in question is issued with all the typo-
graphical luxury of the De La More Press, and as

one of the quartos published under the editorship
of Mr. Israel Gollancz in the "

King's Library." It

may be held to show the best results of modern
scholarship as applied to the as yet but half-

explained allusions in our old dramatists. Again
and again the conjectures of Gifford, the accepted
editor of Jonson, are shown to be monstrous or

futile, and flashes of light are let into chambers
hitherto unexplored or dark. In no comedy of

Jonson, and in few works of his epoch or that

succeeding, not even in ShadwelPs '

Squire of

Alsatia,' is the need of glossarial explanation so

great as it is in
' The Alchemist.' Those who

purchase the present volume, which is issued in a
limited edition, may be pleased to think that not
a few of the illustrations it supplies will be service-
able in the case of other works of the epoch. In
wishing that we could have all the principal plays
of Tudor times in a similar form, we are aware of
the difficulties and even the disadvantages that

beset such a task. Few shelves are long enough to-

receive in such a form the works of Ben Jonson
alone. Meantime, the plays of George Chapman
call for the editing they have never received, and
those of Beaumont and Fletcher in anything ap-
proaching to a satisfactory state are out of reach.

Our successors may hope for the days when the
services of .men so competent as Mr. Hart may be
secured to scholarship by a government or academic

grant. We may not, a propos of this reprint, deal

with the claims of the play or the merits of its

author. 'The Alchemist' is one of the very few
works of Jonson which, in addition to delighting

Pepys and the frequenters of the Theatre Royal
and Dorset Garden, have had a representation

" of
sorts

"
before the present generation. It is con-

fessedly in its line unique, and its characters are

among the best drawn in the English drama. Like
other works of its time, it helped Milton, who,
after his fashion, improved and elevated all he
touched. Sir Epicure Mammon's lines to Dol
Common, beginning "It is a noble humour,"
IV. i. 96, inspired the divine verses in 'Cdmus'
beginning "It is for homely features to keep
home." Sir Epicure himself suggests edifying com-
parisons with the full-blooded heroes of Marlowe.
A "sudden boy," which Mr. Hart has not en-
countered elsewhere, recalls the soldier "sudden
and quick in quarrel." Can "

Titi, Titi," fairy lan-

guage, have any connexion with, or throw any
light on,

"
Highty, tighty," originally written "

hity
tity

"
? A reproduction of Zoffany's plate of David

Garrick as Abel Drugger serves as frontispiece.
In this the Face appears to be Woodward, and
the Subtle is probably Burton. From lovers of

the drama this edition will obtain the warmest
welcome.

Shakespeare and the Rical Poet. By Arthur
Acheson. (Lane.)

IT would be rather cruel to apply to Mr. Acheson's
own work the opening words of his preface. These
words are as follows :

" The research of text-
students of the works of Shakespeare, undertaken,
with the object of unveiling the mystery which
envelops the poet's life and personality, has-

added little or nothing to the bare outlines which
hearsay, tradition, and the spare records of his

time have given us." Mr. Acheson himself is, how-
ever, under the impression that he has cast light

upon some of the subjects most constantly in debate..

These subjects are, beside the chronology of the
plays,

' The Patron,'
' The Rival Poet,'

' the Dark
Lady,' and 'The Mr. W. H. of the Dedication.'
In order to decide how far he has succeeded the
reader must study the work for himself. The value
of evidence is different to different minds, and as

regards much that is told us concerning Shake-
speare we are on the side of scepticism. Whether
the Mr. W. H. to whom Thorpe dedicated the
Sonnets was William Herbert, Earl of Pembroke,
Henry Wriothesley, Earl of Southampton, a Mr.
William Hall, or a Mr. William Hughes, is still

fiercely contested. With regard to this question
Mr. Acheson gives a rather uncertain sound. His
words are: "I shall prove later on that William
Herbert, Earl of Pembroke, was not the patron
addressed in these Sonnets, and shall, I believe,
give very convincing evidence that Henry Wriothes-
ley, Earl of Southampton, was that figure; yet I
do not think it at all improbable that Pembroke
was the 'Mr. W. H.' addressed by Thorpe, nor
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unlikely that the Sonnets were published through
his influence and with his cognizance." After
studying the Sonnets so closely that he has com-
mitted them to memory a praiseworthy and almost
indispensable preliminary, in which he is not alone

he declares his preparedness to "show conclu-

sively that Prof. Minto's conjecture as to Chapman's
identity as the 'rival poet' is absolutely true."
These be strong words, and they are followed by
others equally strong. How far our author succeeds
in establishing his case we will leave the reader to

judge. If he carries his point, no matter at what
price of rearrangement of the Sonnets and subversal
of the accepted order of the plays, he has done more
than hasbeenaccomplished by any of his predecessors.
This is surely enough to justify every Shakespearian
scholar in undertaking the rather arduous task of

studying the volume. A point on which stress is

laid is that Holofernes in
'

Love's Labour 's Lost '

is George Chapman. In the supposed allusion to

Southampton as Ganymede in Chapman's
4 Shadow

of Night' a point of interest is approached; but
Mr. Acheson insists that an essential line has
"
dropped out." We see no trace of this, and the

rimes are perfect. At the close of his volume Mr.
Acheson prints poems of Chapman in which he
finds attacks upon Shakespeare. In these, and in

much of Mr. Acheson's argument, there is matter to

interest and stimulate thought. If we remain un-
convinced we may acknowledge that this is a state

of mind familiar to us in presence of Shakespearian
criticism and emendation. Were the subject theo-

logical we might perhaps plead the crassa igno-
rantia which the most zealous and orthodox accept
as a mitigating condition in cases of heresy.

The Story of Nell Givyn. By Peter Cunningham.
Edited by Gordon Goodwin. (Bullen.)

AFTER appearing in serial shape in the Gentleman'
1

s

Magazine for 1851,
' The Story of Nell Gwyn : and

the Sayings of Charles the Second,' as it was origin-

ally called, assumed book-form the following year
and sprang into immediate popularity. Before

long it became although its trustworthiness had
been to some extent oppugned one of the scarcest

and most-prized volumes of modern theatrical

literature. Within the last decade a new edition,
with further notes and a life of the author by Mr.
H. B. Wheatley, who continued Cunningham's 'Old
and New London,' saw the light; and this has in

turn been followed by an edition entitled simply
'The Story of Nell Gwyn,

3 and edited by Mr.
Gordon Goodwin. The latest editor has been
fortunate enough to add somewhat to our knowledge
of the frail and vivacious heroine, and the present
issue may count as the best. It is specially pretty
and convenient in shape, and it contains in addi
tion to views of Nell's reputed birthplace at Here
ford and other spots associated with her a series

of brilliantly executed portraits of herself, her off

spring, her associates, and her rivals. Nell Gwyn on
a bed of roses, with Charles II. in the distance
after Gascar, serves as frontispiece. There are

reproductions of four portraits by Lely : one from t

picture at Montagu House ; one as Cupid, of the ut
most rarity, by Richard Tompson ;

and presentations
of Louise de Querouaille, Duchess of Portsmouth, the
Duchess of Cleveland, James, Lord Beauclerk, and
others. So strongly do these recommend the book
that the possessors of the other editions will be

disposed or obliged to add this to their collection

It is in all respects a dainty little volume.

yictionctry of Historical Allusions. By Thomas
Benfield Harbbttle. (Sonnenschein & Co.)

^HIS useful work is intended to rank with the

^Dictionary
of Quotations

'

of the same author and
}ol. P. H. Dalbiac. A work of this kind is, on its-

irst appearance, necessarily tentative, and will in-

he course of successive editions be greatly enlarged.
?he reader who uses it will be saved much trouble,
ince the information it supplies covers a period!
rom the beginnings of literature up to to-day.
.n some cases additions to what is told might
with advantage be supplied. To ' Chouans '

might
:>e appended the information that they were
10 called in consequence of imitating the cry of
-he chouan, or long-eared owl. There are, more-
>ver, curious confusions of date. There could
scarcely have been an Earl of Mar a Jacobite leader
n 1813; we know of no Cyprus Treaty of 1788
>etween Great Britain and Turkey; Baillie, the
eader of the Jerviswood plot for preventing the
Duke of York from succeeding Charles II., could
not have been executed in 1634, when the duke was
only a year old ; and Steele, ob. 1729, and Addison,,
ob. 1719, could not have been members, as is stated,,
of a club founded by prominent Whig politicians
o promote the principles of the French Revolution.
Senri III., who died in 1589, could not have issued
n 1785 an edict withdrawing all the privileges
accorded to the Huguenots, nor did that monarch
ever receive the nickname of Mignon, which was.

applied to his favourites.

Great Masters. Part IV. (Heinemann.)
THE latest part of 'Great Masters' opens with
Romney's lovely painting of Mrs. Drummond
Smith, from the collection of the Marquess of

Northampton at Castle Ashby. One of the most
beautiful of Romney's portraits, this work is com-
paratively unknown. The bright, handsome, boyish
face which follows, and is entitled 'A Young Cava-
lier Writing,' is by Gabriel Metsu, and is from the
fine collection of Mr. A. Beit. It is a masterpiece-
of a Dutch school no longer in highest repute, and
is a magnificent reproduction. From Lord Sack-
ville's gallery comes Gainsborough's portrait of
Miss Linley (Sheridan's wife and the subject of
his famous duels) and her brother, and shows
its two subjects dishevelled in a gipsy fashion.
It is, as the commentator says, inferior in ex-

pression to works kindred in class by Sir Joshua,,
but the beauty of the faces, especially that of

the boy, is indescribable. The Earl of Carlisle
lends the original of the landscape of Rubens
with which the part concludes. In behalf of

this work it is claimed that it is one of the finest

landscape paintings produced in his great days
by one of the most original of artists, to whom
"Nature was a living, striving, palpitating
entity, who saw Nature like a myth-maker, saw
Pan in the woods, Aurora in the dawn, Jove in the

sky, Boreas in the gale." With this part the pub-
lisher offers special privileges to subscribers, bring-

ing the charge per plate to a price out of comparison
with anything that has previously been offered the
public. Attention is being drawn by Dr. Bode,
Director of the Berlin National Gallery, to the fact

that, whereas all mezzotint engravings must neces-

sarily be one artist's interpretation of another, we
have in the present instance a perfect reproduction
of the artist's design with every detail perfect.
There can be no question of the beauty of the work-
manship, and the owner of the one hundred plates
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it is intended to publish will possess a singularl
fine and representative collection. The Dutcl
and English schools seem likely to occupy the
most space. In the former we shall afford a

special welcome to the ' Dutch Courtyard
' o

De Hooghe, from the National Gallery, with it

customary and indescribable atmospheric effects.

THE strange and fascinating personality of Hecto
Berlioz forms the subject of the most interesting
and valuable contribution in the Fortnightly. Much
is known concerning this self-educated musician
but it is always delightful to read about him. On
one of the saddest occasions ever chronicled, Heine
-said to him, with a sigh, "Ah! Berlioz, you were
always original

"
; and so, indeed, he was. If no

jaew story is told concerning the musician, many
pleasant things are recalled to the memory, and are
welcome. Mr. Garstaug deals with * The Love
:8ongs of a Bygone Day.' What is said is right
enough, but we find our author speaking with some-
thing like an apology not only of Wither, but ol

Herrick. In his
' D'Annunzio's "LeLaudi" 3 Mr.

J. C. Bailey speaks eloquently concerning the Italian

poet's gift of language. In the Nineteenth Century
Mr. R. Boswprth Smith, continuing a series of bird
studies previously begun, undertakes the defence
and rehabilitation of the magpie. His task is, it is

to be feared, hopeless. Lovers of bird life will

always regard with affection the magpie and the
jay, but these creatures will, until we reach a time
when we are more human or less ignorant, be the
objects of the special aversion of the gamekeeper.
.Many interesting stories of the bird are told,

;and some sad experiences are narrated concern-
ing the efforts of the male bird to secure a mate
to bring up his offspring after his chosen partner
has been shot. Quite insatiable is, however, the
.greed of slaughter of man, while the vanity and
absence of imagination of woman are not less
destructive in effect. In ' A Visit to the Wise
Woman of Lisclogher' Mrs. Greville-Nugent pre-
serves some interesting bits of folk-lore.

'

English
Style and some French Novels

'

may be read with
interest. Lady Sarah Wilson describes in the Pall
Mall a six weeks' incursion into North-Western
Rhodesia, a part of the world in which Lady Sarah,
without being a pessimist, sees trouble ahead. ' The
Rebuilding of London '

has some good views of the
City by Hedley Fiston. Mr. Ernest M. Jessop
sends an account, with illustrations from photo-
graphs,

of Lansdowne House. In his 'Master
Workers ' Mr. Harold Begbie gives an account of
Mr. John Morley, whose

portrait, with a couple of
dogs, is affixed. An anecdotal account of the latest
Pope is also supplied, together with views of
his unpretending domestic surroundings. Lady
Broome, in the Comhill, continues her colonial
reminiscences. It is curious to find that in New
.Zealand, as in England, servants constitute the
greatest plague of life. Mr. Mortimer Menpes writes
on 'Whistler the Purist,' and speaks from the
depth of a close personal intimacy. Had his fami-
liarity with his subject been less we should have
been disposed to question some of the estimate
formed of Whistler the man. Mr. Godley's

*

Lines
written in Depression

'

are very humorous. The
Rev. W. H. Hutton has a judicious paper on Samuel
Rawson Gardiner. In The Grouse and the Gun-Koom Mr. Alexander Innes Shand seems to promise
the story told by Squire Hardcastle, the absence of
which we constantly deplore. It proves, however,

to be no such matter. Mr. W. A. Shenstone writes
of 'Ferments and Fermentation.' Dealing with
Mr. Whibley's

'

Thackeray,' Mr. Andrew Lang
advances some instances of contradictory state-

ments, and offers a capital defence of the great
novelist 'against modern precepts of criticism.

Dr. Launcelot Dowdall sends to the Gfentlematfs
an interesting 'Chapter on Names,' which forms a
valuable summary of a great subject. Col. Los-
combe's * Jamaica Wit and Wisdom '

contains some
folk-lore speech. Mr. John T. Curry gives an esti-

mate of Abraham Cowley, and Mr. H. S. Clapham
one of Francois Villon. Mr. Philip Sidney writes
on 'History in Fiction.' In 'At the Sign of the
Ship,' in Longman's, Mr. Andrew Lang is instruc-
tive concerning the relation between reviewers
and the reviewed. The subject is inexhaustible. It

is, however, deftly handled. Among other miscel-
lanea he quotes a wonderful beginning of a novel.
If Mr. Lang wants it, we will give him another, far
more startling, but not quite quotable. The general
effect of the number is very bright. In a
pleasant list of contents the Christmas Idler has a
characteristic story of M. Anatole France. With
a very gay cover, depicting the bearing of the boar's
head and the playing of ancient music, Scribner's
for December is emphatically a Christmas number.
It has many coloured illustrations, the most
attractive of which are the pictures of

* Holland
from the Stern of a Boeier.

3 Views of Buda and
Pest are not in colours, but are ample and very
effective. In the Atlantic Monthly appear a further
instalment of Sir Leslie Stephen's 'Journalism ' and
a deeply interesting article, by Mr. George P.
Baker, on ' Some Recent Books on the Elizabethan
Drama.'

$oticts is C0r:fspanfoBts.

We must call {special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
ind address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
ication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
ilip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
iuch address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ng queries, or making notes with regard to previous
jntries in the paper, contributors are requested to
)ut in parentheses, immediately after the exact
leading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."
NASCOT LAWN ("La Tentation de Saint An-

oine"). We suppose you refer to Gustave Flau-
aert's book so entitled, but many writers have
lealt with the subject.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

o "The Editor of * Notes and Queries'" Adver-
isements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
isher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return
ommunications which, for any reason, we do not
rint ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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ITS DERIVATION.
IN Liddell and Scott's

* Greek Lexicon '

and its derivatives number some one
hundred and five words, without reckoning
compounds entered under prefixes other than
at//,-. Of the remaining alp- terms cuju,vAos
accounts for six, at/xao-ta for three; and there
are three isolated words, viz., at/Aoa-ar^s, "a
Saurian stone used in burnishing gold," ai/zos" =

8pvfji6<s," and afyiwi/
" =

Sa6/za)v, Sa^/zcoi>, skil-

ful," which has also the meaning of
"
bloody."

The two meanings "bloody" and "skilful"
are more likely to have had an identical

origin than that there should have been two
different words of identical sound and form.
As alfjLvhos has the meaning of "flattering,"
<;

wheedling,"
"
wily," used mostly of words,

it also is probably to be classed with the

majority of the other at/x- forms, and may
possibly be equated with English "say."
This leaves only two isolated forms : the
name of the Samian stone used in burnishing
gold, and ai/xos

=
S/cnyxos, a

"
coppice,"

" brush-

wood," from Spvjrru, "tear," thus hinting at
a connexion with at/xao-ta. Samos, according
to Strabo, meant a height; an adjectival

form (radios gives us Samia, where there was
a famous temple of the Samian Poseidon.
Now o-a/xio, yields at/za without any violation
or torturing of Greek phonetic laws. Rse-
monia, the ancient name of Thessaly, and the
Thracian Hsemus are, I venture to suggest,
of the same derivation. It is well known
that promontories, rocky islands, and beet-
ling crags overhanging streams have been
seats of ancient cults, and in many cases bear
names signifying

"
blood." Thus we have the

lies Sanguinaires, off Corsica
; Gower (giviar,

an old Welsh word meaning "blood"), near
Swansea ; and the Bloody Foreland (cnoc na
fola), in the Mac Sweeny country in Donegal.

The supersession, in Greek mythology, of
the Mediterranean god Poseidon by Olym-
pian Zeus is apparently an idealized repre-
sentation of the subjugation of the Medi-
terranean race by Northern tribes. Some of
these tribes, Phrygian and Cimmerian, are
found in the Troad

;
and accordingly Posei-

don and his sister Hera are the implacable
foes of Troy in Greek story, while Zeus is

either friendly or neutral. In the usual way
a marriage is arranged between the intruding
conqueror and the sister of the conquered
monarch such an alliance as Napoleon con-
tracted with Marie Louise of Austria. The
" Samian "

epithet of the defeated god loses
most of its sacred connotation, and is de-

graded^ into the simple meaning of blood

sanguis in Italy and cu/xa in Hellas. By way
of compensation the conquerors' word for

blood, ichor, acquires a mystic or sacred

meaning like the " blue blood
"

of the

Spanish hidalgo and loses its simple signi-
ficance (Lat. vigor, vigeo, vegeo, veget- ; W.
giuaed, blood). Another term, nectar, seems
to have been treated in a similar way. It
means "drink at a banquet," and is con-
nected with Lat. necto, nexum, Neptune ;

Irish Necht, nasadh, feast, nescim, I bind ;

W. neithior, a wedding feast. The Neptu-
nalia took place in the latter part of July,
much about the same time as the Irish

Lugnasad, "the great feast for Lug mac
Ethlenn for his entertainment after the
battle of Mag Tured ; for this was his wed-

ding of the kingship, since the Tuatha De
Danann made the aforesaid Lug king after

the death of Nuada "
(quoted from one of the

Ashburnham MSS. in Rhys's 'Celt. Myth.,'

p. 414). Nuada Necht is connected by Prof.

Rhys with Neptune and "the world of

waters." All this reminds one of the famous
victory gained by the Venetians over the
Ghibellines in 1177, and the way in which

Pope Alexander III. showed his gratitude by
presenting the Doge with a ring wherewith to
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wed the Ad riatic. We may be quite sure that

the idea was not invented for that occasion.

The one outstanding fact about the Latin

Neptunalia is that of feasting :

" The people
used to build huts of branches and foliage

(umbroe), in which they probably feasted,

drank, and amused themselves." (Cf. Horace,

'Carm.,' in. 28.) Nor are the Consualia,

solemnized on 21 August, to be dissociated

from the Neptunalia, for it was at their

first celebration that, according to the story,

the Sabine maidens were carried off. If

Necht is the Irish Neptune, then Consus

is Conn the Hundred-Fighter, who, after

ascending a mound, happened to tread on a

stone, which thereupon screamed all over the

hind. This was followed by a thick fog, out

of which rode a fairy prince, who led Conn

away to his residence to be informed of the

future history of Ireland. The stone is no
other than the Stone of Fal, afterwards

removed to Scone, and thence, we are told,

to Westminster Abbey (see Rhys, op. cit.).

A very curious thing about the Latin term
nexum or nexus is the apparently deliberate

avoidance of applying it to marriage, except

by implication. This is quite in accordance with

the hints as to marriage by capture that we
find in the rape of the Sabine women, and the

lifting the new-made bride over her husband's

threshold to the accompaniment of the cry
"
Talassio !

"
I have elsewhere (Academy,

21 December, 1895) given an account of the

survival in Carmarthenshire, well on into

the last century, of undoubted traces of

marriage by capture. I will now add an
illustration from the same locality of Virgil's

sparge, marite, nuces. On the Shrewsbury-
Swansea railway line, between Pantyffynon
and Pontardulais, the traveller to Swansea
will see on the hill to the right Llanedy
Church. In the early part of last century
they had there at marriages a custom of

throwing nuts, apples, &c., at the parson
during the ceremony, and the easy-going
clergyman would take no other notice of it

than brushing these missiles off the open
page of his prayer-book. But a young curate
named Morris, afterwards vicar of Llanelly,
where his physical help was in great request
at elections and other lively proceedings, put
a sudden and final stop to such interruptions.
At the first marriage that he celebrated, on
being struck by some nuts, he looked up,
marked a prominent offender, closed his book,
jumped over the chancel-rails, seized the man,
and flung him neck and crop right through
one of the windows. The culprit was dashed
against a tombstone, and had two or three
rios broken. Such was the story I heard

when a boy, exaggerated no doubt, but at
all events conclusive as to the existence of
the old custom.
In another note I propose to deal with the

Latin term akin to at]u,a, namely sanguis.
J. P. OWEN.

BEN JONSON, GABRIEL HARVEY, ANI>
NASHE. (See 9th S. xi. 201, 281, 343, 501

; xii.

161, 263, 342, 403.) Gabriel Harvey opens his
"
wittie familiar Letters touching the Earth-

quake" with a passage as follows :

"I will report you a prettie conceited discourse
no longer agoe than yesternight in a Gentle-

man's house here in Essex. Where being in the
company of certaine courteous Gentlemen, and
those two Gentlewomen, it was my chance to be
well occupyed, I warrant you." Grosart, i. 40, 41.

These "familiar Letters" created a great
uproar. Nashe constantly attacks them as
either "Letters" or "Epistles," always
familiar. See Nashe (Grosart), ii. 184, 235,
244; iii. 117, &c. In the folio 'Every Man
in his Humour,' I. ii. (8b), "familiar Epistles

"

is so printed in italics probably an allusion.
But the conceited introductory words were

immediately seized on by (Greene and ?>
Nashe. See i. 8, 'Epistle to Anatomie of
Absurditie,' 1589 :

"Not long since lighting in company with manie
extraordinarie gentlemen it was my chance
to move divers questions," &c.

And in 'Cynthia's Revels,' IV. i. (178a), Amor-
phus says :

"
Up9n a time, going to take leave of the emperor
besides infinite more of inferior persons, as-

counts and others, it was my chance to wait," &c.

I have seen several other parallels between
Amorphus and Harvey since writing the
notes referred to above. H. C. HART.

" PHASIS "
IN JOHNSON. Here is a notable

instance both of Johnson's wonderful memory
and of his carelessness in quotation. He
explains phasis,

k

'the appearance exhibited
by any body, as the changes of the moon,"
and for example gives :

He o'er the seas shall Love or Fame pursue,And other months, another Phasis view ;

Fixt to the rudder, he shall boldly steer,
And pass the rocks which Tiphys used to fear.

Creech.

The passage is from Creech's translation
of Manilius, 'Astronomica,' bk. v. :

atque alios menses aliumque videre
Phasin, et in cautes Tiphyn superare timentem.
Creech annotates,

"
Tiphys, pilot to the

Argonauts. Phasis, a river of lolchos, whither
Jason with the Argonauts first sailed." John-
son very probably, as so often, quoted from
memory, and was doubtless led into his
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explanation by "alios menses" But beyond
question Creech explained correctly. We
shall scarcely assign to Manilius the false

quantity of Gk. <recris, put into Lat. Phdsis.
Moreover it does not appear that the Greek
word was ever applied to lunar changes.

C. B. MOUNT.

RICHARD MARSHALL : JOHN MOREEN. The
1
D.N.B./ xxxvi. 269, states of Richard Mar-

tial (or Marshall) that he "died, presumably
in prison, some time in 1563." In this it

follows Strype, 'Ann.,' i. ii. 49.

The 'D.N.B.,' xxxix. 170, also says that from
the year 1561 nothing is known of John Mor-
ren (Murren, Morwen, Moring, or Morven).
In both these statements the

'

D.N.B.' is in

error. On 21 February, 1567/8, the queen
wrote to the Sheriff of Lancaster to appre-
hend and commit various deprived priests,
and among them "

Murrey, chaplen to Boner,
late Bushop of London,'"' and

"
Marshall, ones

Deane of Christchurch in Oxford "
(' S. P.

Dom., Eliz.,' xlvi. 32). On 31 July and
4 October, 1568 (Gillow, v. 62, 63), John
Molineux confessed that
" Vawse, Murren, M'shall, Peele, Ashbrooke,
Priests, have been at his house, and there have
been enterteyned for a night or two or a meale or

two, some whin the space of iii yeres, some whin

the space of theis two yeres now last past, and
some sithence."

'

S. P. Dom., Eliz.,' xlviii. 36, ix.

Cf. Chetham Society, N.S., vol. iv. pp. xlviii-xlix.

At that date, then, all parties regarded
both Marshall and Morren as alive, and if

Marshall's recantation printed by Strype is

Genuine
he must have repented of it. John

lorren was alive and imprisoned in Salford

Fleet in 1584 (cf. 'S. P. Dom., Eliz.,'clxvii. 40),
*' condemned according to the statute for xii

monethes absence."
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

THOMAS KNAGGS. There is a brief notice

of this person in 2nd S. ii. 70, with a reference

to the list of his thirty-one single sermons in

Watt's
'

Bibliotheca.' He was of Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, B.A. 1679, M.A. 1683.

On 2 December, 1687, he was appointed
afternoon lecturer at All Hallows, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, at a salary of 701. His sermon

preached in that church on the Fast Day,
19 June, 1689, was printed. On 5 November,
1693, he preached before the Lord Mayor and
Aldermen of London at Bow Church, and in

the printed copy he is described as chaplain
to Ford, Lord Grey. His sermon at All-

hallows on the Thanksgiving Day, 16 April,

1696, was also printed. His patron, Lord

Grey, had now become Ford, Earl of Tanker-
vile. Knaggs quarrelled with Dr. Atherton,
"a strong passive-obedience man," and left

Newcastle for St. Giles's-in-the-Fields. His
successor at Allhallows was appointed 21

September, 1697, at a salary of SOL See
'Memoirs of Ambrose Barnes,' Surtees Soc.,
vol. 1. pp. 145, 431, 436, 444, 446-7. He also

printed, in 1697, an Assize Sermon which he
preached at St. Edmund's Bury in Suffolk,
23 March, 1696/7. In 1710 he further printed
a Fast Day sermon preached at St. Giles's,
15 March, 1709/10, on Proverbs iii. 5, 6. In
this he is described as chaplain to Fulk, Lord
Brooke. Another sermon against self- murder,
on 1 Kings xix. 4, was printed in 1708. He died
12 May, 1724 (Musgrave's 'Obituary ').

W. C. B.

BOTTLE TREE. In the new edition of Yule
and Burnell's * Hobson-Jobson ' two sugges-
tions are made regarding this tree, either
that it is the baobab (Adansonia digitata) or
the babool (Acacia arabica). The word, so-

far, has been found only in a quotation from
the late Mr. Aberigh Mackay's 'Ali Baba/
The question has now been finally settled in
a communication kindly sent to me by Mr.
C. S. Bayley, Resident at Indore. He writes :

" There can, I think, be no doubt that the tree
meant is the Adansonia. Ali Baba was, as you of
course know, Principal of the Rajkumar College
here. There is one large baobab in the compound
of the college, another in that of the First Assistant
to the Agent of the Governor-General. Both are
very striking trees, and the sight of the prisoner on
extra - mural labour peacefully slumbering under
these must have been quite familiar. The baobab
(known to natives as the Khorasani Imli) is rare
here, but there is a splendid grove of them near
Mandu (planted by the Muhammadan kings),,
whence doubtless these two were brought. The-
bottle nests of the baya are found, but they are
scarcely common enough to give a name in these
parts to the babool."

W. CROOKE.

RIDING THE BLACK RAM. I have found
this English local custom mentioned in a
book written by J. von Csaplovics, a Hun-
garian author, and published in 1842, en-
titled 'England und Ungern.' His source

was, no doubt, an illustrated broadside,

printed for J. (but quaere Isaac) Pitts, of
Great Andrew Street, Seven Dials. There is

no date on the sheet, but all the gentlemen in
the picture wear wigs and knee-breeches. A
copy of the broadside is in the British

Museum (press-mark 11621, K. 4, No. 168),.

and, as the text is not very long, I may
perhaps quote it in extenso :

(Title) "A humorous representation of the droll
custom of Riding the Black Ram at East and West
Enborne."
" At East and West Enborne, in the county of

Berks, if a customary tenant die, the widow shall

have what the law calls her Free-Bench in hall
'
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his copyhold lands, dum sola et caxta ftierit, that i

while she lives single and chaste ;
but if she com

mits incontinency, she forfeits her estate ; yet if she

will come into court riding backward upon a black

ram with his tail in her hand and say the words

following, the steward is bound by the custom to

admit her to her Free-Bench :

Here I am,
Riding upon a Black Ram
Like a wh . . e as I am ;

And for my crincum-crancum
Have lost my bincum-bancum ;

And, for my tail's game,
Have done this worldly shame :

Therefore, I pray you, Mr. Steward,
Let me have my land again."

It is evident that the lady had to sit astride

on the ram in masculine fashion, and not as

she is represented in the picture.
L. L. K.

SPANISH FOLK-LORE. In an interesting

political conversation reported in theHeraldo

deMadrid, 28 August, the following saying is

quoted as current among Asturian farmers :

** Dios y el cucho pueden rnucho, pero sobre

todo elcucho" ("God and manure cando great
things, especially manure "). This resembles
the famous Cromwellian

" Trust in God and

keep your powder dry." When a labourer
meets a cow on his road he salutes her with
"
Ayudela Dios !

"
(
u
,God help her ! ") He dare

not omit this, for fear of personal misfortune.
FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.

Brixton Hill.

EUCHRE. The etymology of euchre is un-
known. A guess is hazarded in the '

H.E.D.'
which is not very convincing. In a book
upon card-playing, by the Rev. E. S. Taylor,
at p. 451, we are, at any rate, told how the

game arose :

" The game of euchre, euka, or

youka (for it is variously spelt), largely
played by the rowdies, is simply e'carte." This

being so, it really does not seem a very wild

guess that euka was a pronunciation adopted
by

" the rowdies
"
of ecar-, which is merely

carte with the last syllable dropped. They
were not very strong in French.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

WHIRLIGIG AS INSTRUMENT OF PUNISH-
MENT. Col. Clifford Walton, in his

'

History
of the British Army,' p. 572, says :

"Grose tells us of another corporal punishment,
of which, however, I have not yet succeeded in find-

ing mention elsewhere ; but as he speaks of it as of a
certainty I quote his account: 'In garrisons
where martial lavy prevails, the followers of an army
are liable to military punishments; one formerly
very common for trifling offences committed by
petit sutlers, jews, brawling women, and such like
persons, was the whirligig ; this was a kind of
circular wooden cage which turned on a pivot ; and
when set in motion, whirled round with such an

amazing velocity that the delinquent became ex-

tremely sick, and commonly emptied his or her
body through every aperture.'

"

Grose does not specify any particular
whirligig, but I think he must have had in
mind the one at Gibraltar. Drinkwater's
*

History of the Siege' was published in 1785,
and the volume of Grose's

*

Military Antiqui-
ties' in which the above-quoted passage occurs
was published in 1788. Moreover, the men-
tion of "jews" in connexion with a garrison
where martial law prevails is noteworthy.
At p. 53 in the first edition of his work,
Drinkwater says that
" about 300 Jews and Genoese were employed in

levelling heaps of sand, near the gardens, on the
neutral ground the picquets of the garrison
were ready, on the Grand parade, to support these
parties in case they had been molested ";

and at p. 179 he writes of

"the whirligig, a machine erected at the bottom of
the Grand parade, for the punishment of scolding
women, or others guilty of trifling misdemeanours."

The whirligig had perpendicular bars a few
inches apart. It was not a military punish-
ment, that is to say, soldiers were not liable
to it

;
but no doubt their wives were. Ancell,

in his 'Journal of the Siege,' makes no men-
tion of the whirligig. W. S.

A WONDERFUL VIEW. In 'World Pictures/
by Dorothy Menpes, a pleasantly written and
copiously illustrated book, there occurs the
following passage (p. 103) :

"
Presently we came up on to a flat terrace, and

there, rolling far below us, lay distant Naples with
its clustering white houses glistening in the sun,
and the blue Adriatic beyond."
For the benefit of those who have never

been to Naples I may point out that the
Adriatic is ninety miles away at least, and
on the other side of the formidable range of
the Apennines. T. P. ARMSTRONG.

BULL RINGS IN DEVONSHIRE. At Cul-
lompton there are two very wide open spaces,
one at the higher and the other at the lower
end of the town, known as the Higher and
Lower Bull Rings. In the Higher Bull Ring
the monthly cattle market is held. A fair is
also held there on the first Wednesdays in
May and November. Cullompton was one
of the manors given to the Abbey of Buck-
land bv Isabella de Fortibus. A further
grant of market and fair was made to that
fraternity in 1317. A. J. DAVY.
Torquay.

GRENADIER GUARDS. In the Gazette of
29 July, 1815, it is announced that the Regent
lad approved of the 1st Regiment of Foot
Guards being styled the First or Grenadier
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Regiment,
k '

in commemoration of their having
defeated the Grenadiers of the French Im-
perial Guard upon this memorable occasion

"

(Waterloo). This, no doubt, is ancient history
to military men, but to those who imagine
the "British Grenadiers" to be coeval with
the British army it may be news to learn
when the appellation was conferred, and for
what reason. In the life of Lord Seaton
(pp. 215-37), just published, it is stated that
the critical assault upon Napoleon's Old
Guard, which determined the battle for the
allies, was Colborne's flank attack with the
52nd but that is another matter. In the
official 'Army List' for 1813 the brigade
appears as 1st Regiment of Foot Guards,
Coldstream Regiment of Foot Guards, and
3rd Regiment of Foot Guards.

PHILIP NORTH.

THE SCHOOL-BOARD SYSTEM. The follow-

ing paragraph, which appeared in the Man-
chester Guardian of 29 September, may need

supplementing, in order to make it a complete
record :

"At the final meeting of the Derby School Board,
prior to its extinction under the new Act, which
took place yesterday, it was stated that the chair-
man (Sir Thomas Roe, M.P.) and vice-chairman
(the Rev. Monsignor M'Kenna) had been members
ever since its formation thirty-three years ago.
During the same period there had only been one
clerk (Mr. William Cooper). It is claimed that no
other School Board which has been in existence for
so long a period can boast of such a record. Since
1877 there has only been one contested election,
that of 1892."

POLITICIAN.

Qnttiti.
WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

MADAME DE CHARRIRE'S 'LE NOBLE.'
The first literary production of the celebrated

Madame de Charriere (nee Van Tuyll) con-

sisted of a short story entitled 'Le Noble.'

The work is a satire levelled against the

aristocracy of the day, and was published
anonymously before her marriage. A first

edition appeared in Amsterdam in 1763 ;
a

second was issued in London in 1770. Even-

tually, in the year 1787,
4 Le Noble' was

included in a selection of tales by various

authors which was published in six volumes
under the title of

'

Bibliotheque Choisie de

Contes, de Face'ties et de Bons Mots '

(Paris,

1786, and following years). It appears im-

possible to trace either the Dutch or Eng-

lish edition. They are not to be found in
the libraries of Holland, the Bibliotheque
Nationale de Paris, or the British Museum.
Can any one give any information as to
where they are to be found ? I am engaged
in writing on the life and works of Madame
de Charriere. PHILIPPE GODET,

Professeur a la Faculte de Lettres
de Neuchatel (Suisse).

MEDICAL BARRISTERS. Samuel Warren,
Watkin Williams, Q.C., Ed ward Pollock,

Q.C., were each qualified to practise medi-
cine. Are there any other notable names of

deceased lawyers who were also medical men?
STANLEY B. ATKINSON.

Inner Temple.

BIRD AS CREST. Can a flying bird, having,
apparently, nothing to rest upon, be a genuine
crest? FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
Libau, Russia.

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE WILLS. Where
can I consult these from the fourteenth cen-

tury to the first half of the seventeenth ; and
how shall 1 set about it 1

FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
Libau, Russia.

'THE PRACTICE OF PIETY.' Robert Knox,
in his

' Historical Relation of the Island [of]

Ceylon,' says, in describing his and his

father's captivity :

" We had with us a
'Practice of Piety,' and Mr. Rogers seven

treatises, called the 'Practice of Christianity.'
"

The latter is the often - printed book by
Richard Rogers ;

but what is the former 1 It

cannot be the book entitled 'Of the Daily
Practice of Piety,' &c., published in 1660, for

the Knoxes sailed for the East in January,
1658. DONALD FERGUSON.

MUNDY. Can any reader give me par-
ticulars of a goldsmith of the name of Mundy,
who was, I believe, Lord Mayor of London
in the seventeenth century? Had he any
connexion with Anthony Munday, the drama-
tist? R. L. B.

New York.

NOME CITY. Information regarding the

foundation of Nome City, on the Alaskan

coast, a few years back, and about life in

general in that place, or indication of where
such information may be obtained, will be

much valued by M. P. TH.

CROWNS IN TOWER OR SPIRE OF CHURCH.
A church near Champery (Devon) has^

a

crown in the tower or spire. St. Giles's,

Edinburgh, has the same, and I am told

there are two others in Europe. Can any
one tell me the reason for the crown in a
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spire, and also the names of the other two
churches? S. F. S.

AMERICAN BOOK. Will any of your readers

inform me of the title and date of a

work published, I believe, in America some
ten or fifteen years ago 1 It closely resembled

Granger's
'

Biographical History of England
'

in giving the names of all authors, &c., and a

list of the engravers who engraved their por-
traits. CHARLES WILLIAMS.

[Qy. Appleton's 'Cyclopaedia'?]

CASTLE SOCIETY OF MUSICK. I have a

finely engraved emblematical ticket bearing
the following inscription :

" The Castle

Society of Musick. A Concert Monday
10 Feby., 1734 Thos. Smith, Steward.' ;

Could any reader tell me anything about
this society 1 Musicus.

CROMWELL BURIED IN RED LION SQUARE.
In Sir John Prestwich's

'

Respublica
'

of

1785 is a quotation at p. 149, from the
MS. of his relative John Prestwich, of the
Commonwealth time, saying that Oliver
Cromwell's " remains were privately interred

in a small paddock near Holborn, in that very
spot over which the obelisk is placed in Red
Lion Square, Holborn" ('The Secret,' John
Prestwich). Is this fact known 1 It is not in

Cunningham's
' London.'

F. J. FURNIVALL.

TIDCOMBE : LONG : JENNINGS : HOWARD :

TYLER. Hope Long Tidcombe was born at

Atworth, Wilts, in 1695. In 1742 he was living
at Marylebone. His whereabouts after this

is unknown. The date and place of his

death are desired, and also his will. In 1742
he had two brothers-in-law living in London,
one being John Godfrey, of St. Lawrence
Jewry, jeweller, and the other Robert New-
man, of Southwark, sailmaker.
Horod Long was married in St. Faith's

(under old St. Paul's), at the age of fourteen,
during the reign of Charles I. She was a
Wiltshire lady- of great beauty. For their

loyalty her brothers and mother died (or
were killed) under the cruel tyranny of
Oliver Cromwell. To what branch of the
Wiltshire Longs did she belong ?

Where was Henry Constantine Jennings,
the art collector, from 17C6 to 1768 1

Who was Edward Howard who married a
Catherine Eyre ? Was he the same Edward
Howard who married Catherine Askull at
Lambeth in 1722 1

Who was Capt. Peter Tyler, of the 52nd
Foot, who died perhaps (though not cer-

tainly) about 1755 1

'

WALTER CHITTY.
Wilcot, Pewsey, Wilts.

"CLYSE." In the precious
' H.E.D.' of

Oxford, to which I have had the honour of

contributing some notes which have elicited

warm thanks from Dr. Murray, there is only
one quotation for the word clyse, and that is

taken from a letter written by myself and

published in the Spectator in 1882. Is it

possible that no earlier occurrence of the

word is to be found for insertion in future

editions of that great word-hoard 1

EDWARD S. DODGSON.

ECONOMY. Who first said "Economy is

second or third cousin to avarice
"

1

D. M.
Philadelphia.

MORGANATIC MARRIAGE. Does this kind
of union bind a royal person in Germany,
Russia, &c., in the same way as an ordinary
regular marriage ;

or is it in the power of the

husband to put away a morganatic wife for

the mere purpose of marrying one of his own
rank ? Is there any disability beyond the
rule that the children of such marriages,

although legitimate, are incapable of in-

heriting from their father or taking any
share in his rank 1 Jus.

"SPANISH BAG." In the churchwardens'
accounts of St. Helen's parish, Worcester,
there occurs this item :

" A Spanish bagg for

Joyce Morton, Is." What was it ?

H. KINGSFORD.
Stoulton Vicarage, Worcester.

BUCHE. In early London this name occurs,
but not very frequently. In the case of

Jews it is found as a surname. Has it any
special signification ? M. D. DAVIS.

CARDINALS AND CRIMSON ROBES. I shall

be glad if any reader can inform me when
cardinals first wore a robe made of crimson
cloth. In the October number of Chambers
Journal a statement occurs that there is

a family at Burtscheid, near Aix-la-Chapelle,
which has made the dye for some generations
past. 1 am anxious to obtain the information,
because it may enable me to fix a date,
within a few years, of a window in a church
in Shropshire. HERBERT SOUTHAM.

' THE RELIGION OF NATURE DELINEATED.'
Some years ago there appeared in

' N. & Q.'
several letters about that once-famous book
' The Religion of Nature Delineated.' One of

your correspondents, speaking of the copies
which Wollaston printed in 1722 for the use
of his family and of one or two of his friends,
remarks (5

th S. iii. 512): "If a copy of the
first edition be extant, it must be exceedingly
rare.

;J A second replies (iv. 56),
"A copy of

the original issue is extant in the library of
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Sion College, London," and adds that in re-

turning the volume he charged the deputy-
librarian "to hand it to his principal as a
book of great rarity, and as such to be taken
great care of." A third regrets that he has
not been able to consult the edition of 1724

;

.a fourth announces that he possesses two
copies of that edition, and would be glad to

place them at the disposal of students.
The discussion seems to have evolved some

interest among your readers, but it elicited
no trace of a second copy of the issue of 1722.
The first published edition, that of 1724, is

not, I think, very rare. Besides the two
copies above mentioned, I know of a third in
the library of the University of Pennsylvania,
and have seen two others sold in this country
within the year. But it is probable that the
issue of ^1722 is very rare indeed. Only a few
were printed, and, as it is apparent from the
.preface to the edition of 1724 that Wollaston
was much annoyed by the fact that a few-

copies had strayed beyond the circle for
which they were intended, it is likely that he
suppressed the edition as far as it was in his

power to do so.

A copy of this issue is in my possession. I
should like to know of the existence of other
copies, and shall be obliged to any of your
readers who may be able to throw light on
the question. It is hardly necessary to add
that my copy may be examined by any one
who wishes to see the earliest draft of the
book. WM. ROMAINE NEWBOLD.

603, South Forty-second Street, Philadelphia.

COL. STANHOPE COTTON commanded the
'Gibraltar garrison in 1717. Was he of the

family of Charles Cotton, the angler, whose
mother was Olive Stanhope, of Elvaston ?

S. B. BERESFORD.
Seven Kings, Essex.

" MOLUBDINOUS SLOWBELLY." The Rev.

Compton Reade, rector of Kenchester, Here-
ford, a well-known journalist, in a letter in
the Saturday Review declared :

" The Cabinet has sacrificed its mainspring to
a combination consisting of the Nonconformist
conscience, Welsh imbecility, Irish insanity, and
the molubdinous slowbelly of Scotland."

Without entering into the political question
involved in this assertion, I should like to
know what is the meaning of "the molub-
dinous slowbelly of Scotland," which is to
me an entirely new expression.

"
Slowbelly

"

occurs as a quotation from Callimachus, an
Alexandrian poet of the time of the Ptolemies,
in Paul's pastoral epistle to Titus, and is

rendered in the Unrevised Version,
" The

Cretians are alway liars, evil beasts, slow

bellies," and in the Revised Version, "Cretans
are alway liars, evil beasts, idle gluttons,"
the word "

bellies
"
being in the margin. In

the Vulgate it is "Cretenses semper mendaces,
malse bestise, ventres pigri." The late Bishop
of London, in Cook's '

Commentary on the
Bible' (1881), remarks with regard to this

description of the Cretans :

"13. This witness. Rather testimony is true. And
such was the general opinion as collected from
Polybius, Livy, Strabo, Plutarch, and others. The
three worst Kappas or Ks, according to the Greek
proverb, were the Kretans, Kappadocians, and
Kilicians

; and '

to cretize,' according to Suidas,
meant '

to lie.'
"

This explains
"
slowbelljV but what is

"molubdinous"? JOHN HEBB.

["Leaden": juo/\v/3Sos=lead.]

Rous OR ROWSE FAMILY. Can any one
give me particulars of this family other than
the following 1 About 1440 there appears to
have been a Reginald Rows (' Paston Letters,

1

i.

42,^
referring to Blomefield's

'

Hist, of Nor-
folk,' ix. 441), and he is mentioned again in
1454 ('Paston Letters,' i. 277, quoting from
Brit. Mus. Add. Ch. 16,545). In vol. ii. p. 79
of the same '

Letters
'

reference is made to
Edmund Rous, who was second son of Henry
Rous, of Dennington, in Suffolk, the ancestor
of the present Earl of Strad broke (cf. iii. 91,

273, 310, 455, the last of these pages con-

taining a mention of Eustace Rows). In 1464
a Reginald Rous, Esq., of Dennington, in

Suffolk, died, and he is also stated to have
been an ancestor of the Earl of Stradbroke,
but it does not appear whether he is the
same person as Reginald Rows mentioned
above.
A list of Suffolk knights created by James I.

at the Charterhouse, London, has for its

third entry
" Thomas Rowse chevalier port de

sable a une viuure mise en fesse cTor entre
trois croissante d 'argent" (p. 70, 'Suffolk in

the Seventeenth Century, the Breviary of

Suffolk,' by Robert Reyce, 1618, now pub-
lished for the first time from th^ MS. in the
British Museum, with Notes by Lord Francis

Hervey, 1902).
There is mention of Francis Rous (A.D. 1637)

at p. 200 of F. Madan's 'The Early Oxford
Press' (Oxf. Hist. Soc.), 1895, quoting Wood's
' Ath. Oxon.,' ed. Bliss, iii. 104.

H. W. L^NDERDOWN.

REV. JAMES BECK. This gentleman ex-

hibited a number of antiquities found in

Sussex to the Society of Antiquaries on
17 February, 1870. He is then described as

F.S.A. A Rev. James Beck (not F.S.A.) was

subsequently local secretary for Suffolk. Are
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these the same person? Where are the
Sussex relics now ?

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

'THE ABBEY OF KILKHAMPTON.'
(9

th S. xii. 381, 411.)

I AM not able to refer to the former
entries in ' X. & Q.' re the above book at the

present moment, but I find from my notes
made in compiling a key to the '

Tete-a-Tetes
'

in the Town and Country Magazine that the

authorship of the pamphlet is attributed to
Sir Herbert Croft. The missing names are
as follows :

2. A daughter of Ld. Ly. P... Percy?
23. Lady Vane.
25. Sir Robt. Hamilton.
27. Dowgr Ctss. of Macclesfield ?

37. Earl of D...
52. Fk. Cornwallis, Abp. of Canterbury.
63. Sir George & Lady W...
68. Dss. of Kingston.
75. Shute Barrington, Bp. of Landaff (correction).
91. Ly. Camilla Wake.
93. Ly. Frances Aslong.
99. Dwg r Ctss. of Strathmore.

114. Visctss. Falmouth.

As MR. PIERPOINT infers, his pamphlet is

only the first portion ; the second, which was
issued in the same year, is continuously num-
bered from the last page (82) of the first part,
commencing on p. 83 with

1. Howard, E. of Effingham.
2. Rd. Brinsley Sheridan.
3. Visctss. Courtney.
4. Noel, E. of Gainsborough.
5. Lord Roxburgh ?

6. Georgiana, Ds. of Devonshire.
7. Temple Luttrell.
S. Kerr, Mq. of Lothian.
9. Horace Walpole.

10. Fitzgerald, 1). of Leinster.
11. Mrs. Macaulay.
12. Cavendish, D. of Newcastle.
13. Legge, E. of Dartmouth.
14. Elizabeth, Ly. Craven.
15. Sir Harry Trelawny.
16. Dowager Visctss. Townsend.
17. Lennox, D. of Richmond.
18. Hastings, E. of Huntingdon.
19. Mrs. Yates. Mr. Yates.
20. Sir Thos. Stapleton.
21. Law (Edmd.), Bp. of Carlisle.
22. Sir Fletcher Norton.
23. E. of Corke.
24. Boscawen, Ld. Falmouth.
25. Lady Essex.
26. Earl of Plymouth.
27. Thos. Onslow.
28. Princess Dashkow.
29. Baron Haslang.
30. Dean Tucker.
31. Philip Thicknesse.

32. Lady Grosvenor.
33. Sir Gregory Turner.
34. Hanger, Ld. Coleraine.
35. Ly. Louisa Lennox.
36. Hon. John Montagu.
37. Lady Coventry.
38. Anthony Storer.
39. Isabelle, Countess of Hertford.
40. Sir Rd. Sutton.
41. Sir Wm H...rt...n.

42. Lady Worsley.
43. Lady Maynard.
44. Lord Monboddo.
45. Dr Ds. of Manchester.
46. Spencer, Cts. of Pembroke.
47. Dr T...t. Talbot?
48. Harborough, E. of.

49. Ld. Doneraile.
50. Dr Samuel Johnson.
51. Ly.Pelham.
52. Yelverton, E. of Sussex.
53. Dr W...n.
54. David Henry?
55. Ctss. Dowager Holdernesse.
56. Ly. Nugent.
57. Ds. of Manchester.
58. Ld. Robt. Spencer.
59. Mrs. Arm stead.
60. Earl Cornwallis.
61. Countess Powis.
62. Ly. Algernon Percy.

It will be seen from this list that there are
even now some omissions. I shall be glad to
receive any information on these points or on
the

'

Tete-a-Tetes.' C. VAN NOORDEN.
5, Essex Court, Temple, E.G.

I too have a copy of the fifth edition of
the above work,

" Printed for G. Kearsley, at
No. 46, in Fleet-Street," in 1780. It is un-

fortunately incomplete, as it does not extend
beyond p. 76, but it has the following anno-
tations in ink by a contemporary hand :

20.
" Ld James Beauclerk."

23. Lady Vise... t...ss" Vane."
" She died a great Penitent, and tried to reconcile

herself to Popery that she might have recd extreme
Unction. She endeavoured to make her acquaint-
ance believe that she possessed an excellent heart,
but it was a false and rotten one ; if her heart had
been good her other misconduct might have been in
some measure overlooked. I was present when she-
came home to her Lord big with child by another
man. We went off together to see the late D. of
Cumberland's garden. She had a desire to eat a
Pine Apple; 1 offered the gardener a guinea for one,
and told him the Lady longed for one. '

Then,' said
Brute,

'

she must not enter the Pinery. H.R.H.
las given orders that no women with child are ad-
nitted.' Lord Vane (who was only a fool respecting:
ler) sent a Servant immediately to London and
bought her five. He was a well-bred polite man,
and she had the cruelty at that very time to show
lim her Chaptr * in 'P. Pickle,' and when he had
read it and shut up the book and his mouth too, she
asked him what he thought of it ! 'I hope, madam,'
said he, 'this will make no disagreement between

" Dr. Shebeare [siu] writ it.''
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your Ladyship and me.' There is not a circum
stance of her whole life she has not related to me,
L' 1

Barkley settled 800/. a year upon her, which she
returned when she left him, yet she lived to be
denied the loan of 20 guineas from the Noble Lord
when she wanted bread, and was obliged to be con
tent with my purse, which contained only four or
five, but I always despised her after she gave

'

P.
Pickle

'

to Lord Vane to read. She treated him,
however, as he treated a most indulgent Father and
Mother. He died mad, but after her, and she lived

forty years praying for his death."
45. St....pe, Earl of Ch d.
" Dr Dodd was his Tutor. He seemed delighted

to hang him for forging his name, and he thereby
rendered his own Infamous. Dodd was a better

Rogue than his Lordship, for Dodd was a humane
good Tempered Rogue, his Lordp an ill tempered
silly Fellow/'

51. Lieut. Gen. and Lady C J"ohnson."
60. Dowager C of H.r...gt.n.
"Her Ladyship piqued herself upon one point of

honour, viz. : never to be false to her Lord's bed til

she was breeding by him."
96. Cl S n, Earl of M"azarine."

In addition to the above, names have been
inserted in pencil by another hand in all cases

except Nos. 27, 86, 91, 93, and 101. These
names are identical with those in MR. PIER-
POINT'S copy, with the following exceptions :

1. Lady
"
Bridget Talmash."

9. C s "Thanet."
17. Lord "Archer."
21.

" Adm Kennet," Lord M"ayor
"
of "London."

25. St. R 1" Howard."
26. F

, D keof "Bedford."
37. El of "Denbigh."
40. Note/ Now Lord "

Walsingham."
43. Dow. C-ss of "Litchfield."
49. "Shute Barrington," B p of

" Durham."
53. SirH.... "

Houghton."
56. Lady V ss "Townshend."
61. Dowager C ss of

" Chatham."
63.

"
Sir G. and L. Warren."

64. Sir J... "Lade."
75. S "

Barrington," Bishop of L....ff.

77. Lines 12 and 13. Whether "
Wilkes," Lord

"Sandwich," or "Paul Whitehead."
82.

"
Lady Carmarthen."

92. Lady
'"
Dunhoff," sister to L(l Tankerville.

99. C ss Dow r of
" Strathmore."

1. The number of dots shows that Lady
Bridget Tollemache is meant.

9. Thanet and Talbot both satisfy the dots.

17 and 26. No dots to guide us.

43. The dots are too few for Lanesborough,
but would indicate Litchfield' if one be
reckoned as a stop.

49. This commences "One of the truest

shots," which seems a play on the name
Shute ; but Barrington was not made Bishop
of Durham till 1791, and No. 75 is un-

doubtedly meant for him.

51, 53, 56. The dots indicate the spelling in

MR. PIERPOINT'S copy.
61. The dots show that Chatham is wrong.

Charlemont has one letter too few
; possibly

the writer spelt it Charlemount.
82. Amelia D'Arcy, Baroness Conyers, the

divorced wife of the Marquis of Carmarthen,
married Capt. Byron, the father of the poet,
in 1779. W. H. DAVID.

In his first communication MR. PIERPOINT

gave references to my contributions, 3rd S.

viii. 455
;

4th S. i. 353. At the second of

these I had already mentioned the author-

ship of Sir Herbert Croft, on the authority
of the Gent. Mag., as quoted now by himself.

W. C. B.

Miss CHARLOTTE WALPOLE (9
th S. xii. 128,

151, 171, 254, 311). This lady, according to

Genest, made her debut at Drury Lane,
2 October, 1777, as Kosetta in 'Love in a
Village, and is frequently found in the bills

for two seasons. She took her benefit,
16 April, 1779, as Sir Harry Wildair in

Farquhar's
' Constant Couple,' and the last

record of Genest is on the 19th of the same
month, as Clarinda in Gibber's

* Double
Gallant.

5 As the season did not close till

1 June, this may not have been her last

appearance. Miss Waipole was married to Mr.

Atkyns on 18 June (not May), 1779. I find

no mention of her as Mrs. Atkyns. The
engraving by Bunbury to which your corre-

spondent refers evidently represents Miss

Walpole in the character of Nancy, disguised
in male attire as a young recruit, in 'The

Camp,' a musical entertainment attributed

bo Sheridan, but the work of his brother-in-

law, Richard Tickell. This piece de circonstance

was produced at Drury Lane 15 October,
1778, and owed much of its success to Miss

Walpole's adroitness in military exercises,

[t was written for the sake of exhibiting a

epresentation of the military manoeuvres at

Joxheath, near Maidstone, where 15,000 troops
were encamped ; the scene was attractive

as a fashionable resort, and honoured by
royalty. ROBERT WALTERS.
Ware Priory.

FLAYING ALIVE (9
th S. xii. 429). This cruel

!orm of torture and execution seems to have
3een peculiarly Oriental, or almost so. Sir

Walter Raleigh feared being flayed alive by
the Spaniards, but even they, perhaps, learnt

;he atrocity from the Moors. An instance in

which, although it did not occur in England,
an Englishman was concerned, was that

which relates to the archer who shot that
'

splendid savage," Richard L, while he was

aying siege to the Castle of Chaluz. Although
the king had previously, and with charac-

teristic generosity, given orders to spare him,
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the skilful bowman was after Richard's death

flayed alive by Merchadeus. For Oriental
instances see Grote's 'History of Greece,'
vol. iv. Notes. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

This horrible subject has on two occasions

appeared in the columns of 'N. & Q.' See
1 st S. i. 185 ; 7th S. ix. 285.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

HISTORY OF BOOKSELLING (9
th S. xii. 267,

316, 395). Mr. Nicholas Triibner's MS. in

German on the * Book Trade of the Ancients'
was in my hands in the summer of 1873, and
is mentioned in one of his letters, now on my
table, dated 2 August of that year. He
believed that his information as to the facts
was accurate, and in part new, and that he
had covered the whole ground ;

but he had
doubts as to the putting together of the
matter. I thought his modesty excessive, and
that the book was satisfactory both in matter
and form. WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

COURTS OF REQUESTS, WARDS, AND AUGMEN-
TATIONS (9

th S. xii. 309). Lists of judges in
the Court of Requests, with notes thereon,
are to be found in the 'Selden Society's
Publications,' vol. xii. pp. cii-cxxiv (London,
Bernard Quaritch, 1898). It appears from
Ley's Reports that the two Chief Justices
and the Chief Baron for the time being were
ex ojficio the judges assistants to the Court
of Wards, and that they usually all sat
together, though two were a quorum.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
For the officials of the Augmentation Office

see p. 7 of 'Abbeys around London.' Perhaps
Mr. Scargill-Bird's 'Guide to the Principal
Classes of Documents preserved in the Public
Record Office

'

will contain the answer to the
rest of this question. Not having the book
by me at the moment, I cannot say for
certain. JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

ENVELOPES (9
th S. xii. 245, 397, 434). The

first mention of envelopes occurs, I believe, in
1653, when M. de Valayer set up, under royal
patronage, a private penny post in Paris
boxes being placed at street corners for the
reception of letters wrapped in post-paid
envelopes. It was a strictly aristocratic
privilege, soon died out, and was forgotten
even in France, to be rediscovered in Parisian
postal archives by M. Piron, the French
postal reformer of my father's time. Thus
do old inventions get reinvented, for when
Charles Knight, the eminent publisher,
during his long crusade against the bad old

"taxes on knowledge," proposed stamped
covers for newspapers in 1834, he had never-

heard of M. de Valayer's short-lived scheme.

When Rowland Hill went, in 1839, to

inspect the French postal system, he found
it far in advance of our own, the charges
being about two-thirds of ours, and the

revenue steadily increasing, instead of being
nearly stationary, as was ours. The postage
on letters was not reckoned, as with us, by
the number of enclosures, but by weight,

though the charges, like our own, were

complicated by further rating according to

distance. Envelopes, therefore, might easily
have been used in France, though I remember
none before 1848, the year when our postal
reform was adopted there.

The word "envelope" is obviously of

French origin, and any such covers in use
were probably rude enough, as machine-made
envelopes, now so common, were unknown
before 1840. Even the "lick of the gum"
placed on the flap at Capt. Basil Hall's

suggestion did not make its appearance
till the succeeding year.

It looks almost as if the envelope con-

taining Emmet's and other letters men-
tioned by FRANCESCA (ante, p. 397) had been
forwarded by another channel than that of

the Post Office. The history of "letter

smuggling/' which flourished under the old

system, is curious, but too long to tell. As
the letters of the privileged classes went free

of charge, while those of the unprivileged
were heavily taxed to meet any deficiency of

revenue, discontent, and consequently eva-

sion, were rife. When an unprivileged citizen

of London paid over 61. for a packet of letters

Sosted
at Deal, and Sir John Burgoyne III.

3r some easily pocketable dispatches sent
him from England to Dublin, one wonders
how much the Emmet envelope of letters, if

sent unsmuggled, from Paris to Dublin,
would have been charged to its recipient.

ELEANOR C. SMYTH.
Harborne.

With great respect, I venture to differ from
MRS. SMYTH. I have just finished editing
' The Creevey Papers

'

from a vast mass of

correspondence covering the period from
1793 to 1838. Thomas Creevey died in the
latter year. Envelopes, as we know them,
began to appear in his correspondence about
the year 1827 or 1828, if I rightly remember.
I took a note of it at the time, but cannot
lay hands upon it now.

HERBERT MAXWELL.

I have culled from several sources the

following relative to notes on above reference.
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In Australia, previous to Rowland Hill's

scheme, stamped covers were used in pre-
payment of postage. In France a similar

system prevailed for many years previous to
1840. We know that Edward IV. originated
a practical post in 1481. Sir Thomas Ran-
dolph was appointed Postmaster of England
by Queen Elizabeth in 1581. A quick post
between London and Edinburgh was main-
tained from 1631

;
and a few years later a

regular post was established from London to

Chester, Holyhead, Ply mouth, Exeter, Bristol,
and other places, the rates being 80 miles 2d.

;

140 miles 4d. ; in England above such distance

6cL, and 8d. to Scotland. A penny post was
organized in 1681 for London and its suburbs.
Dublin had a similar post in 1774. Envelopes
of a kind must have been in use,' for I find
another note under date 6 July, 1656, Paris :

" I enclose you your letter of exchange with-
out loss, as you see "; and again four days
later,

"
Tell Mr. C I have received his letter

and sent it to London. I forward the en-
closed." THORNE GEORGE.

The following is an extract, from Mr.

Quaritch's catalogue of November last, from a
letter addressed by Charles Lamb to Southey,
10 Aug., 1825 :

"You'll know who this letter comes from by
opening slap dash upon the text, as in the good old
times. I never could come into the custom of enve-

lopes. 'Tis a modern foppery. The Plinian corre-

spondence gives no hint of such. In singleness of
sheet and meaning, then, I thank you for your little

book.''

WM. H. PEET.

HISTORICAL RIME : RHYME (9
th S. xi. 209,

330; xii. 33). I have noticed latterly that
when I have had occasion to use this word
which I have always spelt as rhyme it has
been changed by Mr. Editor or his watchful
satellites into rime. Personally, I must say
that I do not like the change. I will not

stay now to argue which form is the more
correct. According to Prof. Skeat (' Concise

Dictionary/ ed. 1901), who gives "Rhyme, see

Rime," the word was usually spelt rhyme
(though by confusion with rhythm, he says.
But query ?), at all events since 1550. He
contrasts the various forms M.E. rime,
F.rime and compares M.F. rithrne, probably
from L. rhythmus (rhythm) of Greek origin.

Personally, I would rather risk this con-

fusion than be so pedantic as to go back to

the spelling of nearly four hundred years
ago, with the result, as I cannot help think-

ing, that nine persons out of ten when they
see the word rime would believe that hoar-
frost was intended.
But may I not also put it on a broader

ground? The spelling rhyme has been in
common use, it would seem, since the middle
of the sixteenth century. Let those who
prefer the older form rime by all means go
back to it

;
but I do not think with great

respect that Mr. Editor should by such a
correction apparently force all his corre-

spondents to a journal which is intended as
" a medium of intercommunication for literary
men." &c., and which, as such, stands by
itself, to come to one common level of spelling,
and so lose all individuality, unless it be

spelling which the veriest
"
printer's devil

"

could venture to correct.

J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.
Antigua, W.I.

[It may be of use to you to know that generally
we might say always when Shakespearian editors

print rhyme the First Folio gives rime.]

" EULACHON " AND ITS VARIANTS (9
th S. xii.

444). MR. THEO. GILL, of Washington, in his

instructive communication upon the various

ways in which the name of this American
fish has been written, says : "I know of

no authority for oolakan, accepted by the
'N.E.D. J

as the proper form, outside of the

'Dictionary.'" It is surprising that MR.
GILL should have missed earlier authority
which lay much nearer to his hand in an
American work, the

l Standard Dictionary
'

of Messrs. Funk & Wagnalls, edited by a
number of American scholars, including for

spelling the distinguished Prof. F. A. March.
No doubt the 'Century Dictionary' of 1890
had the form oulachon, but the 'Standard'
has abandoned this, and treats oolakan as

the standard spelling, to which it refers the

various other forms. And if the pronuncia-
tion is really what all three dictionaries make
it, oolakan is evidently a better spelling than
either oolachan or oolackan, while oulachon is

evidently merely a French way of represent-

ing the same sound, which may very well be

left to the French dictionaries. A. D. A.

"PALEFACE" (9
th S. xii. 366). DR. MURRAY

says that his earliest quotation is under date

of 1826. Here is one a trifle earlier :

" While he spoke to me, an Indian chief of noble

proportions advanced and thus accosted him :

'

Ah,
Paleface ! what brings you here ? You seem to

take pleasure in saying rude impertinencies.'"

January, 1823, G. A. McCall, 'Letters from the

Frontiers,' 1868, p. 72.

General McCall was describing a masked
ball which took place at Pensacola, Florida,

on 26 December, 1822, and the person alluded

to as
" an Indian chief

: ' was not an Indian

at all, but merely a native of Pensacola

masquerading as an Indian. But the passage
shows that the term was in use in 1822, and
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hence it seems probable that it was not in
vented (as the present writer was at on
time disposed to think) by Cooper. Cooper
however, took it up and gave it literan

currency. DR. MURRAY asks whether th*

term is "known to be a translation of

genuine Indian appellation." I have hastily
examined many glossaries and books on th

Indians, but I cannot find a particle o
evidence to show that the term comes to u
from the Indians. It may be added, however
that the term has long been adopted by the
Indians themselves, just as "red man "has
and was used in 1850 by G. Copway (' Tradi
tional History and Characteristic Sketches
of the Ojibway Nation,' p. v), and in 18G1 by
the Rev. Peter Jones (* History of the Ojeb
way Indians,' p. -26), both of whom were
Indians. ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, Mass., U.S.

OVERSTRAND CHURCH (9
th S. xii. 308, 354

454). Hearths or fireplaces for heating obley
irons, kindling charcoal for the censers, or
for baking the wafers used in service are
extant, among other places, in the cathedrak
of Durham and Chichester, at Hulne Abbey
(near Alnwick), and in the church of St. Peter
Mancroft at Norwich. Particulars of these
will be found in the Proceedings of the Society
of Antiquaries under date of 18 December,
1902 (vol. xix. Second Series, pp. 179-85).

B. B.
Upton.

WILLIAM WARE (9
th

S. xii. 350, 395). The
inscription in question runs thus :

"
William

lare made mee 1613." The bell is the fourth
in the peal in Yateley Church Tower. The
letters are Pioman. JOHN P. STILWELL.

Hilheld, Yateley, Hants.

THE OAK, THE ASH, AND THE IVY (9
th S

xii. 328, 433).-In W. E. Henley's
* Book of

Verses,' 1889, p. 93, will be found the sono-
beginning, "O Falmouth is a fine town with
ships in the bay." It consists of four verses,
with the refrain :

For it 's home, dearie, home-it 's home I want to beOur topsails are hoisted, and we'll away to sea.
'the oak and the ash, and the bonnie birken tree

I hey re all growing green in the Old Countree.

?u*\ 3e
,
nle:

f
dates the version 1878, noting

that "the burthen and the third stanza are
1 hey, as well as other portions, are, in

tact, adapted from a well-known Northern
S
v ^ginning, "O Amble is a fine town

with ships upon the bay." It is sung to a
traditional North-Country tune, the delight-ful melody of which is given in Miss Smith's
Music of the Waters,' p. 25, and in Mr.
Crawford Hodgson's

'

History of Amble' in

the Transactions of the Berwickshire Natu-
ralists' Club, vol. 1892-3, p. 290. Mr. Hodgson
there gives the version as it is heard in the

North,
" The oak, and the ash, and the bonny

rowan tree": its common form there, as noted
by K. B R. Mr. Henley substitutes

"
Fal-

mouth" for Amble, and "birken" for rowan
tree, concessions both of them to the South-
Country reader. In introducing the song
Miss Smith says (' Music of the Waters,'
supra),

"
Among the favourite chanties of

North-Country sailors is that most charming
and pathetic of songs,

'

Home, Dearie, Home.'
"

It embodies the sanctity of a sailor's affec-

tion for wife and home and North Countree,
and is as far removed as can be from the
parody in the 'boisterous undergraduates'
'

Home, Boys, Home !

'

dealing
" with the

amours of a salacious mariner and of an in-

genuous chambermaid."
R. OLIVER HESLOP.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

At the last reference "
bonny ivy tree "

is

said to be meaningless ; but why 1
" In the

North Countree," at any rate, the term "
ivy

tree
"

is by no means uncommon ; with us,
indeed, almost every plant is a tree. For
"
ivy tree

"
itself see the'N.E.D.,' one cita-

tion from which may be allowed here :

"
1382, Wyclif, 1 Kings xix. 4, Whanne he was

comen, and satte vndir an yue tree." Lyte
has "Ivie bushe." C. C. B.
Epworth.

GLASTONBURY WALNUT (9
th S. xii. 208, 315).

See Hone's Every-Day Book '

(1832), vol. i.

col. 772, and vol. ii. col. 1641 ; also Chambers's
Book of Days,' vol. ii. p. 758, where are to be
ound the legends, &c., of the thorn and of
;he walnut tree. There is a reference to the
;horn in 'The Posthumous Works of Mr.
Samuel Butler,' fourth edition, 1732, p. 152 :

"Yet shall he be the Peoples Idol too, and a
eprobate Welch Goat one of the Elect, though he
s not so much a Christian as the Thorn at Glassen-
ury." 'Memoirs of the Years 49 and 50.'

I am aware of the fact that most of the
aid "

posthumous works" are believed to be
purious. ROBERT PIERPOLNT.

THE WYKEHAMICAL WORD "Toys" (9
th S.

xii. 345, 437). The Danish toj and the
)utch tuig are among the words given by
he '

Century Dictionary
'

as derived from
he root of which the ordinary English word
toy

"
is a derivative.

H. C. Adams in his
'

Wykehamica,' p. 437,
fter stating, without giving any evidence,
hat the Wykehamical word means properly
boy's

"
arina scholastica," his books, paper,

ens, &c., together with the cupboard which
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held them, derives the word " from the Dutch
tuychen, which means the paraphernalia re-

quisite for anything, equivalent to the Greek
Tvxect-" There can, however, be but little
doubt that both he and MR. DODGSON are
wrong, and that the right derivation of the
"notion" is that given in Mr. R. G. K.
Wrench's 'Winchester Word-Book 3

(second
edition, Winchester, P. & G. Wells, 1901)
p. 60:
"

Toys, subs. sing. A small bookcase and desk
combined.

^
The expression

'

Toy - time
'

suggests
that the s* has'been added. '

Teye, of a cofyr or
forcer; theca, thecarium,'

'

Promptorium Parvu-
lorum '

[circa 1440]. Old Fr. toie, teie (Mod. Fr.
taie), quite regularly from Lat. theca."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
In view of the suggestion at the latter

reference that the **

accepted derivation
"

of
this word is

" French toise, fathom=the space
allotted to college men," I should like to point
out that Mr. Wrench, in the second edition
of his 'Winchester Word-Book,' derives the
word from " Old Fr. toie, teie (Mod. Fr. taie),

quite regularly from Latin tkeca."

In the '

Glossary
'

to Mr. R. B. Mansfield's
'School-life at Winchester College, 1835-40'

(third edition, 1893), I find :

"
Toys. Bureaux in Chambers and Commoners'

Hall. Each boy had one at which he sat during"
Toy Time. The period between dinner time

and evening Chapel."

Though Mr. Wrench (loc. cit.} describes
"
toys

"
as a substantive singular, the word

has long been followed by a verb in the
plural, e.g., "my toys are dusty." An opinion
from PROF. SKEAT on Mr. Wrench's derivation
of the word would be welcome. H. C.

[H. C. also supplied the full extract from Mr.
Wrench, printed in MR. WAINEWRIGHT'S reply.]

ST. BEES COLLEGE (9
th S. xii. 408, 453). It

may interest MR. T. CANN HUGHES to learn
that my grandfather, the late Rev. Thurstan
Forshaw, for thirty-five years vicar of New-
chapel, Staffs, was a St. Bees student (1831-
1833), and that while spending a holiday in
Cumberland I stayed a few days at St. Bees,
and naturally visited the college, which, as I
said (ante, p 408), is now disrupted. Wishing
to have a memoir of his sojourn there, and
seeing scores of articles which would have
admirably suited my purpose going to wrack
and ruin, I thought the old collecting-
box the most suitable. I called at the

rectory to ask if I might have it. The rector
was away ; so I called on the curate, who
referred me to his Lordship of Carlisle, to
whom I wrote stating how much I should
value it. The answer came by return of

post that I might have it with pleasure, "as

[his lordship] could well understand how
interesting it would be to me." I am not
disposed to rectify any so-called error I
value the souvenir too highly ;

but I can.
assure MR. HUGHES, if the trustees of the
Museum of Tullie House at Carlisle want
some really valuable relics ard records of
St. Bees, they need only apply to his lord-
ship, who would doubtless present them with
some far more historical memento than my
money-box, to wit, the life-sized oil painting
of the first Principal of the college, Canon
Ainger, D.D., to say nothing of other paint-
ings.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D., F.R.S.A.I.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

THOMAS YOUNG, SECRETARY TO LORD MEL-
BOURNE (9

th S. xii. 350, 391). On further
searching the * Memoirs of Lord Melbourne '

by W. M. Torrens, M.P., I think that the one-
occasion on which Thomas Young did nob
serve Lord Melbourne "sagaciously and'
well" is to be found in vol. ii. pp. 401-4.
The passage is too long to transcribe, but it
is well worth reading.

F. E. R. POLLARD-URQUHART.
Castle Pollard, Westmeath.

RICHARD NASH (9
th S. xi. 445

;
xii. 15, 116,

135, 272, 335, 392). At p. 392 COL. PRIDEAUK
gives as the "original authority" for the
settlement of the Statue v. Picture problem
an extract from Goldsmith's

'

Life of Nash,
7

first edition, 1762. Has he not come across

Cunningham's edition of Goldsmith's ' Works '

(John Murray, 4 vols. 1854), in which there
is a note upon the epigram, quoting p. 102.

of the Gentlemaris Magazine of February,
1741, as containing it, six verses of a poem by
Jane Brereton, published in 1744, being also-

quoted therein, where Nash's delineation in
a picture is distinctly stated in the last

verse, which is similar to both versions of
the last verse of the epigram in Goldsmith's-
first and second editions 1

Query, Did Chesterfield borrow from Jane-

Brereton, or Jane Brereton from Chester-
field ? Which could most honestly say

" Ho&
ego versiculos feci tulit alter honores

"
1

ANTHONY TUCKER.
Royal Rock Hotel, Rock Ferry.

' RULE BRITANNIA '

(9
th S. xii. 365, 436).

I cannot agree with COL. PRIDEAUX'S infer-

ence, but his having the editions he refers to

testifies to the completeness of his great
library. I think the reverse of what he says
is the fact. I believe that the majority of

writers leave punctuation to the printer, as

I have always done myself until lately.

The mistake of putting a comma after rule,
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in "rule Britannia," arises from a universa
bad habit of the printer, in putting a capita
to a word in the middle of a sentence. Th
first printer puts a capital to an ordinar

word, which gives it the semblance of a name
The next printer thinks he must alter tha
but instead of doing the right thing anc

putting a small r he puts a comma afte

Ilule, to make it not appear as a name.
The bad habits of printers are so numerou

that I cannot admit their universal practic
as a guide. I have been writing agains
these universal practices in 'N. & Q.' sine
1872 (4

th S. ix. 274), but other notes mor
emphatic will be found 8th S. xi. 83

;
9th S

i 34, 143 ;
iv. 146

;
vi. 258

;
xii. 83.

I find printers have many bad habits, a
least to my idea. They alter my spelling i

it is not that of their particular office. Thu
if I write, according to the almost universa
practice, civilisation, a z is put instead of my
s, without the slightest notice to me. If !

put my date in proper sequence of day
month, year, thus : friday 19 June 1903, it i

altered to the childish form Friday, June 19
1903. As there are twelve nineteens in the
year it gives a copyist twelve chances o:

making a mistake.
But it is no use going on. I could fil

columns with instances. I should like, how
ever, to advise any one who wants peace o
mind to let his printer print in any ugly way
he likes. To get printers to do different from
what they have been brought up to, is a
task that would daunt the most determinec
author, if he only knew what was before
him. Let them do as they like, even if it is
such an old-fashioned useless and brainless
thing as numbering the sheets of a book with
the alphabet, but leaving out j, v and w, and
when the letters are exhausted beginnin
again with A A ! This is what Englis
printers have been doing for centuries. Don't
talk about reform to them their great-great-
grandfathers did the same.

RALPH THOMAS.
THACKERAY AND ' DAMASCUS AND PALMYRA

(9
th

b. xii. 446). A copy of this work, sold at
feotheby's in 1891 (for 27J.), is said to have
contained inside the cover Thackeray's re-
ceipt, when a very young man, for twenty
pounds for his illustrations to the work

R'. B.

A vehicle of the
"
pousse-pousse" and Ver-

sailles order survived in public use in Bedford
certainly for a few years after 1851. It be-
longed to a Mr. Peacock, and was operated
fcy him and his son, being known as "Pea-

cock's fly," but vulgarly
" Peacock's pull-and-

shove-it." There were no cabs in Bedford at
that period, and Peacock's fly was in request
to carry to gatherings at the Assembly Rooms
guests who had no carriages at command. It
held two persons, who sat facing each other.
It was like a "

slice
"

of cab, as if a cab had
been cut down perpendicularly in the direc-
tion of its length. The son pulled a bath-
chair kind of handle

;
the father pushed at

a towel-rail kind of handle fixed to the back.
The colour was, if I rightlv remember, a rusty
black. F.

"HAGIOSCOPE" OR ORIEL? (9
th S. xi. 301,

321, 375, 491 ; xii. 58, 195.) At the first

reference I mentioned the so-called squints
in Haseley Church, Oxfordshire, and showed
that it was impossible to see through one of
them. I have lately bought a copy of ' Some
Remarks on the Church of Great Haseley,'
Oxford, 1848, first published in 1840. On
p. 25 the Rev. T. W. Weare says :

" These holes
or perforations were no doubt intended to
enable those in the chantries to see the high
altar during the time of divine service." He
appends, however, the following note :

"Delafield thinks that ' the holes were designed
For lancets to convey the voice of the priests offi-

ciating at the high altar to penitents who were
under ecclesiastical censure, and therefore not ad-
mitted (while thus bound) to the full and complete
oartaking of and joining in the offices of religion.'
The common idea formerly current in the parish,
that they were employed for confession, seems un-
tenable."

About the year 1740 the Rev. Mr. Delafield
wrote a history of the parish of Haseley, the
MS. of which remained in 1848 in the Bod-
eiari Library. It is clear enough that these
apertures were used for confession, but the
'hagioscope," invented in 1839, may live on
;

or some years yet, and an ingenious attempt
las been made by its supporters to get rid of
the fact that some of the apertures are filled
with open panelling or lattice-work. On
p. 196 ante Miss LEGA-WEEKES says :

"As to the screens or panels which, as described
n Parker, were features of some hagioscopes, it
las been explained to me that these were made to
open and shut, so that they need not obstruct the
view during service."

.f that were so, of what use would the screens
3e? And will the gentleman who has ex-
plained the difficulty in this way come forward
nd tell us of at least one case where the
creen opens and shuts ? S. O. ADDY.

DICKENS REFERENCE (9
th S. xii. 430).

Dickens, or his printer, or the two of them in
eliberate conspiracy, did a misleading thing
n giving a mere bogle the presentment of
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personal dignity, as if, forsooth, he were a

gentleman of independent means and on
a level of importance with an historical

celebrity like Guy Fawkes. A bogle, on the
other hand, belongs to the region of shadows,
and his only approach to the position of a
sensible entity is in his character of Scottish
scarecrow. The hobgoblin or bogle of the

Lowlanders, like the Deil that " danced awa'
wi' the Exciseman," is for long as obsolete as
the dodo

;
but in rural parts we still have our

"
tawtie-bogle," and certain of his brethren

that do standard service in the springing
crops. But the bogles of Burns's songs, and
those that Tarn o' Shanter in apprehensive
mood feared "might catch him unawares,"
have no abiding influence among us, unless,

indeed, in very primitive districts, or in spots
specially selected for the experiments con-
ducted by the Psychical Society. Brownies
and bogles are associated more than once by
Gavin Douglas ;

Burns links the bogle and
the ghost as possible agents of terror

;
and

Scott makes some of his rustics approach
with bated breath what is considered "an
unco bogilly bit." These are matters of purely
literary importance, and are of particular
concern mainly to the folk-lorist and the
student of superstition. THOMAS BAYNE.

Bogle. An apparition ;
TL ghost, hobgoblin,

spectre ;
an object of terror, a bugbear. The

*

English Dialect Dictionary
'

devotes over a
column to this word. W. B. GERISH.

[The point is that the word is Bogle, not bogle ;

we imagine Dickens used the capital letter to

personify the bogey in question.]

ENGLISH GRAVE AT OSTEND (9
fch S. xii. 9,

176, 235, 278). In the Gentleman's Magazine
for May, 1843, p. 558, 1 find this entry of death
on 9 March: "At Ostend, George Nevile,

Esq., of Skelbrooke Park, Yorkshire."
RALPH THOMAS.

INSCRIPTION ON SNUFFBOX (9
th S. xii. 429).

The incident depicted relates to the arrest of

a, Capt. Reynolds by order of Lord Cardigan,
formerly Lord Brudenell. For his writing an
account of this transaction Lord Cardigan
challenged, and fought a duel with, Capt.
Harvey Tuckett, for which Lord Cardigan
was tried by his peers, 16 February, 1841.

Lord Denman, my grandfather, presided as

Lord High Steward, and I have his original
notes taken during the trial.

ARTHUR DENMAN, F.S.A.

[MR. F. C. FROST, MR. HAMMOND HALL, H. H. P.,
MR. J. T. PAGE, ST. SWITHIN, MR. G. T. SHERBORN,
MR. J. B. WAINEWRIOHT, and the REV. C. 8. WARD
send similar information, with references to the
' Annual Register' for 1840 and Irving' s

' Annals of

our Times ' under 5 Oct., 1840.]

"PEACE AT ANY PRICE" (9
th S. xii. 367).

Both at 5th S. ix. 448 and xi. 187 the origin
or, at least, the earliest use of this phrase
is given as French, it having been used by
Armand Carrel in 1831 in describing the
Casimir-Perier Administration as "

le minis-
tere de la paix a tout prix," and by Lamar-
tine in 1848, he, it was said, having pro-
claimed " Paix a tout prix." But the idea,
and even the very words, may be found in

English verjr much earlier and, indeed, in

one of the most famous passages in our his-

torical literature. Clarendon, in his
'

History
of the Rebellion,' in the description of Falk-
and which has become immortal, wrote that

some thought, or pretended to think,
"
that

was so much enamoured on peace, that he
would have been glad the king should have

Dought it at any price," a suggestion which
the historian regarded as "a most unreason-

able calumny." ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

INFANT SAVIOUR AT THE BREAST (9
th S. xii.

29, 115, 291, 435). In a miscellaneous collection

of pictures representing the work of various

artists I have seen a print of the
'

Flight into

Egypt,' signed Gerarde Jode. In the fore-

ground is Joseph, leading an ass and looking
Dack towards the Blessed Virgin, who is

seated with the Child at her breast
;
in the

Dackground are a castled crag and houses with

stepped gables where soldiers are engaged in

massacring the Innocents. Under the print
are the lines :

Nocte sub obscura puerum cum matre Josephus
Ducit in JEgiptum barbariemque fugit.

It ought, as a matter of fact, to be easy to

obtain any number of examples of works

upon this subject. Thus in the Uffizi Gallery

at Florence there is a very small picture on

copper by Parmigiano of Mary giving the

breast to the infant Jesus. Spinello. too,

painted the Madonna del Latte (a half figure)

for the church of San Stefano fuor d'Arezzo,

though it is now in San Bernardo : and Albert

Diirer has left something of the same sort in

wood or bronze. T. P. ARMSTRONG.

SUNDIAL MOTTO (9
th S. xii. 428). COL-

LECTOR will find some interesting particulars

concerning this motto in Mrs. Alfred Gatty's
' Book of Sun-Dials.' She says :

"
It must be

imperfect ;
and it has been suggested that a

previous line may have referred to the two

trees of Life and Knowledge in the Garden

of Eden. If so, the meaning is clear.
'

JOHN T. PAGE.

PETER PAYNE (9
th S. xii. 308). I strongly

recommend MR. W. PAYNE to buy or borrow

three books :
* A Forgotten Great English-
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man,' published by the Religious Tract
Society ;

' The Gleaming Dawn,' a romance
founded on 'The Forgotten Great English-
man'; and 'The Cardinal's Page,' a sequel to
the second work. All are by James Baker ;

the second and third are published by
Chapman & Hall. I had the good fortune to
make Mr. Baker's acquaintance in Oxford,
just before last Whitsuntide. Peter Payne
was Principal of my old Hall, St. Edmund,
from 1410 to 1414. Owing to the energy of
its present Principal, the Hall has not been
obliterated. Long may it flourish ! It is the
fourth oldest foundation of the University
of Oxford.

Massingberd on the 'English Reformation,'
fourth edition, 1866, says :

"Some Bohemians, who had come into England
with the queen of Richard II., had carried back the
doctrines of WyclifFe with them. And they were
joined by some English clergymen, particularly one
Peter Payne, who is accused of having got up the
Oxford testimonial in favour of Wycliffe."

M.A.OxoN.

FOLK-LOEE OF CHILDBIRTH (9
th S. xii. 288,

413, 455). In Derbyshire new babies come
from under the gooseberry bushes

; from
nettle and parsley beds also boys from the
nettles, and girls from the parsley. They
are

"
dug up," wrapped in a white cloth, and

brought into the house when nobody is look-
ing. But there are various places which are
baby's come-from. THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

"CLAMEUR DE HARO": "CRIER HARO"
(9

th S. xii. 126, 272, 412). The following care-
ful explanation of this ancient "cry," taken
from Black's

' Guide to Jersey
'

(1902), may
prove of interest :

"
All encroachments on property which require a

B-ompt
remedy may be resisted by the Clameur de

aro, after which an action is brought. At the
disputed place the aggrieved person, in the presence
of two witnesses, orders the aggressor or his agent
to desist by exclaiming: 'Haro! Haro ! Haro ! a
1 aide, mon Prince, on me fait tort.' After this he
denounces the aggressor by exclaiming:

' Je vous
ordonne de quitter cet ouvrage

'

; upon which,
unless he desist instantly, he is liable to be
punished for breach of the peace and contempt of
the king s authority, the property being supposed
to be under the king's special protection from the
moment the '

cry is made. Any party calling for
the protection of the sovereign wrongfully is fined
by the court

; and when a case of Clameur de Haro
UKi! Tj

e
M
e
.J?

U&beJhree Jurats on the bench
with the Bailiff. The Clameur, formerly respectedin Normandy, is in Jersey still an instantaneous
check which cannot be disputed. The term was incommon use in Normandy long before the arrival
of Kollo and his freebooters, and is derived from
tne Frankish verb haran, to cry out or shout."
From this it is evident that the quaint

appeal is still used in one at least of the
Channel Islands. I am not quite sure about
the others. Perhaps some reader may further

enlighten. CECIL CLARKE.
Authors' Club S.W.

GIPSY QUEEN (9
th S. xii. 407, 428). A cot-

tager in the King's Town of Brading, I.W.,
told me in 1900 that some years before a

gipsy known as
" Old Stanley

"
in the place

died. He had possession of a cottage and
strip of land by the side of Nunwell Park,
and others of his people used to camp on his

strip of ground. On his decease, his family
shut the house up and camped in the garden
till after his burial, when his bedding and
clothes were taken and burnt on the down,
and his tools were " drowned "

in the river

Yar,
**
after the gipsy custom," as my in-

formant said. RED CROSS.

"SCRIPTURES OUT OF CHURCH" (9
th S. xii.

429). It was Mrs. Slipslop who considered it

Atheism to mention the Bible out of church;
see 'Joseph Andrews.' She was a fellow-
servant with Joseph in Lady Booby's house-
hold. I do not remember a Mrs. Adams. Was
not the good parson a bachelor 1

G. T. SHERBORN.
Twickenham.

The line,

That Scriptures out of church are blasphemies,
is to be found in

' Don Juan,' canto xiii.

stanza 96, where in a note Byron refers the

authorship of the sentiment to Mrs. Adams,
In 'Joseph Andrews,' book iy. ch. xi., when
Parson Adams told Mrs. Adams that the
husband was the head of the wife, she replied
that "it was blasphemy to talk Scripture out
of church." J. A. J. HOUSDEN.

"LORD PALATINE" (9
th S. xii. 347, 417).

Mr. Plowden, on p. 9 of his
' Grain or Chaff?

~

recently published, alludes to a charter
granted by Charles I. to his forefather
Edmund Plowden (grandson of the famous
lawyer), in which the said Edmund Plowden
is described as Earl Plowden, Earl Palatine,.
Governor and Captain-General of the Pro-
vince of New Albion.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

QUEEN ELIZABETH AND NEW HALL, ESSEX
(9

th S. xii. 208, 410, 477). MR. CURRY'S
reply, ante, p. 410., is extremely interesting.
I am sorry that I can give no further infor-
mation about the Italian lines at New Hall.
I quoted them as given in Murray's

* Hand-
book to the Eastern Counties '

(1892, p. 27) ;

but that compilation is very faulty, and by
no means up to the average of the celebrated
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Murray guide-books. Perhaps some Essex
antiquary can supply more exact details.

JAMES HOOPER.
MADAME HUMBERT AND THE CRAWFORDS

(9
th S. xii. 407, 456). Was there not in Lord

Lytton's 'The Disowned' an unscrupulous
millionaire called Crawford ? I am writing
from memory.

F. E. R. POLLARD-URQUHART.
FABLE AS TO CHILD-MURDER BY JEWS (9

th S.
xii. 446). This ghastly story seems uncom-
monly like a variant upon the "Wild Darell"
tragedy, recorded by John Audley, and re-
ferred to in a note to

*

Rokeby
'

by Scott, as
having occurred at Littlecote, in Wiltshire,
about the beginning of the seventeenth cen-
tury. The main features of the two stories
are at any rate quite identical. Is it possible
that, in the general jumbling up of matters
by the "ignorant person'' alluded to by MR.
PEACOCK, the reference to 'Rokeby' as the
source of the story may have, in some sort
of topsy-turvy manner, suggested the name
of the accoucheur ("Roque or Roche or
Rock") in this Whitechapel version of the
horror? It may be significant to note that
the date of this version (August, 1813) was
just after the appearance of Sir Walter Scott's

poem. Receiving it in a distorted form,
perhaps at third or fourth hand, did the
writer reset it, with other variations, for a
purpose of his own, possibly malicious ?

JOHN HUTCHINSON.
Middle Temple Library.

[J. B. W., MR. E. YARDLEY, and other corre-
spondents send the same suggestion. The REV. J.
PICKFORD refers to Erskine Neale's

'

Reminiscences
of a Gaol Chaplain,' vol. i., 'The Foreign Ambas-
sadress.']

CISTERCIAN VISITATIONS (9
th S. xii. 247).

Your correspondent might obtain the in-

formation he requires by turning to 4th S. vii.

:268 and 5th S. i. 15, where he will find a long
list of works treating on Cistercian monas-
teries, principally in England.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

MACAULAY AND DICKENS (9
th S. xii. 189).

Without being a citation, Thackeray's
' ' The

Campaigner" ('Newcomes') brings to mind
significantly Dickens's "The Old Soldier''

{' Dombey '). H. P. L.

CARDINALS (9
th S. xi. 490

;
xii. 19, 174, 278,

334). Mrs. Minto Elliot, in the third chapter
of her 'Roman Gossip,' says that Cardinal
Antonelli told Lady Anne San Giorgio that
he was a deacon only, not a priest, and there-
fore could marry. This story is false on the
face of it, for deacons in the Catholic Church
are bound to celibacy ; sub-deacons, even, in

the West are so bound. MR. WHITE gives no
authority for his statement that Antonelli
never was ordained priest.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

RALEIGH : ITS PRONUNCIATION (9
th

S. xii.
366). There is a fine (Dodsworth, 106, f 21)
by which, in 1432, "Thomas Oudely de Reyle
in the county of Essex," with his wife
conveyed her lands in Sutton in Holder-
ness. It may have been written in Yorkshire
but the scribe would do his best to imitate
the pronunciation of Audley or his family,and that seems to have been "

Rayley
"
or

"Reyley." THOS. BLASHILL.

The pronunciation of Raleigh seems to
have been Rawleigh as late as the beginning
of the eighteenth century that is, if one
may judge from the following extract in the
Weekly Journal of 29 June, 1723: "

A.D
1618. Sir Walter Rawleigh, who had lived
a condemned Man many Years in the
Tower of London, now to procure some
Liberty propounded to the King a Pro-
ject for the fetching of Gold from a Mine
in Guyana, and that without any wrong to
the King of Spain," &c. Raleigh itself seems
to be a corruption of what is a not uncommon
surname to-day, namely, Rawley, a surname
derived in its turn from the place - name
Rawleigh, in Devonshire. " Raw "

or
" row "

means rough, whence we have also Rowley,
Rowland, i.e., rough meadowland ; Raw-
march, in Yorkshire, the rough marshy place;
Rougham, in Norfolk and Suffolk, the rough
home

;
and Rough-Lee-Booth, in Lancashire,

the hut -on -the -rough -land. Bacon's 'Sylva
Sylvarum ; or, a Naturall Historic in Ten
Centuries,' was published by William Raw-
ley, Doctor in Divinity, in 1639.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
There are two- parishes in Devonshire,

the one named Colyton-Rawleigh, the other
Combe-Rawleigh, and both names are pro-
nounced as written. The former is said to
have been a manor once belonging to Sir
Walter Raleigh. See Lewis's

'

Topographical
Dictionary,' s.v. the former word.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

CUSHIONS ON THE ALTAR (9
th S. xii. 346,

398, 436). It seems to be that the fashion
for these has fallen into disuse ; and 1 take it

that it is a very good thing that it should be
so, for they were not only uncomfortable, but
great collectors of dust and dirt. I can re-

member their being in use in St. George's
Church, Camberwell, where I attended in my
boyhood's days, my father being the master
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of the boys' school. That is close upon half

a century ago, and, moreover, they were in

use on the pulpit, reading-desk, and clerks

rostrum. The Rev. Samuel Smith, M.A., was

then the vicar, he having gone there in 1832,

and remained in charge of that parish for

fifty-three years, going to Kingsdown, near

Farningham, Kent, in 1885. Cushions were,

until its restoration in 1878, in use at

JSt. Margaret's, Westminster, after which

time they were banished, a great gain to

cleanliness being the result when the late

Dr. Farrar decided against their continuance.

When he advocated the restoration of the

church, I remember distinctly that among
the illustrations he used to advance and

emphasize his arguments was the dirty state

of the pulpit cushion.
W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.

C2, The Almshouses, Rochester Row, S.W.

I perfectly understand MR. ANGUS. He
says :

"
I prefer a book-rest, as the cushion

is too low, and the book has a tendency to

slip from the soft cushion."

I submit that "lowriess" and "softness"

are not essential characteristics of
" a padded

support" i.e., of a cushion; and that the

"book-rest," padded with its veil, which he

prefers, is a "cushion" (within the meaning
of the word) equally with the bulging and

flabby naccidities which he contemns.
FREDERICK WILLIAM ROLFE.

In * The Deformation and the Reformation,'
a series of ten plates with explanatory letter-

press, published by A. R. Mowbray, Oxford,
and at 65, Farringdon Street, London, E.G.,
there is distinctly seen at plate viii., 'Con-
firmation the Deformation,' a cushion with
a book on it at the south end of the altar

;

the north end of the table is hidden by the

figure of the bishop, who is in the act of

administering the rite.

F. E. R. POLLARD-URQUHART.
Castle Pollard, Westtneath.

NUMERALS (9
th S. xii. 387). In Archceologia,

vol. x. p. 360, there is a paper on Arabic
numerals by the Rev. George North, which
contains references to various treatises on
the subject, one of which may possibly con-
tain the information of which COL. RIVETT-
CARNAC is in search. MATILDA POLLARD.

Belle Vue, Bengeo.

HOUSE OF COMMONS, 1640 (9
th S. xii. 408).

An engraving of the Houses of Lords and
Commons as they appeared at about the time
indicated fronts the title-page of

"An Exact Collection of all Remonstrances,
Declarations, Votes, Orders beginning: at his

Majesties return from Scotland, being in December

1641 and continued untill March the 21, 1643

London, Printed for Edward Husbands, T. Warren,
R. Best, and are to be sold

at^
the Middle Temple,

Grays Inne Gate, and the White Horse in Pauls

Churchyard. 1643."

EDWARD PEACOCK.
" HARK ! HARK ! THE DOGS DO BARK "

(9
th S.- xii. 387). This jingle is enshrined

under the heading 'Relics' in Halliwell's
4

Nursery Rhymes of England,' p. 306
;
but

there the beggars are coming,
" Some in jags

and some in rags," as I fancy they did in a
collection of verses which amused me when
I was small, and which disappeared from
human ken after it had solaced me in so-called

scarlatina. I used to be troubled by the word

"jags," and do not recollect that its mean-

ing was ever satisfactorily explained to the

inquiring infant. From present consultation

of the 'H.E.D.' I conclude that 4l

jags" is

indicative of the antiquity of the lines to

which our attention is called. ST. SWITHIN.

Has MR. LANG forgotten that so recently as

9th S. v. 216, MR. KING reported that in 'Aunt
Judy's May-Day Volume for Young People,'

by Mrs. Alfred Gatty, London, 1869, there

were fourteen pages of letterpress on this

nursery rime ? EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Popular Ballads of the Olden Time. Selected and
edited by Frank Sidgwick. (Bullen.)

WE have here the first series, consisting of
' Ballads

of Romance and Chivalry,' of what bids fair to be
a representative and satisfactory collection of old
ballads. Such is sure of a welcome. The student
counts among his most precious possessions

' The
English and Scottish Ballads' or Francis James-

Child, and has probably on his shelves the reprints
of the Bagford, the Roxburgh, and other series
executed for the Ballad Society by Chappell and
Ebsworth, together with, presumably, the '

Percy
MSS.,' edited by Hales and Furnivall, or at least

the
'

Reliques.' There is room, however, for a popu-
lar collection edited with taste and making some
approach to completeness. Of such the first volume
is issued, under the editorship of Mr. Sidgwick,
and directed by the fine taste of Mr. Bullen. In
how many volumes this will be we know not pro-
bably some half-dozen. It will certainly, if carried
out as it is begun, constitute a boon to the lover
of poetry. Some forty ballads of romance and
chivalry, including

'

(Tlasgerion,'
'

Little Musgrave
and Lady Barnard,'

' Child Waters,'
' Lord Lovel,'

' The Nut-brown Maid,'
' The Boy and the Mantle/

' Barbara Allan,'
' The Twa Sisters o' Binnorie/

&c., are given in a text which is at once accurate
and readable, and is, moreover, free from any
species of bowdlerization. That the book is pub-
lished by Mr. Bullen is a guarantee for the last-

named requisite. A serviceable and illuminatory
introduction, a table of first lines, and glossarial
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notes and comments add to the utility of the work.
A glossary of ballad commonplace is a new and
striking feature. On this, did space permit, < we
could make some comment, and we commend it to
those of our readers who are philologists. When
of a sword we hear that a man "dried it on his
sleeve" or "

straiked it o'er a strae," we would
observe that this is still seen. Murderers or
combatants in burlesque imitate the action of
"straiking" the sword on a floor covered with
straw or rushes before proceeding to fight. We
shall look with anxiety for the following volumes
of what will surely be the best popular edition in
existence.

Grace Book B. Part I. Edited for the Cambridge
Antiquarian Society by Mary Bateson. (Cam-
bridge, University Press.)

THIS volume is the second of a series which com-
memorates the late Dr. Luard, who was Registrary
(such is the Cambridge form, not "

Registrar ") of
the University from 1862 to 1891. The volume con-
sists of brief notes made by the proctors in Latin
year after year from 1488 to 1511. These notes con-
cern almost entirely admissions to'degrees, fees, and
expenses. There is an excellent index, and the
whole affords a most interesting insight into the
University at a time of which little has been
written and comparatively little is known. The
introduction brings out clearly the chief points of
interest. The list of books deposited as cautions
is steadily dreary to-day, being almost entirely
concerned with mediaeval philosophy and theology ;

a Latin Plato is the only classical book mentioned.
We hear of the first negotiations with the Lady
Margaret who was to take so important a part in

Cambridge history by founding Christ's College
in 1505 and St. John's College in 1511. Bishop
Fisher it was who secured her patronage and who
appears as Proctor in 1494-5. Folios 67-70 (four,

surely, not three, as the introduction says) are

missing here, but we find on the next page Wisher's
accounts for breakfast before going to Greenwyshe
(Greenwich) to dine with Lady Margaret, boat
thither and back, servants' dinner and supper.
Letters, which were sealed with red wax, were
written for the University chiefly by Caius
Auberinus, and later by a Vicar of Trumpington
who is unidentified. Now such duties would, we
suppose, fall to the Public Orator of the University.
This was a period of depression, and patrons to

supply funds were much wanted. In 1506 Erasmus
was, we recall, teaching Greek in Cambridge,
though details of his stay are not known, and we
find this same year a "

facultas incipiendi in theo-

logia" granted to him. He soon left his work, and
we dare say that, as on a later visit, he discovered,
in his own significant words, that "nothing could
be extracted from the naked."
There were town-and-gown rows in these days,

a prominent fishmonger being injured, and free

fights between the various hostels and colleges.
For two nights the recently founded college of

Christ's fought the students of the Hostel of

St. Nicholas, the proctors putting down as their

expenses a*. 8d. and 2s. 5d. We presume that this

Hostel of St. Nicholas was one of the establishments
now merged in King's College. A note in such
cases might be conveniently added at the bottom of

the page or in the index ; modern representatives
of old foundations might be added in brackets. No
doubt the Cambridge Antiquarian Society know

these things, but they should make their admirable
research more available to the public by reasonable
annotation of such highly interesting volumes as
this. Ihere might, too, be a brief vocabulary of
late Latin terms used, which will be searched for
in vain in ordinary dictionaries, and will certainlybe unknown to a good many who have had what is
called a classical education.
The index, at any rate, is all that could be desired

and its use will save some confusions and doubts
due to erratic spelling and absence of capital letters.We look forward with pleasure to the appearance
of Part II. of this 'Grace Book,' which goes down
to 1549.

Chelsea Old Church. By Randall Davies, F.S.A.
With a Preface by Herbert P. Home. (Duck-
worth & Co.)

WE heartily recommend to archaeologists this
admirable volume on a most interesting topic. All
concerned with families any member of which
died in Chelsea before the nineteenth century
should consult the book. It deals also with such
topics as the last resting-place of Sir Thomas More,
and others which have been discussed in the pages
of 'N. Q.'

Who's Who, 1904. (A. & C. Black.)
Who's Who Year-Book, 1904. (Same publishers.)

IN spite of an accident which seemed to menace
the production of the coming year's issue of
'Who's Who,' the new volume makes its appear-
ance with what may be regarded as exemplary
punctuality. Little is to be added to what
has previously been said about this annual, which
is, perhaps, to all concerned with literature, art,
science, and society, the most indispensable of
works of reference. We ourselves make more
constant and habitual use of it than of any other
work of its class, and cannot recall an occasion
when our application has been infructuous. In
consequence of the augmenting extent of the bio-

graphies a few of which are, perhaps through
personal vanity, a trifle excessive, though the fault,
on the whole, is on the right side the tables
which have hitherto formed a preliminary part of
the volume are now issued separately as the
* Who 's Who Year-Book.' The information con-

veyed in this is also indispensable.

Whitaker's Almanack, 1904.
' WHITAKER' maintains its supremacy, and remains
an indispensable guide to the editor, the student,
the man of affairs, and all connected with the
world's progress. One of numerous features of
interest in the latest volume is the space devoted
to education.

Whitaker's Peerage for 1904.

THIS still constitutes the cheapest and readiest of

guides to the titled classes. So thoroughly up to date
is it that the lamented death of Lord Rowton is

recorded, and the Rowton peerage is chronicled as

extinct. Within its seven to eight hundred pages
is, in convenient form, all that the average man
seeks to know.

Photoyrams of the Year (Dawbarn & Ward) not

only keeps up the fine record of the advance of art,

but also supplies numerous designs worthy of preser-

vation, and useful, we should suppose, for purposes
of extra-illustration. We anticipate with pleasure^
the appearance of each successive volume.
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BOTH as regards the extra illustrations and the

general character of the contents, the Queen takes

precedence of most of the Christmas numbers.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.

MESSRS. HENRY SOTHERAN & Co.'s Price Current,

12 December, contains a large number of Arctic

subjects; a collection of autograph letters ot the

royal family, statesmen, and authors, 1737-1855,

21/. ;
an unpublished manuscript ballad (broadside)

of the seventeenth century, relating to the
** Meal

Tub Plot." There is with this a letter of Mr.

Ebsworth, in which he says,
"
I have never met

with any other copy, either in print or manuscript.'

Under Botany we find Hooker's ' Flora of British

India'; Dairy's 'Handbook of the Indian Flora' ;

and Hyll's 'The Profitable Arte of Gardeninge,'

1572-68, rare. 8/. 10s. There is also an important
remainder,

' The Orchid Grower's Manual/ by B. S.

Williams. Byron's
' Hours of Idleness,' the rare

first edition, is 52^. 10*. ; Bryan's 'Painters,'

5'2l. 10*. ; Camden's
'

Britannia,' 55/. Under Dic-

tionaries we find Godefroy and Littre. There is a

magnificent copy of Lady Dilke's works on French

Art, 4 vols., sumptuously bound in Levant morocco,
with rich design in French style, very scarce, 1899-

1902, 451. Drama includes Bell's
'
British Theatre,'

and a collection of letters and notices of Madame
Patti. 'Encyclopaedia Britannica,' 1875-89, ninth

edition and very rare. Works of interest are to be

found under India and Ireland. There is a copy of

the Fourth Folio Shakespeare, 47/. 10*., and a com-

plete set of the Atheixeum, 1828 to 1901, including
the advertisements, 118 vols. 4to, half-calf, 42/. The
catalogue says, "The Athenaeum needs no recom-

mendation."

The list of Mr. James Roche, of New Oxford

Street, is varied and well worth perusal. It opens
with a fine set of the Sporting Magazine, 1845-63,

20 guineas ;

' The Stafford Gallery,' containing 300

coloured illustrations, 1818, 15/. 15s. ;

' The Dresden

Gallery' ;
an original subscriber's copy of Roberta's

'

Holy Land '

; Cruikshank's Pierce Egan's
'

Life in

London,' the twelve parts in the original wrappers,
<>0 guineas ; Layard's

'

Nineveh,' 2 vols. royal folio ;

the Montldu Mirror, 1796-1807 ; Chalmers's
'

Bio-

graphical Dictionary
'

; Shakespeare, Harding's

1)lates,
large paper ;

Forbes Watson's '

People of

ndia' (this contains 468 portraits); 'Arthur of

Little Britain,' 1814, only 175 copies printed ;
a

complete set of
" Chiswick Poets/' 100 vols., 1822 ;

' Sketches by Boz,' uncut copy ; Boydell's
' Shake-

speare
' and '

Shakespeare Gallery.' There are also

a number of books on India and the East.

Mr. Walter T. Spencer, of New Oxford Street,
has a fresh catalogue of a portion of his large
collection of prints and drawings. These include

Cruikshank, Gillray, Leech,
"
Phiz," Rowlandson,

Rossetti (an original in water colours), Sir Joshua
Reynolds (86 grand engravings), Dickensiana,
Richard Doyle, Drama^ (under this heading are to
be found portraits of Kean, Garrick, Braham, T. P.

Cooke, &c., and a collection of playbills ranging from
1778). There are also some old miniature books.

A " Short Catalogue
" from Mr. Voynich contains

choice and rare books, many of them not in the
British Museum. The subjects include English

Presses of the Sixteenth Century, French Early
Presses, Greek Presses, Oxford Presses, Occult

Science, Bibliography, Shakespeariana, Unknown
Incunabula, Typographical Monuments before 1475,
&c.

Mr. Charles Higham, of Farringdon Street, has a

new catalogue containing a number of theological
items from the libraries of two Eastern Anglian
clergymen.
Those in want of engraved portraits at low prices

will do well to have a look at Mr. A. Russell

Smith's new list ; it includes all sorts and condi-

tions of men and women.

The new catalogue of Mr. Richard Cameron, of

Edinburgh, contains much to interest. Of special
note are the works relating to Scotland. Among
these we find

' New Statistical Account of Scot-

land,' 1845, 15 vols.
;
Drummond's ' Ancient Scottish

Arms,' 1881
; Edinburgh Literary Journal, complete,

1828-31 ; 80 vols. of the Edinburgh Courant ; set of

old portraits of the kings of Scotland ; early maps
and plans of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Paisley, Perth ;

books and maps relating to railways for Scotland,
ranging from 1810 to 1828 ;

Gale et Fell,
k

Scriptores
Rerum Britannicarum Veterea,' 1684-91 ; and a con-

temporary engraving of the Battle of Culloden. This
original impression was issued 14 May, 1746. The
catalogue also includes a statuette model (in plaster)
of the Greenshields statue of Sir Walter Scott.

Mr. Albert Sutton, of Manchester, sends his

Catalogue No. 118, containing C. Agrippa's
* Trat-

tato di Scientia d'Arme,' first edition, 1'2L, and a

large number of works on Africa, America, and
Angling. Under Cheshire we find a set of the
' Cheshire Sheaf,' and also the manuscript Order
Book of the King's Cheshire Yeomanry, 1827-47-
Other interesting items are Cruikshank's ' Humour-
ist,' 1819-22 ;

Linton's ' Masters of Wood Engraving,'
large-paper copy ; military works, including

'
Mili-

tary Costume,' 1893, of which only twenty-five
copies were produced for subscribers ; the ' Funeral
Procession of the Duke of Wellington,' by Alken
and Sala, measuring 67 feet long, in original cloth

case, Ackermann, 1853, 11. Is. ; Beaumarchais,
' La

Folle Journee, ou le Mariage de Figaro,' first

edition, original wrapper, 8/. 8s. ;

'

Bewickiana,'
3 vols., 1861, IQl. 10*. ; Dyer's 'Cambridge,' extra-
illustrated copy ; Blackioood, 1817 to 1890, 152 vols. ;

and Chamber^ Journal, 1832 to 1896.

A. J. D. (" Pews attached to Houses "). No
signature was written on the manuscript, so your
initials were appended.
ADRIAN WHEELER ("Corrections for Index").

Please send.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT. Baron of the Exche-

quer will appear next week.

CORRIGENDA. P. 470, col. 2, 1. 5 from foot, for

"Ormsby" read Ornsbv ; p. 474, col. 1, 1. 7, for
"
leisure

" read licence ; 1. 25, for
" then

" read there.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to " The Editor of
' Notes and Queries

' " Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
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CAPT. BLIGH AND THE MUTINY OF THE
BOUNTY.

THE following unpublished extracts from
letters written by Thomas Denman Ledward,
who succeeded Mr. Huggan as surgeon on
board H.M.S. Bounty shortly before her crew
mutinied, leave the vexed question of the
character of Capt. Bligh much where it was,
but will, I think, prove of interest.

"Portsmouth. Decr 4 1787. By some unaccount-
able fortune the Surgeon's Mate did not go on board
the Bounty, & she put back a day or two ago on the
Winds coming to the Westward, & Capt Blyth now
"wishes me to go with him if possible. She is not
rallowed any Surgeon's Mate, so that 1 am to enter
as A.B. ; but the Captain is almost certain that I
shall get a first Mate's pay, & shall stand a great
chance of immediate promotion ;

& if the Surgeon
dies (& he has the character of a drunkard) I shall
have a Surgeon's acting order."

" On board the Bounty at St. Helen's. 10 Decr

1787. The La Nymphe was paid off about a Week
ago, & I immediately agreed with Capt 11

Blythe of
the Bounty to go with him to Otaheite to trans-

plant Bread fruit trees to Jamaica ; we go by Cape
Horn and return by the Cape of Good Hope. The
Navy board has not allowed her a Surgeon's Mate ;

but the Capt" was unwilling to trust the lives of4o Men so far from home, with only one Medical
person on board. I therefore do tL duty of

SaTlor
' th Ugh nly 6ntered as a

In another letter of the same date :

" T
jh
e Bounty is a small Ship of about 220 tuns....

lae Captain, though a passionate Man, is I believe
a good hearted Man, and has behaved very hand-

"Cape of Good Hope. June 6th 1788 & as I
have made a friend of the Captain I can rely upon
his doing what lies in his power for me."

After describing
" a continual series of the

most violent and distressing weather that
ever was experienced," he goes on :

"Mr. Huggan, our Surgeon, fell down and dis-
located his Shoulder, which I reduced with great
satisfaction & I hope credit The Ship laboured
so much that there was danger of rendering her
unfit for the further prosecution of the Voyage.The Captain was therefore obliged to bear away,& I have no doubt will gain much credit by his
resolution & perseverance & by the extreme care
he took of the Ship's company."
" June 9th 1788. I have hitherto kept a Journal

of the Voyage ; but as I find we must deliver up
every thing of the kind on our return to England,
or expect no further promotion in the Navy, I
believe I shall not carry it on any further. The
reason of this is that a very accurate account of it
will be published by the Captain under the Auspices
of the Admiralty, & to enhance the value of the
publication, all care will be taken that no other
account can come out before it."

The last letter is so pathetic that I give it
in full :

MY DEAR UNCLE,! am extremely thankful to
God that I am able to inform you that we arrived
safe at Batavia, and that we shall sail in a Dutch
Indiaman in the course of a fortnight or three Weeks
for Europe ;

so that I am not certain but I shall
have the pleasure of seeing you before the receipt
of this letter.

You will be surprised when you hear I am de-

prived of my own Ship with every individual
thing I took out with me, besides effects to a con-
siderable amount which I purchased at the Surgeon,
Mr. Huggan's, Death, viz., the Medicine Chests,
Set of Instruments, Medical Books, the furniture
of his Cabbin &c., all of which were Articles neces-

sary upon my commencing Acting Surgeon.
The Ship was taken from us on the 28 of April 89

by our people off one of the Friendly Islands, & we
sailed to Timor in one of the Ship's open Boats, a
passage of more than 1200 Leagues, in somewhat
more than six Weeks. During this time we were
constantly wet ; had only the weight of a small
Muskett Bullett of Biscuit, & a gill of Water twice
a Day ; after a Month however we allowed our-
selves the same quantity three times a Day, because
we found the former allowance would never do.
When I arrived at Timor I was so weak, I could

not walk, so that had we been at sea two or three

Days longer I should certainly have perished ; & it

was full six Weeks before I gained any tolerable
firmness.
The sad affair happened early in the Morning
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Watch ;
as soon as I was informed fully how th

matter stood, I instantly declared I would go with

the Captain, let the consequence be what it would

& not stay among Mutineers. As the particular

of what followed to our arrival at this place wil

be immediately in the public papers, I shall saj

nothing further of them at present, but leave then

untill I shall have the long wished for pleasure o

seeing you & my Aunt.
But I have been at great & unavoidable expenses

first at Timor, where I arrived among the Dutch

naked, who I must say behaved extremely well to

us ;
& secondly at this place which is extremely

dear. I am now at the only Inn, where strangers

are entertained, along with the rest of the Officers

& one would not wish to appear like an Outcast or

a Beggar. When I am paid off for the Ship, if I can

only clear 50 pounds I shall think myself very wel
1

off.

There is one thing I must mention which is o:

consequence ;
the Captain denied me, as well as the

rest of the Gentlemen who had not Agents, any
Money unless 1 would give him my power of

Attorney & also my Will, in which I was to be-

queath to him all my property ;
this he called by

the name of proper security. This unless I did, I

should have got no money, though I shewed him a

letter of Credit from my Uncle & offered to give
him a Bill of Exchange upon him. In case of my
Death I hope this matter will be clearly pointed out
to my Relations.

I hope you & my Aunt have been in good health
since I left England, which I hope in God again to

see in about seven Months ; please to give my
respectful Duty to her & believe me to be with the

greatest truth, Your Dutiful Nephew
THO. DENMAN LEDWABD.

Batavia, Octob r
12th, 1789.

Thomas Denman Led ward, who is said

in Serjeant Burke's ' Celebrated Naval and
Military Trials' to have been lost on the
return passage, was the second son of Sarah,
sister of Dr. Joseph Denman (author of

'Observations on Buxton Water') and of

Dr. Thomas Denman (the eminent obste-

trician and author of many medical works).
He was thus first cousin of Lord Denman,
L.C.J. of the King's Bench. Of the family
of

"
Poor, unfortunate Tho 8 Ledward "

(the
last letter is so endorsed by its recipient) I

know nothing. Perhaps some one can kindly
enlighten me. ARTHUR DENMAN.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CHRISTMAS. (Continued
from 9th S. viii. 500.)

Scoloker, Ant. Just R,eckenyng of the Yeares
from the beginnyng of the World unto this presente
yere of 1547.

Hutchins, Edw., of Brazenose Coll., Oxon. Ser-
mon at 8. Marie'?, Ian. 6, 1589, upon the Feast of
the Epiphany.

Pie, Dr. Tho. An Hovreglasse A Computa-
tion from the beginning of time to Christ there
wanteth a yeare after Christ, in the usuall com-
putation. 4to, John Wolfe, 1597.

Willet, And. Daniel, 1610 (the year of Christ's
nativity, pp. 332-47).

Sermon on Christmas Day, wherein the obligation'
that lies upon all Christians to solemnize the anni-
versarie festival of our Saviour's birth is clearljr
proved. By A. C. [Alexander Gumming?]. 4to,.

pp. 52 (164-). (Cp. 7th S. ii. 502 ; 9th S. iv. 515.)

Burnet, Bp. Sermon before the King and Queen,
on Christmas Day, 1689.

Watts, R. (7
th S. iv. 502). See Hearne's '

Collec-

tions,' iii. 482.

Chandler, Edw., Bp. of Coventry. Sermon before
the King at S. James's, on Christmas Day. Preached
in 1717, printed in 1718.
A Present for Christmas and New Year, a Letter

on the Nativity. 12mo, Oxford, 1824.

A Good Christmas Box, being a choice Collection*
of Christmas Carols. Dudley, 1847.

Christinas Feasts at Bishopthorpe, 1624, 1625, in.

Old Yorkshire, N.S., 1890, pp. 275-6.
The Blessing of the Waters on the Eve of t he-

Epiphany. Oxford, University Press, 1901.

Dawson, W. F. Christmas : its Origin and Asso-
ciations. 8vo, 1902.

Janvier, Tho. A. Christmas Kalends of Provence.
8vo, 1903.

West, Austin. The Ox and Ass Legend of t he-

Nativity, in the Contemporary Review, Dec. 1903.
Articles on Christmas Customs, in the Treasury,

Dec., 1903.

W. C. B.

CHRIST TIDE. The late Canon J. C. Atkin-
son, having met with the word "

Christyde
"'

in a document of 1656, remarks that it is

"curious, by no means uninteresting, of not

very frequent occurrence, and may be
collated with Whitsuntide and other ellip-
tical terms," North Riding Record Soc., v. 220'

(1887). He does not seem to have been
aware that it was the form used by the
Puritans in order to avoid the word "mass "

:

see
' N. & Q.,' 6th S. x. 490. W. C. B.

[The earliest quotation in
'

N.E.D.' is from R..

Harvey, 1589. ]

ECCLESIASTICAL STATE AT CHRISTMAS.
Dods worth, theYorkshire antiquary, writes:

" Note what decay of housekeeping and port ther
w is, in comparison of what hath beene. My

"ather has told me that my grandfather hath scene
Dean Higden attended to the Church on a Christmas
day by fifty gent, before him in tawney coates

jarded with black velvet, and thirty yemen behind
iim in like coates garded with saffron." Quoted
n Walbran's 'Memorials of Fountains/' i. 296 n..

8urtees Soc.).

The reference is to Anthony Higgin, who-
was Dean of Ripon 1608-24. W. C. B.

SLEEPING KINGARTHUR. In a stray number
of the County Monthly, a magazine

"
by the-

STorth, for the North, about the North and
Everywhere" (July), I found a version of
the Sleeping King Arthur legend, which is-

redited to the county of Durham, and has-

)een included by Mr. J. W. Fawcett in his-

Tales of Derwentdale.' "In the north-east
ide of Mugglewick, and on the north side of
he Derwent," we are told, "is a tongue of
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elevated woodland called the Sneep"; near
this headland is a cave wherein the royal
hero slumbers.
"
Its entrance is concealed by a wealth of foliage,

and in the centre of the hall a flame arises from
the ground. Around the fire are placed two couches
formed of many various kinds of herbs and wild
flowers, which are said to send out a delicate odour
like the purest balsam. On one of these couches
reclines King Arthur ; and on the other Guenhever
his Queen. Lying also around the fire are his pack
of faithful bloodhounds. Upon the table lies his
terrible sword Excalibur in its sheath, a garter,
and a huge brazen horn or trumpet. On other
couches in the same chamber also recline the King's
faithful courtiers, all equipped, whilst near by are
their horses all harnessed To break the spell
some one must penetrate the cave, take the sword
and cut the garter, and blow the horn or trumpet.
This action will restore all to life again. If this feat
is not successfully performed and it has been at-

tempted more than once without success the King
will slowly rise from his couch, so it is said, open
his eyes, and lift up his hands and exclaim :

woe betide that evil day
On when the witless wight was born,

Who drew the sword, the garter cut,
But never blew the bugle horn."

There are several other places in the
"North Countree" of which a like tale is

told. I think Prof. Boyd Dawkins and his

followers would do well to explore such caves
as that near the Sneep, though perhaps it

would hardly be wise to rouse Arthur and
his knights. What would the modern world
do with them, or they with it 1

ST. SWITHIN.

ROBIN A BOBBIN. About this time of the

year, when thoughts and talks were of the

coming Christmas, the Derbyshire lads of

the villages used to spend the early hours
of the long nights in

"
telling tales," some of

which were handed down from the generations
before, and others were inventions at the
time of telling ;

and one of these was the
relation of what "Kobin a Bobbin" and
others did on a visit to the woods. It began :

Let 's go to the woods, said Robin a Bobbin ;

Let 's go to the woods, said Richard to Robin ;

Let 's go to the woods, said John all alone
;

Let 's go to the woods, said every one.

What shall we do there ? said Robin a Bobbin ;

What shall we do there? said Richard to Robin
;

What shall we do there ? said John all alone ;

What shall we do there ? said every one.

After this opening the remainder of the
narrative went on in a happy-go-lucky
fashion, depending for incident upon the

inventive genius of the narrator, thus :

We'll shoot a crow, said Robin a Bobbin ;

We '11 shoot a crow, said Richard to Robin ;

We '11 shoot a crow, said John all alone ;

We '11 shoot a crow, said every one.

The "nomminy" was often spun out to a

^reat length, several lads taking up the thread
of the story in turns. A great deal of fun
was provided by this pastime, and often
details of the visit to the woods were of
a nature which could not be printed. This
way of passing the weary winter evenings
was common fifty years ago and no doubt

;

or many years before when books for boys
were few, and their

" wants "
as great as they

are nowadays. THOS. KATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

THE WESTBURY WHITE HORSE. This cele-
Drated effigy, remodelled in 1778, forms the
subject of a quaintly worded announcement
'n a recent number of Lloyds Weekly News :

"The Westbury White Horse Committee have
accepted an estimate for cleaning the horse, returf-
ng its eye, and putting concrete in a few places,
tt is hoped to raise the necessary funds by an
annual subscription. Iron gratings have been put
in the legs and tail of the celebrated animal."

Although the horse is of no very great anti-

quity, I feel sure all readers of
' N. & Q.' will

welcome the movement to preserve a land-
mark associated with the legendary site of
one of King Alfred's victories over the Danes.

G. YARROAV BALDOCK.
South Hackney.

STAGES ON BARRELS. In an engraving of
the beheadal of 0. Love, at Tower Hill, in

1651, one notices that the stages for the

spectators are raised on barrels. The tra-

ditional stage on which the pastorals or
moralities are performed among the Basks
of France, now almost exclusively in the

Pays de Soule, is to this day made in the
same way. For a description of these popular
dramas see 'Les Pastorales Basques,' par G.
Herelle (Bayonne, 1903). On p. 7 the learned
chevalier tells us :

" Le theatre est un ^chafaud dresse sur la place
publique. Le plancher de la scene, support e par
des tonneaux mis debout, est un carre de sept ou
huit metres de cote*."

E. S. DODGSON.

MURAL TABLETS TO THE GREAT. It is-

curious how the list, circulated through the

press, of houses to whose fronts tablets have
been affixed by the Society of Arts as

mementoes of illustrious personages, should
be inaccurate in respect of the spot where
Lord Byron, it is now generally agreed, first

saw the light. This was, of course, at No. 24,

not, as given, at No. 16, Holies Street, Caven-
dish Square. The original building and
another have been razed since that notable

event. Upon the second occasion the Society's

plaque with the inscription, "The House
where Byron was born," disappeared also.

Nor was the present elaborate memorial put
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<up by the Society, as inferred, if not abso

lutely stated in the list, but by Mr. Joh
Lewis, the owner and occupier of the pro
perty. The record is a handsome one. Ye
it is much to bedeplored that theall-importan
word "site" is omitted from the letterin:

Surely the error could be very easily rectifier

CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenseum Club, W.

DRYDEN AND THE PROPAGATION OF LIGHT.
The poet Dryden, in his Epistle to D
Oharleton, has the lines :

Nor are you, learned friend, the least renown'd,
Whose fame, not circumscribed with Englis

ground,
Flies like the nimble journeys of the light,
And is, like that, unspent too in its flight.

This was probably written in 1663, twelv
.years before Ro'mer's discovery that light i

gradually propagated, and that, rapid as i

its transmission, it is possible approximately
to determine its speed. Romer's views, con
tested when first enunciated, were, abou
fifty years afterwards, remarkably confirmee
by Bradley's discovery of the aberration o
light. W. T. LYNN.

EPITAPH. I came across the following
-epitaph in a MS. topographical book, and, i

it be a genuine one, I am desirous of ascer
taming where it may be seen :

Poor John Scott lies buried here ;

Tho ;

once he was both hale and stout,
Death stretch'd him on his bitter bier ;

In another world he hops about.

A. R. C.

INDIA. 'An Inquiry into the Expediency
of applying the Principles of Colonial Policy
to the Government of India, 1822,' was by
Major Gavin Young, who died at Calcutta in

W. P. COURTNEY.

"LITTLE MARY." This cutting (fieferee,
6 December, p. 11) seems to show that "'little

rnary
'

has passed into newspaper English as
a term for stomach :

''The soothing syrup of commercial repose is
what Lord Rosebery suggests should be adminis-
tered to Baby Bull, to

stop him crying because his
.little mary craves for food.

IBAGUE.
[Many similar instances may be advanced.]

LORD HEATHFIELD. W. S. in his notice on
the *

Lock-step
'

(ante, p. 427) says :

"
General

.bhott was born at Stobs He was raised
to the peerage as Lord Heathfield." The
former statement, although frequently seenm print, is erroneous. He was born at Wells
House, in the valley of the Rule, Roxburgh-
8TO m

Ji
he >7ear 1717 - He was of the family

ot the Ehotts of Stobs (being a son of Sir

Gilbert Eliott), but Stobs Castle had been
burnt down in 1712, and his family in con-

sequence removed to Wells House, which
was only a few miles distant, and there the
renowned defender of Gibraltar was born.

G. M. W.
GRAMMAR : NINE PARTS OF SPEECH. Th

following lines were copied from an American
newspaper many years ago. They can be
easily committed to memory, and would
prove useful both to teachers and pupils
were they more generally known :

Three little words you often see
Are articlesa,, an, and the ;

A noun's the name of anything,
As school or garden, hoop or swing ;

Adjectives tell the kind of noun,
As great, small, pretty, white, or brown ;

Instead of nouns the pronouns stand
Her head, his face, your arm, my hand ;

Verbs tell of something to be done,
To read, count, sing, laugh, jump, or run ;How things are done the adverts tell,
As slowly, quickly, ill, or well ;

Conjunctions join the words together,
As men and women, wind and weather

;

The preposition stands before
A noun, as in, or through a door

;

The interjection shows surprise,
As Oh ! how pretty, Ah ! how wise ;

The whole are called nine parts of speech,
Which reading, writing, speaking, teach.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

A NAMELESS GRAVESTONE. (See 8th S. i. 47,
135, 213

; also ante, p. 409.) May I add yet
another to those recorded at the above refer-
ences 1 A few paces north-east of the chancel
wall of Muridesley Church, Norfolk, stands
a small stone inscribed as follows :

Sepf 8th 1832.

Sleep stranger sleep within thy narrow bed
Till earth and sea shall both give up their dead.

Jp seek the Saviour lo the judge in sight
Vake Reader wake and Christ shall give thee

light,

JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.
" MOOSE."This is one of our oldest bor-

owings from the North American Indian.
As far back as 1024 Capt. J. Smith writes,
Moos, a beast bigger than a stag." He
vidently got the name from one of the
boriginal tongues spoken in the English
olonies, either (a) Virginia, in which case
; would be from Shawnee mos, or (b) New
England, in which case it would be Abenaki
mus, Penobscot muns. The object of this
ote is to protest against the derivation
uggested in the 'Century Dictionary,' and
n other books which ought to know better,
roiii "Algonkinmwm,Knisteneaux mouswah."
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These forms are cognate, but neither of them
can be the immediate source of ours, because
both the dialects mentioned are Canadian,
and were quite unknown to Smith and his

English contemporaries. The only people
who at that early date came into contact
with these two dialects were the French.

Specimens of Algonkin were published by
Lescarbot, 1612, and of Knisteneaux by
Champlain, 1632, but no loan-word from
either passed into English until after our

acquisition of Canada. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

TICKLING TROUT. (See
'

Shakespeariana,'
ante, p. 422.) The practice of water poach-
ing and taking fish by tickling is common
enough, and many a man has got "seven

days' hard "
for it. It is not every man who

can take fish in this way, and there does not
seem to be much of the art of tickling about
the process. For a man engaged in tickling
works his way up stream, and when he sees

a tail sticking put from the roots, he makes a
sudden grab with both hands, and, if capable,
lands his trout without actual tickling a

process which would be all too slow.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.
" TOP SPIT." On a board upon an estate

in the further south of London, now being
opened up for building purposes, a notice

appears,
"
Splendid Top Spit for Sale."

^

The
'Century Dictionary' gives, as "provincial
English," spit, as meaning earth to the depth
of a spade ;

but this seems a development or

variant and within the metropolitan area.

A. F. R.

WE must request correspondents desiring infor-

mation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that the answers may be addressed to them
direct.

CHRISTMASTIDE FOLK-LORE. "A mince-pie
eaten in a different house on each night of

the Twelves* (not twelve mince-pies eaten

before Christmas) ensures twelve lucky
months." So says Mr. E. K. Chambers in

'The Mediaeval Stage,' vol. i. p. 269, foot-

note 2. What authority has this writer, who

gives chapter and verse for most of his state-

ments, for the parenthetical contradiction

of a theory which has probably as good a

foundation* as the one which he is pleased to

favour 1

Speaking of the
"
first foot

" on JS
Tew Year s

Day, who, as a rule, is preferred of the male

Days between Christmas Day and the Epiphany.

sex, Mr. Chambers makes the interesting:
remark :

u A Bohemian parallel enables me
to explain [the requirement] of masculinity
by the belief in the influence of the sex of
the

'

first foot
'

upon that of the cattle to be
born during the year" (p. 270). Neverthe-
less, I think farmers on the whole prefer"
sheeders

"
to

"
heders," and a wye-calf to a

bull. ST. S WITHIN.

JOHN WAINWRIGHT, BARON OF THE EX-
CHEQUER IN IRELAND. John Wainwright, of

Middlesex, Fellow of All Souls', Oxford, 1635,
B.C.L. 1639, D.C.L. 1650, Chancellor of Ches-
ter 1650, forfeited his Fellowship by marriage
1651. His son Thomas, Fellow of All Souls'

1672, B.C.L. 1676, D.C.L. 1682, Chancellor of
Chester 1682, married Rebecca Jackson at

St. Dunstan's, Stepney, 14 September, 1686,.

and died of cancer early in October, 1720..

He had two sons, the younger of whom,.
Thomas, died a student of Christ Church,
9 August, 1721, and was buried in the south
aisle of Christ Church Cathedral. The elder,

John, entered Westminster School in 1703,
matriculated at Christ Church in 1708, be-

came M.A. 1715, was called to the Bar at the

Inner Temple in 1716, and was admitted to-

Lincoln's Inn 1720. About this time he
became secretary to the Prince of Wales.

In October, 1726, he married Mistress Anne
Parsons, youngest sister to Humphrey Par-

sons, Esq., one of the members of Parliament

for the City of London. In 1732 he was

appointed a Baron of the Exchequer in.

Ireland, which office he held at his death,.

15 April, 1741. Had he any children ;
and if

so, what was their history 1

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

HERALDIC CHINA. Among the many coun-

terfeits or imitations of antique objects e.g.,

snuftboxes, silver toys, glass, miniatures, &c.

with which shops are flooded (the origin of

which would be found, I fancy, in Holland),
china and heraldic china form a large part.

Collectors, and even casual persons who only

glance at such objects, must have noticed

how frequently the same arms are to be found

on various pieces. It is as to one of such

decorations I wish to inquire. A few years

ago there appeared all at once in many shop
windows of dealers in antiques very many
pieces of apparently Lowestoft, bearing the

following arms, which I hope I am correctly

describing : Party per pale, dexter, Erin., on

a chief gules two trefoils or ; sinister, ba.,

three horses' heads erased proper (brown);

crest, an arm and dexter hand, the fingers

closed. I cannot certainly trace these arms

through Papworth, though they may be
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Blayney, Gough, or Heylin. The design is

well executed, far differently from many of

the obviously sham heraldic devices, intended

to represent or imitate arms of peers, which

can be seen everywhere. Primd facie the

articles are genuine, and yet, as I bought,

cheaply enough, three specimens with these

arms a fluted coffee-pot, a quart mug, and a

sugar-basin (?) in three different places, I

have doubts. Can some one throw light

upon the obscurity ? W. C. J.

FACTORS OF PROGRESS. I want to identify

two short articles on the following themes :

1.
" That England owes more to the middle

classes than to the aristocracy"; 2. "That
the cult of healthy-mindedness is a factor for

progress." A. S.

LELY'S PORTRAIT OF MADAME MARY KIRKE.

I much desire to find out where the original

painting by Sir Peter Lely of Madame Mary
Kirke, mentioned in Granger's 'Biographical

History of England,' vol. iv. p. 180, is at

present. I have an engraving of this picture,
"
Sold by Alex. Brown of y

c Blew Balcony,
Little Queen S fc

," in whicli the lady is repre-
sented with her right arm holding a lamb.

By my family records I believe that this

picture was painted for Charles II. and was
at Hampton Court Palace, but am unable to

trace it. ALGERNON HEBER PERCY.
Hodnet Hall, Hodnet.

'A GALLANT CAPTAIN/' &C. After C011-

siderable research in likely quarters, I am
quite unable to place the strategist referred

to, and should be most grateful for an exact
reference :

A gallant captain
In battles oft delighting,
Who lied full soon on the first of June,
But bade the rest keep fighting.

L. I. GUINEY.
57, St. John's Road, Oxford.

" As MERRY AS GRiGGS." Josiah Wedgwood
wrote to Bentley about Christmas time in

1775 : "We have a housefull of children, al

as merry as Griggs,"
'

Letters of J. Wedg-
wood '

(printed for private circulation), 1903
Who was Griggs ? L. L. K.

[Griggs was not a personage. See 'N.E.D.' Wt
wonder whether the word has any connexion with
the wriggling of young eels, supposed to be indica
tive of enjoyment.]

COTTISWOLD. What is meant by
"

tin

lists at Cottiswold" in Scott's
'

Marmion,
i. 12? Is there any Cotswold out of Gloucester
shire? H. N. ELLACOMBE.

4 USES OF OUR HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS.'
I have a note that in 1863 there was printed

or the Library of Political Economy at

Westminster a pamphlet entitled
" The Uses

f our Historical Manuscripts for the last 174
Fears from 1688, by a Master of Arts, Queen's
College, Oxford ." Where can a copy of it be
leen

;
and who was the author ?

W. P. COURTNEY.

"ANSER, APIS, VITULUS," &c. I should be

;lad to know the author of the following
quotation :

Anser, apis, vitulus, populos et regna gubernant.
Pen, wax, and parchment govern the world.

The line is to be found in Ho well's 'Letters'
letter 2 in book ii.). JOHN GATES.
Rutland House, 10, Saltouri Road, S.W.

" THE CONSUL OF GOD." On which of the
Church Fathers was this sobriquet bestowed?

(Mrs.) GERTRUDE CLINTON.

"CONSTANTINE PEBBLE." Where was this

prehistoric monument situated in Cornwall ?

When was it destroyed, and under what cir-

cumstances ? Where can any illustrated ac-

count of it be met with ? Whence its name ?

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

MARAT IN YORK. (See
' Marat in London,'

ante, pp. 7, 109, 175, 235, 293, 451.) I have
been told that there exists a pamphlet,
printed in York, in which it is stated that

Marat practised for a short time in that

city as an aurist. My informant cannot
recollect the title of the pamphlet, and I

should be glad to know whether there is any
confirmatory evidence of Marat's residence in

York. If there is truth in the statement, it

was presumably between the years 1775 and

1776, shortly before Marat visited Edinburgh,
and received the degree of M.D. from the

University of St. Andrews.
GEORGE A. AUDEN.

PERCIVAL HASLAM. In an obituary notice

of this gentleman in the Gentleman's Magazine
for December, 1800, it is stated that when at

Bath he printed for the use of his friends
' A Few Hints to Whist-Players,' the proceeds
of which he gave to a private charity. If a

copy of this work is known to any reader of

'N. & Q.,' I shall be glad to have a descrip-
tion of it. F. JESSEL.

BRIGHTLINGSEA : ITS DEPUTY - MAYOR.
What further is known of the custom at

Brightlingsea reported in the Standard of

8 December? It does not appear to have
been noticed in * N. & Q.

!

:

"Brightlingsea, a limb of the Cinque Ports, and
the home of England's best yachtsmen, enjoys the

novelty of electing its deputy-mayor in the belfry
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at the top of the tower of the historic parish
church. The date chosen is the first Monday after
St. Andrew's Day, and yesterday afternoon the
faithful jurats and freemen ascended the tower to
choose a successor to Mr. W. Miall Green, a well-
known yacht owner of Kensington. Three new
jurats having been elected, they held a private
meeting behind an imaginary screen, the rest of
the spectators being considered non-existent for the
moment, and then it was announced that the
honours of the day had fallen upon Mr. John Bate-
man, the (Squire of Brightlingsea, who, some years
ago, revived the quaint custom, and presented the
chain of office, consisting of silver sprats and golden
oyster shells. A number of qualified residents
afterwards paid eleven pennies as the price of the
freedom of Brightlingsea. which honour carries
with it exemption from jury service in Essex. Later
Mr. Miall Green, who had previously held office
two years in succession, entertained a number of

townspeople at the local hotel."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

SIR HENRY NEVIL :

" NE VILE VELIS." Can
any reader of

' N. & Q.' tell me who bore the
motto " Ne vile veils

"
in Elizabethan times,

and the dates of birth
, marriage, and death

of Sir Henry Nevil, second husband of

Elizabeth, daughter of Edward Bacon, and
widow of Sir Eobert D'Oylie 1 L. N.

CHASUBLE AT WARRINGTON CHURCH. Can
MR. ROBERT PIERPOINT or any other War-
rington contributor say anything about a por-
tion of an ancient embroidered chasuble found
somewhere under the floor of Warrington
'Old Church about 1830, and given by the
vicar of the time (by what authority ?) to

the then Roman Catholic priest there ? Has
this vestment ever been recovered for the
mother church of Warrington?!

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

ST. MARY AXE : ST. MICHAEL LE QUERNE.
(3

th S. x. 425 ; xi. 110, 231
;

xii. 170, 253, 351.)

I AM afraid that in my former papers on
this subject I did not express myself with
sufficient clearness, as MR. MACMICHAEL
seems to have misapprehended my meaning.
In concluding my remarks I will endeavour
to make myself a little more intelligible.
MR. MACMICHAEL observes, with reference

to my statement that no explanation has been

given for the designation of St. Mary's Church
nothaving been latinized "adsecurim" instead

of "
apud Axe," that one would hardly have

thought an explanation necessary, and that

so to describe it would have been a unique
exception to what was a general rule, namely,

to describe the situation of churches in plain
English and according either to their local
associations or to some architectural pecu
liarity. Here comes in MR. MACMICHAEL'S
misapprehension. I never once asserted that
when people were speaking or writing Eng-
lish they did not describe the churches in
"plain English." My contention was that
when people spoke or wrote about the
chu-rches in Latin they described them in
"plain Latin," and not in a language that
was neither one thing nor the other.

Every church had its own plain English
name or names (for some had several), and
when people spoke English one of those
names was used. But when the official scribes
described the church in Latin they trans-
lated the designation into Latin, if it denoted
or was associated with a thing, or common
noun. But when the designation was derived
from a proper name, such as the name of a
place or an individual, the scribes did not
attempt to latinize it. The church of St.
Michael le Querne was known in English as
St. Michael atte Corne, which was latinized
into S. Michael ad Bladum, "Corne" not
being a proper name. Such an expression
as St. Michael atte Bladum or S. Michael
ad Corne was unknown. Again, take another
old church, which was destroyed at the
Reformation St. Nicholas Shambles. This
was known in the time of the Edwards as
"St. Nicholas atte Fleysshameles," which was
translated in legal documents as "

S. Nico-
laus apud Macellum," or "ad Macellum," or
"de Macellis," or "ad Macellas." But we
never find

"
St. Nicholas atte Macellum "

or
"
S. Nicolaus apud Flesh-shambles." There-

fore when St. Mary's Church is called in
Latin documents "S. Maria apud Ax," while
in English it appeared as

"
St. Mary atte Ax,"

or "attenAx," or "atte Nax," I felt there
were strong grounds for concluding that the
word "Ax" denoted a proper name

;
for if it

had been derived from an implement, whether
used naturally or as the sign of a house, the
Latin word securis, an axe, would, in accord-
ance with the general rule, have been em-

ployed. MR. MACMICHAEL may not agree
with this reasoning, but I trust I have made
my meaning clear. When he maintains that

the "Axe" was no part of the church's dedi-

cation formula, I can only reply that I never
said or implied that it was. These additional

names were only popular designations, given
to distinguish one church from another having
the same dedication. As to the

"
probability

"

that some of these designations were derived
from house-signs, it is obvious that the idea

of probability is a matter of individual
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idiosyncrasy or temperament. Some peopl
are naturally credulous, others are naturally

sceptical, and what appears extremely pro
bable to A will seem the height of impro
bability to B.
Some time ago I endeavoured to demon

strate the probability that the designation
of St. Mary Matfelon was derived from th

name of an Anglo-French family. Severa
London churches, like St. Laurence Pountney
St. Benet Fink, St. Martin Orgar, &c., hac

obtained their appellations in this manner
and there was no improbability in anothe

doing so. But MR. MACMICHAEL has failec

to prove that any London church has de
rived its designation from a house-sign, anc
he has adduced no facts in support of hi:
"

probability/'' He has, of course, a perfec
right to his own opinion, and 1 can onlj
regret that I do not share it, seeing how
often I have been instructed and gratifiec

by the extent of MR. MACMICHAEL'S reading
in those branches of London topography in
which he is an acknowledged master.

W. F. PEIDEAUX.

THE NATIONAL FLAG (9
th S. xii. 327, 372,

398, 454). COL. RIVETT-CARNAC does not
mention that the Union Jack with a broao
white border is allowed to be carried by a
British merchant ship. If his proposal is to
be carried out, what is to become of the Red
Ensign ? to my eyes quite as honourable a
symbol as the Union Jack, for I abhor war
as a barbarous and inefficient method for
settling international disputes. When I
made the voyage to the St. Lawrence a good
many years ago, our steamer, the Mongolian,
one of the Allan line, displayed the Blue
Ensign. I was told that this was because
her captain was a lieutenant in the Naval
Reserve. T. WILSON.
Harpenden.

MISTAKES IN PRINTED REGISTERS (9
th S. xi.

326, 415). The mistakes which have been
mentioned, of printing "Ingge" for Jugge,

'Inscole" for Juscole (Jew school) re-
mind me that in the *

Registers of St. Paul's
Cathedral (Harleian Soc., 1899), p. 143, there
is an entry of marriage between Joe Whit-
bread and Elizabeth Hinde. "Joe" appears
to be a mistake or misprint for Ive. See

Landed Gen try '(ninth edition, 1898)
11. 1582. Complete freedom from error is
seldom, if ever, obtained by the editor of a
book, and the initial letters of names seem
peculiarly liable to go wrong in the transcriptof a register or the print of the transcript.Thus in Mr. Kirby's 'Winchester Scholars'

(Henry Frowde, 1888), "Boswell" (1503) should
be Roswell ; "Grumbye" (1518) should be
Quinbye; "Brete" (1534), Grete ; "Hett"
(1555), Flett ;

" Pawne "
(1595), Fawne ;

"
Grin-

bye" (1595), Smithe; and "Derney" (1621),
Verney. It may be added that " Kete "

(1505)
should be Kele ;

" Damens "
(1516) should be

Danvers; "Rytge"(1517),Rythe; "Martyne"
(1572), Mortimer; "Leper" (1592 and 1595),
Lopez ;

" Phinean "
(1625), Phivean (Vivian) ;

"Compton" (1636), Complen or Complin:
and "

Pease
"
(1643), Peare. H. C.

MUIR FAMILY (9
th S. xii. 410). If MR. A. J.

MUIR is a direct descendant of the first Muir
to whom the arms were originally granted,
he is undoubtedly entitled to hold and use
the said arms so long as he pays the pre-
scribed fees. There are, however, scores of
families of this name, both here and abroad,
who, claiming kinship with MR. MUIR, may
alike be entitled to bear the same arms.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

RICHARD II. : FROISSART (9
th S. xii. 468).

So also in Johnes's translation of Froissart,
I write just to note that, in that translation,
the reference is to chap. 112 (not 94) of the
fourth book. WALTER W. SKEAT.

JACOBIN : JACOBITE (9
th S. xii. 469). An

instance of the confusion of Jacobinism with
Jacobitism occurs in a note on p. 444 of vol. i.

of Buckle's 'History of Civilization' (1885):
"The accession of George III. is generally
ixed on as the period when English Jacobin-
ism became extinct." A reference follows to-

Butler's 'Reminiscences,' vol. ii. p. 92, which
I have not at hand. The 'N.E.D.,' by the
way, though treating the words fully, does
not mention any such synonymity.

J. DORMER.
This subject has already been discussed in
N. & Q.' See 3rd S. i. 425

;
ii. 282

; vii. 329.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

74, Brecknock Road.

EXCOMMUNICATION OF Louis XIV. (9
th S.

di. 468). May not Evelyn be referring to
he Bull of Innocent XL, promulgated in

Vlay, 1687, in which the Pope requires accept-
*nce of his abrogation of the immunities of
he ambassadorial "quarters" in Rome, on
>ain of excommunication ? When Lavardin
pas sent to Rome by Louis, he was instructed
o insist on the same privileges being main-
ained as his predecessors had enjoyed, but
nnocent refused the ambassador an audience,
fho, after waiting more than a year, had to
eturn to France, his credentials undelivered.
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The Pope excommunicated the Parliament o

Paris, which had espoused Louis's side o
the quarrel, but I cannot find that he excom
municated Louis himself, unless, indeed, hi

treatment of Lavardin was excommunication
by deputy. C. S. WAKD.

"ENGLISH TAKE THEIR PLEASURES SADLY
(7

th S. viii. 466 ^ 9th S. xii. 28, 372). While
waiting and hoping for a clue to the origina
of the French form of this idea, may I star

another hare ? Hazlitt, in
'

English Proverbs,
p. 60, quotes the following,

^

which I havi

verified in
'

Reliquiae Hearnianse
; or, thi

Genuine Remains of Thomas Hearne' (ed

Bliss, Oxford, 1857, vol. i. p. 136) :

"May 17- The following words said of England
Anglica gens optima flens, pessima ridens."

The date given is 1707-8; but where die

Hearne meet with the phrase ?

Hazlitt adds :

** * Les Anglais,' according to

the French critic,
' s'amusent tristement.'

'

I wonder who is the French critic referred to

by Hazlitt. EDWARD LATHAM.

Whilst reading Sir Arthur Brooke Faulk-
ner's ' Visit to Germany,' 1829, I came across
the following :

"I never before so well understood what De
Stael could mean by calling travelling a triste

plaisir. But certainly lion-hunting, after one's

friends have departed, is a very sombre enjoyment."
THORNE GEORGE.

PONTIUS PILATE : THEODORUS (9
th S. xii

405). The singing of
'

Crossing the Bar '

at

Lord Tennyson's funeral set the fashion of

singing the words at burials not confined to

Westminster Abbey ;
and not long after the

Laureate's death a worthy citizen of Rother-
ham expressed a wish that the "

hymn
"

should be chanted at his own obsequies. The
wish was carried out, and an account of the

proceedings, with Tennyson's stanzas, duly
appeared in the local paper; but the effect

was marred by the printing of the lines as

follows :

I hope to meet my Pilate face to face,
When I shall cross the bar.

If the Yorkshire spelling of Pilot is good,
the possessive pronoun,

"
Pilatus noster," im-

plying the hoped-for reunion with a dear
friend not lost, but gone before, is nothing
short of delicious. PHILIP NORTH.

NEAPOLITAN MARVELS : VIRGILIUS (9
th S.

xii. 408, 470). I think there can be no doubt
that here is^meant "Virgilius, the sage,"

though I cannot find that he was ever Bishop
of Naples. He was a legendary figure men-
tioned during the whole of the Middle Ages,

especially in places like Naples, where Virgil,

the Roman poet, had played a great part,
and became in the traditions of the people a

popular magician. The first positive accounts
of the legends attached to the name of Vir-

gilius the sage were published in the
'

Poli-

craticus '

by an Englishman, John of Salis-

bury, in the year 1159
;
and another English-

man, Gervase of Tilbury, published what he
had heard from the mouths of the Neapolitans
in his

* Otia Imperialia' in 1211. These were

followed, by the English monk Alexander
Neckam in his

' De Naturis Rerum,' and his

sayings passed into the 'Cronica di Parte-

nopea' in 1382. Then came the pseudo-
Villani with his 'Le Croniche dell' inclita

Citta di Napoli
'

in 1526, in which, perhaps,

may be found the legend of the mechanical

fly or wasp. I have no time just now to

search for the work in the libraries here and
ascertain. What a blessing it would be if

there were such a fly on the city gates now !

LILY WOLFFSOHN.
Naples.

Comparetti's
'

Virgilio nel Medio Evo ' has

been translated into English, and was pub-
lished some years ago by Sonnenschein & Co.

A short translation of
' The Wonderful His-

tory of Virgilius the Sorcerer of Rome '

ap-

peared in Mr. Nutt's "Mediaeval Legends"
Series in 1893. L. L. K.

THE ELEUSINIAN MYSTERIES (9
th S. xii.

467). The articles on theEleusinian mysteries
will be found in the Contemporary Re-

view for 1880, vol. xxxvii. pp. 847-71, and
vol. xxxviii. pp. 121-49 and 412-33.

FRANCIS G. HALEY.

[MR. J. W. WALKER, MR. F. J. BURGOYNE, and
>thers supply the same information.]

MARRIAGE HOUSE (9
th S. xii. 428). Within

/he last twenty years a Marriage House was
till standing at Braughing, adjoining the

ihurchyard. It has been pulled down, and
he site added to the churchyard. Salmon,

writing in 1728, says :

" There is near the churchyard an old house, at

>resent the habitation of poor families. It was
iven with all sorts of furniture for the use of

weddings. They carried their provisions, and had

large kitchen with a cauldron, large spits and a

iripping pan, a large room for entertainment and

nerry-making, a lodging room with bride bed and

ood linen."

Salmon further mentions that this provision
was also at Therfield, and the utensils of the

kitchen and the bed lately lost. At Match-

ng, Essex, is an old house adjoining the

hurchyard, given for new-married couples

o dwell in the first year. The furniture of

he Braughing house was sold when the house
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was pulled down. The marriages were not
celebrated in these houses ; they were a

species of primitive Metropolis and Lang-
hams, where families with limited house
accommodation could entertain the wedding
guests. MATILDA POLLARD.
Belle Vue, Bengeo.

CHURCHWARDENS' ACCOUNTS (9
th S. xii.

269, 394). Those of the parish of St. Mary,
Thame, Ox., are. being published in the

Berks, Bucks, and Oxon ArchceologicalJournal.
Miss LEGA-WEEKES may find the following

of service :

Amersham Churchwardens' Accounts. By Rev.
F. G. Lee, D.D. Records of Bucks, vii. 43-51.

St. E\ven's, Bristol. By Sir J. Maclean. Trans.
Bristol and Glouc. Arch.Soc., xv. 139-82.
A Peep at our Forefathers through Churchwardens'

Accounts. By Thomas Kemp. Proc. Want'. Field
Club, 1891, pp. 37-49.

Early Churchwardens' Accounts of Wandsworth,
1545-58. By Cecil T. Davis. Surrey Arch. Soc.,
xv. 80-127.

R, J. FYNMORE.
.Sandgate, Kent.

I am greatly obliged to MR. PEACOCK and
other correspondents for the references with
which they have kindly supplied me. Oddly
enough, all including myself until recently
seem to have overlooked the copious biblio-

graphical list of parish and other accounts
in 9th

S. iv. 301, 414, 452
;

v. 63, 207, 513.

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

DR. JEREMIAH WAINEWRIGHT (9
th S. xi.

129). As the above has found a place in the
Biographie Universelle,' details of his career
are perhaps of sufficient general interest to
justify me in replying to some extent to my
?
w
n query at the above reference. The

Album Studiosorum' of the University of
Leyden shows (p. 729) that Jeremias Wyn-
reidt, Anglus, matriculated there 9 October
1693, aged twenty ; and (p. 777) that Hag-
fordus Wamenright, Britannus, matriculated
there 19 September, 1703, aged twenty-two :

both as students of medicine.
The dates show that Jeremiah cannot have

been the elder brother of the elder Hayford(who was admitted to Gray's Inn in Feb
ruary, 1680/1), as I conjectured, but was pro-
bably his nephew. The younger Hayfordalso became M.D

;.

and is mentioned by Ralph
Thoresby in his

'

Topography of Leeds.'An Anatomical Treatise' was first pub-lished anonymously in 1722 as by "A Member
of the College of Physicians." This is some-what remarkable, in view of the fact that
up to the year 1836 the Royal College of
Physicians of London consisted of fellows,
candidates, licentiates, and extra-urbern licen

tiates. In that year the order of candidates
was abolished, and by the by-law of 8 August,
1859, the new order of members was estab-
ished.

The first, second, third, and fifth editions
of the 'Mechanical Account,' published
respectively in 1707, 1708, 1718, and 1737, are
in the British Museum. The fifth has the
Anatomical Treatise' annexed. When was
the fourth edition published ? The book
against which the '

Brief Remarks ' were
addressed was 'A Brief History of the Joint
Use of Precomposed Set Forms of Prayer,'
published at Cambridge in 1708, and written

by Thos. Bennet, M.A., Rector of St. James's,
Colchester, and Fellow of St. John's, Cam-
bridge. At the earlier reference I mistakenly
called him Mr. Burnet.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT
" SILVER TASTER,"

"
POIDER," &c. (9

th S. xii.

288). Halliwell, in his 'Dictionary of Pro-

vincialisms,' gives
"
Tastour, a lytell cuppe

to tast wyne, tasse agouster le vin, Pals-

grave." Dr. Ash, in his 'Dictionary,' 1775,
describes a taster to be a "

little cup to taste

liquor a dram cup." The latter meaning is

also given by Dr. Johnson (1814), and Annan-
dale in the 'Imperial Dictionary.'

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71, Brecknock Road.

[C. C. B. also refers to Halliwell.]

PETER THE GREAT IN ENGLAND (9
th S. xii.

127, 213). For references see 9th S. xi. 14, 78,

239, s.v. 'Monarch in a Wheelbarrow.'
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

^IN DROOD ' CONTINUED (9
th S. xii. 389).

Soon after the death of Dickens various
rumours were in circulation as to the story
being finished by other hands. His pub-
lishers, Messrs. Chapman & Hall, therefore
addressed a letter to the Times, stating that
three more numbers were complete in addi-
tion to those which had appeared. "These
numbers," said they, "will be published, and
the fragment will so remain. No other
writer could be permitted by us to complete
the work which Mr. Dickens left." Notwith-
standing thisdefinite pronouncement, rumours
as to the ultimate finishing of the book by
some other hand still remained current. The
name of Wilkie Collins was often suggested,
he being generally considered as the most
likely man to take up the task. As will be
seen by a letter of his, printed at 8th S. vi.

472, he had actually been approached on the

subject by some one, and had "positively
refused" to have anything to do with it.

But the thing was done all the same, and a
book bearing title as follows was published
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in 1878 :

" A Great Mystery Solved. Being
a Sequel to the Mystery of Edwin Drood.

By Gillan Vase. London : Remington & Co."
I commend a review of this daring book in
the Examiner, 5 Oct., 1878, as excellent read-

ing. JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

" EULACHON " AND ITS VARIANTS (9
th S. xii.

444, 491). I notice that MR. GILL quotes my
spelling of the word oolackan in an article

in the Fortnightly Revieiv (January, 1886),
and I should like to mention that this was
a misprint, as I was out of England at the
time and did not correct final proofs. The
word should have been written oolachan, and
this spelling was used by me when passing
for the press an interview by the then editor
of the Wide World Magazine which was
published in the second number of that

periodical, pp. 119-20. I have likewise, if

I am not much mistaken, used this form of

spelling in my '

Fifteen Years' Sport and
Life in the Hunting Grounds of Western
America '

(Cox, 1900) ;
but though I believed

at the time that this was the more usual

way of spelling the word, I would not for a
moment set myself up as an authority against
MR. GILL, and probably he is correct in saying
that oulachan is the right way of speaking
of the candle-fish.

W. A. BAILLIE-GROHMAN.

ASSES' MILK (9
th S. xii. 385). There is

another place which was noted for the sale

of asses' milk the Red House at Battersea,
which in 1768 was kept by Mary Heidegger.
Battersea Fields were then as disreputable a
resort as the Five Fields, Pimlico, until the

former's three hundred acres were transformed
into Battersea Park. I have a curious and
rare print of the Red House, Battersea, re-

presenting Mother Heidegger serving beakers
of asses' milk to aristocratic-looking cus-

tomers. Mrs. Cornelys also, of Soho fame,
when her sands were almost run and Carlisle

House was no more, unsuccessfully tried her

fortune at selling asses' milk at Knights-

bridge, but sank lower and lower until she

died in the Fleet Prison. Milch asses used to

be kept for the sale of their milk, I think, in

the nineties, in a small street off the Edgware
Road. The advantages of asses' milk are

sometimes said to be doubtful, but in 1836,

according to the Athenaeum of 17 December in

that year, a M. Peligot laid some interesting

experiments before the French Academy of

Sciences concerning its nutritive value. This

gentleman was of opinion that the large

quantity of sugar contained in the milk gives
it the medical properties for which it is cele-

brated
;
and he calculates that 100 parts of

asses' milk will contain as follows : solid sub-

stance, 9'53
; butter, 1'29; sugar, 6'29; caseum,

1'95 ; water, 90'47. After trying various
modes of nourishment, he found that beet-
root made the milk richer in solid substance
bhan any other food

;
after this a mixture of

[ucerne and oats, then potatoes, and lastly
carrots. M. Peligot also succeeded in im-

pregnating the milk with mineral substances
or alkalis. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.
[MR. MACMICHAEL has copied the figures cor-

rectly, but there seems to have been a mistake in
his authority.]

In a school bill, Christmas, 1771, occurred :

To Wine, Syrrup, &c. (when ill) ... 1 6
To Asses Milk 159
To the Apothecary ... ... 10

Total of bill 16Z. 18s. 8d.I assume for half a

year. R. J. FYNMORE.

CHILDREN'S CAROLS AND LULLABIES (9
th S.

xii. 348, 395). S. J. A. F. will find what he
is seeking in J. O. Halli well's '

Nursery
Rhymes of England,' 1844, under the heading
of 'Lullabies

'

(the twelfth class, pp. 129-34).
The first edition of the 'Nursery Rhymes'
was printed for the Percy Society, and gives
notes on their origin, &c. See also his
'

Popular Rhymes and Nursery Tales,' 1849 ;

William Allingham's 'Rhymes for Young
Folk'; S. J. FitzGerald's 'Nursery Rhymes
and Children's Games,' in the Lady, beginning
15 Feb., 1900 ;

and especially John Greenleaf

Whittier's charming collection of children's

poems entitled
'

Child-Life
'

(Nisbet, 1897).

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.
" OWL -LIGHT" (9

th S. xi. 349, 411, 452).

Equivalent expressions of
"
owl-light," mean-

ing dusk, "between lights," are the French

"entre chien et loup," and "blind man's

holiday." As one of the resources of a blind

man is the stick with which he feels his way,
hence called a "

blind man's lantern," so in

the twilight, when it is too dark to work and

too soon to light up, a blind man is no worse

off than his fellows. "Joan is as good as my
lady in the dark/' "In the dark all cats are

grey." J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

Compare the French idiom
" entre le chien

et le loup," i.e., at dusk. "Then by wolfs

light (entre chien et loup) a run on the Quai
Voltaire" ('Life of Hippolyte Flandrin, by
Mrs. Sidney Lear, p. 166).

Payen-Payne gives two interpretations :

(1) When you might mistake a wolf for a

dog ; (2) Between the time when the watch-

dog is let loose and that when the wolf quits

the wood ('French Idioms and Proverbs,'

p 48). C. LAWRENCE FORD, B.A.
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SLEEP AND DEATH (9
th S. xii. 389). In-

numerable poets have handled this subject,
but one verse-writer in particular has been
suggested to my mind by DR. FURNIVALL'S
request. Patrick Proctor Alexander, who
died in 1886, while a typical Bohemian, was
at the same time an accomplished literary
critic and philosophic writer. He was a
friend and companion of Alexander Smith,
the poet, a sketch of whom he wrote for
'Last Leaves.' To Frasers Magazine, the

Spectator, and other journals Alexander con-
tributed poems. The following sonnet from
his pen, perfect in its delineation of a mood,
and faultless in expression, appeared many
years ago in the Spectator. Its theme is not
wholly dissimilar to that in the lines cited

by DR. FURNIVALL, and its reproduction may
be welcome to some readers of

' N. & Q.' :

Come to me now ! come ! benignest Sleep !

And fold me up, as evening doth a flower,
From my vain self, and vain things which have power
Upon my soul to make me smile or weep.And when thou comest, oh, like Death, be deep.
.No dreamy boon have I of thee to crave,
More than may come to him that in his grave
Is heedless of the night-winds how they sweep.
I have not in me half that cause of sorrow
U hich is in thousands who must not complain ;And yet this moment if it could be mine
To lapse and pass in sleep, and so resign
All that must yet be borne of joy and pain,
I scarcely know if I would wake to-morrow.

JOHN GRIGOR.
l(b, Choumert Road, Peckham.

1 presume DR. FURNIVALL is familiar with
the celebrated passage in the

'

Iliad,' xiv. 231
e t sgq. :

Bath.

Gamroio, &c.

PATRICK MAXWELL.

In Pope's 'Homer' (ed. 1804, p. 116) the
following line is found :

She seeks the care of Death's half-brother, Sleep.
An accurate Greek scholar will be able to
say if this is a correct rendering of the
original, or if what is quoted under the above
heading is more exact.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.

.
FLATS (9

th S. xii. 49, 134, 211). A descrip-
tion of a flat in Edinburgh in the first
quarter of the nineteenth century occurs in
Lockhart's '

Peter's Letters to his Kinsfolk '

vol. i. p. 20.

In 'Humphry Clinker,' published in 1770,
there is a most amusing description of the
flats in Edinburgh as they existed in those
times, and Winifred Jenkins informs her
tnend Mary Jones at Brambleton Hall that
the cry is heard at night in that quarter

"
Gardy loo, which means Lord, have mercy

upon us," of course intending
t( Gardez 1'eau."

Sanitary arrangements were unknown, in
those days.
In *

Guy Mannering
'

is a graphic descrip-
tion of the flat in which dwelt "Paulus
Pleydell, Esq., a good scholar, an excellent

lawyer, and a worthy man." Yet the room
in which his library was deposited seems to
have commanded a noble prospect from its

windows, so presumably the flat was in a
lofty situation. The Firth of Forth, North
Berwick Law, and the shores of Fife were
all visible. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

Flats were certainly in vogue previous to
the dates already given, for 1 remember stay-
ing with an uncle vyho had a ground-floor flat

in Victoria Street in 1867. I believe he was
one of the first tenants. In those days Victoria
Street was termed Pimlico. The next block
of flats raised was named Grosvenor Mansions,
in the same street. I well remember Victoria
Street with fields on either side, and have
seen every block in that tunnel of a street
raised. THORNE GEORGE.

PORTRAITS WANTED (9
th S. xii. 429). The

two portraits of the Erskine family are at
the Rectory, Sutton Coldfield. They were
exhibited in Birmingham in 1900.

W. K. K. BEDFORD.
" POUR OIL ON TROUBLED WATERS "

(9
th S.

xii. 389). I do not know whether W. B. H.'s
interest in the question is limited to the

figurative sense or not ; but if not he will

perhaps be interested in two articles in
Chambers^ Journal for 1885, under the

respective titles of 'Oil on Troubled Waters'
(p. 77) and 'Some Further Uses of Oil on
Troubled Waters '

(p. 470). I regret that I
have not so far been able to find an early
instance of the use of the phrase.

EDWARD LATHAM.
'

RESKIMER, A CORNISH GENT.' (9
th S. xii.

169, 276). For "
Reskymer, John, Sheriff of

Cornwall, 1536, 1540 (son of Will Reskymer),"
see Bpase and Courtney,

' Bibliotheca Cornu-
biensis,' 1874, i. 562. ADRIAN WHEELER.

"RAGGIE" (9
th S. xii. 388). In India, in

he early part of last century, when Bellew
wrote his excellent 'Griffin,' the scarlet
'shell" jacket, or mess jacket almost the

Dnly uniform then worn in that country
was invariably called a "raggie," and this
not jocularly or as slang, but seriously and
as a matter of course so much so that it

figured under that name in the formal
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accounts of the most eminent military tailors
of Calcutta. Possibly it was a corruptionof some early term, or it may have been
originally merely a jocular way of alludin-
to the garment in question as the red rag, or
raggie. PATEICK MAXWELL.

.Bath.

"Raggie" is of course diminutive or fond
for rag," i.e., coat, tunic. I remember my
uncle, writing to congratulate me on passin-
into the K.M. Academy, Woolwich, many
years ago, asking me if I was "going to sport
the blue rag or the red one "

R.A. or RE.
H. P. L.

[MR. J. HOLDEX MAcMiCHAEL suggests the same
derivation.]

LONG LEASE (9
th S. xii. 25, 134, 193, 234,

449). A lease for lives is a conveyance of a
freehold, and requires the proper method
adopting to convey the legal seisin. But a
lease for ninety-nine years, in case one of the
persons so long lives, is only a term of years,
on account of the absolute certainty of the
determination of the interest at a (maximum)
given time, fixed in the lease. Had M. K G.'s

lawyer appreciated this technicality, his sense
of humour would not have been excited.

MISTLETOE.

[MB. J. B. WAINEWRIOHT sends similar informa-
tion.]

WELSH DICTIONARY (9
th S. xii. 128, 197).

According to W. Owen Pughe, who deals, in
the introduction to his Welsh-English Dic-
tionary (Denbigh, 1832), with the sources to
his work, a Welsh Vocabulary, with Latin
explanations, by Thomas Williams, was
printed in 1632 and edited by John Davies
(a copy of it is preserved in the Bodleian
Library). In 1707 Edward Llwyd published
his esteemed '

Archseologica Britannica' (vol. i.,
'

Glossography,'all that ever appeared, printed
at the Theater, or Clarendon Press, Oxford),
which contains a comparative vocabulary of
the original languages of Britain and Ireland,
viz., Welsh, Cornish, Gaelic, Irish, comprising
also Bas-Bretagne. It has also both a Latin-

Celtic-English and an English Celtic-Latin

Glossary. This useful work may be seen and.
studied in the Bodleian as well as in the
Taylorian Library. The most valuable Welsh
vocabulary, on account of its copiousness, as
stated by O. Pughe, I.e., was compiled about
the beginning of the seventeenth century
by John Jones. But it remained unprinted,
and is preserved in MS. in the valuable de-

pository of Welsh books at Hengwrt.
Perhaps the title of the following Welsh

Bible Dictionary (a copy of which was re-

cently brought from Wales and kindly lent
to me) may be worth recording: 'Geiriadur
Ysgrythyrol' (i.e., literally Vocabulary Scrip-
tural), large 8vo, printed at Bala 1836-
1839, in 2 vols. pp. xxiv-688 and 644. This-
work contains all words of the Welsh Bible,
in alphabetical order, explained in Welsh,
together with frequent equivalents in Hebrew
and Greek, but without any interpretation
in English. H. KREBS.

The following dictionaries were advertised
in a Welsh newspaper :

An English and Welsh Dictionary, adapted to
the present state of Science and Literature ; in
which the English words are deduced from their
originals, and explained by their synonyms in the
Welsh language. By the Rev. D. Silvan Evans.
2 vols.

An English and Welsh Dictionary : wherein not
only the words, but also the idioms and phraseology
of the English language are carefully translated into
Welsh, by proper and equivalent words and phrases.
To which is added, a Dissertation on the Welsh
Language, with remarks on its Poetry, &c. By Rev,
John Walters. In 2 vols.

An English and Welsh Pronouncing Dictionary :

in which the Pronunciation is given in Welsh letters.
Also a List of English Scripture Proper Names,
with their pronunciation in Welsh letters. By
Robert John Pryse.
The National Dictionary of the Welsh Language,

with English and Welsh equivalents. By W. Owen
Pughe, D.C.L. F.A.S. Third edition, enlarged, by
R. J. Pryse. With an engraving of Dr. Pughe.
2 vols.

KICHARD LAWSON.
Urmston.

DR. JOHN BOND (9
th S. x. 165, 274). In my

former note, in which I pointed out that
John Bond, LL.D., Master of Trinity Hall,
Cambridge (1646-60), and his contemporary
John Bond, Master of the Savoy, were dis-

tinct persons, I omitted to deal with the
minor question which of them had held a
lectureship at Exeter. The answer is sup-
plied by the title-pages of two books which
are in the Sion College Library.

1.
' Salvation in a Mystery,' &c., a sermon

preached before the House of Commons at
St. Margaret's on 27 March, 1644, by "John
Bond, B.LL., late Lecturer in the City of

Exeter, now Preacher at the Savoy in London.
A Member of the Assembly of Divines." The
preface is dated "From my study at the

Savoy. April 20, 1644."

2.
' Oecasus Occidentalis : or Job in the

West/ as laid forth in two sermons by "John
Bond, B.L., late lecturer in the City of Exon,
now Minister at the Savoy, London. A
Member of the Assembly of Divines." The
'

Epistle Dedicatory,' addressed to the Com-
mittee for the five Western Counties asso-
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elated by Ordinances of Parliament of 1 Jub
and 20 August, 1644, is dated "

Savoy, Jan. 20

1G44" (1644/5), and the author states that the

lot of his "nativity did fall in Chard," tha
Somerset was his "Mother" and Devon hi
"
Nurse," and that he had been " a Chaplain*

to the Western Forces."
Was there any earlier John Bond who wa:

connected with the Savoy 1 I ask this ques
tion on account of the following passage in

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott's ' William of Wyke
iham and his Colleges

'

(1852), p. 406 :

"
Bond, John, B.C.L., a native of Chard, Somerset

:shire, was a chaplain of New College ;
Master o

Taunton School, 1579 ; editor of the works o

Horace, 1606 ;
and Persius, which appeared in 1614

Saxius called him ' Minorum gentium philologus.
He died Aug. 3rd, 1612, while chaplain of St. Mary
le-Savoy."

My present idea is that Walcott confusec
John Bond, the learned Master of Taunton
School, who wrote commentaries on Horace
and Persius, and who died in 1612 ('D.N.B.,
v. 339), with John Bond, who became Mastei
of the Savoy in 1645. H. C.

_

LONDON MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS (9
th S.

xi. 389, 457). A work that is indispensable
in the study of this subject is Weever's
'Funeral Monuments,' 1631, or that part of
it which deals with the 'Ancient Funeral
Monuments within the Diocesse of London,'
pp. 350-716. J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

ST. DIALS (9
th

S. xii. 49). Surely tins may
be a corruption of Llandeilo. To St. Teilo
or Deilo many churches in Wales are dedi-
cated. He lived between 500 and 566, and
was the second Bishop of Llandaff. M.A.

PERSIAN LEGEND OF THE FIRST FLESH-
EATER (9

th
S. xii. 45). The story of Zohak

and his two serpents can be found in the
bhah-nameh '

of Ferdousi. The blacksmith's
apron became the standard of the Persian
monarchy, and was captured at the battle of
Cadesia, when the Sassanian dynasty was
overthrown. E. YARDLEY.

' VICAR OF WAKEFIELD' (9
th

S. xi. 187 274
375, 496). -'The Journal of a Wiltshire
Curate, printed in the British Magazine for
December, 1766, is, I have recently discovered,
given verbatim m the Universal Museum
and Complete Magazine of Knowledge and
Measure of the same date, ii. 634

;
in neither

case is there, as asserted of the Brit. Mac,, copyby Mr Percy W. Ames in R. Soc. Lit Trans,fcecond Series, xix. 95,
"
a declaration of its

genuineness ; and inasmuch as the 'Vicar of
Wakefield' was published in March, while

J J ournal, as far as I know, did not appear

in print till December, the latter could hardly
be " the source whence it is believed Gold-
smith derived the first idea of the '

Vicar.'
"

It is still, however, an open question whether
the 'Journal' had appeared in print before,
and it is curious it should have appeared
simultaneously in two rival magazines, which
might seem to point to one common source.
To help towards a conclusion, it may be
noticed that there are several singular
parallels in the two magazines, viz., the Brit.

Mag. for April and May gives an account of
the 'Vicar of Wakefield,' with a specimen,
being the '

History of a Philosophical Vaga-
bond,' divided into two portions ;

the very
same division of these portions is observed
in the *

History
;

as given in the Universal
Museum for March and May. A like divi-
sion in two portions, commencing with the
same paragraphs, is observed in both maga-
zines in the case of

' The Fountains, a Tale :

from Essays lately published by Mrs. Wil-
liams.' It would almost seem, from these

coincidences, as if the same writer or editor
was acting for both magazines.

ADRIAN WHEELER.
HEBER'S 'PALESTINE '

(9
th S. xii. 246). Why

does MR. YARDLEY think that the lines of

Cowper which he quotes
" were the imme-

diate original of those of Heber "
? The word

"fabric" is the only word common to both
sets of lines which is not in 1 Kings vi. 7.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

"SCOGGAN" OR " SCOGGIN" (9
th S. xii. 206).

This word sounds very Celtic, and is

surely the same as Welsh "ysgogyn," mean-
ing what wags, quickly stirs, or is fickle.

JOHN HOBSON MATTHEWS.
'MY OLD OAK TABLE' (9

th S. xii. 448).
I regret that I am unable to give the words
of the song ; but would it be of any use to
refer W. B. H. to Bloomfield's lines 'To my
Old Oak Table

'

? TRACY TIPTOFF.

LINCOLNSHIRE SAYINGS (9
th S. xi. 509).

Perhaps the meaning of
"
ground-toad

"
can

3e traced through another and common form
)f the word, namely,

"
groundsel toad "

:

'There was Devil Lees too, and his imp, a
*reat big rodriey fellow, a.s hard as a ground-
sel toad." See communication by CUTHBERT
BEDE, 3rd S. xi. 494.

J. HOLDEN MAC-MICHAEL.

STATUE FROM SoHO SQUARE (9
th S. vii. 209

;

di. 366, 391). I have no doubt as to Mr.
}lack well's respectability, and make no
attack upon it. I would as lief speak dis-

espectfully of the equator. The question
asked was by what authority Mr. Blackwell
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removed the statue of Charles II. with its

pedestal from the centre of Soho Square and
presented it to Mr. Frederick Goodall. The
fact of Mr. Black well having subscribed a
portion, or even the whole, of the cost of laying
out the enclosure of the square as a garden,
could not, in my opinion, confer thisauthority,
and I shall be glad to have an answer to this

question. JOHN HEBB.

GLASS MANUFACTURE (9
th S. xii. 428). A

reference to the Index Volumes of 'N. & Q.'
will show that the subject of glass-making in

England has been exhaustively treated in
these pages, from the fifth volume of the First
Series down to recent dates. The particular
question asked by your correspondent may
be elucidated by a repetition of the well-
known fact that glass-making in France,
whence it came to England, was considered
to be a noble art. Hence the phrase of
Bernard Palissy : "L'art de la Verrerie est

noble, et ceux qui y besongnent sont nobles."
That is to say, the glass-making industry
formed an exception to the dictum that " La
noblesse se perd par le trafic." Many of the

poorer nobility in France availed themselves
of this liberty to retrieve fallen fortunes, and
in course of time richer brethren did the
same. These were the

"
Gentilshommes

Verriers," who, either in partnership or for
certain dues or royalties, permitted their
forests to be used by "Verriers Roturiers."
When the art was introduced into England
it is probable that the working arrangements
were transplanted also. Thus the owner of
Knole was the gentleman glass-maker, and
Valyan and Ferris, Brussell and " the other

young man," his French roturiers. All this
and much more that is pertinent and in-

teresting your correspondent will find in
Grazebrook's '

Henzey Tyttery and Tyzack,
"Gentilshommes Verriers" from Lorraine'

(Stourbridge, Ford, 1877).
RICHARD WELFORD.

Your correspondent will find in the Anti-

quary, May, 1898, a full description of the con-
ditions under which the French glass-makers
undertook in the year 1567 to introduce their

industry. In the document there reproduced
the Frenchmen profess themselves desirous
of obtaining a "

protecteur ou tuteur
"
as a

guarantee against disturbance, and of paying
for their protection as well as for the wood
consumed. The sites chosen by them were

usually on elevated ground, with plenty of

bracken and hard wood in the vicinity. Their

monopoly, which extended from 1567 to 1588,
was not respected, for in 1589 G. Longe states

there were fourteen or fifteen glass-houses in

England. MR. BARRETT-LENNARD'S note is

the first intimation of the existence of glass-
making in Sevenoaks, and I hope he may
be induced to publish the full text of his
ancestor's letters in these columns or in the
Antiquary. I am particularly interested in

establishing the nationality of the workmen
employed. The furnace would appear to be
the usual rectangular French furnace, similar"
to that discovered at Buckholt, near Salis-

bury. G. WYNDHAM HULME.
Clare, Sevenoaks.

A law passed in the time of Louis IX.
allowed none but gentlemen or the sons of
the nobility to establish glass-houses, or even
to work therein. Traces of the gentility of
the art which thus originated were to be
found in France not many years ago, and
even in England workmen were accustomed
to style themselves "gentlemen glass-
blowers "(Tomlinson's

'

Cyclop, of the Industr.

Arts,' 1866, vol. i p. 759). See also
'

Glass,' by
Alexander Nesbitt, F.S.A., p. 1-24 seq.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

IMAGINARY OR INVENTED SAINTS (9
th S. xii.

127, 215, 369). At the Chapelle des Martyrs
at Auray (Morbihan), which was built in 1823
to entomb the bones of the Royalists executed

by Hoche after the Quiberon Expedition of

1795, 1 have seen various ex-votos and pencilled

inscriptions, "Saints Martyrs, priez pour
nous." This beginning of a culte is interest-

ing. The following list of sanctuaries on the
Gave de Pau, the river on which Lourdes is

situated, may prove suggestive. The stream
rises in the Cirque de Tremousse. Here in the

glacier are two large rocks which greatly
resemble the seated colossi of Amenophis III.

near Luxor. These are said to have been

worshipped as goddesses in pagan times,^
and

it is well known that the Hautes Pyrenees
were frequented by Phoenician traders from
Narbonne and Elne, near Perpignan. Below
them is the sanctuary of Notre Dame de

Heas, on a rock whence two white doves are

said to have flown out, one of which flew over

the mountain into Spain, where it lighted on
the site of the church of Santa Maria de las

Nieves, on the Segre, the river which rises

on the other side of the watershed, and enters

the river Ebro at Saragossa, famous for the

great sanctuary of Nuestra Seiiora del Pilar ;

whilst the other lighted at Heas Chapel.
Next down stream comes Lourdes. Then
comes Betarram with a pilgrimage and

miraculous statue of Our Lady, famous

during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies. Below Betarram is Notre Dame du

Pont at Pau. Lastly comes the sanctuary of
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Nuestra Seiiorade Guadaloupe, rising on that

great mountain of Jazguihel, so conspicuous
from Biarritz, which dominates the mouth of

the Adour, into which the Gave de Pau flows.

Such a series of sanctuaries is somewhat
curious.

Has GENERAL MAXWELL ever seen the

chapel at San Roque, near Gibraltar, dedicated
to the saint "y su santo perro," otherwise
the dog so often seen in the pictures of the
saint 1 St. Amphibalus, too, in the story of

St. Alban, may or may not be a misunder-

standing of the word used by some annalist
to express the cloak in which the saint's body
was wrapped, an instance which some say
is paralleled by the legend of St, Veronica,
"the True Likeness" of our Blessed Lord.

H.

In 'The Portuguese in India,' vol. ii. p. 314,
are enumerated the various bastions of the
fort of Columbo in 1655, most of them bearing
the names of saints, the last being

"
S. Gal-

voca.'' This saint is the creation of the com-
piler of the work, Mr. F. C. Danvers, who,
copying the list from the English translation
of Baldseus's

l

Ceylon
'

in vol. iii. of Churchill's
'

Collection of Voyages,' thought to correct
an omission by prefixing the >V. to "Galvoca."
This word is a Portuguese corruption of the
Sinhalese galbokka, which means a rocky
inlet or bay ; and the rocky bay which gave
its name to the bastion of the Portuguese
fort of Columbo is still known to the residents
of British Colombo by the euphonious name
of Galle Buck a good example of

' Hobson-
Jobson/' DONALD FERGUSON.

May I refer GENERAL MAXWELL to an
article on St. Ursula and her companions by
Mrs. T. F. Tout, forming pp. 17-56 of 'His-
torical Essays by Members of the Owens
College, Manchester '

(Longmans, 1902) ? No
treatment of the subject is complete unless
the facts there stated are taken into account.

Q. V.

On p. 1232 of Prebendary Hingeston-
liandolplvs edition of Bishop Grandisson's
Register' is an interesting instance of

episcopal interference to prevent the venera-
tion as .saint of Richard Buvyle, late rector
of the church of Whitatone in Cornwall. The
bishops letter to his commissary is dated

) August, 1361. From it we learn that
the rector had either been murdered or
murdered himself (opinions differ on the
point), and that, it having been noised abroad
that miracles were being wrought at his
tomb, people were crowding to the spot and
holding a regular and very disreputable wake

The bishop required all this to be

stopped, because, even if the dead man
deserved canonization, the forms of the
Church must be observed, and at the same
time requested a report as to the alleged
miracles. A jury was summoned, and their

finding is interesting. They believed in the

miracles, but it is noteworthy that most of
the instances are related on mere hearsay, as

they were unable to learn the name of the

person cured. YGREC.

A delightful instance of an invented saint
came to my notice the other day in an old

charter. It was dated "post festum ramor.

palmar." ;
and some anonymous genius had

endorsed it as "after the feast of St. Ralph
the Palmer." H. J. B.

Highgate.

JOHNSON'S PRAYER (9
th S. xii. 389). This

prayer will be found in "Anderson's British

Poets," vol. xi. p. 877 :

Node, inter 1G et, 17 Junii, 1783.*

Summe Pater, quodcunque tuum de corpore Numen
Hoc statuat, precibus Christus adesse velit :

Ingeriio parcas, nee sit mihi culpa rogasse,
Qua solum potero parte placere tibi.

This is the original version.
R. A. POTTS.

In his letter to Mrs. Thrale of 19 June,
1783, Johnson mentions this prayer, but
adds :

" The lines were not very good."
PATRICK MAXWELL.

Bath.

WATERLOO WON ON THE PLAYING FIELDS
OF ETON (9

th S. xii. 387). With reference to
the saying that Waterloo was won on the

playing fields of Eton, I copy the following
remark from Sir William Fraser's book
' Words on Wellington/ p. 139 :

-
" Most of us have heard the well-known passage

in Montalernbert, where he describes the Duke as
saying,

' The battle of Waterloo was won in the
playing fields of Eton.' The manliness of that
school told upon his officers."

So far as I am aware, Wellington cared
little for sports and athletics. As a schoolboy
he was but a short time at Eton, leaving it

in 1784, when football was almost unknown,
and cricket had neither secured the popu-
larity nor developed tbe efficiency of a far

* The night above referred to by Johnson was
that in which a paralytic stroke had deprived him
of his voice, and, in the anxiety he felt lest it should
likewise have impaired his understanding, he com-
posed the above lines, and said concerning them,
that he knew at the time that they were not good,,
but then he deemed his discerning this to be suf-
ficient for the quieting the anxiety before men-
tioned', as it showed him that his power of judging
was not diminished."
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later period. The first cricket match between
Eton and Harrow took place in 1805. See
p 356 of the volume on cricket in the
" Badminton Library of Sports and Pastimes."
It seems to me more likely that the Duke
had in his mind that corner of the playing
fields where the school fights took place, and
where he himself fought and won at least
one battle, and had for his opponent Robert
Smith, better known as Bobus Smith, elder
brother of the witty Dean of St. Paul's. The
story of that fight is given at p. 4 of Gleig's
'Life of Wellington.' It was those school

fights that taught British officers how to win
at Waterloo. JAMES WATSON.

Is it not pretty certain that Wellington
was not alluding to games at all, but to

pugilistic encounters between the boys ?

REGINALD HAINES.
Uppingham.

ST. ANNE'S CHURCH, BLACKFRIARS (9
th S.

vi. 48, 117, 238, 330). The portion of
an arcade of the Dominican monastery,
which was discovered on pulling down a
house in Blackt'riars in 1890, has been re-

erected at Selsdon Park, Surrey, the residence
of Mr. Wickham Noakes. The manor of

Sanderstead and Selsdune-in-Sanderstead
dates from Saxon times, and was bequeathed
in 871 by Duke Elfred to his wife Werberg.
Ifc afterwards passed to the Crown, arid in

the tenth century Queen Ethelfleda, wife of

Edgar, who began to reign in 959, granted
u
Sandelstead [sic] with its church" to the

abbey of St. Peter at Winchester. In 1759

the manor was purchased by Thomas Wigsell,
an attorney of New Inn, whose descendant
Mr. Wigsell Arkwright now owns it.

JOHN HEBB.

TlDESWELL AND TlDESLOW (9
th S. xii. 341).

Near Sheffield there is a place now called

Tinsley. Between 1681 and 1712 I find it

written Tinsloe, Tinslow, Tinslowe. In 1633

I find Tanslaw. These will be familiar to

MR. ADDY. W. C. B.

GENIUS : ITS MANIFESTATIONS (9
th S. xii.

244, 373). There must be a difficulty in

discussing this subject. We do not all agree
as to what genius is. Still less do we agree
as to the men of genius themselves. Ignatius

Loyola seems to me a madman with a purpose,
and not a man of genius. I mentioned the

-case of Julius Caesar, and said that he was a

man of action who could not have been a poet,

though he wrote good prose. Leonardo da

Vinci, I believe, wrote verses, and may have

been a good mathematician, but he was only
& man of genius as a painter. A man of

genius may be excellent in other ways than
that in which he shows genius, and then all
his excellences are noted

; but I believe, in

spite of apparent instances to the contrary,
that a man cannot be a man of genius in two
different ways. A Newton cannot be a
Milton also. E. YARDLEY.

CHARLES READE (9
th S. xii. 243, 312). From

a paragraph in the deeply interesting note
supplied by MR. CLEGG, the reader is led to
infer that Charles Reade is buried at Bromp-
ton. The Standard of 1G April, 1884,
describes his funeral as having taken place
the day before "in Willesden old Church-
yard." JOHN T. PAGE.
West Haddon, Northamptonshire.

IMMUREMENT ALIVE OF RELIGIOUS (9th S.
xii. 25, 131, 297, 376). The author of that

charming novel ' The Romance of War
; or,

the Highlanders in Spain,' utilizes the sub-

ject of self-immurement in his historical tale
called

' The Scottish Cavalier 'in the follow-

ing manner. When Lilian Napier, the heroine,
who was induced to marry Lord Clermistonlee,
learnt one day in the presence of her hus-
band that her first love, Walter Fenton, was
not only hounded to death by, but was also
the son of his lordship, she replied :

" Un-
fortunate Walter, how deeply have we been
wronged how bitterly must we suffer !

"

Taking up her little infant from the cradle,
she kissed it tenderly and retired slowly from
the room; "to any place/' she remarked,
'where never again the light of day shall

find me." From that moment she was never
beheld alive again. In the year 1800, when
the venerable mansion of Bruntisfield was
demolished, within a deep alcove in the heart
of its massive walls, the skeletons of a female
and child ware discovered ! It is recorded
in 'Old and New Edinburgh,' at pp. 31 to 34,

vol. iii., that when the mansion belonging to

the old baronial family of Napier was pulled
down to build that hideous structure, Gilles-

pie's Hospital, "there was found under a
hearthstone a box containing the body of a

female, from which the head had been

severed, and beside her lay the remains of

an infant wrapped in a pillow-case trimmed
with lace/' HENRY GERALD HOPE.

119, Elms Road, Clapham, S.W.

In 1835 a nun escaped from a nunnery at

Charlestown, near Boston, United States.

She was captured, taken back to the nunnery,
and demands for her release were refused. A
mob broke into the nunnery and searched

everywhere, even digging up graves to see

if her body was in one of them. Failing in
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their search, the mob burnt down the nunnery.

The nun was never afterwards heard of. In

a recent book on life in America the destruc-

tion of the nunnery is described at great

length, but not a word is said about the

escape, capture, and disappearance ot the

nun. There must still be living persons who

remember this event. In the Middle Ages

heretics were burnt alive, and it does not

seem improbable that escaped nuns were

buried alive. M. N. G.

FICTITIOUS LATIN PLURALS (9
th S. xii. 345).

These false words are very amusing. I

wish I had made notes of more of them.

Here are. however, a few.

A writer in the Zoologist of 1855, when

recording something about the lava-case of

an insect, said, "Its queer black look and

pistol-shape is often wondered at byignorami
"

(First Series, vol. xiii. p. 4892).

Otte, in his translation of Quatretagess
* Rambles of a Naturalist,' 1857, uses the word

minibuses. He says, "A tolerably good road

now joins Biarritz to Bayonne. Various

omnibuses and minibuses, decorated with the

name of diligences, now carry on an active

traffic'' (vol. ii- p. 143).

Joseph Hume seems to have employed
omnibi seriously. See Athenceum, 23 Novem-

ber, 1901, p. 693. It occurs also in 'The
Letters of Edward FitzGerald.' "To post
about in omnibi between Lincoln's Inn and

Bayswater" (vol. i. p. 214), are his words, but

he was evidently jesting. ASTAETE.

A good many years ago I was asked to

solve an acrostic which, I think, was given

by the World. One of the "lights" had to

begin with an i and end with an i.

I wrote to the lady who was interested in

the matter, saying that the word for that

light was probably indocti, and that I thought
that a trap had been laid for those who would

give if/norami. When the solution appeared
in print ignorami was the acrostic editor's

word, though indocti was allowed !

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's, Warrington.

Five-and-twenty years ago I heard one of

the speakers at a Lancashire clerical society's

meeting lament the hiati that he had made.
He was a graduate, too, of Trinity College,
Dublin. W. 0. B.

I have noted the two following amusing
instances : Candelabras. Macaulay's essay
on John Bunyan, Dec., 1831 : "The cande-
labras of Pandsemonium "

(near the beginning
of the essay). Gnoma. " He understood the
Sanskrit upon the faces of the dials, and the

meaning of the gnoma and pointers
"

(Rudyard Kipling, 'From Sea to Sea,' vol. i.;:

ch. v. of
' Letters of Marque,' not far from

the end). I fear it is meant for gnomones, but
it may be for gnpmai, the sententious in-

scriptions on sundials. H. K. ST. J. S.

KIMPTON FAMILY (9
th S. xii. 207). John

William Kimpton, surgeon, of Stadhampton,
Oxon, born at Ware, 1809, died at Lee, Kent,
1884

;
his uncle was of. Bardolph's Farm,.

Watton, Herts. Book-plate : Crest, a goat's
head. Motto,

" Nee timeo nee sperno."
R. J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate, Kent.

EPITAPH AT GRAVESEND, KENT (9
th S. xii.

409). This is a manifest corruption of some-

lines in Pope's
*

Elegy to the Memory of an
Unfortunate Lady' :

So peaceful rests, without a stone, a name,
What once had beauty, titles, wealth and fame.

How loved, how honoured once, avails thee not,
To whom related, or by whom begot :

A heap of dust alone remains of thee
;

'Tis all thou art, and all the proud shall be.

Pope in tho last two lines seems to have-

remembered Horace :

Nos ubi decidimus

Quo pater ./Eneas, quo dives Tullus et Ancus,
Pulvis et umbra sumus.

E. YARDLEY.

THOMSON : THOMPSON (9
th S. xii. 408). Your

correspondent might find it worth while to

look at the accounts of theHonywood family,
of Charing, in the Topographer and Genea-

logist, vols. i. and ii. W. C. B.

"To MUG" (9
th S. xii. 5, 57, 136, 231). To-

the illustrations of the stage use of this word

already given, I would add that in 'The
Small- Part Lady,' a story of theatrical life

by Mr. George R. Sims (" Dagpnet "), it is

remarked :

" The low comedian at that

moment was '

mugging
'

after the manner
of his kind," the word obviously indicat-

ing, from the context, that the actor was

clowning in dumb show while other per-
formers were speaking.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

When I was young, I heard a scientific

lecturer (whose name I have forgotten)

explain that a face was in slang
" a mug,""

because the Anglo-Saxons used to fashion

faces on their earthen drinking vessels.

N. N.
" FIRST CATCH YOUR HARE "

(9
th S. xii. 125).

Apparently the French phrase
" Pour faire

un civet, prenez un lievre," is, like the Eng-
lish one, taken from a cookery-book, and
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K. Alexandre, in his ' Musee de la Conversa-
tion,' traces the former to " Le Cuisinier
Francois, par le sieur de La Varenne, escuyer
de cuisine de M. le marquis d'Uxelles" (first

edition, 1651, p. 40). He quotes the recipe
as follows :

"
Give de lievre. Prenez un

lievre, descoupez-le par morceaux," &c.
The phrase

" Voulez- vous faire un civet,
prenez un lievre," seems to be used in a
similar sense (figuratively, of course) to
"First catch your hare," and probably the
Prince de Ligne had the French words in
mind. Whether he knew the English form
of the idea or not I do not know, nor am I
aware of the date of the English cookery-
book whence it is derived.

EDWARD LATHAM.
["First catch your hare" is commonly, but

erroneously, attributed, to Mrs. Glasse, whose
cookery-book was published in London in 1747.]

QUEEN ELIZABETH'S POCKET PISTOL (9
th S.

xii. 368, 456). It looks very much as if this

piece of ordnance had received its jocular
name from her loyal people during Queen
Elizabeth's lifetime. Walter Harrison in his
'New History, Description, and Survey of

London,' p. 89, mentions
"a fine twisted brass cannon, twelve feet long,
made in the reign of Edward VI., called Queen
Elizabeth's Pocket Pistol, which the warders [i.e.,

of the Tower of London] tell you, by way of joke,
she used to wear on her right side when she rode
a-hunting."

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

La Maison de Victor Hugo. Par Arsene Alex-
andre. (Hachette Cie.)

LAST year, as all worshippers are aware, was the

centenary of the birth of Victor Hugo, who saw
the light at Besangon on 26 February, 1802. Among
the acts of homage which the occasion brought
with it was the purchase of the house of Victor

Hugo in the Place des Vosges, and its dedication
to the French nation. At the time of Hugo's death
a scheme had been formed by admirers of the poet
to obtain the same edifice. This fell through at the

time, only to be realized in later days, when the

movement became national in character. The
building in question, which belongs to the early
seventeenth century, was in 1639 the property of

Louis de Rohan, Prince de Guemenee. The fact is

not without interest that one of the pavilions which
formed part of the Hotel de Rohan-Guemenee has

been indicated as the residence of Marion Delorme,
the heroine of one of the best-known plays of Hugo,
and even the scene of her death. It was here

that Hugo wrote ' Lucrece Borgia,'
' Marie Tudor,'

'

Angelo,'
' Ruy Bias,'

' Les Burgraves,'
' Les Chants

du Crepuscule,' 'Les Rayons et les Ombres,' 'Les

Miserables/
' Les Contemplations,' and

' La Legende
des-Siecles,' and that he received a brilliant crowd,

including, to mention a few names only, Montalem-

bert, Lamartine, Chateaubriand, Arago, Garibaldi,
Kossuth, Rossini, Meyerbeer, Delacroix, Soult,
Rachel, Mile. Mars, Frederick Lemaitre, Macready,.
Guizot, Thiers, Palmerston, and royalties innumer-
able. In this house which the visitor to Paris wilL
do well to see, since few more interesting shrines,
are in existence are collected souvenirs, many of
them priceless, of the poet. From these have been,
derived most of the illustrations to the present
volume, which, besides being the most artistic and!
beautiful of the Christmas productions of the great
house of Hachette, is one of the noblest volumes
that have ever been dedicated to a poet. The
frontispiece consists of a reproduction of the
marvellous head in crayons by Bastien Lepage,
facing which on the

title-page is a design by
the poet of a vessel beaten by the storm. These
designs abound in the volume, and constitute
one of its most attractive and significant fea-
tures. In many of them can be traced the most
grandiose and fantastic aspects of his genius. A
picture of 'La Cathedrale' is fine and impressive,
and as clear cut as an etching by Rajon, and
many others are conspicuous in beauty and
power. Reproductions of pictures, busts, and
photographs of Hugo at different stages of his.
life abound. Two are taken after death. There
are also portraits of Madame Hugo, of her chil-

dren, and of the grandchildren who taught him
Vart d'etre grandpere. Houses occupied by the poet
at home or abroad, in Jersey or Guernsey, are dis-
tributed through the volume, which contains also
some cleverly executed caricatures, and there are a
few drawings of domestic subjects by Madame Hugo.
Of illustrations of the works, many are by Louis Bou-
langer, two by Tony Johannot, and the remainder
by Celestin Nanteuil, Brion, Cabanel, and others,
including Daniel Vierge. As was to be expected,,
the letterpress of M. Alexandre is sufficiently
eulogistic, and we listen with respect to the state-
ment that Victor Hugo contains Homer as well as

Dante, and is to be compared to Shakespeare. This
is not, perhaps, exactly what we should find to say,
but the poet of 'La Legende des Siecles' and of
'Les Chansons des Rues et des Bois,' the inventor
of Quasimodo, Jean Valjean, Esmeralda, and even
Gastibelza we abstain from a mere recapitulation
of names has touched almost every chord of the

lyre of life and ranks with the greatest. The work
now dedicated to him is worthy of its subject, and
is in its exquisite binding one of the noblest and
most striking of the season's productions. We can

imagine no lovelier or more distinguished present
to a cultured recipient, and no more attractive'

addition to one's own shelves.

Slang and its Analogues. Past and Present. By John
S. Farmer and W. E. Henley. Vol. VII. Part II.

and Vol. I. Part I. (Privately printed.)

CONCURRENTLY with the appearance of the penul-
timate part of the 'Slang and its Analogues' of

Messrs. Farmer and Henley comes the first part of

the promised reissue of the first volume. The second

part of the seventh volume carries the work up to

tzing, leaving only the last six letters of the alphabet,
the greater portion of which are for dictionary pur-

poses virtually non-existent. The concluding part
is to be immediately forthcoming, and with it a work
of large and conscientious labour will be accom-

plished. Our readers have been kept au courant

with the book, and many of them will, to our know-

ledge, be gratified with the assurance of its ap-
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preaching completion. One reading the present,
as any previous section, will be pleased and edified

by observing how much is taken from our pages, and
how much beside deals precisely with those matters
which are specially the object of 'N. & Q.' Turn
for instance, to tune, and find how Steele employ
"the tune of a thousand pounds," and how an ok
ballad (which?) gives us "the tune the old cow
died of." Very interesting is it, moreover, to com
pare with the slang of yesterday that of to-day
.and find how, while much of it is fluctuating, a

large quantity dates back to early times and is stil

.used with the same significance as before. America
of course, supplies us with abundance of new form
of expression, as do the British dependencies.
As regards the new issue of vol. i., it may be

;said that since the appearance of that volume the
.scheme has expanded and developed. At a con
.siderable cost, accordingly, the volume is reprintec
with alterations and additions. It contains three
times the amount given in the earlier volume
and will, the surviving editor holds, be the

only one that will be finally inquired for. Its

purchase is none the less optional. In the case
of one word in A, of familiar but unrefined use, we
ifind nine columns instead of half a column devotee
to it, the new illustrative instances of use including
.quotations from the glossary of ^Elfric,

'

Piers
Plowman,' Wyclif, Chaucer, 'Jack Jugler,' and
other authorities, down to Mr. E. Peacock's ' Lin-
colnshire Glossary.' In order to make room for
this a quotation from ' Punch's Almanack '

under
"Arry," occupying three and a half columns,
.and similar matters disappear. Many words
.are now introduced for the first time. There
can be no question that with the scholar the new
edition of the first volume is destined to replace
the old.

Three. Frenchmen in, Bengal ; or, the Commercial
Ruin of the French Settlement* in 1757 Bv 8 C
Hill, B'.A. (Longmans & Co.)

IF the present work seems belated, the fault is not
with the author. It is taken almost entirely from
documents hitherto unpublished, and is, in fact, of
high historical interest. When the substantive
history of India is written, the present volume
will facilitate the task of the historian. At
present the heroical actions of Clive and the
acquisition of India are, generally speaking, taken
on trust, and there is little temptation to the
public to listen afresh to a thrice- told tale. There
is much, however, that tends to edification in the
work, and the Englishman that reads it, what-
ever pride he may derive from the deeds of valour
-of his forefathers, will have to own them less
chivalrous than their antagonists. Times, it must
be owned, were difficult. A remarkable work
creative of empire so far as England is concerned
w-as being accomplished, and there was no time for
those to whom it was entrusted to stand shilly-
shallying,

4

letting
'

I dare not '

wait upon
'

I would '

like the poor cat i' th' adage." England was, more-
over, at the time of the recorded action, at war
\vith France, and we must find what consolationwe may in the fact that the repayal of generosityon the part of the French by violence on that of
the English was according to the code of warLaws Memoir,' which is one of the documents
published is in the British Museum. The lettersof Renault and Courtm are from the French
-archives, which have been resolutely studied

Renault was the chief of Chandernagore, Law that
of Cossimbazar, and Courtin that of Dacca. The
volume containing their reports is illustrated with
serviceable maps and plans. A study of it will be
eminently serviceable to all who seek to understand
how, from the competition for Indian possessions
between England, France, and Holland, the first

issued triumphant. The curse of the French East
India was militarism. Civilians such as those now
described might have accomplished much, but,
through jealousy or some other cause, they were
always left in a state of impotence. Whatever
might be the result to France, this condition of
affairs at least facilitated hugely English progress.

Poems of John Keats. (Frowde.)
ON the exquisite India paper and in a miniature
shape Mr. Frowde has issued an edition of
Keats which may we have tried it be carried in
the waistcoat-pocket, and is a mine of delight.
Those who seek to give any person of taste and
knowledge a present of small cost not value
need not travel beyond this little volume.

THE forthcoming section of the '

X.E.D.,' by Dr.
Murray, completes the letter 0, and brings the
total number of words recorded to date to 175,107.
Under "

Outputter" will be found the record of a
curious concatenation of dictionary blundering,
due to the early misprint of this word as "

out-
parter." The military

"
overslaugh

"
has been in use

for 130 years, but is now for the first time explained
in an English dictionary. The chief verbs are" owe" and "own"; the former shows how a word
originally meaning

" have "
or "

possess
"
has come

to mean "to be in debt," i.e., to have less than
nothing.

"
Oyster," with its brood, industry and

"astronomies, occupies three and a half columns.

We must call special attention to the following
wtices :

ON all communications must be written the name
ind address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
ication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

pondents must observe the following rules. Let
ach note, query, or reply be written on a separate
lip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
uch address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ng queries, or making notes with regard to previous
ntries in the paper, contributors are requested to
ut in parentheses, immediately after the exact
eading, the series, volume, and page or pages to

which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
ueries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

ANTIQUARY.
'

Francis Hawes' will appear next
veek.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

o "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries
' " Adver-

isements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
sher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return
ommunications which, for any reason, we do not
Tint : and to this rule WP rnn mnlro nn o-v/>ar\tis\n
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A. (A. D.) on eulachon and its variants, 491
A. (J.) on flats, 211

Long lease, 449
A. (M.) on St. Dials, 514
Abrahams (A.) on W. Upcott, 389

Accentuation, English, 94, 158, 316, 475

Accon, use and origin of the word, 29, 176

Accorder, derivation of the word, 89, 137, 196, 296

Ackerley (F. G.) on apple-blossoms, 133
Bird as crest, 485

Geology of Kurland, 208
Kurish German, 77
Lancashire and Cheshire wills, 485

Ligurians, the, 221

Square cap, 28
Adam the Carthusian, his biography, 184, 301, 373
Adam the Scot, or the Prsemonstrant, 301
Adams (F.) on cavatina, 276

Fictitious Latin plurals, 345
Adams (W. Davenport), his *

Dictionary of English
Literature,' 342

Addison (J.), passage in Johnson's life of, 68
Addison's (C. G.)

' Damascus and Palmyra,' 446, 494

Addy (S. O.) on hagioscope or oriel ? 494
Tideswell and Tideslow, 341
Wake= a village feast, 473

Adkin (Mary), ob. 1805, memorial in Llandaff Cathe-

dral, 53

Ady (J. M.) on Lorenzo da Pavia, 398
JE> or ce, use of, 291

Al/iot, its derivation, 481

Aitken surname, 129, 213, 273, 397

Alabama, the, and Lord John Russell, 49

Albany, plan of the, 49, 157
Aldenham (Lord) on long lease, 234

Latin quip, 478

Pope self-condemned for heresy, 52

Tongue-twisters, 55

Aldrich (S. J.) on Byroniana, 12, 52

Desecration of Hemington Church, 278

R printer, 241
Silvius (Eneas), 151

Ale verses custom at Brasenose College, Oxford, 268

Alexander (P. P.), d. 1886, sonnet by, 512

Alger (J. G. ) on Madame Humbert and the Craw-

fords, 456

Towneley (John), 327

Alias in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 190,
277

All over, use of the phrase, 144, 294
Almar (George), actor and diamatist, 388

Alpine Club, its founders, 406, 452

Altar, use of cushions on the, 346, 398, 436, 497
Alum rock, human skeleton in, 48, 195

Always Faithful on Holbein portraits, 48

America, Sir Walter Raleigh in, 105, 250 ; iron-

making industry in, 266
American book, 486
American diplomas and degrees, fraudulent, 101, 167
Anatomie Vivante, mentioned by Macaulay, 49, 157
Anderson (J. L.) on loadberry, 431

Panton family, 13
Anderson (P. J.) on Downie's slaughter, 152
Anderson (Capt. T. A.), his poems, 168
Andrews (Elizabeth), London printer, temp.

Charles II., 287
Andrews (W.) on Brasenose ale verses, 268

Candlemas gills, 430
Scudamore's poems, 228

Angelo (Anthony), baptismal registei of his children,

206

Angier (John), b. 1629, his biography, 128, 197, 257

Anglo-Saxon names and titles, 268

Angus (G.) on cushions on the altar, 346, 436

Animal baiting, modern forms of, 127
Animals in people's insides, 414, 471

Annunciator, its extended meaning, 225

Anonymous Works :

Abbey of Kilkhampton, 381, 411, 488

Book of the Foundations, 428

Dunces of Norfolk, 309

Eden Rose, 231

Englishwoman's Love-Letters, 110

Esther, 388

Floating Island, 145

Gresham (Sir T.), Life of, 74, 273
Here and There over the Water, 430

India : an Inquiry into the Expediency of apply-

ing the Principles of Colonial Policy to the

Government of India, 504

Jacqueline : a Tale, 200

Journal of a Tour by Juan de Vega, 387

Journal of Arthur Stirling, 110

Knight's Excursion Companion, 74
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Anonymous Works :

Le Vicaire Savoyard, 68, 93
Lois the Witch, 89
'Lover's Opera,' 180
Nova Solyma, 168, 232

Novelty Fair
; or, Hints for 1851, 74

Practice of Piety, 485
Rose of Eden, 231

Serjeant Bell and his Raree Show, 306

Spirit of the Woods, 268
Tales from Dreamland, 169, 237, 333
Twelve Profits of Tribulation, 184, 301, 373
Uses of our Historical Manuscripts, 506

Antiquity, relics of, destroyed, 466

Antiquities, manufactory of spurious, 268

AntonelK, cardinal deacon of Sta. Agata alia Suburra,
19, 174, 235, 278

Anxious on portable dwellings, 28

Ape, anthropoid, in Huxley's 'Man's Place in Nature,'
169, 232

Aphikia, wife of Jesus ben Sirach, and King Solomon,
222, 261, 385

Appelbey= Graham, 8

Apperson (G. L.) on County Council Board schools, 157
Dowland (John), 415

Envelopes, 397
Publication by subscription, 378

Apple-blossoms in coffins, 133

Ap Rhys on Penreth, 75

Aquitaine, St. William of, 303,417
Arkle (A. H.) on St. Peter's, Chester, 457
Arms wanted, 94

Armstrong (T. P.) on Madame Humbert and the

Crawfords, 456
Infant Saviour at the breast, 495

Macaroni, 436

Magdeburg law, 249
Wonderful view, 484

Arthur, King, legend of his sleeping, 502
Arthur and Uther, etymology of the names, 57
Arthur as Scottish Christian name, 429
Arthur (H.) on earliest English newspaper, 29
Arthur (K.) on Aitken surname, 129

Artillery, Royal, regimental records of the, 207
Ash, place-name, its derivation, 106, 211, 291, 373
Ashby (Sir John), d. 1691, captain of Sandgate, 333
Ash-tree legend connected with the Boyd family, 405
Asphalte pavement, its introduction into England, 18
Asses' milk as medicine, 385, 511
Astarte on dog of Si.. Roch, 189

Fictitious Latin plurals, 518
Jacobin : Jacobite, 469
Scot (Robert), 18

Astley (H. J. D.) on immurement alive, 25, 297
Astronomy, Shelley and, 467
Atkinson (S. B.) on medical barristers, 485
Atkyns (Mrs. Charlotte), nee Walpole, her artistic

career, 53, 128, 151, 171, 254, 311, 488
Auden (George A.) on Marat in York, 506
Augmentations, Court of, 309, 490
Augusti nian canons, square cap worn by, 28, 111, 231
Auld (T.) on riddle of the Sphinx. 25

"

Autographs, 149

Avarura, its locality, 92
Avary, origin and meaning of the word, 349 453
Avignon :

" Sur le Pont d'Avignon," 170

Axon (W. E. A.) on Adam the Carthusian, 373

Aphikia, wife of Jesus ben Sirach, 222, 261

Coleridge marginalia, 61

Godkin (Edwin Lawrence), 438

History of bookselling, 316, 490

Jeldleddin, 326

Lloyd (Thomas), republican, 378

Montagu (Walter), 77
Persian legend, 45
Pontius Pilate, 405
* Twelve Profits of Tribulation,' 184

Ayeahr on "
Ship" Hotel, Greenwich, 375

Aylmer arms, 448
B. on " Mais on revient toujours," 308
B. (C.) on story of French Revolution, 88
B. (C. A.) on killen or keeling = a barn, 149
B. (C. C.) on all over, 294

Antiquity of businesses, 1 76

Ash, place-name, 211
" Betwixt the devil and the deep sea," 272

Birch-sap wine, 296
Coffee made of malt, 191
Folk-lore of childbirth, 413

Folks, 50
Gin palaces, 378

Heidelberg gallery 454
" Hook it," 33
I printed with small letter, 231
Infant Saviour, 115

King's Champion, 254

Living dead, 97
Milton's 'Hymn on the Morning of Christ's

Nativity,' 56

Mug, 231

Oak, the ash, and the ivy, 492

Oranges, 295
Prince of Wales's Theatre, Tottenham Street, 476

Shakespeariana, 423

Sunflower, 130
'

Temple Shakespeare,' 13
Wake= a village feast, 216

Wesley's portrait by Romney, 37
Wiseu=to grow wise, 145
Wordsworth and Henry Vaughan, 146

B. (E. G.) on epitaph at Doncaster, 470
B. (G. F. R.) on John Angier, 257

Darby (Horatio D'Esterre), 469
Denman (John), 447

Gage (H., W., and W. H.), 268

Gahagan (George), 309
Gale (William), 368
Gallini (Francis and John), 269
Garricke (W.), 170
Gott (Henry and Richard), 228
Gould (John), 409

Gowland( Ralph), 430
Grimwood (Eliza), 377
House of Lords and Queen Caroline, 397

Martyr (Mrs.), singer and actress, 157

Mineralogist and botanist to George III,, 215
Young (Thomas), 391

B. (H. I.) on owls, 114

Wenthlok, 188
B. (H. J.) on imaginary or invented saints, 516

Orders obtained by bribery, 248
Venison feast, 253
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B. (J.) on inaccuracy in a modern novel, 125
B. (J. T.) on bell inscription, 152
B r (B.) on oak, ash, and ivy, 433

U and V : VV : Double-U, 70
B. (R.) on long lease, 25

Overstrand Church, 492

Thackeray and ' Damascus and Palmyra,' 494
B. (R. B.) on "

Crying down credit," 138

Imaginary or invented saints, 215

Nightsaps, 55
Kailway literature, 133
Silver spike, 387

B.1R. L.) onMundy, 485

B.~(R. W.) on Caryll pedigree, 286
Fleetwood family, 130

B. (T. B.) on quotations, 309

Wykehamical word toys, 437

B/(W. C.) on '

Abbey of Kilkhampton,' 489
Alias in sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 277
Ash, place-name, 291
Asses' milk, 385
Bath and Buxton, 286

Birch-sap wine, 50

<Bisclavret,'112

Bridge chantry in West Riding, 111

Christmas, its bibliography, 502; ecclesiastical

state at, ib.

Christ-tide, 502

Duncalfe, 357

English grave at Ostend, 176, 278
Fictitious Latin plurals, 518

Fiscal, 444

Gillygate at York, 173

Gin-palaces, 249

Halley (Dr. Edmond), 267
Infant Saviour, 115

Knaggs (Thomas), 483
Marat in London, 110
Mico family, 145
* Midsummer Night's Dream,' 245
Naval pronunciation, 118

Nightcaps, 55

Orange blossoms, 56

Peculiars, 137

Quarterings, 98
St. Dials, 113

Semper eadem, 466
Sexdecim Valles, 180
Thomson : Thompson, 518
Tideswell and Tideslow, 517

Wesley queries, 117
Witham arms, 149

B. (W. R )
on Carson family, 332

Babiole, privateer, 389

Bacientis, its meaning, 92
Bacon (Sir Francis) on Hercules, 54, 156, 275

Bacon (Nicholas), of Brussels, 429

Bacon (Roger) and Robert Greene, 361

Bacon-Shakespeare controversy, 35

Baddy, derivation and use of the word, 87, 153

Badge, Spanish, 93

Bagshaw (Dorothy) = Thomas Stafford, 1631, their

descendants, 188

Bailey (E.) on Band=Waldron, 289

Baillie - Grohman (W. A.) on eulachon and its

variants, 511

Balcarres and St. Andrews, 346
Baldock (G. Y.) on Mannings and Tawell, 310

Westbury White Horse, 503
Ballads and Methodism, 19, 137
Band (George)=Mary Waldron, c. 1760, 289
Banns of marriage, instructions concerning, 107, 215,

375
Baobab or bottle-tree, 483

Barbey-Boissier (C.) on correspondence of the Oomte
de Puysaye, 106

Walpole (Charlotte), 128

Barclay-Allardice (R.) on De Mesmes and Memes
families, 352

Deputy-Mayor, 14
Hambleton tribe, 198
"Lord Palatine,"41 7
Marshall family, 186

Mayor's correct title and precadence, 58
Bards, bohemian, 328
Barnard's Inn, history of, 13

Barnes, history of Byfield House at, 108, 193
Barnes (Barnabe),

'

Parthenophil and Parthenophe,'
Barnes, his sonnets, 274-

142, 274

Barnstaple, Huguenot congregation at, 426

Barrels, stages raised on, 503

Barristers, medical, 485

Basilicas, 168, 315, 412
Bask. See Heuskarian.
Bastable family, 268
Bates (E. F.) on Shakespeare's geography, 91

Bath, the change of calendar in 1751, 15
;
Richard

Nashat,15, 116, 135, 272, 335, 392, 493
;
John Beyer

at, 26
; patients sent there, 1613-58, 286, 414

Bath estate, North Tawton, Devon, and De Bathe

family, 14, 271

Bathford on Nelson's sister Anne, 428
Batson (

ff . M.) on hawthorn, 473
1 Battle of Prague,' by F. Katzwara, 327

Bayley (A. R.) on " Catherine Wheel" Inn, 293
Coats of arms, 168

Frankenstein : Rastell and Heywood, 383

Ghent arms, 189

Greene (Robert) and Roger Bacon, 361

"O.C. 1651, "378
St. William of Aquitaine, 417
Sheffield family, 14

Bayne (T.) on author of ' Anster Fair,' 143

Burns and the ' Greek Anthology,' 82

Dickens reference, 494
Jonson (Ben) and Tennyson, 186

Parting of the ways, 415
Penkill Castle, 405
Roscommon and Pope, 126

St. Andrews and Balcarres, 346

Shakespeare's geography, 90
"
Squire Gawkie," 205

Sugh, 223
Beacon on alias in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, 190
Beadnell family, 469

Beaumont (F.) on statue from Soho Square, 391

Beck (Rev. James), antiquary, 487

Beckenham parish churchyard, gipsy queen buried in,

407
Bedford (W. K. R.) on portraits wanted, 512
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Bell (D. C. and A.), their
' Standard Elocutionist,' 107

Bell family, 77
Bell inscriptions : at Preston-on-Wye, 68, 152 ; modern,

144 ;
in Boston Churcb, 389

Beltane, Welsh custom, 322

Benham (W.) on Eliza Grimwood, 377

Beni- Israel Jews in Bombay, 190

Bensly (E. ) on Burton's '

Anatomy of Melancholy,

2, 62, 162, 301, 362, 442

Crashaw, recent edition of, 86

Latin quotation, 315, 374

"Vita posse priore frui," 114

Bent (M.) on Johnson's prayer, 389

Benton (G. M.) on Long Melford Church, Suffolk, 19
'
Beowulf,' translations of, 83, 198

Beresford (S. B.) on Col. Stanhope Cotton, 487

Berkshire parish registers, 388, 431, 457

Bermuda, Hambleton tribe in, 129 ;
town of Hamilton,

198

Betheney, original name of site of Stafford, 271

Bethluisnion, etymology of the word, 405

Bewley (Sir E. T.) on Fleetwood family, 27

Beyle (Henri), his books, 127

Bible : Breeches, its value, 68 ; homer and omer in the,

104 ; the book, first use of the designation, 148,

272
; published by Dr. Anthony Scattergood, 281,

303, 395 ; slow-belly in Epistle to Titus, 487

Bibliography :

Anderson (Capt. T. A.), 168
Bell (D. C. and A.), 107
'Beowulf,' 83, 198

Bible, 68, 281, 303, 395

Bookselling, history of, 267, 316, 395, 490

Bunyan (John), 68
Burns (Robert), 82
Burton's '

Anatomy of Melancholy,' 2, 62, 162,

301, 362, 442

Christmas, 502
Crabbe (G.), 7
Crashaw (Richard), 86
Dibdin (Charles), 183, 283, 423, 462
Dickens (Charles), 107

Drayton (M.), 102

Editions, c, 1600, 172
Forbes (Archibald), 88, 134
Gaskell (Mrs.), 89, 134
Gibbon's ' Eoman Empire

' and Memoirs, 129
Goldsmith (Oliver), 514

Halley (Dr. Edmond), 125, 266
Hawker's '

Instructions to Young Sportsmen,' 131
Heine (Heinrich), 103

Heuskarian, 285
Johnson's 'Lives of the Poets,' 68, 129, 175
Jonson (Ben) and Gabriel Harvey and Nashe, 161,

168, 263, 342, 403

Klopstock's
' Stabat Mater,' 56, 134

Longfellow's
' Wreck of the Hesperus/ 129

Marlborough (Dowager Duchess of), c. 1710, 308
Milk, 385
Milton (John), 56
Nash (Richard), 15, 116, 135, 272, 335, 392,

493
Osborne (Dorothy), 81, 230
Pter the Great in England, 127
Publication by subscription, 327, 378R printer of the fifteenth century, 241

Bibliography :

Scattergood (Dr. Anthony), his edition of the

Bible, 281, 303, 395
School library of the seventeenth century, 435
Silvius (Eneas), 68, 151
Simcoe (Lieut.-Col. J. G.), 46
Smollett (T.), his ' Roderick Random,' 206

Thackeray (W. M.), 13

Wagner's 'Art and the Revolution,' 369
Zola (Emile), 68, 135

Biblos or the Bible=the book, first use of the designa-
tion, 148, 272

Birch-sap wine, its manufacture, 50, 296
Bird as crest, 485
'

Bisclavret,' derivation of the word, 46, 112

Bishop in the game of chess, 269

Bisk, use and meaning of the word, 186, 375
Black (C. B.), his guide-book to 'Normandy and

Picardy,' 346
Black (W. G.) on imaginary or invented saints, 127
Black cats and the Mahrattas, 69, 115

Blackfriars, St. Anne's Church, 517
Blackheads,

' H.E.D.' on, 434
Bland (John), Edinburgh actor, c. 1773, 207, 277, 335
Blashill (T.) on Raleigh, its pronunciation, 497

Bletheramskite, origin and use of the word, 93, 154

Bligh (Capt.) and mutiny of the Bounty, 501
Blind man's lantern= owl-light, 511

Bloomers, quotations in 'N.E.LV for, 84
Bloomfield (Robert), his epitaph, 364
Blue associated with the Blessed Virgin, 96, 177

Blythe (William), his descendants, 29, 92

Boadicea, names of her daughters, 14, 357
Board schools, Parliamentary returns relating to, 107,

157

Bodmin, Anglo-Saxon heraldry at, 247 ; clergyman's
duel at, in 1260, 112

Boger (Mrs. C. G.), her death, 180

Bogle= bogey, 430, 494

Bohemia, Wycliffe's teaching borne to, bv P. Payne,
308, 495 ; and Prague, 382

Boissier (A..) on Don Manuel Rosas, 167
Bolbelt (Roger) and Donhead St. Mary, 205
Bolton Row, London, in 1860, 248, 332, 397

Bombay, Beni-Israel tribe of Jews in, 190
Bond (Dr. John), lecturer of Exeter, 513

Bonnycastle (Sir Richard), Royal Engineers, 1841, 228
Book-borrowers, lines to, 167
Books recently published :

Acheson's (A.) Shakespeare and the Rival Poet,
478

Acts of the Privy Council of England, ed. by J. R.

Dasent, 238
Adams Family of Cavan, Genealogical History,

340
Alexandre's (A.) La Maison de Victor Hugo,'519
Baker's (B. A.) Descriptive Guide to the Best

Fiction, English and American, 299
Barber's (S.) Cloud World: its Features and

Significance, 199
Bathonian Dickensiana, 159

Begley's (W.) Biblia Cabalistica, 279
Belmore's (Earl of) History of Two Ulster Manors,

and of their Owners, 298
Benson's (E. F.) Valkyries, 159
Besant's (W.) Essays and Historiettes, 339
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Books recently published :

Bloom's (J. H.) Shakespeare's Garden, 259

Bodley's (J. E. C.) Coronation of Edward VII..
99

Book-Prices Current, 338
Sorrow's (G.) Romany Bye, 240
Bride's Mirror, 440
British Apollo, ed. by G. W. Niven, 259
Browne's (R.) Treatise of Reformation without

Tarying for Anie, 79
Brushfield's (T. N.) Financial Diary of a Citizen

of Exeter, 1631-43, 140 ; Britain's Burse, or
the New Exchange, 340

Burlington Magazine, 79, 199, 319
Calendar of Letter-Books of the City of London :

Letter-Book E, ed. by R. R. Sharpe, 239

Calverley's (C. S.) Fly Leaves, 318
Cambrian Notes and Queries, 100

Cambridge Modern History, Vol. VII., 118

Campion's (T.) Songs and Masques, ed. by A. H.
Bullen, 258

Cardiff Records, ed. by J. H. Matthews, 158
Caulfield's (S. F. A.) House Mottoes and Inscrip-

tions ; Old and New, 259
Chambers's (E. K.) The Mediaeval Stage, 98
Chatelaine of Vergi, englished by A. Kemp-
Welch, 279

Coleridge (S. T.), Bibliography by Haney, 240
Crabbe's (G.) Poems, selection by A. Deane, 299
Crawford's (C.) Authorship of Arden of Fever-

sham, 60

Cronise's (F. M.) Cunnie Rabbit, Mr. Spider, and
the other Beef, 318

Dante's Vita Nuova, trans, by F. de Mey, 219
Davies's (R.) Chelsea Old Church, 499
Descent of the Sun, trans, by F. W. Bain, 279
De Tabley's (Lord) Poems, 358
Dexter (D. W.) Cricklewood, 100
Dickens (C.), Fireside Edition, 60, 140, 340, 379 ;

in French by Gausseron, 139

Digit of the Moon, trans, by F. W. Bain, 279
Earle's (Bishop) Microcosmographie, 358

Edinburgh Review, 139

Elking ton's (J.) The Doukhobors, 259

Encyclopaedia Britannica, New Volumes, 20

English Historical Review, 100, 458

Epictetus's Discourses, trans, by G. Long, 279
Escott's (T. H. S.) King Edward and his Court, 20

Earner and Henley's Slang and its Analogues,

138, 519
Eisner's (H. A. L.) Studies in Napoleonic States-

manship, 298
Fletcher's (W. G. D.) Battlefield Church, Salop,

and the Battle of Shrewsbury, 379

Eolk-lore, 100
Freeman's (E. A.) Historical Geography of

Europe, ed. by J. B. Bury, 379
Gerard's (J.) The Popish Plot and its Newest

Historian, 140

Glasgow Archaeological Society Transactions, 79

Grace Book B., Part L, ed. by M. Bateson, 499

Great Masters, 1400-1800, 378, 439, 479
Grierson's (J. H.) Silent Trade, 280

Growoll's (A.) Three Centuries of English Book-
trade Bibliography, 178

Gwyn (Nell), Story of, by P. Cunningham, 479

Books recently published :

Hakluyt's (R.) Principal Navigations, &c.,
Vols. I. and II., 418

Hales's (Prof. J. W.) The Fame of King Alfred,

Hazlitt's (C.) Old Cookery Books and Ancient
Cuisine, 259

Henley and Farmer's Slang and its Analogues,
138, 519

Higgins's (Mrs. N.) Bernards of Abington and
Nether Winchendon, 239

Historical English Dictionary, 37, 338
IntermeMiaire, 100
Jewish Encyclopaedia, ed. by I. Singer, 78
Jocelin of Brakelond, ed. by Sir E. Clarke, 139
Jonson's (B.) Alchemist, ed. by H. C. Hart, 478
Joyce's (P. W.) A Social History of Ireland, 438
Lamb's (C. and M.) Works, ed. by E. V. Lucas,

59, 258, 339

Lang's (A.) The Valet's Tragedy, and other
Studies, 398

Lega-Weekes's (E.) Neighbours of North Wyke,

Legge's (H. E.) Short History of the Ancient
Greek Sculptors, 219

Martin's (S.) Izaak Walton and his Friends, 399
Memorials of Old Northamptonshire, ed. by A.

Dryden, 38
Mew's (J.) Traditional Aspects of Hell, 198
Milton (John), Poetical Works of, ed. by W. A.

Wright, 59
;
Minor English Poems, ed. by

H. C. Beeching, 219
New English Dictionary. See Historical Eng-

lish Dictionary.
Northcote's (Lady R.) Book of Herbs, 440
Peat's (A. B. N.) Gossip from Paris during the

Second Empire, 358
Perkins's (T.) Cathedral Church of St. Albans, 340

Photograms of the Year, 499

Popular Ballads of the Olden Time, selected and
edited by F. Sidgwick, 498

Porritt's (E.) Unreformed House of Commons, 198

Quarterly Review, 179

Ramsay's (Sir J. H.) Angevin Empire, 1154-

1216, 158
Rawle's (E. J.) Doones of Exmoor, 139

Reliquary and Illustrated Archaeologist, 318
Rivett-Carnac's (Col. J. H.) Cup-marks as an

Archaic Form of Inscription, 359

Roper's (W,) Mirrour of Vertue in Worldly
Greatnes, 240

Rushton's (W. L.) Letters of a Templar, 1820-50,
258

Rye (W.) on Vandalism at Norwich, 319

Saga Book of the Viking Club, Vol. III.,

Part II., 340
Scottish Historical Review, Vol. I., No. 1, 299

Shakespeare : Macbeth, Revised Edition by H. H.

Furness, Jun., 118
; Stage Shakespeare, ed. by

A. Brereton, 379
Skelton's (J.) Poetical Works, 259

Stevenson (R. L.) : Virginibus Puerisque, and
other Papers, 340; Bibliography, by Col.

Prideaux, 358
Stubbs's (L.) Stevenson's Shrine: the Record of

a Pilgrimage, 199
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Books recently published:

Swynnerton's (C.) Romantic Tales from the

Panjab, 178

Trevelyan's (Sir G-. 0.) American Revolution,

Vols. I. and II., Part II., 458

Turner on Birds, ed. by A. H. Evans, 399

Wallace's (A. R.) The Wonderful Century, 400

Ward's (H. W.) Cunnie Rabbit, Mr. Spider, and

the other Beef, 318

Welch's (C.) History of the Worshipful Company
of Pewterers of the City of London, 179

Weston's (J. L.) Three Days' Tournament: a

Study in Romance and Folk-lore, 219

Whitaker's Almanack and Peerage, 1904, 499

Who's Who and Who's Who Year-Book, 1904,

499
Wilkie (Sir David), by W. Bayne, 259

; by Lord

R. S. Gower, 279
Wilkins's (W. H.) The Love of an Uncrowned

Queen, 218

Winchilsea (Anne, Countess of), Poems of, by M.

Reynolds, 280
Wister's (Sally) Journal, ed. by A. C. Myers, 218

Booksellers' Catalogues, 39, 79, 119, 160, 219, 259,

305, 319, 359, 375, 420, 459

Bookselling, a history of, 267, 316, 395, 490

Booth (John Wilkes), assassin of President Lincoln,

25, 150, 197, 236, 396

Borrajo (E. M.) ou Eliza Grimwood, 377
Publication by subscription, 378
Reade (Charles) in Bolfcon Kow, 397

Boston Church, inscription on bell in, 389
Boswell-Stone (W. Gr.) on story of French Revolu-

tion, 152

Bottle-tree, or baobab, 483

Bounty, Capt. Bligh and mutiny of the, 501
Bowes family, 235

Bowring (E. A.), his rendering of Heine's ' Princess

Sabbath,' 103

Bowring (Sir John), his album of autographs, 368

Boyce (E.) on will read publicly in parish church, 348

Boyd family, 405

Boyle (Edmund M.), his genealogical collections, 98
Bracelet, or line encircling the wrist, 6, 115
Braddon (Miss), inaccuracy in 'The Conflict,' 125
Bradford (Mrs. Anne), her maiden surname, 410
Bradford, skulls at, 51, 96

Bradley (B.) on Lushington, 7
Macaroni fiddle, 289

Brantome's variant of the story of Aphikia, 385
Breckenridge (J. M.) on Breckenridge family, 428
Breslar (M. L. R.) on all over, 144

Carlyle and the Talmud, 425
French quotation, 289

Gilpin's route, 437
Heine's 'Princess Sabbath,' 103
Jewish weddings, 46, 214
Marat, 236
"Shot the moon," 107
Translations, good and bad, 473

Brett (Samuel), his pamphlet on a Jewish Council,

Bribery, orders obtained by, 248
Bricks, tax on, 345

Bridge chantry in the West Riding, 43, 111, 217
Brigandage in Greece, 305, 375

Brightlingsea, election of deputy-mayor at, 506

Brighton Manor Court Roll, 48, 92
Briscoe (J. P.) on tale by Archibald Forbes, 134
Bristol Cathedral, hearth with overhead flue in, 454
Bristol puzzle-ring, meaning of the term, 228
Britannia on the coinage, 84
British hens' protest against French eggs, 329
Broadfoot (W.) on kaimakam, 27, 155
Brooke (Henry), his ' Gustavus Vasa,' 226
Brooks (Phillips), D.D., window in memory of, in

St. Margaret's, Westminster, 1, 63, 123, 164
Bruhl (Count de), d. 1855, memorial at Chingford,

189, 275, 331, 373
Brushfield (T. N.) on Bath and Buxton, 414

G-orges (Sir Ferdinando), 252

Pepys (Mrs. Samuel), 18

Raleigh in America, 250

Raleigh (Sir Walter), 289, 451
Brutus on Richard Nash, 273

Raleigh in America, 105

Buche, meaning of the word, 486

Budgel (Eustace), epigram attributed to, 4

Bugge, hanging censer in basilica at, 447
Bull Plain, Hertford, 269, 412
Bull Rings in Devonshire, 484

Bunyan (John), his
' Solomon's Temple Spiritualized,'

68

Burgovise, its locality, 92

Burgoyne (F. J.) on quotations, 468

Burial, upright, instances of, 34, 137, 294; sham, 246,
432

Burleigh (Lord) and Shakespeare, 328, 396, 411, 478
Burns (Robert) and the ' Greek Antholegy,' 82
Burr (G. S.) on upright burial, 34
Burton (R.), Shilleto's edition of his *

Anatomy of

Melancholy,' 2, 62, 162, 301, 362, 442

Businesses, the antiquity of, 176
Butler (J. D.) on unram, 9

Buxton, patients sent to, in 1647, 286, 414

Byfield House, Barnes, its history, 108, 193

Byron (Lord), quotation from his translation of '
II

Morgante Maggiore,' 12
;
at Ferrara, 18, 52, 91 ;

mural tablet to, 503

Byse (F.) on ' Nova Solyma,' 168

By-word, used in a good sense, 25
C. on Spanish badge, 93
C. (A. L.) on Berkshire and Oxfordshire parish

registers, 388
C. (A. R.) on epitaph, 504

Parkins (Dr.), 349
See-saw, dialectal word for, 89

C. (B. T.) on Britannia on the coinage, 84
C. (C. I.) on Cabinet in a Constitutional sense, 31
C. (F. J.) on 'English Dialect Dictionary,' 194

Folk-lore of childbirth, 288

Gillygate at York, 232
Jews in England, 328
Primrose superstition, 234

C. (H.) on Bell : Lindley : Perry, 77
Bond (Dr. John), 513
Donhead St. Mary, 293

Gorges (Sir Ferdinando), 155
Mistakes in printed registers, 508
South (John), LL.B.

,
395

Stuart (Lady Arabella) and Dr. Fulton, 418

Wykehamical word toys, 493
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C. (H. C. E.) on prior to=before, 154
C. (M. H. ) on nightrail and notableness, 7
C. (T. W.) on De Glatigny : De Cary, 169

Fitz-Otho (Walter), 369
Cabal, earliest use of the word for private intrigue, 46
Cabinet in a Constitutional sense, 7, 3] 71
Caddy (Capt. John Herbert), Royal Artillery, date of

his death, 207
Caffin (Capt. William George Chart), Royal Artillery,

date of his death, 207
Caimacam or kaimakam=a lieutenant or deputy, 27,

70, 155

Calamity Jane, died 1903, her biography, 167
Calderon's 'Painter of his own Dishonour,' Fitz-

Gerald's version of, 9, 97, 134
Calenig, Welsh custom, 322

Camerlengo, silver hammer of the, 105
Camoens, reference to the mother of Ninus 128
Campbell (P. M.) on Gillygate at York, 173
Campbell (Mrs. Patrick), styled "Cceli Regina," 477
Candishe, Mallorie, and Sir Henry Wotton, 367, 476
Candlemas gills, origin of the custom, 430
Cannon, leathern, the invention of, 18

Cantaloup, meaning and derivation of the word, 368
Cap, square, worn by Augustinian canons, 28, 111, 231
Cape Colony, last survivor of the 1820 settlers in, 226
Capsicum in Spain, 449
Card, Christmas, the first, 347, 391
Cardigan (Lord), his duel with Capt. H. Tuckett, 429,

495

Cardinals, grades and titles of, 19, 174, 235, 278, 334,
497; English, 105, 192, 435

; aud crimson robes, 486
Carew surname, 287
Carey (Sir George), Knight Marshal of the House-

hold, 448
Carlell or Carlisle (Lodowick), his biography, 149
Carlyle (T.), and the Talmud, 425; on Madame de

Pompadour, 447
Carnegie (A.), his Free Libraries, 48

Carolina, South, General Nicholson Governor of, 1719,
201, 296

Caroline (Queen), her trial in the House of Lords,
349, 397

Carols and lullabies, children's, 348, 395, 511
Carroll. See Dodgson ( C. Z.).
Carson family, 19, 110, 331, 377
Carson (Robert), of Vauxhall Place, surgeon, 377
Cary family and name, 169, 287
Cary 11 pedigree, 286
Castle Carewe, Pembroke, its original name, 194
Castle Society of Musick, 486

Catechism, definition of the word, 384

Cater, use and meaning of the word, 188, 313

Catherinot, his leaflet publications, 144

Cats, black, and the Mahrattas, 69, 115

Cavatina, origin of the word, 227, 276
Cavendish or Candishe, Mallorie, and Sir Henry

Wotton, 367, 476
Caxton (William), his ' Book of Divers Ghostly Mat-

ters,' 184, 303, 373
Cellini's hammer, 269
Celsus (Cornelius), his biography, 347
Celtic titles, 367

Censers, hanging, 447

Century, the beginning of a new, 125

Cervantes,
' Don Quixote' in English literature, 147

Chadwell family, 172
'Chambers's Encyclopaedia,' error in, 125
Champion, story of the King's, 135, 254
Chancery, records of London Inns of, 13
Chancery, clerks in, 154, 277, 335, 375
Chantilly, Charles Potter's porcelain manufactory at,

Chantry on bridge at Wakefield, 43, 111, 217
Chaperon, applied to a male, 245, 370, 431
Characters, eighteenth-century, 348
Charles I. and the Episcopate, 73
Charles II., statue of, removed from Soho Square, 336

391, 514 ; prophecy circa, 469
Charles Edward (Prince), his ride through Maccles-

field, 169, 314
Charrie-re (Madame de), her ' Le Noble,' 485
Chasuble at Warrington Church, 507
Cheapside, shops in, in 1650, 128, 295

Chepstow Castle and Sir Nicholas Kemeys, 235
Cheshire and Lancashire wills, 485
Chess, bishop in the game of, 269
Chester, Abbey of St. Ebrulf at, 207, 457
Chesterfield (Lord), his epigram on Richard Nash, 15,

116, 135, 272, 335, 392, 493
Chevron on Hapsburgs as Emperors of Germany 256
Childbirth folk-lore, 288, 413, 455, 496
Child-murder by Jews, fables as to, 446, 497
Children, and siege of German town, 148, 197, 336 ;

their carols and lullabies, 348, 395, 511
China, heraldic, 505
Chinese ghosts, 305
Chi-Rho monogram, 452
Chiswick Churchyard, tomb of John Towneley in, 327
Chitty (W.) on Tidcombe : Long : Jennings : Howard :

Tyler, 486

Cholmondeley (Mrs. Robert), her portrait, 309
Christ (Jesus), represented as an infant at the breast,

29, 115, 291, 435, 495
; alleged letter from Theodorus,

405 ;
fish a symbol of, 406

Christian name, Arthur as Scottish, 429
Christian names as evidence of race, 48

Christians, Free Catholic, 106, 235
Christmas bibliography, 502

Christmas, ecclesiastical state at, 502
Christmas card, the first, 847, 391
Christmastide folk-lore, 505

Christ-tide, use of the word, 502

Christy (M.) on Hawker's 'Instructions to Young
Sportsmen,' 89, 131

Chronogram published on the death of Leo XIII., 124

Church, will read publicly in, 348, 450
; ycleping

or clipping the, 371, 475
Church ales. See Candlemas gills.

Church desecration, 13, 228, 278
Church tower, columbarium in, 48, 113

Churches, Commonwealth arms in, 194, 396
;

fire-

places in, 308, 354, 454, 492 ; their names in Eng-
lish and Latin, 507

Churchman on vergers, 149

Churchwardens' accounts, 269, 394, 510

Cicero's letters, expression used in, 245

Cistercian visitations, 247, 497
Clare Market, house in, its history, 16, 71

Clarence (L. B.) on " Commissioners for exacted fees,'

169
Clarendon (Lord) and Mr. Secretary Morice, 182
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Claridge (R. T.), his introduction of asphalte pave-

ment into England, 18

Clark (C. E.) on salep or salop, 448

Clarke (A. L.) on Head's '

Floating Island,' 145

Clarke (C.) on "Chaperoned by her father," 245, 431
" Clameur de haro

"
:

" Crier haro," 496

Mural tablets to the great, 503

Prince of Wales's Theatre, 365

Clarke (R. S.) on Cunningham family, 287

Clayton (C. E. A.) on Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, 69

Clayton (F.) on "Parting of the ways," 377

Clayton (H. B.) on Calamity Jane's career, 167

Clegg (J.) on Charles Reade, 243

Clement, Christian name as evidence of race, 48

Clement's Inn before building of Law Courts, 409

Cleopatra, engraving of, 269

Clergymen, duels of, 54, 112

Clerke family, falcon as crest of the, 367

Clerks, six, sixty, and sworn, in Chancery, 154, 277,

335, 375
Clinton (Gertrude) on " The Consul of God," 506
Clio on Viscount Hampden's portrait, 75

Clipping the church, 371, 475

Clouds, the formation of, 65, 134

Clulow (G.) on school library of seventeenth century,
435

Clun, mortuary inscription at, 146, 216

Clyse, earliest use of the word, 486

Coaster, "Jolly Boat," described, 189
Cobbett (William) on the formation of clouds, 65
Cobden (Richard), verses on, 188 ; reputed saying
with regard to Free Trade, 327, 432; 'Incorporate

your Borough,' 469
Coffee made of malt, 68, 191, 272
Coffins, oaken, 388
'

Cogers' Chronicle and General Advertiser,' 68
Cohen (H.) on Macaulay and Dickens, 189

Coinage, Britannia on the, 84

Coincidences, 137, 190, 396

Cokain, his '

Trapolin creduto Principe,' 74

Colby's 'Visitations,' Wykes pedigree in, 56
Cole (H.) on Christmas cards, 391
Coleman (E. H.) on accorder, 137

Angier (John), 197

Atkyns (Madam Charlotte), 53

Basilicas, 315

Birch-sap wine, 50

Brightlingsea : its Deputy-Mayor, 506
Churchwardens' accounts, 395"
Cistercian visitations, 497
Columbarium in church tower, 113
Coon song, 338

County Council Board schools, 107, 157
Desecration of Hemington Church, 278
Elizabeth (Queen), her Pocket Pistol, 457
Epitaph at Doncaster, 413

Fasting spittle, 51

Flats, 134

Flaying alive, 489
Fleetwood family, ISO
Flint buildings, 395
Grammar: Nine parts of speech, 504
Gunning (Miss), Duchess or Hamilton, 32
Hark ! hark ! the dogs do bark, 498
Hatbands, 314

Heidelberg gallery, 454

Coleman (E. H.) on Holbein portraits, 135
Horton (Col.), 412

Ingeminate, 135
Inns of Chancery, 13

Jacobin : Jacobite, 508
Kemble (Charles), 392

Macaroni, 436

M'Raghnall, 454
Marat in London, 110, 235
Ministerial whitebait dinner, 272
Nature study, 257

Nightcaps, 55

Nightrail and notablenes^, 97
Nodus Herculis, 313

Oak, ash, and ivy, 433
Peter the Great in England, 213

Privy Council under James I., 415

Puget (Capt. Peter), 452

Quotations, 271
Roman pits, 131

Sandgate Castle, 333
Silver taster : poider, 510

Skipwith family, 394
South Sea scheme, 155

Tory, 97
Wake= a village feast, 216

Walpole (Miss Charlotte), 151
Welsh dictionary, 197

Wesley queries, 117
Coleman (J.) on quarterings, 8

Coleridge (S. T.), as a translator, 16, 26, 193, 275
396 ; marginalia by, 61

Collector on sundial motto, 428

Colocencis, its meaning, 92

Colouring, primitive, 145
Columbarium in church tower at Sarnesfield, 48, 113
Com. Ebor. on envelope?, 245

Comerford family, its motto, 98

Com. Line, on inscription on bell in Boston Church, 389
" Commissioners for Exacted Fees," 169

Commons, House of, fathers of the, 33
Commonwealth arms in churches, 194, 396
Concordances to poets, 329

Coney Hope Lane, St. Mary's Church in, 170
Constantine Pebble, Cornwall, 506
Consul of Gcd, application of the sobriquet, 506
Coon song, origin of the terra, 269, 338
Cornish measures, 384
Cornish rimes in an epitaph, 51
Cornwall fee or ancient demesne, 72

Coronations, King's Champion at, 135, 254

Corsica, brigandage in, 305, 375

Cory surname, 287

Costigan (Capt. Arthur W.) and Thackeray, 13
Cottiswold in '

Marmion,' its locality, 506
Cotton (Col. Stanhope) at Gibraltar, 1717, 487
Coumaric acid, etymology of the word, 247

Counter-jumpers, literary references to the word, 228

Counties, Welsh, ceded to England, 106, 135

County Council Board school returns, 107, 157

Couper (A. L.) on autographs, 149

Courtenay (Bishop) on Mr. Carnegie's Free Libraries, 48

Courtney (W. P.) on India, 504
' Uses of our Historical Manuscripts,' 506

Courts of Requests, Wards, and Augmentation?, 309,
490
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Cowley (A.), his 'Davideis,' 342
Cowper (William), original of John Gilpin, 26 JohnfK\$ m > 2 ' 255

J

371
' 43 7

246, 514;
'

Progress of Error,' 410
Cowslip superstition, 33, 234, 412
Cox (H.) on Cobden : reputed saying, 432
Cox (Richard Bethel) and John Wesley 388
Crabbe (GL), his MSS., 7

Crakanthorp, edited by C. Wordsworth, 32
Crashaw (Richard), errors in recent edition of his

poems, 86
Crawford (H.) on Brighton Manor Court Roll, 48
Crawfords, Madame Humbert and the, 407 456 497
Cresswell (L.) on Shakespeares at Romford, 314

'

Crewe (John), three of the name, 402
Crewe (Lord), the first, date of marriage, 402
Crickets, domestic, trained to fight, 127
Crimson robes first worn by cardinals, 486
Cromwell (Oliver), and University of Oxford, 329, 378 :

buried in Red Lion Square, 486
Crooke (W.) on bottle-tree, 483
Crouch (C. H.) on Pannell, 475

Panton family, 13

Raleigh (Sir Walter), 451
Crowe (Eyre) on Thackeray's moustache, 212
Crowns in tower or spire of church, 485
Cruciform towns, 104

Crying down credit, ancient custom, 29, 138, 257, 352
Cullen (W. H.), his 'Flora Sidostiensis,' 149, 194,

286. 257

Cullompton, Bull Rings at, 484
Cumaniae, its locality, 92

Cunningham (Mortogh), of Killeen, co. Limerick, 287
Cupples (J. G.) on Thomas Young, 350
Curry (J. T.) on Aitken surname, 273

Cowley's 'Davideis,' 342
Drayton's

'

Poly-olbion,' 102
Elizabeth (Queen), epitaph on, 3 ; and New Hall,

Essex, 410
Prior to= before, 66

Curwen (P.) on Patton : Peyton, 48
Cushions on the altar, use of, 346, 398, 436, 497
Custance (A. C.) on "Our apprehensions mar our

days," 349

Cutty black sow, Welsh game, 321

Cyclopaedia, use of the word, 27, 172, 291
D. (A.) on Breeches Bible, 68
D. (A. J.) on pews attached to houses, 412
D, (H. H.) on parish registers, 58, 192, 355
Dag= a kind of pistol, 27
Dahhk, Persian legend concerning, 45

Dakmaker, meaning of the word, 26
Dalton (C.) on General Francis Nicholson, 201
Daniel (F.) on Samuel Daniel, 308
Daniel (Samuel), 1562-1619, his birthplace, 308
Dante, portrait of, 109, 431

;
his description of

Geryon, 166, 233

Darby (Horatio D'Esterre), Westminster scholar, 469

Darlington (O. H.) on ' Tales from Dreamland,' 334
David (W. H.) on '

Abbey of Kilkhampton,' 488
Davies (F. R.) on pronunciation, 349
Davis (A. R.) on skulls, 51
Davis (C. T.) on English grave at Ostend, 9
Davis (M. D.) on Buche, 486

Farjeon (B. L.), 104

Frowyk (Henry and Peter de), 386

Davis (M. D.) on Jewish weddings, 115, 435
Lombard, 125

Stinging memorandum, 225

Topography of ancient London, 429
Davy (A, J.) on Bull Rings in Devonshire, 484

' Doones of Exoaoor,' 226
Long lease, 134

Days, borrowing, 23, 351

D'Arcy (S. A.) on " Clameur de haro," 272
Goat in folk-lore, 176

D'Assigny (ftfarius), B.D., year of his birth, 168
Dead, living, 14, 97
Dean's Yard, Westminster, No. 17, its history, 265
Death and sleep, poetical expression of, 389, 512
Death from fright, 152
De Bathe family and Bath, North Tawton, Devon,

14, 271
De Gary and De Glatigny family, 169
Dedham Church, Essex, curious recess in, 354
De Douai (Walter), his descent, 369
Dee (Dr.), his magic mirror, 467
Deedes (C.) on catechism, 384
Deffand (Madame du), her letters, 366, 438
De Glatigny and De Gary families, 169

Degrees and diplomas, fraudulent American, 101, 167
De Mesmes and Memes families, 228, 352
Demesne, ancient, or Cornwall fee, 72
Deneholes in Hangman's Wood, Essex, 28, 131
Denham (E.) on Frances Jennings, 349
Denman (A.) on Capt. Bligh and mutiny of the

Bounty, 501

Inscription on snuffbox, 495
Denman (John), Westminster scholar, 1815, 447
De Quincey (T. ), his syntax, 445

Derby School Board, its record, 485
Derwentwater family arms, 329
Descendant of Duke Rollo on "Clameur de haro"

126
Desecration of Hemington Church, Leicester^hir?.

228, 278

Dey (E. M.) on Shakespeariana, 423
Dialect synonyms, dictionary of English, 444
Dibdin (Charles), bibliography, 183, 283, 423, 462;

date of his death, 242, 316, 354
Dibdin (E. R.) on Dibdin bibliography, 183, 283, 423,

462
Journal of a London citizen, 316

Mug, 136
Dickens (C.), inaccuracy in 'Barnaby Rudge,' 66;

'Pickwick,' 107; and Macaulay, 189, 497;
'Serjeant Bell and his Raree Show,' 306; refer-

ences to Eliza Grimwood, 328, 377 ;

' Edwin Drood,'

389, 510 ; Bogle in 'Dombey and Son,' 430, 494

Dickson (Robert) and W. H. Cullen's pamphlet, 149,

194, 236, 257

Dictionary, Welsh, 128, 197, 513

Dictionary of National Biography,' corrections in the,

15, 301, 402, 405, 426, 483
Dilke (Lady) on Jinrikshas, 431

Dinner, ministerial whitebait, 189, 272, 337
)inner service, gold, made for Henry VIII., 466

Diplomas and degrees, fraudulent American, 101, 167

Dive, use and definition of the word, 196, 278
Dixon (R.) on William Blythe's descendants, 92

Geology of Rutland, 351

Marquess, 326
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Dixon (E.) on Marco Polo, his portrait, 278

Walpole (Miss Charlotte), 171
Dixon (W. J.) on By field House, Barnes, 193
Doctor's recommendation, 144, 271
Dodd (Dr.), hanged at Tyburn for forgery, 1777, 197

Dodge (J. W.) on Four Marks, 350

Dodgson (C. L.), his pedigree, 289

Dodgson (E. S.) on blackhead?, 434
Carroll (Lewis), his pedigree, 289

Clyse, 486
Cornish rimes in an epitaph, 51
Cruciform towns, 104
' Don Quixote

'

in English literature, 147
Dude, 92

Hagioscope or oriel ? 58

Hamburg, 268
Heuskarian bibliography, 285
"Hook it," 33
I printed with small letter, 73

Jeer, 357
"0. C. 1651," 329
Out of rodex, 5

Primrose superstition, 33
School library of the seventeenth century, 388

Stages on barrels, 503

Unram, 10

Wjkehamical word toys, 345

Dog and the Due d'Enghien, 28, 92, 174
Dog of St. Eoch, church built in commemoration of,

189, 236

Dogs, rules concerning admission into college, 125
Doncaster, motto on gate tower at, 249 : epitaph at,

288, 413, 470
Donhead St. Mary and Donhead St. Andrew, 205, 356
Donne (Dean) and the Donnes of Norfolk, 24, 131
Doones of Exmoor, tales of the, 226
Dormer (J.) on Boadicea's daughters, 14

Coleridge as a translator, 26
Jacobin : Jacobite, 508
Macaroni tools, 352

Owls, 114
" Palo de cobra," 374, 473

Doubles, books on, 367
Douglas (J. B.) on loadberry, 366
Douglas (S. K.) on mangosteen markings, 330
Douglas (W.) on G. Almar, actor and dramatist, 388

Authors of books wanted, 74
Kemble (Charles), 349

Walpole (Miss Charlotte), 311
Dovecote in church tower, 48, 113
Dovetail, its etymology, 147
Dowell (V. W.) on all over, 294

Concordances, 329
Dowland (John), his Tableture for the Lute,' 367, 415
Dowlmg (J. N.) on Henry Brooke, 226
Downie's slaughter, parallels, 152
Drake (Sir Bernard), his descendants, 192
Drapers' shops in olden times, 228
Drayton's '

Poly-olbion,' its contents, 102, 214
Druggist, Swedenborgian, on Macaulay, 308
.Urury (C.) on inscription on snuffbox 429
Drury (G. T.) on epitaph attributed to Milton, 152

Play acted at Cambridge, 438
Drury (T. ) on Sir Ferdinando Gorges 21

Hgh?, 504'
n playbills' 248

> on> Propagation of

Dryden (M.) on King, banker, 29

Drywood, meaning of the name, 327
Dubious on ingeminate, 49

Dublin, St. Michan's Church and Henry Brooke, 226 ;

Mrs. Jordan's theatrical career in, 285, 418

Dubois (Margaret)= Alexander Maclean, 8

Dude, origin of the word, 92

Duels of clergymen, 54, 112

Duignan (W. H.) on Ash place-name. 211

Salop, 237
Dumas on cats and dogs, 8

Dun in the mire, game, 323
Duncalfe family, 270, 357
Duncan (Dr. D.), Huguenot minister at Barnstaplet

426
Dunheved on Cornish measures, 384
Dunn (E. A.) on German prophecy, 380
Dunstable Court Leet, observance of, 85

Dupuy family, 147, 253

Dwellings, portable, 28
E. (F. S.) on Mary, Queen of Scots, 148
E. (K. P. D.) on Aitken, 397

Coffee made of malt, 68
E. (T.) on Canning family, 189
Easton (W. M. G.) on Arthur as Christian name, 429-

Ecclesiastical state at Christmas, 502

Economy and avarice, adage on, 486
Eden (R. A.) on Eden family, 207

Edgar (King), his blazon, 247

Edgcumbe (R.) on Byroniana, 52, 91

Eichard II. and Froissart, 468

Edinburgh, pamphlet advocating a royal infirmary, 6

Editions, c. 1600, number of copies of, 172
Editorial :

" I 'm the loudest of voices in orchestra heard," 60

"La vie est breve," 320
1 Lover's Opera,' 180
"
Ships that pass in the night," 320

Willow-pattern plate, 380
Edwardes (John), of Highgate, c. 1750, 149

Eighteenth-century characters, 348
Eleusinian mysteries, article on the, 467 f

509
Eliot (George) and blank verse, 441
Elizabeth (Queen), epitaph on, 3 ;

and New JHall,

Essex, 208, 410, 477, 496 ; her visit to Lord Burleigh
at Hedingham Castle, 328, 396, 411, 478; her

Pocket Pistol, 368, 456, 519
Ellacombe (H. N.) on Cottiswold, 506
Emeritus on accon, 29

Accorder, 89

Bisk, 186
Black cats, 69

Oranges, 170

Eaggie, 388
Emmet family and Madame] de Fontenay, correspond*

ence between, 308
Enborne, East and West, riding the black ram at, 483

Encyclopaedia, use of the word, 27, 172, 291
Enghien (Due d'), dog which followed him, 28, 92, 174
England, Jews in, 328
England spelt Ingland, 448
English accentuation, 94, 158, 316, 475
English cardinals, list of, 105, 192, 435
4

English Dialect Dictionary,' 194, 444
English grave at Ostend, 9, 176, 235, 278, 495
English Mercuric, 1588, forgery, 29, 70, 153
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English newspaper, the earliest, 29, 70, 153
"
English take their pleasures sadly," 32

Engraving of Cleopatra, 269

Envelopes, their introduction, 245, 397, 434, 490
Epigram on Madame de Pompadour, 447

Epigrams :

Immortal Newton never spoke, 335, 392, 493
Nash represents man in the mass, 272, 335, 392,

493

Epitaph, riming, in Cornwall, 51, 92, 172, 216 ;

nameless, at Gravesend, 409, 518
Epitaphs :

1

Abbey of Kilkhampton,' 381
" Adeste O Gives, adeste lugentes !

"
393

Bloomfield (Robert), 365
" God works wonders now and then," 356
" Had prayer been gifted to avert thy fall," 186
" Here lies under this same marble," 67
"
Howe, Howe, who is heare ?

"
288, 414, 470

Johnson (John), in Farndish Church, 53
" Poor John Scott lies buried here," 504
" She is, she was what can there more be

said ?
" 4

"We shall die all," 51
" Without a name for ever," 409, 518
" You see old Scarlett's picture stand on hie," 116,

453

Epilepsy and thrush, cures for, 47

Episcopate, the, and Charles I., 73
Erskine (Charles), Lord Justice Clerk, 1748-63, his

portrait, 429, 512
Erskine (James), Lord of Session in Scotland, 1761-96,

429, 512

Essex, witchcraft in, 187, 313
;
Zauber-Kessel super-

stition in, 206, 275
Eternal punishment and Jews, 10, 193

Euchre, etymology of the word, 484
Eulachon and its variants, 444, 491, 511

Euonymus, etymology of the word, 407
Everitt (A. T.) on Lewis, 212

John South, LL.B., 452

Evil, the author and avenger of, 14, 96
Evil spirits and inkbottles, 106, 297, 356, 416
Excommunication of Louis XIV., 468, 508
F. on Richard Bethel Cox, 388

Jinrikshas, 494
Overstrand Church, 454

Wesley queries, 27
F. (B. C.) on Ash : place-name, 106
F. (C. L.) on I printed with small letter, 172
F. (F. J.) on hobgoblin's claws, 189
F. (J. T.) on all over, 294

Animals in people's insides, 471
Cushions on the altar, 398

Epitaph at Doncaster, 414
Folk-lore of childbirth, 455

Fragrant mineral oil, 468

Gilpin's route, 217

Hawthorn, 335
I printed with small letter, 251

F. (M. E.) on " Sur le Pont d'Avignon," 211

F. (S. J. A.) on bohemian bards, 328

Children's carols and lullabies, 348
F. (T. N.) on the national flag, 398

F. (W. C. L.) on farthings, 169
F. (W. G. D.) on Hotspur's body, 254

Fairbank (Sir Thomas), date of his death, 469
Fallow (T. M.) on long lease, 193

Families, large. See Maternity, records in.

Farjeon (B. L.), his family origin, 104
Farndiah Church, Beds, brass plate in, 53
Farrar (Cyril Lytton), 1869-91, memorial in St. Mar-

garet's, Westminster, 63

Farthings rejected, 169, 238, 292, 357
Fast Castle, Berwickshire, 248

Fasting spittle, treatise on, 51
Fathers of the House of Commons, 33
Fawkener (Sir Everard), 1684-1758, his biography, 402
Feasts, village, 448

Fecundity, remarkable, 158, 246
Federer (C. A.) on 'Eden Rose,' 231

Upright burial, 294
Wilson (Rev. T.), 448

Fee, Cornwall, or ancient demesne, 72
Fees for searching parish registers, 58, 192, 317, 355

Ferguson (D.) on accon, 176
Anderson (Capt. T. A.), his poems, 168

Imaginary or invented saints, 516

Mangosteen markings, 417
" Palo de cobra," 374
'Practice of Piety,' 485

Ferrara, Lord Byron at, 18, 52, 91

Ferreti, its locality, 92

Fesard (John) and Donhead St. Mary, 205

Festival, children's, 148, 197, 336

Fielding (Henry) and Fordhook House, Uxbridge
Road, 65

Field sports and Sir Charles Napier, 76

Finch (Margaret), Gipsy Queen, her burial-place, 407,

477, 496

Fireplaces in churches, 308, 354, 454, 492

Fiscal, derivation of the word, 444

Fish a symbol of Christ, 406

Fishwick (H.) on John Angier, 257

Fitzgerald on Counsellor Lacy, of Dublin, 1 15

FitzGerald (S. J. A.) on ' B toy-Land,' poem, 267

Fitz-Otho (Walter), his descent, 369

Flag, the national, 327, 372, 398, 454, 508

Flag, rebel, of Ireland, 228

Flats in London, earliest, 49, 134, 211, 512

Flaying alive, 429, 489

Fleay (F. G.) on Shakespeare, 442

Fleet btreet, rhinoceros in, 85

Fleetwood family, 27, 130

Flesh-eater, Persian legend of the first, 45, 514

Flint buildings in Sussex, 328, 395

Fly, mechanical, invented by Virgilius, Bishop of

Naples, 408, 470, 509

Folkes (M.) and the visit of Peter the Great to Eng-
land, 127, 213

Folk-lore:
Animals in people's insides, 414, 471

Apple-blossom, 133

Ash tree, 405

Author and avenger of evil, 14, 96

Bohemian, 382

Borrowing days, 23, 351

Caterpillar and whooping-cough, 126

Childbirth, 288, 413, 455, 496

Epilepsy and thrush, 47
" First foot

" on New Year's Day, 505

Flesh-eater, first, 45, 514
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Folk-lore :

Hair from the nape of the neck, 187, 313

Hobgoblin's claws, 189, 333

Mince-pie, 505

Owl, 113
Primrose superstition, 33, 234, 412
Rabbits and rheumatism, 126
River not flowing on the Sabbath, 19

St. Roch's dog, 189
Salt thrown on stairs, 100

Serpent's feet, legend concerning, 112

Spanish, 484
Sun hissing at setting, 391
Treasure superstition, 275

Trinity Sunday, 477
Welsh church-building, 422

Folks, use of the plural form, 50, 138

Fontenay (Madame de) and Emmet family, correspond-
ence, 308

Forbes (Archibald), tale by, 88, 134
Ford (C. L.) on Lucretius, 92

Owl-light, 511
Ford (M.) on Lord John Russell and the Alabama, 49
Foresteal : forestall, introduction of the word, 287, 371
Forshaw (C. F.) on animals in people's insides, 414

Bridge chantry in West Riding, 217
Carson family, 110, 331
Cullen (W. H.), 236

Dupuy family, 253
Human skeleton in alum rock, 195
Muir family, 508
St. Bees College, 408, 493

Single tooth, 71

Skulls, 52

Stafford, 271
Fortescue's 'British Army,' description of infliction

of the picket in, 325
Foster (J. J.) on Heidelberg gallery, 327
Fountain pen, earliest reference to, 32, 218
Four Marks, place-name near Medstead, 350
Fowler (E.) on nothing, 93
Francesca on Emmet and De Fontenay letters, 308

Envelopes, 397
Francis (J. C.) on first Christmas card, 347
Francis (W.) on ' Tales from Dreamland,' 169
Frankenstein and the monster created by him, 383
Free Catholic Christians, 1 06, 235
French quotations, 138
French RevoluVion, story of the, 88, 152
Frith (Mary), epitaph in St. Bride's, Fleet St., 67, 152
Froissart on Richard II., 468, 508
Frowyk (Henry de), sheriff and alderman, temp.
Henry III., 386

Frowyk (Peter de), c. 1254, 386
Fry (E. A.) on alias in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, 277
Churchwardens' accounts, 394
Commonwealth arms in churchep, 396
Gunviile (Hugh de), 249
Parish registers, 457
Sworn clerks in Chancery, 335

Fry (J. F.) on Drayton's
'

Poly-olbion,' 214
Fry (L. G.) on Gilpin's route, 255
Fulton (Dr.) and Lady Arabella Stuart, 347, 418
Furn.vall (F. J.) on Cromwell buried in Red Lion

Square, 486

Furnivall (F. J.) on Gerard the herbalist, 468
Osborn (Lieut. -Col. Henry), 348

Shakespeares at Romford, 205

Shops in Cheapside in 1650, 128

Sleep and death, 389
Stafford (Henry, Earl of), on his French wife, 466

Fynmore (R. J.) on asses' milk, 511
Churchwardens' accounts, 510

Kempton family, 518

Prophecy c. Charles II., 469

Sandgate Castle, 229
G. (H.) on Nodus Herculis, 188
G. (J. R. F.) on Rousseau's grandfather, 466
G. (M. N.) on evil spirits and inkbottles, 297

Immurement alive of religious, 517

Long lease, 449
G. (S. F.) on macaroni: harp in South Italy, 348

Gage (Henry, William, and W. H.), Westminster

scholars, 268

Gahagan (George), Westminster scholar, 1804, 309
Gaidoz (H.) on booksellers' catalogues, 375
Gale (William), Westminster scholar, 1777, 368
Gallini (Francis and John), Westminster scholars,

1782, 269

Game, German historical, 410
Games : Ice Pie= I spy, 425 ; Sally Water, 474
Gammack (J.) on fraudulent American diplomas, 101

Ganning family, 189

Garricke(W.), Westminster scholar, his biography, 170
Gaskell (Mrs.), her ' Wives and Daughters/ 188

Gaury surname, 287
Gautier's 'Voyage en Italie,' 192

Gayley's (C. M.) 'Representative English Comedies,'
383

Genealogist on Archbishop King's prison diary, 187,
235

Genius, its manifestations, 244, 373, 517

Geography, Shakespeare's knowledge of, 90, 191

Geology of Kurland, 208, 351

George I., his ivory sceptre, 409

George III., mineralogist and botanist to, 89, 215, 278

George IV., his gold dinner service at Windsor, 466

George (T.) on Queen Elizabeth's Pocket Pistol, 456

"English take their pleasures sadly," 509

Envelopes, 434, 490

Flats, 512

Gorges (Sir Ferdinando), 41, 251

Mannings and Tawell, 433

Georges or Gorges (Radulphus de), c. Edward II., 208
Gerard the herbalist, 468
Gerish (W. B.) on bogle, 495

Priory of Austin Friars, 352

Visitations, 169
German historical game, 410
German language in Kurland, 77
German prophecy referred to by Goethe, 330

Germany, the Hapsburgs as Emperors of, 47, 91, 256
j

haff fisherfolk in, 197

Geryon, Dante's description, 166, 233
Ghent arms in the fifteenth century, 189

Ghosts, Chinese, 305
Gibbon's ' Roman Empire

' and memoirs, 129
Gibbons (Grinling), his statue of James II., 336, 391,

514

Gibraltar, whirligig at, 484
Gifford (H. J.) on oak, ash, and ivy, 435
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Gilbert (G.) on legitimacy of Monmouth, 69
Gilbert (Sir Humphrey), navigator, his Parliamentary

career, 425

Gill(T.) on eulachon, 444
O-words in 'N.E.D.,' 165, 330

Gills, Candlemas, origin of the custom, 430
Gillygate of York, its etymology, 50, 173, 232
Gilpin (Christopher and John), 26

Gilpin (John), his route, 170, 217, 255, 371, 437
Ging-stick, in churchwarden's accounts, 1704, 89
Gin-palaces, 249, 378

Gipsy queen, burial-place of Margaret Finch, 407
477, 496

; caravan destroyed at her death, 428
Gladstone anecdote, 170
Glass breaking at Jewish weddings, 46, 115, 214, 337,

435

Glass-making in 1587, 428, 515

Glastonbury walnut-tree legends, 208, 315, 492
Gloucester on parish registers, 317

Radulphus de Georges, 208
St. Kitts, 229

Goat in folk-lore, 176
God, etymology of the word, 465
God, Consul of, application of the sobriquet, 506
Godet (Philippe) on Mme. de Charriere's ' Le Noble/

485
Godkin (Edwin Lawrence), 1831-1902, his biography,

329, 438

Goethe, German prophecy referred to by, 330
Golden rule, origin of the expression, 268
Goldsmith (Oliver), his Vicar of Wakefield,' 514
Gomm (F. C. C.) on House of Lords and Queen

Caroline, 349
Good Friday in 1602, 117
Gore family, 149

Gorges (Sir Ferdinando), 15G6-1647, Lord Palatine
of Maine, 21, 41, 154, 251

Gorges or Georges (Radulphus), c. Edward II., 208
Goritiae, its locality, 92

Gory surname, 287
Gosselin-Grimshawe (H. R. H.) on railway literature, 28
Gott (Henry and Richard), Westminster scholars,

1775, 228, 354
Gould (I. C.) on modern vandalism, 466

Overstrand Church, 354

Shakespeare and Lord Burleigb, 396
Gould (John), two Westminster scholars of the name,

409
Gowland (Ralph), Westminster scholar, 1770, 430
Graham (A. W.) on Mrs. Anne Bradford, 410

Graham= Appelbey, 8
Graham (John)= Ruth Appelbey, 8

Grainberg (Comte de), gallery at Heidelberg formed

by, 327, 454

Grammar, nine parts of speech, 504
Grammar school, use of the term, 409

Grave, English, at Ostend, 9, 176, 235, 278, 495

Gravesend, nameless epitaph at, 409, 518

Gravestone, nameless, at Mundesley, Norfolk, 504

Gray (C. H.) on Lodowick Carlell, 149

Greece, brigandage in, 305, 375
' Greek Anthology

' and Robert Burns, 82
Green (C.) on oak, ash, and ivy, 433
Greene (Robert), his 'The Honorable Historie of

Frier Bacon and Frier Bongay,' 361

Greenwich, "Ship" Hotel at, 306, 375, 415, 431

Grenadier Guards, origin of the appellation, 484
Grey Coat Place, origin of the name, 66

Greyhound and the king, 468, 508

Grigor (J.) on ' Canadian Boat Song,' 364
De Quincey's syntax, 445

Maxim, 377

Sleep and death, 512
Grimwood (Eliza), her murder referred to by Dickens

in '
Bill- Sticking,' 328, 377

Grotto at Margate, description of the, 14, 75, 192
Ground ivy, use of the term, 366
Grubb (G. H.) on Grubb surname, 189
Grubb surname, 189, 371, 454

Guiana, saccawinkee monkeys of, 205

Guilds, article on Wymondham, 410, 475

Guiney (L. I.) on "A gallant captain," 506

Gunning (Miss), Duchess of Hamilton, portraits of,

32, 297

Gunpowder Plot and the " Catherine Wheel "
Inn,

Oxford, 188, 293
unville (Hugh de), his biography, 249

jGurney (J. H.) on cater: lethes, 188

Gwynn (Edward), volumes bearing the name, 174
H. on Bull Plain, Hertford, 269

Elizabeth (Queen), her Pocket Pistol, 368 j
and

New Hall, Essex, 477

Imaginary or invented saints, 515
More Church, Shropshire, 146, 354

Shropshire and Herefordshire woodwork, 148

Stanhope (Lady Hester), 19

Zauber-Kessel in Essex, 206
EL (A.) on ' An Englishwoman's Love-Letters,' 110

Editions c. 1600, 172

Epitaph attributed to Milton, 153

Journal of a London citizen, 317

Tambourello, 434
H. (A. A.) on portraits wanted, 429

3". (A. C.) on Souvenir Normand, 249

I (A. M.) on golden rule, 268

I. (L.) on ' An Englishwoman's Love-Letters,' 110

Evil spirits and inkbottles, 297, 416

Memory, 311

'Passing By,' 12, 176
H. (M.) on Thackeray and ' Damascus and Palmyra,'

446
I n on Count de Bruhl, 373

T. (0. O.) on English accentuation, 158

I. (W.) on '

Cogers' Chronicle and General Adver-

tiser,' 68

H. (W. B.) on oak, ash, and ivy, 328

Coincidences, 396
Dunstable Court Leet, 85

Grotto at Margate, 14

Hemington Church, 228

Keys to Thackeray's novels, 13

King's Champion, 254

Mannings and Tawell, 233
' My Old Oak Table,' 448

Pour oil on troubled waters, 389

Waterloo survivor, 85

H. (W. M.) on De Mesmes and Memes families,

228
H. (W. T.) on cardinals, 278

Veto at Papal elections, 174

Hackforth (J. P.) on Bunyan's 'Solomon's Temple

Spiritualized,' 68
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Hadji on excommunication of Louis XIV., 468

Haff'or lagoon tisherfolk in Germany, 197

Hagioscope or oriel, definition of, 58, 195, 494

Haines (R.) on Mohammed's coffin in mid-air, 336

Naval pronunciation, 28, 434
" Red rag to a bull," 309

Shakespeare's scholarship, 427
,

Waterloo won on the playing-fields of Eton, 516

Haley (F. G.) on eleusinian mysteries, 509
Hall (A.) on Penretb, 76
Hall (H.) on Carson family, 377
Hall family, 149
Hall on Charles Reade in Bolton Row, 248
Hallam (Henry), his ' Introduction to the Literature

of Europe,' 102

Halley (Dr. Edmond), notes on, 125, 127, 185, 266,
464

Halliwell MS. wanted, 227

Hallowe'en, Welsh customs at, 321
Hambleton tribe, reference to, 129, 198

Hamburg, Bask book at, 285

Hamburg, etymon of the place-name, 268, 334
Hamilton (Duchess of), portraits of Miss Gunning, 32,

297

Hammer, silver, of the Cardinal Camerlengo, 105

Hammersmith, derivation of the name, 5

Hampden (Robert, first Vi c
count), his portrait, 75

Handwriting, pictures composed of, 172

Haney (Dr. John Louis), his Coleridge bibliography,
61

Haney (John Louis) on Coleridge as a translator, 396
Hapsburgs as Emperors of Germany, 47, 91, 256
Harben (H. A.) on Gott family, 354

Hardy (Thomas), his use of the word welter, 74
Harland-Oxley (W. E.) on cushions on the altar, 497

Dean's Yard, Westminster, 265
Old Rochester Row, Westminster, 66
Reade (Charles) in Bolton Row, 332
United States and St. Margaret's, Westminster,

1, 63, 123, 164, 390

Harley family, 129
Haro : Clameur de haro, old Norman practice 126

272,^412,
496

Harp in Southern Italy in the eighteenth century,
348, 43G

Harper (Charles), his ' The Holyhead Road,' 108, 237
Harrap (G. G.) on Thackeray's

' Catherine Haye's,'
446

Harris (John), publisher, his portrait, 106, 214
Hart (H. C.) on Ben Jonson and Gabriel Harvev,

161, 263, 342, 482

Jonson, Harvej, and Nashe, 403, 482
Harvey (Gabriel), Ben Jonson, and Nashe, 161, 263,

342, 403, 482
Earwood (H. W. F.) on Shakespeare and Lord

Burleigh, 411

Haschisch, use and effect of the drug, 14, 97
Haslam (Percival), his 'Few Hints to Whist-Players,'
506

Hatbands, use of mourning, 314
Hawker (Col. Peter), his 'Instructions to Young

Sportsmen,' 89, 131
Hawkins (Sir John Sidney), his edition of Ruggle's

'Ignoramus,' 67
Hawthorn, derivation of haw in the word, 268, 334,

Hayter (Sir George), his picture of the House of

Commons, 1833, 149
;
his picture of Queen Caro-

line's trial, 349, 397
Head (Richard), his 'Floating Island,' 145

Healen peny, in churchwarden's accounts, 1675, 89

Hearne, place-name and family, 93, 177

Heath (James), engraver, 1757-1834, 30, 378
Heathfield (Lord), his introduction of lock-step in mili-

tary drill, 427 ;
his birthplace, 504

Hebb (J.) on Madame du Deffand's letters, 366
Doctor's recommendation, 144

H6tel L*-^n, otherwise Pimodan, 6

HumbeW^JIadame) and the Craw fords, 407

Marat, was he a Jew ? 88

Marat in London, 7, 451
" Molubdinous slowbelly," 487

Priory of Austin Friars, 248

St. Anne's Church, the Dominican Monastery,
Blackfriars, 517

Saints, imaginary or invented, 370

Serendipity, 349
Statue from Soho Square, 336, 514
Tax on bricks, 345

Wagner's
' Art and the Revolution,

'

369
Whistler (James McNeil!), 85

Heber's 'Palestine,' 246, 514

Hedingham Castle, Queen Elizabeth's visit to, 328,

396, 411, 478

Heidelberg gallery, formed by the Comte de Grainberg,
327, 454

Heine (H.), his ' Princess Sabbath,' 103
Hellenist on booksellers' catalogues, 305

Helm, naval pronunciation of the word, 257
Helmerow (W. B.) on Castle Carewe, 194

Hemington Church, Leicester, desecration of, 228, 278

Hemming (R.) on Mala Stamina Vitae, 269

Hems (H.) on Sir Ferdinando Gorges, 154

Henderson (J.) on "Parting of the ways," 309

Henry (A.) on Jonson's 'Epiccene,' 168

Hens' protest against French eggs, 329

Heptonstall, tragedy at, in 1482, 13

Heraldry :

Anglo-Saxon king*, 247
Arms of married women, 390

Arms on china, 505

Aylmer arms, 448

Bird as crest, 485

Commonwealth arms in churches, 194, 396

Derwentwater family arms, 329
Falcon as crest of Clerke family, 367

Gules, on a chevron argent three roses of the

field, 228

Illegitimate descent, 94

Or, a bendlet gu. between three birds sa , 149

Quarterings, 8, 98

Shields, their origin, 113
Three crosslets patde, on a chief a crescent, 168

Two hawks supporting a crest coronet, 168

Herbert (F.) on Cary, Carew, Cory, Gory, Gaury,
287

Herbert's (J. D.)
' Irish Varieties,' 285, 418

Hercules, Sir Francis Bacon on, 54, 156, 275 ; early
references to his knot, 188, 313

Herefordshire and Shropshire woodwork, 148

Heresy, Pope self-condemned for, 52, 115

Herpich (C. A.) on Shakespearian*, 324
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Hertfordshire, early visitations of churches in, 169

Heslop (R. O.
)
on oak, the ash, and the ivy, 492

Suff and stuff, 95
Heuskariau bibliography, 285
Hexameter and pentameter riming tables, 367

Heywood (John) and John Rastell, 383

Hibgame (F. T.) on Free Catholic Christians, 235
Settlers in Cape Colony, 226
"
Ship" Hotel at Greenwich, 306, 415

Waterloo, lat survivor of, 346, 457
William of Wykeham, 249

Higgin (Anthony), Dean of Ripon, 1?0* 24, 502

Higham (C.) on Swedenborgian drugg 308

Hight or hightle= to dandle or move up and down,
89, 151

Hill (Sir John) at the battle of the Nile, 324
Hind

(Vy. H.) on Harley family, 129

Hippoclides on memory, 333
Wake= a village feast, 134

'Historical English Dictionary,' 0-words in, 165, 209,
330

Historical rime, 33, 491

Hitchin-Kemp (F.) on advent of the typewriter, 69

Dupuy family, 147 f

Skipwith family, 393
Will read publicly in church, 450

Hiung-nu or Huns, 37

Hobgoblin's clawa, mentioned in Mortimer's ' Hus-

bandry,' 1721, 189, 333

Hodgkin (J. E.) on coffee made of malt, 272
Earliest English newspaper, 70

Iron-making industry in America, 266

Measures of capacity, 344

Neapolitan marvels: Virgilius, 470
Sex of George Washington, 86

Hogan (J. F.) on Shakespeare's religion, 74

Holbein (Hans), the elder, his portraits, 48, 135, 331

Holbein (Hans), the younger, his portrait of ' Reski-

mer, a Cornish Gent.,' 169, 276, 512

Holborn Casino, account of the, 127, 195

Holland (H.), verses in memory of Queen Elizabeth, 4

Holme (S.) on Drywood, 327
Homer and Mr. Lang, 24
Homer and omer, confusion between the words, 104

Homeric horses fed on wheat, 166

Honest epitaphs, 356

Honourable, use of the title after ordination, 77

Hood's (Robin) Mill, Giggleswick, 309

Hook it, origin of the phrase, 33, 156

Hooper (J.) on Aylmer arms, 448

Bible, 148

Crying down credit, 352
Definition of pleasure, 346

Donne (Dean), and the Donnes of Norfolk, 24

Dunces of Norfolk, 309

Elizabeth and New Hall, Essex, 208, 496

"Flea in the ear," 138

Lope de Vega, 287

Lushington, 76

Mottoes, 7
Nicholas of Lynn and Nicolaus de Lyra, 107

Hope (H. G.)on dog which followed Due d'Enghien, 92,

Donne (Dean), and the Donnes of Norfolk, 131

Envelopes, 397

Hope (General Richard), 68

Hope (H. G.) on immurement alive of religious, 517
Jordan (Mrs.) in Dublin, 418

Napier (Sir Charles) and field sports, 76

Nightcaps, 176

Pass, 334
'

Passing By,' 111
Prince of Wales's Theatre, Tottenham Street, 476
Nham burials, 432

Upright burials, 294

Hope (General Richard), his biography, 58

Hope (Sir T. C.) on Lady Arabella Stuart, 347

Hopkins (Eliza Ellen), of Fetter Lane, c. 1860, 209

Hopkins (F. A.) on Eliza Ellen Hopkins, 209
Home, place-name and family, 93, 177
Horses, Homeric, fed on wheat, 166

Horsley (J. C.), designer of the first Christmas card,
347, 391

Hoi ton (Col.), Cromwellian officer, 229, 412
Hotel sign, curious, 116

Hotspur's remaino, interment of, 254
Housden (J. A. J.) on

"
Scriptures out of church," 496

House of Commons, 1833, picture of, 149
;

seats

reserved in, 376 ;
its interior. 1640, 408, 498

House of Lords, picture of Queen Caroline's trial,

349, 397

Houses, pews annexed to, 296, 412
Howard (Edward )

= Catherine Eyre, 486
Howard (Thomas), Duke of Norfolk, portrait of, 409,

455
Huchon (R.) on Crabbe's MSS., 7

Hucklow, Little, wake customs at, 107, 134, 216, 473
Hudson (C. M.) on Klopstock's

' Stabat Mater,' 57

Hughes (T. C.) on advent of the typewriter, 138

Antiquity of businesses, 176
Beck (Rev. James), 487
Bristol puzzle-ring, 228,
Bull Plain, Hertford, 412
Chasuble at Warrington Church, 507
Constantino Pebble, 506
Cullen (W. H.), 140

Mayor's correct title and precedence, 57
Munk (William), 328
Parker (J. Oscar), 447

Peculiars, 69
Pewter marks, 457

Raleigh (Sir Walter), 452
St. Bees College, 453

Snagge (T. W.) and oaken coffins, 388

Spurious antiquities, 268
Towson (John Thomas), 190
Walcott (Rev. Mackenzie), 367
Ware (William), 395

Wymondham guilds, 410

Hull, Kingstori-upon-, hidden treasure in, 227
Hulme (G. W.) on glass manufacture, 515

Humbert (Madame) and the Crawfords, 407, 456, 497

Huncks (Robert), d. 1585, his biography, 250

Huns or Hiung-nu, 37

Hussey (A.) on paddy persons, 153

Shakespeare and Lord Burleigh, 478
Silver taster, 288

Hutchinson (J.) on Nicholas Bacon of Brussels, 429

Columbarium in church tower, 113

Fable as to child-murder by Jews, 497
School library in the seventeenth century, 472

"Travailler pourle Roi de Prusse," 455
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Ilythe Church, skulls in, 51, 96

I printed with small letter, 73, 172, 231

J. (C. J.) on John Dowland, 367
I. (W.) on riming epitaph, 216

Salop, 313

lago (W.) on Anglo-Saxon names and titles, 268

Duels of clergymen, 112

Edgar (King)," his blazon, 247

Riming epitaph, 92

league* on " Little Mary," 504

ixOvQ, early Christian symbol, 291, 390, 406

Ignoramus on ' Le Vicaire Savoyard,' 93

Immuring of nuns alive, 25, 131, 297, 376, 517
Indiana on authors of quotations wanted, 188

Tneen Dubh, references to, 75

Ingeminate, use and meaning of the word, 49, 135

Ingland and Inglish, use of the words in 1810, 448

Ingleby (H.) on Shakespeare's sonnets, 210

Tnkbottles and evil spirits, 106, 297
Inns of Chancery, records of London, 13

Inq. on flint, buildings, 328

Inscription, on snuff-box, 429, 495
;

on house in

Wymondhaui, 475

Inscriptions, London monumental, 514

Interludes, the presentation and players of, 245

Ipsissima verba, misuse of the phrase, 345
Iredale (G. H.) on Miss or Mrs. Startin, 328

Ireland, rebel flag of, 228
Irish spelling and pronunciation, 349, 392
Iron for paving roads in 1816, 242

Iron-making in America, 266

Itineraries, publication of, 287
Itle, to sway to and fro, 89, 151

Ivo, Christian names as evidence of race, 43

Ivory sceptre of George I., 409
J. (V. C.) on rhinoceros in Fleet Street, 85
J. (F. M.) on fish a symbol of Christ, 406
J. (F. V.) on Capt. Peter Puget, 248
J. (K. J.) on ballads and Methodism, 19
J. (W. C.) on heraldic china, 505
Jackson (B. S.) on doubles, 367
Jacobin and Jacobite, differing origins of, 469, 508
James I., his Privy Councillors, 349, 367, 415
James II., removal of statue by Grinling Gibbons,

336, 391, 514
James (D.) on betwixt the devil and the deep sea, 128
James's ' Naval History of Great Britain,' 1837, 324
Japanese folk-lore, 477

Japanese monkeys, 237

Japp (Dr. A. H.) and Prof. E. H. Palmer, 326
Jan-att (F.) on Jews and eternal punishment, 10

Parish registers, 317
River not flowing on the Sabbath, 175

Jarrett (K. X.) on arms wanted, 329
Jeer, use and derivation of the word, 357
Jeldleddin, English version of his '

Gazels,
1

326
Jenkins's hen, in ' Letters and Memorials of Jane
Welsh Carlyle,' 208, 335

Jennings (Frances), of St. Albans, Sutherland, 349, 471
Jennings (Henry Constantine), art collector, 486

Jennings (Richard)= Frances Thornhurst, 349, 471
Jepson (0.) on " The truest wealth," 329
Jere bottoo, use and derivation of the word, 89
Jere mode, use and derivation of the word, 89
Jermyn on House of Commons, 1640, 408
Jerr.im (C. S.) on marriage in a sheet. 314

Jerrold (W.) on Longfellow's 'Wreck of the

Hesperus,' 216
Rebellion of 1745, 169, 356

Roscommon and Pope, 215

Thackeray ( W. M.), his speeches, 130 ; his mous-

tache, 357

Jersey, crying "Haro ! Haro ! Haro !

"
in, 126, 272,

412, 496
Jessel (F.) on Percival Haslam, 506

Rout, 291
Jewish faith and Jean Paul Marat, 88, 236, 357
Jewish weddings, breaking the glass at, 46, 115, 214,

337, 435
Jew of York attacked by Richard Malebisse, 1190,

225

Jews, and eternal punishment, 10, 193; supposed
council in Hungary, 121

;
and the use of the name

Lombard, 125
;

in England, 328
;

fables as to

child-murder by, 446, 497

Jinrikshas, 431, 494
Johnson (C.) on leonines, 249
Johnson (John), 1625, his descendants, 53
Johnson (M.) on Jewish weddings, 116

River not flowing on the Sabbath, 175
Johnson (Dr. S.), his ' Lives of the Poets,' 68, 129,

175 ;
on Cowley, 342

;
his prayer

" Summe Pater,"

389, 516
;
his reference to phasis, 482

Johnston (Dr.), of Heidelberg, 1589, 367, 476
Jonas (A. C.) on origin of the Turnbulls, 353, 475

Sleep and death, 512
Jonas (M.) on First Folio facsimile, 27
Jones (A. D.) on Lope de Vega, 336

Oranges, 335
Jones (Griffith), 1683-1761, his portrait, 89
Jonson (Ben), and Gabriel Harvey, and Nashe, 161,

263, 342, 403, 482
;

his '

Epiccene,' 168 ; his
'

Underwoods,' 186, 277 ; story of, 356
Jordan (Mrs.), her theatrical career in Dublin, 285,

418

Journal, manuscript, of a London citizen, 1816, 203,

242, 316, 354
Judson (J. H.) on Roman pits, 28
Jus on morganatic marriage, 486
Justice of the Peace on " hook it," 156
K. (F. M. H.) on Infant Saviour, 291

K. (H.) on pasquil against surgeons of Pope
LeoXIII.,124

K. (L. L. ) on
" As merry as Griggs," 506

Bloomers, 84

Bowring (Sir John), 368
Brett (Samuel), 121

Byroniana, 18

Capsicum, 449
Dumas on cats and dogs, 8
"
First catch your hare," 125

Godkin (Edwin Lawrence), 329

Hapsburgs aa Emperors of Germany, 256

Hiung-nu or Huns, 37

Kemeys (Sir Nicholas) and Chepstow Castle, 235
Leo XIII., 124
Lorenzo da Pavia, 349

Mannings and Tawell, 148

Neapolitan marvels : Virgilius, 589
O-words in the 'N.E.D.,' 331
Overstrand Church, 308

Pamela, Marchioness of Sligo, 269
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K. (L. L.) on railway literature, 133

Hiding the black ram, 483
St. Vale'ry-sur-Sornme, 346

Square cap, 111

Sunflower, 25

Szdpdry (Count), 227, 415
Tatar or Tartar, 185

Kaimakam or caimacam=a lieutenant or deputy, 27
70, 155

Kandy, massacre of British troops in, in 1803, 168
Kara George, origin of the name, 86
Katzwara (if.), composer of ' Battle of Prague,' 327
Keeling or killen=a barn, 149, 297
Kemble (Charles), verses on, 349, 392, 431

Kemeys (Sir Nicholas) and Chepstow Castle, 235

Kemp and Kempe families, 229, 393
Kentish fame, 49
Kesh on noumena, 228

Keys to Thackeray's novels, 13
'

Killen or keeling=a barn, 149, 297
Kimmerioi, etymology of the name, 181

Kimpton family, 207, 518

King (Archbishop), his prison diary, 1689, 137, 235

King (C.) on Panton family, 13

King (William), banker of London, c. 1714, 29, 131

King's Champion, story of the, 135, 254

Kingsford (H.) on "
Spanish bag," 486

Kingsley (Charles), his ' A Farewell,' 409, 477

Kirby (W. F.) on author and avenger of evil, 96
Jews and eternal punishment, 193

Mottoes, 59

Translation, 275

Kirby's
' Winchester Scholars,' errors in, 508

Kirke (Madame Mary), her portrait by Lely, 506
Kissed hands, use of the phrase, 445
Kitton (F. G.) on Dickens reference, 430

G-rimwood (Eliza), 328

Inaccuracy in '

Barnaby Rudge,' 66
Sibson (Thomas), artist, 391

Thackeray's moustache, 149

Klopstock's 'Stabat Mater,' English version, 56

Knaggs (Thomas), his sermons, 483
Krebs (H.) on author and avenger of evil, 14

Bishop in game of chess, 269

Hamburg, 334

Owl, 316
Welsh dictionary, 513
Wolfram von Eschenbach, 398

Wykehamical word toys, 437

Krueger (G.) on children's festival, 336
Cold shoulder : Turn the tables, 128
Flea in the ear, 196
German haff fisherfolk, 197
Home or Hearne, 177

Overslaugh, 93
Prior to= before, 312
"
Travailler pour le Roi de Prusse," 34, 270

Unram, 10

Kurland, German language in, 77 ; geology of, 208, 351

Kyburgi, its locality, 92
L. on Christian names as evidence of race, 48

L. (F. de H.)on Hapsburgs asEmperors ofGermany, 47
L. (H. P.) on Aitken surname, 273

Author and avenger of evil, 14
'

Beowulf,' 198
Cater : lethes, 313

L. (H. P.) on folks, 138

Hagioscope or oriel, 58
Home or Hearne, 177
Jenkins's hen, 335
Killen or keeling= a barn, 297
Macaulay and Dickens, 497

Operator=employer, 286

Raggie, 513

Salop, 108

Solent, the, 248
Suff and stuff, 95
"To dive," 196

Welter, 155

Wick, 113
L. (J.) on Lucretius, 92

Nightcaps, 176
Nutt (Dorothy), 387
Overstrand Church, 354

Play acted at Trin. Coll., Cam., 438
L. (M.) on St. Germain, 367
L. (M. C.) on bisk, 375
L. (P.) on President Loubet, 4

L. (W.) on flats, 134
Free Catholic Christians, 106

Lacy (Counsellor)-, of Dublin, 115
Lamberhurst Church, Kent, curious recess in, 354
Lambert (L.) on Pindar family, 448

Lambeth, 2 Ric. II., its meaning, 48, 153

Lancashire and Cheshire wills, 485

Lang ( A. M.) on " Hark ! Hark ! The dogs do bark,"
387

Lang (Andrew) and Homer, 24

Lasham (F.) on Ash, place-name, 291

Lasham family, 288

Lasham family, 288

Latham (E.) on author of quotation, 54

Avary, 453
"Betwixt the devil and the deep sea," 272

Dog which followed the Due d'Enghien, 28
"
English take their pleasures sadly," 32, 372, 509

" First catch your hare," 518

French quotation, 138

Gautier's 'Voyage en Italie,' 192

Good Friday in 1602, 117

Longfellow's
' Wreck of the Hesperus,' 215

Panier, 352

"Policy of pin-pricks," 15, 295

"Pour oil on troubled waters," 512

Premier Prudent, 212
"
Sleep the sleep of the just," 131

Tongue-pricks, 175
"Travailler pour le Roi de Prusse," 111, 370

Latimer family, 305

Latin entry in register of St. Patrick's Church, Soho,

206
Latin riddle of Leo XIII., 337

,atin plurals, fictitious, 345, 518

jatin quip, 385, 478
Lauzun H6tel, or H6tel Pimodan, Paris, its history, 6

Lawrence (W. J.) on Mrs. Jordan in Dublin, 285

Woffington (Peg), her sister, 309

awrence-Hamilton (J.) on avary, 349

Foresteal : forestall, 287

awson (R.) on "Crying down credit,' 29

Red up, 337

Square cap, 231
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Lawson (R.) on Welsh dictionary, 513
Learicks or limericks, origin and use of the words, 8

Leases, long, 25, 134, 193, 234, 449, 513
Ledward (Thomas Denman), his letters, 501
Lee (Sidney) and Shakespeare, 27, 442
Leeds (C. E.) on ' Lois the Witch,' 134

Leeper (A.) on Scarlett's epitaph, 453
" While there is life there is hope," 245

Leeuwenhoek, in Cowper's
*

Progress of Error,' 410
Leeze Priory, Essex, stew-pond near, 206, 275

Lega-Weekes (E.) on ancient demesne or Cornwall

fee, 72
Churchwardens' accounts, 269, 510
De Bathe family, 14, 271

Hagioscope or oriel ? 195
Hambleton tribe, 129

Lambeth, 48
Pews annexed to houses, 296

Legend, Persian, of the first flesh-eater, 45, 514
Leigh (E. E.) on Robert Huncks, 250

Leigh (L. M.) on Chad well family, 172

Leighton (H. R.) on Bowes family, 235
Watson of Barrasbridge, 197

Leland (J.), his 'Itinerary,' 287
Lely (Sir Peter), his portrait of Madame Mary Kirke,

Lennard (T. B.) on glass manufacture, 428
Leo XIII.: chronogram, 124; pasquil against his

surgeons, 124
; Latin riddle, 337

Leprosy, whisky, and potatoes, 77
Lerks or lurks, use of word, 6
Leslie (J. H.) on Royal Artillery officers, 207
Lethes, use and meaning of the word, 188, 313
Letterette, use and meaning of the word, 465
Levy (M.) on fountain pens, 32
Lewis (Thomas), of Soberton, Hants, his wife, 168,

212, 313

Libraries, Free, established by Mr. Carnegie, 48
Lidforss (E.) on Shakespeariana, 422
Lieutenant, naval pronunciation of the word, 257
Light, Dryden and the propagation of, 504
Ligurians, the, 221
Limericks or learicks, origin and use of the words, 8
Lincoln (President), his assassination by J. W. Booth

25, 150, 197, 236, 396; his duel with James Shields,
^226 ; demonstration : his religious belief. 427

Lincolnshire sayings, 514
Lindley family, 77

Lindsay (C. L.) on earliest English newspaper, 153
Literature, railway, 28, 132

; gratis, 144
'

Little Mary
"
as a term for stomach, 504

Living dead, the, 14, 97
"Living Skeleton" exhibited at the "Chinese

Saloon," 1825, 49, 157
Llanedy Church, marriage customs at, 482
Llanpumsaint, ancient tradition, 421
Llantarnam Church, Throgmorton inscription in, 208

1738
(

IsST^'
Hlgh Sheriff f Glamorgan hire>

Lloyd '(Capt. Thomas), tablet at Philadelphia in
memory of, 324, 378, 434

Loadberry, use and meaning of the word, 366, 431
Lobuc on Island of Providence, 428

Play acted at Cambridge, 1632, 349
Woodvine, 330

Lock-step in military drill, 427

Lodomeriae, its locality, 91

Logan (H.) on Logans of Restalrig and Lurgan, 248

Logans of Restalrig and Lurgan, 248, 336
Lais the witch, 89

Lombard, the name as applied to Jews, 125

London, topography of ancient, 429
London citizen's manuscript journal, 1816, 203, 242,

316, 354
London monumental inscriptions, 514
'London Sculptured Signs and Inscriptions,' 16, 71
London signs : 'Two Negroes' Heads,' 16, 71

Long family, 486

Long Melford Church, Suffolk, its history, 19
"
Long Tom" at Dover Castle, 368

Longevity, instances of, 466

Longfellow's 'Wreck of the Hesperus,' 129, 215

Lope de Vega, quotations from, 287, 336, 410
Lord Palatine, use of the title, 347, 417, 496
Lorenzo daPavia at Venice, 1494, 349, 398
Loubet (President), pronunciation of his surname, 4
Louis XIV., excommunication of, 468, 508
Low and lum, use of the words, 465
Lowe (G-.) on John Harris, publisher, 106
Lowth (Robert and William) on scepticism and

Popery, 129
Lowther (Sir Thomas), hia biography, 467
Lucas (Dr. Charles), buried at St, Michan's Church,

Dublin, 226

Lucretius, passage in, 48, 92
Lum and low, use of the words, 465

Lusatise, its locality, 92
Lush= drink, origin of the word, 7, 76, 215

Lushington (Dr.) and Corbet, Bishop of Norwich, 7,

76, 215
Luther (Martin), canonization of, 369

Lynn (Nicholas of) and Nicolaus de Lyra, identifica-

tion of, 107

Lynn (W. T.) on Cantaloup, 368
Celsus (Cornelius), 347

Cyclopaedia: encyclopaedia, 27, 291

Dryden and the propagation of light, 504

Euonymus, 407
Homeric horses fed on wheat, 166
"
Keep your hair on," 136

Lang (A.) and Homer, 24

Leeuwenhoek, 410
Omer : homer, 104

Oracle, 65

Shelley and astronomy, 467

Stafford, 128

Lyra (Nicolaus de) and Nicholas of Lynn, identification

of, 107
M.A.Oxon. on Peter Payne, 495
M. (D.) on Cobden saying, 327

Economy, 486
M. (F.) on John Wilkes Booth, 150

Naval pronunciation, 257
M. (G. A.) on "Merrily danced the Quaker's wife," 268

Peat, 176
" The generations pass," 68

M. (J.) on Jenkins's hen, 208
M. (P.) on Gilpin's route, 170M r (D.) on "All the flowers were in their pride,"

389
Waterloo won on the playing fields of Eton, 387

M. (S.) on Shakespeare and Lord Burleigh, 328
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M. (S. I.) on tale by Archibald Forbes, 88
Maas (Dr. M.) on Neapolitan marvels : Virgilius, 470
Macaroni as a popular form of food in Italy, 348, 436
Macaroni fiddle : macaroni tools, meaning of the

term, 289, 352

Macaulay and Dickens, 189, 497
Macclesfield papers, 356
McB. (M. G.) on Col. Roger McElligott, 328

McElligott (Col. Roger), Governor of Cork for
James II., 328

Macfarren (George), his '

Oberon,' 74
Macfie (R. A. S.) on Bland, Edinburgh actor, 277
MacGillean (A.) on Alexander Maclean, 8
MacGovern (J. B.) on Gladstone anecdote, 170

Ineen Dubh, 75
Latin riddle of Leo XIII., 337
Maltese language and history, 292

, "My name may have buoyancy," 389
Zola's '

Rome,' 68, 135
Mackenzie (V. St. C.) on Shakespeariana, 323
Mackworth's Inn, later Barnard's Inn, its history, 18
Maclean

(Alexander)= Margaret Dubois, 8

MacMichael (J. H.) on the Albany, 157
Anatomie Vivante, 157

Apple-blossoms, 133
Asses' milk, 511

Birch-sap wine, 50, 296

Byfield House, Barnes, 193
Children's carols and lullabies, 511
Clare Market, 16

"Crying down credit," 138
Elizabeth's Pocket Pistol, 519

Flats, 134

Flaying alive, 489
Folk-lore of childbirth, 413
Glass manufacture, 515

Grubb, 371
Harris (John), publisher, 214

Hatbands, 314

Hobgoblin's claws, 333
"Hook it, "156
Infant Saviour, 292

Ingeminate, 135
Lincolnshire sayings, 514
London monumental inscriptions, 514

Lushington, 76

Mayor's correct title and precedence, 211

Mottoes, 98

Orange blossoms as emblems of purity, 5, 316

Owl-light, 511

Owls, 114

Potatoes, whisky, and leprosy, 77

Primrose superstition, 33

Raleigh, its pronunciation, 497
St. Dials, 113
St. Mary Axe, 170, 351

Shops in Cheap*ide, 1650, 295

Solent, 394

Square cap, 231

Surizian, 116

"Tabby all over," 31 2

Upright burial, 35

Waik : wene : maike, 110

Welter, 74
McPike (E. F.) on John Wilkes Booth, 25, 396

Halley (Dr. Edmond), 125, 185, 266, 464

McPike (E. F.) on Abraham Lincoln, 226, 427
Peter the Great in England, 127
Pike family, 468
Roscommon and Pope, 313
Simcoe (Lieut.-Col. J. G.), 46

M'Raghnall or MacRannal family, 329, 454

Macray (W. D.) on John Angier, 197
River not flowing on the Sabbath, 53

Upcott (William), 452

Wykes pedigree, 56

Madge (H.) on Gibbon's 'Roman Empire' and

Memoirs, 129

Magdeburg law, 249
Mahomet. See Mohammed.
Mahrattas and black cats, 69, 115

Maike, meaning of the word as used by Hogg, 110

Maine, Sir Ferdinando Gorges, Lord Palatine of, 21,

41, 154, 251
Maiden (A. R.) on Donhead St. Mary, 356
Malebisse (Richard), his attack on Jews of York, 225
Malet (H.) on nightcaps, 176

Pass, 334

Upright burial, 137
Mallet used by Sir Christopher Wren, 191

Mallorie, Candishe, and Sir Henry Wotton, 367, 476

Malt, coffee made of, 68, 191, 272
Maltese language and history, 292

Manchester, Cobden's letter to inhabitants of, 469

Mangosteen markings, 330, 417

Manning (Cardinal), his ecclesiastical rank, 278

Manning (Marie), murderess, 148

Manor Court Roll, Brighton, 48, 92

Manslaughter=stealing breeches, 447

Manuscript journal of a London citizen, 1816, 203,

242, 316, 354
Maori lucky stone, pounamu, 384
Marat (J. P.), his residence in London, 7, 109, 175,

235, 293, 451
;
his hereditary faith, 88, 236, 357 ;

his residence in York, 506

Marchant (F. P.) on children's festival, 148

Geryon, 166

Prague and Bohemia, 382

Servian dynasties, 86

Spanish folk-lore, 484

Tongue- pricks, 235

Tongue-twisters, 233

Translation, 15

Wattman, 147
Zauber-Kessel in Essex, 275

Margate, description of the Grotto at, 14, 75, 192

Markham's (Capt. F.)
' Recollections of a Town Boy

at Westminster, 1849-55,' 265

Marlborough (Dowager Duchess of), her account of

herself, c. 1710, 308, 356

Marquess, his correct designation, 326

Marriage, instructions concerning banns of, 107, 215,

375; in a sheet, 146, 214, 314

Marriage customs in Wales, 482

Marriage Houses, 428, 509

Marriages, morganatic, 486

Married women, arms of, 390

Marshall family, 186

Marshall (David) =Isobel Boyd, 1769, 186

Marshall (G.) on bell inscription, 68

Brighton Manor Court Roll, 92

Columbarium in church tower, 48
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Marshall (Julian), his death, 459
Marshall (Richard). See Martial.
Marsham-Townshend (B.) on Count de Bruhl, 275,373

Hobgoblin's claws, 338
Marston (E.) on river not flowing on the Sabbath, 19

Martial or Marshall (Richard), 'D.N.B.' on, 483
Martin (S.) on Bishop Westcott and vivisection, 205,

Martyr (Mrs.), singer and actress, ob. 1807, 107

Mary, Queen of Scots, use of the designation, 148

196, 238
Mason (C.) on kaimakam, 70

King, banker, 131
Stoff (Lieut.-Col. de), 447

Maternity, records in, 158, 246
Matthews (A.) on I printed with small letter, 73

Nash (Richard), 135

Paleface, 491
Matthews (J. H.) on alias in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, 277

Atkyns (Madam Charlotte), 53

Basilicas, 315

Coincidences, 190
Immurement alive of religious, 131, 376
Lambeth, 153
Lewis family, 313

Lloyd family, 252

Mineralogist and botanist to George III., 278
Scoggan or scoggin, 514

Wenthlok, 271
Matthews family and the Alpine Club, 406, 452
Max on '

Esther,' translated from the French, 388
Maxwell (Sir H.) on Aitken family, 213

Envelopes, 490
Formation of clouds, 134

Mary, Queen of Scots, 196
Nash (Richard), 15

Maxwell (P.) on Madame du Deffand's letters, 438
Eliot (George) and blank verse, 441

English accentuation, 94
Johnson's prayer, 516

Memory, 224

Miniature, 425

Oranges, 295

Puns, 386

Raggie, 512

Saints, imaginary or invented, 369
Sleep and death, 512

Translations, 285
Mayors, correct title and precedence, 14, 57, 211
Mazarin (Cardinal), his ecclesiastical rank, 19
Measures of capacity, want of uniformity in early,

344, 449
; Cornish, 384

Medical barristers, 485
Memes and De Mesmes families, 228, 352
Memory, good, 224, 311, 333, 432
Menpes (Dorothy), her 'World Pictures,' 484
Mercer family of Meikleour, 288, 371
Methodism and ballads, 19, 137
Metternich (Prince), anecdote concerning, 125
Mico family, 145, 216
Midland parish registers, 209, 292
Midlander on Midland registers, 209
Miles (Septimus), watchmaker of Lud^ate Street 248
Military punishment, the picket, 325
Milk, asses', as medicine, 385, 511
Milksop as a surname, 425

Vliller (Hugh), of Greencroft, Virginia, 228
Miller (James), rector of Upcerne, his plays, 129
Millikin (Halley Benson), c. 1750, his ancestry, 185
Milton (G. E.) on memory, 311
Milton (John), his

' Hymn on the Morning of Christ's

Nativity,' 56 ; epitaph attributed to, 67, 152
; hia

use of the word welter, 74 ;
window in memory of,

in St. Margaret's, Westminster, 123, 164; and
' Nova Solyma,' 168, 232

Minakata (Kumagusu) on anthropoid ape, 169

Japanese monkeys, 237

Legend of the serpent's feet, 112
" Palo de cobra," 288
Pictures composed of handwriting, 172
Keference wanted, 391

Story of an ungrateful son, 116

Trinity Sunday folk-lore, 477

Mineralogist and botanist to George II f., 89, 215|.

278

Miniature, etymology of the word, 425

Mirrors, Dr. Dee's magic, 467
Mistletoe on long lease, 513

Mineralogist and botanist to George III., 89
To dive, 278

Tongue-twisters, 234
Mistral's

'

Mireille,' quotation from, 23

Mohammed, spelling of the name, 55 ; his coffin in

mid-air, 336
Moliere's saying "II m'est permis de reprendre mon

bien," 289
Molubdinous slowbelly, meaning of the term, 487
Monarchs travelling incognito, 267

Monkeys, the saccawinkee of Guiana, 205 ; Japanese,
237

Monmouth (Duke of), assertion of his legitimacy by
his heirs, 69

Monogram, Chi-Rho, 452

Montagu (Walter), his biography and writings, 77

Monteagle (Lord), portrait by P. van Somer, 430
Moon (Mrs.), supposed last survivor of the battle of

Waterloo, 346, 457

Moose, derivation of the word, 504
More (Sir Thomas) on St. Waleric, 445
More Church, Shropshire, Malvern tiles in, 146, 216, 354

Morganatic marriages, 486
Morice (Mr. Secretary) and Lord Clarendon, 182
Morren (John), 'D.N.B.' on, 483
Morris (H. C. L.) on anthropoid ape, 232

Polo (Marco), 225
Wolfram von Eschenbach, 288

Moseley (B. D.) on venison feast, 177

Moseley (W.) and Donhead St. Andrew, 205, 293, 356
Mottoes: "From caf to caf," 7, 59;

"
Sohou,

Sohou," 7, 98; "So ho ho dea ne," 98; "Son
comfort et Hesse," 249 ;

" Hortus utramque," &c.,

428,495; "Semper eadem," 466 ;

" Ne vile velis,"

507
Mount (C. B.) on Phasis in Johnson's 'Dictionary

482

Muf, A.-S. word, its translation, 268

Mug: to mug, use of the verb, 5, 57, 136, 231, 518
Muhammed. See Mohammed.
Muir (A. J.) on Muir family, 410
Muir family, 410, 508

Mundesley, Norfolk, nameless gravestone at, 504

Mundy, goldsmith of London, seventeenth century, 485
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Munk (William), his materials for medical biograph
of Devonshire, 328

Murderers supposed to escape execution, 150
Murray (J. A. H.) on "Cut the painter," 307

Halliwell MS. wanted, 227
Lord Palatine, 347
0-words in the '

N.E.D.,' 209
Paddy persons, 87

Paint-brush, 307, 356

Paleface, 366
Paltock's Inn, 187
Panier, 247

Panjandrum, 247, 356

Pantagruelism, 267
Papers, 387

Musicus on Castle Society of Musick, 486
Munzil (Chutter) on Madame du Deffand's letters, 43i
N. (L.) on Sir Henry Nevil :

" Ne vile velis," 507
N. (M.) on hotel signs, 116
N. M. & A. on imaginary or invented saints, 369

St. William of Aquitaine, 308
N. (N.) on mug, 518
Names, Christian, as evidence of race, 48
Napier (Sir Charles) and Held sports, 76
Naples, trees near, 348 ; mechanical inventions at

408, 470, 509
Nash (Richard), date of his death and epigrams con

cerning him, 15, 116, 135, 272, 335, 392, 493
Nashe, Ben Jonson, and Gabriel Harvey, 161, 263

342, 403, 482
Nature study, history of the term, 127, 257
Naumburg, Kirschfest at, 149, 197, 336
Naval pronunciation, 28, 118, 257, 434
Neaves (Lord) on Robert Burns, 82
Nelson (Lord), his sister Anne, 428
Ne Quid Nimis on 'Nova Solyma,' 232

Seventeenth-century school library, 472

Shakespeare's sonnets, 211
Neumann (G.) on Home or Hearne, 93
Nevil (Sir Henry), his biography, 507
Newbold (W. R.) on religion of nature delineated, 486
New Court, subsequently Quality Court, Chancery

Lane, 286
'New English Dictionary.' See Historical English

Dictionary.
New Hall, Essex, inscription over entrance to, 208,

410, 477, 496
Newman (Cardinal), his ecclesiastical rank, 278

Newspaper cuttings changing colour, 19, 111
Newton (A.) on Sir Thomas Lowther, 467
Newton (W. F.) on "But should fortune fill your

sail," 155
Nicholas of Lynn and Nicolaus de Lyra, identifica-

tion of, 108
Nicholson (E.) on accorder, 196

Measures of capacity, 449
Nicholson (General Francis), his biography, 201, 296,
413

Nightcaps, the use of, 55, 176

Nightrail and notableness, meaning of the words, 7, 97

Nile, Sir John Hill at, battle of the, 324

Ninus, the mother of, 128

Nitchies, meaning of the word, 227, 278
Nodier (Charles), his '

Smarra,' 192
Nodus Herculis, early reference to, 188, 313

Nome city, Alaska, 485

Noorden (C. van) on '

Abbey of Kilkhampton,' 488
Norfolk (Thomas Howard, Duke of), 409, 455
Norfolk, the Donnes of, and Dean Donne, 24, 131
Norman (P.) on Byfield House, Barnes, 108

Clare Market, 71
Lines to book-borrowers, 167

Norman (W.) on dog of St. Roch, 236
Normand Souvenir, 249, 354
North (Christopher) on Robert Burns, 82
North (P.) on Grenadier Guards, 484

Pontius Pilate : Theodorus, 509
North Midland on doctor's recommendation, 272
Northern on monarchs travelling incognito, 267
Norwich, M.P.s for, 1558-9, 289
Notableness and nightrail, meaning of the words, 7, 97
'Notes and Queries': early references, 151, 276, 454
Nothing, riddle on the word, 93, 267
Noumena, its derivation and pronunciation, 228
"Number eleven

" and umbrella, 406
Numerals, 387, 498

Nursery rimes, 387, 498
Nutt (Dorothy), 387
0. on folk-lore of childbirth, 413

Reynolds portrait, 15

O. (H. L.) on Hapsburgsas Emperors of Germany, 91
0-words in the 'New English Dictionary,' 165, 209, 330
Oaken coffins, T. W. Snagge on, 388, 455
Gates (John) on "

Anser, apis, vitulus," &c., 506
Obituaries :

Boger (Mrs. Charlotte Gilson), 180
Marshall (Julian), 459

Ogham characters, name for the, 405
Oil on surface of the sea near Vesuvius, 468
Oldenbuck (Aldobrand) on panier, 352
Oliver (A.) on Sir Henry Sidney, 434
Oliver (V. L.) on St. Kitts, 455

Omer and homer, confusion between the words, 104
" Omnium Gatherum," book by, 430
O'Neill (The) on Ineen Dubh, 75

Operator= employer, 286
Dracle in the Old and New Testament, its meaning, 65

Orange blossoms as emblems of purity, 5, 56, 316

Oranges, civil, and Seville, play on the words, 170,

295, 335
Ord (Robert), Chief Baron of the Exchequer of

Scotland, 429, 512

Ordination, use of the title Honourable after, 77

Oriel College, Oxford, 329, 378
Oriel or hagioscope, definition of, 58, 195, 494

Osborn (Lieut. -Col. Henry), portrait by Chicksands,

348, 437
Osborne (Dorothy), her letters, notes on, 81, 230

Ospreys, first use of the word for egrets, 127

Ostend, English grave at, 9, 235, 278, 495

Oulachan and its variants, etymology of, 444, 491, 511

Ourang-outang, Chinese story of the, 169, 232

Ourari, use and derivation of the word, 89, 196^
Outrecuidance, use and meaning of the word, 457

Overslaugh, meaning of the word, 93, 157

Overstrand Church, curious recess in, 308, 354, 454, 492

Iwen (E. C.) on riming tables, 367

>wen (J. P.) on alpa, 481

"Cutty black sow," 321

Scion, 421

Simferopol, 181

Owing to, use of the term, 312
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Owl-light, equivalent expressions for, 511

Owls and their enemies, 113, 315

Oxford, rules concerning the admission of dogs in

college, 125; "Catherine Wheel" Inn at, 188,

293 ; Great Tom of, 226 ; Shrove Tuesday custom

at Brasenose College, 268
; carving on chancel

screen of St. Bartholomew's, 329, 378 ;
Friar Bacon

and Brasenose College, 361 ; Broadgates Hall, ib.
;

Folly Bridge, ib.

Oxfordshire parish registers, 388, 431, 457

Oxoniensis (Comestor) on the Eleusinian mysteries, 467
Mother of Ninus, 128
Welsh dictionary, 128

P. (C. J.) on "Catherine Wheel" Inn, 188

P. (F.) on Grubb surname, 454

P. (G. S.) on Midland registers, 292

Parish registers, 431

P. (J. B.) on Logans of Restalrig and Lurgan, 336
Mercer family, 371

Turnbulls, origin of the, 416

P. (M.) on Glastonbury walnut, 208
Hood (Robin), his mill, 309
Kentish game, 49

Pass, 189

P. (R, B.) on R. T. Claridge, Esq., 18

Fountain pens, 218
' Lois the Witch,' 89

Scoggan or scoggin, 206

Tyre, 54

P. (S.) on Albany, 49

Flats, 49

"Paddy persons" and dictionary makers, 87, 153

Page (John T.) on banna of marriage, 107, 375
Bloomfield (Robert), 364
Booth (John Wilkes), 236

Coincidences, 137
Commonwealth arms in churches, 194
Dee (Dr.), his magic mirror, 467
' Edwin Drood '

continued, 510

Epitaph at Doncaster, 414
Evil spirits and inkbottles, 356

Gilpin (John), his route, 371

Gipsy Queen, Margaret Finch, 477
Grotto at Margate, 75

Kingsley's verses,
' A Farewell,' 477

Latin quotation, 269
Mallet used by Sir C. Wren, 191

Marriage in a sheet, 214
Mico family, 216
Modern bell inscriptions, 144

Mug, 231
Nameless gravestone, 504
Nash (Richard), 393

Newspaper cuttings changing colour, 111
Pass, 236
Primitive colouring, 145
Primrose superstitions, 33
Reade (Charles), 517
Roman pits, 131

Skulls, 96
Sundial motto, 495

Village feasts, 448
Weather lore; 225

Paint brush, literary use of the term, 307, 356
Palatine, Lord, use of the title, 347, 417, 496
Paleface, origin and use of the term, 366, 491

1 Pall Mall Gazette,' removal of premises, 364
Palmer (A. S.) on cavatina, 227

Dovetail, 147

Trade-winds, 202
Palmer (Prof. E. H.), his translations of JelzCleddin, 326
Palmer (J. F.) on living dead, 14
Palo de cobra, scientific name of the plant, 288, 374,

436, 473
Paltock's inn, history of the expression, 187

Pamela, Marchioness of Sligo, 269
Pamela: Pamela, pronunciation of the name, 141,

330

Pampe, use of the word in Halliwell MS., 227

Panier, use of the word, 247, 352

Panjandrum, reference to, 247, 356
Pannell (C.) on Pannell family, 248
Pannell family, 248, 475

Pantagruelism, use of the word, 267
Panton family, 13

Papal elections, veto at, 89, 174, 396

Papers, illustrations of use of the word, 387
Pardoe (A.) on Sir R. Wilbraham's journal, 286

Paris, Pimodan H6tel or H6tel Lauzun, 6

Parish registers, in the Midlands, 209, 292 ; Berkshire
and Oxfordshire, 388, 431, 457

Parker (J. Oscar), his '

Legend of Dolbadarn,' 447
Parkins (Dr.), of Little Gonerby, Lincolnshire, 349

Parliament, members of, 1626, 204; members of,

1558-9, 289 : survivors of Queen Victoria's second,
407

Pass, in " Please pass the plate," &c., 189, 236, 334
'

Passing By,' author of poem wanted, 12, 176
Paterson (A.) on fountain pens, 32
Patrick (A.) on Longfellow's

' Wreck of the Hesperus,'
129

Wordsworth queries, 153
Patterson (W. H.) on bracelet, 6

Patton (Sir Robert) and Robert Peyton, 48

Pavia, Lorenzo da, at Venice, 1494, 349, 398

Payne (J. F.) on Edward Gwynn, 174

Payne (Peter), bearer to Bohemia of Wycliffe's teach-

ing, 308, 495

Payne (W.) on Peter Payne, 308

Peachey (G. C.) on W. H. Cullen, 194

Mary, Queen of Scots, 238

More Church, Shropshire, 216
Peacock (C. J.) on Lord Monteagle, 430
Peacock (E.) on John Wilkes Booth, 197

Child-murder by Jews, 446
Churchwardens' account?, 394
Folk-lore of childbirth, 413
House of Commons, 498
Immurement alive of religious, 132

Mannings and Tawell, 230

Marriage in a sheet, 146

Oak, ash, and ivy, 433
Primrose superstition, 234
Sham burials, 246
'

Spirit of the Woods,' 268

Tragedy at Heptonstall, 13
Peacock (M.) on dialect word for see-saw, 151
Peacock (W. F.) on Charles Reade, 243, 312, 517
Pears (E.) on Tatar or Tartar, 376
Peat (Lady), d. 1842, her biography, 176
Pebble, Constantine, in Cornwall, 506
Peculiars, ecclesiastical, 69, 137
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Peel (John), death of Mrs. Richardson, his last surviv
ing daughter, 426

Peers (W. H.) on " That power that kindly spread th
clouds," 8

Peet (W. H.) on envelopes, 491

History of bookselling, 267, 395
Honest epitaphs, 356

TJniversary, 365
Penkill Castle, near Girvan, Ayrshire, 405
Penny (F.) on Sir Henry Wotton : Mallorie : Can

dishe : Dr. Johnston, 476
Penny (F. E.) on " Palo de cobra," 436
Penreth in Act 26, Henry VIII., 1534, 75
Pens, fountain, earliest reference to, 32, 218
Pentameter and hexameter riming tables, 367
Penyard, Old, "smoking his pipe," 65, 225
Peonage, meaning of the word, 105

Pepper (Capt.), his France Daguerreotyped,' 448
Pepys (S.), his visit to Friar Bacon's study at Oxford,

361

Pepys (Mrs. Samuel), her monument in St. Olave's,
Hart Street, 18

Percy (Algernon Heber) on Lely's portrait of Madame
Mary Kirke, 506

Perry family, 77
Persian legend of the first flesh-eater, 45, 514
Peterborough Cathedral, inscription on Old Scarlett's

tombstone, 115, 453
" Peter Parley," Mr. S. G. Goodrich, and '

Serjeant
Bell and his Karee Show,' 306

Peter the Great in England, 127, 213, 510
Petherick (E. A.) on river not flowing on the

Sabbath, 52
Pews annexed to houses, 296, 412
Pewter marks, old, 457

Peyton (Robert) and Sir Robert Patton, 48
Phasis, Dr. Johnson's reference to, 482

Phillips (C. H.) on venison feast, 47
Phillips (C. M.) on killen or keeling=a barn, 297

Quality Court, Chancery Lane, 286

Shakespeare's geography, 90

Phillips (W.) on mayor's correct title and precedence,
57

Phin (J.) on coffee made of malt, 191
Phinn (C. P.) on "So, when at last," 429
Picket, military punishment, 325
Pickford (J.) on banns of marriage, 215

Bircb>sap wine, 50
Donne (Dean) and the Donnes of Norfolk, 131

Engraving of Cleopatra, 269

Flats, 512

Gorges (Sir Ferdinando), 252
Great Tom of Oxford, 226
Holbein portraits, 331

Imaginary or invented saints, 215
Infant Saviour, 435
Marat in London, 451
Nash (Richard), 116
Nicholson (General Francis), 296, 413

Raleigh, its pronunciation, 497
Reade (Charles) in Bolton Row, 397
Rebellion of 1745, 314

Upright burial, 137
Pictures composed of handwriting, 172

Pierpoint (R.) on 'Abbey of Kilkhampton,' 381, 410

Children's carols and lullabies, 395

Pierpoint (R.) on Duncalfe family, 270

English accentuation, 316

English grave at Ostend, 235
"
English take their pleasures sadly," 372

Epitaph at Doncaster, 288
Fictitious Latin plurals, 518

Glastonbury walnut, 492

Gunning (Miss), Duchess of Hamilton, 297
Jewish weddings, 337
"Omnium Gatherum/' 430
Peter the Great in England, 510
"Red up," 150
Welsh rabbit, 469

Pigott (W. J.) on Carson family, 19
Edwardes (John), of Highgate, 149

Pigou (Dean) on cushions on the altar, 346
Pike family in Edinburgh, 468
Pilate (Pontius), his birthplace, 405, 509
Pile (J.) on South Sea scheme, 68
Pimodan Hdtel or Hdtel Lauzun, Paris, its history, 6
Pindar family of Lincolnshire, 448

Pink (W. D.) on Sir George Carey, 448
Courts of Requests, Wards, andAugmentations, 309
Fleetwood family, 130

Gilbert (Sir Humphrey), 425

Gorges (Sir Ferdinando), 154

M.P.s for Norwich, 1558, 9, 289
Osborn (Lieut.-Col. Henry), 437
Parliament of 1626, 201

Privy Council under James I., 367

Raleigh (Sir Walter), 452
Pin -pricks, the policy of, 15, 295

Piper (W. G.) on counter-jumpers, 228

Platt (J.), jun., on accorder, 137

Bletheramskite, 154
"Cards and spades," 138

Chinese ghosts, 305

English accentuation, 475

Hamburg, 334

Lushington, 215
Maori lucky stone, 384

Moose, 504
Muhammed or Mohammed, 55

Nitchies, 278
0-words in the N.E.D ,' 210

Pronunciation, 392

Saccawinkee, 205

Sweyn, its pronunciation, 394

Tacamahaca, 406

Toboggan, 467
" Tonka bean," 246

Tory, 97

Wickey-up, 187

lay acted at Cambridge, 1632, 349, 438

Playbills, first coloured, 248

leasure, definition of, 346, 457

'oider, mentioned in inventory of household goods,

1609, 288, 510
'oland (Sir H. B.) on Queen Elizabeth's Pocket

Pistol, 456

Mannings and Tawell, 310

'oldavy=a sort of coarse canvas, 104

olidori (Dr.), his
'

Essay upon the Source of Positive

Pleasure,' 287, 346

olitician on annunciator, 225

British hens' protest, 329
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Politician on Cabinet in a Constitutional sense, 7, 71

Fathers of the House of Commons, 33

Games, 425
Ministerial whitebait dinner, 189
" Peace at any price," 367
Premier Prudent, 69

Privy Council in a private house, 368

Questionnaire, 447
School-Board system, 485

Tory, 9, 134
Victoria (Queen), her second Parliament, 407

Pollard (M.) on heraldry, 228

Marriage House, 509

Numeral, 498

Pollard-Urquhart (F. E. R.) on cushions on the altar,

398, 498
Humbert (Madame) and the Crawfords, 497

Young (Thomas), secretary to Lord Melbourne,
391, 493

Polo (Marco), portrait of, 225, 278

Pompadour (Madame de), epigram on, 447
Pontius Pilate, birthplace of, 405, 509
Poole (M. E.) on "Jolly Boat "

coaster, 189
Wake=a village feast, 216

Pope (Alexander), his mention of Dryden, 68
;
and

the Earl of Roscommon, 126, 215, 313

Pope, self-condemned for heresy, 52, 115 ;
and massacre

of St. Bartholomew, 57, 232
;
traditional ceremony

on his death, 105

Popes, use of the word in hosiery catalogues, 448
Portable dwellings, 28
Portus Naonis, its locality, 92

Potatoes, whisky, and leprosy, 77
Pott (Emily), her portrait by Reynolds, 15
Potter (Charles), his porcelain manufactory at Chan-

tilly, 325
Potts (R. A.) on God's silly vassal, 447

Johnson's prayer, 516
Pounamu, Maori lucky stone, 384
Prague and Bohemia, 382

Prayer, Latin, of Johnson, 389, 516
Precedence, solution of questions of, 57, 211
Premier Prudent, a French office, 69, 212
Preparatory to, use of the term, 312
Preston-on-Wye, bell inscription at, 68, 152
Price (F. G. H.) on shops in Cheapside, 1650, 295
Prideaux (W. F.) on accorder, 296

Coincidences, 190

Crakanthorp, by Wordsworth : Vildeson, 32
Fawkener and Crewe, 401
Grotto at Margate, 75

Hammersmith, 5

Jennings (Frances,) 471
Letters of Dorothy Osborne, 81

"Merrily danced the Quaker's '

Nash (Richard), 272, 392
Nicholson (General Francis), 296
Pamela : Pamela, 330
Reskimer, Cornish gent., 276
' Rule Britannia,' 436
St. Mary Axe : St. Michael le Querne, 253, 507
Serendipity, 430
'

Serjeant Bell and his Raree Show,' 306
'Three Ravens, '53
Witchcraft in Essex, 187

Prideaux (W. R. B.) on 'Tales from Dreamland '

333

wife," 370

rimrose superstition, 33, 234, 412
fince of Wales, the first, 383

Prince of Wales's Theatre, Tottenham Street, its

demolition, 365, 476

Winters, bad habits of, 494
Prior to= before, use of the words, 66, 154, 312
>rittlewell Church, Essex, the bells in, 144

Privy Council held in private house, 368

Privy Councillors in the time of James I., 367, 415

Progress, factors of, 506

Progress on public and grammar school, 409

Pronunciation, naval, 28, 118, 257, 434 ; of Erse,

Welsh, and Irish names, 349, 392

Prophecy c. Charles II., 469
Proverbs and Phrases :

All over, 144, 294
Betwixt the devil and the deep sea, 128, 272
Cards and spades, 138
Cold shoulder, 128

Crying down credit, 29, 138, 213, 257, 352
Cut the painter, 307

Economy is second or third cousin to avarice, 486

English take their pleasures sadly, 32, 372, 509
First catch your hare, 125, 518
Flea in the ear, 67, 138, 196
God's silly vassal, 447
Hook it, 33, 156
II faut souffrir pour etre beau, 352

Keep your hair on, 136
Lincolnshire sayings, 514
Nodus Herculis, 313
Out of rodex, 5

Parting of the ways, 309, 377, 415
Peace at any price, 367, 495

Peace, Retrenchment, and Reform, 333

Policy of pin-pricks, 15, 295
Pour oil on troubled waters, 389
Red rag to a bull or an elephant, 309

Scriptures out of church, 429, 496
Shot the moon, 107

Sleep the sleep of the just, 131
Travailler pour le Roi de Prusse, 34, 111, 270,

370, 455
Turn the tables, 128

Uncoup de langue est pire qu'un coup de lance, 175
World without end, 116

Providence, Island of, 428

Prudent, Premier, a French office, 69, 212

Pryme (Abraham), his hidden books, 227
Publication by subscription, 327, 378
Public school, use of the term, 409

Puget (Capt. Peter), his biography, 248, 452

Pulci, Lord Byron's translation of his
' II Morgante

Maggiore,' 12
Pulham Church, co. Norfolk, and William of Wyke-
ham, 249

Punishment : the picket, 325 ;
the whirligig, 484

Puns, 386, 435
Purnell (E. K.) on Thos. Howard, Duke of Norfolk,

455
Puttenham on Sinonimia and Paradigma, 464

Puysaye (Comte de), his correspondence, 106

Quality Court, Chancery Lane, origin of the name,
286

Questionnaire, earliest use of the word in England, 447

Quex-Piffle (L. K. B.) on wanted v. wanting, 68
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Quotations :

A gallant captain, 506
A prospect all on fire, 88
All the flowers were in their pride, 389
Amours. See Mais on revient.

Anser, apis, vitulus, populos et regna gubernant,
506

As merry as Griggs, 505
Asmund and Cornelia, 468

Beaucoup de personnes voudraient savoir, 138
But should fortune fill your sail, 49, 155
Cane decane canas, 385, 478
C'est que 1'enfant, 350
Cruel of heart were they, bloody of hand, 88
Cui pudor et justitise soror, 269
Fortuna quod donare dicitur, dum ostendit, aufert,

148

Gardening, man's primeval work, 129
Hark ! hark ! The dogs do bark, 387, 498
Haro ! haro ! haro ! 126, 272, 412, 496
I asked of Time for whom those temples rose, 188,

271
I 'm the loudest of voices in orchestra heard, 60
Indecent words admit of no defence, 126, 215, 313
Laden with grief and oppression of the heart, 468
La vie est breve, 320
La vie est telle, 54
Love took up the harp of life, 300
Mais on revient toujours, 308
Mala stamina vitse, 269
Mallem Augusti judicium, 315
Multis annis jam transactis, 468

My name may have buoyancy, 389
No God, no Truth ? Receive it ne'er, 188, 271
Our apprehensions mar our days, 349

Poorly provided, poorly followed, 88

Quadrijugia per inane Venus subvecta Columbia.

148

Quern Deus vult perdere prius dementat, 387
Quorum Deus vult mutare fortunam, 387

Scriptures out of church, 429, 496

Ships that pass in the night, 320

Sleep, that is death's twin brother, 389

So, when at last by slow degrees, 429
Sow a thought, reap an action, 309, 377
Tell me, ye winged winds, 188, 271
That power that kindly spread the clouds, 8

The blessings he enjoys, to guard, 88
The dreadful appetite of death, 88
The hand that rocks the cradle rules the world, 440
The generations pass, the gods abide, 68

The murtherer's chain partake, Corded and burn-

ing at the social stake, 88

The truest wealth, the contented mind, 329

Ubi lapsus ? quid feci ? 374
Un jour que j'dtais triste, 309
Vita posse priore frui, 114
We only live when we are happy, 207
Whate'er the eager spirit to itself denies, 389
When the little drummer beats to bed, 440

Who never tasted grace, and goodness ne'er had

felt, 88
K. on Cistercian visitations, 247
B printer of the fifteenth century, 241

B. (A. F.) on American diplomas and degrees, 167

Coon song, 269

E. (A. P.) on letterette, 465

Mannings and Tawell, 230" Sent on suspicion," 246

Tambourello, 329

"Top spit, "505
E. (C. H.) on ' Book of the Foundations,' 428

Snagge (T. W.) and oaken coffins, 455
K. (D. M.) on Mercer family, 288
E. (G. E.) on St. Dials, 49
B. (J.) on beginning of a new century 125

Infant Saviour, 292
E. (J. F.) on Beyle: Stendhal, 127
E. (M. E.) on Beni-Israel, 190
Babbits and rheumatism, 126
Bae (F.) on John Gilpin: Shakespeare in 1799, 26
Baggie, use and meaning of the word, 388, 512
Bailway, first, in Scotland, 186
Bailway literature, 28, 132
Eainfall in July, 1816, 242
Bakehell, early use of the word, 146
Raleigh (Sir Walter), memorial in St. Margaret's,

Westminster, 63, 289
;
in America, 105, 250 ; his

parents, 349, 451
; pronunciation of the name, 366,

497

Bam, riding the black, 483

Bandolph (J. A.) on cardinals, 174, 334
Courts of Bequests, Wards, and Augmentations,

490

Priory of Austin Friars, 352
Solent, 894
Sorbonne Church, 84
Souvenir Normand, 354

Bascise, its locality, 91
Bastell (John) and John Heywood, 383
Batcliffe (T.) on folk-lore of childbirth, 496

Pass, 237
Eobin a Bobbin, 503

Tickling trout, 505
"To mug," 231

Bations, army pronunciation of the word, 434
Beade (A. L.) on James Heath, engraver, 30

Wellington (Duke of), 85, 378
Eeade (Charles), W. F. Peacock on, 243, 312, 517 ;

in Bolton Bow, 248, 332, 397
Bebellion of 1745, MSS. relating to the, 169, 314, 356
Red Cross on Gipsy Queen, 496
Bed House at Battersea, 1768, 385, 511
Bed Lion Square, Cromwell's remains buried in, 486
Red up, use of the term in England, 150, 337
Reed (Sampson), his

'

Observations on the Growth of
the Mind,' 308

Reform Act, verses on the, 397
Beichel (0. J.) on ancient demesne or Cornwall fee, 72
Belative on the battle of the Nile, 324
1

Religion of Nature Delineated,' edition of 1722, 486

Religious, immured alive, 25, 131, 297, 376, 517

Bepton (George), his Parliamentary career, 407

Bequests, Court of, 309, 490

'Reskimer, a Cornish Gent.,' portrait by Holbein,

169, 276, 512

Reynolds (H. F.) on M'Baghnall family, 329

Beynolds (Sir Joshua), portrait of Emily Pott, 15 ;

his portraits of Peg Woffington and her sister, 309
Rheumatism and rabbits, 126

Bhinoceri, misuse of the word, 345
Rhinoceros in Fleet Street, 85
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Rhyme and rime, 491

Rhys (A.) on owl, 315

Kichard II. forsaken by his greyhound, 468, 508

Bichardson (S.), his
'

Pamela,' 141, 330

Richardson (W. C.) on nitchies, 227

Richelieu (Cardinal), his ecclesiastical rank, 19, 174,

278

Riddle, Latin, of Leo XIII., 337

Riddle of the Sphinx, 25

Riding the black ram, 483

Rime, historical, 33 ; spelling of the word, 491 ; Derby-

shire, 503

Riming epitaph in Cornwall, 51, 92, 172, 216

Riming tables, hexameter and pentameter, 367

Ritter (0.) on "Gentle shepherd, tell me where," 377

River not flowing on the Sabbath, 19, 52, 175

Rivett-Carnac (J. H.) on folk-lore of childbirth, 455

National flag, 372, 454

Numerals, 387
Robbins (A. F.) on cabal, 46

English cardinals, 105

Morice (Mr. Secretary) and Lord Clarendon, 182

Mug, 231, 518
' Notes and Queries,' 276, 454
" Peace at any price," 495

Peace, Retrenchment, and Reform, 333

Peonage, 105
Seats reserved in House of Commons, 376

Tea as a meal, 351
Whitebait dinner, 337

Roberts (W.) on Robert Dickson, 257
Marat in London, 235

Pepper (Capt.), 448
Potter (Charles), 325
Ruts (Nicholas), 228

Wesley's portrait by Romney, 37

Whaley family, 198
Robertson (T. W.), production of his plays, 365, 476

Robespierre (Maximilien), canonization of, 370
Robin a Bobbin, old Derbyshire rime, 503
Robinson (J.) on Alpine Club, 406
Rochester Row, Old, Westminster, change of name, 66
Rodex : "out of rodex," meaning of the phrase, 5

Rodgers (J.) on William Blythe's descendants, 29
Rolfe (F. W.) on cushions on the altar, 398, 498
Roman pits, 28, 131

Romford, Essex, Shakespeares at, 1637-87, 205, 314

Romney (G.), his portrait of John Wesley, 37

Roper (Margaret), ne'e More, her marriage, 446
Rosas (Don Manuel), dictator of Argentine republic,

his biography, 167
Roscommon (Earl of), misquotation of his couplet,

126, 215, 313

Rosemary Lane, manufactory of spurious antiquities
in, 268

Rous or Rowse family, 487
Rousseau (Jean Jacques), his grandfather, 466
Rout, use of the word. 291

Route, army, pronunciation of the word, 434
Rowe (J. H.) on Bethluisnion, 405

Milksop, 425
'

Rule, Britannia,' use of comma in the phrase, 365,
436, 493

Ruahton (F. R.) on birch-sap wine, 50
Rushton (W. L.) on Shakespeare's books, 7, 463
Ruskin (John) and James McNeill Whistler, 85

Russell (F. A.) on farthings, 292
Reade (Charles), 312

Russell (Lord John) and the Alabama, 49
Russell (M.) on limericks or learicks, 8

Ruts (Nicholas), c. 1631, his biography, 228

Rye (W.) on letters of Dorothy Osborne, 230
S. on Sweyn, its pronunciation, 329
S. (A.) on factors of progress, 506

Fall of Saguntum, 1727, 368
Journal of a London citizen, 203, 242, 354
Swallows predicting a storm, 206

S. (Ad) on Sir Walter Raleigh, 349
S. (F. C.) on Eneas Silvius, 68
S. (H. K. St. J.) on fictitious Latin plurals, 518
S. (H. S.) on "

C'est que 1'enfant," 350
Johnson's 'Lives of the Poets,' 68, 129

S. (J. P.) on automatic sculptor, 408
S. (L. P.) on Sir Henry Wotton, 367
S. (M. E.) on cession of Welsh counties to England,

106
S. (N. S.) on " Do you ken John Peel ?

" 426

George IV.'s gold dinner service at Windsor, 466
S. (S. F.) on crowns in tower or spire of church, 485
S. (S. P. E.) on Holborn Casino, 195

Shops in Cheapside, 1650, 295
S. (T. W.) on Kimpton family, 207
S. (W.) on "Crying down credit," 213

Dakmaker, 26
First railway in Scotland, 186
Fortescue's ' British Army,' 325

Lock-step, 427
Low and lum, 465

Overslaugh, 157

Rakehell, 146

Whirligig as instrument of punishment, 484
S. (W. F. P.) on Shakespeare's religion, 29

Sabbath, river not flowing on the, 19, 52, 175

Saccawinkee, etymology of the word, 205
Sadleir (Sir Thomas), his mansion at Standon, Herts,

248

Saguntum, its fall, 1727, 368
St. Ampull, imaginary saint, 369
St. Andrews and Balcarres, 346
St. Anne's Church, Blackfriars, 517
St. Bartholomew, the Pope on massacre of, 57, 232
St. Bees College, collecting box at, 408, 493
St. Budeaux, Gorges family monument at, 154
St. Chrysostom and the designation Bible, 148
St. Dials, disused church at Llantarnam, Monmouth-

shire, 49, 113, 514
St. Ebrulf Abbey and St. Peter's, Chester, 207, 457
St. Enoch, imaginary saint, 127, 369
St. Fort, imaginary saint, 127
St. Germain, adventurer and charlatan, 367
St. Kitts, pioneer settlers in, 1623, 229, 455
St. Legers (A.) on Marat, 175, 293
St. Margaret Pattens, derivation of the name, 170
St. Margaret's, Westminster, and the United States,

1, 63, 123, 164, 289, 390
St. Mary Axe, derivation of name, 170, 253, 351, 507
St. Mary Coney Hope, 170
St. Michael le Querne, derivation of the name, 170,

253, 351, 507
St. Olave's, Hart Street, Pepys monument in, 18
St. Patrick's, Soho, Latin entry in register, 206
St. Peter's, Cornhill, extract from marriage register, 8
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St. Roch, church built in commemoration of his dog
189, 236

St. Rollox, imaginary saint, 369
St. Swithin on all over, 294

Blue associated with the Virgin, 177

Borrowing days, 23, 351

Bridge chantry in West Hiding, 111

By-word, 25
Cellini's hammer, 269
Children's festival, 197
Christmastide folk-lore, 505
"
Crying down credit," 214

Dante portrait, 109, 431
Dialect synonyms, 444
Doctor's recommendation, 271

Dog of St. Roch, 236

Farthings, 238

Geryon, 233

Gillygate at York, 50, 232

Gilpin's route, 217
Hark ! Hark ! The dogs do bark, 498
Hidden treasure, 227
Human skeleton in alum rock, 48
Killen or keeling=a barn, 297

King's Champion, 254

Mayors' correct title and precedence, 211

Missing word, 107

Newspaper cuttings, 19
"Number Eleven," 406

Owls, 113

Puns, 435

See-saw, dialect word for, 151

Sleeping King Arthur, 502
"Sur le Pont d'Avignon," 170
TJther and Arthur, 57

Wesley queries, 117

Ycleping the church, 371
St. Ursula and her eleven thousand virgins, 369, 516

St. Valery or St. Waleric, 445

St. Vale'ry-sur-Somme and William the Conqueror, 346

St. William of Aquitaine, 308, 417

Saints, imaginary or invented, 127, 215, 369, 515

Salep or salop drink, 448

Salmon (D.) on Anatomic Vivante, 49

Jones (Griffith), his portrait, 89

Salop, etymology of the word, 108, 237, 313, 350

Sandford (W.) on Beadnell, 469

Sandgate Castle, list of captains of, 229, 333

Savage (E. B.) on alias in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, 277
Suff and stuff, 96

Savage (Eichard), caricature of, 129

Saviour at the breast, 29, 115, 291, 435, 495

Scannell-O'Neill (D. J.) on English Cardinals, 435

Infant Saviour, 435

Scarlett (Robert), sexton of Peterborough Cathedral,

his epitaph, 115, 453

Scattergood (Dr. Anthony), his Bible, 281, 303, 395

Scattergood (B. P.) on Sir Thomas Fairbank, 469

Quarterings, 98

Scattergood (Dr. Anthony), his Bible, 281, 303

South Sea scheme, 155
Sworn clerks in Chancery, 277

Sceptre, ivory, of George I., 409

Schiller's Wallenstein,' Coleridge's translation, 15,

275, 396

School Board system, its extinction, 485
School library of the seventeenth century, 388, 435, 472
Schools, County Council and Board, 107, 157
"
Scir locc," translation of, 268

Scoggan or scoggin, use of the word, 206, 514
Scotland, long leases in, 25, 134, 193, 234 ; first rail-

way in, 186
Scott (Mrs. Alexander), last survivor of the 1820

settlers in Cape Colony, 226
Scott (Sir Gilbert) on Wakefield bridge chantry, 111
Scott (Robert), inventor of leathern artillery, 18
Scott (Sir Walter), Cottiswold in '

Marmion,' 506
Scott (William Bell), passage in '

Autobiography,' 126
Scratch :

" Old Scratch," use of the term, 14
Scudamore (F. I.), his poems, 228

Sculptor, automatic, invented, 408
Seats reserved in the House of Commons, 376

See-saw, dialectal word for, 89, 151

Seion, evangelizer of Wales, 421

Serendipity shop, meaning of the term, 349, 430

Serpent's feet, legend of the, 112
Servian dynasties, 86
Seville and civil oranges, pun, 170, 295, 335
Sewell (C. W. H.) on ' Edwin Drood '

continued, 389
Sexdecim Valles in topography of Yorkshire, 186

Seymour (Mrs. Laura) and Charles Eeade, 243, 312,
517

Shakespeare (W.), his books, 7, 463
;

<c
Temple

"

editions, 13 ;
sale of plays by, in 1790, 26

; Sidney
Lee on, 27, 442 ; his religion, 29, 74 ;

his Seventy-
sixth Sonnet, 35

;
his knowledge of geography, 90,

191 ;
and Tacitus, 105 ; his Sonnets, 141, 210, 273 ;

his knowledge of the classics, 156, 275, 427 ;
and

Lord Burleigh, 328, 396, 411, 478 ; and puns, 386,
435 ; accent in his verse, 441

;
F. G. Fleay on, 442

Shakespeares at Romford, Essex, 1637-89, 205, 314

Shakespeariana :

'
Hamlet,' Act I. sc. 3,

" With almost all the

holy vows of heaven," 423 ; Act I. sc. 4,
" The

dram of eale," 323, 423
1

King Lear,' Act II. sc. 4,
"
O, how this mother,"

324
'

Macbeth,' Act V. sc. 1, "Mated mind," 324
'

Rape of Lucrece,' classical learning absent, 323
' Twelfth Night,' Act 31. sc. 1,

" Here comes the

trout that must be caught with tickling," 422

Shaw (W. S.) on vicars of Twerton, 208

Sheet, marriage in a, 146, 214, 314

Shelfield family, 14

Shelley family, 1550-90, 426

Shelley (P. B.) and astronomy, 467

Sherborn (G. T.) on authors of books wanted, 74

Dog which followed the Due d'Engbien, 93

Lucretius, 48
Nodus Herculis, 313

Scriptures out of church, 496

Sherring (L. M.) on vicereine, 56

Shields in heraldry, their origin, 113

Shilleto (A. R.), his edition of Burton's '

Anatomy oi

Melancholy,' 2, 62, 162, 301, 362, 442

Ship, silver spike in, 387

Shops in Cheapside in 1650, 128, 295

Shorthand, systems of, 324, 378, 434
" Shot the moon," origin of the phrase, 107

Shrewsbury, its etymology, 108, 237, 313, 350

Shropshire, its etymology, 108, 237, 313, 350
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Shropshire and Herefordshire woodwork, 148

Shrove Tuesday, verses at Brasenose College on, 268

Sibree (E.) on etymology of God,, 465

Sibson (Thomas), artist, 1817-44, 249, 391

Sidney (Sir Henry), burial-place of his heart, 307, 434

Sidney (M.) on Sir Henry Sidney's heart, 307

Sieveking (T. G.) on bridge chantry, 43

Sigma-Delta on Thomas family, 408

Sign, curious hotel, 116

Signs of old London shops, 16, 71, 128, 295

Silvius (Eneas), his
'

History of Bohemia,' 68, 151

Simcoe (Lieut.-Col. J. G.), error in his 'Military

Journal,' 46

Simeon (C.) on 'Le Vicaire Savoyard,' 68

Simferopol, place-name, its etymology, 181

Simplicissimus on "
Chaperoned by her father," 370

I printed with small letter, 231

Skeat (W. W.) on Ash : place-name, 373
'
Bisclavret,' 46

Cavatina, 276

Euchre, 484
" Flea in the ear," 67
Foresteal : forestall, 371

Hawthorn, 334, 472

Poldavy, 104

Pronunciation, 392
Richard II. : Froissavt, 508

Salop, 350

Sweyn, its pronunciation, 394
"To mug," 57
U and V : VV : Double-U, 70

Ycleping the church, 475

Skeleton, human, in alum rock, 48, 195

Skevington (T. W.) on Johnson family, 53

Skipwith (Sir Grey)= Mrs. Edmund Kemp, 229, 393

Skulls in Hythe and other churches, 51, 96
Slater (J. H. )

on Dr. Scattergood's Bible, 395

Sleep and death, poetical expression of, 389, 512

Sligo (Marquess of), his marriage, 269

Slowbelly, molubdinous, meaning of the term, 487
Smith (Albert) and Tom Taylor, their 'Novelty Fair,'

74
Smith (H.) on 'Journal of a Tour by Juan de Vega/

387
Smith (N.) on Wordsworth queries, 88
Smith (R. H.) on Pamela : Pamela, 141

Quotations wanted, 148
Smithers (C. G.) on "

Ship
"
Hotel, Greenwich, 431

Smollett (T.), original of Squire Gawkie in Roderick

Eandom/ 205

Smyth (E. C.) on envelopes, 397, 490

Snagge (Thomas William) on oaken coffins, 388, 455

Snuff-box, inscriptions on, 429, 495

Soho, Marat's residence in, 7, 109, 175, 235, 293, 451
Soho Square, removal of statue of Charles II. from,

336, 391, 514

Solent, etymology of the word, 248, 394
Solomon and Aphikia, wife ofJesus ben Sirach, 222, 261
Sombre (Dyce) and Walpole letters, 366, 438
Son, story of an ungrateful, 116

Song, coon, origin of the term, 269, 338
Songs and Ballads :

Baby-Land, 267
Canadian Boat Song, 364
Gentle shepherd, tell me where, 377
Merrily danced the Quaker's wife, 268, 370

Songs and Ballads :

My Old Oak Table, 448, 514

Passing By, 12, 111, 176
Sur le Pont d'Avignon, 170, 211

The oak, the ash, and the bonny ivy tree, 328,

433, 492
Three Ravens, 53

Sorbonne, ground plan of fourteenth-century church,
84

South (John), LL.B,, Regius Professor, Oxford, 309,

395, 452
South (John), vicar of St. Uny Lelant, 309, 395

Southam (H.) on cardinals and crimson robes, 486
" Flea in the ear," 138

South Sea scheme, list of subscribers, 68, 155

Spain, capsicum in, 449

Spanish badge, 93

Spanish bag, meaning of the term, 486

Spanish folk-lore, 484

Spelling, date of introduction of definite English,

287, 371

Sphinx, the riddle of the, 25

Spike, silver, driven into stern of ship, 387

Spirits, evil, and inkbottles, 106, 297, 356, 416

Spittle, fasting, treatise on, 51

Stace (Col. Henry Coope), Royal Artillery, date of his

death, 207

Stages on barrels, 503

Stafford, the place-name, 128, 271
Stafford (Henry, Earl of) on his French wife, 466

Stafford (John), his letters relating to the rebellion of

1745, 169
Stafford (Thomas)=Dorothy Bagshaw, 1631, 188

Standon, Priory of Austin Friars at, 248, 352
Stanford Rivers, epitaph at, 186

Stanhope (Lady Hester), d. 1839, her biography, 19

Stapleton (A.) on parish registers, 355

Startin (Mrs. or Miss), 328
Statham (H. H.) on "

Scriptures out of church," 429

Statue of Charles II. removed from Soho Square, 336,

391, 514
Steamboats on the Thames, 1816, 242

Steam engines, self-acting valve gear of, 206

Stendhal : Beyle, 127

Stephens (F. G.) on '

Reskimer, a Cornish Genfc.,' 169

Sterne (L.), fragments in the manner of, 447
Stevens (E.) on English as a universal language, 313

Stilwell (G. H.) on William Ware, bellfounder, 350
Stilwell (J. P.) on William Ware, 492

Stonex (F. T.) on St. Peter's, Chester, 207
Storff (Lieut.-Col. de), his pen-and-ink plans, 447

Storm, predicted by swallows, 206
Storrs (W. T.) on Duchess of Maiiborough, 308

Stortford School in 1665, 389, 435, 472
Strafford (T.) on Stafford, 188
Street (E. E.) on all over, 294

Primrose superstition, 412

Strigonensis, its meaning, 92
Stronach (G.) on Bacon on Hercules, 54, 156

Kingsley's verses :
' A Farewell,' 409

Shakespeare's geography, 191

Shakespeare's sonnets, 141, 273

Shakespearian critics, 442

Strong (H. A.) on avary, 453
Clameur de haro, 412
Latin quip, 385
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Strong (H. A.) on Lucretius, 92
Panton family, 13
Swiss dialects, 461

Stuart (Lady Arabella), window in memory of.
- 1 :

and Dr. Fulton, 347, 418
Stubbes (George), his '

Dialogue on Beauty in the
Manner of Plato,' 147

Stuff and suff, use and meaning of the words, 95
Suff and stuff, use and meaning of the words, 95
Sugh, use of the word by Wordsworth, 223
Summer, the English, 148
Sundial inscriptions, 51, 92, 172, 216, 428, 495
Sunflower habit, 25, 130
Sun hissing at setting, 391

Surizian, explanation of the word, 116

Surquedry, use and meaning of the word, 457
Suspicion, goods sent on, use of the term, 246
Swallows predicting a storm, 206
Swan (M.) on ground ivy, 366

Swedenborgian druggist, Lord Macaulay on, 308

Sweyn (King), pronunciation of his name, 329, 394
Swift (F.) on Timothy Swift, 367
Swift (Timothy) = Ann Williams, c. 1775, 367
Swinburne (A. C.) on translations, 285, 473
Swiss dialects, 461
Sworn clerks in Chancery, 154, 277, 335, 375

Swynnerton (C.) on Mr. Bland, the Edinburgh actor,

207, 335

Eighteenth-century characters, 348

Hawthorn, 268, 437
Infant Saviour, 29
Latin entry in register, 206
Parish registers, 318

Sykes (W.) on cures for epilepsy and thrush, 47

Syriac apocryph of Aphikia, analogues, 261

Szapary (Count), his medical treatment, 227, 415
T. on Eichard Nash, 273, 335
T. (B. N.) on Holborn Casino, 127
T. (D. K.) on picture of House of Commons, 149

Quarterings, 98
T. (F. D.) on " Son comfort et liesse," 249

T. (G. I.) on Clement's Inn, 409
T. (H.) on publication by subscription, 327
T (R.E.N.T.) on flaying alive, 429

T. (W.) on 'Battle of Prague,' 327
Grotto at Margate, 192

Mannings and Tawell, 311

Muhammed or Mohammed, 55

Tabby all over, meaning of the phrase, 249, 312,

412

Table, word in doctor's recommendation, 144, 271

Tablets, mural, to illustrious personages, 503

Tacamahaca, a resin, origin of the name, 406

Tacitus and Shakespeare's
'

Henry VI.,' 105

Tackle, naval pronunciation of the word, 257

Talmud, Carlyle and the, 425

Tambourello, description of the game, 329, 434

Tapp (Lieut. John Edward), Koyal Artillery, 207

Tartar or Tatar, 185, 376
Taster, silver, in inventory, 288, 510

Tatar or Tartar, 185, 376
Tavern signs : "Catherine Wheel," Oxford, 188, 293

''Ship" Hotel, Greenwich, 306, 375, 415, 431

Tawell (J.), executed at Aylesbury, 1845, 148, 194

229, 277, 310, 433
Tax on bricks, 345

Taylor (C S ) on hanging censers, 447
Pamela : Pamela, 330

Baylor (H.) on Wymondham guilds, 475

Taylor (Tom) and Albert Smith, their '

Novelty Fair,'

?ea as a meal, 351

Telegraph, first murderer taken by means of, 148, 194,
229, 277, 310, 433

Temporum Lector on Camerlengo's silver hammer, 105
Pennant (William), his

' Anster Fair,' 143

Tennyson (Lord), his 'The Princess,' 146
; and Ben

Jonson, 186, 277
Th. (M. P.) on Nome City, 485

Thackeray (W. M.), keys to his novels, 13
;
his

speeches, 130
;
his moustache, 149, 212, 357 ; and

1 Damascus and Palmyra,' 446, 494 ; his poem
' Catherine Hayes,' 446

Thekse, its locality, 92
Theodorus and Jesus Christ, 405, 509

Thixendale, Yorkshire place-name, 186
Thomas (R.) on '

Beowulf,' 83

Cyclopaedia: encyclopaedia, 172

English grave at Ostend, 495
'Rule Britannia,' 365, 493

Thomas (W. M.) on epitaph attributed to Milton, 67

Thompson family, 408, 518
Thornton (R. H.) on formation of clouds, 65

Origin of the Turnbulls, 51
Weldon (Rev. Robert), 108

Thorp (J. T.) on Sir Richard Bonnycastle, 228

Throgmorton inscription in Llantarnam Church, 208
Thrush and epilepsy, cures for, 47
Thurnam (W. D.) on mayors' precedence, 57

Tickling trout, 422, 505
Tidcombe family, 486

Tideswell Moor, place-name, its etymology, 341, 517

Tiptoff (T.) on ' My Old Oak Table,' 514

Oak, ash, and ivy, 433

Titles, Celtic, 367

Toboggan, first use of the word in English, 467

Tom, Great, of Oxford, 226

Tongue-pricks, the word in French proverb, 175, 235

Tongue-twisters, collected examples of, 55, 233

Tonka or Tonquin bean, origin of the name, 246

Tooth, single, in ' Annals of Japan,' 71

Topography of ancient London, 429

Top spit, use of the term, 505

Tory, misprint in ' Painter of his own Dishonour,' 9,

97, 134

Towneley (John), tomb in Chiswiok Churchyard, 327

Towns, cruciform, 104
Townshend (J.) on Lady Nottingham, 158

Towson (John Thomas), 1804-81, 190, 238

Trade signs, 16, 71, 128, 295

Trade winds, etymology of the word, 202

Tragedy at Heptonstall in 1482, 13

Translation, the art of, 15, 275, 396

Translations, merits and demerits of, 285, 473
Trees in the Neapolitan district, 348

Trenquale'on (M. de), his ' West Grinstead et les

Caryll,' 286

Trinity Sunday folk-lore, 477

Trout, caught by tickling, 422, 505

Tucker (A.) on ivory sceptre of George I., 409

Kemble (Charles), 431
Nash (Richard), 493
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Turnbulls, origin of
the,^!, 353, 416, 475

Turnover, literary meaning of the word, 364, 471

Twerton, vicars of, 1690-1825, 208

Tyler (Capt. Peter), d. 1755, 486

Typewriter, advent of the, 69, 138

Tyre, meaning and derivation of the word, 54

Tyrone (Comte de) on rebel flag of Ireland, 228

U and V and the pronunciation of words, 29, 70

Udal (J. S.) on arms of married women, 390

Historical rime : rhyme, 491

Trench phrase, 352

Illegitimacy, 94

Umbrella and " Number Eleven," 406

Underdown (EL W.) on Adam the Carthusian, 301

Rons or Rowse family, 487

Union on Gipsy Queen, 407, 428

National flag, 327

United States and St. Margaret's, Westminster, 1,63,

123, 164, 289, 390

Universal language, English as a, 313

Universary, use and meaning of the word, 365

Unram, 9

Unwin (T. F.) on Cobden pamphlet, 188, 469

Upcott (William), his literary correspondence, 389, 452

Upright burial, instances of, 34, 137, 294

Upton (Thomas), b. 1677, his descendants, 447

Upton (W. P.) on Thomas Upton, 447

Usquebaugh, etymology of the word, 77
V and U and the pronunciation of words, 29, 70
V. (Q.) on Chi-Rho monogram, 452

Imaginary or invented saints, 516

Turnover, 471
V. (W. I. R.) on epitaph at Gravesend, 409

Vade-Walpole (H. S.) on Miss Charlotte Walpole, 254

Vandalism, modern, 466

Vaughan (Henry) and William Wordsworth, 146

Vaughan (John), a survivor of Waterloo, 85

Vega (Lope de), quotations from, 287, 336, 410
Venison feast, its origin, 47, 177, 253

Vergers, statutes relating to, 149

Vergilius of Naples, necromancer, 408, 470, 509

Verse, blank, and George III., 441
Veto at Papal elections, 89, 174, 396
Viad on Leland's '

Itinerary,' 287

Vicereine, use of the title, 56
Victoria (Queen), survivors of her second Parliament,

1841-7, 407
Vida on daughters of Boadicea, 357

Vigilans on Marat in- London, 109, 357

Vildeson, place-name in Crakanthorp's
' Defensio

Ecclesire Anglicanae,' 32

Village feasts, their names and dates, 107, 134, 216,
448, 473

Virgil. See Vergilius.

Virgin, Blessed, association of blue with the, 96, 177
Visitations, early, of churches in Hertfordshire, 169
Vivisection and Bishop Westcott, 205W and the pronunciation of words, 29, 70
W. on U and V : VV : Double-U, 29
W. (C. H.) on Elizabeth Andrews, printer, 287
W. (C. 0.) on Welsh counties ceded to England, 135
W. (E.) on Sir Henry Sidney's heart, 434
W. (E. P.) on nothing, 267

Weather, 148
W. (G.) on memory, 432

Wake=a village feast, 107

W. (G. C.) on Mannings and Tawell, 277
W. (G. H.) on Col. Horton, 229

Watchmaker, 248
W. (G. M.) on black cats, 115

Heathfield (Lord), 504
W. (H.) on red playbills, 248
W. (J. B.) on farthings, 357
W. (T.) on Wives and Daughters,' 188
W. (U. V.) on Ingland, 448

Mannings and Tawell, 230

Roper (Margaret), 447
Sibson (Thomas), artist, 1817-44, 249

Wade (N.) on Lloyd family, 189

Wagner (W. R.), his 'Art and the Revolution,' 369

Waik, meaning of the word as used by Hogg, 110

Wainewright (Dr. Jeremiah), his biography, 510

Wainewright (John B.) on basilicas, 168, 412

Bible, 272
Blue associated with the Virgin, 177
Cardinals, 19, 497
"
Chaperoned by her father," 370

Charles I. and the Episcopate, 73

Coleridge as a translator, 193
Courts of Requests, Wards, and Augmentations,

490
Donhead St. Mary, 205
Earliest English newspaper, 71

English cardinals, 192

Genius, 373

Glastonbury walnut, 315
Heber's '

Palestine,' 514
Immurement alive of religious, 132, 376
Jewish weddings, 435
Johnson's ' Lives of the Poets,' 175
Jonson (Ben) and Tennyson, 277
Kissed hands, 445
"Lord Palatine," 496
Marshall (Richard) : John Morren, 483

Montagu (Walter), 77

Mottoes, 98
1 Notes and Queries,' 454

"Parting of the ways," 377

'Passing By,' 12

Pleasure, 457

Pope self-condemned for heresy, 115

Quern Deus vult perdere prius dementat, 387

Quotations, 271
Rabbits and rheumatism, 126
Reade (Charles) in Bolton Row, 333
River not flowing on the Sabbath, 175
St. Valery or St. Waleric, 445

Shakespeare's geography, 91

Shelley family, 426
"
Ship

"
Hotel, Greenwich, 376

Sworn clerks in Chancery, 154, 375
Veto at Papal elections, 89, 396

Wainewright (Dr. Jeremiah), 510

Wainwright (John), Baron of the Exchequer in

Ireland, 505
11 World without end," 116

Wykehamical word toys, 492

Wainwright (John), Baron of the Exchequer in

Ireland, 505

Wainwright (T.) on Dr. D. Duncan, 426
Wake=a village feast, 107, 134, 216, 473

Wakefleld, chantry on bridge at, 43, 111, 217
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Walcott (Rev. Mackenzie), d. 1880, his biography, 367
Waldron ( Mary)= George Band, c. 1760, 289
Wales, its evangelization, 421

;
its discarded

festivals, 422
Walker (B.) on bracelet, 115
Wallace (R. H.) on animal baiting, 127

Native study, 127, 257

Ospreys, 127
Walnut tree at Glastonbury, legends of, 208, 315, 492

Walpole (Miss Charlotte), her dramatic career, 53,

128, 151, 171, 254, 311, 489

Walpole (Horace), his collection of Madame du
Deffand's letters, 366, 438

Walsham, North, Commonwealth arms in church at,

194, 396
Walter (W. G.) on John Angier, 128
Walters (R.) on Alpine Club, 452

Kemble (Charles), 392

Martyr (Mrs.), singer and actress, 107

Walpole (Miss Charlotte), 489
Wanted v. wanting/use of the word, 68
Ward (Charles), barrack-master at Lewes, 348
Ward (C. S.) on cardinals, 334

D'Assigny (Marius), 168
Duchess of Marlborough, 356
Excommunication of Louis XIV., 508

Hapsburgs as Emperors of Germany, 256

Popes, 448
Ward (F.) on Charles Ward, 348
Ward (H. S.) on bletheramskite, 93

Blue associated with the Virgin, 96
To mug, 5

Ward (J. W.) on Throgmorton inscription, 208
Ward (K.) on Bastable family, 268

Gore family, 149

Hall (Frances), 149
Lewis family, 168
Miller (Hugh), 228

Skipwith family, 229

Wards, Court of, 309, 490

Ware (William), bellfounder, 1613, 350, 395, 492

Warrington Church, chasuble at, 507

Washington (George), sex of, 86

Waterloo survivors, 85, 346, 457

Waterloo won on the playing fields of Eton, 387, 516

Watkins (Elizabeth), supposed last survivor of the

battle of Waterloo, 346, 457

Watson family of Barrasbridge, 197

Watson (J.) on Madame de Pompadour, 447

Waterloo won on the playing fields of Eton, 516

Watt (R.), his 'Bibliotheca Britannica,' 145

Wattman, use of the term in France, 147

Weather-lore : Penyard smoking his pipe, 65, 225

Wedding customs at Little Hucklow, 474

Weddings, Jewish, breaking the glass at, 46, 115, 214,

337, 435
Weldon (Rev. Robert), quarto pamphlet, 1648, 108

Welford (R.) on glass manufacture, 515

Mannings and Tawell, 194, 229

Remarkable fecundity, 246

Sexton's tombstone, 115

Turnover, 364

Wellington (Duke of), and the Prince Regent, in

1817, 85 ;
and the cricket field at Eton, 387, 516

Welsh counties ceded to England, 106, 135

Welsh customs at Hallowe'en, 321

Welsh dictionaries, 128, 197, 513
Welsh rabbit, derivation of the term, 469
Welsh spelling and pronunciation, 349, 392

Welter, derivation and use of the word, 74, 155

Wene, meaning of the word as used by Hogg, 110

Wenthlok, use of the place-name, 188, 271

Wesley (John), his portrait by Romney, 37
;
at Bath,

1789, 388

Wesley queries, 27, 117

Westbury White Horse, estimate for cleaning, 503
Westcott (Bishop) and vivisection, 205

Westminster, St. Margaret's Church, and the United

States, 1, 63, 123, 164, 289,390; Old Rochester
Row renamed, 66; No. 17, Dean's Yard, its history,
265

Whaley family, 198

Wheat, Homeric horses fed on, 166
Wheeler (A.) on all over, 294

Authors of books wanted, 74, 273
Ballads and Methodism, 137
Bruhl (Count de), 331, 373
" Clameur de haro," 272
Dickens: 'Pickwick,' 107
Duels of clergymen, 54
Earliest English newspaper, 153

Fielding (Henry), 65

Flats, 134
Good Friday in 1602, 118
Gratis literature, 144

Gunning (Miss), Duchess of Hamilton, 32
Historical rime, 33
Holborn Casino, 195

King's Champion, 135
Nash (Richard), 15

Nightrail and notableness, 98
'Notes and Queries,' 151

Railway literature, 132

Raleigh in America, 251

Red up, 337
*

Reskimer, a Cornish Gent.,' 512

Riming epitaph, 51, 172

Surquedry : outrecuidance, 457
"
Tabby all over," 249, 412

Tongue-twisters, 234
Towson (J. T.), 238
4 Vicar of Wakefield,' 514

Wesley queries, 117

Whirligig as an instrument of punishment, 484

Whisky, potatoes, and leprosy, 77
Whistler (James McNeill) and Ruskin, 85

White (T.) on cardinals, 19

Klopstock's 'Stabat Mater,' 56, 134

Suff and stuff, 96
Whitebait dinner, ministerial, 189, 272, 306, 337, 376,

415, 431

White Horse at Westbury, estimate for cleaning, 503

Wick=dairy, derivation of the word, 113

Wickey-up, etymology of the word, 186

Wilbraham (Sir Roger), his 'Journal,' 286

Wilde (Oscar) and James McNeill Whistler, 85

William the Conqueror, his departure from France,

346, 354
William IV., verses on, 397

William of Wykeham and Pulham Church, Norfolk

249
Williams (C.) on American book, 486
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Willis (J. H. ) on Brantdme's variant of the story of

Aphikia, 385

Willow-pattern plate, 380
Will read publicly in parish church, 348, 450

Wills, typewritten, 69, 138
;
Cheshire and Lancashire,

485
Wilmshurst (T. B.) on Shakespeariana, 324
Wilson (A. T.) on

" We only live when we are happy,"
207

Wilson (C. B.) on evil spirits and inkbottles, 106
Wilson (C. H.), his

'

Polyanthea,' 107, 157
Wilson (Rev. T.), his 'Archaeological Dictionary,' 44 8

Wilson (T.) on epitaph at Stanford Rivers, 186
National flag, 508

United States and St. Margaret's, Westminster,
290

Wilson (W. E.) on Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk,
409

Shakespeare's Seventy-sixth Sonnet, 36
Wiltshire (F. H.) on Count de Bruhl, 189

Winchester College, the word toys at, 345, 437, 492

Wines, home-made, 50, 296
Wisen=to grow wise, 145
Witchcraft in Essex, 187, 313

Witham arms, 149

Woffington (Mary), her portrait, 309
Wolffsohn (Lily) on Neapolitan marvels : Virgilius, 509

Wolfram von Eschenbach, his biography, 288, 398

Wollaston, his editions of
'

Religion of Nature

Delineated,' 486
Wooburn Church, near Maidenhead, bells in, 144
Woodrow (G. M.) on "Gardening, man's primeval

work," 129

Woodvine, meaning of the term, 320

Woodwork, carved, in Herefordshire and Shropshire,
148

Word, a missing, 107
Wordsworth (Christopher), edition of Crakanthorp, 32

Wordsworth (William), quotations by, 88, 153 ;
and

Henry Vaughan, 146
;
his use of the word sugh, 223

Wotherspoon (E.) on Marriage House, 428
Wotton (Sir Henry), Mallorie, and Candishe, 367, 476
Wren (Sir Christopher), mallet used by, 191

Wrenham (J.) on measures of capacity, 1670, 344

Wright (A. T.) on Thomas Lloyd, 324, 434

Wykehamical word toys, use and origin, 345, 437, 492

Wykes pedigree in Colby's
'

Visitations,
3 56

Wymondham guilds, article on, 410, 475

Wyned bedstedle, in inventory, 1609, 288

Wynter (Capt. Kobert), Royal Artillery, date of his

death, 207

Wynyard Park, Privy Council held at, 368

Xylographer on Babiole, privateer, 389

Game, 410

Sterne, 447
Y. (C. F.) on maxim, 309

Yardley (E.) on Bacon on Hercules, 275

Epitaph at Gravesend, 518
Evil spirits and inkbottles, 297

Genius, 244, 517
Heber's <

Palestine,' 246

Henry VI.' and Tacitus, 105
Heraldic shields, 113
Journal of a London citizen, 317

Orange blossoms, 56

Pass, 334
Persian legend of the first flesh-eater, 514

Pope and massacre of St. Bartholomew, 57, 232
Prior to= before, 312

Shakespeare's geography, 90

Shakespeare's Seventy-sixth Sonnet, 36

Shakespeariana, 323
' Tales from Dreamland,

' 237
Witchcraft in Essex, 313

Ycleping the church, 371, 475

Ygrec on healen peny : ging stick, 89

Imaginary or invented saints, 516
South (John), 309

York, Gillygate at, 50, 173, 232
;
Marat's residence

in, 506
Yorkshireman on Raleigh, its pronunciation, 366

Young (Thomas), secretary to Lord Melbourne, 350,

391, 493
Zanoni on Celtic titles, 367
Zauber-Kessel in Essex, 206
Zola (Emile), key to his

'

Rome,' 68, 135
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